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CHICAGO OPERA COMPANY PRESENTS GREAT ARRAY OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Introductory Performance of Aida Impossible to Surpass in Scenic Splendor, Sumptuousness of Production and Artistic Pro-
ficiency of Individual Efforts—Garden and Muratore Enthusiastically Welcomed by Big Audience—Edith Mason

and Joseph Schwarz Share Honors in Rigoletto—Giorgio Polacco Continues to Arouse Admiration Be-
cause of His Masterly Wielding of the Baton—Opera Can Not Be Presented in a Su-

perior Manner to That of the Chicago Grand Opera Association

By ALFRED METZGER
Being composed upon request of the

King of Egypt for an occasion of world
wide significance and therefore being en-

dowed with an element of spectacularity
and pomp, Verdi's Aida usually tickles

the palate of the populace in its charac-
ter of luxurlousness of scenic splendor.
For this reason it is frequently chosen as
the opening production of a brilliant op-
eratic season. But ver>' often the man-
agement depending solely upon the spec-
tacular assets of the work and also upon
the social significance of an opening pro-
duction rarely pennits its leading artists
to make their bow in this production.
In this manner Verdi's magnificent oper-
atic creation suffers from lack of artistic

material. However, this could not be
said of the opening performance of the
Chicago Grand Opera Co. at the Exposi-
tion Auditorium last Monday evening. It

was in every respect a performance
which met. both from a spectacular and
artistic standpoint, the minutest require-
ments of the most fastidious lover of
music.

If you have not seen or heard Aida
as it is presented by the Chicago Grand
Opera Co. you haven't seen Verdi's mag-
nificent work at its best. Jacques Coini
certainly distinguished himself in the
stage management, for every adherence
to historic detail as to scenic equip-
ment and costume was emphasized and
the stage was never overcrowded nor did
there exist any confusion even during
the most intricate moments. The ballet,
too, was exceedingly graceful and re-

finedly artistic, the dancing being inci-

dental rather than a "law unto itself."

Rosa Raisa interpreted the principal
female role and her interpretation of
Aida will certainly remain in the memory
of everyone who witnessed it during his
or her lifetime. We cannot imagine a
finer nor more musicianly portrayal of
this role. During the first act we were
afraid that Raisa might disappoint us.
She still possesses that conscientious-
ness which makes her nervous in the
beginning of the opera. And this nerv-
ousness is responsible for a certain rig-

idity of tone, a few strident notes and an
occasional deviation from pitch, but after
the first act Rosa Raisa gave us one of
the finest interpretations of this role that
we have ever heard, and we do not be-
lieve it can be surpassed. We never
heard the Xile scene sung as well. Here
the artist surpassed herself and the same
may be said of the final scene in the
tomb. Her voice became mellow, pliant
and smooth, her intonation absolutely
perfect, her phrasing entrancing. It was
simply superb. Indeed the magnificently
intelligent and beautifully emotional
phrases still cling to our ears at this
writing.

A close second to Raisa's Aida was Ed-
ward Johnson's Radames. When we
found that this artist was to interpret a
role usually allotted to a strictly dra-
matic artist, we feared that his some-
what lyric tenor might not be exactly
suited to the part, although artistically
we felt Mr. Johnson thoroughly compe-
tent to cope with the role. But our doubt
was soon dissipated when this splendid
artist permitted his voice to ring forth
in splendor and purity of tone and pitch
in that difficult and effective aria Ce-
leste Aida. And from there on through-
out the opera Mr. Johnson fulfilled thor-
oughly all the requirements of histrionic
and musical art and proved himself an
operatic artist of the first rank. Specially
enchanting was his excellent work dur-

ing the Xile scene wherein he held him-
self strictly to legitimate artistry and
did not imitate tlie inartistic tricks of
most tenors appearing in this role.

Another artist whose work stood out
prominently in this ideal production was
Virgilio Lazzari as the High Priest. He
proved himself to be a basso possessing
a voice of fine resonance and pliancy
which does not lose its warmth during
the rendition of the high tones. His le-

gato work is simply magnificent and his
fine, intelligent and musicianly concep-
tion of the phrases remains indelibly im-
bedded in the mind of those who heard

high standards set by the above four
operatic singers will reveal their asso-
ciates in an unfavorable light, and so
when we did not find Eleanor Reynolds
as Amneris and Edouard Cotreuil as the
King of Egypt as satisfactory as those
artists mentioned above, it may not be
entirely due to their lack of artistic pro-
ficiency, but may be a result of a contrast
rather unfair to them. Be that as it may
Miss Reynolds' voice did not sound free
or flexible on this occasion. Her low
tones lacked resonance, while her high
tones revealed a tremolo. Nevertheless
she put her whole soul into her vocal

GIORGIO POLACCO
The Eminent >laestri> of the Baton, \\ hose (.'hief ConductorNhip of the Chicago

Opera A.sKOciation. Adds Both I'reslice and Arlixtlc efficiency lo
ihi.<« Exemplary Operatic Or^anlcatlon

him. The writer has never heard the role
of the priest interpreted with such depth
and musicianship as well as vocal art.

Giacomo Rimini as Amonasro did the
best work we have heard him do. At no
time last season did Mr. Rimini reveal
either the smoothness of voice nor the
virility of histrionic execution which he
exhibited last Monday night. He certain-
ly fitted in well with Rosa Raisa and Ed-
ward Johnson in the magnificent Xile
scene, which both from a musical and
scenic point of view was the very last
word in operatic presentation. Mr. Ri-
mini did not exhibit any roughness of
tone nor unevenness in phrasing, but in-

terpreted the role with a sincerity and
artistic abandon which accentuated the
dramatic importance of this role.

It would be difficult to obtain artists
of this rank to fill the entire cast, and
even the least bit of deviation from the

and dramatic work and at least deserves
credit for regarding her vocation seri-

ously and conscientiously. Edouard Co-
treuil's basso sounded somewhat weak
and lacking in color and resonance, while
his interpretation did not seem to con-
tain that force and color of expression
which the phrases call for. Margery Max-
well as the Priestess sang excellently,
while Ludovico Oliviero acquitted him-
self creditably in the part of the messen-
ger.

The conductor on this occasion was
Pietro Cimini, and he surely pleased the
audience, for he was recalled after every
act and received a cordial reception each
time he entered. However, he did not
seem to us to possess that vigor and dom-
inating force necessary to get the very
last ounce of fire from chorus and orches-
tra. The climaxes did not present that
vigor they should have possessed, nor

did the female and male choruses ex-
hibit that variety of shading which the
score demands. There was frequently a
laxity in expression which could have
been easily avoided with the material at
hand.

Mile. Xemeroff made an excellent im-
pression with her skillful and unique
dance during the triumphal scene, while
the orchestra proved to be an organiza-
tion of exceptional merit. It was certainly
a production of the highest artistic

standard.

GALLI-CURCI'; ^EWELL CONCERT

The Exposition Auditorium will pre-
sent an impressive appearance tomorrow
afternoon to greet the peerless Galli-
Curci at her last recital here this season.
The great prima donna is returning es-

pecially for this event from her North-
western tour, and this will be San Fran-
cisco's last opportunity of hearing the
favorite Italian song bird this season. It

will be recalled that the Auditorium's ca-
pacity is materially lessened for the
event tomorrow, and this will be the
first time Galli-Curci has appeared here
in anything like artistic surroundings.
The recital will be given on the grand
opera stage and will reveal the prima
donna at her very finest.

-Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer. under
whose management Galli-Curci returns
for this event, announces what is, per-
haps, the most beautiful program the
diva has ever arranged for this city.

Pergolese's old Italian song, Xina, and
Horns I've Been Roaming, will be fol-

lowed by the aria Pourquoi from Delibes'
Lakme; then will come Benedict's La
Capinera (The Wren) with flute obligato.
The group, including Hahn's Paysage;
Fourdrain's La belle au bois dormant and
Rimsky-Korsakoff's Song of India, will

conclude the first half of tomorrow after-
noon's recital. Following selections by
Mr. Berenguer. the flutist. Madam Galli-
Lurci sings in English Kennedy Russell's
Vale. Homer Samuels' Pierrot and Ro-
gers' Autumn, and finally by request will

come the wonderful Shadow Song from
Meyerbeer's Dinorah. Galli-Curci has also
promised as encores a number of the old
time heart songs such as Swanee River.
Sweet and Low. Love's Old Sweet Song.
Last Rose of Summer. Swing Low. Sweet
Chariot, and Home. Sweet Home. She
will, as before, be assisted by Manuel
Berenguer, flutist, and Homer Samuels,
pianist.

FINAL SECKELS MATINEE MUSI-
CALE

Every lover of music possesses the
highest admiration for Percy Grainger,
the young .Australian pianist-composer,
who will appear in a single recital in the
Colonial Ballroom of the Hotel St. Fran-
cis on Monday afternoon. April 17th. un-
der the management of Selby C. Oppen-
heimer. as the final event of the Alice
Seckels' Matinee Musical series.
As every one in the music world

knows. Mr. Grainger is one of the most
noted musicians of the day. As a pianist
he is second to none among the younger
and more modern school. His composi-
tions take over a wide range and have
long been favorites on the programs of
many of the most noted pianists of the
day. His program for this event Is an
especially brilliant one and includes se-
lections by such composers as Bach. Bu-
soni. Brahms and Liszt, and. of course,
a number of his own compositions.
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Ŷou Are Invited to Hear the Duo-Art Piano

A nothcr Typical Duo-A rt Program
Time: Any time

Place: Your own home

Mlnuot. Op. H. No. 1
PaderewsUl

Played by IGNACK PADEREWSKl
Scherio In B-flat minor - - Chopin

Played .by JOSEF HOP.MANN
.....RubinsteinKamennol-Ostrow

Played by HAROLD DAIKR
Prelude In C-sharp minor Rachmanlnoft

Played by OSSIP GAIIRILOWITSCH
Llebestraum No. J - Liszt

Played by RVOOLPH GANZ
14tany - - Schubert-Cortot

Played by ALFRED CORTOT
La Campanella Paganlnl Etude, No. 8 Liszt

Played by PERRIJCCIO liUSONl

Irish Tune from County Derry Grainger
Played by PBRL'V CRAI.XUER

Xoeturne In F-aharp. Op. 15. No. 2 Chopin
Played by ARTHUR RI;B1.\STEIN

Danza Espanola. No, 10 - Granados
Played by ENRK^VE GRANADOS

Prelude. Op. 12. No. 7 - Prokofleff
Played by SERGE PROKOFIEFF

You arc cordially itnited to organize a group of friends to hear the above vonder-

ful program on the Duo-Art reproducing piano. We shall be delighted to arrange

this or some other program at any time in our Duo-Art concert room.

H'e carr\ everything in Music—Steintcay and other Pianos, Pianola and Duo-Art Piayios, Aeolian

Pipe Organs, Robert Morton Cathedral Organs, Viclrolas and Victor Records, Player Rolls, Conn

Band Instruments, String and Orchestral Instruments, Sheet Music and Music Books.

Kearny and Sutter Streets

San Francisco

IGSACE PADEREWSKl
What a progiam ! The instrument that plays

it is the instninicnt of which Paderewski
himself has cxclaimeil

:

"/ .t/ia// be proud indeed to have my playing

reproduced with such manifest fidelity."

I'ailerewski makes reproihicing rolls today
E.xci.L'siNF.r.v fur the Duo-Art piano.

Shermanlilay& Go.
Fourteenth and Cay Streets

Oakland

Sacramento—Stockton—Fresno

—

Vallejo—San Jose Portland—Seattle—Tacoma—Spokane

GEORGE EDWARDS
TF.\lliKll III' I'fWII. OH<iV> AM) < OMrOSITlON

Rf». Sludlo, I I.-.1 Wlllard Street

TplrphiinF Pnrk 2i:i.'j

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
^. (!«• \rrlllnKO, lllri-t-f(ir

K. I,. ArtlKUt-a. I'rrM.t l.ouln .\lvKrln. Vlrc--I*rrH.

Lnrsrellrd fiir|l|flr« for tbe slutlj of maalc Id all
Urn braarhr*. Larsc Pipe Orcan. Recital Uall.

2315 JACKSON STREET
SMi Kraarlaco, Cal. Phone West 4737

Manning School of Music
JOH.N ('. >IANM\Ci. nirrclor

3343 W'aMhlnKton Strrrt, near Prealdio Avenue
Snn Frnnrli»»-o, Oal.

t-'nr further Inf iir tiint Inn nddreMM the ecretiirr iif the
ehnnl. nr ph»n<- I'lllntnrr .'Iltr..

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Cnntrnlto

Teocher of SlnRlnj;. Complete Coume of Operatic Traln-
lnK> 37:{0 Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore -ISrtS.

MME. CARRIiN'GTON I^EWYS
Prima Donna With Strakoach. Mapleaon, Ele.

EML.YN I^EWVe
OrffanUt Fifth Chnreh of Chriat SclentUt. Formerly

Principal of Vlrell Piano School, London, Bnicland.

Rea. Studloi 2041 L.ron Street. Phone Fillmore Mt2

MRS. S. P. MARRACCl, Vocal Teacher
Itiillnn method: 14 yenrn of utaRe experience; former
prlntn donnn >vi(b CaruNo nnd Tetrnxr.inl; conches puplla
ViK-nlly nnd In llrnntntlc Deportment.
Miidlo, 4it4 <'<tliiiitl>UN Avenue. Phone Gnrfleld 2270

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SA.\ JUSE. CAL.

Confer* Deereea Anardn Certlflcnte*

For PnrllculnrM applj to SUter Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director SaMla^aky Chamber MuhIc Society

Win Accept a Few Talenti-d PupMs. Studio: 1002 Kohlcr
& Chase Bide. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAKl.. CALIFORNIA

MumIc CuurMCM Thorouich nnd ProKreNalve
Public School MunIc, Accredited Diploma

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TKACHER OF SINGING

D76 Chestnut Street, corner Hrde
.\ppolutmeutn by Phone—Provpect 3Z20

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
OrfEnnlHt Temple Fnianu HI. First Church of Chrltt Sel-
eutlMl. Director l.orlntc Club. S. F.. Wed., 1017 California
St.. Phone Frunklln 2«0:t; Sot.. FIrat t'hrlNtlan Science
Church. Phone FrnnkMn i:t07: Uvh. Ntudlo, :tl-13 Lewlaton
\\*-.. nerkclcy. I'honc I'lcdnmnt 2 I2S.

SENORITA TEODELINDA TERAN
•Cello— Pl.ino tnui^ht Uy >intthay Touch >1elhod of the
Koynl Academy of l.onilon. For appoiitt iiientM Phone, from
7 to It P. v.. I'rnwpecl ll.-.ll—GnlTney lliilldlnc

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ olce (II I (11 re— 1 Mellon

—

Studio: l»s Stockton St.—^lon.
nnd ThurM. ftoin 2-.'. Itcw. I ir>l Sncramciito St. ProM. 7.'»o:C.

MISS EMILIE LANCEL

-i:t:: isih \ve.

MK/./.t) SOPH A>t»
Concert nnd ttperii

Phone Hnr ^ le

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
\l>\ \\( i;i> PI PII.S \< t KPTKII

Pupil of >ln>e. \. striinnofT lllerlint, M. Sleyeklnic.
nnil i:. It It be rt S«-hmllx < ^e(v ) orkl. Studio: 7(11

Heine llldic.. lOS Slockinn St. MondnjM. 1t-l2, Thurw-
dayo. I*)-I. :U». Tel. Kearny 2222. lleN. Phonei Pied-
mont 7iltt.

SIGMUND BEEL

The College of the Holy Names
I,like >lcrritl. (tiikhind

I « III It let e < onNcr\nt<ir> ( ournc— I 'in no. ll:ir|i. \ lolln,
*( cllo, \ nice. I oiiii ter|»oin t . ll:irnion> . IliHiory

Miss EUizabeth Westgate
Teacher of PInnn, Orsan. HarmonT. Orsnnlnl and Maalcal
Director of FIral Preahyterlan Church, Alameda. Home
Stndlo: 1117 PAItC STIIF.F.T. Al.AMKDA. Telephone Ala-
meda l!lf». ThurNda7«, Merrlman School, r>70 Oakland AtCi
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

MnNter t'lnKiteM for Violin
tinly Talented Puplla Accepted

Studio llulldlnK. I<'t7;t Powt St. 'I'el. ProNpecf 7.'7

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. it. Pnwmore

—

siudloH: Suite Tintt Kohier A: Chaae llldf?..

N. F.i 2.->:tO < ollece Ave., Ilerkeley. ItcMldence 2U1 .41va'
rado Htiiid. Ilerkeley,

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Prepnrlnc Tencher for

MUS. nSC\U MWSFKI.DT. PlanUt
SniTt Ilroderlfk St.. nenr tiny Telephone Fillmore ^M

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
I'l WIST—ACCfMIIVWIST

>lpiiitii>r I nlvrrnlfr Kxtrnitlnn Fnpulfr
Sludlo: Kl'T Shradcr P». I'liaDe Park 1005

DAILY ORGAN RECITALS
(From 12 to 1)

by

UDA WALDROP
at

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Post and Mason Streets

(Saturday and Sunday Excepted)

ADMISSION FREE

I
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Slvifif (ToalllusiraHeWjto ALFRED HERTZ RESIGNS FROM S. F. SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
^"~"'

"IS^fsicAihe^E^aEwcOMPANY^^^ Lack of Funds Given as Reason for Distinguished Conductor's Decision - Statement Not Creditable

*i,FRED METZGKR^._
ViMlprMidM t ^° San Francisco's Music Patrons—Musical Public Gravely Disappointed and as Usual

maVci's'l. samueLs.'.Z^^^^ Will Be the Greatest Sufferer Unless Musical Association Intends to Im-
sui.e SOI Kohur^^* ch«.

B|4«ii,*«„5'^Ji"'
»'- »•

prove Conditions—Lack of Funds Means Lack of Generosity

!^ By ALFRED METZGER
A FRE G -

I or
^^^^ _^ l^^^j^ .^^^^^^ ^ ^,|^.^^ ^1^^. ^^^^ morning pa- n-allv ilistiiiguished cnnilucl.irs available an<l

THE LEIGHTON PRESS - Business Mgr.
^^^^ ^j Thursday. Mar.-li 30th. announced tlie most' of these, if not all. can not he liad at the re-

v.i.ir.-,, „ii ii,.«i.i.-.~ < .,n,M.uni<-an....« t,. Till-: i.KKi iiT(>\ unwclcomc news'that Alfred Hertz had resigned numeration given Mr. Hertz. So if lack of funds
I'HKss. r,ni Mission sirret. Sail Frniic^x-o. rniifornin

^^ couductor of the Sau Francisco Symphony is really the cause for Mr. Hertz' resignation,

>inke iiH .-heck*. ,'irii'ft». moury or.u-rii. or other form- of Orchestra, because he had been informed that then the symphony situation in San Francisco is

pAriFifToA%"T%ii'sK'\i. REVIEW there were not sufficient funds at the disposal most serious, for it will mean that there are not
^ ^

of the Board of Directors to resume the sym- tional strife among leading elements who do not

"iru^'°R''."iTe'*H«I.m^n'ta'^rr'V* P^o'iy concerts next season. We can not blame sufficient funds at the disposal of the Board of

'
°'° oii«ni»° » TK*

^j^ Hertz at all. This annual indecision, unwill- Directors to engage a conductor of international

Oakiand-nerkeieT-Ainmeda oiiice ingness to foot the bill and threats to discontinue or even national reputation and of unquestion-
asoi Bancroft w«j-, Berkeiej-. Teiephona BerkcirT -i^soj ^\ould make anvoue impatient, and Mr. Hertz able artistic proficiency.

"- """"»^-C'°"" '» ci.""
.j^ toogreat a musician to be treated like a child.

Seattle omc I52I Fif.e.n.h A« ..le. W..I.U....- We Only hope that the San Francisco musical XVe thoroughly deplore the conditions that

Mr.. Abbie Gerriah-Jonea In charse public and the friends of Mr. Hertz, who possess made Mr. Hertz resignation possible, and we
— sufficient means, will see to it that all eft'orts are wish to again state, as we have so often before,

Loa Angeiea oiiica made to have him reconsider his decision and if that the reason San Francisco does not forge
705 Phiiharnionic Auditorium. Tel. pieo 2454

possiblc assist in sccuring enough fuuds to con- ahead artistically and commercially as quickly
"'•"°° P"'*'' taaher In Charge

tinue our Symphony concerts under the present as many would wish is not due to any lack of

San Dieso. Cai.. oiBee, 1834 Firai Street highly artistic auspices. willingness of the people at large, but to fac-

Mra. Bertha sioenm In charce tioual Strife amoiig leading elements who do not

=^===^====^====^=^==^= We trust that this resignation has not been seem to possess sufficient broadmindedness and

y I yiji SahidsT Anril 1 1922 No 1
forced upon Mr. Hertz for any other reasons but unselfishness to co-operate, instead of disagree.

"' '' " '
_ those cited, for if it is the result of factional strife Herewith we print the official announcement of

among wealthy society elements and the musical the Board of Governors of the Musical Associa-
The PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW I. tor aaie at th.

ybij^, ^^^^ the majority of the guarantors of the tion of San Francisco regarding Mr. Hertz's res-
heet-mnslc departnienta of all leadlnflr mualc alorea. ' r i. -..

symphony concerts ever discover such an in- ignation

:

Entered aa »econd-eias« mau matter at s. F. Poatoffce. trigue it is Safe to assumc that such discovery "Owing to the fact that under present financial

SUBSCRIPTIONS "'" sound the death knell of symphony concerts circumstances the Musical Association of San

Annually In Advance incindinB Poata«ei in San Francisco for some ycars to come. for the Francisco is not in position to tender to Mr. Al-

Fo"eten*'conntrie«"
'.

;";::;":!';."Z".'H!:::*4!o» faction in favor of Mr. Hertz is so much greater fred Hertz an engagement as conductor for the
——

—

'

than the faction against liim that the disafTec- coming year, which post he has had for the last

TWENTY-FIRST YEAR
tj,-,^ ^f tl,g former will be more disastrous from seven years, Mr. Hertz has decided to resign at

a financial standpoint than that of the latter, the end of the present season.

THE MUSIC CLOB FEDERATION CONVENTION while the disaffection of the musical public would "We regard Mr. Hertz as one of the best or-

indeed be deplorable. chestral conductors in the world, and our opin-

Four days of musical and social activities will mark io" is shared by the foremost critics in this coun-

the Fourth Annual Convention of the California Federa- However, if Mr. Hertz' resignation can not be try and abroad. In the seven years during which
tion of Music Clubs to be held here upder the auspices recalled and if the causes are really those an- he has been the leader of the San Francisco Svm-

c1sco%fu^ic''TereL\Ts'\"st:lat'io?A%^'i.'30, Ma/r°2 "—d in the statement hereto appended, then phony Orchestra he has brought that organiza-

and 3. It is expected that over tour hundred visitors. the Musical Association of San Francisco can tion to such remarkable performances that, in

members of affiliated clubs from all over the state, will retain the loyalty of all its guarantors and the the opinion of experts, it ranks among the lead-

be in attendance, and committees in charge will make rnusical public by engaging a conductor of as ing orchestras of America,
a definite announcement of program within a few days.

^^^^^.^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^_^^, , . ^.^^ti^uing the "The elTorts of Mr. Hertz as conductor of the

heads''onhe'rerpfrand'enLnaTnm:nt'°crmiUee''s': 'x-phony concerts upon the basis of that high Symphony Orchestra have done much to develop

Mornings of the convention are to be devoted to busi- artistic efficiency which they have enjoyed dur- ni San Francisco an understanding ot music and
ness meetings and late afternoons and evenings are jng the last seven seasons. And here we wish to interest in it that have made our city one of the
to be occupied by a series of music and social fetes, remind the association that there are onlv a few musical centers of tlie United States."
which it is hoped will again prove San Francisco a : .

charming hostess. MUSICIANS' CLUB GIVES MONTHLY DINNER MAURICE AMSTERDAM NEXT SOLOIST
This convention, the first ot its kind to be held here,

will see a gathering ot hundreds of women socially
Daniel Onderwizer the distinguished Dutch baritone. A San Francisco artist will be the soloist at the Cali-

prominent in California, and many of the representa-
njpjjjber of the Amsterdam Opera was guest of honor fornia Theatre's concert tomorrow morning. He is Mau-

tive people who are active in this city's social and bust-
^^ ^^^ Musicians' Club last Saturday evening when that rice Amsterdam, 'cello virtuoso.

f'om ev\nTy club1'°eac\ ha^-ing'i''membe'rshi'^ ofCm Prominent organization gave its regular monthly dinner „„,„ ,,,,„t,y Amsterdam was first 'cellist of the

?oTn 1000
membership of from

j^ ^^^^ presence of many of its leading members. Mr California Theatre Orchestra, and he is recognized

. .^ ,. . ... . Onderwizer pleased the club greatly with his informal
^j, ^^^^ g^^ FVancisco as a musician of unusual artistic

Among the preliminary announcements of importance remarks regarding his experiences in conceit work
ability. Amsterdam has played with leading symphony

that were made by Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, chairman ^.uije visiting the Dutch colonies. .Japan and the Philip- orchestras all over the United States, and was formerly
of. the convention and president of the local musical pjne Islands, and he also gave some good advice to art- ^ member of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra,
club, were concerning arrangements that had been made j^ts who might be inclined to visit these places. He said T^e concert tomorrow morning will be a sort ot testl-
with various railroad lines to care for the transporta- ^^ artist is able to earn considerable money by having n^onial on the part ot the California Theatre for the
tion ot the delegates, and the appointment of commit- someone arrange a tour in these regions. He claimed services Amsterdam rendered as a member of the or-
tees in charge of program arrangements, finance, and t^at the Japanese in particular are very fond ot Euro- chestra. His program offering will be Variations Sym-
a Bureau of Information for the visitors guidance. pean music. phoniques by Boellmami.
At the head of local committees are Mrs. William J^f^^^ ^^ excellent dinner had been served and Mr.

, Herman Heller's direction the orchestra will
Booth, secretary ot the local board; Mrs Harry Mor- onderwizer's chat had been admired Mr. Clark, a young

pi^T Hail Africa MrrchDrumm,:'valsfEtfn'c^
tenson, treasurer; Mrs. Franc Merchante. publicity; baritone of exceptional voice and artistic merit, ren-

^-vva,(„eu,e„ . La Traviata selection (Verdi 1. and Cock-
Mrs. James Pressley, hospitality; Mrs. Randolph Whit- dered a few Spanish compositions, accompanied on the

ajg^g overture (Wagner). The concert will be opened
ing, banquet; Mrs. William Pierce, automobiles; Mrs. piano by Vincent de Arrillaga. president of the Musi-

^^^ Leslie V Harvey's organ solo Drink to Me Only
Horatio Stoll, printing and advertisements in programs; cians' Club. He was heartily applauded for his charming with Thine Eyes.

Mrs. Victor Mathews, hotels; Mrs. E. J. Rosenthal, ^o^l^- "'« ^^ould like to tell those members who do

chairman program committee. The finance committee, "^'^ ThTclub prUntr «mt th^y a?e missrnrrgrTa.
'

in addition to the Boards of Directors of the two local ','||, '^; H^^^'Z^' from the 'club rooms Ind fome The Philharmonic Trio and Charles Bulotti, tenor ap-

associations, is composed of Mrs. George Bates. Miss of the dinners. Thev would be surprised to find how Peared recently before the Watsonville Musical Asso-

Elizabeth Worden. Mrs. Fred Zeilie. Mrs. H W. Orear, homelike and how convenient these headquarters are "f>°°;
"."e'-e they enjoyed a mos emphatic success.

Mrs. Lawrence Cofer and Mrs. George Gunn who has and at the same time their presence always lends pres- Zl^^ls' ::^!°:,^%°U%^^^^^^
also been named in charge of the Bureau of Information. tige. As members ot the club they should not only pay

^^^ William Carruth Charles Bulotti is perhaps the
Special arrangements for transportation are being dues, hut consider it their duty to put their shoulders ^^^^ popular tenor now singing about the bay regions,

taken care of over lines operated by the Southern Pa- to the wheel and help the club to expand and gain
j^ ^^ therefore slight wonder that this concert proved

cific. Northwestern Pacific. Nevada County Narrow additional influence and members. It is not fair to lie ^q thoroughly artistic and enjoyable. The program was
Gauge and Santa Fe, and inquiries should be directed down on the job and leave the work to a few "willing as follows: Trio. Op. 4H (Mendelssohn!. Philharmonic

to committees in charge for the convention period. workers." So let everybody attend the next club dinner. Trio; Ahl Moon of My Delight from In a Persian Gar-

The first business meeting will be called Monday Among the members and guests who were present den (Liza Lehmann). .Mr. Bulotti; Trio, Op. 32 (Aren-

morning, Sunday evening being given over entirely to on this recent occasion were: Messrs. de Arrillaga, sky), Phn^h^armonic
Y;°'AriUo^Vesti7a°giubb'a (from

reception of incoming delegates. Features of the pro- Brescia, Cameron. Davis, Douillet. Firestone, Giffen, j
'"p^gUgcci^ (Leoncavallo), Mr. Bulotti: (a) In Eliza-

gram will be a carefully planned motor trip over the Grobe, Gwynn. Hahl. Haug. Jacobson, Lichtenstein. Lun-
^ethan Days (Old English Dance) (Kramer), (b) Song

bay vicinity, a Tuesday afternoon organ recital at the dine. Manning. Metzger. Pasniore. Pratt. Raith. Hinder, ^j jj^g Dale (Swedish Folk Songi (Sanby), (c) Nor-
MuQicipal Auditorium, and the banquet convention Sabin, Savannah, Taillandier, White, Willard. Guests: wegian Spring Dance (Sanby), Philharmonic Trio; (a)

Tuesday evening, at which Charles K. Field will act Gulschkin, Marchant, Marrack, Clark. Bundy and On- ill Sing Thee Songs of .-^raby (Clay), (hi Duna (Mc-

as toastmaster. derwizer. Gill), (c) Until (Sanderson), Mr. Bulotti.
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NEW YORK SEASON GRADUALLY NEARING END

Character of Programs Foreshadow Tag End of Music

Year—Important Orchestra Concerts—Operatic

Activity—Great Artists Continue to Attract

Large Houses—Schmitz Concert

By ROSALIE HOUSMAN

One can readily see that the New York season Is

going -down grade.' by the types of concerts now hold-

ing forth There are fewer debuts, the orchestras are

not giving us so many novelties, and the programs are

Ui-ually repetiiions. Mr. Damrosch has returned from

lis European holidays, and is again at the helm, and

Mr. Choates, who conducted on Sunday afternoon, the

26th for the last time. Is promised us again for next

winter On his final program, we again had the oppor-

tunity of enjoying the Poeme D'Extase, of Scriabine,

which has been one of the thrills of the season. It Is

with regret that we see him go, as he has done much

for us, as well as for British music, on this side of

the water. Mr. Damrosch was warmly welcomed in an

all Beethoven program, at which Hofmann was soloist,

and the Emperor concerto his offering. The symphonies

were the first and third.

The Friends of Music (Town Hall. Feb. 26) gave a

program without sololsL and as novelty, the first se-

ries of Malipiero's Impressione del Vero were played.

They are Nature Moods, delightfully and colorfully

scored, and not as wild as one was led to suppose. True,

they are ten years old. but they are fresh and spontan-

eous, which some of his later works are not. The Ballet

suite of Gretry lOephale and Procris), arranged or-

chestrally by Mottl, was of the rare texture of old lace,

and as delicate. A Divertimento of Mozart tor string

quartet and two horns was less interesting, though as

a sequence of delightful little movements won many
friends. In the smaller spaces of Town Hall such music

is aptly seL

Eilena Gerhardt's final recital was a Joy. She was in

fine voice, which seemed to have an added richness,

and her various Schumann and Wolff offerings were

outside the fence of the critics field. Her singing of

Handel's O Sleep! was. for breath control, phrasing and

pure diction, an experience once heard, not easily for-

gotten. But it was In the German groups that she was
most herself, and the enthusiasm of the large audi-

ence, and the innumerable encores she was obliged to

give, are sure proof of her great success and popularity

In America. Three orchestras in gala concert united to

aid and establish a Walter Damrosch Fellowship for

the American Academy in Rome. The Philadelphia, the

New York Symphony, and the Philharmonic, with their

respective leaders, played en masse, and gained a so-

nority and quality such as we dream of. and seldom
expect to hear. As the price of tickets was raised, they

realized a large sum. as the house was full. The total

of players was 213 men. so the added response was
easily imagined. Led successively by Stokowski. Coates.

Mangelberg. Bodansky and Stransky. they presented

a varied program of the well known classics, and the

individual conductors had a remarkable response from
all the men. It was a great occasion.

Mr. Casals in the role of accompanist to his wife.

Susan Metcalfe, proved as fine a pianist as he is 'cellist,

and that to the initiated is saying much. In eight of

Brahms' Gypsy Songs, classics of Brahms, Schumann
and Faure, she received the applause her artistic sing-

ing deserved. Her soprano voice is true and clear, her
musicianship a pleasure.

The Philadelphia Orchestra was also without a solo-

ist, and programmed the Beethoven Fifth. Handel's first

Concerto Grosso. and a Bach Pasacaglia. It is a relaxa-

tion, and a treat to find a familiar program, so beau-
tifully played, and so refreshing. Stokowski played the
harpsichord In the Concerto, which Is the Mottl ar-

rangement.

The Philharmonic, under Mengelberg, has devoted it-

self to the production of the third Mahler symphony.
It enlists the services of a woman's chorus (this lime
the St. Cecelia, under Victor Harris), the boys' choir
of the Paullst choristers, and a contralto soloist, Mme.
Claussen. All had strenuous work to do. and all achieved
individual success. But the music, as is. was not a suc-
cess. It seems unutterably long, lacking in the Inner
fire which should Illumine an art work, and lasts the
entire evening. Mengelberg has done all he could. In
loving admiration of Mahler, but unquestionably he
does not "get over" here, and does not Interest our
audiences.

The novelty at the opera was a performance on Sat-
urday afternoon, the 4th of March, of Lorelei, based
on a free version of the old legend, and set to music,
by the Italian. Catalanl. It was given by the Chlcagoans
three seasons ago. so Is not entirely strange to us.

Johanna Kristoffy
I'RIMA noNMA SOPRANO

Thorouch Vocal and Dramafir Training
I3«0 WaaklasloB St. Pkoar Pranklla 1721

Why it was ever chosen for production is one of those

things which we outsiders will never understand. It

is not very interesting from a musical side, though It

affords the singers a fair chance to "show off " Scen-

ically. It is dillieult of production, a problem the Met-

ropolitan solved well. It pleased the Saturday after-

noon audience, and probably will remain in the reper-

toire a season or so. To Miss Muzlo. M. Gigll. Miss
Sundellus. M. Mardones and Danise. go the honors as

the well balanced, effective cast. Moranzoni conducted.

Sunday afternoon. March 5th, Mr. Bauer and Mr.

Casals joined forces in a Beethoven program, which de-

lighted a crowded house at Aeolian Hall. Three sonatci:.

from the various stages of the composer's development.
were played, and the nobility, fine feeling, and value of

the phrase, were wotjderfully mirrored in the inter-

pretations of the players. They complete each other,

artistically, as perhaps no other soloists do. and here

they seemed Inspired to finer things than usual.

The same evening, at Rumford Hall, a smaller and
more intimate place than Aeolian and other places. E.

Robert Schmitz played the first of his three recitals,

which he is giving at the request of the Key Club, an
organization of young musicians, seriously interested in

the newer music. Tliis program was made up solely

of the works of Bach and Debussy, both of whom are.

if one can coin the expression, modern classicists. It

was out of the ordinary also, in the fact that the lesser

played works were given preference. Three of Debussy's
Etudes were done, some of us did not even know he
wrote a series, which for technical difficulty make
the Chopin ones quite pale. Then there were three of

the Well Tempered Clavichord, the Busoni arrange-

ment of the Bach Chaconne. a group of the Debussy
preludes, and shorter works. It was an absorbing pro-

gram, which roused the audience to great enthusia.^m,

and to which he responded, not only with encores,

but with marvelous playing.

KATHARANE EDSON
IX CO\< KI»T OANCING AND KKAI>l\r.»

MnnnKrmrnt .\llcp Spckrlii, GH I*oNt St.

Studio: i.':7:t roHt si.
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MEZZO-SOPRANO
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The Pizzetti violin Sonate was on the program of

Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Bloch. who championed this

work last season, and who. by repeating it, proved its

merit and integrity.

Kreisler was the Philharmonic soloist, playing the

Mozart concerto in D—how he played it those who
know beauty as synonymous with Kreisler can aDpre-
ciate. The Resphigi arrangements of old tunes, played
the same afternoon by Damrosch. were delightful or-

chestral settings. Rachmaninoff, playing his first con-

certo, was soloist, the symphony was the Franck.
Mr. Mengelberg conducting in the evening, played the

Bach B minor suite as well as the first Beethoven
symphony, leading with his accustomed incisiveness

and attention to inner detail, which is so characteristic

of his readings. On Wednesday evening, the 8th, at

the Waldorf, there was a program of light music, for

the Philharmonic subscribers and box holders, as a trib-

ute to them from Mr. Mengelberg. Here, too, the orches-
tra was in fine form, responsive to every wish of their

magnetic conductor.

At the opera there has been the usual mid-season
repetitions—Manon. Carmen. Lohengrin and such, al-

ways to packed houses, especially when La Geraldine
is announced. Her Manon was particularly exquisite,

and well sung. It is also interesting that Gatti's con-
tract is renewed for three years more, at the expiration
of his present one, which keeps him at the helm for four
years more, which is gratifying to public and owners
of the opera house.

The Flonzaleys, at the last of their subscription con-
certs at Aeolian Hall, played the Bloch quartet, a master
work which is so difficult that no other ensemble has
played it here. It is dedicated to the players, who be-
stowed loving care on it, and whose performance of
this stirring, sterling work, will long be a cherished
memory to those who heard it. A personal utterance,
making no concesisons to public or performers, it rings
throughout with sincerity of genius, and a conviction
of utterance which is overwhelming. In no sense, is

it "pretty" music. It is far from ihat. But is rather the
expression of deep feeling, in a congenial medium, and
of a universal poignancy which is unforgettable. A
Haydn quartet and the Schumann in A minor completed
the program.

Miss Maria Ivogun. one of Miss Garden's newer so-
pranos, gave a second recital, this time at Carnegie
(March 11) and filled the hall with her lovely voice.
Her colorature Is cleaner and more musical than any
one's, except Hempel's, her Mozart of the purest and
as a lieder singer, she easily ranks with the greatest
whom America has heard. Her naive, winsome manner,
helped greatly towards winning her friends, and her
musicianship, aided by Walter Golde at the piano,
proved a joy.
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Leon Lang-Kohler & Chase Retail Manager
Leon Lang is one of the outstanding figures in the Piano Trade o£ the Pacific Coast.

Mr. Lang has been elevated to the management of the large Retail Interests of Kohler & Chase and will carry out on the broadest Unes

the progressive policies of that leading institution.
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The Chicago Grand Opera Co. Season
By ALFRED METZGER

MRS. NELLIE CORNISH A VISITOR HERE

Head of the Cornish School of Seattle Spent a Few
Days in San Francisco on Her Return from the

East, Where She Was Royally Entertained

FINE PERFORMANCE OF L'AMORE DE TRE RE

Of course the many people fond of and charmed by
Mary Garden's musico-hlstrfonic art were disappointed
on Tuesday evening when the doorkeepers, and after-
ward Jacques Colnl, the stage director, announced that
their favorite was not to apitear on account of sicltness
caused by a sensitive throat, and that Kdlth .Mason was
to sing in her place. But no doubt they had come to
hear the opera, for we know of no instance where the
offer of the managemeni to return the money was
taken advantage of. We wish to commend the manage-
ment for the tine and generous way in which they
handled this situation. And we feel certain that the
public shares our appreciation.

While Mary Garden cannot be replaced from an ar-
tistic standpoint. Just as little as any artist of individ-
uality of style and artistic achievements can be re-

placed by another, we feel assured that the disappoint-
ment of those who came to hear Mary Garden was
greatly lessened, if not entirely vanquished, by the sur-
prise ihey received in the exceptional artistry of Edith
Mason. A purely lyric voice of unusual beauty, used
with singularly artistic discretion and intelligence of
emotional coloring, and a personality of singular charm
and effectiveness, the performance of this distinguished
American prima donna soprano proved one of the fin-

est we have witnessed. It it is considered that Miss
Mason labored under great difficulties, considering the
circumstances, we regard her presentation of the role
as truly magnificent. The American operatic stage has
every reason to feel proud of the acquisition of Edith
.Mason.

Naturally there are various ideas of interpreting a
role. If this was not the case operatic art would be
monotonous. Miss Mason in contrast to others assumes
a somewhat dignified, lyric attitude toward this role.
Others apply the heavy brush of tragic intensity and
heavy emotional abandon. It becomes a matter of tat^te

as to which of the two you prefer. That Miss Mason's
conception of the part has many admirers may be gath-
ered from the fact that she received a veritable ovation
after the second act. and. together with her associates.
she was called about ten times before the curtain. It

was in every sense a genuine artistic triumph.

Lucien Muralore made his first appearance on this
occasion on Tuesday evening and again demonstrated
not only his fine vocal powers, including a lyric tenor
voice of fine flexibility and resonance, but he added to
his vocal revelations an unusually striking and magnetic
personality coupled with histrionic energy of excep-
tional degree. It would be difficult to imagine an Avlno
of flner musical and dramatic proportions than the one
.Muratore gave us this week. The impersonation will
be imbedded forever in the minds of those fortunate
enough to witness it.

Vlrgilio Lazzari was at his best iu the role of the
blind king. His big, rich bass voice rang forth effect-
ively while his vigorous and masculine conception of
the role gave the proper thrills at the right moments.
Specially striking was bis intense dramatic action dur-
ing the murder scene in the second act. The oftener we
have the pleasure to witness .Mr. Lazzari's consummate
artistry the more do we become convinced of his well
merited position among the finest operatic artists of
the day.

Everyone was pleased to renew the acquaintance of
Georges Baklanoff. the splendid Russian baritone. Again
he gave us a realistic impersonation of .Manfredo, and
again his vocal ingenuity overshadowed hi:i histrionic
efforts. His smooth baritone used with discretion and
taste brought out the musical lines with telling effect,

while his action might have exhibited a little more vir-

ility and passion.

Notwithstanding the splendid achievements of these
leading characters the dominating musical personality
of the evening was Giorgio Polacco. whose superior
musical instinct and whose thorough control of orches-
tra and stage created a production of vast proportions.
Montemezzl's music was never heard here to such splen-
did advantage than through the medium of Polacco's
supervision, and whenever a conductor is so thoroughly
competent to bring out the emphatic beauties of a com-
position in their purest form he is deserving of the
highest respect of every genuine lover of good music.
We are more than ever convinced that Giorgio Polacco
belongs among the foremost operatic conductors of the
day. Stage settings were, as usual, artistic and convinc-
ing and the entire performance thoroughly conformant
to the highest operatic Ideals.

RIGOLETTO AROUSES CHEERS

Evidently the perfonuaiic** of Rlgoletio pleased the
opera-goers more than any performance since the be-

ginning of the Chicago Grand Opera Company season,
if one may Judge from the attitude of the audience.
Shouts of bravo and persistent as well as noisy applause
punctuated the conclusion of arias and acts. The prin-
cipal artists had to make their bow again and again and
it Is gratifying to note that Edith Mason has been taken
to the hearts of the San l^Yanclsco opera lovers. Her
Gilda was in every way an exceedingly artistic and mu-
sically conscientious performance.

.Mis.-^ .Mason introduced into the role a certain fervor

aiul virility that is usually lacking in the vocal artists

impersonating this role. Her voice being of dramatic
linibre and still sufficiently flexible to adapt itself to

coiorature passages is singularly well fitted to interpret

the intense emotional phrases which the composer has
put into the mouth of this character. It was gratifying
indeed to And a vocal artist of sufficient temperament
and power to make herself felt beside the dramatic
Intensity of the baritone. Quality of voice, intensity of
expression, purity of technical execution, and vigorous.
true and sustained higli tones form some of .Miss Ma-
son's principal vocal assets. She certainly scored an
unquestionable triumph and sang herself Into the hearts
of San Francisco's music lovers. She created a veritable
sensation.

Josef Schwarz duplicated his success as Rigoletto
this year. Wliile his voice seemed only round and full

In the higher position, while the lower tones seemed
threadbare, he made up in dramatic expression what he
lacked in vocal evenness. We know of no operatic artist
who throws himself so thoroughly into the role he es-

says tlian .Mr. Schwarz and some of the dramatic epi-

sodes of the opera are made thrilling by reason of this
vigor and abandonment. But whether Mr. Schwarz's
oversight of the lighter and more humorous veins of
the role and his accentuation of the heavier tragic parts
prove altogether satisfactory from an artistic standpoint

MAlItICK AM!<TI<:RU.\)I

'I'hr liiHtliiulliMhi-tl M'elllHf Who Will ll<- the NtilulHt ut
Tttniorrtin VliirninK'H t'tlllfornin Thriitre Ciincert

remains a matter of personal or individual opinion. Thai
the big audience enjoyed liis performance can not be
questioned for like Miss .Mason his appearanc-e before
I he curtain at the close of the acts elicited cheers from
all over the house.

Forrest Lamont in the role of the Duke did not give
artistic satisfaction. In tlie first place he sang at full

force throughout the penormance. At no time did he
subdue his voice to obtain lighter shades of expression
It was one continuous shout from beginning to end. If

Mr. Lamont wishes to gain recognition among musical
cognoscenti he certainly must piirase with more taste
and adapt his voice to the sentiment of the lines. He
also deviated from the pitch frequenlly. and in every
way exhibited a strenuous, straining mode of delivery
which did not conform to the composer's ideas.

Vlrgilio Lazzari's Sparafucile again proved that
singer's thorough artistic proficiency. His voice rolled
forth easily and without effort and his phrasing of the
lines was Intelligent and musical. Irene Pavloska in the
role of .Maddalena exhibited a rich, warm contralto
voice whose lower tones were heard easily in the en-
semble number and whose expression proved possession
of an artistic taste. Constantine .Nicolai as the count also
forced his bass voice In a manner to exhibit a vibrato,
thereby missing some of the beautiful musical character-
istics of the vocal score.

Giorgio Polacco conducted the opera In exemplary
fashion. He brought out the lyric as well as dramatic
periods with splendid effect, and the orchestra responded
readily. It was a pleasure to hear this opera presented
in a manner conformant to artistic ideals in regard to
chorus and orciieslra. hearing the accents and shadings
and noting the beautiful colorings of the phrases. Mr.
Polacco certainly proved himself a master of the baton.

Mrs. Nellie Cornish, founder and head of the Cornish
School of Seattle, which is enjoying a national reputa-
tion for the excellence of its faculty and classes, and
which has recently inaugurated summer courses at whiclt
some of tlie country's leading pedagogues are enabled to
dispense invaluable musical knowledge, spent a few
days al the Pairmont Hotel of this city on her return
from an extended visit in the East where Mrs. Cornish
was entertained by some of the country's leading peda-
gogues and artists.

Mrs. Cornish has always been very greatly impressed
with San Francisco and during an interesting chat she
confided to the writer Iliat she originally intended to

establish a genuine conservatory of music, such as the
Cornish School, in this city, but did not possess suf-

ficient courage and financial backing at that time to

follow her inclinations. Slie has. however, succeeded
in giving the Pacific Coast an institution of which the
entire West may feel Justly proud, and during tlie sum-
mer in particular she engages some of the world's
greatest pedagogues who should be a great inducement
to students throughout the Coast to travel North and
take advantage of these invaluable opportunities.

Mrs. Cornish is an entliusiast and ideal pedagogue
and no doubt she has not altogetlier abandoned her
dream of establishing a big music scliool in California,
most likely in San Francisco. This summer Mrs. Cornish
announces that tiie Cornish School has engaged another
distinguished staff of teacliers among whom are inclu-
ded: Sergei Klibansky. and .Jacques Jou-Jerville. Cor-
nelius Vanvliet. Anna Louise David, Calvin B. Cady.
Boyd Wells. Sam Hume, Rudolph Scheffer and -idolph
Bolm.

HARRIETTE PASIVIORE SCORES SUCCESS

In a recent issue of the Paris edition of the New
York Herald appeared the following item of interest
to California music lovers: "Miss Radiana Pazmor,
young American contralto, shared with Mile. Helene
Demellier (of the Opera Comique). M. Carbelly (of the
Grand Opera), and Mme. Rosa Castelli an ovation at
the Pasdeloup Concert at the Theatre des Champs
Elysees. Paris, yesterday afternoon. Miss Pazmor sang
the part of the good fairy in a fragment of the second
act of .M. Louis Aubert's lyric tale. La Foret Bleue,
which had its premier at the Boston opera in 1913 but
has not been revived since the war. Although the part
of the fairy is short it nonetheless afforded the young
American an opportunity to show the depth and rich-
ness of her fine voice. Easy of manner. Miss Pazmor
is one of those artists who impress by their complete
self-assurance and air of being in their natural environ-
ment on the platform. Tliese qualities give her liberty
to show her remarkable musicianship. Mr. Carbelly's
singing of the part of the Ogre was intelligent and
c-nvincing. . . . Miss Pazmor will appear again this
afternoon."

MARIAN NICHOLSON'S SUCCESS

Miss .M:irian .Nicholson, violinist, pupil of Louis Per-
singer, and daughter of Mrs. Carroll-Nicholson, the
prominent contralto and vocal teacher, played at the
California Theatre recently as soloist at one of the
Sunday morning concerts and scored a brilliant suc-
cess. She played Wieniawsky's concerto in a manner
that revealed her splendid technic an<l musicianship no
doubt obtained tlirough iliorough training and adapta-
tion, and the enthusiasm of the audience proved how-
well the young violinist understands the secret of
stirring the emotions of her listeners.

Miss Nicholson has lefl for Los Angeles to play a
series of engagements, and will unquestionably make
a similar impression in the South as she did at her first

orchestral experience in this city*. She has a fine tone,
ihrases with discrimination and shows every evidence
of artistic (lualifications.

At an audition at the studio of Marie Witltrow Satur-
day afternoon the following program was given: Air
Jean d'.\rc (Tschaikowsky). Air de Musette IPucini).
Miss Constance Reese; Ho! Mr. Piper (Curran), Ca-
denza (Meyerbeer). Miss Frances Burdick: Deh vieni
non tardar (Mozart), Spring Song iHyde), Miss Dorothy
Critzer: Waters of Minnetonka (Lieurance). Voce di

primevera (J. Strauss). Miss Nellie .Mahoney; The
Snake Charmer (Liza Lehmann). (flute obligato by Miss
Christine Hnwells). Clavelitos (Valverdei. Mrs. Teresa
Sigwart; Sotto 11 del iSibella). Come. Child Heside Me
(Bleichmann). Mrs. Ruelte Dunning; Pourquoi rester
seulette (Saint-Saens). La coeur de ma mie (Dalcroze).
.Mrs. Katherine Prendergast; Tlie Lad in Kliaki (Al-

littesen). Her Rose (Coonibsi. Dr. Roy Mr)ore; Kommt
ein schlanker Bursch (Weber). If I Could Call the Years
Back (North). Mrs. Beatrice Bell; Air from Acis and
Galathea (Handel). Swedish Song Larken. Miss Clara
Stevenson; The Bitterness of Love (Dunn). In Haven
(Blgarl. Mrs. Gertrude Mathers; La Partida (.\lvarez),

Passing By (Purcell), Mrs. Roy Moore; Cosi m'alletti
(Roderigo) (Handel), Philosophy (Smart). Mrs. Laura
Fairhurst; Mon secret (Planel). Adieu de Matin (Pes-
sard), Mr. Sylvain Sarratt; Magdelene at Michaels Gate
(Liza Lehmann), Aime-moi (Chopin-Viardot). Mrs. Mer-
lin Jackson; Silvio! a quest ora (Scena) (Leoncavallo),
Mrs. Sigwart. assisted by Mr. Luther Marchant.
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GRAINGERj
Pianist- Composer

As a Composer Shows His Individuality

Musician of Infinite Variety

He is sometimes startling, but always convincing, thoughtful and

sincere. There is a stamp of genuineness about everything he

does. At all times he is above mere personal display, striving

always to show the beauty of the thing he has disqovered: This

is true alike in his composition and his playing of the works
of others.

He gives a fortissimo that can be strident or thunderous; a

pianissimo of faintest delicacy or insistent virility; a legato of

melting tenderness; a staccato of sparkling brilliance. He holds

the rhythm faultlessly, through any variation of acceleration or

retard. And he speaks his message straight out. whatever he

has to say.—Daily Qklahoman, Oklahoma City, October 18, 1921.

Management: ANTONIA SAWYER, Inc., Aeolian Hall, N. Y. C.

Columbia and Duo-Art Records Steinway Piano

DUTCH BARITONE PLEASES MUSIC LOVERS

Daniel Onderwizer. the eminent Dutch baritone, mem-
ber of the Amsterdam Opera, who at the last moment
appeared in place of Frances Ingram as soloist at the
second Sunday morning concert of the season at the
California Theatre made an excellent impression upon
the large audience that assembled on this occasion. Mr.
Onderwizer sang II balen from Trovatore and we are
afraid it was not the best selection he could have chosen
for a vehicle of introduction here. Nevertheless he
proved to be an artist of experience and fine qualifica-

tions, showing that he obtained his reputation by merit.
Mr. Onderwizer possesses a baritone cf fine range

and color and enunciates clearly. We should like to hear
him in works of more dramatic character than a com-
position requiring a ringing vocal organ. No doubt he
would be excellent in the modern song literature and
operatic works, while he gives the impression of being
a careful student and well capable to interpret the more
serious school of vocal literature.

U. C. EXTENSION DIVISION LECTURES

The Lecture Department of the Uni%"ersity of Cali-

fornia Extension Division has announced that it will

give seven educational programs on Art. Literature.
Music, and Drama at the San Francisco Public Library.
The first program on Music in Life will be given Fri-

day evening. March 31st. at 7:45 p. m. Donald B. Clark,
Assistant in Philosophy at the University, and William
W. Carruth. pianist, will give the first program, which
will be of interest to music lovers. The following pro-
grams will be given weekly on Friday evenings, through
May 12th and will consist of the following:

April 7—The Significance of Art (illustrated). Eugen
Neuhaup, Assistant Professor of Art Appreciation; April
14—Song and Piano Recital. Dorothy Raegan Talbot.
sgrrano. Thomas Frederick Freeman, pianist: April 21—The Relation of Literature to Human Experience.
George A. Smithson. Assistant Professor of English.
University Extension Division; April 28—Drama as an
Art. Benjamin H. Lehman. Assistant Professor of Eng-
lish: May 5—Reading of Justice by John Galsworthy.
Florence Lutz. Assistant Professor of Voice Culture:
May 12—Violin and Piano Recital, Gustav Walther.
violinist, Jeanne Feront, pianist.

BACH CHOIR
Annual Festival

Dr. J. Fred Wolle. Conductor

AT LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
BETHLEHEM. P.\,

Friday. May 26. 1922, 4 p. m.—
Bach's St. Matthew Passion. Part I.

8 p. m.

—

St. Matthew Passion, Part II.

Saturday, May 27, 1 :30 p. m.

—

Mass in B Minor—Kyrie and Gloria.

4:00 p. m.—
Mass in B Minor—Credo to end.

Prices per Session:
Sl.OO, $1.50 and $2.00 (tax exempt)

Course Tickets:
$4.00, $6.00 and $8.00 (tax exempt)

"The best choir in the United States."—
Hcnr\ T. Finck. in the Xcc York Evcninq
Post.

Fnr; TIi.-K.'OT.-i A.NTp I.NF' •km.^tion. .vi.l.rkss

A. C. HUFF MUSIC STORE
bethi.ehf;m.

THIRD STUDENTS' CHAMBER CONCERT

The Ihird Students' Chamber Concert, under the man-
agement of John C. Manning of the ^ilanmng School of
Music, will be given at Scottish Rite Auditorium on
Friday evening. April 7. The soloists to appear on this
occasion will include some of San Francisco's most
prominent artists such as Julius Haug. violinist. \\

.

Dehe. 'cellist. Antoine de Vally. tenor. .lohn C. .Manning,
pianist, and Sally Osborn. accompani.st. The following
excellent program has been prepared for this occasion:
Sonate for piano and violin. Op. 45 (Grieg), Messrs.
Haug and Manning: Songs—La Procession (Cesar
Franckl, Flemish Songs— (a) Heeft het Roosje milde
Geuren (Peter Benoitl. Uit den Gelus: De Liefde in het
Leven. (bl Herbergprinces (Jan Blockxj. Lied Act II.

(c) Wiegeliedje I Edward Keurvelsi. Antoine de Vally.
Miss Osborn at the Piano: 3rd Trio for piano, violin
and 'cello. Op. 52 (Rubinstein). Messrs. Haug. Dehe
and Manning.

MARIAN PREVOST
l'lAM»r—AK 0«I" VM>T—TK A< HER

For Tuo Seasons .Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

S'ndiott: M)7 Knhler A Chnwe Rids.. S. P. Taex. \ M and
Thur,. 1-. M. Tfl. Ke.Tiiy r^T.i. Re». ::T2S El„,,vc Vve.,
Berkeley. Tel. Ilerk. ^:;ilT.

EVA M. GARCIA
PIA.MST. ORGANIST A\D TEACHER

41.-2 Ho»e St., Oakland Tel. Piedmont :fr4»2

IRENE ROWLAND NICOLL
DRAMATIC CO.NTRAI.TO

8CS Contra Conta Ave.. Berkeley. Tel. Berk nfl.'.,1 J
»0« Kohler & Chase Bide. Tel. Kearny .i4.'i4

BLANCHE ASHLEY
SpecIniiNt in Theory and Practice of Teachine: Mnnlc
Oak Lodee. Apt. 8. 1487 Oak St. Phone Lakoide 3T.'S3

Kohler it Chase Bldg. By Appointment

SYmphoMYORCHESTRA
ALrH£DHtRTZ Conductor.

LAST CONCERT
TOMORROW. 2:45 P. M.

COLUMBIA THEATRE
PROGR.\M

SYMPHONY No. 5 Beethoven
DON JUAN StrausH
MEISTERS1NGEU PRELUDE Wagner

PrIeeN: .'lUc to SL.'tO loo war taxi

ANITA
D'ARCY-VARGAS

PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

CONCERT
THIS FALL

TRIUMPHS IN WASHINGTON, D. C.
C>ae)4t of honor Ladlen ConereMNfonal <'lah. Dee. 23,
Itf-I. Sane at reeeption f^lven In honor of Lord and
Lady Lee by the Southern Clab at the AVIIIard.
OueNt of honor of ArtH Club Feb. 2nd and presented
by I'. S. Senator Samuel Shortrldee ^vho laadjt Cali-
fornia aj* art center. Seldom hax a new Hlneer In
\\'aMhington won her way so quickly.—Washlnston
Herald.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
EndoFMed by Wager Swsyne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

StadtoM: S0« Kohler &. Cfaaite Bld^.
2,->I.SV- Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

J. CHANDLER SMITH
PI.*XIST-

Falrmont Hotel
.4CCOMP-*XIST—TEACHER

Stndio Phone: Franklin 43»T

Chicago Opera Company
MARY GARDEN, Director General
-nil Annual Snn KrnnciKco ^eaNon
SELBY C. OPPENHEIMER, Mgr.

NEXT WEEK
Every Evenins Except !*unday, Matinee Satnrdar

SEAT SALE NOW ON
At Box Offices. Sherman. Clay & Co.'s

Sutter and Kearny Sts.. S. F.
Prices »T.50, »5, *3. »3 (pint* tnx>

The Greatent Artists In the GrealeNt OperaN
Saturday >lat., April J

ROMEO AXD JILIET—MaMon. Muratore. Oaklanon—Polarco. Cond.
Saturday Nieht, April 1

JEWELS OF THE MADOWA—Ralsa. Lamont. Ri-
mini—Ciminl. Cond.

Monday. April 3
LOriSE—Garden. Pavloska. Lappas. Dufranne

—

Grovle*. Cond.
Toe».day. April 4

MADAM BITTERFLV—Maton. Pavlowka. Johnson.
Rimini—Polaeco. Cond.

A\"ednesday. April r>

NOR>IA—Ralsa. Pavlo^ka. Lamont. Lazzarl—Po-
laeco. Cond.

Thursday. April 6
SALOME—Garden, Muratore. Reynolds. Laxxari

—

Polaeco, Cond.
Friday. April 7

BOHEME—Mason. PavloNka. Johnson. Rimini. Laz-
zarl. Dufranne. Dua—Smallens, Cn nd.

Saturday >lat.. .\pril h
GIRL OF THE GOLDtrv \VE»iT—Ralsa. Parloska,

Lappas. Rimini—Sma I lens, Cond.
Saturday Mf^ht, April ^

MO>>A VAXNA—Garden. Muratore, BaklanofT.
Cotreuil—Polaceo. Cond.

Orchestra of 70—Chorus of 75— Ballet
Remember the record attendance of Inst season and

cet your ticket order in early

Greek Theater
UoiTcriitr ofCilifonii. B«rkeicr

13TH ANNUAL

Good Friday Concert
APRIL 14TH

PAUL STEIXDOKFF, Director
Gems from

Veriirs REQUIEM
and

Rosini's STABAT MATER
.M.\RG.\RET BRUXTSCH

Celebrated Contralto Soloist

Quartet—Chorus—Orebestra
Tickets |H.r.O. »I.OO and .'.Oe at Sherman. Clny A
Co.. S. F*. and Oak., and at Varsity Candy Shop,
\sMoclated Students* Store and Tupper A^ Reed In
Berkeley.
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

I.os Angeles. .March 27. 1922.—Wagnerian nui.-ic- drew
specially large audience to the .Auditorium, where

ihey paid homage to the Master of Uayreuth. so well
interpreted by Waller Henry Roihwell and the Phil-

hiirmonie orchestra, thus forming an entrancing niusi-

il triple alliance. It was a sumptuous feast of music
Horn the viewpoint of tone. Orchestral coloring was
generous and well shaded. The tymphonist in Wagner,
who develops his dramatically so eloquent themes into
on unending melody in itself varied and interlaced with
counter themes like a symphony, was splendidly in evi-

dence, yet equally so the dramatist.
With the Tannbauser March the program opened, of-

fering the Prelude and Love Death from Tristan and
Isodle. the aria DIch Theure Halle from Tannhauser.
the Prize Song from The Maftersingers of Nuremberg,
Siegfried's Death and Funeral March from C.otterdam-
uierung. Elsa's Dream from Lohengrin and the Tann-
hauser Overture. Surmounting every other selection,
even that of Tristan, at least for the time, was the
Death Music from Goetterdammerung. It is like the cry
of an entire world bereft of Its God of Light. Will ever
a lament be written which is so humanly heroic and
glimpses with deeper harmonies into eternity? To my
mind it was never played more adequately by the or-
chestra in that regard, as well as tonally. It was a sur-
passingly beautiful rendition.
Conductor Rothwell gave much In the Tristan, so did

the orchestra. It did not lack in careful detail, but 1

think that exalted note living in this particular music
was sounded by the orchestra more distinctly when thev
played the excerpt for the first time, at Trinity Audi-
torium. Now prevailed better tone quality than two
years ago, but the spirit of the performance reached
higher then, if I am not mistaken. Captivating of charm
was the playing of the Prize Song. The violins, specially
of the first section under Concertmaster Noack. sang
ic so lovably that It had to be encored.

In Corinne Harris, the soprano soloist, the audience
wet with one of the most pleasant surprises at the?e
concerts. She has all the makings of a real Wagnerian
singer. If she fulfills the promise given now she will
be among the leading dramatic sopranos. Miss Harris
produces tones of exceptional wealth in tone, clarity
and expression, of equally impressive quality in all reg-
isters. It is a true Wagnerian-dramatic voice in its en-
tire—wide range, full of dramatic virility Though there
were hard tones occasionally, they may have been more
caused by a slight nervousness than lack of quality, for
her singing of the Lohengrin number offered notes of
lovely mellowness. Not only does Miss Harris possess
very good German diction, but also good dramatic con-
ception of her selections, so that expre.^sion and musi-
clanly detail were happily combined. U was a remark-
able accomplishment, as this was the singer's first ap-
pearance in Wagnerian selections. (It may be of in-
terest also that Miss Harris is a pupil of Charles Bowes,
the Los Angeles singing teacher.) The singer was spon-
taneously applauded and not a little because of her
direct, unaffected and sympathetic personality.

Events have borne out my conviction, claimed here
a few months ago. that Alfred Mirovltch, the eminent

MIROVITCH
I'lANIST-COM POSER

Master Class in Piano PlayinjJ

(Players and Auditors)

Bcginnintj Afril /.', iii Los Angcks
(6 IVecks, 31 Sessions)

For Detailed Information Apply to
L. E Behymer, 705 Auditorium Hldg.

Leopold Godowsky appears in concert at

Los Angeles. April 4th

I IT/CI.K II l/'S for III,- luliuiucmnil r,/ mini,"

GODOWSKY-T/ze Master
Leopold Godowsky, one of the greatest living pian-

ists, has selected for all his concerts and for his home

THE KNABE
What greater tribute could be paid to any piano than

the enthusiastic endorsement of it by this master pian-

ist! The KW^Bl'' is really "the piano of the mas-

ters."

Godowsky appears in concert at the
Philharmonic Auditorium, Los An-
geles. Tuesday. April the 4th.

HILL STREET N^ AT 7'^7-7'Z^
Los Angeles

Also at 333 Pine Ave., Long Beach

Russian pianist, is bigger than we dared to expect from
advance announcements. My contention that here is one
of the finest pianists of our time, has been shai'ed by
musical Los Angeles. Not only has Mirovitch been
brought back for return engagements, but he is being
claimed also by the more serious-minded of our pian-
ists, with the result that he will spend here from two
lo three months to conduct a master class in piano play-
ing, beginning April 25th. It is an unusual tribute paid
to an artist, for you may care to listen to a
pianist, but whether you wish to ftudy with him
is another matter. There have been numerous sugges-
tions in that regard and from thorough as well as gifted
ttudents and accomplished pianists here and in other
Southland towns as to such a possibility when it be-
came known that Mirovitch would return, that nego-
tiations were finally opened and with promising results.

What perhaps prompted Los Angeles musicians,
teachers and students to group themselves around Mr.
Mirovitch can only be fully understood, if you have
heard him play, and if you have met him. Mirovitch is

a born player, a rare musical personality, with that au-
thority of style which is partly inherent, partly acquired.
You might classify his technical equipment similarly.
And if you speak to him about his work, his interpre-
tation and his method (if he has any such fixed pro-
cedure), you receive a similar impression.

SYLVAIN NOACK
• 'nMCfpfniiinf^r PhlltuLrmnnLc Or«<h«BtX0 *•' I'O" Ancl^o

l,imiti-d numhei" of pupils fnr vinlin pl.-ivinfj .ind cliamhtT
inusif. IJil S. (txforri Av.-. Pht.rn-: Wilshin- HOJIJ.

ALMA STETZLER
(AMMOclnte nnti SucoeMNor to ItolnntI I'niilt

VOICK Ol'l.TlinE—rOAOHIN« IN REPRIITOinK
Ol'RHA CI.ASSRS IXri.iniNG COMPI.KTK

PUKSKNTATIOXS
Studio J»34 S. Fleueroa. Phone 21S0»

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Avallnble for ConocrtM nml KcfKnlN
L.lnilfeil >iitiilier of Atlvnnct-d Pupils .Vcfcpteil

VIollnlNt I.ON Ant^clcM 'I'rio

Stufllo: »:::: Music ArtN Sdiilio llidu. Phone Ktos::

EMILE FERIR Knin \'E<»IiMt

I*hil1i. Orflii>N(r;i

Los Angeles composers presented their own works at
the last meeting of the Wa-Wan Club music section.
Three Sketches from California, by Helen Livingstone,
written for piano, violin and 'cello, reveal the melodic
and harmonic gifts of the composer. Both, the Song of
the Lotus Flower, and In the Shadow of the Eucalyptus,
have charmingly 'local" color. The first number inter-
ests more harmonically. Its thematic line is broken up
by the musical periods too evenly defined. The musical
material is hardly sufficiently developed, and not suf-
ficiently varied. The second movement is more pleasing
in its thematic continuity and mood contrasts, but as
In the first, one misses thematic development and iioly-
phonic part writing. The first is somewhat elegiac, of
Spanish-Indian characteristic in mood and riiythm. The
second is finely contrasted because of its brighter lyric
episodes, in part reminding of graceful dancers, mov-
ing in the shadows of the tree. Harmonically, the second
part is not so original as the first. Both are sympa-
il'Ptlc. because of their genuine simplicity in appeal.
With Harriet Becket, violin. Mrs. Axel Simons, 'cello.
,iiid KIsa van N'omian at the piano, the two composi-
tions pipased greatly.

CoiuTiI niKl Ht-riluls— i'olloM.H ^ »«;i.v»-'j« ^li-lliiMl In
'rt-fii-hiiif; \ itttiii. \ it>lii, I'jiiNfiiihIc I'Ifiylii;;

Stiiilio: 4l(t S. l.in<M>lii. Gl('iiil:iU>, l>li»n(': <;1i-ihI:i|4- 'JlKtlt

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
l*IAMSTR—.llfuiber "l^'Knsfmhlf Modfrti**"

Siudio: 912 W. 20th St. Phone: 246fi:

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATER

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
OF 50 MUSICIANS

ELINOR, Conducting
I'roKriiiii (iiiniiicnflnfc Sandu}-, .\pril 2nd

* \<il,i It'CI Lponcnvnlln(nt

<hl M %/.! IIKA Srhuerkrr
llnrii Solo—Hnhort \. Grnf

I.KWI-: Ml-: >vri'll \ SMIM-: Koehler

In r<»njiinc)l(»n
•hi: mi u 111

vKh M \\ I.IM>i:i< In
." n <iolil»»>n ri-li-HHc

GRAUMAN'S
MILLION DOLLAR THEATRE

Broadway at Third

LOS ANGELES

GREATER

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

MISHA GUTERSON, CONDUCTOR

Sunday Morning Concerts
Every Sunday, Startino at 11 A. M.

Soloists From Operatic and Concert Stage

ALL SEATS RESERVED
—at—

50 Cents
and War Tax

Which Includes the privilege of remaining for the
regular Grauman Photoplay program. It Is advisa-
ble that seats be secured several days In advance
In order to secure choice locations and avoid wait-

ing in line on Sunday.
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L. E. Behjrmer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Officet:

705 Auditorium Bldg., Loi Angeles

ANNE Mcpherson—Soprano
jBor Training. Sight Reading, Voice Culture

iidlvldiiiil llfthoils tnr I'rofe«»li>nal» mill S(uilenl»

SIinlli.: ^ nn.lorl.lU ll»tel. sa« S. Hope I'Uo 1720

ILYA BRONSON phUhnrmmilf (Iriheslrn

lIviiilMT Trio Inlime. i.os AnKi'U-H Trio, I'hllhlinoonic

ttiiiirtt't Iiislriii-lion. rhni«l»*'r MunU> HeoKlllf*
4-2-1 \IiihU* \rtB HllJtc. Phonr HW^2

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET "
VllirPo':;;,',:.""

Jeiiii C^lwell, Hn«el II. AniU'rson. Kdnn f. Vonrhct-s. HiilKy

V. I'rhlemix, MtliU- Norton .la»>«lNon. Olrt'rtor- \i-f«»m|iiiii-

i«*tt*. '2tf^i S. Hoover. I'hone ::31>:t.%.

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICF- A1VI> MODERN LANGt'AaKS
Studios: Gamut Club. 1044 S. Hope

Kor lfninl'-lr« phone fWHtrtl

ZOELLNER QUARTET
MniinKenienI H. <S A, Culhertann. ArnllaD Hall, N*w York

SerlouM Stodentn Accepted
PerMonnl Addreaat 1250 Wlndnor Blvd.. Loa Aaicelea

FLORENCE MIDDAUGH-- Contralto
Concert*—Oratorio—Recltala

TiteMdar and Friday Mornlnita. 314 Mnale Arta Bids.,
I.oa AnpeleJ*. Studio Phone 100S2. Realdence Main 97M0

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
MI*J«!|0\ THF4TRK. I.OS ANOKI.FS

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall. Los Angeles—Wed. and 8«t.

JAY PLOWE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles
Res. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN < 0>1P<»SKR-PI VMST

4 Tnilnhle for Cnneertn and Rerltala
Stndioi 1.S24 South FI«rueroa. Phone 24130

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Conoerla—Recltala—Instroctlon

Fenturlne All-Americon Procrnnin
Studio: ir.OO So. rijrueroo St. Phone 23105

FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—Artist Management—Pui»llclty

Nil Majestic Theatre BIdp.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
MASTER VIOMN TEACHER

Studio: 401-03 MaNon Opera Houae
Phono IS.'tsO Rea. Phone ."•0122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Rooms)
For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCKRT PIAIVISTE—I.OS AIVGELES TRIO

Sludlo: 3::< Music Arta Studio Hide. Phone: I(HIN2

GRACE WOOD JESS "e»:zo soprano

DRAMATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS
IN COSTUME RECITALS

Management: L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON-Pianisre
SEASON 1021-22 NOW BOOKING

Management: Harry B. Hall, 101 Park Ave.. New York City
Studio: 1500 So. Flgrueroa. Pico 1770

MRS. M. HENMON ROBINSON—Artistic Acoompanyinfc
4 Accompanist for Fllis and Lyric Clubs)

L. A. Studio: Mon., Wed., FrI. 151S So. St. Andrews
Phone 74406. Rea. Ciub House Apts.. Venice. 01O47

MAUDE FENLON BOLLMAN
SOPRAiVO

Students Received in the Art of Sln^lnfp
9 420-21 Music .Arls Studio Bldg.. Phone 100S2

Clarence Gustlin, ot Santa Ana. has a clever hand

at song writing. Incidentally, he ia as good, it not bet-

ter, a pianist. Several of his songs have entered the

permanent repertoire of great singers. Ot his tour

songs, the music to his own translation of Heine's Thou

Art Like Unto a Flower, is the best, musically, and as

to writing technic. To the voice is given the melodic

message. The piano part is of well-chosen delicacy,

none too novel, but true in its appeal, as the whole

song, which, besides being well singable, expresses

genuine feeling. It should appeal to concert artists. Two
Wee Eyes, and Morning. Noon and Night are melodious,

effective in a measure, but light, that is to say, in my
mind, not exactly deep in sentiment or musical value.

Their Message would be a better song, if the piano part

would not claim equal partnership of the vocal melody.

The latter is not strong, not sufficiently unique, to be

\oiced twice by the singer and the accompanist. Mrs.

Hulda Dietz sang the songs effectively, winning the

warm applause with the composer at the piano.

Vernon Spencer, one of our best musicians, a well

school composer, accompanied Sol Cohen, violinist, in

his Scotch Romance, opus 22, No. 1. and in Valse Fugi-

tive, opus 22, No. 2. Spencer masters the form, writes

with ease and elegance, somewhat conservative in mu-

sical style. They are characteristic pieces, that is to

say. adhere to their titles, but are almost too "pleasant"

to make a lasting impression. Mr. Spencer, too, was
warmly applauded.
Anna Priscilla Risher's three Shakespeare songs

formed the program group, richest in artistic worth and

musical originality. When Icicles Hang by the Wall
(from Love's Labor Lost), is a real Yuletide song. Like

the following two songs it has historic value as to musi-

cal-poetic atmosphere, while musically moderately mod-
ern. It is interspersed with thematic and rhythmic de-

tail, of refreshing simplicity.

O. Mistress Mine (from Twelfth Night), possesses

tl>at convincing thematic inter-dependence of voice and
piano part good songs, like those of our classics, should
have. There is a bit of the troubadour spirit in this song,

it has a lovable melody. The violin obligate seems some-
what ample in quantity, however, though melodically
well conceived. Introductory bars opening, and closing

harmonies of the song are tending to be a trifle conven-
tional. It. too. is a spontaneously artistic song, interest-

ing because of the thematic interchange between piano,

voice and violin obligato.

Where the Bee Sucks (from The Tempest) is a
charming song, perhaps, the strongest elegance of writ-

ing technic, well worked in small hut poignant effect,

with picturesque detail in the piano and the voice part,

the latter demanding a singer of vocal fluency. These
songs have real character as to invention and spirit.

They are well written for voice, should please singer
and pianist, especially as they will please the public.
Mrs. Margaret Messer Morris, soprano, and Miss Cleo
Rundle, violin, proved this amply.

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Southern California

AU Branches Taught
Dlatlnsuiahed Facultr—Strons Conrsca

Send for Catalos:
3201 Sooth FlKueroa Street Los Ans:eles, Calif.

operalogues. One of her most successful offerings in

tliat regard was her lecture on the opera Snowmaiden,
for which she had won the as.«istance of such nntod nmsi-

cians as Gregor (^herniavsky, the noted violin-master,

Mme. Mariska Aldrich-Davies, the prima donna, while

many prominent musicians and membtrs of the Russian
colony were present.

Thanks to Miss Goetz's efforts the Three Arts Club,

an artistically conducted home for woman students of

all the arts, is giving valuable service. It was Miss Goetz
who launched the plans for such a home, meeting with

generous support by many prominent club women. After

the work had been fully started .Miss Goetz, owing to

her many professional duties, relinquished the presi-

dency of the Three Arts Club, which is now held by
Mrs. W. E. Goodwin. A feature of the club are Sunday
Musicales and lectures by eminent artists.

Robert Raymond Lippit. pianist, of Chicago, has de-

cided to make his home in Los Angeles. Before the war
Mr. Lippitt toured with Frederick Search, the 'cellist,

giving recitals of his own. His major training he re-

ceived from Stojowski, TeichmuUer, the Leipsic peda-
gogue, and at the Leschetizky School in Vienna. Mr.
Lippit filled engagements here with the Ebell Club of
Pasadena, the Uplifters and the University of Chicago
Alumni Association, so he has been here only a short
while, having been discharged from the army but re-

cently. Mr. Lippit is planning a series ot recitals here.

To all extent Mirovitch is planning to apply this suc-

cessful dualism in his nature when conducting his mas-
ter class. He has conducted master classes before, in

Helfslngfors, the Finnish capital, and in Harbin, a Rus-

sian Siberian city, which has grown into a prosperous

town since the Russo-Japanese war, according to Mr.
Mirovitch.

"Between the 15th and 20th of April I shall devote

my time to becoming acquainted with the members ot

the class. Those who wish to be active members, play-

ers, will bring a selection ot works they wish to study.

Then we shall work out a systematic program, forming

a comprehensive course of piano music from Bach on
up to the present-day composers. What I wish to show
in this class is not only the development of piano

music, but also the application ot piano playing to the

different styles of music. Through having the pupils

play for me I shall come into close musical contact, for

I shall be able to diagnose their own musical, or pian-

istic attitude, so to speak. For that reason 1 would like

it it also the hearers will play for me. so that we can

come to a personal musical basis of work. While they

may not wish to be actual players in the course to be

undertaken, yet I can give them my viewpoint about

playing as applied to their own work.

"This will be a very intensive course. I am planning

to hold from tour to five sessions every week tor six

weeks. This will be a big task, but it is a big territory

to cover. Such a schedule will permit time tor two in-

dividual lessons every week by each player. I feel that

this number of lessons is necessary to produce the re-

sults of individual development in each student I am
looking for.

"Beginning with the second week. I will set aside one

entire session each week tor the study of one master

only. My reason for doing so is based on experience

along study classes of this nature. While during the

other four sessions each week we shall have a musical

program widely contrasted, thus leading to compari-

sons between various masters and various periods, we
shall get a new more searching angle when concentrat-

ing our attention tor an afternoon on the musical devel-

opment of one great composer. Thus we shall proceed

during the six weeks to include the last 150 or 200 years

ot piano music in the course ot one great comparative

survey, while at the same time pausing long enough

at the outstanding human "milestones, if one may call

at the outstanding human "milestones." on the road ot

them so. are ot course Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Schu-

mann and Liszt.

Much ot the interest shown by Los Angeles in the

recent season of the Russian Opera Company was due
to the efforts ot Miss Margaret Goetz, well known vocal
teacher, who for years has spread the appreciation ot

great masterworks through her illustrated lectures and
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"You can easily see the advantage of this double-

mode of study. Every one of these great ones ofTers sheer
endless oppurtunltles to study the diflerent methods of

the technic of playing. In fact, the differences of style

within his own musical personality. I have found that

the method of comparative study during the majority
of sessions, combined with this concentrated way of

analyzing the life work of one and the other of the

great ones—as far as this is possible in one afternoon

—

is well suited to a class of students, for the two meth-
ods supplement each other in a way to meet the peda-

gogic and personal interests of the students."

In the meantime, and during the course of the stay,

Mr. Mirovltch is planning to give part of his time also

to creative work. He has sketched a large work for

piano solo in variation form which he may call Paga-
niniana, as it is In a measure following the virtuoso

style of that violinist. Of course, he expects to give

much thought to preparatory work between the sessions.

Mirovltch will have two and even three Chickerlng
pianos at his disposal In the rehearsal rooms of the

Southern California Music Company, where the sessions

will be held.

"How much I will play myself during the sessions I

cannot tell in advance. That depends on the students

and on the selections chosen for study. Of course there

will be a second instrument available all the time, and
even a third one when we are studying concertos," Mr.

Mirovltch declared.

delightful player, who unites technic and sweetness of
tone as shown In Kreisler's Llebesfreud. This* selection
of the soloist from the midst of his ensemble, Is Just
another proof that Managing Director Fred Miller did
well when assembling as representative a body of fine

musicians as his orchestra offers.

possible the assurance, says Stelndorff, that the Good
Friday offering will make the Holy Week of 1922 one
to be long remembered.

THE REMAINING OPERA REPERTOIRE

Calmon Luboviski, the remarkable Los Angeles violin-

ist, fulfilled in every respect the great expectations he

called forth with his last recital, when playing his sec-

ond program together with May Macdonald, who again

shared effort and honors with him at the piano.

I think it hardly necessary to repeat my appreciation

of Luboviskl's technical equipment. I am rather tempted
to sum it up in saying that I am inclined to class him
among the few real solo violinists. I dislike compari-
sons for they often prove inaccurate afterwards, yet I

venture the statement that I prefer Luboviskis playing

to that of Vaaa Prihoda. And for these reasons: I think

Luboviski has more depth, has deeper searching inter-

pretative faculties, a finer sense of style, and I am
inclined to think even that be is technically the com-
peer of Prihoda.

Some admire Luboviskl's bowing more than his left-

hand work. His left-hand work is flawless, and his bow-
ing draws a tone of velvety loveliness. His bowing has
sweeping force as well as minute delicacy. Rhythm.
phrasing are on a par with these qualities.

Together with May Macdonald Hope he offered a read-

ing of Brahms' D minor Sonata (opus 108), which ex-

hibited all the human strength and lovable traits this

difficult work enshrines. That tendency of Brahms'
works, to appear brittle in musical continuity, was ban-

ished under the hands of these two artists who re-

vealed its really perfect thematic construction.

Perhaps still more impressive was Mr. Luboviskl's

art in Reger's Prelude and Fugue, where his strength
of bowing and quality of phrasing stood out fully. A
technical feast was the Tartinl Devil's Trill Sonata, to

which a group of smaller, brilliantly played numbers by
Chopin, Drigo and Schumann, as well as the fascinat-

ing Theme and Variations by Corelli-Kreisler were
added. Not enough, in response to enthusiastic applause
by an audience consisting largely of musicians and vio-

linists, Mr. Luboviski crowned his achievements with
the Preludlum and Fugue by Pugnani. played with a
perfection of style, brilliancy of execution and breadth
of tone which made the question rise in my mind: Who
of our New York managers will give Mr. Luboviski the
opportunity he is worthy to have, a concert platform
of at least national expanse?

Apropos. .Mr. Luboviski will render the Lalo Sym-
phony Kspagnol with the Philharmonic Orchestra, April
9th.

Miisi<* at the Theatre

At the Grauman Theatre the last concert program had
color and variety as it.s keynote, an aim that was well
realized also within the individual concert numbers
rendered with fine spirit under the baton of Mlsha
Guterson.

Wolf-Ferrari's overture to The Secret of Suzanne
came with ^hat warmth Italian music requires. Dainti-
ness marked the playing of the Dellbes Intermezzo from
the Naila Ballet. Khythmlcally enjoyable was the Ca-
prlccio Italian by TRchaikowsky. Charming work won
warm applause for the strings in particular during the
Orientale by Cesar Cul, while graceful precision ruled
the Miniature from the Nutcracker Suite by Tschaikow-
sky. The Second Hungarian Rhapsody by Liszt formed
a dashing finale. Marguerite RIngo, soprano, was heard
in Massenet and Bach-Gounod numbers, winning warm
applause with the elegance and fluency of her singing.

Next week Urahm van den Berg, a pianist of truly ex-
ceptional technic, will be the soloist. Rlmsky-Korsa-
koff's Scheherazade will be the principal orchestral se-

lection.

At the California Theatre Conductor Elinor Is giving
his h*'arers a feast of rhythm In Friedman's Rhapsodie
Slave, a composition which gives the orchestra also am-
ple occasion to yhow highly pleasing work In the vari-

ous sections. Specially the strings and woodwinds offer
excellent work around which fine ensemble playing Is

built by the conductor. Elinor's inventiveness as to
program surprises produced another medley In which
£clntillant playing, characteristic accentuation and hu-
mor are combined with telling hucccps. In George Stol-

berg. member of the ensemble, the public enjoyed a

LAST POPULAR SYMPHONY CONCERT

Columbia Crowded to the Doors When Unusually En-
thusiastic Audience Expresses Genuine Delight
With One of the Finest Programs of Season

By far one of the tinest programs of the season was
given by the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, under
the direction of Alfred Hertz, at the Columbia Theatre
on Sunday afternoon, March 2fith, which was the final

popular concert of the season. Tl)roufihout the program
the utmost enthusiasm prevailed and the audience was
in such excellent mood that many encores were de-

manded and quite a few were given. Weber's delight-

fully romantic Kuryanlhe Overture was the opening
number of the program and conductor as well as or-

chestra succeeded to obtain every particle of beauty
from the score.

Two movements from Bach-Mahler's Orchestra suite,

meaning the composition to have been by Bach and
arranged by Mahler, proved one of the most charming
numbers presented on this occasion and notwithstand-
ing its difficulties was played with ease and technical

assurance. Anthony Linden played a splendid and musi-

cianly flute obligato. Two movements from Gustav
Lange's Pastorale Quartet for oboe, oboe d'amour. Eng-
lish horn and oboe baritone, exquisitely played by C.

Addimando, V. Schipilitti, A. Dupuis, and Julius Shani?.

was a novelty for the popular concert audience, and
aroused them to lavish display of gratification. The four

musicians exhibited a fine tone, excellent shading and
masterly ensemble work.

Delibes Coppelia Suite seemed to please the audience
particularly. In fact the enthusiasm over the melodious,
rhythmically appealing and easily flowing waltz meas-
ures was so persistent that an encore was given. An-
other surprise of the afternoon happened when Louis
Persinger took up the baton to conduct Gounod's Funeral
March of a Marionette and Grainger's Mock Morris
dance. The assistant conductor and concert master re-

ceived a more than cordial welcome when approaching
the conductor's platform and his wielding the baton
revealed such fine executive power and such delightful

control that at the conclusion of the numbers the audi-

ence gave the popular violinist-conductor another big

ovation.

The soloist of the occasion was Kajetan Attl. who se-

lected for his piece de resistance Vltava by Smetana.
a composition that enabled him to exhibit his excep-
tional skill both as a technician and artist upon the
harp. Mr. Attl's tone is especially admired and he plays
with such finesse and intelligence that he has estab-

lished for himself a host of admirers among the fore-

most music lovers who always give him a hearty and
spontaneous reception. On this occasion again his popu-
larity was demonstrated by an unusually warm welcome
and tokens of appreciation.

The Romanza from Dohnanyi's Suite, Op. 19. appealed
greatly because of its haunting melody and deeply
poetic character while Liszt's Les Preludes gave the
program a dramatic and thrilling climax. Alfred Hertz
was the recipient of repeated ovations and the orches-
tra was called upon to share in the joy exi)ressed by
the happy audier.ce. 11 was a worthy close to a worthy
popular season.

STEINDORFF'S GOOD FRIDAY CONCERT

Margaret Bruntsch. another celebrated California

song-bird, who has scored triumjih after triumph in

European cities, has been secured by Choragus Paul
Steindorff as the contralto soloist for his Good Friday
concert In the Greek Theatre of the University of Cali-

fornia. After many weeks spent in negotiations. Stein-

dorff secured her for her initial appearance in America
following her European triumphs, and she left New
York today (Saturday) for California.

MisK Hruntsch is a native of Alameda but has been
abroad for many years. She has a repertoire of nearly
seventy grand operas and has scored successes in ora-

torios such as Bach's B Minor Mass, and others. In-

cluded in her grand opera repertoire is Ortrud by Lohen-
grin. Rienzi's Adriano. Brangane, Tristan and Isolde,

Amneris, Aida. Acuzena, Troubadour. Dalila. Samson
and Delilah, Fides, Prophet, the contralto parts in the
compositions of Walkure and of Siegfried, and many
others.

SteindorfT's Good Friday concert, which comes thH
year on April 14. will include the gems from Verdi's
celebrated Requiem, and from Rosinl's Stahat Mater.
It will be his thirteenth annual Good Friday concert.
Following his custom of presenting, whenever possible.

California singers, he has arranged for California solo-

ists for this year's offering. Miss Florence Ringo. of

San Francisco, will be the soprano soloist. The male so-

loists include Batti Bernardo, tenor, and Jose Coral,
basso. Among famous California singers who have been
Introduced by Steindorff. both in Stahat Mater and in

the Messiah, are Mabel Riegelman and Maude Fay.

Final rehearsals for the concert have been started.
A chorus of more than one hundred and fifty singers
will support the soloists, the chorus being chosen from
among the members of the Berkeley Oratorio Society
and the Wednesday Morning Choral Club, of Oakland.
The high enthusiasm of both solol^^ts and chorus makes

The Chicago Opera Association at llie auditorium this

(Saturday) afternoon are giving Gounod's Romeo and

Juliet. Muratore and E^dlth Mason are singing the title

roles.

Tonight the Jewels of the Madonna, the beautiful Wolf-

Ferrari Grand Opera, with Its tragic story will be sung

by a long cast, headed by Rosa Raisa. as Maliella, For-

rest Lamont as the blacksmith. Gennaro and Glacomo
Rimini as the Canimorrlst leader, Rafaele. The Chl-

cagoans give a magnificent production of this work which

is said to be one of the best presentations In their

repertoire. Cimlni will conduct tonight's performance.

San Francisco bids fair to create something new in th«

way of opera records next week. The advance sale for

the remaining seven performances of the Chicago Opera
Association indicates that ev( ry evening and next Satur-

day matinee will find enormous crowds at each perform-

ance, and that on one or two of the nights at least, new
attendance figures may be made that will reach beyond
last year's stupendous financial returns. During the

coming week. Mary Garden, the director general of the
organizntion and one of its popular prima donnas, is to

appear three times. Rosa Raisa is cast for the lead in

two of the seven performances and Edith Mason, whose
beautiful voice has enthralled everyone, will be heard
in the remaining two operas in the list. Muratore sings
in Salome and Monna Vanna, co-starring with Mary
Garden in both of these performances. Ulysses Lappas,
the Greek tenor who has just come from New York to

participate in the last week of the organization here, will

be heard in Louise on Monday night and in the Girl of

the Golden West next Saturday afternoon. The favorite.

Edward Johnson, will sing in Madame Butterfiy and
either he or Riccardo Martin will have the tenor role in

La Boheme.

The week begins with a beautiful production of Char-
pentier's Louise in which Mary Garden will sing the

role of the Parisian seamstress, who is in love with the

poet Julien (Ulysses Lappas).

Gabriel Grovlez, the French conductor of the Chicago
organization, is here to conduct this work, which will

be sung in French with Miss Garden as Louise. Lappas
as Julifn, Baklanoff as the father and Maria Claessens
as the mother. A long cast of characters includes vari-

ous sketches of Parisian life and tlie entire production is

titujospheric of the Montmarlre in the French metropolis.

Puccini's Madame Butterfly will be given a beautiful

rroduction on Tuesday night. Edith Mason will be the

Japanese wife-mother. Edward Johnson, the American
Lieutenant. Baklanoff. the United States Consul at Naga-
saki and Pavloska, Suzuki. Butterfly's attendant. An ex-

ceptionally fine treat is promised for Wednesday night

when Bellini's beautiful old opera Norma will be revived

with Rosa Raisa, Forrest Lamont, Irene Pavloska and
Virgilio Lazzari. the basso, in the leading roles, Thurs-
day will be a big night for then Mary Garden will re-

veal herself in the role of Oscar Wilde's heroine in the

Richard Strauss's musical setting of Salome. Miss Gar-
den's interpretation of this role has been much dis-

cussed, but the diva herself considers it entirely within

the realms of propriety and a musical masterpiece. Mura-
tore will sing the role of Herod, a part in which he is

said to excel. Hector Dufranne will be the Jochanaan.

On Friday night Edith Mason, Edward Johnson. Gia-

como Rimini. Virgilio Lazzari, Desire Defrerre. Irene

Pavlo.ska. and Constantin Nicolay will sing the beautiful

Puccini opera La Boheme. A novelty is scheduled for

Saturday afternoon when Puccini's musical setting of

David Belasco's drama. The Girl of the Golden West
will be the bill. Rosa Raisa will sing Minnie and either

Edward Johnson or Ulysses Lappas. Dick Johnson. The
reason will be brought to a glorious close next Saturday
night when the outstanding success of last year. Fev-

rler's lyric drama Monna Vanna will he sung In French
with Muratore as the Florentine Captain. Prinzivalle.

Baklanoff as Guido and Mary Garden as Monna Vanna.

Polacco will conduct Madame Butterfly. Salome and
.Mcnna Vanna while Alexander Smallens will wield the

slick over the performance of La Boheme and the Girl

of the Golden West. Cimini will conduct Norma. Three
box offices are maintained from 9:00 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.

each day at Sherman. Clay & Company's store at Sutter

and Kearny streets. Tickets are on sale at four windows
of the auditorium each evening beginning at 6:30 and
1 o'clock Saturday afternoon.

Irene Meussdorffer
SOPRANO

Available for Clubs, Teas, Weddings

601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Res. 487 Hanover

St. Tel. Randolph 2038
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MUSICALE AT MISS SIMPSON'S
STUDIO

One of the most enjoyable musicales of

the season was given on Saturday after-

noon by pupils of Elizabeth Simpson at

her attractive Etna street studio, this be-

ing the fourth of a series which will con-

tinue through the spring. Six talented

members of the junior class opened the

program with a charming group of chil-

dren's music, and the playing of the high

school and advanced pupils was charac

teriz.ed by unusual beauty of tone and ar-

tistic finish. The program was as follows:

Fantasie (Mozart-Grieg I, Miss Gladys Sib-

ley, Elizabeth Simpson; Scenes from
Childhood (Schumann I. Miss Eleanor

Chamberlain: Sung Outside the Prince's

Door (.MacDowelU, Aria for Lett Hand
(Pickhert). Sonata (Mozarti, Richard

Jacobus I, presented by Ethel Long Mar-

tin); The Desert's Dusky Face, from
Omar Khayyam Suite (CadmanI, Miss

Lillian Underwood i, Ecossaien (Beetho-

ven), Miss Pauline Morau: Forgotten

Fairv Tales (MacDowelli, Miss Jlyrtle

de Vaux; Barcarolle (Grodskyl. Waltz

(Chopin). Miss Ruth Hoskinson: To a

Water Lily (MacDowelli, Sylphiden

(Grieg), Miss Kathleen Dawson: Au Cou-

vent (Borodin I, Pan (GodardI, Polonaise

(.MacDowell). Miss Helen Merchant;

Spring's Awakening iPalmgrenl, Hun-

garian Fantasie ( Liszt i, Mrs. Richard

Martin; orchestral accompaniment on

second piano by Miss Simpson.

given at La Gaiie Francaise, 1470 Wash-
ington street, on Tuesday afternoon, April

4ih. This event is being given under tiie

patronage of prominent society and musi.

cal people and is based upon fashionable

events in New York presented at one of

the leading hotels. Miss Beardsley has se-

lected the following excellent program for

this occasion: Fuga, Preludium (Bach I,

Prelude, Prelude, Mazurka, Waltz, Fun-

eral March (from B minor Sonata), Etude
(Revolutionary! (Chopin); La Cathedral
Engloutis (Sunken Cathedral i, Claire de

Lune, Arabesque (Debussy); Au Convent
(At the Convent) (Borodine); Serenade,
Polichinelle (The Clownl (Rachmani-
noff).

DOMINICAN COLLEGE PROGRAMS

The following tvo programs were given

at Dominican College, San Rafael, ana

pleased both because of the excellence

of the selections and the efficiency of

the interpretatiolis: Feast of St. Patrick

—Erin (John Boyle O'Reilly I, Earlda

Cooley; .\ Sword of Light Hath Pierced

the Dark (Irish Airl. .Marcella Knierr;

The Hour Glass (W. B. Yeats), Miss Jean

McMillan; My Love's an Arbutus (Irish

.^iri, Dominican College Choral.

Monday evening, March 20—Song of .\n

Angel (Paradise Lost) (Rubinstein),

Marcella Knierr; Now Sleeps the Crim-

son Petal (Quilter), The Hills of Dream
(Cecil Forsyth), The Spring Has Come
(Maude V. White), Katherine Dwyer;
Psvche (Paladilhe), Bon Jour, Suson

(Delibes), L'Esclave iLalo), Bergerettes

I XVIII Century), (a) Chantons les

amours de Jean, lb) Jeunes Fillettes.

Leonore Keithley; Vissi d'.-^rte iLa Tos.

ca) (Puccini), Norwegian Love Song
(Clough-Leighter). Pluck This Little

Flower (Ronald), An Open Secret (Wood-

man), Marcella Knierr: accompanist,

Irene Chisem,

SACRED CONCERT AT ST. MARY'S
CATHEDRAL

Achille L. Artigues, organist and choir

director of St. Mary's Cathedral, an-

nounces a Sacred Concert on Passion

Sunday. April 2nd. during which The
Seven Last Words of Christ on the Cross,

an oratorio for soli and chorus of mixed
voices by Dr. P. Hartmann von An der

Lan-Hochbrunn. will receive its first pre-

sentation in San Francisco, and after long

and serious thought Mr. Artigues has pre-

pared to give it a worthy presentation.

The narrator will be sung by .Mrs. S. Le
Noir, the part of Christ by E. Porcini

and the thief (Dismas) by F. Figone. The
oratorio calls tor a double male quartet

and a double female quartet. Mr. .\rtigues

has engaged some ot the best resident

artists from the bay region for that work
and among these are: Mrs. R. Anderson,

.Mrs. M. von Sturmer, Mrs. S. Le Noir,

Mrs. W. Orton, Mrs. V. Rovere, Mrs. J. Si-

mons. Mrs. McFarland. Mrs. \. Argenti,

R. Battison, H. Williams. J. Corral, E.

Porcini, Len Barnes, F. Figone, and others

who will be assisted by the Cathedral

Chorus. The oratorio is a truly remarka-

ble composition. The performance is open

to the public and ever.vone is invited in-

asmuch as it is inaugurated to promote
high artistic ideals. The entire work will

be under the direction of Achille L. .\rti-

gues, organist of St. Mar%''s Cathedral.

MUSICALE INTIME

Mrs. Blanche Ashley has been very
busy playing and teaching, especially in

Berkeley, since her permanent return to

the bay cities. Recently she gave two
concerts at Burbank and -Muir Schools,

playing the . extraordinary A la Chinois

by Ornstein, and before the Berkeley
Piano Club. Clara King Graham, soprano.

James T. Preston, tenor, and Mr. Schott,

violinist, assisted with great distinction

and success at Muir School. The follow-

ing numbers constitute one of the pro-

grams: Mrs. J. Beckman, Forest Song,
.\ssembly Song by the School; (a) Beet-

hoven—Minuet and Trio. op. 27, lb) Bach
—Bourree from 'cello Sonata, arranged
for left hand by Josefy, (c) Schumann

—

Whims: la) Beethoven—Minuet in G. (b)

Phjilida .\shley—Reverie, Mr, Schott,

violinist, Blanche Ashley at the piano:

(a) Stojowski—Ou va ton reve?. (b) St.

Leger—L'Heure trannquille, Clara King
Graham, soprano; Grainger—Colonial

Song—Ensemble, James T. Preston, ten.

or, Clara King Graham, soprano, Blanche
Ashley at the piano; (a) Paderewski

—

Chant du Voyageur, (b) Chopin—Polon-

aise in C sharp minor, (c) Chopin

—

Etude, op. 10. No. 12, (d) Korngold

—

Brownies, Blanche Ashley.

LOS ANGELES NEWS

Ivy Goate, artist pupil of Adelaide
Trowbridge, prominent member of the

College ot Music faculty, will play her

senior recital at the chapel of the U. S.

C. Miss Goate will render among other

works the Eroica sonata by .MacDowell.

several works by Griftes. Bach and other

classics.

In view of the recent editorial com.
ments by the Editor anent the repeal ot

the music teachers' tax in San Francisco,

the following resolution was adopted by

the Los Angeles .M. T. A., which needs

no introduction. It reads:

The City Council ot

Los Angeles, Calif.

Resolution.

Be it Resolved. That it is the sense of

the Music Teachers' Association of Los
-Angeles that the present special occupa-

tional tax on the private music teacher

of Los .Angeles is unfair and unjust, dis-

criminating as it does between the pri-

vate music teacher and the public school

music teacher, the latter paying no tax

whatsoever. Be it further

Resolved. That inasmuch as the private

music teacher is working toward the

same end. that of cultural education and
the development of higher ideals, that

this tax be repealed.

(Signed)

EVA FRANCES PIKE.
President.

JESSIE WEI.MAR,
Vice-President.

GRACE ROPER VIERSON,
Recording Secretary.

JULIA HOWELL,
Corresponding Secretary.

Constance Beardsley, one of the best

equipped and most talented and accom-
plished pianists ever settling on the Pa-

cific Coast, after scoring numerous ar-

tistic triumphs in the East, announces
An Hour of Intimate Piano Music to be

Guiseppe .Miceli, Italian composer and

former grand opera conductor at Buenos
Ayres. will offer three presentations of

his opera Alma Latina, The Latin Soul,

at Philharmonic .Auditorium Thursday till

Saturday of April 6-S. He has assembled
a good cast. I understand, from leading

Latin-American opera houses, with Emilia

Leovalli. well known prima donna ot the

former Lombardi Opera Company, as

leading soprano. The action of the work
is based on an incident which occurred

during the last revolutionary fighting

near Mexico City. The work is new to

American audiences and will be sung in

Spanish.

Sobtttjson

iuff

Will Conduct

Master Classes

in the

Art of Singing

in

San Francisco

June, July

August

Tuesday evening. April 4, Leopold Go-

dowsky will be heard in piano recital at

the Philharmonic Auditorium.
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Tribute of a Faimuis Teacher to

a Great Pupil

MRS. FRANKEL CHATS ABOUT CLUB CONVENTION

President of California Federation of Music Clubs Has
Something Interesting to Say Regarding

the Impending Gala Event

Mrs. Robinson-Duffs Speaks of Mary Garden,

Her First Pupil

In the usual run of things musical, it is the impil who

eratefuUv acknowledges his. or her. indebtedness to the

teacher who has been instrumental In guiding him along

the paths of musical righteousness, so it is doubly note-

worthy, when the reverse side of the picture is focused

to our attention. Miss Mary Garden was Mrs. Robinson-

Duff's first pupil, and it Is interesting to observe that

when her work in opera brings her to New York (now

Mrs. Duffs place of refidencei. that she still continues

her daily work with her. That is Miss Gardens un-

spoken tribute to Mrs. Duff, and to the work she stands

for. Could anything else be as fine as this? And when
you speak to the teacher, what words of glowing praise

are said? There is not only that affectionate response,

born of the daily and Intimate contact of teacher and

pupil, but an understanding appreciation of the person-

ality of the artiste, who has worked so faithfully and so

undeviatingly toward success. In her little book (Sim-

ple Truths Used By Great Singersl. Mrs. Duff speaks

of Miss Garden, and I shall take the liberty of quota-

tion, as that is the proof of their mutual understanding.

Mary Garden is one of the born artists, for her artis-

tic instincts were as dominant in her early years as

they are today, and she possesses that incomparable art,

which if not endowed by nature, can never be developed

except in counterfeit form. She had infinite charm and

great intelligence, and I soon became convinced that

she was destined for a great career. Her voice at that time

was small but very lovely and pure in quality. She be-

gan to study with me and was. in fact my first pupil.

Her progress was marked from the very first day,

and I can never remember her coming to me without

knowing her lesson. When she arrived at the stage of

her studies where she began to sing vocalizes, she al-

ways learned and sang them by heart, and you may
say that this keen attention to her work has been the

keynote of her success.

In this preparedness and attention to infinite detail,

lie the secrets of Miss Garden's success. Later, in Paris,

when Mile. Rioton was suddenly taken ill during a

performance of Louise, and she was sent for. she went
on the stage without rehearsal, and scored the great

success which made her famous in a night. But back
of this, was the careful attention at rehearsals, her
sense of keen observation, and above all. knowing a
role, on the chance that some day she might sing it.

Mrs. Duff speaks further of Miss Garden in the book,

and lays special stress on the facts of her serious mu-
sicianship, and her willingness to learn. Mary Garden's
great success is built on this sure foundation, and upon
her ability to profit by the experience and understanding
of her famous teacher. Mrs. Rohinson-Duff. her silent,

yet eloquent partner, on her road to success.
•

E. Robert Schmitz announces that on April 19th his
contract for concert management with Music League
of America will be ended and from that date bookings
will be managed and all information given by the L. D.
Bogue Concert Management, (temporary address) 965
Madison avenue. New York City. -\t present there are
a few dates available for this spring's music festivals.

For five weeks, beginning June 15th. .Mr. Schmitz will
hold master classes in Chicago, after which he will
sail for Europe and tour from August to the end of
December. He will return to this country to fulfill his
American engagements, which are being booked now
for the period beginning January, 1023.

S. F. MUSICAL CLUB GIVES VARIED PROGRAM

A program consisting of operatic and ensemble num-
bers was heard by the members of the San Francisco
Musical Club, on Thursday afternoon. Mirch Ifith. The
usual large attendance manifested their keen appre-
ciation by spontaneous and prolonged applause. Those
participating in the program were all in excellent form
and the program rendered was as follows; Paul Juon

—

Sonate for Viola and Piano (first time in San Francisco)

:

Emil Hahl. Olga Block Barrett: G. Salvayre—Air do
Solange (Solange). A. Thomas—Air d'Ophelie (Ham-
let), Miss Elizabeth Warden. Mrs. Horatio F. Stoll at
the piano: A. Thomas—Connalstu le rays (Mignnnl.
Gounod—O. ma lyre immortelle (Sapho). Miss Evelyn
Wilson. Martha Dukes Parker at the piano: David
Popper—Romanze, Caix d'Heraelols llDdO)—La Chan--
bor (Allemande). Herman Sandby—Chanson Dannlse,
Albert Behrens—Polacca. Emil Hahl: Granados—Tears.
Those Dear Eyes Sadden (La Dorothea). Massenet

—

Aria from Sapho. Wagner—Dich. theure Halle ITann-
hauser), Ellin Page Pressley. Mrs. Cecil Hollis Stone
at the piano; SalntSaens—Spring Chorus (from Sam-
son and Delilah I. M. Mousaorgsky—The Maidens of
Faudonir (from Boris Godounow). Puccini—Speed O'er
the Summit (from Manon Lescaut). Tschalkowsky-Har-
rls—Chorus of Reapers (from Eugene Onegln). Mrs.
Behlow Trautner. Mrs. Ashley Faull. Mrs. Lawrence
Rath. Mrs. Martin Molony. Mrs. Byron McDonald. Mrs.
James Kelly. Mrs. Eva Greninger Atkinson. Miss Anna
Dickie. .Mrs. Horatio Stoll at the piano.

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
Jl'ST nETlBNKn FROM Kl llOPK

Stadlo: 405 Knbler A Chmmc BIdK. TrI. Hrnrnr M:M

A very welcome visitor to the offices of the Pacific

Coast Musical Review was Mrs. Cecil Prankel. presi-

dent of the State Federation of Music Clubs, who
dropped In to have a friendly chat during her visit in

San Francisco from her Los -Angeles home. Mrs, Fran-

kel has but recently returned from an extended tour of

the East, where she was a guest at the various musical
clubs throughout that territory. During an interesting

talk, Mrs. Frankel told me that the people of the East
are manifesting unusual concern regarding the musical
activities of the West. This interest, however, is not
of just today or yesterday but dates back from about
twenty-eight or thirty years ago. This discovery was
made by Mrs. Frankel during a talk with Mrs. Theodore
Thomas of Chicago, who informed her that in those
days there existed a Musical Club Federation, taking
in all in all about forty musical clubs. The West was
represented at the convention held in Chicago, 111., by
delegates from both Los Angeles and San Francisco.
Today the National Federation of Music Clubs includes
practically every club of note throughout the United
States.

The purpose of Mrs. Frankel's coming to San Fran-
cisco at this particular time was to confer with Mrs.
John E. Birmingham, president of the San Francisco
Musical Club, and the president of the San Francisco
Music Teachers' Association, about the coming con-
vention of the State Federation of Music Clubs. Mrs.
Frankel gave me a brief outline of what is to take
I'lace during this convention which will start on April
29th with the annual board meeting of the management
of the State Board of California Music Clubs.
On April 30th, which falls on Sunday evening, there

will be a reception, and on Monday, May 1st. the gen-
eral opening of the convention will take place. Ad-
dresses will be made, the roll call of the various clubs
will be heard and a report made upon the activities of
the Junior clubs as well as the reports from the re-
vision committees. On Monday evening a program com-
posed of the works of the resident composers will be
given. Mrs. John F. Lyons of Fort Worth, Texas, is

anticipated to arrive here tor the convention, and if

she comes in due time she will address the assembly
at this meeting. Another feature of Monday's program
will be a discussion of the Philanthropic Section of the
Musical Clubs, of which L. E. Behymer of Los Angeles
is the director. An address will be made on American
Ideals.

Tuesday. May 2nd. promises to be another busy day.
A district conference will take place headed by Mrs.
John C. Brumblay of Salt Lake City. Mrs. Brumblay
is president of the Sunset district, which includes Cali-
fornia. Utah and Nevada. This will be the first meet-
ing of its kind ever held here. In the evening a prize,
offered by the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles,
will be awarded for the best composition for Chamber
Music.

There will be the greetings of the California Music
Teachers' Association of which Earl Meeker is the
chairman. The Educational Department, of which
Charles Wakefield Cadman is the director, will meet to
discuss their plans and accomplishments. The Festival
Committee will also come together on this day. headed
by L. B. Cain of Fresno. The Course of Study will be
talked over and Josephine Crew Alwyn being the chair-
man of this branch of work will give her views upon
the subject. Music Accomplishments in the Public
Schools will be discussed by Mrs. Emma Bartlette and
tlie .Music in tlie Churches will be brought to light by
Mrs. William Mabee of Los Angeles, who will illustrate
her discourse and also give an address. Mrs. Mabee is

the chairman of this branch of music of both the Na-
tional and State Federation and was chosen from Cali-
fornia. At one time Mrs. Mabee was President of the
Wa-Wan Club of Los Angeles. There will be an election
of officers on Tuesday as well as a banquet in the eve-
ning.

Wednesday. May 3rd. the publicity department, under
the directorship of Chas. Draa of Los Angeles, will be
reviewed and a report made by the Club Historian.
Mrs. William Howard.
This will be followed by the installation of officers.

The rest of the day. prior to the closing of the con-
vention, will he devoted to entertainments, the nature
of which is to be announced at a later period. There is

absolutely no doubt that every one concerned In this
oming great event la doing his and her share to make
this convention one of the most thrilling affairs of its

kind that has ever taken place. San Francisco and its

citizens have never failed to extend a hearty welcome
to any guests In our midst. They are recognized the
United States over for their cordiality and hospitality
and the San Francisco Musical Club and the Music
Teachers' Association are going to prove that the rep-
utation that we San Franciscans have earned la abso-
lutely Justified and well deserved. So when the dele-
gates from the South as well as from every other por-
tion of our state arrive, let us rise to the occasion
and give them a rousing welcome and assist In making
their visit in our city an episode that will linger long
In their memories. CONSTANCE ALEXANDRE.

est ideals in music, and her accompaniments express
a refinement in line and phrasing, a sympathetic ac-

cord to the true meaning of the composition while her
tone color and expression reveal true artistry.

Miss Prevost for two seasons was active in the stu-

dios of Richard Hagemann and Leopold Auer, in .New

York City. With Mr, Hagemann. Miss Prevost had the

opportunity of studying the modem song literature and
was accompanist for his dramatic class and coached
many singers, who with Mr. Hagemann were preparing
their programs for New York recitals. As accompanist
in the studio of Leopold Auer she not only read with
authority the works and studies for violin, but the as-

sociation with this remarkable personality proved in-

valuable.

Miss Prevost has taken a studio in the Kohler &
Chase building, where she will be found Tuesday morn-
ings and Thursday afternoons. On other days Miss Pre-

vost will be there upon appointment only. .Miss Pre-

vost's residence studio is 2728 Elmwood avenue, Berke-
ley.

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA HAILED BY 6000 PERSONS

Genuine Ovation Accorded to Alfred Hertz and Musi-

cians of San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

at Benefit Concert

By CONSTANCE ALEXANDRE
Between six and seven thousand people heard the

San Francisco S>*Tnphony Orchestra at the Civic Audi-

torium on Saturday night, March ISth. The purpose
of this concert was to try and secure about twenty
thousand dollars to meet the deficit incurred by the

orchestra this season. Judging from the genuine ap-

plause after each and every number the people of San
Francisco have learned to love, respect and admire
this aggregation of artists, headed by one of the great-

est conductors of this age. Now that we have this op-

portunity to hear only the best in music, it is up to

the people of this community to see that we retain it.

It should be a means of civic pride to them if nothing
else. But it means even more than a mere matter of

civic pride to maintain our orchestra. It is for our edu-

cation as well as our artistic growth that the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra is a necessity to our city.

Where will the children of this rising generation hear
such music as Alfred Hertz has enabled them to hear
at the young people's concerts? And where, too, will

our resident musicians satisfy their thirsty souls, stim-

ulate their hearts and minds and seek inspiration if

we should be deprived of this orchestra? 'There are.

too. many other points of reasoning why we .=hould

make every fight and effort to keep our orchestra of

which every true San Franciscan is proud. Ther*^fore.

let us put our shoulders to the wheel and personally
give our attention, interest and support to this worthy
and necessary cause.

The large audience gave Mr. Hertz a demonstrative
personal tribute as he appeared on the platform and
after the interpreting of each of his numbers. Mr. Hertz
seemed highly honored and pleased to see how highly
he is held in the esteem of our public. The first half of

the program was devoted to the works of Richard
Wagner. There are no compositions known that give a
fine conductor with an efficient orchestra better oppor-
tunities to exhibit their best qualities as does the Wag-
nerian music. What is more massive in construction,
more colorful, richer harmonically or more majestic
than these works? Was there ever a more spiritual,

translucent or highly inspired episode than the Prelude
and Liebestod from Tristan und Isolde and the orches-
tral arrangement of the song Traume? These numbers
as well as the Funeral March from Gotterdamme-
rung. the Ride of the Valkyries, overture to Rienzi and
Tannhanser. Mr. Hertz conducted with fervor, power,
brilliancy of phrasing and tonal beauty that simply
can not be duplicated. His readings of the Wagnerian
scores are imbued with authority and impressiveness
and his men responded to his inspired commands to

the very last detail. One can not possibly imagine any-
thing finer than the way Mr. Hertz conducts Wagner
and let us hope that when we have a suitable home
for opera and symphony that San Francisco will hear
the Ring der Nlebelungen under the leadership of such
a master.

The remainder of the concert was devoted to the
Italian Caprice of Tschaikowsky. the Andante Cantabile
from the String Quartet, conducted by Louis Persinger.
who also was the recipient of an ovation, and the
1812 Overture, all by the same composer. In the latter
number Uda Waldrop participated at the organ and
shared in the hearty appreciation tendered to Alfred
Hertz and the men of the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra.

MARIAN PREVOST TO RESUME ACTIVITIES

With great pleasure we announce that Miss Marian
Prevost, pianist-accompanist, is available for concerts
and will accept a limited number of pupils. Miss Prevost
has always worked with untiring devotion to the high-

Lawrence Strauss, one of California's most distin-

guished artists, has returned to his home in Berkeley
after having spent the winter in New York. While there
Mr. Strauss appeared in several concerts where he met
with the same success, as is his habit. On Mondays and
Thursdays of each week the many pupils of Mr. Strauss
will find him at his studio in the Kohler & Chase
building and the rest of the time he will devote him-
self and his energies to the large class he has in Berke-
ley. N'o doubt before Mr. Strauss returns East next
fall his many friends and admirers in San Francisco
and the bay regions will be afforded the pleasure of
hearing his delightful and artistic work in recitals.
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ST. IGNATIUS PALM SUNDAY CONCERT

The fourth annual Palm Sunday Concert, under the
supervision of Mrs. Robt. P. Grubb and Mrs. Francis
Mackin, will be given in St. Ignatius Church. Fulton
street and Parker avenue, on April 9, at 3 p. m. ..liss

Myrtle Claire Donnelly, lyric soprano, pupil of the
great Sembrich, will be the chief soloist of the occa-
sion.

Anton Dvorak's Stabat Mater, conducted by Paul
Steindorff. will be rendered by the best vocalists ob-

tainable, assisted by a large chorus of well balanced
voices, sustained by a splendid orchestra, in charge of

Fred A. Baker, orchestral leader and concert master,
and Mrs. R. P. Grubb. musical director, at the organ.

Xotable among the artists engaged for the occasion
are Grace LePage. Constance Reese. Margarite O'Dea,
Regina Harper, Chas. Bulotti, Jose Corral. Frank Figone.
Emanuel Porcini. John Wood and J. Greenwell. Miss
Marie Hughes Macquarrie, harpist. Miss Christine
Howells, flutist.

Rehearsals are being held every Monday night by
Paul Steindorff at 220 Post street, and every Thursday
noon, and Friday night at St. Ignatius Church by Mrs.
Robt. P. Grubb.

.\uditorium where he created a most excellent impres-
sion. Details of this event will appear in the next issue
of this paper.

THIRD YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERT APPRECIATED

Florence Macbeth, Soloist with San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra, Arouses Enthusiasm of Children

captivated the hearts of her young listeners. Another
one or two numbers would have been appreciated but
-Miss Macbeth adhered to the rule at symphonic con-
certs that "No encores are allowed." In this particular
case, it did seem a pity.

The other orchestral numbers included the familiar
Beethoven Menuet, Serenade by Moskowski, Liadow's
Music Box and ending with a spirited and dashing in-
terpretation of the Star Spangled Banner.

GUSTAVE WALTHER AT CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY

Gustave Walther, the distinguished Belgian violin

virtuoso, gave a concert at Wheeler Auditorium of the
University of California on Thursday evening, February
23rd, and delighted a large audience with his inter-

pretations of the following well chosen program: Con-
certo (G minor) (Max Bruchi : Chaconne (from the 4tn
Sonata) (J. S. Bachi. lunacccmpanied) ; (a) The Wal-
nut Tree (Schumann-.A^uerl. (h) The Lark (Glinka-Ba-
lakireff-Auer) . (c) Eli Zion (God of Zion) (Achron-
Auer), (d) Serenade Espagnole (Chaminade-Kreisler),
(e) Paraphrase on Minuet (Paderewski-Kreisler), (f)

Spinning Song (Popper-Auer) ; Encore: The Bee (Carl
Bohmi: Hungarian Melodies (Ernst-Walther). Free ar-

rangement. Cadenza, revision of the accompaniment
by Mr. Walther. Encore: Slavonic Dance (G major)
(Dvorak-Kreisler). Mile. Jeanne Feront played all the
accompaniments and piano parts with exceptional mu-
sicianship and artistic taste.

One of the features of the program that aroused spe-
cial enthusiasm was Mr. Walther's arrangement of the
Ernst Hungarian Melodies which brought two encores
notwithstanding the exhaustiveness of the program.
This arrangement is dedicated to Fritz Kreisler and
will be published by G. Schirmer of New York. On
Friday evening. March lOih, Mr. Walther appeared at
the second of the Students' Chamber Concerts under
the management of John C. Manning at Scottish Rite

By CONSTANCE ALEXANDRE
The third and last of the Young People's Symphony

Concerts, given by the San Francisco S>Tnphony Or-
chestra, took place at the .-Vuditorium on Tuesday af-

ternoon, March 21st. The soloist of the day was Miss
Florence Macbeth. The large and enthusiastic audience
gave manifestations of its delight in the orchestral
numbers, conductor and soloist, by frequent and pro-
longed outbursts of applause. Mrs. Jessica Colbert, who
organized these concerts for the small folks, is to be
congratulated upon their success and it is to be hoped
that she can ari-ange another such series for the en-
suing season.
The first part of the concert was devoted to the play-

ing of the Military March of Schubert, Boccherini's
ever charming Menuet with its grace and spirited
rhythms delightfully brought out by Alfred Hertz and
his men. In this number the high standard of the string
sections of the orchestra were heard to great advantage.
The Funeral March of a Marionette by Gounod was also
included in this group.
The Hymn to the Sun from Le Coq d'Or by Rimsky-

Korsakow is recognized by all musicians, especially
singers, as being not only one of the loveliest of mod-
ern compositions but one of the most difficult to sing.
Its dissonances and peculiar intervals are in them-
selves something for an artist to master from the musi-
cal standpoint. To be able to sing them without blur-
ring the tones and running them into one another is

another feat to be attained and last but not least to be
able to sing these tones true to pitch proves that the
singer not only possesses a perfect ear but a perfectly
poised voice. These latter qualities are what piquant and
charming little Florence Macbeth has. Never once did
her tones of the sweetest quality and limpid beauty
waver from the proper intonation in this number and
her notes in the extreme heights were sustained in
their full richness and volume. Miss Macbeth, too, sings
with apparently no effort for she is in full possession of
her vocal powers thus causing her tones to flow with
an ethereal lightness and her legato to be smooth and
even.

In her other number Charmant Oiseau from The
Pearl of Brazil (David), the many passages calling for
floritura were neatly and skillfully executed showing
that Miss Macbeth is triumphant in the art of colora-
tura. Unusuall.v enthusiastic applause greeted her after
each of her selections, proving that she had completely

DORIA FERNANDA SCORES IN EASTERN RECITALS

Doria Fernanda is a familiar name to San Francisco
musicians and music lovers. It is a name which all are
ver.v proud of and the owner is a young and charming
singer who is held in the high esteem by her many
friends and admirers, who are at all times happy to
read of Miss Fernanda's artistic successes on foreign
soil. It is more than gratifying to realize that one in
whom the utmost faith has been placed by those at
home has been able to make total strangers "sit up and
take notice." This is what Miss Fernanda has been
able to accomplish at several Eastern recital appear-
ances. Between operatic bookings she has been filling
concert engagements one of which was at Fordham
University. New York, on March 11th. and another was
in conjunction with the Russian Trio in New York
City.

The following paragraph from the Chicago Leader
informs us just how well the Eastern audiences ad-
mire and respect Miss Fernanda's art: "Doria Fernanda,
who has recently returned from an opera season in
Mexico and who is known in this country through her
association with the Scotti Opera Company and as
guest with the San Carlo Opera Company, shared the
program with the Russian Trio Sunday afternoon, Feb.
18. at the home of Mrs. S. Frankel, Messrs. Eugene
Bernstein, Michel Bernstein and Victor Lubalin have
large followings in their season's recitals, and they have
as collaborators Leon Rothier, Adamo Didur and artists
of that caliber. It is significant to say that Miss Fer-
nanda aroused the utmost interest by the great beauty
of her voice and her personality, which is rarely known
outside of a role, and which is in itself an important
asset. Her numbers were in the first group. Les Cygnes
(Re.vnaldo Hahn), Arabia (Bizet), Le Miroir (Gustav
Ferrari) and Chevalier Belle Etoile (.Augusta Holmes).
She has an exquisite French diction and understands the
context of the French song, an art in itself. Her second
group, devoted to songs in English, comprised The Road-
side Fire (Vaughn Williams), The Mother Seals Lull-

aby (Liza Lehman), Epitaph of a Butterfly (Marion
Bauer), Lilac Time, dedicated by Arthur Focte to Miss
Fernanda, and Cyril Scott's The Blackbird Song. The
large audience eagerly requested more."
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OURTH MUNICIPAL POP CONCERT

The fourth of the series of municipal
;)op" concerts given under the direction
f the Auditorium Committee of the
card of Supervisors will talie place at
le Exposition Auditorium, Thursday
vening, April 20th. The program will

e made up of numbers from the Bo-
emian Grove plays, which will be di-

'Cted by their respective composers. In-

luling Wallace A. Sabin, Kdward
laiuhard, Ulderico Marcelli, Uda Wal-
rop, Joseph D. Redding and William J.

UCoy. The seldom heard selections will

e Interpreted by an orchestra of seventy-
ve picked musicians and there will also
e prominent vocal soloists, as well as
le Bohemian Club chorus. The con-
ert will be novel and pleasing and the
rices will, as usual, be small. Full par-

iculars will be announced shortly.

CREISLER BACK AFTER FIVE YEARS

Fritz Kreisler, the supreme artist, who
as been away from here for five years,

eturns to San Francisco for his only
oncert In Northern California on Easter
unday afternoon, April 16th. at the Ex-
losition Auditorium. Manager Frank W.
lealy can now satisfy music lovers who
ave been anxious to know the program
or the concert, which he is Just in re-

;eipt of. Here it is : Kreutzer Sonata
Beethoven); Concerto in E minor (Men-
lelssohn) ; (a) Rondo, G major (Mozart).
;b) Minuet (Porpora), (c) La Chase
:CartIer). (d) Lotus Land (Cyril Scott),

;e> La Gltana (Kreisler).

Mendelssohn has recorded his impres-
ions of the Good Friday music as ren-

lered by the Sistine Choir, which Man-
iger Frank W. Healy hopes to present
n San Francisco sometime in August.
He frankly acknowledged that he was
leeply moved by the wonderful pianis-

simo singing and by the concentration
af every Individual chorister. "Under the

spell of such music," said the composer
3f Elijah, "one is filled with the spirit of

the worship and reverence." This unique
organization which has never sung out-

side of Italy and which is now en route

to Australia for a series of concerts
there, has won the homage of such men
as Mozart, Mendelssohn, Mascagni. Ver-

di, Gounod. Mjgnone, Sgambati, Mar-
chetti and all the great conductors of to-

day. The late King Edward VII, who was
considered a great music critic, paid a
striking compliment to the Sistine

Chapel Choir when he said, "No music
can ever efface the memory of the Sis-

tine Choir. I consider it the glory of

Italy and the envy of the world."

SEASON'S FINAL SYMPHONY
CONCERT

The eleventh season of the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra will be
brought to a close with the concert to

be given tomorrow afternoon in the Co-
lumbia Theatre under the direction of

Alfred Hertz, the program being a repe-

tition of that presented Friday.
The principal Item Included is Beet-

hoven's Symphony No. 5 in C minor,
which is probably the best known, the
most generally comprehended, and tae
most widely popular of all the nine sym-
phonies by Beethoven. It is generally con-

ceded that in its faultless conception and
construction this symphony reveals an
exqulsiteness of poise and unfaltering
certainty of progressive thought which
entitle it to the first place among the
purely classic symphonies. The balance
of the program Is made up of the sym-
phonic poem, Don Juan, by Richard
Strauss, and the powerful prelude to

Wagner's Die Meistersinger.
With tomorrow's concert the symphony

orchestra will finish what has been one
of the most successful seasons in the his-

tory of the organization, more concerts
having been given than ever before and
more new works introduced than in any
previous season, many of them being
given for the first time In America. In

addition to Its regular series of thirty-

four concerts, the orchestra gave twenty-
three extra concerts, Including nine in

Berkeley, three in Palo Alto, two in San
Jose, one in Oakland, three young peo-
ple's concerts, and four big popular con-

certs in the Exposition Auditorium.

ALCAZAR

Bab will be presented with all of its en-
trancing loveliness. Based upon the de-
lightfully human Sub-deb stories in the
Saturday Evening Post that increased to

an immeasurable extent the popularity
of their distinguished author, Bab is a
classic of youth, high-spirited enthusi-
asm and adventure which has no parallel

in present day fiction. The dramatization
of this charming serial at the bands of
Edward Childs Carpenter has been ac-
complished in such clever fashion that
none of the episodes in the life of the ro-

mantic heroine have been lost. Indeed,
so faithfully does the play follow the
story that the interest that made read-
ers of the serial chafe at the delay of
waiting for the continuance of its nar-
ration from week to week, is kept at a
high pitch throughout the production.

Bab is one of those comedies that
theatregoers like best. It lacks nothing in

the way of entertainment and embodies
a series of unusual situations that are
said to fairly sparkle with originality.

The mirth is of the spontaneous sort that
keeps the audience convulsed and the
characters have been drawn with excep-
tional cleverness. Gladys George, the Al-
cazar's popular leading woman, will have
the title role with Dudley Ayres in the
principal male part. This week an aug-
mented company is presenting Her Sal-

ary Man. a new comedy which is prov-
ing a well worth-while attraction at the
Alcazar.

JOSEPH SCHWARZ IN RECITAL

A noteworthy theatrical treat will be
staged for the delectation of Alcazar pa-

trons beginning Sunday matinee. April

2nd, when Mary Roberts Rtnehart's

The great Russian baritone of the Chi-

cago Opera Association, Joseph Schwarz,
will return to San Francisco, following
tlie close of the company's tour in Den-
ver, and en route on a honeymoon tour
to Honolulu, will remain in this city long
enough to give a single recital under
Selby C. Oppenheimer's management in

the Exposition Auditorium on Sunday
afternoon, April 23rd.

Schwarz, as a recital singer, is said to

be one of the world's very greatest. The
artist, himself, claims that his most suc-

cessful European appearances have been
as a recitalist. and while he stands pre-

eminent as a star of opera, San Francis-
cans may expect an unusually brilliant

afternoon of music, when he steps on the
concert platform.

Singing a program in five languages
will be Schwarz's titanic offering in San
Francisco. I-Ie will sing Handel's Arioso
and the aria Eri tu from Verdi's Ballo in

Maschero in Italian; in German will

come Strauss's Zueignung. Traum durch
die Dammerung and Cecilia, and Schu-
bert's Der Wanderer; Du hist die Ruh
and Die Allraacht. In French will be giv-

en the aria from Massenet's Le Roi de
Lahore, and the aria L'air du miroir
from The Love Tales of Hoffman. Rus-
sian works include Jane Prorok of Rach-
maninoff; Gretchaninoff's Over the
Steppe, and Krai te moi, and Moussorg-
•ky's Blacha. A myriad of English en-
cores are promised by the artist.

HANDSOME RESIDENCE STUDIO
TO LET

l-'itr llirrv iir f«»iir iIdvn h \vt*t-k, »llh ii>^c

• if ^liiNitn A Hiiiiillii pliiiKi. Siiltiilth- fur
mux If tciichlni;. n-hfiirMltie or InnKunici*
tt'fifhInK- >ltit:nlllci-iit iitiirlnc vl<>%v. I ii-

lliiillt-il phoni-M. \4ltlrfMH llrn. I.. It. KurtK-
mnii. ::::it Viill4-J<». 'I't-I. Fillmore I llf-l.

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN
\'l»llnlMt—<'on<liicfnr— I.poturit

Will Aroppf An I nlltiillril \utiilier of PupIlN

Siiiillo: :tl I.'. WoMhliiKton St. Tel. Kill. (II Kt

J. RICHARD MALABY
Pianist and Accompanist

f51 Lytton Ave. Palo Alto, Cal.

Mr. and AIfn. (ieo. Knij^er
AUTISTIC l»l\,\<» l>STKI<Tli>N

Studio: inilll Kohler A thuwe llldiE.
Tel. Keiirn> .MM. Hen. I'hiine I'riinklln lOStl

s-l'l nio \\ \\TKI> In Kdhler .V TlinHe
llullitlnK. 1 or :: tlio'N \veekl>-. \i|«lreMM
M. F.. SOI Kobler A: rhn>te llulltllnic. Snn
FrnnelMeo.

Stella Raymond Vought
( OI.OII \TI HR SC»i'nA\0

<'oneert MnnnRer
Tir. Kithler A (linMe Hid., Tel. Kenrny IIMM

Andrew Miklosvari
ri':\( iiKit or viiii.iv

.-.lis (ir»p> Slrevl IVI. rrnnkllti Stan

th.^m6^B

For more than eighty-four years—since William Knabe created liis

first Knabe piano—his ideals have been developed into the wonder-
ful Knabe of today.

Every minute detail of its construction must pass the most rigid

and critical inspection, through its many operations in building.

Each individual piece of material used in a Knabe must pass under
the trained eye of a master craftsman, as the instrument is slowly

and painstakingly created.

The Knabe is distinctly a Knabe product, each and every com-
ponent part being made in the Knabe factory, thus insuring a uni-

formity and harmony of constructural detail essential to artistic

perfection.

Knabe quality quite naturally creates an expectancy of high price, when in

fact compared with other well known and good pianos, it is the least expen-
sive to buy. Its long years of musical life and satisfaction reduces its yearly
Investment to a very small amount.
Wherever pianos are known in any part of the world, the Knabe is known.
revered and honored, in the most refined homes, therefore the Knabe is the

piano for your home.
Leopold Godowsky, pianist of pianists, generally acknowledged the greatest

master of today, like the masters of the past and present, chooses the Knabe
above all other pianos as the supreme medium of the expression of his art.

We believe you will find the Knabe literature very interesting. It's different

from the usual catalog style and will be sent on application by mail, if not
convenient to call. Other pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time payments
if desired.

Exhibition of Grands and Uprights

The Incomparable Knabe AMPICO
reproduces the art of the great pianists in all its perfection, indistin-

guishable from the personal performance of the living pianist himself,

as If hands were actually touching the keys.
We carry the Ampico in different models and makes—grands and up-
rights, varying in price to be within reach of all music lovers.

Literature, catalogs, prices, etc., on request. If possible call for demon-
stration. Exchanges—also payments in reason.

KOHLER & CHASE AMPtCO PARLORS

Main Store: 26 O'Farrell St.

Oakland Store: 535 14th St.

Mission Store: 2460 Mission St.

121 North First St., San Jose

Kuhlur & Chase. 26 O'Far-
rell St.. San Kranclsco
Please send llteraturt, prices

and terms of

(Mention Knabe Grand.
Upright or Ampico.)
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PAUL STEINDORFF Joseph GrevenMASTER COACH rMASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In Ail Languages

5302 Broadway ... - Oakland

KAJETAN ATTL
HAKP VIHTIOSO

SoloiNt Snn Frnnols^co Symphony Orchea-
(rn. Avnilulile for Concert*, Recltnia and
liiHlrucllon.

!!>fU<llo: IWht Kobler t^ Chnwe Bulldlnc
Rt-H. rhune Hay Vie^ KlU

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CUI.TVRB

Stadlo:

902 KOHLBR A CHA9E BLDG.
•an FranrlBPO Phone: Kearny 54ft4

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PI A >' 1ST

Studio: l.':t7 Biirlld Avenue. Berkeley.
Phono Berkeley (tO06.

7HA YC.I ARK, Solo Harpist

California Theatre Orchestra
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Voice Culture:—Opera. Oratorio.
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. IbABELLE MAKK-i
IH»NTR.\I.T(»

\"olce CulCltre. Suite "C" Kohler A Cha**-
llulltllnE. Telepbnue KenrD.v .'^.Vt.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
OHGAMST ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL

PInno Department, Hnmlln School

Orgran and Piano. Arrillnsa Musical CollcKe

ANIL DEER STUDIO
79 Centrnl Avenue. Phone Park 10S3

By Appointment Only

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PI \NO

Stndiot 1003 Koklsr A Chaae Bids.
Phone Kearuy M.Vl

MISS ETHEL PALMER j^^pj, Qeorge JacobsonPlnnlst Tcncher
ADA CLEMENT MUSIC SCHOOL

Studios: 3435 Sacramento St.. 2(M A St
Snn Rnfnel.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PI.\>0 nod HARMONY

15 Cascade Drive, Mill VaUey. Cal. Inttl-

tute of Music. K. & C. Bldg.. Tel. Kearny
5454.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

Studios: .SOU Kobler &. Chnse Bldg:., S. F.
^Wl'Z Ocean Vle«v Dr., Oakland (Residence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

liur> Kohler A: Chnwe Hid. Tel. Sutter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio. U03-UO4 KOHLER &. CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

MRS. CHARLE5 POULTER
SOPRAXO St. Andrews Church
Voice Culture. Piano. 5SS 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kohler & Chase Dlds..
W ednefidnys Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIA.'VO

2S33 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 34S

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqae. Paris

Stndlo: 3107 Wnshlnston Street
Phone Fillmore l»i47

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
ttlLO VlOi.lMST ^11 SICK L DIRECTOR
1>Bcher \ lollu, Viola, ICnseiuble Playlnu
IM Spruce Street. Phone Fillmore 11.11

HENRIK GJERDRUM
Pianist— Instructor—Accompanist

2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

Geo. Stewart McManus, Pianist
KOHLBR & CHASE BLDG.

Phone. Kearny 5454. Res., 130S FUth Are.
Phone SuuHet iaS2

FREDERICK MAURER
Teacher of Piano and Hnrmoay. Ensemble,
CoachlDK- Stndlo: ]72<J Le Roy Avenne,
llerkeley. Phone Berkeley 53!l.

Ada Clement Music School
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S9K

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
PI.WIST AXD TEACHER

KeMldence and Studio. 612S Hllleeass Atc
(»Hkliind. Tel. Piedmont 5005.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Suc-vewses in Europe: loncert Suc-
cesHCs In .Vnierloa. .VildrcN.-* ISOI Californln
St.. Snn Frnncltco. Telephone I'-otpei-t .•iV2-\

CONTRALTO
Tencher of Slncluc. 33 Loretta Ave., Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 304. 9Ion.. Kohler A.
Chase Bide S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay & Wanhlnsrton

Mr. Noah Brandt. Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt. Piano

Mary Coonan McCrea HELEN COLBURN HEATH
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 36 GnflTney Bulldlue. 376 Sutter St.

Tel. Dou£;laK 4233. Rei*. Tel. Kearny 234I>

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS
FLUTIST

\ vallable for Concert.s as Soloist or for
ObUsato Work. 1201 H.-nry St.. Berkeley

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: l!t2() Scott St. Phone Fillmore l.'Ml

A.D£:L£ ulman
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
•Commonwealth Ave. Tel. Pac. 23.

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO

Voice Culture— Pupil of SInie. Callleau
Studio: 33S 2lat St.. Onklnnd. Tel, Oak. 26S1

STl DIO TO SI BLET—Day or N Icht by
the Hour. Two PinnoN. Centrally l.o-
eated:. Apply Mr. Mthnilof, 408 Stoektoa
«E ri9»l«e 'HdK.t P--*-.™ ro*.

Miss Helen Goldman
1«1M Sutter St. Phone Kil. 5151

Spet'iallwt In Aeeoiiipany ine
""tudio A\"ork De»tired

If you wish to become famous you
must be known and in order to become
known you need publicity and there is no
more dignified way to gain publicity than
by dignified advertising. If advertising is

undignified then fame is undignified.

Soprniio Soloist, Temple Emnnn El. Con-
cert nnd Church Work. Vocal iDstrur-
tion. 2.-.3I1 CIny St« Phone West 4S90.

MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
SOPRANO: Available for EuKneements

SoloLst. Temple Beth Israel
Studio: 2ti ANhbury St. Phone: Pac. 5230

LOUISE BREHANY
Voice Culture

Diploma Royal Academy, Rome. Itnlv
On«) Kohler & Chase BldR. Phone Kearn^

5454. Res. Phone: Franklin 40S6

ETHEL A. JOHNSON
SOPRANO

Mf'mber University Extension Faculty
Studio; 506 Kohler & Chasp Bldg.

Res.: 51 Buena Vista Terrace
Tel.: Park 1291

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GI.ACOMO .\ND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHER OF VOICE

2^2*^ Ptfio <it. Tel. A\>..f 7012

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist.

—

Soloist, .\ccompnnist and Tenrher
S1.5 Clement St., San Francisco. Pac 9284.

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PI%NIST AND TKACHER
Pupil of Wncer Swayne

Stndlo: 515 Bnenn Vl.-*ta .\ve. Tel P.-irk .^41

HELENE ALLMENDINGER
Soloist Fifth Chnreh. C. S.. Snn Francisco.
Teacher of the Truth Vliont the Voice

Hearings By Appointment OnlT-
Tel. Franklin 7Din—Lakeside 282

Grand Prix. Parit
Grand Prix*. St. Louim

I HE richness, evenness, depth and
I charm cf Baldwin to •* cannot be
' duplicated. Only wit., 'te Bald-
win Piano can it be productj be-
cause only the Baldwin has the

acoustic ;jropertie3 capable of its develop-
ment. Those who approach the selection of a
piano unprejudiced and with open tniod find
the Baldwin a revelation.
II roD «-« lDter«at«d \m lh« parebw* •! a r««l1r hlfk*
rr«d* piano. Irt lu UU J«a sboat tk* BttrMtii* •'«' wa
kr« DOW oukiiic.

GIhflBalDn)in^Jiano(!Iorapanu

310 Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal

>lenil>fr of Ft'dernl ReH.TVf Jijstfiii and An.urlnfed Sa>iiiKN II:inkN of Son Francis

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO BA>K)

526 Csllfomla Street, Sao FraDel.co. Cal.
COMMERCIAL

MISSION BRANCH, Mlsalon and Xlat Street.

PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT RR.INCH, Clement St. nnd Tth Ave.
HEIGHT STHEKT BRANCH, Halnbl and Belvedere Streets

DECEMBER 31, 1921
-Assets *71,S(I1.2Dfl.(I2
Deposits <J.S.201.21H).tt2
Capital .Actually Paid Up _ „ l.ooo.uuu.oo
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2.ltr,0.(HH>.00
Employees' Pension Fund 3Tl.Tri3.t(J

OFFICERS—JOHN A. BUCK, President; GEO. TOURNT, Vice-President and
Manager; A. H. R. SCHMIDT. VIce-Prealdent and Cashier: E. T. KRUSE Vloe-
President; A. H. MULLER, Secretary; WM. D. NEWHOUSE. Assistant Secretarv ;

WILLI.AM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL, G. A. BELCHER. R. A. LAUEXSTEIN.
H. H. HERZER and H. P. MAYN.4RD. Assistant Casliiers: C. W. HEYER. Man-
ager Mission Branch: W, C. HEYER. Manager Park-Presidio District Branch:
O. F. PAULSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOABn OF DIRECTORS—.lOHN A. BUCK. GEO. TOURNY, B. T. KRUSR
A. H. R. SCHMIDT. I. N. WALTER, HUGH GOODFELLOW. E. N. VAN BBRGE.N
ROBERT DOLLAR. E. A. CHRISTENSON, L. S. SHERMAN. WALTER A. HAAS.

GOODFELLOW. EELLS. MOORE & ORRICK. General Attorneys.
.*. dividend of FOIR AND ONE ftU.^RTER (4 VI) per cent per annum was

declared for the six months ending December 31. 1921.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8212

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR, ON FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2M1 Channing Way, Berkeley, Cal

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K'my 54,=i4

WALTER FRANK WENZEL
.911; Golden Gate .^ye. Fillmore 4733

ETHEL ADELE DENNY
904 Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Kearny 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phcne Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MACKENZIE GORDON
2S32 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ESTHER MUNDELL
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
'-1 ctcnit Streo- Tel. Park 517K

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 51B4

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacilic 1670

ANTOINE DE VALLV
1913 Baker St Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
Suite 600. K. & C. Bldg. Tel. Kearuy .5454

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

JOHN WHITCOM NASH
500 Kohler & Chase i^idg. Kearny 4991

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacifi c 356i

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg Tel. Kearny 5454

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Street Phone Kearny 2637

ORLEY SEE
1001 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Doug. 1678

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill. 2291

CLARINET

H. B. RANDALL
1770 Grove St. West S054

B\ND .AND ORCHESTRA

H. C. HANSON MUSIC HOUSE
137 Powell St. Sutter 4467

REED AND >lorTHPIECE >l AKER
LOUIS J. PAQUET

789 Mission St. Sutter 6355

RELIABLE PIANO TUNERS AND REPAIRERS

MR. H. J. MORGAN
71 Haight St. Park 3820

S.tXOPHONE

N. B. BAH tv
560 Gearjr St Tel. Prospect 4B9>
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER

Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE. MACBETH. EASTON. JORDAN. WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers

TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys

THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys

TARA BINDU (Mezio)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys

TIDALS (Uariione or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOl'K TKACIIlNti PIHCKS (Grnile .{)

Il> I'lori-nce T. lira Till: « lllll> N » MIMl'S ii Mil-
III Ml hi: Alll>

l-'iorf ne
Knch i

IlKl.l.O! >IH. HOIII\ 1 \i\mv
Tli..».- lll<Tf» Iirr iM-lnK i>lil.l> u«.ii iii"l iiiii'h iiiiiirivinlrii l>y IriK'hrrx « In. vliliM-

ll.lr ln"|.lrlill..nill Wllul) niid l.i.i.l.-rn i.llom. I M SI \ I. I-OK TlIK i;KAI»i:. I'lll.-

iLh.'.! .. < I \»TON I-. SIMMY to.. <IIIIV(;<>. nn.l for .nlr by IIK.MH <;lll>lll-:

. ,h.- -'or., uf Wil.lOl II. W.I.KN ...
i:(."i Ivfuriiy M.. ^"n I-'nini-lHi'o

Ueiiry Bretherick
ORGANIST

2r.sO lliiNh S.rret

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
V(l< VI. . I l,TI UK

ArtiNt itupllM nvnlliilili* f.tr till 004.nNi»nM
'..lu K(.l>l..r A Chn-e lllilic. Kenriiy 4»lli

Califbrrua
THIRD CONCERT. SEASON 1922-23

Sunday, April 1, 1922, 11 A. M.

Soloist

:

Maurice Amsterdam
THE DISTINGUISHED 'CELLIST

California Theatre Orchestra

HERMAN HELLER, Conductor\ HERM

^t^fii\t^

Qonstance ^Alexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 705 Kohler & Chniie Building
Phone Kearny M.Vl

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
Far Kliiileriear.en and rrlmary Grades

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Worda and Mualc

ABHIB OBRRISH-JONES
Adaptlona Bad Deaorlp.lona

OLIVB B. WILSON-DOHRETT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

tor a new type of rhythmic material, the resi'H of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration

Play School. University of California. Mrs. Dor-

rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those

offered in the collection were tried out during the

summer session of 1920.

PRICE $1.00 AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, AeoHan Hall, New York

The Piano of the Artist's Choice

Most Costly and Beautiful in the World

GRADUALLY and with a certainty that is Hke the ebb and flow of the tides is the

Mason & Hamlin piano asserting and extending its leadership in the artistic and author-

itative musical circles of the United States. Its fidelity, unvarying quality and beauty of tone

have created among connoisseurs everywhere an admiration and a profound respect that has

been accorded no other piano in the history of music and musicians.

Both uprights and grands are being shown at our stores.

We invite a critical hearing.

Two Enirances

135-153 Kearny and 1 17-125 Sutter Sti.

Victor Talking Machines
^^ile>^BAllen®

MASON AND HAMUN RANOS

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street

Sao Jose—99 South First

Sheet Music
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MANY THRILLS AT LAST SYMPHONY CONCERTS OPERA IN GERMAN DRAWS BIGGEST CROWD

Audiences That Packed Two Final Symphony Concerts of the Season in

No Mood to be Robbed of Alfred Hertz—On Friday Afternoon

$10,500 Were Subscribed by 1500 People in Ten Minutes

—Cheering. Shouting, Applauding and Speech-

making Form Features of Two Mem-
orable Events

Tannhauser Attracts Largest Audience Prior to Mary Garden's Appearance

—Edith Mason Establishes Herself Firmly in the Estimation of

San Francisco Opera Lovers—Rosa Raisa Adds Greatly

to Her Artistic Triumphs Already Established

—

Giorgio Polacco Master of the Baton

By ALFRED METZGER By ALFRED METZGER

The editorial of last week's Pacific

Coast Musical Review was just being

printed when its suggestion to the friends

of Alfred Hertz and the music public in

general to begin work toward forcing a

reconsideration of the distinguished con-

ductor's resignation was being carried

out in unexpectedly sudden and forceful

fashion at the Columbia Theatre on Fri-

day afternoon, March 3l5t. We have never
witnessed such a scene in San Francisco

before and surely this city is rich in ex-

periences of this kind. During the entire

course of the concert Alfred Hertz was
the recipient of one continued ovation

whenever an opportunity was afforded to

lend expression to the audience's feel-

ings. When he entered upon the stage the

deafening applause lasted from two to

three minutes. After the conclusion of

each number of the symphony the enthu-

siasm again broke forth. And when after

the conclusion of the symphony, which
was also the end of the first part of the

program, the stage began to be packed
with flowers and floral pieces the "lid

came off."

Volleys upon volleys of applause,

stamping of feet, shouts and cheers min-

gled with the occasional exclamations
from the house. Then the orchestra rose

to pay tribute to the great conductor.

The audience followed suit and every-

body applauded and shouted while stand-

ing. It was a truly inspiring scene. Fin-

ally Mr. Hertz succeeded in making him-
self heard and he delivered a short, dig-

nified and concise address, speaking of

the happiness the position as C3nductor
of the San Francisco Symphony Orcnes-
tra bad afforded him, of the fact that not

until two days previously did he know
these two concerts to be his farewell

events: that he would have liked to see

the construction of a symphony hall—

a

home for the orchestra—and that he will

never forget the co-operation, efficiency

and loyalty given him by the members of

the orchestra which body he considered
one of the greatest in the country. An-
other volley of applause and cheers and
finally quiet was restored, but excitement
still was in the air.

And during these moments of sup-

pressed excitement a young lady of neat
and attractive appearance was suddenly
observed upon the stage and when one
could adjust his hearing sufficiently one
heard her say that she understood from
the conditions expressed San Francisco
tD be possessed of a symphony orchestra
but no conductor and that she for one
would be willing to nullify the excuse
regaiding Mr. Hertz s resignation which
seemed to be a lack of funds and sub-
scribe her share toward his letention,
and that she believea the audience was
of the same frame of mind. A vigorous
cheer and handclapping expressed the
sympathy of the audience.
At once shouts came from all over the

house among which one could detect ex-
clamations like these: Hundred dollars,

three hundred dollars, twenty-five, fifty,

etc. The young lady, whose name we
afterwards discovered to be Miss Kathe-
rine Roberts of i^erkeley, was unable to

keep track of these spontaneous aona-
tions until volunteers arose and passed
slips through the audience. The process,
while expeditiously directed seemed a
little slow for those in charge of the pro-
gram and Jliss Roberts said it might be
advisable to postpone the conclusion of
the process of taking down names uni..
after the next number. .\ spontaneous,
forceful shout of "No" came from all over
the house, and so the collection of sub-
scriptions was continued.

However, the result of the collection

was not announced until after the ren-

dition of the Don Juan work and when
-Miss Roberts stated that $10,500 bad been
subscribed — more than necessary— an-

other unanimous yell went up from the

usually staid and formal Friday after-

noon subscription symphony audience.

.A.fter the conclusion of the program
another demonstration began until the

orchestra stood up and played a "Tusch"

It Is Indeed unfortunate for the musical
reputation of San Francisco that last

year's financial success of the Chicago
Grand Opera Association was not dupli-

cated so far. However, there are various

reasons mitigating against the possibil-

ities of such duplication. In the first

place the daily press failed to give the

engagement the same preliminary pub-

licity this year that it gave last year, al-

though after the season began the daily

ALFRED HERTZ

The Di.„linKUished Conductor of the San FrnneiKi-o Sjiilphony OreheMtrn.
Whoxe Re*iiBnntion Roawed the MuHieal i'nhlic tt> I nitrecedented

DenionNtrotinnM nt the T«o CloNini; Syniphony
Concerts Frldny and Saturday.

mingled with the shouts of the audience.
Nothing like it had ever been witnessed
here before.

On Sunday the scenes were duplicated,
except that no more money was asked
for, but the excitement was just as pro-

found. During the intermission Walter
Oestereicher, the orchestra manager,
presented to Mr. Hertz in the name of

the orchestra a beautiful silver loving
cup and expressing the sincere desire of

(Continued on Page 14, Col. 1)

papers were most generous with their

space. Possibly the Lenten season, while

not affecting the city population to a
great extent, nevertheless may have in-

fluenced many country people from vis-

iting the city. Then last but not least

Mary Garden's unexpected and deplor-

able illness naturally caused sudden
changes of productions and created an
uncertainty and contusion which was
bound to react unfavorably upon box of-

fice receipts. At the time of this writing

it is definitely announced that Mary Gar-
den is to appear Wednesday, "Thurs-

day and Saturday evenings in Louise, Sa-
lome and Monna Vanna respectively, and
if this program is carried out, there may
be sufficient revival of interest to pull

the season out of its mire of confusion.

We wish to take advantage of this op-

portunity to assure our readers that if

any of them permitted the absence of

Mary Garden to change their decision of

attending the opera they certainly made
a grave mistake and are surely losers

by such decision. The productions in ev-

ery respect proved of the highest artis-

tic merit and in many instances we are
free to co" " ss that we never witnessed
more artis performances nor more fin-

ished pro tions. Notwithstanding the
attitude ol cv.rtain bigoted musical ele-

ments in this city, Tannhauser. a Ger-

man opera sung in German, drew the

largest attendance on Thursday evening,

March 30th. This goes to show that the

public does not harbor any prejudices,

for the German population of San Fran-
cisco is notoriously indifferent to high-

priced concerts and opera, which leaves

the support of such productions to the
American element. .\nd by the way the
production of Tannhauser was surely
worthy of such splendid patronage. K
was in every way a performance of the

most sierious and most gratifying char-

acter both from a musical and scenic

point of view and will long be remem-
bered by those fortunate enough to have
been present.

Rosa Raisa as Elizabeth stood out as

an artist of the highest rank. She grasped

the significance of the role to the min-

utest detail, acted in a dignified and im-

posing manner and sang the role with
assuiance and musicianly judgment. It

would be difficult to imagine a more im-

pressive rendition of Dich Theure Halle

than Mme. Raisa gave us, and at the

same time the devotion she Instilled into

the prayer of the third act was indeed

delightful. Her voice rang out clear and
true and her histronic action proved

most convincing. It was one of the finest

impersonations of this character we have
witnessed. Even the dialect of her Ger-

man enunciation did not mar the per-

formance notably.

One of the greatest surprises of the

season was Josef Schwarz' magnificent

performance of Wolfram. In striking con-

trast to his temperamental impersona-
tion of Rigoletto Mr. Schwarz gave a
most sincere, dignified and above all mu-
sically sterling performance of Wolfram.
His voice was far rounder and more res-

onant and ringing throughout the produc-

tion than it was during the Rigoletto

performance, and we can well imagine
how fine Mr. Schwarz' vocal and musi-

cianly accomplishments will be revealed

during a concert program. His unusually

intelligent and artistic presentation of

the role of Wolfram causes us to look

forward with great interest to his forth-

coming concert under the management of

Selby C. Oppenheimer.
Another delightful surprise was the

excellent vocal artistry of Cyrena 'Van

Gorden who Impersonated the role of

Venus. Her voice rang out clear and true

and she sang the significant lines with

every ounce of musical intelligence and
phrased with splendid judgment. It was
one of the very best impersonations of

this role we have wit.-essed and we have

heard this opera by the Metropolitan

Opera Company at Its height.

Edward Johnson sang the role of Tann-

hauser with his well known beauty of

voice and sincerity of interpretation. He
(Continued on Page 13. Col. 1)
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The Steinway Duo-Art Piano
Just 'what is it?

WE consider the Steinway Duo-

Art Piano to be the greatest

—

t!ie most wonderful piano the world

has ever known.

In the first place it is a niagnificent

pbno, unequalled in tone, in action, in

physical beauty. Secondly, it is an im-

proved Pianola—a "player-piano" for

you to play with ordinary 88-note music-

rolls. As such, it infinitely surpasses

anything hithertoknownamong instru-

ments of this type.

And greatest of all—it is a Reproduc-

ing Piano of truly miraculous power. By

means of special music-rolls, made by

pianists while playing a wonderful

recording piano, it reproduces their actu-

al performances with absolute fidelity.

Every phrase,every nuance, every subtle

shade of tone and tempo, every touch

of foot to pedal is reproduced.

Padercwski today makes rolls ex-

clusively for the Duo-Art. So also do

Bauer, Cortot, Hofmann, Rubenstein,

Gabrilowitsch,Busoni,Grainger, Ganz,

Friedheim, Schmitz, Lcginska, La
Forge, and scores of other great musi-

cians. The Duo-Art roster is, in fact,

a roll-call of practically all the mighti-

est pianists of this age. This is indeed

a glorious tribute to a glorious repro-

ducing instrument.

Notice the emphasis upon the fact

that these artists today make reproduc-

ing rolls exclusirely for the Duo-Art.

Moreover, their Duo-Art rolls are the

only American rolls that represent their

own exact, authentic playing—that have

been edited by no one except themselves.

The Duo-Art may now be h.id with

motoreither self-enclosed or in detached

box to be placed in some other room,

as you prefer.

The Duo-Art comes enshrined in

the Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes, as well as in

the immortal Steinway.

Come in and ask. to hear this glori-

ous musical instrument. Make it a point

to come in and hear it.

Shemian^^pay& Co.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
S.icramc-nto Stockton Fresno • San Jose
Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Vallejo

"TV TO instrument approaches

1 y the 'Duo-Art in its per-

fedion of construction and the

fidelityofmusicalreprodudlion."

^Alfred Cortot

"This instrument is without

question greatly superior to any

other of its kind."

—Ignace Jan Paderewsh

"It ts distinctly in a class by

Itself —Rlidolph Ganz

"The Thio-Art stands supreme

among reproducing pianos.

"

—Harold Bauer

"The Tho-Art is so far super-

ior to any other instrument ofits

kind, there can be no real basis

for comparison.

"

''

-Josef Hofmann

GEORGE EDWARDS
ri:\(Hi:i{ oi- i>i \\o. oi{(;\.n .wn loMrosiTioN

KeM. SlUfllo, I l.'.t Willnrtl Street

Telephdne I>urk SI35

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in .'\merica at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
V. <!< .VrrlUnKii. I>lrf-«'lnr

\. I.. \rtlKurN. I'rt-ii.i I.ouIm .\li-Krln, Vh-c-l>reii.
I nrxrrlled fm-IIUlea for the Btudr of maair In all

\Xm brancbra. I.arKe Pipe Orsan. Recital Hall.

Z.-tir> JACKSON STREET
San KrnDflNro Phone Weat 4737

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING. Dlrerlor

32(2 Waahlnictnn Strerl, near Prralillo Avenue
San KrnnrlNro, Co I.

Kor furthrr Infortnatlnn addreaa the aecretnrr of therhonl. or phone rillmorr nor..

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
Of MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Direcior

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
<!'ontrnlto

Teacher of Slni^lne. Complete Conrae of Operatic Traln-
Ins. 2730 Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore 4ri.%3.

MME. CARUINGTON I^EWYS
Prima Donna \%'lth Stnkoacb, Mapleaoii, Etc.

EMLYN LEWYS
Orcanlat Fifth Charch of Christ Sclenllat. Formerly

Principal of Vlrell Piano School, London, Enelnod.
Rea. Stodloi 24M1 Lyon Street. Pbone Fillmore 552

MRS. S. P. MARRACCI, Vocal Teacher
Itnllan method: 14 yenrn nf alnee experience; former
prima donna tvlth Cnruno and Tetra7.7.lnl; coaches puplla
Vocally and In lira mat ic l>cportnient.
Studio, 484 ColumbiiM Avenue. Pbone Gnrfleld 2276

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAX JOSE, CAL.

(onfera Deereea Afvarda Cerflllcntea

For Particular* opply to Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Ulreclur Snnlnvaky Chamber >iuHlc Society

Will Accept a Few Talc-iUrtl Pupils. Studio: 1002 Kohlor
& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny G454.

[Dominican College School of Music
SAX RAKAKL, tAMFORMA

MurIc CouFNen Thorniicb nnd ProKreaNlve
Public School Muwfr, Arcrfdlti-d Diploma

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

070 Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
\ppoliitmeiitN by Pbnne—Proapect A^tSO

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
Orizanlat Temple Kmanu E:1, First Church of ChrUt Sel-
enilst. Director Lorlnfc Club. S. F., AVed., IU17 California
St.. Phone Franklin 20031 Sat.. First Chrlatlan Science
< hurch. Phone Franklin i:t07; Rcn. studio, .1142 Lewlston
\ ve.. Herkeley. Phone I'lednionf 2-t2'<.

SENORITA TEODELINDA TERAN
'Cello—Piano taueht by Motlbay Touch llethod of the
Royal .\cndeniy of London. For appolntmenta Phone, from
7 to n IV M.. PronpecT fl.Vt I— fintTncy llullrHng.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ olce t'ulture—Did Ion— Studio: WS Stock I on .St.—>lon.
and 'I'hurN. from 2-.'>. Rcn. IlTtl Sacramento St. Pros. ITiXVX.

MISS EMILIE LANCEL
MEZZO SOPRANO
Concert nnd Opprn

4:t.': INih Ave. Phone liny View 1401

The College of the Holy Names
Lake ^Icrrltt. nuklnnil

<'oiii|ilcle < otitic r\ntory Conrwc— Piano. Iliirp, \'loIln,
't'cllo. \~olcc, t'ountcrpolnt. Harmony, IliNtory

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
Pupil or Mm.-. \. sir|wini>rr (llrrllnl. «. SIrvrklnK.
ond K. Itiihrrf schmllx (Npw l«»rkl, Ktu<il4i: 701
llrlnr lll.lic. VW Sforklnn He. Mnnilnm. B-I2. Thuri,-
•Iny.. lO.l. .1.0. Trl. Krarn, -i'lTi. Km. l-honri fird-

SIGMUND BEEL

Miss EUizabeth Westgate
Teacher of PInno. Orxan. Harmony. Orannlst and Musical
Director of First Presbyterian ( hurrh. Aiamrdn. Home
Studio: 1117 PAIir STRKKT. Ai.AMKi>A. Telephone Ala-meda l.-.r.. Thursdays. Merrlraan School, r.70 Oakland Ave..
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

Master ClnsNes for Violin
Only Trilented Pupils .Accepted

Stiidlrt lliilldinic. irtr.'J Post St. Tel. Prospect 7.-.7

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. II. Pasmort st|,4iioH: Suite .'.»« Kobler A <'hnae RldK..
s, F.: -VUI <oil«-t:e Ave.. Herkeley. Residence 201 AItb-
rado Itond. ilerkelfy.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
I'reparlnc Teacher for

MRS. <lSf-%R MWSFF.I.DT. IManlst
2nir. Rrnderlek **!.. nea r (lay Telephone Fillmore 314

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
IM WIST— \fftMIP\MST

>l ember I nlterslly F:xtenNlon Faculty
Studio: S27 Shrader *". Phone Park IttOS

DAILY ORGAN RECITALS
(From 12 to 1)

by

UDA WALDROP
at

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Post and Mason Streets

(Saturday and Sunday Excepted)

ADMISSION FREE
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

STATEMENT OF THE OAVNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT.
CIRCULATIOX. ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT

OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1012.

Of Pacific Coast Musical Review, published weekly at
Sail Francisco, California, for April 1, 1921*.
State of California.
County of San Francisco.
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State and

county aforesaid, personally appeared Alfred Metzger.
who, having been duly sworn according to law. depo?es
and says that he is the Editor of the Pacific Coast Musi-
cal Review and that the following is, to the best of his
knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership,
management (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc..
of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the
above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 191S.
embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations,
printed on the reverse of this form, to-wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and business managers are:

Names of— Post office address

—

Publisher. The Musical Review Company
26 O'Farrell St., San Francisco

Editor, Alfred Metzger .26 O'Farrell St., San Francisco
Managing Editor, None.
Business Manager

The Leighlon Press. 516 Mission St., 'San Francisco
2. That the owners are: (Give names and addresses of

individual owners, or. if a corporation, give name and
the names and addresses of stockholders owning 1 per
cent or more of the total amount of slock.)
The Musical Review Company

26 O'Farrell St., San Francisco
Alfred Metzger 26 O'Farrell St.. San Francisco

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other
security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of
total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities
are: None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the
names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders,
if any. contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the books of the
company, but also, in cases where the stockholders or
.security holders appear upon the books of the company
as trustees or in any other fiduciary relation, the name
of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is
acting, is given; also that the said two paragraphs con-
tain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacity other than that of bona fide
owner: and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any interest
direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds or other securi-
ties than as so stated by him.

ALFRED METZGER.
(Signature of editor, publisher, business manager, or
owner.)

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 1st day of
April. 1922.

(Seal) M. A. BRUSIE.
Notary Public in and for the county of San Francisco,

State of California.
(My commission expires September 24. 1922.)

GUARANTORS MEET TO RAISE DEFICIT

The guarantors or members of the Musical .\s-

sociation of San Francisco met at the Palace Hotel
last Wednesday afternoon and raised their ^laran-

tees to the tune of S19,{XX). At the Columbia Theatre
S10.500 were subscribed in about fifteen minutes. Of
course, this subscription was only possible by
reason of the excitement createrl by the an-

nouncement that Alfred Hertz had resigned. This

nislingulsheil Tenor
P».sitlon Anio

Although announced several
times, Kicardo Martin, the dis-

tinguished .American operatic
and concert tenor, did not ap-
pear during the present engage-
ment of the Chicago Grand
Opera Company, lo the great dis-

appointment of his many friends
and admirers in this city. On
Tuesday night he was to have
definitely appeared in the sec-
ond Tanuhauser performance,
when sudden sickness prevented
his appearance. .Mr. Martin be-

longs to the robust tenor class
and unquestionably would prove
an ideal Tannhauser, specially
as he had appeared on this role
in many previous occasions and
always conquered for himself
the admiration of his audiences.

It is gratifying to note that an
artist of Mr. -Martin's unques-
tionable intelligence and effi-

ciency is not only meeting with
striking success in his operatic
career, but that he has devel-
oped into an unusually success-
ful concert tenor, his triumphs
in this respect surpassing that
of most of the American artists.

We can hardly show Mr. Mar-
tin's conquest of the American
concert stage in stronger terms
than by quoting the enthusiastic
press comments his appearance
last fall evoked:

"Martin's vocal style recalls
great Caruso."—H. K. Fairnall,
Des Moines Capital, Oct 25,

1921.

Americans, salute! "Challenge
to any living tenor,—tone gor-
geous in color, heroic timbre,
even and pure throughout wide
range."—X. B. Harsh. Des
Moines Register, Oct. 25, 1921.

"Martin's voice is a beautiful
one."—G. Keeble, Pittsburgh Dispatch. Nov. 1, 1921,

"Glorious voice."—Lincoln State Journal, Oct. 4. 1921.
Tenor voice of power and fullness and sweetness.

Clear and colorful.—The Raleigh Times. Nov. 4. 1921.
The concert given Monday night was a challenge to

any living tenor. Kentuckian by birth, Martin's art
proves that there is one great tenor whose name does
not end in a vowel, Americans salute! In opera or in
concert. Martin commands a tone gorgeous in color,
and of heroic timbre, even and pure throughout a wide
range. He has grown perceptibly in the last few years.
The program culminated with the stirring, impassioned
arioso of Canio from Pagliacci. The aria is one in which
Caruso was a favorite, and the plea of Canio for his
lost Nedda gave Martin an opportunity which he did
not miss. Many had heard him in the role, with all the
trappings of grand opera, at the Coliseum last year.
Martin has a ringing, resonant tenor voice of unusual
volume. He uses it without stint. A range that is broad
is approximately baritone in its lower register. Martin
has a personality that carries favorable weight.—H. K.
Fairnall, Des Moines Capital, Oct. 25. 1921.

Riccardo Martin can justly be called the Caruso of
American tenors, as his voice has all the qualities and
mellow tones of the late peer of singers. His interpre-
tation of well known French and Italian numbers
marked the singer as one who can fill the place of
Caruso. Unlike most singers who have studied in Italy,

Mr. Martin retained all the qualities of a true American
artist. His tones were mellow and true, his pianissimos
perfect.—Aberdeen Journal. Oct. 6, 1921.

Mr. Martin's voice showed a range and operatic power
that justified his reputatiim as a leading vocalist.

—

Minot Independent, Minot. N. Dak.. Oct. 11, 1921.

sudden enthtisiasm and eagerness to supply funds
has been the result of the announcement of the

resignation by the Board of Governors which
stated that lack of funds were responsible for Mr.
Hertz's resignation. It is, therefore, the WILL
of the public that Mr. Hertz be retained. If the
public's wishes are not going to be consulted
there is surely going to be a reaction. However,
we believe that the Board of Governors is solely

concerned about the welfare of music in San
Francisco, and not about personal friction.

RKARDd MARTIN
of the fhipogo <;ran(l Opora ('oiii|>nny (IccapleH Enviable
nsr the Crtiinlry's foremost F^xpotifnlN of Vocal Art

MME, ROSE FLORENCE'S NEW YORK SUCCESS

California Vocal Artist Makes Excellent Impression
Upon Public and Critics of America's Metropolis

Through Her Artistry

Mme, Rose Florence, who recently returned from
New York, has reason to feel much gratiefid with the
exceptionally artistic success she enjoyed at her New
York concert on Tuesday. February 21st. We have al-

ready expressed our own enjo\'ment derived fram listen-

ing to Mme, Florence and it is gratifying to quote here
from the New York papers opinions thoroughly agree-
ing with the conclusions we had already formed of
Mme. Florence's unquestionable vocal proficiency:

"Full of grace and smoothness and she uses it with
good musical taste and tact."—New Yorfe Sun, Feb. 22,
1922.

"It is exceedingly well produced, the scale being
even, the quality sweet, and the breath support good."

—

Musical America, March 4, 1922.

"A voice of some sonority and generous range,"

—

N. Y. Tribune. Feb. 22, 1922.
"A voice of natural beautv."—Musical Courier, March

2, 1922.

"Good French diction."—New York Times, Feb. 22,
1922.

"Rose Florence is an excellent singer—not simply a
vocalist who conducts a voice smoothly from one good
tone to another to please an ear. but also an artist
who communicates feeling as naturally as if singing
were a usual manner of communication. At her recital
yesterday at Aeolian Hall she composed attention about
the words of e:ich song and the word contents until they
i^eemed worth leciting even if there had been no melody
to support them. Her voice intoning beautifully, seemed
to caress the syllables of Lotti's Pur dicesti. O bocca
bella. and her face reflected the feeling. And she sang
Schumann's sombre Ich GroUe Nicht and Gluck's aria,

J'ai perdu mon Eurydice. so well, both of them, that
they have probably not been done by any one else with
any better effect. She also sang John Alden Carpenter's
fine settings of two Night Songs with words bv Sas-
soon."—New York World. Feb. 22. 1922.

GINO SEVERl, A THOROUGH MUSICIAN

MUSICAL REVIEW CLUB CONVENTION
NUMBER

On April 29th. the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view will publish a special edition in honor of

the Convention of the California Federation of

Mttsical Clubs, which shotild be of interest to all

artists intending to appear before clubs next
season. Particulars will appear next week, and
representatives of this paper will inform artists

regarding the purpose of this edition.

Gino Severi, conductor of the Granada Theatre Or-
chestra, is one of the most highly esteemed musicians
in San Francisco. For many years he has gained the
admiration of hosts of friends, thanks to his excellent
violinistic skill and his proficiency as a ccinductor. In
recent years he has devoted himself exclusively to mo-
tion picture music and he has attained a height of
expression in his settings to the pictures that has made
him a name which is respected, even outside the far
West. Mr, Severi belongs to those musicians who culti-

vate fixed principles, and who believe in giving the
very best in them. He is most unhappy when called
upon to interpret music not up to the highest ideals.

When given the opportunity to reveal himself at his
best, like in accompanying a feature picture, he takes
full advantage of such opportunities and succeeds in
interpreting every shade of action with astounding fidel-
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LEADING NEW YORK END OF SEASON EVENTS CALIFORNIA ARTISTS AT FAIRMONT HOTEL

Close of the New York Symphony Season—CosI Fan
Tutte, a Mozart Revival at the Opera—Hempel,

Calve and Schmltz Give Concerts

New York, March 26, 1922.—With a last Wagner-
Tchalkowsky concert as a finale to the series of twelve
at Carnegie Hall, Mr. Damrosch completed the first of

the various teriea of New York's orchestral concerts.

The Sunday series closed Uje same week, and the or-

chestra went on a short tour before concluding its

season's work. Many new works were presented, and
both Albert Coates and Mr. Damrosch shared in the
successful work of this splendid organization.

E. Robert Schmitz, at the third of his Rumford Hall
recitals given at the request of the Key Club, played a
more miscellaneous program, ranging from the Appas-
sionala to modern America, and paying the writer the

compliment of a first performance of a piano prelude.

The series were most enthusiastically received and un-

usually worth while. Mr. Schmitz will teach in Chicago
at the Fine Arts Building, from June 15th to July 20th,

prior to sailing for France, where he will play till the

early winter. He is now under the management of L. D.

Bogue, 965 Madison avenue. New York City.

Calve sang for the benefit of the Women's Department
of the National Civic Federation, arousing her audience,

as she has done at every appearance this season, to

great excitement. Of course there were Carmen ex-

cerpts, many arias, and French songs, for, after all,

there is but one Calve, and all she gives us is pure gold.

Frieda Hempel sang her fourth recital at Carnegie
Hall as always to a full bouse and in splendid voice.

Handel arias. Bach and the Polonaise from Mignon
gave proof of her sure command of the colorature re-

quirements, and no one who heard her, as on this oc-

casion in the Lieder repertoire, can deny her supremacy
in this field as well. A Hempel concert is the reviewer's

Joy as the critical ear can safely be left at home.

Mengelberg had SchmuUer and Schelling as soloists

during the week, the latter appearing as soloist in his

own Impressions of an Artist's Life, which were an
interesting series of variations, or rather mood pic-

tures, with the piano as an integral part of the ensem-
ble. It was featured on several programs and was fa-

vorably received by press and public.

The restoration of Mozart to the opera is the finest

gift of Gatti-Cazassa to the New York public this sea-

son. Cosi Fan Tutte is not one of the very great Mozart
operas, but it ranks highly in the lists, and was com-
posed at the best period. It is a dainty tidbit, of infinite

charm and refreshing musical quality. The whole spirit

of delicacy and wit, was admirably presented at the
performance, given upon a smaller stage, built on the

larger one, with decorations in keeping with the period

of the action. The opera was delightfully cast, and the

difhcult music most beautifully sung. There are only
six roles, of almost equal importance. The leading parts

were in Miss Baston's and Mr. Meader's hands, and
their work makes one long for a Don Giovanni. Miss
Peralta (our own), Mr. De Luca, Miss Bori, exquisite

from every angle, and Mr. Didur completed the list, and
Bodansky conducted. There was a small orchestra, and
the harpsichord, played by Mr. Eisler, accompanied the
aria secco. with naive charm. Nothing more delightful

has been done at the opera this season.

Among the musical comedies are the stunning per-

formances at the Century, where the Rose of Stumboul.
with Tessa Kotta, .Marion Green and James Barton, Is

filling eye and ear. It is a gorgeous performance, and
filling that immense theatre. In the smaller Broadhurst
there is a dainty attractive musical version of Po-

mander Walk, callrd Marjolalne, with Lenox Pawle and
Peggy Wood, as delightful a delicacy as the feast of

shows can offer. The music is tuneful, the rest of the
company splendid (there is that adorable Mary Hay),
and it is one of the most refreshing tid-bits of the
season.

Lincoln S. Batchelder, one of San Francisco's most
successful young pianists, is enjoying a very busy sea-

son. Recently he has appeared at the Mill Valley Musi-
cal Club as soloist and accompanist for Eula Grand-

• berry and Len Barnes, and at the Pacific Musical So-
ciety with Emilie Lancel and Marion Vecki. These dis-

tinguished vocalists have all been most enthusiastic
over Mr. Batchelder's sympathetic and masterful accom-
paniments and his services are much in demand in that
capacity. His accompaniments Invariably show that
same con-cientiousness and musicianship that has made
every branch of his activity so popular. Mr. Batchelder
recently played for the symphony lecture given by Ray
C. B. Brown at the Public Library. He will be heard as
soloist at the Pacific Musical Society at the Fairmont
Hotel on April l?.th. Later In the season Mr. Batchelder
will offer two programs of his large class of students.
The first will show the work of the elementary grades;
the second proRTLim the more advanced students. On
April Ilth Mr. Batclielder will give a Joint recital with
Eula Grandberry before the Faculty Club in Berkeley.

Irene Meussdorffer, the gifted soprano, and Walter
Frank Wenzcl, well known pianist accompanist, will be
presented by Madame Vought in a Joint recital at the

Fairmont Hotel, Tuesday evening, April 25th, at 8:30

o'clock. At all previous recitals of Miss Meussdorffer
and Mr. Wenzel the spacious hotel ballroom has been
filled to its capacity with an enthusiastic audience, and
the interest being manifested among their many ad-

mirers and music-loving friends is not surprising.

Miss Meussdorffer possesses a voice of rare sweet-

ness, fine emotional instinct and poetic coloring. Being
a versatile artist she is equally at home in the dramatic
soprano roles of the great operas as she is in the

quaint Russian lullahys and folk songs. With Mr. Wen-
zel as her sympathetic accompanist she has prepared
an intensely interesting program for a discriminating

audience.
Walter Prank Wenzel will interpret piano solos of

some of the great mas^ters, Beethoven and Brahms and
also the modern works of Dubussy. Mr. Wenzel has
devoted his lite to his art and in all his pianistic work
his coloring seems to be unlimited. He commands all

styles of touch and his dynamic range is complete.

Among those acting as patronesses are the following:

Mesdames Aurelia Buckingham, R. H. M. Bemdt, Fred
Blaich, Fred Bartels, John Donald Daly, Wm. Limbaugh.
Walter White, Hermann F. MuUer. Caroline Koster,

Robert P. Clement, Misses Edith Hecht, Carrie Breuner
and Sophie Schater.

•

THE BERKELEY STRING QUARTET

Johanna Kristoffy
pniM,\ UOMV.\ noPRANO

Thnrouch VornI nn4 Uramatlr Tralnlna:
lAltO U'aablnctoB fit. Phone Franklin 1721

Under the patronage of the Chamber of Commerce
and Berkeley's most prominent citizens and after sev-

Hi. t.N( III-: IIVMII/I'ON FOX

Thf \\ iilvly liiioivn \iiirrioiin ninTJitU- lonlrallo Who
\\ III lit* SdhtlNl nt the (nlifornia Theatre

Toiiiorrnw I Sunday » >i«rninK.

eral months of rehearsing, this new and promising in-

stitution gave its first concert on Tuesday evening,
March 2Sth. This musical event was postponed for sev-

eral weeks owing to the illness of the founder of the

quartet, the distinguished violinist and composer, An-
tonio de Grassi, In spite of this fact a very selected

gathering of chamber music friends almost filled the
large Twentieth Century Hall in which fhe concert was
given. The enthusiasm with which the members of the
quartet—Antonio de Grassi, first violin, Robert Rourke,
second violin. Pietro Brescia, viola, and Willem Dehe,
'cello—have been received and the ovation at the end
of the concert was a very impressive and well deserved
manifestation of sympathy and encouragement for the
wonderful work already accomplished and for what
they promise to do in the near future.

Mr. de Grassi and Mr. Dehe are two veterans of cham-
ber music and their artistic virtues, recognized here
and abroad, are the best guaranty for the success of
the Berkeley quartet. Mr. Rourke and Mr. Brescia, two
young and enthusiastic artists, contributed with their
unquestionable talent to the brilliant success of the
evening.
The program Included the Quartet in G major, op.

7f\, by Jos. Haydn; Piano Quartet in E flat major, op.

16, by L. van Beethoven, and Quartet in A minor, op.

41. by R. Schumann. The second concert of the pres-

ent spring season will take place on Tuesday evening,
April 11th.

KATHARANE EDSON
i\ (tixr.ii'i IIANCIXC; AMI KKAniNfiH

Manaicenient Allee SerkeU, ttH Vomt St.

Ntudlot i::7.'t PoNt St.

MADAME ROSE

FLORENCE
MEZZO-SOPRANO

>laiiaKf luent for I'nolfle Cuant

1.. r:. Ileliynier. 7<iri I'hllhnniionlo Andllorluni llldK.,

I.ON AnueleN. t'alir.

I'erHonal \ddreHN: llelvedere, C'al. Tel. Ilelvedere 210

ryxrxxrctj tjlu-uh-ir TT^jtrrTT jr.TirT t i t um^t r »_T -f.f t . t jUiJUUJUUAn

"bossesstna a rare ^i/t" tJ

Itn^e^^ionwtic ItuerfrctatioiL

M To./

Frtj'uitco

-rr-r^rrrr^^w

Shllojelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO I

800 KOHLEIl CHASE BLDC
SAN Ft^ANClSCO

€: ^^jSKBm

WILLEM DEHE
'CELLO VIRTUOSO

Formerly Solo *Cello with the State Theatre In Moa-
eniT, ItuNNia, and *CeIMNt with Barrere'a Little Srn-
plittny. .AvnIlahle for Concerta and Chamber Moale
ItecltalM.

Will Aeet-pt n Few Puplla

ADDRESS: 344 ELLIS ST. TEL. FRANKLIN 6080

JACK HILLMAN
BARITONE

Entirely New Reper-
toire for Club Con-
certs.

Modern School of

Voice Culture.

BREATH—VOICE
LIFE

Studio: COO KohliT & Chase BldK.
I'lione ICearny ii454

Rt's. 1106 RiKsh St. Phone Frftnklln (tOK«

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.
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Summer SESSION: 1922
July Third—August Twelfth

The Cleveland institute of Music
Ernest Bloch, Musical Director

FIVE SPECIAL COURSES
To be Given Personally Dy

ERNEST BLOCH
Pedagogy riarmony Counterpoint Form Fugue

Each Course Will Consist of Twelve One- Hour Lessons and is Designed Especially to

Help the Teacher and Student to Acquire a Method for Application in His Own Musical

Work (Teaching, Interpretation, or Composition). The Courses Will Aim to Help the Student

to Develop His Own Musical Resources.

3

Voice: GIULIO SILVA, Maestro di Canto ad

Honorum at the Roval Academy of St. Cecilia, Rome.
Three Courses in the Art of Singing:

a. Complete teachers' course m the an of singing.

b. Repenory and coaching, concert repertory, classic Italians, six-

teenth to nineteenth centuries, modem Italians, classical, romantic

and modern Germans, classic and modem French, Russian and

English. Operatic repertorj'— Italian. French, German and Rus-
sian schools.

c. Private instruction in the art of singing: \ oice placement and

coaching.

Piano: BERYL RUBINSTEIN, One of the

Foremost American Pianists and Teachers.

Two Courses for Teachers and Advanced Students:

a. Covering fundamental principles, methods of practice, outlining of

study material and interpretation.

b. To courses in repenory for advanced students.

Violin: ANDRE de RIBAUPIERRE, Emi-

nent Violinist, Pupil of Ysave, and Exponent of the

Ysaye School ot Violin Playing.

Three Courses for Teachers:

a. A course in fundamental principles of violin technique.

b. Study of XVII and XVIII Century Classics.

c. Concen Repertor>.

Organ: EDWIN ARTHUR KRAFT, N-ted

American Organist.

3

FREE SCHOLARSHIPS*
Free Scholarships are Offered by Mr. Bloch, Mr. Silva, Mr. Rubinstein and

Mr. Je Ribaupierre.

MRS. FRANKLYN B. SANDERS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
3146 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, OL lO Telephone, Prospect 4236

^^nte for Special Folders and Application Blanks.
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EDWARD JOHNSON AN IDEAL OPERATIC TENOR

THE OPKKA

EDITH MASON AN IDEAL MME. BUTTERFLY

It would indeed be difflcult to imagine a more pic-

turesque and a more artistic presentation of Puccini's

ever deliglitful Mme. Buttertly tlian was given by the

Chicago Grand Opera Co. on Monday evening. April 3rd.

When witnessing Miss Mason's truly exquisite bel canto

style of expression and listening to her carefully shaded
and correctly enunciated vocal phrases one Is surprised

at having ever enjoyed this role when someone else

sang it with less adherence to arlislic details. From a

purely musical point of view Miss Mason gave us the

very best Mme. llulterfly we have ever heard, for she

Invested the musical periods with the full sentiment of

the tragic lines.

We have witnessed the performance of Japanese art-

ists in this opera and under the impression of the nov-

elty of the situation we thought such presentation was
according to realistic principles. But after witnessing

Miss Mason's conception of Mme. Butterfty^a sane,

musical, vocally pure and sincere interpretation—we
seriously question tiie correctness of a so-clled "Jap-

anese" Butterfly. Since the story Is entirely foreign to

Japanese customs and usages the characters are not in-

tended to be of Japanese origin. They are merely Eu-

ropeans dressed in Japanese clothes. And only from
such a standpoint can the story of .Mme. Butterfly be

considered of any value at all.

Seriously considered, a young American navy olBcer

could hardly become enamoured by a giggling, silly lit-

tle Geisha girl. There must be a certain strength of

character and dignity about the Mme. Butterfly, and

l.\WRKN<F. "iTimsS
rhr niNtlnculNhril f'allfurnin \ iif-al ArtUt \\ hu llnH
Hcliirnril Kroni lilt l'.a>il«-rii Trliiniphn to llrMUiii*-

III* < iinfrrt nnd .'^tudlti \(-tlvltl«-N In ( ullfornia

Miss Mason succeeded thoroughly in bringing out this

phase of the character. Her vocal art was simply su-

perb. She took her high tones with an ease and assur-

ance decidedly pleasing, and her bel canto work was as

beautiful as we have ever heard It. She was Indeed
worthy of the hearty ovation accorded her.

Edward Johnson was at his very best. The part of

Plnkerton suits his pure lyric style of expression and
the smoothness, flexibility and luseiousness of his voice

were fully In evidence. It was an excellent performance
and strengthened .Mr. Johnson's already fine impression
even more. Irene Pavloska sang the role of Suzuki with
resonance and richness of voice, while (Jeorges Bak-
lanoff as Sharpless did not add any glory to his rather
Indifferent performances so far this season.

Giorgio Polacco conducted the score with masterly
precision and attained beautiful effects usually not em-
phasized by conductors. It was In every way a produc-
tion of unusual merit and those who attended it will

remember it for some time. The scenic investure was
again characterized by unusual artistic taste for which
Jacques Coini must be, held responsible. The garden
scene in the first act as well as the cherry blossom
tree In the second were so realistic that one could al-

most note the fragrance of the bloom and wisterias.

Member of Chicago Grand Opera Company Adds Dis-

tinction to the Array of American Artists Recently
Added to the Musical Rostrum

TANNHAUSER REPEATED ON TUESDAY EVENING

On Tuesday evening Tannhauser was repeated with
the same cast as on the previous occasion. There re-

mains nothing to add to what we have already had an
opportunity to sajr about this opera and Its magnificent
production last week.

It is Indeed gratifying news for the musical public

of the Pacilic Coast to hear of the Impending concert

lour of Edward Johnson which will bring him to the

far West next season. Those who have admired Mr.

Johnson s voice and art during the engagement of the

Chicago Opera Association In this city cjn well under-

stand why we look forward to his concert appearances
with more than usual Interesl. In the first place he

has one of the most beautiful tenor voices we have
fcver heaid. It possesses pliancy, ringing timbre and
sympathetic color and yet it is sullicientiy dramatic

to justify him to appear in such r^les as l>ohengrln,

Khadames and Tannnauser. We know of no tenor of

pronounced lyric cliaiacter that could possibly sing

these roles without making a sad mess of ii, and we can

not pay Mr. Johnson a greattr compliment than to say

that he affordtd every one joy by his splendid perform-

ances.
That a tenor who possesses such a beautiful vocal

organ and who sings with such taste and aitistic judg-

ment will be a must satisfactory concert singer goes

without saying, and theiefore his appearances in con-

cert next year under the management of Selby U. 00-
penheimer should prove of unusual interest. During tne

past ten yeais the career of Edward Johnson has been

noteworthy for the quality and variety of its accomplish-

ment. In opera this aitist has sung thirty-Hve dineient

roles—lyric and dramatic. Puccini chose him to create

at Milan's La Scaia the principal characters in 11 Tab-

baro and Gianni Schicci. .Mi. Johnson was the hrst

tenor to sing Parsifal in Italy, and he appeared in that

part also at La Scaia for many constcutive perform-

ances. Seven other leading tenor roles were also created

by this artist.

For the past three seasons Mr. Johnson has been a

principal n^euiber of the Chicago Opera Association.

Each y<.ar has brought him a wider anl more apprecia-

tive recognition for the authority and finish of ais la-

lernre.aiive art. This season—as in the two seasons

piecedmg—.Mr. Johnson is hlling many important coa-

i.trt and festival engagements. He will aiso be heard

In a number of tnose song r. citals which disc.iminatin^

judges regard as eminently unique. Edward Johnson

IS managed exclusively by tne Wollsohn Musical Bureau

of New York.

ULDERICO MARCELLIS CONTINUED SUCCESS

Well Known and Popular Orchestral Leader and Com-
poser Continues to Increase His Reputation on tne

Pacific Coast as One of the Foremost Musicians

featured California artists when available, and has in-

troduced a number of the leading stars of today.

In his oIYering this year, which comes on .\pril 14th,

he has secured Margaret Bruntsch as contralto soloist,

and Florence Gertrude RIngo as soprano soloist. Miss
Bruntsch will make her Initial appearance since her re-

cent return from Europe, at the concert. She is inter-

nationally famous as a grand opera singer, having a

reptrtolre of seventy operas. Her home Is in Alameda.
Miss Rlngo Is a San Francisco artist of wide reputation.

Other artists selected include Batti Bernardo, tenor,

and Jose Coral, basso. The chorus will be comprised of

members of the Wednesday Morning Choral Club of

Oakland, and the Berkeley Oratorio Society.

The program will include gems from Verdi's Requiem
and from Rosini's Stabat Mater. Vnusual preparations

are being made by Steindorif to produce interpretations

which will be long remembered.

GOOD FRIDAY CONCERT AT GREEK THEATRE

Internationally renowned artists, who claim California

as their home, will be featured in the 1922 annual Good
F-I''3v concert In the Greek Theatre at the Vnlversity

of California, by Chorapus Paul StelndorfT. Throughout
his Good Friday conceru, Stelndorff has consistently

THE KREISLER CONCERT

The three men in the musical world who draw the

largest audiences at present are: John McCormack,
tenor; Fritz Kreisler, violinist, and Sergei Rachmani-
noff, pianist. McCormack, Kreisler and Rachmaninoff
always give what they themselves like best, and this

makes their triumph ali the greater; they raise the

public to their level and the glow of genius which
warms their hearts makes it k-indle enthusiasm even in

those who do not ordinarily care for music. There are

more men at their recitals than at any other similar

musical entertainments.

Kreisler, who made a modest beginning in San Fran-

cisco some fifteen years ago, at which time he gained

a hold on the heart of the San Francisco public and

There are few musicians of distinction residing on

the Pacific Coast who have so continuousl.v attracted

the serious attention of press and public than Mr. Mar-

ceili has during the last few years. Where other musi-

cians when once associated with steady theatiical ac-

livities gradually drift into indifference and finally are

forgotten .Mr. Maicelli's direction of the Tivoli Orches-

tri. has only been a further stepping stone to his suc-

cess as conductor and composer. Instead of confining

his efforts to his position in which he has many oppor-

tunities to reveal his ability and musical proficiency,

he takes advantage of every opportunity to expand his

influence and prove that he is thoroughly competent to

< ope with the most serious problems in the art of music.

During last year's visit of the San Carlo Grand Opera

Co. Mr. Marcelli conducted a performance of Cavalleria

Rusticana and invested the production with such fire

and virility that he was the recipient of an ovation from
both audience and members of the company. A few

years ago he composed one of the Bohemian Club's

.Midsummer Jinks, which was generally proclaimed to

be one of the finest works of this character ever pre-

sented in the beautiful Bohemian Grove, and even now
extracts from this fine work are presented every year

in the annual concerts. The San Francisco S>Tnphony
Orchestra, under the direction of Alfred Hertz, pre-

sented a beautiful suite of Mr. Marcelli's during one

of the recent seasons of symphony concerts. Its title

is Water Color Sketches, and it received a most cordial

and enthusiastic welcome on the part of the audience.

During the exposition Mr. Marcelli conducted the fa-

mous Exposition Orchestra in extracts from his opera

Maimundis, which represents the highest type of musico-

dramatic creations and which is so original in ideas

and so fraught with depth of musicianship that it should

receive recognition at the hands of one of the two big

opera organizations in this country. At the exposition

it received enthusiastic endorsement from public and
critics alike. A scene or two from the opera was pre-

sented at the Tivoli some time last year and aroused

the large audiences who witnessed it to big demonstra-

tions of the utmost enthusiasm, showing that the com-
plete production would undoubtedly meet with the ap-

proval of press and public. Mr. Marcelli's presence in

any community is of advantage, for he is ever active

and does not fear the effort associated with constant

activity and renewed zeal and energy. He is one of the

most successful of our musicians, because he is one of

the most active.

LEOXE NESniT
Thi- .VfOOIMIlliHhed YounK fnlUornin IMnnNt Who
HoM Recently Returned From Euroiie <o «e-

Nunie Her ClnsKeft nt the JenkinM MuHle
School, Oakinnd

which hold so increased at each succeeding appearance

that he now is compelled to give concerts in the great

Exposition Auditorium in order to accommodate even a

portion of those who wish to hear him, will give his

only San Francisco recital on Easter Sunday, April 16th,

at the Exposition Auditorium. This recital, which is un-

der the local management of Frank W. Healy, already

has such a large advance sale as to indicate that every

seat in the vast Auditorium will be filled when Mr.

Kreisler appears on the platform.

.As an earnest of his desire to leave nothing undone

in order that all who hear him will have their cup of

Joy filled to the brim. Kreisler has made some additions

to the numbers on the program already announced.

Here is the program which Mr. Kreisler will give In

San Francisco at the Exposition Auditorium Easter

Sunday, and at the Municipal Auditorium in Fresno on

.Monday night. April 17th: Kreutzer Sonata (Beetho-

ven); Concerto in E minor (Mendelssohn); Hymn to

the Sun (Rimsky-Korsakofl) ; Ballet Music from Rosa-

munde (Schubert); Lotus Land (Cyril Scott I, (Arr. by

Kreisler): La Gitana, Caprice VIennois (Kreisler).
. —•

Miss Leone Nesbit, the talented pianist, has Just re-

turned from a two years' sojourn in Europe. Her stu-

dies were conducted in Prague under Hoftmeister in

ihe Master School, and in Vienna under Dr. Wein-

garten. Leo Sirota (famous Russian pianist) and Moritz

!ind Madame Hedwig Rosenthal k'nown the world over.

Miss Xesbit's return has been eagerly looked forward

to by a large circle of friends and former students and

her concert which is to be given in the near future

promises to be a treat for all music lovers. Miss Nes-

bit will resume her classes at once at her studio in

Oakland (The Jenkins School of Music); the San Fran-

cisco studio will be announced a little later. While in

Europe Miss Nesbit had the wonderful opportunity of

hearing the greatest Wagnerian operas and pianists

and singers of our day.

^t
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EDWARD JOHNSON
TENOR CHICAGO OPERA ASSOCIATION

IN CONCERT
Season 1922-1923

Management: Wolfsohn Musical Bureau, 8 East 34th St., New York

Will Return to

California

Mason & Hamlin Piano Used Victor Records

FOURTH MUNICIPAL POP CONCERT PERCY GRAINGER TO APPEAR SOON.

Following out their plan or presenting high class mu-
sic in attractive style, the Auditorium Committee of
the Board of Supervisors have decided to present works
of composers of the Bohemian Club at the fourth mu-
nicipal "pop"' concert, to take place at the Exposition
Auditorium on Thursday evening. April 20th.

Half a dozen composers of note who have written in-

teresting music for Grove Plays of the Bohemian Club
will, in turn, direct an orchestra of 75 picked musi-
cians. Wallace A. Sabin will give the delightful pre-

lude to St. Patrick of Tara. for which Henry Morse
• Stephens wrote the book, and Ulderico Marcelli will

direct the finale. Ilya of Murom, the grove play of 1920.
Joseph D. Redding has selected the fantasia. The Man
in the Forest, from the grove play of 1?02, book by
Charles K. Field, and Eugene B'.anchard will wave the
baton for his Hunting Song, which will be sung by
Lowell Redfield. the well known baritone.
Charles F. Bulotti, the favorite tenor, will sing a

number by Uda Waldrop. directed by the composer, and
William J. McCoy, whose Hamadryads was a notable
grove play, will present excerpts from his opera, Egypt,
in which the organ will be played by Waldrop. The se-

lections from Egypt will include the farewell duet, sung
by Catherine Retallick and Charles F. Bulotti. and the
prelude, prayer and storm scene. A chorus of 350 mixed
voices will be beard in the latter number, as well as
in the number by Marcelli.

Percy Grainger, the eminent Australian pianist, whose
fame is equally divided between his virtuosity and his
compositions, will make a single concert appearance in
San Francisco on his coming tour of California and this
event will feature the closing recital of the popular
Alice Seckels' Matinee Musicales and will be given in
the Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on Monday after-

noon, April ITth. Grainger comes to California and ap-
pears under the management of Selby C. Oppenheimer.
There are very few pianists of the present day who

are held in higher esteem or enjoy such universal pop-
ularity as Percy Grainger. His playing is of the virile,

interesting sort, absorbing at once a splendid intellec-
tual insight into the works he interprets. A remarkable
clear technic and strong personality is injected into
everything he plays. Grainger's is an unique personal-
ity, combining strong personal magnetism with extra-
ordinary talent.

There is nothing academic in a Grainger program.
Its appeal is universal. For instance, the arrangement
of works he has elected to play at this coming San
Francisco recital, beginning with the Organ Prelude
and Fugue in D major by Bach and arranged for the
piano by Btisoni; the Brahm's Faganini Variations from
Book I. after which will come in rapid succession the
Liebestraum of Liszt: the Polonaise in E major of
Liszt: four Grainger compositions, including The Coun-

try Gardens; Irish Tune from County Derry; the Lep-

rechaun's Dance and the March Jig (Maguire's Kick).

Other works of equal interest will find a place in the

afternoon's entertainment.

BLANCHE HAMILTON FOX AT CALIFORNIA

The soloist at tlie California Theatre's conc«n next

Sunday morning will be Blanche Hamilton Fox, for

many years one of the best known contraltos before

the American public. With orchestral accompaniment
Miss Fox will sing O Mio Fernando from La Favorita

by Donizetti. Miss Fox received her musical training in

Europe and was once a leading member of the Italian

Opera Company. After coming to this country she sang
several years with the National Opera Company here

and her repertoire includes such opera favorites as

Carmen and Aida..

In addition to accompanying the soloist, the orches-

tra, under Hellers direction, will play the following

cumbers: Midsummer Xighi*s Dream Overttire (Men-

delssohn*. Loin du Bal and Au Moulin (Glllet). Selec-

tions from Aida (Lehar) and Titania (Hue). Leslie V.

Harvey will give Moszkowski's Serenata as an organ

solo.

"MARTIN'S VOCAL STYLE

RECALLS Great Caruso"
—H. K. Fairnal. Des Moines Capital. Oct. 25, 1921.

"Americans Salute!" "Challenge to any living tenor—tone gorgeous
in color, heroic in timbre, even and pure throughout range."
—N. B. Harsh. Des Moines Register. Oct.. 1921.

RicARDo MARTIN
OPERATIC and CONCERT TENOR

Ricardo Martin can justly be called the Caruso of

American tenors, as his voice has all the qualities

and mellow tones of the late peer of singers.—Aber-

deen Journal, Oct. 6. 1921.

Management:

Harry and Arthur Culbertson
Aeolian Hall. New York 4832 Dorchester Ave., Chicago

ULDERICO

MARCELLI
COMPOSER, CONDUCTOR

VIOLINIST

Presented Operatic Scenes at the T. & D. Theatre in Oakland,

Enthusing 30,000 People with His Artistic Interpretation

Extracts From His Grand Opera

MAIMUNDIS

Successfully Presented by Exposition Orchestra at Festival Hall

in 1915 and at TivoU Recently

949 ELIZABETH ST., SAN FRANCISCO
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

AH copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

Los Angeles. April 3, 1922.—Yolanda Mero bewitched
the audience at the last Pliilharinonic Orchestra Con-
cert with a magnificent performance of the Liszt piano
concerto in A major. It was a colossal and magnet it-

reading which fully deserved the torrential applause it

evoked. From supreme fortitude of lechnic, sheer reck-

less speed to entrancing Ioveline.ss of tone and heart-

felt phrasing runs the gamut of pianistic equipment this

phenomenal player exhibited. Hers is the rare art of

hiding difficulties of the keyboard. Through her ease
of performance radiates a fascinating musicianship of

striking personality value. It was buoyant music, buoy-
antly presented, even if there occurred hard notes. It

matters little, for never had this concerto attained such
rousing force of life, never had its voids of deeper sen-

timent been bridged with such joy and warmth of tone
color, such resiliency of rhythm at any other perform-
ance, than Yolanda Mero triumphed over the keyboard,
the audience and the orchestra.
As to the orchestra, one wonders whether it was not

taken by surprise by the glorious force of temperament
driving through the score in the body of a woman mu-
sician. Not that there was masculinity in Miss Mero's
playing. It was niusiclanly strength that made orches-
tra and auditors marvel at the small figure who played
titanically and yet had so much musical and human
grace.

Lovely as the incidental soli of Messrs. Ilya Bron-
son Ccellol. Sylvain Noack and Henry Svedrofsky (vio-

lins), were, one missed occasionally a sufficiency of

adaptability in tempo, and as to volume of tone "less

Hould have been more" in the language of the proverb.
Even so powerful a player as Mero came to be en-

gulfed by the surplus of orchestral sound. Tonal balance
is bound to suffer, it would seem to me. unless the dy-
namic proportions of the accompanying orchestra are
measured by those of the solo instrument. Even where
the orchestra proceeds alone in massive tutti passages
an overdose of sound tends to spoil the aesthetic bal-

ance of the entire performance, and that was the case
during the Liszt concerto.

Psychologically a riddle to me was the performance
of the Pastorale Symphony by Beethoven. I am confess-
ing this with the sincerest of regret, for while I think
that the actual playing quality of the orchestra was
lovely as to timbre and nicety of detail (and there is

much trying detail in this work both as regards pas-
sages and nuancing. specially in the first two move-
ments), yet I am sorry to say. the phrasing often suf-

fered from a lameness, from an uncertainty that was
puzzling to the intent listener. I can describe Mr. Roth-
weUs reading of the symphony not even as merely
"academic." With all due respect to his remarkable ac-

complishment. I must state the reading was often dull.

often lacking in Pastorale spirit, short of the very spirit
that makes or unmakes this work. Even the opening
theme of the Scherzo was unnaturally slow and heavy.
while over-accentuation in the dance movements later
on formed a peculiar contrast. Particularly the second
movement suffered from slowness and monotony of
tempo. Exquisite as individual passages sounded, while
one caught occasionally charming glimpses of the sunny
landscapes in which Beethoven reveled bodily and

MIROVITCH
F'lA.NISTC-OMPOSER

Master Class in Piano PlayinjJ

(Players and Auditors)

Beginning April 12. in Los Angeles

(6 Weeks. .?/ Sessions)

For Detailed Information Apply to
I. K. n.^hynipr. T05 Auditorium nidg.

"flT/CI-^R.lLD'S for the aJvanifment 0/ mijtii"

Olga Steeb Uses The Knabe
ihis lirilliaiU pianiste, now on an extrcniclv successful con-

cert tour of till- East, endorses and uses exclusively in all lier

concerts and in lier home

THE KNABE
And she is another of the world's greatest nuisieians who

has entrusted the recording of her artistry tu

The AMPICO In The KNABE

riTZGERM4teSftMlJSlcm|/
HILL STREET X8^AT 72T'T2S}

Los Angeles

.-Jlso at 333 Pine Ave., Long Beach

spiritually, our musical weather-god led us through a

country of fog, and the fog was almost brown.
One year and two weeks ago we heard Tschaikow-

sky's Romeo and Juliet overture-fantasy by the orches-
tra for the first time. At the present hearing it again
had that spontaneous appeal music by this composer
is bound to have if rendered by an ensemble of such
tonal color resources as ours. Yet I hardly think that
the performance breathed quite the poetic spirit the
name of the immortal play conveys. Mr. Rothwell had
given it before with more softness of shading and
gentler, hence more romantic, warmth of life. Coming
so soon after Death and Transfiguration by Richard
Strauss one is tempted to draw liberal parallels be-
tween the two works. Strauss, of course, is freer in

form and harmonization. I believe, however, tliat com-
parison will show a certain similarity in structure, the-
matic, and in a measure, orchestral treatment. The
Strauss work is of later date, which is not meant as
an insinuation. Rather would I say that both works be-
long to the musical inheritance bequeathed to the world
by Liszt, the champion of the symphonic poem.

SYLVAIN NOACK
Concertmnater Phllharmontc Orrheatrii of l-o- * o«^l^«

IJniilt-d number of pupils for violin playing and chambvr
music, 120 S. (ixfurd Ave. I'hnne; Wilshirt' fi02t;.

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE Cn.TI'RE—COACHIIVG IN BKPERTOIRK

OPBHA CLASSKS ISiCI.I'niSG COMPI.ETK
PRESENTATIONS

Studio 1324 S. FlKueroa. Phone i\SO^

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLIXIST

Available for Coili'crl!* anil UccltalM

I^Inilleil Number of Advanced Pupilf Aeeepfeil
VioiinlNt LOH AnteieM 'I'rio

studio: a^:: Music ArtK Studiti IlldK. Phone ItlOs::

This coming Sunday Tsehaikowsky's Fourth Sym-
phony will be heard at the Popular Concert. Calmon
Luboviski is the soloist in the Symphony Espagnole by
Lalo. The Danse de L'Amazone of Liadow is the clos-

ing item.
Joseph Schwarz of Chicago Grand Opera fame is the

soloist during the concerts of the 14th and 15th. It is

announced that he will sing Eri Tu from Verdi's Masked
Ball and that novelty of novelties, Handel's Largo. I do
hope that these numbers will be changed, at least the
second. Could we not hear .Mr. Schwarz in a Wagnerian
excerpt, or if it is to be a sacred aria why not one less

hackneyed. Of course, I realize that there may be dif-

ficulties in providing the orchestration ol the accom-
paniment.
Frederick Jacobi, the California composer, formerly

of San Francisco, I believe, will be honored with the
local premiere of his California Suite (Carmel—Fiesta
in Monterey—Easter Sunday at Santa Barbara).
Another novelty is the double selection by Bloch, Win-
ter and Spring, two tone poems. The Benvenuto Cellini
overture of Berlioz and Liszt's Les Preludes open and
dose the program.

Homer Grunn, that gifted and sympathetic pianist,
added the refined appeal of his art to that of the Zoell-
ner Quartet at their closing recital of the season. The
piano quintet in E flat, opus 44, in which the composer

EMILE FERIR Solo vioiiNt
I'hUti. UrohPH|p:i

<'»ni'ert niid RecitnN—Follows ^ K:iyi-*K :>lt*th»<l in
Ten<-hlne: Vittlln. Viola, I'^iiNctiiMe I'InyliiK

Sluilln: 41li S. Linruln. (iletiihtle. I'luiii*': CIpiiiliile llfKtII

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
PIAMSTE:—Member

Siudio; 912 W. 20th St.

,'BnNeiiilile HloUerne"

Phone: 246e7
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THEATER

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
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ELINOR, Conducting
I'roKram ronini<-nrlnK Sanrtny. %prll llth

C.\RMK\ „ nu,.,
THE IIKRD GIRI/S ORKAM Xnbit/kr

Violin Duet
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GRAUMAN'S
MILLION DOLLAR THEATRE

Broadway at Third

LOS ANGELES

GREATER

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

MI8HA GUTERSON, CONDUCTOR

Sunday Morning Concerts
Every Sunday, Starting at 11 A, M,

Soloiata From Operatic and Concert Stage

ALL SEATS RESERVED
—at

—

50 Cents
and War Tax

Which Includes the privilege of remaining for the
regular Grauman Photoplay program. It is advisa-
ble that seats be tecured several days in advance
in order to secure choice locattons and avoid wait-
ing in line on Sunday.
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ANNE McPHERSON—Soprano
Ear Training. Si^ht Reading. Voice Culture
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ILYA BRONSON |.i,ilharlm!ni.\»'r''.-lieslra

^leiiiher Trio Intime. I.o^ \nseles Trli», i'hilbiinnonic
Qiinrtet Inst rui-t i«»n, rtinnilter >lusit' KeeitnlN

A1-2 y\un\c ArtB HItJp. Phone 100S2
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cm HISJAMISON VOCAL QUARTET '

V",^; *.

Jenn Colwell, Hazel II. \ndfrNon. Kdna C. A'oorhee?*. Dnitty
V. Prideau\, Al>l»ie Noritui .IntiiiKon, Direetor- \oeoiiipan-
iNte. *Jo::4 s. Hoover. I'hone :::{!t:ir>.

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICE A>"D MODEK\ I.ANGVAOBS
Studios: Gnmat Club. 1044 S. Hope
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ZOELLNER QUARTET
.^iBunKement H. .£ A. Cnlhertson, Aeolian Hall, New York

Serious Student* Accepted
PerNonal Addresni 1250 \VlndKor Blvd.. Los Ancelea

FLORENCE MIDDAUGH— Contralto
Conrerts—Oratorio—Recitals

Tuesdar and Fridnr Morning". '114 Mnste Arts Bld^**
l.os Aneeles. Studio Phone 100S2. Residence Main 9560

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
MISSION THE4TRK. I,OS AXREI.ES

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLOWE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intime

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles
Res. Phone: 579064

tntrusts the piano with the dominant part of his mes-
sage, gave Mr. Grunn happy opportunity to reveal anew
his specific faculties as a chamber music player. It was
an opportunity equally welcomed by the enthusiastic

public as by the pianist, who was fully in his element
without ever "stretching the point" in regard to in-

strumental leadership which is that of the piano as al-

ready mentioned. To the contrary. I thought that Mr.
Grunn rather restrained himself both as to display of

pianistic efforts and interpretative intentions. I admire
him for it, though it was not altogether to his advan-
tage, except that it showed his strict faith in the prin-

ciples of ensemble work. Of course, the part of the four

strings is largely that of filling in. specially in the first

movement, and after that the personality of the quartet

members was more in evidence. Mr. Grunn's ample
technic, lovely tonal balance, feathery staccato, telling

expression in melody playing was greatly enjoyable.

From past appearances I know that he can produce
greater color and wealth of nuancing, but. as already
supposed, he apparently restricted himself on purpose.

The strings in the quartet would have been more en-

joyable if giving more tone. Their work in the second
movement, with its rhythmic gambols was charming
however.- finely contrasted to the rippling arpeggios of

the piano. Best of all movements as to playing was the

Scherzo, the most polyphonic of all where the quartet

came into its own while the piano provided a finely

subdued background. More force in the closing move-
ment, force as to dynamic shadings, would have bene-

fited the finale.

During the earlier part of the program the quartet
rendered Beethoven's Quartet, opus IS. No. 4. with that

faithfulness of style for which we admire them so much.
It was a strong performance from an interpretative

angle.
Dividing these two big numbers was a group of

smaller selections, the Mendelssohn Canzonetta. Ilinsky's

Berceuse, a Nocturne by Borodine and Skilton's Sun-

rise (based on Indian themes), every one of which was
a delicate bit of musical finery. Shading, phrasing, min-

utes of artistic effects evoked that same applause, as

they have made the Edison phonograph records of these

numbers such appealing .creations of the acoustic

science.

HOMER GRUNN - >POSKR-IMAMST
Available for Concerts and RetrJtals

Studloi 132-f South Fleneroa. Phone 24139

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
-Instruction
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COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University oi Southern California

AU Branches Taagbt
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Send for Cataloc
320 ' South FiCDcroa Street Los Anseles, CallX.

Speaking of Mr. Grunn reminds me to add that he
has completed a series of .\mpico demonstration re-

citals under the auspices of the Southern Calif. Music
Company, nine all told, which proved unusual musical

events, judging from San Diego. Long Beach, San Ber-

nardino. Fullerton. Riverside and Santa Barbara reports.

Homer Grunn appeared also before the Wa-Wan and
the Hollywood Woman's Club with decided success, both

as pianist and composer. Several of his songs are now
in the hands of the engraver. They should prove popu-

lar. He has also completed a new suite of piano pieces,

which, if I remember well, are musical pictures of night

on the desert.

FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—.Xrtlst Management—Publicity

811 Majestic Theatre Bid;;.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
M.ASTER VIOI,l> TEACHER
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ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art
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Fop Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PIAMSTE:—LOS AXGELES TRIO

Studio: 323 Music Arts Studio Dldg. Phone: 100S2

GRACE WOOD JESS "^z^o soprano
DRAMATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS

IN COSTIME RECIT.4LS
Management: L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN TUO\\??>0]<i-Pianiste
SEASON 1921-22 NOW BOOKING

Manacementt Harry B. Hall. 101 Park .Ave., New York City
Studio: 1500 So. FlKueroa. Pico 1770

.MRS. M. HENM*»\ ROBINSON—Artistic .Vccompanying
{.Accompanist for Ellis and Lyric Clubs)

L. A. Studio: Mon.. ^Ved.. FrL 151S So. St. .Andren-s
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MAUDE FENLON BOLLMAN
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Student!. Received In the .\rt of Slngring:
420.21 Music XtIx Studio Bids., Phone 10082

Mrs. Abbie Norton Jamison has resumed her studio

and concert activities a little while ago. Upon her first

appearance in public, at the MacDowell Club, since her

recent illness, she was received with a gladness by her

many admirers of her songs, which must have thrilled

her and her friends. Her quartet of lady song-birds,

Jean Colwell (who has taken the place of Marguerite

Messer Morris, who is busy now twittering matrimon-
ial duets, in perfect unison, I understand). Hazel B. An-

derson, Edna C. Vorhees and Daisy L. Prideaux as ever

charmed with the freshness and sweet blending of en-

chanting voices. Much of the applause was meant also

for the accompaniste-director and composer for the

quartet, whose three songs, the Rose and the Moth.

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Olgra Steeb, Claire Forbes Crane. Lester Dono-
hue. Colin Campbell, 3Iiidred JamLton, Mrs. Clifford Lott,
Adelaide Gosnell, Shibley Boyes, etc.

Studio: 431 South Alvarado St. Phone 53,145.
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When the Sandman Comes, and Banjo Song appealed

through their genuine musical spontaneousness. The
quartet has just won considerable approval before the

San Dimas Woman's Club and the Woman's Press Club,

both of whom are discriminating audiences.

There is nothing as interesting as to observe the ar-

tistic growth in an artist, specially if he continues to

give as much promise as Colin Campbell, young Los
Angeles pianist, who plucked new laurels for himself

and his mentor, Thilo Becker, during his annual recital.

Generally speaking. Campbell has broadened his musi-

cal personality and vision since he has been heard here

a year ago. The chief element of his progress lies in

the direction of technic, however, which proved the

strongest asset in his bid for public approval.

As last year. Campbell offered the great Dante Sonata

by Liszt, "a work which taxes the interpretative facul-

ties of the most mature players. The pianist revealed

that he has entered deeper into the spirit of this com-
position, rendering it with technical as well as inter-

pretative understanding and tone of much beauty. It is

in modern works of the Blanchet. De Falla and spe-

cially of the Griffes type that the pianist is at his best.

SOPR.4NO
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Walter Henry Rothwell, Conductor

TWELFTH POPULAR CON CERT, SUN. AFT., APRIL 9
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Of Grlffes he rendered the Scherzo. The Fountain of

Azuza. Nightfall and the late composer's piano sonata,

an extremely difllcult work, very modern harmonically.

The Scherzo, too, involves unusual technical problems,

obstacles which, however, tended to emphasize Mr.

Campbells good technical equipment. Comparing his

playing of the classic Liszt work with modern music,

one could classify as rather more fitted for the inter-

pretation of modern compositions that of their progeni-

tors. While tone and technlc were creditable In the

Liszt, they seem to win in appeal during the moderns.

Mr. Campbell is more of an objective than a subjective

player, which may account for this difference. Fine color

work and subtle shading as demanded by the modern
pictorial piano technic seem to be his principal asset,

and one which should lead him to gratifying success

also outside of this town. His rendition of the Griffes

sonata, too. bespoke adequate technic. It is a work of

such dlfflculty, however, that a detailed review must

be reserved for a later hearing.

Estelle Heartt-Dreyfus sang two programs in Pasa-

dena during the latter pari of Lent. They were given at

the Music Room of the Kenwood on Colorado Street.

The program subjects are Some Composers 1 Have
Known and Famous Songs and Who Made Them. The
recluls were worked out with the usual taste displayed

In Mrs. Dreyfus' programs.

Concertmaster Syivain N'oack gave an excellent rendi-

tion of the Uruch violin concerto in G minor, according

to Crown City press reports. Mr. Xoack was the soloist

on the occasion of the fourth program given there by

the Philharmonic Orchestra under Conductor Rothwell.

The orchestra is exceedingly popular as size and appre-

ciativeness of the public left nothing to be desired. In-

cidentally, the Fitzgerald Music Company have Just is-

sued an attractive folder on behalf of Concertmaster

Noack.

Barker Brothers Music Department was host to the

Philomela Chorus of Redland a tew days ago, when the

University Singing Society rendered a charming pro-

gram in the auditorium of Barker Brothers. Charles H.

March, director, assisted well by Christine Springston.

accompanlste. had his singers well in hand, offering an

artistic program of wide versatility with good artistic

effect. Marion Boulette soprano. Ruth Cruickshank, con-

tralto, Elma Tolleson, soprano and manager of the

chorus, Eleanor Hadden, violinlste. Winetta Glass,

reader, Frieda Heineman, reader, shared in the success

of the event. Manager Boothe of the music department

has a regular series of musical events under prepara-

tion which will be twice every week at the Barker

Brothers concert hall.

The Carl Bronson singers performed before a crowded
house at the Gamut Theatre last night and recorded

one of the most brilliant programs of the season. Those
taking part were Clemence Apperson, Frances Young.

Lucy Merz. Ruth Bronson. Marion Bronson. Verna Pac-

ques, Ruth Avery Lucille Wilcox and Messrs. .\rmand

Patzer and Haygood Artis. Amando Fernandez, tenor.

was a guest artist, accompanied by Agnes Buisseret

Croner at the piano, and Homer Grunn by special in-

vitation performed the second piano to an Ampico ren-

dition of the Grieg concerto. Miss Nell Stegner pre-

sided at the piano for the singers and dancers.

Exactly as the first rays of the sun break into the

natural Canyon Theatre, located at Cahuenga and High-

land Avenues, four trumpeters of the Philharmonic Or-

chestra stationed at one of the hill tops will sound an

Invocation to the Dawn and as the sun rises in all its

beauty and glory the entire Philharmonic Orchestra of

100 men. conducted by Mr. Walter Henry Rothwell will

play a well chosen program. The Orchestra Is the an-

nual Easter gift of Mr. W. A. Clark. Jr., to all the people

of Los Angeles and the surrounding country and
through his generosity the Easter Sunrise Service in

the Hollywood Bowl has become one of the greatest

and most impressive religious music-festivals In the

world. Last Easter morn it was estimated that more
than 30.000 people attended and In this marvelous na-

ture theatre any number of people may sec and hear.

The soloist for the occasion has not been chosen, but

it is hoped some member of the Chicago Opera Com-
pany may accept the invitation. Much to the regret of

the management Madame Elizabeth Rothwell cannot
sing on account of a recent Illness. A Children's Chorus
of 500 voices will cover the top of one of the lovely

bills and under the direction of Hugo Kirchhofer will

sing Christ the Lord Is Risen Today with the Hallelu-

jah. These fresh young voices, ranging in age from
four to fourteen, will be particularly effective. The en-

tire audience will sing two hymns which have become
traditional at these services. Holy, Holy, Holy, and All

Hall the Power of Jesus* Name, under Mr. Kirchhofer

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Concertmaster Philharmonic Orchestra of

Los Angeles

Season 1922-23 Now Booking

^InnnK«-ini-n( ('. K. Iluhnrh, 4.'.1 M. Wilton
l.<iH \nKrlt-M

ALMA STETZLER
TEACHER OF VOICE

Late Prima Donna of Boston Opera and Henry W. Savage Companies, announces

OPERA CLASSES
OFFERISG COMPLETE TRJI.\L\G

from llic

Elementary Requisites to Final Coaching for

PROFESSIOSAL DEBUT
Voice Culture—St.'\ge Technic—Chorus Tr.mning

COMPLETE STAGE PRODUCTIONS
of Principal Grand and Light Operas with Full Cast and Chorus

studio:

1324 South Figueroa St., Phone 21805, Los Angeles, California

and the Orchestra. Dr. Willsie Martin of the Methodist
Church of Hollywood will deliver a short Easter ad-

dress. Ample parking space will be provided and no
one need worry about being able to see and hear. There
is room for 100.000 people. The street car companies
will provide extra service to care for the crowds and
the Pacific Electric goes to the entrance of "The Bowl."
Cars will begin to leave the Hill Street Station at 3:30
A. M. A dozen or more traffic officers will insure law
and order and systematic parking of cars. The annual
Easter Breakfast, given in honor of Mr. W. A. Clark,
Jr.. and the Philharmonic Orchestra, will immediately
follow the service.

Music at the Theatres

At the Grauman Theatre interest centered on the
appearance of Brahm van den Berg, a brilliant pian-

ist of exceptional worth. Van den Berg through sheer
force of technical attainment put his audience en rap-

port. The directness and affable simplicity of his whole
appearance won him their personal liking. Virtuoso
that he is. he never neglects cultivation of limpid,

clear, sweet tones. He is a pianist who by all means
should be heard more frequently, as recitalist and with
orchestras, as he combines splendid virtuosity with
deep musicianship. For his re-discovery music-loving
Los Angeles owes Mr. Sid Grauman warm thanks.
Conductor Guterson generously had surrounded the

soloist with an attractive, and yet not distracting pro-

gram, in which classics of the less heavier calibre

mingled well. His reading of the Oberon Overture was
greatly pleasing because of its lightness. Encouraged
by similar successes he gave to his fiddles a "piece
d'honeur" in the Prize Song from The Mastersingers
of Nuremberg. Excerpts from the Tales of Hoffman
and the Vienna Woods Waltz of Johan Strauss put a
bit of lilt into the program which had attracted the
usual capacity audience.
At the California Theatre Carli Elinor paid a tribute

to Enrico Caruso and Leoncavallo, the composer of Pag-
liacci. when he rendered the famous aria Vestl la

Giubba to the phonographic solo of the lamented tenor.

Elinor had the sentiment of the public on his side, for

there was warm response, of which not a little may be
counted for the well measured orchestral part of the
number. Hubert Graf, harpist of the orchestra, has evi-

dently won a strong following among California Thea-
tre patrons. His reappearance in a Mazurka by Schu-
ecker undoubtedly increased his popularity for he gave
it with his accustomed facility of technic and distinc-

tive value of tone. Leave Me With a Smile, the name
of the closing number, a bit of syncopation cleverly re-

orchestrated by Mr. Elinor, had the full effect its title

requested.

SCHWARZ IN CONCERT

Joseph Schwarz, the Russian baritone, now with the
Chicago Opera Company, whose successes in San Fran-
cisco during the past fortnight in the roles of Rigoletto
and Wolfram have been outstanding features of the
Chicagoans late visit here, will at the instance and
under the management of Selby C. Oppenheimer re-

turn to this city after the close of the Chicago Opera
season in Denver to give a single recital under the
Oppenheimer management in the Exposition Auditor-
ium on Sunday afternoon. April 23rd.

For his recital here Schwarz has submitted a re-

markable program. Five languages will be employed in

its interpretation. The majestic Arioso of Handel and
the tuneful aria EH tu from Verdi's Masked Ball, both
sung in Italian, will constitute his first group. Next
will come three Richard Strauss compositions, sung in

German, Zuelgnung Traum durch die Dammerung and
Cecilia. Schubert with Der Wanderer, Du bist die Ruh
and Die Allmacht, also sung in German, is represented
in a third group. French will be the language In which
he will sing the great aria from Massenet's Le Roi de
Lahore and Offenbach's L'air du miroir from The Love
Tales of Hoffman. Schwarz Is a master in the interpre-

tation of the works of modern Russia. His fifth group
includes Rachmaninoff's I am not a Prophet, Gretch-
anlnoff's Over the Steppe and Krai te moi, and Mous-

borgsky's Blacha. Encore numbers in English are prom-
ised throughout the afternoon.
This will positively be Schwarz's only recital appear-

ance here this season and the event will mark the last
musical affair of the current season. Tickets are now
on sale at Sherman. Clay & Co.

GREAT ORATORIO GIVEN AT ST. MARY'S

Mr. Achille Artigues, organist and director of St.
Mary's Cathedral, who has been foremost in presenting
to the people of San Francisco the very best in church
ii.usic, surely must have felt gratified over the wonder-
ful success achieved on Passion Sunday in his rendi-
tion of Dr. P. Hartmann's magnificent oratorio. The
Seven Last Words of Christ on the Cross. This master-
piece, dramatic in quality, is unique in its conception,
and decidedly ultra-modern, and it was fitting that its

introduction in this city was given by one so capable of
interpreting it artistically and intellectually. Because
the seating capacity of the Cathedral was filled, this
oratorio will be repeated on Good Friday at 12:15.
The members of the Cathedral Quartet—Mrs. W. G.

Orton, soprano. Mrs. Irene Le Noir, alto, Mr. Robert M.
Battison. tenor. Mr. Frank Figone. bass, were assisted
by the Cathedral Chorus and a triple quartet composed
of resident artists, the personnel of which included
Mrs. R. Anderson. Mrs. M. Von Sturmer. Mrs. J. Simons.
Miss S. Meissdorffer, Mrs. V. Rovere. Mrs. A. Argeoti.
Messrs. H. Williams. R. Battison, G. H. Jones. Len
Barnes, E. Porcini and J. Corral.
The ensemble work on this occasion was especially

fine, and the soloists deserve much commendation. The
words of Christ and Dismas. the thief, were beauti-
fully construed by E. Porcini and Frank Figone. re-
spectively, whose voices are naturally adaptable to work
of this nature. The narrator, Mrs. Irene Le Noir, was a
revelation. Her full, rich, mellow voice suited the role
so perfectly that one almost felt the music had been
written for her. Mrs. Le Noir always sings with taste
and finesse but on Sunday, she surpassed herself—she
sang as though inspired.

Sohmer Leadership
The SOHMER is the only world famous piano

which has won its distinction on merit alone.

That merit consists of perfect evenness of

scale, greater roundness and smoothness of

tone—larger in volume and deeper in quality

—

and a treble which has a resonance and singing

quality even to the uppermost note.

The fact that there are more SOHMER pianos

in use in greater New York than any other

artistic make, is the most convincing testimony

as to their artistic supremacy.

BARKER BROS., exclusive SOHMER repre-

sentatives, invite for these distinguished In-

struments the critical Inspection of musicians

and music lovers.

716 to 738 South Broadway
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ANTOINE DE VALLVS PUPILS HEARD ALCAZAR

Three artist pupils of Antoine de Vally's studio have
recently made their appearances in San Francisco and
vicinity with a great success, revealing a personality

altogether charming at the disposal of well trained

voices. The accompaniments were played artistically by
the pianists who are connected with the lyric classes.

Miss Madge de Witt, mezzo-soprano, was the soloist

with the Pacific Plavers on March 21st. at the Sorosis

Club Hall, and the following day for the C. P. O. Club.

Mare Island. Miss Sally Oshorn. accompanist. Mrs.

W. K. Harnden. lyric soprano, was the soloist at the

benefit of the Golden Gate Commandery Women on
April 3rd. with Miss Edyth Andreuccetti as accompan-
ist. William Kincaid. basso, was the assistant artist for

two consecutive concerts at the Outdoor Art Club. Mill

Valley. March 31st and April Isi, with Miss Doris Don-

ran accompanist.

GINO SEVERI
Violin Virtuoso and Orchestra Conductor

Masical Director Granada Theatre Orchestra '

The JENKINS SCHOOL
of MUSIC

46 Randwick Ave., Oakland

Announces the return from European study of

Miss Leone Xesbit. Concert Pianist and Teacher.
She will resume her classes for piano students
and teachers. Tuesday. March 2Sih. at the School.

All reservaiions for time may be made at once
through the Secretary.

I'hone Piedmont -MiKl

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. Fillmore 1624

Appointment Only

Seven Chances, a refreshing comedy staged originally
in New York by David Belasco. and acclaimed as one
of his most noteworthy triumphs, will be the Alcazar's
next attraction beginning Sunday afternoon. April 9th.

It is a breezy play, the action moving in rapid fashion
and abounding in mirth-provoking situations and ludi-

crous incidents. Those who are interested in the various
methods of love making will be delighted to know that
seven di£ferent proposals of marriage are made to as
many beautiful young women by the hero of the com-
edy, who. in order to inherit a $12,000,000 fortune, finds

himself faced with the necessity of marrying within
twenty-four hours. The fun making possibilities of such
a plot may easily be realized and Eastern critics have
declared that there are seven laughs for every seven
minutes of Seven Chances.
Dudley Ayres will have the role of the heir to the col-

ossal fortune and Gladys George will be the only one
of the bevy of fair charmers who loves him for himself
alone and is not interested in the estates he will in-

herit. The Alcazar company will be augmented for the
production by several actresses who will be among the
matrimonial candidates proposed to in the whirlwind
courtship of the hero.
This week Bab. the Mary Roberts Rinehart play based

upon the charming Sub-deb stories in the Saturday Eve-
ning Post, is proving one of the most interesting attrac-

tions of the year. Gladys George in the title role has a
winsome part and Dudley Ayres and the other members
of the company are especially well cast. The scenic in-

vesture has been prepared with great care under the
supeiTision of Stage Director Hugh Knox.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endor-ted by M'ager Sivayne

j^pecial Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Studios: 80« Hobler & Chase Bide-
SSISM: Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

J. CHANDLER SMITH
PIAMST—.\CCOMPAMST—TE.\CHER

Fairmont Hotel Stadio Phone: Franklin 43S7

aOv^EPH

chwarz
Russian
BARITONE

OF THE

CHICAGO
OPERA CO.

EXPOSITION AUDITORIUM
SUNDAY AFT.

APRIL 23
Great Program in Five Languages

Tickets Now on Sale

At Sherman, Clay & Co.'s. San Francisco

S2.50. $2.00. $1.50. $1.00 (plus tax)

Management—Selby C. Oppenheimer
Steinway Piano

Greek Theater
UnirertilT of Caltforsia, &«rkelej

13TH ANNUAL

Good Friday Concert
Grms from

Verdi's REQUIEM
and

Rosini-s STABAT MATER
PAUL STEIXDORFF, Director

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
Celebrated Contralto Soloist

Qnartet—Chorus—Orchestra

TicketN 91..'>0. Jtl.OO and M)c at Sherman. Clay &.

Co.. S. F. and Oak., and at Var«»iry Candy Shop.
Anisoriated Stadent.'** Store and Tapper & Reed in
Berkeley.

MARIAN PREVOST
I'l \MST—ACCOMPWIST—TE \fHP:R

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

studios: SOT Kohler & Chase Bldp;.. S. F. Tnes. A. M. and
Thar*. P. M. Tel. Kearny ."VIM. Res. U728 Elmwood Ave..
Bf-rkeley. Tel. ilerk. '•llitT.

EVA M. GARCIA
PIAMST. ORGAMST AND TEACHER

41.-.3 Hnive St.. Oakland Tel. Piedmont 3492

IRE>E HOWLAND NICOLL
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

S68 Contra Cosia Ave.. Berkeley. Tel. Berk 5«53 J
604! Kohler A: Chaiie Bids- Tel. Kearny S454

BLANCHE ASHLEY
Specialist In Theory and Practice of Teachioe Mosle
Oak Lodse. Apt. G, 14»7 Oak St. Phone Lakeside 373:>

Kohler St Chase Bld^. By Appointment

THE SAMOIIOFF BEL CANTO

STUDIOS
CARNEGIE HALL
NEW YORK

Laxar S. SnnioilofT

J ociil students accepttd. beginutrs as xvell as

professional singers.

Among recognized opera singers who study

with Mr. Samoiloff are: Rosa Raisa, the great-

est living dramatic soprano. Chicago Opera
Company. Gabrielle Besanzoni. contralto Met-
ropolitan and Chicago Opera Companies. Jean
Barondess. soprano Bracale Opera Company.
now singing in Italy. Luisa Escobar, ^rcat

Mexican dramatic soprano. Edward Lankow,
basso Metropolitan and Chicago Opera Com-
panies. Giacomo Rimini. leading baritone Chi-

cago Opera Company. Alice Zeppilli. Chicago

Opera Company, now singing in Monte Carlo.

Son\ a Yergin. soprano, now singing in opera in

Berlin, and many others.

Dear Maestro:
The lessons I have taken from you have

improved my voice so greatly that all the

critics in Rome, Lima, and Buenos Aires no-

ticed it. and spoke about it as being most re-

markable. This marvelous change is entirely

due to you. and I feel that I want to tell it

to everyone I know.
Hoping to see vou soon in New York or

Italy,

I remain,
Gabriella Besakzos'I.

My Dear Maestro Samoiloff:

I want to express to you my admiration
and grateful recognition for all you have
done for my voice during the past seasons.

Your sound counsel has been most useful

and precious to rae.

With best wishes.

Affectionately yours.

Rosa Raisa.

Dear Maestro Samoiloff:

The change in my voice seems almost in-

credible. During one week in Buenos Aires.

I had to sing in Rigoletto. Gioconda. and
Pagliacci. and I did it without getting tired.

I met with extraordinary success, the critics

finding progress in my singing every time I

appeared.
For all this I am most grateful to you, my

dear Maestro.
Sincerely.

GlACOMO RiMIKl.

Among other recognized opera singers who
study with Mr. Samoiloff are:

Jean Barondess. soprano Bracale Opera Company,
now singing in Italy;

Luisa Escobar, great Mexican dramatic soprano;

Ed%Tard Lankow. basso Metropolitan and Chicago
Opera Companies;

Sonva Yergin, soprano, now singing in opera in

'Berlin;

Alice Zeppilli. soprano. Chicago Opera Company.
now singing in Monte Carlo, and many others.
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Rose

MEZZO-SOPRANO

Concert -- Oratorio - Recital

"An artist who communicates feeling as naturally as if singing were a

usual manner of communication. At her recital yesterday afternoon

at Aeolian Hall she composed attention about the words of each song

and the contents of the words until they seemed worth reciting even

if there had been no melody joined with them."—New York H'orld,

February 22. 1922.

Management L. E. BEHYMER,

70S Auditorium Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

FRANCES ROBINSON DUFF'S SUMMER CLASSES

Distinguished Pedagogue of International Reputation
Announces That She Will Conduct Summer Classes

in San Francisco This Year

Miss Frances Robinson Duff, whose famous mother is

the well-known vocal instructor, has been devoting her
energies in parallel lines to her mother's. She has been
teaching singers, but along different channels. Hers is

the work along the lines of rhythmic breathing (Dia-

phragmatic), in conjunction with the "power to empty
the lungs." Her teaching is applicable to the speaking
as to the singing voice, placing it normally and freeing

the muscles and nerves of l>oth jaw and tongue. This
fundamental technic is for Miss Duff a co-ordination of

the vocal instrument, without which we cannot be pre-

pared in any way for the expression of the art of vocal
expression. Technic, per se, is but the means to an end,

not the ultimate aim Itself. Her breathing exercises,

which she has used at Bellevue Hospital, New York,
as on the other side, in war work (Miss Duff served
during the war In Mrs. Vanderbilt's hospital), helping
many toward complete recovery with the practical use
of the correct principles of diaphragmatic breathing,

develop perfect rhythm and a free body, and enable
those who have learned them to rhythmically unfold
and express one's thoughts easily, and completely,
whether in pose or gesture.

Miss DuR has acted abroad, and with Marlowe In

America, so she has been able to put her theories of

coK>rdinatlon and expression to proof. She has the orig-

inal Delsarte Chart, upon which the acting of the Com-
edle Francaise is based, and which is the basis of Miss
Duff's teaching of pose and gesture. Many actresses and
singers, as well as dancers, have profited by her work
with them along these lines, and it has proven of great
benefit to them. The screen artist, too, has been eager
to eeek her to achieve that perfect technic, which Is the
prerequisite of good registering before the camera.
Miss Duff's activities have been so many-sided that

It Is almost Impossible to enumerate them in detail.

Many of our younger actresses have gained poise and
shown growth in their art. through following her prin-

ciples. Certain it Is, that Miss Ina Claire, now appearing
In Blue Beard's Kighth Wife, Miss Chatterton in Marie
Claire, as well a» Miss Calvaert in Blood and Sand, have
made great successes, and their improvement and
growth has been commented upon by the press. They
have all been diligently working with Miss Duff, and
credit her with their continued advancement. Many

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
Jl'ST HKTI R>KD FllOM EUROPE

SIDdloi 405 Kokler « <'ka»r Bids. Tel. Ktmnr HS4

singers also, including Miss Garden. Povla Frijch and
Mary McCormic, have profited through the freedom they
acquired, and have gained a natural clean diction, which
is such an inestimable advantage to them.
This same development of freedom in diaphragm, jaw,

tongue and lips is used to cure stuttering, thus obtain-

ing rhythmic sequence of movements of the muscles, re-

pose of the speaking voice, and perfect articulation and
free tone. With the co-ordination of the instrument (of

the body) through gesture and attendant exercises, and
a control over the vocal apparatus, it becomes possible

to achieve one's aspirations and become a real success.

It is to be hoped that San Franciscans will respond
to their opportunity and profit by the presence of Miss
Duff in their midst. This is the first summer she re-

mains in America as previously she has gone to Paris,

which was her home for a number of years prior to

the war.

AN INTERESTING CAREER

When most of us hear of the great successes achieved
by professional and other people, we so often unthink-
ingly lay it to luck, or some such outer cause. How sel-

dom do w-e realize how strongly the element of person-

ality enters in. and it is only when we have the personal
opportunity of meeting the Succes, that we appreciate
how definitely this has influenced and molded the ca-

reer. In becoming acquainted with Mrs. Sara Robinson-
Duff this is the first thing that one is conscious of.

She has that intangible something, of which the great
are made. Not only is she an individuality, but one once
known is unforgettable. So much for the unconscious
side. Personally, she has delightful manner, a charm
and other worldliness, the result of her long residence

in Paris, and besides all this, she has the intimate un-

derstanding of vocal art.

Pupils of all sorts, from all directions, have come to

her for guidance, and never found her wanting. Miss
Garden, who was her first, is still, when in New York,
a daily student at her studio. Mary McCormic, the young
Middle West protege of Miss Garden's, was under her
instruction but a few months, during which time Mrs.
Duff literally had to remake that big and glorious

voice, teaching her four arias in about nine weeks. It

was the courage of both teacher and obedient pupil,

which made the successful result passible, and insured
the real success of the debutante In both Chicago and
New York.

LAWRENCE STRAUSS REOPENS STUDIOS

at the concert given before the MacDowell Club, and
following this appearance he again sang tor this organ-
ization on the program with Grovlez. ocmposer and
pianist, and Povla Frijsh, Danish soprano.

In February Strauss sang the tenor role of Elijah

with the Community Chorus under the direction of

Harry Barnhart at East Orange, Fred Patton singing
the bass role. Very recently in a concert given for the
International Composers' Guild, which has as its pur-

pose the presentation of new compositions of especial

merit by living composers. Lawrence Strauss appeared
on the program, singing numbers by Carl Engel and
Stravinsky.

At his studio in New York on Riverside Drive, Strauss
has had his available time for teaching as completely
filled as when he was instructing in vocal work in San
Francisco. His coming concert appearances on the Pa-

cific Coast, following his return in April, will be under
the management of Jessica Colbert. Mr. Strauss has
re-opened his former studio in Room 807, Kohler &
Chase Building.

THE BETHLEHEM BACH FESTIVAL

Lawrence Strauss, the popular young California tenor,

who has Just returned, has been appearing in New-
York City in concert with great success. With the New
York Trio he was accorded an enthusiastic reception

Bethlehem, Pa.. March 29,—Dr. J. Fred Wolle, director

of the Bach Choir, has announced the soloists for the

Bach Festival to be given at Lehigh University on
Friday and Saturday, May 26th and 27th. There are to

be nine well-known American artists assisting the choir,

which was founded nearly a quarter of a century ago
here by Dr. Wolle. A large section of the noted Phila-

delphia Orchestra will again supply the instrumental
accompaniments and for the St. Matthew Passion music
on the first day there will be a chorus of about fifty

children. On the second day the great Mass in B minor
will be sung, eis it has been at all previous Festivals

here.
For the two Friday sessions, the soloists will be Mrs.

Mildred Faas. soprano, of Philadelphia; Miss Mabel
Beddoe. contralto, of New York: Nicholas DoLty, tenf»r.

of Philadelphia; Frederick Patton, baritone, of New
York, and Charles T. Tittmann, bas.s, of Washington.
D. C. Mr. Douty has the unique distinction of having
sung at all the previous festivals of tht^ Bethlehem
chorus since it began its work in 1900. At the Friday

sessions he will sing the diflicult role of the EvangjllsL
In 1903 he took this part on only a day's notice and
gave a notable performance. All of the other Friday
soloists have been heard here at a number of former
festivals except Mr. Patton.

The artists for the Mass on May 27th will be Henri
Scott, bass, of Philadelphia, who was heard here somn
years ago; Mrs. Merle Alcock, contralto, of New York;
Mrs. Emily Stokes Hagar. soprano, of Philadelphia, and
George Meader. tenor, of New York. Indications are

that there will be a capacity attendance at the festival.
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Frances Robinson-Duff
Teacher of

Ruth Chatterton

Ina Claire

Katherine Calvaert

Mary McCormic

FRANCES ROBINSON-DUFF
and many other successful artists of drama and opera RUTH CHATTERTON

will instruct in San Francisco June, July and August. 1922. Her method of rhythmic diaphragmatic breathing,

which by developing flexibility of the diaphragm, jaw and tongue, affords the onh- proper method for placing

the singing and speaking voice. Its value is particularly for the singer and speaker whether for the dramatic

stage or the lecture platform. Its physical exercises give freedom of expression and poise of gesture, an essen-

tial accessory to the workers in the film world. Its methods are applicable to diction in all languages. Cures

stuttering.

For information, terms, etc., address

136 EAST 78TH STREET, New York City, N. Y.

THE OPERA SEASON
(Continued from Page 1. Col. 4)

grasped the inner significance of the role

and his German enunciation was indeed
gratifying. There might have been a lit-

tle more body to the lower position of

his voice, inasmuch as this role demands
a strictly robust tenor voice, but Mr.
Johnson made up by artistic finesse what
might have been lacking in depth of
range, and altogether his Tannhauser
will add to bis splendid reputation he has
established for himself on the Pacific

Coast. His concert tour next season
should prove of unquestionable success.
Margery Maxwell in the minor role of

the shepherd exhibited an unusually
pleasing and flexible soprano voice and
she sang the lines with fine discrimina-
tion and sincerity of expression. Scenic-
ally the performance was indeed magni-
ficent and we wish again to pay our re-

spects to Jacques Coini who certainly
adds to his distinction as one of the
finest stage directors in the world through
his splendid efforts with the Chicago
Grand Opera Co. Chorus, orchestra, and
Pietro Cimini. the conductor, added con-
siderably to the delightful ensemble of

the entire production. It was a memor-
able occasion.

LOHENGRIN PRESENTED IN
ENGLISH

Owing to Miss Garden's sickness the
performance of the Jongleur scheduled
for Friday night, March 31st. was sup-
planted by Lohengrin in English at a
last moment's notice. Naturally, under
such circumstances the public had hardly
time to adjust itself to the new situation
and so Lohengrin which last year drew
such a large audience had to content
itself with a less auspicious attendance.
But the performance in itself was excel-
lent. Rosa Raisa in the role of Elsa
proved considerably more adapted to the
role than she was last year and she sang
the graceful Wagnerian themes with dis-

tinction and intelligence. She also looked
the part, and while her English may have
been affected by a dialect, she sang with
sincerity and conviction. It was an ex-
cellent interpretation of this diflScult
role.

Edward Johnson in the role of Lohen-
grin was at his very best. His voice ex-

hibited Its well known beauty of timbre
and purity of pitch and quality, while he
enunciated the lines with clarity and de-
cision that proved the feasibility of sing-

ing in English to the nth degree. If all

artists sang English like Mr. Johnson it

would not be necessary for the cham-
pions of opera in English to talk them-
selves hoarse on the subject The Lohen-
grin of Mr. Johnson stands out promi-
nently among the very finest impersona-
tions of this role, both musically and his-

trionically, we have ever witnessed, and
we heard this opera in Europe as well
is in the East
Cyrena van Gordon also proved herself

very excellent this year. She evidently
suffered from nervousness last year and
could not do herself justice. Her voice
sounded warm and rich, and her inter-

pretation of the role of Ortrud proved to
be in accordance with the best musical
traditions of this role. We could not say
the same of Georges Baklanoff's Telra-
mund. Evidently German opera is not
one of BaklanofTs strongest assets. His
voice seemed inadequate as to volume
and smoothness and his English enun-
ciation certainly left much to be desired.
Evidently he does not grasp the signifi-

cance of the role,

Giorgio Polacco conducted the opera In
superb fashion. The oftener we listen to
Mr. Polacco's direction the greater do
we admire his splendid mastery of or-
chestra and singers. He understands how
to obtain the finest musical effects from
a body of skilled musicians, and he suc-
ceeds in imposing his own artistic in-

dividuality upon the orchestra.
THE JEWELS OF THE MADONNA
One of the most sumptuous and most

enjoyable productions of the season of
the Chicago Grand Opera Co. was that
of The Jewels of the Madonna which was
presented on Saturday evening, April 1st
XSTiile we do not specially admire the
story of this opera which is glaringly
melodramatic. Wolf-Ferrari's music is

surely excellent and at times singularly

melodious and rhythmically enchanting.
Again Jacques Coini distinguished him-
self with his exquisite scenic setting, the
religious procession in the first act and
the beautiful garden scene of the second,
together with the soft lighting effects,

were surely spectacles delighting the eye.
Although the cast includes over thirty

characters only four roles stand out suf-

ficiently to justify special mention. Rosa
Raisa in the role of Maliella had a chance
to reveal her rare histrionic powers. Her
acting was thoroughly realistic and coup-
led with her fine voice constituted one of
the finest pieces of operatic expression
we have witnessed. Mme. Raisa never
overacts, and nevertheless succeeds in

bringing even the strongest climaxes to
an effective conclusion. Forrest Lamont
as Gennaro showed marked improvement
over his Duke in Rigoletto. This role gave
his dramatic voice a better opportunity
to show its artistic advantages. Mr. La-
mont evidently had studied this role with
gratifying results and his vocal and dra-
matic action pleased his audience.
Giacomo Rimini added to his successes

with his easy, dignified impersonation of
Rafaele. He sang the role with ease and
smoothness of voice, while he enacted
the part with realistic adherence to the
character, never permitting himself to
exaggerate and always succeeding in

seeming naturaL It was an unusually im-
pressive performance. Maria Claessens
as the mother acted the role naturally
and convincingly, while vocally she might
have exhibited a little more pliancy.
However, she fitted in well with the bal-

ance of the cast contributing toward the
excellence of the performance.

Orchestra and chorus were again note-
worthy because of the artistic quality of
the ensemble work. These performances
of the Chicago Grand Opera Co. belong
among the best given anywhere. They
simply cannot be given any better from
the standpoint of wholesome fidelity to
the highest artistic principles.

ROMEO AND JULIET EXCELLENTLY
PRESENTED

By Constance Alexandre
Gounod wrote two immortal operas

which will never allow his name to be
forgotten. These two exquisite works are
known to all lovers of operatic art as

Romeo and Juliette and Faust Both are
gems musically and operas in which ex-
ponents of the true art of vocalization
revel. After all is said and done it re-
quires these older operas to display the
true worth of an anist from both the his-
trionic standpoint and their ability to
sing a pure melodic phrase in its full

tonal beauty and requisite sentiment
Muratore was heard as Avito in Monte-
mezzi's L'Amore dei Tre Re, so was
Edith Mason. Yet, the art of both these
artists was not half as much appreciated
or in evidence as it was in Gounod's Ro-
meo and Juliette.

Edith Mason made a most petite and
charming Jnliette. imbuing her charac-
terization with youthfulness and touches
of naivete. Vocally she was superb for
she has a rarely beautiful voice of limpid
purity which she handles with consum-
mate art For a voice such as Miss
Mason's which is purely lyric in quality
and texture, she possesses low tones of
extraordinary resonance, warmth and
volume. There is not a color or phase of
emotion that this exquisite voice cannot
portray and the finesse and skillful

phrasing that its possessor applies in
her vocalization is nothing less than that
of a genius. Miss Mason's voice and art
will be remembered as one of the bright-
est spots amid this galaxy of stars.

Can anyone, familiar with the art of
Lucien Muratore, imagine a more Idea!
Romeo? Into this most diflBcult role Mu-
ratore incarnated youth and romance,
poesy and charm. He thoroughly man-
aged to impart the heroic quality ex-
I>ected in such a part and both from a
picturesque, histrionic and vocal aspect,
Mr. Muratore once more proved that he
is the greatest romantic interpreter be-
fore the public today. Aside from his at-

tractive personality Mr. Muratore is a
singer of rare taste and musical insight
which is evidenced in bis voice of vi-

brancy, sweetness and emotional express-
iveness. With what sympathy and gentle-
ness did Mr. Muratore sing these magni-
ficent phrases that Gounod gave his Ro-
meo and how tender were his scenes
with Juliette! There is a touch of inde-
finable genius in all that Mr. Muratore
does and one feels while watching him
and listening to him that he himself is

living each and every episode of the ro-

mantic opera.
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As Capulel, Mr. Hector Dufranne made
bis first appearance with the company
this season. He never falls to give an ar-

tistic and detailed characterization to

whatever role he Is portraying. His
voice seems In better form than It was
last year and Its beauty and splendid

manipulation Is always a Joy to hear.

Desir Defrere enacted Mercutio and sang

bis role with his usual fine vocal deliv-

ery and faultless enunciation. Margery
Maxwell, in the small role of Stephano,

displayed a voice of real sweetness and
of ample volume and her artistic singing

was heartily applauded.
Giorgio I'olacco at the head of the ex-

cellent orchestra is responsible for more
than half the credit of this splendid per-

formance. It was of stimulating merit and

one could easily hear that the hand of a

genius wielded the baton at this opera.

Unusual fine singing and ensemble work
was done by the chorus and for this we
owe a debt of gratitude to Polacco who
was able to bring out every possible

shade of expression prevalent in the

choral portions of the score as well as In

the orchestra. A sumptuous and lavish

mounting completed one of the finest op-

eratic performances ever heard in this

city.

(Contlnufd from Page 1. C<»lumn ;;>

the men that he may remain many more

years at the head of the organization

which thoroughly appreciated the bene-

flts it had derived from -Mr. Hertz' inval-

uable training. Mr. Hertz responded ad-

dressinK himself solely to the orchestra

and tlianklng the men for the hearty co-

operation they had given him. .staling

that he considered the orchestra now one

of the very finest in the country. When
he concluded saying; 'Whether I stay or

go, " several voices from the audience

shouted: "Don't go." and another pande-

monium broke loose.

The musical public of San Francisco

has given its decision on this matter.

Before Uie beginning of the Sunday con-

cert A. W. Widenhani. secretary-manager

of the San Francisco Symphony Orches-

tra, announced that a meeting was to be

held at the Palace Hotel on Wednesday
afternoon at three o'clock to which all

members of the association, subscribers

and anyone Interested in the symphony
concerts is cordially invited. At that meet-

ing the matter would be discussed. Mr.

Widenham was heartily applauded for his

remarks.
We omitted to mention in connection

with the Friday afternoon proceeding*

that after Miss Roberts had left the stag*

to look after subscriptions Elias M. Hechi
founder of the Chamber Music Society o*

San Francisco, spoke "right from his

cheat," and many in the audience, judging
from the spontaneous approval that

greeted his remarks, were glad he had
the hardihood to come out and speak in

open meeting. He said that it was aboiU
time San Francisco was rid of the cliques

and factions that interfered constantly

with progress and the enjoyment of th€

public. That he believed that this was
one time when San Francisco was going

to stand together and demand that music
be placed above factional strife. That he
voiced the sentiments of everybody in

the house w-as clear, for applause and
shouts of approval greeted his remarks.
This whole dissension about the sym-

phony situation has come from people
OUTSIDE the association. They do not
even attend symphony concerts. And still

tbey intend to deprive the 60,000 people
who want to hear symphony concerts un-

der Alfred Hertz's direction of their

enjoyment. Suppose such a clique were
Tlctorious. What would happen? One of

their pets would return and give some of

the rottenest symphony concerts ever
beard in any city. Rumors were rife after

Mr. Hertz's resignation was announced
that such men as Tostanini, Rachmani-
noff, Welngartner, etc., had been asked
to come. What nonsense! None of these
people are available. But even if they
were they could not be had for the same
amount paid Mr. Hertz. And if there is

Dot enough money for Mr. Hertz, how
can there be any for such men who al-

ready earn considerable, and who would
not be satisfied to spend their life apart
from the musical centers?
We have been told that one of the direc-

tors after witnessing this demonstration
said that the Board of Governors did not
like to be commanded by the public what
to do. Would It be more pleasant for the
public to be told by the Board of Gover-
nors what conductor it should like? We
thought these concerts were given for the
benefit of the public. Why should the pub-
lic have no say in the matter, especially

when It is willing to foot the bill, or at

least a good portion of the bill?

Someone said that the reconciliation of

the insurgents would add sufficient money
to the depleted treasury to afford a con-

ductor of even higher demands than Mr.
Hertz, but whoever said this evidently

forgot that there happen to be many guar-

antors and subscribers who seem to want
.Mr. Hertz and whose disaffection would
amount to much more than the additional

funds secured from the insurgents. But
we never had reason to believe in the

promises of certain society elements. If

they don't care enough for music to for-

get a few personal dislikes, then their

promises of symphony support rest upon
very insecure ground.

And now we forgot to say anything
about the program which included Bee-
thoven's Fifth Symphony. Strauss" Sym-
phonic Poem Don Juan and Wagner's
Prelude to The Mastersingers. However,
these works have been reviewed before
and It is hardly necessary to prove that
Alfred Hertz and the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra closed the season with
fine emphasis of the artistic points of

these works giving them even more im-

pressive rendition inspired by the thrill

of the moment.

Adele Ulman, the well known pianist,

vocalist and pedagogue, has delighted sev-

eral club audiences during the past
month with her charming lyric soprano
voice. On two occasions .Miss I'lman was
requested to sing on such short notice

that she was unable to obtain an accom-
panist. She overcame the difficulty by
accompanying herself, which she did so
beautifully as to prove that she is a thor-

ough musician. Miss VIraan recently sang
for La .Mesa Rodonda, Emanuel Sister-

hood, Council of Jewish Women and
Willing Workers. In the near future she
will sing for the To Kalon Club. Miss
Gladys Schwartz will be the accompanist.

Yvonne Landsberger, the charming
young soprano, daughter of Nathan
Landsberger, the well known violinist,

was soloist at the Fairmont Hotel con-
cert on Sunday evening, .\pril 2nd. These
concerts are given every Sunday evening
by the Fairmont Hotel Orchestra under
the able direction of Rudy Seiger. Miss
Landsberger sang two groups of songs,
including works by Wagner. Cremieux,
Puccini, Sullivan. Massenet, Phillips,

Dell'Acqua and Delibes. She delighted
her large audience with the fine quality
and timbre of her voice and the discrim-
inating judgment displayed in her inter-

pretations.

The Greek Theatre management makes
the announcement thai the support of
the San Francisco Symphony concerts by
the East Bay public was greater this

year than in any previous season. Har-
mon Gymnasium was practically filled for
the final concert on March 22nd. A fall

season is planned, for which over 700
subscriptions have already been received.
This is larger than the total number of
subscribers for the fall season of 1921.
Full plans for the fall season will he
announced later.

FOR RENT
rart time in artistic Kohler & Chase

Bldg. Studio, for teaching or student prac-
tice. Addre.ss M. J., Musical Rfview. office
SOI Kohler & Chase Bldg.

HANDSOME RESIDENCE STUDIO
TO LET

For three or t^^ur dajM n *veek. «llh ii»<.
of >lnNon tV lliiinlln plnno. Sulliiltle for
mnNle (enehlnsr, rehearninK or InnKlinire
tea<-hlnK. ^IfiKnlfleent murine view. I n-
llmlled plioneN. AilfireNN >lrH. I.. H. Kiirtx-
innn, '.i::! f \'iilleJo, Tel. Fliiniore Illi4.

VICTOR LiCHTENSTEIN
\'iollniKl—Coniluetor— l.eeturer

Will -Veeept -\n I niiniited .Number of PupIIn

studio; 314.1 AA'anhineton St. Tel. Fill. tlUlI

J. RICHARD MALABY
Pianist and Accompanist

551 Lytton Ave. Palo Aito, Cal.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Kriit^rr
.AUTISTIC I'l.VXO INSTIIKTION

Studio: limn Kohler A I hn«e llldK.
Tel. Krarnr "4,-^1. Ilea. Phone Fronklin lOSO

ST mo «lVTl:l. In Kohler A < hn.e
nnlldlnE, I or :: day, neeklf. \ddre>p.
M. ., KOI Kohler & Chn.e IlulldlnK. Son
Frnnrlaro.

For more than eighty-four years—since William Kiiabe createj his

first Knabe piano—his ideals have been developed into the wonder-

ful Knabe of today.

Every minute detail of its construction must pass the most rigid

and critical inspection, through its many operations in building.

Each individual piece of material used in a Knabe must pass under

the trained eye of a master craftsman, as the instrument is slowly

and painstakingly created.

The Knabe is distinctly a Knabe product, each and every com-

ponent part being made in the Knabe factory, thus insuring a uni-

formity and harmony of constructural detail essential to artistic

perfection.

Knabe quality quite naturally creates an expectancy of high price, when in

fact compared with other well known and good pianos, it is the least expen-

sive to buy. Its long years of musical life and satisfaction reduces its yearly

Investment to a very small amount.
Wherever pianos are known in any part of the world, the Knabe is known,
revered and honored, in the most refined homes, therefore the Knabe is the

riano for your home.
Leopold Godowsky. pianist of pianists, generally acknowledged the greatest

master of today, like the masters of the past and present, chooses the Knabe
above all other pianos as the supreme medium of the expression of his art.

We believe you will And the Knabe literature very interesting. It's different

from the usual catalog style and will be sent on application by mail, if not

convenient to call. Other pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time payments
if desired.

Exhibition of Grands and Uprights

The Incomparable Knabe AMPICO
reproduces the art of the great pianists in all its perfection, indistin-

guishable from the personal performance of the living pianist himself,

as if hands were actually touching the keys.

We carry the Ampico in different models and makes—grands and up-

rights, varying in price to be within reach of all music lovers.

Literature, catalogs, prices, etc.. on request. If possible call for demon-
stration. Exchanges—also payments in reason.

KOHLER & CHASE AlVIPICO PARLORS

Main Store: 26 O'Farrell St.

i5T/>Buiito lasc
~

Oakland Store: 535 14th St.

Mission Store: 2460 Mission St

121 North First St.. San Jose

Kt.hler & Chase. 1:6 uKar-
it'II St., San Francisco
Please send literature, prices

and terms of «

(Mention Knabe Grand,
Upright or Ampico.)

Name „

A ddress „„_
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PAUL STEINDORFF Joseph Greven
MASTFR r.nAr.H ^MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

j

Mrs. William Steinbach

I

VOICE CILTIBB

•02 KOHLBR « CH.tSK BLOC
MkD Franrlaro Pbone: K««rar K4&4

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PI.\MST

Sfndlo: 1537 Euclid Avenue. Berte^ey.
Phone Berkeley 600«.

ZHA YrI.ARK, Solo Harpist

California Theatre Orchestra
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

MISS ETHEL PALMER
Plnniat Teacher

ADA CLEMENT MUSIC SCHOOL
Slndloa: 3-130 !^acraniento St^ S04 A St«

^an Rafael.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PI.4XO sod HARMONY

15 Cascade Drive. Mill Valley. Cal. In»ti-

tute of Music, K. & C. Bldff., TeL Kearny
345t.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

Stndloa; ^2 Kohler <& Cbaae BtdC-, S. F.
X'22 Ocean Vleir Dr.. Oakland t Residence)

PIERRE DOUILLET. PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
MS Kokler & Cbaae Bid. Tel. Matter T3$7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Stadio. 603-604 KOHLER <& CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny M&4

MRS. CHi\RLE:5 POULTER.
SOPRANO St. AndrewB Ckorek
Voice Caltore. Piano. 5SS 37th St.. OaJc-
land. Tel. 2079. KohJer & Ckaae Bldf,
Wednesdays TeL Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIANIST AND TEACHER

Residence and Stadio. 6128 Hllleeasa Ave..
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Sncce»->*f «i in Europe: <_ on cert S ac-
cesses in America. .Iddres.-* IMH California
St- San Francttco. Telephone Pro<tpect 3630

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 36 GafTney Bnllding^. 376 Sntter St.

Tel. Douglas 4233. Rea. Tel. Kearny 2349

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS
FLUTIST

Available for Concerts as Soloist or for
Oblleato Work. 1301 Henry St.. Berkeley

MRS. A. F. BRIIXiE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stvdlo: 1920 Seott St. Phone FiUmore 1561

ade;l£ ulman
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
^^mmonwealth Ave. TeL Pac. 33.

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO

Voice Cal tare—Pnpil of Mme. Cailleaa
Stndio: 33S 21tn St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 26.S1

STUDIO TO Sl'BLET—Day or Nlsht by
the Hoar. T^ro Planon. Centrally Lo-
eate^ Apply Mr. MUiallof. -lOS Stocktoa
•« •V'Ave llld«.l PT«a 70S.

Miss Helen Goldman
1610 Sutter St. Phone FiL

SpecialiMt In Acconipanyins
Stndio Work Deaired

Andrew Miklosvari
te\<hi:r of ^'kjlin

MS Geary Street Tel. Franklin s«3»

If you wish to become famous you
must be known and In order to become
known y^^^eed publicity and there is no
more di j^, td way to gain publicity than
by digni-^jjf, dvertising. If advertising is

undignifrV .,.^n fame is undignified.

Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. iSABELLE MARK^
CONTRALTO

\'olce Cnlture. Soile *-C" Kohler A Chmae
Hull dine- Telepbooe Kearny rV4.%4.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
ORGANIST ST. MARYS CATHEDRAL

Piano Department. Ham 11 a School

Orcan and Piano, .\rrillasa Maalcal Collecc

ANIL DEER STUDIO
79 Central Avenue. Phone Park I<M3

By Appointment Onl

j

Evelyn Sresovich Wcire
PI \NO

Stadioi 10O3 KA^lfr A Chase Bldff.
Phone Kesmy 5454

Joeeph George Jacobson
PIAJIO

2.S33 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore ^4S

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera CoBLique. Paris

9tn4Llo: 3107 WasMnrtoa Street
Phone PlllBore 1^7

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
SOLO VIOLINIST MV5ICAL DIRECTOR
Teaeher VtoUm. \1ola. Ensemble Playlns
434 Sprvcc Street. Fkone FUlmore 1131

HENRIK GJERDRUM
Pianist— Instructor—Accompanist

2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

Geo. Stewart McMajius, Pianist
KOHLER A. CHASE BLDG.

Phone. Kearny 5454. Res., 130-8 Fifth Ave.
Phone Sunset l&'^S

FREDERICK MAURER
Teacher of Piano and Harmony, Ensemble,
C-««chine. Stndio: 1726 Le Roy Aveaae.
Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 539.

Ada Clement Music School
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S9S

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Slnsins. 32 Lorettn Arc Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler A
Chase Hide. S. F. Televhoae Kearny 5454,

Braodt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST.. Bet. day A n'a.hlnfirtoa

Mr. Noah Brandt. Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Emana El. Con-
cert and Chorch \Vork. Vocal Ins trac-
tion. 2'39 riar St_ Phone West 4S90,

MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
SOPRAJVO: Available for Eas>eementa

Soloist. Temple Beth Israel
Studio: 26 Ashbary St. Phone: Pac 5330

LOUISE BREHANY
Voice Culture

Diploma Royal Academy, Rome. Italy
600 Kohler A Chase BIdK' Phone Kearay

54.M. Rea. Phone: FraBkUn 49S9

ETHEL A. JOHNSON
SOPRANO

Member University Extension Faculty
Studio: 506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Res,: 51 Buena Vista Terrace
TeL: Park 1291

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TE.4CHER OF VOICE

Z*2^ Pine gt. Tel. AVe«t 7012

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Me-ialiat.

—

SnIolMt. Acconipani>t and Teacher
>:' Clement St.. S.-ir. Franc:sC'>. Pac. 92S4.

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PHNI«T .\ND TEACHER
Pupil nf W'nccr STrayne

Stndio: r,ir. Bnena Vl«ta Ave. Tel Park 341

Stella Raymond Vought
COLOR-4TI RE SOPRANO

Concert Manager
70.% Kohler A Cha-<e Bid., Tel. Kearny 41«tl

SIfc= =I![U

ll
KSJwp

^:

Grand Prix. Pari*
Grand Prixm, St. Loata

ptaso nnpr-
the Baldw^r.

IL

S^hflalDTDin^tanoCorapany U
i 310 Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal

-Slember of Federal Reserve System and A.noclaled Savings Banks of San Franciiico

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.V.V FRANCISCO BANKl

526 Callforala Street, Saa Fraadaco, CaL
COXVERCI.tL

MISSION BRANCH. MlaaloB aad 21at Streeta

P\RK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BR.\NCH, Clement St. and 7th .\Te.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH. Halcht aad Belvedere Str«eta

DECEMBER 31, 1921

.\SSclS
Deposits
Capital .Actually Paid Up
Reserve and Contingent Funds
Employees' Pension Fund

»T1.S«1,299.«3
. 08.201,299.62

1 .000,000.00
2.650.000.00
3T1.T53.46

OFFICERS—JOHN A. BUCK, President: GEO. TOURNT, Vice-President and
Manaeer: A. H. R- SCHMIDT. Vice-President and Cashier: E. T. KRUSE. Vloe-
Presidenf A. H- MULLER. SecretaO': "^VM- D. NEVTHOUSE. Assistant Secretary;
WILLUM HERRM.AKS. GEO. SCHAirSlEL. G. A. BELCHER. R. X. L.4UKNSTEIN.
H H. HERZEP. and H. P. MAYN.ARD, -Assistant Cashiers: C. W. HETER, Man-
ager Mission Branch; W. C. HETER, Manager Park-Presidio District Branch:
O. F. PAL1.SEN', Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK. GEO. TOURNT. E- T. KRUSE.
A H R SCHMIDT. I. N. WALTER, HUGH GOODFELLOW, E. N. V.AN BERGEN,
ROBERT DOLLAR. E. -A. CHRISTENSON, L. S. SHERMAN. W.ALTER A. HAAS,

GOODFELLOW. EELLS. MOORE & ORRICK, General Attorneys.
A dividend of FOUR .AND ONE QC-VRTER dH' per cent per annum was

declared for the six months ending December 31. 1&21.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
551 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 81U

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
505 Kohler & Chase Bldg-

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR. ON FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp. 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley, CaL

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler i Chase Bldg. TeL K'my 5454

WALTER FRANK WENZEL
.916 Golden Gate .-ive. Fillmore 4T33

ETHEL ADELE DENNY
904 Kohler & Chase Bid. TeL Kearny 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. TeL West 4571

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ESTHER MUNDELL
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bide.. TeL Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
f"S Scn't Streot Tel. Park 517!;

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave., Oakland. TeL Oak. S1S4

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 167«

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker .^l Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
14T0 Washington S".. Tel. Franklin 3322

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
Suiie 600, K- «: C. Bldg. TeL Kearny 5454

EULA GRANOBERRY
725 Pine St Tel. Garfield 2490

JOHN WHITCOM NASH
500 Kohler & Chase rjdg. Kearny 4991

PEARL HOSSACK vVHITCOMB
1005 Kohler i Chase Bldg- Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
3.=i7 .^rguello Bird. Phone Pacific 35Sj

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler 4 Chase Bldg. TeL Kearny 3454

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Street Phone Kearny 2637

ORLEY SEE
1001 Kohler & Ct.-se B: :g TeL Dcug. '

='«

iS'.iL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.; Fl" ?';•

CHRINET
H. B. RANDALL

1770 Grove St. W*st S054

B.\ND AND ORCHESTR.t

H. C. HANSON MUSIC HOUSE
137 Pcwel! St- SuttT 445"

REED AND MOl THPIECE MAKER
LOUIS J. PAQUET

7S9 Mission St. Sutter 6355

REUABLE PUNO TONERS AND REPAIRIRS

MR. H. J. MORGAN
71 Haight St- Park 3S20

SAXOPHONE

N. B. BAILEY
560 Geary St Tel. Prospect 459}
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

ORAVEURE. MACBETH, EASTON, JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers

TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenorl 2 Keys
TIDALS (BarUone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

hOVU TKACHIISti PIKt^KS (Grade 3)
Djr FI«»r€'nc'e

Knrh «
Uva II \KI*'I'lll-: W 0<»ll N) Ml

KiN(; Tllltl Ml lli:Altll
>IU. HOIUN ^ AKMI V

'I'lii-MC pirrvw lire hfliifc ^vltlvly UMt-il iiiiil iiiiirli ii|i|iriM-liitfil hy t«>ncli«TN tvhn valuf
thfir InHplnitldnni hctiulj niitl nioavrn Itlloin. 1 M SI \l. I-'OK 'i'lll-: <;UV1)I':. Puh-
llMht-il hy tl.\\'V*t\ F. SI >nM <(»., < lilt \(;o. iiiHl ri>r Hiilf hy IIKMI^ (iltOlll-:

In the Ntore ot \\ II.IM 11. \l.i.i:\ ( O.
i:i."> K<-nrny St., Sim I'Vimt-lMi-o

Henry Kretherick
ORGANIST

2r^0 nuNh Street

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
vor \i. ( I i/riiii-:

\ rllnl |iii|iIIm nvnllulile for nil ocenMlonM
r>OU ivohler A 4'faaMe IIIiIk. Kearny imu

Cal iforrvj a
FOURTH CONCERT, SEASON 1922-23

Sunday, April 9, 1922, 11 A. M.

Soloist

:

BLANCHE HAMILTON FOX
The Distinguished American Contralto

offerlnE! O IIIO FBRNANDO from La
Knvtirita - i DonUeltl)

California Theatre Orchestra

HERMAN HELLER, Conductor

Qonstance <iAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching-

Suite 705 Kohler A, Chnne Ouildlne
Phone Kenrny Xy\T*A

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
For KlndcricorteD and Prlmarr Grade*

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
\\'ortlti and Muair

AllIIIB GGRRISH-JONBS
Adnptioua nnd DeaerlplionK

OLIVB B. WILSON-DORRBTT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resvH ot

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-

rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICB $1.00 AND POSTAGK
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The Piano of the Artist's Choice

Most Costly and Beautiful in the World

^ RADUALLY and with a certainty that is hke the ebb and flow of the tides is the

Mason & Hamhn piano asserting and extending its leadership in the artistic and author-

itative musical circles of the United States. Its fidelity, unvarying quality and beauty of tone

i'ave created among connoisseurs everywhere an admiration and a profound respect that has

been accorded no other piano in the history of music and musicians.

Both uprights and grands are being shown at our stores.

We invite a critical hearing.

Two Entrances

135-

1

53 Kearny and 1 1 7- 1 25 Softer Sti.

Victor Talking Machines
'^iley^BAUen®

-MASON AND HAMUN PIANOS-

OaUand—1209 Washington Street

San Jose

—

99 South First

Sheet Music
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FINAL PERFORMANCES OF THE OPERA SEASON LOS ANGELES HAS AN OPERATIC PREMIERE
Louise, Salome, Boheme, Girl of the Golden West and Monna Vanna

Attract Largest Audiences of Season to Exposition Auditorium

—

Many Music Lovers Failing to Buy the Cheaper Seats Causes
a Curtailment of Last Season's Financial Success

By ALFRED METZGER

Two-Act Spanish Opera Entitled Alma Latina (The Latin Soul), by
Giuseppe Miceli, Pleases Latin-American Music Circles in the

Southern Metropolis—Composer a Clever Musician, But
as Librettist He Does Not Meet Requirements

By BRUNO DAVID USSHER
In last week's issue of the Pacific Coast

Musical Review we published reviews of

the engagement of the Chicago Grand
Opera Association up to and including the
second performance of Tannhauser on
Tuesday evening. April 4th. Owing to the
indisposition of Mary Garden, the Lenten
Season, the decrease of preliminary pub-
licity on the part of the press, the un-
popularity of the Exposition Auditorium
as an opera house, and several minor
reasons, too numerous to specify, the
first week of the grand opera season did
not bring the financial returns most of
us expected after last year's tremendous
financial success. It is therefore safe to
predict that the Chicago Grand Opera
Association will not visit San Francisco
next season nor subsequent seasons un-
til this city has a legitimate opera house
fit to house grand operatic performances.

of The Love of Three Kings and La
Boheme.
Upon inquiry among music lovers we

found that next to Miss Garden's sick-

ness the gravest reason for the falling
off of last year's attendance was the un-
availability of the Exposition Auditorium
for musical purposes. One of the strange
features of this year's season was the
fact that the expensive seats were fairly

well occupied, but the cheap seats failed

to be taken. We discovered that people
who bought cheap seats last year were
so disgusted with the acoustic faults of
the Auditorium and their inability to see
from those distances that they absolutely
refused to attend this year except on
rare occasions. It is therefore safe to say
that as far as the public is concerned
the Exposition Auditorium has seen its

last days as an opera house, and we thor-

Los Angeles, April S. 1922.—Los An-
geles had its own operatic premiere, that

of the Spanish two-act opera Alma Lat-
ina, or, The Latin Soul, composed, pro-

duced and directed by Giuseppe Miceli.

Italian conductor-composer, who has
achieved recognition in Latin American
musical circles. To sum up Mr. Miceli
knows well how to write. He has decided
ability for music-dramatic expression. He
included arias, duets and orchestral in-

termezzos in his score which though they
are never musically great are of charm
in melodiousness and grace. Harmoni-
cally the score offers nothing new. In

fact, Miceli is rather conventional in that
respect as the entire work could not be
pronounced as possessing musical indi-

viduality. Yet. it would be altogether un-

just, if one would call this music "Ka-
pellmeister Musik," as the Germans so

\\ ho rouses his patriotism, asks for his
full consecration even unto death in the
service of his country, and disappears
with a warning of impending danger.
Marcelo awakes and sings an aria of
loyalty to his land. He is interrupted by
Rita, a former Croatian sweetheart, who
wishes to win back his love. As he re-
pulses her she leaves with words of ven-
geance. Enters his finance, Martha, to
whom he vows eternal love. A beautiful
duet follows and his tale of the great de-
cisive battle of the morrow. While he es-
corts Martha through the military lines
Rita returns secr^*iy and steals the mil-
itary plans to Iflkt them to the enemy.
Warned by an appr*^?'.ension Marcelo and
Martha return and dc-tect the theft. They
notice the shadows of a fleeing figure and
Martha starts in pursuit while Marcelo
breaks down, griet gtricken and in re-

EDITH M.\SOX
The Xoted Prima Donna Lyric Soprnno of the Chi
eaf^o Opera Association, '\^'ho Received a Serie:
Ovations Ilecaase of Her Retnarkablf ArtlNlic Vu'
cal and Interpretative Pon'erH.

MISS HARRIET BE.WETT
The Chnrniin^ Vounfc California Soprano. Who Will

of be Solobit at the Sunday ^lorning: Concert of the
California Theatre Tomorrow, SinginK the Ualla-
tella from Pngllccct.

GIORGIO POL.VCCO
The DiNtlnf^uinhed Principal Condnctor of the Chi-
cago Grand Opera Company. Who Added to His
Great Prestige During the San Francisco Engage-
ment.

We can not possibly afford to miss this

opportunity to congratulate Manager
Selby C. Oppenheimer upon the manner
in which he faced most disheartening

conditions. It is easy enough to be con-

sidered a fine manager when things go
well and everyone is happy and con-

tented, but the real manager reveals

himself under adverse conditions. To
keep on smiling and good natured and
let no one suffer from one's grouch is

the greatest test of true executive abil-

ity. And as far as we could observe
Manager Oppenheimer proved himself
efficient in most tr>ing conditions, and
he was duly rewarded. For the second
week proved to be so much greater in

financial returns than the first week that
the threatened deficit of discouraging di-

mensions was materially reduced much
to the relief of the guarantors. It was
evident that Miss Garden's sickness con-
tributed most to the financial burden,
for as soon as she appeared the houses
began to be practically sold out. The
only really large houses prior to Miss
Garden's apnearance were those of the
two TaDLhauser performances, and those

oughly hope that those in charge of the
War Memorial will see to it that the
construction of the opera house and sym-
phony hall will be started as soon as
possible. There is enough money for
these at hand. Why wait any longer?
Louise Given Incomplete Performance
On Wednesday evening. April 5th, the

Chicago Grand Opera Association pre-
sented Louise with Mary Garden. It was
Miss Garden's first appearance and the
house was the largest of the season. San
Francisco guaranteed $15,000 a perform-
ance for the engagement of the Chicago
Opera Association and when this much
money is spent we have a right to ex-
pect complete performances. We do not
care a continental what the reason was
why the sewing room scene was omitted,
but it seems to us when guarantors come
forth and spend $200,000 for a two weeks'
opera season the least they can expect
is to get complete productions. To give
us Louise with one scene short is an in-
sult to the San Francisco musical public
and we do not care a snap who was re-
sponsible for the cut. While the scenic
effects and the lighting system were mag-

(Continued on Page 12. Col. 1)

significantly term compositions which
are nothing but unconscious reminis-
ences of composing conductors. There
are trifling influences felt in the score,
coming in the direction from Puccini. It

is genuinely-felt music, and one might
almost hope that Mr. Miceli will under-
take to write the music to a libretto of-

fering greater possibilities than that to
Alma Latina. If he can free himself from
a certain mode of making opera music a
la Italienne. go his own musical ways, he
should produce worth while contributions
to contemporary opera. Which brings us
to the libretto.

Really, the book, written by Miceli
himself, is little more than two scenes
with scant dialogue, no choruses, and of

utmost concentration as to detail of ac-

tion. After a few bars of prelude the cur-

tain rises. Marcelo, aide de camp to the
chief of the Mexican army, is sitting in

a simply furnished room. He has fallen

asleep over the plans of the military
campaign now in progress near Mexico
City which his troops are defending
against rebels. In his dream he has a
vision of Mexico, as she appears to him
in the personification of a heroic figure.

morse, deploring his coming dishonor and
the grief it will bring to his mother.
Martha's exit is vocally effective, though
conventional.

As the next scene opens Marcelo is in

prison. He has been court-martialed, con-
demned to die. His aged mother bids him
farewell. The priest gives him consola-
tion. Here, the composer uses the or-

chestra alone. No words pass between
priest and prisoner, while the orchestra
offers an impressive intermezzo. Just as
a military escort is to take him to the
"black wall" to face the firing squad.
Martha enters, her garments torn, ex-

hausted from a mortal wound with which
she paid for the recovery of the precious
plans of strategy. D>ing, she kisses Mar-
celo farewell, with her last breath call-

ing for the beloved national colors. As
the Mexican tri-color is lowered to her
to a kiss of consecration she dies. Mar-
celo, overcome by grief, breaks down
over her lifeless body as her still form
does not respond to his pleading cries of
'"Martha!, Martha!" As the flag is spread
over her body, the curtain is lowered.

In this final death scene, too, one feels

(Continued on Page 12. Col. 4)
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World-famous pianists who use
the STEINWA Y piano exclusively

cr"UREE score years ago a new genius flashed upon the musical ivorld. He ttas a composer, not of
^ musical scores, but of musical instruments. His name u-as Henry Sleintuay—his masterivork was a

piano. No sooner was his instrument given to the world than it was hailed as America's first great contri-

bution to musical art. One by one the great musicians heard the Steinzvay, or played it, and chose it for
their own. Wagner, Liszt, Rubinstein, Gounod—these were only a feze of those who came under the spell

of Steitmay tone. From that day to this the Steinway has been the nistrument which the zvorld has recog-

nized as the piano of pianos.

T()da\ the following zcorld-jamous artists use onh the STEINffAY

:

Alda, Frances

Aucr, Lcopuld
Kueu»lavv»ki. Moses
Hurt. Cliira

Bos, Cocnraad \'.

Burnhant. Thuel
Boyle, (icorge F.

Hyrd. Winifred
Brnrd, Madgelaine
Colt low, Augusta
Cortoi. Alfred
Cornell, Louis
Cheatham. Kitty
D'AIhcrt. Eugene
')-yo. Ruth

In San Francisco and Oakland we carry everytliing in Music—Stcimvay and other

Pianos, Pianola and Duo-Art Pianos, Aeolian Pipe Organs, Robert Morton Cathedral

Organs, Victrolas and Victor Records. Player Rolls, Conn Band Instruments, String

and Orchestral htstrumentSj Sheet Music and Music Books.

I)u Carp. Magdalaine C.crhardt, Ehna Kharum, M. Melba. N. Randcggcr. G. A.
Diitkuitz, niiriithy Miller Ciogorza, Emilio de Krcislcr. Fritz. Nellis, Daisy Rubner. Prof. Dr. C.
Danirosch, Frank Goiidson, Kathcrinc Lcginska, Ethel Neuhaus. Eslella Randolph. Harold
Danirosch. Walter Grainger, Percy Levitzki, Mischa Nash, Frances Rcszkc. Jean de
ninian, Mislia Hcifctz, Jascha Longenhan, Christine Novacs, G. Rcszki, Edward
Friedman. Ignaz Hackett. Arthur Lhevinne, Joseph Powell, John Schclting. Ernest
Floriuiiy, Renee Hcmpel. Frieda Lazzari. Caroline Powell. Webster Sapirstein, Davis
Fricdberg, Carl Hcnrv. Harold M.acDovvrll. Mrs. Edwart Prokofieff, Serge Schooler. David
Frcnistad, Olive Hess, Mvra MacFarlan, George Paderrwski, Ignac Schumunn-Heink, Ernestine

Fricdhcim. Artur Hofniann. Josef MacFadyen, Alex,indcr Rachmaninoff, Serge! Siloti, Alexander
Fridler. M. Homer, Louise Matzeiiaucr, Margaretle Rosint, V. Spalding. Albert
(ialH-Curci. A. Hutcheson. Ernest Mero, Voland,! Renard. Rosita Symphoii) Society

CJanz. Rudolph Herbert, \'ictor NlcCormack, John Rosen, Max of New 'I urk

(iauthitr. E\a Ivogun, Maria Mannes, Clara Rubinstein, Arthur Samaroff-Stokowsk . Olga
Gravcure, Louis Kochanski, Paul Mamies, David Rosenblatt, Josef Scidel. Rosha

Slrncciari Riccor do Strauss, Dr. R. wi son M.
Shattuck, Arthur Wcrrenrath, Reinald Weingartcn, F.

Sembricli M. Whitchil , Clarence Ysa ve. Eugene
Straiisky. I. Whiting. Arthur Am bal St. Efrem
Stokowsk , L. /,ie ler. Fannie Bloomfield

Shermatiiplay&Co

' A_&-£ o /> » » a fx JL.A.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento Stockton Fresno • San Jose

Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Vallejo

GEORGE EDWARDS
TEMIIEK OF I'lAXO. OR<lA\ AXD COMPIISITIOX

Rrn. Sludio. I l.'.l AVillnrd •SIrcrl

Telpphoiie Piirk Si:t.%

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones- VVurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
V. lie \rrlllnKn, I>lrfi'lor

A. I,. .\rtlciirM, I'rt-H.: I.iiuIm Ali-Kriii. \'lc-<'-Prc«,

I nrxi*4-llrd fni-lllflfn for file aluilr of miiMic Id all
It* brnnrhrH. l.nrBf Pl|ic iirittin. Recital Hall,

'2:\\Tt JACKSON STRKKT
•inn l-'ruDflnro, im\. I'boDe Weat 4737

Manning School of Music
JOII\ r. MAWIMi. nirrrlor

.t3-l2 \\ onhlnicton Street, nvnr I'rcMidIo Avenue
Snn KrnnrlHcn. Cnl.

Kor fiirllier Inrorninllnn ndilreMit the aecrelnry of the
•irhonl. or phon, riMlimre rtflf..

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY. Direclor

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Cnntrnlto

'I'vnrher of Sinelne. Coniiilete Course of Operatic Tralo-
inc 1:7:10 IMeree St. Tel. Fillmore 4r».13.

MME. CARRINGTON I^EWYS
Prima Ooona With Strakoseh, Mnpleaon, Etc.

EMLVN L.EWY8
OrKonlBt Fifth Church of Chriat Scleoflat. Formerly

Principal of Vlrsll Piano School, London, Bnclaad.
Rea. Studtn: S4M1 l.yon Street. Phone Fillmore (Ui3

MRS. S. P. MARRACCl, Vocal Teacher
Italian method; II ycara of atnjfe experience; former
priiiin donnu \vi(h CoruNo and Tetr8v;zlnl; coachea puplla
% orally and In Drnnintic Deportment.
Studio. 4t\% < oliinibuN Avenue. Phone Garfield 2276

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAX JOSE, C.AL.

ConferN lleKreea Awards Certlflcntea

For PartieularH apply to Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director SnMla^aky Chuniher Alusio St>«'lely

Will Accept a Kt'W Talentrd Pupils. Studio: 1002 Kohlcr
fk Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

DominicAn College School of Music
SA\ RAFAKI,. CAblFOKMA

^IumIc CouraeM l'hori>ueh and Proirreaalve
Puhllc School >IumIo. Accredited lllploma

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TKACHKR OF SINGING

»7C Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
Appoiutmeuts by Phone—Proapeet a.'t20

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
Orirnnlst Temple Fmanu El. First Church of Christ Scl-
enllMt. Director l.orInK Club. S. F., AVed.. 1017 California
St.. l*hone Franklin 24tO:i: Snt., Flrat Christian Science
Church. Phone Franklin l.'<07; Res. atudio, 3142 Levrlaton
*vp.. Ilerkeley. Phone Piedmont 2-12S.

SENORITA TEODELINDA TERAN
'Cello— Piano tniiKlit by Mnttbay Touch >lethod of the
Royal Academy of London, l-'or appolatments Phone, from
7 to ft P. M.. Prospect fl.%4-t—GafTney Iluildlne.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ oice Culture Diction— Studut: lOS Stockton St.—^lon.
and Thurs. fr4»m '2-Tt, Res. 14ril Sacramento St. Pros. 7r>0,3.

The College of the Holy Names
Lake llcrrltt. Oakland

i'oinplctc Conwervntorj- Course— Piano, Harp. Violin.
'Ccilo, \'oice. Counterpoint. Ilnrmony. History

Head tlip Pacific Coast Musit-al Review, a publication
that should be read by all the music-loving people.
Single copies. 10 cents; by mail $,'i.0(> per year.

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
\D\ \N« i;d i'I I'li.s \« ( i;pti:d

Pupil of Mine. V. StepanolT tllcrlln). M. Sli-veklnic,
and I-:. MoliiTt Scbnilt'/. |>c\v \ork». Studio: 7iM
Heine Hide., lOS Slo<k(on St. Mondays. »-l2. Thurs-
dn>». l"-l. 3-«. Tel. Krarny 2222. Res. Phonet Pied-
mont 7<t(t.

SIGMUND BEEL

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano. Orfcan. Ilnrmony. Ortrnnlst and ^luatcal
Direclor of First I'reshyterlan Church. .\lnme«ln. Home
Studio: 1117 P\HI' S'IRKKT. ALAMKDA. Telephone Ala-
meda l.'.ri. Thursdays, ^lerrlmnn s«.b«„|, 570 Oakland Atc^
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2-770.

Master Clasxt-s tiir \ lolln
Only Talented Pupils A ce<-p t ed

studio llulldlnc. i:{73 Post S|. Tel. Prospect 7r.7

THE PA5M0RE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. II. PoHoiorc—Studios: Suite r.Olt Kohler .V Chase IlldK..
S. F.; ::.-,:tl» Colh-Kc \ve., Ilerkeley. Residence 2I»1 .\lva-
rndo Road. Ilerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

>llis, <»SC\R MANSFKLDT. Pianist
2IM.% nroderi.k S(.. near Clay Telephone Fillmore 3I-I

UNCOLN S. BATCHELDER
IMAMST—-KT'OMPANIST

Slonibrr I'nivcrititjr KxtpHNlon Fnrolty
Slatllo: K37 Shrnilvr t"~ Phaae Park lOOS

DAILY ORGAN RECITALS
(From 12 to 1)

by

UDA WALDROP
at

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Post and Mason Streets

(Saturday and Sunday Excepted)

ADMISSION FREE
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MISICAL REVIEW tOMl'WV
*I.FBED METZCER _ Prmldrnl
THOS. E. ATKINSON VIce-PreMldcnl
MARCl'S I,. SAMl'ELS S*cretnry and Treasurer
Suite SOI Kohler A Chaiie nidc. 26 OTarrell St.. San

Franolsco. Cal. Tel. Kearny MM

ALFRED METZGER
THE LEIGHTON PRESS

Editor

Business Mgr.

.XddreNJ* nil Ilusinf-is t'oiiiinunlt-nf ions l« Tllr. I,KH;HT»>X
PRESS. 5111 Mission Stroel. Snn Fralu-isco, C'uliCurnia

Telephone nou^las .*i3.s0

Make all cheeks, drnfls. money orders or other forma at
reniittanee payable to

PACIFIC COAST MISICAL REVIEW

.\ew Vork OHlce. 57 West S7<h Street

.Mlaa Roaalle Houanian In Charce

heallle OIHce. 1521 Fifteenth Ave.. Seattle. VVaahlnston
Mra. Abble GerrUh-Jonea In Charge

Loa AnKelen Office

TO.') Philharmonic Auditorium. Tel. Pico 24M
Bruno Uavld Lasher In Charge

San DIeEO. Cal.. OOlce. 1834 FIrat Street

Mra. Bertha Slecum In Charee

words. .-Vccording to the records of the Musical
.Association, the guarantors have put up $60,000

a season and the puhlic has put up $75,000. Only
during the last week or two the public and guar-

antors added thereto another $,50,000—the latter

amount being largely donated through fear that

Mr. Hertz was going to leave. Hence the mem-
bers of the Musical Association of San Francisco
have given $60,000, while the public and friends

of Mr". Hertz have contributed $105,000 so far.

or almost seventy per cent of the total. .\nd yet

the Board of (Governors seem to be in the atti-

tude of refusing to recognize the wishes of those

who have donated the larger share of this

amount.
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The P.ACIFIC CO.\ST Ml'SIC-AL REA^IEW la for aale at the

sheet-music departnienta of all leadlns niualc atorea.

Entered aa aecond-clasa mnU matter at S. F. Poatofllce.

SIBSCRIPTIONS
.Annually in .\dvance Inciudins Poatasei

Inlted States _ - »3.00
Foreijin t ountries 4.00

TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

THE SYMPHONY SITUATION

Notwithstanding repeated statements in the

daily papers that it is definitely settled that Al-

fred Hertz is to be re-engaged for ne.xt season,

and President McKee's address at the Palace Ho-
tel indicating that Mr. Hertz would be otTered

re-engagement for ne.xt season, no official state-

ment to this effect has been given out. Indeed,

after discussing the matter with one or two gen-

tlemen high in authority of the Musical Asso-
ciation of San Francisco, we are convinced that

at present there is no intention to re-engage Mr.
Hertz. It also appears from an interview with
Mr. McKee in Saturday's Bulletin that the "Board

of Governors of the Musical Association of San
Francisco is too proud to accept the $10,500 sub-

scribed in fifteen minutes at the Columbia Thea-
tre on Friday afternoon, March 31st. The refusal

to accept this amount is due to the fact that it

is supposed to be conditional upon the re-engage-

ment of Mr. Hertz. We might just as well talk

straight from the shoulder and definite!}' an-

nounce right here that there seems to be no in-

tention nor desire by those in authority to con-

sider the wishes of the musical public and those

guarantors in favor of Mr. Hertz even to the

slightest degree.

\\'e are not making this statement in any spirit

of resentment. We merely wish to put the matter
before our readers, because we have been urged

to do so by quite a number of our friends. Now.
the Pacific Coast Musical Review is neither pub-
lished in the interests of The Musical Associa-

tion of San Francisco, nor in the interests of Mr.
Hertz. From a financial point of view the paper

has not profited to any great e.xtent from these

symphony concerts, nor does it ever expect to

do so. But this journal is published in the in-

terests of the musical public and the musical

profession, and when we discuss the symphony
situation in its minutest details we do so purely

from disinterested motives as far as we are con-

cerned. We want to see that the public gets a

square deal every time. .\nd what we say in this

editorial is meant to be for the best interests of

the profession and the public.

During the last seven years we have had ex-

cellent symphony concerts. That there always

exist differences of opinion regarding the manner
of interpreting classic music cannot be avoided.

Human beings will differ in their tastes, no mat-

ter w-hat happens. But facts speak louder than

.According to President McKee's statement in

the Bulletin last Saturday receipts from subscrip-

tions and single ticket sale amount to $75,000; at

ail average price of $1.50 a ticket, about fifty

thousand people pay to hear symphony concerts.

If we deduct the number of those attending more
than once we ought to have at least 30,000 peo-

ple in San Francisco hearing our symphony con-

certs. And still the Board of Governors, consist-

ing of thirty members, do not recognize the

wishes of thirty thousand music lovers. E.x-Pres-

ident Sproule, at the guarantors meeting in the

Palace Hotel the other day, in replying to an

inquiry by one of the guarantors as to whether
the three years' guarantee asked for would in-

clude an extension of time for the conductor,

said: "No. You have a Board of Governors. You
elect your Board of Governors from j'ear to year.

The Board of Governors elects the Conductor
from year to year. If your Board of Governors
selects a conductor \ou do not like, you can fire

your Board of Governors."

This is all very nice, but once the Board of

Governors has elected a conductor and signed

a contract, it does not make any difference

whether such board is fired or not. If he is a

poor conductor he is saddled on this community
for a year, and in the meantime the public will

stay away from the concerts and the entire sym-
phony situation becomes hopelessly muddled, for

the deficit will be greater in proportion to the

failure of the people to buy tickets. It is evidently

Mr. Sproule's idea that the members of the Mu-
sical .Association and the musical public have no
voice in the selection of their conductor, and
even if they desire to continue bestowing their

patronage upon a conductor who is giving satis-

faction, and the Board of Governors ( with possi-

bly the slightest kind of a majority) is able to

oust him, then the members of the Musical As-
sociation and the musical public must suffer.

Here again we wish to say that we are not jot-

ting down these facts in any spirit of resentment,

but merely as a matter of information to our

readers. The opposition to Mr. Hertz, as far as

we know, comes from a very small number of

people who ordinarily do not give a tinker's im-

precation for music. However, the\' have enough
money to assist in meeting deficits. It is evident-

ly for the purpose of conciliating these elements

that the movement toward the removal of Mr.

Hertz { for after all the resignation is a forced

one) has been started. Now. what seems to us

most puzzling is the fact that the Board of Gov-
ernors refuses to recognize the right of certain

guarantors and the musical public to its opinion

that Mr. Hertz ought to be retained, but it rec-

ognizes the right of Mr. Hertz's opponents to

suggest that he should not be retained. Why
should there be a distinction between those who
like Mr. Hertz and those who do not? We cannot

see the equity of the jjroposition. even though

the officials maintain that there is nothing the

matter but a mere lack of funds. For when this

lack of funds is subscribed, there still remain

more funds to be asked for, and the people are

not even given the satisfaction to know whether
their willingness to meet these additional funds

would insure them the services of their favorite

conductor.

thoroughly and know musical conditions as well

as anyone and possibly better than many. Prior

to Mr. Hertz's advent in this city about 10,000

people attended symphony concerts. Three hun-
dred guarantors subscribed $.W,000, and sub-
scriptions and single tickets amounted to about
$20,000 a season. Today under Mr. Hertz's re-

gime 60,000 people attend symphony concerts.

Seven hundred and fifty guarantors pledge (ac-

cording to latest accounts) $80,000. and subscrip-

tion and the ticket sale in general amounts to

$75,000. Prior to Mr. Hertz twelve concerts were
given during a season. Now the orchestra gives

about si.xty concerts a season. If this does not

indicate that Mr. Hertz has made good and that

he has endeared himself to the public we do not

know anything about musical conditions in this

city and state.

Now. we are asked to give up a certainty for

an uncertainty. The musical public has become
used to Mr. Hertz's effective style of conducting.

He has endeared himself to thousands of us be-

cause of his uncompromising musicianship. His
opponents admit that he is an excellent musician

and a great conductor, but that they don't like

him personally. Ye gods, and little red fishes!

If we had to boycott every artist whom we did

not like personally for one reason or another

there would be precious little art left in the

world. The fact is, Mr. Hertz is one of the few

great symphony conductors in the world, because

he has been active for thirty years and has estab-

lished his reputation through the force of his

efficiency. We are now asked to give him up.

and we are not told who is to take his place. We
must let the Board of Governors of the Musical

Association judge as to who is the best con-

ductor for us. It has been our experience that it

is unwise to give up one certain proposition until

an equally good one or better one has been put

in its place. It is disastrous from a musical stand-

point to destroy anything without first replacing

It with something as good or better. .And as long

as the Board of Governors asks the public to give

up Mr. Hertz without telling the same who is

to take his place, they will meet with bitter op-

position.

\\hen Emil Oberhofer came to this city with

the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra at the .Scot-

tish Rite .Auditorium about a year ago the public

of San Francisco had a chance to show whether

they admired the academic school of conducting.

The fact that even the Scottish Rite Auditorium

could not be filled for these concerts proved that

our people prefer the musicianship of Henz to the

Delsarte art of Oberhofer. Whether this is to their

credit or not has nothing to do with this argimient.

We wish to call attention to the fact that if the

Board of Directors should select a successor to

Mr. Hertz who is not equally forceful, and poetic

when the occasion demands, who does not accen-

tuate rhythm and themes, then the public will stay

awa)- from the symphony concerts, and we hope

that the Board of (Governors will never put this

prophesy to the test, for we KNOW the taste of

our musical public. If the Board of Governors of

the Musical .Association of San Francisco has the

right to demand recognition of its authority on the

matter of selecting a symphony conductor even

against the wishes of most of the guarantors and

the musical public, then the latter have a right to

select for themselves what they really want.

The writer has followed a musical journalistic

career in California since 1895, both on the daily

and weekly press. We have studied the public

If 1500 people can guarantee $10,000 in fifteen

minutes then 30,000 ought to be able to guarantee

$100,000 in a month. If the guarantors and musi-

cal people of San Francisco really WANT Mr.

Hertz and the present symphony orchestra retained

they can call a mass meeting ami see what can be

done in the way of getting a guarantee of $100,000

from 10,000 people under the leadership of some

prominent public spirited citizens. We concede the

right of the Board of Governors of the Musical

.Association of San Francisco to act as it pleases.

But we also concede the right of the musical public

to have what it wants when it is willing to pay for

it. We believe the musical public wants Mr. Ilertz.

Let the public have a say. and if the public will

subscribe the $100,000 guarantee let us do away
with the society element in our musical politics and

let the musical public run the symphony concerts

under the direction of leaders selected by the same.
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The Duties of the Singing Teacher

LAZAR S. SAMOILOFF
Here are some of the duties of the singing teacher:
u) To find out whether there are real possibilities

in the prospective pupil.

(b) To make the pupil feel confident that the teacher
possesses the knowledge and ability to bring out and
develop every bit of talent ilie pupil may possess.

(c) To show clearly that it is not for the money
recompense, but for the love of the art of singing and
the ability of the pupil, that the teacher is Interested

in the student. In order to do this the teacher must
be sincere in his work and possess a great deal of

magnetism, besides knowledge and experience.

Love is the foundation of teaching everything, even
singing. What you can do with a pupil by showing him
that you are humanly interested in him and everything
connected with his welfare, you could never accom-
plish by merely being precise and pedantic, even it

you are the greatest of teachers.

Work and play roust always be connected to keep
the interest and ambition from lagging. No pupil should
walk out of the studio after his lesson with tears in

his eyes, feeling dissatished and unhappy. Even it

things have not gone well, do not discourage him, but
rather All him with the determination to do better. He
must look forward to the next lesson as a pleasure,

not as a punishment.

The quality of the voice is expressive of the char-

acter of the singer. Of course, the quality of the voice
will be greatly improved by proper voice placement,
but it is essentially influenced by the character and
mood of the singer. You cannot expect a singer to pro-

duce beautiful tones when he is feeling aggravated,
harassed, discouraged.

It is, therefore, important to study the character of

each pupil, to know how to approach each one indi-

vidually. Some pupils you aggravate by telling them
that they do not sing correctly, or that they are flat;

you will gain nothing by telling them these truths.

If you will start by saying, "You sing beautifully, but

the tone was a little low'" teven if it were a hair tune
flat), you will be more likely to attain your purpose.

Do not try to keep your dignity as a teacher by a
velvet Jacket, wonderful furniture in your studio, a

colored girl at the door, and by wearing a silk hat and
spats. Maintain your dignity by proving that you are

really in possession of the truth about Voice Culture.

It there be a fault in a voice, locate it quickly, and
go after it so that in a few minutes the pupil can
see and hear the difference. Relaxation of the body and
mouth, especially, will cause a tremendous change in

Just a few minutes. Ih this way you gain the confi-

'•once of the student at once.

To come as near as possible in contact with the

pupil spiritually will help immensely in bringing out

the finer qualities of the voice and artistic abilities.

Give the student freedom to express ills thoughts
and opinions. Do not stilt his expression by continually

making him conscious of the tact that you are the

professor and he merely a student. It frequently hap-

pens that the pupil is more talented and brilliant musi-

cally than the teacher, who may he a master of the

tecbnic of his art. In these cases, it is decidedly unfair

to keep the pupil under tlic domination of the teach-

er's more limited talent. Give the young talent scope
for their ideas; they may be worth more than many of

the teacher's!

You would not think much of a physician who did

Dot read the newest literature about medicine. The
same applies to the singing teacher who does not keep
up with musical events of the day by keeping in touch

with artists and by attending most of the interesting

concerts and operas. Discussing tliese with your pupils

will inspire and encourage them.
Then if you can have your pupils sing tor great

artists, it will be a great source of inspiration to them,

I( any really great artist hears your pupil and hon-

estly (not Just for friendship's sake I compliments him
on possessing exceptional qualities, it will mean more
to the pupil than any praise Irom the teacher. And also

it will set at rest the doubt which lurks in every
pupil's heart, that perhaps it is only the money that

causes the teacher to encourage him.

Go to the opera with students and point out to them
the great difflculties the artists have to overcome be-

fore they receive the enthusiastic applause of the au-

dience (not of the claque only).

Students are the most severe critics, and after two
months' study consider themselves better than many
artists of the opera. One of them went so far as to

say that she did not want to see Farrar play often

for fear of losing her own personality (which, inci-

dentally, 1 should have been happy to have her lose).

But all these things are necessary to develop their

knowledge and bring out their best points.

Even if the pupil is a wonder, the proper presentation

of him to the public requires a great deal of considera-

tion, and It is the teacher's duty to see that he starts

his career in a way tliat offers the most opportunities
for a brilliant future. Of course, concert managers are
supposed to do this, but without the guidance of the

Johanna Kristoffy
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teacher the pupil is left like a baby without parents.
So many unforeseen problems confront the young artist

that it Is at this time that he needs the help and
advice of the teacher more than ever. And it is for

this reason that the teacher should be with the pupil

at all early appearances to protect and encourage him.
It Is just as much the teacher's duty to discourage

mediocre talent as to encourage those really talented.
How many sad and unhappy lives there are. simply be-

cause too high hopes were based on a little bit of tal-

ent, or perhaps no real talent at all?

MUSIC TEACHERS tiUESTS OF MRS. E. E. YOUNG

On Friday evening. March 31st, the San Francisco
Music Teachers' Association held an interesting social

meeting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Young,
Presidio Terrace. There was a large attendance of

members. .Matters of importance were discussed at
length and necessary business was transacted. A de-

cidedly novel program followed. George Kruger, pro-
gram chairman, and Mrs. Young, instead of carrying
musical coals to Newcastle, introduced Miss Katharane
Edtfou, a charming inti'ri)relative danseuse, who gave a
lively description of her visit to tlie Hopi Indians of

Arizona, where she learned many of their dances and
participated in some of their festivals. She said that
when an Indian brave invites a young lady to a dance
he furnishes her costume. She illustrated several of

their special dances, accompanying the steps by a kind
of sing-song or chant. Like the Japanese, these Indian
dances often tell a story by the motions, figures and
gestures. The famous Snake Dance must be rather ap-

palling, as the Snake Men perform it with live snakes
in their mouths, but Miss Edson, who has witnessed
many religious ceremonies, stated that no other had
ever impressed her with a greater sense of spiritual

significance. The rest of the evening was devoted to

social intercourse, and the coffee and hot doughnuts,
now unanimously adopted as the M. T. A, menu for

these monthly meetings, were served and enjoyed by all.

THE NASH CONCERTS

STANFORD UNIVERSITY ORGAN RECITALS

The organ recitals at Stanford University for the
spring quarter will be resumed on Palm Sunday. April

9th. at 4:00 P. M. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Savannah, vio-

linists, will assist Mr. Warren I). Allen. University Or-
ganist, in the Palm Sunday program. Mr. Savannah will

play solos and both artists will appear in works for

two violins with the organ. The program will include
compositions by Buch, Mendelssohn, Rimsky-Korsakow
and others.

Beginning on Monday afternoon at 4:15 Mr. Allen
v.'ill give a series of daily Lenten recitals in celebration
of Holy Week, the programs for which will be an-

nounced from day to day.
On Good Friday. April 14th. there will be no afternoon

recital but in the evening at eight o'clock the Univer-
sity Choir under the direction of Mr. Allen will sing
Dubois' Seven Last Words of Christ. The soloists for

this servi<-e will be Mrs. Ruth May Friend, soprano.
Marshall Monroe, tenor, and Warren Watters, baritone.

The service will be conducted by the Chaplain, the Rev-
erend D. Charles Gardner, and the public is cordially
invited.

On Saturday afternoon at 4:15 Mr. Arthur Hitchcock
of Pomona College will give the organ recital. Mr.
Hitchcock is pianist and accompanist with the Pomona
Glee Club which appears under the auspices of the
Stanford Glee Club at the University on Saturday eve-
ning, April l.'.lh.
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The Nash Ensemble announces a series of six recitals

to be given in the Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis
Hotel, on the following dates: Tuesday evening, April

18th; Thursday evening. May 4th; Tuesday evening,
May 16th, and Friday evenings, May 26th. June 9th and
June 30th, at 8 o'clock. During the past few seasons
the Nash Ensemble has introduced to San Francisco
music lovers rare masterpieces of chamber music of

many periods, in various combinations of wind instru-

ments, strings and piano. Several of the programs each
season give the auditors an opportunity to become ac-

quainted with the lesser known instruments in classical

solo and ensemble work.
Among the novelties to be presented during this

series for the first time in San Francisco are the
Wilhelm Hill Quartet for Piano and Strings, a Pergolesi
Quartet, the Richard Strauss Concerto for French Horn,

a Trio for Piano. Clarinet and Viola by Reinecke, a Son-

ata for Bassoon and Piano written by Saint-Saens a

short time before his death last December, and the

Lalo Violoncello Sonata. The personnel of the Nash
Ensemble remains unchanged save for the addition of

Erail Hahl, who was for many years one of the prin-

cipal viola players of the Symphony Orchestra of Phil-

adelphia and a member of the Schmidt Quartet of that

city. The Nash Ensemble includes the following play-

ers: Miss Carolyn Augusta Nash, piano and violin;

Orley See. violin; Emil Hahl, viola; Venceslao Villal-

pando. violoncello; Louis J. Previati, contrabasso;
Brooks Parker, flute; Frederick C. Zeh, flute; Astorre
Lombardi. oboe; Nicola Zannini, clarinet; Frank Emil
Huske, horn; Eugene B. La Haye, bassoon.
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Sign if it'll nt Music

By ROSALIE HOUSMAN
From the New Ditson's Lists

Space forbids mentiuning all the interesting new pub-

lications from the Boston house, but there are a few
of such outstanding merit, that it is a pleasure to

enumerate them. B^rst to hand are two piano compo-
sitions of the well-known Boston pianist and teacher.

Heinrich Gebhard. a Mazurka Lente and Harlequin's

Serenade; the latter has a particularly fascinating

rhythm and ingratiating melody. It is moderately diffi-

cult and will delight the student for study and recital

There is perhaps more depth of beauty in the Mazurka,
but it makes its appeal through its direct rhythmic
quality. They prove Gebhard a composer of distinction.

The name of Arthur Grantield is new—these various

dances bear an opus one; his music has tlie simplicity

and spontaneity which should be always found in "teach-

ing" music. Danse Moderne and Mme. Waltz are par-

ticularly worthy of attention. Karl Rissland. well known
for his excellent editions of violin classics, has edited

Drdla's well known Souvenir; this is a simplilied edi-

tion and within easy reach of the amateur. Of his own
compositions, there are two of Op. 22, Southern Frolic

and Souvenir du Danse. which invite inspection. Henri
Kowalski's Salut a Pesth. a Hungarian March, has been
arranged in duet form by Benker, and is very effective,

not easy to play, the arrangement being well divided

between the pianists.

Among the music collections in tlie Philharmonic
Orchestra series are Coerne's own arrangement of his

Valse Lente. It is for a small orchestra, such as is

found in schools or colleges; none of the individual

parts make great demands on the performers, and it

is effectively cued, so that there will be little difficulty

in getting adequate ensemble. There is a piano part in

going from a simple little three note melody, with at-

tractive little poems, on to more elaborate tunes, and
it should represent a year's work to a musical child.

It is Just the sort of collection a young mother can use
to begin her little one with, and in the short preface

the supplementary help needed is indicated.

The little melodies in "An Afternoon Tea," an operetta

for children, are simple and delightful, and have a

melodic charm which will make them easy to remember.
The play itself is amusing and bright. Both text and
music are by Harry Hale Pike.

Sonata for Violin and Piano, Mortimer Wilson, Op. 14

The name of Mortimer Wilson is gradually receiving

the recognition that his fine and sturdy musicianship
deserves, and his larger works like the Sonate in ques-

tion, the accolade of publication. I can only hope that

interest will not cease here, just at the beginning of

the high road. The Boston Music Company publish it.

and it bears a dedication to Fritz Kreisler. Mr. Wilson
has written .a compact, modern work, with strong the-

matic material, keen understanding of both instruments
employed, but better yet, is the fact, that he has given

us, music of a kind, to rank with the significant senates

of Franck, Faure, etc., which are representative of the

best of tlie Old World. It is in four movements, in

strict form, though Mr. Wilson's manner of harmonic
expression is free and alive to the many possibilities

of the real present. There is no forced modernism,
rather, au contraire. a spontaneous one, which makes
us assured of his musical sincerity. It is difficult to

pick a favorite section, one ought to hear the work to

adequately judge, as it sounds well to me on paper. I

sincerely hope some one in the West, with true pioneer

spirit, will perform the music.

Sonate Noble, John Powell

We are all glad to welcome Mr. Powell's piano sonate

which has recently been issued by the firm of Schir-

mer's. It is a glad feeling that works of this kind, in

big form, are now appearing, even though intermit-

tently. The public will soon realize that more than

pretty songs are on the presses of the big publishers,

though I admit they are most courageous in issuing the

music of this sort. The sonate bears the title Noble;
it in every way justifies its name. It is a big-felt work,
for the composer's natural instrument, as we are all

proud of Powell, pianist, and it makes no abnormal de-

mands on the performer. Not that it is easy to play,

do not misunderstand me, but it is indigenous to the

piano, which much is not. There are four conventional
movements, and a lovely theme and variations, quite the

most interesting music of it all. Yet there is a charm
about the Minuetto which is absolutely delightful. The
entire work represents a side of American music which
we are very proud of. and I am happy to say to my
Western musical friends—here Is a work we all must
know.

Schirmer's Scholastic Series

In this well known edition recently appeared the third

solo book for piano of Angela Diller and Elizabeth

Quaile. an excellent book of teaching material for the

third grade student. These two prominent teachers have
been editing and collecting splendid things for the
early student, and this collection is in line with their

well known ideals.

The XCI Psalm—Harry Rowe Shelley—a cantata for

mixed voices with four part chorus and organ accom-
paniment, is a splendid piece of music, which can be
used in any church or synagogue. Mr. Shelley has used
the biblical text exclusively, and has written effective

soli and choral numbers. It is really a long anthem,
and the separate sections, into which the work falls,

can be used individually, at the discretion of the or-

ganist or director. It is direct in style, easy to do, and
deTotional in spirit.

Songs Series From Carl Fischer's

I find that Fisiher's have published several interest-

ing series of things of well known composers, three

well arranged spirituals of Clarence Cameron White,
which are true to the type they are taken from, and
which never are over-elaborated; two well written songs

of H. O. Osgood, which have a Celtic flavor, and which
are very singable—Beyond Kanipal's Hills and I Held
Your Heart, are their names, and they have been heard
on a number of recent programs.

Of the seven songs that they have published of Dirk
Foch, a Hollander, who has come to stay with us, it

is difticult to select one's favorite. Mr. Foch has an
infinite variety of style—.^ome are expressed in most
modern idiom, and others have the naivete of the ex-

perienced musician. Mystic Night with its apparent

distant modulations, is very lovely, and full of color,

perhaps, too, a touch of Strauss, yet a beautiful mood
picture. Some, like A Chinese Ode, and Sage Advice,

are more reminiscent of Hugo Wolf, though they have
not his inspiration. In fact, all the seven songs are

worthy of serious attention, and will suit every taste.

Musically, they are above reproach.

^long the Hwang-Ho is a song cycle of Wm. Lester's

to' text of Frederick Martens, which has some of the

Chinese color its title implies. It is issued for high

voice, and also low and medium. The songs are well

contrasted—dramatic, and above all. vocally effective.

But really Chinese as the Griffes songs, they are not.

But the people who appreciated Lester's cycle. Out of

the East, will find a good companion series in these.

Frani<ly Ballads

Every once in a while, among the music received, I

find a melody ballad. So I have let them collect, till now
I have a fairly representative collection of them, and
they are like summer fiction, light in content.

My largest list is from Witmark's. who have estab-

lished a record for the number of successful easy songs

they publish. Their best known composers are Fred-

erick Vanderpool and Arthur Penn. Of the former.

Banished, which is dedicated to and sung by Rosa
Ponselle. is the successor of Values.—Heart to Heart,

a decidedly sentimental song, and Pegeen. a waltz song

with an Irish inflection. Mr. Penn's When Jlay Is

Turning to June, bids fair to be popular, though 1 per-

sonally prefer Your Spirit, which is far more "modern"
than one expected, and the Irish Colleen of My Heart,

to attractive words by Grethen Dick. Then to mention

a few others, let me call your attention to The Sands
of Millane, of Wm. Stickles; They've Hung Bill Jones,

by Lane; Ralph Cox's gypsy song. Sun, Sky and Y'ou.

and a novelty which Cecil Fanning is featuring. Lett,

which is decidedly effective.

Boosey's sent me a number of their successful songs,

which plainly show the difference between the taste of

American and English requirements. The average poe-

try is not as good as we demand, but the pianist is

given more to do than we find among the American
publications. Wilfred Sanderson is one of their BIG
GUNS, and he has the knack of sentimental music to a

fine point. The Stars Have Eyes is typical; The Dream
Canoe of W. H. Squire, -with an elaborate piano part,

is melodic, and good to teach; For Every Day of Ken-
nedy Russell is average: A Lake and a Fairy Boat, to

words of Thomas Hood, and with music by Berta Heck-

er, has an arpeggiated accompaniment which helps very

much, and Alvin Wiggers (unmusical name) has A Bird

in Arcadia, which he dedicates to Galli-Curci, who has

used it. It has not the usual coloratura passages, but

lies high and isn't as easy as it looks.

The Music of The Pilgrims. Waldo Sedden Pratt

Published by the Oliver Ditson Co.

The publication of his booklet is most timely, as the

tercentenary of the landing of the Pilgrims is being fit-

tingly celebrated this year at Plymouth, where the

Pilgrims first knew their Promised Land. It is an en-

largement of a paper, read to the International Coun-

cil, held last year in Boston, and discussed at length

the old psalm tunes, which the Pilgrims brought over

from England, and which they used in their daily wor-

ship. Musically, as w-ell as historically, it is most inter-

esting reading, and the old tunes are typical of the un-

deviating faith of those older people. Looking over

these old hymn tunes, it is of interest to notice that

many are influenced by a modal line, some, in fact, are

.so definitely so. that if one should harmonize them, this

must be the first consideration. Very wisely. Mr. Pratt

has left them unbarred, as the rhythmic line seems very

free. Some have been carefully harmonized at the end

of the book, to show the possibilities; but, to my think-

ing, it will reauire a very skillful as well as sensitive

creative musician to do them justice.

Vanderpool. Values, have had recognition from so many
of the best known artists, not only in the concert Held

but also in the operatic, that a complete list would
seem almost like reading a roster ot the Metropolitan
and Chicago Opera Companies. Just to mention a few
who are constantly using one or the other, or both of

these songs: Clarence Whitehill. Reinald Werrenrath,
Thomas Chalmers, Dorothy Jardon, Lenore Sparkes,
Marie Tiffany, Jeanne Gordon, Cyrena Van Gordon,
Florence Macbeth. Prances Alda, Claudia Musio, Paul
Althou.se. Martinelli, etc.

A Negro Spiritual that has had considerable fame is

Golden Crown, by Rupert Graves and Herman Gant-
voort. This song has attained an enviable position

among the well-known spirituals. Oscar Seagle, Am-
parito Farrar. Ernest Hare and Frank Croxtan have
used it on all occasions, not only for its beauty and
simpleness of form, but because they have found it

what an actor would call "an encore proof" song. It

never fails to demand a repetition.

The Light is among the most useful as well as popu-

lar songs to come off the 1920 press, for although it has
a great dramatic and musical appeal, it also has the

spiritual and uplifting qualities of the sacred song,

hence it has served the purpose of a double vehicle

for the artists who are responsible for its introduction

and continued popularity. Among the better known
names on whose programs we find it are: Allessandro

Bonci. Fred Patton. Charles Harrison and Greek Evans.

Mammy Dear, by Frank Grey, and Sunrise and You,

by Arthur Penn, are among the most popular ballads

that the concert and recording lists have shown tor

some time past. Edward Johnson of the Chicago Opera
Company has been using both songs, having recorded

the latter, and other artists who sing them are Elsie

Baker. Barbara Maurel. William Simmons, Jessie Lee
Masters. Olive Kline. Lenora Sparkes. Alice Moncrieffe.

Earle Tuckerman. George Meader. Paul Althouse, James
Stanley. Grace Nelson. Will Oakland. John Hand. George
Reimherr. Gordon Kay and Harvey Hindermyer.

My Little Sunflower. Goodnight, a delightful south-

ern lullaby, has had the distinction of being featured

by Carolina Lazzari, Lenora Sparkes. Cyrena Van Gor-

don. Olive Kline. James Stanley, Marie Morrisey. Jeanne
Gordon. Earle Tuckerman and Alma Bruce Beck.

Victor Herbert's Molly, though not of the most re-

cent English numbers, has still continued to so inter-

est and please its hearers whenever it has been pro-

grammed or used as an encore by John McCormack.
Reinald Werrenrath and that young singer of musical

comedy fame. Colin O'Moore. The Werrenrath record

continues to be a regular "omnipresent" in all homes
of other nationalities as well as those whose flags carry

a golden harp with a green background, though it has
very obviously the Irish appeal.

Another of the songs that has continued to hold its

own along with the Victor Herbert number is Clay
Smith's Sorter Miss You. which was made popular on
a record by the famous Diva of the Metropolitan Opera
Company. Madame Frances Alda. This song has been
programmed by her and many other leading concert
artists, and strange to say. its appeal has been so uni-

versal that we find it not only in the repertoires of the

most famous musical lights, but also on the programs
of every Chautauqua singer on record. After the name
of .\lda with which this song is closely associated, we
notice others: Oscar Seagle, Arthur Middleton, Flor-

ence Otis, Alice Moncrieffe, Marjorie IVIaxwell (Chi-

cago Opera Company). Flora Perini (Metropolitan Op-
era Company), Cecil Fanning, Charles Harrison, Marie
Morrisey, etc.

A FEW ENGLISH SONGS
There was a time one could say that English songs

were fast coming into their own. but that time has long

since passed and we now find ourselves reviewing and

recording a selected list of the most popular ones. They
have been made so by well-known artists, artists on

concert and operatic stage, irrespective of their na-

tionality, for the foreign artist is now fully aware that

we are presenting worth-while material.

Reinald Werrenrath, who is an exponent of the bet-

ter class of English song, and a scholar in English mu-
sical literature as well, has once again had great suc-

cess in presenting all-English programs, his last one

having been his Carnegie Hall recital January 9th of

this year. Among his most successful numbers along

with folk and other songs have been—a new song by
Arthur Penn. Colleen O' My Heart (which he sang at

the January 9th concert) and Smilin' Through, by the

same composer. The press notices from all over the

country have corroborated the baritone's opinion of

their worth and have accorded them generous praise.

Smilin' Through and a companion piece by Frederick

COMMUNITY MUSIC IN OXNARD

Through the agency of Community Service the town
ot Oxnard is undertaking a program of musical activi-

ties in connection with the recreational work of that

organization along other lines. Tuesday evening, Jan-

uary 31st, the first community musical evening was held
at Oxnard. On this occasion the musical features of the

program were furnished by the solo quartet of Temple
Emanu El of Los Angeles, under the direction of Gage
Christopher, well known baritone and musical director,

whose members gave a most delightful program of solos.

duets and quartets.

The members of the quartet are: Miss Ruth Dickey,

soprano: Mrs. Max Breetwor. contralto: Lore Ludwick,
tenor: (jage Christopher, basso, with Mrs. Nellie Blan-

kenhorn. accompanist, .\mong other numbers the quartet

featured several selections of traditional Hebrew melo-

dies from the service of the synogague. Following the

formal musical program Mr. Christopher led the audi-

ence in a brief community "sing."

The music department of Oxnard Community Service,

of which Paul Lehmann. prominent merchant and music
patron of Oxnard. is chairman, ha? plans for a series of

these community programs and also for the organiza-

tion of a choral society. During February the department
was supervising a class in community music with the

assistance ot Alexander Stewart. Community Music or-

ganizer for California for Community Service, Inc.

The Greek Theatre management makes the announce-

ment that the support of the San Francisco Symphony
concerts by the East Bay public was greater this year

than in any previous season. Harmon Gymnasium was
practically filled for the final concert on March 22nd. A
fall season is planned, for which over 700 subscriptions

have already been received. This is larger than the

total number of subscribers for the fall season of 1921.

Full plans for the fall season will be announced later.
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MEROLA TO CONDUCT OPEN AIR OPERA

Amphitheatre Seating Twenty Thousand People Now In
Course of Construction and Productions to Intro-

duce Distinguished Art.sts

Id the San Francisco Examiner of April 12th we And
the following interesting announcement:
"An open air opera theatre, which will seat 20.000, Is

planned fur Stanford l"niversity"s million dollar sta-
dium. Contractors are building tiie open air auditorium
and the Immense stage. The opera season, which will
bring many of the most famous voices in the world
here, will be held in June. The theatre will be the larg-
est of its kind in the world. Maestro Gaetano Merola
of the Metropolitun Grand Opera Company will be the
directing genius He plans to bring the largest ballet
and chorus ever seen on an operatic stage for the open
air season at Stanford University next June.
"The Stanford Endowment Fund, the Organ Memorial

Hall Fund, the Stanford Clinic of San Francisco and the
Home for Convalescent Children on the campus will be
the beneficiaries. After many trials, lasting several
weeks, experts have solved the acoustic problems of the
huge stadium. The seating plan has been so arranged
as to give a clear view of the stage from each of the
20,000 chairs. They also say that it will be possible
to hear the artists from every seat.

"Director Merola. who has been a leading director of
operas for many years in N'ew York. Chicago. London,
Paris and Milan, promises some of thbe world's most
famous voices for the June season. Among the noted
stars will be Giovanni Martinelli. tenor of the Metro-
politan Grand Opera Company. This will be Martinellis
first visit to the Pacific Coast. Merola will have a pro-
gram of operas which will include the most popular of
the classics."

AN UNINTENTIONAL OMISSION

In the report of the first recital of the Berkeley String
Quartet which appeared in a recent issue of the Paci-
fic Coast Musical Review our informant unintentionally
omitted to include the name of Miss Elizabeth Simpson,
who was the pianist of this occasion. Although a little

belated we wish to add here that Miss Simpson, the
well known Berkeley pianist and pedagogue, proved
herself an ensemble player par excellence. Her fluent
playing in the E flat Beethoven Quartet blended in a
highly artistic and unobtrusive fashion with the string
instruments. Miss Simpson shared no little in the suc-
cess of the new organization, and her recognition was
well deserved. The second event of this series of two
concerts by the Berkeley String Quartet took place
last Tuesday evening, and we shall publish a review of
same in the next issue.

MRS. ABBIE GERRISH-JONES SUSTAINS LOSS

The many friends of Mrs. Abbie Gerrish-Jones, Seat-
tle representative of the Pacific Coast Musical Review,
will be sorry to hear that she sustained the loss of
her mother recently, who lived in Sacramento tor many
years and was known as Mrs. Sarah J. Gerrish. She was
a native of Northampton. Mass.. a woman of unusual
personality, greatly beloved by everyone she became
associated with and respected for her fine character
and principles. During the zenith of her career she was
possessed of a beautiful soprano voice and well known
In musical circles. Mrs. Jones came to California to
attend the funeral. Mrs. Gerrish was laid to rest beside
her husband in Sacramento. She was a pioneer and
belonged among the oldest and most beloved residents
of the State capital.

AN HOUR OF INTIMATE PIANO MUSIC

The first Musicale Intime given by Miss Constance
Beardtley at La Gaite Francaise en April 4th brought
out a small but keenly appreciative group of musical
people. It is predicted that the rare enjoyment afforded
Miss Beardsley's hearers by her exquisite rendition of
the various numbers on her program—chosen from the
more familiar compositions—and her interpretation,
displaying a great depth of imaginative portrayal, will
set the seal of popular approval on musicales of this
nature, of which Miss Beardsley's Hour of Intimate
Piano Music is an innovation. The program presented
on this occasion was as follows: Fuga. Preludium
(Bach): Prelude. Prelude. Mazurka. Waltz, I-'uneral
March (from B minor Sonata), Etude (Revolutionary)
(Chopini; La Cathedral Engloutis (Sunken Cathedral),
Claire de Lune, Arabesque (Debussy); .\u Couvent (At
the Convent) (Borodine); Serenade. Pollchinelle (The
Clowni (RachmaninolT). Miss Beardsley gave for her
encore Rachmaninoff's well known Prelude in C sharp
minor. MAUDE G. McFAUL.

THE CORRECT ATTITUDE TOWARD GERMANS

We take pleasure to reproduce here a portion of an
editorial from (he San Francisco Call of April 10th In
which the new .American Ambassador to Germany is
lauded for his courageous words delivered recently In
New York. We trust that some of our readers will
paste this in their hats, and show it to some of their
friends who seem to think that the war is not yet
ended. Here is the quotation:
The United States has sent an ambassador to Ger-

many again, the first In five years, and It is important
that the people of this country should know the spirit
In which he goes to that land, once so proud, now so
humbled. His name is Alanson B. Houghton, a business
man, who manufactures glass at Corning, N. X. He was
given a dinner Just before he sailed and he listened
to many speeches. He replied: "May I express my
gratification that you have not addressed me as If I

were a missionary about to start for the Cannibal Is-

lands?" Though he did not discuss the details of Amer-
ica's foreign problems he did say: "If I cannot discuss
the problems themselves I can, perhaps, with some
show of propriety, comment on the mental attitude in
which it seems to me these problems should be a[>-

proached.
"First and foremost I do not believe in the moral or

spiritual or even the economic value of hate. Hate
ser^'es no useful purpose. It is far more dangerous to
those who hate than to those who are hated. It leads
only to confusion and destruction. And as I leave this
country I have in mind far more the hundred years of
peace and friendship and abundant good will which
bound the German and American peoples together than
the few years of war and misunderstanding which have
separated them. 1 want to renew and strengthen again
those ancient ties of respect and mutual service.
"We cannot ourselves be happy and contented as

a nation so long as our own fellow citizens of German
ancestry are unhappy and embittered by a sense of in-

justice. Surely a better understanding must be sought
by all. Moreover. I know no reason why we should ex-
pect a great and proud nation to do something which,
under similar circumrtances. we ourselves would not
do. The war is ended. The loser to its ability must foot
the bill. But its causes, the apportionment of blame or
guilt, are matters which, frankly, 1, for one, will not
longer discuss. . . ."

Henrik Gjerdrum's younger pupils gave an interesting
recital at Mr. Gjerdrum's new residence studio, 2321
Jackson Street, on April 1st. About fifty guests were

FHITZ KIIICISI.EH
The M'orlil Reni>»ned Violin Virtu-
«Ko, hy >lany Kt-Kartled qn the
c;r«..ile)*| \'ioliniNl 4tf the I>.n>-, Who
Will Appfiir .-It th»' l^vpiiKitiiin .\u-
illli>rluni 'r4iiiii>rro%v Aft«rn«iun.

present to enjoy the well rendered program which
opened with the second movement of Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony in duet form played by Miss Helen O'Shaugh-
nessy and Mr. Gjerdrum. The children's program fol-

lowed, the following numbers being played in excellent
manner: Pixies Waltz Song (Brown). Clair Weidenmul-
ler and Adele Gantner; Brownies (Reynold). Alfred Es-
berg; Golden Star Waltz (Streabbogl. Ethel and Einar
Wennerblad; Pixies Good Night Song (Brown), Claire
WeidenmuUer: Study in G minor (Heller). Constance
Ramaclotti: La Grace (Bohm), Maude WeidenmuUer
and Maria Lehner; Hungarian Dance (Brahms), Alfred
and Ernest Esberg; Papillons Roses (Thome), Bessie
O'Shaughnessy: Berceuse (Godard), Maude Weidenmul-
ler; Mazurka (Ganne). Bessie O'Shaughnessy and John
Gantner: Simple Confession (Thome), Ernest Esberg:
Valse de Concert (Newlandl, John Gantner; May Bells
(Bohm), Adela Gantner; Two Spanish Dances (Mosz-
kowskl), John and Vallejo Gantner.

Elsie Cook-Hughes, the brilliant pianist and accom-
panist, played the accompaniments for Joseph Schwarz.
the noted baritone of the Chicago Grand Opera Co., on
Monday. March 27th. when he sang at the Oakland Ra-
dio Station. The selection was the Prologue from Pag-
liacc) .Mrs. Hughes also scored a decided artistic suc-
cess when appearing as accompanist to May Mukle.
the distinguished English cello virtuoso, at several o(
her concerts here.

Sir Henry Heyman, who always favors us with re-

ports of interest to musical readers, told us upon his
return from his Eastern trip that he met Adolphe D.
de Castro in Los .Angeles recently. Mr. de Castro was
formerly known as Adolphe Danziger and was resident
of San Francisco (or a number of years. He was known
to music lovers because of his excellent criticisms in
the News Letter and other publications. Mr. Danziger
recently published a book of poems entitled In the

Garden of Abdullah and Other Poems which has created
quite a furore in literary circles. In explanation of the
change of name we quote from an announcement pre-
sented to us through the courtesy of Sir Henry Hey-
man which reads as follows; "Mr. -Adolphe D. de Cas-
tro, formerly known as Adolphe Danziger. Ex-American
Consul at Madrid. Spain, and member of the bar. Su-
preme Court of the I'nitcd Slates, has the honor to an-
nounce that by order of court, effective October 18th.

1921, he has been permitted to resume the ancient
name of his family and will hereafter be known under
the name of .Adolphe Danziger de Castro."

Miss Carrie Jones, pianist, gave a musicale on Sun-
day, March 26th. at the studio of Alma Schmidt-Ken-
nedy, 1537 Euclid Avenue, Berkeley, when she pre-

sented the following excellent program in a most ar-

tistic manner: (a) Rondo. G major (Beethoven), (a)

Fugue. A minor (Bach); (a) Phantasie, Op. 17 (First
Movement) (Schumann), (b) Papillons (Schumann);
(a) Peace of the Woods (Grieg), (b) Puck (Grieg),
(c) La Fileuse (Raff), (d) Etude, Op. 25, No. 6 (Cho-
pin), (e) At the Fountain (Scholtz).

Ferris Hartman, for many years one of the most pop-
ular and most artistic comedians of light operas ever
appearing in San Francisco, is a resident of this city,

having come from Los Angeles, where he was active in

the motion picture industry, and says that he, together
with Paul Steindorff, upon the urgent request of hun-
dreds of light opera enthusiasts, is organizing a com-
pany to give a season cf light opera in the bay region.
Particulars will appear as scon as plans have pro-
gressed further.

Miss Lillian Hodgehead, member of the faculty of the
Ada Clement Music School, introduced her pupil Ruth
Cook in a piano program at the school on Friday eve-
ning. March 10th. The following compo.^itions were ex-

cellently interpreted and showed diligence and adapt-
ability on the part of the young musician: Prelude in C
minor (Bach). Sonata. Op. 36 (Scarlatti): Nocturne,
Op. 37, No. 1 (Chopin). Scenes From Childhood (Schu-
mann); To a Wild Rose (MacDowell). In Autumn (Mac-
Dowell). Clair de Lune (Debussy). Waltz. Op. 20. No. 3

(Karganoff).

Warren D. Allen, organist of Stanford University, an-
nounces organ recitals at Stanford Memorial Church
for the week beginning Easter Sunday, as follows:
Christus resurrexil (Oreste Ravanello) ; In Paradisum
ITh. Dubois): Easter Morning (Otto Mailing); Hallelu-
jah Chorus (from The Messiah) (Handel). Tuesday.
-April 18th, at 4:1.5 p. m. Sunday's program will be re-

peated. Thursday. April 20th. at 4:15 p. m. ; Three
Pieces. Op. 29 (Pieme) ; Prelude in G major (Mendel-
ssohn) ; Triumphal -March (T. Tertius Noble).

The Pacific Players, under the direction of Nathaniel
Anderson, will give its fourth production, which will

include a musical program by Mrs. .Anna Morse. The
selection of the playlets is an odd one and calculated

to permit the audience to indulge in emotions of va-

ried nature; they are by the same author. Susan Glas-

pell, namely. Trifles, and Suppressed Desires. In the
one. suggestion is strongly felt, and in the other psy-

choanalysis is treated with bold humor. The players are
Paul Merrick. Dudley R. Douglas. Mr. Anderson, Wini-
fred Buster. Jane Seagrave and Ethel Darling. The per-

formance will be at Sorosis Hall. 536 Sutter street,

Tuesday evening. May 2nd.

CLUB FEDERATION CONVENTION NUMBER

During the course of a musical season the Pa-
cific Coast Musical Review is frequently asked for

advice by resident artists how to introduce them-
selves to the musical clubs of the State. Since
there is no music club directory and since there

is no complete list of clubs and officers published
there is no way to reach the musical clubs except
through inquiry in managerial offices. But man-
agers are not anxious to give lists they have com-
piled carefully for years to anyone who may ask
for them. Now, this year San Francisco is the
convention city of the California Federation of

Music Clubs and about seventy or more of these
clubs will be represented in this convention. Some
of these engage artists at liberal remunerations,
others do not pay so very much, but most of them
are in the field for artists next season. The Paci-

fic Coast Musical Review will publish a conven-
tion number on April 29th. one day prior to the
opening of the Convention, partly to show what
the musical clubs of the State are doing and be-

stowing credit upon their officers, and partly be-

cause this will be a fine opportunity for resident

artists to introduce themselves to clubs by means
of announcements and biographical sketches, prior

to the new season and in sufficient time to escape
a full list of bookings. The wide-awake artist or

musical organization will see the excellent chance
he has here to assure some engagements for the

new season of 1922-1923. For further announce-
ments see another page of this paper.

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
jrST KETIRXKD FROM El ROPE

Slodloi 405 Kohler it Tkaae Hide. Tel. Keamr K4M
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For more than eighty-four years—since William Knabe created his

first Knabe piano—his ideals have been developed into the wonder-
ful Knabe of today.

Every minute detail of its construction must pass the most rigid

and critical inspection, through its many operations in building.

Each individual piece of material used in a Knabe must pass under
the trained eye of a master craftsman, as the instrument is slowly

and painstakingly created.

The Knabe is distinctly a Knabe product, each and everj- com-
ponent part being made in the Knabe factor}', thus insuring a uni-

formity and harmony of constructural detail essential to artistic

perfection.

Knabe quality quite naturally creates an expectancy of high price, when in

tact compared with other well known and good pianos, it is the least expen-
sive to buy. Its long years of musical life and satisfaction reduces its yearly
investment to a very small amount.
^"herever pianos are known in any part of the world, the Knabe is known,
revered and honored, in the most refined homes, therefore the Knabe is the
piano for your home.
Leopold Godowsky. pianist of pianists, generally acknowledged the greatest
master of today, like the masters of the past and present, chooses the Knabe
above all other pianos as the supreme medium of the expression of his art.

We believe you will find the Knabe literature very interesting. It's different

from the usual catalog style and will be sent on application by mail, if not
convenient to call. Other pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time payments
if desired.

Exhibition of Grands and Uprights

The Incomparable Knabe AMPICO
reproduces tie art ot the great pianists in all its perfection, indistin-

guishable from the personal performance of the living pianist himself.
as if hands were actually touching the keys.
We carry the Ampico in different models and makes—grands and up-
rights, varying in price to be within reach of all music lovers.

Literature, catalogs, prices, etc., on requesL If possible call for demon-
stration. Exchanges—also payments in reason.

KOHLER & CHASE AMPICO PARLORS

Main Store: 26 O'Farrell St.

Oakland Store: 535 14th St.

Mission Store: 2460 Mission St.

121 North First St., San Jose

Kohler & Chase, 26 OTar-
rel! St.. San Francisco
Please send lileraturt. prices

and terms of „

(Mention Knabe Grand.
Upright or Aropico.)

§arab

Sobtusnu

Buff

Will Conduct

Master Classes
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Art of Singing

in

San Francisco

June, July

August

TEACHER OF

iHary (Sarint (Srr iFirst Pn;ixl)

iHary iBrCCnrmir ((Thtrano ©;irra (Co.)
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

Los Angeles. April 10.—Mary Garden and her operatic
caravan are In town and the town Is lining up in haste.
Of course there Is little to say yet about the local
season as this letter will leave Just about at the hour
when the curtain gjes up on L'Amore de Tre Re. the
opera repeated from last year by request. A capacity
audience will be present.
Queen Mary of Opera Land received the press rep-

resentatives In audience last evening. To Judge from the
printed quotations she Is never In need of a subject,
even if it be the latent murder In Oklahoma City. Mary
said that she would like to become a detective as she
is Interested in meeting cnniin.Tls. such as murderers.
Maybe she will become District Attorney for Chicago
in case she does not remain directrix, though she Inti-

mated that she might remain at the helm of the Chicago
Grand Opera Association, provided the people of the
windy city surrender 500 hostages to the tune of $1000
per annum for five consecutive years.

As I said. Marj- Garden Is eager to get Into the de-
tective game. She has "created" so many roles and
made them famous, that I am not sure whether Mary
Garden would not really be the very person to stop our
national crime wave. Thus It will be of interest to
Paillic Coast .Musical Review readers to have a ver-
batim quotation of Mary Garden's hint at her future
vocation. The clipping is taken from the Los Angeles
Times: "I am Just crazy about crime," she confessed.
"I think 1 shall end my days as a detective. I want to
meet all the murderers, personally, and find out Just
why they take people's lives. You know what makes
me mad? It is the members of my own sex. Think of
that charming officer killed by Judge Day. Think of
shooting down such a splendid man without warning.
It's a pretty lite Mrs. Day has to face. Oh, there's more
real tragedy in the real world than in the reel world.
I tell you. And yet. the greatest tragedy Is the slaying
of human souls with bitter words, not the spilling of
blood with knives and guns."

If .Mary turns a Lady Lorabroso, I would not be sur-
prised to hear that universities will vie with each
other In offering her a chair and make her doctor
honoris causa for criminology. Apropos, we shall not
hear her in that charming role of the Juggler of Notre
Dame, as the bill has been changed to Louise, another
role she has made famous. The substitution of the
Charpentier work has been undertaken by public re-
quest. Edith Mason took the place of Rosa Raisa at
the open air concert given under the auspices of the
Los Angeles Evening Express. Miss Raisa is suffering
from a slight cold but will sing the part of Malella
tomorrow night. Stupendous preparations have been
made by Impresario Rehymer and his captain of pub-
licity. .Miss Rena MacDonald. to set the public stage
for the event of the season, the coming of the Chicago
Grand Opera Company. Newspapers are featuring the
various performances during the coming week In un-
precedented manner, while many stores are featuring
stars and operas In striking individual ways. Los An-
geles is realizing the artistic inomentousness of this
visit and is standing back of its veteran impresario.
On the other hand, there is no gainsaying in pointing
to the fart that the week, inilnding the present Lenten

MIROVITCH
PIAXISTCOMPO.SER

Master Class in Piano Playing

(Players and Auditors)

Bc<jmning April i2, in Los Angeles

(6 IVeeks. 24 Sessions)

For Detailed Information Apply to
L. E. Behymer, 705 Auditorium nidg.

"FITZGERALD'S for the adi'ancrmenl of music"

CADMAN chooses THE RNABE
This eminent composer-pianist has selected for his home

ami for all his concerts

THE KNABE
Whenever great musicians—pianists and singers—demand

purity of tone that will enhance the beauty of their inter-

pretations, they invariably choose this superb piano.

The AMPICO In The KNABE

IriTZGERAL^
HILL STREET ^^^ AT 7^7-72.^

Los Angeles

Also at 333 Pine Ai'e., Long Bemh

season and nearness of the Easter holidays with its

excursion temptation, have somewhat slackened the
sale of tickets. Of course the prices of ticki^ts are none
too easy on the average-sized purse. To that must be
added the influence of press dispatches telling of Miss
Garden's indisposition which, however, were forcefully
counteracted through announcements from the Behy-
mer office dwelling on the splendid repertoire offered
here with casts as scheduled, including Mary Garden
herself. As an educational event, too, the visit of the
Chicago Opera Company is being featured in unex-
ceeded manner. Several public lecture courses are given
by teachers and clubs, and the Extension Division of
the University of California is holding public lectures
every afternoon, Dr. Bruce Gordon Kingsley presenting
the various operatic subjects, one every afternoon.
Los Angeles is looking forward to a week of music-

dramatic brilliancy. L'Amore de Tre Re and Salome
are more than sold out. while receipts for Jewels of
the Madonna, Thais, Romeo and Juliet. Louise, and
Tannhauser. are swelling fast in the sign of waiting
lines at the box office.

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE Cri-THRE—rOACHIIVG IN RKPERTOIRB

OPERA CLASSES INCUITDING COMPLETE
PRESENTATIONS

Studio 1324 S. FlsTucroa. Phone 21ft05

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Avnlloble for Concerts nnd Recitals

Limited Number of Advnnced Pui>IIh Accepted
VloilnlNt LoH AneeleH I'rlo

Studio: 3:::: Mu^Ic AfIn studio nidi;?. Phone 10082

EMILE FERIR

Tschaikowsky's Fourth Symphony found an enjoya-
ble performance by the Los Angeles Symphony Orches-
tra under the Rothwell baton at the last Popular Con-
cert. The public was distinctly thrilled by the vitality

of color and rhythmic vigor Mr. Rothwell infused into
the reading. This symphony is one of the pieces de
bravoura for the orchestra who thrill their audiences,
specially in the pizzicato movement and the forceful
closing movement. Mr. de Busscher's oboe playing was
one of the lovely individual features of the perform-
ance. W. E. Hullinger manages well the rapid piccolo
phrases in the Scherzo. Somehow I think- the first and
second violins, grouped together on the left, proved
somewhat dominant as to blending of tone, while I

am glad to say. that the recent change in seating of
the orchestra undertaken by Mr. Rothwell has been
often very pleasing in ensemble effects. This sym-
phony was played here by the New York Philharmonic
last year, and I remember particularly how the emi-
nently colorful pitch of the timpani in the first move-
ment contributed to the total effect of their performanc-e.
Now. the timpani used yesterday, did not have that
quality. They proved to be only rhythmic accents and
accelerators, but had not the color value which made
those of the New York Philharmonic more than a mere
percussion instrument. Not to be misunderstood, I

should add, that Charles L. White, our timpanist, is

a fine player.

Solo VlnliHt
Phllh. Orfhentrn

Concert nnd ReclfaN—Follonrt '\'8ii>e*M >lethod In

Tench infi; VIoiin. VIoln, lOnKcnihle I'lnyinR
Studio: 41U S. Lincoln, Glendnle. Phone: Glendnle ::089

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
PIAMSTE—Member "L'EnNemble Moderne"

Studio: 912 W. 20th St. Phone: 24667

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication
that should be read by all the music-loving people.
Single copies, 10 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.

^ii^fnia

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATER

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
OF 50 MUSICIANS

ELINOR, Conducting
Prourunt ( iintiiienclnii: Sunday. \|irll lltth

oi» WAV nowN rpoN de SWANEE niUllKR
- KoMtcr

(b> IXTKRMEZZO ELRGAXTK Offenbach
<r( HOW MAW nO VtU' HKCALI.f (a MedicT

nf Old FniorlteH) \rrnnKed by Mr. Fllunr
In Conjunction «ilh "\ VIKIilN P\R\niSF,"

%vlth Pi'iirl White

GRAUMAN'S
MILLION DOLLAR THEATRE

Broadway at Third

LOS ANGELES

GREATER

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

MISHA GUTERSON, CONDUCTOR

Sunday Morning Concerts
Every Sunday, Starting «t 11 A. M.

Soloittt From Operatic and Concert Stage

ALL SEATS RESERVED

50 Cents
and War Tax

Which Includes the prlvileQe of remaining for the
regular Grauman Photoplay program. It is advisa-
ble that seatt be lecured several days In advance
in order to secure choice locattons and avoid wait-
ing in line on Sunday.
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ANNE Mcpherson—Soprano
Ear Training, Jttiht R^sdmf, Voice Culture

ladlTldaal Mvibod* for f*rofr*«loiiJiU and <*tadr»ta
!*ladlo; \anijrrhlit fintrl. '<2<I H. Hopr, I'lro 1724

iLYA BRONsoN ..„.,.;-."„;/';.';\

M«-Bil»«-r Trio Imtlm*-. l.n^ \ns:rl*-« Trio, Pfcilkarmonle
Hum rt ft Inairu'-ilon. ( hamlivr Manir- K«-rltal«

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET onrr'rl* KfrllaU
' luh I'rocramft

J»«» f'olMr-ll. Ifax«-I R. \ndt-rnn». Kdaa t". \ oorhr«r«. I>al»7
V. F*rld^aav, \ hhir \orton Jaml*on. r>lrr«-tftr-Arroaipaa*
t»tf. 20'JI <>. Ilooirr. l*faon«- ZTIItn.'..

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
*'OI*E A.iiD MODKR'r 1. 4 ?«r«L'AOEt
Sindloa: Oamat Clnb, 1044 9. Hape

For Inqnlrlaa pbon« AOOm

ZOELLNER QUARTET
Manaceaaeat H. A \. Cnlh^riann. Aroilaa Halt, "lew T*rk

*»rloaa *f odrnt* 4 erupted
Per*o«al Addr«>«ai 1250 W|ad«or BWd^ f^a Aa^alaa

Florence middaugh— contralto
< oBcer-t*—Oratorio— R«4Hta|s

Taea4ar ' Fridar Meralasa, AM MDatf Arta Bldc-
Loa Aast-lfa. <*iodlo Phone 10Os2. Rv-aldcare Mala 9.'^««

GREGORY KRP:SH0VER
ASSISTA'.T MUSICAL DIRECTOR
m««If>S THKATHF- I.O«l 4fr;EI.ER

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Mcrber College of Mui-c
306 Blanchard Hall, Lot Angelea—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLOWE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchcttra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Lo« An|elei
Ret. Phone: 5790M

New to Los Angelea was the Dance of the Amazons
by Lladow. To judge it from one bearing I cannot bat
think it disappointing. It is bearily scored, but has
little to say, and ends abruptly before a real masical
climax li attained. Calmon Laboriski. member of the
first Tiolin section, was the soloist in the Symphony
Espagnole. His playing had bigness, technically and
as regards Interpretation. There did occur occasionally
tonal shortcomings, slight Imparities of pitch in rapid,

highly written passages, thus the pore color as well as
traoslacency of his tone, which had won him so many
admirers during the briefness of his residence here, was
not always present. Perhaps Mr. Lnboriski was tempted
to force his tone at times, thu; handicapping it some-
what in size and quality of tone daring intricate presto
episodes. This I* merely an assomption, for In Its en-
tirety his performance was one showing rare poise and
truly oDDSual skill of execution. Eren durlog the most
treacherous passages his bowing possessed that mu-
sically compelling force which charges the tone with
convincing ribratory power, only inborn mosicianship
and fluent rlrtuosity combined can produce. His legato
work is of the kind one might call "bel canto of the

violin," pouring forth luscions sweet tones of glowing
timbre and roundness. Was his technical command al-

ready impressive, then Laboriski also swept bis audi-

ence with him through his interpretative eloquence.
Thus there was a volume and intensity of applause
after every movement and specially at the close, as
has not often reverberated in the Auditorium.

t 0*f|*^i-i:f(-fl \ M^T

COLLEGE OF MCSIC
UniverHitr ol Southern California

All Branrhra Tapcht
Ulatlavalahed Faraltr— *ttroac Co«ra«a

9ead for f.atalos

320I Soath FIsDcroa Strret l.oa Aacrl«a, fJaltf.

Sunday afternoon, April 23, Ixnilse Elsie MacPherson
will be the piano soloist at the Popular Concert, In

the E flat concerto of Liszt. Mr. Rothwell has chosen
Elgar's Military March. No. 1, Death and Traasflgora-

tlon by Btransi. and the Carmen Saite No. 1 by Bizet,

for the orchestral part.

Ignaz Paderewskl and Mme. Paderewski paid a short

visit to Los Angeles. They stayed only two days, spend-

ing them very quietly, then returning to Paso Robles,

Mr. Paderewskl's buen retlro.

HOMER GRUNN
4Tal>ahlc for roarrrfa aad R««1tala

^rndlo: 1324 t>r.ath F'lcorroa. Phone 2412*

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Coaerrta—Rerltala—laarrvrtlon

F'eatarfac .^ll-^merleaa Procrami
9tDdJo: ]!iO0 Ho. f'Ucaeroa St. Phone 221»5

FRANCE GOLDWATER
roMFcrt Dlrr^'lloa—ArtUi Manacemeat—Pabllrity

mi Majcatl^ Theatre Ride.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
M\«tTF:R \IOI,l% TKACHKR

Stadio: 40J-43 Maaoa Opera Hoa«e
Pho»* 123«i0 Rea. Phone 54122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Ccmtralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building riMacdowell Club Rooms)
For Information Ret. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
foNff:RT PUMHTf:^— i.o^ \>GF:i.f:% trio

«lDdlo: 32r: Moal«r Artm -studio MldC- Phone: lOO^S

GRACE WOOD JE.SS «f"" '">«»>"

OHAHATIC I^TKRPRfrTKR OF FOLK S07IGS
I?r r;o<iTl.llE BEf.ITAI.S

ManaK';rri'-r.v L E. h^hymtrr. L^jS Ani?el<r>

.\.\.\" THO.\IPSON-P/<7«/V/f
9BA«0^ IftZI-n NOW ROOKI.^G

Maaaseaaati Marrr B. Hall. 101 Park Ave.. .Vew Tark CItT
Stadia: ISMI <lo. FIsaeroa. Fl<a 17T0

>IH«1. M. Hf;\MO\ K<llll\<l>l%— \rtl<li<- ArronpaarlaK
( Ar^oaipaalat far Rllla aad l.^rlf Oabai

I,. A. Sfndio: »Ioa_ »>d_ FrI. I.'.IH «o. 91. Aadrrwa
Phoac 7*4t>n. Rea. riab lloear Apta.. Vaalre, S1047

MAUDE FENLON BOLLMAN
!kOPR.t \ri

Ifadeat* Rreelved In the \ rt of *<1bcIbK
42II-2I tfn«le \rtm •*radlo HldK-. Pboae I04*f2

mTWQSTB
\f i 0«P\ MHT

i o*ril

2M Wawlr \r%% "tadlo HMk- Phone IffOSZ. Rra, SI»««. Coa-
e^rl lllrefllon. i.raf*- * arroU Klllot.

EDGAR J. HANSEN

DAVOL SANDERS

was less noticeable In a group of French and Russian
modems who do lean towards llgbter.hued pastel tint-

ing. Here bis uosnr{>ainable technical poise once more
riveted attention. The program was too long. Hence an
omission of bis own arrangements of Rameau pieces and
selections from the Triakantameron, would not have
been missed, for as musical creations they are negligi-
ble. Only his arrangement of an Angelus by Corelli and
that of a GIgue by Loellly are Interesting because of
Godowsky's evident gift for thematic development.

Riverside new? contains eirellent reviews of the last

concert given there by the Philhamionlc Quartet (for-

merly N'oack Quartet), which characterize the perform-
ance as one of the bighwater marks in the local musi-
cal life. Special reference Is made to the playing of
Passacaglla for vioiln and 'cello alone by Sylvaln Noack
and Ilya Bronson. The quartet will give a concert In

Santa Barbara next week.

Masterful technic and again almost utter lack of per-

sonality Is the artistic resume of the Godowsky piano

recital which attracted a record attendance of pianists.

It Is hard to say anything new about Godowsky's art.

It Is technically as perfect as can be imagined regard-

ing the motorial duty of his marvelous fingers. I use

the word motorial purposely, for It Is the only one
which to me expresses the genius of motion that oper-

ates his digits. I am told that Godowsky possessed fas-

cinating personality as a pianist. Of recent years It

would seem that he spells technic with a very large

capital "T", while tone I. e. coloring and shading, also

tempo, with "t's" of minor size. True, his gradations

from piano to the finest pianissimo cannot be sur-

passed. (Though as in certain or rather most colora-

tura voices one misses color.) His piano and pianissiml

are wonderfully volatile, but their counterpart upwards
into the mezza forte and forte again are disappointing,

for once more, they lack color and warmth and ex-

pression. Godowsky's playing Is dry and bis phrasing

is cold, about as full of life and as graceful as plaster

casts taken from Grecian statues. For a short while

the "divine spark" in the artist radiated eipre.^sion.

That was during the latter part of the Chopin B minor

sonata. In the Scherzo and the Finale. Even his (Hiopln,

for which he Is famed as an Interpretative artist, im-

pressed me generally more as pencil-drawings than as

paintings, not being colorfuL Rhythmically Godowsky
gave Joy in the op<:niog Brahms nnmber, the E flat Rhap-

sody, opus 119. Sr>. 4. The paleness of his tonal palette

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Trark^r of rilea «i|r*b. f lair*- Forh^a « raar. I.ratrr lioao-
bnr. folia rampbrll. Mlldrvd Jamlaon. Vfra. f llfTord l.«tl.

%drlaldr r.oMOrll. *4hlblrr floy^a. eir.

"Htarflo: l.ll '*oolb *l»arado **l. f'faon*- %Z:i.ir,.

-OI'K \\fl

n\j nfrttinn and tal-

rd «iar],.nl« ar-
rd. ll#-p*T(r,(rr In
nrfa. Ifalian. Hd*-
FnKlUb. i^fadlo,

m: MaJ^«llr Thralpr
flulMlnK. H2|{|I0

Deligfatfal indeed was the concert of the Woman's
Lyric Clab. The chorus may have shown greater skill

when 'singing more exacting works, but as to loveliness
of tone and winnome expression the organization has
hardly done better work, specially as these standards
were maintained daring the long request program. Con-
ductor J. B. Poalln and bis gifted associate, Mrs. H.
Hennlon Robinson, accompaniste, may really be happy
of the success to which they led the chorus. Other ma-
sical events taking place the same evening prevented
my enjoying the entire program. I would dwell spe-

cially on the beautiful ensemble singing of the doable
quartet, astoundingly attractive In quality and blending
of tone, also in finish of presentation. It is greatly to

be hoped that this group of singers, consisting of Pearl
Berry Boyd. Vellie Cobum Walker. Electa Felt Ferry,

Mary Teltsworth. Clare McComas Robinson. Ethel Ger-
ber Loacks. Elizabeth Monser Blebl and Cornelia
Glover, will be featured again before very long, as they
occupy a unique position in our musical life. Periiap*

they will give us ttaen also more "solid" musical "food,"

for they have the qnallficatloiu to present compositions
of deeper values. In keeping with the rules of a re-

quest program, all the soloists were chosen from the

ranks of chorus members. Thus Mesdames Electa Felt

Ferry, soprano, Mrs. Clemma Budlong, contralto, Eliz-

abeth Monser Biehl, contralto, and Mrs. True Hart-

shorn, soprano, reminded us to the accompaniment of

cordial aiiplause what good individual vocal elements
compose this organization. Mrs. Electa Felt Ferry (in-

cidentally an artist pupil of Mrs. Bertha Vaughn i, won
special appreciation from her hearers. The Loe Angeles
Trio, May Macdonald Hope, piano, Calmon Loboriskl,

violin, and Ilya Bronson. 'cello, were the only "out-

side" soloists bringing chamber music of Arensky and
Tschaikowsky to a new and enthusiastic audience.

This same trio won a brilliant success under adverse
conditions, caused by indisposition of two of the three

members. The very chamber music qnalitles which made
the concerts of the Los Angeles Trio such ontstandlng

events were happily evident in spite of the obstacles

of Ill-health, to which some less effective moments
must be traced. Of the two trios, the Sain^Saens (F
major, opus 18), and Tschaikowsky (A minor, oiras 60).

the first was more enjoyable, as it gave the strings fine

opportunity to be beautiful legato playing, specially In

the first two movemenU". Mm. Hope's finely adapted

.li£NRl it RUSSCHER B^k'^'f Tenor
Solo Oboe. Phllhar.

roonir Orrbe«tra
|,o« \ na;elea

M e»»»er "l>'Kna«mhI«
Modrrae"

I.ate of Vmrvlty of
ln»t. of MaaievI Art.

New lork
Teafher of

OBOE and SISGISG
C'oarhlnie Inr

foneerl and Opera
\\ the MaeOowell

* lab oiDdloa. Tajo
Holldlnc
Realdeaee

Phone Vermont 1*25

JULES LEPSKE-
H»-»BKnK'd "..lol.I: I>»tr.,ll. «1. I.oala. !.«.• A aK»lea

I'bllfa ttrr-h*-*tr»n. Manacrmrnl: 1.. K. B'-bym'-r
• lodU. 1---2 "•••' 21ih •!. I"b.,a» TUS

CHARLES EDWARD HUBACH
< OS< KRT W^NiGKMKNT

4TA Houlh U liion Plare, Phone .1«72»4
1,^1* \ ncelea. f allfornla

Read VIolla Dept^ Cvllese of Mosle. L'. %. C.—Meaaher
Phllharmonle Oreheatra

S>OI %. Plcneroa ^t.^ f^a Ao|[ele« Phone Haln 21M>

JOHN S.MALLMAN--BARITONE
r aaeen Easasraieala—COTidael^r I- A. Oralarto Sactety

Mr« H o J',««ph. Hf'iy.. lioi) ». Flgu«-r/a, Itone 3J1»»

of
LOS ANGELESPHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

Founded by W. A. Clark, Jr. L- E- Behymer, Manager

Walter Henry Rothwell, Conductor

THIRTEENTH POPULAR CONCERT, SUN. AFT., APRIL 23
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THE WEEK'S MUSICAL EVENTS IN LOS ANGELES
(Continued)

piano part was particularly pleasing in the Scherzo

with its quick changes from legato to staccato. Lubo-

Tlski'B tone was of pleading appeal, specially in the

second movement. Bronson's fine breadth of tone and
virile phrasing was one of the features in the Tschal-

kowsk.v trio. Giving the pianiste a well-earned pause,

violinist and cellist united their splendid art in the

great I'assacaglia built on a Handelian theme by Hal-

Torsen. originally written for violin and viola, the lat-

ter part set by .Michael Presi; for 'cello. Both players

excelled in style, minuteness of polyphonic detail,

pitch and strength of phrasing that evoked an outburst

of applause. It Is an extremely difficult work, skllltully

woven in variation form, but of such continuity and

natural sequence that one realizes hardly its thematic

tersene.s. Working up to sometnin,? akin to an organ

In the 'cello, raagnihcently sustained by Mr. Bronson

and showered with brilliantly florid work in the violin,

the Passacaglia proved a triumph to both players. Mrs.

Hope earned a special ovation thanks to her command-
ing hold over the pianistic dilHculties of the Tschai-

kowsky work.

That charming spirit in which the graces of music

and hospitality mingle during affairs of the Dominant
Club, made their spring program a double success. Mrs.

Bertha Vaughn, president, and Miss Adele Freebey,

program chairman, may well be pleased. Frieda Peycke,

popular because of her dramatic readings, offered a

double group of her own writings which resulted in

several encores and warm recognition of the artist.

Quite in keeping with the spirit of a spring program

was the appearance of a flute trio, Messrs. Jay Plowe.

Harry Baxter. W. F. Hullinger. assisted by Philip

Memoli. i,boe. Little Bell and Song of Spring, two flute

trios by Albisl. were rendered with charming effect,

showing skill of technic and finesse of tone color.

Messrs. Baxter and .Memoli conjured up the shade of

Rossini in that so pleasantly old-fashioned flute and
oboe duet from William Tell, when Mrs. Hennion Rob-

inson proved her pianistic readiness by filling a gap
at a minute's notice. Mr. Plowe, too. substituted with

a solo for flute alone, as a program change was neces-

sitated by missing music. He rendered Mouillet's Fall-

ing Leaves with that silky quality of tone and deft

shading which always mark his art.

Two notables of our musical life, who were invalided

by attacks of influenza, are back at the ropes. Mrs. J. J.

Carter, chief sponsor of the Philharmonic Orchestra

season at the Bowl, has lost nothing of her entliusiasm.

She has Just offered to pledge herself to the sale ot

100 season tick-ets to be "peddled" by herself. She is

looking for six fellow peddlers whose belief in music

has equal sales-value to the season in the Bowl.

E. A. Geissler. secretary-treasurer of G. Birkel Co..

one ot our most prominent members of the music mer-

chants' guild, has returned to his desk after a pleasant

convalescence in the Ojai Valley. His many friends

will be glad to know him again in the saddle.

Every year the College of Music, University of South-

em California, contributes a due quota of well-trained

young musicians to the forces that are making this a

musical counlry. Last week Miss Ivy Goade, a well

equipped pupil of Adelaide Trowbridge, well known
piano pedagogue and pianist ot high means, for years

a member of the College faculty, who played her senior

student recital. It was an event which reflected great

credit on her mentor, as It bids fair promise for the

young pianiste. Miss Goade's playing reveals good tal-

ent, based on a carefully laid foundation of technic. Her
Interpretative work is naturally still that of a young
musician, but shows unfoldment in the right direction.

From a programmatic viewpoint the event was note-

worthy, including MacDowell's Sonata Eroica, surround-

ed by works of Mozart. Scarlatti. Bach, Chopin, Griffes,

Liszt and Debussy, pointing to a sympathetic complete-

ness of repertoire.

The Apollo Male Quartet, which has been in popular

demand this season, has appeared recently before the

City Club of Los Angeles; the Optimists Club, two ap-

pearances: the Hollywood Community Chorus, ihe First

Congregational Church of Los Angeles, and the Up-
lifters Club. Three members of the quartet sang promi-

1. nt roles In the recent production of the Mikado,
xtaged by John Smallman. 'The personnel of this quar-

tet, which has been quoted by several prominent musi-

cians as the best in Los Angeles, are Louis Yackel, first

tenor; George Gramllch. second tenor; Harrison O.

Joseph, baritone; Clifford Bates, bass; coached by John
Smallman. and managed and directed by Harrison Jo-

seph. The Apollo Quartet has been engaged by the First

Congregational Church of Los Angeles to fill the va-

cancy which will occur during June. July and August

by Mr. Smallman's departure the first of June for New
York, where he will study during the summer months.

Impresario Behymer announces that all tickets for

the Fritz Kreislor recital of April ISlh are sold. Much
Interest is shown in the return of Percy Grainger, this

remarkable pianist who will appear here March 2Bth.

Grainger will be guest conductor April .'50th at the

Popular Concert of the Philharmonic Orchestra when
he Is to direct several of his own works.

ot pianistic training Mirovitch expects to deal exhaust-
ively witli the elements ot pedaling, fingering anJ
dynamic accentuatiun in their relation to phrasing.
While not following any set mode or rule in these mat-
ters Mirovitch feels inclined to dwell on this side of

pianistic training, being prompted to do so by several

i-tudents. The course will have its program according
to the wislies of the students. Preliminary hearings for

membership are to take place about April 20th. The
class offers from four to five afternoon sessions for six

consecutive weeks, principally devoted to interpretative

and advanced technical work.

Dr. Boris Duneve, former examiner or the London
College ot Music, is among recent newcomers in the
world of music. He is a close friend of Ignaz Paderew-
ski. whose guest he will be tor the Easter holidays. Dr.

Duneve has just arrived from France, and may spend
the summer here teaching, lecturing and resting prior

to a busy season next fail, for which he has already
been booked to the extent of ten appearances wita
orchestra alone. On his way West he stopped at Mon-
treal to appear as guest conductor ot the local sym-
phony orchestra. Dr. Duneve is contemplating a visit

to San Francisco before settling here.

Through a misunderstanding William J. Kraft has
been mentioned as liead of the music department of the

University of California, Southern Branch, of which
Miss Frances Wright, well known musical educator, is

the chairman.

Dispatches tell of the immense success scored by
Olga Steeb. playing the Liszt E flat concerto under Ga-
bnlowitsch with the Detroit Symphony. Miss Steeb is

expected home here tor the Easter holidays. She is pre-

paring also tor a spring tour along the Coast during
the latter part ot April and May. Her manager-husband,
C. E. Hubach. is reporting a fast increasing number
ot dates during this period.

John Smallman. the noted teacher of voice, one of

our busiest artists as baritone, conductor of the Los
Angeles Oratorio Society and of the choir at the First

Congregational Church, has moved his studios to the
Kramer Building on Figueroa street. His recent pre-

sentation ot the Mikado with singers of his church
ensemble created such favorable comment that the pro-

duction has been booked by the management ot the

Loring Theatre in Riverside, April 13, where it is being
featured as one of their regular attractions.

Alfred Mirovitch. eminent pianist, is reccelving nu-

merous inquiries regarding his master class sched-

uled to begin about April 2r.th. Among various phases

Equaling, it not surpassing, the success of last

year's Cavalleria Rusticana production, the operatic

class of Mme. Alma Stetzler again proved splendid

individual and vocal training when offering Gilbert and
Sullivan's light opera Pinafore. The work was rendered
with full cast and proper scenic setting true to the edu-

cational principles of this valuable course, to which
Mme. Stetzler brings ample practical experience as

former prima donna with the Boston Opera Company
and Henry W. Savage Companies. While there were
of course the shortcomings ot production unavoidable
in case of artist-pupils, yet several promising features

graced the event. Mrs. Stetzier's pupils all show good
voice production and fine regard tor clear, natural

diction. Then the musical values ot their parts has

been absorbed to a surprising degree considering that

less than two months only have been devoted to prep-

aration of the production. Georgia Stark as Josephine
must be specially mentioned because ot her pleasing

work and lovely voice. Stephen J. Welz possesses an
exceptionally fine baritone, playing and singing the

part of Dick Deadeye with good success. Mrs. Max
Stern as Little Buttercup and Albert McMillan as

Captain Corcoran, too. revealed good possibilities. In

addition to her part as Josephine, in which Miss Stark-

gave much promise for professional work, the young
singer also offered a special vocal selection, rendered
between acts, the Waltz Song from Romeo and Juliet,

while Vivian Saunders Jones sang In Quelle Trino Mor-

bide from Manon. Both vocalists show material and
training of such quality which should open a gratifying

professional career to them. Grace Raley. a pupil of

Homer Grunn, gave valuable assistance at the piano.

The full cast included the following members of Mme.
Stetzier's opera class; James W. Sandiford, Albert Mc-
Millan. Martin Dankers, Stephen J. Welz. Paul Duayne.
George Burns. Helene Appel. Pauline King. Alice Rob-

erts, Aileen Banta, Lucille Moore. Ynez Stockton. Geor-

gia Stark. Mabel Roberts. .Mrs. Max Stern. Frances
Baker. Margaret Carlyle. Frances Carlyle. Marie Run-
fola. Gertrude Welz, Hal Ford, Mark Hamilton. Jack
Graf. Robert Hicks. Volney H.ipkins and Wall Spence.

The entire production was directed with professional

vigor by Mme. Stetzler herself, who found valuable

co-operation in Miss Anna Dowdall.

Music Week tor the Los Angeles County Federation
of Music Clubs closed after what officers of the Federa-

tion declared was one of the most enthusiastic intensive

boosts for Music ever held In this county. Mrs. Matti-

son B. Jones of Glendale who is responsible for the plan

is most gratified with the enthusiasm shown and the

splendid programs presented by clubs, schools and
churches. Almost every city in the county has sent in

detailed accounts of the work done and five new or-

ganizations were added to the Federation. They include

Ontario Methodist Church Choir, Samuel Blakeslee Di-

rector; Ameriran Guild of Organists. Southern Califor-

nia Chapter, Mr. George A. Mortimer. Dean (Pasadena);

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Concertmaster Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles

SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E. Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PI.. Los Angeles

CATHERINE H. SHANK l°^^l^l
Ti:\(iif-:it III-' si\<;i>Li
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Orange County Music Teachers' Association, Lena
Catherine Shepherd ot Santa Ana, President; The San
Francisco Music Teachers' Association, Mr. Frank
Carrol Giffen, President; and the Lyric Club of Long
Beach, Mrs. Frank N. Shick. President.

Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson, well known accompaniste.
has returned from a visit to Xew York City. Two of

her songs. Noon, and The Butterfly, were accepted tor

publication by Schirmer's while she was East. The
words to the last one are by Marion Shipp. a Los
Angeles writer.

Catherine Shank, who recently won a big success
with the Philharmonic Orchestra, won new honors in

a program ot her own at Glendale.

Maude Fenlon Bollman, prominent vocal teacher, is

meeting with great success in her work as faculty mem-
ber of the University of California Extension Division.

Her system of grouping not more than three students
into one class, adjusting practical work and study pe-

riods liberally, make this course one of great advant-

age to vocal students. Under the ruling ot the Univer-

sity only beginners are eligible for this effective course.

Two ot Mrs. Bollman's students, Mrs. Hulda Dietz, and
also Mrs. Nellie Coburn Walker, are meeting with

growing success. Mrs. Walker has been appointed so-

loist at the Westlake Presbyterian Church. Joint re-

citals, in which Mme. Bollman and her pupils will ap-

pear regularly, are among Mme. Bollman's plans for

the latter part ot this season.

Ann Thompson, the gifted pianiste, is proving her

recovery from the "flu" with successes at Santa Barbara,

San Diego, La JoUa, Coronado, Pasadena and Ventura.

Her musical program arrangement for the Denishawn
program, A Festival of Buddha, proved greatly success-

ful. Miss Thompscn will leave for the East in May.
She expects to devote the summer to study and will

return here early in the tall.

Charles E. Pemberton, prominent Los Angeles com-
poser, announces the forthcoming premiere ot a Rhap-
sody for flute, 'cello and harp. The work was sched-

uled for performance but had to be postponed owing
to illness. His friends are expectant as to definite news
regarding the rhapsodic date ot this rhapsody.

At Grauman's an "international program" delighted

the vast audience which enjoyed the colorful program
decidedly, paying Conductor Guterson and his orches-

tra warm applause. Particularly pleasing was Mr. Gu-

terson's performance ot the Spanish Rhapsody, played

with thrilling elan and richness of color. The passionate

warmth of the tone picture of Spain and its winsome
elegance was well realized. Berlioz' rhythmic virility

made a strong impression in the Rakok-zy .March. Wag-
ner's Tannhauser music proved another favorite while

the charm of Nevin's Italian Suite and the Tschaikow-
sky Waltz of the Flowers offered finely balanced diver-

sions from the heavier numbers.

During Ihe coming week the Glee Club of the Univer-

sity of Southern California under Horatio Cogswell will

offer daily programs of much vocal and programmatic
excellence. It is a musical feature, which will add to

the daily program of Sid Grauman's charming musical
values, rarely found at theatres. A special Easter pro-

gram by this chorus will lie included in the Easter Sun-

day Morning Concert, bringing this concert particularly

into "tune" with the spirit of the day.

At the California Theatre Conductor Elinor opens his

program with an excellent reading from Bizet's Car-

men, rendered with dramatic fire and much finesse ot

tone. The present Carmen selection has been specially

arranged by Mr. Elinor and includes an effectively

grouped survey of the most striking this opera contains.

Gipsy Blues is one ot Elinor's clever syncopations in

which amusing instrumental effects are showered upon
the audience from almost every instrumental section.
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(Continued)

Gertrude Ross, one o( our composer-pianists who have

aided in making Los Angeles a real music center, and

who has grown with it to national recognition, was in-

vited by the MacDowell Club to present a program of

her own. I would like to anticipate my review by in-

terpolating the remark, that it was one of the tew one-

composer programs which not only did not prove te-

dious, but rather fascinated, thanks to the creative

versatility of the artist. All of which means that Mrs.

Ross has much to offer, specially as a writer of vocal

music. Here her program offered two distinctly different

phases of successful endeavor. Both are happy in their

nature, for one constitutes what I think a lasting con-

tribution to American song literature, songs that go

straight to the heart, the other are more subtle, yet

nevertheless inspired excursion into musical-poetical-

philosophical Nippon, being a cycle of six Japanese art

songs.

What makes these Japanese songs so charming and
musically such rare contributions to the tonal art of the

West, is their perfect blending oriental and occidental

conceptions of music. I wish that I had the space to

relate how Mrs. Ross came to write these songs, which

indeed contain traditional Japanese melodies and

themes. There are six songs in all: Old Samurai Prayer.

Butterfly. Love-Lay of Mikado Temmu. Slumber Song

of Izumo. and Ode to the Mountain Fujiyama. In addi-

tion to these expressive Japanese motifs and harmoni-

zation, adapted with much intuitive power to our sys-

tem of music and to the keyboard, Mrs. Ross, a true

"creative student," has found double inspiration in six

poems culled from a book, called Meistersingers of

Japan. This collection, done by Clara R. Walsh and

published by E. P. Button & Co.. offers translations of

old poems dating back into the golden age of Japanese

literature between the years of 300-TOO A. D. The poems
are short, rarely more than five lines, but contain a

world of thought and feeling, incarnating the soul wis-

dom of Japan. The composer has provided the edition

with brief, but ample prefaces giving the meaning of

these allegorical songs, quoting at times the original

themes used by her. At occasion she uses merely the

striking Japanese rhythms and intervals, adding a mel-

ody so radiant of the Eastern spirit that one can but

love these artistic links between two such different

civilizations. I might mention that Mrs. Ross has even

gone as far as to provide the Japanese text of her

poems, and a literal as well as the poetic transcription

of the words, urging the singer to render some of the

songs in the original Japanese which, in fact, has a

quality of singability like the Italian language, because

of its warm wealth in vowels. Miss Annis Stockton

Howell, soprano soloist of the evening, proved this

charmingly.

As a writer of American songs Mrs. Ross in a way
needs no introduction, for sevsral of her songs have
found permanency in the traditional "little black book"

of internationally famous singers. In any case, the pro-

gram offered probably a more complete summary of

Mrs. Ross' work than available so far, though it did not

include several larger works—for chorus and orches-

tra, as well as orchestra alone—still in manuscript.

In these American songs, if I may call them so in con-

trast to those of Japan, Gertrude Ross proved herself

a gifted song-writer who brings the technical skill of

writing to the service of her inspiration. And the ma-
jority of her songs are inspired, if one can detect this

evanescent criterion without the verbal surgery of a

tedious interview. The Open Road. Delight of the Out-

of-Doors, Easter Mom and Peace—I am mentioning only

those programmed and heard by me yesterday—are

four American songs which belong to the best of vocal

literature this country has produced. To begin with they

are genuine creations, i. e.. have distinctive thematic

materia!, both in the vocal and in the interesting piano

parts. This material is melodious, natural, of that con-

tinuity which one may class as inspired music. As the

text may warrant they are more or less enriched har-

monically. They are true to the texts, not a little as

far as the piano part is concerned, which has that right

proportion of descriptiveness a good song should pos-

sess, specially if of the newer school of song writing.

Relation between solo and piano part is accordingly

governed. There is sufficient melodic and harmonic in-

terrelation that odious paralellisms between vocal and
piano melody does not occur. It is not obviously avoided,

but the innate trend of these artistic songs precludes

it. They are singable songs, grateful for voice, and, to

my mind, would form a successful cycle of songs with

orchestra, for the accompaniment offers effective basis

for orchestration. If our debutantes will claim that they
cannot find anything suitable to sing in English, why
not choose these songs, instead of the hackneyed bore-

dom extracted from operas in French or Italian. For
vocal chamber music the Japanese songs are excellent

material.

Maybe I was not in accord with this particular song.

At Twilight, a love song, to words by Corinne Dodge.
yet it impressed me as being considerably below the

melodic, harmonic, in short of the entire artistic stand-

ard marked by the other songs. It is an effective song,

yet, perhaps, it may prove one of the best "sellers."

but in loftiness of spirit, as to creative strength, it

tails behind the others, specially if compared with De-
light of Out-of-Doors which radiates sunshine and viril-

ity, or Peace (also to words by Corinne Dodge). Apro-
pos, I would suggest a curtailment of the violin obli-

gato in the Twilight song, as it is too extended, to my
mind, to be effective.

Richard Wagner could not play his own music, and I

beg leave in sajring. that I would prefer to ^ea^ Mrs.
Ross' Spanish Serenade and her Ride of tl'- Cowboy
played by a virtuoso. You know, it is the priviiere of the

Il.V.4 BRONSOV
Leading *CelII«t of the Southwest, \Vho this Senson
Has AA'on *lanT Xotahle Sufoesses as Principnl
'Cellist of the Philharmonie Orchestra and Various
thanilier ^lusic (trxani^ation.s of l.os Vnaeles.

composer, not to be a brilliant pianist. Both composi-
tions are characteristic of their subjects, and I would
rather hear them again, before making a definite state-

ment. I should prefer to do the same in regard to a suite

of three Spanish-Californian Folk Song settings for vio-

lin and piano, based on Spanish songs as they were sung
in this country in the days before the gold rush, before

1S48. These themes were given to Mrs. Ross by Eleanor
Hay, widely known collector of folklore, who in turn

noted them down while they were sung with guitar

accompaniment to her by old women in Santa Bar-

bara. Mrs. Ross has preserved the melodic and har-

monic character most happily, thus doing a valuable

piece of musical rescue work. Two of the melodies are

love songs, the third is an Old Maid's Song, a bit whim-
sical. All three effective pieces.

Bessie Chapin. well known violiniste, rendered ef-

fective assistance to the composer-pianiste, also she
substituted for a fellow-fiddler at a late hour.

Albert Tufts, popular Los Angeles organist, gave two
successful organ recitals in which he played a large

number of rarely performed w-orks, demanding both
versatility and highly responsive technic.

Ernest Belcher, one of our leading teachers of danc-
ing, is preparing a new production for the Pantages
Circuit.

Horatio Cogswell, vocal teacher and faculty member
of the College of Music, is holding "dress" rehearsals

for the performance of Mendelssohn's Hymn of Praise,

to be given by the student chorus of the University of

Southern California April 27th, the inauguration day
of the new university president. Dr. von Kleinsmid.

Patrick O'Neil, Irish tenor, filled two return engage-
ments before the Catholic Woman's Club and the Celtic

Club. He entertained the Bohemians of Los Angeles,

a club consisting of musicians and professional men,
at his studio a few days ago.

Jane Catherwood, soprano, appeared successfully as

soloist at the Ambassador Hotel, Margy Thatchen as-

sisting at the piano with fine ability.

Sylvia Harding, talented violinist, won many friends

when playing at the Hollywood Woman's Club.

Dr. Ray Hastings, official organist at the Auditorium,
played a charming program at the Santa Paula Pres-

byterian Church. He has filled more than twenty out-

of-town engagements, carrying the message of good
organ music through the Southland. Charles O'Haver,
the organist at the Junior Orpheum. the new Los An-
geles theatre, is one of Dr. Hasting's advanced pupils.
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THE OPERA SEASON
tCorainutd from rag*- 1, Col. 2)

..ncent and not to be surpassed any-
where in the world, the actual sta^e man-
agement as to histrionic art and realis-

tic effects left much to be desired, no-

tably in the Tannbauser performances
and Rigoletto. but this is too late to

enumerate the various discrepancies, be-

sides it would take more space than we
have at our disposal right now. We are

sure that the Chicago Opera Association

will insist upon the last penny of the

guaranty being paid; why not give us

I>erformances complete in every detail

in return for this money?

Vocally Mary Garden proved to be su-

perior to last season, but histrionically

she has attained exaggerated notions of

dramatic action. Possibly this is due to

her sickness and her various troubles in

the organization, and it is not our inten-

tion to dwell too strongly on these dis-

crepancies. However, she seems to use her
arms more than ever, and permit her
shoulders and hips to r^ay a more prom-
inent part, while repose and realism of

action seem to have become obsolete
with her. Nevertheless she succeeded in

pleasing her audiences, although her cur-

tain calls did not bring the enthusiastic

and spontaneous salvoes of appUuse
which punctuated last year's perfoi m-
ances. Nevertheless Miss Garden still

seems to us to grasp this role of Louise
better than anyone else we have seen or

heard in the part. Indeed. Miss Garden
remains the foremost exponent of the
modem French operatic school, and we
doubt whether anyone else will ever sat-

isfy American audiences after having
witnessed Miss Garden's splendid imper-
sonations.

Theodore Ritch as Julien seemed to

labor under considerable stress of nerv-

ousness, for throughout the entire pro-

duction he sang full force, never realiz-

ing that Charpentiers music is of the
delicate French type, even the orchestra
being muted quite frequently. Under such
conditions it was impossible for him to

phrase accurately and the strain occa-

sionally caused him to sing sharp.

Georges Baklanoff sang the role of the
father with his usual ease and proved to

be somewhat better from a histrionic and
vocal standpoint than his previous im-

personations. The mother of Maria Claes-

sens also was gratifying because of its

naturalness and fidelity to vocal and dra-

matic requirements. The remaining thir-

ty characters were all impersonated by
competent artists.

Louise is not an opera suited to a
place like the Auditorium, where acous-
tic properties are faulty, for it is com-
posed with an idea of obtaining fine tone
and color shadings. Very often the or-

chestra could not be heard, and Con-
ductor Gabriel Grovlez. a musician of

specially pronounced French taste.*, was
careful not to spoil the music by making
it dramatic. For this reason much of the
musical beauty of the work was lost.

The third act on Montmatre Hill was
scenically as well as musically the finest

part of the opera and here Mary Garden
did her test work by singing the famous
aria Depuis le jour with vigor and depth
of feeling.

Salome More Spectacular Than Musical
Thanks to its sensational publicity ob-

tained on various occasions when rigor-

ous curtailments of dress and action had
been demanded by purity or vigilance
committees. Salome drew the biggest
house of the season. We had already
heard Mary Garden in the part, and were
curious to note what effect these purity
campaigns had on her interpretation.
\Miether it was due to her cold or to
her concession to proprieties. Miss Gar-
den bad modified her presentation of the
role of Salome considerably, specially
that of the dance of the seven veils and
the scene with the head. And we must
admit that the changes were better from
an artistic standpoint. Musically the
work is confined to the orchestra, the
vocal part being purely declamatory with
the possible exception of the entrance
aria of Jochhanan. which was sung with
sonority by Hector Dufranne. an artist

of exceptional merit. His vocal accom-
plishments proved of the highest charac-
ter throughout the performance, although
his voice has lost some of its former
pliancy.

Lucien Muratore's impersonation of
Herod was nor fonvmcin::: 1: seemed to

us he overacted the part and thereby

interfered with the timbre and quality
of his voice. There Is a certain element
of repression necessary even during
purely melodramatic scenes which an ar-

tist of Mr. Muratore's standing should be
able to grasp. Miss Garden, for instance,
notwithstanding her well known and
characteristic postures of arms, shoul-
ders and hips, combined with her long,
tragic strides, nevertheless maintained
her dignity of bearing and never ranted.
Muratore on the other hand came close
to interpreting the doings of a lunatic
rather than an angry monarch who
should never go beyond a certain limit.

Barring certain phases of the orches-
tration we never liked Salome from a
literary or musical point of view. Its

story is degenerate. Its language is per-
verse. That Strauss succeeded in main-
taining even a semblance of musical pur-
ity of thought is surely something to his
credit. But even the music dons occa-
sionally the mantle of lust and degen-
eracy and at these times it is not pleas-
ant to listen to. .Musically and dramatic-
ally Salome is essentially a work of pure-
ly sensual dimensions and we at least
would not miss it if it were completely
expunged from the operatic repertoire.
The music might be preserved—or at
least part of it—for concert perform-
ance. .Miss Reynolds in the role of He-
rodiade had but little to do. but that was
thoroughly satisfactory from an artistic
standpoint. Scenically tbe opera was pre-
sented in thoroughly artistic fashion, the
lighting efiEects being specially magnifi-
cent. E. H. Moore, the chief electrician,
really has not received that credit for
his unusually skillful work which his un-
questionable genius so richly deserves.
However, the greatest enjoyment we

derived from the presentation of Salome
was the conducting of Giorgio Polacco.
About eight years ago we heard Salome
at the Tivoli Opera House with Mary
Garden and Dalmores, directed by Cam-
panini. It was utterly impossible for us
at that time to make head or tail from
the orchestral score. We could not see
any beauties in it, except the dance
music, and even here Campanini made
almost a waltz of it. But this time we
noted many symphonic beauties in the
score. Among these may be cited the
beautiful introduction, the themes an-
nouncing the entrance and departure of
Jocchanan, the dance music, and the de-
scriptive periods accompanying the
chorus of Uie Hebrew citizens. Mr. Po-
lacco softened as much as possible the
ugly parts of the score, and enhanced the
beautiful phases. He surely proved him-
self a master conductor in the interpre-
tation of this work.

La Boheme the Best Performance
When one considers an operatic per-

formance from a purely artistic stand-
point and also from an angle including
the finest ensemble work done during the
season, then La Boheme was the best
performance. Edith Mason proved to be
an ideal Mimi. It is a role singularly
suited to her voice and qualifications,
for it is a purely lyric soprano part. Miss
Mason not only exhibited her clear, true
voice, but she phrased and colored her
lines with strict adherence to the mean-
ing. Her enunciation was correct and
easily understood and her bearing grace-
ful and appealing. She added here an-
other laurel to her wreath of triumphs
conquered in San Francisco, and she will
find that she has established for herself
such a host of admirers that a future
visit in concert will prove of material
benefit to her.
Another supreme success was the Ru-

dolfo of Edward Johnson. 'We have
never heard this role sung better and
at the time of this writing we cannot
Imagine a tenor with a finer voice who
has sung it here. Histrionically, too, Mr.
Johnson succeeded in emphasizing the
role with Intelligent accentuation and in
the ensemble numbers he added to the
beauty of tone and shading. Messrs. Ri-
mini and Lazzarl, too. added to the artis-
tic performance and Irene Pavloska was
one of the most charming and vocally
proficient Musettas we have heard.
Hearty applause rewarded her at the
conclusion of the famous Musetta aria.

Giorgio Polacco conducted with an ar-
tistry and refinement rarely heard in
opera out West. Indeed we cannot imag-
ine a finer orchestral presentation of the
work. Scenically the opera was staged
with the highest taste and Judgment. It

was an excellent performance.

Girl of the Golden West

One of the smallest houses present
during the season was that of the Girl
of the Golden West performance. When
we take up the cudgel in behalf of opera
in English we are told that opera should
be given in the vernacular, that Is to say,
in the language in which it originally ap-
peared. Now. Mme. Butterfly, Salome
and the Girl of the Golden West were all

originally English works of literature.

And since the music is not fitted to the
words, but travels along independently
in the orchestra, why are these opera
first translated into a foreign language
and then given to us here? Is there any
excuse for this except the one that for-

eign artists can't sing English and Amer-
ican artists ought not to have a chance?
But this time it happens that American
artists are in the company who could
sing in English. No, the reason why opera
is sung in a foreign language in America
is simply due to a silly and inexcusable
prejudice against the English language,
and some day the people will insist that
they, like every other nation in the
world, want to understand the words of

an opera as well as the music.

As far as the Girl of the Golden West
is concerned it is just as well that we
cannot understand the lines. The libretto
is absolutely valueless from a literary
standpoint. The music has its fine mo-
ments, but is essentially uninspired.
showing the earmarks of being written
to order. Rosa Raisa in the title role,

while acting superbly and singing with
her usual beauty of voice, evidently did
not grasp the character of the girl and
gave a purely American type of country
woman a certain Latin abandon. Edward
Johnson in the role of Dick Johnson had
another chance to reveal his fine voice
and acting ability. Cimini conducted and
the stage effects were, as usual, mag-
nificent and realistic.

Monna Vanna a Feast for Eye and Ear
Another large audience assembled to

listen to the farewell performance of

Monna Vanna. It is now so late that we
cannot be accused of a breach of confi-

dence when we say that up to six o'clock
Saturday afternoon the cast and scenery
for Le Jongleur was kept in readiness.
because Muratore said he had a cold and
could not appear. Only after continued
urging and coaxing was Muratore finally

induced to appear and then it was con-
ditional on an announcement that he
was not in good voice, having a cold, and
seeking the indulgence of the audience.
It was a plea for sympathy unworthy of
a great artist. Miss Garden was also suf-

fering from her indisposition, and did
not resort to such cheap means of get-

ting applause. As it happened, Muratore
sang better during the performance of
Monna Vanna than he did throughout the
engagement, and if any apology had been
required it would have been more ap-
propriate on previous occasions. How-
ever, Mr. Muratore was better as Prinzi-
valle than in any other role he essayed
in tbe present engagement.

Mary Garden as Monna Vanna looked
and acted the role effectively, bringing
out the dramatic episodes with fine em-
phasis and impressiveness. The scene
between Monna Vanna and Prinzivalle in

the tent was certainly one of the most
magnificent expositions of stage craft we
have witnessed, and the audience evi-

dently was of our opinion for both re-

ceived curtain calls by the dozen. Mr.
Muratore even being welcomed by cheers
when he came out alone. Baklanoff as
Guido Colonna also proved to be in bet-
ter vocal and dramatic condition than on
any previous occasion during this en-
gagement, portraying the character with
fine realism and emphasis of the dra-
matic incidents. Edouard Cotreull sang
the role of Marco Colonna with his usual
lack of color, but understanding of the
dramatic phase of the role. Giorgio Po-
lacco conducted with the skill of the bom
orchestral leader, bringing out the music
of the instrumental score, which is sim-
ply delightful in many ways, and spe-
cially so the prelude to the third act.
which was interpreted with the finesse
and shading of a symphony orchestra.
Again the scenic and lighting effects
were admirable. Vocally the score seems
to travel along monotonous lines of dec-
lamatory style, giving the artists no op-

portunity to sing an aria of any contin-
uity. A singer who is not an actor could
not possibly essay a role in Monna
Vanna. And so ended another memorable
operatic season. And now let us see
whether San Francisco cannot organize
its own company for next year.

NEW OPERA IN LOS ANGELES

(C<.ntlnutd from Page 1. Col. 4>

a dramatic similarity to the last moment
in Puccini's La Boheme. when Rodolpho
realizes Mimi's death, though there is no
musical analogy. As stated before, Mi-
celi tends to be conventional, even in
moments of such great opportunities as
this scene offers.

Miceli's music accompanies the action
closely and fittingly. As the book, so the
score, is going to the other extreme of
verbosity. The intermezzo between the
two scenes, or acts, as they are called,

includes a lovely violin solo, which is

built along the lines of Massenet's .Medi-

tation from Thais, without musically re-

sembling it. It is not "fabricated." it is

spontaneous. Both in the book and In the
score, little room is left to characteriza-
tion of individual parts. The character of
Marcelo is anything but inspiring. It was
taken by Miguel Laris, who has good ma-
terial, but his tenor voice does not re-

veal much warmth. Emilia Leovalli, for-

mer prima donna of the Lombardi Opera
Company, revealed strong dramatic qual-
ities. Her voice is not one of much color.

She portrayed the death scene well. The
other parts, as elements of tbe score and
as to singing were of little importance.
The stage production was done with a
certain realistic scantiness, almost too
scanL

It is understood that the company will

take the work on the road, on a tour
through Mexico, under the auspices of

the government. It can hardly be recom-
mended for the American operatic stage,

not only because of its brevity, it re-

quires barely an hour for production, but
because it is musically not interesting
enough to an American audience. On the
other band, it made a %ery strong im-
pression on the audiences, which con-
sisted largely of members from the local

Spanish colony. Signor Miceli's evidently
thorough musical schooling was also
displayed in bis baton technic.

Significant to me is the performance
for two reasons. One is that in spite of

the meagre detail within the libretto, the
work proves that incidents in the na-

tional life of a people can well serve as
subjects for librettos. It should be an
object lesson to American librettists. The
other maxim to be deduced is derived
from the appeal the work had on the
principally Spanish speaking audience.
\\'hich proves that opera to be really
popular must be given in the vernacular.
And that should be an object lesson to

our producers.

To compensate for the shortness of

the operatic bill a concert was performed
before the curtain rose, during which
Signorina G. Casaretta, dramatic so-

prano, and Senorita Otilia Figuerroa,
pianist, won principal honors. The youth-
ful pianiste rendered the Mendelssohn
Piano Concerto in G minor. No. 1, with
orchestra. Senorita Figuerroa plays with
fluent technic and a good deal of author-
ity, though with a certain coolness.

Signorina Casaretta's vocal debut
amounts to the discovery of an unusu-
ally beautiful and well placed voice of

high grade dramatic timbre. Her singing
of two numbers from Aida not only re-

vealed good musical qualities of musical
feeling, brilliancy and warmth of tone,

but also unusual color of pure quality,

which not always equally present in her
high notes, points to good handling of

her tones. Her mezza voce work. too. is

notable for well placed notes of charm-
ing color quality. This fact is specially

interesting as Signorina Casaretta cred-

its her teacher. Charles Bowes, largely
with these vocal assets. Mr. Bowes, it

will be remembered, won a decided suc-

cess through another of his students.

Miss Corlnne Harris, who scored a fort-

night ago, when making her debut in

Wagnerian excerpts. She. too. revealed
characteristic freedom of tone produc-
tion. Signorina Caseretta should do well

on the operatic stage before very long,

specially as she possesses good profes-

sional poise.

The Half Hour of Music at the Greek
Theatre continue to draw a large section

of the Berkeley public. The concerts

scheduled for April and May include Mr.
and Mrs. Skavenna. a violinist and pian-

ist, who have just taken up residence in

Berkeley. Mrs. E. Marie Leidner, pianist,

and Komelus Bering, violinist.

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review,
a publication that should be read by all

the music-loving people. Single copies 10

cents: by mail $3.00 per year.
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THE MUSIC CLUB CONVENTION

With musicians of international prominence in at-

tendance and the first public production of several re-

cent compositions b>' Califomians, the fourth annual
convention of the California Federation of Music Clubs,

which opens a four-dav session with a reception at the

Palace Hotel. Sunday, .\pril 3'ith, promises to provide

San Francisco with one of the greatest musical events

in the city's history. "Greater Musical California," the

slogan adopted for the convention, will be amply exem-
plified by the talent represented in the delegates from
music clubs all over the state.

Mrs. J. E. Birmingham, president of the San Francisco
Music Cub, has been advised of the coming of Mrs.

John F. Lynns of Fort Worth. Texas, president of the

.Vational Federation of Music Clubs. The coming of Mrs.
Lyons reveals an interesting account of the founding
of the national federation.

In announcing the intended visit of Mrs. Lyons, Mrs.

Cecil Frankel, chairman of the department of exten-

sion of the national federation, reports that at the

time of the World's Fair in Chicago in 1S93, Mrs. Theo-
dore Thomas, wife of the chairman for music of the

exposition, called tor a celebration by representatives

of music clubs throughout the country. Forty clubs re-

sponded with 200 delegates present and from this gath-

ering came the inspiration for the National Federation
of Music Clubs.
Two California clubs were represented at that his-

torical gathering—the Abbey-Cheney Amateurs of San
Francisco, at that time a piano club, and now known as

the San Francisco Musical Club, and the Treble Clef

Club of Los Angeles, which later disbanded, but many
of its most progressive members immediately formed
the Woman's Lyric Club. These two organizations have
been in the federation ever since it was created.

The national federation, through its various state af-

filiations, is striving to have a music club in every city,

county and state in the union and junior boys and girls'

clubs auxiliaries.

Mayor James Rolph Jr. will officially open the con-
vention on Monday, May 1st. and on that evening Cali-

fornia composers will be given an opportunity of dis-

closing new compositions as part of a program that
will make musical history for the West. The Wednes-
day night banquet. May 3rd, will be one of the most
extensive musical "feasts" ever spread before a con-

vention, according to the announcement of Mrs. Ran-
dolph Whiting, chairman of the banquet committee.

voices are included in this organization, which has been
schooled to a high degree of proficiency by director

Axel Pihlstrom, and their songs include those of the

northlands, as well as numbers in English. Margaret
Fry Silvey. a well-known lyric soprano, will be the

soloist of the evening, and there will also be several

selections by the Arion Trio, composed of Josephine

strikes a humorous vein. v„lasaic [nu5;c wU: be an en-
tertainment between the ac(£.

A SUCCESSFUL AMERICAN TEACHER IN PARIS

PERCY GRAINGER
The Eminent Anslralian Piani-*t-lonipo?*er. ^A ho
Will Give HU Only Recital at the *t. Franclw Hotel
\ext Monday Afternoon an the Conclnding Event
of the .\iice Seckeb* Series.

Holub, violin, Joy Holloway, piano, and Margaret Av-

ery violoncello. The concerts of the Scandinavian sing-

ers are always of great interest.

PACIFIC PLAYERS

SCANDINAVIAN SINGERS

The tenth annual concert of the United Scandinavian
Sfngers of San Francisco will be held at the Scottish
Rite Auditorium, Van Ness Avenue and Sutter Street,

Saturday evening. April 15th. Eighty excellent male

Suggestion and psycho-analysis are brought into play

in the production now being rehearsed by the Pacific

Players, who are under the direction of Nathaniel An-

derson. The two pieces to be given. Trifles and Sup-

pressed Desires, are both by Susan Glaspell. This tal-

ented woman in the one is serious and in the other she

Carrying coals to Newcastle was the opinion of many
when, years ago, Mrs. Sara Robinson-Duff went to Paris
to continue her teaching of singing. Mary Garden was
there, in the first flush of her great success, to -ihich

Mrs. Duff had helped, as Miss Garden was her first

pupil, and she was Miss Garden's first teacher, and
besides this Mrs. VuS knew that in the midst of plenty

one might starve. So. in spite of the many vocal In-

structors in that city, she soon had many famous pu-

pils coming to her for vocal refreshment, and the

knowledge of how to sing naturally. Her salon was the

Mecca for prominent composers as well as artists from
the Opera and the Comedie Francaise. and tout Pans
was invited to her receptions, and responded in large

numbers. One heard and saw among others, Mme. Be-

ritza (the first Mme. Muratore), Mme. Vema. Miss
Garden, and among non-professionals, the haute monde
included Miss Gladys Deacon, now the Duchess of

Marlborough, Mrs. Cyril Hatch, the daughter of Mrs,
W. K. Vanderbilt, Miss Frances Breton Ives, and many
others.

Mabel Gilman, now Mrs, Wm. Corey, was a deroted

pupil, so is Alice Neilson and Marcia Van Dresser. The
list is too long to qu,.te. but one sees that the better

known artistes were imder her guidance, as her pupils

have the unique record of being the most dependable
among the managers. They combine warmth of feeling,

color in all its finer shadings, with an ease and natural-

ness of production, and perfect diction, which is the

result of an absjlutely artistic co-ordination and poise.

But not only is this proof of her teaching, but even
greater is tae individuality of the singer her own, as

that is the lamp shining through the covering of per-

fect vocal control.

They tell that Mrs. DufTs own pianissimo was of re-

markable carrying power and quality, and this is not

the only unusual quality of her voice. Her Italian dic-

tion is without accent, and she has the knack of im-

parting that as well. This Maine woman, one of the

four great artists of the state (Eames, Nordica and
Anna Louise Carey) has established an enviable record

here and abroad and well merited the praise of artists

like the de Reszkes and Calve, the latter sending her

pupils frequently.
San Francisco is indeed fortunate that she is coming

West to teach this summer, instead of Paris, as has

been her custom. There are so many lovely voices here

in America, she said, and in America I am home. It is

onr gain, and one which we are eagerly awaiting, be-

cause California is in every way a golden state, and
anxious to extend Mrs. Robinson-Duff the welcome her

personality and work deserv*?.

OF GREAT INTEREST TO

California Artists!

The

Pacific Coast Musical Review

WILL PUBLISH A SPECIAL EDITION IN HONOR
OF THE ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE

California Federation

of Music Clubs

ON SATURDAY, APRIL 29TH

This is the only opportunity to intro-

duce yourself in a dignified way before

practically all California music clubs be-

fore they book artists for next season.

For Particulars Apply

THE LEIGHTON PRESS, BUSINESS MANAGER
PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW
516 Mission St.. S. F. Tel. Dotiglas 5380

E'en as the

Flower
Adapted from Iht po«in

THE PASSION FLOWER'
Poem by Lacra Blackbora

By
FREDERIC KISIGHT LOGAN

Frederic Knight Logan, the
composer ofMissouri&altz

and Pale Moon has again delivered us a
ballad which we say without hesitation to

be as promising a number as we've ever

published. We believe it to be destined for

universal use and to be appropriate for

all occasions, 3 keys. Price 40c.

If You Would Love Me
By JA.MES G. MacDER.\UD

This song, now definitely associated with

Mr. Johnson and other artists, was orig-

inally sung by John McCormack at some
fifty concerts. It pro\-ides cpportimity

for the entire gamut tonal effects and is

a fine song with a big sweep. 4 keys.

Price 40c.

Two Tiny Bits of Heaven's Blue
By CHAR1.es WHITCO.MB and

J. WAJ-TER EDWARDS
Not in years has a ballad appeared with

so many good features to recommend it.

A rare, flo'.\-ing melody, sane li'ric, a fine

climax, together with deft harmoniza-

tion, combine to make this publication

an assured success, 3 keys. Price 40c,
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UNPRECEDENTED TRIUMPH FOR CHICAGO
GRAND OPERA AT LOS ANGELES — PACKED
HOUSE WORSHIPS MURATORE. MARY GAR-
DEN. BAKLANOFF AND POLACCO DURING
PERFORMANCE OF LAMORE DE TRE RE-
AUSPICIOUS OPENING NIGHT INSURES SUC-

CESS FOR LOCAL SEASON

By Bruno David Ussher

Los Angeles, (by wire) April 11.—Excellent perform-

ance of L'Amore de Tre Re marks immensely successful

opening o< Los Angeles season under local management
of L. E. Behymer. Many curtain calls tor Garden, Mura-

tore. BaklanofT, Lazzari. and last but not least. Conduc-

tor Polacco. Brilliant gathering fills every space and

many extra seats in Auditorium- Mary Garden singing

better even than last year, gives forceful portrayal of

Flora.
Lucien Muratore produces notes of ideal beauty. His

Avito is a truly irresistible lover. Muratore given

strongest ovation. Baklanoff proved a most impressive

Manfredo vocally and histrionically. This artist seems

to have grown in power and depth of expression. Lazzari

as Archibaldo rises to great heights in singing and

characterization of the difficult part of the blind king.

Polacco masters his orchestra with superlative art in

spite of new acoustic conditions. Is most cordially

greeted. His handling of the score is of exquisite sub-

tleness as well as stirringly dramatic. Everything

poinU to a successful season, the immense success of

last night stimulating steady box office lines.

.#

DELIGHTFUL DUO-ART CONCERT IN OAKLAND

tra. conducted by the composer; (a) Russian Dance,

(bl Finale. From Grove Play of 1920. book by Chas.

Caldwell Dobie (Ulderico Marcelli), Festival Chorus,

orchestra and organ, conducted by the composer; (a)

Song The Wanderer from The Hacienda, Poem by Wal-
dcmar Young. (Ida Waldrop), Charles F. Bulotti and
orchestra, (b) Dance of tlie Watersprites from Neo Ne-

tuma. Grove Play of 1916. book by J. Wilson Shiels

(Ida Waldrop). orchestra conducted by the composer;
Kantasia—The Man of the Forest—Grove Play of 1902.

book by Charles K. Field (Joseph D. Redding), orches-

tra conducted by the composer; Excerpts from the

Grand Opera Egypt, book by Charles K. Field (a) Fare-

well Duct (William J. McCoy), (b) Prelude, Prayer and
Storm Scene. Cieoiiatra—Catherine Retallick. Anthony
—Charles F. Hulotti. chorus of Priests and Priestesses,

orchestra and organ, conducted by Ihe composer. Alex-

ander Saslavsky will be concert master of the orchestra.

Under the Direction of Serge L. Halman the College of

Holy Names Listen to Fine Program Given

Through Courtesy of Sherman, Clay & Co.

A most enjoyable Duo-Art Concert was given by Sher-

iuan. Clay & Co. at the College of the Holy .Names of

Oakland on Friday afternoon. March 3rd. under the able

direction of Serge L. Halman. The soloists, all of whom
acquitted themselves of their tasks in a most artistic

manner, were: Miss Winifred Forbes, violinist. Mrs.

Clara Burnett, soprano, and Miss N'adine Breier, pian-

Iste. The latter is a student of the Conservatory of the

College of the Holy Names. The program which was

tastefully arranged and which was thoroughly enjoyed

by everybody, reflecting much credit upon Mr. Halman,
was as follows: Minuet, Op. 14. No. 1 (Paderewski),

played by Paderewski on the Duo -\rt; Liebesfreud

(Kreisler), Miss Forbes accompanied by the Duo Art;

The Eagle (MacDowell), .Miss Nadine Breier and the

Duo Art; Sunshine of Your Smile (Lillian Ray), Mrs.

Burnett accompanied by the Duo Art; Leggierezza

(Liszt), played by Magdeleine Brard on the Duo Art;

Thais Meditation (Massenet), Miss Forbes accompanied

by the Duo Art; (a) Litany (Schubert-Cortot), (b)

Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 11 (Liszt), played by Cortot

on the Duo Art; Calm as the Night (Bohm), Mrs. Bur

nett accompanied by the Duo Art and Miss Forbes:

Reverie Improvisation (GranadosI, played by Granados

on the Duo Art; Elegie (Massenet), -Mrs. Barnett ac-

companied by -Miss Forbes and Mr. Halman; Scherzo in

B flat minor (Chopin), played by Josef Hofmann on the

Duo Art.
This event was given for the entire College including

the Sisters, the faculty, students and their parents and

friends, the latter being present upon invitation. Miss

Nadine Breier, a sixteen-year-old student of the con-

servatory, created an excellent impression by playing

MacDowell's The Eagle on a Steinway piano together

with the Duo Art. The College of the Holy Names is en-

titled to great credit for the splendid and thorough

Conservatory of Music associated with the institution

and the students taking advantage of Its courses have

every reason to feel gratified.
4

THE STUDENTS CHAMBER CONCERT

Owing to the fact that the recent Students Chamber
Concert under the direction of John C. Manning took

place in the beginning of the grand opera season, and

many other events kept repre.^entatlves of this paper

busy on that evening, we were obliged to depend upon

outside sources for a report of this important occasion.

The transmission of this report has been delayed, and
will appear in the next issue of this paper.

•

FOURTH MUNICIPAL POP CONCERT

A most attractive program is announced for the

fourth municipal "pop" concert to be given at the Ex-

position Auditorium next Thursday evening, April 20,

under the auspices of the Auditorium Committee of the

Board of Supervisors. An orchestra of 7.5 picked musi-

cians will In turn be directed by six composers, all of

them members of the Bohemian Club, and each of them
conducting his own works, and there will also be a

cborus of S.'iO mixed voices, the same that appeared in

the final concert of the Berkeley Music Festival held

In the Greek Theatre last September. The vocal soloists

of the evening will be Catherine Retallick, lyric so-

prano. Charles F. Bulotti, tenor, and Lowell Kedfleld,

baritone.

The Auditorium Committee aims to present the very

best in music and seeks no profit from these concerts,

for which the prices of admission are small. Reserved

seats may be obtained at Sherman, Clay & Company's.

The complete program is as follows: Prelude—St.

Patrick at Tara—Bohemian Grove Play of 1908—Book
by Henry .Morse Stephens (Wallace A. Sabin), Festival

Chorus, orchestra and organ, conducted by the com-

poser; Hunting Song—Sunday Morning Grove Concert,

1916 (Eugene Blanchard), Lowell Redfleld and orches-

very capable Carl Lamson as accompanist, Kreisler

will give the following remarkable program at the Ex-

position Auditorium next Sunday at 2:30 sharp: Kruet-

zer Sonata (Beetlioven) ; Concerto in E minor (Men-
delssohn); (a) Hymn to the Sun (Rimsky-Korsakotf)
(arranged by Kreisler) , (b) Ballet Music from Rosa-

munde (Schubert) (arranged by Kreisler), (c) Lotus
Land (Cyril Scott) (arranged by Kreisler), (d) La Gi-

tana (Kreisler). (e) Caprice Viennois (Kreisler).

JOSEPH SCHWARZ'S ONLY RECITAL

While the great entourage of song birds in the Mary
Garden aviary are hieing themselves eastward and to

Europe after the close of their tour in Denver next

Thursday, Joseph Schwarz, the .star baritone of the or-

ganization and his bride will rush San Franciscowards,
so that the famous Russian may be here in time for

the single recital he is scheduled to give in the Exposi-

tion Auditorium in this city a week from tomorrow af-

ternoon, April 23rd. Schwarz and his bride, whom, it

will be recalled, was the widow of a multimillionaire

coffee dealer, will start their real honeymoon from here

following this concert event, for they have engaged
passage to Honolulu and will leave San Francisco im-

mediately after Schwarz's appearance at the Exposition

.\udilorium.
It will be recalled that a year ago Schwarz astounded

San Franciscans with his performance of Rigoletto with

the Chicago Company in the .\uditorium. This year he

repeated his Rigoletto triumph and added to his laurels

by singing Wolfram in Tannhauser on two occasions be-

fore audiences that rose en masse to acknowledge his

skill.

His appearance here a week from Sunday will posi-

tively be Schwarz's only concert in this city and will

mark the last concert of the present season. A program
in four languages with numerous encores in English,

arranged as per the following list, will constitute a
great feast of music for the thousands who will be

among these present: .\rioso (Handel), Aria Eri tu from
Ballo in Maschera (Verdi), Zueignung (Strauss). Traum
durch die Dammerung (Strauss), Cecilia (Strauss);

Der Wanderer (Schubert), Du bist die Ruh! (Schubert),

Die .Allmacht (Schubert); Aria Le Roi de Lahore (Mas-

senet), L'air du miroir from Contes D'Hoffmann (Of-

fenbach); Ja ne Prorok (Rachmaninoff), Over the

Steppe (Gretchaninoff), Krai te moi (Gretchaninoff).

Blacha (Moussorgsky). Gyula Ormay has been engaged
by Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer as Schwarz's accom-
panist.

PERCY GRAINGER'S RECITAL

Music lovers in general and pianists in particular are

greatly interested in the single recital announced for

Percy Grainger in San Francisco during his coming
visit to California. The great Australian composer-vir-

tuoso will be in this city tor so limited a time that it

will only be possible for him to play at the Alice Seck-

els' Matinee Musicale in the St. Francis Hotel Ballroom
Monday afternoon next. Heretofore Grainger has always
given from two to four recitals in this city before vast

crowds, so while disappointment in not hearing him
oftener is keen it is compensated by the extraordinary
attractiveness of the program he will give on .Monday.

There are few concert pianists in the world today
who enjoy such splendid popularity as Grainger; there

are few great masters of the keyboard who combine as

he does the various phases of the art. His is a person-
ality engrossing and compelling. He is a teclinician be-

yond critical analysis. His interpretations, while orig-

inal, are always sane. Generally speaking Grainger is

one of the most satisfying of present day artists to

teacher, student, and layman alike.

The Grainger program will include a variable offer-

ing with Rach, Brahms, Liszt and Grainger predominant.
The complete list of works to be played is as follows:

Prelude and Fugue for Organ, D major (Bach-Busoni)

;

Variations on a Theme by Paganini. Book I (IJrahms);

Liebestraum No. 3 (Liszt), Polonaise, E major (Liszt);

Country Gardens, set by (Grainger), Irish Tune from
County Derry, set by (Grainger), The Leprechaun's
Dance (Irish Dance) (Stanford-Grainger), Maich Jig:

Maguire's Kick (Stanford-Grainger).

THE KREISLER CONCERT

Some fifteen years ago a handful of music lovers sat

in a small hall in San Francisco to hear a violin recital

by the then comparatively unknown F'ritz Kreisler.

Most of these auditors had heard all the other violin-

ists of those times and they were anxious to see if the

mild-mannered, handsome fellow before them would
equal the best efforts of his competitors. The general
verdict was that he had surpassed their best efforts

in the matter of technic, interpretation, quality of tone,

skill in bowing, and that none had quite approached
him in the matter of lofty musicianship, noble style and
ability to reach the hearts of his auditors. Kreisler's

admirers in San Francisco have so increa.^ed since those
first appearances of fifteen years ago that next Sunday
afternoon at the Exposition Auditorium he will face

the largest audience that ever attended a violin recital

anywhere, as every seat in the Auditorium will be oc-

cupied. People are coming from as far north as Chico
and as far east as Ogden, Utali, and every point in Cali-

fornia will be represented by music lovers. With the

HARRIET BENNETT, SOLOIST AT CALIFORNIA

Tomorrow morning the California Theatre will pre-

sent Miss Harriett Bennett, petite California soprano,

as the solo artist with Herman Heller's orchestra at

the concert at 11 o'clock. There are few young artists

now before the public who give such promise of a
brilliant career as Miss Bennett. She is a born singer,

with a voice ranging from a rich mezzo to a beautiful

high soprano. Slie has created a profound impression
upon the few appearances she has made before club)

in San Francisco.
Miss Bennett's program number tomorrow morning

will be Ballatella (Bird Song) from Pagliacci by Leon-
cavallo. The following program has been arranged by
Herman Heller for his men: Entry of the Boyards
(Halvorsen); Dreams (Wagner); Voice of Chimes (Lui-

gini); La Gioconda selection (l-'onchielli) ; Serairamide
Overture (Rossini). Leslie V. Harvey will give another
of his delightful organ solos. He will play Cujus Animam
from Stabal Mater (Rossini).

ALCAZAR

A sumptuous revival of Penrod, the charming four-

act comedy based upon Booth Tarkington's delightful

series of the same name, in the Saturday Evening Post,

will take place at the Alcazar beginning Sunday mati-

nee, -April 16th. The management believes that it could
offer no more fascinating Easter production than this

classic of youth written around the adventures of four

small boys. It is a vehicle which will take the grown-ups
back to school days, recalling the ambitions and adven-
tures of childhood, while to the kiddies it will be the
greatest possible treat.

Since the last presentation of Penrod at the Alcazar
last July, it has appeared on the screen, but the fact

that one may have witnessed the film version merely
serves to increase his desire for a glimpse of ihe many
interesting characters in real life. The group of merry
youngsters, four boys and a girl, and their endeavors
to unmask a crook by being amateur detectives, is

worth going a long way to see. and an all-star cast is

promised with many specially engaged players.

Penrod is filled with fun and laughter and the Al-

cazar players, headed by Gladys George and Dudley
Ayres. will have important roles. The title role will be
in the hands of Bob Russell, a talented juvenile actor.

The scenic features will be the most elaborate in recent
months. In the cast will be, among others, Ben Erway,
Charles Yule, Brady Kline. Florence Priuty. Emily Pin-

ter, Ned Doyle and Frederick Green.
This week Seven Chances is proving a worthy pro-

duction. It is a farce comedy and there have been nu-

merous additions to the .\lcazar players.

Madame Vought announces the presentation of Irene
Meussdorffer, soprano, and Walter Frank Wenzel, pian-

ist and accompanist, at the Fairmont Hotel ballroom on
Tuesday evening, April 25th, at S:30 o'clock. A well
arranged program will be given by these two artists

and music lovers are looking forward to the event with
keen interest. Tickets are on sale at Sherman, Clay
& Co.

An artists' recital and dansant will be given in the
Concert Room of the Western Arts Fraternity at 525
Sutter street, on Wednesday evening, April 19th, be-

ginning at 9 o'clock. Madame Vought. who has charge
of the program, will present the following artists:

Gladys Rycroft Ginaca, coloratura soprano; Edeleda
Fogg Basford, pianologues; Mar()osia Kasliervaroff, Rus-
sian singer in costume; Etliel Austen, violinist; Myrtle
McCabe, reader; Fay Milhar, Spanish pianist. The
accompaniments will be played by .Nadine Shepherd.
Emma King and Edleda Basford. Members and friends
are cordially invited to attend.

Fay Miibar of New York is one of the recent addi-

tions to the music colony of San Francisco. She has
been attracting much favorable comment by musical
critics and the musical world while giving recitals in

the exclusive homes In New York City and also con-
cortizing on the East Coast. She will make her home in

San Francisco and will he introduced on Wednesday
evening. April 19th. at the Western .\rts Association,

by Madame Vought. in her first public appearance here.

Ruth Wilson, the extraordinarily gifted child-violinist,

an artist pupil of Professor Gregor Clierniasky, will

travel with her mother to New York this fall to make
there her national debut at Aeolian Hall early in No-
vember. Ruth is little more than twelve years old. Nev-
ertheless she has impressed deeply such great violinists

as KIman and Kubelik. for whom she played. S. Hurok,
the manager of Pavlowa, will sponsor her New York
appearance. Ruth has left the put>lic school and is tak-

ing private tuition, which enables her to give more time
to her music studies. Her father, C. Wilson, is an at-

torney. Mrs, Katheryn Wilson is one of our public school

music teachers.

All the offices of the Philharmonic Orchestra have
been consolidated now on the fourth floor, suite No.
•124, of the Philharmonic Auditorium Building.
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PAUL STEINDORFF Joseph Greven
MA STPR r.narw *^MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway ... - Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE ClLTl'RK

Stadlo:

S02 KOHLEH * CHASE BLDG.
Vaa Frnnclpeo Phone: Ke-arny 5454

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIANIST

Studio: ir..17 Euclid Avenue, Berkelty.
Phone Berkeley fl)M»J.

ZHA Y rf.A RK, Solo Harpist

California Theatre Orchestra
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN
VioIiniHf—Conductor—Lecturer

Will Accept An Inliniited Vnniber o( Pupils

Studio: 3l4r. AA SKliiDErton St. TeL Fill. 6146

MRS. Z.A.Y RECTOR BEVITT
PIAXO and HARMOXY

15 Cascade Drive, Mill Valley. Cal. Inati-

tute of Music. K. & C. Bldg.. Tel. Kearny
5454.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

otudloN: sui: Kohler &. Cbaiie Uldg.. S. F.
TM'l'i Ocean Vie«v Dr.. Oakland (Residence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
»0o Roliier A. Cl»a«e Bid. Tel. Sutter T3S7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Htadio. 603-(ll>4 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

MRS. CHARLES POUCTER
SOPR.A.NO St. Andrews Cborch
Voice Culture. Piano. 5SS 27tli St., Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kohler & Ckase Bl<s-<
\\ ednesdayM Tel. Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PI.WIST AND TEACHER

Residence and Studio. 612.S HUleeasm Ave.,
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Success*-?* in Europe: Concert Suc-
eewses in .\nierica. .Iddres.s isoi California
St., San Francisco. Telephone Prospect 3620

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SIXGING

Studio 36 GafTuey Building, 376 Sutter St.

Tel. Douglas 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert ar

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voire Culture. Suite "C Kobler A Cha«e
II 111 I (line. Telephone Kearny 5454,

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
ORGANIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL

Piano Department, Hamlin School

Orcao end Piano, Arrlllnea Musical College

ANIL DEER STUDIO
T!t Ceutml .\venne. Phone Park 1093

By Appointment Only

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PI »\o

Stodlot 1003 Koklsr tL Ckaae Bids.
Plioae KeArny &4K4

Joseph George Jacobson
PIAXO

2<13 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 34S

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Operm Comlqne. Parl«

Stndio: 3107 Washlncton Street
Phone Fillmore \SA'.

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
SOLO VIOLI.MST MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Teacher Violin, Viola, Enaemble Playlne
i34 Sprocc Stre«t. Phone Fillmore 1151

HENRIK GJERDRUM
Pianist— Instructor.—Accompanist

2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

J. RICHARD MALABY
Pianist and Accompanist

551 Lytton Ave. Palo Alto, Cal.

FREDERICK MAURER
Teacher of Piano and Harmony. Enaemble,
Coaching. Studio: 1726 Le Roy Avenae,
Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 539.

Ada Clement Music School
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 898

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Slndne. 32 Loretta Ave., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Hon.. Kohler A
Chase BIdc-, S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST.. Bet. Clay A Waahln^oD

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt, Piano

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS HELEN COLBURN HEATH
FLUTIST

\T-n liable for Concerts as Soloist or for
Oblisato Work. 1201 Henry St.. Berkeley

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: 1920 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 1561

A.DELE ULMAN
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
Commonwealth Ave. Tel. Pac. 33.

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRAXO

Voice Cnlttire— Pui»il of Mme, Callleaa
Studio: 33s 21at St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 26S1

Miss Helen Goldman
1610 Sutter St. Plione Fil. 51.-.1

Specialist in Accompanying
Studio Work Desired

AndreAV Miklosvari
TE.\CHER OF VIOLIN

n«« Geary Street Tel. Franklin «03II

If ycu wish to become famous you
must be known and in order to become
knovN 1 you need publicity and there is no

mori^ dignified way to gain publicity than

by 'jignified advertising. If advertising is

undignified then fame is undignified.

Soprano Soloist. Temple Emann El. Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal iDstruc-
tion. 2.';.^9 Clay St- Phone West 4s90.

MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
SOPRAXO: .Available for EnsaKemeDta

SoloLst. Temple Beth Israel
Studio: 26 .\8hbury St. Phone: Pac 5330

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Kruger
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION

Studio: 10O9 Kohler &. Chase HIdR.
Tel. Kearny 5454. Res. Phone Franklin lOSO

ETHEL A. JOHNSON
SOPRANO

Member Universitv Extension Faculty
Studio: S06 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Res.: 51 Buena Vista Terrace
Tel.: Park 1291

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GIAPOMO AND MME.

MINKO-n-SKI
TEACHER OF VOICE

2J2S Pine St. Tel. 'We.t 7012

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist.

—

Solobt. .Accompanist and Teacher
S13 Clement St,. San Francisco. Pac. 92S4.

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PUNIST AND TEACHER
Pupil of Waper S»vayne

Studio: 515 Buena Vista Ave. Tel Park 341

Stella Raymond Vought
COLORATURE SOPRANO

Concert Manager
705 Kohler & Chaxe Bid.. TeL Kearny 4991

.^leniber of Federal Rerterve System and AiaMOclated Savings Banks of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S-VX FR.\XCISCO B.AXK)

52fi CallferalB Street. San Frandseo. CaL
C03IMERCI.\L

MISSION' BRAXCH. Miwion and 21.t Street.

P.ARK-PBESIDIO DISTRICT BR.AXCH, Clement St. and 7th -Aye.
U.\IGHT STREET BRAXCH. HalKbl and Belvedere Street.

DECEMBER 31, 1921

-Assets —
Deposits _ —
Capital Actually Paid Up
Reserve and Contingent Funds
Employees" Pension Fund

„*71.S«1,2!tft.«2

.. 6.S,201.2l«l.«2
,„ l.OOO.OOO.OO
„ 2,«.%0,0«0.00

371.7S3.46

OFFICERS—JOHN A. BUCK, President; GEO. TOURNT, Vice-President and
Manager: A_ H. R. SCHMIDT. Vice-President and Cashier: E. T. KRUSE, Vice-
Presidenf A. H. MULLEP., Secretary; WM. D. NEWKOUSE. .assistant Secretary.
TVILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEU G. A. BELCHER. R. A. LAUENSTI^IN
H H. HERZER and H. P. MAYN.ARD. Assistant Cashiers; C. W. HETER. Man-
ager Mission Branch; W. C. HEYER. Manager Parlc-Presidio District Branch;
O. F. PAULSEN, Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK, GEO. TOURNY, E. T. KRUSE
A H R SCHMIDT. I. N. WALTER. HUGH GOODFELLOW. E. N. VAN BERGEN,
ROBERT DOLLAR, E. A. CHRISTENSON. L. S. SHERMAN, WALTER A. HAAS,

GOODFELLOW. EELLS. MOOBE & ORRICK, General -Attorneys.
-A dividend o* FOVR .4XD O.XE QU-4RTER (4^4) per cent per annum was

declared for the six tnonths ending December 31, 1921.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8215

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR. ON FRAZER
1819 California St Tel. Prosp 3208

J, B, ATWOOD
2111 Channlng Way. Berkeley, CaL

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K'my 5454

WALTER FRANK WENZEL
,916 Golden Gate Ave. Fillmore 4T33

ETHEL ADELE DENNY
904 Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Kearny 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E, YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ESTHER MUNDELL
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

MME, M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
673 Scott Street Tel. Park 517R

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 51B4

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
JOl Spruce Street Pacific 1670

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker .St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
Suite 600, K. & C. Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

JOHN WHITCOM NASH
500 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 4991

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1003 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 -\rguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 35Si

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. TeL Kearny 545i

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Street Phone Kearny 2637

EMIL HAHL
Res,; 2756 Baker St. Tel.; Fill. 2291

REED AXD MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
7S9 Mission St. Sutter 6355

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review,

a publication that should be read br all

cents: by mail $3.00 per year.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
rut)lished by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

ORAVEURE, MACBETH, EASTON, JORDAN, VVERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers

TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOUR TEACHING PIECES (Grade 3)
Ilj Klorrncc P. Ben TIIK « 0(1I> \»«l'irN HAllI"

Knrh 9 ^M t\l\ii THKt Sfl IlKAIIU
UK.!,!.))! MH. KOIIIN I VKIMV

'I'lifNc iilrcFN iirt* bcifiK M'ltlely uNod nnil much ni>|>rf(>lateil h>* teorberN tvhn vnlue
Ihrlr itiNpiruliulinl b(-nul>- nud lltodtrn Idiom. IM SI Al. FUlt THt: GHADK. I*ul>-

lUhrd by CLAPTON F. SIM>1\ CO.. ClliCAliO, and for MOle by HENKV <;H01lfe:

In the -tore of Wll.KV II. AI.I.KN CO.
i;!.' Ki-orny S(., >«nn FranclNco

Henry Brelherick
ORGANIST

2r>H0 nu«h street

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VtH- VI. *_l LTIRE

\rtiNl |)ii|iIIn nvnilnltl*.* for nil nrcnNlonn
riOU Kttlilfr it: < hone Hide. Ki>arnj- -4UUI

Califorrvia
FIFTH CONCERT. SEASON 1922-23

Sunday, April 16, 1922, 11 A. M.

Soloist:

MISS HARRIET BENNETT
The Delightful California Soprano

OirrrlnK IIALATKI.I..^ (from I'liKllnrrl)
< l.convavnllo I

California Theatre Orchestra

HERMAN HELLER, Conductor

QonStance ^Alexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 705 Kohler & Chnse BuUdlns
Phone Kenrny MM

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
For Kindergarten a

2.

id Prlmarr Grades

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Wordv and MunIc

ABBIB OKRRISH-JONBS
Adaptions and Deacrlptlons

olive: b. wilsos-dorrett
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resvH of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School. University of California. Mrs. Dor-

rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those

offered in the collection were tried out during the

summer session of 1920.

PRICB $1.00 AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER. Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The Piano of the Artist's Choice

Most Costly and Beautiful in the World

^^RADUALLY and with a certainty that is Hke the ebb and flow of the tides is the

Mason & Hamhn piano asserting and extending its leadership in the artistic and author-

itative musical circles of the United States. Its fidelity, unvarying quality and beauty of tone

have created among connoisseurs everywhere an admiration and a profound respect that has

been accorded no other piano in the history of music and musicians.

Both uprights and grands are being shown at our stores.

We invite a critical hearing.

Two Entrances

135-153 Kearny and 117-125 Sutter Sti.

Victor Talking Machines
'^iley^BAllen@

-MASON AND HAMLIN PIANOS-

Oakland—1209 Washington Street

San Jose—99 South First

Sheet Music
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KREISLER ACCLAIMED BY NINE THOUSAND BRILLIANT OPERATIC WEEK IN LOS ANGELES
Exposition Auditorium Crowded With Enthusiastic Throng of Music Lov-

ers—Thousands Crowd Around Platform After Conclusion of

Program and Listen to Encores Until Lights Are
Turned Out—Great Virtuoso in Finer

Artistic Form Than Ever

Chicago Opera Association Takes in $90,000 During Holy Week—Remark-
able Showing For This Time of Year—Mary Garden Attracts

Largest Houses of Season—Polacco Impresses With
His Executive Art—Edith Mason Delights

Music Lovers

By ALFRED METZGER By BRUNO DAVID USSHER
Nine thousand people assembled at the

Exposition Auditorium last Sunday aft-

ernoon to revel in the violinistic art of
FYitz Kreisler. Were it not for the fact

that the Pacific Coast Musical Review is

opposed to making comparative state-

ments we would not hesitate to say that
Fritz Kreisler is. according to our idea,

the greatest violin virtuoso in the world.
Anyway, we can say that he has always
been and still remains our favorite. And
it is evident that the San Francisco mu-
sical public shares our opinion for it

would have been impossible to arouse
greater enthusiasm than Kreisler did on
this occasion. In addition to his exquisite
artistry this great virtuoso possesses an
instrument of unusual beauty of tone, a
Siradivarius of the finest type, and this

combination of greatness of musicianship

most intricate runs up to the finest har-
monics and flexibility of tone in the low-
est as well as highest notes. There is

never any scratching of the G string, and
still there is retained force and ^igor.

Double stops and spiccato is interpreted
with delightful limpidity and his phras-
ing contains all the elements of careful
cantabile effects. Indeed at times it

seems as if he sang upon the strings.
In this Mendelssohn concerto Mr. Kreis-
ler, too, changes what seems usually a
saccharine character into a depth of emo-
tional coloring impassible to describe. To
hear Kreisler play this concerto is an ex-
perience never to be forgotten.

In his encores as well as during the
closing group he introduced some of his
own delightful arrangements, not the
least of which was Percy Grainger's Irish

Los Angeles. April 15, 1922.—"Xever
before has the Chicago Opera Company
or any opera organization of similar size
done such splendid business during
Easter week as our company here," com-
mented Clark Shaw, business manager of
the Chicago organization, when paying
enthusiastic tribute to the excellent work
done before and during opera week by
Impresario Behymer, his associate. Miss
Rena MacDonald. and their staff. Mr
Shaw felt that the highest possible box
office results obtainable under the cir-

cumstances were achieved by the Behy-
mer organization. As anticipated in last
week's Los Angeles news letter, the opera
week proved a big success in spite of the
various disadvantages caused by the
nearness of the hoUda>-s, Miss Garden's
illness shortly before arriving here, and

ances- In fact, LAmore de Tre Re (with
Garden, Muratore and Baklanoff) was
slightly in excess of the $15,000 mark.
This work opened the season and was
the only opera repeated from last year's
local repertoire. Second best as to re-

ceipt ranks Salome, the farewell per-
formance on Saturday afternoon, with
financial results only a few hundred dol-

lars below the opening presentation. A
close third was Thais, the Wednesday
matinee performance. Next come Tann-
hauser, Louise. Romeo and Juliet, and
Jewels of th« Madonna.
"More tha: ever the cultural value of

grand opera has been demonstrated by
the spirit and measure in which the pub-
lic has accepted these presentations as
they did during Holy Week." Mary Gar-
den, director general of the Chicago Op-

MISS IRENE MEISSDORFFER
The Gifted and SacoeKKfnl f'alifornia Soprano SoIoi>t

^^ ho n-ill Appear in a Joint Rerltal %vith Walter
Frank. Wenzel at the Fairmoot Hotel Next

Tuesday Evening

WALTER PRANK WF:NZEL
The Skillful and Active California Pianist and Ac-

(-ompaniNt Who vrill Appear in Joint Reelial n^ith
Mi>.H Irene ^leuf^ndorfter at the Fairmont

Hotel Next TneMday Evening

MI"- KMII.IE LANCEL
The Well Kn.iiyn and Brilliant California Soprano

Soloi<.t W bo Left for Europe This W eek to Re-
main Indefinitely for the Purpose of Study

and Observation

and fine quality of the instrument is im-
possible to surpass.

Mr. Kreisler opened his program with
Beethoven's academic Kreutzer Sonata.
T7nless this work is played with that
grasp of emotional values and that thor-
oughness of technical skill with which
Kreisler endows it it seems monotonous
to the hearer, but with Kreisler inter-

preting, it becomes alive with expression
and musical ideas. The accuracy of in-

tonation, the ease of digital dexterity, the
purity of phrasing and the depth of emo-
tional expression which Kreisler is able
to obtain defies description. This artist
must be heard to be appreciated at his
true value. We can not remember when
we enjoyed the interpretation of this
Kreutzer Sonata to quite this degree as
when we listened to Kreisler and Lam-
son last Sunday. And by the way, we
must give credit to Mr. Lamson for be-
ing an ensemble player of remarkable
accomplishments both as to his musical
and technical qualifications.

His interpretation of the Mendelssohn
concerto also revealed Kreisler's match-
less musicianship. Ease of execution.
parity and clarity of technic even in the

tune from County Derry. These short
pieces pleased the audience so greatly

that hundreds of people crowded around
the platform, drinking in every note and
evidently never getting enough until the
janitor turned out the lights and every-
body reluctantly left the hall. Again it

has been demonstrated that the great
American public does not care what na-
tionality a man belongs to, as long as he
is an artist worthy of its admiration.
Only pigmy minds and bigots permit
their personal prejudices to stand in the
way of their artistic enjoyment. The peo-
ple at large possess a big heart and
mind and do not permit national issues
to obscure artistic principles.

Personally Kreisler seems to have
aged. He makes the impression of having
suffered a great deal and of taking the
sorrows of the world—his world at least
—to heart. But no matter how deep the
lines may be in his countenance his art
is as youthful as ever and through the
means of the strings and bow he is able
to convey the deepest and most beauti-
ful emotions created by the minds of the
masters.

the feeling that, while the prices charged
may be justified by the payroll and ex-
pense account of the company, yet they
were high.

L. E. Behymer, local manager of the
season, states that receipts and expenses
approximately balance each other. *ln
round figures the season here involved
an expense of $90,000, while receipts
reach the same figure. There may be a
difference of about $1000. one way or
the other, as not all the bills incurred for
local expenses have been received at this

moment. However, receipts and cost of
the engagement will about balance each
other, which is a decided success, consid-
ering the difficulties under which we have
labored," Impresario Behymer staled.

"To be exact. $75,000 went to the Chi-
cago Company as fee for the perform-
ances. The remaining $15,000 are ab-
sorbed by expenses for the local season.
"As was to be expected, the perform-

ances in which Mary Garden appeared
head the detailed list of box office re-

ceipts. The Garden appearances average
about $15,000 in L'Amore de Tre Re.
Thais and Salome. From $10,000 to $12.-

000 was received on the other perform-

era Company, is delighted with the bril-

liant success of the second visit the com-
pany has paid to our city under her
regime, predicting a return of the com-
pany to the Coast and this city in par-
ticular for next season.

In view of the ample analysis given
the productions of the Chicago Opera
Company in previous issues, a brief sum-
mary of the artistic features during the
local engagement will suffice. L'Amore
de Tre Re found an ideal performance
as indicated by my telegram in the last

issue. As to perfection of production it

was not surpassed, largely owing to the
excellency of the principals—Muratore.
Baklanoff, Garden, Lazzari and particu-
larly thanks to Polacco's baton. Of course
there were productions which were con-
siderably more taxing from the stand-
point of ensemble, which almost took
care of itself in the Montemezzi work at
the opening night. Operas with such large
casts as Jewels of the Madonna, Looise
and Tannhauser. showed excellent de-

tail work in the minor parts, specially
good work being done in Jewels of the

(Continued on Page 10, CoL 1.)
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The Steinway Duo-Art Piano
Just -what is it?

WE consider the Steinway Duo-

Art Piano to be the greatest

—

tlie most wonderful piano the world

has ever known.

In the first place it is a magnificent

piano, unequiUcd in tone, in action, in

physical beaut)'. Secondly, it is an im-

proved Pianola—a "player-piano" for

you to play with ordinary 83-note music-

rolls. As such, it infinitely surpasses

anythinghithertolcnownamong instru-

ments of this type.

And greatestof all—it is a Reproduc-

ing Piano of truly miraculous power. By
means ofspecial music-rolls, made by

pianists while playing a wonderful

rc'cor</i/ig piano, it reproduces their actu-

al performances with absolute fidelity.

Every phrase,every nuance, every subtle

shade of tone and tempo, every touch

of foot to pedal is reproduced.

Paderewski today makes rolls ex-

clusively for the Duo-Art. So also do

Bauer, Cortot, Hofmann, Rubenstein,

Gabrilowitsch, Buso ni, Grainger, Ganz,

Friedheim, Schmitz, Leginska, La
Forge, and scores of other great musi-

cians. Tiie Duo-Art roster is, in fact,

a roll<all of practically all the mighti-

est pianists of th'S age. This is indeed

a glorious tribute to a glorious repro-

ducing instrument.

Notice the emphasis upon the fact

that these artists today make reproduc-

ing rolls exclusively for the Duo-Art.

Moreover, their Duo-Art rolls are the

only American rolls that represent their

ami exact, authentic playing—that have

been edited by no one except themsehes.

The Duo-Art may now be had with

motoreidier self-enclosed or in detached

box to be placed in some other room,

as you prefer.

The Duo-Art comes enshrined in

the Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes, as well as in

the immortal Steinway.

Come in and ask. to hear this glori-

ous musical instrument. Make it a point

to come in and hear it.

Shertnan^CIay&Co
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento Stockton • Fresno • San Jose

Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Vallejo

"A TO instrument approaches

i \ the "Duo-Art in its per-

feSion of construction and the

fdelttyofmusicalreproduSion."

—Alfred Cortot

'"This instrument is without

question greatly superior to any

other of its kind."

—Ignace Jan Paderewski

"It IS distinctly in a class by

Itself. .—Rudolph Ganz

"The ^Duo-Art stands supreme

among reproducing pianos."

—Harold Bauer

"The Thio-Art is so far super-

ior to any other instrument ofits

kind, there can be no real basis

for comparison.

"

-Josef Hofmann

GEORGE EDWARDS
TF.\L'HI:R of PIAXO. ORtitN A.\D COMPOSITIO

Ren. S^lodlo, 1 l.'.1 Wilmrd Stmt
Telrphone Park 2135

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
V. dr .^rrlllnKH, Director

A. L.. ArtlKncK. PrCH.: l.uuln .\lef;rln. Vlcc-Prr».
Unexrrlird facllltira for Ibe mXuAy of mnslc In all

Its branebrM. l.arKC Pipe UrEan. Recital Hall.

2;nn jackson streft
Sao FruDcUrn. t'al. Phone West 4737

Mannkig School of Music
JOHN r. ^lAN.MNC;. Director

3242 Waahloieton Street, near Pre»ldlo ATenne
San Franc Inco. Cal.

For further Informntlnn aililrcsa the aerretarj of the
rhonl. or phone Fillmore .llir>.

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OP MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Direclor

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Sin^lnf;. Complete Course of Operatic Trnln-
Ine. 2730 Pierce St. Tel. FUlmore 4553.

M-ME CARRINGTO.N IjE%VY8
Prima Donna With Strakosch, Mapleaon, Ble.

EMIjYN i.ewvs
OrieanUt Fifth Chnrch of Chrlat Scientist. Formerly

Principal of Virgil Piano School, London. England.
Re». Stadio: S<M1 Lyon Street. Phone Fillmore 552

MRS. S. P. MARRACCl, Vocal Teacher
Italian method: 14 yearn of fita»:e experience; former
prima donna n-|th Cnruito and Tetrazzinl; coachea pupils
Vocally and In Urnma tic Deportment.
Studio, 4G4 ColumbuN Avenue. Phone Garfield 227C

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAN JOSK. CAL.

Confern Desreea .*w«rd« CertUlcatep

For PartlcularN apply to Sinter Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Sawlnxiiky Chnmlier 3Iun1c Soflety

Wlll Aco-pt a I'"ew Talented I'upils. Studio: 1002 Kohlor
& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAF.L. CALII-^ORMA

>IunIc ConrNPN Thorough and ProKrcNwIve
i'ublic School MunIc. Accredited Diploma

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

976 Cheatnat Street, corner Hyde
Appolntmenta by Phone—Prospect 3320

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for
CONCERT ORATORIO

2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco
Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
Orf^anUt Temple Emanu El. First Church of Chrlnt Sci-
entist. Director Lorlnfc Club. S. F.. AVed« 1017 California
St.. Phone Franklin 2fl03; Sat., First ChrlHtlan Science
Church. Phone Franklin 1307; Res. studio. 3142 Levrlston
\ve.. Berkeley. Phone I'ledmont 242S.

SENGRITA TEODELINDA TERAN
•Cello—Piano tnue;ht by Matthay Tou»'h >Ietliod of the
Royal Academy of London. For appolutmentN Phone, from
7 to 9 P. M.. Prospect «.%44—Gnffney Ilulldlnir.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ olce ( ullure— Die I ion— Studio: 4«S Stockton St.—>lon.
and ThurK. from 2-5. Res. 1451 Sacramento St. I*ros. 7503.

The College of the Holy Names
Lnkr licrrllt. O.iklnnd

Complete ConMervniory Cimitnc—Pinno. Harp. Violin,
*Ceilo, Voice, Counterpoint, Harmony, History

Read the Pacific Coast .Musical Review, a publication
that should be read by all the music-loving people.
Single copies. 10 cents: by mail $3.00 per year.

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
MM \\( r.ii Pi I A( i I r'lKD

Pupil of >lnie. V. SlepnnofV lllerlln). M. SieveklnE,
and E. Robert Schmltx ( \e«T ) orkt. Studio: 701
Heine llldE.. 40M Stockton St. Mondays. n-IS, Thurs-
dnyM. I0.1, 3-fl. Tel. Kearny 2223. Res. Phone: I'led-
mont 7mt.

SIGMUND BEEL

Miss Ellizabeth Westgate
Teaeber of Piano. Orcan. Harmony. OrEnnlst and Musical
Director of First Presbyterian Church, .\lamedn. Home
Studio: III7 PARC STREFrT. ALAMEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda I.V'. Thursdays. Merrlraan School. r.70 Oakland Atc^
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

Master < InsNCS for Violin
Only Talented Pupils Accepted

Studio Ilulldlnir. 1373 Post S|. Tel. i'rospect 7.".7

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
11. 11. I'sNinore—Studios: Suite .%on Kobler &. Chnse llldK..
S. F.: 2.*'.3(t 4 ollece Ave., lli-rkeley. llesldence 291 Alvn-
rndo It(»nd, Mrrkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

Mil's. OSCAR MANSFELDT. Pianist
2015 Rroderirk St.. nenr Clay Telephone rillmore 314

UNCOLN S. BATCHELDER
I'lAMST—AfroMPAMST

Mrmbfr 1 nlvrrMll7 Rxten.lon FaroItT
Slndloi RZT Shradcr »' Phase Park ISOS

DAILY ORGAN RECITALS
(From 12 to 1)

by

UDA WALDROP
at

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Post and Mason Streets

(Saturday and Sunday Excepted)

ADMISSION FREE
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

MUSICAL REVIEW'S NEW BUSINESS
MANAGER

During nearly twenty years the Editor of the

Pacific Coast Musical Review was obliged to at-

tend to both the editorial and managerial depart-

ments of the paper. Now, while the publication

was restricted in size and scope it was not so

difficult to handle both ends of the office. But
even then one person could not possibl}' attend

to two difi'erent tasks with equal success. It was
therefore natural that the business part of the

paper always suffered, and we could have pub-

lished a weekly paper of much larger dimensions
and influence, and therefore of greater benefit to

the musical profession than has been the case.

Owing to his position as reviewer of musical

events the editor also could not manage the busi-

ness office with the same thoroughness and busi-

ness-like dispatch as was necessary to insure the

growth and permanent existence of the publica-

tion. Therefore, a leniency of attitude and patient

tolerance toward patrons either willingly or un-

willingly negligent in meeting their obligations

was developed which in time would have meant
the suspension of the paper.

But we are specially anxious lo address our-

selves to tho.se of our advertisers and subscribers

who for a brief time may be the victims of errors

in tlie way of misunderstandings on tlie part of

the new management or nf incomplete accounts
in our advertising or subscription books, which
mistakes the new management has inherited, and
for which it is in no way responsible. W'c wish
to ask these friends for their indulgence until the

new management has thoroughly acquainted
itself with the bookkeeping and account system
of the paper which, as we stated before, suffered

on account of the editor being too greatly occu-

pied to handle two propositions equally well. If

the Musical Review during the twent)' years of

its publication has been able to assist the profes-

sion and public in making things easier, then we
believe they will bear with us a little during this

time of transition, and will assist the new busi-

ness management— The Leighton Press— in

straightening matters out so that we can give

them a bigger and better publication than they

have ever had before.

.\t the turning point of the life of the publica-

tion—when it became too big for one man to

handle and still was too small to pay several

large salarie.s—The Leighton Press, which has print-

ed the paper during the last two years, and whose
predecessor. The Marshall Press, printed it dur-

ing a period of twelve years—in a spirit of gen-

erous helpfulness offered to undertake to manage
the business affairs of the Pacific Coast Musical
Review, because those in authority, it being a

co-operative institution, possessed sufficient con-

fidence in its future and in its mission, that they

considered it to be a profitable and thoroughly

safe and .sane proposition to assist in the expan-
sion and enlargement of the influence and scope

of this paper, devoted solely to the interests of

the musical profession and public. That in the

beginning difficulties are to be overcome, when
a new management takes over a business enter-

prise which has been during twenty \'ears in a

condition of semi-efficiency, any sane person will

be able to understand. That furthermore patrons

who have been used to leniency and almost in-

excusable tolerance and who now are being ad-

dressed in cold and efficient business terms are

likely to feel offended and even angry, is also

naturally to be expected.

our campaign in behalf of California music fes-

tivals and summer activities. .And we shall bring
the activities of the interior California cities,

which accomplished marvels in the way of musi-
cal progress in recent years, to the attention of

our readers by occasional special editions de-

voted to their cause. It is also our intention to

inaugurate a special department for studio acti-

vities, edited by a member of the staff, in which
we shall record from week to week the excellent

work being done by California teachers and stu-

dents. It is also our purpose to pay more atten-

tion in future to the work of music clubs, public

school music and the efforts of the leading con-

servatories, including the work of the Extension
Division of the University of California as well

as its summer session. Indeed we shall try to

publish a special University Summer Session

edition.

r*2ver since its inception The Musical Review
has tried to be fair and square. The editorial

columns never were unfairly associated with the

business office. We always gave recognition to

worthy artists and teachers and jnipils. We never

asked anyone to advertise in order to gain such

recognition. We always showed interest and len-

iency toward young aspirants for musical honors.

Because of this leniency we aroused occasionally

the ire of musicians of uncompromising severity

in musical matters who thought we ought to tell

the "truth" every time, no matter whom it hurt

;

but our policy has been one of construction and
not destruction and we believe that a helping

hand is of greater benefit to a musical community
than a rod of iron. .And as proof that our con-

tention is correct we have many letters from art-

ists now prominently associated with musical en-

deavors who tell us that their first encourage-

ment came through favorable recognition in the

columns of the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

We have saved the music teachers of the State

hundreds of thousands of dollars by opposing a

bill introduced at the State Legislature several

years ago to license and examine all music teach-

ers through a political commission. Only re-

cently we succeeded in arousing the Music
Teachers' Association of San Francisco to op-

pose the music teachers' tax which singled out the

music teachers for special taxation. We have

stood for years on the side of the American art-

ist, the California artist, the San Francisco artist

of merit and we have fought consistently the

battle of the .American composer. \\'e have al-

ways helped the music clubs who really are of

benefit to the community by engaging resident

artists at reasonable remuneration. We have

fought for California music festivals and sum-
mer activities. W'e have succeeded in bringing

the Los Angeles musical profession in friendly

contact with the San Francisco musical profes-

sion, in other words we have succeeded to elim-

inate the prejudices between musical Southern

California and musical Northern California. .And

last but not least we have fought our hardest

fight in the interests of a symphony orchestra

of which this community may well be proud.

Every time we fought for the profession and

public we made enemies ; but every time we did

not care what happened to us or this paper, as

long as we succeeded in -winning victories for

the musical profession and public. The writer

could have earned greater financial rewards had

he fought for himself instead of the artists, teach-

ers and music lovers. But, after all. his satisfac-

tion is greater to know that he succeeded against

great obstacles.

The new business management—The Leigh-

ton Press—is in full sympathy with the editorial

policies of the paper which will continue on the

same basis as they have been conducted in the

past. Our immediate energy will be concentrated

upon the completion of the plans for an opera

house and symphony hall and also upon the or-

ganization of a grand opera company conducted

under San Francisco auspices. We shall continue

This enormolis program could never have been
undertaken as long as the editor had to worry
about business matters. So please don't get im-

patient when you receive communications from
the business office which contain errors, and if

you have been in arrears for months do not blame
the business manager for writing you a note of

rather severe character, for if it is your wish to

see the Pacific Coast Musical Review continue

in its endeavor to make life more pleasant for

the artist and teacher, then the business man-
ager must see to it that it is able to do so by
meeting its honest obligations, and this paper is

only then able to pay its own bills, when those

indebted to it treat it according to its merits. If

you are unable to advertise, if your income does

not warrant to add to your obligations, it is not

necessary to do so, for the Pacific Coast Musical

Review will always recognize true merit irrespec-

tive of advertising. But on the other hand we cannot

accomplish the things we wish to do for the art-

ists and the profession if we do not receive full

co-operation and patronage both moral and com-
mercial from everyone who possibly can help us

to publish a first class music journal on the Paci-

fic Coast.

Now, if you still think the editor has done
something toward present satisfactory musical

conditions in California, and if you wish to help

him to do even more in future, please regard all

communications from The Leighton Press (our

business manager) as intended for the best in-

terests of this paper and yourself, and if, at first

glance, an error or a certain mode of expression

annoys you and inspires you to retaliate by sud-

denly terminating your relations with this paper,

please do us the favor to think over the matter

and instead of acting hastily tell The Leighton

Press your side of the story and you will find

that those in charge of the business affairs of

this publication are anxious to please you and
make friends with you. If you are in the right

nothing can possibly be in the way of straight-

ening out matters ; but if you are in the wrong
it is more manly to accept the situation and make
as easy an arrangement as possible than to lose

your temper and hurt yourself more than you do

the other fellow. What we want is co-operation,

and we as well as The Leighton Press are ready

to meet you more than half way, but naturally

vou also must meet us part of the way.
ALFRED METZGER.

BY WAY OF EXPLANATION

During the course of the music season just

past we received numerous inquiries regarding

the irregularity of our New York letter, and in

justice to Miss Rosalie Housman we wish to

state that this apparent negligence of New York
musical events was in no way her fault. We re-

ceived the New York letters regularly, but were

unable to publish them every week on account

of the curtailed condition of the paper, and the

numerous important California events that sim-

ply had to be taken care of. We are sure that next

season our readers will have no reason to com-

plain of the irregularity of the New Y^jrk letter,

for the new business management will co-operate

with the editorial department to make the paper

as big and interesting as possible.
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NOVELTIES OF WANING N. Y. MUSIC SEASON

Casals Leads a Picked Orchestra—The Sea Symphony
of Vaughn Williams Given New York Premiere

—

Philharmonic Orchestra Closes Season

By ROSALIE HOUSMAN
New York. April 9.—With the approach ot Easter

the Indoor music- Is giving way to the outdoor singing

of Natures songbirds, and in two weeks the opera

season will be over. It has been a sensallonal one, in-

cluding, as ii did, the Boris performances of (.'hallapin,

the triumphs of Jeritza. and several musical novelties

of proven worth. Walkurc, in German, and a Lohengrin

In the original, point the way to more Wagnerian re-

vivals, with Meistersinger as a sure prediction for next

year. Jeritza's great artistic as well as personal suc-

cess are sign posts to more extended German repertoire.

Mengelberg has still several concerts to conduct, and

a performance of ihe Ninth Symphony is announced

for the latter part of April. The announced soloists

are Miss Hinkle. Miss Alcock. Lambtrt Murphy and
Royal Dadmun, and it will be given twice.

and al Yale. Four concerts were given under Slransky

and Hadlcy in Hrooklyn at the Commercial Hish
School, under the auspices of the People's Institute. In

addition to these Philharmonic concerts the orchestra

played three times in .New York under Richard Strauss

and twice under Van Hoogstraten, once for Madame
DuCarp under Stransky, and forty men of Ihe orchestra

pla.ved at Father Finn's concert In Carnegie Hall.

In commemoration of the conclvision of its eightieth

season the society will give two special performances

of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, with quartet and

chorus, one at Carnegie Hall on Wednesday evening,

Apill 26lh. and the other at the Metropolitan Opera
House on Sunday evening, April 'Mth. Florence Hinkle.

Merle Alcock. Lambert Murphy and Uoyal Dadmun will

constitute the quartet and the chorus will include the

full strength of the Oratorio Society of New York.

Mengelberg will conduct. There will be very few

changes in the Philharmonic personnel next season, con-

tracts with most of the present members of the orches-

tra having been renewed. Soloists engaged for the first

half of the season so far include .loset Hofmann, Hei-

fetz. Schelling and Casals.

.\ina Koskelz. of the Chicago opera, gave a concert

it the Town Hall Sunday, .\pril 2nd, where even the

stage was packed lo the last inch, by her wildly en-

thusiastic countrymen. A versatile and musicianly

singer, as her well made program showed, she was.

however, more at home in ^ongs in her native tongue.

Several by Medtner and Prokolien were first perform-

ances here and were dedicated to tlu- artiste. So were

two of Frederick Jacobi's. one of which, a vocalise.

called Medusa, pioved so striking, that it was re-

demanded, and found in .Madame Koshetz an ideal in-

terpreter. As a singer of the Russian music, it is difli-

cult to imagine a greater interpreter. Her warm so-

prano voice is subtly responsive and expressive.

Werrenrath did not sing at Carnegie this week owing

to a severe cold.

A concert of Negro music, sung by negroes, was the

event of Monday evening. April 3rd, at Carnegie Hall.

There were soloists, chorus and pianist, and all ac-

quitted themselves in artistic fashion, which was great

credit to the race. .Most of the music sung was touched

by religion, the spirituals and slave songs all having

an appeal with that underlying note. The concert was

given tor the benefit of the Manasses School tor Col-

ored Youth, and judging by the size of the crowd, re-

ceived a substantial return.

The Mendelssohn choir, ol Toronto, Canada, under

the direction ot Herbert Fricker. presented as a novelty

of their concert, the Sea Symphony of Vaughn Williams,

as well as various a capella choruses, showing beauti-

ful tone, artistic musicianship, and perfect intonation.

John Barclay was soloist in the \igorous music, which

is a cycle for voice and orchestra in large dimensions.

as is the Mahler Lied Der Erde.

Johanna Kristoffy
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thorouch Vocal nd Dramatic TratnlnK
l.tnn UaablnKlon St. Phoae Pranklla 1721

trlonlc ability. Indeed it was at the urgent request ot

the coiuposer that Miss Lancel delayed her departure

that she might sing this charming opera of tuneful

phrases and excellent atmosphere. The many friends

and admirers whom this California singer has made for

herself in San Francisco watch her leave with high

hopes and great faith in the things she may accomplish.
•

THE PRESS CLUB SHOW

The appearance ot Pablo Casals as conductor ot an

orchestra all but filled Carnegie Hall on the evening

of April 7th. A very distinguished audience, including

Krelsler, Rachmaninoff, Mengelberg, Sembrich, and

many others remained to the last note to shout their

approval. Casals is a nervous, dynamic little chap with

a baton, and as musicianly and stirring as with his

'cello. He literally played upon his men as upon his in-

strument, drawing a rich and beautiful response from

the strings as from the other choirs. The Coriolan

overture, the Pastorale, the C minor Brahms and Ihe

Prelude and Liehestod from Tristan made up the pro-

gram, growing in emotional sweep as the evening pro-

gressed. Casals organized an orchestra in his native

Spain, and it must be a lovely one. If their work is

as tine as he gave Friday. True, he had a picked body

to play upon and with, and the ideal tone so much dis-

cussed was frequently heard and as an interpretative

conductor he ranks among the best, as he does when
playing his "cello. It was a great experience for all,

and a genuine ovation for Pablo Casals.

The last Philharmonic concert in the society's regular

season will take place this afternoon at the Metropoli-

tan Opera House under the direction ot Willem Mengel-

berg. .Myra Hess will play Crieg's piano concerto in A
minor. A performance of Richard Strauss' Death and
Transliguralion will precede the concerto and the pro-

gram will conclude with the Fifth Symphony of Beet-

hoven.

During Its eightieth season the Philharmonic Society

will, with this performance, have given sixty-eight sub-

scription concerts In Greater New York. Stransky con-

ducted thirty of these, Hadley one. Mengelberg thirty

and Bodansiiy five, and one other concert was divided

In direction between Mengelberg and Bodansky. Henry
Hadley also conducted his own compositions at several

of the Stransky concerts. Stransky also conducted Phil-

harmonic concerts at Princeton. Yale. Smith College

and in Worcester, Holyoke. Springfield and New Lon-

don, while Mengelberg directed performances in Boston

A SIGNIFICANT BOOK

Not all the great things in life or art come in bulk,

and it is usually the still small voice which carries

farthest. So it is with all significant publications, and

all creative artists have known that success comes
slowly but inevitably. And when there are so many
books thrown upon the market, relating to the singing

voice, that much discussed instrument, hidden away
in our own bodies, we are far more likely to be skep-

tical about them than not. But when the facts found

in these publications are backed up by years of ex-

perience, we are far more likely to read the book than

not.

Mrs. Robinson-Duff's name is frequently heard in con-

nection with Mary Garden's, her first pupil, and still

a student in her studio when her time permits. So it

is but natural that in the fly-leaf of this small but

highly charged volume. 1 am not referring to its cost,

but to its dynamic quality, one should find lovingly

inscribed, "To My First Pupil, Mary Garden." The book

is published by the Ditsons, in compact form and clear

type.

The contents are the series of short talks given by

Mrs. DutE for the Palestrina Summer School of Music

during her first season in America. Mrs. Duff has lived

in Paris for many years, and has enjoyed the advant-

ages of that association, and the contact there with

the most famous literary as Tt'ell as musical element

ot that city. So it has been her privilege to glean much
from that association, and with her keen intellect, lier

sense ot humor, and above all, her real understanding

of the human voice, she has been able to tell much in

this brief and highly interesting volume: Simple Truths

Used by Great Singers. How much is contained in just

the title! And the book bears it out. I will only quote

one or two important paragraphs. Singers should own
the book, not merely glance it through. A few perti-

nent sentences meet the eye: "Singing is an exact

science, and if presented in a clear, concise manner,

should not be so difficult to understand." And again:

"Breath control must be constant. Take neither too

much or too little. It is not, after all, the amount of

breath you take, but it is the control you have over it.

Allow me to revert once more to the great necessity of

relaxation in all you do. and ot a well defined knowledge

of every step taken, that you may have a perfect struc-

ture whose architect you are. Your art must not control

you, but you must control your art, and the key to this,

as tar as we have gone in the art ot singing, is based

upon three fundamental principles: breath, jaw and

tongue."
Let these tew indications from the book speak for it.

They will tar better than 1 ever will, and they -will lead

you on to a treasure of practical advice as rare as it

is beneficial.

EMILIE LANCEL GOES ABROAD

Emllie Lancel left last Wednesday, April 19th, for

Europe. She will spend a year or two abroad, visiting

first in Paris, where she has relatives and many friends.

Next on the itinerary is London, where the music

season will be at its height. From London Miss Lancel

will go to Milan where she plans to spend the greater

part of her time. Miss Lancel has grown continually,

seeking tarneslly to develop her talent and has re-

ceived sincere recognition from those whose authority

make their praise noteworthy as well as from the pub-

lic and music lovers of San Francisco. Her latest ap-

pearances here before a well-known musical club and

at Ihe Century Club were unanimously acclaimed her

biggest achievements so far.

On the evening of Tliursday. March 9th. Miss Lancel

gave a group of French and English songs and sang

operatic duets with Marion Vecki. The second act from

Samson and Dalilah was given with tremendous effect.

It is a big number which demands voice and person-

ality and it was done most convincingly. On Monday.
March 27. Mary Carr Moore's Flaming Arrow, an In-

dian intermezzo, was given its premiere. MLss Lancel

created the role of l^luna the Indian princess, delight-

ing the audience with her grace, her voice and his-

KATHARANE EDSON
IN roXniRT DANCING AND READINGS

Miinnircmcnt Alice Seckela. OS Poat St.

Sludloi 137.1 Poat SI.

The "Sixteen Years After Show" of the Press Club
of San Francisco will be staged at the Orpheum Thea-
tre, midnight, April 22, after the conclusion of the

regular Saturday evening perfoimance ot the Orpheum
Circuit. The show, wliich is an annual event held in

commemoration of the fire and earthquake of Hint;, will

comprise a triple leature bill, opening with an "old-time

Press (Uub Minstrel Show" in wliich men and girls

will appear.
Several acts ot professional talent from local play-

houses will comprise the second feature of the perform-
ance, after which will be presented a musical comedy
for which members of the club and tlieir friends have
been reliearsing for the past two months, under tlie

direction of Fred Cailyle of the University of California.

The plot of the comedy. The BainbM Isle, written by
tile gifted pen of Frank B. Connolly, who will take tin-

part of King Bungleboo. reL^tes the experiences of an
opera troupe shipwrecks d upon an island in tlie South
Seas, from which they are subsequently rescued by the

arrival of the U. S. S. Cuckoo, which carries them
back to the states. A beauty chorus of 2.5 dancing girls,

in South Sea Island costume, who will form the suite

of Bungleboo, King ot the island, will be the "piece de

resistance" upon which the action ot the show will

hinge.
Members of the club and their friends who will take

part in the performance are as follows: Gilbert G.

Weigle, Frank B. Connolly, Scotty Buttetworth. Jack
Heffernan. Elton Lambert. ,\1 Brown. Jerry Eaton, E. J.

Cardinal. E. M. Hibbert. Al. Davidson. L. E. Skilling.

Claude Mansfield, Howard Hansen, Buster Tynan, E. J.

Cowles, L. W. Battersby. Sam Chapman. H L. Brooke,

Jr., C. H. Bruning. H. C. Hammond. R. C. Wheeler,
F. M. Ayer. Rea W. Shaw, Walter Young, Gordon Chick,

Dan Hart, Kathleen Mercedes Greely, Dorothy Carlyle,

May E. Garcia, Maxine Magnus. Hope Helen Harper,

Edith Springslten, Naomi Bockrath, Edna Marie Mc-
Carthy, Evelyn Marion, Isabelle King, Ruth Mullen.

Jeanne Tobias. Josephine Bein. Betty Turner. Loretta
Holcumb, Helen Wehrle, Hazel McDaniels, Dolly Asli-

croft. Ruth Stewart. Isabel Tobias. Phyllis Lewis, May
Hammond. Hazel Westtall. Lynn Glover. Mildred Horn,

Natalie Kingston. Beatrice Lewis. Ann Younger, Louise
Tray, Beba McNamar, Kathleen Callwell, Alona Bor-

geson and Bernice Stuls.

The Sixteen Years After Show committee is composed
of the following members of the Press Club: Howard
A. Welsh, chairman. Leon J. Pinkson. Tom Belleiv, Al

C. Joy, Frank B. Connolly, W. Russell Cole and Charles

H. Bruning.
Tickets for the show are on sale at Sherman, Clay &

Company.

GLAD TO ACCOMMODATE PATRONS

The Pacific Coast Musical Review wishes to announce
that while the business office has been separated from
the editorial rooms—the former being at 516 Mission
street and the latter at Suite 801 Kohler & Chase BIdg.

—this does not mean that advertisers and subscribers

cannot be accommodated at the editorial rooms, when
they find it inconvenient to call at the business office.

Of course, ALL BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS FOR-
WARDED BY MAIL SHOULD BE SENT TO 516 MIS-
SION STREET, where The Leighton Press is looking

after the business interests of the paper; but adver-

tisers and subscribers who wish to attend to business

matters PERSONALLY, and who find it inconvenient

to go to Mission street, may attend to their business

at the editorial rooms. The same holds good of adver-

tisers and subscribers who wish to make arrangements
personally instead of by mail. Of course, we prefer if

such friends would call at 516 Mission street, but at

the same time we wish to save them any inconvenience

we can, and make things as easy as possible for them.

We also wish to clear up any misunderstanding that

may have arisen through this business change. The
Pacific Coast Musical Review has neither been sold nor

has it failed, nor is it in the hands of a receiver, which
reports some of our good "friends" seem to be eager

to spread. As already set forth in the editorial of this

issue, The Leighton Press very kindly offered to handle

the business affairs of the paper and we have taken

advantage of this offer. We have every reason to feel

grateful to The Leighton Press for the efficient manner
in which it so far has handled the affairs of the paper.

That errors occur and unintentional mistakes are made
in the beginning cannot be avoided, and we trust our
friends will have patience until The Leighton Press has

become more familiar with our books.

ALFRED METZGER.

TO BE REVIEWED NEXT WEEK

Several important musical events taking place in

San Francisco and Berkeley will be reviewed in our

next issue, which will be the Convention Number of

the Federation of California Music Clubs. These will

include the second chamber music concert of the

Berkeley Quartet, the final Seckles Music Matinee at

which Percy Grainger was the soloist, the concert of

the Nash Ensemble and the concert of the Zech Or-

chestra.
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Gossip Among Musical People

Percy Grainger, the distinguished piano virtuoso and
composer, was guest of honor at a tea given by Mrs.

E. Stuart Brown and Mia£ Eggars at the studio of the

latter at 321 Highland avenue, Oakland, on Sunday
afternoon last. A representative gathering greeted the

distinguished musician and a musical program was
given by the Beikeley String Quartet, including Signor
Antonio de Grassi. first violin. Robert Rourke. second
violin. Pietro Brescia, viola, and Willem Dehe. cello.

The Brahms Quintet for strings and piano was the work
selected tor interpretation, and .Miss .Martianna Towler
efficiently interpreted the piano part. Mrs. Brown was
ably assisted by Miss Eggers. who proved a charming
hostess. Among those present were: Percy Grainger.

Domenico Brescia. Antonio and Mme. de Grassi, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Keeler. Mr. and .Mrs. Charles -Mallory

Dutton. and their daughter Florence, .\lbert King. Orley

See. Cora Winchell. Mrs. Collins. Katharane Edson.
Alice Seckels, .Mrs. Zanette \V. Potter, Maybel Sher-

bouine West. Madame Vought. Dr. and Mrs. Marshall.

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Blanchard, Mr. and Mrs. Danford.

and others.

Mme. Vought will present Teresina Monotti. so-

prano, Emanuele Porcini. baritone, and Augusto Seran-

toni. pianist, in a concert at the Masonic Auditorium in

Stockton on Saturday evening. April 29th. These ar-

tists have arranged an unusual program including oper-

atic arias, duets and piano numbers.

The Wager Swayne Club held its regular monthly
meeting at the home of Mrs. George Uhl on Lombard
street on the evening of April Sth. The program pre-

sented on this occasion was as follows: Fantasy in C
minor (Mozart). Elizabeth Simpson; Scherzo in C sharp
minor (Chopin). Esther Hjelte; Prelude C sharp minor
(Rachmaninoff). Xocturne in E flat (Chopin), Etude,

op. 10, Xo. 12 (Chopin), .\ileen Fealy: Theme and Va-
riations (Rameaul, Mrs. George Uhl: Nocturne F sharp

major (Chopin). Eva Rittigstein; Berceuse (Chopin),

and Polonaise in .\ flat major (Chopin), Ethel Denny.

Miss Edna Horan, the clever young violinist and ar-

tist pupil of Sigmund Beel. appeared before the Sausa-

lito Musical Club on March 2Sth and created such an

excellent impression that the Sausalito News expressed
itself in the following terms: "Excellent as all the

numbers were, the laurel wreath of the evening fell

on Miss Edna Horan. a star pupil of Sigmund Beel. Miss
Horan proved herself a violinist of exceptional ability

and her playing was a surprise and delight to all. For
an encore Miss Koran played her own arrangement of

When You and 1 Were Young. Maggie, and this fa-

vorite of another generation brought a storm of ap-

plause. Miss Horan was ably accompanied by Miss
Hazel Nichols."

Miss Margaret Kanafin, violinist and pupil of Sig-

mund Beel. appeared before the Sausalito Musical Club

recently and played two numbers, her first selection

being Rimsky-Korsakow's H>-mn to the Sun and Hu-
bay's Zephyr. The Sausalito News said of this young
musician: "Although a young artist Miss Hanafln

shows individuality and excellent technical ability. She
played the Andante from Vieuxteraps' second concerto

and Burleigh's Ghost Dance. Every number received

hearty applause."

The Zech Orchestra, William F. Zech. director, will

give the second concert of the season 1921-1922 at Cali-

fornia Hall, Polk and Turk streets, on Tuesday evening,

April 18th. The following excellent program will be
presented on this occasion, and no doubt the hall will

be crowded as usual: Symphony Pathetique No. 6 (P.

Tschaikowsky) : (a) Two Iceland Melodies (Svendsen).

(b) To a Wild Rose (JlacDowell). (For String Orches-

tral: Walihers Prize Song (R. Wagner): Introduction

to 3rd Act Lohengrin (R. Wagner); Overture, Tann-
hauser (R. Wagner).

Redfern Mason, the noted critic of the San Francisco
Examiner, spoke of Miss Edna Horan, artist pupil of

Sigmund Beel. after a recent appearance before a San
Francisco nuisical club as follows: "The most striking

feature of the evening was Miss lloran's playing of the

Vital! Chaconne. and smaller but important numbers by
Wieniawski. Glazounow and .N'ovacek. Miss Horan
makes the tone sing and has unusual digital dexterity

as well. But vision is greater than technic and it is the

young violinist's ability to vivify the bel canto of the
fiddle that extorts the warmer admiration. Miss Horan
was happy in having Miss Nichols for accompanist."

The Bern Trio, consisting of Stanislas Bem, 'cello.

Mrs. Eugenia Argiewicz Bem. violin, and Mrs. Edward
E. Young, piano, appeared recently before the Saturday
Club of Vacaville. The following is quoted from the

Vacaville Reporter of March 31st: "Mrs. Bem's playing

was nothing short of fascinating, and we were given
ample cause to enjoy it through her violin solos. Al-

most everyone loves the rich deep tones of a 'cello and
.Mr. Bem handled his with the understanding of a
master, .\ccompanying Mr. and Mrs. Bem was Mrs.

Yoijng. a pianist with a most sympathetic and delicate

touch."

COMPILE CENSUS OF MUSICIANS

Readers of the Pacific Coast Musical Review will

be interested to learn that under the auspices of the

Music Teachers' Association of California, a census
of musicians is being made, and the San Francisco
Branch is asked to cover San Francisco. Marin. Men-
docino. Humboldt and Del Norte counties. This direc-

tory will be placed in the State Public Library at Sacra-

mento, the San Francisco Public Library and the San
Francisco music stores. The State Public Library has
long been endeavoring to get a complete list of musi-

cians, and in the music section of the San Francisco
Public Library visitors often ask for information such

as would be covered br this directory. Musicians who
desire to register may communicate with Miss Nellie

M. Remler. who has been appointed chairman ot the

Census Committee. Her address is 1301 Leavenworth
street. Telephone Prospect 1289.

A Summer Session

In Singing
will be conducted by

GRACE NORTHRUP
Well known soprano of New York City

June First to September First

Appointments may be made NOW by addressing

Ben. Moore, UttHG Vnion St.. San FranoUeo

Kajetan AttI, who is in charge of the harp depart-

ment of the Dominican College of San Rafael, and one
of the most distinguished harp virtuosos before the

public, gave the following splendid program at the

College Auditorium on Wednesday evening. March 28th.

and aroused well merited enthusiasm by reason of his

exceptional artistry and musicianship: Prelude (Attl).

Dance of the Marionette (Tedeschi). Spring (Gounod);
Ultaba (Symphonic Poem) (Smetana); A Sketch
(Renie). Bohemian Folk Songs (.\ttl).

Myrtle Harriet Jacobs, a very talented ten-year-old

pupil of Joseph George Jacobson. has appeared in con-

cert in Petaluma and created quite a sensation and sur-

prise through her technic and temperament. She has

received several engagements to appear before different

clubs and will give a concert of her own. assisted by
Laura Filer Griffing. an exceptionally clever violin

pupil of Wm. F. Laraia.

Marian Patricia Cavanaugh, the ten-year-old prodigy-

pupil ot Joseph George Jacobson. will appear in con-

cert at the St. Francis Hotel during the end of this

month and will be assisted by Alexander Murray, an
unusually gifted pupil of Giuseppe Jollain. The two
little musicians will play together the Sonata No. 4 by
Mozart and among other numbers Marian Cavanaugh
will play the Sonata Pathetique (Beethoven). Fantasia

C minor (Bach). Fairy Tales (Raff), and a concerto

by Mozart. Young .\lexander will play the de Beriot

Concerto No. 7 and several shorter solos. The concert

promises to be of exceptional interest.

I

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. Fillmore 1624

Appointment Only

MADAME VOUGHT
present!*

IRENE MEUSSDORFFER
Soprano

WALTER FRANK WENZEL
I'ianiNt and Aeoonipanixt

in n

JOINT RECITAL—FAIRMONT HOTEL
Tuesday. April 25. 1922, at 8:30 P. M.

Dansant 10 to 12

TieketK *1.«0 plus war tax
On Kale at Sherman. Clay & Co.

MADAME ROSE

FLORENCE
MEZZO-SOPRANO

MnnoKenient fur I'ncllle Coaift

I,. K. Ilehynier. 70r> Phllhnrnionie .\utli(orlum llltlR..

I.oN Ani^eleH, Cnllf.

PerHonnl AddreNN: Ilelvedere, t'al. Tel. llelvedere -10

TXXXXXJJUm-t tJJLSXJJUi.7Ji3ilXIX>~lJCiT_x^ii tmXi.T UTKI^I r.\»u:

''bossessin^ a rare ttifi

hlanagemful ."Ilice

Sfckr'h, 68 Pott

St., San Franeisco

•gti

Miss Leone Nesbitt
\Vi»ihe« to announce that after an extended abnenee in

Europe, ban re-opened her stodio at 2523 GouRh St.. and

will accept pupilN for a thorouph training In ptanlHtle

art. Tel. Went 6070. Oakland studio at Jenkin.-* Music

School, 4ii Randnlok Are.. Oakland.

'^-rrY^T-iri-ri^^riiY-Mnry-t-TTYTTrrrr^

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO I

800 KOHLER CHASE DLOG
SAN FRANCISCO

€:

WILLEM DEHE
'CELLO VIRTUOSO

Formerlj Solo *Cello with the State Theatre In Mos-
cow. KuKNla. and Telllst with Barrere'a Little Sym-
phony. Available for Concerts and Chamber Music
ItecitnlM.

Will Accept a Few Tuplls

ADDRESS: 344 ELLIS ST. TEL. FRANKLIN 6080

JACK HILLMAN
BARITONE

Entirely New Reper-
toire tor Club Con-
certs.

Modern School of

Voice Culture.

BREATH—VOICE
LIFE

Studio: 600 Kohler & Cliase Bldg.
l^hone Kearny 5454

Ues. IHJC Bush St. Phone Franklin 5068

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JIIST BETIR.VED FROM EUROPE

Studio: 405 Kohler & Cliaae Bids. Tel. Kearnj MM
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

Los Angeles. April 17, 1;<J2.—Two novelties were
heard ai llie last concert of the Philharmonic Orches-
tra under Walter Henry Rothwell. Krnest liloch made
his dehut as a composer with two symphonic poems.
Winter and Spring. Frederick Jacoby. the San Fran-

cisco composer, now living in New York, was iniro-

duced with his California Suite, given its premiere by
Alfred Hertz a few years ago in the home city of the
composer.

Bloch is one of ihe few moderns who have poetic

vision and wide control of modern harmonic technic of

a kind that appeals in spite of its arbitrariness, for

one feels a distinct spontaneousness of his message.
Of his two compositions, the one entitled Winter is

stronger as to originality of conception, rndoubtedly.
it is exceedingly difficult to express something "now"
about that hackneyed subject of Spring. Yet, Mr. Bloch
succeeded to paint a tone picture, refreshing as it was
delicate. There is a strength of sentiment in his tone

picture of Winter which I found in hardly any other

artistic reflection on the moods and meaning of that

season. In a measure it has the convincing appeal of

Liszt's symphonic poem, C« qu'on entend sur le mon-
tagne. by which I do not mean to hint at any analogy
of musical detail. Bloch writes music of great refine-

ment in style of technical detail and music. It is con-

vincing through its delicacy. There are decided influ-

ences noticeable, evidently coming from the modern
French school, yet one is justified in expecting much
from this Swiss composer, who at present is heading
the faculty of the Cleveland Institute of Music. Mr.
Rothwell gave the work a finely shaded performance in

which detail of phrasing was successfully considered.
V'och'.s music was very well liked.

>i w ^1 \( i)i>N \i.i> lion:
l*roiiiln«-i)( I'liiiilstc \\ hii fur 1 earn lln«
Sii('4M->ttifull> 4 It II Million I'll * li:inili«-i IIiimm'

in tbf Soiilhlunil. Selling: a Iliuh IrtiNlU*
SInntlard In the l~on<'«T(H of Iht* I.um

AneeleH Trhi

Jacoby's music, one had the impression, fared not

quite so well, as there seemed to prevail a certain

heaviness In the reading of the work, which as a com-
po.sition might have made a more lasting impression.

The opening movement, picturing the sunrise of the
valley of Carrael. left not a particularly definite im-

pression musically, however, this may as well have
been the intention of the writer, who excels more in

handling of orchestral detail than poignancy of musi-

cal material. Fiesta at Monterey, is a colorful ton.?

picture, vividly depicting the revelry of a Spanish pop-

ulation at a festival. Most interesting was the Kaster
Sunday in Santa Barbara with its moods of proces-

sionals, the religious element mingling sonu what with
the mood of a day of exaltation. The maze of sounds,
chants, organ music, wafted together by the wind is

amalgamated into a piece of art music which one would
wish to hear again. It is well conceived and of the

three movements probably the most artistic. Jacoby is

wandering somewhat too much the beaten paths of mu-
sic in the first two tone pictures, and Judging from the
third one would believe that he has really more to give
than presented in the earlier parts ()f the suite. On the
whole the work is a noteworthy contribution to Western
music. Which brings me to ask again why none of our
American, or specially one of our California, composers
has not evolved the synopsis for a suite or a symphonic
poem on the basis of the novel Ramona. 1 understand
that the present owners of the copyright refuse to give
permission to have the story used for an operatic li-

bretto. I think this is very regrettable as the book
offers an unusually fitting .'subject for a l\Tic music-
drama, 80 many episodes offering a natural background
for musical sellings. If the copyright problem does not
Interfere, a suite based on this Spanish-Indian-Califor-

"FITZGERALD'S for the adi'ttncement of music"

Gertrude Ross uses The Knabe
titrriruilc Rkss—known the country over as the California Com-
poser—has selected for her home as well as for all her recitals

THE KNABE
And she is another eminent musician who has entrusted the preser-

vation of her artistry to that greatest of all reproducing pianos

—

THE KNABE with THE AMPICO
H' f lorJiully invite you to inspect the
supreme KN.1BE, and to hear Miss
Ross' Jelif/htful recordings for the ''

Knahe Ampico.

iFlTZGERArnlsfepirMUSlCCOj
HILL STREET '^'^ AT 7^7-729

Los Angeles

Alsii at 3SS Pine Ave., Long Beach

nia subject should be a welcome contribution to our

specific Western and American literature of music. It

would give Ihe composer opportunity to blend Indian,

old Spanish and old ecclesiastic melodies in a natural

and poetic manner.

Benvenuto Cellini, the somewhat faded overture by-

Berlioz, opened the concert, rendered with aplomb.
There are overtures of greater musical value which Mr.

Rothwell has not included in his repertoire, it one
thinks of Beethoven alone, there are the Leonore, Eg-

mont and the Coriolan overtures, not to mention
others. Thus the hearing of this little inspiring opus

was disappointing. However, one is always glad to hear
Les Preludes under the Rothwell baton, as he gave it,

particularly towards the linal climax, an impressive
presentation.

.loseph Schwarz, the baritone of the Chicago Opera
Company, won a tempestuous success with Eri Tu from
Verdi's Masked Ball and the Evening Star romance
from Tannhauser. Schwarz possesses a wonderfully

rich and luscious voice. His singing is slightly tiring

because of insufficient shading and a tendency towards
sentimentality which develops in slow tempo and a kind
of portamento that is of saccharine sweetness, spoiling

clearness of musical diction. It would have been inter-

esting to hear Mr. Schwarz in another Wagnerian se-

lection, perhaps in Wotan's Farewell insead of in this

hackneyed aria. Yet, he sang in a profoundly impressive
manner through his great control of beautiful vocal

means, specially in the more dramatic Verdi number.

Hollywood now has its own Musicians Club. At the

election of officers the following results were recorded,
having been unanimously approved: President, Jay
Plowe; vice-president, Dean Xagel; recording secre-

tary, .Mrs. Suzanne .loyce Spear; corresponding secre-

tary, Mrs. Eglantine Baier; treasurer, Mrs. H. G. Ly-
man: directors, Mrs. .1. J. Carter and Wedgwood Nowell.
Each offlcer was presented and welcomed with enthus-
iastic applause. The organization of the club is largely

the work of Mrs. J. J. Carter, who has done so mucli
already to make music an essential factor in the civic

life of Hollywood.

Drawing to a triumphant close their campaign to un-

derwrite the Philharmonic Orchestra Concerts at the
Bowl, campaign workers under auspices of the Cham-
ber of Commerce lu^ve secured signatures on 2650
plcdpi's for season tickets. Tins leaves but 350 tickets

to be disposed of in Hollywood before an extension of

the campaign can be made into Los Angeles. These
tickets have been distributed among the jieople who
have made written promises for cash payment to cover
them before the concerts begin. One lumdred tickets

have been underwritten by Mrs. J. ,1. Carter on this

basis; .Miss .Marion Fairfax has taken 2(io to sell among
the moving picture studios (jf Hollywood and C. E.

Tobeman has taken 100 tickets under this plan. These,
however, are included in the total number, 2050, thus
still leaving 350 tickets to be taken in this way. After
this, the campaign will be carried into the civic clubs
and the Chamber of Commerce in Los Angeles, as the
music loving people of Los .\ngeles and the Orchestra
have slated their intention to gladly subscribe for sev-

eral thousand tickets wliich would pay the expenses of

the campaign and help provide money to cover improve-
ments in the Bowl in order to receive the crowds which
will be there during the conceits. This includes seats.

parking space, ticket booths and other incidentals. The
Los Angeles people stated their willingness to do this

after the people of Hollywood showed that they wauled
the concerts sincerely enough to underwrite them.

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CULTURE—rO.\CHING IN REPERTOIRE

OPERA CLASSES INCHIDING COMPLETE
PRESENTATIONS

Studio i:i24 S. FIcueroa. Phone 2180S

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Avnilnble for C'oii(H-rtH and RerltaiN
Ijiniiled \uiiiher of Advnneeil I'upIlM Accepted

VioliniMt I.us Aiicelt'N Trio
Studio: :{:::'. MusR- Art^ Studio Hid^. Phone 10082

EMILE FERIR Solo VIoliNT
Phllli. OrcheNtru

((Hiccrt mid KecitaiN

—

FoIIoitm ^Naye'H ^lethod In

Teaching Violin, Violn, l^iiNfiiibie I'layinj;
Studio: 41(1 S. Lincoln, GK-ndale. I'hone: Gleudale «0:tO

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
PIANISTE—.Member "L'Ennemkle Moderne"

Studio: 912 W. 20th St. Plione: 24667

. HENRI de RUSSCHER Belgian Tenor
Solo Ohoe, Philhar-

monic OrchcNtra
l>OM .'Vn^elea

ill o in lit* r "l^'MnNcnilile
>lodernt''*

I , II (e <i f Faculty of
InNt. of MuNionl Art.

New York
Teacher of

OBOE and SINGING
Coiicliini? for

Concert and Upern
At the MacDowei!
Club StudloN, Tajo

lliiildinp;
ItCNldencc

Plione Vermont 1025

Impresario Beliymer is virtually dosing his season
here with a packed houne for Fritz Kreisler tomorrow,
and an excellent program by Percy Grainger on Tues-
day. Grainger is very popular here.

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATER

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
OF 50 MUSICIANS

ELINOR, Conducting

Concert Profcrnm for Week of April '2lirii

ta> The Fortune 'I'clier iierln-rt

(h> ForKCl Me >ot Miidielh

<e) Voii Won't He Sorry ( Fox-Trot >

In Conjunction wllh "Till': SIIKIK*S WIFI':"
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L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium Bldg., Los Angeles

ANNE Mcpherson—Soprano
Ear Training. Sight Reading. Voice Culture

luiltviduni >Ieihod% for Profe>tsi«nnls nnd Students
Studio: \ nnilerbllr Hotel. s2« S. Hope, l*ioo 17-0

iLYA BRONsoN ph„..:;;::;„i:.-'A'a"...s..«

Mem Iter Trio Intinie, l.os AnseU's Trio. I'hilfaarnionic
<liinrtet. Instruflion. Chamber >luNie IteeitnlK

422 Music Arts Bl4g. Phone 100S2

llnis
rants

( OMPOSER-PIAMST

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET '.;,;?. ',"r„'i'r

Jenii <'ol»ell. Iln/.el It. Antlerson. Kdnn C Vonrhees, Daisy
A". l*rjileau\, A blue Norton Jamison, Direetor- Vecompan-
iHte. ::(1L'4 S. Hoover. Phone 23J»:tr..

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICE AND MODEK>' LAXGUAGES
Studios: Gamut Club, 104-1 S. Hope

For inquiries phone 50061

ZOELLINER QUARTET
MauQEement H. A A. Culbertson, Aeolian Hall, New York

Serious Students Accepted
Personal Address: 1250 Windsor Bird.. Los AHyele*

FLORENCE MIDDAUGH— Contralto
Concerts—Oratorio—Recitals

Tuesdar and Friday Mornlnr*. 314 Music Aria Blds-
Loa Angeles. Studio Phone 100S2. Residence Main 0560

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
MISSIOX THEATRE. LOS AXGELES

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLCWE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Los Angele*
Res. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN
Available for Concerta and Recitals

Studloi 1324 South Flgrueroa. Phone 2-1139

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerts—Recitals—Instruction

Featuring All-Anierlcan Progrania
Studio: 1500 So. FlEueroa St. Phone 23105

FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—Artist ^Inna^ement—Publicity

Sll Majestic Theatre Bld^.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
MASTER VIOLIX TEACHER

Studio: 401-03 Mason Opera House
Phone 123S0 Res. Phone .'0122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Rooms)
For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PIA.MSTE—LOS ANGELES TRIO

Studio: 323 Music Arts Studio Bldg^. Phone: 100S2

GRACE WOOD JESS >»ezzo soprano
DRAMATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS

IN COSTIME RECITALS
Management; L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON-Pianiste
SEASON 1921-22 NOW BOOKING

Hanasementi Harry B. Hall. 101 Park Ave.. New York City
Studio: 1500 So. FI«ueroa. Pico 1770

MRS. >I HEVN lOX ROBINSON—Artistic Accompany!ne
(Accompanlat for Ellis nnd Lyric CI iba )

L. A. Stadlo: Mon. . W ed.. Frl. 51S So. St. AndrciTH
Phone 74406. Rea. C-lab House Apts.. I en cc. 01O4T

MAUDE FENLON BOLLMAN
SOPRANO

Students Received in the Art of SingrinK
420-21 Music Arts Studio Bldg.. Phone 100S2

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Southern California

AU Branches Taneht
Distinguished Faculty—Strong Conraca

Send (or Catalog
3201 South Fisaeroa Street Loa Anselea, CmUl.

Alfred Mirovitch. internationally known pianist, is

holding a master class in piano playing under the man-
agement of L. E. Behymer. This is an unusual oppor-
tunity for I'oncertizing musicians and teachers to do
intensive work of "post-graduate" nature, as Mr. Miro-
vitch's technical and interpretative attainments are of

liigh order. The class will offer a survey of the princi-

pal piano compositions from the days of Bach to the
piesent time, including the study of piano concertos
and specific concert pieces. Opening May 2 four or five

afternoon sessions will take place every week for six

consecutive weeks. The curriculum will depend on the
suggestions of the students. Mr. Mirovitch has limited
the number of active students so that every "player"
will be called to the keyboard twice a week. One after-

noon every week will be devoted exclusively to one of

the great writers for the piano, such as Bach. Beetho-
ven. Chopin, Schubert and Schumann. This special ses-

sion will afford a concentrated survey of the pianistic

message by these masters, of whom individual works
are not precluded from, study during the other sessions.

Mr. Mirovitch believes, however, that such comparative
study of one master once a week will tend to deepen
th^ understanding of his music and emphasize the dif-

ference of technical application to various works by
the same composer. Auditions for active players are
bein^ held daily from now on until May 2. during which
period listeners may also enroll. Mirovitch will leave
for the East in June and will not return to America for

more than a year as he has been extensively booked
for next winter and spring by European managers.

Frieda Peycke. whose musical readings have placed
her name prominently before the public and in pub-
lishers' catalogues, has received copies of three new
settings, entitled When Music, Heavenly Maid. Was
Young, The Brat, and About Clocks. Three others are
in the hands of the engraver, including a choral work
which will be sung by the Woman's Lyric Club in June.

Estelle Heartt-Dreyfus. well loved contralto, has
given a series of three charming Miniature Musicales
in Pasadena. Particularly interesting is her program
Some Composers I Have Known, including fourteen
songs by American composers, half of whom are South-
ern California composers, not fully representative, but
happy selections. This program offers also an inter-

esting group of foreign names. Mme. Dreyfus was ac-

corded a unique distinction on the occasion of the first

radio concert broadcasted from the roof of the Los An-
geles Times. She was the only vocaliste invited to par-

ticipate in the musical program, which it is estimated,
was enjoyed by 200.000 people, the largest audience
an artist in the Southwest ever has reached.

Charles Wakefield Cadman arrived in town a few
days before Easter and has had little time for rest.

He had to fill an engagement the day after his recital

and is being closely booked by his manager, France
Goldwater. for the rest of the season and during sum-
mer. In between time he expects to work at the or-

chestration of his new opera. The Witch of Salem. In

Marshall. Texas, he met with a most pleasant surprise.

He appeared there in recital at the High School Audi-
torium and found that the entire juvenile audience al-

ready was acquainted with the program. This educa-
tional work, which Mr. Cadman declares has also been
extended to other American composers, had been spon-
sored by the local music club. A happy day was spent
by Mr. Cadman in Memphis. Tenn., where he met Ar-
thur Xevin, now holding the position of official Civic
Musical Director for that town. This meeting was the
more stimulating to Cadman, the American composer,
as Mrs. Edward MacDowell happened to be the guest
of Arthur Xevin at the same time. Cadman feels that
this trip just completed, taking him from coast to coas^
and back, was the most successful concert tour of his

career. Everywhere he had unusually favorable notices
in the East this year due to the growing demand for
American compositions and recognition of American
composers. The recital with Tsianina in Jordan Hall,
Boston, was most gratif>ing. The audience gave him an
ovation at the close of the concert. In New Orleans also
they were most enthusiastically received. One of the
charming incidents of bis trip was bis initiation into
the Symphonia Fraternity, the only Music Fraternity
in America. He has been a member for three years,
having joined at the same time that Walter Damrosch
and Victor Herbert did, but did not have the opportu-
nity of being initiated until now. The ceremony took
place at the University of Oklahoma at the close of his
concert there. He was presented with two handsome
pins set with rubies and diamonds. Mr. Cadman will

fill concert dates on the Pacific Coast during April and
May, having been booked for fifteen concerts in all.

Louise MacPherson, brilliant young pianiste. an ail-

American product, who made a distinct impression on
the concert stage in Europe and Eastern American
cities, will be the soloist this coming Sunday afternoon
with the Philharmonic Orchestra, playing the Liszt E
flat concerto. The orchestral program offers Death and

STEINWAY

The Steinway is the instrument which helped
Wagner, Rubinstein, Liszt. Gounod and many
others play their way to immortality. Today it

is the piano of Paderewski. Rachmaninoff and
Hofmann.
These are but a few of the towering figures of

music to whom the Steinway has been "not
alone an instrument, but an inspiration."

"There are many good pianos," said a famous
critic, "but only one Steinway."
We take great pride in representing the Stein-

way. All models are on exhibition here. The
uprights are priced from $925, the grands from
$1450.

Special Terms for Musicians

Geo. T.Birkel Co.ŵ
4^ BROAD\\'A^'

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication

that should be read by all the music-loving people.

Single copies. 10 cents: by mail $3.00 per year.

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Olera Steeb. Claire Forbes Crane, Lester Dono-
hue. Colin Campbell. >lildred Jamison, .>Irs. ClifTord Lott,
.Idelaide Gosnell, Shibley Boye.<4, etc.

Studio: 431 South Alvarado St. Phone 53345.

rt^^^ric^

wmoosr
SOPRANO

Only serious nnd tal-
ented students nc-
oepted. Repertoire In
French. Italian. Rus-
sian. English. Studio,
Oti >l.ijeKtie Theatre

Iluiidingr. 821910

EDGAR J. HANSEN "Y,]\%"'^'
214 Music Arts Studio Bids- Phone 100S2. Res. 5190G. Con-
cert Direction, Grace Carroll Elliot.

DAVOL SANDERS ^".'IImposkS"^
Head Violin Dept., Coilese of Music, U. S. C.—.Member

Philharmonic Orchestra
3201 S. FIs^ueroB St^ Los Anselea Phoue Main 2190

CATHERINE H. SHANK ^g^^^^J
TEACHER OK SINGINti

Studios: 1500 S. Figueroa; Phone: 22«32. Los .\ng-eles
Glendale: 433 Riverdale Dr.; Phone Glend. 1120-W

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

44i5 S. Grand View. Phone 5.i4>J4a, Los .\ngeles

JULES LEPSKE—Solo Violinist
Re-entrased Soloist : Detroit, St. Louis, l.os Anpreles

Pbilb. Orchestras. >innneenient: L. E. Behymer
Studio 1S.'.2 West 24th St. Phone 71457

CHARLES EDWARD HUBACH
CONCERT MANAGEMENT

453 South Wilton I'lace. i'hone 5«r294
Los .\nf!;^l^s> California

JOHN SMALLMAN-BARITGNE
Concert Enea^ements—Conductor L. .\. Oratorio Society
Mrs. H. O. Joseph. Sec'y., 1500 S. Figueroa. Phone 23195

PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA of
LOS ANGELES

Founded by W. A. Clark, Jr. L. E. Behymer, Manager

Walter Henry Rothwell, Conductor

14TH PAIR OF SYMPHONY CONCERTS APRIL 28-29

14TH POPULAR SUNDAY AFTERNOON CONCERT, APRIL 30
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The Artistic Worth of

THE SOHMER
Grand Piano

is alone responsible for Us preeminence in the

musical world today.

Nobility and fulness of tone, a perfectly even

scale and a resonant, singing treble to the up-

permost note—these features justify the ver-

dict of New York, the world's music center,

where more Sohmer Pianos are in use than

any other artistic make.

A visit to our show-rooms will afTotd an op-

portunity to judge the SOHMKli as it should

be judged—upon its merits.

716 to 738 South Broadway

E.Yclnsk-c SOHMF.K Rcl'icscntatives

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Concertmaster Philharmonic
Orchestra of L,os Angeles

SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E. Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PI.. Los Angeles

Transfiguration by Strauss, Pomp and Circumstance
March by Elgar, and the second Carmen Suite by Bizet.

Next Friday afternoon and Saturday evening the last

pair of symphony concerts oE this season will be per-

formed. The program includes the fifth symphony of

Heethoven, Gliere's tone poem The Sirens which made
such a strong impression at the first concert this year,

and Wagners Ride of the Valkyries. Alfred Kastner,
solo harpist of the orchestra, noted for his fine presen-
tations of modern works, will be featured as soloist in

a work by Ravel, written for harp, clarinet, flute and
strings, new to this city.

Adolf Tandler, former conductor of the Los Angeles
Symphony Orchestra, is spending his vacation in Los
Angeles. He arrived from New York City where he is

filling an important position as editor and musical ad-

visor in the great music publishing house of IJreitkopf

& Hartel. Mr. Tandler feels hesitant about "talking
shop" as he does not wish to anticipate his firm by an-

nouncing the appearance of new works. He declares
that a new era for the American composer of progres-
sive lendencies is dawning and the near future will see
a large number of characteristic. compositions of Amer-
icans in print. Although in town little more than a day,
Mr. Tandler has bten literally overwhelmed by mes-
sages of welcome from his many friends. It is interest-

ing to know that Conductor Tandler may also figure

again prominently on the musical horizon of our own
city, a return which would be greatly welcomed by
many. In his usual unpretentious manner Mr. Tandler
does not care to mention details of possibilities in (hat

direction, of which there are two. His friends feel,

however, that Conductor Tandler has done such yeoman
services for musical Los Angeles, endearing himself to

80 many, that his place is in the city to which he gave
of his best. From a point of sentiment Mr. Tandler
would vastly prefer to be here with his friends. In New
York, however, a position awaits his return which is

lucrative, as well as affording him unique opportunity
to constructive work. Incidentally, his olfice at Breitkopf
& Hartel was occupied by Josef Stransky, the conduc-
tor of the Phithaimonic Orchestra of New York City,
prior to Mr. Tandler's appointment.

At the California Conductor Flinor has shown him-
self again as a versatile musician in the arrangement
of a famous song. Way Down Cpon the Swanee River
He presented the lovely melody In surprising fashion in

the idiom of various nations, as if a French, Scotch,
Spanish, Irish and Hungarian composer might have
written the song. Ho uses a number of clever orches-
tral effects which are very well taken care of by the
splendid ensemble he has under his baton. The ar-

rangement is not only entertaining, but it has a certain
educational value, and beyond any doubt, Is pleasing
the public greatly. The strings and woodwind section
of the orchestra come in for special honors in the Bar-
carolle from Tales of Hoffman, which is rendered with
tt'mpting lilt. Another arrangement by the conductor,
bein^ a musical review, offers a good half dozen of our
most popular song hits in a lively medley.

THE PACIFIC PLAYERS

JOSEPH SCHWARZ

At the Auditorium tomorrow afternoon many will
gather to enjoy what will be the last musical event of
the current season. Joseph Schwarz. eminent Russian
baritone, is scheduled for his only recital program
here this season, and those who love beautiful song
are eager for the superb event. Schwarz is a recitalist
par excellence. Fundamentally a musician of the broad-
est type, an intense scholar of ail forms of composi-
tion and a man of widest recital experience in both
Europe and America, he is in addition equipped with
a vocal organ of glorious natural quality and trained
to meet the most exacting requirements of the music
of many races, which he so aptly interprets. San Fran-
cisco well knows Schwarz as one of the greatest oper-
atic baritones.
Tomorrow the real Schwarz will be heard and it ,will

be a rare treat, indeed, to hear the marvelous lieder
of Strauss and Schubert sung as we heard them sung
before the war. In three great songs of Richard Strauss

—

Zueignung, Traum durcU die Dammerung and Cecilia

—

Schwarz will prove his mastery of tliis exalted art,

and in Der Wanderer, Due hist die Rub and Die All-

macht of Schubert the tragedies and glories of this

great composer will be exemplified in majestic manner.
During the unfolding of the splendid program tomorrow
afternoon five languages will be employed by Schwarz.

In Italian the Arioso of Handel and the Eri tu from
Verdi's Masked Ball will be given. The Strauss and
Schubert groups will, of course, be sung in their na-

tive German; two great French arias from Massenet's
Le Roi de Lahore and Offenbach's Contes d'Hoffman
will be sung in French. In Russian Schwarz will pre-
sent I Am Not a Prophet by Rachmaninoff, Over the
Steppe by Gretchaninoff. My Native Land by Gret-
chaninoff, and The Flea by Moussorgsky. As an inter-

preter of the tragic songs of Russia Scliwarz is said to

be peerless. Encores are promised in English.
Tickets for the Schwarz concert can be secured at

the box office at Sherman. Clay & Co.'s until Sunday,
when they will be on sale at four box offices of tho
Auditorium. A special general admission rate of 50

cents will be sold at the Auditorium tomorrow after-

noon. Gyula Ormay will be at the piano.

A TRIBUTE TO CAROLUS LUNDINE

On the evening of Friday the 14th inst., an occur-
rence took place at the residence of Carolus Lundine,
252;i Gough street, in which about fifty pupils and
friends from Oakland. Berkeley and tliis city were par-

ticipants. During the absence of Mr. and Mrs. Lundine,
the friends congregated at their home, taking full

possession of the house, amusing themselves with danc-
ing and music. Dr. Goldman also gave several very
successful exhibitions of mental telepathy. In the midst
of one test, when the lights were low and absolute
quiet reigned, Mr. and Mrs. Lundine returned home,
and upon entering were astounded to find the tables

loaded with refresinnents and a jolly birthday surprise

party to cive them welcome.
After regaining their equilibrium the fun and merri-

ment commenced in earnest. During the evening several

advanced pupils of Mr. Lundine sang solos and duets
very effectively and to the delight of all present. Prof.

Arnold and Mis« Xesbit rendered brilliant piano solos.

After refreshments were served about twenty-five pu-

pils Kui rounded Mr. Lundine and presented him with
a:i elegant silver loving cup, as a token of sincere re-

spect and with all good wishes for a long continuance
of their happy relations, the ceremonies ended with the

hearty and unanimous singing of He's a Jolly Good
Fellow, etc.

ALCAZAR

Twin Beds, a delicious morsel of farce-comedy which
has only just been released for stock presentation after

achieving supreme success on tour, will be given its

first Alcazar production beginning next Sunday after-

noon, April 2:ird. It is a laugh festival with the mirth
reaching the point of delirious hilarity during the un-

folding of the many amusing incidents tlmt come to

make up the funniest plot ever conceived.

"Not since Sarasate have we heard such vio-

lin playing."—London Daily Telegraph.

LOUIS rersinger
ann()unti;s that during the Spring and SunuiiiT

months he will devote one day of the week to

classes in interpretation and the art of violin

playing. Those who earlier in the season were
referred to the waiting list may communicate
with Mr. Persinger (at 457 Phelan Building, S. F. I,

for detailed information.

r*tiiiiiil nililrexN: "I'filiii l>)*ll
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Vp at the headquarters of the Pacific Players they
are enthusiastic over the interest they have created in

announcing their bill for the performance the evening
of Tuesday. May 2. Trifles, and Suppressed Desires, are
to be used. The first, serious, was played at the Mait-
land Theatre some time ago; the other is a comedy on
psychoanalysis. Both are by Susan Glaspell. The per-
formance will again be at the Sorosis Hall little thea-
tre. The players are Paul Merrick. Dudley R. Douglas,
Nathaniel Anderson, the director, Winifred Buster, Jane
Seagrave and Ethel Darling. Mrs. Anna Morse will play
on the piano the No. 2 Arabi-stjue (Debussy )^ and Waltz
in A Hat (Chopin).

Ruth Viola Davis will introduce lier intermediate pu-
pils in a piano recital at Century Club Hall on Thurs-
day evening, April L'7th, when the following extensive
program will be presented: Dance of the Gnomes (Par-
low). Virginia Knight; The Wild Horseman (Schu-
mann), Grace Armacost (pupil of assistant teacher,
Marjorie Moss) ; The Brownies (Rheinholdl. Inez
Strauch; Tiddledy-winks (Orth), Robert Ridley; Leap
Frog (Seeboecki, Lydia Lucille Wainwright; March of
the Goblins (Barth), Robert Devlin; Minuet in G (Beet-
hoven), Sophie Davis; Sliadow March (Cramm), Vir-

ginia Weaver; Dance of the Gnomes (Marker), Flit-

croft Fross (pupil of assistant teacher. Marjorie Mossl;
Arpeggio Waltz (Crawford), The Pearls (Concone),
Bertha Burgh; In the Gondola (Heinsl, Peggy Burgh;
Goblin's FVolic (Heller), Marjorie McCargar; Trio: At
the School Festival (Streabbog), Virginia Knight, Lydia
Wainwright. Marian Knight; Impatience (Heller), Win-
nifred McCargar; Elfin Dance (Griegl. Julia Dodd; Two
Pianos—Military Parade (Bilbro), Bertha Burgh and
Somers; Song without Words (Streabbog). Jack P.

Peggy Burgh; On the Meadow (Lichner), .Maude Blair
Shaffer: Elfin Dance (Jensen), Margaret Vanderburgh;
Duet—Military March (Schubert). Julia Dodd and Eve-
lyn Dodd: Waltz (Wachs), Amelba Horner; The Gypsy
(Bohm), Vivian Shaw; Wayside Chapel (Wilson), Eve-
lyn Dodd: Etude (Heller), Caprice (Huerter), Gladys
Worden; Nadia (Wachs), Alice Vogt; Waltz (Huerter),
Carmen del Curo; Waltz (Wachs). Ruth Russ; Le
Secret (Gautier), Song of the Lark (Tschaikowsky),
Gladys Gillig; Minuet E flat (Beethoven). Elmer Bocks;
Waltz in E flat (Durand). Verdele Russ; Balancelle
(Wachs), Hunting Song (for left hand only) (Hollan-
der). Marian Knight; Two Pianos—Marquise minuet
(Lack), Gladys Worden and Gladys Gillig.

MRS. CEDRIC WRIGHT SOLOIST AT CALIFORNIA

A program of well-known numbers ha'S been selected
by Conductor Heller for the concert to be given at the
California Theatre Sunday morning. The well-known
overture to Herod by the famous American composer
Henry Hadley will be the feature number of the or-

chestral program. Bizet's selections from his popular
opera Carmen will also be presented. Waldteufel's char-
acteristic Les Patineurs waltz and Fucik's Hungarian
march Hongroise will be given readings by the big or-

chestra of fifty artists under Heller's baton. Leslie Har-
vey, who has been creating no mean comment due to
his excellent renditions on the California's big organ,
will play the popular Mendelssohn Spring Song.

Mrs. Cedric Wright, well-known violiniste, will be
the soloist and will present Lalo's splendid Symphonie
Espagnole. Mrs. Wright, who was one of America's
leading violinists, is now living in California and
through the efforts of Impresario Selby Oppenheimer
was induced to appear at the concert at the California
Theatre Sunday morning. Loges and boxes are re-

served for the concert, and patrons are privileged to

remain for the entire photoplay program with no extra
charge.

THE ARTIST-PUPILS' GREAT OPPORTUNITY

The California Federation of Music Clubs will hold its

annual convention in San Francisco beginning with
Sunday, April 30th, and lasting several days-. This fed-

eration includes about seventy music clubs of California
and has always made it its policy to encourage resident
artists. A number of our leading teachers have trained
excellent artist-students, who are sufficiently advanced
to appear before some of these clubs, and if the latter

are at all appreciative of the benefits they have de*
rived from the training of their teachers they could ex-

tend no finer courtesy than combine to announce them-
selves as artist-pupils of their teacher ready to accept
engagements before leading music clubs of California
in the

MUSIC CLUB CONVENTION NUMBER OF
THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW,
ISSUED NEXT SATURDAY, APRIL 29. 1922.

If certain teachers wish to give some of their ad-

vanced artist-pupils an opportunity to gain additional
recognition they could also announce the success of

their artist-students in such number, and we feel car-

tain that quite a number of clubs, always looking for

young talent, would be pleased to accept the recom-
mendation of reliable teachers and select some of their

artists from the ranks of these young Californians. If

this idea appeals to you either write or phone to the

Business Manager of the Pacific Coast Musical Review,
The Leighton Press. 516 Mission street, San Francisco.

Telephone Douglas 5380. (If more convenient you may
call at Editorial Rooms, 801 Kohler & Chase Building,

26 O'Farrell street, San Francisco.)
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WILL CONDUCT MASTER CLASSES

IN SAN FRANCISCO
J U N E

J U L Y

AUGUST
1 9 2 2

Mrs.

Sarah Robinson-Duff For Terms and information Franccs Rofainson-Duf

f

Apply

SECRETARY, 136 EAST 78th ST., NEW YORK CITY

GRAINGERo
Pianist- Composer

As a Composer Shows His Individuality

Musician of Infinite Variety

He is sometimes startling, but always conrincing. thoughtful and

sincere. There is a stamp of genuineness about everything he

does. At all times he is above mere personal display, striving

always to show the beauty of the thing he has discovered. This

Is true alike in his composition and his playing of the works

of others.

He gives a fortissimo that can be strident or thunderous; a

pianissimo of faintest delicacy or insistent virility; a legato of

melting tenderness; a staccato of sparkling brilliance. He holds

the rhythm faultlessly, through any variation of acceleration or

retard. And he speaks his message straight out, whatever he

has to say.—Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City. October IS, 1»21.

Management: ANTONIA SAWYER, Inc., Aeolian Hall, N. Y. C.

Columbia and Duo-Art Records Steinway Piano

RECITAL
GIVEN II

V

Miss Dorothy Dukes

'Cellist, Pupil of

Mr. Arthur Weiss

ASSISTED BV

Mr. Robert Saxe, Tenor

and

Mrs. Martha Dukes Parker, Pianist

OS

Friday Evening, April 28th, 1922

AT

SOROSIS CLUB
536 Sutter Street. San Francisco

Zhay Clark
Solo Harpist California

Theatre Orchestra

SAN FRANCISCO

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by AVager Sn-ayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Studios: 80« Kohlcr & Chase BUr.
25l^>.: E:taa %l„ Derkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

MARIAN PREVOST
PIAMST—ACCOMPAMST—TEACHKR

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

Stndios: S07 Kohler & Chase Bldp» S. F. Toes. A. M. and
Thnrs. P. M. Tel. Kearny 54;^. Res. 272S Eimirood Ave.,
Uerkeley. Tel. Berk. S297.

EVA M. GARCIA
PIANIST, ORGANIST AND TEVCHER

Hon^e St.. Oakland Tel. Piedmont 3492

IRENE ROWLAND NICOLL
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

S«S Contra Costa Ave.. Berkeley. Tel. Berk r.«53 J

GO*! Kohler A; Chase Itld^^. TeL Kearny W.Vl

BLANCHE ASHLEY
SpeelalUt in Theory and Practice of Teaching Music
Oak Lodse. Apt. 6. 1497 Oak St. Phone Lake^itle 3735

Kohler A Chase Bld^- By Appointment
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OPERA IN LOS ANGELES

H''>nlinu*d from i'ayf 1. Cul. !.

Madonna. Kosa Raisa won a unique tri-

umph in Jewels of the Madonna. So did
Edith Mason as Juliet, a part she sings
to perfection, admirablo as to vocal qual-

ity and lovably in exprt'ssiun. Raisa lias

a marvelous voice, equally beautiful in

every position. Of a different type, liglit-

er. inimitably graceful and winsome are
Miss Mason's notes. She had an ideal

|i;iriner in Muratore as Romeo. If Mura-
lore had not sung, merely acted the pari,

oven then he would have won tlie hearts
of the public. We would have loved to

hear .Miss -Mason more than once, though
the performance was of unforgettable
charm. Smallens conducting with much
taste.

Mary Garden was at her best vocally
in Louise. A\hen also her acting was more
natural, specially in the first two acts.

If Mary Garden ever should enter the
speaking stage, let her make her debut
in the Taming of the Shrew. She would
be a good Catherine and tiaklanoff a good
Peirucohio. As a matter of fact. Herman
Goetz (1840-1876) has written an opera
based on this Shakespeare play. It is one
of the best operas composed during that

time. It won a success in Loudon and
appeared in an English edition. -Mary

Gardens Salome is histrionically disap-

pointing, unconvincing, not lo mention
the few and hackneyed gyrations she of-

fers in the famous dance. But she sang
exquisitely.

Dufranne is an impressive .\ihanael in

Thais and a strong Jochanan in Salome.
Some of his tones are a trifle hard.

Johnston is good as Tannhauser. and will

win even more applause as his somewhat
lyric tenor voice and interpretation gain
in warmth, strength as well as his acting

in eloquence. Johnston's diction is very
good and added much to the success of

the night. Joseph Schwarz finds his

strongest asset in a voice of luscious

quality and astounding richness of vol-

ume. Less appealing is a frequent senti-

mentalism in phrasing of his and a kind
of portamento which takes away from
the strength of his singing. Incidentally,

the entire Tannhauser production suf-

fered from monotony of shading and
dragging tempi. Conductor Cimini did
not repeat here the dramatic grasp and
decisiveness of baton he revealed in The
Jewels of the Madonna.

Giorgio Polacco revealed supreme ba-

ton technic. His reading of L'.-\more de
Tre Re. Thais and Louise left no doubt as

to his standing among conductors. Sur-

prising, therefore, was the lack of blend-

ing in his reading of Salome. He seemed
distracted, less magnetic, which may have
been caused by unwarranted newspaper
telegrams announcing him as successor
to Miss Garden. In conclusion, the or-

chestra proved a great delight in every
performance.

NEW WORLD TRIO SUCCESS

The New World Trio, consisting of Ma-
rie Hughes Macquarrie, harpist, Christine
Howell, flutist, and Alice Guthrie Poy-
ner, violinist, with Eula Grandberry. so-

prano, as soloist, appeared recently at
the State Theatre in Eureka and cre-

ated quite an excellent impression, as
may be seen from the following press
comments;
Humboldt Standard, March 21: With

divine artistry reflecting in each num-
ber of their repertoire, the New World
Trio and its soprano soloist. Eula Grand-
berry, were given unlimited plaudits by
Eureka music lovers at the program held
last night in the State Theatre. Eula
Grandberry proved to be a lyric soprano
with a rich, flexible voice, while Chris-
tine Howells. flutist of the trio, in an
encore number. The Wind, was given a
rousing ovation for this splendid num-
ber. Miss Howells revealed perfect con-
trol of the flute, even executing the my-
riad of runs without the slightest appear-
ance of effort. The Irish Rhapsodie with
Marie Huglies Macquarrie at the harp,
was one of the most pleasing numbers of
the evening. Miss Macquarrie showed ex-
cellent ability as a soloist, in addition to
being an ultra-able accompanist. On the
Wings of Song, a solo by the trio violin-

ist. .Alice Guthrie Poyner. was a most
delightful number and her rendition was
exceptional.
The Humboldt Times. March 22nd:

Eureka music lovers were treated to

their first popular classical concert in

Eureka Monday evening when the New
W()rld Trio, with Miss Eula Grandberry.
appeared before a large and appreciative
audience at the State Theatre. The Trio,
composed of Alice Guthrie Poyner. vio-

linlsL Marie Hughes Macquarrie. harpist,
and Christine Howells. flutist, delighted
the audience with tlieir diverse and
charming repertoire, while Miss Grand-
berry, a lyric soprano, charmed her au-
ditors with the brilliancy and sweetness
of her voice. Standing out in the pro-
gram were the Irisli Rhapsodie by Pinto
as rendered by Miss Macquarrie, and The
Wind by Miss Howells in response to

an encore.

DOROTHY DUKES' RECITAL

.Miss Dorothy Dukes, an exceptionally
gifted young 'cellist, pupil of .Arthur
Weiss, the well known "cellisl an{l mem-
ber of the San Francisco Symphony Or-
c^estra. will make her public debut at

Sorosis Club Hall in a recital to be given
at Sorosis Club Hall. .>36 Sutter street,

on Friday evening. April 2Sth. She will

be assisted by Robert Saxe. tenor, and
Mrs. Martha Dukes Parker, pianist. Miss
Dukes has been studying with Mr. Weiss
for some time and those who liave heard
her admire her tone, her style and ex-
ecutive ability. An unusually interesting
and representative program has been te-

lected for this occasion, as may be gath-
ered from the following selections: Con-
certo in A minor (Saint-Saens). Miss
Dukes; (al The Dream (Rubinstein), (b)

Once Again I Sullivan), (c) Give a .Man
a Horse He Can Ride (O'Hara), .Mr.

Saxe; (a) Celebrated Air (Bach), lb)
Baurree I, II—from III Suite (Bach), (c)
Spanish Serenade (Popper), (d) Vito
(Popper); (a) Jean (Spross), (b) There'll
Never Be One Like You (Sancher); Va-
riations Symphoniques (Boellmann).

MEUSSD0RFFER-WEN2EL CONCERT

Keen interest centers about the recital
to be given by Irene Meussdorffer, gifted
soprano, and Walter Frank Wenzel. tal-

ented pianist and accompanist, at the
Fairmont Hotel on next Tuesday night
at 8:30 o'clock. The following interesting
program will be given: Part I—Fantasie,
C minor (Mozartl, Walter Frank Wenzel;
(a) An die Muzik, (hi Gretchen am
Spinnrade, (c) Der Muzensohn (Franz
Schubert), (d) Feldeinsankeit. (e) Stand-
chen (J. Brahms). Irene Meussdorffer;
(a) Polonaise. C sharp minor (Chopin),
(b) Arabesque ILeschetizky), (c) Im-
promptu, G flat (Schubert), (di Rhapso-
die, G minor (Brahms). Walter Frank
Wenzel. Part II— (a) Dawn in the Desert
(Gertrude Ross), (b) He Who Moves in
the Dew (Cadman). (c) Green (De-
bussy), (d) Romance (Debussy), (e)

Aria. Il-est Dou.x—Herodiade (Massenet).
Irene Meussdorffer; (a) La Fille aux
Cheveux de Lin, (b) Golliwogs Cake
Walk, (c) La Cathedrale Engloutie. Id)
Jardin sous la Plule (Debussy). Walter
Frank Wenzel; (a) Zueignung. (b)
Traum durch die Danimerung (Richard
Strauss), (c) Der Gartner, (d) Elfenlied
(Hugo Wolf), (e) Hat dich die Liebe
Beruhrt, (f) Gestern hat er mir Rosen
gebracht (Josef .Marx), Irene Meuss-
dorffer.

The patronesses, most of whom are
entertaining young friends at dinner par-
ties at the Fairmont Hotel before the
concert, are: Mesdames Fred Bartels, R.
M. H. Bemdt, Fred Blaich, Lilly Bruch-
mann, Aurelius E. Buckingham, Robert
P. Clement. John D. Daly, Wm. H. Eck-
hardt. Matilda Esberg. ('. E. Grosjean,
Guslav Gutsch, Joseph B. Keenan, Caro-
line Koster. William Llmbaugh. Herr-
mann 1, .Muller. .Andrew E. Neuenburg.
Emily Thomas. Walter White. William
Zech; .Misses Caroline Breuner. Edith
Hecht and Sophie Schafer. Following the
program there will be dancing until 12
o'clock. Tickets may be secured at Sher-
man. Clay & Co. at $1.00 plus war tax.

The concert is given under the manage-
ment of Madame Vought.

CALIFORNIA COMPOSERS

California composers who would like to
have their songs or instrumental works
presented before California music clubs
by California artists will find in the
Music Club Convention Number of the
Pacific Coast Musical Review, to be pub-
lished next Saturday. April 29th. a con-
venient and effective medium. For space
address The Leighton Press. Business
Manager of the Pacific Coast Musical
Review. 516 Mission street, San Fran-
cisco, telephone Douglas 5380, or, if

more convenient, call at Editorial Rooms,
801 Kohler &. Chase Building, 26 O'Far.'
rell street. However, we always prefer if

you can find time to call at the business
office for the transaction of business.

ai^'^mfi^g

For more than eighty-four years—since William Knabe created his

first Knabe piano—his ideals have been developed into the wonder-
ful Knabe of today.

Every minute detail of its construction must pass the most rigiil

and critical inspection, through its many operations in building.

Each individual piece of material used in a Knabe must pass under
the trained eye of a master craftsman, as the instrument is slowly

and painstakingly created.

The Knabe is distinctly a Knabe product, each and every com-
ponent part being made in the Knabe factory, thus insuring a uni-

formity and harmony of constructural detail essential to artistic

perfection.

Knabe quality quite naturally creates an expectancy of high price, when in

fact compared with other well known and good pianos, it is the least expen-
sive to buy. Its long years of musical life and satisfaction reduces its yearly
investment to a very small amount.
Wherever pianos are known in any part of the world, the Knabe is known,
revered and honored, in the most refined homes, therefore the Knabe is the
piano for your home.
Leopold Godowsky. pianist of pianists, generally acknowledged the greatest
master of today, like the masters of the past and present, chooses the Knabe
above all other pianos as the supreme medium of the expression of his art.

We believe you will find the Knabe literature very interesting. It's different

from the usual catalog style and will be sent on application by mail, if not
convenient to call. Other pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time payments
if desired.

Exhibition of Grands and Uprights

The Incomparable Knabe AMPICO
reproduces the art of the great pianists in all its perfection, indistin-

guishable from the personal performance of the living pianist himself,

as if hands were actually touching the keys.

We carry the Ampico in different models and makes—grands and up-

rights, varying in price to be Within reach of all music lovers.

Literature, catalogs, prices, etc., on request. If possible call for demon-
stration. Exchanges—also payments in reason,

KOHLER & CHASE AMPICO PARLORS

Main Store: 26 O'Farrell St,

ISTABUSntO mio ^

Oakland Store: 535 14th St.

Mission Store: 2460 Mission St.

121 North First St., San Jose

Knhlor & Chase. 26 O'Far-
rt-ll St.. San Francisco
Please send literature, prices

and terms of

(Mention Knabe Grand.
Upright or Ampico.)

I
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PAUL STEINDORFF Joseph GrevenMASTER COACH *^MASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Languages

5302 Broadway . Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CULTURK

Studio:

IK)2 KOHLER « CHASK BLDG.
San Pninclaco Phone: Kearny &4&4

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIAMST

Stndio; IXiT Euclid Aver
Phone Berkeley 60Oti.

Voice Culture;—Opera, Oratorio.
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite "C" Kohler A Chaxe
nulldloe. Telephone Kearny WS4.

ue. Berkelex. ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
ORGANIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL

Piano Department, Hamlin School

Organ and Piano. Arrillaea Musical College

ANIL DEER STUDIO
79 Central Avenue. Phone Park 10«3

By Appointment Onlf

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
pia:«o

Stodlot 1003 Kaklsr A Cknae Bids.
Phone Kearny 54!M

Joseph George Jacobson
PIASO

2.S33 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore MS

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqae, ParU

Studio: 3107 Waafainctoo Street
Phone Fillmore 1^47

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
SOLO VIOLINIST MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Teacher VtoUn, Viola, Enaemble Playing
434 9pmc« Street. Phone Fillmore llSl

HENRIK GJERDRUM
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION Pianist— I nstructor—Accompanist

Stndio. 603-604 KOHLER * CHASE BLDG. 2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256
Phone Kearny &4&4 -^^-^

J. RICHARD MALABY
Pianist and Accompanist

651 Lytton Ave. Palo Alto. Cal.

FREDERICK MAURER
Teacher of Piano and HarmonT", Ensemble,
Coacliins. Stndio: 1726 Le Roy ATenne,
Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 539.

Ada Clement Music School

ZHA Y CI.ARK, Solo Harpist

California Theatre Orchestra
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN
Violinist—Conductor—Leetarer

\\'ill Accept \n Vnlimited Xaniber of Pupils

studio: 31J.' ^^ a.-^hingrton St. Tel. FiU. 6146

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and H.ARMONY

15 Cascade Drive. Mill Valley. Cal. Insti-

tute of Music, K. & C. Bldg.. Tel. Kearny
5454.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

Studios: so:: Kohler & Chaae Bide.. S. F.
T,tl'2'2 Ocean Vietr Dr.. Oakland iRealdencel

PIERRE DOUILLET. PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
nor. Kohler .& Chase Rid. Tel. Sutter 73S7

DOMENICO BRESCIA

MRS. CHARLE5 POULTER
SOPRANO St. AndrewB Cborch
Voice Culture. Piano. 588 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kohler & Chaae Bids-*
Wednesdays Tel. Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIAMST AND TEACHER

Residence and Studio. t>12S Hilieeasa Ave.,
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON 3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S9S

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSONDRAMATIC CONTRALTO
Opera Successes in Eurtipe; Concert Suc-
cesses in Anierit'a. .\ddress ISOl California
St« San Francisco. Telephone Prospect 3020

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stndio 36 Gaflney Building, 376 Suiter St.

Tel. Douglas 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

CONTRALTO
Teacher of Slnslac. 32 Loretta Are., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler A
Chase Bldf., S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay A Washlnston

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt. Piano

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS HELEN COLBURN HEATH
FLUTIST

Available for Concerts as Soloiat or for
iiblij^uto AA ork. 1201 Henry St., Berkeley

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: 1920 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 1561

a.de:l£ ulman
pil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
r.'rcowsky. Teacher of Voice, Studio 178
"i monwealth Ave. Tel. Pac. 33.

LEILA B, GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO

Voice Culture—Pupil of >lnie. Cailleaa
Studio: 33.S 2Isl St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 26.S1

Miss Helen Goldman
1610 Sutter St. Phone Fil.

Specialist in Accompanyins
Stndio Work Desired

Andrew Miklosvari
TEACHER OF VIOLIN

"'is Geary Street Tel. Franklin S639

If you wish to become famous you
must be known and in order to become
known you need publicity and there is no
more dignified way to gain publicity than
by dignified advertising. If advertising is

undignified then fame is undignified.

Soprano Soloist, Temple Emnnn El. Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal Instruc-
tion. 2539 Clay St., Phone West 4.S90,

MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
SOPRANO: Awllable for En^ragementa

SoloLst. Temple Beth Israel
Stndio: 26 .Ashbur^ St. Phone: Pac. 5230

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Kruger
.ARTISTIC PI.VXO IXSTRICTION

Stndio: 10U9 Kohler & Chase Bidp.
Tel. Kearny 5454. Res. Phone Franklin lOSO

ETHEL A. JOHNSON
SOPRANO

Member University Extension Faculty
Studio: 506 Kohler & Cliase Bids.

Res.: 51 Buena Vista Terrace
Tel.: Park i;91

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AXD MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHER OF VOICE

242*i Pine St. TeL AVe^t 7012

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist,

—

Soloist, Accompanist and Teacher
Slri Clement St.. San Francisco. Pac. 92S4.

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PI\NIST AND TEACHER
Pnpll of Wnper S^rayne

Stndio: 515 Bnena Vista Ave. Tel Park 341

Stella Raymond Vought
COLORATVRE SOPRANO

Concert Manager
705 Kohler & Chane Bid.. Tel. Kearny 4991

aife

Grand Prix, Porta
Grand Priit, St. LoatM

I HE richness, evenness, depth and
1 charm of Baldwin to"» cannot be
r duplicated. Only witi ite Bald-
win Piano can it be product-J be-
cause only the Baldwin has the

acoustic properties capable of its develop-
ment. Those who approach the selection of a
piano unprejudiced and with open mind 6nd
the Baldwin a revelation.
If rov are iiil»r**l*d i« the parrhaae af k rvkllr hlc^
rrsde piftno, 1*1 u t«U job kb«Bt tk« Mtntcti*e •er m»

^hfSalDiDin^ianoCorapanu

310 Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal.

.^lember of Federal Reserve System and -Issoeiated Savings Banks of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.V.\ FR.ASCISCO B.A.NK)

526 California Street. San Pranelaeo, C«L
COMMERCIAL

MISSION BR.^NCH. HIsalon and Zlst Street,
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BR.AXCH. Clement St. and Tth Ave.

Ef.\IGHT STREET BRANCH. Hainrht and Belvedere Streets

DECEMBER 31, 1921
Assets „ _ „
Deposits „
Capital Actually Paid Up „ _...
Reserve and Contingent Funds
Employees' Pension Fund „ „

«T136I.299.e2
68.201^:99.62
l.OOO.OOO.OO
2.6."iO.0O0.0O

371.753.48
OFFICERS—JOHN A. BUCK. President; GEO. TOURNT. Vice-President and

Manager: A. H. R. SCHMIDT. Vice-President and Cashier: B. T. KRUSE vloe-
President: A. H. Mt'LLBR. Secretary; WM. D. NEWHOUSE, Assistant Sec'retarv
WILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMBL, G. A. BELCHER. R. A. LACEXSTEIN
H. H. HERZER and H. P. MAYNARD, Assistant Cashiers; C. W. HEYER. Man-
ager Mission Branch; W. C. HEYER, Manager Park-Presidio District B'ranch-
O. F. PAULSEN, Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK. GEO. TOURNT. E T KRUSE
A. H. R. SCHMIDT, I. N. WALTER, HUGH GOODFELLOW. E N VAN BERGENROBERT DOLLAR. E. A. CHRISTENSON. L. S. SHERMAN. WALTER A. HAAs!

GOODFELLOW. EELLS. MOORE & ORRICK. General Attorneys
A dividend of FOUR -AND O.NE QUARTER (4%) per cent per annum was

declared for the six months ending December 31, 1921.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 821J

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MARION FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp. 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way. Berkeley. CaL

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K'my 5454

WALTER FRANK WENZEL
»916 Golden Gate Ave. Fillmore 4733

ETHEL ADELE DENNY
904 Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Kearny 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 5164

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker St, Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
Suite 600, K. & C. Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pin^ St. Tel. Garfield 2490

JOHN WHITCOM NASH
500 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 4991

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ESTHER MUNDELL
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
t73 Scott Street Tel. Park 5176

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 35S1

BOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Street Phone Kearny 2637

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill. 2291

REED .AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter 6355

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review^

a publication that should be read by alt

cents; by mail $3.00 per year.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER

Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE. MACBETH, EASTON. JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers

TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys

THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys

TARA BINDU (Mezzo)

RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys

TIDALS (Barllone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOl'K TEACHING PIKCKS ((irode 3)
11}- I'lurence !•. Ken Till': \\ I>(>1> \^>ll'irs 1HU1'

Cnrh » .:ill KIMi Tllltl SII III: VIIU
111:1, 1. •>! Mil. llOillN V.VKI>I V

'riifNP iilrcfM arc licInK ttlilt'ly UMvd nnil much iiiiiirccliitcii liy IfiichcrN ^vho vnluc
their liiNiilrutlonill hctiuty mid iiuidcrn Idlikiii. IM SI Al. FOIt 'I'llF. f^itADK. I*uh-
liMhcd hy rl.W'I'ON I-'. SI ^nM I'O., (lilfAfiO, nnd for nnic li>- lll-:M{V (iltOUiO
III the »lorc i.f WII.KV II. AI.I.ICN CO.

i;!.' Kcnrny SI., Snn l-'mnclMco

Henry Bretlierick
ORGANIST

^'.80 Bniih Street

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VO< Al, CILTIIRE

ArtlKt pii|>ilN iiviiilohle for nil oecnMiotiK
r>00 Kohlcr A thnwe Hide. Kearny 4ni)l

Calirorrvia
SIXTH CONCERT, SEASON 1922-23

Sunday. April 23, 1922, 11 A. M.

Soloist

:

MRS. CEDRIC WRIGHT
The Well Known California Violinist

OirerlnB SVMrllOW ESPAGNOl,E (Lnlo)

California Theatre Orchestra

HERMAN HELLER, Conductor

Qonstance Alexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Ptipils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 705 Kobler & Cbane Building
Phone Kearny 54.%4

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
For KInderBBrten aod Primary Grades

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Words and MumIc

ABBIE GKRRISH-JONBS
AdaptloDa and Descriptions

OLIVE B. WIL90N-D0BRKTT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resr't of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-

rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those

offered in the collection were tried out during the

summer session of 1920.

PRICE $1.00 AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian HaU, New York

The Piano of the Artist's Choice

Most Costly and Beautiful in the World

r^ RADUALLY and with a certainty that is Hke the ebb and flow of the tides is the

^^:^ Mason & Hamlin piano asserting and extending its leadership in the artistic and author-

itative musical circles of the United States. Its fidelity, unvarying quality and beauty of tone

have created among connoisseurs everywhere an admiration and a profound respect that has

been accorded no other piano in the history of music and musicians.

Both uprights and grands are being shown at our stores.

We invite a critical hearing.

Twro Entrances

135-153 Kearny and 117-125 Salter Stt.

Victor Talking Machines
'^il^BAllen®

-MASON AND HAMUN PIANOS-

Oakland—1209 Wathington Street

San Jose—99 South First

Sheet Music
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World-famous pianists who use
the STEINWAY piano exclusively

cr'UREE score years ago a new genius flashed upon the musical uorld. lie was a composer, not of
-* musical scores, but of musical instruments. His name was Henry Steinway—his masterwork was a

piano. No sooner was his instrument given to the world than it was hailed as America's first great contri-

bution to musical art. One by one the great musicians heard the Steinway, or played it, and chose it for
their own. JVagner, Liszt, Rubinstein, Gounod—these were only a few of those who came under the spell

of Steinway tone. From that day to this the Steinway has been the instrument which the world has recog-

nized as the piano of pianos.

Today the following world-famous artists use only the STEINfFAY

:

Alda, Frances Du Carp, Magdalaine Gerhardt, Elma Kharum, M. Melba, N. Randegger, G. A.
Aucr, Leopold Duckwitz, Dorothy Vliller Gogorza, Emilio de Krcislcr. Fritz. Nellis. Daisy Rubncr. Prof. Dr. C.
Uuguilawiki, Mosei Damrosch, Frank Goodson, Katherine Lcgmska, Ethel Neuhaus, Estella Randolph. Harold
Butt. Clara Damrosch, Walter Grainger, Percy Levitzki, Mischa Nash. Frances Rcszke. Jean de
Bos. Coenraad V. Elnian, Misha Hcifciz, Jascha Longcniian. Christme Novaes, G. Reszki. Edward
Burnham, Thud Friedman, Ignaz Hackelt. Arthur Lhevionc, Joseph Powell. John Schelling. Ernest

Bovle, George F. Florigny, Renee Hempcl, Frieda Lazzan, Carolmc Powell, Webster Sapir&tein, Davis

Bvrd, Winifred Friedberg, Carl Henrv. Harold MacDowell, Mrs. Edwart Prokofieff. Serge Schooler. David
Hrard, Madgelaine Frcmstad. Olive Hess. Myra MacFarlan, Otorge Paderewskl. Ignac Schumann-Heink. Ernestine

Coltlow, Augusta Friedheim, Artur Hofmann, Josef MacFadycn, Alcxa ndcr Rachmaninoff, Sergei Siluti. Alexander
Cortot. Alfred Fridler. M. Homer, Louise Matzenauer, Margarctte Rosing. \*. Spalding. Albert

Cornell, Louis Galli-Curci. A. Hutcheson, Ernest Mero. Yolanda Renard, Roslta Symphony Society

Cheatham. Kitty Ganz. Rudolph Herbert. \'ictor McCormack, John Rosen, Max of New York
D'AIbcrt. Eugene Gauthier, Eva Ivogun. Mana Mannes, Clara Rubinstein, Arthur Samaroff-Stokowski. Olga
Devo. Ruth Gravcure. Louis Kochanski, Paul Mannes, David Rosenblatt, Josef Scidel. Rosha

-^. Stracciari Ricco do Strauss. Dr. R. Wilson M.
Shaltuck. Arthur Werrcnrath, Rcinald Weingarten, F.

>.'>

Senibrich M. Whitchill, Clarence ^'save. Eugene
Stransky. ]. Whiting. Arthur Zimbal St. Efrem
Stokowsk . L. Ziesler, Fannie Bloom6eld

In San Francisco and Oakland we carry everything in Music—Steinway and other

Pianos, Pianola and Duo-Art Pianos, Aeolian Pipe Organs, Robert Alorton Cathedral

Organs, Victrolas and Victor Records, Player Rolls, Conn Band Instruments, String

and Orchestral Instruments, Sheet Music and Music Books.

ShennanJllay&Co.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento Stockton • Fresno San Jose

Portlanci, Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Vallejo

* • * » • .fl -O-fi^

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church
Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 1453 Willard Street

Telephone Park 2135

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OP MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
V. dr ArrlllflKn. DIrrrtor

\. I.. ArtliEucpi, I'rcn.j I.ouIh Ale-Rrln. ^'Ice-Pre».
L'Descdled rnclllllra for the uXuAj of maalc In all

!! brancbra. I.arKC Pipe OrsBn. Recital HalL
2315 JACKSON STREET

*t«n F'raDClBco, CaL Pbone 'W'eat 4737

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Sln^lnfT. Complete Coarse of Operatic Traln-

Ine- 2730 Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore 4553.

MME. CARRINGTON LEWYS
Prima Doana WItk Strakoick, Hapleaoa, Kte.

BMLYN L.EWV8
Orcanlat Fifth Choreh of Chrlat SeleatUt. Formerly

Principal of Tlrfll Plaao School. L.ondon. Borland.

Rea. Stndloi KMl Lyon Street, Phone Fillmore 551

MRS. S. P. MARRACCI, Vocal Teacher
Italian method: 14 rears of staffe experience; former
prima donna with Caroso and Tetrazzlnli coackea poplla
Vocally and In I>ramatlc Deportment. -»--
Studio. 4«V4 Coloniboa ATenne. Phone Garfield 2276

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAX JOSE. CAL.

Confers Decrees Awarda Certlflcatea

For I*artlcalar« apply to Slater Superior

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

070 Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
Appolntmeuta br Phone—Prospect 3320

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANM.N'G. Direclor

33-13 Waahloicton Street, near Prealdle AYenne
San FrnnrlNco. CaU

For further Informnllon acldreas the secretary of the
.•hnnt. nr ph.inp t'lllmnre .tlir..

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Direclor SonlOMikj Chamber Music Socle I j-

Will AcCL-pt a Kew Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Kohlcr

& Chaae Bldg. Te!. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL. CALIFORNIA

Maale Coaraea Thorouich and Proereaalve
Pablle School Hualc. Accredited Diploma

WALLACE A. SABIN
OreanUt Temple Emonu El. First Church of ChriNt Scl-
cntUt, Director I.orinff Club. S. F.. Wed., 1017 California
St.. Phone Franklin 2«03: Sot.. First ChrlstUn Science
Church. Phone Franklin 1307; Ren. studio, 3142 Levrlston
Ave.. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242N.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
Voice Culture—Diction—Studio: 40S Stockton St.—Mon.
and Thurpi. from 2-ri. Ren. Hr.l Sncrnniento St. Pros. 7.%03.

The College of the Holy Names
Lake ^lerrltt. Oakland

Complete Conservatory Coutnc—Piano, llnrp. Violin.
'Cello, Voice. Counterpoint, Harmony, Hintory

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication

that should be read by all tlie music-loving people.

Single copies, 10 cents; by mail {U.OO per year.

SIGMUND BEEL

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADV \Nf F.D PCPILS A C< KITED

Pupil of Mmc. V. Mlcpanotr tnerlin>, M. Sleveklne.
nnd E. Ilobrrt Mchmltx i Sew York). Studio: 701
Heine llldR.. MtS Stockton St. Mondnyn. 0-12. Thum-
do}-. lO.l. 3-0. Tel. Kearny 2222. Res. Pfaonri Pied-
mont 7««.

Miss EUizabeth Westgate
Teacher of PInno, Orcan. Harmony. OrsanlBt nnd >Iusleal
Director of First Presbylerian Church. Alamedn. Home
Studio: 1117 PARC STREET. ALAMEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda mr*. Thursdays. MerrUnan School. Ii70 Oakland ATe.,
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770,

Master Classes for Violin
Only Talented I*uplla Accepted

Stodlo RnlldlnK. 1373 Post St. Tel. Prospect 7W

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
H. II. Pnsmore—Studios: Suite 506 Kohler A Chase Dlde..
S. F.J 2.'k10 t'olleice Ave.. Berkeley. Residence 291 Alva-
rado Road. Iterkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
PreparinK Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSFELDT. Pianist
20I."» Broderick St., near Clay Telephone Fillmore 3H

UNCOLN S BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

Meniher I'nlverslty Extension Facally
SIndIo: 837 Shrader •<. Phoae Park 1005

DAILY ORGAN RECITALS
(From 12 to 1)

by

UDA WALDROP
at

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Post and Mason Streets

(Saturday and Sunday Excepted)

ADMISSION FREE
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

MUSIC CLUB FEDERATION CONVEN-
TION

The California Federation of Music Clubs will

give its fourth annual convention at the Palace
Hotel beginning tomorrow (Sunday), April 30th,

and continuing during Mondaj', Tuesday and
Wednesday, May 1, 2 and 3. It is surely a great
thing for music when about seventy music clubs

and similar organizations combine toward im-
proving musical conditions, enlarging the oppor-
tunities of resident artists and co-operate to fur-

ther the best interests of the public. During these
days it is absolutely impossible to attain truly

worth-while ambitions and aims in behalf of

any worthy project except through co-operation,

and anyone who does not realize and thoroughly
feel the necessity of collective action is indeed
shortsighted and behind the times. .\nd because
the California Federation of Music Clubs, which
is closely affiliated, indeed which is a part of, the
National Federation of Music Clubs, is sufficient-

ly farsighted and enterprising to realize this con-
dition of affairs it is worthy of the heartiest and
most universal support.

Mrs. J. E. Birmingham, president of the San
Francisco Musical Club, is responsible for the
fact that the convention is going to be such a
brilliant success as it appears at this time. Of
course, Mrs. Ethel Johnson Rosenthal, chairman
of the program committee, did considerable of
the preliminary work, but was obliged to leave
her work half finished on account of her depart-
ure for the East. At the last moment Mrs. Birm-
ingham and her associates had to attend to in-

numerable matters which could not be foreseen.
Another leader of the California Federation of
Music Clubs whose ser\-ices can never be appre-
ciated at their true worth, is Mrs. Cecil Frankel,
of Los Angeles. President of the State Federation
and now one of the National officers. Indeed were
it not for her there would be no Federation at all.

It depended upon her alone to do the first mis-
sionary work and her enthusiasm and energy in-

fluenced others to follow her e.xample. but even
to this day there is no one who actually has done
as much for the Federation as Mrs. Frankel has.
And this convention should be a source of deep
gratification to Mrs. Frankel. for it shows the
astounding growth of the Federation since that
first convention in Oakland three years ago.

Of course, there are other worthy members
of the Federation to whom credit is due for the

Music Clubs Are Creating Greater Musical America—SaysRothwell

Eminent Conductor of Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, in Presto

Interview, Points to Importance and Opportunity of Music Clubs

By BRUNO DAVID USSHER
Finally the last chord in the long coda of Beethoven's

Fifth boomed out, ending the rehearsal at 11:30 sharp.
"Tomorrow evening in San Diego, gentlemen. .Ajid

those playing the Ravel, please at 12; 30 this noon," Con-
ductor Rothwell exclaimed. About six people make a
rush for him to ask questions, including your scribe.

My turn comes and my request for an interriew on "The
Mission of Music Clubs." Mr. Rothwell:

*"The only time I can see you is at 12 o'clock, in the
confectionery around the comer. I have two appoint-

ments between now and noon, another rehearsal at

12:30 and then I leave for San Diego."

"You are not giving me much time to give an adequate
answer to your question," Conductor Rothwell remarks,
submerging some crackers in a soup-bowl.
"To my mind the music clubs, and in turn their

county, state and national organizations, are meeting
three of the most important needs towards nation-

wide musical culture. They balance our musical life

here, because they emphasize the great aspects of mu-
sical life: musical production, musical education, and
third, and perhaps, most important, they take care of
musical de-centralization," Mr. Rothwell began, while
sending a few more crackers to their "watery" grave.
"America indeed is fortunate in having an organiza-

tion, or a host of working units to spread musical ex-

pression in towns of every size, acting as musical gene-
rators to their community as the great music centers
influence entire territories. California offers a good ex-

ample of the important work of decentralization done
by music clubs. Just eliminate all the music clubs out-

side of the three or four larger cities of this state and
how much musical life would remain in the smaller
towns but for these musical strongholds. In fact, Los
Angeles or San Francisco even would feel distinctly the
absence of music clubs. The vitalizing element in this

musical club life is the federation method, which brings
me back to my thought that one of the important fac-

tors in the federation work is musical decentralization;

in other words, to carry the musical current from the
larger cities, from the larger clubs, into the clubs and
towns of lesser size. What would the concert managers
and touring artists do but for this great musical irri-

gation system that has been spread even into the re-

mote parts of practically every state?" Conductor Roth-
well mused.
"Of course, you need centralization within the com-

mtinities, that is why I think that every club having a
music section should join the federation of music clubs,

so should every church choir, every music department
of the public schools and even of the public library to

be of greatest service to their community by being in

touch with this great movement which, as I said, is

balancing the educational and productive side of our
musical life.

"If France for instance had a system of musical
decentralization as ours, its musical activities through-
out the country would be of greater account. As it is,

music in France means essentially music in Paris.

Music in America means no longer music in New York
or Boston only. Just take the instance of San Diego,
where the Philharmonic Orchestra plays tomorrow
night, but for the preliminary work of the .Amphion
Club there the orchestra season probably would not
have been accomplished, and hardly in the big man-
ner in which it was done.

"I do not think it is necessary for me to dwell on
the educational and creative aims of the federation.

It the public schools are doing for music what they

do, then it must be largely credited to the propaganda
of the music clubs. Very vital I think is another phase
of the educational work of musical clubs, that focusing

on study classes and similar units. It is not the num-
ber of programs alone or the numbers of concerts that

make for a high musical standard, but it is the imder-

standing and appreciation of music. In fact, I think,

the time has come, where this is being felt more and
more here in America, and the schools are on the

right way with their music appreciation courses. Musi-

cal education, the study of programs privately or in

cirt^Ies, before the concert takes place, is the important
factor towards a more solid foundation of musical life.

Of course, hand in hand with it must go the encour-

agement of the contemporary, the coming composer,

the growing generation of young concert artists. But.

and I feel very strongly on the point, it is imperative

that musical education, one systematically built up,

is injected to such an extent in our daily life, that our

love for music becomes imbued with due understand-

ing and discrimination. Musical production, be it com-
position or concerts, will run wild, lose its stahdard.

unless checked by a carefully cultivated taste for music

on the part of the public. And that will be acquired in

musical study classes of high aims as conducted in

many clubs. And even the smallest club could have
such a study class. It is the study work, 1 think, that

makes the work of a music club great, and. it is in

that regard particularly that music clubs are visibly

creating a greater musical America."
By which time Conductor Rothwell discontinued the

session which had just developed into something of a

"study class" on the present subject. However, the

orchestra was waiting.

growth of the organization. Their names will be
found upon the subsequent pages as committee
members and officers. Xo organization can com-
pletely succeed without co-operation and those
who refuse to put their shoulder to the wheel
are shirkers, or "slackers," as they were called

during the war, and will never amount to any-
thing except in their own estimation, for they
place personal prejudices above the good of the

musical profession and public, .^nd now it re-

mains for the members of the San Francisco Mu-
sical Club—the host of the convention—to attend
all events in full force and see to it that every
affair is crowded. We note with pleasure that

distinguished leaders in music are to give a num-
ber of most interesting lectures, and that the past

custom of giving too many programs and not
enough instructive talks has been abandoned.
For this all should be grateful to those who ar-

ranged the programs. The banquet at the Palace
Hotel on Tuesday night should be an auspicious
event, and after the convention is over no one
will have any reason to regret the labor and pa-
tience necessary to bring this great event to a
happy conclusion. .

-•

MARGARET BRUNTSCH ON VISIT FROM EUROPE

one of the most artistic and most efficiently managed
operatic establishments in Europe. To retain this re-

sponsible position for a number of years, such as Miss
Bruntsch has been able to do, requires more than usual

artistic proficiency.

In Bayreuth, the world's operatic Mecca, Miss
Bruntsch sang leading contralto roles alternating with

the great and only Schumann-Heink, an honor not

lightly to be regarded. Miss Bruntsch's presence in

California this summer, both as artist and teacher,

should be taken advantage of, and if some of our musi-

cal clubs really wish to make good their claims to rec-

ognize the merit of California artists, here is one upon
whom the European musical world has set its stamp
of approval. We trust that Miss Bruntsch will receive

that recognition which her fame deserves.
We take the liberty to quote two expressions of

noted writers in two daily newspapers to prove Miss
Bruntsch's successes abroad:

Berliner Neuste Nachrichten—"Her vocal organ, a
truly wonderful contralto of imposing volume, proved
her to be a bom interpreter of a most graceful style."

Karlsruher Journal—"Miss Bruntsch delighted every-
one with songs by Schumann and Bittner. With her
matured vocal art the young artist conquered for her-

self with ease the undivided attention of the audience
that crowded every available place in the large hall."

We could quote many more similar expressions, but
these two are sufficient to prove the truth and extent
of Miss Bruntsch's success.

MME. CAILLEAU'S ARTIST STUDENTS

Distinguished California Prima Donna Contralto Returns
After Twenty Years' Absence Crowned With

Innumerable European Laurels

Miss Margaret Bruntsch, who twenty years ago left

her home in -\lameda to seek fame abroad, has re-

turned at last after conquering for herself an enviable
artistic position in Europe, specially in Germany. She
has made her way up the ladder of fame from the be-
ginning and has won out by sheer force of her tenacity,
genius and extraordinary vocal powers. She has gained
remarkable successes both in opera and concert and
ranks at present with Europe's foremost artists. For a
number of years she has occupied the leading contralto
position at the opera in Karlsruhe, the capital of Baden,

Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau. whose exceptionally ar-

tistic work is universally admired in the West, is not
only herself contributing to the enjoyment of the musi-
cal public, but presents a number of young artist stu-

dents who have become professionally known recently.

Four of those she announces elsewhere in these col-

umns and if the demand for their services and the en-

thusiasm aroused by their artistry is any indication as

to their merit then they certainly are occupying a prom-
inent position among the younger of California's art-

ists. --V specially sensational success has been achieved

by young Hunter, better known as the "Caruso of the

Ferries." about whose voice and interpretation we shall

have more to say next week. Musical clubs seeking new
talent will make no mistake in occasionally including

some of Mme. Cailleau's students in their itinerary.
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CALIFORNIA FEDERATION OF MUSIC CLUBS
Officers, Departments, Convention Committees Constituting the National and

State Organizations of the Federated Music Clubs

Mrs. John F. Lyons Fort Worth, Texas

President National Federation of Music Clubs.

OFFICERS
Mrs. Cecil Frankel, President, 6220 Yucca St., Los
Angeles.

Irs. Mattison B. Jones, First Vice-President, Glendale.
.Mrs. E. E. Bruner, Second Vice-President, San Francisco.
Miss Bell T. Ritchie, Vice-President-atLarge, Fresno.
Miss Margaret Gould, Corresponding Secretary. Los An-

geles.

Irs. Clifford Payson. Recording Secretary, San Diego.
Mr. Julius V. Seyler, Treasurer, South Pasadena.
Ir. Selby C. Oppenhelmer, Auditor, San Francisco.

Mrs. Rose Ireland, Stanislaus County Director. Turlock.
Mr. J. R. Brakey, Ventura County Director, Ventura.
Mrs. .Mabel Price, Alameda County Director, Oakland.
Mr. Howard Hanson, Santa Clara County Director, San

Jose.

Mrs. Cecile Norton Winchester, Imperial County Di-
rector, Ei Centro.

American Music
Mr. L. E. Behymer. Director, I^os Angeles.
Mr. George Edwards, Chairman American Composers,
San Francisco.

Mr. John Bettin, Associate Chairman, American Com-
posers, San Pedro.

Mrs. Phillip Zoebelein, Chairman, Young Artists Con-

Revision
Mrs. Mattison B. Jones, Chairman (First Vice-Presi-

dent). Gicndale.
Miss Bell T. Ritdiie, President Fresno Music Club.
Mr. Clarence Gustlin, President Santa Ana Musical As-

sociation.

Credential
Mrs. Norton Jamison, Dominant Club.
Mr. Julius V. Seyler. Treasurer.
Mrs. Mabel Price, Wednesday Morning Choral, Oakland.'

Nominating
Miss Margaret Gould, Chairman (State Board).
Mrs. Ella DutTield, Ebell Music Section, Los Angeles.
Mrs. Ellis Rhodes, Orange County Choral Union.
Mrs. G. A. Manheim. Fresno Music Club.
Mrs. F. F. Daunt, Merced Music Club.
Mrs. Martin Maloney, San Francisco Musical Club.
Mrs. Mary Melrose Gardner, .Mill Valley Music Club.

Resolution
Mrs. Marshall Stookey Anderson, Chairman (Matinee
Music Club).

Miss Mae Shannon, San Francisco Musical Club.
Mrs. Cecile Norton Winchester, Imj)erial County Di-

rector.

Registration
Mrs. Alvina Wilison, Chairman (San Francisco Music

ytus. i.ii.i.iw iiiit>ii><;ii \:fi

^liiNlcal t'luli nnd n Vtrltalile llynanilc Furpe. ThnnkK-Mitl4-n( Son Kranr
W hiifie l.t-ni)f>rNhlp and Kxirnfirdliiary KnrrK> the Fourth Annual ('i>nv«*ntl<
of Ihr California Frderntlon ut .^lUHlcal ClubN W'Ul Be Such a Brilliant Succesa

DEPARTMENTS
Education

Mr. Cliarles Wakedeld Cadman, Director. Los Angeles.
.Mrs. Emma M. Bartlett. Chairman Public School Music,

Inglewood.
Mr. Llewellyn B. Cain, Chairman Festival, Fresno.
Mrs. Grace Widney -Mabee. Chairman Church Music. Los
Angeles.

Mrs. Mattison B. Jones, Chairman Junior Clubs, Glen-
dale.

Mrs. Josephine Crew Aylwln. Chairman Course of Study,
Oakland.

Mrs. Alfred L. Bartlett. Chairman Legislation, Holly-
wood.

Extension
Mrs. Mattison B. Jones. Director. Glendale.
Mrs. G. Vargas. Chairman Extension Fund. Oakland.
Mrs. J. L. Tully, Marin County Director. Mill Valley.
Mr. Edward Pease, Sacramento County Director, Sacra-
mento.

Mrs. Bertha Slocum. San Diego County Director, San
Diego.

Mrs. Ethel Johnson Rosenthal, San Francisco County
Director, San Francisco.

Mr. Clarence Gustlin, Orange County Director, Santa
Ana.

tests, Los Angeles.
Mrs. Glenn Woods, -\ssociate Chairman, Young .\rtists

Contests, Oakland.

Publicity
Mr. Charles C. Draa, Director (Editor of Official Bul-

letin), Los Angeles.
Miss Jennie Winston. General Publicity, Los Angeles.
.Miss Franc Goldwater, General Publicity. Los .\ngeles.
Mrs. Alexander Saslavsky, Chairman Printing and Pul>-

lishing. San Francisco.
Mrs. Percy Browne. Chairman Young Artists Registra-

tion Bureau, Ocean Park.
Mrs. Charles Ayers. Associate Chairman, Young Artists

Registration Bureau, Alameda.
Mrs. William F. Howard. Club Historian, Los Angeles.
Mr. Clarence Gustlin. Chairman. Speakers' Bureau,
Santa Ana.

CONVENTION COMMITTEES
Program

Mrs. Ethel Johnson Rosenthal, Chairman (San Fran-
cisco County Director).

Mr. John Manning, San Francisco Music Teachers' As-
sociation Board of Managers, California Federation of
Music Clubs.

Mrs. J. Taylor, San Francisco Music Teachers' Associa-
tion.

CHAKI.ES W AKEFIKI.D CADMAX
IM Anierlfnn CuniiiOMcr and PlaniKt. AVbONc Rnvlnltle Rec-
in the World of MumIc LendH I.UNtre to Anierlenii
ehlevenientH and \A'ho AA'lll he One of the t>ut-
Mtandlni: Feature!* at the t'onvenllon of the

(allforiiia Federation of ^IumIc t.')ul)N.

Teachers' Association).

Program and Year Book Exhibit
Miss Gertrude Chaplain, Chairman (Glendale Music

Club).

Time Keeper
Mrs. Milton Unger (San Francisco Musical Club).

Convention Parliamentarian
Mrs. William Colby.

Local Board
Mrs. Lillian Birmingham. Chairman (President San
Francisco Musical Club).

Mrs. W. F. Booth, Secretary.
Mrs. Harry Mortenson, Treasurer.
Mrs. William Pierre, Automobile.
Mrs. Franc Marchante. Publicity.

Mrs. Victor Matliews, Hotels and Reservations.

General Information
Mrs. George Gunn, Chairman.

Hotels and Reservations
Mrs. Victor .Mathews. Chairman.

Convention Publicity

Mrs. Franc Merchante, Chairman.

Ushers
Mrs. L. Cofer, Chairman. Mrs. Gloucester Willis.

Mrs. E. L. Hueter, Jr. ,Miss Mildred Jones.
Platform

Mrs. J. W. Taylor. Chairman.
Decorating

Mrs. L. Mullgardt, Chairman.
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MARGARET BRUNTSCH i
I

Prima Donna Contralto i

Direct From European Triumphs p

I
Has sung with universal success in |
the principal cities of Europe, both as i

operatic and concert artist.
|

Available for opera, concert and or- |
atorio. Special programs for music |
clubs on Pacific Coast during this |
summer and fall.

I
Alternated with Schumann-Heink
in Bayreuth, singing the principal

contralto roles in the Wagnerian |
operas. I

P
5

Will Advise Young Vocal Students |

5 and Accept a Few Intelligent Pupils |

I i
i i
g Address: 38 20th Ave., San Francisco g
^ Telephone Pacific 9S09 |

mr
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Banquet

Mrs. Randolph Whiting, Chairman.

Mrs. J. L. Kieniltr Mrs. S. Slanlcy

Mrs. J. B. Tufts Mrs. Charles Curry

Mis.'* Mary .Marlin

Bureau of Information

Mrs. George Gunn

Advertising on Program

Mrs. H. F. Stoll. Chairman.

Mrs. Martin Moloney Mrs. L. Cofer

Hospitality

Mrs. J. Presslcy, Chairman.

Miss Augusta Gillespie Mrs. Stanley Vail

Irs. Charles Cann
Mrs. Ernest Hueter

Mrs. John McGaw
Mrs. F. C. Stone
Mrs. Arthur Hill

Mrs. Martin Moloney
Mrs. William Timson

Finance Committee

Board of Directors of San Francisco Musical Club

Mrs. Lillian Birmingham Mrs. J. B. Tufts

Mrs. L. Magner
Miss Marie Withrow

Mrs. George Bates
Mrs. Walter Campbell
Mrs. John Davis
Mrs. J. R. Hanlfy

Mrs. J. B. Coghlan
Miss A. Wellendorf
Mrs. Thomas Inman
Mrs. H. T. Stoll

Mrs. Howell Ware

Mrs. A. C. Rulofson
Mrs. Parker Steward
Mrs. William Kirkbride
Miss Laura Taylor

lilts. ri-:<'ii. KitvMvKi,
I'ri-xldfnl f'nllfnrnln Federatinn of MOKirnl f'lnbn
W huNf InilrfnfiKnlilp KfToriN Kpnulted In Ihr

1 rrnllffn of f>nr of the .lloMt Inflnenllal
and KITmlve Club FFderallonM In tke

Coantry

Assisted by
Miss Elizabeth Worden Mrs. George Bates
Mrs. F. Zellie Mrs. H. W. O'Rear

Board of Directors of San Francisco Music Teachers*
Association

Mr. Frank Carol Giffen Mrs L. Birmingham
Miss Mary Morse Mrs. Cecil Mark
Mrs. Stevenson Mr. Pierre Douillet

LOS ANGELES CORRESPONDENCE

Much Interest Is being shown here in the coming
convention of the California Federation of Music Clubs,
to be held in San Francisco next week. From 100 to 150
delegates of Southern California music clubs will come
to San Francisc-o. No complete list of these delegates
win be available until credentials are In the bands of

Mrs. Norton Jamison, chairman of the credentials' com-
mittee. Practically all the Los Angeles clubs will be
represented by full delegations. The majority of them
will leave in special cars this Saturday evening, among
them Mrs. Bessie Bartlett Frankel, Charles Wakefield
Cadman, Rev. J. Bromley Oxnam, Mrs. Grace Winder
Mabee, Mrs. Abbie Norton Jamison. Mrs. Mattison B.

Jones. Mrs. Percy Brown, Eleanor Hornby Woodford,
Clarence Gustlin, Mrs. Emma M. Bartlett, Charles Draa.
Ben Field, Julius V. Seyler. The party will be amply
"managed" as three of our Los Angeles concert man-
agers, Grace Carroll Elliott, France Goldwater, and
L. E. Behymer will be in the party. Charles Wakefield
Cadman will read a paper at the convention dealing
with subject of "The Educational Value of the Junior
Club." Rev. Ozman has also been Invited to address
the gathering.

B. D. USSHER.

Official Programs of Annual Convention of the California Fed-

eration of Music Clubs, at the Palace Hotel, Beginning Sunday

Morning, April 30th, and Ending Wednesday Afternoon, May 3rd

SUNDAY MORNING. APRIL 30TH
American Music Sunday

Special music in all the Churches and Theatres.

SUNDAY EVENING, APRIL 30TH—8:30 O'CLOCK
Ballroom, Palace Hotel.

Reception to Delegates and Guests.

Courtesy of Local Board.

1. Orchestral Numbers—Mr. Bernat Jaulus, Director.

2. A Group of Spanish and Mexican Songs

—

Riccarda Clark.

At the Piano, Elsie Cook Hughes.

3. Veils,

The Wind on the Plain,

Movement Debussy
Miss Maude Wellendorf

4. Double Quartet of San Francisco Musical Clubs.

It was a Lover and His Lass Dunn
Where the Bee Sucks De Arne

De Sandman McKinney

Mrs. Behlow Trautner Miss Ellen Pressley

.Mrs. Ashley Faull Mrs. Martin Moloney
Mrs. James Keliey Mrs. Lawrence Rath
Mrs. Byron McDonald Miss Ann Dickey
Mrs. Eva Atkinson

At the Piano, Mrs. H. F. Stoll.

5. First Movement—From trio for Piano, Violin and

•Cello.

.Julius Haug, Violin. Willem Deh6, 'Cello.

John C. Manning. Piano.

MONDAY MORNING. MAY 1ST—9:30 O'CLOCK
Ballroom. Palace Hotel.

Mrs. Frankel, Presiding.

Call to order.

Assembly Singing—"America the Beautiful."

Words, Katherine Lee Bates, music, Samuel A. Ward.

Mr. Llewellyn B. Cain. Directing.

Mr. Clarence Gustlin, at the Piano.

(1)
Oh. beautiful for spacious skies.

For amber waves of grain.
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!

America! America!
God shed His grace on thee.

And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!

(2)

Oh, beautiful for pilgrim feet
Whose stern, impassioned stress.

A thoroughfare for freedom beat
Across the wilderness!

America! America!
God mend thine every flaw.

Confirm thy soul in self-control.
Thy liberty in law!

(4)

Oh. beautiful for patriot dream
That sees beyond the years.

Thine alabaster cities gleam
Undimmed by human tears.

America! America!
God shed His grace on thee.

And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea.

Invocation—Rev. C. S. S. Dutton, Pastor the First Uni-

tarian Church.

Greetings from Local Board—Mrs. Lillian Birmingham,
Chairman.

Address of Welcome—Mayor James Rolph, Jr.

Response for Delegates—Mrs. Cecil Frankel, State Pres-

ident.

Committee Reports:
Program—Mrs. Ethel Johnson Rosenthal, Chairman.
Credentials—Mrs. Norton Jamison, Chairman.

Reports of Officers.

Extension Department

Mrs. Matti.son B. Jones, Director, Presiding.

Reports of County Directors—Discussion led by Mr.
Gustlin. Director Orange County.

Roll Call of Clubs—"Interchange of Ideas.
"

"The Educational Value of the Junior Club"—Mr.
Charles Wakefield Cadman.

MONDAY AFTERNOON—1:30 O'CLOCK
Mrs. Frankel and Miss Ritchie, Presiding.

Report of Extension Fund. Mr. G. Vargas. Chairman.
Address, "Music and Educational Ideals in America,"

—

Dr. Aurelia Henry Reinhardt, President of Mills Col-

lege.

Report of Revision Committee—Mrs. Mattison B. Jones.
Chairman.

American Music Department

Mr. L. E. Behymer, Director, Presiding.

Report of Contest Committee, Mr. Ben Field, Gamut
Club. Chairman.

Piano—
(a) Etude F minor Liszt
(b) On Wings of Song Mendelssohn-Liszt
(c) Caprice Espagnol Moszkowskl

Pauline Farqubar.
Violin-

fa) Ave Maria. Arcadelt Brown

(b) Minuette Handel
(c) Mazurka Valpe

Marian Nicholson.
Helen Rust at the piano.

Piano

—

(a I Impatience Moskowski
(b) Engulfed Cathedral Debussy
(c) If I Were a Bird Henslet
(d) Rhapsody No. 10 _ Liszt

EIwin Calberg.
(These artists received the highest recommendations

in the audition for the "Young Artists Registration
Bureau.")
Address—"Industrial Music, Local, National and Inter-

national"—Miss Antoinette Sabel, Director Bureau of

Industrial Music, L. A. Chamber of Commerce.
MONDAY EVENING—«:30 O'CLOCK

Ballroom, Palace Hotel.
Program

Annual -\merican Program.
Artists.

JOH.V C. >I\>M\«
Direetor of the Manning Sehool of llnNic and One of

the Lending FaetorN In the California Federa-
tion of Mualc CiDbit

1. Rhapsody Prelude Antonio De Grassi
Miss Meripauma Fowler.

2. The Skylark.
Night and the Wind.
Japanese Lullaby Laurena James

Jliss Bell T. Ritchie.
Composer at the piano.

3. Underneath the Bough, from Omar Khayyam Suite.

Wolf Dance, Thunder Bird Suite.

Andante Con Desiderio. .\ Major Sonata.
Charles Wakefield Cadman.

4. Oh to be in England,
The Singer in the Street,

Evening,
Noon Dorothy Crawford

Mr. Luther Marchant.
At the piano. Marion de Guerre Steward.

5. Suite from the Ginesi della Fuga . Domenica Brescia

(a) Fuga Capriccio della fuga, C major (Violin solo).

(b) Fuga Tarantella, C major (Violoncello solo).

(c) Fuga della Appogiatura, C minor (Violin and
Viola).

(d) Fuga. C major (Violin. Viola and 'Cello),

(e) Finale Fugato, C minor (Violin. Viola and
Cello).
The Saslavsky Chamber Music Society.

Alexander Saslavsky. Violin.

Emil Hahl. Viola.

Maurice Amsterdam, 'Cello.

6. Open My Window to the Stars Liddale
Come to the Garden, Love _ Salter

Call Me No More Cadman
Eleanor Hornby Woodford.

At the piano, Charles Wakefield Cadman
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CaliforniaTeachers^ Advanced Students

May Enjoy the Opportunity to Participate in

One of Eighteen Normal Courses

ERNEST RICHARD KROEGER
Will Conduct a Summer Normal at Los Angeles,

June 14th to July 1st
PROGRESSIVE SERIES TEXT USED

OPEN TO ALL SERIOUS TEACHERS AND ADVANCED STUDENTS

THE ART PUBLICATION SOCIETY. PUBLISHERS OF THE PROGRESSIVE SERIES. HAVE FOR THE PAST SIX YEARS.

INVITED A LIMITED NUMBER OF PIANO TEACHERS AND ADVANCED STUDENTS TO ATTEND SUMMER NORMAL
COURSES WHERE THE PROGRESSIVE SERIES IS USED AS A TEXT. IN 1921 THE SOCIETY PAID THE TUITION OF
APPROXIMATELY 1.000 TEACHERS AT THE VARIOUS NORMAL COURSES.

THE PROGRESSIVE SERIES IS THE TEXT THAT WAS USED EXCLUSIVELY AT EIGHTEEN OF THE LEADING NOR-

MAL COURSES DURING THE PAST SUMMER, AND IT IS USED EXTENSIVELY AS THE STANDARD TEXT WHERE
SCHOOL CREDITS ARE ALLOWED FOR PIANO STUDY.

THE SOCIETY PAYS THE ENTIRE TUITION CHARGE OF ITS GUESTS, AND SUPPLIES THEM WITH ALL TEXT MA-

TERIAL USED IN THE COURSES, WITHOUT CHARGE.

For Further Information Address H. 5. Malloy^
The Angelas Hotely Los Angeles, CaL

OTHER SUMMER NORMALS
Chestnut Hill. PhUadelphia, Pa.: Grand Rapids, Mich.; West Chester. Pa.; Gabriels. N. Y. : Omaha. Neb.; St. Francis, Wis.: Adrian. Mich.;

University of Kansas (School of Fine Arts). Lawrence. Kan.: The Pennsylvania Summer Session for Supervisors of Music. Westchester.

Pa.; Wisconsin Conservatory of Music. Milwaukee, Wis.; Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, Cincinnati. O. ; Philadelphia Consen-'atory of

Music, Philadelphia, Pa.; Catholic University, Washington. D. C. ; Alexandria, La.: Baton Rouge, La.; Lafayette, La.; Monroe. La.; New

Orleans. La. ; Shreveport, La.

For conducting these Normals the Society has selected only Instructors who are nationally known for their pedagogical ability and their

successful experience in teaching music. They include: Louis Victor Saar, Arthur Edward Johnson, Robert Braun, Frank Olin Thomson.

Mrs. Edgar Stillman KeUy, Alexander Henneman. Arthur Van Eltinge, LeRoy B. Cambell, E. L. McFadden, Ernest Richard Kroeger.

BROXJGHTON STUDIOS
St. Louis. Mo., March 30. 1922.

Art Publication Society,
SL Louis, MissourL

Gentlemen:
I wonder if other members of our Society have

felt, as has the writer, that before adopting the
Prog'ressive Series, years had been taken up and
much money spent in acquiring a great store of
knowledge that proved of little practical value,
because the knowledge was not in any usable form
for teaching purposes.
As an illustration my personal experience might

be considered. After eight years of diligent study
under good private teachers I attended one of the
largest and best-known conservatories of music,
and after four years of study was graduated from
that institution. Later I received special instruc-
tion and coaching from artist-teachers of national
reputation.

I was finally told that I was fully prepared to be
a first-class teacher. However, having received my
instruction from various sources—theory from one
instructor, harmony from another, history from an-
other, ear-training from another, and piano technic
from several others, even though each was a spe-
cialist in his subject and most competent—there

ONE OF THOUSANDS OF UNSOLICITED LETTERS
was practically no correlation in all my instruc-
tion, and no co-ordination of my knowrledge,

I often found myself utterly at a loss as to the
manner of presenting certain subjects to my class,
and imparting a fair share of my knowledge to
my pupils. I found it impossible to give in the
short period of a thirty-minute piano lesson any
reasonable portion of the education which I had
acquired at a considerable expenditure of time and
money.

It is true that I succeeded in presenting some
knowledge in a scattered, disconnected manner,
and the parents seemed satisfied, but this fact I

attributed to their lack of conception of what a
real musical education means. From my own stand-
point my work was far from satisfactorj.'. for the
majority of my pupils retained only a small por-
tion of what I taught them. I do not feel that I

lacked intelligence and energy. In fact I believe
that I spent two dollars' worth of energy for every
dollar I received for the instruction I gave.
^Vhen I first saw the Progressive Series Text

Lessons I recognized their merit and real worth,
and realized what these Lessons would have meant
to me during my own work as a piano student.
After teaching this course for nearly four years. I

H'jw appreciate its ereat value, not only to myself.

but also to my pupils, because it gives me an
opportunity to use in a practical way the knowl-
edge which I already possessed.

I can readily understand why the Progressive
Series Classes at conservatories are so popular
with those students who are planning to make a
profession of teaching; indeed. I believe that every
conservatory student preparing himself to leach
would < if he could but see ahead \ consider a
Progressive Series Course no less than an absolute
necessity.
The point about the Progressive Series which has

impressed me most deeply is the fact that it has
gathered together the loose threads of my special-
ized knowledge, and woven them into one substan-
tial fabric I know of no other means which could
have done this for me so acceptably and effectively.
I am now able to impart information to my pupils
in a concise, orderly and connected manner. With
the use of the Text Lessons and the correlated Ex-
ercises, Studies and Compositions, I can in a much
shorter time produce results of a really permanent
nature.
When any teacher can reach her pupils in this

manner, her efforts are sure to be crowned with
fruition. Very truly yours.

JTXIA ETTA BROUGHTON'.

For Particulars and Dates Apply to the Art Publication Society

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
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TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 2ND—9:30 O'CLOCK
Ballroom. F'alace Hotul.

Mrs. Prankel and Mrs. Bruner, Presiding.
Fieading of Minutes.
Ueport o( Nominating Committee—Miss Margaret

Gould, Chairman.
The Relation of the Music Teachers' Association to

the Federation"—Mrs. Abbie Norton Jamison, Mem-
ber State Board of Directors, California Music Teach-
ers' Association.

Sunset District Conference—Mrs. John C. Brumblay,
President Sunset District.

Songs—Miss Ruth Hutchinson, Soprano (National win-
ner Young Artists Contest N. F. M. C, Peterborough,
1919).

Mr. Chas. Wakefield Cadman at the piano.
Educational Department

Mr. Charles Wakefield Cadman, Presiding.
I imports

—

Festivals. Mr. Llewellyn B. Cain. Chairman.
Course of Study, Mrs. Josephine Crew Aylwin, Chair-
man.

Extension Department Luncheon, 12:30 o'clock.
i:iection booths open from 1 to 2:30 o'clock.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON—1:30 O'CLOCK
Public School Music.

Mrs. Emma M. Bartlett, Chairman.
\ddress^"Music and the State Board of Education"

—

.Mrs. Margaret McNaught, Commissioner of Elemen-
tary Education.

Music (illustrations from the San Francisco schools)

—

.Miss Estelle Carpenter, Supervisor.
SenMce of the County Free Library to the Public
Schools—Miss Julia Babcock, Librarian Kern County.
The Music Appreciation Lession"—Miss Katherlne
Stone, Supervisor, Elementary Schools, Los Angeles.

Music of the Church.
Mrs. Grace Wldney Mabee, Chairman.

(.\lso chairman same department, N. F. M. C.I

Music—Quartet:
.\rise, My Heart, and Sing Elinor Remick Warren

WEDNESDAY MORNING, MAY 3RD—9:30 O'CLOCK
.Mr.s. Kraiikel and .Mrs. Jones, Presiding.

Reading of .Minutes.

Reading of Resolutions—Mrs. M. S. Anderson, Chair-
man.

Publicity Department
Mr. Charles C Draa, Director, Presiding,

Artist and Club Information Bureau—Mrs. Percy
Browne, Chairman; Mrs. Charles Ayers, Associate.

Speakers' Bureau—.Mr. Clarence Gustlin, Chairman.
Symposium—"The Inter-relation of the Artist, the Club,

the Press, the Manager and the General Public."
Artist—Mr. Clarence Gustlin.
Club—Miss Annette Cartlldge, President Spinet Club,

Redlands.
Press—Redfern Mason.
Manager— .Miss Alice Seckels.
•General Public.

Report of Election Board.
Adoption of Resolutions.
New Business.
Intallation of Oflicers.

Closing of the Convention.
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON—2:30 O'CLOCK

PROMPTLY
Delegates will be entertained by the San Francisco

Musical Club with ride to places of interest, followed
by tea at Tait's-at-tlie-Beach, Automobiles furnished by
members of the San Franci.sco Musical Club.

PIERRE V. KEY WRITING CARUSO BIOGRAPHY

ELIZABETH SIMPSON ADDS TO HER LAURELS

Elizabeth Simpson, the distinguished California iiian-

Ist, added to her already enviable reputation at the
premiere of the Berkeley String Quartet on March 2Sth.

She played the piano score of the exacting Beethoien
piano quartet In E flat In so artistic and convincing a
manner as to earn most enthusiastic plaudits from the
large and discriminating audience, who signified its ap-

proval by a genuine ovation, and by beautiful floral

tributes.

New York, April 3.—Admirers of the late Enrico
Caruso are to have available an authorized biography
of the late tenor. It Is now being written by Pierre V. R.
Key, editor of The Musical Digest, who was for many
years music critic for the New York World. Bruno Zir-

ato. who was secretary to the singer, is collaborator of
the biography, which will be published by Little, Brown
& Co. of Boston.
Mrs. Enrico Caruso expressed last evening her ap-

proval of the completed part of the manuscript. "I real-

ize the importance of giving to the public a work that
will be both complete and accurate as to facts," said
Mrs. Caruso. "1 am authenticating this book because
my husband asked Mr. Key, more than two years ago,
to write with him his biography—after they had pre-
pared together a series of articles of quasi-biographical
character.

"In addition to the letters, papers, and other data
which I have placed at the disposal of the author, the
fullest co-operation has been enlisted from the promi-
nent persons who knew Mr. Caruso intimately. Every
diligence has been exercised during the past six months
to secure, from managers and maestri of the numerous
opera houses in all the countries where Mr. Caruso ap-
peared, exact information concerning his appearances
which should be incorporated in a volume Intended to
serve as a source of authentic information.

Authoritative Co-operation
"Artists who have sung with Mr. Caruso, representa-

tive living composers of opera, and other personages
have also contributed in valuable ways to the prepara-
tion and completion of a work 1 feel should be indis-

putable in fidelity.

"This book," continued Mrs. Caruso, "should clear up
many points which have been disputed, .^part from the
interest it may have for the majority of readers, it will,

I hope, encourage music students who find recognition
not easily won. For, in spite of any belief held to the
contrary, Mr. Caruso for many years made his way

Oroup of Deli-KnleM .\tlcnditiK (he Thlrt] .\nnnal Convention of ihr Cnllfornia Federation of .^loHio CluhN nt I.o.s Aneelen l.nHt Vear.

Bow Down Thine Ear Horatio Parker
Mrs. Leiand Brown, Mrs. Eva Atkinson, Mr. Harris

Coles, Mr. Harold PrachL
Mr. Benjamin Moore. Director.

Tenor Solo—Be Merciful, Oh God (from the Triumph
of David) Dudley Buck

Mr. Harrison Coles.
Soprano Solo—Mrs. Arthur Hill.

At the piano. Mrs. Josephine Ayllon.
Address—"Our Opportunities"—Rev. J. Bromhley Ox-
man, Pastor the Church of All Nations.

TUESDAY EVENING, MAY 2ND—6:30 O'CLOCK
Ballroom, Palace Hotel.

-\nnual Banquet.
Mr. Charles K. Field, Toast master.

Program
Tableaux Chantants et Muslque from the artists' gallery

of the San Francisco Musical Club.
1. Music—Eleanor Birmingham.
2. The Old Fashioned Girl

L'Heure Exqulse Hahn
Marguerite Waldron.

3. Mendelssohn and His Sister
Moonlight Sonata Beethoven

Marion de Guerre Steward.
4. Lea Espanogles „

Ellen Pressley and Eva Atkinson.
5. Realms of Melody

"Nocturne " Chopin
Dorothy Dukes.

6. Manon
Ellen Pressley.

7. An Egyptian Girl

"Le Nil" LeRoux
Eva Gninnlnger Atkinson.

8. A Hungarian Virtuoso
Marlon Nicholson.

9. A Syrian Mother
Lullaby Uda Waldrop

Marguerite Waldrop.
10. An Indian Mother and Her Papoose

Lillian Birmingham.

From Berkeley Gazette:—"Miss Elizabeth Simpson
had been chosen for the assisting artist for the first

concert, and although her piano playing has been per-

fectly familiar to the general musical public of Berke-
ley and much admired for many sterling qualities, on
this occasion she distinguished herself beyond all pre-

vious local appearances.
"From the very first movement the four artists cre-

ated and sustained the classic atmosphere so indispen-

sable to the Intepretation of Beethoven. There was a

complete unity of interpretation, and a profound re-

gard for the great, poetic beauty of the noble work.
The ensemble was perfect, and the intonation of the

strings blended well with the piano which was kept
under fine, artistic restraint by Miss Simpson. Indeed,
the Beethoven number was an artistic triumph for the
four artists, and all the more noteworthy, for composi-
tions requiring such profound Insight and Interpretative
powers are seldom attempted by newly formed organ-
izations."

From Pacific Coast Musical Review:—"Miss Simp-
son, the well known Berkeley pianist and pedagogue,
proved herself an ensemble player par excellence. Her
fluent playing In the E flat Beethoven Quartet blended
In a highly artistic and unobtrusive fashion with the
string instruments. Miss Simpson shared no little In

the success of the new organization, and her recogni-

tion was well deserved."

THE MUSICIANS' DIRECTORY

Musicians in general are showing a great deal of

interest In the Musicians' Directory which Is being com-
piled under the auspices of the Music Teachers' Asso-
ciation, as noted in these pages last week. Miss Rem-
ler, chairman of the Census Committee (Prospect 1289),
states that the registration is proceeding rapidly. Here-
tofore there have been limited lists available to musi-
cians only, but the advantage is realized of having a

complete directory available to the general public. It

Is conceded that this is destined to be the musical
Blue Book or Who's WTio in San Francisco.

in the face of great difficulties. Even his voice and his

singing gifts could not have carried him to the place

accorded him by the public if he had not labored so
ceaselessly and with such pains."

Giovanni Caruso, brother to the tenor, in a letter writ-

ten to Mr. Key on November 20 last, while in New
York, stated; "I am sending the data you wanted, and
will arrange to confer with you and ZIrato as often as

may be necessary during my stay in America. Y'our

book of Enrico will be the only book; the one he had
told me he expected you and he would write together.

Whatever help 1 can supply you can count on. It is an
important task. I know you will do it as no one else

possibly can."

U. C. GLEE CLUB AT CALIFORNIA

Music lovers who attend the concert at the California

Theatre next Sunday morning will have the oppor-

tunity to see one hundred and eleven artists on the

stage at one time. The famous University of California

Glee Club of sixty wonderful voices and the California

Orchestra of fifty selected musicians will appear on the

stage in concert at one time. The Glee Club was se-

cured by Managing Director Roth from the authorities

of the University after they had declared the concert

tour of this famous organization off for the season. It

Is believed by many members of the organization that

this will be their last public appearance until next

winter. A capacity house is expected by the managers
of the theatre at this concert and music lovers are

warned to purchase reserved boxes and loges in ad-

vance to avoid waiting in line.

The orchestral program to be -conducted by the popu-

lar Herman Heller will contain many numbers that

should appeal to all. It contains the following numbers;
Marche Heroique (Salnt-Saens), Three Dances fram
Henry VIII (German), Selections from The Bat
(Strauss), Les Preludes (Liszt). Patrons are privileged

to remain for the entire photoplay program with no

extra charge.
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MME.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
The Distinguished Operatic Prima Donna Soprano

Formerly associated with leading opera organizations in Vi-

enna, Milan, Constantinople, Athens, Havana, New York,
Philadelphia, Chicago, Washington, Boston and Montreal,
has prepared for presentation for season 1922-23 a complete
production of the famous one-act opera

THE SECRET OF SUZANNE
By Wolff - Ferrari

Specially Suited to Musical Clubs. The Cast Will Include

MME. JOHANNA KRISTOFFY as SUZANNE
JACK EDWARD HILLMAN as COUNT GIL
(Remaining Artist and Pianist-Conductor to be Announced Later)

1360 Washington Street, San Franc

For Dates and Further Particulars Address

MME. JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
Telephone Franklin 1721



PERCY GRAINGER THRILLS LARGE AUDIENCE

Distinguished Piano Virtuoso and Composer Dignifies

Closing Event of Alice Secl<els' Matinee Musicales
With Exemplary Interpretations

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW

LEOPOLD KETTEN

By ALFRED METZGER
Whenever we hear Percy Grainger interpret a pro-

gram of piano comi>ositions we constantly find new and
unexpected delights in his individualistic style of ex-

pression. At his most recent appearance, as the final

attraction of the current season of the Alice Seckels'

Matinee Musicales. at the St. Francis Hotel Colonial

Ballroom on Monday afternoon. April 17th. we found
no exception to this rule. The very personality of Mr.
Grainger exhales the spirit of individuality and artistic

taste and bis pianistic work, whether it be technical or

romantic, adopts a certain Graingeresque style which
adds interest to its artistic purpose.

The optiiing of the program consisted of the digni-

fied, pompous Bach Busoni Prelude and Fugue for or-

gan in D major. As a rule we are not overfond of these

arrangements no matter how clever they may have
been compiled. But this particular work composed by
Bach and arranged by Busoni and interpreted on this

occasion By Grainger is surely one of the exceptions

to our rule. It did not only exhibit the 'orchestral" big-

ness usually associated with organ compositions, but

it proved to be distinctly pianistic in character, com-
bining the two elements which the arranger unques-

tionably proposed to emphasize. Mr. Grainger by rea-

son of his deliberate, regal and concise mode of ex-

pression, accentuated these characteristics to the most
enjoyable degree and succeeded in earning our admira-

tion for his technical as well as intellectual grasp of

the work. It was an unusually skillful presentation of

a composition requiring the highest degree of artistic

proficiency.
We found Mr. Grainger equally interesting in his

grasp of the Brahms Variations on a Theme by Paga-

nini, which he succeeded in depriving of a certain dry-

ness which works of this character usually contain and
into which he introduced judicious pedalling, fine con-

struction of crescendi. excellent attacks and accents,

and last but not least, decidedly intelligent and taste-

ful shading. Indeed, without these elements, so skill-

fully introduced by Mr. Grainger, these variations

would certainly not justify inclusion upon a dignified

piano program. Liszt's Liebestraum No. 3 and E major
Polonaise also received satisfactory interpretation at

the hands of Mr. Grainger. Whether it was imagination

on our part, or whether the "dramatic" character of

the program influenced the artist, we thought the Lie-

bestraum just a bit too heavy in execution. We would
have liked to hear a more limpid touch and a least bit

more poetic shading. However, the Polonaise thundered

forth in its fine rhythmic spirit.

The program concluded with a group of Mr. Grain-

ger's own delightful arrangements which never fail to

arouse the enthusiasm of an audience. No one can play

these works with that personal charm with which
Grainger invests them and from him they always gain

new artistic meanings. Miss Seckels. who by special

arrangement with Mr. Oppenheimer, conducts these an-

nual series of events, should be congratulated upon
the success they unquestionably achieve, and no doubt

the interesting and irresistible attractive powers of the

announcements for next season ought to augment the

demand for tickets even more than has so far been

the case. Mr. Grainger, thanks to his great cordiality

in responding to encores, has added hundreds of admir-

ers to his already big host of San Francisco admirers.

L. A. PHILHARMONIC AUDITORIUM MANAGER

Philharmonic Auditorium, Los Angeles' largest thea-

tre, playing only first-class attractions, which was
leased three years ago by W. A. Clark, Jr.. to provide

a permanent home for the Philharmonic Orchestra, will

In the future be under the management of George Les-

lie Smith, who up to the present has been associate

manager with L. E. Behymer. Mr. Behymer will con-

tinue to play his own concert attractions at the Phil-

harmonic and also continue as manager of the Phil-

harmonic Orchestra.
The Philharmonic Auditorium has had a highly suc-

cessful season playing such big attractions as Aphro-
dite, San Carlo Grand Opera Company, The Greenwich
Village Follies, Chicago Grand Opera Company, and
many others. The large seating capacity and enormous
stage of the Auditorium gives this theatre a prefer-

ence over any combination house on the Pacific Coast.

The Philharmonic Auditorium has just been leased

to the Will King Company of San Francisco for a twen-
ty-four weeks' engagement, starting Monday, May 8th.

This attraction was a great favorite in Los Angeles
three years ago and since that time has played contin-

uously in San Francisco. The policy of the King com-
pany at the Auditorium is to give three performances
daily except Sunday and four shows on Saturday, play-

ing at popular prices. Short reel pictures and News
Topics will precede the clever musical revues produced
by Mr. King.
Next season the Philharmonic Auditorium will con-

tinue its policy of presenting only high class attrac-

tions, big traveling organizations, and will continue as

the home of the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles.

Johanna Kristoffy
ritlMA DOXXA StOPflAXO

Thoroacfa Voral and Dramatic TralnlDgr
13«0 UaBbincton St. Pkone Franklin 1721

Professeup Superieur of the Conservatory of Geneva,
Switzerland, Teacher of Rose Florence

At the age of twelve he was accompanist at the Con-
servatory of Paris and accompanied for the famous
professors of that time, including the Rossini School.
At fifteen he was accompanist at the Paris Opera, where
he became imbued with the desire to become a singer.

After some years of hard work, aided by a natural tal-

ent for acting, he made his debut in Don Pasquale as
first tenor with the famous Adelina Paltl. He sang with
success in France, Holland, and Belgium where he was
a great favorite—and even sang in New Orleans, Amer-
ica, where his success was so great that he was pre-

sented with a handsome gold watch by the people of
the City of New Orleans, which watch he carries to this
day. He has been and is the intimate friend of Saint-
Saens, Gounod, Faure, Massenet, Cliaminade. D'lndy
and other prominent musicians of Europe. Among other
artists he has trained (in addition to Rose Florence)
are Renee Lapelletrie, tenor of the Opera Comique.
Paris, and Carlos Bertossa, the young tenor of the
Monte Carlo Opera Company who was so commended
by Puccini. Charles Dalmores was another pupil who
is well known in America.

l,KOPOI,D KKTTK.V
Teofher of Kottc Flori'nce nnd One of Kurope'-'* >lo»tt

DlNtln^ulMhcd \'nfnl Pedafcof^ucM

Lieopold Ketten is the brother of Henri Ketten, famous
pianist and composer who in his day enjoyed a vogue
in Europe similar to that of Paderewski in this coun-
try. Leopold Ketten is a comi>oser of songs in addition

to being one of Europe's -famous accompanists. He has
the gift of transposing and can transpose the most dif-

ficult compositions in any key at sight. Mme. Ketten,

bis wife, was trained by him to be one of the leading
concert singers of Europe, and his two daughters made
successes in opera. His granddaughter. Mile. Janot
Lequien. recently made her debut at the French Em-
bassy at Berne. Leopold Ketten is a Frenchman and is

a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor. He has received
orders from the heads of most of the countries in Eu-
rope. This distinguished man is a man of the greatest
si-iiplicity and gentleness. His great enthusiasm is for

his work and today at the age of seventy-six he is still

teaching from early to late—as full of energy and
health as most men of fifty. Mme. Ketten by her natu-

ral distinction and the great artist's point of view is

an inspiration to all the pupils. Rose Florence went
ever>' day to this professor and such was the quality

of his work that there was never one moment when

KATHARANE EDSON
IN r<»\CKRT DAXCING AND RK\DI>GS

MnnafCf-nK'nt Alice Seckcla, 08 Powt St.

Stndlo: 1373 Poat St.

she did not feel that she was making advancement in
the art of singing. There is a saying in Geneva, that
there is a certain Intangible something which a Ketten
pupil has which puts him in a class apart—a something
which the other pupils of the Conservatory do not seem
able to get—a certain artistry which the master knows
how to impart. Professor Ketten has been head master
of singing of the Geneva Conservatory for the past 35
years. Other teachers may come and go but his classes
remain the largest and the most successful— his star
does not lose its lustre because he is heart and soul
in his work. He loves his work and music has been
and is his life.

HOLY WEEK IN NEW YORK MUSIC

The Passion ot Bach Nobly Presented by the Oratorio
Society Under the Inspiring Direction of the

New Conductor. Albert Stoessel

The annual performance of the Passion was the only
event of importance of the past week. The season is

practically over, though a few interesting concerts are
still ahead. There is still one week more of opera, one
more orchestral concert, when the Philadelphians close
their season on Tuesday next, with Bauer as soloist, a
final Beethoven Association concert—and it is finished.

The concerts of the new American Music Guild are
smaller and less public affairs, and take place the twj
Saturday nights. April 22nd and 29th. This is a new
group organized for the purpose of furthering Ameri-
can music. The two announced concerts are to be given
at the MacDoweil galleries, a fitting place for young
America, under the protecting name of the best com-
poser we have so far had. In that group are nine serious
musicians, who have written in larger forms, and whose
work can well stand the test of public performance.
In alphabetical order, they are; Marion Bauer. Louis
Gruenberg (winner of this year's Flagler prize). Fred-
erick Jacobi. Sandor Harmati, Chas. Haubiel, Walter
Kramer, Harold Morris. Albert Stoessel and Deems Tay-
lor. A number of the works are first performances,
which heightens the interest. It will be most interest-
ing to report on the performances, in which several of
t * c:'mposers are personally participating.
This year the Passion was conducted by Albert Stoes-

sel, the young and vigorous conductor of the Oratorio
Society. The soloists were Olive Marshall, Mme. D'Al-
^arez, George Meader. Werrenrath and Chas. Tittman.
There were different cuts than at other performances

—

either way. one misses some special and loved part.

Fewer of the chorales were sung, which is always a
shame. They are so indescribably beautiful. Soloists and
chorus acquitted themselves well, and it was a splendid
performance. The new conductor is a stimulating influ-

ence for the organization.
ROSALIE HOUSMAN.

GLAD TO ACCOMMODATE PATRONS

The Pacific Coast Musical Review wishes to announce
that while the business office has been separated from
the editorial rooms—the former being at 516 Mission
street and the latter at Suite £01 Kchler & Chase BIdg.

—this does not mean that advertisers and subscribers
cannot be accommodated at the editorial rooms, when
they find it inconvenient to call at the business office.

Of course, ALL BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS FOR-
WARDED BY MAIL SHOULD BE SENT TO 516 MIS-
SION STREET, where The Leighton Press is looking
after the business interests of the paper; but adver-
tisers and subscribers who wish to attend to business
matters PERSONALLY, and who find it inconvenient
to go to Mission street, may attend to their business
at the editorial rooms. The same holds good of adver-
tisers and subscribers who wish to make arrangements
personally instead of by mail. Of course, we prefer if

such friends would call at 516 Mission street, but at

the same time we wish to save them any inconvenience
we can. and make things as easy as possible for them.
We also wish to clear up any misunderstanding that
may have arisen through this business change. The
Pacific Coast Musical Review has neither been sold nor
has it failed, nor is it in the hands of a receiver, which
reports some cf our good "friends" seem to be eager
to spread. As already set forth in the editorial of this

issue. The Leighton Press very kindly offered to handle
the business affairs of the paper and we have taken
advantage of this offer. We have every reason to feel

grateful to The Leighton Press for the efficient manner
in which it so far has handled the affairs of the paper.
That errors occur and unintentional mistakes are made
in the beginning cannot be avoided, and we trust our
friends will have patience until The Leighton Press has
become more familiar with our books.

ALFRED METZGER.

PACIFIC PLAYERS

On Tuesday evening. May 2nd. the Pacific Players
will, under the direction of Nathaniel Anderson, pro-

duce at Sorosis Hall Little Theatre. 536 Sutter street,

two plays by Susan Glaspell. One of them. Trifles, is

serious, and the other. Suppressed Desires, is a comedy
on psychoanalysis. The players are Paul Merrick, Dud-
ley R. Douglas, Mr. Anderson. Winifred Buster. Jane
Seagrave and Ethel Darling. Mrs. Anna Morse will play

on the piano selections from Chopin and Debussy.

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication

that should be read by all the music-loving people.

Single copies, 10 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.
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JOSEPH SCHWARZ DUPLICATES TRIUMPHS

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW

A PHONE CALL AND ITS ANSWER

u

Schwarz Successful as Lieder Singer—Audience Enthu
siastic Over Baritone's Forceful Per-

sonality as Well as Art

By CONSTANCE ALEXANDRE
Those who beard Joseph Schwarz. the famous Rus-

sian baritone, during the recent visit of the Chicago
Grand Opera Company, realized that they were hearing
one of the most magnificent voices of this decade. They
were also aware that a great actor was appearing be-

fore them and that a man of tremendous personality
was weaving a spell upon them. However, these 'very

folk that were being thrilled by Joseph Schwarz as
the deformed jester in Rigoletto and as Wolfram in

Tannhauser. were given but a mere glimpse of the real

artistic wortli of this man. How many operatic artists

can be removed from their accustomed atmosphere and
surrounding and find themselves equally at home in

another field? Very few, I assure you. Joseph Schwarz,
like the one and only Schumann-Heink. finds his med-
ium of expression through -the lieder with just as much
ease and assurance as he does in the music drama.
A more versatile singer has not appeared before us

in many a moon nor has any artist given us a more
contrasted program of finer works. When Mr. Schwarz
opened his program with the usual Italian classic, his

number being one by Handel, the impression made was
that here was a magnificent voice, controlled by a stu-

pendous breathing apparatus, in the hands of a master
of vocal technic who thoroughly understands the classi-

cal style of song singing with all its dignity and poise.

That his rendition of operatic arias would be extra-

ordinary from both the vocal and dramatic standpoints
was already proven to us from what we had seen of

him in that branch of art. But. where Joseph Schwarz
captivated his audience to the greatest degree, and
made the true lovers of the most serious school of song
interpretation rise and acclaim his greatness, was when
he sang his group of numbers written by Richard
Strauss. (Oh: that Strauss could only write an opera
containing the melodies as well as harmonies such as

exist in his songs.) How glorious did he sing Traum
durch die Dammerung! With what exquisite color did

he invest this atmospheric song and with what a trans-

lucent tone quality did he sing it! If he succeeded in

rendering this number with tenderness and spirituality.

Just as successful was he in revealing the more dra-

matic test of Strauss' Caecelie.

Mr. Schwarz seems to be just as happy while singing

songs of other tongues as he appears while singing

those of his native country. Moussorgsky's piece enti-

tled The Flea, was marvellously sung. Its touches of

irony were revealed as only a cultured artist like Mr.
Schwarz. who has every phase of emotion at his finger

tips, can acclaim it. My Native Land and Over the

Steppe by Greichaninoff were given with their appro-

priate sincerity and accentuated characteristics. Sung
in the original tongue, these songs took on an added
beauty for a shade of orientalism was prevalent.

Mr. Schwarz found a perfect pianist in Gyula Ormay,
who bent his beautiful accompaniments to the most
minute detail and slightest wish of the soloist. Would
that such exquisite and legitimate accompanying were
heard more frequently upon the concert platform! That
Mr. Schwarz has firmly established himself into the

highest regard of San Francisco's music loving popu-

lace can be realized only by those who heard him in

the full power of his art as he appeared last Sunday.
April 23rd. before a huge throng at the Civic Audi-

torium.

STANFORD UNIVERSITY ORGAN RECITALS

The prcgram for the oigan recital at Stanford Uni-

versity on Sunday. April 23, at 4:00 p. m.. was as

follows: Passacaglia in C minor I Bach), Romance
(Vierne), Morning Mood (Grieg). Toccata on a Greg-
orian Theme (Barnes). On Tuesday, April 25th, a spe-

cial sacred concert in the evening took the place

of the afternoon recital. The program is to be given

jointly by the A Cappella Choir of the College of the

Pacific, under the direction of Mr. Charles M. Dennis,
and Warren D. Allen, University Organist. The A Cap-
pella Choir consists of twenty-five trained voices and
their program comprised mediaeval choral music by

Palestrina. Vittoria and Sweelinck; music of the Rus-

sian Church and part songs by contemporary Amer-
ican composers. The choir was gowned in their vest-

ments and sang in the Chancel of the Church. Al-

ternating with the choral groups Mr. Warren D. Allen

played organ numbers from the classic and modem
schools. The Thursday afternoon recital was given

at 4:15 p. m. as usual. The following program was
given: Symphonic in G minor. Op. 18 (Barnes), Ori-

entale (Amani'. Festival of the King (Grieg).

CONCERT

Irene Rowland Nicoll
DRAM\TI< CONTRVLTt>

AsKLntin^ Arti"it

Kajetan Attl
HARP VIRTIOSO

EDGAR ALBERT THORPE. Accompanuit
EbeH Aaditorinm. 1440 Harrbion St.. Oakland

Friday ETrninp. May 5th. S:30 o'clock

AdmiMsion *I.OO iTax Extrat. Tlrket.t for "iale at
Sherman. Clay & Co.. Oakland; Tapper & Reed.
Uerkeley, and at the door.

A rather interesting message came over the wire to

E. Robert Schmitz just before the new year. It was
Pierre Monteux of the Boston Symphony, who, when a
soloist disappointed him at the eleventh hour called
upon Mr. Schmitz to come, aad catching the first train
out. the pianist responded to the call. He had played
frequently with the Bostonians in the past two seasons
and his popularity there is firmly established. Called
upon to play the Liapounoff Rhapsody on Ukranian Folk
Songs, which he had not seen or thought of in several
years, he sat up in the train all night, committing it

to memory, and in the morning, at rehearsal, was pre-

pared for the performance. He was enthusiastically
applauded at both afternoon and evening concerts, and
to quote Olin Downs: "He played with dash, speed and
aplomb." H. T. Parker, in his delightful resume of the
concert, said that the music exacts much of the pian-
ist's skill, fluency, pliancy, and elan, but repaid him
with displayful opportunity. The mingled precision and
freedom, the glitter of tone, the snap of rhythm, and
pertading animation were in Mr. Schmitz' playing of

the piano part. How much more would they have con-
gratulated him, had they known of the prodigious feat

of memory which this performance had back of it-

The Music Teachers* Association held its regular
monthly meeting on Friday evening at the home of
the president. Frank Carroll Giffen. There was a large
attendance. During the short business session stress

was laid among other things on the importance of the
census of musicians now being taken. Every one should
respond when asked to register. An attractive program
followed- Mrs. Edward E. Young played Moment Musi-
cal (Moszkowski), Etude (Heller). Love Song (Sjo-

gren) ; Miss Eula Grandberry sang Nymphs and Shep-
herds (Purcell). My Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair
(Haydn), and two modem songs by Sibella. Mr. Camp-
bell later sang two songs by request, Mrs. Campbell
accompanying him. Refreshments were then served and
a social hour was enjoyed.

A Summer Session

In Singing
will be conducted by

GRACE NORTHRUP
Well known soprano of New York City

June First to September First

Appointments may be made NOW by addressing

Ben. >!oore. -»>.*i<J Vnlon St« ^an FrancLsco

Marion Frazer
CONCERT PIANIST, TEACHER AND COACH

Ha^ins received a complete eonrse in Interpreta-
tl-re Art and Pedagopy from Wager ^wayae and
eadorsed by hLiu an thorooehly competeDt to carry
on his niethodK of teaching:- Unljr ^erioiut students
accepted*

^tadio: 1SI9 Califoraia St. Tel. FramUbt 1334
Residence: !!«« Lombard St. Tel. Prospect 320S

LATEST COMPOSITIONS BY

John W. Metcalf
SONGS

NIAWASA—An Indian Idyl. High and Low Voice
JIBIWANISI—Ojibway Indian Song. High and Low

Voice.
A ROSE PETAL— Elegy. High and Low Voice.

PIANOFORTE
THE WINDS AT PLAY
IN FAIR SEVILLE—Spanish Dance.

VIOLIN AND PIANO—A VISION
Published by the ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT CO.

120 Boylston St. Boston, Mass.

Miss Leone Nesbitt
^'ishea to announce that after an extended absence in
Earope. has re-opened her atadlo at 2^123 Gonsh St.. and
n-ill accept papUs for a ihoroDeb training in planioilc
art. Tel. \Ve)it 9070. Oakland studio at Jenkins Uusic
School, ^ti Randwick Ave.. Oakland.

MADAME ROSE

FLORENCE
MEZZO^OPRANO

Manaeement for Paeffle Coast

L. E:. Behymer, 705 Phllharmonle Auditorium Bldc^
Lob .\Beeles. Calif.

Personal Address: Belvedere. Cal. Tel. Oelvrdr-re 2t0

Im^res^noriwtic Iruer{)rctatiorL ;

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO

800 KOHLER CHASE OlDG
SAN FRANCISCO

€:

WILLEM DEHE
'CELLO VIRTUOSO

Formerly Solo 'Cello with the State Theatre in Mos-
cow, nu<(.<iia. and "Cellist with Barrere's Little Sym-
phony. Available for Concerts and Chamber Music
Itecilnls.

Will Aeeept a Fenr Pitpila

ADDRESS: 344 ELLIS ST. TEL. FRANKLIN 6080

JACK HILLMAN
BARITONE

Entirely New Reper-
toire for Club Con-
certs.

Modern School ot
Voice Culture.

BREATH—VOICE
LIFE

Studio: 600 Kohler i Chase Bide.
Phone Kearny 5454

Res. 1106 Bush Sl Phone Franklin 5088

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JtST RETIR-VED FROM EIROPE

Stadk>: *0Z Kokler A Ckase Bide. Tel. Kearar M54



PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW

The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,

to appear in the issue of same week.

Los Angeles, April 23, 1922.—Cordiality and intense-

ness of applause placed Fritz Krelsler at the head of

visiting concert artists here in recent years. As on few

occasions an atmosphere of joyful expectation, easy

to sense, permeated Philharmonic Auditorium, where

not only all available seating space on the roomy stage,

but likewise all .standing room was crowded. Hundreds

of disappointed admirers could not find admission on

the evening of the concert, and in reality, this figure

would probably run into thousands, as the house had

been sold out completely weeks before the concert date.

Within a few days after the sale had opened all tickeU

had been bought, while demand for same continued.

More than ever, Kreisler belongs to the immortal

ones of the fiddle. It is needless to go into detail of his

art, the perfection of which is so well known. He
plaved the Kreutzer Sonata of Beethoven, the Mendels-

sohn violin concerto and a group of smaller numbers,

consisting of arrangements done by him and his own
compositions. New- among these arrangements were a

most effective excerpt from Rimsky-Korsakow's Sche-

herazade (played from manuscript by the accompanist),

and Cyril Scott's Lotus Land, the latter being among
those encored. The Scott number offers fascinating op-

portunities of tonal shading.

Speaking of encores, reminds us of the many ques-

tions put after Kreisler played the Scheherazade en-

core. The audience would have appreciated it if Fritz

Kreisler had given the name of the piece. This is just

one insunce of many when one can feel a distinct

disappointment and resentment on the part of the au-

dience If they are given musical alms, so to speak, by

their favorites without knowing really what they are

receiving. It seems a lack of foresight on the part

of artists to neglect public interest in that manner. If

encores, at least the lesser known ones, were to be

announced artists would do themselves, their art and
the public a service. They would establish a more per-

sonal contact between themselves and their listeners.

They would spread musical understanding and incident-

ally, would again benefit themselves, as such informa-

tion will stimulate the sale of music in print or in

"FITZGER.ILDS for iht advanctmtm of music"

CONSTANCE BALFOUR "t'M KNABE
This popular soprano and renowned teacher of voice has selected

for her studio and for all her concert work

THE KNABE
Of this superb piano she says: "I want you to know that I am

faappv in the realization that I have the best piano which has yet

been offered to the world."

H^f cordially im'ite you to inspect the

supreme KNABE in both upright and

grand models.

HILL STREET XP'^AT 72.7-7ZQ
Los Angeles

Alio at 3JS Ping Ave.. Long Beach

from announcement of the title. As a matter of fact,

such announcements would benefit decidedly artists

who have made records, arrangements, in short, they

would stimulate productive interest in music.

Fritz Kreisler, that unique embodiment of gracious-

ness, virility and poise, is as ever upon the sunny
heights of his art. If one has not heard him for ten

years, as in the instance of the writer, this becomes
strikingly evident. His playing, from a technical angle,

shows this as much as the radiant warmth of his in-

terpretation. His performance with the bow and on the

fingerboard has matured towards greater smoothness.

i:n»f..r Sunil>r < .•r<.iii..nl.'>. nnd Ir.lWnl < ..luin .if Ihr l-hillinriii..ni.' Dr.hv.lrn in Ibr ll>ill)>vuod

••ll(i«l," (111- lili-nl .Nalurul Amphllhrnlre in thr OutNkirtw »t l.nn AtiKi-lt-N, \\ hvre TM.OWi People
K.iund I pllfctiirni IhruUKh Ihr I nr>rr,i.l \pp|.nl ..f Mu.r.-. Thnnkn I., Hi.- < i,-«por»lloi. of

W. \. I iHrk. Jr., llrllicliiUH and l\\W lloditH from that I nhiur Suhurli of liollytvood. I he
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re<ord form. If artists, such as Kreisler, by announc-

ing their encons. would set the precedent, and possi-

bly suggest a definite understanding to that effect be-

tween artists, national and local managers, a great deal

of good would accrue to makers and consumers of music.

This is not written "against" Mr. Kreisler, but as a gen-

eral suggestion addressed to many artists who. without

perhaps giving the matter any or much thought, in fact,

with abundant graciousness have given encore after

encore (such as Kreisler did, who had to add four

encores at the close of his program before people were

willing to leave). This is written solely for the pur-

pose of changing the attitude of the general public

that music is a passing pleasure, which lasts as long

as the Iridescence of a soap bubble. We will not enter

here into the question whether the desire for an encore

means "repetition" or merely constitutes a desire to

hear "more," I. e. another selection. If music Is to be

laken more seriously, titles of encores will have to be

announced. It Is just a question of how seriously artists

t:ike encores, and the public will not take them more
.rlously than the concert givers. Deeper appreciation

\ ill come with closer acquaintance, the latter derived
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Ten years ago already his playing meant perfection,

but it- had at times an aggressiveness and caused per-

haps by super-powerful virility, ruggedness of execution

which seem to have melted into greater strength and

ease. Ah, It was a great joy tj listen to him to whom
doublestops of admirable perfection in the harmonics
mean nothing as to difficulty and to whom the voice

of the bow has become his truest language.

Kreislers hair has turned a soft gray, though he

looks a man in cheerful health. With the gray of the

hair a deeper humanism may also have crept into his

playing. Was It the war or merely the years, it matters

not, but the heart impulse in the Kreutzer, and the

human strength of the Mendelssohn has never sounded

so sympathetic as under the fingers of Fritz Kreisler.

With Conductor Alfred Hertz spending a few days

here on his annual trip south from San Francisco, as

guest of honor, the Philharmonic Orchestra bent every

effort toward a beautiful rendition of Strauss' tone

poem. Death and Transfiguration, an aim widely at-

tained, and. we are glad to record, warmly appreciated

by those attending the popular Sunday afternoon con-
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ia> William Tell Overture RonMlnl
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tc) How Mnny Do Von Reoallf Second of a *erle»
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cert. We have always contended that our Sunday aft-

ernoon audiences can "digest" more than it is tradi-

tionally supposed. The performance of the Strauss work
was bound to make the deep impression it did. Since
the last playing here a few weeks ago the presentation

has attained great dramatic force and poetic beauty.

Technically it is one of the most difficult works written

for orchestra, demanding great expanse of directorial

command as well as intense exertion on the part of

all players, as Strauss breaks up the instrumental sec-

tions in too small groups. Perhaps the furious contest
between "death" and "life" still was somewhat more
than the mere picturization of struggle "per se." yet

that mattered Utile, for in a sense it added to the

tenseness of these episodes. These very episodes, par-

ticularly that of the nnal onslaught of death, anticipate

in graphic detail the drastic descriptiveness and fero-

ciousness of the Salome music, specially that of the

moments when the orchestra, during that opera, com-
plements inaction on the stage with gruesome sounds
indicating the decapitation of Jochanaan. And the tone-

poem Death and Transfiguration was written in 1890,

when Strauss was only twenty-six, then already a

lAaster of orchestra technic. Salome followed fifteen

years later. One cannot listen to the Strauss tone poem
without feeling the influence of Franz Liszt, the great

progenitor of this music form. As in Liszt's Les Pre-

ludes so in Strauss' earlier work one notices a reitera-

tion of themes, probably still a remnant of the sonata
tradition, although Strauss goes ahead with greater

freedom than Liszt, and where there are reiterations

then they are justified by the program poem of Alex-

ander Ritter. This poem, as has been denied, was
written after the music of Strauss. Although Wagnerian
tendencies can be felt in that music. But to come back
to its performance of this afternoon. Conductor Rotii-

well achieved effects of remarkable beauty, as for in-

stance, "in the "childhood" episode (which in mood is

heralded in Les Preludes), and more so in the episodes
of the final struggle and the long, well developed climax
expressing the transfiguration. The orchestra sounded
chords of really exalted beauty. Blending and timbre
of tone, shading and phrasing, all these elements had
a unity and finesse of perfection as if produced by one
great instrument, as if coming from an organ. It was
a greatly convincing performance, bringing rich ap-

plause to Maestro Rothwell and his players.

Elgar's Military March, the first of the Pomp and
Circumstance series, breathed something of the pomp-
ous occasion for which it was written, a king's corona-
tion, specially so in the middle part, and had its never-
failing appeal. The second Carmen Suite and the E
flat concerto by Liszt completed the program. The
Bizet Suite, too, gave pleasure. Concertmasier Xoack,
who also rendered the solo in the Strauss work with
excellence, meeting with personal applause. At times
the playing of the Bizet number would have gained in

effect by more animation. It lacked a trifle in that

specific Spanish ingredience of characterization, passion.

Louise MacPherson, from Butte. Montana, made her
Western debut as pianiste in the Liszt E flat con-
certo. Miss MacPherson is a gifted player of good equip-

ment- This concerto, however, appeared a degree too
heavy for her. One missed clarity in some of the pas-

sages, the chord work showing a certain strain in tone
quality. Miss MacPherson again proving her art through
fine rhythmic display. It is not for the writer to ques-
tion the why and wherefore as to selection of soloist,

but the fact remains, that there are several pianists
living here in this city, who have done their share in

making Los Angeles a musical city, and who would
have given us a more satisfying presentation of the
Liszt concerto. We need not mention names, rather are
we looking forward to seeing them in print on next sea-

son's programs. Not to forget, Miss MacPherson was
honored with an abundance of flowers and warm ap-
plause.

Apropos of Mr. Hertz's visit, we have been asked
why his presence was not taken advantage of by giving
him the honor and the public the pleasure of a guest
conductor. Of course, a popular program does not offer

exactly the musical material worthy of an Alfred Hertz
upon his first visit as a guest conductor. Yet. the ques-
tion remains, as does the missed opportunity, for Mr.
Hertz's visit was not entirely unexpected, i. e. there
was time for at least one rehearsal, as well as time
for newspaper advertising that would have resulted in
an audience of larger size than that present. At least
we would have paid Conductor Hertz a fitting tribute
and thereby honored ourselves.

LOUIS A. MAAS
Tuning, Voicing. Overhauling

ot Pianos and Orgmns. Prompt Attention. Good Refer-
enees. 1203 West 37th Place

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Taesday. Wednesday. Friday Afternoona
Eean SchooL Phones 21805 or 271330
1324 Sooth Figaeroa, Los Angeles

In rapt attention, drinking in with heart and soul
the noble strains of the Philharmonic Orchestra, fifty

thousand people took a spiritual baptii^m of music, of
the religion of brotherhood as pronounced by Holly-
wood ministers, when the sun rose on Easterday over
the green slopes of the Hollywood "Bowl.* that ideal
open-air amphitheatre in the outskirts of Los Angeles.

This year again, as on two previous occasions, this

marvellous confession of a belief in the higher essen-
tials of life, expressed through the universality of
music and of a working creed, that of brotherhood,
found its culmination through the participation of the
Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles. This year
again it was headed in p-erson by its founder and pa-

tron, W. A. Clark, Jr.. who had pledged three years ago
the presence of his organization, around which the sa-

cred celebration had its programmatic course. Mr. Clark,
professing bis conviction into music as one of the great
essentials of life, has still more endeared himself to
this city, by this annual Elaster gift, for from year to
year this Easter Sunrise Festival is becoming a source
of upliftment to wider circles. In placing the Philhar-
monic Orchestra within the realm of so exalted a ritual

Mr. Clark has happily emphasized the ethical mission
of this great band of instrumentalists, while bringing at
the same time the message of symphonic music to

thousands of strangers to this art. In welding once more
the link of world-music and a world-religion he again

(Los .\ngeles News Continued on Page IS. Cul. 1)
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TWO FINE ARTISTS IN JOINT RECITAL

isther Houk Allen and Redfield Sears Give Splendid
°'ograni at the Palo Alto Women's Clubhouse

and Receive Hearty Endorsement

;sther Houk Allen, contralto, and Redfleld Sears,

)asso cantante. gave a joint recital at the Palo Alto

IVomen's Clubhouse some time ago, which proved an
Miiualifled artistic success. Both artists were assisted

.V Warren D. .Mien, accompanist. The Palo Alto Times
ad this to say of the event:
That rare kind of concert which the audience, re-

ardless of time in general, wishes would go on far

fvond the limits of the set program, was given at the

I'alo Alto Women's Clubhouse last night by Esther

Houk .\llen and Redfleld Sears in joint reciul. The
unors divide almost evenly, with a little balance to

the side of personal inclination. Both Mrs. .-Mien and
Stars are artists: they are more than pleasing local

talent, they sing with intelligence and power. The
I-ri>jiiam, appropriate to the Christmas season, opened
with the ana from the Messiah, and closed with carols.

It was most varied, giving both artists an opportunity

to display versatility, and the audience none for bore-

dom. There were many old Italian songs, classics, and
a group each of the works of modern composers.

Perhaps the aria. O Thou that tellest good tidings

to Zion. was the finest of Mrs. Allen's numbers. Church
music requires more depth than the ordinary concert

songs, and the artist sang with real feeling that was
impressive. In contrast was the exquisite Italian Caro

Miu Ben, which the Victrola has made familiar in Galli-

Curci's lyric interpretation, but Mrs. Allen had a

warmth of feeling and richness that made it most satis-

factory. Her power and enthusiasm were most apparent

in Kummel's Ecstasy, and was there, though held in

greater restraint in The Sea, a beautiful song by

Grant-Shaefer. Another from the group of modern songs

was The Crystal Gazer, beautifully sung, but more the

conventional type expected of the contemporary com-

poser. There were more delicate shading and lone in

Beethoven's Faithful Johnnie. But perhaps the most de-

lightful of all was Rene Rabey's Tes Yeux. a song of

such captivating charm that it expresses all that is con-

veyed in the word lyric. Mrs. Allen has that rare ability

to enunciate her words without any sacrifice of tone,

(hat makes her English songs a delight, especially in

the jolly Tom o' Devon, by Kennedy Russell, which was

her last encore, and Oh! Didn't It Rain, a negro spir-

itual sung with fervor. Her first encore was Little Sand-

man, taken from a German folksong by Brahms.
This is not forgetting Redfield Sears. He has a

splendid bass voice, and though the upper notes may
be a little rough, the lower register is rich and power-

ful enough to fill a far larger hall than the clubhouse.

The Stanford Memorial Church, where a chorus of

80 voices does not resound upon the ear, has given

hearers no conception of the bigness of Sears' voice.

He sings with a fine understanding, his phrasing is care-

ful, and he has a youthful fire that warms his audience.

The aria from Kaust was beautiful and the climax ex-

pressed impetuosity and daring in a dramatic manner
resembling Graveure's. There was exultation in The
Postern Gate, the joy of a boy running away to sea.

The Early Morning was a poetic fancy of Graham Peel's.

The three Italian songs of the fourteenth and six-

teenth centuries, with settings by modern composers,

were imaginative and passionate. The first, an appeal-

ing love song, the second of graceful rhythm, rising to

a fine climax, and the third affording dramatic contrasts

which Sears interpreted in a thoroughly delightful man-

ner. He sang Burleigh's Break Break with tremendous
power, but your reviewer was prejudiced against the

song, as it seemed to take liberties with Tennyson's

poem, in spirit as well as in words. Deems Taylor's

melodious Plantation Love Song was Sears' encore.

Sears and Mrs. Allen blended in voice and manner
so well that the duets roused great enthusiasm. The
most Interesting were the Three Tuscan Folk Songs.

They were melodious and varied, the second of unusual

style, and Nearest and Dearest, a merry song that de-

manded repetition for satisfaction. Our vocabulary be-

ing now quite exhausted, it is only left to say that the

three carols made a fitting conclusion to a remarkable

program. The harmonies of The First Nowell and In

Dulci Jubilo. and their gentle rhythm were beautiful,

and the French carol, From the Starry Heavens, was
filled with rejoicing.

The piano accompaniments were given by Warren D.

\llen, and so well were they blended with the singing

that the audience was hardly conscious of his perform-

ance, except on such occasions as the song, Ecstasy,

gave for unusual tcchnic. Yel, listening to the accom-
paniment, there was a pure clarity and deep tone that

made a rich foundation for the voices.

U. S. GOVERNMENT WANTS MUSIC TEACHERS

The United States Civil Service Commission an-

nounces an open competitive examination for music

teacher. Vacancies In the Indian Service at $760 a

year, plus Increase granted by Congress of $20 a month,

and vacancies In positions requiring similar qualifica-

tions, at this or higher or lower salaries, will be filled

from this examination, unless It Is found in the interest

of the service to fill any vacancy by reinstatement,

transfer, or promotion.
Quarters and subsistence.—Furnished quarters, heat,

and light are allowed appointees free of cost. At each

boarding school there is a common mess; meals are

furnished at cost.

Citizenship and sex.—All citizens of the United States

who meet the requirements, both men and women, may
enter this examination; appointing officers, however,

have the legal right to specify the sex desired In re-

questing certification of eligibles.

Subjects and weights.—Competitors will not be re-

quired to report for examination at any place, but will

be rated on the following subjects, which will have
the relative weights indicated:

Subjects. Weights.
1. Physical ability 10

2. Education, training, and experience 90

Total 100

Basis of ratings.—The ratings on the second subject
will be based upon competitors' sworn statements in

their applications and upon corroborative evidence.

Requirements.—Applicants must have graduated from
a four years' high school course or have completed tour-

teen college entrance units. In addition, they must
show that they have had at least three years' experience
as music teacher in piano and vocal music, with marked
experience as chorister, showing special qualifications

along the lines of concerts and exhibitions. The com-
pletion of each year of study in piano and vocal music
in a recognized conservatory of music will be accepted
in lieu of one year of the required experience.

Age.—-Applicants must have reached their twenty-fifth

but not their fiftieth birthday on the date of the ex-

amination. These age limits do not apply to persons
entitled to preference because of military or naval
service.

Retirement.—Classified employes who have reached
the retirement age and have served fifteen years are

entitled to retirement with an annuity. The retirement
age for railway mail clerks is 62 years, for mechanics
and postoffice clerks and carriers 65 years, and for oth-

ers 70 years. A deduction of 2^2 per cent is made from
the monthly salary to provide for this annuity, which
will be returned to persons leaving the service before

retirement with 4 per cent interest compounded an-

nually.

Health and family.—Applicants for positions in the In-

dian Service must be in good health. They must attach

to their applications a statement concerning the number

THE NASH ENSEMBLE RESUMES CONCERTS

LILI.I.VN HOI'-I-'MEVIOK HKVER
ArtlMt l»u|»II of Homer Henley nnd n Cinitraito Mho

Srored a nrilliant SucceHM at the Folrniont
Hotel LOMt Week

In their family that will require accommodations in case

they receive appointment.

Photographs.—Applicants must submit with their ap-

plications their unmounted photographs, taken within

two years, with their names written thereon. Proofs

or group photographs will not be accepted. Photographs

will not be returned to applicants.

Applications.—Applicants should at once apply for

Form 1312, stating the title of the examination desired.

to the Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C;
the Secretary of the United States Civil Service Board,

Customhouse, Boston. Mass., New "V'ork. N. Y., New
Orleans, La., Honolulu, Hawaii; Post Office, Philadel-

l.hia. Pa.. Atlanta, Ga., Cincinnati. Ohir Chicago. III.,

St. Paul, Minn., Seattle, Wash.. San Francisco, Calif.,

Denver, Colo.; Old Customhouse. St. Louis. Mo.; Ad-

ministration Building. Balboa Heights, Canal Zone; or

lo the Chairman of the Porto Rican Civil Service Com-
mission, San Juan, P. R.

Applications should be properly executed, including

the medical certificate, but excluding the county offi-

cer's certificate, and must be filed with the Civil Service

Commission, Washington, D. C, prior to the hour of

closing business on .May 31, 1922.

The exact title of the examination, as given at the

head of this announcement, should be stated In the

application form.

Preference.—Applicants entitled to preference should

attach to their applications their original discharge, or

a photostat or certified copy thereof, or their official

record of service, which will be returned.

The Nash Ensemble, consisting of Miss Carolyn Au-
gusta Nash. i)iano and violin, Orley See, violin, Emll
Hahl, viola, Wenceslao Villalpando, violoncello. Louis
J. Previati. contrabass. Brooks Parker, fiute, Frederic
Z. Zeh, flute, .-\store Lombardi, oboe, Nicola Zanninl,

clarinet, Frank Emil Huske. horn, Eugene B. La Haye,
bassoon, gave the first of a series of concerts of the
season 1922 at the Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis
Hotel on Tuesday evening. April 18th. Miss Nash, who
is the founder and principal supporter as well as leader
of this ensemble, lias been active for a number of years
and has overcome many obstacles in reviving these
events. Only by sheer force of love for music, persistent

energy and patience, and unabating enthusiasm was it

at all possible to continue these concerts every season.

But Miss Nash does not hesitate to make sacrifices

upon the altar of the muses and hence she has estab-

lished for herself and her Ensemble a certain clientele

which evidently enjoys attending these events.

As will be seen from a careful perusal of the per-

sonnel of the Nash Ensemble it consists of some of the
very best musicians of San Francisco—practically all

of whom either are or have been associated with the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra—and consequently
no criticism can possibly be offered in behalf of the
professional character or standing of these musicians.
But even the most distingnished artists, if suddenly
organized into an ensemble organization and asked to

interpret works of classic distinction, without having
played together for a certain time, under the direction

or leadership of a musician of executive as well as
interpretative capabilities, could not possibly do ade-

quate justice to representative chamber music com-
positions. And while individually the members of the
Nash Ensemble are musicians of the highest standing,
the performance we witnessed of the Schumann Quartet
in E flat, op. 47. for piano and strings, doe.s not justify

that analytical criticism which we would like to bestow
upon this program. It we actually wrote a review of

this event, measured by the standards of other organ-

izations in this vicinity, we would have to say things

that might discourage tliose responsible for these con-

certs, and we surely do not wish to do this, for Miss

Nash and her associates are doing their share toward
the cultivation of the best music. In this last proposi-

tion at least these musicians deserve our hearty co-

operation.

There is undoubtedly room in this community for

an organization like the Nash Ensemble, and the Pacific

Coast Musical Review, being published for the pur-

pose of encouraging worthy enterprises, wishes all pos-

sible success to this organization, and Is always ready

to extend the courtesies of its columns to the same.

But we would rather wait until the organization has

reached a higher degree of artistic proficiency in the

matter of ensemble work and interpretation before ap-

plying to it the acid test of detailed critical review.

The complete program presented on this occasion was
as follows: Quartet in E flat, op. 44, tor piano and
strings (Hill), first time in San Francisco, Miss „aro-

lyn Augusta Nash, piano. Emil HaUl. viola, Orley See,

violin, and Wenceslao Villalpando, violoncello: Old Ital-

ian Songs for Tenor Caro laccio. dolce nodo (Gas-

parini), Vezzosette e care—Villanella (Falconieri), Vit-

toria. vittoria (Carissimil, Antonino Minutoli-Pellegrino,

Miss Carolyn Augusta Nash at the piano; Concert So-

nata for violin (F. M. Veracini). Miss Carolyn .Vugusta

Nash, Sigismondo Martinez at the piano; Songs with

obligate—None but the lonely heart, with violoncello

(Tschaikowsky). Extase (Gueroultl, with violin and vio-

loncello. Stances (Flegier). with violin and violoncello,

Antonino Minutoli-Pellegrino, Orley See, violin, Wences-

lao Villalpando, violoncello. Miss Carolyn Augusta
Nash at the piano; Quartet in E flat, op. 47. tor piano

and strings (Schumann). Miss Carolyn .\ugusta Nash,

Emil Hahl, Orley See and Wenceslao Villalpando.

The second concert of the Nash Ensemble will be

given in the St. Francis Hotel Colonial Ballroom on

Thursday evening. May 4th, at S:00 o'clock. The fol-

lowing program will be presented: Trio in C minor, op.

1, No. 3 (Beethoven). Sigismondo Martinez, piano. Miss

Carolyn Augusta Nash, violin. Wenceslao Villalpando,

violoncello; Songs tor Tenor—The Dissonance (Boro-

dinel, Apres un reve (Faure). Bonjbur, Suzon (De-

libes), A. Minutoli-Pellegrino, Miss Carolyn Augusta

Nash at the piano: Caprice Brillante for Piano (Men-

delssohn). Miss Carolyn Augusta Nash, Sigismondo

Martinez at the second piano: Sonata for violin Trillo

del Diavolo (Tartini), Miss Carolyn Augusta Nash: .\ria

from Don Giovanni (Mozart), A. Minutoli-Pellegrino;

Sonata for Piano and Violoncello (Lalo) (first time in

San Francisco), Miss Carolyn Augusta Nash, piano,

Wenceslao Villalpando, violoncello.

ALFRED METZGER.

MUSIC AT WILD FLOWER FETE

At the annual Wild Flower Fete held at the SL Fran-

cis Hotel, April 20. 21 and 22, the musical program was

in charge of Miss Lorraine Ewing, who is well known
In musical circles as a pianiste of ability and a popular

member of the Mansfeldt Club. Miss Ewing arranged

a delightful program for the two afternoons and eve-

nings of the exhibit, the last day being devoted to

the tea dansant and pageant. A number of Miss Ewing's

pupils contributed to the afternoon's program and In

the evening Miss Victoria Wallace. Miss Majorie Scott

and Miss Claranua Huber each played a group of piano

solos. Miss Ethel Austen rendered a group of violin

solos and Miss Alice Thompson closed the program

with a Butterfiy Dance.
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WILL CONDUCT MASTER CLASSES

IN SAN FRANCISCO
JUNE
J U L Y
AUGUST
1 9 2 2

(\

Mrs.

Sarah Robinson-Duff ^or Te

fi

rms and Information FranCCS RobinSOn-Duff
Apply '

SECRETARY, 136 EAST 78th ST., NEW YORK CITY

GRAINGERo
Pianist- Composer

As a Composer Shows His Individuality

Musician of Infinite Variety

He is sometimes startling, but always convincing, thoughtful and

sincere. There is a stamp of genuineness about everything he

does. At all times he is above mere personal display, striving

always to show the beauty of the thing he has discovered. This

is true alike in his composition and his playing of the works

of others.

He gives a fortissimo that can be strident or thunderous; a

pianissimo of faintest delicacy or insistent virility; a legato of

melting tenderness; a staccato of sparkling brilliance. He holds

the rhythm faultlessly, through any variation of acceleration or

retard. And he speaks his message straight out, whatever he

has to say.—Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City, October 18, 1921.

Management ANTONIA SAWYER, Inc., Aeolian Hall,'N. Y. C.

Columbia and Duo-Art Records Steinway Piano

Zhay Clark
Solo Harpist California

Theatre Orchestra

SAN FRANCISCO

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by W'aeeT Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Studios: 806 Kohler & Chase Bids*

^.MSVs Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

MARIAN PREVOST
PIANIST—ACCOMPAMST—TE.VCHER

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

studios: S07 Kohler & Chase Bide., S. F. Tues. A. M. and
ThuFH. P. M. Tel. Kearny &4&4. Res. 272S Elmvrood Ave.*
Berkeley. Tel. Berk. S297.

If you want an artistic

singer who has a person-
al appeal, you can make
no mistake in engaging

JACK
HILLMAN

Baritone

For Terms Apply

Studio, 1106 Bush St., or

at 600 Kohler 85 Chase
Bldg., San Francisco,
Tuesdays and Fridays

EVA M. GARCIA
PIANIST, ORGANIST AND TEACHER

4152 Howe St., Oakland Tel. Piedmont 3402

IRENE HOWLAND NICOLL
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

888 Contra Costa Ave.. Berkeley. Tel. Berk 5853

600 Kohler & Chaite Bldg. Tel. Keorny 5454

BLANCHE ASHLEY
SpeelalUt in Theory and PrncKee of Teaohlne Manic
Oak Lodgre, Apt. 0, 1407 Oak St. Phone Lakeside 3735

Kohler & Chase Bld^. By Appointment
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FOURTH POPULAR MUNICIPAL CONCERT

H' fourth popular concert given under the auspices
!]ic .Mayor and Hoard of Supervisors, was given at

Kxposttion Auditorium on Thursday evening, April

:juih, and the program was devoted to the Bohemian
Club composers, who conducted their own compositions
with the exception of Joseph D. Redding, who was un-

able to be present. So far, with the exception of the

first concert, the public has not attended these events

in sufficiently large numbers to encourage the authorl-

tiis in their new enterprise. However. J. Emmet Hay-
den, chairman of the Auditorium Committee, possesses

siitTuient grit and tenacity to believe that the merit of

these events will be presently so well known that

larger audiences will be attracted at each successive

event.

We have been asked by friends to make suggestions

regarding the increase of popularity of these concerts.

This is very difticult. For we find If it is desired to

attract ten thousand people to the Civic Auditorium

something more than good concerts must be given. You
may attract from one to two thousand people to an

event like those given sd far. but you cannot get ten

tliiusand people to attend. In order to get at any definite

proposition we must see who has packed the Exposi-

tion Auditorium in the past. We find that the San Fran-

c.sro Symphony Orchestra has djne so. The Chicago

Opera Association last year has done so. John iMcCor-

mark. Cluck and Zimbalist, Fritz Kreisler, Galli-Curci,

Schumann-Heink, are some of the attractions that have

accomplished this purpose.

Now. if the municipal authorities wish to crowd the

Exposition Auditorium at these popular concerts, they

must offer something NEW and BIG. And this is not

easy. But if you can pack the auditorium it is worth

while to do something that is not easy. The public has

no confidence in the Judgment of the Board of Super-

visors as purveyors of musical attractions. The mu-
nicipal band and the organ recitals under Lemare, also

the concerts under the direction of Frederic Schiller,

evidently have not added to the prestige of municipal

musical affairs. If they had these recent popular con-

certs would enjoy greater success. Now then, it is evi-

dent that if the supervisors wish to attract ten thou-

sand people they must gain this confidence. And they

can only gain it by co-operation with the leading musi-

cal elements and present something out of the ordi-

nary—something unusual and SO GOOD that it will

create a sensation.

To do this will require considerable financial backing,

and here is where the obstacle will be, for it will be

difticult to make the supervisors understand the wisdom
of spending a big sum of money in order to make a big

sum of money. But we believe it would be better to

give these concerts EVERY OTHER MONTH and spend
an adequate sum of money, giving sufficient time for

preparation and publicity, than to give them every
month, alloting a comparatively small amount of money,
and get people so used to them that they tire of them.
We believe it to be absolutely impossible to pack the

Civic Auditorium—or even fill it half—with regular

monthly concerts of a purely local nature, without any
other element of attraction. But if an oratorio could be

given at one time, with soloists of reputation, not neces-

sarily outside people, but San Francisco artists of na-

tional and international reputation, and under the di-

rection of a competent conductor who can get sufficient

REHEARSALS, then a large audience will attend, pro-

vided the PUBLICITY has been ample. Then an opera can
be presented under similar conditions. Even though our
good friend Emmet Hayden thinks we try to "knock"
the auditorium when we say that many people refuse

to go there, because they consider the acoustics faulty,

the fact still remains that there exist many such people
who entertain this idea, and who decline to go to the

auditorium. Why, instead of complaining of such criti-

cism cannot the Supervisors IMPROVE these acoustics

even more than has been done? Why not remedy the

fault instead of finding fault with the people who do
not like the acoustics? They surely have no reason to

"knock" the auditorium. They would prefer to hear well,

instead of having to complain. The fact that occasion-

ally, like in the case of Fritz Kreisler, the auditorium
is packed does not prove that the acoustics are perfect,

hut merely that Krelsler's admirers, who may be count-

ed by the thousands, have only this opportunity to

hear him, and are willing to sutler the faulty acoustics
rather than not hear Kreisler at all. But ordinarily
there does not exist such demand for a concert, and
the matter of acoustics certainly must be taken into

consideration.
The lack of rehearsals prevented the concert of the

Bohemian Club composers from being musically of suf-

ficient merit to justify serious criticism. This is no
fault of the composers represented, for we have al-

ready recognized the standing and worth of such ex-

cellent musicians as Wallace A. Sabin, Eugene Blanch-
ard. Ulderico Marcelll. L'da Waldrop. Joseph D. Red-
ding and William J. McCoy. But it Is physically impossi-
ble, and everyone of the musicians here mentioned will

agree with us, to give a satisfactory concert, unless
sufficient rehearsals are granted to bring the orchestra
to a sufficiently satisfactory degree of efficiency to in-

terpret the compositions thoroughly well. From our
experience at this concert this has not been done. And
rather than be considered a fault-finder we will merely
comment upon the enterprise of the Board of Super-
visors in encouraging these deserving composers. But
from this concert no one in the audience received any
idea of the real worth of these compositions. We think
a complete reproduction of these works—one at the
tlme^with singers and scenic effects, even though It

became necessary to have only one set of scenery in

Imitation of the Bohemian Grove Stage, would simply
pack the auditorium and create a sensation.

Catherine Retallick as Cleopatra, Charles F. Bulotti

as Anthony, in McCoy's excerpts from his opera Egypt,
sang excellently, while Alexander Saslavsky as concert
master and Uda Waldrop at the organ also added to

the enjoyment of the hearers. The same Is true of

Lowell Redfleld, baritone, who sang the enjoyable hunt-

ing song from Eugene Blanchard's composition. The
Berkeley Festival Chorus also acquitted itself credita-

bly. We trust that J. Emmet Hayden and the Auditorium
Committee of the Board of Supervisors, backed by the
Mayor and Board of Supervisors, will not feel too dis-

couraged to endeavor to improve these events in line

with the suggestions made above.

ALFRED METZER.

PERCY GRAINGER UNIVERSALLY ACCLAIMED

Press and Public Enthusiastically Welcomes the Distin-

guished Pianist Throughout His Transcontinental
Concert Tour This Season

We take pleasure in quoting a number of enthusiastic

reviews by prominent critics about Percy Grainger,
the distinguished pianist-composer, who will appear at

the Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on Mon-
day afternoon as the closing attraction of the splendid
Alice Seckels Matinee Musicales. Here are some of the

well-meiited tributes paid this eminent virtuoso:
Winnipeg Evening Tribune: -\nd, of course, there

was Grainger. Is there a more universally popular pian-

ist before the public today? That Peter Pannish strain

in him is one of his fascinations. Not only does he

refuse to "grow up" into any sort of dignity assumed
to be commensurate with his years, but he seems posi-

tively to refuse to "grow up" in any musically inter-

pretative manner as a pianist. .^11 the critical exhorta-

tions of the past for him to transform himself into some-
thing he is tempeiamentally opposed to must leave him
smiling in his sleeve. Fancy asking one of the sunniest

natures in today's music to take on the qualities of

an iceberg?
Grainger is perhaps the world's most picturesque

pianist because he is just Grainger. He has never been
denied the attribute of an artist—why deny him the

right of any artist to work in his own ways. Some high-

brows judge him on something he never professes. His

playing has much that is invaluable about it—he is a

musician who can rise from the mustiness of conven-

tion and exhibit fresh facets of the art. Consider his

rendering of the Bach-Buscni Prelude and Fugue in D
major. "That was an interpretation which was a vital

demonstration of the ever-freshness of the music of

the monumental Sebastian—a matter often talked of

vaguely and to be completely realized when an artist,

who is emphatically of today, plays Bach as he should

be played—not as an antiquated study very fashionable

in old-fashioned times, but as something possessing

the spark of divinity for the comprehension of any age.

—A. A. A.
Manitoba Free Press, March 8: No doubt as to Win-

nipeg's opinion of Percy Grainger could exist from the

moment he stepped on to the platform and was wel-

comed back heartily and affectionately. All his numbers
were enthusiastically received, and recalls were numer-

ous. He is the same delightful artist as on his previous

appearances here—some admirers even think he has

Improved. He plays his characteristic music in his own
inimitable style, and displays the same crisp technic.

the same beauty of tone, the same lovable personality

in all that he does. Passages requiring delicacy of treat-

ment give him the best opportunities to display his

genius, though he plays robust music in a satisfying

way.
Portland Oregonian, April 6: Three piano selections,

played with flawless technic by a recognized master

musician, gave Northwestern radio tans and music lov-

ers a memorable entertainment yesterday afternoon,

when Percy Grainger, renowned pianist and composer,

appeared in a recital in The Oregonian radio tower. Mr.

Grainger's concert was sent broadcast to thousands

of listeners at radio receiving sets. Many enthusiastic

messages of thanks and congratulations were received

by The Oregonian after the noted pianist had finished

playing. Operators reported that the notes of the piano

were unusually effective in radio distribution.

Portland Oregonian, April 6: Percy Grainger, pianist

and composer, superb player of the classics and ardent

interpreter of modern life in his own music, who is

as varied in his accomplishments as the moods of the

programs he presents, gave one of tlie most individual

concerts at the Heilig last night that has ever been

presented by a visiting pianist.

Manufacturer of sunshine that he Is. he can. without

pageant, costumes or actors, other than his own nimble

fingers, a piano and his tunes, bring before our eyes all

the gaiety of the peasant dancers on the green or the

fairies at their play. His rhythms impress themselves

upon your mind with irresistible swing and draw you

into their lively activities. Grainger is one of the most
delightful exponents of "program" or descriptive music,

and no one can deny the charm of his musical pictures

His Is the art that takes the every-day tune, straight

from the lives of the people, and by daring harmoniza-

tion or hrilliant orchestration make of it something ad-

mired by the musician and lov( d by the layman.
Spokesman-Review, Spokane (Wash), April 8: A

large and enthusiastic audience filled the Auditorium
Theatre last evening to hear Percy Grainger in the last

of the Spokane Sjinphony Society artists' series. It was
probably the most enjoyed of all the entertainments
this season for the reasons that make .Mr. Grainger the

most popular of all the pianists before the public today.

Mr. Grainger has an excellent and serviceable technic,

large, capable hands, and a style that la forcible, stren-

uous and individual. When needed he has an iron at-

tack, a thunderous bass, with which he piles up bis

climaxes. Then again he will deal in effective pianos
and lightning scales. It cannot he said that Mr. Grain-
ger's style is polished. It is too breezy for that. Even
when he played his classics, some of the original Adam
would crop out and give a curious twist to the sedate-
ness of the theme. . . .

Mr. Grainger's own compositions played by himself
were the ones that won him the complete suffrage of
his hearers. They are breezy, rollicking, tender, gay;
they set one's feet dancing, one's lips to smiling and
they explain why he has so large a vogue among peo-
ple who would rather be cheered than sobered. Mr.
(iralnger may pride himself on his pianism, and he
has a large command of his instrument, but the affec-

tions of the audience were reserved for Country Gar-
dens or Irish Tunes From County Derry. There spoke
Mr. Grainger as he lives and has his being.

SECOND BERKELEY STRING QUARTET CONCERT

Large Audience Listens to Excellent Program—Miss
MertJanna Towler Pianist, Scores Success With

Brahms' Piano Quintet—Large Audience

By ALFRED METZGER
The Berkeley String Quartet, consisting of Antonio

de Grassi, first violin, Robert Rourke, second violin,

Pietro Brescia, viola, and Willem Dehfi, 'cello estab-
lished and directed by Antonio de Grassi, gave the sec-

ond and final concert of Two Evenings of Cliamber
Music at Twentieth Century Hall. Berkeley, on Tues-
day evening, April 11th, in the presence of a large and
enthusiastic audience. Indeed, we never noticed quite
so much enthusiasm displayed at any musical event
in Berkeley except some of the concerts at Harmon
Gymnasium under the auspices of the Berkeley Musi-
cal Association.
The four musicians comprising the quartet really

merited the hearty reception accorded them by the
audience. Although but a short time preparing for

these events the Berkeley String Quartet, headed by
Antonio de Grassi, gave evidences of thorough rehears-
ing and an intelligent grasp of the significance of the
compositions selected for interpretation. Of course,
anj' organization devoted to the interpretation of en-

semble works is constantly progressing in its artistic

proficiency in the ratio of its continued association. A
chamber music organization only a few months em-
ployed in rehearsing, naturally has not attained the
same standard of artistic efficiency as the same body
of musicians will exhibit after several years of diligent

practice and co-operation. But we may say without
fearing any contradiction that the Berkeley String
Quartet consists of four serious, well qualified and in.

telligent musicians who ha\'e accomplished in a short
space of time an unusually big amount of work and
have gained an unexpectedly satisfactory amount of
taste and uniformity of phrasing.

Naturally the leadership of Antonio de Grassi, an
exceptionally well equipped and intelligent artist, has
done most toward these gratifying results. The opening
number of this concert consisted of Schubert's Quartet
in A minor, op. 29, a work of more than ordinary diffi-

culties. The merit of the organization was evidenced
by a careful and well thought out reading of this work.
Special attention was paid to the delightful singing
character of certain phases of the quartet and in the

andante movement tliere was a repose and beauty of

reading which brought out the strongest points of this

important composition.
Technically the four musicians, constituting the

Berkeley String Quartet, proved themselves thoroughly
competent to cope with the greatest difficulties and
in the minuet movement there was apparent that
sprightliness and grace of bowing which reveals the

serious musician. The Beethoven String Quartet in G
major, op. 18, proved the strongest test for the quartet's

artistic qualifications, and it must be said that, consid-

ering the fact of the organization's brief period of ex-

istence, they certainly acquitted themselves nobly of a
most taxing responsibility. There is nothing better qual-

ified to prove an organization's standard of musician-
ship than the interpretation of a Beethoven quartet.

The sane, intelligent and painstaking manner in which
Mr. de Grassi and his associates brought out the nu-

merous characteristics of this Beethoven quartet was
amply revealed in the enthusiastic approval accorded
the same by the distinctly musical audience.
As if Schubert and Beethoven were not sufficient to

test the resources of the Berkeley String Quartet the

program concluded with the powerful Brahms piano
quintet in F minor, op. 34. And again we must confess

to having been surprised with the degree of proficiency

with which this work was interpreted by an organiza-
tion so young in the practical experience of association.

There was prevalent an unquestionable virility of ex-

ecution, an unusually smooth effect of ensemble playing

and a certain precision of attack and rhythm which
assisted greatly in the gratifying interpretation of this

work. The pianist. Miss Mertianna Towler, also gave
evidence of possessing a most musicianly insight into

the depths of this remarkable composition and proved
herself thoroughly competent in the exposition of both
the technical and emotional phases of the work, prov-

ing that in addition to certain elements of sentiment
she has added no little amount of intellectual grasp.

And so we believe Berkeley fortunate in the posses-

sion of a chamber music organization that promises
even greater things for the future, provided that this

personnel is permitted to play together for a sufficient

period to enable It to attain those artistic aims for

which it is no doubt striving. And we trust that the

transbay musical public will enable these four musi-

cians to find encouragement in tlie proper recognition

of their unquestionable ability. Organizations like these

help materially in the musical development of this re-

gion.
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TALBOT
Prima Donna Colatura Soprano

"Dorothy Raegan Talbot is a singer whose charm is indubitable."
—RAY C. B. BROWN, SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE.

"Madame Talbot sang Handel and Scarlatti and Gounod. When singers tackle

'Care Selve,' lovers of singing are nervous. For Handelian melody calls for

purity of tone and perfect breath control. "How was it sung?" you demand.
My dear sir or madame. it was suns noblv."

—REDFERN MASON. SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER.

"Rare quality of tone and great range entrancing. Captivated her audience
with the exquisiteness of her tones and her charming personality. The tone
and range of her coloratura soprano voice is of a quality never before heard
in Santa Rosa."

—SANTA ROSA REPUBLICAN.

"Madame Dorothy Talbot's voice is most admirably adapted to the singing

of Mozart." —GLEN DILLIARD GUNN, CHICAGO TRIBUNE.

''Crowd Turned Away at
Song Recital Here,"

"Her audience were fairly enchanted with her work."
SANTA ROSA PRESS DEMOCRAT.

"Madame Dorothy Talbot sings with finesse."—PUCCINI (Composer of "La BDheme." Tosca.")

Management: J. R. TALBOT

First Savings Bank Bldg., Oakland, California, U. S. A.

IMarie

Partridge Price

Lyric Soprano

"Unusual beauty and distinction mark
the singing of Marie Partridge Price"

Available for Concerts, Recitals and

Oratorio

MARIE PARTRIDGE PRICE has appeared in Concert
and Oratorio with such famous cirtists as Schumaim-
Heink, Saint Saens, Walter Damrosch, David Bispham,

Cecil Farming and Edwin Lemare

PUPILS ACCEPTED

1090 Page Street Phone Park 87
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LOS ANGELES NEWS
DOROTHY RAEGEN TALBOT'S SUCCESS

(Continued from Page !">, Column 3)

consecrated the orchestra to that mission of humani-
tarian service for which he had established it.

To Conductor Walter Henry Uothwell once more be-

longs the distinction of finding a program expreaing
the spirit of the hour. Opening with the festive and
colossal moods from the last movement of the Fourth
Symphony by Tschalkowsky. the program rose to

greater heights in the Death Music and Funeral March
from Wagner's Gotterdammerung, a selection greatly

appropriate for a celebration as this. Finally, this music
of heroic worship Wagner has created an unsurpassed
hymn to the Sun-God Baldur of the northern sagas.
Haldur being mythologically the prototype for the hero
Siegfried, in Wagner's drama. Most happy was the in-

cluding of the Tannhauser Overture with its distinct

Easter message of spiritual resurrection. Seldom had
the Philharmonic Orchestra found an audience that
wor.shipped as they did while listening.

In Catherine Shank, soprano, a soloist was found who,
too, gave full significance in her singing of Handelian
arias from The Messiah. High up on the bushy slopes
of this divinely built concert hall the lovely clarity of
her notes and diction reached the farthest stragglers
of the immense audience, .\gain the message of the
gospel of brotherhood, or the bright voices of a chil-

dren's chorus, swung through the wide expanse of this

coliseum to the direction of Hugo Kirchhofw, who had
grouped his singers in the shade of a large white cross
opposite the audience. Again the orchestra would chant
its message, or Hugo Kirchhofer, the man who does
such ardent service to make Hollywood a music city,

would lead the audience in favorite hymns until the
horns and trumpets of the orchestra would send out
as a final Resurrection in Excelsis Deo the pilgrim
chorus from Tannhauser, thus ending the program with
a high assurance of the Dawn.

Following the concert an Easter breakfast was served
In the dining-room of the Hollywood Woman's Club
House. This feature of the celebration is a traditional
tribute dedicated to W. A. Clark and to the members
of the orchestra. The admiration in which Mr. Clark
is held was voiced eloquently by Mrs. J. J. Carter, the
charming grand marshal and principal worker for the
successful consummation of the annual Easter sunrise
commemoration. That Mrs. Carter's words of thanks
echoed in the heart of everyone present was rousingly
approved as the large gathering rose spontaneously from
their seats in honor of Mr. Clark, sending salvo after
salvo of applause resounding through the hall. A similar
tribute was paid to the "father of musical Los Angeles,"
Impresario L. E. Behymer, when again the many guests
stood to pay him their deeply-felt respects.

But not a little of the glory of the day which was
but a symbol of musical community spirit was reflected
back on "that blessed little dynamo," Mrs. J. J. Carter
herself, who undoubtedly more than any other person
In that suburb of Hollywood, which is so rich in striking
personalities to emphasize and to bring to manifesta-
tion true community love for music and art. Conductor
Rothwell. lay Plowe, the well known flutist and director
of the Hollywood Community Orchestra, Hugo Kirch-
hofer, to whom Hollywood is indebted for that rare
musical treasure, a large children's chorus, in addition
to the largest community sings of the West, F. W.
Blancbard, another pioneer for music and art as cen-
tered in the Bowl, Mrs. J. T. Wright, president of the
Hollywood Woman's Club, and many others took their
share in the honors of the day.

Louis A. Maas, formerly assistant superintendent of

the Robert Morton Company of Van Nuys and formerly
chief installation man on the Pacific Coast for the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, has gone into business
for himself at 1293 West 37th Place. Mr. Maas has held
several responsible positions as foreman for some of
the largest piano bouses on the Pacific Coast. He will

make a specialty of tuning, voicing and overhauling
pianos and organs.

Almost the fiftieth anniversary of the first perform-
ance of Verdi's Requiem will be that given by the
Oratorio Society May 7 at Philharmonic Auditorium,
under the direction of John Smallman. This composi-
tion Is more of a requiem mass than an oratorio and is

more richly melodic with ceremonial sublimity than
any other composition with which the public is fa-

miliar. 'Whenever Verdi attempted this style of writing
he seemed to have fonnd bis freedom and so every num-
ber In this popular mass delves deeply Into the emo-
tions of the hearer. The great chorus of the Oratorio
Society is an excellent rehearsal for the performance
and a capable cast of soloists has been selected. Lora
May Lamport will be the soprano. Mme Anna Ruzena
Sprotle the contralto, Harold Proctor the tenor and
Clifford Lott the baritone. The Philharmonic Orchestra
will lend its superior skill to this excellent ensemble.

At the California Theatre Conductor Elinor and his
fine ensemble are drawing much applause from their
audience at every one of their three dally concerts.
Their colorful playing of a potpourri from Herbert's
Fortune Teller is giving much pleasure. The strings are
doing elegant work in that graceful little number For-
get Me Not by Macbeth. This number Is of good con-
trast as it .shows the faculty of Ihe orchestra to produce
delicate effects. With a synrop,ated dash of humor, a
fox trot called You Won't Re Sorry, arranged by Mr.
Elinor, the program closes smilingly. Encouraged by
the success of his recent revue of Old Time songs. Mr.
Elinor will offer a second medley of this nature next
week, preceding it with the William Tell overture and
Anitra's Dance from the Peer Gynt Suite.

Among the younger artists who recently have forged
ahead in California's musical arena must be included
Mme. Dorothy Raegen Talbot, who on several occasions
has recently elicited enthusiastic comment for her un-

usual exhibitions of vocal art. Both in concert and op-

eratic performances Mme. Talbot has justly been
crowned with success and there is every reason why
she should add to her artistic triumphs in California

after having gained recognition elsewhere in the musi-
cal world. Mme. Talbot is a protege of Jean de Reszke
and Mme. Calve, having been educated abroad through
the direct assistance of the great French vocal artist.

Her pliant, clear voice which reaches easily the high
F above C, her thorough knowledge of six different

languages (Italian, French, Polish, Spanish, German and
English) and her unusually attractive and charming
personality make her specially suited for public ap-

pearances.
Among those who expressed their appreciation of

Mme. Talbot's art is no less a musical celebrity than
Giacomo Puccini, and he is only one of many. Mme.
Talbot is available for concert and operatic appearances
during the fall and winter season and her genuine tri-

umphs in France and Italy ought to reserve for her an
affectionate place in the hearts of California's music
lovers, specially as she is a resident here. Throughout
her appearances in California so far Mme. Talbot has'
attracted record audiences who never failed to ex-

press their delight by demonstrations of genuine en-

thusiasm and appreciation. Mme. Talbot belongs to

those artists who should never have any reason to com-
plain about not being constantly occupied in singing
before representative audiences.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY IN SECRET OF SUZANNE

Noted Prima Donna Soprano Has Prepared Complete
Version of Wolf-Ferrari's One Act Opera

Specially Suitable for Music Clubs

One of the most effective plans so far compiled by a

distinguished resident artist is the preparation for pub-

lic presentation of Wolf-Ferrari's charming and exqui-

site one act opera The Secret of Suzanne by Mme. Jo-

hanna Kristoffy and associate artists, among whom
Jack Edward Hillman, the well known baritone, is in-

cluded. Mme. Kristoffy is specially well adapted to fill

this role of the attractive Suzanne, for she is not only a
soprano soloist of excellent qualifications, possessing a
voice of fine timbre and appealing quality, but she is an
artist of refinement who will be specially fitted to give
this role a most musicianly rendition.

Besides her numerous vocal and artistic qualifica-

tions, Mme. Kristoffy is an excellent dramatic artist,

possessing the ease and dignity of deportment and at

the same time the exquisite sense of humor which is

such a necessary accomplishment in the adequate in-

terpretation of this role. Mme. Kristoffy has surrounded
herself with competent artists and has bestowed great

care upon the costumes. Surely if there is any music
club or similar organization eager to offer its members
something novel in the way of artistic entertainment,
it would be impossible to recommend a worthier at-

traction than The Secret of Suzanne prepared by Mme.
Kristoffy specially for the music clubs.

JOHN W. METCALF'S COMPOSITIONS

Among California's noted composers none is more
prolific with his pen than John W. Metcalf of Oakland,
whose works are among the best known in the coun-
try. Mr. Metcalf has been one of the most successful

and most diligent musical writers in the West and his

songs as well as instrumental compositions appeal be-

cause of their inherent musicianship and originality of

conception. Among his best works are three recently

published by The Arthur P. Schmidt Co. of Boston.
A Vision, composition for violin and pianoforte, con-

tains a delightful element of sentiment, is not very dif-

ficult to interpret, and yet is a work valuable because
of its sane, well thought out and poetic construction. It

is invested with fine spirit, does not tire you to listen

to and is very realistic inasmuch as it confines itself

to the title, fading away to a tender pianissimo. It is

a most effective and enjoyable little work.
A more complicated work, from a technical point of

view, is The Winds at Play, a piano composition, which

HENRY L. PERRY
Basso

CONCERT-ORATORIO

Residence Studio: 1220 Leavenworth St.

Tel. Prospect 6718

as its title implies, sets a considerable task for the digi-

tal dexterity of a player. Yet it is a grateful composi-
tion for a romantic and pleasing melody runs right along
through the work. It Is a splendid piece to practice
pedal effects and requires a dainty touch, specially for
the finale which includes a most effective chromatic
run. It is one of the most grateful compositions of this

kind we have ever come across.
A Rose Petal is a song of a high order and has been

composed to words of refined sentiment. There is noth-
ing commonplace about this song, in which form of

composition Mr. Metcalf has always been most suc-
cessful, and it is also appealing because of grateful
melodic value. We can hardly imagine a more worthy
addition to a singer's repertoire than Mr. Metcalf's A
Rose Petal.

IRENE HOWLAND NICOLL'S CONCERT

Lovers of highly artistic singing will be deeply inter-

ested in the announcement of a concert to be given by
Irene Howland Nicoll, the well known dramatic con-
tralto, on Friday evening, May 5th, at the Ebell Audi-
torium in Oakland. Possessing a voice of an unusually
wide range, produced throughout with exceptional ease
and clarity, enables her to ably interpret the classics
of all schools. Her appearances in concert have dem-
onstrated her to be a vocal artist who is heart and soul
in her work and who succeeds in transmitting her en-
thusiasm to her audience.
Kajetan Attl, harpist of the San Francisco Symphony

Orchestra, will be the assisting artist and his playing
is too well known by all music lovers to require fur-

ther praise. Edgar Albert Thorpe, one of the rising

young accompanists of the Bay musical colony will be
at the piano. The program will be as follows: My Heart
Ever Faithful (Bach), Dove sei (Handel). Should He
Upbraid (Bishop), L'heure exquise (Poldowski). Un
doux lien (Delbrueck), Farewell ye Mountains, from
Jeanne d'Arc (Tschalkowsky); Harp—Legende (Renie),

Attl; Marie, Standchen. Aus meinen grossen Schmer-
zen, Fur Musik. Im Herbst (Franz); The Quest (Elea-

nor Smith, Franchonette (Kathleen B. Clarke), The
Sea (McDowell). The Velvet Darkness (Reddick).

SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO. Inc.

MUSIC ENGRAVERS
Lithographers and Printers

The Most Complete Plant for Engraving and
Printing Music on the Pacific Coast

521 Howard St. near first San Francisco, Cal.

S^gils MACQUARRIE
HARPIST

Distinguished Soloist and Accompanist

HARPIST—"TRIO MODERNE"
Three Brilliant Seasons on Pacific Coast

A Young Artist in Constant Demand

Mnrie ilDKhcft ^IncQanrrie

1115 Taylor Street. San FranciBco, Calif.

Thomas
Frederick Freeman

Composer and Pianist

Teacher and Pianist for U. of Cal. Extension

Division. High School Operettas. Incidental

Music furnished for plays

Res. Studio: 2841 Forest Ave., Berkeley

Phone Berkeley 830-W

ASHLEY PETTIS, Pianist
Season 1922-23. Now Booking.
STEINWAY PIANO DUOART RECORDS

Management Antonia Sawyer, Aeolian Hall, New York
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ANNA YOUNG I Soprano
Address: 21 FIFTH AVENUE Telephone: BAYVIEW 1061

ESTHER MUNDELL
PUPIL OF JEAN DE RESZKE AND PERCY RECTOR STEPHENS

OPERA. CONCERT, INSTRUCTION
AVAILABLE FOR RECITALS. ADDRESS 664 2ND AVE.. SAN FRANCISCO

Irene Meussdorffer
SOPRANO

Available for Concert. Opera and Oratorio

601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Res. 487 Hanover

St. Tel. Randolph 2038

Eula Grandberry
Lyric Soprano
Recital-Concert

:2o Pine Street. Phone Garfield 2490
San Francisco

Walter Frank Wenzel
Pianist—Accompanist—Coach
Studio: 601 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Res.: 1916 Golden Gate Ave. Fillmore 4733

June 12 To August 7, 1922

Eight Weeks Summer Session at

The Jenkins School of Music
46 Randwick Avenue, Oakland. Calif. Phone Piedmont 2993

Courses offered in Sight Reading. Ear Training, the fundamental principles of Harmony,
the art of Accompanying, by MISS NELLIE REMLER. Technique and interpretative

pianoforte study by MISS LEONE NESBITT, recently rettimed from two years in Europe.

Miss Remler, San Francisco. Phone Prospect 1289

Miss Nesbitt, San Francisco. Phone West 6070

MISS GRACE LE PAGE,
LYRIC SOPRANO

MISS EVA M. GARCIA,
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

Available for Joint Recitals before California Clubs or other organizations

4152 Howe St., Oakland Tel. Piedmont 3492

John P. Broder
Music Dealer

Hauschildt's

140 O'Farrell Street

We carry a full line of Vocal, Instrumental,

Band and Orchestra Music. Studies and

Methods. Mail orders solicited.

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
SOPRANO—TEACHER OF SINGING

RpNidence Studio: 301 Spmcc Street 1 Corner Clay)
Studio: 1009-1010 K. C. Rldfr.

Telephone Tacldc 1670

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST—TEACHER

Member of the University Extension Faculty

Studio: 827 Shrader Street. Phone Park 1605

Mme. Rose Relda

CAILLEAU
ANNOUNCES THAT THE

Cailleau Quartet

CONSISTING OF THE FOLLOWING
PROFESSIONAL VOCAL ARTISTS

Soprano—Miss Margaret Mack

Contralto—Miss Corinne Keefer

Tenor—Richard Hunter ("Caruso of

the Ferries")

Baritone—William Fitzhugh, Jr.

May Be Engaged Together Or As Soloists

Other Artist Students Available

.\ddres« Mme. Rose Relda Galilean
3107 ^'aKhine-toQ St.. San Francisco

Tel. Fillmore IS-IT
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STEINDORFF CONDUCTS 12TH ANNUAL CONCERT

Postponed Good Friday Concert at Greek Theatre
Pleases Audience and Introduces Several

Excellent Vocal Artists and Chorus

By ALFRED METZGER
Owing to the rain the twelUi annual Good Friday
iiicert, given under the direction of Paul Stelndorft

the Greek Theatre of the I'nlversity of California

every year and which was to have taken place on Fri-

day afternoon, April 14th, had to be postponed until

April 21st and consequently the audience, uhlch is

usually sufficiently large to practically crowd the thea-

tre, was not quite as numerous as usual. However, the

program, which included excerpts from Verdi's Requiem
and Rossini's Stabat Mater, proved enjoyable and the

hearty applause that punctuated the conclusion of the

various numbers revealed the gratification derived

from the performance by those who attended.

If it were not for Mr. Steindorff the Bay region

would not be able to listen to any big choral or ora-

torio concerts at all. And for this reason we cannot
possibly bestow too much credit upon this energetic and
enterprising musician, and whatever support is given
him. even though it be as universal as possible, would
not be too great a reward for the industry, patience,

worr.v and tenacity which the continued performance of

such works entails. As usual the chorus, consisting of

members from the Wednesday Morning Choral of Oak-
land, the Berkeley Oratorio Society and the San Fran-
cisco Choral Society, acquitted itself most creditably

and showed by uniformity of phrasing and skill of in-

terpretation that it has benefited from the coaching of

Mr. Steindorff. All the choruses were excellently ren-

dered and sounded impressively. It would be difflcult to

listen to fin?i" choral exhibitions.

Grer.l Interest was manifested in Margaret Bruntsch.
a California artist, who. after twenty years in Europe,
has returned to be entiiusi.-'.stically welcomed by h?r
friends and compatriots. Miss Bruntsch proved to be
a pleasant surprise. Her voice is rich, resonant, warm

BattI BernardI, tenor, and Jose E. Corral, bass, both
possess excellent voices, and sang their lines with cure
and thoroughness. Of the two Mr. Corral possesses the
more ringing voice, but both evidently pleased the large
audience and are deserving of credit for the energy
they devoted to studying tliese difflcult parts. An or-

chestra of fifty and Wilhelmina Wolthus, accompanist,
added to the ensemble of the performance, and Mr.
Steindorff has added another milestone to his brilliant

career as conductor in this vicinity.

LILLIAN HOFFMEYER HEYER CONCERT

Lillian Hoffmeyer Heyer, contralto, artist pupil of

Homer Henley, gave an Evening of Song in the Red
Room of the Fairmont Hotel on Thursday evening.
April 20th. The attendance was so big that the Red
Room was absolutely crowded and an overllow audi-

ence had to he accommodated in the Ballroom adjoin-
ing. Owing to the fact that the fifth popular concert
under the auspices of the Mayor and Board of Super-
visors took place at the same time in the Exposition
Auditorium, we could not remain throughout the pro-
gram, but nevertheless were able to draw definite con-
clusions regarding Mrs. Heyer's voice and art.

What impresses one before anything else ia that vo-

calist's careful attention to expression and declama^
tory art. Indeed, Mrs. Heyer is so intent upon trans-
mitting the dramatic or poetic spirit of a composition
that one frequenly sacrifices some of her vocal pow-
ers. Herein she no doubt pleases those people 'who
prefer dramatic expression to mere beauty of voice. By
this we do not mean to say that Mrs. Heyer does not
possess a voice of elements of beauty. On the contrary
her contralto is flexible and warm, although in Its

height somewhat inclined to be of soprano quality or
timbre.
Thanks to a certain individuality of style Mrs. Heyer

interprets her songs with distinctly original ideas that
occasionally conflict with one's notions received from
the interpretations of other artists. But unless a singer
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and appealing- It is a remarkably clear and ringing
organ which is used with the utmost artistic intelli-

gence. Miss Bruntsch sings with the thoroughness of
the finished and experienced artist and her splendid
declamatory powers, coupled with a refreshing enun-
ciation, endow her interpretations with authority ard
artistic finish.

While Miss Bruntsch's art was prevalent throughout
her renditions of the oratorio arias, which she invested
with depth of emotional color and sincerity of expres-
sion, we found lier to be even greater In her virile and
thrilling interpretation of the grand aria of Addrlano
from Rienzi by Wagner. Here her Intense dramatic fer-

vor an.l her fine expression had unlimited opportunities
to reveal themselves, and she proved herself thoroughly

- competent to cope with the great dramatic and vocal
dimcultlCB associated with this aria. The hearty ova-
tion she received was ample proof of the cordiality and
pleasure of the audience and no doubt future appear-
ances of this distinguished artist will be greeted with
grallHcation by our musical public. It is but just to

to say that prior to her departure for Europe Miss
Bruntsch was a pupil of Herman Genss, who no doubt
laid the foundation to her present brilliant career.
We were also pleased to note the success achieved

by Florence Gertrude Ringo. a young San Francisco
artist, whose clear, flexible soprano voice and natural
taste combined to make her one of the outstanding
features of the concert. It is a pity that artists like
Miss RIngo have no more opportunities to appear In
public. Musical clubs who really wish to do something
for the art should not hesitate to give artists like
Miss Ringo repeated opportunities to employ their pro-
ficiency. In both oratorios Miss Ringo showed her sin-

cerity of study, her ringing flexible voice, and her nat-
ural musical taste to advantage. .Although being strange
to oratorio music Miss Uinno seemed to invest her parts
with fervor and depth of feeling and she could be un-
derstood in every part of the Greek Theatre. She was
indeed well deserving of the enthusiasm which her con-
scientious and skillful work aroused.

does possess individuality of expression he or she will

never make a lasting impression anywhere. In any
event Mrs. Heyer has diligently studied an exhaustive
and representative repertoire including Italian, German,
Swedish and American songs, and she certainly invests
their interpretation with energy and abandon. At the
same time she occasionally shows poetic and lyric

tendencies according to the cliaracter of the work she
sings. Her enunciation is clear and her voice adapted
to her style.

The complete program was as follows: Ah, Rendimi
(Mitrane) (Rossi), Lillian Hoffmeyer Heyer; Es Blinkt
der Thau (Rubinstein), Spinnerliedchen (arranged by
Henry Riemann), Der Wanderer (Schubert), Lillian

Hoffmeyer Heyer; Hebrew Melody (Achron-Auer), Po-
lichinelle (Kreisler), Orley See; Moder Song (Grieg),
Der Skreg en Fuhl (Sinding), Folkevise (Enna), Lillian

Hoffmeyer Heyer; Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt
(Tschaikowsky), Kennst du das Land? (Mignonl
(Thomas), Lillian Hoffmeyer Meyer; Violin Obligates,
Orley See; My Heart Ever Faithful (Barh). Lullaby
(Mozart). Love Laid His Sleepless Head (Barton), In
the Palace (from the Chinese) (Bantock), Dawn in the
Desert (Ross). Lillian Hoffmeyer Heyer,
Orley See, violinist, made an excellent impression by

reason of his pliant tone and sympathetic interpreta-
tion. Every time Mr. See api)ears upon a program
he adds to his admirers by reason of his sincerity of
expression and ease of delivery. Mary Ardath Leonard
played the accompaniments judiciously and pianistically.

ALCAZAR

The fact that the Alcazar obtained the first stock
release of Twin Beds was responsible for Lionel B.
Samuel, manager for Belasco & Mayer, booking that
sensational farce comedy for a two weeks' run. Even
had it not been so planned, however, the unusual poji-

ularity of this amusing play would have necessitated
its being held over for a second week. It begins its

final week's run next Sunday afternoon, April 30th.

Twin Beds was the first of the so-called bedroom
farces and it is by long odds the best. At the same
time the fact might be emphasized that it is the least
objectionable and there is nothing whatever in the
lines to offend the most fastidious theatregoer. The
Alcazar players are making a new name for themselves
in this production. The cast is in every way ideally
flltcHl to the members of the Alcazar roster. Gladys
George is the heroine of the piece and Dudley Ayres
handles the leading male characterization in fine fash-
ion. Particular interest attaches to the role of Norah
by reason of the fact that it is being assumed by Su-
sanne Morgan, who was engaged for the original part
in the New York production. Her presence gives a
metropolitan toucli to the presentation. Good work is

also done by Hen Erway, Ned Doyle, Florence Printy
and Emily Pinter.

Stage Director Hugh Knox has certainly planned an
elaborate production of the ])iece and the scenic effects
and inanimate accessories are all that could be desired.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

No young pianist in San Francisco has received more
gratifying press comments than Mr. Batchelder. The
following will prove this;

"Lincoln S. Batchelder gave a recital at the St.

Francis, and it was of a quality to make the quidnuncs
sit up and take notice. He played the Chopin Polonaise
with a youthful virility that did the heart good. Batch-
elder is that rare thing, a young man who is not
ashamed to be romantic, and he romances after the
fashion of a poet, that is to say, his lyricism is beau-
tiful."—Redfern Mason.
"Batchelder plays with a mounting confidence in him-

self and he tries for unhackneyed readings of old texts

and finds them through his growing poetic insight. The
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Chopin Sonata was richly colored and romantically
motivated."—Ray C. Brown.
"He was heard in both solo and accompaniments. His

playing suggests at once a most thorough command of

technic."—Palo Alto Times.
"Mr. Batchelder filled the role of accompanist for

both singers most capably."—Ray C. Brown.
"His best work was in the Soaring and Why? of

Schumann and its proper reading called for a naive
wonder in the interpreter. Mr. Batchelder gives this

quality. The lyric part of his work was very well done."
—Redfern Mason.

JENNY LIND TRIO AT THE FAIRMONT

A novel and artistic program will be given on the
evening of May 23rd at the Fairmont Hotel by the
Jenny Lind Trio. No others than our golden voiced Har-
riet Bennett, Louise Brehany and Carlo Clma, baritone,

comprise the trio, accompanied by Maybel Ballmann at

the piano. The entire program will be given in costume
depicting the century in which the song was written.

Operatic arias, duets, trios and some of the old heart

songs will he interpreted by these delightful artists.

Madame Vnught, under whose management the Jenny
Lind Trio will appear, is very entliusiastic about these

artists and promises music lovers of San Francisco
and the hay cities an incomparable program. Dancing
will be enjoyed after the program. Tickets will be

placed on sale at Sherman. Clay & Co.. at a date to

be announced later.
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MACKENZIE GORDON
Voice Production

What Famous Critics and Artists say:

It has been many years since we heard a more
beautiful rendition of "If With All Your Hearts"
(Elijah) than that given last night by Mackenzie
Gordon.—H. E. Krehbiel's review of the Wor-
cester Music Festival in the New York Tribune.

The singing of the Liszt Songs by Mackenzie
Gordon last night was a rare treat.—Henry T.
Finck in the New York Post.

Among the Quartet which the Spanisches Lie-

derspiel by Schumann last night was a young
tenor. Mackenzie Gordon, who will be one of our
great American artists.—Phillip Hale in Boston
Herald.

Mackenzie Gordon's singing of Pieta Signore by
Stradella was by far the best rendition I ever
heard.—James Hunecker in the Musical Courier.

I had the further assistance of Mackenzie Gor-
don, the sweet voiced Scotch tenor, who played
the other male part and sang Beethoven's ex-
quisite lyric, Adelaide.—David Bispham in his

book. The Recollections of a Quaker Singer.

Studio: 2832 Jackson Street .'. Tel. West 457

The Following Pianists Who Are

Professional Artist Pupils

of

GEORGE KRUGER
Have Been Specially Prepared to Give Representative

Programs Before the Music Clubs of California at any
Moment's Notice.

FRANCES DUFF
MYRTLE GABLE
JOSEPH SALVATO
NORMAN SMITH
LEONA SPITZER

For Particulars Apply

GEORGE KRUGER
Suite 1009 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

San Francisco, Calif.

For more than eighty-lour years—since William Knabe created his

first Knabe piano—his ideals have been developed into the wonder-
ful Knabe of today.

Every minute detail of its construction must pass the most rigid

and critical inspection, through its many operations in building.

Each individual piece of material used in a Knabe must pass under
the trained eye of a master craftsman, as the instrument is slowly

and painstakingly created.

The Knabe is distinctly a Knabe product, each and every com-
ponent part being made in the Knabe factory, thus insuring a uni-

formity and harmony of constructural detail essential to artistic

perfection.

Knabe quality quite naturally creates an expectancy of high price, when in

fact compared with other well known and good pianos, it is the least expen-
sive to buy. Its long years of musical life and satisfaction reduces its yearly

investment to a very small amount.
Wherever pianos are known in any part of the world, the Knabe is known,
revered and honored, in the most refined homes, therefore the Knabe is the
piano for your home.
Leopold Godowsky. pianist of pianists, generally acknowledged the greatest

master of today, like the masters of the past and present, chooses the Knabe
above all other pianos as the supreme medium of the expression of his art.

We believe you will find the Knabe literature very interesting. It's different

from the usual catalog style and will be sent on application by mail, if not
convenient to call. Other pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time payments
if desired.

Exhibition of Grands and Uprights

The Incomparable Knabe AMPICO
reproduces the art of the great pianists in all its perfection, indistin-

guishable from the personal performance of the living pianist himself,

as if hands were actually touching the keys.

We carry the Ampico in different models and makes—grands and up-
rights, varying in price to be within reach of all music lovers.

Literature, catalogs, prices, etc.. on request If possible call for demon-
stration. Exchanges—also payments in reason.

KOHLER & CHASE AMPICO PARLORS

Main Store: 26 O'Farrell St-

Oakland Store: 535 14th St.

Mission Store: 2460 Mission SL

121 North First St., San Jose

Kohler & Chase, 26 O'Far-
rell St., San Francisco.
Please send literature, prices

and terms of „

(Mention Knabe Grand.
Upright or Ampico.)

Name

Address „ _
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KRUGER RECITAL A BIG SUCCESS

Last Saturday evening, April 22nd, George Kruger.

lanist. with the assistance of Jacoba Roesing, mezzo-

oprano, and Guiseppe Jollain, violinist, gave a most in-

cresting recital and one of the most enjoyable of tlie

leason, under the auspices of the Western Art Asso-

iation at 525 Sutter street. With entire freedom from

,ny of the mannerisms or eccentricities affected by

Ttists, Kruger held his listeners throughout a varied

irogram and was forced to respond to the enthusiasm

is masterly rendering of the Leschetizlty and Chopin

omposltions aroused. The program, in addition to

bowing Kruger to be an artist capable of exquisite

loetical expression, also demonstrated his iMssession of

_nuch reserve force, which he displayed with admirable

sdect in the closing movement of La Campanella, Pa-

anini (Liszt) and his two encores, an Etude and the

'olunaise in A flat major by Chopin.

Miss Jacoba Roesing possesses a mezzo-soprano voice

if excellent quality. The Wanderer by Brahms, Zur

Ruh by Hugo Wolf and the Wiegenlied by iMozart

were presented in a truly artistic manner and with

nuch feeling. Guiseppe Jollain vied with George Kru-

ger in the soulful interpretation of Beethoven's piano

and violin sonata in G major. The ensemble was per

feet and the shadings clear and artistic. The entire pro

gram was as follows: Sonata, op. 30, No. 3, G major,

or piano and violin (Beethoven); Ein Wanderer
Brahms), Schwesterlein (Brahms), Sonntag (Hugo

Wolf); Zur Ruh (Hugo Wolf); Der Musiliant, (Huge

Wolf); Etude, op. 25. No. 1, Etude, op. 10, No. 3, Bal

ade, op. 47 (Chopin); Gruppe aus dem Tartarus (Schu

bert), Staendchen (Schumann), Wamung (Mozart),

Wiegenlied (Mozart); Allegro commodo, op. 32, No. 6

iBargiel); Consolation, op. 40, No. 2 (Leschetizky)

Campanella (Paganini-Liszt).

MABEL RIEGELMAN AT CIVIC AUDITORIUM

IREXE HOWX-4XD MCOLL
rhe Highly SucceMNful Contralto SoloiKt Who

Will Give a Concert at the Hotel Oak-
land .Vest Friday Kvenlng

Mabel Riegelman will stop over in San Francisco

next Friday, May 5, 1922, long enough to appear as the

prima donna attraction at the monster benefit to be

given for the Disabled American Veterans of the World
War at the Civic Auditorium. The following morning

Miss Riegelman will leave to resume her concert tour

appearing twice in Stockton, once in the afternoon with

the Stockton Orchestra, and on Saturday night she will

appear in concert in the Auditorium in Stockton. Miss

Constance Mering, who has accompanied Miss Riegel-

man at all of her appearances this season, will be at

the piano.

Miss Riegelman had the distinction during the World
War of having six members of her family in different

branches of the service. Miss Riegelman's grandfather,

Charles Robert Riegelman, succumbed to a wound re-

ceived in the Civil War. Her only brother, Carl Riegel-

man, enlisted in the United States Navy at the age of

21 upon the entrance of the United States in the war
and served on the U. S. S. Oregon on the Pacific Coast

under Commander John McGee, and was later trans-

ferred to the U. S. S. Rappahannock, on which ship

he worked up from "CJob" to Chief Petty Officer. Miss
Riegelman's brother was severely injured in the train

wreck near Lamons, France, receiving a fractured arm
and shoulder.

Of the five young men of the family each of them
except Miss Riegelman's brother was an only child

while Mr. Riegelman was an only son. The sixth mem-
ber was Miss Riegelman's uncle, who went to France
as athletic instructor attached to the Y. M. C. A.

Sir Henry Heyman has been confined
to his home during two weeks by reason
of sickness. His many friends no doubt
will hear of his indisposition with great
regret, but will be pleased to know that
he slowly, though surely, is on his way
lo recovery. Everyone knowing Sir Henry
intimately, will wish him a speedy re-
turn to his usual activities.

Teachers Patronage

solicited,new issues

sent on approval

WESJLl^i'EBSTER
-^r;^^U B LI SH EfOJ^O F ^ i

y|->

CLASSICAL & EDUCATIONAL MUSIC
PIANO
grades

I. & II.

Grass-hopper waltz

Pussy Willow

Golden Fairy

Playing Indian

Annen Polka

15^ each

PIANO GR.\DE in
Mi Itclla California Jones
Barcarolle Jones
Vals Triste Jones
Polish Dance Jones
Coquette Ilause
Spanish Beauty Partipilo

Mcnuet in G Beethoven
Barcarolle (easy) Offenbach
Humoreske (G or G flat) Dvorak
Happy Farmer Schnman
Trinity Chimes Basslcr

GRADES IV AND V
March in E flat Jansen
Indian Legion Tones
Nocturne Tents
Across the Steppes Jones
Danza a la Tlusse Jones

7S6 47^ Ave^ SAN FR?{Ne/seo. e/iUF.

THE COQUETTE ^dw. k uausb

SO.VGS
My Love o* You Jones .35
IJaisits .Among the Clover. .. .Wehster .35

The Brooklet Mary Carr Moore .35

Dweller In My Dreams
Mary Carr Moore .40

Hushabve. Polly ...Mary Carr Moore .25

The Lark That Sang In the Rain
(Coloratur.i .'Sonranol Wistcr

MARCHES FOR PIANO
Olory of Rome JJM'^!'
Panamanian Welch
Carita Havnes

G.AMES FOR CHILDREN
(Bv Tones-Dorrett)

Rhrthmic Sones (with descriptions) . .?1.00

Rhythmic Cames and Stunts (with

Hescrin.ionO IfO

.35

.30

.35

.30

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG FREE ON REQUEST

MEUSSDORFFER-WENZEL CONCERT A SUCCESS

MABEL RIEGELMAN TO SING TO HONOLULU

On Saturday afternoon, May 6th, between the hours
of 4 and 5 p. m., Mabel Riegelman, the well known prima
donna soprano of the Chicago and Boston Grand Opera
Companies, will radiophone a concert from the broad-
casting station of the Stockton Record. This station

is one of the largest on the Pacific Coast. The num-
bers to be broadcasted by .Miss Riegelman are intended
for Honolulu but can be picked up in San Francisco
and elsewhere within the proper radius. Miss Riegel-

man's accompanist will be Constance Mering, who is

now on concert tour with her.

Joseph George Jacobson's pupils gave their monthly
recital at the studio of their teacher, 2833 Sacramento
street, on April 22nd. Most of the program was given
by two of the students who will appear in recital in

a few weeks. Marian Patricia Cavanaugh, who will give
a Joint recital wilh Alexander .Muriay. pupil of Signer
Jollain, at the Hotel St. Francis on May 12th, played a
Mozart Sonata with the young violinist and several
numbers of her program among which were the Sonata
Pathetique (Beethovtn) and the first movement of the
D minor Concerto by Mozart. Alexander Murray played
a violin composition dedicated to him by Mr. Jacobson.
Critics, who have heard the two children, predict a
very brilliant future for them. Their technic and under-
standing of the compositions they play are astounding
at such an early age, and the concert promises to be
of unusual interest. The other young aspirant to future
fame, who will give a concert on May 22nd in Petaluma
with Laura Filer Grifllng, an unusual gifted child-pupil
of \Vm. F. Laria. played a group of compositions, which
surely will please the audience when they appear to-
gether. Gladys Wilson played the first movement of the
Mendelssohn Concerto with brilliancy and feeling. Mar-
garlte Lewis received much applause by the rendering
of a Mozart Sonata and an Impromptu by Lily Strick-
land, and Florence Reid also deserves much praise for
her playing of her numbers.

Irene MeussdorJfer, soprano, and Walter Frank Wen-
zel, pianist and accompanist, gave a joint recital at the
Ball Room of the Fairmont Hotel on Tuesday evening,
April 25th, in the presence of a large and appreciative
audience and under the management of Madame Vought.
An exhaustive and varied program had been prepared
for this occasion and both artists gave evidence of hav-
ing devoted considerable time to the preparation of their
respective numbers. Walter Frank Wenzel opened the
program with the Mozart Fantasie in C minor and re-
vealed himself as a poetic interpreter rather than a
pianist of dramatic virility. Consequently his interpre-
tations of Mozart, Chopin, Leschetitzky, and Debussy
showed his special talents at their best.

Mr. Wenzel pleased his audience by reason of his
repose and poise and his delicacy of execution. His
phrasing never interfered with the tone quality of the
instrument, retraining from a touch that would border
on pounding. His technic was in the main smooth and
he seemed to play with sincerity and understanding.
Miss Meussdorfter possesses a voice of unquestioned

flexibility and sings as if her heart and soul was in her
work. Her repertoire includes German and French
classics which she interprets in a style all her own, and
which the audience evidently enjoyed thoroughly tor
they rewarded the vocalist with enthusiastic and spon-
taneous applause.

These events under the management of Mme. Vought
are attracting considerable attention and appear to be
very popular judging from the large and representative
audiences that assemble on each occasion. The artistic
character of the events may be judged from the fol-
lowing program presented on this occasion;

Part I.—Fantasie. C minor (.Mozart), Waller Frank
Wenzel; (a) An die Muzik, (b) Gretchen am Spinnrade,
(c) Der Muzensohn (Franz Schubert), (d) Feldeinsan-
keit, (e) Standchen (J. Brahms), Irene Meussdorffer;
(a) Polonaise (C sharp minor) (Chopin), (b) Arabesque
(Leschetizky), (c) Impromptu (G flat) (Schubert), (d)
Rhapsodic (G minor) (Brahms), Walter Frank Wenzel;
Part II— (a) Dawn in the Desert (Gertrude Ross), (b)
He Who Moves in the Uew (Cadman), (c) Green (De-
bus.sy), (d) Romance (Debussy), (e) Aria U-est Doux

—

Herodiade (Massenet), Irene Meussdorffer; (a) La Fille
aux Cheveux de Lin, (b) Golliwogs Cake Walk, (c) La
Cathedrale Engloutie, (d) Jardln sous la Pluie (De-
hussy), Walter Frank Wenzel; (a) Zuelgnung, (b)
Traum durch die Dammerung (Richard Strauss), (c)
Der Gartner, (d) Elfenlied (Hugo Wolf), (e) Hat dich
die Liebe Beruhrt, (f) Gestern hat er niir Rosen geb-
racht (Josef Marx), Irene Meussdorffer.

struction and will be finished in ample time. There will

be a sounding board in the back of the stage which will

throw the voices of the singers and the orchestral music
out to the audience. The seating arrangements are 80
arranged that a perfect view will be obtained from
each and every seat.

Director Merola has announced the following dates
and operas: The first one will be Pagliacci with ballet

and divertisements on Saturday evening. June 3rd;

Wednesday evening, June 7th, Carmen will be given;
Saturday night, June 10th, Faust will be staged as never
before and the final performance on Friday evening,
June 16th, will be a repetition of Carmen.

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN'S SUCCESS

After appearing in concert at the Fairmont Hotel re-

cently Mr. Hillman was the recipient of many fine en-
dorsements, but none was more effective than the fol-

lowing from Ray C. B. Brown in the Chronicle; "Hill-

man's robust baritone showed an increased resonance
and amplitude in the full volume of the voice, and a
greater flexibility in mezza-voce phrasing. In timbre and
in vigor of attack his voice is best adapted to songs
of a dramatic urgency, and his most effective work was
done in lyrics of that type. He read with convincing
energy Frederick Keel's splendid settings of three
Masefield Salt Water Ballads, and was thoroughly im-
bued with romantic fire in his delivery of Di Nogero's
The Muleteer, Vincent d'Indy's Lied Maritime and
Spross' Lorraine. In quieter mood he gave pleasing in-

terpretations of such poetically tender songs as Du-
parc's Chanson Triste, Halle's In the Moonlight and
Novello's A Page's Road Song."

MARIE PARTRIDGE PRICE'S ACTIVITY

OPEN-AIR GRAND OPERA AT STANFORD STADIUM

Hundreds of inquiries have been received by Maestro
Gaetano Merola, directing genius of the coming season
of open-air grand opera at the Stanford University
Stadium, which takes place in June from operatic celeb-
rities all over the country in which they want to know
how Mr. Merola has overcome the acoustic problems.
These problems have not had to be overcome, as the
stadium Is acoustically perfect. Tests of all kinds, in-

cluding voice, violin, etc., have been tried out during
the past three months and found perfect. The stage,
which will be about four feet high with an opening of
eighty feet and a depth of forty feet, is now under con-

Marie Partridge Price, the popular California so-

prano, has had many successful appearances in San
Francisco and neighboring cities since her recent re-

turn from New York. Important among them being
California Theatre Orchestra. University Fine Arts So-
ciety, Fresno Symphony Orchestra, San Francisco
Chamber Music Society, and a Joint recital with Jack
Edward Hillman at the Fairmont Hotel. Following are
some of her recent press notices:
"Marie Partridge Price, who was the soloist at the con-

cert given Tuesday night by the Fresno Sympliony Or-
chestra, gained many friends here who will ever be
anxious to hear her again. She is not only attractive to

look at and knows how to dress, but she is the posses-
sor of a beautiful, clear soprano voice which was a Joy
to hear."—Fresno Herald Republican.
"Marie Partridge Price sang Rimsky-Korsakow's Song

of India and sang it wilh a real sense of its exotic
beauty. Not everyone can sing those legato runs ex-
pressively, but Mrs. Price is one of those who can, and
the audience thanked her in unmistakable fashion."

—

Redfern Mason, San Francisco Examiner.
"Mrs. Price is a Melisande-ish being with a rare

charm of candor and command of expressive vocal dic-
tion."—Redfern Mason, San Francisco Examiner.
"Marie Partridge Price opened her program with

gracefully phrased readings of Haydn's She Never Told
Her Love and the anonymous Lovely Celia showing
delicacies of tonal texture and some charming tints of
color. Her soprano voice is essentially lyric in quality,

but meets well the demand of dramatic forcefulness as
she proved in the Vissi d'Arte aria and Poldowski's
Dansons le gigue. There was pronounced charm in her
readings of Tschaikowsky's Night of Stars and Franch's
Lied."—Ray C. U. Brown, San Francisco Chronicle.
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PAUL STEINDORFF Joseph Greven
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In AM Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE Cl'LTURK

Stadto;

so: KOHLER * CHA9E BLDO.
San FmnplBOO Phone: Kearny M54

Voice Culture :—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite **C** Kohler A Chaae
ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY nuUdlng. Telephone Kearny MM.

PIA.MST
Studio: ir>37 Euclid Avenue. Berkelej.
Phone Berkeley 6006.

7HA YrI.ARK, Solo Harpist

California Theatre Orchestra
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN
Violinist—Conductor—Lecturer

^^111 Accept An Unlimited Number of Pupils

Studio: 3145 AVastaineton St. Tel. FUI. 6146

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

15 Cascade Drive, Mill Valley, Cal. Inltl-

tute of Music, K. & C. BIdg., TeL Kearny
S464.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

Studios: 802 Kohler & Chase Blds^ S. F.
56:^ Ocean View Dr., Oakland (Residence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
DOS Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Sutter T387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, 603-604 KOHLER & CH.ASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny &4&4

MRS. CHARLEYS POULTEB.
SOPRANO St. Andrews Chnrek
Voice Culture. Piano. ^8S 27th St^ Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kohler & Chaae BIdf.,
Wednesdays Tel. Kearny 54M.

ROSGOE WARREN LUCY
PIANIST AND TEACHER

Residence and Studio, 6128 HUlesua Ave^
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera SucceHses In Europe: Concert Suc-
cesses In America, .\ddre8s ISOl California
St., San FranciNCO. Telephone Prospect 3620

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
ORGANIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL

Piano Department, Hamlla School

Organ and Piano. ArrlllaEa Musical Collect

ANIL DEER STUDIO
79 Central Avenoe. Phone Park 1003

By Appointment Only

Evelyn Sresovich Wsu-e
PIA.VO

Stndlot lOOS KakUr * Ckusc BUs.
Phone Kearny M&i

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2S33 Sacramento St. Phone Flilmore S4S

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlane, Paris

Studio: 3107 Washlnrton Street
Phone FtltMore 1M7

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
SOLO VIOLINIST MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Teacher Violin. Viola, Ensemble Playing
4S4 Sprues Street. Phone Fillmore llSl

HENRIK GJERDRUM
Pianist— Instructor—Accompanist

2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

J. RICHARD MALABY
Pianist and Accompanist

551 Lytton Ave. Palo Alto, Cal.

FREDERICK MAURER
Teacher of Piano and Harmony, Ensemble,
Coachlne* Studio: 1726 Le Roy ATcnue,
Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 530.

Ada Clement Music School

3435 Sacramento St. Phone Flilmore 898

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Sindns. 33 Loretta Atc., Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler A
Chase Bide.. S. F. Telephone Kearuy 54&4.

^^''^eS^r^o^" £^?"^ Brandt's Conservatory of MusicTEACHER OF SINGING
Studio 36 Gaflney Bnlldine, 376 Sutter St.

Tel. Douglas 4233. Res. TeL Kearny 2349

2211 SCOTT ST., Bet. Clay A Washlngrton

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt, Piano

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS HELEN COLBURN HEATH
FLUTIST

ATallable for Concerts as Soloist or for
Obllgato Work. 1201 Henry St., Berkeley

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TE.\CHER OF SINGING

Studio: 1920 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 1561

AD£LE ULMAN
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
Commonwealth Ave. TeL Pac. 23.

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO

Voice Culture—Pupil of Mme. Callleau
Studio: 33S 2lHt St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 2681

Miss Helen Goldman
1610 Sutter St. Phone FIL 5151

Specialist In Accompanying
Studio Work Desired

I
Andrew Miklosvari

TEACHER OF VIOLIN

|R6S Geary Street TeL Franklin 8639

If you wish to become famous you

must be known and in order to become

known you need publicity and there is no

more dignified way to gain publicity than

by dignified advertising. If advertising Is

undignified then fame is undignified.

Soprano Soloist, Temple Emanu El. Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal Instruc-
tion. 2539 Clay St., Phone West 4890.

MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
SOPRATIOt Available for EnsaKements

Soloist, Temple Beth Israel
Studio: 26 Ashbury St. Phones Pac 5230

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Kmger
ARTISTIC PI.ANO INSTRICTIOX

Studio: 1000 Kohler & Cbase Bldg.
TeL Kearny 5454. Res. Phone Franklin lOSO

ETHEL A. JOHNSON
SOPR.AXO

Member University Extension Faculty
Studio: 506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Res.: 51 Buena Vista Terrace
Tel.: Park 1291

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHER OF VOICE

242** Pine St. Tel. AVe.nt T012

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobiaa Matthay Medalist.

—

Soloist, Accompanist and Teacher
S15 Clement St.. San Francisco. Pac. 9284.

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PIANIST AND TE.\CHER
Pupil of "VVaEer Swayne

Studio; 515 Buena Vista Ave. Tel Park 341

Stella Raymond Vought
COLORATURE SOPRANO

Concert Manaecr
705 Kohler & Chase Bid., Tel. Kearny 4901

Member of Federal Reserve System and Associated Savines* Banks of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.AN FRANCISCO B.ASK)

52C CallC.rata Street. San Franciseo, Cat.
COMMERCIAL

MISSION BRANCH, Hlsslou and 21at Streets

PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH. Clement St. and Tth Are.
UAIGHT STREET BRANCH. Haisht and Belvedere Streets

DECEMBER 31, 1921
.$71,Sei,290.62
«SJ0I,2»».e2
1,000,000.00

. 2.050,000.00
371,753.46

Assets
Deposits
Capital Actually Paid Up
Reserve and Contingent Funds
Employees' Pension Fund - ~.

OFFICIBBS—JOHN A. BUCK, Preaident: GEO. TOURNT, Vice-President and
Manaeer: A. H. R. SCHMIDT. Vlce-Pre«liJent and Cashier: E. T. KRUSE. Vice-
President; A. H. MULLER. Secretary; WM. D. NEWHOUSE. Assistant Secietary;
WILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL. G. A. BELCHER. R. A. LAUENSTEIN.
H. H. HERZER and H. P. MAYNARD, Assistant Cashiers; C. W. HBYER, Man-
ager Mission Branch: W. C. HETER. Manager Parli-Presidio District Branch;
O. F. PAULSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK, GEO. TOURNY, B. T. KRUSE.
A H R SCHMIDT, I. N. WALTER. HUGH GOODFELLOW. E. N. VAN BERGEN,
ROBERT DOLLAR. E. A. CHRISTENSON, L. S. SHERMAN. WALTER A. HAAS.

GOODFELLOW. EELLS. MOORE & ORRICK, General Attorneys,
A dividend of FOUR A.ND OXE QUARTER (414) per Cent per annum was

declared for the si.\ months ending December 31, 1921.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8J1J

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MARiON FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp, 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channlng Way, Berkeley, CaL

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K'my 5454

ETHEL ADELE DENNY
904 Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Kearny 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 5164

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker SL Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332J

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
Suite 600, K. & C. Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

JOHN WHITCOM NASH
500 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 4991

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 3661

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4874

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldf- Tel. Kearny 6454

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Street Phone Kearny 2637

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ESTHER MUNDELL
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.: FUI. 2291

REED AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter 6356

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review,

a publication that should be read by all
MRS. RICHARD REES

672 Scott Street Tel. Park 5176 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE, MACBETH, EASTON. JORDAN. WERRENRATH
And Many Other DlatinguiBhed American Singers
TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOUR TEACHING PIECES (Grade 3)
By Florence I'. Res Till-: WOOD \^'>IPirs II \RP

Kneh f .3(1 lvlN<; TlllllMI UKAltD
IIKI.I.o: >IK. HOIilV lAKIMV

'I'heNe pleeew nre helni; widely uNfil nnd mut-h iippreclnted by tencherM who Tnlue
Iheir InMplmtlonal beuuty nud modern Idlnm. IMStAL FOK Tllfe: GHADK. Pub-
lUhed by CLAYTON F. SU.MMV CO.. CHICAGO, nnd for anle by HENHV GROBIO
In <be utore o( UILBV U. ALLEN CO.

IS.*! Kearny St., San FrancUeo

Henry Bretherlck
ORGANIST

2!180 Dnah Street

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL CI LTIRE

ArtiNt pupilN available for all ocrnwlona
r,UO Kobler A I'hane Bids. Kearny 4991

— .-—=^=^=^^-^.a^=3.J

:'

Qonstance Alexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
Far Klndercanea and Prtnaary Gradca

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Words and Ma«le

ABBIE GBRRISH-JONES
AdsptloDB and DeacripllonB

OLI^i: B. WIL80.N-D0HRBTT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resv't of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-
rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICK $1.0« AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

California Theatre

Extends a Hearty Welcome to

CALIFORNIA FEDERATION OF

MUSIC CLUBS

Third Year of

SUNDAY MORNING CONCERTS

CONCERTS START AT 1 1 :00 A. M.

1

t GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 705 Kohler & Chane Building
Phone Kearny 5454

-^^^sa» _. _

SCHUMANN-HRINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The Piano of the Artist's Choice

Most Costly and Beautiful in the World

^^RADUALLY and with a certainty that is Hke the ebb and flow of the tides is the

Mason & Hamhn piano asserting and extending its leadership in the artistic and author-

itative musical circles of the United States. Its fidelity, unvarying quality and beauty of tone

have created among connoisseurs everywhere an admiration and a profound respect that has

been accorded no other piano in the history of music and musicians.

Both uprights and grands are being shown at our stores.

We invite a critical hearing.

Two Entrances

135-153 Kearny aniJ 117-125 Sailer Sti.

Victor Talking Machines
"-^iley^BAllen@

-MASON AND MAMUN PIANOS-

Oakland—1209 Waihington Street

Sao Jose^99 Sooth Fir<t

Sheet Music
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FOURTH ANNUAL CONVENTION CALIFORNIA FEDERATION OF MUSIC CLUBS

Lectures and Discussions Form Important Features of This Years Program—Dignity of Federation, Including Seventy-five Clubs,

Demands Improvement of Standard of Programs in Future Conventions—Only the Best and Most Experienced Ar-
tists Should Appear Under Music Club Auspices at Annual Conventions—Banquet a Brilliant Success

—Charles Wakefield Cadman Appears to Excellent Ad-
vantage Both as Composer and Pianist

By ALFRED METZGER

BegiQDing with last Sunday evening,

April 30th. and ending Wednesday after-

noon. May 3rd. the ballroom of the Palace
Hotel was the scene of possibly the best
and most useful convention of the Cali-

fornia Federation of Music Clubs held
during the last four years. By this state-

ment it is not our intention to convey
the idea that the preceding conventions
were not of importance. But it is natural
that with each successive event of this

nature officers and delegates become
more intimately associated with the add-
ed needs of the organization and are
thus able to make constant progress and
improvement. The moment such progress
fails the usefulness of the organization
becomes problematical. This year we
found that more attention was paid to

lectures and discussions and less to pro-
grams. And we were very glad to note
that practically all the educational and
informational part of the program, which
included the addresses and discourses,
was of the highest standard and of the
utmost interest and benefit to the organ-
ization. The programs on the other hand
were not uniformly of that standard of
proficiency which one would expect at an
annual convention in which seventy
music clubs are interested.

It is not our intention to reflect upon
the ability of the individual artists some
of whom belonged among the best in the
state, but we wish to see this Federation
to occupy the highest possible place in

the estimation of /the musical public,

and this can only then be thoroughly ac-

complished when the Federation harbors
only the very best artists on its pro-
grams. By best artists we mean profes-
sional musicians of long practical exi>eri-

ence and of unquestionable reputation
and standing. While the individual clubs
of the Federation, during the course of

their season should encourage ambitious
and aspiring young talent and listen to

the same from the angle of encourage-
ment and amiability, we do not believe
that this lenient attitude should be fol-

lowed at the annual conventions. If a
fund could be established by means of
which to engage the foremost artists re-

siding in the state (and by foremost we
do not mean those artists "politically"
the strongest or who possess the most
friends, but prominent members of the
profession who have established their
reputation by unquestionable efficiency
and uncompromising sincerity), we are
certain that the public, when convinced
of the standing of these artists, will be
glad to buy admission tickets to such
concerts and thereby refund the organ-
ization for any expenditure it might have
incurred. Besides the very excellence of
the program would be an exceptional
propaganda for increase of membership.
While among the artists presented this

year were several of such standing as
we refer to above, we regret to say that
there were also some who did not meet
these requirements. We do not wish to
say that they were not worthy of recog-
nition, but we certainly mean that they
were neither sufficiently trained, nor suf-
ficiently prepared nor sufficiently accom-
plished to appear before a select audi-
ence of music lovers culled from the fore-
most music clubs of California. Unless
the music clubs establish a fixed stand-
ard of efficiency for performing artists
and also such standard for representa-
tive programs, then the general standard
of concert giving in this state will neces-
sarily remain below par. And California
has now progressed too far musically to

make it necessary lo bow down before
mediocrity in order to win success.
While it was impossible for us to at-

tend all events during this convention
we were able to be present sufficiently

to gather the fact that a great deal of

good was accomplished at this conven-
tion. We wish specially to compliment
President Mrs. Cecil Frankel for the effi-

limely and well-merited eulogy of Mrs,
Frankel and the enthusiastic endorse-
ment bestowed upon his motion to elect
Mrs. Frankel President Emeritus of the
California Federation of Music Clubs. It

would have been impossible to bestow a
greater honor upon Mrs. Frankel and it

would have been the basest kind of in-

gratitude if the Federation had not taken

MADAME RO«E FLORENCE
Tbe DiNtine^ixhed California \ cK-al Artwt Who. Since H«t Rrtara From Enropr Has
Filled Several Sacce-AMfol EBsa;s;ement» on the Parlfic Coaot sm Well as Id The Eaat

cient executive ability which she intro-
duced at this time. The programs were
not only given with promptness and dis-

patch but in several Instances they were
ahead of the schedule. A consistent tim-
ing of speakers and artists, a conscien-
tious declination of encores and a prompt
refusal to permit introduction of extran-
eous subjects combined to make this
music club convention the most business-
like, the promptest and the most useful
we have ever attended. We therefore
thoroughly agreed with L. E. Behymer's

advantage of such an opportunity to be-
stow a reward that was certainly earned.
One of the outstanding features of the

convention was the address on Music
and Educational Ideals in America, by
Dr. Aurelia Henry Reinhardi, President
of Mills College. It was an inspiring.
forceful and logical discourse on that
vital subject of interesting the people in

music so that they understand it as well
as like it. Our good friend L. E. Behy-
mer of Los Angeles was on the warpath
several times and he was surely justified

to do so. He complained of the attend-
ance at the meetings and of the failure
to secure greater co-operation from the
public. Mr. Behymer did not presume to
give any reasons why there was no
greater enthusiasm manifested in these
conventions, but he surely was not back-
ward in stating that something should be
done to change indifference into inter-

est. And the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view for one is willing to aid in this
worthy object

There is only one way of interesting
the public in music and musical organ-
izations and that is to give them some-
thing so excellent and so interesting that
they simply cannot stay away. And be-
sides it is necessary to announce these
matters of interest in such a tempting
and alluring manner that everyone's cur-
iosity is aroused and they are drawn to-

wards these music clubs and conventions
like a piece of iron is drawn towards a
magnet. And this cannot be done by giv-
ing indifferent programs by indifferent
artists. It can only be done by speakers
like Dr. Reinhardt, musicians like
Charles Wakefield Cadman, and dis-
courses like some of those heard at this
conventioiL It also requires team work
on the part of the officers and members
and above all it requires PUBLICITY.
And this publicity should be kept up
from the beginning of the year to the
end. As soon as one convention is ended,
preparatory publicity should be started
for the next. The public should be kept
constantly informed of the activities of
the clubs of the Federation through its

publicity bureau or through the individ-
ual secretaries, and the Pacific Coast
Musical Review is willing to devote one
column a week to special news from the
various music clubs belonging to the
State Federation.

In a brief conversation with Mrs.
Frankel that splendid enthusiast in be-
half of Federation work told us she was
anxious to establish an entire Pacific
Coast district, and whatever we can do
to promote this fine idea shall certainly
be done. The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
riew wishes to go on record as being un-
qualifiedly in favor of the National Fed-
eration of Music Clubs and its various
branches, and especially so in favor of
the Federation, including the Pacific
Coast States. Xothing is too much for us
to assist in combining the musical ele-
ments of the state toward the end of
making music better to tmderstand and
to enjoy.
We wish to also congratulate Mrs. J. E.

Birmingham for the truly extraordinary
manner in which she managed the San
Francisco end of the conventicn. When
it is considered that practically all the
work—especially all preliminary work

—

is left upon the shoulders of one enthu-
siastic leader, and that such leader is

usually blamed for anything that goes
wrong, while everybody in creation wants
the credit when things go right. Mrs.
Birmingham's position before and dur-
ing the convention was not an enviable
one. We know how difficult it is to please
most people—it is impossible to please
everybody— and Mrs. Birmingham,
thanks to her thoughtfulness. her energy,
her electrifying tirelessness and her ever
watchful attitude, has certainly done a
lion share toward the progress of the
Federation work in California and to-

ward the growth of the San Francisco
Musical Club. She ought to be elected the
new President of the California Federa-
tion of Music Clubs.
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The Steinway Duo-Art Piano
Just ^hat is it:

WE consider the Steinway Duo-

Art Piano to be the greatest

—

the most wonderful piano the world

has ever known.

In the first place it is a magnificent

piano, uneqmlled in tone, in action, in

physical beauty. Secondly, it is an im-

proved Pianola—a "player-piano" for

you to play with ordinary 88-note music-

rolls. As such, it infinitely surpasses

anything hithertoknownamong instru-

ments of this type.

And greatest of all—it is a Reproduc-

ing Piano of truly miraculous power. By

means of special music-rolls, made by

pianists while playing a wonderful

recording piano, it reproduces their actu-

al performances with absolute fidelity.

Every phrase,every nuance, every subtle

shade of tone and tempo, every touch

of foot to pedal is reproduced.

Paderewski today makes rolls ex-

clusively for the Duo-Art. So also do

Bauer, Cortot, Hofmann, Rubenstein,

Gabrilowitsch,Busoni,Grainger, Ganz,

Friedheim, Schmitz, Leginska, La

Forge, and scores of other great musi-

cians. The Duo-Art roster is, in fact,

a roll-call of practically all the mighti-

est pianists of th'S age. This is indeed

a glorious tribute to a glorious repro-

ducing instrument.

Notice the emphasis upon the fact

that these artists today make reproduc-

ing rolls exclusively ior the Duo-Art.

Moreover, their Duo-A.rt rolls are the

only American rolls that represent their

own exact, authentic playing—that have

been edited by no one except themselves.

The Duo-Art may now be had with

motoreither self-enclosed or in detached

box to be placed in some other room,

as you prefer.

The Duo-Art comes enshrined in

the Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes, as well as in

ttie immortal Steinway.

Come in and ask.to hear this glori-

ous musical instrument. Make it a point

to come in and hear it.

Sherman^Glay& Co,
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento Stockton Fresno • San jose

Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Vallejo

""KJO instrument approaches

1\ the IDuo-Art in its per-

fedion of construction and the

fidelityofmusicalreproduaion."
—Alfred Cortot

"This instrument is without

question greatly superior to any

other of its kind."

—Ignace Jan Paderewski

"It ts distinctly in a class by

itself. —RirooLPH Ganz

"The lyuo-Art stands supreme

among reproducing pianos.

"

—Harold Bauer

"The 'Duo-Art is so far super-

ior to any other instrument ofits

kind, there can be no real basis

for comparison.

"

-Josef Hofmann

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano, Organ and Composition
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Telephone Park 2135

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
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1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Direcior

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Simday Morning Organ Recitals

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto
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FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
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MRS. S. P. MARRACCI, Vocal Teacher
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For I'artlculnrN apply to SUter Superior

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANMXi. Director
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and E. Robert Schmllz ) Xew Vork». Studio: 70I
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Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
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Dominican College School of Music
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Preparing Teacher for
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Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

CONVENTIONALITIES

By ALFRED METZGER
Charles K. Field, toastmaster of the Convention. Ban-

quet of the California Federation of Music Clubs, did

full justice to his reputation as a witty dispenser of re-

liable introductions. He even introduced himself in a

most unique manner and nearly paralyzed those who
know him by disclosing the secret of his near-musical

career. Mr. Field according to his own confession nearly

became a baritone, but was saved from this fatal acci-

dent through the consideration of a lady who upon hear-

ing him jump for the high F became a victim of epi-

lepsy. Thereupon Mr. Field decided to sacrifice what
his friends and teacher. Rhys Thomas, told him would
be a brilliant career upon the altar of humanity. We
shall try to secure for Mr. Field the Carnegie medal
for saving the greatest number of human lives througa

an heroic action, even at this late day.

France Goldwater, the dashing Los -\ngeles impre-
saria. was among the busiest delegates to the conven-
tion from the South and made many friends by reason of

her cordiality. Miss Goldwater is the manager of Charles
Wakefield Cadman and Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte

among many other able Southern California interpre-

tative artists.

Frank H. Colby, editor of the Pacific Coast Musician,

was among the live-wires of the convention and one of

the most popular visitors. Mr. Colby is a wide-awake
journalist who has the best interests of the profession

at heart and he is very much liked in the South where
his geniality and energy are greatly admired. Every time
Mr. Colby visits San Francisco he adds to Us host of

friends.

L. E. Behymer was as busy at the convention as he
is in his own luxurious oflBces in the Angel City. Not-
withstanding his residence in the aforementioned me-
tropolis Mr. Behymer was not always angelic during
this convention. Indeed we found him frequently on the
warpath, much in contrast to his usual buoyant and
boosting energy. Mr. Behymer felt that the members of

the California Federation of Music Clubs did not take
enough interest in the proceedings of their organiza-
tion. He thought that the various events of the con-
vention should have been crowded. He surely is right.

For in San Francisco alone the combined membership
of the San Francisco Musical Club and the San Fran-
cisco Music Teachers' Association is at least six hun-
dred, more than enough to crowd the Palace Hotel
ballroom, especially when it is considered that South-
em California sent a splendid delegation.

Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, although the busiest person
about the convention, always had a good word or two
for her friends. Her ability in making this convention
the brilliant success it proved to be no doubt assisted

" in getting her elected as the President of the Califor-

nia Federation of Music Clubs. No one deserves this

I
honor more, and the fact that her opponents who en-

I ergetically contested the presidency accepted their de-

! feat gracefully and pledged their loyalty and support
to the new president, is ample evidence for this con-
tention.

Selby C. Oppenheimer was elected auditor by a large

majority. Indeed his popularity was so great that it was
impossible to get anyone to run against him. He occu-

pied the position of auditor during the past year, and
evidently gave complete satisfaction. He was one of

the regular visitors at the various events both social

and artistic.

Mrs. Cecil Frankel, who after four years of energetic
activity retires as the president of the Federation, was
the recipient of numerous honors. She was unanimously
elected President Emeritus of the Federation, and at

the closing session of the convention Mrs. Lillian

Birmingham presented her with a silver set as a token
of appreciation of affection from the Directors of the
Federation. She certainly deserves every honor be-

stowed upon her.

Charles Wakefield Cadman, the distinguished .Ameri-

can composer, was the lion of the convention and seemed
to be the magnet around which all the handsome ladies

clustered. He had an opportunity to display his various
talents as composer, interpreter, speaker and essayist

and took advantage of every opportunity to show his

enthusiasm for music and the Federation. He belongs
among the_ great musicians of the nation and his tri-

umiftis are well merited.

MME. ROSE FLORENCE SUCCESS IN CONCERT

Mme. Rose Florence, the distinguished California

mezzo-soprano, who returned from Europe last fall, has
filled several important concert engagements on the
Pacific Coast as well as in the East and is even now
filling bookings in this part of the State. Mme. Flor-

ence creates an excellent impression whenever she
makes a public appearance because of her unquestion-

able refinement of expression, her flexible and sym-
pathetic voice of much warmth and color, and her un-
questionable authority of interpretation. Her repertoire

includes a wide array of compositions both of the clas-

sic and lighter school and comprises the various na-

tionalities and also some of the ultra modem works.
Mme. Florence understands thoroughly how to compile
a program and how to interest her audience from the

beginning of her concert until the end. She possesses
a personality that adds to her artistic faculties and aids

not a little toward the popularity she attains whenever
she comes in artistic association with an audience. Mme.
Florence should have no difficulty to be kept busy dur-

ing the summer and next season.

REVIEW OF MUSIC CLUB CONVENTION

Official Program Presented With But a Few Slight

Changes—State President Mrs. Cecil Frankel Pro-

nounces Fourth Annual Event the Most Satis-

factory of All

By ALFRED METZGER
The fourth annual convention of the California Fed-

eration of .Music Clubs which took place at the Palace
Hotel of this city beginning on Sunday, .April 30th, and
ending on Wednesday. May 3rd, was pronounced the

most satisfactory and most interesting of all annual
conventions held by this organization so far, according
to the former State President, Mrs. Cecil Frankel. -As

usual, the Northern California clubs did not make any
way near the showing which their number and member-
ship justifies one to expect. As long as the Northern Cal-

ifornia music clubs and their members do not realize

the importance and usefulness of cooperation in the

matter of musical activity, they will be responsible for

the lack of musical appreciation in the matter of resi-

dent artists and recognition of local endeavors in their

respective communities. .As long as music clubs and
their members are self-sufficient and are bent upon go-

ing along the even tenor of their own way. they remain
nothing more or less than mutual admiration societies,

are too greatly infatuated with their own importance,

and are too much hypnotized by self-conceit to ever

be able to contribute even the slightest share to the

general musical welfare of their commtmity. Any man
or woman who feels that they can get along without
working hand in hand with their fellow men and who
believe that his or her narrow and bigoted ideas should
prevail over the ideas of thousands of others equally

interested in music can not possibly contribute anything
to the good of the community.
And so long as Southern California furnishes in the

California Federation of Music Clubs the principal ele-

ment of co-operation and kindly attitude toward their

brothers and sisters in the music field, so long must it

be permitted to receive the credit for inaugurating a
movement of such vast importance to musical progress

in the State. With a membership of about seventy-five

clubs, representing a combined individual membership of

ten thousand people, and enthusiastically forging ahead
in their sincere endeavor to work for the best interests

of the greatest number, the California Federation of

Music Ciubs is here to stay, and to prosper. .And if any
one feels jealous and believes that Southern California

is too prominently identified with this great movement
and is receiving most of the honors, then the only way
to gratify ambitions to see some of these honors more
equally distributed in the North is to join with our
friends from Southern California and assist them to

work out the great problems which an association of

such magnitude confronts. The moper has never got

anywhere Only the enthusiast and worker is able to

swim along with the tide.

It is. of course, impossible to give a complete and
detailed review of the proceedings of the convention.

The programs were given in order to reveal the talent

of creative and executive artists in a spirit of helpful-

ness and willing contribution to the cause. The artists

participating in them are therefore not subject to de-

tailed criticism. The lectures and disrussions were too
voluminous to enable a journal of limited capacity to
devote to them a sufficient measure of attention to
make them sufficiently clear and comprehensive for the
casual reader. We can therefore only touch the various
proceedings and programs in the briefest and most
sketchy manner. And we trust that our readers will not
mistake this brevity for disinterestedness.

Sunday, April 30

On Sunday morning various churches and theatres
had prepared programs containing music by American
composers and in the evening a reception was given at
the Palace Hotel in honor of the delegates and guests,
the feature of the evening being a program rendered by
prominent artists. The introductory number consisted
of an orchestral selection by the Palace Hotel Orchestra
under the direction of Mr. Addimando, assistant con-
ductor to Bemat Jaulus. Miss Maude Wellendorf
played three Debussy numbers— Veils. The Wind On
the Plain and Movement— earning for herself enthusi-
astic applause on the part of her audience and display-
ing that musicianship for which she is so well known. A
double quartette consisting of: Mrs. James Presley, Mrs.
Trautner. Mrs. Ashley Faull, Mrs. Martin Maloney, Mrs.
James Kelly. Mrs. Lawrence Rath, Miss .Ann Dickey,
Mrs. Eva Atkinson and Mrs. Byron McDonald sang It

Was a Lover and His Lass (Dunn). Where the Bee
Sucks (.Ame). The Sandman (McKinney). with finely

modulated voices and in pleasing uniformity of phras-

ing. Julius Haug, violin, Willem Dehe. 'cello, and John
C. Manning, piano, interpreted the first movement of

Rubinstein's Trio for piano, violin and 'cello, which
made an excellent impression upon the large audience
and which sustained these musicians in the prominent
position the.v occupy in the community.

Monday, May 1

Monday morning was devoted to the official opening
of the Convention and included singing and the various

addresses already mentioned in last week's issue of

this paper. -As is usual in such cases the addresses
confined themselves to expressions of mutual gratifica-

tion and esteem. A session of the Extension Depart-
ment of which Mrs. Mattison B. Jones is director

closed the morning procedings and Charles Wakefield
Cadman in his remarks on The Educational Value of

the Junior Club had some valuable and timely things

to say. Other reports of committees formed part of the

afternoon session and the feature was Eh*. Aurelia

Henry Reinhardt's stirring address on Music and Edu-
cational Ideals in -America to which we have already

referred on another page. L. E. Behymer reported as

director of the American Music Department and told

some terse facts about the neglect of certain elements
in the musical activities of the State regarding their

share in the promotion of musical ideals. Marian Nich-

olson, violinist, with Helen Rust at the piano, inter-

preted a group of three compositions—Ave Maria (-Ar-

cadelt Brown). Mmuette (Handel), and Mazurka
(Valpe)—with fine tone, pure intonation and tasteful

phrasing. Elwin Calberg played a group of four piano

compositions—Impatience (Moszkowsky), Engulfed Ca-

thedral (Debussy I, II I Were a Bird (Henselt), and
Rhapsodie No. 10 (Liszt) with gratifying skill in tech-

nical as well as emotional respects. Both artists re-

ceived the highest recommendations in the audition

for the Young Artists' Registration Bureau. Miss An-
toinette Sabel made many enthusiastic friends by

reason of her able and convincing address on Indus-

trial Music, Local, National and International. Miss Sa-

bel is the director of the Bureau of Industrial Music of

the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce.
On Monday evening the annual program in honor of

-American composers was presented. Miss M. Towler
opened the evenmg's event with Antonio de Grassi's

Rhapsodie Prelude. Miss Towler is an excellent pian-

ist, tmderstanding thoroughly the technical and musi-

cal possibilities of the instrument and giving Mr. de

Grassi's work ar. interpretation that emphasized its

value as a pianistic expression. The work is somewhat
modern in style and demands fine musical and techni-

cal accomplishments which Miss Towler possesses.

Miss Bell F. Ritchie of Fresno sang three songs by
Lurena James entitled The Skylark. Night and Wind
and Japanese Lullaby. Miss Ritchie possesses a ring-

ing voice and sings with enthusiasm and artistic sin-

cerity. The three songs gave her a fine opportunity to

display her art and do credit to the works.

Charles Wakefield Cadman played three of his own
compositions entitled Andante—Con desiderio—A ma-
jor Sonata, one extract from his Omar Khayyam Suite

and Wolf Dance from The Thunder Bird Suite. Mr.

Cadman was beyond a doubt one of the stars of the

Convention and both his compositions and his pianistic

art combined to justify this enviable position. There is

character in Mr. Cadman's works, and in addition to

this character the compositions are technically and
themalically worked out according to well defined prin-

ciples. Mr. Cadman possesses the gift of rhythm and

melody and therefore prevents his compositions from

becoming monotonous. The three works breathed the

spirit of romance and poetic grace and well deserved

the hearty ovation extended to the composer. As pian-

ist Mr. Cadman is thorough technically as well as emo-
tionally and reveals the characteristics of the genuine

artist. He is a composer and musician of whom the

country may well be proud.

Luther Marchant with Mrs. Marion de GuerreStew-
ard at the piano sang four of Dorothy Crawford's

songs. They are entitled: Noon, Evening. The Singer

in the Street and Oh. to be in England. Miss Crawford's

compositions have recently gained quite a vogue and

are worthy of such recognition. They are very sing-

able and contain melodic and poetic qualities. We can

not conscientiously say that Mr. Marchant succeeded

in securing all the elements of music from these works,
(Continued on Page 4. Column 1)
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lur did he impress us as being in full possession of his

ocal and Interpretative faculties.

One of the most ingenious works that has come to

ur attention was a Suite from Domenico Brescia's
<;enesi delta fuga. It consists of the following five ar-

hitecturally constructed subdivisions: (at Kuga Cap-
nccio all antica, C major, violin solo; (b) Fuga taran-

tella, C major, violin and violoncello; (c) Fuga della

appugiatura. C minor, violin and viola; (d) Fuga, C
major, violin, viola and 'cello, and (e) Finale Fugate,
'' minor, violin, viola and "cello. The suite is taken
rom a book soon to be published in which Mr. Bres-

' ia most skillfully and in masterly intellectual fashion
has given a gradual evolution of the fugue from a most
simple form in £o!o through duets, trios, quartets, quin-

tets, etc.. until tl;e lull symphony orchestra has been
attained. It is a wonderful conception, a creation of a
great musical mind. The five divisions here presented
are only the beginning and combine technical intricacy

and skill in thematic development with a certain ele-

ment of expression that prevents monotony. We do not
' isb to ofTend the interpreting artists including Alex-
inder Sa^lavsky. violin, Emil Hahl. viola, and Maurice
Amsterdam, 'cello, comprising the Saslavsky Chamber
Music Society, when we say that we gained the im-
pression that a few more rehearsals would have done
no harm. The three musicians belong among the best

in thi£ community and their performance was not up
to the standard to which we are used from them. Evi-

dently nervousness on the part of one was the cause
for the accelerated tempi and consequently for the ap-

parent indecision noted during the performance of this

work.
The program closed with a group of four songs as

follows: Open My Window to the Stars (Liddale).
Come to the Garden Love (Sailer), The Bridal Song
(Robinson), Call Me No More (Cadman). The first

three compositions were accompanied by John C. Man-
ning and the last one by the composer. "The songs were
sung by Eleanor Hornby Woodford, who possesses a
voice of fine, pliant timbre, sang the entire group and
acquitted herself most creditably. Enunciation, intel-

ligent phrasing, delightfully colored expression and in-

deed other signs of excellent artistry form the princi-

pal reasons why this vocal artist is a credit to Cali-

fornia's interpretative forces.

Tuesday* May 2nd
In addition to the usual routine work including read-

ing of minutes and reports of committees there were a
number of most interesting addresses, prominent
among which was that of -Mrs. Abbie Norton Jamison
on The Relation of the Music Teachers' Association to
the Federation. As usual Mrs. Jamison went right to
the point and showed of how much benefit the two or-

ganizations are to each other and how much they can
accomplish by working together. .Mrs. Jamison always
know.s the right thing to say and how lo rivet it into
the minds of her hearers. Pauline Farquhar, pianist,

played Etude F minor (Liszt). On the Wings of Son?
(Mendelssohn) and Caprice Espagnol (Moszkowski), in

a manner that immediately established her as a young
artist of many distinctive qualities. Technically and
musically she proved herself competent tc overcoma
the various artistic obstacles and one could well im-
agine why this artist received the highest recommen-
dation in the audition for the Young Artists* Registra-
tion Bureau. Charles Wakefield Cadman presided over
the discussions of the educational department and had
some very vital things to say. especially regarding the
severance of politics from educational matters. Lewel-
lyn B. Cain spoke on the matter of music festivals.
while Mrs. Josephine Crew Aylwin added her interest-
ing comments to the problem of education.
Tuesday afternoon was entirely devoted to public

school music which was introduc<?d with an able ad-
dress by Mrs. Margaret McXaught, commissioner of ele-

mentary education, who spoke convincingly on Music
and The State Board of Education, Miss Estelle Car-
penter, director of music In the San Francisco public
schools, presented a chorus of 150 children under the
direction of Miss Margaret Noon. The numbers sung
included The Heavens Resound (Beethoven), The Hom-
ers (Lacorae) and Sextette—My Mammy's Voice
(Loomis) and Carry Me Hack to Old Virginny. The
children aroused genuine enthusiasm by reason of their
fine voices, excellent Intonation and intelligent phras-
ing. Miss Julian Babcock, Librarian of Kern County.
told of the service rendered by the County Free Public
Library to the Public Schools and Mrs. Grace Widney
Maybee spoke on Music of the t'hurch. The Trinity
Episcopal Church Quartet under the direction of Ben-
jamin Moore =ang Arise My Heart and Sing (Warren)
and Bow Down Thine Ear (Horatio Parker) very ef-
fectively. This quartet consists of Mrs. Leland Brown.
Mrs. Eva Atkinson. Harrison Coles and Harald Pracht.
Mr. Moore played the accompaniments very muslcianly
and with artistic taste. Harrison Coles was heartily ap-
plauded for singing Be Merciful O God from the Trl
umph of David (Dudley Buck), Mrs. Arthur Hill, with
Mrs. Josephine Crew Aylwin at the piano delighted her
hearers with her fine voice. Rev. J. Oxnam, pastor of
the Church of All Nations, proved one of the parti-
cularly prominent features of the convention by reason
of his eloquent address on Our Opportunities.

The Banquet
The banquet, which took place on Tuesday evening,

was the very best affair of its kind we ever attended.
Although there were ten tableaux and musical num-
bers interspersed with addresses, no one became tired,
but the Interest was retained throughout the evening.
Charles K. Field was the Toastmaster and sustained
his reputation for wit and originality of introducing
the speakers, who included: Mrs. Cecil Frankel, John
D. Manning, Miss Belle Ritchie. Julius V. Seyler. Al-
fred Metzger. L. E. Behymer, Mrs. Marriner Campbell,

Walter Campbell. Charles Wakefield Cadman and
Frank Carroll Giffen.

Very Justly, several of the speakers eulogized the
work of Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, upon whose shoul-
ders rested the principal responsibility for the success
of the convention. In addition to her numerous duties
as hostess she superintended several of the musical
programs and surely outdid herself In the arrangement
of the banquet program which included the appoint-
ment of toastmaster, selection of speakers, arrange-
ment of tableaux and musical numbers and other events
too numerous to mention. That everything came off

]>romptly and without unnecessary delay certainly
speaks well for Mr.*. Birmingham's executive ability,

and no doubt this indefatigable work and successful
management was partly responsible for Mrs. Birming-
ham's being selected as the new President of the Cali-

fornia Federation of Musical Clubs.
The various tableaux were artistically arranged and

the lighting eftect was most efficient. Eleanor Birming-
ham as the Federation Girl was most charming. Mar-
guerite Waldrop sang her two songs, the second by Uda
Waldrop, with her well known taste and in splendid
voice. Marion de Guerre Stewart played a portion of
Beethoven's Moonlight very sympathetically and intel-

ligently. Ellen Pressley and Eva Atkinson sang and
danced delightfully in their Spanish impersonation.
Marie Huglies-Macquarrie played the harp with her
well-known style and artistry. Ellen Page Pressley sang

^IMi:. KOSK RKI,I>\ r\II,I,KAI'
Tbe IllHtiiiKulMlinl Sitprnim nnil ViionI I'cilaKTuKiif Whone

PupilH <;n\f n Nplcnillil Itrrltnl nt the I'lilncr llutvl
on ThuTHda}' K veiling;, April 27th

in appealing voice and with fine expression. Marion
Nicholson played the violin with ease and gracefulness.
Eva Gruninger Atkinson sang Le Nil by Le Roux in

excellent voice and with unusual attention to emo-
tional coloring, and Mrs. Lillian Birmingham received
an enthusiastic ovation when she concluded the tab-
leaux with a declamation of one of Dr. Stewart's Yo-
semite Legends entitled Indian Mother and Her Pa-
poose. The accompanists were Mrs. Martha Dukes Par-
ker, Miss Helen Rust and tida Waldrop. The double
quartet of the San Francisco Musical Club, mentioned
elsewhere in this review, introduced the evening by
singing a few ensemble numbers excellently.

Wednesday, May 3rd

The morning was devoted to reading of minutes and
resolutions. The publicity department with Charles C.
Draa presiding discussed some of its problems. The
Artist and Club Bureau and the Speakers Bureau of-

fered report.". An Interesting symposium on the Inter-

relations of the Artist, the club, the press, the man-
ager and general public proved one of the most ap-
preciated features of the convention. Many prominent
delegates had an opportunity to offer some excellent
views and among them Frank H. Colby, Editor of the
Pacific Coast Musician, was not one of the least inter-

esting. The result of the election of officers was then
announced and aroused great enthusiasm. The newly
elected officers are as follows: President—Mrs. Lil-

lian Birmingham, San Francisco: First Vice-Presi-
dent—Clarence Gustlin, Santa Ana; Second Vice-
President— Mrs. Lena Carroll-Nicholson. Oakland;
Vice-President-at-Large—Miss Bell T. Ritchie, Fresno;

Corresponding Secretary—Miss Margaret Gould, Los
Angeles; Recording Secretary—Mrs. Clifford Payson,
San Diego; Treasurer—Julius V. Seyler. South Pasa-
dena; Auditor—Selby C. Oppenheimer. San Francisco.
The convention closed with an afternoon automobile

drive, the delegates being entertained by the San Fran-
cisco Musical Club with a ride lo places of interest
follow'^'d by a tea at Tail's at the Beach. In conclusion
we trust that the selection of Mrs. Birmingham as the
new president will be the signal for greater interest
in Northern California regarding the California Feder-
ation of Mus'cal Clubs. Clarence Gustlin. the newly
elected first vice-president, invited the Federation to
hold its next convention in Santa Ana, Orange County.
However, tne next convention city will be selected by
the Board of Directors which is constituted of the offi-

cers of the Federation.

MME. ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU'S PUPIL RECITAL

The ballroom of the Palace Hotel was crowded to the
doors on Thursday evening, April 27th, when Mme. Rose
Relda Cailleau gave her annual pupils' recital. The ex-
traordinary interest taken in these events and the un-
questionable enthusiasm that always prevails is suffi-

cient evidence for the high regard in which a large por-
tion of the musical public holds Mme. Cailleau. If these
concerts did not please these hundreds of people, they
surely would not attend again and again. The opening
number of the program was an ensemble work entitled
Lullaby by Vannah and was sung with well balanced
voices and in fine evenness of tone and shading.

Miss Sue Thorne sang Delbruck's Pirate Dreams and
Spross' Jean with a naturally pleasing and exceptionally
flexible voice and with intelligent application of ade-
quate phrasing. Miss Geraldine Watt created an excel-
lent impression by interpreting with effective style and
a well modulated and placed voice Pirate Dreams
(Huerter) and Petites Roses (Cesek). Mrs. S. Rogers
charmed her hearers by singing Cantor's O Fair and
Sweet and Holy and the Old English W^hen Love is

Kind with fine sympathy and shading. Miss Eleanor
Stadtegger was the recipient of spontaneous and pro-
longed applause after concluding her excellently ren-
dered solos Elegie (Massenet) and II Bacio (Arditi).
She was specially successful in the rendition of colora-
ture passages.
William Fitzhugh, Jr., a young baritone of distinct

artistic possibilities, sang Tosti's Good-bye and L'UI-
tima Canzone in a manner that revealed a natural voice
and adaptability, though evidently nervousness made
him a little timid. Miss Marjorie Mock sang with pliant
voice and fine feeling Fontenailles' Obstinafion and Gil-

berte's Spring Serenade. Miss Helen Mauser's rich,

warm and flexible voice was heard to great advantage
in Whelpley's I Know a Hill and the old Mexican love
song Marchita. Miss Mauser invests her vocal num-
bers with an effective depth of expression. Miss Beulah
Masterson, the possessor of an unusually clear and true
soprano voice, sang an aria from Puccini's La Boheme
and Robin. Robin Sing Me a Song, by Spross. 'with un-
usual sympathy and intelligence. Martin O'Brien's clear
tenor voice and fine interpretative instinct had an op-
rortunity to assert themselves in The Trumpeter by
Dix and Forever and Forever by Von Tilzer. Miss Eliz-

abeth Magee exhibited a ringing, well carrjing so-

prano voice of fine range and timbre while interpreting
an aria from Butterfly (Puccini) and What's in the Air
(Eden). Miss Margaret Mack's splendid soprano with
dramatic characteristics and specially fine high tones
asserted itself in an aria from Aida (Verdi) and Noc-
turno (Leoncavallo).

Richard Hunter, now so well-known hereabouts as the
"Caruso of the Ferries," made a veritable sensation
with his velvety tenor voice which is truly an extraor-
dinary natural organ and which he uses with excep-
tional appeal and sympathy. He sang an aria from Flo-

tow's Martha and Love's Sorrow by Shelley and roused
his audience to a veritable ovation. His enunciation, like

that of all Cailleau pupils, is clear and distinct. Miss
Corinne Keefer exhibited fine temperament and rhythm
together with an excellent contralto voice in her well
rendered solos A-Lack-a-Day by Coquard and Habanera
from Bizet's Carmen. The Concluding number on the
program consisted of Verdi's Rigoletlo Quartet impers-
sively and musicianly rendered by Miss Mack, soprano.
Miss Keefer. contralto, Richard Hunter, tenor, and Wil-
liam Fitzhugh, baritone. Mrs. Horatio Stoll played all

the accompaniments with thorough appreciation of the
character of soloist and composition and proved an aid
to the general excellence of the concert.

L. S. SHERMAN HONORED BY EMPLOYES

L. S. Sherman, chairman of the Board of Directors of

Sherman, Clay & Co., was signally honored by his em-
ployes recently on the occasion of his birthday. He was
presented with a beautiful basket of flowers and a mes-
sage of good will and cheer which he so thoroughly ap-

preciated that he acknowledged this tribute with the
following communication:
Ladies and Gentlemen of
Sherman, Clay & Co's Employees' Ass'n.

My dear children:
It is with heartfeU appreciation that I am pleased to

recognize your thoughtful recognition of my birthday
with such a beautiful floral tribute as you sent to my
office today. Only one who has lived among you as I

have, and watched such an organization as you have be-

come, grow up, can appreciate what it really means. It

is only by the excellent service rendered by you that
such a House as ours can exist.

Thanking you deeply for all the help we have had and
are receiving from you, I remain

Most gratefully yours.
LEANDER S. SHERMAN,

Chairman Board Directors, Sherman, Clay & Co.
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WILL TEACH IN SAN FRANCISCO, JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST
For Information, Terms, Etc., Apply to Secretary, 136 East 78th Street, New York City

ASHLEY PETTIS, Pianist
Season 1922-23. Now Booking.
STEINWAY RIANO DUOART RECORDS

Management Antonia Sawyer, Aeolian Hall, New York

CAVANAUGH-MURRAY JOINT RECITAL

Marian Patricia Cavanaugh. pianiste, pupil of Joseph
George Jacobscn. and Alexander Murray, violinist, pupil
of Giuseppe Jollain. will give a joint recital in the Ital-

ian ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel en Friday evening.
May 12th. Both young musicians have frequently ap-

peared in public and have always made an excellent
impre.-sion by reason of tbeir unusual skill and talents.

The program selected for this occasion would tax the
faculties of much more manured artists, but those in

charge of the musical education of these gifted young
musicians claim that their ability enables them to inter-

pret compositions far beyond the mental faculties of stu-

dent<! of their age. The complete program to be pre-
sented on this occasion will be as follows: Sonata Xo. 4,

for piano and violin (Mozart). Marian Patricia Cavan-
augh and Alexander Murray; Sonata Palhettque. Op. 13,

1st and 3rd movement, (Beethoven), Marian Patricia
Cavanaugh; Concerto. Xo. 7 (De Beriot). Alexander
Murray: Voices of Spring (Sindlng). Moonlight Bar-
carolle (Jos. G^o. Jacobson). Raindrops, dedicated to
Marian, (Jos. Geo. Jacobson). The Burterfly (Lavallee),
Marian Patricia Cavanaugh; Siciliano— Rigaudon
(Dvorak-Kriesler). Sunset, dedicated to Alexander, (Jos.

Geo. Jacob?on), Souvenir de Wieniawski (Haesche),
Alpxander Murray; Concerto. D minor. 1st movement.
(Mozart). (Hummel Cadenza). Marian Patricia Cavan-
augh. Jos. Geo. Jacobson at the second piano.

IRENE MEUSSDORFFER IN SAN MATEO

Irene Meus=dorffer. soprano, sang a group of beauti-
ful songs by Frederick Zech in San Mateo for the San
Mateo Women's Club a few weeks ago. pleasing her
large audience very much with her interpretation of
such difficult songs. She was accompanied by the com-
poser. Miss Meussdorffer also sang for the women pris-

oners at San Quentin last week, entertaining them with
seventeen songs which made a deep impression upon
her eager listeners. Among these were songs by Rog-
ers. Beach, Lehmann. Stem. Lieurance. Logan, H. J.

Stewart, Cadman. Arditi. Clutsam. Gounod. Dell'Acqua
and Oscar Weil.

Mme. Rose Florence will sing at the Greek Theatre
on Sunday afternoon, June 25th. This excellent vocal
artist will also appear in San Jose on Friday and Sun-
day. May 5th and 7th, at the First Methodist Church,
fda Waldrop to be accompanist at both events. The
Methodist Church in San Jose has a congregation of
one thousand and the seats are always entirely occu-
pied.

Jack Edward Hillman, the well-known California bari-
tone, was engaged by the Stockton Record to sing over
the Radio Pbone on Tuesday evening. May 2nd, from
8 to S : 20, preceding his own recital given on that
evening in Stockton. He sang The Muleteer (Di Xo-
gero). Bless You (Xovelio). Elegie (Massenet), Waters
of Minnetonka (Lieurance). The last two songs were
sung with violin obligato by Gilbert Reek. Mrs. Xina
H. Kilmer was the accompanist.

Marian Patricia Cavanaugh, Pianist

Alexander Murray, Violinist

IN RECITAL
Hotel St, Francis. Italian Ball Room

Friday Evening. May 12, 1922. at 8:15 P. M.
TicketM on Sale at Sherman. Clay & Co.

AdmiKftion S1.00

EVA M. GARCIA
PIAMST. ORGAMST A>"D TEACHER

4152 Howe Sl« Oakland TeL Piedmont 3492

IRENE HOWLAND NICOLE
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

*i«*« Contra Costa .*.Te.. Berkeley. TeL Berk 5«53 J
606 Kohler & Chase Bids. TeL Kearny 5454

ALCAZAR

Adam and Eva, a comedy of American home life with
an appeal to every member of the family, will be the

Alcazar's next attraction beginning Sunday afternoon.
May 7th. It is brim full of humor and contains just

the ingredients necessary to please the fastidious thea-

tre-goer anxious for something a bit out of the ordinary.

Guy Bolton and George Middleton collaborated in the
writing of this ingenious play and they have contributed
something of real worth to the drama. They have fol-

lowed a theme Ititle touched upon by the modem play-

wright and have wrought a piece that sparkles with
brilliancy with a plot that is unique and of absorbing
interest. There are many laughs in Adam and Eva and
the fun is of the kind that makes the amusement lover

regret that it is all over at the final fall of the curtain.

A Summer Session

In Singing
will be conducted by

GRACE NORTHRUP
Well known soprano of New York City

June First to September First

Appointments may be made NOW by addressing

Ben. Moore. 26: Union St« San Francisco

Zhay Clark
Solo Harpist California

Theatre Orchestra

SAN FRANCISCO

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by ^^aB:e^ Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Studios: ^^06 Kohler & Chase Bid?.
2S18H Etna St., Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

MARIAN PREVOST
PIAMST—ACCOMPANIST—TEACHER

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hagemau

Studios: SOT Kohler &. Chase Bldg^.. S. F. Tnes. X, M. and
Thnrs. P. SI. TeL Kearny 5-454. Res. 272S Elnmood Are*
Berkeley. TeL Berk. S2»7.

Miss Leone Nesbitt
'Wishes to anooonce that after an extended ahsenee in
Farope. has re-opened her stadlo at 2523 Goash St.. and
Trill accept pupils for a thoroof^h training in pLanistIc
art. TeL West 6O70. Oakland stndio at Jenkins Music
SchooL 4(i Randwick Are.. OalLlmad.

MADAME ROSE

FLORENCE
MEZZO-SOPRANO

Slanasement for Pacific Coast

L. E. Behymer. 70S Philharmonic AQdItorlam Bldp..
Los Angeles. Calif.

Personal Address: Belvedere. CaL Tel. Belvedere 210

Shllajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO

800 KDHLER CHASE DLDC
SAN FRANCISCO

WILLEM DEHE
'CELLO VIRTUOSO

Formerly Solo 'Cello with the State Theatre in Sfoa-

cow. RaH-iia. and 'Cellist with Barrere's Little Sym-
pfioay. A vnflnble for Concerts and Chamber Mosle
Itecitals.

Will Accept a Few PnpUs

ADDRESS: 344 ELLIS ST. TEL. FRANKLIN 6080

JACK HILLMAN
BARITONE

Entirely New Reper-
toire for Club Con-
certs.

Modern School of
Voice Culture.

BREATH—VOICE
LIFE

Studio: 600 Kohter & Chase Bldg.
Phone Kearny 5454

Res. 1106 Bush St. Phone Franklin 50(1

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
jrST RETtRXED FROM EUROPE

Ilndio: 405 KoU.r Jt Ckase Bide. TeL KtMmj MM
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W. A. CLARK, JR., CHEERED BY LOS ANGELES MUSIC LOVERS

Walter Henry Rothwell Shares in Ovation at Close of Season—Great Southern California Philan-

thropist Spends Half Million Dollars For Music in Three Years—Associates and Public
Honor Him For His Generosity—Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra Gives

Over Seventy Concerts During Season

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

By BRUNO DAVID USSHER
Los Angeles. April 30, 1922.—These were honor days

for W. A. Clark. Jr.. patron-founder. Conductor Walter
Henry Rothwell. manager, and for the members of the

Philharmonic Orchestra, as the Friday afternoon, Sat-

urday evening and Sunday afternoon performances, the

last of the third season, roused the audiences to a pitch

of enthusiasm and gratefulness which must mean to

the recipient of these ovations more than words of

admiration from the reviewer can mean. With every
concert demonstrations grew. Conductor Rothwell was
called back to the stand again and again, six and
seven times, while the applause and bravo calls grew,
the people lingering long, as if regretful to take leave
from the conductor and his fellow-workers in the serv-

ice of art. That simple wreath of laurel presented to

the maestro with its white of ribbon and saturated
green of leaves well reflected his almost stem purity

and unblemished devotion of art, while the unfading
green of the wreath may well mean to him personally

the lasting admiration and indebtedness of Los Angeles
and the West so heartily expressed during those mo-
ments of a farewell-uniil-next-October. Great as the ar-

tistic worth of the season just closed is. representing a
wonderful seed as well as an inestimably rich harvest
of musical art sown, great also wels that recurring wave
of realization of what the giving of W. A. Clark, Jr..

of Conductor Rothwell and Manager Behymer to the

cause of symphonic music meant to the public. As the
number of concerts had grown as compared with the

preceding two seasons, so also the cordiality of the

ovations that rolled through the Philharmonic Audi-
torium had reached a glowing iutenseness which was
a stirring proof that the orchestra as an entity, from

\l \i HISE. Ul BR
Giflpti Mexxo-'^oitrnno tif I,on AneeleN.

whii fvlll tour AuNlrolifi. N«*\v /.enland
nnti the I'lirirtr InlnnilM In thr rourMe
ut the 'I'rnnN-l'nclHr Concert Tcium
nrrant:«-d l>>' Kredrrlo Shliiinon. Aun-
tralinn hnprrMnrht, nnd >lnniiK<^r 1..

K. Ilf*b}'nier.

Mr. Clark down to the last member of the players or of

the administrative staff, have won a lasting place in

the affections of the people. That wonderful, unequalled
munificence of Mr. Clark was re-echoed by a similar
richness of artistic devotion on the part of Conductor
Rothwell. who has led his orchestra, the orchestra he
assembled only three years ago, to triumphs artistic and
human which more than ever have fortified the posi-

tion of Los Angeles and the cities visited by the orches-

tra on the symphony map of the world. More, sym-
phonic music has become a heartfelt, a spiritual neces-
sity here, and a monument to the ideals of a Clark, a
Rothwell and a Behymer.
As a fitting manifestation of these sentiments then

came the presentation of a memorial gift to W. A.
Clark. Jr.. as a joint tribute of seventeen prominent
music clubs of this city. During the last symphony con-

cert. Saturday evening. Mr.s. Bertha Vaughn, president
of the Dominant Club, the organization that headed the
movement towards this expression of gratitude, was in-

troduced by Manager Beh>Tner. as the representative
of these clubs. Mrs. Vaughn, after reading the memorial
address In the book, presented it to Dr. Jarvis Barlow,
member of the Board of Directors, who accepted it on
behalf of Mr. Clark. The memorial address, written by
Samuel T. Clover, the distinguished editor of Saturday
Night, fully sums up the portent of Mr. Clark's pat-

ronage of the arts. It reads:

To William Andrews Clark, Jr.

"In asking you to accept this souvenir of the high
regard in which the musical organizations of Los An-
geles hold you. we hasten to say that it is much more
than lhe>' whom you have uplifted and inspired by your
unprecedented generosity. The entire communily has

profited by your initiative and its standards have been
raised and stimulated to nobler planes by what you
have done for mtisic here. Yours has been a fructifying

influence, hardly to be overestimated, and from our

hearts we desire to thank you for the opportunities
you have made possible by your liberality. Not only
have you given freely, materially, but in a spiritual

sense musical circles have been enriched by your high
aims.
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"Because of your deep and abiding interest in the
allied arts you have been well-called the Lorenzo di

Medici of this southwestern metropolis. It is a pecul-

iarly titling appellation, for the cultured Florentine
was at all times an inspiration and exemplar to his

fellow-citizens in their strivings after artistic ideals.

We want you to know how appreciative we are of your
endowments and to express, as a body, our gratitude
for all that you have done for the cause of music in

the city of your adoption.

"Let this book be eloquent in our behalf. It will say
to you. constantly, how sincerely we esteem you, and
what a warm place you have won in our affections by
your uniform kindnesses and splendid tokens of civic

spirit. Los Angeles, for generations to come, will ex-

perience the impetus you have given her ethically and
artistically, and in cherishing that thought, we know
you will feel, that what you have done for us. is an
accomplishment, not to be lightly regarded. With all

good wishes we subscribe ourselves. Gratefully yours.
Dominant Club, Ebell Club, Music Section: Ellis Club.
Friday Morning Club, Music Section; Gamut Club, Hol-

lywood Woman's Club. Music Section; Los Angeles Ora-
torio Society, Matinee Musical Club. Musicians' Club.
Los Angeles Music Teachers' Association, Orpheus
Club. Organists' Guild of America, Los Angeles Chap-
ter; St. Cecilia Club. Three Arts Club. Wawan Club.

Woman's Lyric Club. Woman's Symphony Orchestra."
As if an expression of fullest endorsement a long

wave of applause rang through the house, evidencing
that these words wholly expressed the sentiments of

the audience representing, as it were, mu.sic-loving Los
Angeles.

At the same concert a leaflet was distributed which,
too, mirrors the wonderful musical achievement at-

tained through the public spiritedness of Mr. Clark. It

contains a set of resolutions and matter of information
presented by the advisory board of the Philharmonic
Orchestra which in themselves offer a grand and in-

teresting record of the work done by the orchestra.

The leaflet is headed:

"An Appreciation

"At a meeting of the Advisory Board of the Philhar-

monic Orchestra of Los Angeles held April 26, 1922, a

Resolution of Appreciation to W. A. Clark, Jr., was
unanimously adopted as follows:

"Whereas, the third season of the Philharmonic Or-

chestra is about to close; and
'Whereas, the devotion of Mr. Clark to the upbuild-

ing of a great orchestra for the pleasure of the sub-

scribers and audiences, for the artistic, musical and cul-

tural development of this community, should be given
more than a passing notice; and
"Whereas. Mr. Clark has undertaken the entire finan-

cial obligation of founding and maintaining the Phil-

harmonic Orchestra; and
"Whereas, from the munificence of Mr. Clark's spirit

as well as of his flnances. a considerable number of

concerts were given for the Public Schools and a con-

cert at the Easter Sunrise Service; and
"Whereas, It seems meet and proper that the sub-

scribers and audiences of and attending the Philhar-

monic Orchestra Concerts and the public in general

should be advised of these and other facts concerning
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this orchestra and its work; now therefore, be it Re-
solved
"That the Advisory Board of the Philharmonic Or-

chestra shall issue this open letter of appreciation to

Mr. Clark.
"That Mr. Clark is hereby tendered the thanks and

appreciation of the Advisory Board
For the splendid support he has given the orchestra,
"For the placing in this community at his own finan-

cial burden an orchestra that stands in the musical
ranks in this country and in Europe with and among
tlie best of similar organizations.
"For giving the schools of Los Angeles the benefit of

a series of educational concerts at the. nominal entrance
lees of 10c and 15c per seat for students of the schools.

'Fur an expense paid solely by him over and above
all subscriptions and ticket sales of more than a half

million dollars in the last three years.

"For these and more the unanimous thanks and ap-

preciation of the Committee of the Whole of the Ad-
visory Board are tendered to W. A. Clark. Jr.. Founder
of the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles.
"Miss Louise Burke. Mrs. Robert Davis Clarke, Mr.

J. Ross Clark. Dr. Guy Cochran. Mr. \V. J. Dodd. Mrs.
E. L. Doheny, Jr.. Mrs. William Ellsworth Dunn. Mr.
Robert D. Farquhar, Mrs. Frederick W. Flint, Jr., Mrs.
Secbndo Guasti. Miss Mira Hershey. Mrs. William S.

Hcok. Jr.. Mrs. Henry Carleton Lee, Mr. Edward D. Ly-

man, Mrs. Granville MacGowan. Mrs. Edwin Jessup
Marshall. Mr E. Avery McCarthy. Dr. L. W. Mansur,
Mrs. Cecil B. DeMille. Mr. Lawrence Newman. Mrs. Lee
Allen Phillips. Mrs. Frederick Stevens. Mrs. Rufus P.

Spalding, Mrs. Russell McDonnell Taylor. Mrs. William
L. Valentine. Mrs. Kate S. Vosburg. Mr. Alfred H. Wil-

cox, Mrs. Phillip Wiseman, Mrs. Harold B. Wrenn. By
E. Avery McCarthy, Chairman pro tem. Louise Burke,
Secretary pro tem.

"Information

"Upon request of the Advisory Board the following
information has been furnished by the Board of Direct-

ors of the Philharmonic Orchestra, which it is felt will

be of interest to the public as well as to the subscrib-

ers:

"That during the season just closing there have been
given (including the three concerts to be given this Fri-

day. Saturday and Sunday) a total of seventy-three con-

certs: 28 Symphony concerts. 14 Popular concerts, 4

concerts in San Diego. 4 in Pasadena, 3 in Santa Bar-
bara, 2 in Long Beach. 3 at the University of Southern
California. 8 school concerts, and one each at Pomona
College, Claremont. Santa Ana. Redlands, Riverside,

Ontario. Hollywood Easter Sunrise Service.

"That the financial deficit sustained by Mr. Clark,

founder cf the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles,
for the past three years is as follows:

First season _$189.000
Second season 178,000

Third season 176 000

Phon« 123A0
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"Thai a valuable Library of Music and Orchestral
Manuscripts is owned outright by the Philharmonic Or-
chestra for the future use of that organization and that

many instruments are owned outright by the organiza-
tion.

"That the larger deficit of the first season was due
to the purchase of the library and instruments and the
expense (an unusual obligation j of bringing to Los An-
eles many notable musicians whose seasons are short
here as compared with their musical seasons in the

East.
"That many musicians of note have established their

permanent homes in Los Angeles as a result of their

engagement in the Philharmonic Orchestra, the first

among them being Walter Henry Rothwell, the noted
conductor.
"That the cultural advantages of an organization of

such high standard as the Philharmonic Orchestra can
not be measured in financial terms.

"That the records, minutes and books of the directors

are open to the Advisory Board at any and all times.

"That Mr. Clark, as founder of the orchestra, has
met most cheerfully the demands or requirements of

the board and cf the director Mr. Rothwell, for all pur-

poses without stint or measure.

"The Advisory Board
"For the information of subscribers and audiences.

the status and purposes of the Advisory Board are here
stated:
"The Advisory Board is separate and distinct from

the Board of Directors though always acting in accord
with the Board of Directors.

"The Board of Directors transacts all of the financial

business, and contractual obligations of the organiza-

tion, fixes dates for concerts and performs all of the
multitudinous affairs incident to the conduct of the

business of the organization.
"The Advisory Board is drawn from the subscribers'

list and its function is to keep a contact between the

subscribers and audience body, and the conductor; to

advise with the conductor; to give such constructive
criticism or advice as may be of assistance; to further

the best ends of the organization whenever and wher-
ever it may be of assistance; to give such constructive

aid as it can to the founder, Mr. Clark, and to the
Board of Directors.
"The Advisory Board welcomes at all times construct-

ive suggestions concerning any part of the conduct of

the orchestra, and obligates itself to a consideration of

all suggestions from whatever source they may be re-

ceived.

"The Advisory Board recommends to all subscribers.

renewed and increased interest in the organization,
early return of next season's subscriptions, activity with
friends and acquaintances for new season subscribers

(Continued on Page 8. Column 1)
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

(ContiiiUfU frum I'jiK'- ~'
. O.-lumli -)

and asks the public- for its unstinted patronage of the

Philharmonic Concerts in the coming season, as the

highest type of musical culture, so that the Philhar-

monic Orchestra may endure as a lasting tribute to its

founder and a continuing cultural asset to the whole

community of Los Angeles and Southern California."

All that is said in these resolutions and paragraphs

of information, in face of the accomplished, should be

understood in full measure also as a testimonial to

W. A. Clark s eminent coworkers in the cause of

music—Conductor Walter Henry Rothwell and Man-
ager L. E. Hehymer of the Philharmonic Orchestra. Like

tlie panels of a great musical panorama showing figures

ot almost every period and school of music, seventy-

eight programs have been presented under Mr. Roth-

will's commanding leadership.

Thanks to the musical pioneer spirit of Manager
Behymer four of these programs were given in San
Diego and Pasadena, three in Santa Barbara, two in

Long Beach, while once each time in the past twenty-

eight weeks of the season the message of the Philhar-

monic Orchestra, which has become that of musical

Los Angeles, was heard by capacity audiences in On-

tario. Claremont. Santa Ana, Riverside and Redlands.

Los Angeles enjoyed fourteen pairs of symphony and
14 Sunday Popular Concerts. Of special concerts for

the students of the University of Southern California

three were given and about 20.000 school children were
present at eight concerts. In addition the orchestra en-

hanced the annual Christmas session ot the Teachers'

Institute and, quite recently, made an unforgettable im-

pression at the Easter Sunrise services in the Holly-

wood Bowl.

It is well worth to remember that these eight con-

certs for school children in the very sense ot the word
have become concerts for the schools, as Mr. Clark has

turned over the box office receipts to the schools to

be used for the purchase of musical equipment needed
during music instruction in the public schools. The pu-

pils of the elementary schools paid ten, those ot the

high school 15 cents, admission tor each concert. As
each concert was attended by 3000 pupils (the audience

being restricted to pupils only) four times $300—and
four timts $450— (in round Hgures) were gained for

public school music instruction, a contribution doubly

welcome, as the available funds of the city are none
too adequate tor that purpose.

As to the closing concerts ot the season, they were
given with an artistic perfection, a fire of enthusiasm,

a strength of conviction, which came as a farewell

promise of greater things to be expected next season.

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony found a reading under
the Rothwell baton which was stirring, magnetic in its

musical torcefulness. More than ever did I feel in this

work of Beethoven an anticipation ot his Ninth sym-
phony with its chorus. Rothwell gave it a reading which
was classical in that sense of style, undefinable perhaps

to the last degree, yet classic in that manner we expect

to hear Beethoven. Yet his reading had a lyricism in

the second movement which happily contrasted with

frequent saccharine interpretations ot that movement.
Rothwell's reading ot the Andante in Beethoven's Fifth

is a key to his convincing interpretation ot Brahms.
In the third and fourth movements a romantic mystic-

ism and a human exultation, ot universal rather indi-

vidualistically-human nature drove to an inspiring cli-

max. The virtuosity of this conductor as to shading,

nuancing and blending, and the fascinating responsive-

ness, the minute adaptability of the orchestra was su-

perbly manifested in Gliere's scintillating score ot The
Sirens. My opinion of this work as a piece ot creative

originality in thought has not risen since I heard it

early in the season. But I admire more than ever

Gliere's really siren-like wiles ot harmonization and
orchestration. His thematic efforts are eloquent and
consummate in their meaning, but as to invention the

work has a smattering of all the moderns, including

a flash-back into the Venusberg ot Wagnerian memory,
which, being general headquarters tor sirens of the

northern part of Europe, may be excusable tor siren

music a la Russe. Indeed, it was vituoso conducting
and performing.

Alfred Kastner reaped chief honors in Ravel's Intro-

duction and Allegro for harp with string orchestra, flute

and clainet. the acquaintance of which we owe to liim.

Kastner played with technic of such elegance, warratli

and richness of tone, that he had to return a fourth

time to the footlight to acknowledge heartfelt applause
at both performances. Although the work is probably

not exactly what one would call a (-oncerto, but rather

a work with harp obligalo, yet Mr. Kastner. without

forcing the Issue, dominated the performance that made
his art all the more impressive. The work is very ditfl-

cult both for the soloist and the accompanying petit

orchestra. In themes and harmonization it is an opus
specifically of the modern French type, and all which
that implies for the harp, taxing the possibilities of the

harp to the limit because of the chromatic nature of

the musical material. The accompaniment, rhythmically
involved, was beautifully done under Mr. Rothwell's

guidance. Wagner's Ride of the Valk>'Ties closed the

program, again revealing the impressive faculties em-
bodied in that great ensemlile ot ours.

Of equal artistic splendor was the final Popular Sun-

day afternoon program, which featured Percy Grainger,

as guest conductor, directing his own compositions. He
won an overwhelming success with bis Molly on the

Shore, Irish Tunc from the County Derry and Shep-

herd's Hey.
Conductor Rothwell and his artists offered The Tann-

hauser Overture, the .\ndante from Schubert's Unfin-

ished, the Prelude and Love Death from Tristan and
Isolde. .Massenit's Beneath the Linden Trees from his

.Msatiim Scenes (with incidental solos for the 'cello

and clarinet, charmingly pla.ved by Ilya Hronson and
Pierre Perrier), and Liszt's Les Preludes. In short,

it was a musical victory whicli the orchestra and Maes-

tro Rothwell won an accomplishment of which any
orchestra might well be proud, a revelry in music which
will cause longing ere soon for the opening of the next

season. At least the farewell greetings given conductor

and orchestra were of such nature that they may be

taken as a heartfelt "Au Revoir."

Anent the Memorial Book presented to W. A. Clark.

.Ir., it will be of interest to the many friends of Mrs.

Blanche Rogers Lott. the gifted pianist and chamber
music pla.ver. that the idea ot this tribute to Mr. Clark

was conceived by her. The book itself is the work ot

Martin J. Jackson. Los Angeles artist, who produced a

gem ot craftsmanship, the volume being bound in lovely

morocco leather bearing the monogram of the recip-

ient in gold, containing the address in exquisitely illum-

inated lettering on choice parchment and material fitted

to preserve the words of a testimonial as this.

AV. A. rI.-M(K. .lit.

I'lttrttn-Fnuniler of the I'hiihiirnionlc
Or4-ht-<4trn «f l.«»J* AniteU-s Who Was
SlKnally lltinored at *ieaMoirN t'loNlnK
I'JvenI lly Uoord of Directors iinil

I-ublU'.

Arrangements have been completed between Frede-

rick Shipman. Australian concert manager, and Impre-

sario L. E. Behymer to perfect a circuit ot concert tours

which includes many ot the major cities in the Pacific

sphere, beginning with Honolulu, and leading via the

larger islands to the continents ot Australia and New
Zealand. ArranKements have also been made with R.

Stroeck. the Shanghai associate ot S. Hurok, New "Vork

manager, to extend possibly the width ot the circuit

into the far eastern countries. As pointed out in a pre-

vious news item on this subject, this agreement enables

artists to make tours around the globe in such time,

as to be in America, Australia and Europe at the time

when concerts in those countries are the vogue ot the

season. The last link in the chain was welded by Im-

presario Behymer when contracts were closed with Jola

B. Ingals, leading Honolulu impresario, to represent the

Behymer and Shipman interests in that city. The In-

galls attractions there enjoy the sponsorship of leading

circles in business and society, so that the inauguration

of the globe-trotting circuit in Honolulu is anticipated

as a great success. The first two events there under

the agreement closed will be a concert by Marguerite

d'Alvarez, contralto, on May 9th. followed by a joint

recital of Paul Althouse. tenor, and Arthur Middleton.

baritone, on June '.). the artists proceeding under the

Shipman regime into his musical sphere ot the Pacific.

Other artists scheduled to take this route are Maurenc
Dyer, gifted mezzo-soprano, who has won much acclama-

tion in the East and has resided in Los Angeles the

last two years. Mli»s Dyer will have Paul Dufault, bari-

tone, as her associate artist. Guy Maier and Lee Patti-

son, famed for their two-piano recitals. Rosa Raisa,

soprano, and Giacoino Rimini, baritone. Cecil Fanning,

baritone, the Koons Sisters, who created an artistic sen-

sation as duellists, and the London String Quartet, con-

stitute the first contingent of celebrities to inaugurate

this widely-flung system of hooking. Many of them will

appear in the Coast cities before sailing for the Anti-

Cupid i

THE CUPID is the most beautifully encased
of miniature Grands, but the attainment of

external beauty has been but a subordinate
aim ot its makers. Because it possesses every

quality of tone and touch that make it the

instrument of the artist, there are more Soh-
mer Pianos in use in New York City than any
other artistic make.
The visitor to our showrooms finds a place
where the Sohmer is demonstrated under con-

ditions favorable to sound judgment.

Exclusive SOHMER Representatives
716 to 738 South Broadway

LOS ANGELES

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Concertmaster Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles

SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E. Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PI., Los Angeles

podes. The mid-Pacific bookings so far exceed thirty in

number and more cities are steadily being included in

the circuit. A feature of this tour-system is that it will

offer a large number ot joint recitals which are greatly

favored by the public of tliese countries, a taste devel-

oped since the time when Clara Butt and Kennedy
Rumford. Dame Melba and Burke, the tenor, made their

first appearances in Joint recitals.

It is very likely that the tours will include Japan and
the Dutch East Indies. In the latter territory Impresario

Onderwyser of Batavia will direct the tours, which are

originally routed from the Behymer oRice and then

taken over by the Frederick Shipman impresarial forces.

Great interest is already shown in musical circles ot

Japan who are negotiating with the management of the

Royal Theatre in Tokio and the State University there

to arrange for a series of concerts in conjunction with

Manager R. Stroeck ot Shanghai.
Miss Maurene Dyer is in receipt of many congratula-

tory messages from her numerous friends in the South,

Miss Dyer being a Texas girl, also from the scenes of

her Eastern successes and from a host ot Los Angeles

friends. Miss Dyer will offer to her Australian audiences

many American songs. Manager Frederick Shipman has

predicted a big success for her.

Roland Paul, tenor, and one ot our best known vocal

teachers and coaches, is "coming back again." About
one year ago general regret was felt about the announce-

ment that this excellent artist and successful teacher

and sympathetic musician should have forsaken a host

ot students, a surprisingly successful operatic ensemble

ot artist-pupils and many admirers to devote his bril-

liant faculties to a commercial career. Few then knew
that Paul was suffering the penalty ot success. It meant
either for him to choose a more regulated, less exerting

occupation for a time, or pay the price for a sixteen-

hour working day which his individual students and

opera class exacted from this popular teacher. Like a

true artist Paul realized at that time how far his facul-

ties would carry him. It was not a case ot retirement

enforced by ill-health, as subsequent events proved.

He simply changed scene ot activities, devoting himself

to a business interest he had in some branch ot the

automotive industry. Throwing himself into this new
work with the characteristic wholeheartedness in which

he gives himself to any task, it developed into a big

financial success. But the singer and musician in Paul

was not entirely satisfied. The lure of singing, tlie love

of hearing young voices, developing and building up

young voices, to go over the parts again he sang as

leading tenor in the old Boston Opera Company, and

with Savage Companies, to listen again to the prima

donna parts, and the choruses of the works in which he

(Continued Page 10, Column 1)
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The Following Pianists Who Are

Professional Artist Pupils

or

GEORGE KRUGER
Have Been Specially Prepared to Give Representative

Programs Before the Music Clubs of California at any

Moment's Notice.

FRANCES DUFF
MYRTLE GABLE
JOSEPH SALVATO
NORMAN SMITH
LEONA SPITZER
ALICE MEYER
EDNA LINKOWSKI

For Particulars Apply

GEORGE KRUGER
Suite 1009 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

San Francisco, Calif.

E'en as the

Flower
Adapted froe: tie pc«ia

•THE PASSIO.M FLOWXR-
Po«in by Lasra Blackhcra

By
FREDERIC It>aGHT LOGAN

Frederic Knight Logan, the

composer of Missouri ffalts

and Pale Moon has again delivered us a
ballad which we say without hesitation to

be as promising a number as we've ever

published. We believe it to be destined for

universal use and to be appropriate for

all occasions. 3 keys. Price 40c.

If You Would Love Me
By JAMES C MacDER^^D

This song, now definitely associated with

Mr. Johnson and other artists, was orig-

inally sung by John McCormack at some
fifty concerts. It provides opportunity
for the entire gamut tonal effects and is

a fine song with a big sweep. 4 keys
Price 40c.

Two Tiny Bits of Heaven's Blue
By CHARLES WT-nTCOMB and

J. WALTER EDWARDS
Not in years has a ballad appeared with
so many good features to recommend it.

A rare, flowing melody, sane lyric, a fine

climax, together with deft harmoniza-
tion, combine to make this publication

an assured success. 3 keys. Price 40c.

FORSTER MUSIC PUBUSHER INC
235 SOUTH \A/ABASM

CHICAGO

Eft,%a6^8

For more than eighty-four years—since William Knabe created his

nrst Knabe piano—his ideals have been developed into the wonder-

ful Knabe of today.

Everj- minute detail of its construction must pass the most rigii

and critical inspection, through its many operations in building.

Each individual piece of material used in a Knabe must pass under

the trained eye of a master craftsman, as the instrument is slowly

and painstakingly created.

The Knabe is distinctly a Knabe product, each and every com-

-^onent part being made in the Knabe factor^', thus insuring a uni-

rormitj- and harmony of constructural detail essential to artistic

perfection.

Knabe quality quite natnrally creates an expectancy of high price, when in

fact compared with other well known and good pianos, it is the least expen-

sive to buy. Its long years of musical life and satisfaction reduces its yearly

inTestment to a very small amount.
^liereTer pianos are known in any part of the world, the Knabe is known,
revered and honored, in the most refined homes, therefore the Knabe is the

::ar-o for yoor home.
Le :; '.d Godowsky, pianist of pianists, generally acknowledged the greatest

z a;:er of today, lite the masters of the past and present, chooses the Knabe
a: e all other pianos as the supreme medium of the expression of his art.

v.^ reliere you will find the Knabe literature very interesting. It's different

:.-om the tisual catalog style and will be sent on application by mail, if not

convenient to call- Other pianos taken in exchange. Suitable lime payments
:f desired.

Exhibition of Grands and Uprights

The Incomparable Knabe AMPJCO
reirrlures the ar; of :-e great pianists in all its perfection, indlstin-

zi\~'z?.'z'.e from the personal performance of the living pianist himself,

i? i: linds were actually touching the keys.
' e carry the Ampico in different models and makes—grands and up^

-.^iits. varying in price to be within reach of all music lovers.

Literature, catalogs, prices, etc.. on requesL If possible call for demon-
stration. Exchanges—also payments in reason.

KOHLER & CHASE AMPICO PARLORS

Main Store: 26 O'Farrell St.

Oakland Store: 535 14th St.

Mission Store: 2460 Mission St.

121 North First St.. San Jose

K r.:-^T & Cr.ase. -6 O'Far-
r.; S:.. 5a.n Francisco
7 .ease send literature, pric^

ar.d terms of

(Mention Knabe Grand.
Uprigbc or Ampico.)

Name

Address
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LOS ANGELES NEWS SEASONS LAST STUDENTS CHAMBER CONCERTS

(Continued from Pape 8. Column 3>
had appeared, they brought about a second change,
urged by many of his former students who wished to

continue their work with him. Thus Roland Paul will

again be found at his former studio in the Little Theatre
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday afternoons, sharing
the experience of a man, who for instance has sung
the Messiah tenor role 52 limes. With his tremendous
virility Mr. Paul believes that, while attending to his

other interests, he is fully able to take on a limited

number of individual pupils and to conduct an opera
class, choosing Pagliacci as the first work to be per-

formed in professional manner. Mr. Paul feels so re-

freshed vocally by the change of activity that he is

planning to give a song recital early in the coming
season.

Last Two of Four Interesting and Artistic Events Con-
clude a Valuable Season Under Direction of

John C, Manning

Marion Nicholson. California Federation prize winner
in the young artists' contest for violinists, won a series

of cordial successes before Los Angeles dubs and high
schools thanks to her lovely tone and brilliant technic.

Mies Nicholson, who is a pupil of Louis Persinger. con-

cert-master of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra,

may be heard here again next season under the concert
management of Grace Oarrol Elliot, an aunt of the

young artist. Miss Nicholson was also the recipient of

a warm honor at an at home given for her by Mrs.
Bessie Bartlett Frankel at the charming villa of the

latter.

France Goldwater announces that she has taken over

the concert management of Anna Ruzena Sprotte for

the coming season. Mme. Sprotte's work is well known
to California audiences for she has had successful ap-

pearances in almost every community on the Pacific

Coast. For the coming season Mme. Sprotte has planned
several novelty programs, many of which will be given

in costume. Her Bohemian folksong recitals have been
especially popular in the past and this year Mme. Sprotte

will add to their interest by costuming them. She will

also feature programs by California composers.

Alexander Glazounow. the Russian composer and con-

ductor, will be brought to America as guest conductor
by S. Hurok, New York concert manager and impre-

sario of Pavlowa. Incidentally, a suggestion to this

extent has been made in the music columns of the

Review in a recent review of Glazounow's Fourth Sym-
phony then presented by Conductor Rothwell and the

Philharmonic Orchestra. It is possible that Glazou-

now's tour may be extended to the Pacific Coast, if

Western orchestras will invite him as guest conductor.

At the California Theatre Conductor Elinor is making
a strong impression with a skillful reading of the

William Tell Overture. The pastorale episode is well

handled by the woodwind. In the storm music the

orchestra produces fine effects. To this the management
added a thunder storm cloud film which passes by
screened onto the s.ound board during this particular

phase of the o\'erture. It is a clever innovation to which
a darkening of the light on the orchestra stage lead up,

vice versa the stage being flooded again with light as

the overture closes happily. Strong applause thanked
conductor and management. Grieg's Anitra's Dance was
rendered with delicacy, a medley of popular airs, called,

How Many Do You Remember? closing the program.
Managine Director Miller is offering a double bill this

week. The Ruling Passion is a distinguished bit of

screen art. starring George Arliss. The other feature is

the flrst of Robert C. Bruce's Wilderness Tales, en-

titled: And Women Must Weep. It is based on Charles
Kingsley's two poems; The Three Fishers, and The Fish-

er's Widow. Elinor has woven into it a score which en-

hances distinctly moving simplicity and pathos of this

poetic screen adaptation.

MUSICALE AT MISS SIMPSON'S STUDIO

One of the most enjoyable musicales of the season
was given on Saturday afternoon by pupils of Elizabeth

Simpson at her attractive Etna street studio, this being

the fourth of a series which will continue through the

spring. Six talented members of the junior class opened
the program with a charming group of children's music,
and the playing of the high school and advanced pupils

was characterized by unusual beauty of tone and artistic

finish. The program was as follows:

Fantasie (Mozart-Grieg). Miss Gladys Sibley. Eliza-

beth Simp.fon; Scenes From Childhood (Schumann).
Miss Eleanor Chamberlain; Sung Outside the Prince's

Door (MacDowell). Aria for Left Hand (Pickert), Sonata
(Mozart). Richard Jacobus, presented by Ethel Long
Martin: The Desert's Dusky Face, from Omar Kha>'yam
Suite (Cadman). Miss Lillian Underwood; Ecossaien
(Beethoven). Miss Pauline .Moran; Forgotten Fairy
Tales (MacDowell). Miss Myrtle de Vaux; Barcarolle
(Grodskyi. Waltz (Chopin). .MLss Ruth Hoskinson; To
a Water Lily ( MacDowell i. Sylphlden (Grieg), Miss
Kathleen Dawson; Au Convent (Borodin), Pan (God-

ard). Polonaise (MacDowell), Miss Helen Merchant;
Spring's Awakening (Palmgren), Hungarian Fantasie
(Liszt). Mrs. Richard .Martin. Orchestral accompani-
ment on second piano by Miss Simpson.

Johanna Kristoffy
TRIMA DONNA SOPIIAIVO

ThornuRh Vornl and Drnmiitle TralnlBC
l.-inn WMMhlnvton St. Phone Franklin 1721

By ALFRED METZGER
The musical public and resident artists are indebted

to John C. Manning for a series of interesting and rep-

resentative programs entitled Students' Chamber Con-
certs, and dedicated specially to students and music
lovers who are not always able to hear the best music
rendered by the foremost artists at prices within their

reach. Mr. Manning's idea in inaugurating these con-

certs also included recognition of resident artists who
are not given that prestige and those opportunities
which their merit entitles them to. The third and fourth
concerts which occurred at Scottish Rite Auditorium on
Friday evenings, April 7th and 28th were the two clos-

ing events of the series which proved so successful from
a financial and artistic standpoint that Mr. Manning
feels encouraged to announce that he will resume these
events next season. He no doubt will meet with hearty
co-operation on the part of students and the public in

general.
On account of the opera season we were unable to

attend the third concert of the series, but were informed
by one in whom we repose the utmost confidence that

it was in every respect an event worthy of its pre-

decessors. Julius Haug. violinist, together with John C
Manning, interpreted Grieg's Sonata for piano and vio-

lin, op. 45. with that skill of shading and that infusion

of diversified phrasing which this work so greatly de-

:»IARI<»X I»\TRKIA CAVAXArGH
The ^ itulhfui I'fnniMt-Pu|ill of Juxeph Georis^

JnroltKiin W hu \\ 111 Appear In Joint Recital
with llexander >lurrar, V lol in i(«l- Pupil of
<i. Jollnln at the St. FrnnciN Hotel \ext Fri-
day Kvenlns*

mands. Both Mr. Haug and Mr. Manning are sincere
musicians who give evidence of playing with their
heart as well as their head.

Julius Haug, violin, Willem Dehe. 'cello, and John D.
Manning, piano, interpret^ the Rubinstein Trio for
piano, violin and 'cello, op. 52, adding to the general
musical atmosphere of the event by this grateful en-
semble number which they played with seriousness and
fidelity. Antoine de Vally was the soloist and he sang
the following representative songs with clear voice and
intelligent expression earning for himself the hearty
appreciation of his audience; La Procession (Cesar
Franck), Flemish Songs by Peter Benoit. Jan Block,
and Edward Keurveis. Miss Osborn played his accom-
paniments effectively.

The fourth and final concert had as its culminating
feature the assistance of the Chamber Music Society of
San Francisco of whom so much has been written in

these columns that it is almost impossible to add any-
thing new. However, those who have heard this or-

ganization interpret a Mozart Quartet may imagine the
joy derived by the listeners from hearing this exemplary
body of high class musicians render Mozart's B flat ma-
jor Quartet No. 22 for strings. Melodie by Gluck and
Intermezzo by Gouvy for flute and strings gave Ellas
M. Hecht an opportunity to make one of his rare public
appearances this season and both the strings and the
flute had reason to feel gratified with the result of the
finished artistic performance.
With John C. Manning at the piano, the Chamber Mu-

sic Society of San Francisco consisting of Louis Per-
singer. first violin. Louis Ford, second violin, Nathan
Firestone, viola, Walter Ferner, violoncello, played the
magnificent Schumann Quintet, op. 44, in a manner that
enthused their large audience to a high degree. We were
decidedly gratified to see Mr. Manning have this in-

valuable opportunity to exhibit his pianistry and musi-
cianship In such distngushed company. He deserves to
be complmented for his ambition and his enterprise in

bringing these events to a successful conclusion and
to assist in them not only from the managerial stand-
point but equally so from the artistic angle. Mr. Man-

ning Is rapidly establishing for himself a more than
prominent position in this community.

Mrs. Lillian Birmingham was the soloist at this event
and she added to her long list of laurels by singing a
group of varied and judiciously selected songs in a man-
ner that revealed careful study aud intelligent interpre-

tative faculties. Indeed Mrs. Birmingham's interpreta-
tions never fail to reveal the sincerity of the artist and
her careful selection always endears her to fastidious
music lovers. She earned the enthusiastic approval
which the audience lavished upon her on this occasion.
Mrs. Birmingham's songs were: Aria di Gismonda from
Ottone (Handel), Aus den oestlichen Rosen (Schu-
mann), D'une prioson (Hector Panizza), En avril (Mas-
senet), To One I Love (Saar), Joy (Rihm).

THE ZECH ORCHESTRA CONCERT

The Zech Orchestra, under the able direction of
William F. Zech, attracted another capacity audience
to California Hall when it gave the second concert of
the present season on Tuesday evening. April 18th. The
program that had been arranged for this occasion was
unquestionably the most ambitious we have ever wit-

nessed at the hands of an organization not claiming
professional activity. The first part consisted exclu-
sively of Tschaikowsky's Symphony Pathetique No. 6

which was played in its entirety. While there is nat-

urally reason for debate regarding the advisability and
justification for an organization of this kind to attempt
playing a work of such big demands, we must say that
the Zech Orchestra gave evidences of sincere study
and exceptional knowledge of the score for which Mr.
Zech, its energetic and ambitious conductor, deserves
great credit.

We noticed that after the third movement, which
always elicits great applause when played by recognized
symphony orchestra?, stirred the audience on this occa-
sion to loud demonstrations of acknowledgment, prov-
ing that the Zech Orchestra succeeded in delivering
the message. Since it is the purpose of Mr. Zech to

train young musicians in grasping the significance of

great works it seems as if this object was being reached
in a remarkable degree, for these young people evi-

dently enjoy playing these works and succeed in im-
pressing their intentions upon their hearer. Conse-
quently Mr. Zech and his orchestra are contributing
greatly to the musical growth of the community.
Three Wagner numbers formed the closing phases

of the program, namely, Walther's Prize Song from
Meistersinger, Introduction to Third Act of Lohengrin
and Tannhauser Overture. We cannot help but admire
Mr. Zech's fortitude and grit necessary to cause these
young musicians to interpret these works according to

sufficiently artistic degrees to justify presentation be-

fore an audience, for the preparation necessary seems
to us to be one of gigantic proportions and demanding
hard work and patience and enthusiasm. We cannot
help but admire a musician who is willing to make
such great sacrifices in the cause of music and no
doubt the results reward Mr. Zech for the services
which could never be paid in dollars and cents. Svend-
snn's Two Iceland Melodies and MacDowell's To a Wild
Rose, for strings, revealed the orchestra in a lighter

mood and showed the fine ensemble playing and shad-
ing of the string section. Everyone enjoyed the concert
and Mr. Zech and the orchestra have added greatly to

their well merited triumphs. A. M.

DOMINICAN COLLEGE PROGRAMS

The following two programs were given at Dominican
College, San Rafael, and pleased both because of the

excellence of the selections and the efficiency of the in-

terpretations: Feast of St. Patrick—Erin (John Boyle
O'Reilly), Earlda Cooley; A Sword of Light Hath
Pierced the Dark (Irish Air), Marcella Knierr; 'i he
Hour Glass (W. B. Yeats), Miss Jean McMillan: My
Love's an Arbutus (Irish Air), Dominican College

Choral.
Monday evening, March 20—Song of An Angel (Para-

dise Lost) (Rubinstein). Marcella Knierr; Now Sleeps
the Crimson Petal (Quilter). The Hills of Dream (Cecil

Forsyth ) , The Spring Has Come ( Maude V. White)

.

Katherine Dwyer; Psyche (Paladilhe), Bon Jour. Suson
(Delibes). L'Esclave (Lalo), Bergerettes (XVIII Cen-
tury), (a) Chantons les amours de Jean, (b) Jeunes Fil-

leltes, Leonore Keithley; Vissi d'Arte (La Tosca) (Puc-

cini), Norwegian Love Song (Clough-Leighter). Pluck
This Little Flower (Ronald), An Open Secret (Wood-
man), Marcella Knierr; accompanist, Irene Chisem.

Mrs. Blanche Ashley has been verj' busy playing and
teaching, especially in Berkeley, since her permanent
return to the bay cities. Recently she gave two concerts
at Burbank and Muir Schools, playing the extraordinary
A la Chinois by Ornstein. and before the Berkeley Piano
Club. Clara King Graham, soprano, James T. Preston,

tenor, and Mr. Schott, violinist, assisted with great dis-

tinction and success at Muir School. The following num-
bers constitute one of the programs: Forest Song. Mrs.

J, Beckman, Assembly Song by the School; (a) Minuet
and Trio. Op. 27 (Beethoven), (b) Bourree from 'cello

Sonata (Bach), arranged for left hand by Joseffy, (c)

Whims (Schumann); (a) Minuet in G (Beethoven), (b)

Reverie (Phyllida Ashley), Mr. Schott, violinist, Blanche
Ashley at the Piano; (a) Ou va ton reve? (Stojowski).
(b) L'Heure tranquille (St. Leger), Clara King Gra-
ham, soprano: Colonial Song—Ensemble (Grainger),

James T. Preston, tenor, Clara King Graham, soprano,

Blanche Ashley at the piano; (a) C'hant du Voyageur
(Paderewski), (b) Polonaise in C sharp minor (Chopin),

(c) Etude, Op. 10. No. 12 (Chopin), (d) Brownies (Kom-
gold), Blanche Ashley.
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PAUL STEINDORFF Joseph Greven
MASTER COACH rMASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICK Cl'l.TlRK

Studio:
»01 KOHLER A CHASE BLDG.

*»n FranrlBCO Phone: Kearoj Vt4^*

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
ri.lMST

•^iikIIo: 1537 E:uclid Avenue, BerkeleT-
riwme Berkeley fiOOfi.

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN
VlollniNt—Conductor—Lecturer

AVill Accept An Vnlimited Number of Papfls

Studio: 3145 Washiugton St. TeL Fill. 6146

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

15 Cascade Drive. Mill Valley. Cal. Insti-

tute of Music, K. & C. Eldg.. Tel. Kearny
5434.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

Stndloa: 802 Hobler &. Chase Bld^^ S. F.
5622 Ocean Vien- Dr., Oakland (RealdeBCe)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
90S Kobler d. Chatie Bid. Tel. Suiter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, 603-6O4 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny M54

MRS. CHARLES POULTEB.
SOPRANO St. Andrew* Church
Voice Culture. Piano. 588 27th St^ Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kobler A Ckaae Bld«..
\\ ednesdays TeL Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIANIST AND TEACHER

Residence and Studio. 612S Hlllegasa Ave..
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Successes in i!^urope: Concert Soc-
cesses in America. Addres>t isoi California
St., San Francisco. Telepiione Prospect 3620

Voice Culture;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church' Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
rONTRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite "C" Kobler A Chaae
llulldliie. Telephone Kearny 54:^4.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
ORGANIST ST. MARVS CATHEDRAL

Piano Department, Hamlla School

Oreao and Piano, Arriilaca Musical Colleee

ANIL DEER STUDIO
7» Ceutral .Xveone. Phone Park 10O3

By Appointment Only

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PIASO

Stndloi 1»03 Kaklei tt Ckase Bids.
Phone Kearny S454

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2<03 Sacramento St. Phone FilliDore 34S

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqae, Paria

Slodio: 3107 WaaUastaa Stre«t
Fkone Fillmore 1»47

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
SOLO VIOLINIST MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Teacher VloUa, Viola, Enaeuble Playla^
434 Spmce Street. Phone Fillmore 1151

HENRIK GJERDRUM
Pianist— Instructor—Accompanist

2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

J. RICHARD MALABY
Pianist and Accompanist

551 Lytton Ave. Palo Alto, Cal.

FREDERICK MAURER
Teacher.of Piano and Harmony, Ennemblei
C-oacblng. Studio: 1726 Le Roy Avenue.
Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 539.

Ada Clement Music School
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S9S

Mary Coonan McCrea ^RS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 36 Gnffney Building, 376 Sntter St.

Tel. Douglas 42:t3. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

CONTRALTO
Teacher of SLnsijac 32 Loretta Ave^ Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kobler A
rhaae Btds-. S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS Brandt's Conservatory of Music
FLUTIST

.Available for Concerts as Sololat or for
Obllsato Work. I201 Henry St.. Berkeley

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TE\CHER OF SINGING

Studio: 1920 Scott St. Phoue Fillmore 1561

A.DELE ULMAN
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
*^Tnmnnwealth Ave. Tel. Pac. 33.

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO

Voice Culture— Pupil of Mnie. Caillean
Studio: 33.S 2lBt St., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 2ftS1

Miss Helen Goldman
1610 Sutter St. Phone Fit. 5151

Specialist In Accompanying
Studio Work Desired

Andrew Miklosvari
TEACHER OF VIOLIN

."iSS Geary Street Tel. Franklin S639

MRS. A. B. GILLIS
PIANO

Pupil of Theo. Leschetizky of Vienna and
Karl Klindworth of Berlin. Residence,
159 Lake St. Telephone Lakeside 4982.

If you wish to become famous you
must be known and in order to become
known you need publicity and there is no
more dignified way to gain publicity than
by dignified advertising. If advertising is

undignified then fame Is undignified.

221 1 SCOTT ST., Bet. Clay A Waahing^oa
^fr. Noah Brandt. Violin
Mtk. Noah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloixt, Temple Emann El. Con-
cert and Cliiircfa Work. A'ocal Instruc-
tion. 2."i:i9 Clay St., Phone W eat 4s(i0.

MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
SOPRANO: Available for EnKaeement*

Soloist, Temple Beth Israel
Studio: 2e AHbbury St. Phone: Pac. 5230

Mr, and Mrs. Geo, Kruger
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION

Studio: lOOtl Kobler & Chase Bldg.
Tel. Kearny 5454. Kes. I'bone Franklin lOSO

KTHEL A. JOHNSON
SOPRANO

Member University Extension Faculty
Studio: 506 Kohler & Chasp Bldg.

Res.: 51 Buena Vista Terrace
Tel.: Park 1^91

Ruth Degnan
PL"PIL OF GIACOMO .AXD MME.

MINKO'WSKI
TEACHER OF VOICE

S4SS Pine St. Tel. A\e.t 7012

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist.

—

Soloist. Accompanist and Teacher
S15 Clement St.. S.'in Francisco. Pac. 92S^.

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PUNIST AND TEACHER
Pupil of WaRcr S^rayne

Stndio: r>15 Buena Vista Ave. Tel Park 341

Stella Raymond Vought
COLOR.^TURE SOPRANO

Concert Manacer
705 Kobler & Chane Bid.. TeL Kearny 4991

SIfc

Grand Prix, Paris
Grand Prize. St. Louia

\ HE richness, evennesa.dfpth and

I
charm cf Baldwin to ^ caonot be

F duplicated. Only witu *ke Bald-
win Piano can it be productO be*
cause only the Baldwin has the

acoustic proi)erue9 capable of its develop-
ment. Those who approach the selection of a
[>iano unprejudiced and with open mind find
the Baldwin a revelation,
ir TMi arv iiit«r*.t»d ia Ik. pnrckM. .1 a r,*Ur kirb-
tT%At |>i>itn. Irt oa UU j«« mlM«t t*. Ulr««ti'« .ffer «.
mr» »«« M«kiac.

^hrSalOTDin^ianoCCorapany

310 Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal

@)l»= =im

Member of Federal Reserve System and Associated Savines Banks of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\.V FR.tSCISCO BANK)

52« Callferala Street. Saa Franelaeo, Cal.
COMMERCIAL

MIS9IOK BRA.NCU. Mlaalon and Hat Streets

P.ARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BR-ANCH. Clement St. and Tth .^Te.
UAIGHT STREET BRA.NCH. Halcht and Belredere Streeta

DECEMBER 31, 1921
.Assets —
Deposits „
Capital Actually Paid Up
Reserve and Contingent Funds _
Employees' Pension Fund „,

«71,8ei,2»9.«2
- eS.20] ,289.62

1,000,000.00
2,650,000.00
371,753.48

OFFICERS—JOHN A. BUCK, President; GEO. TOURNT, Vice-President and
Manager; A. H. R. SCHMIDT. Vice-President and Cashier; E. T. KRUSE. Vice-
President; A. H. MULLER, Secretary; WM. D. NEWHOUSE, Assistant S^cr'^tary
WILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL, G. A. BELCHER. R. .A. LAUKNSTEIN
H. H. HERZER and H. P. MATNARD. Assistant Cashiers; C. W. HETER, Man-
ager Mission Branch; W. C. HEYER. Manager Park-Presidio District Branch-
O. F. PAULSEN, Manager Haight Street Branch.

BO^RD or DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK, GEO. TOURNT. B T KRUSE
A. H. R. SCHMIDT, I. N. WALTER, HUGH GOODFELLOW. E. N. VAN BERGEN
ROBERT DOLLAR, E. A. CHRISTENSON. L. S. SHERMAN, WALTER A. HAAs!

GOODFELLOW, EELLS, MOORE & ORRICK, General Attorneys
A diTtdend of FOUR .\>'D ONE ftCARTER (414) per cent per annum was

declared for the six months ending December 31. 1921.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISIMONDO MARTINEZ
5S1 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8212

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powf-U St. Phone Kearny 2S30

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR. ON FRAZER
1819 California St Tel. Prosp 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley, Cal

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K'my 54r,4

ETHEL ADELE DENNY
904 Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Kearny 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phcne Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK
479 Forest St.. Oakland Tel. Pied. 3554

MACKENZIE GORDON
2S32 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ESTHER MUNDELL
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

MME, M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
*7J ScoU Street Tel. Park 517fi

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 51S4

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1676

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker .«t Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
640 Post St. Tel. Pros. 2168

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kobler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 .\rguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 358;

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutler Street Phone Kearny 2637

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill, 2291

REED .».\D MOUTHPIECE IIAKEII

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter 6355

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Reyiew,

a publication that should be read by all

cents: by mail JS.OO per year.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE, MACBETH, EASTON, JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers

TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Barllone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOITK TKACHING PIKCKS (Grade 3)
lly Plumire I*. Kra 'I'lIK >\ OOII >V>II'irS IIAKP

Korh It .3» Kl\4i THIil Sll UKAKU
IIKI.I.o: MH. IIOIIIN V.tKIMA

Thrnr pieces lire lieInK »i(lely UMeil itnil niucb nppreolatetl hy tenrhem ivho mlae
their InHplrullunni Iteiiuty HUd niottern Idiom. I^M^^III.M, FOIl THK UllADK. Pnb-
lialied lij <I.A»'rt).\ K. .SI M>IV <'l>.. C'lIK'AUO. nnd tor Knle by IIE.NRV CiROUi!:
In the alore of WII.KV II. Al,l.l<:\ CO.

i:tr, KearnT- Si., Snn FranelNeo

Henry Brelherick
ORGANIST

2580 nnah Street

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOOAl. ClILTIIRE

ArtlMt pupIlM available for all oceaalona
.%O0 Kobler A Ctaaae Bids. Kearny 4891

Cal iTorru a
EIGHTH CONCERT, SEASON 1922-23

Sunday, May 7, 1922. 11 A. M.

Soloist

Constance Rees
The Charming California Soprano

offering

RITORNO VINCITOR from AIDA (Verdi)

California Theatre Orchestra

HERMAN HELLER, Conductor

yAtf^^li^t

QonstanceAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 6464

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerateln'a London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 705 Kohler &. Chaiie Dalldlnff
Phone Kearnr M&4

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
Far Klndersanea and Primary Gradea

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
W'orda and Hoalc

ABBIB OBRRI8H-JONES
Adaptlaaa and Oeaciiptlona

OLIVB B. WIL80X-D0RRBTT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resp't of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-
rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICE Sl.M AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The Piano of the Artistes Choice

Most Costly and Beautiful in the World

r^ RADUALLY and w^ith a certainty that is like the ebb and flow of the tides is the

^^ Mason & Hamlin piano asserting and extending its leadership in the artistic and author-

itative musical circles of the United States, hs fidelity, unvarying quality and beauty of tone

have created among connoisseurs everywhere an admiration and a profound respect that has

been accorded no other piano in the history of music and musicians.

Both uprights and grands are being shown at our stores.

Two Entrances

135-153 Keamr and 1 17-125 Sotter Sts.

Victor Talking Machinei

We invite a critical hearing.

Th^\\eyB.Js}\en@
-MASON AND HAMUN PIANOS

Oakland—1209 Wuhington Street

San Jose—99 South First

Sheet Miuic
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VERDI'S REQUIEM ENJOYED IN LOS ANGELES

Under Direction of John Smallman Verdi Oratorio Is Cordially Received

—Lora May Lamport. Anna Ruzena Sprotte. and Clifford Lott

Reflect Great Credit Upon Resident Artists By Giving

Exemplary Interpretations of the Solo Parts

By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Los Angeles. May 7, 1922.—Verdi's fer-

vent Requiem in memoriam Alessandro
Manzoni found a profoundly beautiful per-

formance through the Los Angeles Ora-

torio Society under John Smallman. The
chorus sang excellently. The soloists, all

resident artists. Lora May Lamport. Bos-

ton soprano, who intends settling here.

Anna Ruzena Sprotte. mezzo soprano,

Harold Proctor, tenor, and Clifford Lott.

baritone, justified the palicy of the man-
Egement to select feature artists from our
midst. Members of the Philharmonic Or-

chestra gave good support. Altogether it

was a concert of genuine artistic worth,

reaching high both in technical and in-

terpretative regard. There can be no
dcubt that the work made a very deep
impression, being new probably to most
of the audience, though it had been given

here seven or eight years ago. in the

early days of the Los Angeles Oratorio

Society when Eduardo Lebegott was the

director.

Mr. Smallman's interpretation of the

work is highly sympathetic, forceful as

well as duly tempered with fine regard

for its lyric moments. "When I heard tbe

work, years ago. the organ was employed
effectively, specially in those moments of

grief, remorse and terror that recur so

often in the work, also in the Lux Aeterna
(Eternal Light i. the Libera Me (Lord, de-

liver my soul I and preceding episodes.

The organ would have added to the

breadth and loftiness of the rendition.

Yet, I am ready to admit that Mr. Small-

man revealed a command of his forces

that resulted in stirring effects. He must
have deeply entered into the score and.

as events showed, imbued his chor-

isters with the very spirit that lives in

the Requiem. His whole style of direct-

ing, his unfolding, blending, and stimulat-

ing his singers indicated forethought and
considerable resources as a choral di-

rector. It must be regretted that the

work was not sung in the Latin version,

for it would have added to the "atmos-

phere." The consoling circumstance was
the good diction of chorus and soloists.

Distinctly an asset was the unity of in-

terpretation that marked the perform-

ance. After the more preparatory: Grant
them rest (K>Tie). the dramatic episode

of Day of Anger (Dies irae).followed by
an entire series of pictures reflecting

anguish, fully established the emotional
keynote of the requiem type in oratorio.

The serene beauty of the Oh. Lord God
of the solo quartet and the adoration of

the double chorus in Holy, Holy were a

eympathetic anti-climax. The solo soprano

and mezzo soprano succeeded by the

chorus in Lamb of God, were among the

most touching moments of the perform-

ance, the two soloists singing with lovable

feeling. The Light Eternal has a mystic

quality one would scarcely seek in the

Verdi of operatic fame. The closing

chapter. Lord, deliver my soul, surprises,

in it is coupled a restraint and yet a

force happily peculiar to devotionalism.

Verdi goes his own ways in this

requiem, for it is very different from
church music. It is a work not bound by
ecclesiastic style. Its polyphony is com-

plete, though not of the type that startles

through technical "puzzles."* Verdi's part

writing is blessed, however, with that flow

of melody so natural to him. that one al-

most forgets the actuality of its being

counterpoint. As has been well said of

this work, it is a requiem written in ac-

cordance with Italian taste, i. e., occasion-

ally more emotional than one expects a

requiem to be. That there is a trifle of

operatic style in the more descriptive

scenes can hardly be astonishing in a

Verdi work. Yet. Verdi is not theatrical

in this opus, and Smallman. his soloist

and chorus consciously or instinctively

transmuted the emotional into the de-

votional.

Of the soloists. Mme. Sprotte, mezzo
soprano, and Clifford Lott. baritone, must
be mentioned first. Both artists sang with

a beauty of tone and fine vocal art which
made their soks stand out triumphantly.
Mme. Sprotte sang with an entrancing soft-

ness of shading and a colorful warmtn

What splendid work our public school
music department is doing through their

orchestra-division was again evidenced by
this year's concert of the Junior Orchestra
of 175 players at the Philharmonic Audi-

torium. It is nothing short of marvellous
what Miss Jennie L. Jones, supervisor of

the orchestra-department, and her staff

members. Miss Lcma Reavis, Miss Mary
B. Ludlow. Miss Alma M. Stickel and Miss
Grace M. Dering. are accomplishing with
so difficult a material as these youngsters.
None of these little musicians is prob-

ably more than ten years of age. and some
seem smaller than their 'cellos or little

taller than their fiddles, yet they are mak-
ing music in a fashion so genuine that one
becomes extremely optimistic regarding
the coming generation of music-lovers.

Here musical America is really in tbe

making and in the best sense. The work
done in the orchestra department of the
schools is an ideal endowment towards
musical culture of this country. We shall

\\. A. CL

Fonnder-Pairon Philharnianir Oreh'
Philanthropy Haw Earned Hii

The Musical

that made her lovely voice all the more
appealing. It was the human appeal in

hers and Mr. Lotts singing that wove an
artistic halo around their work. There is

a spirituality in Clifford Lott's tones, a
chasteness and at the same time a rich-

ness of color and feeling which doubles
his skill in effect. Both artists possess a
poise which makes for vocal freedom that
is always enjoyable. Miss Lamport's
voice is beautiful in the middle and lower
register, but it is hard at times in the high
notes. Aside from occasional de\iation3
from pitch, it has lucid clarity and greatly
pleasing firmness. If the singer can en-
rich the color quality, and emotional flexi-

bility of her voice she will equalize her
powers of expression. Harold Proctors
singing has ease of lone production and a
natnral beauty. He is gaining sympa-
thetically in matureness of interpretation.
His d'ction is clear, a point in which also
Mme. .Sprotte and Mr. Lott excel.

e»tra. Lor Anseles. Whoxe >lasical
the KHtretn and Gratitode of

PaelAe W>Mt

have mere native orchestra musicians in a
few years hence, and a multitude of se-

rious, discriminating music lovers who
will support professional endeavor in a
measure that cannot be estimated: but
will be far vaster in quantity and sin-

cerity than is now prevailing. All honor
to Community Service and its efforts for
civic music. But it is through these little

fellows and tiny girls that music will or-

ganically permeate the American home.
Under the direction of the various staff

members a prcgram of twelve numbers
was rendered with splendid musical dis-

cipline by this ensemble of 1"5 music-
makers, WTiile it would have been folly

to expect perfection, a thing of impossi-
bility owing to the Lilliputian size of most
instruments, yet one had to marvel at the
strictness and accuracy in which the in-

dividual players formed sections of good
unison, meeting their cues well, thus
creating a most respectable ensemble.

Fiddles and 'cellos had their unison bow-
ing. Pianos and xylophones kept fine

rhythm and the flutes and clarinets and
brasses were of a pitch creditable to many
an adult band. The most striking feature

of the performance was the amount of

expression, of musical animation the
small performers showed in addition to

technical accuracy. They really made
music, simple music, of course, but music
that had warmth and which was not
£tifled by the counting of the beat, for

instance. This was specially shown in

the closing number, which was played
without a conductor and yet with fine co-

hesion as well as expression.
One could only smile, gasp and feel

deeply touched by the portent of the ac-

complishment manifested at this con-
cert, unle.£s one lacked vision for the
true, the higher essentials of life. Music
inculcated into the citizens of tomorrow,
as is done here, will make for a more re-

fined, a physically and spiritually more
advanced naticn.

IRENE ROWLAND NICOLL CONCERT

Well Known Dramatic Contralto. Assisted
by Kajetan AttI, Surpasses as

Concert Artist

By ALFRED METZGER
Irene HowUnd NicoU. dramatic con-

tralto, gave a most representative and
varied program at Ebell Auditorium.
Oakland, on Friday evening. May 5th.

and it is safe to say that it was by all

means one of the most enjoyable and
most sincere musical events of a pro-

fessional nature which we have attended
this season. Mrs. Nicoll does not only
possess a voice of fine timbre and rich-

ness of color, but she also sings with un-
usual intelligence and deliberate artistic

expression. Her program consisted of

works of the old classic masters, Ger-
man lieder, and a group of American com-
positions.

The fact that this artist succeeded in

investing every song with fervent emo-
tional values and enunciated with a clear-

ness and distinction that enabled every-
one to understand the words and their

meaning without difficulty and proved by
her careful phrasing and accentuation
that she delved into the very heart of the
composer's ideas, combined to introduce
this singer as one of the worthiest vocal
artists before the public in the Far West.
Mrs. Nicoll has a message and she de-

livers it with understanding and force.

and this in connection with a naturally
beautiful voice, intelligently and skillfully

used, ought to secure for her a hearing
wherever she may appear. Surely truly

well equipped artists are not too frequent
to permit anyone of them to remain idle.

Edgar Albert Thorpe. Mrs. NicoU's ac-

companist, is a pianist of thP finest type
and one well worthy of success. His
touch is light, yet firm, his interpretative
faculties are thoroughly in harmony with
the most particular tastes and he under-
stands how to adapt his work to the spe-
cial artistic idiosyncracies of the soloist.

It is surely a pleasure to hear Mr. Thorpe
at the piano. The assistine^ artist was
Kajetan Attl. the distinguished harp vir-

tuoso and member of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra, who repealed him-
self in his most brilliant faculties by
playing Renee's Legende. His tone is clear
and true and his technical disolay belongs
among the most cherished feats of a
musical season. His expression is always
deeply illustrative of the finest senti-

ments, while his selections are always
genuinely representative.
The complete program was as follows:

(a) My Heart Ever Faithful (Bach), (b)
Dove Sei (Handel), (c) Should He Up-
braid (Bishop): (a) L'heure Exquise (Po!-

dowski), (b) Un doux Lien (Delbruck),
(c> Aria (Jeanne d'Arc) (Tschaikowsky)

;

Legende (Renee), Mr. Attl: (a) Marie
(Franz), (b) Standchen (Franz), (c) Aus
meinen grossen Schmerzen fFranz), (d)

Fur Music (Franz*. (e> Im Herbst
(Franz); la) The Quest (Eleanor Smith),
(b) Fanchonetle (Kathleen Clarke), (c)

The Sea (MacDowell). (d) The Velvet
Darkness (Reddick).
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World-famous pianists who use
the STEINWAY piano exclusively

cr'HREE score years ago a new yeniiis flashed upon the musical tvorld. He icas a composer, not of
-* musical scores, but of musical instruments. His name was Henry Steinway—his viasterwork was a
piano. i\o sooner was his instrument given to the world than it was hailed as America's first great contri-

bution to musical art. One by one the great musicians heard the Steinway, or played it, and chose it for
their own. If'^agner, Liszt, Rubinstein, Gounod—these were only a few of those who came under the spell

of Steinway tone. From that day to this the Steinway has been the instrument which the world has recog-

nized as the piano of pianos.

Today the following world-famous artists use only the STEINfFAY

:

Alda, Franco Du Carp, Magdalaine Gerhardt, Elma Kharum. M. Mclba. N. Randcgger. G. A.
Auer, Leopold Duckwitz, Dorothy llillcr Gogorza, Eniilio dc Krcisler. Fritz. Nellii, Daisy Rubncr. Prof. Dr.
Boguilawski, Moses Damrosch. Frank Goodsoti, Kathcrinc Lcginska, Ethel Ncuhaus. Estclla Randolph, Harold
Bult. Ctara Damrosch. Waller Grainger. Percy Lcviizki, Mischa Nash, Frances Res;:ke, Jean de
Bot, Coenraad V. Elman, Misha Heifct/. Jascha Longenhan, Chris inc Novaes. G. Reszki. Edward
Burnham, Thud Friedman, Ignaz Hackett, Arthur Lhcvinne, Joseph Powell, John Schelling, Ernest
Boyle. George F. Florigny, Rcnee Hcnipcl, Frieda Lazzari, Caroline Powell, Webster Sapirstein, Davis
Bvrd. Winifred Friedbcrg. Carl Henry. Harold MacDowell, Mrs Edwar il Prokoficff. Serge Schooler, David
Brard, Madgelaine Fremstad. Olive Hess, Myra MacFarlan, George Paderewski, Ignac Schumann-Helnk.
Cottlou-, Augusta Friedhcim, Artur Hofmann, Josef MacFadycn, Alexander Rachmaninoff, Sergei Siloti, Alexander
Cortot, Alfred Fridlcr. M. ffomcr, Louise Malzcnaucr, Margarette Rosing. \'. Spalding. Albert
Cornell, Louis Calli-Curci. A. Hutcheson, Ernest Mcro, Y'olanda Renard, Rosita Symphony Society

Cheatham. Kitty Ganz. Rudolph Herbert. \'ictor McCormack, John Rosen, Max of New \'ork

D'Albcrt, Eugene Gauthier. Eva Ivogun. Maria Manncs. Clara Rubinstein, Arthur Samaroff-Stokowsk
Devo. Ruth Graveure, Louis Kochanski. Paul Maiincs, David Rosenblatt, Josef Seidet, Rosha

Stracciari Riccordo Strauss, Dr. R. Wilsor , M.
Shattuck. Arthur Werrcnr ith, Rcinald Wcing artcn, F.

Y>
Scnibrich M. Whitchill, Clarence \'savc, Eugene
Stransky. 1- Whiting Arthur Zimba ist, Efrcm
Stokowsk . L. Zieslcr Fannie Bloomfield

Ernestine

Olga

In San Francisco and Oakland we carry everything in Music—Steinway and other

Pianos, Pianola and Duo-Art Pianos, Aeolian Pipe Organs, Robert Morton Cathedral

Organs, I'ictrolas and Victor Records, Player Rolls, Conn Band Instruments, String

and Orchestral Instruments, Sheet Aiusic and Music Books.

Sherman|May&Co,
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento Stockton Fresno Sanjose

Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Vallejo

Jk-A—9L.

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 1453 Willard Street

Telephone Park 2135

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de ArrMlnizn, lllr<Ttur

A. I.. ArllKUCH. I're-d.i I.ouIm AleRrln, Vlrp-I'rrd.

ITDrxcellrd fncllllira tnr the Miad^ of maalc la all

Its branrbra. l.arKe I'Ipe UriEan. Itecltal Hall.Itecit:

23ir. JACKSON STREET
San PranrUro, Cal. E>hone Weac 4737

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING. Director

3242 Waahlncton Street, near Prealdio Avenue
San Kranelwco, Cal.

For further Inftirnintlnn addrena the aecretary of the
arbnnl. or phnnr Klllmnre aitr..

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
AI>\ AX i:i> I'l IMI.S ACrEI'TEI>

l*opll of Mmf. V. stepnnofr lllerlln), M. Sleveklnfc,
nad F.. Ilnbrrt Srhmltx I Ne^r ) ork). Stud In: 701
Heine llldK.. in>4 Stockton St. MondnyM. n-i:£, Thara-
dajN. lO-l. .t-n. Tel. Kearny 2222. KeN. Phonet Pied-
mont 7fl«.

Miss Ellizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Pinno. Orican. Ilarmonx. Orsanlat and Mnaleal
Director of Ftmt PreMhrlerInn Churrh. Alameda. Home
Stodio: 1117 PARU STHEET. ALAJWEDA. Telrphone Ala-
meda inr>. Thuradaya, Merriman School, B70 Oakland Ave.,
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OP MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contrnlto

Teacher of Slnfirlnt;. Complete Course of Operatic Train-
ing. 27:10 Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore 4S53.

MME. CARRINGTON LEWYS
Prima Donna With Strakoaeh, Mapleaon, Bte.

EMLA'N L,E\VYS
OrfcanUI Fifth Cbnrch of Chrlat Sclentlnt. Formerly

Principal of VIrifll Piano School, London, Enerlnnd.

Rea. Studio: 2041 Lyon Street. Phone Fillmore nRJ

MRS. S. P. MARRACCI, Vocal Teacher
Itnlinn method; 14 yeara of nfnce experience; former
prima donnn with CnruNO and Tetrnxxlnli coachea puplla
Vocnlly and In l>ramatlc Dt-porlment.
Studio. 4«4 ColumbuM Avenue. I'hone Garfield 2-76

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Confera Decreea Awnrda Certlflcatea

For Pnrtlcularji apply ta Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Sanlnvnky Chnmlter Itlunle Soclfly

Will Accfpt a J'Vw Talented I'upils, Studio; 1002 Kohlcr

& Chaae Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL. CAI,IFORNIA

^IumIc Couraea TborouRh nnd i'roKrenalve
Public School MunIc, Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. M. PnNmore—StudloH: Suite r.OO Kohler & Choae Dlds..
s. I".: 'ZTuM ColleBe Ave, llerkelcy. Kcaldence liUl Alvn-
rndo llond. ilerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Prepnrlnc Teacher for

MRS. OSC.*R MANSFELDT. Planiat
20ir. Uroderlrk St.. near Clay Telephone Fillmore 314

UNCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—.\CCOMPANIST

Member Inlveralty Extenalon Faculty
Studio: R2T Shrader #••-

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

076 Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
Appolutmeuta by Phone—Proapect 3320

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
Ifornla
Jenee
'latOD

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\'(il«'e Culture
Ulid ThurM. frti

-Did ion— Studio: 41>S Stockton SI.—Mon.
II •J.-Zu IWn. 1 ir.l Sncrnmcnto St. Pron. 7.%«3.

The College of the Holy Names
I,nke Mcrrltl, Oakland

Complete Connervu lory CourNc—Piano. Tfnrp. Violin*
'Cello, Voice. Counterpoint. Hnruiony, llintory

s

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication

tliat sliould be read by all the niusicloving people.

Single copies, 10 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.

Phoa. Park ISOS

BLANCHE ASHLEY
SpeclallMt In Theory and Practice of Tenchlni; Mualc
Oak LodRe. Apt. (1. 1 I1>7 Oak St. Phone Lakealde 3735

Kohler A Chaae Bids- By Appointment

DAILY ORGAN RECITALS
(From 12 to 1)

by

UDA WALDROP
at

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Post and Mason Streets

(Saturday and Sunday Excepted)

ADMISSION FREE
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

BERNAT JAULUS JOINS GREAT
MAJORITY

Those familiar with the musical history of San
Francisco will hear with great regret of the sud-

den passing of Bernat Jaulus. who succumbed to

heart failure during the week just passed. Mr.
jaulus came to San Francisco with the great

Hungarian Orchestra under the direction of F.

Rosner, for years the musical director of the Or-
pheum, and like every one of this splendid body
of musicians he forged ahead rapidl}', becoming
one of the best known orchestra leaders of the

famous cafes of the old and new San Francisco.

Mr. Jaulus w-as one of those musicians who be-

lieved in giving the public the best of music bj'

the biggest orchestras in places where they sought

recreation. And thanks to his energy, enterprise

and sheer love for music, he was greatly respon-

sible for the superb musical taste that is preva-

lent among so many San Francisco concert and
theatre goers. Although occasionally his love and
ambition for the art did not bring him the finan-

cial reward he deserved.

As a musician Mr. Jaulus was greatly re-

spected, being a viola pla)'er of more than ordi-

nary capacity. He was at the zenith of his power
during the heyday of San Francisco's brilliant

down-town life and w'ith the dimming of this

great life many of the musicians who gave us at

those times the very best music have, like Mr.
Jaulus, become identified e.xclusively with hotel

orchestras. And so during the last year or two
Mr. Jaulus has been director of the Palace Hotel
Orchestra, in ^vhich capacity he has endeared
himself by reason of his excellent Sunday night

concerts. The writer considered Mr. Jaulus one
of his friends, and he, like hundreds of others,

was greatly shocked upon hearing of his sudden
demise. May his soul find rest in the great beyond.

ROSE GRAINGER'S ACCIDENTAL DEATH

It is possibly no exaggeration to say that the

entire musical world w-herever Percy Grainger

has spread his message of cheer was shocked to

hear of the sad end of Mrs. Rose Grainger, one
of the finest women and one of the greatest moth-
ers it has ever been our privilege to know. Moth-
ers and fathers of travelling artists are not always
blessed with possessing the genius to make them-
selves popular. But the writer never failed to look
forward with ])leasure to the rare visits of Percy

Grainger, because he al.so brouglit with him
Mrs. Rose tlrainger, whose facile conversation,

whose genteel manners, whose sweet womanli-
ness drew evervone toward her.

MR. MASON INTERVIEWS LAWRENCE STRAUSS

The pride which Mrs. Grainger had in her son,

although justified, never degenerated into un-

pleasant braggadocio as is so often the case. When
she had occasion to speak of the distinguished

]iianist-composcr it was casually and she intro-

duced her subject with such exquisite tact and
such gentleness that one hardly realized she was
speaking of her own son. And no doubt a great

deal of Mr. Grainger's personal success could be
traced to this discriminating and well justified

expression of his artistic advantages by one so

singularly well equipped to say the right thing

at the right time. We feel richer for having known
Mrs. Rose Grainger and we feel her loss as if

one near and dear to us had departed. In the

course of'our journey through life we meet many
people whom we regard with the deepest per-

sonal affection, but we have met tione wdiom we
were prouder to know than Mrs. Grainger and
our sympath}- goes out to the son who has lost

so wonderful a mother, and who may find great

consolation in the thought that she has spread
liappiness wherever she went.

.

SEVERI TO WIELD BATON AT CALIFORNIA

Brilliant Young Vioiinist-Conductor To Have At Last An
Opportunity To Reveal His Entire Genius

—

Mme. Sprotte, Soloist

Like the four seasons, music, too, must have its

change of tempo. The Famous Flavors Lasky Corpora-
lion of California, owning and controlling the Califor-

nia Theatre, have always endeavored to offer their

I'atrons and the public the highest standard of pictures
with their proper musical interpretation as well as to
feature music in concert numhers and other various
treatments ot musical offerings. Mr. Heller s leaving the
California Theatre to develop his original idea of syn-
chronization of music with pictures in a standardized
form, offers this organization an opportunity to progress
with the times, and adhering to their policy of encour-
aging not alone the local talent wherever and when-
ever offered but also to encourage the employees of
their various departments and particularly the conduc-
tors of their various theatres, they have advanced the
popular, genial artist. Gino Severi. who has so success-
fully pleased the public at the Imperial and Granada
Theatres for the past six years, to the conductorship of
the California Theatre orchestra. Mr. Severi has been
given a tree hand to employ and contract for the best
artists in San Francisco in the forming of his new
musical organization.

.\n entirely different type and standard of music will
prevail at the California Theatre beginning Sunday,
May 14th, when Gino Severi and the new orchestra take
their positions upon the stage at that delightful thea-
tre. By reason of Severi having secured the eminent
artists that have records of merit, the patrons of the
California Theatre will be entertained from time to
time by high-class solo offerings, and the immense Wur-
litzer-Hope-Jones organ will be featured with the classi-

cal numbers in concert form.
Seven's first program to be presented at the concert

this Sunday morning at 11:00 o'clock includes many
musical gems. They are Svendsen's Swedish Coronation
.March. Komzak's By the Beautiful Narentha. Gounod's
Faust selections to be played with Leslie Harvey at
the organ. Lehar's Mag5"ar Dalok which was adapted
from Hungarian folk songs will be played by Ormay at
the piano and Severi on the violin. Mme. Anna Ruzena
Sprotte. the famous Bohemian contralto, will be the
first soloist to be presented under the Severi regime.
Mme. Sprotte needs no introduction to music lovers
in the Bay cities. She will offer Wagner's Dreams, and
Ross' Dawn in the Desert.

The management of this theatre is to be congratu-
lated for its spirit and enterprise in giving tlie music-
loving public of San Francisco the high standard type
of music in such an appealing form. .\s a matter of
fact, it is setting the standard for all the large cities

throughout the United States and has helped materi-
ally in keeping the fame of San Francisco musically
throughout the United States.

The Sunday Morning Concerts at the California Thea-
tre always start at 11:00 o'clock, the doors opening at

10:30 a. m. An excellent organ solo by Leslie V. Harvey
precedes the orchestral program. The patrons who at-

tend these morning musicales are privileged to remain
with no extra charge for the entire photoplay program
which follows immediately after the concert. To avoid
waiting in line it is advisable to purchase reserved
boxes and loges for the concert at Sherman, Clay and
Company, where they are on sale one week in advance.

Sin Henry Heyman, the greatly esteemed dean of vio-

linists of the Far West, who has been confined to his
home during more than four weeks on account of sick-

ness, is now on the way to recovers', but is not yet
sulBciently improved to leave his home. He has been
the recipient of many messages of sympathy and regrets
at his illness and no doubt his host of friends wish him
a speedy recovery, in which the Pacific Coast Musical
Review heartily joins.

Interesting Chat with Distinguished California Tenor,
Who Tells Something Worth While Regarding the

Reputation and Skill of Mrs. Robinson-Ouff

The following interview, published by Redfern Mason
in the San Francisco Examiner of recent date, will prove
of unusual interest to Pacific Coast Musical Re^iew
readers, specially that part which refers to Mrs. Robin-
son-Duff's San Francisco visit.

After his sojourn in New York, Laurence Strauss is

back among us. stimulated and enthusiastic. Whether
he will remain in San FVancisco is uncertain. He re-

turns East in the fall and his experiences there have
been so delightful that he may be tempted to remain.
Besides New York is an artistic suburb of the Greater
San Francisco that is to be, and there is a whole coterie

of young Cnlifornians carrying Western light and lead-

ing into the dark places ot the Eastern metropolis.

Strauss ran into George Stewart .McManus and found
him very successful. They told him Doria Fernanda
was singing beautifully. By the way she will be here in

San Francisco soon. Ashley Pettis is another of the

young men of our West who has made good. Rosalie
Haussman is busy composing and teaching. Strauss
says she is a real part of New York life.

Mr. Strauss has a few words of experience that will be
of service to other musicians who wish to spread their

wings. Getting ahead musically, even when there is real

talent, is expensive. A well known pianist told Strauss
that she had $6,000 worth of engagements secured and
must spend at least $4,000 to get them. She must give
recitals in New York. Boston and Chicago. That costs

money, and of course, the musician must blow his own
horn by advertising.
"We pay no attention to San Francisco notices," one

of the New York managers told him.
"How curious," Strauss replied; "that's just how we

Californians feel about New York notices."

But this kind of provincialism is rare even in New
York, which is as parochial as London or Paris.

Yvette Guilbert wanted Strauss to join her school in

Paris. It was tempting; but he declined. But when
Kurt Schindler offered him a position in the choir of

Temple Emanuel-El he jumped at the chance, for it is

perhaps the finest choir in the United States.

Then he met Mrs. Sarah Robinson-Duff and studied with

her. "Mrs. Robinson-Duff was Mary Garden's teacher,'*

says Strauss. "I took a lesson a day with her, for four

months, and I'm enthusiastic about her. You should
read her 'Practical Help for Singers,' it's extremely
straightforward and uninvolved. In fact it is a series

of practical talks on singing given before a girls* school.

"And Mrs. Robinson-Duff is coming out to California

this summer. I tell you that because I believe in her
and 1 hope people will study with her. She has helped
me, and she will help them."

The association with Kurt Schindler began with

Strauss' singing for him Bloch's 137th Psalm; Schindler
did net know the work and he was delighted with it.

Then came work in the Scola Cantorum. This is a
chorus the like of which we have not as yet in our
West. Fifty per cent of the singers are professionals,

men and women, and they are paid a retaining fee of

?.^0 a season to attend the rehearsals and concerts. The
men chcralists have their membership free; but the

women folk have to pay two dollars a season. It is a

case in which virtue is not its own reward. So many
women want to join that they have to make it difficult

to do so.

The Schola, which consists of a hundred men and a
hundred women, sang the Bach B minor Mass and
Strauss is wild with enthusiasm over that tremendous
Sanctus and the heartbroken Crucitixus.

Then he heard the Saint Francis ot Malipiero.

"It made me think of the Ascension Day procession

I saw in a Belgian monastery." he said. "It affected me
as if I were witnessing a mystery play. The genius of

the music is largely Gregorian, but a modernized Grego-
rian, and atrociously diflficult on account of the freedom
of the rhythm."

Strauss met Harry Barnhart. "Is he a force?" I de-

mand.

"Yes, he is a force; he*s a practical idealist. He under-

stands mob psychology perfectly; he gets the same re-

sult as Gipsy Smith. He gives them something; he
makes them sing and he makes them love the music.*'

"How is he financed?"

"He has no salary. Every choralist gives what he or

she wants to give. and. believe me, they want, for they
believe in him. What is more, they have reason to."

(Editorial Note—Mr. Strauss informs us that, while

he will go East next fall to fill a number of concert en-

gagements he will return to his studio work at his

earliest convenience.)

Miss Dorothea Mansfeldt gave a musicale in the grey

and silver room of the Aladdin Studio Tiffin room on
Sunday evening, .\pril 2nd. The program which was ex-

cellently rendered and during which the young pianist

sustained her reputation as an excellent artist as well

as teacher, was as follows: Dance Macabre (Saint-

Saens). Miss Aida Baxter and Miss Dorothea Mans-
feldt; Harp Etude (Chopin), Hark, Hark, the Lark
(Schubert-Liszt), Miss Violet Holland: Preludes Nos.

7, 20 (Chopin). Nocturne (Grieg). Miss Aida Baxter:

Revolutionary Etude (Chopin), If I Were a Bird (Hen-

selt). Miss Anne Kauffman: Ballade. A flat (Chopin),

Miss Irene McSwain: Black Key Etude (Chopin I. Sil-

ver Spring (Mason). Miss Dorothea Hirschfeld; Waltz
No. 2 (Chopin). By the Sea Shore (Smetana). Ballade,

F major (Chopin), Miss Sara Parker: Waltz. C minor
(Chopin-Schutt), Miss Irene McSwain and Miss Dor-

othea Mansfeldt.
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GRACE NORTHRUP TO SUMMER HERE

Widely Known California Soprano. Who Has Achieved
Fame in the East, Returns to Give a Summer

Course in San Francisco

Miss Grace Northrup. formerly a resident artist of

San Francisco, and during the last few years promi-

nently identified with the musical life of New York and
(ther great Eastern music centres, will spend the sum-
TiHT in San Francisco and has announced that she will

pive a summer course to students eager to take advan-

tage of her art. knowledge and experience. Miss Norlh-

rup has been engaged to be soloist for the Loring Club

at its concert on May 23rd. and other engagements have
been booked to follow closely.

Miss Northrup will remain in San Francisco during

June. July and August and will have an excellent oppor-

tunity to teach students a great many useful things

about proper singing. Both the church and synagogue
In which Miss Northrup is engaged as soloist in New
York have given her leave of absence from May loth

until July 1st. and the following two months always rep-

rt sents Miss Northrup's vacation time.

JENNY LIND TRIO AT FAIRMONT HOTEL

Art and beauty will be the keynote of the concert to be
given by the Jenny Lind Trio at the Fairmont Hotel on
Tuesday, May 23rd. The artists comprising the trio are:

Harriett Bennett, soprano; Louise Brehany, mezzo-so-

MME. \\\A RIZEXA SFROTTE
Thr (eminent <'»ntralto Who Will Re the SnlnlHt

at the California Theatre Sunday Mtirn-
InK Confer I Tumorron*

prano; Carlo Cima, baritone; with Mabel Baalman at the

piano. When Victor Herbert heard Miss Bennett sing

recently at the St. Francis Hotel he was delighted with

her beautiful voice and artistic interpretations and pub-

licly stated: "Miss Bennett, you are a perfect artist, and
with your beautiful voice, artistic phrasing and delight-

ful personality you are well on the road to fame and
success."

Carlo Cima, who Is regarded by many as one of the
finest baritones recently appearing before San Francisco
audiences, will add greatly to the evening's enjoyment
by singing arias and songs in his native Italian. Wherever
he has appeared in public he has made an instantaneous
success. Mme. Brehany. who is well known here as a
prominent pedagogue, is the other member of the trio.

She has been soloist for many large music clubs here
and on tour, and at one time appeared on a transconti-
nental tour with the Brehany Concert Company. The
Fresno Republican, after Mme. Brehany's appearance in

one of her concerts, said:

"Mme. Brehany has a most impressive stage presence
and a brilliancy and delicacy of expression rarely
equalled." Mabelte Baalman will enhance the artistic

value of the program through her artistic rendition of

the accompaniments for the trio. Mme. Vought. who has
been so successful in all the presentations she has made
of resident artists at the Fairmont Hotel says regarding
this concert that for its beauty and art the West Coast
has had nothing Just like the Jenny Lind Trio.

Henrik Gjerdrum, the well-known pianist and accom-
panist, has been very active this season teaching and
accompan\ing. Only recently he acted as accompanist
for Blanche Hamilton Fox at a concert of a San Fran-
cisco musical club and received many compliments for
his work. Miss Blanche Hamilton Fox was in splendid
voice and the Berkeley String Quartet, which was one
of the features of the program, played excellently.

Warren D. Allen, Stanford University organist, an-

nounces his organ recitals for the week beginning Sun-
day afternoon. May 14th, as follows: Sunday, May 14th,

at 4 p. m.. and Tuesday, May 16th, at 4:15 p. m., War-
ren n. Allen, University Organist—Prelude and Fugue
in G minor (John Haraden Pratt t. Scene religieuse.

(arranged for organ by Clarence Dickinson) (Massenet).
Symphonic No. 1. in D minor (Louis Vierne). Thurs-
day, May ISth, at 4:15 p. m.— Prelude and Pastorale
(from the First Symphony I (Vierne), Second Medita-
tion (Guilmanl), Sortie Solenncllc (Rene L. Becker).

Madame Vought will present an artist's program at

the Western Arts Association on Wednesday evening.
May 17th. to which members and friends are cordially
invited. Dancing will be enjoyed after the program.
Those who will contribute numbers are: Irene Meuss-
dorfer. soprano; Hilda Fisher of Stockton, mezzo-so-
prano; .lack Ribaudo. tenor; Violet Silver, violinist:

Walter Frank Wenzel, pianist :ind accompanist, and
the Steinway Duo-Art Piano through the courtesy of

Sherman. Clay & Co. A program will be given by pupils

from the Dancing School of Daisy Upham during the

dance intermission.

Frederick Zech, the distinguished composer and piano
pedagogue, has finished a new symphony and also a
new symphonic poem. The first named is his fifth sym-
phony and the other is his fifth symphonic poem. Mr-
Zech is unquestionably one of the country's most pro-

ficient and most industrious composers and his works
should be performed oftener and by many more orches-
tras than is the case. Mr. Zech does not belong to those
creative artists who force themselves upon the atten-
tion of those able to produce their works, and hence
he is frequently neglected when a better knowledge of

his excellent work and distinguished position should
gain him universal public attention.

Mrs. H. I. Krick, of 479 Forest Street, Oakland, pre-
sented her pupil, Lloyd Kramer, in a piano recital at
the Americus Talent Club. o4G Lakeshore Block on
Friday evening. May 5th. Lloyd Kramer is the 13-year-

old son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter .1. Kramer, the latter
being President of the Federation of Mothers" Clubs of
Oakland. Lloyd is a very talented little boy. He has only
studied piano three years and played a varied program
entirely from memory. The newspapers were very cor-
dial in their reviews and we shall reprint some of them
later.

Ruth Viola Davis pre .'tented some of her pupils in

a piano recital in Century Club, Hall on Saturday eve-
ning. May 6th, and the following program was delight-

fully presented: Two Pianos—Marquise Minuet (Lack),
Gladys Worden and Gladys Gillig; Canzonetta (Sr-hutt).

Poupee Valsante (Poldini). Jane Lee; Adagio (Haydn),
Fantasia (Mozart), Pierrette (Chaminade). Fern Mary
Cochrane; Trio (by request) At the School Festival
(Streabbog). Virginia Knight, Lydia Wainwright. Mar-
ian Knight; Berceuse (Wachs). Nocturne (Field),

Theme for Left Hand only (Pirkhertl, Dorothy Becsey;
La PaplUon (Lavallee), Murmuring Zephyrs (Jensen).
Birdling (Grieg). Etude (Heller). Helen Louise Cul-
len; Nachtstuck (Schumann). Warum (Schumann).
Valse Triste (Sibelius). Marjorie Moss; Papillon
(Grieg), Music Box (Liadow), Prelude (Rachmaninoff).
Gladys Smythe; Vecchio .Minuetto (Sgambati), Marche
Mignonne (Poldini). Lucia di Lammermoor (for Left
Hand only) (Leschetizky). Matie McLaren; Hunting
song (Mendelssohn). Spinning Song (Mendelssohn),
Polonaise (Chopin), Marjorie Moss; Two Pianos—Far-
andola (Mueller), Fern Cochran. Dorothy Becsey.

The Ada Clement Music School gave the following
program on Saturday, April 2!)th: Trio—The Magic
Flute (Mozart), Mrs. Mauson Reid Adams. Miss Marie
Milliette and Mrs. John Beckman; Folk Song— (a) Oh.
Hap-true. Polish Wedding Song, (b) The Treasurer.
Bohemian Song and Dance Tune, (c) The Outlaw, Bul-

garian. Naer Jog Blef Sjnetton, Swedish, Mrs. Adams;
Duet—Suir Aria. The Marriage of Figaro (Mozart).
Mrs. Adams and Miss Milliette; (a) The Lady Picking
Mulberries (Edgar Stillman-Kelly). (b) The Robin
Sings in the Apple Tree, (c) Midsummer Melody (Ed-
ward A. MacDowell), (d) Three Chinese Mother Goose
Rhymes (Bainbridge Crist),—Lady Bug. Baby is Sleep-
ing, The Mouse, Mrs. Adams.

Irving Krick, fifteen-year-old boy pianist, played for

the Atlantic Pacific Radio Company at the Rock Ridge
radio station in Oakland on April 25th. He was engaged
to play another recital for Wednesday, May 3rd at the
same place. His selections were from Liszt. MacDowell.
Godowsky, Chopin. Godard, Cyril Scott, Rachmaninoff
and others. Young Krick played a program of ten num-
bers from memory at the Greek Theatre and is to play
another program at the Greek Theatre next October.
He has played at Hotel Oakland, Oakland Auditorium.
The Americus Talent Club, Palace Hotel in San Fran-
cisco and numbers of other places.

Alma Schmidt-Kennedy presented seven pianists at

her studio, 1537 Euclid Avenue, Berkeley, on Sartirday
evening. April 2:ind. The program was interpreted by
the following artists: Felton Kanfmann. Richard Gump,
Embree Hockenbeamer. Laird Williams, Roscius Whip-
lile, and Charles Allen, pianist, and R. Mondelevitch.
violinist. The following compositions were chosen for

the evening's musicale: (a) Gavotte (G major") (Bach),

(b) Valse (G flat major) (Chopin), (c) Tarantelle (Men-
delssohn). Felton Kaufniann; (a) Menuetto (B minor)
(Schubert), (b) Valse (Op. 70. No. 3) (Chopin). Richard
Gump; (a) Nocturne (F major) (Schumann), fb) To
the Spring (Grieg), (c) Polonaise Mllltaire (Chopin),
Embree Hockenbeamer; (a) Prelude (C minor) (Cho-
pin), (b) On the Wings of Song (Mendelssohn-Llszt ),

{<) Sonate Op. 13 (First Movement) (Beethoven). laird
Williams: (a) Scherzino (From Faschingss'rhwank aus
Wien) (Schumann), (b) Prelude (G major) (Chopin).
(c) Valse (E minor) (Chopin). James Teel; (a) Im-
promptu (E fiat major) (Schubert), (b) Song Without
Words (No. 10) (Mendelssohn), Roscius Whipple; Son-
ata (Op. 45) (Greig), Mr. Lewis and Mr. Mendelevitch.

Mrs. Arnold P. Peek, an Orange County pianist, who
lias been followed by prominent musicians of Southern
("alifoniia with deepest interest in her musical devel-
opment for several years, was a visitor in San Fran-
cisco during the California Federation of Music Club
Convention. She came here in her own car and made
many friends by reason of her eagerness to add to her
knowledge and experience in musical matters.

Miss Helene Buteau. a pupil of Mrs. Olive Reed Cush-
man. during four years, went East a year ago and stu-

died about six months at the New England Conserva-
tory of Music in Boston. Here romance intervened and
the young pianist was married and moved to Detroit
to live. Ossip Gabrilowitsch, conductor of the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra, was so delighted with her voice
and personality that he urged her to study the role
of Carmen for a special grand opera season to be given
in Detroit. He arranged with Mme. Calve to come to
Detroit where she has been coaching Miss Buteau (Mrs.
Raymond Shock) in both the histrionic and musical
phases of the role, and the debut was scheduled for
April 24th. This young artist is still in her early twen-
tits and naturally Mrs. Cushman feels keenly delighted

<il\0 SEVKRl
The (ienlal and MnHirlnnly OrchoNtra Director and Violin

VirtuuMo Mho AVIII ReNunie HIn PohUIoii at the Head
of the California Theatre Tomorrow (Sunday)

Mornlne

for she no doubt labored patiently during the four years

of training the young singer so that her voice attained

a fine quality and became well placed.

Sherman, Clay & Co., have offered to publish once

a year the best song composed by Mills College stu-

dents. This no doubt will prove an unusual incentive

for the young musicians and it will be interesting to

watch the effect of this offer upon the ambitions of

these clever students.

George Nyklicek, a popular young California organist,

after gaining decisive successes in Pasco, Wash., left

that city to return to San Francisco, and he made so

many friends that the Pacific Coast Musical Review re-

ceived the following tribute to Mr. Nyklicek from one
of his admirers: "Lovers of the best in music are still

grieving because George Nyklicek has left Pasco. Mr.
Nyklicek is the popular young California organist who
has been at the Liberty Theatre for the past six

months and who left for Seattle on February lijth to

visit for a few days and then on to San Francisco, his

home, to take a position at the Royal Theatre.

"Mr. Nyklicek left many, many friends In Pasco who
regret his departure exceedingly, but rejoice with him
that he has a larger field for his talents. He was 'too

big' for a small town like Pasco. His repertoire seems
to be boundless and truly marvelous for one so young,
and his technic shows concentrated study and hard
work. We bespeak a brilliant future for him in his

chosen art, and feel that he will soon be classed as
one of the leading Western picture organists. The
writer had the pleasure of having Mr. Nyklicek render
Tosti's Good Bye as a concert number the last night
he was at the theatre. It was faultlessly played and
vociferously applauded, and brought tears to the eyes
of those who realized it was indeed good-bye. We wish
Mr. Nyklicek success in his new field and feel that

Pasco's loss is San Francisco's gain."
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Mrs- Sarah Robinson Duff Miss Frances Robinson Duff

WILL TEACH IN SAN FRANCISCO, JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST
For Information, Terms, Etc., Apply to Secretary, 136 East 78th Street, New York City

ASHLEY PETTIS, Pianist
Season 1922-23. Now Booking.
STEINWAY PIANO DUOART RECORDS

Management Antonia Sawyer, Aeolian Hall. New York

ARRILLAGA MUSICAL COLLEGE ACTIVITY

The Arrillaga Musical College gave its third recital

of the series of twelve scheduled to take place this

season, at its recital hall. 2315 Jackson street, San Fran-
cisco. Thursday evening. February 23rd. The program
was well presented, and the intelligent efforts of the
participants—students who have studied but three or

four years—were manifestly appreciated by the large

audience in attendance. The enjoyable program ren-

dered on this occasion was as follows; Organ—Fugue.
G major (Bach), Georgia Lindberg; Piano—Liebestraum
(Liszt), Julius Valdes; Vocal— (a) Caro Mio Ben (Gior-

dan!), (b) Panis Angelicus (Franck). (c) Last Song
(Tosti). Hazel Luke; Piano—Prelude. C sharp minor
(Rachmaninoff). Francisco Duenas; Vocal— (a) Bird of

June (Forster). (b> Pale Moon (Logan), (c) Rimpianto
{Toselli). Marie Redaelli: Pianc—Xocturne. F minor
(Chopin). Flora Landon; Vocal— (a) Xon e Ver (Mat-
tel), (b) Sunrise and You (Penni. (ci Vesti la Guilba
(Leoncavallo). E. C. Folsom; Organ—Pomp and Cir-

cumstance March (Elgar). Lawrence Sutton; Piano

—

(a) May Night (Palmgren), (b) Soaring < Schumann).
Mrs. W. O. Patch.
On the 11th of February the pupils of Miss Padilla,

an instructor at the College, appeared in a piano re-

cital. For little "tots" they interpreted the well-chosen
numbers remarkably well despite their tender years.
The feature of the evening was a vocal solo by Mme.
Stella Raymond Vought, flute obligate by Hector Mc-
Entee, with Mr. Arrillaga at the piano. Mme. Vought.
a new arrival in San Francisco, is the possessor of a

very beautiful colorature voice, rich in texture, the
flute-like qualities of which charmingly intermingled
with the clear resonant tones of the flute. Mr. McEntee
has a future ahead of him; he not only handles his in-

strument intelligently but reveals the subtle qualities

which none but an artist can find.

Miss Audrey Beer, the successful young planiste. will

leave shortly for Europe to combine study with pleas-

ure. Miss Beer presented about twenty of her pupils in

a recital at her Oakland studio Saturday afternoon.
April 29th. An excellent and interesting program was
presented.

Irene Meussdorffer
SOPRANO

Available for Concert, Opera and Oratorio

601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Res. 487 Hanover
St. Tel. Randolph 2038

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. FUlmore 1624

Appointment Only

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RETtRNED FROM ETROPE

Btodto; 40« Kafclei- # rhw«. Bide. T^l. K^.^rar "MiW

IRE>'E HOWLAND NICOLL
DRAM.4TIC CO.VTR.4LTO

.^merlcao, German. Frenrh and Italian Repertoire
Stvdlo: S«.S Contra CoHta Ave_ Berkeley. Tel. Berk. oli-'iS-J

"Not since Sarasate have we heard such vio-

lin plajring."—London Daily Telegraph.

Louis Persinger
announces that during the Spring and Summer
months he will devote one day of the week to

classes in interpretation and the art of violin

playing. Those who earlier in the season were
referred to the waiting list may communicate
with Mr. Persinger (at 457 Phelan Building. S. F.),

for detailed information.

Pel sonal addre^N: "Palni Dell.** t'ircle .\venae.
Mill Valley

Zhay Clark
Harp Soloist

.\ddress: 1181 Filbert St.

A Summer Session

In Singing
will be conducted by

GRACE NORTHRUP
Well known soprano of New York City

June First to September First

Appointments may be made NOW by addressing

Ben. >loore. 2636 I nion St« San Francisco

Formerly With Elsa Ruesger, Mme. Matzenauer.
Jlay Petersen. Reinald Werrenrath, Paul Alt-
house. Seattle Symphony Orchestra. California
Theatre Orchestra. Panama Pacific International

Exposition and Innes Band.

Tel. Prospect 6858

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by Wager Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Studios; $06 Kokler A Ckase Bld^.
231SH Etna St„ Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

MARIAN PREVOST
l'IA-\I>T—ACCOMPANIST—TEACHER

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

!«tadio8: 807 Kohler A Chase Bldf?^ S. F. Toes. A. M, aad
ThorM. P. M. Tel. Kearny 5434. Res. 2TSS Elmwood Vtc^
Berkeley. TeL Berk. S2ST.

Miss Leone Nesbitt
AA iKhen lo anooQnce ihat after an extended absence la
Europe, has re-opened her studio at 2oS3 Goufrh $t.. and
will accept pnpils for a thoron;;h training In planiatlc
art. Tel. West GOTO. Oakland stadio at Jenkins MdsIc
School. 40 Randwick Ave.. Oakianda

MADAME ROSE

FLORENCE
MEZZO-SOPRANO

Managenient for Pacific Coast

L. E. Behymer. TO.' PhllharmoDic Aadltorlam BIdp..
Los Ans^Ics* Calif.

Personal Address: Belvedere, Cal. Tel. Belvedere 210

IF

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO

800 KOHLER CHASE DLDG
SA N FRANCISCO

WILLEM DEHE
•CELLO VIRTUOSO

Formerly Solo 'Cello with the State Theatre la Mos-
cow-. Rnssia. and 'Cellist with Barrere'a Little Sjm-
phony. Available for Concerts and Chamber Masle
Itecil.ils.

^Vill Accept a Few PapUa

ADDRESS: 344 ELLIS ST. TEL FRANKLIN 6080

A^^^^ JACK HILLMAN
A ^^^^^^^^^k BARITONE

i
I ^^^ Entirely New Reper-

1' ^^ ^ ^^B

1 fc '•' ^^^V Modern School of

\, c' JS^^^ Voice Culture.

HlXriF^^r BREATH—VOICE^ «#^ "-.FE

Studio: eOO Kohler 4 Chase Bldg.
Phone Kearny 5454

Wf. r;...«li St. Phone Franklin 50«8

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Tlieatre

San Francisco, Calif.

EVA M. GARCIA
PIA.MST. ORGAMST A\D TEACHER

41SS Hon-e St.. Oaklaad TeL Pledmoat S492
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

Los Angelef. April S. 192-.—Lawrence Strauss, thai
gifted San Francisco lenor. wiis the "star" at the musical
events that marked the inauguration of Dr. von Kleinsmid,
the new president of the University of Southern Cali-

fornia. The concert was divided into a double group ol

songs, offered by Mr. Strauss and .Mis.-s Melba French Barr.
talented LoSiVngeles soprano, the othersection of the other
program number being a performance of Mendelssohn's
Hymn of Praise, admirably rendered under the direction

of Horatio Cogswell. Strauss at once captured his audi-
ence with his lovely singing of four songs by Paladilhe
(Laraento Provencale). Laparra (Lettre une Espagnolol,
Hageman (Do not go my love) and Tom Dobson (Car-
goes). Strauss' deftness as well as eloquence in the use
of his vocal means, and his poetry as an interpreter were
most artistically united. Thus one is doubly glad of his

tine diction. He sings like a true artist, and to sum up
Ills work in the oratorio, he comes near to what 1 think
constitutes the ideal oratorio singer.

Melba French Barr has seldom sung so well as that
night. There is a winsome sweetness in her singing,

though some of her upper notes are not as mellow as
those of the middle and lower register. She is a sympa-
thetic interpreter, more at home though in songs than in

music of the oratorio style. Yet her work in the Men-
deU-^sohn music was greatly pleasing. Mrs. Mottram
Craig, second solo soprano, in the oratorio well fitted

the vocal requirements of her part, revealing lovely tone
qualities.

It was a delightful performance of the work, largely
thanks to Horatio Cogswell. The presentation was of
splendid adherence to oratorio style, with due regard for

the personality of the composer. (Incidentally, it is a
work typical of the musician Mendelssohn, who wor-
shiped and re-introduced Bach to the world, though it

is Mendelssohnian in its musical charms.) It was per-

haps the freshness Mr. Cogswell infused into the per-

formance, and the treatment of the lyric episodes which
brought out so well the characteristics of the opus. Mr.
Cogswell has brought up a well groomed chorus, which
excels in musical declamation and diction as well as in

meeting the poliphony of the work. Their singing was
enjoyably enthusiastic, thus adding to the ease and skill

of blending accomplished. The vocal material belongs
to the best in the Southwest. While the oratorio is not
an imposing work in the sense of the grandeur as this

composer's larger choral works, specially his Elijah, yet
Mr. Cogswell led his musical forces to moments of im-
pressive dramatic force, specially in the two chorals,
Let all men praise the Lord and Ye. nations, offer to the
Lord glory and might. Dynamically well shaded were
the duets between chorus and solo voice. Miss Julia
Howell, who took the place of Dean Skeele at the organ
at a few hours' notice owing to the sudden indisposition
of the latter, afforded greatly satisfying support to the
ensemble and soloists. Miss Howell is a well known
teacher at the College of .Music. Mabel Culver Sandahl
did creditable work at the piano.

Thomas Taylor Drill and the choral section of the
Catholic Woman's Club, augmented by the male choir of

the Knights of Columbus gave an impressive perform-
ance of the somewhat old fashioned, yet characteristic
cantata King Connor by Joseph H. Adams. The double-
chorus specially assembled for this occasion posses.^es
many good qualities making for pleasing ensemble effects.

Tone quality and diction were often remarkably good, as
was diction. The shading and dramatic climaxes, too,

were done with good effect. Basil Ruysdal, the baritone
soloist, gave a solo of fine vocal art and convincing
characterization.
Preceding the cantata, a program of song solos was

given in which Mr. Ruysdal again won principal honor.
effectively assisted by William Tyroler at the piano.
Beatrice Neal, coloratura soprano, possesses unusually
good technic and a rare sense of tonal purity. Her voice,
however, lacks in freedom of production. Jay Plowe.
rendering the difficult and delicate flute obligatos, played
admirably. Mrs. Adele B. Devereux pleased her audi-
ence with Puccini's Vissi d'arte from Tosca.

Concertmaster Sylvain Noack has had a very busy
forlnlght, filling four solo engagements of taxing nature.
He is making preparations to leave for Europe late this
month. a( (ompanied by Mrs. Noack. As Mr. Xoack has
many jileasant associations in the art-circles of Holland,
Belgium. France and England, he expects to travel ex-
tensively during the summer months. It will be a wel-
come relaxation after a sea.-on of strenuous section re-
hearsals, busy teaching and solo work.

Next Tuesday the Community Orchestra of Hollywood.
J. Plowe, director, will give its second concert this year.
Mr. Plowe is planning monthly concerts before very long,
at which prominent Los Angeles soloists will be heard.

With sincere regret, no doubt, will music lovers and very
many of Ihem admirers of .May Macdonald Hope, pian-
iste, Calmon Luboviski, violinist, and llya Bronson. cel-
list, members of the Los Angeles Trio, note that the pro-
gram of Monday, the I5th, is to close the present season
of this highly artistic organization. The program offered
is characteristic of the splendid musical aims this en-
semble has represented. Arrangements have been made
by which Emilc Ferir, solo viola of the Philharmonic
Orchestra, will be guest artist in the piano quartet in
C minor of Richard Strauss, and in the C minor piano
quartet of Brahms. The middle number of the program

"FITZGER.ILD'S jur the ajvancement of mtis'u"

GERTRUDE ROSS, "The California Composer"

'I'liis except ioii;ill) gifted compute r-piaitislc liaa chosen fur all licr cuiicerts

and fur her huiiic

THE KNABE
She. like luindrrd!. of ullirr tint- muviii.iiis. liiids in llii> piano :i peurly
purity cif (ntie no! fiiuiid in instrumenls of other innkcs. Misii Rost has
iilso eiilrtisled the ininiurtiilizatioii of her artistry to (hat greatest of all

reprnJuciiiK pianos

THE KNABE with THE AMPICO
// , ,o,,l,.,lly u,t;l, v;„ I: „„[.,, I ll„ ,„fr,„„ K .\J 11 ll . a,„l I;

l„,„ I,,, J,l,.,l,ll„l ,r,r„Jin.n lo, Ih, .l,„l;cr,.

IVladame Sprotte, who sings at the California Theatre, San
Francisco, May 14th, is featuring Gertrude Ross' "Dawn in

the Desert."

tFi™EMD|!\BljMUSlCCQtf
HILL STREET XJ/^ AT 73.7-72.^)

Los Angeles
Also at ^SS Pine ."I've., Long Becuft

is Haydn's piano trio No. 1 in G niaJL.r. The Sirauss
quartet has not been heard here before, and probably not
on the coast, so that this concert is doubly important,
holding out likewise a fine promise for the programs of
next season.

Colin Campbell, pianist, who is coaching with Thilo
Becker, will appear in a second program May 26 at the
Gamut Club.

Mrs. Jessica Colbert, San Francisco manager, accom-
panied the San Francisco Chamber Music Society on
their recent tour through the Southland. The ensemble
did not give us the privilege of hearing them this year.
They may be certain of a cordial welcome if next season
should bring Ihem to us. I met Ellas Hecht, director
and flutist of the ensemble, while leaving a concert hall,

if I remember correctly, so that our conversation was
brief. Mrs. Colbert is one of those people who are
always "out" when one calls at their hotel.

Evidently the Southland can digest a plentiful dose of
chamber music. The Noack ensemble (now Philhar-
monic Quartet) scored on every point when playing in
Santa Barbara and before the Hollywood Woman's Quar-
tet. Santa Barbara also hailed the Los .\ngeles Trio in
an intensely appreciative manner, while again Holly-
wood paid Calmon Luboviski, violinist, and May Mac-
donald Hope, pianist, a warm tribute.

Harriet de Ment Packard, vocal teacher, is planning to
appear in a fong recital of her own. as well as two
pupils' recitals.

Lester Donohue, pianist, and Roderick White, violin-

ist, will be heard in a scnata program Tuesday evening.
May 16th, at the Gamut Club. This event should attract
generous patronage, as the program, details of which
have not reached me at this writing, is to be unusua..y
interesting, so I understand. Both musicians are known
to be excellently equipped for their artistic tasks.

Leona Neblett, violiniste. who was so well received in

San Francisco, scored another success when appearing
with Henry Murlagh, organist, at the last Grauman Sun-
day Morning Concert.

Signora Isabella Curl-Piana, soprano and vocal teacher,
who recently returned to this city, presented one of her
artist pupils. Miss Opal Bell, at a reception given in
honor of the Italian .\mbassador. Chevalier Ricci, at the
Ambassador Hotel. Miss Bell sang the Cavatina from
Donizetti's Don Pasquale, meeting with warm applause.
Signora Piana's husband is Captain Plana, recently ap-
pointed consul of Italy for this district.

Manager C. IS. McColIum of the Gamut Club, or as h"
is Jovially called "Mac" by his endless number of friends,
was last Wednesday in charge of one of the best pro-
grams' given at the Gamut Club. "Mac," who has "al-
ways his finger in the pie " if there is anything doing at
this hospitable club, 1 am told by eye-witnefses. iiut in
this time, not only his entire hand, but both arms up to
the elbows. It was a huge i-uccess for him and all con-
cerned. Here's to "Mac," and many of them!

Grace Carroll Elliot, Los Angeles concert manager,
tells me that she has booked Catherine Bamman's
M.jzart eui'emble, presenting Cosi Fan Tuttl for February
26, 27 and 28 at the (lamut Club here. It Is high time
we heard Mozart in operatic form, and this arrangement
is most welcome to local music-lovers, even if it affords
us only one of the smaller works of this composer. Mrs.
Elliot, by the way. has moved her office to the Gamui
Club Studios. Room No. 4.

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE Cl'l.limE—ro.4CHING IN REPBRTOIRB

OPERA CLASSES IMCLIIDING CO.MPLBTE
PRESENTATIONS

Studio 1324 S. Flgrut'roa. Phone ZlSO.t

GERTRUDE ROSS—COMPOSER-PIANISTE
JuNt IsNued for tlif Plaun

"SPANISH SERKXAOK" and "ItlDIC OF THR rOWUOV"
F»>r Sail' lit >liisii- Dt-nlers

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Atiiilnble for CoiicortH nnd Ilecllala

l^iniited I\ umber nf Advnnvod PuplU Accepted
\'ioliiilHl LoN Ant^clcH Trio

Studio: 3'S.i Music Arts Studio llldt;. Phone 1O0S-

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
l*IANlSTIi]— >l ember "l.'ICnHenible Moderne"

Studio: 912 W. 20th St. Phone; 24667

HENRI de BUSSCHE { Belgian Tenor
Solo Ohof, Phllhar-

^^^^^^^^^H^^^^^H iiioiik' Orchentrn
^^^^^!S^^9ft^^^^^l \.UH AnKeleM
l^^^b ^ ^^^^^^^^^1 Mt'iiilier ••l/I'-nHeiiible
i^^Efir ^^^^^H Moderne"

^H**^ '^l^^l
f.iHc of Kneultr of
Imn<. of MuNlcnl Art,

New Vork
Teacher of

OBOE and SINGING
CotichlnK for

t'oncerl nnd <»pcro
\t the MneDowell

< liih SluilloN. Tnjo
Itulldlnt;
lteNlden«-e

Pbone Vermont IflSS

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATER

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
THREE CONCERTS DAILY

ELINOR, Conducting
ProKi nni for tveek of May I4th

"^liidiime lluterfl}'"
"Serennde"
"iluddhn Zumn**

Piireini
Plernr

..Orientnl Foxtrot

In <*onJuno(lnn With
Itrx Itench'H "FAIH l,\l)\." stiirrloK Hi-tt.v llljihe

Margaret Messer Morris, soprano, with William Pil-
Cher, tenor, and James Anderson, barilone, sang tlu*

If ycu wish to become famous you must be known and
-n order to b'come known you need publicity and there
is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-
nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then
fame is undignified.
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L. E. Bdiymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium Bldg., Los Angeles

ANNE McPHERSON—Soprano
Ear Training. Sight Reading. Voice Culture

liidl%ldiinl >Ieth*nlsi «i»r Proft-ssionaU nnd Students
Studio: ^ anderbllt Hotel. S::tJ S. Hope. I'leo 1720

Prodigal Son. an opera by Debussy, tor the \Va Wan
t'lub. It is a work which has never been sung here be-

fore, and the three artists showed splendid style and

intelligence in their interpretation of the dillieult roles.

Margaret .Metser Morris also presented a widely uiversi-

fled program at the Annandale Country Club recently.

Mr. Pilcher is one of our younger tenors, who is making

rapid headway in musical affairs here. The perform-

ance of the Debussy work made a profound impression,

I am told, so that i regret sincerely my inability to be

present.

iLYA BRONsoN ,.HMb„r;;;;:„.Vo;;i.e»tr„

^liMiiber Trio Intinie. I.os \iiy;*-les Trio. Philharmonic
Quartet. Inslruoilon. t'hnniluT lluslo Kfi'ilnl.s

422 -Music Art« ni(Jp. Phone H>0?*g

rt«* Recital**
"lub I'rosranis

Jean Colwell, Haiel B. Vnilerson. lldnn C. Voorhees. Daisy
\'. I'rideauv, Ahbie >orton Jamison, Director-Aecompan-
Iste. 2024 S. Hoover. Phone 2:tli;ir..

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET ;

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICE AND MODERN LASOUAOES
Studios: Gamut Cluh. HM4 S. Hope

For Inquiries phone SOOUl

ZOELLNER QUARTET
.llnnnsement H. A. A. Culbertson, Aeollnn Hall, New lork

Serious StndeiitN Accepted
Personal Addrcsst 1250 Windsor Blvd., Los Aaselea

FLORENCE MIDDAUGH-- Contralto
Concerts—Oratorio—Recitals

Tueidar and FrldR?- ^lornluss, 314 Music Arts Bldy..
Los Anereles. Studio Phone 100.S3. Residence Main 9560

GREGORY KRESHO\ ER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
HUSSION THK\TRK. I.OS ANGELES

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles—Wed. and S»t.

JAY PLOWE--S0I0 Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlmo

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles
Res. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN . . >.. .>s^.K-,.,A^.sT

AToilable for Concerts and Recitals
Studio: 13S-1 South Flgraeroa. Phone 24139

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerts—Recitals—Instruction

Featorlne All-Anierlcan Proeraraa
Studio: 1500 So. Fleueroa St. Phone 2319S

FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—Artist ^lanaeement—Publicity

811 Majestic Theatre Bld^.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
MASTER VIOLIN TEACHER

Studio: 401-03 Mason Opern Honne
Phone 12380 Bes. Phone 56122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTEI
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Rooms)

For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PIANISTE—LOS .\XGELES TRIO

Stndlo: 323 Mnalc Artu Studio DIdE. Phone: 10082

GRACE WOOD JESS ^'='^^«' sopraxo

DRAMATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS
IN COSTUME RECITALS

Management: L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON-P/tf/m/e-
NOW TOIRING IN THE EAST

For Dates During Fall 11122 and Spring; 1023
Write to S2t> S. Hope. Lo« Anp:*'*'*- Pico 1770

MRS. M.HENNION ROBINSON— Artistic Accompanying
(.\ccompanlst for Ellis and Ljrric Clnba)

L. A. Studio: Mon.. Wed.. Frl. ].%1S So. St. Andrena
Phone 74400. Res. C^ub House Aptn., Venice, 61047

MAUDE FENLON BOLLMAN
SOPR.WO

Students Received in the .\rt of Slnsins
420-21 Music .\rts Studio Bldg., Phone 100S2

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Southern California

.411 Branches Taneht
Dlstineniahed Facultr.—Strone Coorsea

Send for Cntaloe
3201 Sooth Fiffaeroa Street Los Aneelea, Calif.

past tew weeks. In addition to two pupils' recitals Mmc.
Sprotte will be busy arranging several new programs

for pending concerts, during the next month.

Lucy d'Albert, vocal pupil of Maude Fenlon BoUman.
added to her vast circles of admirers through her lovely

singing and charming personality, when appearing be-

fore the .Altadena Woman's Club. Her Gamut Club ap-

pearance, too. brought rich honors to her and her

teacher.

Hazel Elwell, popular soprano, was the soloist with the

Cauldron Club Chorus of Pasadena.

Advanced pupils of Edith Lillian Clark, pianiste, and

Carolyn Haudley. vocal teacher, gave a notable pro-

gram.' W. -A., Huilinger, flutist, contributing several fine

numl/ers.

Arthur Gripp, violinist, and Gretchen Rebok Gripp,

pianiste. have opened their new Wilshire studio. They
will share it with Anthony Carlson, basso. Annie Timm-
ner. violoncelliste. and Xorma Gould, dancer.

Esther Rhoades. brilliant young harpist of Los An-

geles, is meeting with conspicuous success as solo harp-

ist in New York. Miss Rhoades is doing "post-graduate

work" with Carlos Salzedo, the eminent harpist, while

reaping laurels of her own.

Earl Meeker, popular baritone, and his artist pupil,

Jliss Grace Hedrick, were featured as soloists at a radio

concert given by the Kinema Theatre. Miss Hedrick is

soloist at the Boyle Heights Methodist Church, and, like

her musical mentor, meeting with much success in re-

cital work.

Carlotta Comer Wagner is conducting a class on Na-

tionality in Music as part of the study work done by
members of the Wa-Wan Club. Mrs. Grace Widney
Mabee. president.

Misha Guterson. musical director at the Grauman
Theatre, has resigned this positicn. to take up the man-
agement of Tally's Broadway Theatre, which he has

leaded. This theatre was one of the first picture-houses

10 be equipped with a large organ suitable for concert

I urposes. and in pitch with the orchestra. Mr. Guterson
plans to make music one of the features of his bills. In

the meantime Sid Grauman is presenting diversified

Sunday morning programs with individual outside solo-

ists and his principal organist. Henry Jlurtagh. the Sun-

day morning orchestra concerts having been discon-

tinued. No successor to Mr. Guterson has been an-

nounced as yet. I am told that a number of try-outs

have been held, none of the candidates meeting Manager
Sid Grauman's expectations.

Eddy Horton. the new organist at the Kinema Theatre,

who came here from San Francisco, has made many
friends among the public in the short time of his sojourn
here.

Gertrude Ross, the composer pianiste, is now being
"ampicoed" through her Spanish Serenade and The
Ride of the Cowboy, two of about ten records she has
made by request. At recent recitals here these rec-

ords drew unusually cordial applause, reflecting on the
popularity of composer and charm of music. Mrs. Ross
has filled fifteen or more engagements during less than
four weeks.
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Grace Wood Jess, one of our most charming singers

and interpreters of folk-songs, so well called the

"American Yvette Guilbert" is appearing in Redlands In

one of her Inimitable programs. She is also giving a

program here on the 10th, assisted by Grace Freebey,

song writer and pianiste. Another of her recent engage-

ments will call her before the Dominant Club on the

13th when she will participate in a "May" program of

this club.

Our widely-known and celebrated chamber music or-

ganization of Los Angeles, the Zoellner Quartet, re-

turned this week to their home on Windsor Boulevard,

weary from the travels of an extended concert tour

which took them as far east as Washington, D. C. Many
laurels were addtd to their past successes, one of the

most gratifying being a life contract for an annual ap-

pearance of the Zoellners before the .athenaeum So-

ciety at Indianapolis, Indiana, This was at the con-

clusion of an ovation tendered them on their re-appear-

ance before that Society. Another splendid success was

their fourth appearance at the yearly May Music Fes-

tival of Emporia. Kansas. There were six artist concerts

and of the entire series the recital by the Zaellner

Quartet was acknowledged by the critics as being the

"Banner Concert " of the 1922 Music Festival. After a

few days rest the Zoellners will resume their teaching,

a long list of pupils awaiting them. They were instruc-

ted during their absence by the Zoellners' assistant

teachers.

In reference to my review of the "Requiem" perform-
ance by the Los -Angeles Oratorio Society under John
Smallman. I would like to add in justice to Mr. Small-

man that the score used by him does not include an
organ part. Evidently the use of organ in this work is

obligatory.

At the California Theatre Conductor Elinor is offer-

ing a lovely program including Hosmer's Northern

Rhapsody, a fine medley of American airs. In the Bar-

carolle. Neapolitan Nights, the orchestra again reveals

its lovely tone quality. Virginia Blues, the ciosing num-

ber, is "going over big." as does the entire program, for

these concerts are presented with good musical care

and a striking gift for telling effects.

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication

that should be read by all the music-loving people.

Single copies, 10 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.
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Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte, mezzo-soprano, and one
of our leading singers, will be heard in San FYancisco
twice during this month. She will be soloist at the Cali-

fornia Sunday Morning Concerts for the fourth time, a
unique record of success, while the Pacific Musical So-

ciety has re-engaged her for a song recital of her own.
Mme. Sprotte will also be heard in a program of her
own before the Wa-AVan Club, in which she will fea-

ture the operatic side of her extensive repertoire. Two
recitals, one before the Ebell Club and one in Santa
Monica are among her frequent appearances during the
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L'Ktude ModtTne Do La Harpe
(Modem Study of the Harp)

LANG RESUMES DUTIES AT KOHLER & CHASE

By ROSALIE HOUSMAN
This is the title of one of tlie riiosi interesting works

in modern music, and is a recent addition to the Schir-

mer Scholastic Series. Its author is the best known
harpist we have today. Carlos Salzedo, wlioni Western-

ers have had the opportunity of hearing this past win-

ter, when he, and the ensemble which he founded, and
leads, played on the Coast. Not only is the work of in-

tlnite value to harpists themselves, but will be of prac-

tical use to American composers, when they wish to

write for the instrument. Up to now, the best of harp

literature has come out of France, but America is mak-
ing excellent instrument, and her composers, too. should

take an active interest in it. and its many possibilities.

Mr. Salzedo is a Premier Prix of the Paris Conserva-

toire, In piano, as well as in the harp, and knows and
is always investigating the many possibilities of his

chosen instrument. In this book he goes into detail

over many new musical effects which he has himself

discovered, and perfected, and now puts in the hands of

soloists and composers. It seems so stronge to me. that

an instrument as old as the harp (historically it is the

ancestor of the harpsichord and piano), should be so

little utilized in solo work as the harp has been. It only

Joined the orchestra through the far-seeing Berlioz, and
its many dramatic possibilities were completely neg-

lected until Wagner found out how wonderfully it could

be handled. The Frenchman has exploited it. and I am
under the impression that many of the fluldic effects

In Debussy and Ravel were influenced by a close study

of tlie harp.

To return to the book itself. Its opening page bears

an appreciation (to which I personally subscribe) from
Josef Hofmann, and it is followed by several fascinat-

ing pages (in French as in English) from Mr. Salzedo's

pen, discussing the instrument, its possibilities, and its

future. Here we go on a voyage of discovery, into new
musical territory of great beauty. Mr. Salzedo has the

true pioneer spirit, which so many of us Westerners
can easily appreciate. These pages discuss the many
new ways of playing chords, glissandi, harmonics, pe-

dals and muffling. The latter is just as important as any
other part of the harpist's technical equipment, for it

is naturally of as much value to arrest sound as to

produce it.

The technical chapters which follow, and amply il-

lustrate these facts, are wonderful, and clearly ex-

pressed. Even a person not playing the harp will gain
much, and the serious soloist who studies these exam-
ples, will have a muchly increased vocabulary, tech-

nically, as well as musically. In ensemble effects, many
of these newer developments are very beautiful, as the
Salzedo Ensemble itself has proven, and there possi-

bilities have not been exhausted. Mr. Salzedo has Just

told me of newer things he has discovered since the

book was issued, and I am sure modem harpists,

profiting by the study of this work, will also increase
the color of the instrument.

Of the Five Etudes, which complete the book, I can-
not speak as definitely, as not playing harp I cannot ap-

preciate all the finer details which the soloist will find.

But speaking as a creative musician I can, and do say.
that they are very remarkable music, new, individual,
and of real value to the harp literature. We are all.

composers and soloists, very grateful to Mr. Salzedo
that he has taken the time in his busy life to give us
these fruits of his varied experience, and I wish him
and the harp every success.

Edith Caubu, the excellent piano teacher, introduced
some of her pupils in a delightful piano recital at Soro-
sis Club Hall on Thursday evening. March 2nd. The
following excellent program was presented in a manner
to reveal the industry and adaptability of the pupils and
the intelligence of the teacher: Valse (Maylath), Nea-
politan Folk Song, Francis Colombat. Billy Rousseau;
Bird Song (Barth), March (Barth). Christian Kornbeck;
By the Spring (Gurlitt), Kermesse (Gurlitt). Carrie
Smith; Song of the Reaper (Schumann). The Wild
Rider (Schumann). Hungarian (Reinhold), Dorothy Aus-
tin; Song of the Lark (Tschaikowaky). Valse pittoresque
(Reinhold), Virginia Wardell; Valse (Grieg). Albumleaf
(Grieg). Eldora Harrison; Menuet (Paderewski), Hun-
garian Dance (Brahms). Marie Kornbeck; Scherzo
(Schubert). Moment Musical (Schubert). To Spring
(Grieg). Eva Worst; Berceuse Orientale (Maloof). Ara-
gonalse (Massenet), Carey Parker; Impromptu (Schu-
bert), Valse (Chopin). Edith Boge; Prelude (Rachma-
ninoff), Humoreske (Levine). Yvonne Brand; La Flleuse
(Raff). Hungarian (MacDowell), Elsie Otto; Hark.
Hark, the Lark (Schubert-Liszt). March of the Turk
(Beethoven-Rubenstein ) . Mignon Marsh ; Barcarolle
(Liadow), PoUchinelle (Rachmaninoff). Catherine Niel-

sen; Hungarian Rhapsodie \o. 2 (Liszt) (arranged for

four hands), Catherine Nielsen. Mlgnon Marsh.

Sigmund Anker, the well known violin teacher, gave
the seventh annual concert of his artist vioMn class, as-

sisted by his string orchestra, which he claims to be the
youngest in the world. Sarah Kreindler is concert
master and Mr. Anker, director. The jiuplls were as-

sisted by the following pianists: Miss Evelyn Biebes-
helmer. Mrs. Crystal Conrad. Miss Victoria Wallace and
Miss Helen Schneider. Those who i)articipated in this

event were: John Reznik. Jehudi Menuhin. Robly
Brooks. Harold Harper, Sarah Marks. Ella Keck,
Frances Wiener. Israel Rosenbaum. Clara Bercovitz,
Victoria Wallace, Helen Schneider, Sarah Kreindler,
Tillie Brown. George Currie. Maxine Conrad, Esther
Heller. Lauran Ann Cotton.

Returns From Delightful Eastern Trip and Is Honored
by Dinner From Kohler & Chase Staff—Elected

Director of Trade Association

Leon M. Lang, retail manager of Kohler & Chase, has
returned from several weeks' absence in the East and
is delighted with his trip. In company with Geo. Q.
Chase Mr. Lang visited leading piano factories, among
which that of the Wm. Knabe & Co. was prominent, and
investigated conditions as well as examined the instru-

ments recently put on the market. Mr. Lang is espe-
cially enthusiastic over his visit with Wm. Knabe & Co.,

where he had opportunity to admire not only the fine

Knabe pianos but also the Knabe Ampico, which has
created such a sensation by reason of the concerts given
in conjunction with distinguished artists. Mr. Lang has
concluded his plans to enter upon an aggressive cam-
paign in behalf of the Knabe piano and he has herein the
full co-operation of the Wm. Knabe Co. and also of Geo.
Q. Chase, president of Kohler & Chase.

During his Eastern trip Mr. Lang met Frank Bacon,
the famous actor who has scored such a tremendous tri-

umph in Lightning, and who presented him with an
autograph picture. He also met George S. McManus, the
wt U-known California pianist, with whom he went to

Washington and Baltimore, in which latter place Mr.
McManus made some records for the Knabe Ampic<J, ex-

pressing his admiration for this wonderful process, and
signed a three years' contract to make records for the
Knabe Ampico. Immediately upon his return Mr. Lang
proceeded to enter upon a campaign of improvement
and expansion in connection with the departments of

Kohler & Chase, in San Francisco and Oakland, over
which he now presides, and he will make public an-

nouncements presently regarding his plans and purposes.

In honor of Mr. Lang's addition to the Kohler &
Chase forces the staff of this noted Pacific Coast firm
gave a dinner at which the new member was eulogized
and during which Mr. Lang made many friends by
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reason of his sound and clean ideas and his fine sense
of co-operation with all employes. Mr. Lang also wishes
to announce that he will be pleased to meet all mem-
bers of the profession and extend to them a hearty
welcome, at the same time offering them any cour-

tesies he may be able to extend.

Another honor bestowed upon Mr. Lang wels his elec-

tion to the Board of Directors of the Music Trade As-
sociation of Northern California to fill the vacancy
created by the recent death of Walter S. Gannon, the
following extract from the Association Notes speaking
for itself: "Leon Lang, general sales manager for Koh-
ler & Chase, was elected a member of the Board of

Directors of this association at a meeting of the direct-

ors held on April 4th to fill the vacancy left by Walter
S. Gannon. Mr. Lang is a man of wide experience in

piano merchandising and will be a decided acquisition

to the board and the association. The association is to

he congratulated."

SAN CARLOS END SUCCESSFUL SEASON

Impresario Fortune Gallo announces the close of the

San Carlo Grand Opera tour at Buffalo, April 22nd, after

one of the most lemarkably successful seasons in the

history of that very worthy organization. And this,

writes Mr. Gallo. in the face of a widespread depres-

sion in the musical and theatrical field which has
worked severe hardships on many such enterprises. Re-

cent engagements of the San Carlo forces in St. Louis,

Detroit, Toronto and Buffalo have been of record-break-

ing character, the company everywhere being received

with really great acclaim.

With the season of Mr. Gallo's singers barely closed,

the energetic young manager is already well into his

plans for 1922-23. which, he states, wilt be the most pre-

tentious of the organization's existence. .\s usual, the

coming season will open with a four weeks' engage-

ment in New York, followed by extended bookings at

the Boston Opera House. Metropolitan Opera House,
Philadelphia, after which many of the principal cities

between those places and the Pacific Coast will be

visited.

Negotiations are already in progress for the return

of the San Carlo artists to San Francisco, Los Angeles
and other Pacific Coast points, the details of which
will he given out as soon as completed. Mr. Gallo will

visit London. Paris and his native country, Italy, leav-

ing New York in May and returning late in July. While
abroad he will, it is announced, complete negotiations

with a number of distinguished singers who will later
appear In America under his management.

Charles R. Baker, for ten years business manager
and press representative of the San Carlo company, is

again associated with Mr. Gallo in the same capacity
after an absence of two years. Mr. Baker, whose home
has been in Los Angeles, has moved to New York to
take up the affairs of the organization.

A DELIGHTFUL SONG RECITAL

Easter evening was the occasion of a very delightful
song recital at the home of Emmet Pendleton, the
young composer-pianist, in Red Bluff in northern Cali-

fornia. With the assistance of Mrs. Martha Tinker God-
bolt, a mezzo-soprano of unusual ability, a program of
eleven songs of Mr. Pendleton's own musical settings
was presented. One, with words by Miss Anna Louise
Barney of the State Teachers' College at Chico. was
written especially for the affair. With the exception
of two numbers, which were English translations from
the Chinese, the words of all the songs were by Call-

fornians.

The program was made up of three groups. The first

contained, (a) Out of the Ages (Mrs. Anna Blake Mez-
quide; (b) Under the Leaves (William Herbert Car-
ruth); (c) The Cherry-Snows (Clark Ashlon Smith),
The second group was, (a) Tomorrow is too Far Away
(Ina Coolhrith); (b) English Translations from the
Chinese— 1. Autumn Thoughts, from Liu Ch'ang (Circa
1150 A. D.), by L. Cranmer-Byng; 2. While Roses Fall,

from Wang Wei (699-759 A. D.). by L. Cranmer-Byng;
(c) Love Song (Henry Meade Bland). The last group
was, (a) Lullaby (Witter Bynner); (b) The Kiss (Anna
Louise Barney); (c) A Memory (Ina Coolbrith); (d)

The Wonder Worker (Herbert Bashford).
Mr. Pendleton's songs are quite well known about

the bay region through the efforts of Miss Helen Col-

burn Heath. On several occasions she has sung groups
of them with much success. About two years ago she
gave an entire program of Mr. Pendleton's songs at

the Greek Theatre in Berkeley.
An interesting bit of information was given out dur-

ing the evening that Mr. Pendleton leaves for Europe
the first of July to remain indefinitely. He will go direct

to Southern Germany to see the Passion Play and then
after visiting several places of interest, will locale in

Paris for the winter to continue his theorical studies.

COMEDIENNE FROM PARIS ODEON COMING HERE

When Francis Rogers, the New York baritone, re-

turned from his work as a wartime entertainer in France
he brought with him another of the musicians who did

their bit behind the lines. This was Mona Gondre, known
to the American doughboys as "four feet of fascination."

She had earlier won the rank of leading juvenile come-
dienne in the Theatre de 1' Odeon in Paris. Last season
audiences in the United States became acquainted with
her distinguished art, and a Pacific Coast tour has been
booked for her in conjunction with Elise Sorelle of the
Salzedo Harp Ensemble. Miss Sorelle appears in the
dual capacity of harp soloist and piano accompanist in

the programs which Mile. Gondre will render.
Resides her English songs. Gondre gives litle French

ditties which she prefaces with a r^sum^ in English. For
these numbers she dons costumes chosen with an eye
not cnly to beauty but to authenticity. One of these
costumes is more than one hundred years old.

With only one interval which she spent in a hospital

because of a shell wound. Mile. Gondre served as enter-

tainer continuously throughout the war. Her work at

that time, with French, English and American soldiers,

has proved in her recitals in this country to have pre-

pared new audiences for her. She is known in the
United States as the idol of the American Legion. Mile.

Gondre and Miss Sorelle will appear in San Francisco
during the early Fall under the management of Selby C.

Oppenheimer.

MUSICAL RECITAL

A large audience enjoyed the program rendered by
the music pupils of the Immaculate Conception Acad-
emy, at St. James Hall, on Sunday, February 26th. Sev-

eral very gifted young students participated in this pro-

gram and specially notable work was performed by the

two graduates, Miss M. Miller and Miss L. Drioton,

who were awarded diplomas and medals for completing
their music course at the academy. They both played
Liszt numbers as solos, which enraptured their audi-

ence. Miss Madeline Sacre, a former graduate of the

academy and a very brilliant pianiste, rendered two
solos, which were enjoyed even more than the rest.

She played them with much skill and brilliancy that

brought an ovation from the audience. She seems to

converse with them with the piano, and the flood of

music, the beauty of tone, the delicacy of touch and
the fine technic interpret in a rare manner the works
of the masters. Miss C. Rauhut. the well known violin

instructress, is at the head of the Immaculate Concep-
tion Academy violin department, and her students ac-

quitted themselves creditably on this occasion.

Mrs. Lorraine Ewing, the successful young pianiste,

will leave for Chicago, Detroit, New York and Denver
in the near future and will return by way of the Cana-
dian Rockies in time for the new season.

If you wish to become famous you must be known and
in order to become known you need publicity and there

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then

fame is undignified.
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DOROTHY DUKES" 'CELLO RECITAL

Artist Pupil of Arthur Weiss Delights

Large Audience with Well Chosen
Program Skillfully Presented

Miss Dorothy Dukes, "cellist pupil of

Arthur Weis?. gave an excellent recital

at Sorosis Club Hall on Friday evening.
April 2Sth. A large audienrp was in at-

tendance and the younc musician has
every reason to feel much cratified with

the artistic success that crowned her
splendid work. The opentne number of

the program consisted of Saint Saens*
concerto in A minor in which the young
artist exhibited her numerous qualities

as a technician and internreter. Mrs.
Martha Dukes Parker plavpd the piano
part in a manner well worthy of serious

consideration and revealing fine musician-

ship as well as technical skill.

Miss Dukes proved beyond a doubt that

she has been the recipient of an excellent

training, for her tone is firm, oliant and
true and her phrasing exhibits intelli-

gence as well as artistic taste and adap-
tability. Technically Miss Dukes has mas-
tered the various intricacip« of the in-

strument, obtaining smooth effects in the

runs and overcoming the various diffi-

culties of double stops and soiccato play-

ing with ease and thoroughness. Both in

her interpretation of the Saint-Saens con-
certo and also in the shortpr pieces by
Bach and Popper. Miss Dukes revealed
fine expression and shadinc. showing that
she has grasped the purpose of 'cello inter-

pretation in a manner pleasing to serious
music lovers.

Specially worthy of commendation was
Hiss Dukes' grasp of the Boellman varia-

tions, an exceptionally difficult work both
from a musical and technical standpoint.
and the spontaneous and genuine ap-
plause that rewarded her in this as well
as all other compositions proved beyond
a doubt that she won the hearts of her
audience. Both Miss Dukes and Mr.
Weifs have every reason to feel gratified
with the concert, for it certainly justifies

the young 'cellist and her friends to look
forward with great pleasure to a brilliant

future. Robert Sax, the tenor, added to

the enjoyment of the listeners by con-
tributing two groups of representative
Tocal solos by Rubinstein, Sullivan,
CHara, Spross and Sancher.

HOLY NAMES COLLEGE PRESENTS
PUPILS

Holy Names College of Music presented
four excellent students in a recital at Col-

lege Auditorium. Lake Merritt. Oakland.
on Monday evening. May 8th. A delight-
ful program had been prepared for this

occasion, and notwithstanding the rainy
weather quite a large audience was in

attendance which did not fail to give ex-
pression to its pleasure by frequent en-
thusiastic outbursts of approval. The
work of the students deserved the encour-
agement bestowed upon them. They were
sure of themselves, played without neiT-
ousness or fu=siness. succeeded in lend-
ing purpose to their work and exhibited
poise and natural deportment.
Guadalupe Hernandez played Caprice

Valse (Ricardo Castro) and Turkish
March (Beethoven), exhibiting digital
facility of a smooth and clean character,
while her sense of rhythm and melody
enabled her to give adequate expression
to the musical meaning of the work.
Margaret McCarran interpreted a harp
solo entitled Aeolian Harp (Hasselmans).
investing it with ringing tone and bril-

liant technical skill really remarkable for
one so youthful. She also phrased the
composition in a manner revealing vary-
ing sentiments.
Eleanor McAllister chose as her vehicle

of expression on the piano Dance of
Gnomes (Liszt) and Prelude Dramatique
(Ketelbey). The difficult runs, octave
work and legato playing contained In
these compositions were negotiated by
this young musician with adherence to
clearness of expression and musical in-

stinct. She was surely entitled to the en-
thusiastic reception accorded her. Dolores
Gazioia sang Mendelssohn's Maid of
Ganges with an unusually well trained,
flexible and "silvery" soprano voice, con-
cise diction, and pleasing poetic shading.
She was ably accompanied on the piano
by Bernice Kisich.
Nadine Breier revealed unusual flexi-

bility of fingering and a most intelligent
mode of phrasing in her interpretations
of The Lark (Glinka-Balakirew) and the
famous Leschetitsky arrangement of the
Lucia Sextet for the left hand, in which
latter she proved specially entitled to
praise and commendation. Lucille Jen-

kins and Marie Murray, violins. Margaret
McCarran. harp, and Mary McCarran.
piano, gave a mcst enjoyable rendition of

d'Ambrosio's Canzonetta op. 6.

AngelicaAlfaro interpreted Silver Spring
(Mason) and Ballade op. 47 (Chopin)

with limpid touch and unusually poetic

coloring. Indeed. Miss .-Mfaro acquitted

herself most creditably and reflected fa-

vorably upon her own talent and industry

as well as the efficiency of her teachers.

Marie Murray played Brahms' Fifth

Hungarian Dance with a rhythm and tech-

nical skill that brought out the singular

style of this work forcefully. She was
heartily applauded. The program ended
with an effectively played interpretation

of Cone's Marche Orchestrelle op. 16 for

two pianos by Nadine Beyer and Eleanor
McAllister, both of whom played excel-

lently in ensemble and brought out the

vivid and dignified character of the work.

The faculty of the Holy Names Col-

lege of Music are entitled to hearty com-
mendation for the splendid and thorough
work exhibited by the students on this

occasion.

THE NASH CONCERTS

The Nash Ensemble will give its third

concert of the season in the St. Francis

Hotel Colonial Ballroom on Tuesday
evening. May 16th. at S o'clock. The fol-

lowing program will be presented: Quar-
tets for piano, violins and bassoon

—

Quartet in G (Emanuel Bach). Quartet
in G (Pergolesi). first time in San Fran-

cisco. Sigismondo Martinez. Miss Caro-

lyn Augusta Nash, Orley See. Eugene B.

La Haye: Sonata for piano and violin

( Cesar Franck ) . Orley See. Miss Caro-

lyn Augusta Nash: songs for tenor—Ye
Dear Fleeting Hours (Dargomijsky I.

Chanson Triste (Duparc), Di Tel (Tirin-

delli), Mr. Antonino Minuloli-Pellagrino.

Miss Carolyn Augusta Nash at the piano;

bassoon solo—Andante and Rondo On-
garese (Von Weber), Mr. Eugene B. La
Haye, Miss Carolyn Augusta Nash at the

piano: violin solos—Adagio from the

4th Concerto (Vieuxtemps), Pierrot Ser-

enade (Randeggerl, Humoresk (Tor Au-
lin). Miss Carohm Augusta Nash. Mr.

Sigismondo Martinez at the piano; Songs
with obligate—Elegie (Massenet). Astro
d'amore (Robaudi), Antonino Minutoli-

Pellegrino, Eugene B. La Haye, bassoon.
Miss Carolyn Augusta Nash at the piano;
Variations for piano, violin and bassoon
( Beethoven ) , Orley See, Eugene B. La
Haye. Miss Carolyn Augusta Nash at the
piano.

ALCAZAR

The Boomerang, which enjoyed a long
run at the Belasco Theatre. New York,
and recently toured the Eastern cities,

but has never been seen here, will be
produced at the Alcazar beginning Sun-
day matinee. May 14th. It is a delightful

love comedy of American life crammed
full of merriment and its situations con-

trived in a manner to give the utmost
pleasure and amusement. Moving along a
plane of light and playful fun with just

a touch of farce, it is breezy, full of high
spirits, with quick flashes of wit. The
story is clean and wholesome, cleverly
told with a genuinely human touch and
arouses the interest of the audience from
the beginning.

Two distinct love tales are unfolded
in the Boomerang and Gladys George and
Dudley Ayres will be the center of one
of them. Indeed, the play affords the
Alcazar's leading people delightful roles
as well as containing good parts for all

of the other members of the company.

PORTLAND ORGANIST IN OAKLAND

Mrs. A. B. Gillis, pianist and organist,
has come here recently from Portland.
Ore., to join the local musical colony and
is making her home for the present in

the Lakeside Apartments. Mrs. Gillis

was a student under the personal direc-

tion of Leschetitzky of Vienna, having as
classmate Clara Clemens and Ossip
Gabrilowitsch, and of the .Klindworth
Conservatory of Berlin. She has a per-
sonal letter signed by Leschetitzky stat-

ing that she was accepted by him as a
student. The musical world is aware of

the fact how difficult it was and how
much piano mastery had to be shown in

advance before the great Leschetitzky
would accept anyone as a student. This
ordeal was successfully passed by Mrs.
Gillis. In Portland Mrs. Gillis served
as organist and choir director of St.

Mary's Cathedral. She now resides at

159 Lakeside Apartments. Oakland, Tele-
phone 4982.

The

KNABE
"The Piano for a Lifetime"

THE distinctive tone quality and sensitive

touch of the Knabe make an irresistible

appeal. The perfect craftsmanship and fine

materials that enter into its making preserve

this beauty of tone and action for genera-

tions. The Knabe is the wisest investment

for home or studio. Wherever you will find

music at its best—there you will find the

Knabe—in the Conservatories or on the

Concert Stage. The Knabe is distinctly a

Knabe product, built and developed under

one roof by four generations of master

craftsmen for 85 years. Every component
part of the Knabe Piano is made in the

Knabe factory—thus insuring that uniform-

ity and harmony of constructural detail es-

sential to artistic perfection.

You will Hnd the Knabe literature very interest-

ing. It is so different from the usual catalog. If it

is not convenient for you to call we will gladly send

the same to you on application.

Other Pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time pay-

ments if desired.

Kohler and Cha.se.
26 O'FarreU St..

San Francisco. Calif.

Please send literature, prices and terms of
the Knabe. and oblige

Name

Address

"For the .Adv.ancement of Mi;sic"

26 O'Farrell Street

Oakland Store Mission Store

535 14th St. 2-^60 Mission St.

Exclusive Knabe Dealers
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SijAnificant Piano Music-

By ROSALIE HOUSMAN
We Americans appear to be so interested In songs

that we scarcely know or realize that a whole new
school of piano music is gradually developing in our

midst. The publisher's catalogues are crowded with

songs, but scattered in between are treasures Tor the

concert pianist, of which he seems, as yet. unaware.
So I have segregated quite a number from various lists,

'o give my readers a bird's eye view of the new avail-

able material.

Each month Schirmer's send out a list of novelties,

and usually there are many songs among them. It is

(lut of the scope of this article to more than touch upon
I he material sent in, but I am glad of the chance to

bring a few of them to your attention. Of course there

are art songs as well as t'hose more suited to the teach-

ing repertoire and several appealing ballads. Of the

first, let me call to your notice two new songs of Marion
Bauer, who has. up to now. figured only on the A. P.

Schmidt catalogue. These are Roses Breathe in the

Xight. for high voice, and Night in t'he Woods for

medium. The former is an exquisite love song with a

delicate harp-like accompaniment, which is so in the

mood of the poem. The other song is in graver mood,
simple with the dignity of the quiet of evening, and
more descriptive than other songs of Miss Bauer's have
been. Of the two. it is my personal choice. John Prindle

Scott has two new ones—One Gave Me a Rose, and Maid
of Japan—sure to please those who care for his music.

Dagmar de Corval Rybner. whose father was the head
of the music department at Columbia University for so

long, sends two unusual songs. In her choice of poems
fhe is iconoclastic, and she fits poem and music to-

eether in natural fashion. Her idiom is of the minute,

yet sounds spontaneous. The Cyprian Woman is a big.

dramatic song, intense and fervent: we have only too

few of that quality, and are glad to welcome one as

unafraid as this. Au Piano, dedicated to Muratore. is

a tenor's joy. II is less original than the other, more
a concession to the obvious, but it is. after all. most
pfTective, and well written. George Chadwick give us

The Voice of Philomel and we are glad. It bears the

dedication to Mme. Homer, and is worthy of the great-

rst of our contraltos. Only a master musician could
have given it to us.

Two old folk songs are given us in splendid concert

arrangement, in the old Irish Would God I Were The
Tender Apple Blossom and old French Les Trous Capi-

laines. These were made by Frank Bibb, whom we al-

ready know for his remarkable accompaniments as well

as FOngs. The former is the lovely old Irish air which
Grainger calls County Derry and has so beautifully

arranged for piano. Mr. Bibb harmonizes it a little dif-

ferently, and keeps the folk quality, and in the other

song, which is our old friend En passant par la Lor-

raine, he gives each verse an accompaniment in keep-

ing with the text. Throughout he has had the reticence

so seldom found in the treatment of the older material.

These are worthy to stand by the classic ones of Gus-

tav Ferrari, who is the most skillful adapter of these

songs I know. I have seen Horace Johnson's name be-

fore on the Fisher lists, and now find four here. Of
them all. the strongest individual expression is to be

found in his Dirge, and the other three are ballads,

with more harmonic freedom than one is accustomed
to finding there. They are spontaneous, musical and
worth investigating.

Richard Hageman has two new things. Nature's Holi-

day and Charity. You may be sure the accompaniments
are difficult. Mr. hageman runs true to form. Charity is

not so bad. but it will take the co-operation of two sure-

footed artists ( if I may use the paradox) to do the

former as it should be given. It demands an extremely
flexible voice, as well, and it is dedicated to Miss
Garrison, who can do it. It is full of all the tricks and
Joys of coloratura, and will fascinate an audience.

Gabriele Sibella. who has written such charming
songs, has several new ones which should add lo his

reputation as composer. They are all Italian in quality,

unmistakably so, and always grateful to the singer.

Take, for example. La FoUia, or the Bacio Morte, They
are tinged with Italian opera, as we now hear it, not

AUDREY BEER
PIANIST AND TEACHER

Htudlot 2lf2r, ^Icf'lari* St., Oakland. Trl.

FOR RENT
In San Francisco. Beautifully furnished studio-

house from June Ut to Sept. 15th. Studio 35x18.

Reception room and dressing rooms first floor.

Four bedrooms, living room and bath, second
floor. Sunshine in all rooms. Exceptional oppor-
tunity combining home and studio for summer
classes. Exclusive residential district. Convenient
to cars. References required.

AGNES KALMAN-RUSH
2016 Franklin Street San Fmncisco

Johanna Kristoffy
PRIM.\ DONNA SOPRANO

Thoronch Vofal nnd Drnmiitlr Tralnins;
l,t(IO W'aablnetoa SI, Phone Franklin

that they are directly reminiscent of Puccini, but if ne
liad not written, neither would Sibella have, as he has

done. The Canzonetta, a folk song in style, is very
sponlaneous, and 1 like it immensely. Sibella's songs
will make excellent teaching material, as his keen
understanding of the voice is rare, and no matter how
operatic the underlying feeling is. it is never common.
To come to more popular songs, let me tell you that

Guion has a batch of three and another Spiritual—Run.

Mary. Run—which will add to his list of admirers. The
three are to poems of Mary Wardell. and are love songs.

Here's luck to them! Two Neapolitan songs by Salvatore

Cardillo. a Barcarolle, and Oi. Luna, have Just that

swing and local color you expect. They are grateful

to do. melodious and simple, from every angle. Tenors
will appreciate them mightily. Stars, by Harriet Ware,
is dedicated to Schumann-Heink. and is a setting of

Joyce Kilmer's poem. It has a devotional cast, and will

appeal especially to the emotions. -Miss Ware has given

it the right setting. Last but not least, let me pause a

minute to speak of the Chinese Cycle of Dirk Foch.

which though they have no Oriental color, are inter-

esting songs. They are in way like the inimitable Car-

penter songs, as I feel Mr. Foch is more allied to the

Straussian idiom. These are artists' songs, and form
a complete and delightful group for tlie concert pro-

gram.
Novelties for Violinists

In the recent novelty list, from the house of G. ScMr-
mer (the seventh since they began to call their recent

issues "novelties"), are some tilings of special interest

to violinists. Of paramount importance are two volumes
of Otaker Sevcik, Op. 7. preparatory Trill Studies. They
are edited by Louis Svecenski. which bespeaks their

merit and practicability. Sevcik is one of Europe's most
famous teachers, Kubelik's master, to mention but one
of his illustrious pupils, and is now teaching in Roches-

ter at the Eastman Conservatory, though his remaining
over here is at best, temporary. They are to be used, as

soon as the pupil has reached the Op. 1 {1st book) of

t'he Kayser studies, and he can continue them as long as

he devotes himself to perfecting a clean sounding trill.

The books begin at the most fundamental principles,

and it's just in this that their greatest value lies.

Conscientious study will insure a clear technical equip-

ment, and be of the greatest use in all violin literature.

In Samuel P. Lockwood's Scales issued in the Schol-

astic Series, are included scales of all sorts as well as

a series of model exercises for scale and trill study.

The advantages of this particular book lie specially In

the fact tTiat the scales are studied according to posi-

tion (from the very simplest) and that all sorts are in-

cluded in various rhythms. A point of special interest

is the use of the fourth finger in the fingering of tlie

scales, to train pupils in its use instead of constantly

using a neighboring string. Pupils and teachers should

be glad of this splendid edition. Hannah Smith, known
for her charming piano and violin music, has some
which will especially attract the beginner. They are

Eight Recreations on the Open String—utilizing only

these notes to simple effect accompaniments. They bear
attractive titles, which are so helpful for the tiny fiddler.

Among them I may cite Sunday Morning, May Day
Dance. Holiday March as index to their character.

Friml's Vision D'Amour. a love song, comes in a violin

edition as well as for piano, probably the original. Its

melody will appeal to an average audience, especially

in a darkened movie theatre.

The organ transcriptions include an Intermezzo of

Fibisch. and an overture in C Minor of Thomas Adams,
who died in 1S58. It is very pretentious, not specially

interesting music. The sacred list has another from
the fertile pen of John Prindle Scott. Consider the Lilies,

an average solo, of moderate difficulty, and also Pearl

Curran's setting of the 23d Psalm, issued for both high

and low voice. The two old dances Olden Times, by
Thomas Grisella. are delightful, of medium difficulty

and should cultivate a taste in the young pianist for

his Bach for which they serve as preparation. I cannot

say whether I prefer the minuet to the Bouree. I do
know that I shall enjoy teaching both and I think the

student will like their rhythmic decisiveness.

The list of songs is less than usual—tlie average

though higher than usual. At the head of the list is

one of the late Campbell Tipton's Day's End. It is

modern, bristling with difficulties of every sort, but of

a real and big dramatic power, which will well repay

the singer and the accompanist who, too. has his hands
full, for the many hours which they will need to give the

song its proper interpretation. Two poems of Frances
Lowell have moderately difficult settings by Wm. Dich-

mont—South Wind, of brilliant color, and Consolation,

a tenderer sort of song. They should be welcomed by
the progressive teacher. And how lovely it is to find as

beautiful a thing as Tonight, of Alice Barrett. She has

a delightful melodic line, always glowing, round and
expressive. Her piano idiom is native to the keyboard,

and all she does is fine in purer sense. It is a great

pleasure to discover a gem like this and I know otliers

will also appreciate it. The poem is word music, too,

from the pen of Sara Teasdale.
Among the piano pieces are several of decided teach-

ing advantage. Theodora Dutton sends two. Punchinello's

Dance and The Young Highlander, not diflicult. and
pleasing. Arabesque, of Frank Ward, is more preten-

lious. In the regular Schirmer Libary are two volumes

—

First Le.'sons in Bach, compiled and edited by Walter
Carroll. He has taken bits from the suites, fingered them
well, and interested the pupil, so I see it. in the com-
poser. One can use these books rather early in the stu-

dent's progress, as Ihey represent a fairly well graded
grasp of Bach, and the pupil should know this music
as Bcon as he can grasp it technically and mentally.

The organ music are further transcriptions in the series,

these being melodies of Fibisch. arranged by Geo. Nevin.

Carl Ditton has taken an old negro melody and made a

good piece of it.

THOMAS FREDERICK FREEMAN
Since coming to Berkeley some seven or eight years

ago Thomas Ftederick Freeman has become known as

one of the most competent of the Ba.v City musicians.

His progress has been gradual, since both by tempera-

ment and conviction he is not one to employ sensa-

tional methods of advertising. Nevertheless, because his

work has been based upon qualities of thorough musi-

cianship, it has been its own recoramendalion and has
acquired for him the position which he now holds.

Mr. Freeman's activity as a pianist has been varied.

He has concertized frequently in and about the city of

his residence both in ensemble and as soloist. As a

member of the Philharmonic Trio he appeared in the

former capacity with Orley See and Wenceslao Villal-

pando. His connection with the University of California

Extension Division Concert Direction has carried him
to all parts of the state.

As a composer Mr. Freeman's work is receiving rec-

ognition which is more than local. Percy Grainger
wrote concerning his Carillon a la Noel: "Your com-
position is most musical and must sound very sonorous

and beautiful when properly played." During the Berke-

ley Musical Festival held in the Greek Theatre in Sep-

tember. 1SI21, Mr. Freeman played a group of his own
compositions on the program of Berkeley composers,

the only pianist to be thus represented. On the 2Sth of

February. Ifi22. an esthetic episode called "In the Man-
darin's .jewel Box." tor which he wrote the interpreta-

tive music, was presented in the Twentieth Century
Club House in Berkeley. The collaborating artists were
Jean Campbell Macmillan. author and reader. Lucille

Cavanagh (Mrs. Walter Leimert). dancer, and B. North-

cott Helph, light and color artist. Mr. Freeman is at

present occupied with a concerted piece for piano and
orchestra which he hopes to present in the near future

in San Francisco or Los Angeles.
Public school music has always occupied a portion

of .Mr. Freeman's time. Beside having taught in the

schools for several years he has written operettas

—

both words and music—which have had numerous pre-

sentations in this part of the state. He is now in nego-

tiation with an Eastern publishing house which will

probably bring out one of his operettas next tall. Mr.

Freemau finds time along with his other duties to

write an occasional article on musical subjects, one of

which will appear in the May issue of the Musical Ob-

server of New York. The editor has asked for several

others which will follow the first at intervals of a

month. The interests of the Music Teachers' Associa-

tion, both state and county, have claimed Mr. Free-

man's attention for several years. While this has been
largely a labor of love, he has been glad to help for-

ward the cause of the association in any way possible,

since he believes that it is through the music teacher

that music receives its chief impulse.

FREDERICK JACOBI
COMPOSITIONS PERFORMED DURINC; 'II II': P.\.ST SK.\SON

•PRLLUDLb FOR VIOLIN
f,el„, Teschner Ta»

••PKELUDliS FOR PI.'XNO ...Victor Wittgenstein

^°^*"^ - Povla Frijsh

A CALIFORNIA SUITE (Orchestra)

I'lllLH.\RMliNI(' OKrHKSTRA OF LO.S ANGKl,i:s
W.M.TKI! IIKN'UY ROTHWEI^L, Cond.

•IN PREPARATION: COMI'O.SERS MUSIC COR-
PORATION.

••IN PREPARATION: ('.. SCHIRMER. Inc.
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PAUL STEINDORFF Joseph GrevenMASTER COACH trMASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CrLTrRB

Stndlo:
902 KOHLER A CHASE BLDG.

9bd FraDrlaco Pkone: KearnT &4&4

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PI.IMST

Sfufllo: 1537 E:uclld Av«nne. Berkeler.
Phone Berkeley 6006.

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN
violinist—Condoctor—Leclarer

Will Accept An I'nlintlted \aniber of Pupils

Studio: 3145 VVashiDeton St. Tel. Fill. 6146

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIA>'0 and H.\RHON'Y

IB Cascade Drive. Mill Valley, Cal. Imtl-
tute of Music, K. & C. BIdg., Tel. Kearny
S454.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

Studios: 802 Kohler & Chase Bide., S. F.
5622 Ocean Vietr Dr., Oakland (Resideacei

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
005 Kohler & Chase nld. Tel. Sutter 7aS7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, 603-6O4 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

MRS. CHARL££ POULTER
SOPRA>0 St. Andrews Chnrek
Voice Culture. Piano. 5SS 27th St^ Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kohler A ChaBC Bld«^
Wednesdays Tel. Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIAXIST A>D TEACHER

Residence and Studio, 612S Hlllefau Atc^
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DR-AMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Successes in Europe; Concert Suc-
cesses in America. Address ISOl California
St., San Francisco. Telephone Prospect 3620

Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite "C" Kohler A Chase
Rulldlne. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
<;I<AI>1 ATE OK SCH01.A t AVTORTM,

PARIS
ORGAMST ST. Sl.iRVS CATHEDRAL

I*lano Department, Hamiin School
Organ and Piano, .Arrlilaca .Musical Coileica

ANIL DEER STUDIO
79 Central Avenue. Phone Park lOttS

By Appointment Only

Evelyn Sresovich Wzu-e
PiA.«ro

Studloi iwn Kaklcr « Ckase Bids.
Phone Kctimy 54S4

Joseph George Jacobson
PIAIVO

2S33 Sacramento St. Phone PUlmore 34S

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Coialqac. Parla

Stndloi 3107 Waahlaslaa Street
Phoae FlllMore 1847

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
SOLO VIOLINIST MrSICAL DIRECTOR
Teacher Vlolia. Viola. Bnacmble Playlns
434 Sprae* Street. Phoae Fillmore 1131

HENRIK GJERDRUM
Pianist— Instructor—Accompanist

2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

J. RICHARD MALABY
Pianist and Accompanist

551 Lytton Ave. Palo Alto, Cal.

SIGMUND BEEL
blaster Cla.SKeN for Violin

Studio Buildinc i:{7:t Post Street
Tel. Prospect 757

Ada Clement Music School
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S98

Mary Coonan McCrea MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 36 Gaffney BuUdlne. 376 Sutter St.

Tel. Doa^las 4233. Rea. Tel. Kearny 2349

CONTRALTO
Teacher of Slnslus* 32 Loretta Are^ Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler A
Chase Bide.. S. F. Telephone Kearay 54S4.

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS Brandt's Conservatory of Music
FLITIST

.^.TUllable for Concerts as Sololat or for
Obil^ato Work. 1201 Henry St.. Berkeley

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: 1920 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 1501

A.DE:LE ULMA.N
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
*=^mmonwealth Ave. Tel. Pac. 33.

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPR.WO

Voice Culture—Pupil of Slme. Caiileau
Studio: 33S 21st St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 26S1

Miss Helen Goldman
1610 Sutter St. Phone FIL 3151

Specialist in Accompanying
Studio Work Desired

Andrew Miklosvari
TE.\CHER OF VIOLIX

568 Geary Street Tel. Franklin 8630

MRS. A. B. GILLIS
PIANO

Pupil of Theo. Leschetizky of Vienna and
Karl Klindwortli of Berlin. Residence,
159 Lake St. Telephone Lakeside 4982.

If you wish to become famous you
must be known and in order to become
known you need publicity and there is no
more dignified way to gain publicity than
by dignified advertising. If advertising is

undignified then fame is undignified.

2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay A TVashln^on
Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah B ra n d t, Pla no

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist, Temple Emann EL Con-
cert and Church Work, Vocal Instruc-
tion. 2r.39 Clay St« Phone West 4SW).

MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
SOPRANO: Avallahle for Engrascments

Soloist. Temple Beth Israel
Studio: 26 .\Bhbury St. Phone: Pac. 5230

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Kruger
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION

Studio: lOUO Kohler Sc. Chase Bld^^.
TeL Kearny 5454. Res. Phone F'ranklin lOSO

ETHEL A. JOHNSON
SOPR.\.NO

Member University Extension Faculty
Studio: 506 Kohler & Chasf- Bldg.

Res.: 51 Buena Vista Terrace
Tel.: Park 1291

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MIXKOT\-SKI
TEACHER OF VOICE

242^^ P<ne St. Tel. AVe^t 7012

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist.

—

Soloist, .\ceoinpanlst and Teacher
S15 Clement St.. San Francisco. Pac. 92S4.

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PIANIST AND TEACHER
Pupil of Wafrer Swayne

Studio: 515 Buena Vlata Ave. Tel Park 341

Stella Raymond Vought
COLORATl'RE SOPRANO

Concert Hanaeer
705 Kohler & Chase Bid.. TeL Kearny 4991

Sife

Grand Prix, Parim
Grand Prize, St. Loaia

V HE richness, evenness, depth and
I
charm of Baldit'ia to t cannot be

f duplicated. Only wito tbe Bald-
win Piano can it be productJ be-—

;

cause only the Balawin has the
acoustic properties capable of its develop-
ment. Those who approach the selection of a
piano unprejudiced and with open mind find
tlie Baldwin a revelation.
It yon kr« loUmtMl 1* lb« parcka*. cf • rwalJr kirfc-
rr%d» pikBB, IM na UU t*b sb«at U« attrketlTc affcr w*

3[hfSalDxDin^iano (totnpany

310 SuRer St. San Francisco. Cal.

Member of Federal Reserve System and Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THB S.ljr FRANCISCO B.\XK>

52« Callfarvia Street. San FraBctseo, Cal.
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TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Frajiklln 8J1J

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Keamv 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR, ON FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley, Cal

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Tel. K'my 5454

ETHEL ADELE DENNY
904 Kohler & Chase Eld. Tel. Kearny 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK
479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ESTHER MUNDELL
376 Sutter St. Tel. Kearny 2637

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
t73 Scott Street TeL Park E17C

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Are., Oakland. Tel. Oak. S164

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332J

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
640 Post St. Tel. Pros. 216S

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 .-irguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 356j

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Street Phone Kearny 2637

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. TeL; Fill. 2291

REED AND JIOUTHPIECE M.IKER

LOUIS J, PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter 6355

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review,

a publication that should be read by all

cents; by mail $3.00 per year.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE, MACBETH, EASTON, JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers

TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOUR TKACIIING PIECES (Grade 3)
Uy Florence P. Rra THK WOOD NVMrH'S IIAItl*

Each $ .30 Kl.\<i TIIlll SH BEARD
HEI.LOI MK. ROBIN VAKIMA

ThcMP plei'CH ore beinic widely UMeil anil inucb nppreelntrd by fenchem who vnlue
their InMiilrntlonol lieiiuly and modern Idiom. li'Al'SlIAl, FOR THE GRADE. Pub-
iUhed by <I>AVTOX F. SliM>1V CO., (HirACiO. and for Male by HE\RY GROUE
In the Mture of WILEV B. ALLE.V CO.

135 Kearny St., San FninelNro

Henry Bretherick
ORGANIST

2A80 Bunh Street

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAI, CI LTCRE

ArtlMt pu|>ilN available fur all oeeaitlonfi
r>1K) Kohler A ChoNe Bldg:. Kearny -1901

Cali-fonvja
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

MAY 14TH—11:00 A. M.
INTRODUCING OUR NEW CONDUCTOR

GINO

SEVERI
^'''^^^t-' and the big\^ CALIFORNIA

THEATRE
ORCHESTRA

SololMt This Nundny >lurnLn(;

MADAME ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
CO\TR Vl.TO

ofTerlnK
''Dream J*** by \A'aene''

Qonstance zAlexandre
Mezco Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 705 Kobler & Chane Building
Phone Kearny 5-ir>4

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
For KindercnrteD and PrlmBry Grades

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Wordn and Mnaic

ABBIB GERRISH-JONBS
Adaptions and Deacrlptiona

OLIVE B. WILSON-DORRETT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resi'H of
the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-
rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICE fl.OO AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

PHYLLIDA ASHLEY
California's Gifted Daughter

AN ARTIST OF RARE ABILITY

AND CHARM,WINNER OF EN-

THUSIASTIC PLAUDITS

FROM PRESS AND
PUBLIC

WRITES OF HER PIANO

QIi|f

iilasmi^l|amlni

io me no piano possesses the loveliness of tone whicn atcunas m my Mason
ana rlamlin Cjrana. It has that wonaeriul rounaness and smooth sonority that

one sometimes, tno rarely, hears m a beautirully moaulated human voice. In
action, durability and in point or beauty or design and vt^orkmansnip nothing more
could be desired. Xo me it represents tne acme or piano perfection. The best in

tke world. (Signed) PHYLLIDA ASHLEY
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS IN ALL STYLES MAY BE SEEN ONLY AT OUR STORES

Two Entrances

135-153 Ktamy and 117-125 Sutter St.. pMTftWjWB AUCD (O*
Victor Talkinff Machini-i *J MUSIC V TT ^ '-l"^ ^—'

Victor Talking Machines
-MASON AND HAMUN PIANOS-

Oakland—1209 Washington Street

San Joje—^99 Sooth First

Sheet Mosic
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OPEN-AIR OPERATIC FESTIVAL AT STANFORD STADIUM

Palo Alto To Be the Scene of Grand Outdoor Music Feast During Early June—Pagliacci. Carmen,
Faust and Ballet Divertissements to be Presented—Giovanni Martinelli to be Stellar

Attraction—Maestro Merola. the Renowned Operatic Conductor Will Be
the Guiding Star of the Great Event.

By ALFRED METZGER

Although the newspapers have recorded the plans for

a pretentious and extraordinarily ambitious enterprise

in the form of a great outdoor presentation of grand

opera at the Stanford Stadium in Palo Alto, the truly

immense significance of this undertaking has not yet

been fully set forth. As a matter of fact this is the

first real attempt to inaugurate magnificent annual

open-air music festivals in California on a par. both

financially and artistically, with the greatest music

festivals given in the world. Furthermore this also

represents the foundation stone upon which San Fran-

cisco's permanent operatic organization will be eventu-

ally erected. If Gaetano Merola is successful in his

ambitious aims, which have their beginning in Palo

Alto early in June, then plans will be immediately for-

mulated to organize a permanent opera organization for

Martinelli, the Metropolitan Opera House star, who by
many is regarded as Caruso's successor at the great
opera temple; Vincent Ballester. formerly with the San
Carlo Opera Co.. and more recently a member of the
Chicago Opera Co.. a baritone of the rarest beauty and
artistic expression; Leon Rothier. basso of the Metro-
politan Opera Co.. than whom there is no finer vocal
artist on the operatic stage: Ina Bourskaja. the dis-

tinguished Russian mezzo soprano, whose Carmen
created such a sensation at the Columbia Theatre re-

cently, and who has just been added to the New York
Metropolitan Opera House forces; Bianca Saroya. who
was here with the Gallo forces and whose ringing, clear
and true soprano voice has gained her artistic laurels
in most of the important European opera houses.

It is impossible to gather together a finer array of
operatic artists for a finer cause. If there is inherent

with a lack of co-operation, has stood in the way of

San Francisco becoming that music center of the West
to which its taste, its culture and its wealth entitle

it to.

Now comes Gaetano Merola with a plan the very
audacity of which should appeal to every red-blooded
lover of art. Here is a chance to Join forces to get
twenty thousand people to travel from thirty to fifty

miles to hear grand opera presented in ideal fashion in

the open air under the velvet star-lit sky of Califomis
within the shadow of one of the greatest educational
institutions of the world. Does this wonderful oppor-
tunity not appeal to your imagination? Can you sit still

calmly and argumentatively when you hear of people so
thrilled with the possibilities of music and California to

suggest such daring exploits? Does not your blood
tingle with the idea and do you think you wish to

be among the few who remain at home when the whole
musical community travels many miles to enjoy the
thrills derived from the advance guards of a grand
idea? Surely there must be enough warmblooded and
warm-hearted musical people residing in Northern Cali
fornia to send fifty thousand of them to Palo Alto to
rejoice in the first truly ambitious open-air music festi-

val ever given in this glorious State.

MABEL RIEGELMAN ADDS TO TRIUMPHS
Mabel Riegelman, prima donna soprano of the Chicago

Grand Opera Company, who has been having such suc-
cess in concert on the Pacific Coast during the present
season, sang the closing concert for Music Week in

GERTRl DE ROSS
The DiMtingnLfhed Callfornian ConipoMer \Vhot4e

AToi ks Are Foond on the Prof^rnntN of the
World's GreateHt Arti.t*t» Seeking In-

Nplratlon in Southern California

San Francisco, backed by sufficient capital to make it

self-sustaining and organized with the idea in view to
make this company the nucleus for an operatic institu-
tion to be installed in the opera house to be finished
within three years from now.
These are. as a matter of fact, the important funda-

mental reasons why this grand operatic open-air festi-
val should receive the combined support of all musical
elements, and why all the communities of Northern
California ought to combine to back Mr. Merola in this
ambitious and glorious enterprise. The festival spirit
that is behind this movement and the worthy cause for
which the profits of the festival are to be devoted are
also factors worthy of serious consideration. But above
all it is the grandeur of the project—the possibilities of
the success of it—which should cause all musical people
in this part of the State to rally around this enthusi-
astic leader of musical enterprises and back him in

every possible way so that this operatic festival will
unquestionably be a financial success.

For the first time in the history of music in Cali-
fornia resident artists are being recognized in an enter-
prize of more than purely local dimensions. The cast
includes such excellent resident artists as Georgiana
Strauss, mezzo soprano. Marsden Argall. baritone, and
Doria Fernanda, while not a resident artist, is never-
theless an artist of California origin. Among the
artists oi Rational and international reputation not
associated with California art circles are: Giovanni

LOlIS FERSINGER
Xofed Concert Master of the San F^anoUco Symphony Orchestra and
Violin VlrtaoMO Who Ik Recoverine from a Severe Attack of

Pneamonin and Who Is Spending? the Sammer
in Mill Valley

JOSEPH GEORGE J \rORSO\ AND
HIS PI PIL

^Inrian Patricia Cnvanan^h- The Latter
Scored an ArtlNtic Triumph at the ^t.
FraneiN Hotel I.aMt Week in Joint
Recital n-lth Alexander ^larray.
Violinist. Pnpil of G. Jollaln.

in the Californian the genuine love for music which is

usually put to his credit then he will find it worth while
to summon up his enthusiasm and travel from a radius
of between thirty and fifty miles with Palo Alto as the
center to the Stanford Stadium and crowd that place
on the evenings of June 3. June 7. June 10 and June 16,
when Pagliacci. Carmen and Faust will be given. The
Pacific Coast Musical Review for years has been ad-
vocating the cause of summer music festivals. It will
be found by music lovers and the profession that these
open-air music festivals will stimulate an unbelievable
interest in music, and the summer, which so far has
been very dull, with the only exception of the Cali-
fornia University summer session, will receive a tremen-
dous impetus and everyone affiliated with musical enter-
prises, whether they be educational or commercial, will
change into one of the liveliest seasons of the year.
Our musical life needs such a stimulant.
The whole trouble with residents of San Francisco

and its surrounding cities has been a skeptical attitude
toward great enterprises fostered within the limits of
our own communities, while our well-to-do people would
not think anything about guaranteeing $200,000 for a
two weeks* opera, they hesitate to guarantee $100,000
for a six months' symphony season. While they spent
hundreds of thousand dollars on organizations travel-
ing through the country and paying us a brief visit, they
express unwillingness to devote even a fraction of such
amount for an enterprise just as good, or even better,
which is conducted by local forces. This, coupled

Stockton, California, with unusual success.
On Saturday evening. May 6th. 1922. Miss Riegelman

radiophoned a program to Honolulu from the Stockton
Evening Record broadcasting station of the Portable
Wireless Telephone Company. Criticism thereafter said
that Miss Riegelman's radio program, which has already
been reported in*from numerous receiving stations, "will

go down in radio history as the best thus far attempted
—in arrangement, in modulation, and consistency, all

of which are demanded of successful broadcasts." The
Stockton Evening Record of May 8th. 1922. speaking of

Miss Riegelman's concert at the auditorium on the even-
ing of May 6th. says:
"The unqualified success of Stockton's first music

week was crowned Saturday evening with the supremely
beautiful concert by Mabel Riegelman, prima donna
soprano, and her pianist. Miss Constance Mering of

Sacramento, at the auditorium.
"Magnetic and appealing in personality, possessing a

voice of superlative clearness and sweetness, dramatic
to such an extent that her entire nature seemed trans-
formed to fit the mood of each song. Mabel Riegelman
won resounding applause during the entire evening.

"She sang a group of FYench songs, one of English
and one of French and English. Her French songs were
deliciously delicate and charming. The singer was espe-
cially pleasing in conveying the idea of mother love and
in her adorable interpretation of child nature. The
Cuckoo song was given one encore and the aria from
the Firefly in conclusion.''
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The Steinway Duo-Art Piano
Just "what is it?

WE consider the Steinway Duo-
Art Piano to be the greatest

—

the most wonderful piano the world

lias ever known.

In the first place it is a magnificent

piano, unequillcd in tone, in action, in

physical beauty. Secondly, it is an im-

proved Pianola—a "player-piano" for

you to play with ordinary 88-note music-

rolls. As such, it infinitely surpasses

anything hithertoknownamong instru-

ments of this t>'pe.

And greatest of ail—it is a Reproduc-

ing Piano of truly miraculous power. By
means of special music-rolls, made by

pianists while playing a wonderful

recor(//ngpiano, it reproduces their actu-

al performances with absolute fidelity.

Every phrase,every nuance, every subtle

shade of tone and tempo, every touch

of foot to pedal is reproduced.

PaJerewski today makes rolls ex-

clusively for the Duo-Art. So also do
Bauer, Cortot, Hofmann, Rubenstein,

Gabri!owitsch,Busoni,Grainger, Ganz,

Friedheim, Schmitz, Leginska, La
Forge, and scores of other great musi-

cians. The Duo-Art roster is, in fact,

a roll-callof practically all the mighti-

est pianists of this age. This is indeed

a glorious tribute to a glorious repro-

ducing instrument.

Notice the emphasis upon the fact

that these artists today make reproduc-

ing rolls exclusively for the Duo-Art.
Moreover, their Duo-Art rolls are the

only American rolls that represent their

on'n exact, authentic playing—that have

been edited by no one except themsehes.

The Duo-Art may now be had with

motor eidier self-enclosed or in detached

box to be placed in some other room,

as you prefer.

The Duo-Art comes enshrined in

the Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes, as well as in

the immortal Steinway.

Come in and ask. to hear this glori-

ous musical instrument. Make it a point

to come in and hear it.

Sherman5play& Co«
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento • Stocl-ton Fresno • Sanjose

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 1453 Willard Street

Telephone Park 2135

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
\ . de .\ rrilluen. I>iredor

A. L. Arfiicoen, I'ren.t I.ouIh Aleerln. Vlrc-i'r*-*.

Lnrxorll^d farlllllen for (he aludy of maalc In all

It* hrancbea. I.arce I'lpe Orean. Recital Hall.

a:tl5 JACKSON STREET
San KrenclBCo. Cal. Phooe West 4737

Meuinmg School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

3242 Wanhln^ton Street, near Preiildlo Avenne
San Frnnolnco. Cal.

For further Information ail drew* the aecretarj of the
ehonl. or phone Fillmore 31tr>.

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
AI»V\><F,n I'l I'lI.S A<"CEPTEI)

Pupil of >lme. V. SlepiinofT I llerlln). M. Sleveklnic.
anil E. Hobert Srhmllx I Netr York>. Studin: 701
Heine Hide., -ION Stofklon St. Mondaya. )>-12. Thorm-
dayN. lO-l, 3^. Tel. Kearny 2222. Ren. Phonei Pied-
mont 7041.

Miss Eiizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Pinno. Orican. Harmonr- nreanlat and ^Innlcal
Director of Flrat PreHhrterlan <'harch. Alameda. Home
Stndlo: 1II7 PARI' STREET. AI^MEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda 1K5. ThnrndaTS, Merrlman School. S70 Oaklmnd Are..
Onkland. Telephone Piedmont 277tk.

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oai<land, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Direcior

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of SinR:ine. Complete Course of Operatic Traln-
inK. 27.10 Pierce St. Tel. FUlmore 4r>r.3.

MME. CARRINGTON LEWYS
Prima Donna With Strakoach, Mapleaon, Etc.

EMLVN LEWVS
OreanUt Fifth Church of Chrlat Scientist. Formerly

Principal of Virgil Piano School, London, Eaeland.
Rea. Studio: 2041 Lyon Street. Phone Fillmore R52

MRS. S. P. MARRACCI, Vocal Teacher
Itallnn method; 14 yeara of atnee experience; former
prima donna nlfh Cnruno and Tetra/.xinl; coachea pnplla
Vocally and In Drnmatic Deportment.
Studio, 404 ColumbuN Avenue. Phone Garfield 2276

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAN JOSE. CAL.

Confers DeKrees Awarda Certlflcnten

For I'artlculnrn apply to Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Snulavaky Chnmber SI uJtic N«iclcl>

Will Acc'pt a Few Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Kohlor
& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA

>luale CourHCH Thorough and Proerenalve
Public School Moalc. Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
H. II. PiiMmore—Studlom Suite TtOfi Kohler & Chaae Ride,
S. F.: 2.'».30 College .\ve., Berkeley. Residence 201 Alva-
rndo Iload. Rerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
PreparlnBT Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSFKLDT, Planlat
SOLI Droderlck St.. near Clay Telephone Fillmore 314

UNCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

Member I'nlverslty ExtenNlon FaCDlty
Stadia: 827 Shrader »<- Phase Park I<U>S

BLANCHE ASHLEY
SpeclnlUt In Theory and Praeliee of TeaebInK Manic
Oak LodKe, Apt. «. 1-I9T Oak St. Phone Lakeaide 3735

Kahler & chaae Bids* By Appointment

""KJO instrument approaches

1 y the 'Duo-Art in its per-

feffion of construction and the

fidelityofmusicalreprodudion."
—Alfred Cortot

"This instrument is without

question greatly superior to any

other of its kind."

—Ignace Jan Paderewski

"It IS distinctly in a class by

Itself. —Rudolph Ganz

"The Thio-Art stands supreme

among reproducing pianos.

"

—Harold Bauer

"The Tfuo-Art is so far super-

ior to any other instrument ofits

kind, there can be no real basis

for corAparison.

"

-Josef Hofmann

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEAClIKIl OF SIXOIXG

070 Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
.\ppoliitmeutB by Phone—Prospect 3320

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for
CONCERT ORATORIO

2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco
Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
Ortrnnlfit Temple Fmnnu EL First Church of ChrUt Scl-
entlNt. Director LorlnK Club. S. F.. AVed^ 1«17 California
St.. Phone Franklin 2«03[ Sat.. Flrat ChrlHtlan Science
Church. Phone Franklin 130Tj Res. atudio, 3142 Lewlaton
Ave., Uerkeley. Phone Piedmont 2428.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ oi€>e Culture—l>letlon—.Studio: 4l»S Stockton St Mon.
and ThurM. from 'l-Ti. Rea. 14r.l Sacramento St. Pros. 75«3.

The College of the Holy Names
I^nke :*lerrltl, Oakland

Complete ConNcrvalory CoiirNe—Piano. Harp. Violin.
"Cello, Voice, Counterpoint, Harmony, Hlatorr

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication
tliat should be read by all the music-loving people.
Single copies. 10 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.

DAILY ORGAN RECITALS
(From 12 to 1)

by

UDA WALDROP
at

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Post and Mason Streets

(Saturday and Sunday Excepted)

ADMISSION FREE
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

HERTZ RETAINS CONDUCTORSHIP

Every unselfish admirer of the best in music
read with rejoicing the official announcement of

President John D. McKee of the Musical Asso-
ciation of San Francisco that Alfred Hertz has
been re-engaged as conductor of the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra for the season of
1922-23. And just to prove that we place the good
of music above personal pride we gladly devote
to this decision the place of honor on this editor-

ial page although the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view was not considered worth while to be in-

formed officially of this matter like the daily pa-
pers in this city. But from the very foundation
of this paper we have constantly striven to work
for the best interests of the musical public and
profession—many times at a financial loss—and
the stand we have taken for years in behalf of the
symphony orchestra has been one entirely based
upon the greatest good to the greatest number.

The re-engagement of Mr. Hertz, according
to our humble opinion, was the only possible
means of saving the symphony situation. While
we heard many rumors regarding the possibility

of a new conductor, and the willingness of cer-

tain prominent social elements to make up any
financial losses which the failure to engage Mr.
Hertz would entail, upon thorough investigation
we found that there was never the slightest foun-
dation for these rumors. No efforts had been
made to engage another conductor. Indeed, there
was no available one in sight. The people who
were reported to have oflfered that mythical
financial assistance absolutely denied having
done so when approached directly on that sub-
ject. On the other hand if notwithstanding the
public demonstration and the sudden increase of
guarantees—based beyond a doubt in the major-
ity of cases upon a mental reservation that Mr.
Hertz would remain—it had been decided to ac-

cept Mr. Hertz' resignation, we are in a position
to know that the financial loss sustained by such
action would have made next season's concerts
absolutely impossible. And this is the plain truth.

We furthermore discovered that the opposition
to Mr. Hertz is not by far as formidable as ru-

mor would have had us believe. If you reduce
this so called opposition to a half dozen leaders
with a scattering of disgruntled and dissatisfied

people in lamblike imitation you have about the
entire strength of this so called "split" in our
musical community. On the other hand you
have virtually the entire musical public, the

guarantors of the Symphony Orchestra, the
serious portion of the musical profession and stu-

dents and indeed everybody who places music
above personal motives on the side of Mr. Hertz,
which means the entire community, for there is

no problem be it artistic or commercial that

does not find a certain amount of opposition in

any community. We found upon further investi-

gation that even the opposition was not united
in its attitude, for really no one has anything to

say regarding Mr. Hertz' musicianship and effi-

cency as symphony conductor. So that in per-

mitting Mr. Hertz to go there was everything
to lose while inducing him to stay meant every-
thing to gain.

We desire above all to dissipate the wrong im-
pression certain people seem to have regarding
lack of harmony within the ranks of the Musical
Association of San Francisco. As far as we could
find out there is absolutely no dissension regard-
ing the advisability of retaining Alfred Hertz
as conductor. If there is someone he is surely a
genius in keeping a secret. And as long as the
Musical Association of San Francisco and the

musical public want Mr. Hertz to continue as

symphony leader, it is nothing short of presump-
tion, officiousness and selfishness to insist that
everybody ought to give up his or her enjoyment
and pleasure in order to please a few people
who would most likely object anyhow no matter
what changes were made. For the first time in

the history of music in San Francisco the general
public has taken an interest in symphony con-
certs under Mr. Hertz' guidance. Sixty thou-
sand people listen to the symphony orchestra
during the course of a season. Repeatedly the

huge Civic Auditorium is packed when a popular
concert is given. If anyone entertains for a mo-
ment the idea that the departure of Mr. Hertz and
the substitution of someone else would retain

this support to a certainty does not know the
tender thread upon which public support and ad-

miration hangs and how long it takes to earn
and retain it.

Unquestionably misled through the presenta-
tions of interested parties the Argonaut some
time ago urged upon Mr. Hertz to insist upon his

resignation being accepted, even though his

friends advised him to withdraw it. The mere
suggestion of such an unwise action in a paper
that usually is so careful in its expression of

opinion proves beyond a doubt that the Argonaut
did not have even the slightest inkling of the true
situation. That paper was made to understand
that there was a split in the musical community
and that Mr. Hertz' retention would widen
this breech and consequently would prove of

injury to musical progress in this community.
The paper therefore advised Mr. Hertz to heal
the wounds by eliminating himself from the con-
troversy and permitting the supposedly two irre-

concilable factions to dwell together in love and
harmony.
Of course these editorials in the Argonaut

were written without the slightest familiarity

with the actual state of affairs. There never was a
split in the community regarding our symphony
leader. On the contrary if Mr. Hertz had insisted

upon resigning in the face of the overwhelming
homage and ovation gi\-en him during the final

symphony concerts of the season there would
not only have been a real split in the community,
but there would have been a deluge in which the
symphony orchestra would have perished. We
make this statement with deliberation and full

knowledge of the actual state of aflfairs. Regard-
ing differences of opinion they arise in any or-

ganization whether it be fraternal, commercial,
artistic or laborite and if every time a few dis-

satisfied members would be able to cause the
resignation of a satisfactory leader, then no one
worthy of the position could ever be induced to

accept a position involving responsibility.

We admire Mr. Hertz for reconsidering his

resignation, because he discovered that San
Francisco wants him. No symphony conductor
ever received the public homage accorded Mr.
Hertz—not the tribute of a few personal friends,

but the loyalty of the entire community, and he
would indeed have been inconsiderate and un-
grateful, if he had turned a deaf ear to the uni-

versal appeal. We predict that the 1922-1923

season of the San Francisco Symphony Orches-
tra will be the greatest in its history, that the
amounts for subscription and tickets will exceed
those of any season so far, that the attendance
will be greater than ever, that the concerts will

be superior in artistic character than they have
ever been, and that at the end of next season
the public and members of the Musical Associa-
tion will be so enthusiastic and so glad that no
change was made that no controversy will ever
arise again.

MME. SPROTTE AND SEVERI AT CALIFORNIA

Distinguished Contralto Creates Universal Enthusiasm

—

The New IMusical Director Heartily Welcomed
and the Recipient of a Cordial Ovation

By ALFRED METZGER
There was a gala day at the California Theatre last

Sunday when Gino Severi, the genial and musicianly
young orchestral leader, found the ambition and aspira-
tion of his successful musical life crowned with his ap-
pointment as musical director of an orchestra of suffi-

cient size to realize some of liis musical dreams. The
festive character of the occasion was enhanced by the
appearance of Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte, the eminent
contralto, whose voice and art belong among the tore-
most expositions of vocal expression in the world. The
combination was sufficient to attract an unusually large
audience to the California Theatre on a day that tempted
practically everyone into the out-of-doors, for it was a
summer day of such extraordinary beauty that a strong
pull was indeed necessary to keep several thousand
people in a theatre.

Nevertheless, Mr. Severi's debut as a full-fledged
orchestra leader found a big house in attendance that
changed from a "llissourian" attitude of "You-show-me"
to a complete capitulation to the musical skill of the
new conductor and to his artistry as a soloist. Mr.
Severi from the very beginning of the program made
the impression of being heart and soul in his work. He
revealed at once an inborn musicianship that trans-
mitted his own enthusiasm to his orchestra, which con-
sists of the best material to be obtained in San Fran-
cisco. We were glad to find 'among those present" our
good friend Gyula Ormay, than whom there is no finer

musician nor better pianist anywhere. And he had
ample opportunity to display his skill during the course
of the program.
We must confess to a certain gratification at finding

Mr. Severi in possession of a long-wished-for position.
And by this we do not mean to reflect in any way upon
anyone who may have preceded Mr. Severi. But we feel

that a musician of such unquestionable natural adapta-
bility and genuine musicianship as Mr. Severi. who was
willing to undergo disappointments time and time again,
and who gritted his teeth during times of adversity con-
tinuing to fight for his rights, deserves to succeed. And
we are further pleased to note that the public has recog-
nized his efficiency, for before the program was half
over the audience was with the new conductor and ap-
plauded him with every ounce of energy and enthusiasm
at its disposal.

Mr. Severi's greatest asset is his uncompromising
sincerity. He forgets everything in his sole endeavor
to bring out the finest details and emotional effects
from a composition. His climaxes reflect power and
virility. His lighter touches express poetry and senti-
ment. Of course, under the handicap of limited re-

hearsing, Mr. Severi may not be able to achieve the re-

sults he craves, but he certainly accomplishes wonders
and stirs his auditors to the very depths of their hearts.
And this is. after all, the principal mission of an or-
chestra leader. While the program contained several
numbers, we found his vigorous interpretation of the
Faust Fantasia the finest example of his musicianship.
It was emotionally, rhythmically and from an ensemble
standpoint beyond a doubt a very delightful interpre-
tation.

Mr. Severi introduced into his Sunday morning pro-
gram a certain element of novelty by taking up his
violin and plas'ing with the orchestra a selection of
Hungarian folk songs by Lehar in a manner that in-

creased the admiration of his audience for him. He
proved himself as splendid a violinist as he had already
done in the capacity of conductor. His tone is flexible

and true. He played with vim and artistic Judgment.
His technic proved flawless and his phrasing was
charged with the deepest feeling. It is evident that
Mr. Severi absolutely sinks his entire personality into
the work he is doing and thereby achieves the maximum
results from every ounce of energy he devotes to his
art. It was in this composition wherein Gyula Ormay
demonstrated his artistry as pianist in the highest de-
gree.

It was indeed fortunate that such an auspicious oc-
casion should be reinforced with the appearance of Mme.
.\nna Ruzena Sprotte. than whom there is no finer artist

anywhere. The possessor of a robust, mellow and re-

sonant contralto voice of transcendant beauty. Mme.
Sprotte infuses into her interpretation an intelligence
and emotional depth that stirs her hearers to the very
soul. Her enunciation is so delightfully clear and plain
that every syllable can be understood Her interpreta-

tion of Wagner's Traeume was the essence of musician-
ship and artistry, and we can not imagine a finer con-
ception of this beautiful song than the one Mme. Sprotte
so effectively transmitted to her hearers last Sunday
morning. She accentuated the more dramatic phases of
the song and permitted the finer poetic shades to scin-

tiiate in softer colors. Every sentiment expressed by
the composer found its reflection in the thoroughly com-
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prehensive and intellectual executive art of the singer.

Mme. Sprotte enthused her hearers so much that they
insisted upon overwhelming her with the tribute of an
vation.

As a second number Mme. Sprotte sang Gertrude Ross'

fine dramatic composition, Dawn in the Desert, obtain-

ing from this work that thrilling climax which never
fails to arouse spontaneous applause, .\fter the con-

clusion of this work the audience insisted upon still

more, and Mme. Sprotte sang in an exceedingly emo-
tional manner a song about mother, appropriate to the

da.v. She scored a veritable sensational triumph.

ASHLEY PETTIS DELIGHTS BOSTONIANS

PRESSER ANNOUNCES BOOK BY MRS. BRANDT

In the May issue of the Etude we find among other

announcements of new publications the following re-

garding Science of Modern Pianoforte Playing, by Mrs.

Noah Brandt:
Readers of this publication who have followed the

very practical articles of Mrs. Noah Brandt, will be de-

lighted to know that 4be has made a book upon piano

playing. Mrs. Brandt has for years been one of the

leading teachers on the Paciflc Coast and is a disciple

of Dr. William Mason. The best testimony as to the

excellence of his influence has been found in her pupils,

notably in the work of her daughter, Enid Brandt, who,

a few years ago, astonished European musical centers

by her virtuosity when little more than a child. Her
tragic death, as the result of a contagious disease, forced

Mrs. Brandt into retirement for some time, but she felt

that the theories she had evolved should be put into per-

manent form and the forthcoming book is the result.

The advance of publication price is 50 cents.

Naturally all advance publications are sold at a dis-

count, inasmuch as they appear in less expensive bind-

ing. They are intended as an introduction, the price

being naturaly raised when the advance edition is ex-

hausted. The final price of this interesting, though
brief treatise will probably be two or three times the

price of introduction. Anyway the numerous friends

and admirers of Mrs. Brandt will be glad to hear of her

well merited success and national recognition.

POLYTECHNIC HIGH GIVES LIGHT OPERA

The Opera Class of the Polytechnic High School of

San Francisco gave two performances of The Chimes of

Normandy on Thursday and Friday evenings. May 11th

and 12lh. There was a large attendance and genuine

enthusiasm prevailed throughout the course of the two
performances. Harriette Murton as Serpolette, Audrey
Famcroft as Germaine, Harry Prank as Gaspard, Bert
Person as Henri were the principal characters and all

exhibited five voices and acted naturally and quite

effectively. They all scoed individual successes.

The complete program was as follows: Serpolette

—

Harriette Murton; Germaine—Audrey Farncroft; Ger-

trude, Mannette, Jeanne, Suzanne, peasant girls—Claire

Winter. Ruth Painton, Evebm Brown, Helen Lettich;

Gaspard—Harry Frank: Henri, Marquis de Corneville

—

Bert Person; Baill—Ray Gibbons: Notary—William
Mahar; Assessor—Chas. Matzen; Registrar—Chester
MacPhee; Sailors, Servants, Maids, Villagers, etc.

Personnel of Chorus—Ramona Attkison, Thelma
Beyer, Edith Boge, Alpha Brothers, Ramona Campbell,
Bonita Clark. Ruth De Bernard. Thelma Downer, Leo-

nore Ewald, Martha Greenberg, Evelyn Holleran, Gene-
vieve Invine, Adoiphin Kearns, Carolyn Levy, Arvilla

McKelrey, Blanche Miller, Virginia Myers, Margaret
Nagy, Bemice Nystrom, Lucille Oftedahl, Evelyn Ross,

Audrey Schultz, Henrietta Strashun, Marian Sturtevant,

Myrtle Thelin, Mignon Townley, Emma Vitole, Anna
Waite, Eugene Allen, Jack Arberry, Robert Bartels,

Louis Elliot, Louis Feinherg, Lydon Hanley, Sydney
Holbrook. Clinton Howe. Theodore Jewel, Carl Krause,
Calvin Stewart, John Martin, Luther Miller, Joseph
O'Donnell, William Upton, Matthew McLaughlin, R.

Roberson, C. MacPhee, A. Allison, D. Lynch, P, Loren-

zen. Charles Matzen, Lester Wade.
The operat was under the direction of Miss L. M.

Robinson as vocal instructor, dramatic coach, business
and stage manager. The orchestra was under the leader-

ship of C. J. Lamp, orchestra instructor. Dances of

fourth act by Miss Hazel WoodhuU.

PUPILS OF MRS. H. I. KRICK SCORE SUCCESS

Lloyd Kramer, thirteen-year-old pianist pupil of Mrs.
H. I. Krick and son of Mrs. P. J. Kramer, president of
the Federation of Mothers Clubs of Oakland, gave a
piano recital in Oakland during the first week in May.
It took place before the American Talent Club of -Oak-

land on Friday evening. May 5th. The club house was
filled with people and they were all very enthusiastic
over the young musician's playing. His entire program
was played from memory and he was compelled too re-

spond to encores.
Irving Krick, the fourteen-year-old son of Mrs. H. I.

Krick, gave a piano recital at the Rockridge Radio
broadcasting station on Wednesday afternoon. May 3rd,

and won distinct success, the owners of the station ex-
pressing themselves as being delighted with his work
and invited both him and his sister Jeanne to play
again. The latter is nine years of age and pla.ved Pad-
erewlski's Minuet so well that it had to be repeated.

Miss Hacriet Bennett, talented pupil of Louise Bre-
hany, is leaving on June Ist for concert work in the
East, where .she also contemplates the study of opera
repertoire. Her farewell appearance will take place
with the Jenny Lind Trio at the Fairmont Hotel costume
recital on Tuesday evening, May 23rd.

Ashley Pettis, the well known and unusually success-
ful young California pianist, is rapidly forging ahead in

the East. On Tuesday afternoon. May 2nd, he gave a
concert at Steinert Hall in Boston and scored another
genuine triumph as may easily be gathered from the
following extracts of leading Boston daily papers:

Philip Hale In Boston Herald—His performance of
Bach's Fantasie and the variations by Haydn was
straightforward and honest . . . Mr. Pettis has sound
qualities as a pianist.

W. S. Smith In Boston Transcript—Many things com-
mend Mr. Pettis and his playing. His modest bearing
and his freedom from mannerisms and affectation praise
him, as do his evident high-mindedness as a musician
and his sound technical equipment. Technical powers
and a straightforward sturdiness of interpretation
worked together to good effect. It is easy to warm to his

earnestness and sincerity. A serious young man, Mr.
Pettis put together a serious program. He succeeded ad-
mirably with Liszt's Legend, catching the breadth and
the note of exultation and not overstressing the tremen-
dously difficult part in the left band.

Boston Globe—Ashley Pettis, a young California
pianist new to Boston, gave an unusually fine recital

yesterday afternoon at Steinert Hall, which roused con-

siderable enthusiasm. Mr. Pettis has a musical imag-
ination which the very rigorous technical training he
must have undergone in mastering the mechanics of his

art has not been able to kill. In most concert pianists

there is a poet who dies young. Yet the one excuse for

the existence of concert pianists now-a-days is their pre-

sumed ability to play with those human qualities none
of the marvelous mechanical devices now common can
quite attain. Mr. Pettis' Chopin, Debussy and Liszt are
worth paying good money to hear. He does the fa-

miliar things like the Ballade in A flat and the C sharp
minor Scherzo in his own way, yet without eccentricity.

His vivid and accurate playing of Liszt's St. Francis de
Paul Walking on the Waves proved him a virtuoso of

sorts as well as a romantic poet. . . . With all due re-

serves made. Mr. Pettis still seems a pianist likely to go
at least as far as any of his American contemporaries.

Boston Advertiser—Ashley Pettis, a young pianist
from California, gave his first Boston recital at Steinert
Hall yesterday. In appearance and in style he is pre-

eminently virile. . . . He might be called a typical

American pianist, with Western characteristics, includ-

ing a red-blooded spirit.

W. J. McCOY WORK PRAISED IN CLEVELAND

W. J. McCoySs excellent Prelude to the Hamadryads
was presented by the Cleveland Orchestra on Friday.
March 24th. and received universal praise from the
press, as may be seen from the following extracts:
Wilson G. Smith in the Cleveland Press—Followed a

Prelude—The Hamadryads by an American composer
resident in aSn Francisco—William J. McCoy, in which
was displayed a fine conception of orchestra, coloring
and a facile invention of themes of distinct melodic in-

terest and emotional suggestion, nl this native com-
poser lies something really w'orth while, for he has
technical knowledge and an imagination that rises above
the realities and conventions of mere music making.
The initial section of the prelude displayed a fine com-
mand of part writing and thematic emotional suggestion
of exceptional order. The toe composer's credit it may
be stated that his work lost nothing through juxtaposi-
tion with the Rimsky-Korsakoff number.

Cleveland News—The Prelude was written in the con-
ventional style and is substantial music of undeniable
beauty. McCoy exhibits much skill in orcliestration.

James H. Rogers in the Plain Dealer—There was an
American on the program, too. The Prelude to the
Hahadryads by the San Francisco composer. William J.

McCoy, known to us as the author of a treatise on har-

mony. ... It is plainly the work of a skilled and tal-

ented musician; one, morover, not lacking in imagina-
tive resources. The orchestration is particularly good,
rich, full volumned, well balanced.

POLACCO PRAISES WORK AT MILLS COLLEGE

The following extract from the Oakland Tribune will

be of interest to many of our readers:
Edith Mason, of the Chicago Opera Company, visited

the Mills College campus last week and sang for the
students at a special assembly. Georgio Polacco. one
of the conductors of the Chicago Grand Opera Company,
played her accompaniment in Lisser Hall for two num-
bers, the entering scene from "Madame Butterfly"' and
the jewel song from Faust. Georgio Polacco addressed
the students and spoke with unbounded praise of the
work of the Mills College music department.

"I have had an unusual joy this morning in listening
to the work of the students and in watching their studies
in harmony and composition at your music studio. You
are remarkably favored in having such a rational and
profound education in music in your youth, and I con-
gratulate you. Such work may produce great artists of
the future. I wish I had such training when I was your
age."
The artist paid especially high tribute to William J.

McCoy, director of theory of music at Mills College, and
to Mrs. Lauretta Sweesy, director of music in educa-
tion. The distinguished geusts were introduced by
President Reinhardt and by William J. McCoy, the lat-

ter being instrumental in bringing them to the Mills
College campus. In response to the continued applause
of the students. Edith Mason responded with a few
words, saying that she envied her audience their oppor-
tunities and that she had never sung before a more
enthusiastic group of people.

NeM's From the Studios

CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN AT CALIFORNIA

Charles Wakefield Cadman, the distinguished Ameri-
can composer, will be the soloist for the Sunday morn-
ing concert at the California Theatre tomorrow, .May
21st. Mr. Cadman is beyond a doubt one of the out-
standing figures in the American music world of toda.v,
and his compositions are known throughout the musical
world. During the recent annual convention of the
California Federation of Music Clubs in this city Mr.
Cadman formed a sort of axis around which the most
important events of the convention revolved and his
popularity was attested by the enthusiasm his appear-
ance aroused. Mr. Cadman will play three number from
his famous Omar Khayyam Suite, entitled: Underneath
the Bough, Merry with the Fruitful Grape and the
Desert's Dusty Face, and also The Wolf Eiance from
his Thunder Bird Suite.
Gino Severi, who is enjoying great popularity at the

California Theatre, has prepared an unusually fine
musical program, as will be seen from the following
numbers: Strauss (March) (Mezzacapo) (a) Songs My
Mother Taught Me (Dvorak), tor Strings, Woodwind
and French Horns; (b) Minuet (Bolzoni), for Strings
only; Selections from "La Boheme" (Puccini I, II Guar-
any (Overture) (Gomez 1, with Leslie Harvey at the
organ.

GOSSIP AMONG MUSICAL PEOPLE

Julian R. Waybur, in charge of music of the Uni-
versity of California Extension Division, informs us
that the University Extension amateur orchestra con-
ducted by Victor Lichtenstein is making exceptionally
fine progress. However, there is still need of bassoons,
oboes, flutes, double basses and violas. The other in-
struments are fairly well represented. This orchestra
gives students an opportunity to become versed in en-
semble playing under the direction of an expert who
himself has spent many years in perfecting his knowl-
edge in this branch of the art.

Wallace A. Sabin and Benjamin S. Moore, two of the
Paciflc West's foremost organists, gave an organ re-
cital on the new Skinner Pipe organ at the First Bap-
tist Church of Berkeley on Tuesday evening, April 25th,
and presented an excellent well chosen program which
was received in the most cordial fashion by a large and
delighted audience.

John Baumgartner, one of San Francisco's most effi-

cient orchestra musicians and a violinist of the highest
rank, left for Europe about the middle of April and
expects to be gone several months. He is in Germany
on business which is likely to bring him fine financial
results and which will keep him away for several
months.

Mrs Helen Young and Miss Marjorie E. Young pre-
sented a number of their pupils at a piano recital at
Sorosis Club Hall on Friday evening. May 5th, at which
the following program was interpreted in a manner
that showed diligent study on the part of the players
and ability on the part of the teachers: The Doll's
Waltz (Case), The .Musical Clock IHeins), Gertrude
Piantandia: In My Boat (Engelmann), Kirk .\rmistead;
Happy Maytime (Fisher), Edna Gaylord; Duet—Selec-
tion, Rigoletto (Verdi), Edna Gaylord, Gertrude Pian-
tanida; The Happy Meadow Lark (Cesana), Evelyn
Cramer: Petite Valse (Gaynor). Ruth Knutsen; Minuet
in G (Beethoven), Poldi Schraib; Trio—Buds and Blos-
soms (Ludovic). Ruth Knutsen. Evelyn Cramer, Poldi
Schraib; Throwing Kisses (Heins), Marjorie Mensor;
Birds of Passage (Wachs). Edward O'.Veill; Two
Pianos—Spring Song (Mendelssohn), Ruth Armstrong,
Nola McDonald; Gavotte (Handel), Mildred Piantanida;
Birds of Spring (Lange), Margaret Crocker; Les Hiron-
delles (BachmannI, Evelyn Melville: Two Pianos

—

Serenata (Moszkowsky) Ruth Cox, Lillian Besso, Eleanor
.ludah. Louise Tray; Valse. Op. 64. No. 1 (Chopin). Ruth
Armstrong; Crescendo (Lasson), II Trovatore (Verdi-
Dorn), Lillian Besso; Two Pianos—Brocken Revels
(Hoist), Claire Often, Evelyn Melville; Murmuring
Zephyrs (Jensen), Shepherds All and Maidens Fair
(Nevin), Wilhelmina Mosher: To Spring (Grieg), Gon-
doliera (Liszt), Eleanor Judah; Gavotte—A .Major
(Gluck-Brahmsl, Rondo Capriccioso (Mendels.sohn),
Claire Otten; Sonate Pathetique (Beethoven), Hazel
.Mish; Staccato Etude (Rubinstein). Rhapsodie No. 6
(Liszt), Eugene Knotts.

The Talma Zetta Wilbur Dramatic Studios are doing
excellent work, both in voice building and in dramatic
interpretation. The Wilbur Pliyers are presenting
clever one-act plays at the different army posts with
marked professional spirit and are always in demand.
Never have child players succeeded in demonstrating
true, natural and histrionic ability entirel.v lacking in
"sounding taught" as the Wilber child players. The
following program was given at Alcatraz on Monday eve-
ning May inth; Backward Child, a one-act comedy
featuring seven-year-old Eva Datson, assisted by Priscilla
Mitchell; Her Dearest Friend. Rosemary Rees. with Mar-
ilia Rrintnall, Eunice Woolsey and John Waring; Balm
of Gilead, Edward Bolton with Muriel Grey, June Daye.
John Waring, G. Miller Ball and Melba Datson; Soloist

—

Dr. A. A. Arbogast. Song and dance specialty—Priscilla
Mitchell, and Monologue—Bernard J. Ward, Jr.
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MADAME STELLA RAYMOND VOUGHT
VOCAL TEACHER CONCERT MANAGER
Pupil of Edmund J. Myer, Oscar Saenger, New York City

Will accept a limited number of pupils

545 Sutter Street Studio 306 Kearny 4181

ASHLEY PETTIS, Pianist
Season 1922-23. Now Booking.
STEINWAY PIANO DUOART RECORDS

Management Antonia Sawyer. Aeolian HaJl. New York

LANG BUSY IN HIS NEW POSITION

Leon M. Lang, the new retail manager of Kohler &
Chase, has been very busy since bis return from the
East, where he visited the Knabe Piano Factory, re-
organizing the various departments over which he has
control. He is introducing new policies and is meeting
with hearty co-operation of department heads and em-
Flo.ves. which co-operation naturally exercises its in-
fluence upon the business itselt Among Mr. Langs
most important innovations is the establishment of
handsome and cozy offices in the front of the store so
that the manager and salesmen are easily accessible to
visitors or patrons. Mr. Lang will personally see to it

that every visitor will be treated with the utmost cour-
tesy and consideration.
Another splendid addition to the great store of Kohler

& Chase will be a universal theatre and concert box
office, which will be presided over by an expert in the
ticket selling business. In this box office every theatre
and musical attraction will be represented and it is
being fitted out with the most improved and modem
conveniences for ticket selling. This ticket office will
be in active operation within a few days and no doubt
will prove of great convenience to theatre and con-
cert goers, inasmuch as Kohler & Chase are conven-
iently locateil and easily accessible for anyone in the
shopping district.

BELGIAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, Inc.

OVIDE MUSIN. President and Director
Faculty of Eminent Teachers

1922 First Institution to have MASTER CLASSES in
New York City daring June July and August

Heads of Departments
Violin—OVIDE MUSIN, Belgian Virtuoso
Voice—MADAME CHRISTIANE EYMAEL
of the Grand Opera, Paris and Bruxelles

Soloiste des Concerts Colonne. Paris, and New Tork
Symphonv

Piano—MADAME LIZA DELHAZE WICKS
For twelve years head of Piano Department of the Royal

Conservatory of Music. Liege, Belgium
HERMAN SPIELTER—Harmony.Composition

For farther information write M BERGIN. Manager
51 We,«c 76:h Street New Tork City

MADAME VOUGHT
Presents

"THE JENNY LIND TRIO"
Harriet Bennett. Soprano

Louise Brehany, Mezzo-soprano
Carlo Cima, Baritone

Mabelle Baaiman at the Piano

"COSTUME RECITAL"
Fairmont Hotel

Tuesday Evening, May 23rd, 8:30 P. M.
Admission $1.00 (plus war tax)

On Sale Sherman Clay & Co. Dansant, 10 to 12

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by 'Wager Swayne

racial Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swajme
Principles

Snidios: 80« Kohler A. Chase Bld«.
251SH Etna St™ Berkeler. Phone BerkeleT 1310

EVA M. GARCIA
PLIXIST, ORGAXIST A3iD TE.\CHER

I 4152 HoTTv St» Oablmnd TeL Piedmont 3493

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
jrST RETTR-VED FROM EUROPE

Stvdio: 406 Kokler A Cha«« Bide. Tel, Kearsr M54

"Not since Sarasate have we heard such vio-

lin playing."—London Daily Telegraph.

Louis Persinger
announces that during the Spring and Summer
months he will devote one day of the week to
classes in interpretation and the art of violin
plaving. Those who earlier in the season were
referred to the n aiting list may communicate
with Mr. Persinger (at 457 Phelan Building, S. F.),
for detailed information.

Personal address: -Palm Dell." Circle Avenae,
Mill VaUey

A Summer Session

In Singing
will be conducted by

GRACE NORTHRUP
Well known soprano of New York City

June First to September First

Appointments may be made NOW by addressing

Ben. Moore, 2634 Union St„ San FrancU^^o

Zhay Clark
Harp Soloist

Formerly With Elsa Raegger, Mme. Matzenaaer,
May Petersen. Reinald Werrenrath, Paul Alt-
honse, Seattle Symphony Orchestra, California
Theatre Orchestra, Panama Pacific International

Exposition and Innes Band.

Address: 1181 Filbert St. Tel. Prospect 6858

MARIAN PREVOST
PIASIST—ACCOMPAM-T-

For Two Seasons Accompanist ;r_ •;." ~:

Auer and Richar I -

«nidIo«: 907 KoUrr A Chaie Bl.i_ - I

Tknrs. P. M. T»L Kraray S4S4. H . ^TJ-
Berkeley. TeL Berk. »2»r.

TEACHER
:- ~: : ;:03 of Leopold

roes. A. M, and
KImvTood Ave.,

Miss Leone Nesbitt
^iahe» TO annoonce that after an extended abseaee In
Europe, has re-opened her itiidio at SS23 Gonsh St„ and
Trill accept papUa for a thoroaeh trainias In planutlc
art. TeL \%'est 6070. Oakland stndJo at JenkJna Maaic
gehwol. 4fi Randwiffc Ave-. Oakland.

IRENE HOWLAND NICOLL
DR.4JIAT1C COVTRALTO

Anaerienn. German. French and Italian Repertofre
Stndlo: S«S Contra Coata Atc Berkeley. TeL Berk. 5953-J

MADAME ROSE

FLORENCE
MEZZO-SOPRANO

^lanaeement for Pacific Coast

L. E. Behraser. TO.', Philharmonic Aaditorlnm Bid?.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Pemonal Address: DeUedere. CaL TeL Belvedere 210

SieUaJellica 'I

COLORATURA SOPRANO
80O KOHLER CHASE BLDC
SAN FRANCISCO

WILLEM DEHE
'CELLO VIRTUOSO

Formerly «olo 'Cello with the State Theatre In M»«-
cow. Rassia. and 'CellUt Triih Barrere'a Little Sym-
phony. Available for Concerts and Chnmh«r Ifanle
Recitals.

^Vlll Accept a Few Pnplla

ADDRESS: 344 ELLIS ST. TEL. FRANKLIN 6080

JACK HILLMAN
BARITONE

Entirely New Reper-
toire for Club Con-
certs.

Modem School of
Voice Culture.

BREATH—VOICE
_. LIFE

Sfjd'Ci: ••0 Kohler & Chase Bldg.
Phone Kearny 5454

P.es. 1106 B'jsh St- Phone Franklin SO<l

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco. Calif.
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

Los Angeles, May 15, 1922.—Numerous encores and
lordial applause marked the concert of the Ellis Club
as one of the most successful in recent years, Artisti-

i ally, too, the program must be ranked among one of the

most enjoyable choral events of late. Appreciable, too,

is the fact that the concert afforded representation to

resident artists. Frederick Stevenson was honored with

a performance of his characteristic and charming Span-
ish Serenade, while the soprano soloist. Miss Annis
Stockton Howell, acquainted us with a lovely song by
Waldo Chase, Song of Joy, with words by Mrs. Madge
Clover, a Los Angeles writer. Mrs. M. Hennion Robin-
son, brilliant pianiste, whose accompaniments of the

chorus always are a great asset toward success, was
again introduced as a gifted song writer with a radiant
bit of a new song—The Seasons—which is fine music
:or the voice. Conductor J. B. Poulin is to be con-

gratulated upon the fine musical spirit evinced by the

chorus who did colorful singing, well shaded and with

spontaneous expression. The precision shown during all

numbers is ample evidence of his control over the sing-

ers, in itself an outcome of careful rehearsals.

Clifford Lott, baritone, was warmly acclaimed after

his beautiful solos in Arthur Foote's Hiawatha and Ham-
mond's Lochinvar. Harold Proctor's artistic solo in

Kremser's Hymn to the Madonna and Miss Howell's
charming songs with piano were welcome contributions

to the success of the evening. Marguerite Bitter, pianist,

Mrs. Annie Timmner, 'cello, Norman Gould, too, shared
in the honors of the program, which was enhanced by
pleasing solos from William Pilcher, tenor, and E. S.

Shank, basso.

In Editor Clover's own column in Saturday Night, the

Los Angeles weekly, the following appeal is published.

It needs no further endorsement and should meet with
generous response. For which reason I am quoting it

in full: "With much concern I learn that Frederick
Stevenson, the nestor of the music profession in South-

ern California in the instruction of counterpoint, and a

real genius, is not able to face, with that serenity which
is his due, the financial future. One disappointment is

the failure of the Oliver Ditson Company, of Boston

—

his publishers for the last quarter of a century—to bring

out his book on modern harmony, the study of a life-

time and, by those who have examined it, regarded as

his magnum opus. It will require about $1,000 to assure
the publication. Here is opportunity for the many musi-
cians of Los Angeles and Pasadena who have studied
under Mr. Stevenson to rally to the side of their old

mentor and arrange a testimonial concert for him. I

haven't a doubt that Len Behymer could get Mr. Clark's

consent to give the use of the Philharmonic Auditorium
as a contribution to the cause and with a really fine

program the money can be promptly raised. Why not
do it? Frederick Stevenson lives in Pasadena; he is

seventy-five years young and extraordinarily active in

mind and body. Southern California musicians owe him
much."

Mrs. J. J. Carter, the musical godmother of Hollywood,
one of the most active workers for more and better

music in the Southland, has gone north to spend a few
days with a friend in the Bay City. Together with F. W.
Blanchard, whose name is so closely linked with the
musical growth of our city, she succeeded in launching
a movement which is resulting in a ten weeks' season of

sixty concerts by the Philharmonic Orchestra, slightly

reduced in numbers, at the Hollywood Bowl. Readers
of these columns will remember my report about the
Easter Sunrise concert given by the Philharmonic, in

which I told also about the miraculously fine accoustic
conditions at this great natural amphitheatre in the
Hollywood hills. Additional five thousand seats are
being installed, bringing the seating capacity to the ten-

thousand mark. As a matter of fact, the Bowl is large
enough to hold easily a crowd of 100,000 people. The
orchestra season will begin July 9, and season tickets are
selling fast. Close to thirty tiiousand dollars worth of
ticket books have been sold already.

Mme. Grace Wood Jess, the charming diseuse, will also
be a visitor in San Francisco. On the 31st she will pre-
sent a costume program before the University ITne Arts
Society at the Colonial Hall Room of the St. Francis
Hotel. At this writing I am not certain whether this

concert is open to the public. But if it should be, it will
be well worth going for those who love exquisite char-
acterization.

*

Anna Priscilla Risher, composer, widely known for her
work along pedagogics in theory and piano, gave a dem-
onstration program before the College of .Music students
taking the Normal course for teachers. Miss Risher
pla.ved 27 of her own teaching pieces, explaining them.
Incidentally, she has published about 150 compositions
through Arthur P. Schmidt.

Miss Margaret Messer Morris, soprano, was the soloist
at Bovard Auditorium, University of California, on May
5, when Frederick Warde presented a Shakespearean
program under the auspices of the State Federation of
Women's Clubs. Miss Morris sang three Shakespearean
songs, the music by Priscilla Richer, composer-pianist,
who was at the piano. They included When Icicles Hang
by the Wall, Oh, Mistress Mine, and Where the Bee
Sucks, There Suck I. Miss Risher has also arranged

"FITZGERALD'S for the advancement of music"

CARRIE JACOBS BOND
Knabe Artiste

This exceptionally talented composer-pianiste has selected for her home and

for her recitals

THE KNABE
She, like hundreds of other renowned muiicians, linds in this superb piano

a pearly purity of lone that eohances the beauty of her delightful compo-

sitions.

Wt etrdially invitt yu ta 'int/rcf thi lufnmt
KSABE in huh Uftithi and tr-inJ m*d*it

HILL STREET XJr AT 727-729
Los Angeles

Also at 333 Pine Ave., Long Beach

MacDowell's Seapieces for piano, violin and 'cello. These
arrangements have found warm praise from Mrs. Marion
MacDowell and will be published by Schmidt also. Miss
Risher also very successfully shouldered "responsibility"
for a pleasing score she arranged for the May Play of
the Cumnock School of Expression here, where she is

head of the piano and theory department. A clever short
dance piece of her own was included in the score.

Charles Wakefield Cadman has exchanged his Western
Avenue residence for a beautiful and charmingly situ-
ated home on Cayon Drive, closely nestling in the Holly-
wood foothills. This suburb is more and more attract-
ing musicians and creative workers of all callings.

Brahm van den Berg, pianist, will hold a class study
at the Fitzgerald Music Company June 7.

At the same music house a piano of 17th century type,
belonging to Frederick Kimball Stearns, the noted pa-
tron of music, will be exhibited. Mr. Stearns bought it,

together with a fine collection of musical publications,
from -Mr. Jaroslaw de Zielinksy, the distinguished Polish
composer and authority on Chopin and Polish music.
Mr. Stearns, by the way, has built, at his residence, a
magnificent music room in Italian renaissance style,
large enough to seat about 300 people. This room in-

cludes also a fine two manual pipe organ.

Speaking of Mr Zielinksy, he has given up his local
residence here, and has moved to Santa Barbara. This
will undoubtedly be regretted by his numerous friends
and students.

At the Dominant Club one may always expect truly
artistic programs, and the May program, arranged by
Miss Grace Adele Freebey, the song writer, fully came
up to this standard. Calmon Luboviski, violinist, played
superbly, as did Olga Steeb. Grace Wood Jess, too, gave
of her best, which is a great deal. None of the three
artists are strangers in this column. Every one of them
belong to the few artists who maintain their high stand-
ards whenever you hear them.

Leo Trio Intime, Jay Plowe, flutist, Ilya Bronson,
'cellist, and Alfred Kastner, harpist, were heard at the
last meeting of the Hollywood Musicians' Club, of whica
Mr Plowe, the noted flutist, is the president. This
honor accorded him is well deserved, for his work as
director of the Hollywood Community Orchestra is bear-
ing excellent fruit. Miss Frances Wright of the Uni-
versity of California Southern Branch, Mrs. J. J. Carter,
and Miss Jessica Lawrence, head of the music section of
the Hollywood Woman's Club, a club which is doing very
much and very good work for music, were the speakers.
W. A. Clark Jr.. founder of the Philharmonic Orchestra,
Charles Wakefield Cadman. the famous composer, were
elected honorary members of the club.

Charles Wakefield Cadman. director of education;
L. E. Behymer, director of American music, and Mrs.
Emma M. Barllett, State chairman, committee of public
school music of the Federation of Music Clubs, with the
co-operation of the Public School Music Teachers' .\8so-
cialion of Southern California, will present artists and
students in concert to be given at Bovard Auditorium,
University of Southern California, the evening of the
27th inst. The program is to he of educational charac-
ter; the first part will present The .Music Student of To-
day, and will show the transition through the Woman's
Choral Club to The Artist of Today. Alfred Mirovilch.
noted Russian pianist, will be the guest artist of the
occasion and will play a group of Russian numbers. Mr.
Cadman will present an Indian Program, which will in-
clude the two most popular numbers with the students,
"The Robin Woman" and "The Land of the Sky-Blue
Water."

ALMA STETZLER
voice: culture—coachijtg is repbrtoirb

opera classes including complete
presentations

Studio ]324 S, Flffueroa. Phontt 11805

GERTRUDE ROSS—COMPOSER-PIANISTE
Just Issued (or the Piano

"SPANISH SERENADE" and "RIDE OF THE COWBOY**
For Sale at Music Dealers

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Available for Concerts and Recitals
Limited Number of Advanced Pupils Accepted

VlollDiat I.OH Angreies Trio
Studio: 334 Music Arts Studio Bldf;?. Phone 100S2

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
PIANISTE—Member •'L'Ensemble Moderne"

Studio: 912 W. 20th St. Phone: 24667

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
TnesdaTt Wednesda;', Friday Afternoons
E^an School. Phones 21805 or 271330
1324 South Figrueroa, Los Angeles

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Concertmaster Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles

SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E. Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PI., Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATER

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
THREE CONCERTS DAILY

ELINOR, Conducting
PROGRAM FOR WEEK OF MAY 21

)n> **MaNnni(-II»" Aober
( l») **llunioroNkc** Dvorak
(c> ''How Mnny Do you RreoU"—3rd of Series

Armaeed by Mr. Elinor
In ConJun<>flon with Goldwyn*«
"VELLOW MEN and GOLD"

Stnrrlne HELENE CHADW I( K and RICHARD DI.Y
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L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Loa Angeles

Vowel Shaping and Enanciation was the subject ot the

third lecture-recital given by F. X. Arens on Friday after-

noon in Barker Brothers auditorium before a large in-

terested audience.

ANNE McPHERSON—Soprano
Ear Training. Sight Reading. Voice Culture

Individual >lethods for Proft«!tional» nnd Sfodents
Studio: \ anderbilt Hotel. S-C S. Hope. Pico 17-0

ILYA BRONSON 'hilhnniionU- tirfhentra

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET *

Member Trii» I mime, I.oh Ansele* Trio. Philbnrmonle
Qunrlet. Instrui-iion. thnuibcr >la!tie Kecilals

422 .>Iup«lc ArtB BI(Jy Phone HX)»i2

t oncer ts Recitals
Inb Procranis

Jean Colnell. Mazel B. Anderson, Cdna C. Voorhees, Dnifcy
V. Pridea as, Abbie \ortou JnnilMon, Direcior-Accompan-
i»te. 2rt24 S. Ildover. Phone 2aji.ir..

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICE AXD MODERN LANGVAOE9
Stndloa: Gamol Cluh. lU-M <. Hope

For Inqalrlea phone 5O0«l

ZOELLNER QUARTET
Manaeement H. A A. Colbertson, Aeolian Hall. New York

Serioaa Smdent* Accepted
Personal Address: 1250 Windsor Bird.. Loa Anselea

FLORENCE MIDDAUGH— Contralto
Concerts—Oratorlo^Recltala

Tneaday and FrldsT Mornlnjcs, 314 Miule Arts B1<K**
Los Attgreles. Stadlo Phone 100S2. Residence Main ©5«0

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
MISSION THEVTRE, I OS AXGKLES

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLOWE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles
Res. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN CO ^1POSER -PIAM ST

ATallahle for Coneerta and Recltala
Studio: 1324 Sonth FltTieroa. Phone 24139

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerts—Recltala—Instrnctlon

Featarlng: All-Amerlcan Proerama
Stndlo: 1500 So. Flfitieroa St. Phone 23195

FRAJSCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—Artiat ^lanagement—Pnblicitr

811 >lajeatlc Theatre BIdg.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
MASTER VIOLIN TEACHER

Studio: 401-03 Mason Opera Hoose
Phon* 12380 Re«- Pl»one 56122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Rooms)

For Information Res. Phone 74154

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PIANISTE—LOS .\NGELES TRIO

Studio: S23 Unalc -\rt» Studio Bide. Phone; 10OS2

GRACE WOOD JESS "e^^o soprano

DRAM.ITIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SOXGS
I.V COSTUME RECIT.\LS

Management; L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON -Pianisie
>OW TOIRING IN THE EAST

For Dates During Fall li>22 and Spring 1923
Write to S26 S. Hope. Los Angeles. Pico 1770

MRS. M. HENNION ROBINSON— Artistic Accompanying
(Accompanist for Ellis and Lrric Clabs)

L. A. Stndlo: Mon., Wed.. Frl. 1518 So. St. Andrewa
Phone 74406. Ree. Ciab Hoaae Apta., Venice, 6HMT

MAUDE FENLON BOLLMAN
SOPRANO

Students Received in the Art of Singing
420-21 Music Arts Studio Bldg.. Phone 100S2

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Southern California

AU Branche. Taosht
Dtatinfnlabed Faculry—Strong Conraea

Send (or Catalog

i201 Sontk FIfueroa Street Loa An^elea. Calif.

The MacDowell Club of .\llied -\rts closed a very suc-

cessful bazaar Saturday evening. May 6, with a delightful

musical and literary program. The •Salmagundi." as the

club had christened its bazaar, was held in the Mac-
Dowell Studio, fifth floor of the Tajo Building, wuich is

the headquarters of the club. The results were more
than satisfactory, both financially and socially. The
object of the "Salmagundi" was to increase the Fellow-

ship Fund ot the club, a reserve which is used for the

purpose of assisting our creative artists in their work,

or for other philanthropic objects within the scope of

the club. A still more important object was to exhibit

and sell the handicraft of disabled veterans of the war.

and industrial invalids. Excellent musical and literary

programs were presented free ever}' evening during the

fair. The artists of the city kindly donated their ser-

vices towards the entertainment of the public, for the

sake ot the philanthropic nature of the affair. Among
those thus contributing, were Calmon Luboviski. Flor-

ence Middaugh. Edith Lillian Clark, Samuel A. Glasse.

Grace Dow, Harold Ostrum, Lester Adams. Allan Dudley.

Sheldon Ballinger. Mildred Collinge. Bertha Fiske. Doris

Stubble. Joan Warren, Frank Gerritz. Mme. Ruzena
Sprotte. Leona Xeblett, Mahlon Elaine, Edward Langley.

and Frank Cantello.

The general exhibits were various, and ran from home,
made candy, to series of exquisite paintings and other

works of art, as well as articles of use.

An East Indian display of wondeful fabrics attracted

particular attention from connoisseurs in that line. The
exhibit was of great value, and is considered one ot the

finest ot its kind in America. This collection was shown
by Joan Warren, late ot India, and who appeared in East
Indian costume. Mrs. Graham Putnam, president of the

MacDowell Club, and a one-time pupil of the great Ameri-

can composer, after whom the club is named, has spared

no etfort to make this "Salmagundi" a success, and she

has been ably assisted by the executive board, and
members of the club. The philanthropic and altruistic

character of the organization appeals to the hearts ot all

who wish to promote and encourage American art and
artists.

Henry Svedrotsky, Assistant Concertmaster ot the

Philharmonic Orchestra, will act as concertmaster dur-

ing the Hollywood Bowl season ot the ensemble.. Con-

certmaster Xoack is leaving soon tor a three months'

trip to Europe.

Colin Campbell, the gifted young pianist, a pupil ot

Thilo Becker, is offering a second piano program ot ex-

cellence as to selections. The concert will take place

May 26 at the Gamut Club. The program consists ot:

Fifth Sonata ( Scriabine) ; Ballade in G minor. Etude

and Tarantelle (Chopin) : From a Spanish Garden,

Passing Colors. The Dancer (Nicholson) ; Christinas Day
in Sevilla (Albeniz) : Octave Study (Campbell-Tipton),

Fifth Barcarolle (Rubinstein) and Islamey (Balarikew).

On the 23rd Mr. Campbell will play before the Holly-

wood Community Chorus.

Miss Maude Fenlon BoUman. soprano, won a spon-

taneous success with her program ot children's songs be-

fore the Wa Wan Club. Six ot her artist students will

appear before the same club next Saturday.

SOH-MLR
GupidQmnd

THE World's Capital of Music,

Xew York—the city that decides

so much of musical destiny—has

placed its stamp of approval on the

SOHMER by using more of these

pianos than of any other artistic make.

A visit to our show rooms will furnish

opportunity to judge those outstanding

qualities of tone and touch which have

brought the SOHMER to its high posi-

tion among musicians.

Exclusive SOHMER RepreMenlativet

716 to 738 South Broadway

LOS ANGELES

STEINWAY
'yhe Instrument ofthclinmortals

The Piano of Your Forefathers!
The piano chosen by the world's greatest

artists, composers and performers, from
Wagner and Liszt to Paderewski and Hof-
mann.
The Steinway's exquisite tone and superb

craftsmanship and qualities that have made
it the PIANO SUPREME.

Steinways Priced
UPRIGHTS GRANDS

FROM $925 FROM $1450

Convenient Terms

Geo. iBirkel Co.

^^-4^ B R 0.\D'WAV

The San Francisco Music Teachers' Association will

hold its regular monthly meeting on Friday evening.

May 26th. at 2315 Jackson street (Arrillage Musical Col-

lege) and an excellent representative program has been

selected by the program committee tor this occasion.

Alfred Mirovitch will be the soloist tor the Hollywood

Community Chorus on the 16th.

Marvin Maazell. the Xew Tork pianist, who has con-

certized here in the West a good deal and with decided

success, won a big ovation when appearing at the last

Sunday morning concert in the Grauman Theatre.

Georgia Stark, the gifted soprano, who is studying with

Mme. Anna Stetzler, announces an entire program, in-

cluding eighteen songs and arias, to take place May 31

at the Ebell Club. Miss Stark won conspicuous honors

during the Mikado performance, produced recently by

Mme. Stetzler's opera class. Miss Stark has been sev-

eral times featured in recent radio concerts.
tContinued on Page S. Column !

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Olga Steeb. Claire Forbes Crane. Lester Dono-
hue, Colin CampbelL Mildred Jamison, Mra. Clifford Lott.

Adelaide Gosnell. Shlbley Boyes. etc.

Studio: 431 South AlTarndo St. Phone 53345.

^TWOST
SOPR.\XO

Only serious and tal-

ented students ac-
cepted. Repertoire In
French, Italian. Ruh-
Rlan, English. Studio.
700 Majestic Theatre
DuUding. S21910

EDGAR J. HANSEN ^""c^.^'.'c'i?""

214 Music Arts Studio Bldg. Phone 100S2. Res. 51960. Con-
cert Direction. Grace Carroll Elliot.

DAVOL SANDERS ^ ?V,J'pS?J;S'*"'

Head Violin Dept., College of Moalc. U. 5. C.—Member
Phllharmeoic Orchestra

SJOl 9. FiRueroa St.j Loa Angelea Phone Slain 2190

CATHERINE H. SHANK l°^^^^l
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio«- 1500 S. Figueroa; Phone: 22632. Los .Angeles

Glendale; 433 Riverdale Dr.; Phone Glend. 1120-W

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

446 S. Grand View. Phone 554645. Los Angeles

JOHN SMALLMAN--BARITONE
Concert Encacementa—Conductor L. .A. Oratorio SocletT

Mrs. H. O. Joseph. Sec'y.. 1500 S. Figueroa. Phone 2319a

LOUIS A. MAAS
Tuning, J'oiciiig, Ozcrliaiiling

of Planoa and Orsans. Prompt -Vttention. Good Befer-

encea. 1283 West STtli Place. Telephone < .431,
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MARGARET BRUNTSCH HONORED AT RECEPTION CAVANAUGH.MURRAY RECITAL A SUCCESS

L'Elude Modorne De La Ilarpe
(Modern Study of the Harp)

LOS ANGELES NEWS
(Continued fn.m I'ukc- 7. Culunin 3)

C. L. Neithercoat, baritone, a student of Patrick

0*Neil, has betn engaged by the American Legion to

sing at their radio concert. Mnie. Lucy Sutton, another
advanced pupil of O'Neil. is making arrangements for

a recital at the Ebell Club.

Miss Helen Livingstone, formerly of Minneapolis, now
„ resident of Los Angeles, has received word from Vasa
Prihoda, the distinguished Bohemian violinist, who re-

cently charmed Los Angeles audiences at his recital

some weeks ago. that she may dedicate one of her com-
positions for violin and piano, entitled In the Highlands,

to him and that he will play it during his tour of the

United States. Other musicians of note, who have played

or sung Miss Livingstones compositions, are Mme.
Cynthia Davril of the Royal Opera. Dresden, Alexander
Saslavsky. Alice Gentle of the San Carlo Opera Com-
pany. Marguerite Ringo of New York City, and Mme.
Emmy I>esiinn. Miss Livingstone includes among her

comrositions a trio for flute, violin and piano, a siring

quartet, three sketches for violin, 'cello and piano, some
fifty-odd songs, a March Fantaisie for two violins and
piano.

Before an unusually interested audience, Dorotuy
Johnstone, synthetic artist, presented her production.

The Open Road, at the Ebell Club of Lons Angeles.

Divided into three sections. Road and Sea, Desert Places,

and The Indian Trail, Miss Johnstone revealed the great

possibilities of combining songs and poems, adding to

the effect through characteristic costuming and expres-

sive stage deportment. Her warm, mellow tones and
signiticant acting revealed the poetry of every number
impressively. Edgar Hansen, who is steadily making nis

mark as coach and accompanist, rendered the piano ac-

companiments with much artistry and fine adaptability.

His solo work .too, showed his as one of our gifted

pianists. Gertrude Ross, the popular composer pianiste,

presided at the piano in several of her numbers, three of

which were included in the program, which also offered

compositions by Cadman and Homer Grunn.

Elsie Manion. the brilliant young violiniste, who is

working with Professor Gregor Cherniassky, has been
quite busy lately. She played at the Gamut Club,

Wednesday Morning Club. Ruskin Art Club, and the

Philantropy and Civics Club.

Gregor Cherniavsky. the well known violin teacher,

is already making preparations for his annual student

recital, to take place in the fall, when he will present at

least eleven pupils.

At the California Theatre, Conductor Elinor is pre-

senting a greatly enjoyable phantasy from Mme. But-

terfly, which affords the orchestra occasion to excel in

wealth and beauty of tone color. The dramatic and
lyric elements of this music are well handled by con-

ductor an ensemble. The Pierne Serenade comes as a

doubly pleasing contrast, for in it the strings, headed
by Mi.ss Elsa Grosser, concertmaster, are doing lovely

work. With Buddha-Zuma, an oriental foxtrot, Elinor

is making a strong hit. This week's program book con-

tains a request coupon, so that one may look forward to

an interesting program.

FOURTH ANNUAL SHAKESPEARE CONTEST

According to an announcement made recently by
Samuel J. Hume, director of the Greek Theatre, on May
20. delegates from all over the State competed at Berke-

ley in the fourth annual Shakespeare contest. This
event has three features, an elimination contest in the

declamation of selected passages, annd demonstration
performances by High School orchestras and choruses.

Fifty dollars in prizes is offered in the declamation con-

test. Twenty-five dollars each for the boy and girl who,
in the opinion of the judges, gives his declamation with
the most genuine feeling and intelligence and freedom
from elecutlonary mannerisms. There are no prizes for

the musical performance. Delegates from over fifty

schools took part last year, and even more are expected
this year. The contest will take place this year at the

' same time as the second conference of the Drama Asso-
ciation of California, which is to be held in the Greek
Theatre.

THE NASH CONCERTS

The Nash Ensemble will give its fourth concert of the
season at the St. Francis Hotel Colonial Ballroom on
Friday evening. May 26. at 8 o'clock. The following
program will be presented: Trio for Piano, Violin and
Horn (Hrahms), Sigfsmondo Martinez. Miss Carolyn
Augusta Nash. Frank Emil Huske; songs with obligate;

Sing Me To Sleep (Edwin Greenej. All 'aquisto della

gloria (Scarlotti) Antonino Minutoli-Pelligrino, Miss
Caro^Ti Augusta Nash, violin. Frank Emil Huske, horn,
Sigismondo Martinez at the piano; concerto for Horn
(Richard Strauss). (First time in San Francisco), Frank
Emil Huske. Mi.ss Carolyn Augusta Nash at the piano;
Songs for Tenor—L'albra senara (Paolo Tosti) Dia campi
(Meflstofele) (.Arrigo Boitol, O primavera! (Tirindelli),

Antonino Minutoli-Pellegrino. Miss Carolyn Augusta Nash
at the piano; Capriccio for Piano (Mendelssohn), Miss
(Carolyn Augusta Nash, Sigismondo Martinez at the sec-

ond piano.

Hermann Genss Gives Chinese Tea and Fine Musical
Program in Honor of Distinguished Contralto, a

Former Pupil, Who Is Visiting Here.

Hermann Genss, the noted pianist and pedagogue,
gave a reception in honor of Margaret Bruntsch, i..e

distinguished contralto, who has recently returned from
Europe, where she has gained an international reputa-

tion as concert and operatic artist, and who was for-

merly a pupil o! his. The event took place at Mr. Genss'
residence, 553 Baker Street, and a number of friends and
prominent musical people were invited to meet Miss
Bruntsch and listen to an excellent program given by
some of Mr. Genss' artist pupils. Miss Bruntsch herself

taking a prominent part in this event.

The musical program was in every way one to rejoice

in. The opening number consisted of scenes from Men-
delssohn's Elijah, sung by \Vm. Morgan, Ruth Mullen.
\V. E. Hayes. Greta Lagerholm, Dorothea Tiemann and
Amy Stanton, with intelligent expression and with pleas-

ing, round and true voices that blended excellently and
were used in a manner to secure genuine artistic results.

Rose Piazzoni, the possessor of an excellent lyric so-

prano voice with decidedly dramatic tendencies, sang
Die Lorelei by Liszt and The Erlkoenig by Schubert
with fine dramatic interpretation and careful phrasing.

The Misses Hazel and Myrtle Wood sang a duet from
Nicolai's Merry Wives, with mellow voices and a fine

sense of humor as well as realistic expression. Mr.
Lorenzi, baritone, sang a vocal composition specially

dedicated to Miss Brauntsch by Hermann Genss. entitled

Margareta. It is a delightful song, rich in melody and
sentiment and charged with that fine musical instinct

which characterizes all of Mr. Genss' work. Mr. Lorenzi
sang the composition with much taste and in fine voice.

Charles Bulotti. also a Genss pupil, sang a group of

songs with that delightful voice of his which is as rare

as it is effective. We know of no finer tenor voice, nor
do we know of an artist who puts more heart and soul

into his work than Mr. Bulotti does. When we listen

during the course of a year to so much mediocre talent,

even on the professional concert and operatic stage, it

remains a mystery to us that an artist with such re-

markable voice and taste does not have more to do than
he can possibly afford. Mr. Bulotti ought to be among
America's foremost artists right now.
Margaret Bruntsch gave us a truly thrilling interpreta-

tion of the famous scene from the Goetterdaemmerung.
She sang in a rich, velvety, big and sympathetic con-

tralto voice and with a wealth of emotional coloring and
dramatic emphasis that brought out every inch of beauty
from this wonderful work. Any artist who can sing this

scene like Miss Bruntsch sang it is deserving of the
title of greatness, and we hope that thousands of people
in California will have the opportunity to hear this re-

markable artist before she returns to Europe, where she
has so justly conquered for herself an enviable spot in

the artistic sun.

The program concluded with a splendidly rendered
duet from Travatore by Margaret Bruntsch and Charles
Bulotti. Herein also Miss Bruntsch distinguished her-

helf by reason of her truly magnificent and impressive
interpretative faculties, securing every ounce of mean-
ing from the lines, while Mr. Bulotti sang the tenor part

with conviction and intelligence as well as beauty of

voice. Altogether it was one of the most artistic, sin-

cere an enjoyable events we have attended in this city,

and we congratulate Mr. Genss for the excellent taste he
displayed in arranging this affair.

IRENE HOWLAND NICOLL GOING TO EUROPE

Seldom has a singer had more well-wishers or more
people certain of her success than Mrs. Nicoll as she is

about to leave for Europe to seek additional laurels.

For some time a church soloist in the Bay regions. Mrs.
Nicoll's voice has been admired and her work appre-

ciated. As a teacher, too, Mrs. Nicoll has gained dis-

tinction. Her pupil, Miss Alice D. Mock, whom she in-

troduced last September at a concert in Ebell Hall. Oak-
land, is soon to appear in opera in Europe, sponsored
by no other than the great Jean de Reszke. who, on hear-

ing her voice, exclaimed it was "milk and honey" to

his eyes. He also spoke of her fine tone production and
excellent training.

Many of our professional musicians and music lovers

believe that Mrs. Nicoll is destined to become a great
concert artist and this conviction has increased since

her concert of May 5th in Oakland. Before leaving for

Paris, Mrs. Nicoll will give a farewell and benefit con-

cert in Berkeley which will take place next Monday
evening. May 22nd. Edgar A. Thorpe will be at the
piano.

The Pacific Players, under the direction of Nathaniel
Anderson, have developed their possibilities to the point
of building special productions. This will be done for

"Carrots," the delicate and plaintive little play in which
Ethel Barrymore made so memorable an impression
when she was still playing ingenue roles. The other
play to be given is "The Bishop's Candlesticks," a
dramatization of the first book of Victor Hugo's "Les
Miserables," in which James K. Hackett appeared with
success. As a pillar of goodness in the Church, the

Biship shows unsurpassed kindness to Jean the convict
when he teals the Reverend's cherished candlesticks.

The fifth performance of the Pacific Players will be at

the little theatre in Sorosis Hall, 536 Sutter Street.

Friday, June 16. Among those who will appear in tne

casts are Paul Merrick, Dudley R. Douglas. Harold
Mitchell. Mr. Anderson. Winifred Buster, Jane Seagrave
and Lulu M. Johnstone.

Marian Patricia Cavanaugh, pianist, pupil of Joseph
George Jacobson and Alexander Murray, violinist, pupil
of Guiscppe Jollian, gave a joint piano and violin recital

in the Italian Room of the St. Francis Hotel on Friday
evening, May 12th. The spacious hall was crowded to

overflowing, many people being compelled and willing

to stand throughout the course of the program. At the
present day we find so many young students of the
child age who offer accomplishments far beyond their

years that in order to stand out prominently among this

array of precocity, truly unusual qualifications are neces-
sary. And while it is a logical condition impossible to

dispute that the intellectual force of a child can no».

possess the maturity of a man, nevertheless it is also

an incontrovertible fact that the maximum amount of

intelligence at a given age is worthy of encouragement
and recognition.

And we found in both these youthful performers an
element of intelligence and artistic expression in excess
of that usually found in students of the same age. For
this reason we believe it only just to record our im-
pression, and trust that the encouragement extended to

them in these columns will not affect these young
people in a manner to arouse their vanity to a degree
where they are under the impression that they need not
study any more. None of us ever finishes his educa-
tion. We constantly improve. And the moment we con-

sider ourselves beyond improvement our artistic career
is definitely at an end.

Little Miss Cavanaugh and Alexander Murray played
allegro and temp di menuetto from the Mozart Sonata
as an introductory piece, but we were too late to enjoy
this number. However, we were in time to hear Marian
Cavanaugh play two movements from Beethoven's
Sonata Pathetique op. 13, and must confess having ex-

perienced a surprise that one so youthful in years and
experience was able to give so interesting a perform-
ance of this difficult composition. Technically, little

Miss Cavanaugh certainly has mastered all intricacies,

speed and accuracy of execution come so natural to her
that she interprets the most difficult runs, octave pas-

sages and chords with an ease that leaves nothing to

the imagination. Indeed this little pianist overcomes
technical difficulties with such apparent lack of effort

that frequently the tempo is accelerated because of the
limberness of the young musician's fingers. Notwith-
standing this technical predominance there is quite an
element of expression, and while the interpretation at

times exhibits youthful exuberance and occasionally a
little eccentric abruptness, it is none-the-less remark-
able and worthy of serious consideration. The young
pianist has been well taught and possesses exceptional
intelligence and everything is in her favor to develop
into an artist of superior character.
Alexander Murray played de Beriot's Concerto No. 7,

exhibiting astonishing assurance and poise. His tone is

big. smooth and clean and his expression unusually de-

veloped for his years. The young musician also pos-
sesses the proficiency resulting from excellent tuition
and natural adaptability. Technically he certainly ac-

complishes some astounding feats, and while it is only
natural to assume that gradually he will grow mentally
as he nears maturity, nevertheless lie is both musically
and technically considerably ahead of students of his

years and experience. He gave an unusually musical
performance of the work and both he as well as his

teacher have reason to feel much gratified with the
results achieved on this occasion.

We would have liked to remain until the end of the
program, but other duties called us to attend additional
events on this evening. However, if the two young
artists played the remaining numbers on the program,
which is of course natural to. assume, as well as what
we heard they gave a concert of unusual artistic char-
acter. The remaining porgram numbers were as fol-

lows: Voices of Spring (Sinding), Moonlight Barcarolle
(Jos. Geo. Jacobson), Raindrops (dedicated to Marian)
(Jos. Geo. Jacobson), The Butterfly (Lavallee), Marian
Patricia Cavanaugh; Siciliano-Rigaudon (Dvorak-Kreis-
ler). Sunset (dedicated to Alexander) (Jos. Geo. Jacob-
son). Souvenir de Wieniawski IHaesche), Alexander
Murray; Concerto D minor (1st movement) (Mozart),
(Hummel Cadenza), Marian Patricia Cavanaugh, Jos.

Geo. Jacobson at the second piano.

ALFRED METZGER.

GUSTAVE WALTHER IN FINE RECITAL

Friday evening. May 12th, was surely a busy night for
musical reviewers, for not less than four events took
place on that night. While this may not be many when
compared with New York, but even in New York one
critic can not attend more than four recitals himself.
And so we are sorry to say that we could not attend the
excellent recital given by Gustave Walther, violinist,

and Jeanne Feront. pianist, at the San Francisco Public
Library under the auspices of the University of Cali-

fornia Extension Division. The following program was
presented on that occasion: Sonata (Cesar Franck)

;

(a) The Walnut Tree (Schumann-Auer), (b) Nocturne,
E minor (Chopin-Auer). (c) Turkish March (Beethoven-
Auer). (d) Eli Zion (God of Zion) (Achron-Auer), (e)

Spinning Song (Popper-Auer) ; Hungarian Melodies
(Ernst-Walther) ; the arrangement, cadenza, revision of
the accompaniment by Mr. Walther,

Mr. Walther duplicated his artistic triumphs he al-

ready achieved since his arrival in this city. His im-
peccable technic his fine musicianship, his ta.ste in In- ^

terpretation and his virtuosity combined to add to his 1

already big array of admirers. The program had been
well selected and Jeanne Feront deservedly shared in

the honors of the evening.
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sential to artistic perfection.
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ing. It is so diflterent from the usual catalog. If it

is not convenient for you to call we will gladly send
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ments if desired.

Kohler and Chase,
26 OFarreH St..
San Francisco, Calif.
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the Knabe. and oblige

Address

"For the Adv.wcement of Music"

26 O'FarreU Street

Oakland Store Mission Store

535 14th St. 2460 Mission St.

E.xclusive Knabe Dealers
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THE CORNISH SCHOOL

Great interest is Imjup iirinifested in the appearance
in Seattle this suiniurr ot" many distinguished guest
teachers of internaliuual fame, who will have special

classes during the summer months. The Cornish School
of that city will have many artists whose names are fa-

miliar to the music and dance loving public. Seattle Is

the one city of the I'nited States where climatic condi-

tions are ideal for summer study, and students come
from all parts of the country to study.

Probably no other school in the country has made as
rapid strides in the growth of its enrollment and its

national influence as this institution, just completing its

eighth year. It has passed from the class of a local

institution to one that is recognized among the half-

dozen leading art schools of America.
Such eminent artists as the following have been en-

gaged for ihe summer session of the Cornish School:
Sergei Klibansky. Adolph Bolm. Sam Hume, Rudolph
Schafer. Cornelius Van Vliet, Annie Louise David, Cal-

vin Brainerd Cady, Jacques Jou-Jerville and Frances J.

Armstrong.
Seattle is rapidly becoming one of the great musical

centers of the United States. The student desirous of

attaining mastery of the intricacies of vocal technique
and interpretation, will not fail to find the proper in-

struction among the many competent artists who make
their homes permanently in that city or come as guest
teachers. Distinguished guest artists who have visited

Seattle from New York and other Eastern cities during
the summer months are unanimous in their enthusiasm
over the degree of talent revealed by Seattle musical
aspirants and also in their praise of the excellent re-

sults achieved by local instructors.

The Cornish School is just entering its second season
in its new spacious quarters, which was designed espe-
cially for its requirements. It is completely equipped
with a Little Theatre and workshop, having a large
stage and full lighting system. The entire second floor

is divided into four large dance studios, with dressing
rooms and showers. The building is considered a model
of its kind in the country. The school was founded
under the personal direction of Miss Nellie C. Cornish.
Mr. Boyd Wells is associate director and Dean of the
Faculty.

WM. E. CHAMBERLAIN ON EASTERN VISIT

William Edwin Chamberlain, the well known teacher
of singing, left last week for a visit with his family and
friends in New York, and during his absence Mrs. Cham-
berlain, who co-operates with him in his teaching, will

have charge of his classes in San Francisco, Berkeley
and Stockton.
The Young People's Concerts, which Mr. Chamberlain

inaugurated in Berkeley, and has successfully managed
for many years, have just closed their most successful

season. There are about two thousand school children
who attend these concerts and through the co-operation

of the San Francisco Musical Association and the Uni-
versity of California. Mr. Chamberlain was able to have
for the first concert, the San Francisco Symphony Or-
chestra. Alfred Hertz, conductor.
The second attraction was the Trio Moderne. the third

the San Francisco Chamber Music Society, and for the
fourth and last. Irene Pavlosky, soprano of the Chicago
Opera Association. This series of Young People's Con-
certs is an educational project under the patronage of

the Board of Education and the children pay seventy-
five cents for a season ticket which entitles them to ad-
mission to the four concerts.
On Sunday, April 30th, at their studio, in the Kohler

& Chase Building, Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlain presented
Miss Florence Hufschmidt, dramatic soprano, in the fol-

lowing program: Come raggio di sol (Caldara), Ave
Maria (Bach-Gounod), Dawn (Curran); Before the Cruci-
fix (La Forget. Connais tu le pays from Mignon
(Thomas), Dawn in the Desert (Ross); Spirit Flower
(Campbell-Tipton), Star (Rogers). Spring's a Lovable
Lady (Elliott), Till I Awake. Allah be with us (Wood-
ford-Finden).
On Sunday. May 7th, Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlain pre-

sented Harold Woolsey, tenor, and Mrs. June MacDon-
ald. colorature soprano, in a recital at their residence

AUDREY BEER
PIANIST AND TEACHER

Sluilla: 2ll2r. MrClurr St., Oaklnnd. Tel. Oak. 3S9.1

FOR RENT
In San Francisco. BeautiTully furnished studio-

house fr.,m June 1st to Sept. 15th. Studio 35x18.
R'l uption room and dressing rooms first floor.

Four bedrooms, living room and bath, second
floor. Sunshine in all rooms. Exceptional oppor-
tunity combining home and studio for summer
classes. Exclusive residential district. Convenient
to cars. References required.

AGNES KALMAN-RUSH
2016 Franklin Street San Francisco

Johanna Kristoffy
PRIMA nONlVA SnPRAIVO

Tboroueh VornI
lano \VnHbl:iKton St.

nd Drntnallr Tralnlnir
Phone Franklin 1721

studio in Berkeley. Miss Flossita Badger, contralto, pupil

of Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlain, appeared as soloist at the
Moliere celebration given by the French Club at Stan-
ford University on May 10th, singing the following
French songs: Mon coeur s'ouvre a ta voix (Saint-

Saens). from Samson and Delilah; L'heure exquise
(Hahn); Tu rae dirais iCharainade).
Mrs. Frank H. Buck, contralto, pupil of Mr. and Mrs.

Chamberlain, made a very favorable impression at a re-

cent meeting of the Wednesday Morning Choral when she
sang the following solos: The Lord is Risen from the
Light of the World (Sullivan), L'Esclave (Lalo),
L'Heure exquise (Hahn).

MRS. FRANKEL THANKS MUSICAL REVIEW

THE LORING CLUB

The program anounced by the Loring Club for the
fourth (and concluding) concert of its forty-fifth year, on
the evening of Tuesday, May 23, at Scottish Rite Audi-

torium, is notable, not only in the variety of the music
for men's voices which it includes, but also from the

fact that on this occasion the Club will be assisted as

soloist by Mrs. Grace Northrup, a San Franciscan, who
is now a well-known soprano of New York City. Mrs.
Northrup will be heard in conjunction with the Club
in movements from Mendelssohn's setting of the Forty-
second Psalm, As the Heart Pants, and also in an im-

portant cycle of four pastorals, entitled In Springtime,
by A. Herbert Brewer, these all being for soprano solo

and chorus of men's voices with accompaniment of

strings and piano. Mrs. Northrup will also sing a group
of songs.

Charles Wakefield Cadman's "I Hear a Thrush at Eve."
for chorus of men's voices with accompaniment of

strings and piano, will be heard on this occasion for the
first time in a Loring Club program, other numbers for

chorus of men's voices having similar accompaniment
being Rheinberger's St. John's Eve and Mendelssohn's
The Righteous Living Forever. The a capella numbers
will be Arthur Sullivan's Evening, the Folksong The
Winter is Gone and Constanza Festa's Madrigal Down
a Flow'ry Vale, composed between three and four hun-
dred years ago; the program also containing other in-

teresting compositions. The pianists will be Frederick
Maurer and Benjamin S. Moore; William F. Laraia will

be the principal violin and the concert will be directed

by Wallace A Sabin.

CONCERT BY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

A delightful program was given at the Jenkins School
of Music on Saturday evening, April 29, by students from
the University High. Technical and Miss Head's. Musi-
cal interpretation and ease of manner marked the care-

ful training and the program balanced with the fllute.

strings and piano waas listened to with keen interest

by the large assemblage of parents and friends. The
program in full was as follows: (a) Quartette for Flute.

Violin, 'Cello and Piano (Pergolesii, (b) Two Berger-
fttes (Weckerlin-Ambrosio). Evelyn Hahn. Beatrice.
Colton. Alice Yost, Miss Jenkins; Piano Solos: (a)

Sarabande (Handel), (b) Corrente (Handel). Alice Dun-
bar; Violin Solos: (a) Reverie (Dancla), (b) I'Etincelle

(Papina), Sterling Hunkins, accompanied by Miss Dor-
othy Grantvedt; Piano Solos: (a) Scherzo from Senate
op. 2 No. 3 (Beethoven), (b) Karelian Dance (Palm-
gren), (c) Guilty Conscience (Palmgren). Phyllis Cham-
berlin; Flute Solos: (a) Cornflower, from Song Witliout
Words (Terschakl, (b) Goldenrod, from Songs Without
Words (Terschak), Austin Armer. accompanied by
Evel\Ti Hahn: Piano Solos: (a) Arabasque (Debussy),
(b) Pierrette (Chaminade). Evelyn Hahn; Violin Solos:
(a) Gavotte (Bohm), (b) Liebesfreud (Kreisler), Ster-
ling Hunkins; Piano Solos: (a) Indian Lodge (Mac-
Dowell). (b) In Autumn (MacDowelU, (c) From Chil-

dren's Corner (Debussy), Shepherd's Song and Golliwogs
Cakewalk, Alice Dunbar; Trio for two Violins and Piano
(Godard), (a) Pastorale, (b) Serenade, Sterling and
Maurel Hunkins, Miss Dorothy Grantvedt.

Great Demand for Schmitz Master Class

Enrollments have been made so rapidly for the Master
Class Session which E. Robert Scbmitz is to hold this

summer in Chicago that only a limited number of sub-
scriptions are still available. The teachers and musi-
cians who have enrolled come from all parts of the
Ignited States—California, Missouri, Iowa. Oklahoma,
Honolulu, Utah. Washington, Arizona, Indiana, Kansas.
Nebraska, Wisconsin, Texas. Pennsylvania. Michigan,
Illinois. Ohio. New York. Minnesota.

Mr. Schmitz will award refund scholarships—one,
maybe two. maybe three, will be given at the end of tiie

ses.sion to those who will have shown the greatest con-
Ftant interest and best scholarship in the work of the
classes.

There will be the necessity of having three or four
assistant teachers. These will be designated from among
tlie active members of the Key Club who are authorized
by Mr. Schmitz as teachers of his work.

E. Robert Schmitz has been engaged as soloist for the
big public concert to be given in St. Paul under the
auspices of the Minnesota State Teacher's Association
at the time of their convention. He will precede the
rfrital by a lecture-recital for the members of the or-

ganization.
This will be the third time this season Mr. Schmitz has

been selected by the State Music Teachers' Association
to give a recital at the time of their annual convention.
On May 20th the Key Club is giving a reception for

Mr. Schmitz prior to his leaving for Chicago immedi-
ately after which he will go to France to be gone until
January 1, 1923.

The following letttr from Mrs. Bessie Bartlett
Frankel. Past President of the California Federation of
Music Clubs, was received by us and is greatly appre-
ciated;

Los Angeles, May 13, 1922.

Mr. Alfred Metzger, Editor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review,
Kohler & Chase Bldg..

San Francisco. California.

My dear Mr. Metzger:
Please accept, for the Board of Managers of the Cali-

fornia Federation of Music Clubs, their very sincere
thanks for the publicity given them prior to and during
their recent Convention.
May I take this opportunity to personally express my

appreciation for the many courtesies and hearty co-

nperation you have shown me during my administration.
Without the interest of the Press our efforts would have
been far less successful.

I bespeak your continued interest in our organization
and feel certain that our splendid new Federation Presi-
dent will have your loyal support and interest.

Thanking you again.

Very sincerely.

BESSIE BARTLETT FRANKEL.
(By B. L. P.)

MRS. CECIL FRANKEL, Past President.
California Federation of Music Clubs.

COSTUME RECITAL AT FAIRMONT

The Jenny Lind Trio will give a recital in costume at

the Fairmont Hotel on Tuesday evening. May 23rd. The
artists comprising the Trio are Harriet Bennett, so-

prano, Louise Brehany. mezzo soprano. Carlo Cima, bari-

tone, and Maybelle Baalmann, at the piano. The follow-

ing unusual program will be presented: Duettino's of

1840— (a) Per Valli, Per Boschi (Echo Duet), (Through
Valley, Through Forest), (b) How Sweet When the

Shadow is Passing, (c) Hark! 'tis Fairy Music!. Mme.
Brehany. Miss Bennett; Figaro's Aria (Rossini), from
the opera The Barber of Seville, Mr. Cima; Bel Raggio
Lusinghier (Rossini) from the opera Semiramide, Miss
Bennett; Sull'Aria (Sweet ZephjT), (Mozart), from the

opera The Marriage of Figaro. Mme. Brehany, Miss
Bennett: (a) Marguerite (Old French), (b) Spring (Old
English), (c) The Apple Orchard (Swedish Folksong),
Mme. Brehany, La ci Darera la Mano (Thy Little Hand
Love!) (Mozart), from the opera Don Giovanni. Miss
Bennett. Mr. Cima; The Singing Lesson (Donizetti),

from the opera The Daughter of the Regiment, Mme.
Brehany, Miss Bennett. Mr. Cima.
The concert is under the management of Mme. Vought,

who promises a treat to music lovers of San Francisco.
Dancing wil be enjoyed after the program. Tickets on
sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.

ALCAZAR

The Ghost Between, the romantic comedy by Vincent
Lawrence, which had its premiere at the 39th Street

Theatre, New York, during the present season, will be

the next Alcazar offering, beginning Sunday matinee.

May 21st. Although the title might give the impression

that the play deals with spiritism, it has an entirely

different theme. There is nothing ghostly about it and
it tells a charming love story, portraying a highly ideal-

istic character, about whom the plot centers. There are

many clever lines, some gentle satire, several strong,

dramitic situations, and a number of interesting per-

sonalities in the piece which should prove a worthy
vehicle for the Alcazar players. Dudley Ayres will be

found admirably suited to the leading role, assumed in

the original production by Arthur Byron. He will be

seen as a physician called in to attend a heart-broken
bride just bereft of her husband. Gladys George will

be the bride and the romance that follows the meeting
of the two is one of the delightful features of the pro-

duction. There are many light touches to be found
throughout the prologue and three acts into which the

action is divided, and the offering should prove one ot

the most enjoyable of the year.

The Boomerang, the great David Belasco success, is

being presented to appreciative audiences at the Alcazar

this week. The final performance will be given Satur-

day night.

Mrs. Katherine Evarts of New York will be the princi-

pal speaker at the conference of the Drama Association,

according to Miss Doris McEntyre of Oakland, president

of the association, in a statement issued today. The con-

ference will meet at the Greek Theatre of the Uni-

versity of California on May 18. 19, 20. Miss MacEntyre
said of Mrs. Everts: "Mrs. Everts is one of the most
distinguished dramatic readers of the United States, and
her presence at this conference is an event of great im-

portance to teachers of dramatic art. in the High Schools

of the State. Mrs. Evert's training and practical ex-

perience will make her talk of great value to members
of this organization. . . . The Drama Organization of

California is composed of teachers of English and
dramatic art in the high schools of the State. It serves

to promote community drama and to raise standards of

high school dramatic work. It has gone on record for

special certification of drama teachers in high schools.

It has organized an exchange for information about plays

and production problems. An advisory committee con-

sists of Irving Pichel of the Greek Theatre; Gilmore
Brown of the Pasadena Community Theatre: Mrs. War-
ren Cheney of the University of California; and Gordon
Davis of Stanford University. The full program will be

announced later."
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PAUL STEINDORFF Joseph Greven
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

) Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CILTIBB

Stadio:

902 KOHLER « CHASE BLDG.
Sun FrancUco Phoae: Kearny &«M

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIAM ST

<iudio: ITk*' Enclld A venae. Berkeley.
I'lM.ne Herkelej^ fiOOrt.

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN
A iollnist—Conductor—Lecturer

Will Accept An Inliniited Number of Pupils

Stndio: 314r> Wnshington St. Tel. Fill. 0146

MRS. Z.\Y RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and H.\RMO>"T

15 Cascade Drive. Mill Valley. Cal. Insti-

tute of Music. K. & C. BldB., Tel. Kearny
5454.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

$tadios: SU2 Kohler d: Chnae Bld^:.. S. F.
Sti'2'2 Ooean Vieiv Dr.. Oakland (Residence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
1105 Kohler Ji Cha«e Bid. Tel. Sutter 7aST

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Stadio. 003-OtM KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

MRS. CHARLES POULTER.
"iOPRANO St. Andrew* Church
Voice Culture, Piano. 5.SS 27lh St.. Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. KolUer A Chase Bids*.

U ednesd.Tys* Tel. Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PUNIST AND TEACHER

Residence and Studio. 612S HUleEaaa Are.,

Oakland. Tel. Plednjont 5095.

Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert an
languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1855

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CO.\TRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite "C" liohler •£ Chane
llulhllnE- TelepUone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
(iKli>l \TE OF >(H4»LA CA>TORlM.

PARIS
ORG WIST ST. MAKE'S CATHEDRAL

I^innn Deportment. Hamlin School
Orenn nod Piano. .Irrillnga ^lowlcal College

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PI\NO

Studloi ie03 Koklzr i Cliaae Bids.
Phone Kearny 5454

Joseph George Jacobson
PIAXO

Z<3Z Sacrnmento St. Phone Fillmore 54S

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqne. Paria

Studio: 3107 Wnahiortvn Street
Phone PlllOBore 1H47

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
SOLO VIOLIXIST MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Teacher Violin, Viola. EnBcmble Flaying
434 Sprues Street. Phone Fillmore llSl

HENRIK GJERDRUM
Pianist— Instructor—Accompanist

2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

J. RICHARD MALABY
Pianist and Accompanist

551 Lytton Ave. Palo Alto, Cal.

SIGMUND BEEL
"Piaster i In»«-s for ^'loIin

Studio Bnildin;!. i:!7;i Post Street

Tel. Prospect 7.'7

Ada Clement Music School

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Successes in Europe; Concert Snc-
ces-ses in America. Address LSOl California

St„ San Francisco. Telephone Prospect 3620

3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S98

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Slngins. 32 Loretta Ave^ Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler 4
Chase Bldc^ S. P. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Mary Coonan McCrea Brandt's Conservatory of Music
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stndio 36 Gaffney Building. 376 Sutter St.

Tel. Douglas 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS
FLUTIST

Available for Concerts as Sololat or for
Obligato A\ ork. 1201 Henry St.. Berkeley

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stndio: 1920 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 15«I

ade:i.e ulman
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
Commonwealth Ave. TeL Pac. 33.

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO

Voice Culture—Pupil of ilme. Cailleau
Studio: 33S 21»t St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 2681

Miss Helen Goldman
1610 Sutter St. Phone Fll. 5151

Specialist in .Vcconipaoying
Stndio Work Desired

MRS. A. B. GILLIS
PIANO

Pupil of Theo. Leschetizky of Vienna and
Karl Klindwortli of Berlin. Residence.

159 Lake St. Telephone Lakeside 49S2.

If you wish to become famous you
must be known and in order to become
known you need publicity and there is no
more dignified way to gain publicity than
by dignified advertising. If advertising is

undignified then fame is undignified.

2211 SCOTT ST., Bet. Clay A Waabin^on
Mr. Noah Drandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt, Plane

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Emanu El. Con-
cert and Church Worli. Vocal instruc-
tion. 2.">.19 Clay St„ Phone Weat 4.S90.

MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
SOPR.\?SO: Available for Ensragements

Soloist, Temple Beth Israel
Studio: 26 Ashbury St. Phone: Pac 5230

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Kruger
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION

Studio: lOOO Kohler <& Chase Bldg.
Tel. Kearny 5454. Res. Phone Franklin lOSO

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GI.iCOMO -\XD MME.

MINKOWSKI
TE.ACHER OF VOICE

242S Pine St. Tel. West 7012

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist,

—

Solokt, Accompanist and Teacher
S15 Clement St.. San Francisco. Pac. 92S4.

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PIANIST .AND TE.\CHER
Pupil of Wager S^rayne

Studio: 515 Buena Vista Ave. Tel Park 341

Stella Raymond Vought

545 Sutter St.

TEACHER OF V<U1 K
Concert >lanas:er

Kearny 41'*l

FOR SALE
E<ttabli*thed incorporated C«n'ier\-atory

of Mu»*ic. in the heart of New ^ ork < Ity,

with a national reputation. Other Monrces
of income aside from students. On-ner
abont to retire to Europe. Exceptional
4»pporlnniIy for a responsible and ambi-
tious party. Satisfactory terms may he
arranged. References exchanKed- Address
Box BB. Pacific Coast Review.

I HE richness, evenness, depth and
1 charm cf Baldw-in to T cannot be
duplicated. Only witii "te Bald-
vda Piano can it be produce J be-
cause only the Baldw-in ba3 the

acouiti; ;_ropcrtie3 capable of its develop-
ment. Those who approach the selection of a
piano unprejudiced and with open mind find

the Baldwin a revelation.
If r*B »r« tiit«T««t«4 iB lk« portbaa. •( k r<«lJr Ucb-
grii* plan. Irl • UU J^m ab«at Ue UU«cti*« aCcr w«

(Ibf&lDTOm^ianolCorapany

310 Sutter St. San Francisco. Cal.

m\t= =im

>lember of Federal Reserve System and .\ssociated Savings Bnnks of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO BA.NK)

52« California Street, San Franel»eo, Cal.
COMMERCI-\L

ZiBt Street.^IISSIO.N BRANCH, ^llwilun and

P4RK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH, Clement St. and 7th .At*.

HAItiHT STREET BRA.NCH. HalKht and Belvedere Street.

DECEMBER 31, 1921

Asst;tS
Deposits
Capital .Actually Paid Up
Reserve and Contingent Funds
Employees* Pension Fund

.._!i71.S«1.29».e2
_. 6SJS01 .2»a.«2

1.0t>0.»O0.t>9
S.(I.V>.t>t>0.00

371,753.40

OFFICERS JOHN A. BUCK. President: GEO. TOURNY. Vice-President and
Manager' A. H. R. SCHMIDT. Vice-President and Cashier: E. T. KRCSE. Vi<>e-

President- A. H MULL.ER, Secretary; WM. D. NEWHOUSE. .Assistant Secretary;

WILLI "m HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL. G. A. BELCHER. R. A. LAUEXSTEIN.
H H. HERZER and H. P. MATN.ARD. Assistant Cashiers: C. W. HETER. Man-
ager Mission Branch; W. C. HEYER. Manager Park-Presidio District Branch;

F PAtXSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOtRD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK. GEO. TOURNY. E. T. KRUSE
1 H R SCHMIDT I N. W.\LTER. HUGH GOODFELLOW. E. N. VAN BERGEN.
ROBERT dollar'. E. A. CHRISTENSON. L. S. SHERMAN, WALTER A. H.AAS.

GOODFELLOW. EELLS. MOORE & ORRICK. General .Attorneys.

A dividend of FOIR .IND O.NE aU.\RTER 1
4 1< ) per Cent per annum was

declared for the sis months ending December 31. 1921.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 82i:

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg,

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR. ON FRAZER
1819 Calitornia St. Tel. Prosp. 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley, CaL

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Krny 5454

ETHEL ADELE DENNY
904 Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Kearny 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK
479 Forest St.. Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Eltvood Ave.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 51B«

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
SOI Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
640 Post St. Tel. Pros. 216S

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfieltl 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 356i

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tol. Kearny 5454

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Sfeet Phone Kearny 2637

EMIL HAHL
Res.; 2756 Baker St. Tel.: FUl. 2291

MACKENZIE GORDON «EED AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

LOUIS J. PAQUET
MME. M. TROMBONI 789 Mission St. Sutter 6355

Kohler & Chase Bldg.. Te! Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
(72 Scott Street TeL Park 517S cents; by mail J3.00 per year.

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review,

a publication that should be read by all
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. C. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE, MACBETH, EASTON, JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other DiBtinguiebed American Singers

TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINOU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Mualc Houses

FOUR TEACHING PIECES (Grade 3)
Bj- Florence P. Rea THE WOOD NVIIPH'S HARP

Each » .30 KINO THRUSH BEARD
HELLO! MR. ROBIN' VAKIMA

TheMe pieces are being widely unci! and much appreciated by teaohern vebty value
their Inttplratlonal beauty and modern Idiom. I'lVI'SL'AL FOR THE GRADE. Pub-
llxhed by CLAVTON F. SIMIWV CO.. CHKAGO. and for xale by HENRY GROBE
In the atore of WILEY B. ALLEN CO.

135 Kearny St., Sun FrancUco

Henry Bretherick
ORGANIST

2.180 Bush Street

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL CULTURE

ArtlKt pupllH available for all occasions
rvoo Kohler A Chase Bldg. Kearny 4B91

CalJTorrvia
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

MAY 2Ist. -ll-iH;' A. M.

GINO

SEVERIf^"x^^^ty' and the big^^ CALIFORNIA
THEATRE

ORCHESTRA
SoloiHt Thin Sunday Morning

CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN
ttfTerlnis

Three nnmbera from Ihe "Omar Ubarram**
Suite

\^

QonstanceAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 70S Kohler A Chaae BnUdln^
Phone Kcarnr K4&4

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
V*r Kindergarten aad Primary Grades

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Words and Hiule

ADBIE OBRRISH-JOFTEBS
Adaptloaa and Deacrlpllona

OLIW B. YVILSOIV-DORRBTT
These gamee were compiled to meet tbe demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, tbe resvlt of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-
rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered In tbe collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICK •!.•• ^D POITAOB
WE8LEY WEBSTER, Publisher

8«n Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

PHYLLIDA ASHLEY
California's Gifted Daughter

AN ARTIST OF RARE ABILITY

AND CHARM,WINNER OF EN-

THUSIASTIC PLAUDITS

FROM PRESS AND
PUBLIC

WRITES OF HER PIANO

®i|p

iiasmi^^amlm
1 o me no piano possesses the loveliness of tone whicn abounds in my Mason

and ilamlin Cjrand. It has that wonderful roundness and smooth sonority that
one sometimes, tho rarely, hears m a beautifully modulated human voice. In
action, durability and in point of beauty of design and workmanship nothing more
could be desired. To me it represents the acme of piano perfection. The best in

tbe world. (5,^w) PRYLLIDA ASHLEY
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS IN ALL STYLES MAY BE SEEN ONLY AT OUR STORES

T^vo Entrances

135-153 Kearny and 117-125 SuHer Sts.

Victor Talking Machines
'^ile>^BAlien@

-MASON AND HAMUN RANOS-

Oakland—1209 Washington Street

San Jose—99 Soath First

Sheet Music
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CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY WINS INTERNATIONAL DISTINCTION
[nvitation tc Participate in Pittsfield Chamber Music Festival Synonymous With International Re-

cognition—Elias- Hecht's Perseverance, Enthusiasm and Enterprise Finds Realization of

Well Earned Ambition—Great Victory by Force of Merit

ALFRED METZGERB.v

Once more it has been definitely demonstrated that

genuine merit, thoroughness of artistic endeavors and
tenacity inspired by positive conviction will sconer or

later receive its inevitable reward. From the very first

time we discovered Elias M. Hecht's liberality and gen-

erosity in behalf of giving San Francisco a permanent
and thoroughly efficient chamber music organization we
made up our mind to put behind this enterprise the

concentrated energy of our support and influence what-
ever that might amount to. Our judgment in Mr. Hecht s

sincerity and honesty of purpose has since been amply
vindicated, for not satisfied with a modest beginning,

not discouraged by occasional obstacles Mr. Hecht
has year after year improved the artistic character of

the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco, until dur-

ing the last few years the direction has been entrusted
to the able care of Louis Persinger.

f;i.i.vs m. hecht
Founder and FiDtiKt of the Cfaaiulier lluHle Soeiety

ot San FrnnciHCo Who Han Been Rewarded for
Hts EnterpriMe and Perseverance by an In-
vitation to the Society to Partieii>ate in

the PittsHeld iMaNS.t (-haiitlier >IUNic
Festival

During the last two years Mr. Hecht has added to
the excellent personnel of the Chamber Music Society,
and the well developed dimensions of its artistic pro-
ficiency, the services of distinguished guest artists who
have lent prestige and added strength to the already
well established organization. It was therefore inevi-
table that the Chamber Music Society should attain
first national and subsequently international recogni-
tion, for the invitation of Mrs. Elizabeth Coolidge to
the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco to par-
ticipate in the annual chamber music festival at Pirts-
Beld, Mass., practically means international recognition
and this distinction has been earned by the organiza-
tion through years of fervent and industrious as well
as highly artistic training in the interests of the very
highest form of music and Elias M. Hecht deserves the
credit of having furnished the financial support during
the years of growth and preparation for this great aim.
We can not do any better to present this well merited

recognition of the universal appeal of the Chamber
Music Society of San Francisco than to quote verbatim
from the San Francisco Call of Saturday. May 20th.
as follows:

A signal honor has been bestowed on a San Francisco
musical organization, an h;nor which will reverberate to
the credit of the city in music circles throughout the
world. The Chamber Music Society of San Francisco
will play at the Pittsfield Chamber Music Festival in
Pittsfield. Mass., in September, according to the an-
nouncement of Elias Hecht, its founder. Hecht has

just received the invitation from Mrs. Elizabeth Cool-
idge. sponsor for this annual music event, the entire
eipenses of which she bears.

The Chamber Music Festival of Pittsfield is the great
world event in chamber music. The invitation to play
at this festival establishes whatever organization is

asked, as being among the six greatest ensemble or-

ganizations of the world. This is the first time in the
history of musical culture in the United States that an
organization from the Pacific Coast has been so hon-
ored. It is a recognition of the splendid work that has
been accomplished by the Chamber Music Society of
San Francisco and a deserved reward for the many
years of personal work and sacrifice that Elias Hecht
has unswervingly devoted to this cause. Arrangements
are being made for the Chamber Music Society to ap-
pear in New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago
while in the East.

This mark of distinguished approval placed upon the
Chamber Music Society is an acknowledgement that
San Francisco possesses one of the six greatest en-
sembles in the world and places the city on the musical
map alongside of Xew York, London, Vienna, Paris and
lierlin. In fact, one of the other star attractions at the
festival this year will be the famous Wendling quartet
of Berlin. Since the announcement was made by Mrs.
Coolidge of the engagement of the Chamber Music So-
ciety, Hecht has been receiving congratulatory mes-
sages from all over the United States and from Lon-
don and Paris. The personnel of the Chamber Music
Society, which is under the musical direction of Louis
Persinger, is: Louis Persinger. first violin; Louis Ford,
second violin: Nathan Firestone, viola; Walter Ferner.
^ ioloncello. and Elias Hecht. flute.

GADSKI AND SCHMITZ GIVE JOINT RECITAL

Jchanna Gadski. Famous Wagnerian Soprano: Margaret
Hughes, Accompanist, and E. Robert Schmitz,

Noted French Pianist Create Sensation
in New York

It may all be very well for many of our "oldsters" to
boast of the fact that they heard such artists as Sem-
brich. Ternina. Lehmann. Eames and Nordica when they
were in their prime and in full possession of their ar-
tistic attributes. But, we, of this generation have not
had the privilege of hearing these voices when they
rang fresh with the exuberance of youth. They are
names to conjure with, but they seem no longer reali-
ties. Who is there today that can fill the great void
left vacant by these artists of the older school and gen-
eration? To my mind there remain only two. Just two
great names that when mentioned command the great-
est respect and reverance not only for the great dignity
of their art but also for their lofty ideals and nobility
of womanhood. One is Madame Schumann-Heink and
the other great name is Johanna Gadski.

And today, after a career of almost twenty-five years
of constant singing, the New York public and press find
-Madame Gadski still in full possession of her vocal
powers and if possible a greater mistress of her art.
Her name rang supreme for many years while a mem-
ber of the Metropolitan Opera company where she sang
every soprano role of note in the Wagnerian repertoire
including Isolde. Elsa. Elizabeth, Brunnhilde, Eva and
Senta. .\t the same time she never found herself out
of her sphere when called upon to interpret Pamina in
the Magic Flute or the Countess in the marriage of Fi-
garo, these two last operas being master works ot Mo-
zart. Those who heard Madame Gadski sing Aida never
heard more torrential outbursts of magnificent tones or
melodies more beautifully expressed.
But even here her art did not stop. Art such as hers

seems to have no limit. On the concert platform in al-
most every city in the United States where year after
year she appeared before huge throngs, Madame Gadski
had thousands of worshipers at her shrine. To have
heard her interpret Schubert's Erlkoenig or Die All-
macht was an experience which one enjoys but once in
a life time. Equally exquisitely rendered are her read-
ings of Schumann's song cycles and those unparalleled
works of beauty namely the songs of Brahms. Strauss,
Grieg and Franz. Is there anyone else today who can
give a music-loving soul such utter pleasure, thorough
satisfaction both from the emotional, artistic and intel-
ligent point ot view as this gifted singer?
WTien at the DeWitt Clinton Hall in N"ew York City

recently Madame Gadski appeared before a capacity
audience who climbed upon the stage after the final
grup of songs, shouting their bravos and covering the
artist with garlands of flowers, it proved that the New
York musical populace recognizes an artist in the true

sense of the word and knows how to show its apprecia-
tion for art untarnished, unequalled and truly glorious.
May such a voice in all its splendor be heard for many
years to come so that we of this decade can tell our
youngsters that we. too. heard one of the most magnifi-
cent voices ot all times.

Also on this occasion another fine artist thrilled his
audience, namely. E. Robert Schmitz, a pianist of the
very highest attainments and honored not only by the
American devotees of concerts, but duly respected by
his native associates in France as well as all who have
listened to his miraculous technic and interpretative
skill throughout England. Belgium and Germany.

Mr. Schmitz has appeared as soloist with nearly every
cicheitra of ncte in this country as well as abroad anil
has at times conducted the French Schola Cantorum and
one of the leading French orchestras. Mr. Schmitz was
the first prize winner at the Paris Conservatoire and his
playing of the French modems are atmospheric, en-
chantingly characteristic and authentic. And, Mr.
Schmitz. I may add. does not confine himself only to
the moderns for his interpretations of the classics
leave nothing to be desired and as an ensemble player
he ranks among the finest before the public today. San
Francisco audiences heard Mr. Schmitz not many

^IMF. JUH\\>\ tiAI>Sivl

I'be Noted Diva Who Scored \nother threat \rtiHtic
Triuni|ih in >e»v ) ori« Recently When, Tocether
With E. Robert Schmitz, the DistlnealMhed
French Pianist, ami >taricaret Haehes.

.\cconipanist. She Thrilled :i t 'a|»acity
-Vudience

months ago and were most enthusiastic over his per-

formances. The.v. I am sure, would welcome him here
again.
The third and lastly mentioned artist who appeared

at this eventful concert in New York, was Margaret
Hughes, a former San Francisco resident whom we all

are very proud to claim as one ot our own. If she was
appreciated here, she is equally appreciated in New
York, and Madame Gadski no doubt recognized her rare
talents as an accompanist and is to be congratulated
upon her wise choice in selecting such a charming
pianist and superior co-artist as Mrs. Hughes. Perhaps
in the near future San Franciscans will listen to

Madame Gadski, accompanied by Margaret Hughes.
Let this hope become a reality.

Madame Dorothy Talbot, noted coloratura soprano,
who was recently entertained at the home of Luther
Burbank, achieved the honor and distinction of being
the first to sing across the North American continent.
The San Francisco Bulletin says concerning this notable
event in the history of radio: ".Madame Talbot has one
ot the few perfect radiophone voices, a voice which
carries without strain or effort and with exceptional
clarity. To Mme. Talbot belongs the credit of first span-
ning the continent of America with her voice in a
complete concert."

Mme. Genevra Johnstone-Bishop, whose lecture and
song recitals have made a great success throughout
Southern California, is soon to give a joint lecture and
song program on India, with Mrs. John Warren. En-
gagements have been booked in Riverside. Pasadena
and Anaheim.
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World-famous pianists who use
the STEINWA Y piano exclusively

cr^HREE score years ago a new genius flashed upon the musical njorld. He uas a composer, not of
' musical scores, but of musical instruments. His name was Henry Steinway—his masterwork was a

piano. No sooner was his instrument given to the world than it was hailed as America's first great contri-

bution to musical art. One by one the great musicians heard the Steinway, or played it, and chose it for
their own. Jf'agner, Liszt, Rubinstein, Gounod—these were only a few of those who came under the spell

of Steinzvay tone. From that day to this the Steinzvay has been the instrument which the world has recog-

nized as the piano of pianos.

Today the following world-famous artists use only the STEINirAY

:

Alda. France*

Auer. Leopolii

ito^uslavvski, Moses
Butt, Clara
Bos. Cocitraad \'.

Kurnham, Thucl
Bovic, George F.

By'rd. Winifred
Krard, Madgelaine
Cottlow, Augusta
Corlol. Alfred
Cornell, Louis
Cheatham, Kitty
D'Albert, Eugene
Dcyo. Ruth

I)u Carp, ^lagdalaine Gerhardt, Elma
Duckwitz, Dorothy Miller Gogorza, Einilio de

Kharum, M.
Kreisler, Fritz.

Damrosch, Frank
Damrosch, Walter
EInian. Misha
Friedman. Ignaz
Florigny, Rcnee
Friedberg. Carl

Frcmstad, Olive

Friedheim, Artur
Fridler, M.
GaUi-Curci, A.
Ganz. Rudolph
Gauthier. Eva
Graveiire, Louis

Goodson, Katherine 1-eginska, Ethel

Stracciari, Riccordo

Shattuck, Arthur
Scmbrich, ^L
Slransky. J.

Stakowski, L.

Grainger, Percy
Heifetz, Jascha
Hackeft, Arthur
Hcmpcl, Frieda

Henry. Harold
Hess, Myra
Hofmann. Josef

Homer, Louise
Hutcheson. Ernest
Herbert, \'iclor

Ivogun. Maria
Kochanski, Paul

Strauss,

Levitzki, Misch.
Longenhan. Christine

Lhevinnc, Joseph
Lazzari, Caroline

MacDowell, Mrs. Edward
MacFarlan, George
MacFadyen. Alexander
Matzenaucr, Margarctte
Mero, Volanda
McCormack. John
Mannes, Clara
Mauncs, David

Dr. R.
Werrenrath, Rein a Id

Whitehill, Clarence
Whiting. Arthur

Wilson,
Weinga
V'saye,

Zimbali:

Zicster,

Melba, N.
Nellis, Daisy
Neuhaus. Estella

Nash, Frances

Novaes, G.
Powell, John
Powell. Webster
Prokofieff, Serge
Paderewski, Ignac
Rachmaninoff, Sergei

Rosing, y

.

Renard, Rosita

Rosen. Max
Rubinstein. Arthur
Rosenblatt, Josef

M.
rten, F.

Eugene
St, Efrem
Fannie Bloomfield

Randegger, G. A.
Rubner. Prof. Dr. C.
R.indolph, Harold
Rcszke. Jean dc
Rcszki. Edward
Schelling. Ernest

S.ipirstcin. Davis
Schooler. David
Schumann-Heink, Ernestint

Siloti. Alexander
Spalding. Albert
Symphony Society

of New '^'ork

SamarofT-Stokowskt. Olga
Scidel. Rosha

In San Francisco and Oakland we carry everything in Jilusic—Steinway and ottier

Pianos. Pianola and Duo-Art Pianos, Aeolian Pipe Organs, Robert Morton Cathedral

Organs, Fictrolas and J'ictor Records, Player Rolls, Conn Band Instruments, String

and Orchestral Instruments, Sheet Alusic and Music Books.

ShennanSlay&Co.
Keamy and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento Stockton Fresno • Sanjose

Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Vallejo

> *,,» ^ * • a <^ JLJt^

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church
Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 1453 Willard Street

Telephone Park 2135

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hopc-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at tlie

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
\. de ArrlllnKrn. l»lre«-for

A. L. ArttKuen, rr«H.t I.muIm Alcerla. Vlre-Prf«.
Unexcelled fncllllle* for (tie Biud^- of munlc In all

Ita brancheN. I.arse Pipe Orfcao. Keoltal Hall.

2315 JACKSON STREET
San FrancUco, Cal. Pkone Weat 4737

Mannkig School of Music
JOHN (-. MANKI\n. Director

3242 WBMhInKton Street, near Prealdla Arenue
San Pranclnco, <'al.

For further Information addrcNa the aecretarj of tbe
chnol. or phone Fillmore nUT,.

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OP MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Slneln^. Complete Course of Operatic Train-
ing. 2730 Pierce St. Tel. FUlmore 4553.

MME. CARRINGTON LE%VVS
Prima Donna 'With Strafcoacb, Mapleaon* Etc.

HMLYN LE^VYS
OrcBolat Fifth Chareh af Christ ScleatUt. Formerly

Principal of Virgil Flaaa Schaol. L.«ndaa, Bnsrlaad.

Rea. Stadia: 24M1 Lyon Street. Phoae Fillmore 552

MRS. S. P. MARRACCI, Vocal Teacher
Italian method: 14 renrs of stage experience; former
prima donna with Caruso and Tetrazslnlt coaches pupils
Vocally and In Dramatic Deportment.
Studio. 464 Columbua ATcnne. I^hone Garfleld 2276

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SA\ JOSE. CAL.

Confers Decrees Awards Certlllcates

For Particulars apply to Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Sawiavskj Chamber MunIc Society

Will Accept a Few Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Kohlcr
& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5'454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL. CALIFORM.V

Music Courses Thorough and Progressive
Public School Music. Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TK*CHER OF SINGING

076 Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
Appointments by Phone—Prospect H^20

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
OrganlHt Temple Kmanu El, First Church of Christ ScN
euiUt, Director Lorlng Club. S. F., AVed.. 1617 California
St., Phone Franklin 2603t Snt.. First ChrlstUn Science
Church, Phone Franklin 1307; Res. studio. 3142 Lewlatoa
Atc. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242H.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
Voice Culture—Diction—Studio: 408 Stockton St.—Mon.
and Thurs, from 2-5. Res. 1451 Sacramento St. Pros. 7503.

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Merrltt. Oakland

Complete Conservatory CourMe—Piano, Harp. Violin,
'Cello, Voice, Counterpoint, Harmony, HIatory

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication

that should be read by all the music-loving people.

Single copies, 10 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
Ai)V \N« ED PI PILS AC( EPTED

Pnpll of Mmc. V. StepnnofT < Berlin ), M. Slevcklnjc,
and K. Robert Scbmltx ( \e\T ) ork). Studio: 701
Heine Bldg'. 40K Stockton St. Mondays, 0-12. Thurs-
days. 10-1, 3-ft. Tel. Kearny 2222. Res. Phonei I'ied-
mont 766.

II. B. Pnsmore—Studios:
S. F.I 25.10 College Ave..
rndo Road. Berkeley.

luite 506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.,
Berkeley. Residence 201 Alvn-

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Plnno. (»rgnn. Harmony. Organist and >fnslcal
Director of FIrKt Prenhy lerlan Church, A lamed n. Home
Studio: 1117 l'\R!- STREET. 4LAMEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda l.'>5. Thursdnyn. ^lerrlman School. 570 Oakland Ave«
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSFELDT, Pianist
015 Broderick St., near Clay Telephone Fillmore 314

UNCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

Member I'niverslty Extension Faculty
tndio: N27 Shrader f*- Phone Park lOOS

BLANCHE ASHLEY
SpcclnllMt In Theory and Practice of Teaching Music
Odk Lodge. Apt. 6. 1407 Oak St. Phone Lakeside 37:t5

Kohler ^ Chase Bide. By Appointment

DAILY ORGAN RECITALS
(From 12 to 1)

by

UDA WALDROP
at

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Post and Mason Streets

(Saturday and Sunday Excepted)

ADMISSION FREE
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REJUVENATION OF COMIC OPERA

Ferris Harliiian and Paul .^tcindorff are begin-
ning a season of comic opera at the .Audi'orium
Theatre in Oakland tomorrow, Sunday evening.
May 28th, with \'ictor Herbert's Idol's Eve. For a

number of years the bay region has not enjoyed a

season of genuine cumic opera. There are no two
people living anywhere in the l-'nite 1 States who
are so thorouglily competent to superintend the for-

tunes of a comic opera season than these two art-

ists who know the game from every angle. And if

there still remains an idea of the atTection for geiui-

ine light operatic entertainment in this vicinity, Paul
SteindorfF and Ferris Hartman ought to win out in

this splendid enterprise. It is the enjoyment de-

rived from the lighter form of opera that built tlit

foundation for the present musical taste prevailing

in San Francisco and vicinity. If the public still

retains its fine taste then Messrs. Hartman and
Steindorff will have not started in vain.

If there are music lovers in this vicinity who like

to see the degeneracy in music abolished, who de-

spise the illegitimacy of "jaEz" and who prefer

clean, wholesome, irresistible humor and entertain-

ment, they will see to it that the experiment estab-

lished by these two excellent exponents of clean fun
will prove of such unquestionable financial success

that their enthusiasm will be justified. Nothing is

so greatly needed in the way of clean entertainment
as light opera of the kind such as Messrs. Hartman
and SteindorfF are presenting in Oakland. And we
are certain that in case this season will be success-

ful across tlie ISay this excellent organization will

come to San Francisco, and those of us who remem-
ber with pleasure the artistic proficiency of both

Ferris Hartman and Paul SteindorfF will be happy
to see them reinstated in the good graces of our

public which has always admired excellent operat'c

works presented in the most efficient manner. The
Pacific Coast Musical Review sincerely trusts that

the season of comic opera inaugurated by Messrs.

Hartman and SteindorfF in (Oakland will prove of

decisive success so that the bay region will again

enjoy light operatic productions such as luade the

old "Tivoli famous.

AMERICAN CONDUCTORS AND ARTISTS

In tile Musical Courier of recent date we note

that it would be advisable to replace symphony con-

ductors of foreign birth, who resign from .American

symphony orchestras, by American conductors. No
pul)Iication in the Unite<l States would be happier
if such replacement were possible, than the Pacific

Coast Musical Review. I'.ut has it ever occurred to

you why there is more <lemand in .\merica for for-

eign artists and conductors than there is for .Ameri-
can-born musicians of that type? It is simply the

fact that European artists and conductors are bet-

ter traineil, better equipped and more ex])erienced

than the .\nierican artists and conductors. The
Musical Courier tells us that the cause for this su-

periority is due to more experience and opportuni-
ties offered the European musicians. I'.ut we in

turn would like to ask is the .American artist and
conductor willing to accept the same opportunities

which the European nuisicians are willing to accept?
Our observation tells us that such is not the case.

PREPARING FOR NEXT SEASON

W e bave found that the average .American pupil

U'ishes to finish his musical education as c|uickly as

possible in order to earn money. The parent of the

American pupil wants to see returns from his in-

vestment as quickly as possible. The result is that

a pupil does not wait until his musical education is

completed. He takes lessons for a year or two, de-

mands pieces to play and songs to sing before he or
she has obtained the necessary foundation or intel-

ligence to interpret compositions adequately and
enters the musical world with a beautiful voice or
lirilliant teclniic but absolutely no intellectual power
wherewitli to interpret the works of the masters.

This lack of intellectual power is usually termed
lack of warmth or temperament and the .American
artist compared with the European artist is voted
to be cold. Now. there is no reason whatever why
the .American artist should not be equally proficient

in his art as the European musician. If he devoted
the same time, the same effort, the same lovalty and
seriousness to his study ; if he placed knowledge and
e-xperience above the mere hunt for money, he
would gain equal distinction with the European.

There are many .American artists who have
proved that they are as capable as European art-

ists, but unfortunately they had to go to Europe to

gain this distinction. It is strange that an American
pupil is willing to do in Europe what he is unwillin

to do in America. He will appear in opera houses
and concerts during his course of apprenticeshi]) for

nothing or almost notliing, and return home brag-

ging about the artistic triumphs he achieved. P.ut if

he were asked to sing in .America for nothing, or
play for nothing during the course of his experi-

mentation he woidd look with horror upon such a

proposition. .As long as the American student is

willing to place money above thoroughness of train-

ing and efficiency so long will the European artist

be preferred to the American artist. Only thorough
training, education, experience and adaptability can

make an artist. A^oice and technic alone are not

sufficient. .And as long as pupils are not willing to

undergo hardships in the course of training and
practical experience so long will they fall short in

the requirements that the public seeks in them.

The .American public does not wish to pay its

money to be experimented on. A symphony con-

ductor, for instance, is expected to understand his

business from the ground up. And unless the

-American conductor, like the European conductor,

is willing to undergo an apprenticeship sufficiently

extended to gain him artistic experience the public

will not accept him. He nuist deliver a definite mes-
sage. And he can only do this by adequate prelimi-

nary experience. .And such experience cannot be
gained by demanding big salaries, but by sacrificing

yourself upon the altar of service to the public, be-

fore you are sufficiently progressed to earn remun-
eration commensurate with the measure of your ar-

tistic authority. And unless .American pupils and
parents comprehend the necessity of this appren-
ticeship they can not expect the American public to

accept the .American artist on the same level as the

European artist. And this efficiency is not a matter
of personal opinion. It is a matter of fact wdiich can
not be disgui-sed under the cloak of patriotic pater-

nalism. So if .American students wish to be recog-

nized on the same basis as European artists, they

must be willing to serve their preliminary appren-
ticeship just the same as European artists do, and
as American artists studying in Europe have done.

There are a number of resident artists who com-
plain that they do not have sufficient opportunities
to appear before the public during the course of a
season. They never seem to realize that the cause
for their inability to secure engagements lies princi-

pally with themselves. They believe that musical
clubs and managers ought to look them up and tele-

])hone them or write them begging them to ajipear

before them and offering them big amounts for their

services. They do not seem to realize that they must
do something themselves to secure the opportunity
for appearances. .And wdien is it best to prepare for

snch o[)portunity ? Is it advisable to wait mitil the

season has begun and every artist has been booked ?

Or should i)rei)arations for the new season be made
in sufficient time to give musical clubs and managers
an opportunity to finil out who the representative

resident artists reallv are?

If you wish to be considered by those willing to

engage your service next season, NOW is the time

to prepare your plans. If you make your announce-
ments in a generally read musical journal at th' .

time and throughout the summer months, and fur-

nish such journal with information regarding your
qualifications and experience to be used during tlie

summer months, then your chances of securing en-

gagements during the regular musical season are

greatly enhanced. liut if you are too dignified to

"advertise," if you are too proud to introduce your-

self to those who are likely to require your services,

if you feel that a music journal or manager ought

to be proud to exploit your merits, then you can be

sure that you will fail to gain your ends. Nowadays
when there are so many artists eager to appear in

public, and when the supply is so much greater than

the demand, publicity is the only means of securing

recognition. .And if you regard publicity as being

undignified, if you do not consider the expenditure

of a few extra dollars worth wdiile, then you must

not complain, for no one will be responsible for your

failure next season but yourself. There can not be

any fame without publicity and there can not be

any success without more or less fame.
_ •

SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

Gino Sever! has prepared an excellent program tor

the Sunday morning concert of the Calitornia Theatre
Orchestra which will take place tomorrow morning. The
opening number of the program will be Mancinelli's

triumphal march Cleopatra, which will be followed by
two delightful intermezzos from Wolf-Ferrari's The
Jewels of the Madonna. Specially interesting will be a

selection from Bizet's Carmen, while the closing num-
ber, Verdi's Sicilian Vespers, will form a fine climax to

the program. The solo feature will be Brown's Saxo-
phone Six in classic numbers.

IVIINETTI ORCHESTRA CONCERT

The Minetti Orchestra will give one of its delightful

concerts at Scottish Rite Auditorium on Wednesday
evening, June 7th. The attendance at these fine events

has grown to such an extent that a large auditorium
has become necessary to house the throng that attends

on these occasions. Under Giulio Minetti's able leader-

ship the orchestra has improved remarkably and is in

a position to present a choice program of orchestral

composition according to the highest artistic principles.

The program compiled for this occasion includes: Pre-

lude in G minor (Rachmaninoff): Italian Symphony
(Mendelssohn); Minuetto for strings (Bolzoni) : Violin

concerto in E minor (Mendelssohn), Miss Harriet
French, pupil of Giulio Minetti; La Zarzuela (Laconne);
Overture, William Tell (Rossini), the cello solo of this

overture will be played by Miss Ada Conlin.

Pearl Hossack Whitcomb presented five of her pupils

in a song recital in the spacious San Francisco Musical
Club rooms on Saturday evening, April 29th, attracting

an overflow attendance. The singers were most en-

thusiastically received. The following students inter-

preted the program: .A.lice Stark, Elma Jones, Ethel
Burnett, Harriet Murton and Clara Ward. Elsie Fulton

.played a violin obligate and two solos. Lola Givin Smale
was at the piano. Two of Mme. Whltcomb's pupils are

acquiring special prominence this month. Harriet Mur-
ton is to take the leading role (Serpolette) in the

Chimes of Normandy to be presented on May 11th and
12th at the Polytechnic High School, and Clara Ward
will direct the music in the open air pageant John Mulr
and California to be presented in Berkeley.

If you wish to become famous you
must be known and in order to become
known you need publicity and there is no

more dignified way to gain publicity than
by dignified advertising. If advertising is

undignified then fame is undignified.
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S. F. MUSICAL CLUB CLOSES SEASON

Mrs. E. E. Bruner, the well-known soprano soloist,

sang four of Mary Carr Moore's songs at the Western

Arts Association on Saturd;iy evening. May 20th. One

of these songs, entitled ".My Dream," is dedicated by the

composer to Mrs. Bruner and is still in manuscript.

It is an excellent composition containing both melodic

and poetic diaracleristics. Mrs. Bruner has an unus-

ually busy season taken up by church and concert work

and she will enjoy a well earned vacation during this

summer. She expects lo spend some time in the Cana-

dian Rockies and other trips of interest. Among her

most recent successes Mrs. Bruner may count the rendi-

tion of a niagniBcent aria, "The Lord Hath His Way."

from lienedicfs cantata "St. Peter," which created a

sensational triumph when rendered at a recent ser-

vice. Mrs. Bruner has been specially engaged to sing

at the Seventh Avenue Presbyterian Church during

the next two Sundays.

The Mansfeldt Club elected the following officers at

its business meeting of May 10th: Helen Schneider,

president; Victoria Wallace, vice-president; Margaret

Hyde, secretary; Cecilia Donovan, treasurer. The final

recital of the season was fixed for Wednesday evening,

June 7th, at the Fairmont Hotel, and the participants

will be: Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Mansfeldt. Alma Rother.

Victoria Wallace, Marjorie Scott, Margaret Hyde, and

Helmer Palmer, guest artist.

The California Choral, Homer Henley director, gave

a musical tea in the clubhouse. 1750 Clay Street. The
following program had been prepared for this occasion:

Vocal quintet—Wynken, Blynken and Nod (Nevin), I

Hear a Thrush at Eve (Cadman), Her Rose (Coombs),

Mrs. G. W. Mclntire, Mrs. L. A. Larsen, Flora Bell Chet-

lins, Mrs. C. W. Prentiss and Mrs. O. B. Hergert; So-

prano solo—Nymphs and Shepherds (Purcell). Chantons

les amours de Jean (Old French), Chanson Provencale

(dell Acqua), Caltana Christoph; Chorus—Agnus Del

(Bizet); Soprano arie—Loraine Sands Mullin; Vocal

duet—Passage Birds' Farewell (Hildach), Mrs. Rich-

mond E. Revalk—Homer Henley; Chorus—Venezia
(Nevin).

Hilda Rhiimaki Fisher from Stockton has been in

San Francisco for the past week in order to fill several

professional engagements in concerts and to sing tor

the radio. On Wednesday evening. May 17th, she was
presented by Madame Vought. concert manager, as the

guest artist before the Western Arts Association of

which Mrs. Jack London is the president. She sang
songs of her native land of Finland in the Finnish

costume and her youth and beauty added greatly to

her charm. The rather weird songs of Finland were in-

terpreted in a truly artistic manner and her voice was
equally adapted for the heavier songs as for the songs

of a lighter vein. On Thursday Mrs. Fisher was soloist

at the Century Club, appearing twice on the program,

the first time in costume. Her accompaniments were
ably sustained by Madame Vought who substituted at

the last minute. The members of the Cap and Bells

Club were instantly charmed with Mrs. Fisher, whose
beautiful rich dramatic voice sliowed to advantage in

the clas.sic songs of Finland. On Monday Mrs. Fisher

was the guest artist of the Soroptiraist Club at the

St. Francis Hotel and sang at their weekly luncheon,
on Tuesday she sang for the radio broadcasted from
the Emporium with .Madame Vought at the piano, and
on Tuesday night she was a guest of the Jenny Lind
Trio at their beautiful concert at the Fairmont Hotel.

ZIna Bory, a young Russian pianist of magnificent
promise, and an artist pupil of Wager Swayne, gave
a brilliant concert in Paris on .-Vpril 2.5th that heralded
her as one of the coming artists. She is full of vitality,

has an enormous tone, great speed and her cantabile
work is lovely. She made fine dramatic climaxes in

the Liapoundoff number and altogether her playing was
superb. She is preparing another Paris api)earance in

October, and Swayne predicts for her a brilliant tu.

ture.

On the music page of the San Francisco Chronicle we
found the following interesting item last Sunday; .Ac-

tivities of the San Francisco Musical club for the season
were brought to a close last Thursday morning at the

second May meeting in the Palace hotel ballroom. The
following program was presented: Sweetly Sang the Viird

(Rubinstein), The Bird (Rubinstein), Song of the Birds

(Rubinstein), Mrs. Ashley Faull, Mrs. Byron McDonald;
Allerseelen (Richard Strauss), Du meines Herzens
Kronelein (Richard Strauss), Wie sollten wir geheim sie

Halten? (Richard Strauss), Mrs. Charles Stuart Ayres;
Zueignung (Richard Strauss). Sonata for violin and
piano. Op. i:i (Gabriel Faure), Nathan Firestone. A.

Maude Wellendorff. In her presidential report for the

year, Mrs. Lillian Birmingham stated that the organiza-

tion is in the most flourishing condition of its history.

The membership was increased during the year by sixty-

four new members, fifty-seven associate members and
twelve reinstated members. The season closed with

all indebtedness cancelled and $1065 in the treasury.

Special stress was placed on the fact that the concerts

of the club are given by members, with only the occa-

sional assistance of other talent, and Miss A. Maude
Wellendorff was complimented as chairman of the pro-

gram committee on the excellent quality of music pro-

vided. The oflicers for the coming year are: Mrs.
Lillian Birmingham, president; Mrs. Orrin Kip McMur-
ray, first vice president; Mrs. John A. Coghlan. second
vice president; Mrs. H. J. Cooper, treasurer; Mrs.

Howell Ware, recording secretary; Mrs. Marian de

Gueree Steward, business secretary; Mrs. William
Booth, corresponding secretary; Mrs. W. H. Kirkbride,

Mrs. Laurie Cofer, Mrs. Thomas Inman and Mrs. Louis
Mulgardt, directors.

Novs From the Studios

Anna Hurst, during the past few months, besides
teaching in both Woodland and Sacramento, has ap-
peared four times before the music section of the Town
and Country Club of Woodland. Cal. She also gave a
program with tlie assistance of a young violinist for
the .Men's Club of the .Methodist Church of Woodland.
.Miss Hurst gave an entire program at the Nurse's
Home of the Woodland Sanitarium, and since the first

of the year she has been organist of the Woodland
Christian Science Church. This .successful musician
also has been accompanist for Miss Clara Elton, so-
prano, during the present musical season, and Mrs.
Grace Cost, musical reader.

.Miss Hurst's pupils also have done a good deal of
public playing especially Misses Marjorie Burrows, Alta
Du Bois. Delight Wirth and Frances and Muriel Cum-
niings. Little Helen Grothe. aged seven, of Esparto, also
did credit to Miss Hurst's teaching. Another one of
Miss Hurst's pupils, little Austin Wahrhaftig of Sacra-
mento, who Is only four years old, is showing decided
talent. His sight reading astounds all who hear him.
He, together with other pupils, is among the features
of I he Sacramento music week, and other spring re-
citals in Sacramento and Woodland where Miss Hurst's
studios are.

ETHEL ADELE DENNY'S PUPILS' RECITAL

One of the most successful pupils' recitals of tlie sea-

son was that of Ethel Adele Denny given before a large

audience in Sorosis Hall on Friday evening. May 12th.

One of Wager Swayne's most talented and advanced
pupils. Miss Denny is splendidly equipped to train young
disciples of pianistic art. The serious, intelligent,

spirited playing of the class, the correct rythm and re-

markable ease of execution of every pupil brought
forth enthusiastic praise and comment. It was gratify-

ing to see no trace of self consciousness or fear in the
entire performance, something the pupils could scarcely

achieve without the discipline of the monthly classes

which are a regular part of their work. The program
follows; The Merry Farmer (Schumann), The Brownies
(Reinhold), Mabel Goodricli; War Song (Reinhold), The
Music Box (Poldini), Frances Grant; Shadow Picture,

(Reinhold), Elfin Dance (Spindler), Dorothea Schuldt:
To a Wild Rose (MacDowell). Prelude, No. 20, C Minor
(Chopin), Marjorie Stockton; Hunting Song (Mendel-
ssohn), Song Without Words, Op. 53. No. 22 (Men-
delssohn). Etude, C Major (Ravina). Tarantella (Hel-

ler), Anita Greisberg; Berceuse (Karganoff), Air de
Ballet (Chaminade), Papillon (Merkel), Uarda Schuldt;

Etude, Op. 125, No. 7 (Heller), Canzonetta (Schutt),

Albumblatt (Grutzmacher), Le Secret (Gautier), Jose-

phine Greisberg; To a Water-Lily (MacDowell), Les
Hirondelles (Godard), Bertha Childs; Polonaise, A Ma-
jor (Chopin), Gardener Landon; impromptu, Op. 90, No.

4 (Schubert), Papillon (Grieg), On the Wings of Song
(Mendelssohn-Liszt), La Verne Calnen; Gavotte (Gluck-

Brahms), Marche Mignonne (Poldini), Prelude, G
Minor (Rachmaninoff), Helen Claussen.

DELIGHTFUL MUSICAL EVENING IN OAKLAND

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Barnard Swayne and daughter,
Marion, entertained about fifty musical friends on Mon-
day evening. May 22nd. at their home on Lake Merritt.

Oakland. An unusually fine program was given and the
evening was pronounced by all guests as the most won-
derful night of wonderful music by wonderful artists.

Albert Brear, our local basso, with a big full voice of

great sweetness and power, sang the Pilgrim Song by
Tschaikowsky, and as an encore Don Juan Serenade
and \Vlien I Am Dead; later giving full scope to his

voice in Handel's Messiah Who May Abide. Miss Mer-
tiana Towler, pianist, recently completing a tour of the
East, gave in finished style The Harp Etude by Chopin,
and The Fairy Dance by Helen Livingston of Los An-
geles; followed by a splendid interpretation of our own
Signor de Grassi's composition. Rhapsodic Prelude.
Josephine Swan White, reader, who has endeared

herself to a very large circle of friends all over Cali-

fornia, gave: (a) Perdita, by Florence Earl Coates, (b)
Every Night a Marathon, by the same author, and (c)

The Song of a Mouth Organ, by Robert Service. The
charming young daughter of the house. Miss Marion
Swayne, a pianist of great promise, presided at the
piano for Mrs. White's cantomines. Following this, Wil-
lem Delie. 'cello virtuoso, formerly solo 'cello with tlie

Imperial Theater at Moscow, and undoubtedly one of

the greatest 'cellists that has come to us from the Old
World, gave: (a) Sonata, by Valentin!; (b) Vito of
Popper; (c) Melodie of Tschaikowsky.
And last, but not least. Madame Manakin, Russian

Prima Donna of the Imperial Opera of Petrograd, and
of the Opera Lyrico of Milan, Italy, sang the tremen-
dous Tschaikowsky Eugene Onegin aria, following it

with the Romeo and Juliet Waltz by Gounod as an en-
core, and proving herself deserving of the title of prima
donna.

Mrs. George H. Richardson of Berkeley, who acted
as accompanist for Madam Manakin, Mr. Brear and Mr.
Dehe. is a musician of tlie highest type with head and
heart perfectly attuned lo every musical emotion. The
evening was one of the most delightful ever given in a

private liome, and it is a pleasure to know that these
artists are to live here and become a part of our musi-
cal colony.

Pearl Hossack Whitcomb, the well-known vocal ar-

tist and teacher, introduced several of her pujiils at

a song recital in studio 706 Kohler & Cliase building

on Saturday evening, .\pril 29th. The following program
was intelligently and artistically jiresented: Swedish
Song (Hagg). Sing Smile Slumber (Gounod I, Alice

Starck; My Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair (Haydn),
I Passed by Your Window (lirahe), Elm:t Jone^; Voi

che Sapete from Marriage of Figaro (Mozart), Love's
in my Heart (Woodman), Clara Ward; Violin Solo

—

Meditation from Thais (Massenet), Liebesfreud (Kreis-

ler), Elsie Fulton; Connais tu le Pays from Mignon
(Thomas) Le Parlate d' aniour from Faust (Gounod),
Ethel Burnett; Lass With the Delicate Air (Arne),
Values (Vanderpool), Harriet Muiton; 1 Hear a Thrush
at Eve (Cadman), His Lullaby (Bond), Waters of Min-
uetonka (Violin Obligato) (Lieurance) Clara Ward, El-

sie Pullon: Duels—Who Knows (Ball). Trot Here, Trot
There from Veronique, Etliel Burnett, Clara Ward.

Elizabeth Simpson's attractive Etna street studio was
the scene of a charming afternoon recital on Saturday,
this being the fifth and last general class musical of

the present season. Quantities of spring blossoms in

pastel shades formed an attractive scheme of decora-
tion, and dainty refreshments were served at the
close of the program given by primary, intermediate
and advanced pupils. The junior class was assisted by
a talented young violin pupil of Madame Antonio de
Grassi, and the advanced program was as follows: So-
nata, C Sharp Minor (Beethoven). Miss Margaret Fish;
Three Preludes (Chopin), Miss Lillian Underwood;
Fille aux cheveux de lin (Debussy), Arabesque (De-
bussy), Miss Ruth Hoskinson; Novelette (Schumann),
Miss Gladys Sibley; Etude (MacDowell). Miss Kathlyn
Dawson; Concerto, G Minor (Mendelssohn), Miss Helen
Merchant, orchestral accompaniment on second piano
by Mi^s Simpson; Nocturne (Grieg), Return of Spring
(Palmgren). Hungarian Fantasie (Liszt), Mrs. Richard
Martin, orchestral accompaniment. Miss Simpson.

College of the Holy Names of Oakland presented pu-
pils of the Grammar School Department in recital on
Friday, May 19th. This program included pupils of the
elementary and intermediate classes of the school of
music and proved to he a great success. Those who
rendered solos displayed ease, expression and assur-
ance. The ensemble numbers were beautifully inter-

preted in a manner quite remarkable in such young
pupils. The choruses in three parts, gave an oppor-
tunity of manifesting fine voice quality and training.
The Irish harp duo was most charming, showing won-
derful accomplishment after only eight months' study
of this fascinating instrument. The College has several
other programs in preparation, of which one of May
29th at eight o'clock p. m., presenting violin graduates
and another, the commencement program, to take place
on June 1st, will be specially enjoyable. Tlie program
presented last Friday, May 21st, was as follows: Her-
ald of Spring (J. Melnik), Prime—Margaret Muller,

Jane .\selstine, Patricia Barry, .\ntonette Rossi; Se-
condo—Shirley Deering, Frances Tilton, Helen Shal-

lue, Lucille Caire; Cymbals and Castanets (A Schmoll),
Elena Cortez; Le Printempts et Les Fleurs—Pupils of

Fifth and Sixth Grades; Valse Isabel (Van Veachton
Rogers), Irish Harp I—Margaret Muller, Irish Harp II,

—Margaret Bemmerly; Buttertlies (W. Lege), Juliet

Darnell: Rondo (Gurlitt), Piano I—Lucille Murphy, Mar-
ian Tilton; Piano II—Maxine Blote, Margaret Best; To
a Wild Rose (MacDoweIl-\rabrose), Pupiis of Seventh
and Eighth Grades: Grillen (Whims) (Schumann),
Grace Whipple; Sevillana (O. Hackh), Piano I—.\nita

Ross, Margaret Smythe, Thelma Cleaves, .'^ngeline Sal-

amid; Piano II—Carleen White, Hilda P'ay, Carmel
O'Donnell, Marion Devlin; Sing On (Denza), Junior
Choral Class.

Allegro Quartette, of Sacramento, consisting of Alice
Basler, Dorothy Bradley, Dorothy Talbot, Eleanor
Campbell, pianist pupils of Ida Hjerleid Slielley, gave
the following piano recital at Wiley B. -Allen's store in

Sacramento on Friday evening, March 24th: Sympiiony
No. VI -Allegro (two pianos) (Haydn), Allegro Quar-
tette; Etude Op. 299 No. 14 (with second piano)
(Czerny). Two-Parl Invention No. Vlll (Bach), Spring
Song (Mendelssolin), Eleanor Campbell; Sonate F
major, Andante-Rondo (Mozart), (second piano part by
Grieg), Dorothy Bradley; Etudes -Nos. 5 and 13 (with
second piano) (Cramer), Egyptian Dance (Friml), Dor-
othy Talbot; Duo—Tarantelle (two pianos) (Loew),
Dorothy Bradley, Eleanor Campbell; Etudes Op. 834

Nos. 9 and 3 (with second piano) (Czerny), Bubbling
Spring (Rive-King), .Mice Basler; Barcarolle—Love
Tales of Hoffman (two pianos) (OffenbachSteiger),
Allegro Quartette; Melody in F (two pianos) (Rubin-
stein). Allegro Quartette; Scarf Dance (Cliaminade),
The Two Skylarks (Leschetizsky). Eleanor Campbell;
Voeglein (Little Bird) (Grieg), Bridal Party Passing
By (Grieg), Dorothy Bradley; Trio—Mazurka Russe
(Glinka), D. Talbot, D. Bradley, E. Campbell; Shep-
herd's Hey (Morris Dance) (Grainger), Sous Bois (In

the Woods) (Staub), Dorothy Talbot; Duo—Valse Ca-

price (two pianos) (Chus. Sjiross). Alice Basler, Doro-
thy Talbot; Tarentelle Op. 4 (Karganoff), Alice Basler;

Ballet Music from "Ferainors" (Rubinstein), Allegro
Quartette; second piano accompaniments, Ida Hjerleid

Shelley.
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By Rosalie Housman

Judging by the songs and the great number of them
published in America, we are a singing nation, but I

am curious to know if all these contributions are really

used. And the many poems of unequal merit, which the

prolific composer discovers. It fairly baffles my arith-

metic. The discovery of the collection is the name of

Werner Josten: I doubt if anyone has heard the name
before. He is a young Hollander, married to an Amer-
ican singer, and was the accompanist of many famous
artists abroad. This next season he will play for Mme.
Lashanska. who was instrumental in getting the Dit-

sons to look at his songs, and they took a lot, as I hear,

others have also done. I am sure they will be a great

success. He understands the singer's point of view so

thoroughly, and is always musically interesting. It is a

curious fact that he uses poems in various languages,

and always reacts to the poem as a native of that

country. I find all his songs sensitive, melodious and
personal. Here is a welcome to the American public,

which should appreciate splendid material, which it so

rarely finds. Let me recommend Dedication. Through
the Silver Mist and Adoration, which got a repeat at

Mme. Lashanska's recital this past winter.

I find a number of Treharne's songs as well. A light

one is Damon and Sue. Sun of the Sleepless, a stunning
song with atmosphere, which is one of his very best,

and a good setting of a lovely poem on Aiken's Music
I Heard, which will please the tenors. I do not think he

has gleaned all the beauty from the poem, which is

exceptionally lovely. Let me also call your attention to

two of Wm. Armes Fisher's—For the Sake of Some-
body and O for a Breath of the Moorlands, both with a

Scotch tang, and Melody. They are fine for all pur-

poses. And there's a bully good song in Rosalind Park's

I'll Dance the Romaika. which has swing. A dialect song
of the French Canadians is O'Hara's Leetle Bateese, a
corker for male voice.

H. W. Gray Co. Songs
From the H. W. Gray Co.. who are the sole agents

for the Xovellos, I recently received a few very beau-
tiful songs. One, a Lullaby, of Walter Wild, and an-

other, called Pansies, by Annabel M. Buchanan, both
by unknown compo.^ers, as far as I know, are lovely

in melody and mood. They have a sincerity one seldom
finds. Cecil Forsyth, who is well known for his book
on Orchestration, as for delightful music, contributes
Tell Me Xot of a Lovely Lass and Bring Her Again, both
sincere and appealing songs. From what I see. in a
song they issue of Eric Delamater. Love-Free, the firm is

also publishing American music and this one of Dela-

mater's is an art song of the highest type.

Huntztnger and Dilworth Songs
In three songs of Laurence Eyre. Huntzinger and

Dilworth have issued some really fine material, worthy
to rank with any American composer's songs. These are
the first of Mr. Eyre's that I recall seeing, and I am
glad to extend a welcoming hand to one who has so

delightful an imagination and eclectic sense as these
show. The poems alone bespeak the finesse of his

taste, and they are set with all due appreciation of

their quality. The Song of Kahn Zada to a poem of

Hope, has a lovely Oriental mood, as is needed, and a

simplicity of expression which is doubly refreshing in

these days of musical sophistication. The Song of Le
Gallienne is more obvious, and Never Again of Crapsey
is the best of all. The sustained organ point gives its

hopeless color as perhaps nothing else could have done,
and shows truly the instinct and sensitiveness of the

composer. I hope I shall see other things of his again.

Two ballads which teachers delight in are Mother-
hood, of Ward-Stephens, and Confession, of George Ben-

yon. Musically they are unimportant. There are. among
the sacred music issued, four Ward-Stephens settings

of the Lord's Prayer to poems of Anne C. Stark which
have all the requirements of the church solo. Two of

John Prindle Scott, who is so prolific in this field, are
of his accustomed sort; one. based on the eighth Psalm,
and the other, an Even Song, to the words of Rev. Anson
Morley, has an obligato to add to its effectiveness. Mr.
Scott has a devotional spirit, and writes well, though
in no sense is his an original voice. If it were I doubt
if his religious music would have the success it has
had.

Significant Violin Music
WTien the Boston Music Company recently published

the Tryptych of Mr. Engel they gave us one of the most
important contributions to modern violin literature

which has appeared in several years. It takes all a
publisher's courage to indulge himself in the issuance
of a work of this sterling character, as it will take a
long time for it to receive the praise and acknowledg-
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ment which are its just due. The Boslon Music Co. has.

however, always been representative in publishing the

best of American music, whether of the commercial
sort, or otherwise, as the sonates of Mortimer Wilson
prove. I will have occasion to discuss one of these later

on.

To a brief discussion of the music itself. The title

already shows Mr. Engel's modern leanings in choosing

a name so unfamiliar to the average public. It is really

a free sonate. though in the broadest sense it is not a

sonate at all but three equally important movements,
linked with a common thought, and for that reason Mr.
Engel harks back to the old name. In ancient art three

pictures, linked with a common idea, were painted for

altar-pieces, and called Tryptych. These three sections,

musically, are parallel. In form and musical utterance
they are expressive, free and individual. A restless

spirit painting en a broad canvas, with all the richness

of a Titian, underlies the whole. The vocabulary is mod-
ern and untrammeled, logical, and absolutely a sincere

and spontaneous one. Throughout there is motion, an
onward urge, which carries one on, relentlessly and
boldly, with an emotional sense of color and mood.
Each section seems complete in itself, until one has
known the whole, when the complete picture grows
vivid on your consciousness. Then an appreciation of

the title becomes apparent. Speaking of it from the

standpoint of a composer. I want to say that I have
seldom seen finer work, more real inventiveness and
freer handling of available material than here. The
themes are strong in outline and handled with remark-
able harmonic skill and finesse. Speaking as one who is

more intimately acquainted with the piano. I would
say that this instrument has the more difficult techni-

cal share to bear, but I also wish to emphasize that the

instruments, in spile of the difficulties, SOUND, and
after all, the ear and not the eye. is the final test of

music. I can only wish that Western audiences and mu-
sicians will have an opportunity of proving me right.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by Waerer SfTarne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
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Schirmer, as always, heads my list—they keep up a

very high standard and judging from all I receive, a
very full list as well. They have a new piano piece of

Friml's, Echoes of Spring {also edited for organ) a
melodious affair, with arpeggios and nice melody un-

derneath—there is a middle part (none of it is really

difficult, as it lies well under the fingers), quite senti-

mental and slow—I imagine the music will have its

popular appeal for students—in the organ edition, for

the motion picture.

Mathilde Bilbro has always good easy music: these
two. Starlight and Cherokee Rose, are no exception, and
the poetic captions are helpful to interpretation. Frances
Terry's two—In An Old Belfry and Where Heather
Blooms—are more advanced technically; the full chords
of the former will teach much and sound well. I like

the Vieux Rondel of Francis Hendricks—and it classi-

fies easily Grade III. It has more personality than much
teaching material has. The name of Mari Paldi is very
well known in the teacher's list—these new ones. Lov-
er's Lane and Slumber Song—will be gladly welcomed.
Kate B. Block has In Varying Moods. Gay, and Laugh-
ing, good technical material. X. Louise Knight a series
of three; of these the Spinning T^Tieel offers the most
and is a bully left hand etude for the early pianist. Ar-
thur Brown's Moment Musical is in ever>' way more
advanced—so is Maurice Baron's Valse Pathetique
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER
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—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles ofifice

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

I.os Angeles. May 22, 1922—As if to make the fare-

well concert and the au revoir until fall all the more
poignant, the Los Angeles Trio—May MacDonald Hope,

pianist: Calmon Luboviski. violinist; Uya Bronson,

cellist, with Emil Ferir viola, as guest artist, gave of

the best in chamber music, and in their best manner.

Both of which means a good deal. Tone quality, en-

semble balance, thematic working out of the composi.

tlons and interpretative qualities in general, made a

strong impression in spite of the divergence of program.

Strauss' C minor quartet, opus 13. the G major trio No.

1 of Haydn, and the G minor quartet, opus 25, of

Brahms.
Strauss speaks a forceful, though on first hearing not

a convincing language melodically. at least not on first

hearing. This was the first performance of the work
on the coast. The composition is polyphonically master-

ful, and that, in the case of Strauss, means a big task

in polyphonic playing on the part of an ensemble, a test

well met. Rythmically the work. too. is of striking viril-

ity. Altogether it is of a directness, almost of that

brusque Brahamsian quality, a musical tendency which

makes fullest co-ordination of the player hard, when
uttered through such an amplitude of thematic material

as Strauss crowds into this work. Today, probably he

would make two compositions out of the material

crammed into this one. though already in those early

days he was a master of musical development. Specially

the second and third movements are interesting as units

of moods with fascinating climaxes.

Lovely in style, and all this meaningful word implies,

was the performance of the Haydn trio. The tone qual-

ity was pleasingly adapted to this volatile work. But
the climax of the concert really came in the presenta-

tion of the Hrahms work which brought a harmonious
adjustment of ensemble qualities as we have not often

heard it here. Brahms in all his musical strength and
up-welling romantic mood found a strongly sympathetic

presentation.

Mr. Ferir's appearance in the two quartets was greeted

with much satisfaction. That the tone balance was
on such high level speaks well for his adaptability, for

Mr. Ferir is a distinctive personality, as well as for the

innate strength ot tonal unity in the trio. Ferir's tone

and phrasing have a r.ire poise. Specially in the last

two program numbers the dynamic shading between the

piano and the strings was carefully adjusted, yet not

without depriving the total expression of spontaneous-

ness. Mrs. Hope, whose versatility and technical firm-

ness has often before been a strong carrying power of

the ensemble, again followed her course admirably.

Luboviski's playing hardly needs much further com-
ment. Tone and ease of technic. no matter how difficult,

are superb. His chamber mu;ic style is a fine combina-

tion of leading and submerging. Ilya Bronson was rarely

heard to better advantage. His imperturbable technic

and a charming beauty of tone, specially in the Haydn,
and more so in the Brahms, was delightful.

.Many were the ovations before, during and after the

concert, that the artists received. The hope to greet

Mr. Ferir again on these programs was frequently ex-

pressed. Mrs. Hope was sought by her numerous
friends, patrons and admirers, for to her personal and
artistic enthusiasm does Los Angeles owe this excel-

lent organization. It was gratifying news to these sup-

porters of hers to know that among those who could

participate in such an act of appreciation, a handsomely
weighty purse had been contributed as a special token
of thanks. It was felt, that in view of what Mrs. Hope
had done for chamber music in this city, this was but

an outward way of making a timely acknowledgment.
Also it was meant as a handclasp, to be renewed next
season.

Lester Donohue, pianist, and Roderick White, violin-

ist, were heard in joint recital. It was one of the best

attended concerts given by an artist who, as Donohue
does, calls Los Angeles his home. It would be very grati-

fying if some members of our social elite would remem-
ber also other members of our musical colony on concert
evenings. Uy this I do not mean to imply that Mr.
Donohue's concert was a social event. I am definite in

saying that there was genuine interest in the artistic

angle of his performance, for Los Angeles believes in

Donohue as a musician, and has good reason to do so.

Yet. 1 cannot but wish that the absence of social rela-

tionship should not stand in the path of success, as has
been the case so often with excellent performers here.

Donohue won the lion's share of public approval, and
Id or rather after his playing of the fifth sonata by
Scrlablne. I say deliberately after his playing, for I

think the audience enters little into the seeming ab-
airuceness of this peculiarly self-willed work. I am
glad to say that I have never heard it played with bet-

ter technic. and more lucidity as to thematic and har-
monic treatment than that evening. Donohue's technic
has a refreshing dependability and finesse of color

values inherent in the keyboard, with which he gave
such promise two years ago when playing for the first

time with the Philharmonic Orchestra. He is too much
of a concert pianist to be a satisfying co-artist, as is

required in the playing of duo sonatas. His playing in

the violin sonatas opus 100 of Brahms and Grieg (C
minor) was often too loud and void of poetic shading,
almost ultra-dependable to the extent, that the violin

sounded at times more like an obligate. That latter ef-

fect or defect is, however, a good deal the fault of the
violinist, Roderick WTiite, who lacked In elasticity of

"FIT'ACERri LD'S for ihf advancement of music"

A New Knabe Artist
H. COLIN C.AMl'BliLL, a young pianist whose
exceptional talent has won tlie highest praise of

critics, has clioseii

THE KNABE
Of this supreme piano \\q says: "I consider the Knabe
the greatest medium for the expression of the pianistic
ait. It possesses a feeling of sensibility that synchronizes
with every mood of the performer."

Mr. Campbell is appfaring in rffital

at the Gamut CJuh, Los Angeles,
Friday May ihr 26th.

FITZGERALD' MUSIC
HILL STREET '^^f AT 7^T'72.£>

Los Angeles
Also at 3SS Pine Ave., Long Beach

technic and general command of the musical situation.

His tone has a luscious quality in certain quiet pas-
sages, and there seems to be much good grounding
back of Mr. White's work. But there is a nervous tensity

to his playing which affect volume, color, and. alas, also

purity of his tone. I did not hear his Bach (Prelude
from the E minor sonata), played with the Schumann
piano accompaniment strange to say. His Brahms was
unconvincing. The Grieg had more of musical forceful-

ness and was better phrased. Sympathetic in Mr.
White's playing is an evident desire to impress the
hearer only with the personality of the composer. Ob-
jective playing, however, is like a two edged sword.

For six years past the Art Publication Society of St.

Louis has invited a number of piano teachers and ad-
vanced students to be its guests at Summer Normal
Sessions of leading Conservatories of Music and Uni-
versities throughout the Eastern and Middle West
States. Last year they paid the tuition of approximate-
ly one thousand teachers and the number will be
greatly increased this year. During these years some
teachers from California and the Coast States have
attended these Normals, several having gone to Cornell
University Summer School at the Society's invitation.

Arrangements have been made by the Society for Ernest
R. Kroeger, distinguished pianist, organist, composer
and pedagogue to conduct a three weeks' Normal
Course in Los Angeles, and it is expected to establish

a permanent Normal Center for this work on the Coast,

so that the expense of a long transcontinental trip can
be avoided. This course will open Monday June 12th
and sessions will be held in the assembly room of the
Angelus Hotel.

Mr. Kroeger's course will be similar to the course
he has for four years conducted at Cornell University
and will cover Ear-Training. Dictation, Elementary
Harmony, Accoustics. Rythm. Form and Design. Prac-
tical Piano Playing, Laws of Expression, Pedaling.
Memorizing and Interpretation. Sixty hours instruction
will be given without expense and all text-material used
at the course will be loaned the Society's guests. Mr.
M. S. MoUoy. who is connected with the Society's Edu-
cational Department, is in charge of the arrangements.
Mr. MoHoy expects to remain in California permanently
in charge of the Society's int""'rests in this State. The
text material used at these Normals is the Progressive
Series of Piano Lessons of which Leopold Godowsky is

Editor-in-Chief. Associated with Mr. Godowsky are
Josef Hofmann. Edgar Stillman Kelley, Arthur Edward
Johnstone. Emerson Whithorne and other well known
artists and musical educators. Mr. MoUoy states that

approximately two hundred teachers have accepted the
Society's otfer and will attend the Los Angeles Normal.
While a majority of these teachers are from California
and include many of the leading teachers of this city

and San Francisco, some are coming from as far east

as Mississippi and ten States will be represented. The
Los Angeles class will be one of eighteen such Normal
classes, which number includes one to be given at the
University of Kansas by Louis Victor Snar. others at

Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, Pennsylvania State
Normal School, West Chester, Penn.. and other ten-

ters in the East. Mr. Kroeger will give three public
recitals while in the city which, like the Normal, will

he given without any charge being made.
Mr. MoUoy is a native of Boston, has been connected

with the activities of the Society for the past nine
years. He expects to bring his family to Los Angeles
in the near future.

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE Cl'I.TUnE—COACHING IN RBPBHTOIRB

OPBR.A CLASSES INCLUDING COMPLETB
PRESENTATIONS

Studio 1324 S. FlKneroa. Phone X1805

GERTRUDE ROSS—COMPOSER-PIANISTE
JuNt iNsued for the Piano

"SP.WISH SKRENADE" and "RIDE OF THE COWBOY**
For Sale iit >IUNie Dealers

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

A vailable for Co(ict>rts and Recitals
Limited Number of Advanced FuiiIIm Accepted

ViullnlHl IjOS .litfcelepi Trio
Studio: XM\4 MuNic Artn Studio UldK- I'hone 100H2

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
riAMSTE—Member "l.'EnMemble >loderne"

Studio: 912 W. 20th St. Phone: 24667

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
TucMdar. \\'edneHday. Friday Afternoona
Kean School. Phones 21N0.% or 271330
l.'{24 South FlK:ueroa. Loh AneeleM

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Concertmaster Philharmonic
Orchestra of Z^os Angeles

SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E. Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PI., Los Angeles

Conductor Walter Henry Rothwell and Mme. Roth-
well were guests of honor at a farewell party given
Ihem by Mr. and Mrs. Cefil Frankel (Mrs. Bessie Bart-
lett Fi*anl(el). The list ol' guests included many names
prominent in musical circles.

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATER

Program for Week of May 28th

(a) IRISH FANTASIA Arranged by Mr. Elinor

ID) Ql ARTKTTK I'ROM ItiriOI.KTTO Vrrill

(<•! SAl IT WITH Ml SIC Rrrlln

.\rrnnfi:oil hy >lr. Kllnor

In r.iiijiitiolliiti With
"Ol T UK Tlin 1>1 ST"

A l*h«.toilrttniD InMplrctI l»> llif fniiiiiiiM itnliitlnKM <if

KrtMlerIf RrtiilnKtiin
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L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

ANNE Mcpherson—Soprano
Ear Training. Sight Reading. Voice Culture

Individual >lethud« (or Professionatn and Students
Sindlu: \ anderbilt llolrl. S'JG S. Hope. I'Ico 17ZO

ILYA RRONSON ^"'" ***'"**«tUI/\ DfVV^IlO^Jl^ Philhaminnir iirrhcHtra
Mem her Trio Int Inie, I.oh Vn^eles Trio. I'bilbnrmonic

Quartet- ln<>lru(-( Ion. I hamher ^lu-nio KecitalM
4^:: iluAlc Art* illijjc Phone 100H2

onrerls Recltal»
[lob f*roirrani<t

Jean Colwell. Havel n. Ander^ion. Kdna C. Voorhee*. DalsT
V. Prideauv, Abbie Norion Jamison. Director- Vci-ompan-
itite. mv^i ^. Hoover. I'hnne i::::*,'!.'.

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET ',;

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICE AND MODEK.X LANGl AGES
Studios: Gamut (luU. liM-1 ^. Hope

For InqairlsB phone 7>O04{l

ZOELLNER QUARTET
Slanaeement H. A: A. CuIhertBon. Aeolian Hall. New ) ark

SerlouB Student B Accepted
Permonal AddreBn: 1260 Wlndiior Bird., Loa Amg^tm

FLORENCE MIDDAUGH— Contralto
ConcertB—Oratorio—RecitaU

Tuewdar and Friday MornlnKS, 314 Mnale Arta Bldv^
Loa An«;eleH. Studio Phone 10082. Realdenoe Main 9560

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
MISSION THEATRE, lOS ASKELEi

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLO\VE--Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles
Res. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN co„poser-p,v>.st
-A vallable for Concerta and Reeltala

Studio: 1324 South FIsTueroa. Phone 24139

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerts—Recitals—Instruction

Featuring All-American Froerama
Studio: 1500 So. Fleaeroa St. Phone 23195

FRA>CE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—Artist ^ianagement—Publicity

811 Majeiitic Theatre BIdg.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
J'ASTER A lOLIN TE.tCHER

Studio: 401-0.1 )la.<ion Opera Honse
Pkon* 123«0 Be., phone 5«12-J

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTB
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Buildirg (Macdowell Club Rooms)
For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PIAMSTE—LOS ANGELES TRIO

Studio: 323 MuBlc Ari:« Studio Bide. Phone: 100^2

GRACE WOOD JESS ^ezzo sopraxo
DRAMATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS

IN COSTIME RECITALS
Management: L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON-Pmnute
NO^V TOIRING IN THE EAST

For Dates Durinc Full i:>22 and Spring Iil23
AA rite to ^2ti ^. Hope, i.os Angeles. Pico 1770

MRS. M. HENNION ROBINSON— Artistic Accompanying
4 Accompaoist for ElliM and Lrrie CInbal

L. A. Studio: >lon.. Wed.. Frl. 1518 So. St. .\ndreTva
Phone 7440«. Res. Club House AptJ»« Venice. 81047

MAUDE FENLON BOLLMAN
SOI'RANO

Students Received in the Art of SLneine
420-21 Music .4rt8 Studio Bldg., Phone 100S2

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
!

University of Southern California j

1201

AU DraDt'fa^s Tauffht
Dlstin^ulahed Faculty—Strong Coursea

Send for CataloK
Sooth FIvucraa Street Loa AKselea, cm.

The Zoellner Quartette, who arrived recently from
an eastern lour, have opened their lovely studios and
putting into execution a number of their new ideas
for their students. They plan to handle beginners in
violin as well as more advanced pupils. The Zoellners
are planning six recitals for the coming season for
Los Angeles music loving public. One of the first pro-
grammed numbers will be the .\merican premiere of
"A Scandinavian Quartette." by Danby. who dedicated
this wonderful composition to Zoellners. A number of
teachers from different eastern colleges are planning
to study here this season with Zoellners.

John Smallman. baritone, prominent voice teacher
and conductor of the Los Angeles Oratorio Society, will

give his first public recital in Los Angeles Tuesday
evening, June 13, at Friday Morning clubhouse instead
of the Kramer studies as first announced. While Mr.
Smallman has been heard with pleasure at numerous
functions and representative programs through the
state, this will be his first program of recital propor-
tions. He will be assisted by Axel Simonsen. Mr. Small-
man will feature three songs of Los Angeles composers—"Work," by Gertrude Ross: "Tres." Rossbach. and
"^irthday Song," by Lewis Curtis.

Mme. Alma Stetzler. well known vocal teacher, will
present Miss Georgia H. Stark in recital at Ebell Club
Wednesday evening. May 31. Miss Stark will l>e as-
sisted by Lillian Chancer at the piano. The program
will include: The Wind <Spro£s); Vale (Russell): I

Passed by Your Window iBrahel; Waltz Song from
Romeo and Juliet: Elegie (French) (Massenet): To a
Hilltop (Cox): The Wounded Birch (Gretchanioff ) ; II

Bacio (Arditi); I Hear a Thrush at Eve (Cadman*: In
an Old-Fashioned Town ( Squire t: The Lilac Tree (Gart-
lan» and Caro Nome from (Rigolettoi.

Z. Earl Meeker, president of the Music Teachers' As-
sociation of California, will leave next Wednesday for
an official visit to the northern branches of the M. T.
A., which will include San Jose. Oakland and San Fran-
cisco. Next month he will visit Santa Barbara. Stock-
ton. Sacramento, San Diego and Redlands. Next Tues-
day Mr. Meeker, Miss Adelaide Trowbridge, Mrs. Abbie
Norton Jamison and Arthur Perry, members of the
state board, will visit Santa Ana. The state convention
will be held in Los Angeles July .5. 6. 7 and 8.

John Smallman, well known for his connection with
the Los Angeles Oratorio Society, will give his first pub-
lic recital in this city on Tuesday evening. June 13. at
the Friday Morning clubhouse. He will be assisted by
Axel Simonsen. 'cellist, and by Lorna Gregg at the
piano. Mr. SmaUman's program has not yet been defi-

nitely arranged, but it has been decided to feature three
songs by local composers: "A Birthday Song." by Louis
Curtis: "Trees," by: Rasbach from the poem by Joyce
Kilmer, and 'Work.*' by Gertrude Ross. Mr. Simonsen
will play for the first time here the Rachmaninoff son-
ata for violoncello.

Grace Wood Jess, mezzo soprano, recently delighted
in private musical the guests of Mrs. A. G. Hubbard of
Redlands. The University of Fine Arts Society of San
Francisco are to hear a Grace Wood Jess program of
dramatically interpreted folk s^ngs in period costume
the 3l5t in the colonial ballroom of St. Francis Hotel.
This artist is to be in Los Angeles during the summer
months preparing new programs of folk songs for next
seascn. The San Francisco concert will offer much
charming material and those who love musical folklore
and old songs presented in a "spirit intime." should not
fail to hear this exquisite artist. Miss Jess has been
well-called "the American Yvette Guilbert."

Miss Frieda Peycke. whose programs of original com-
positions in the form of musical readings are always a
delight is continuing her appearances through Southern
California and will be beard in the new club house for
the Bakersfield Women's club May 22. Through Cris-
well's Brunswick Shop of Redondo Beach. Miss Peycke
will give an evening for the annual meeting of the
chamber of commerce of that city. May 29, and will be
assisted by William Pilcher. tenor.

The need of a summer normal course in dancing in
Los Angeles has been manifested by the number of ap-
plications received by Norma Gould for her six weeks*
summer course for teaching, professional work and gen-
eral culture. The course, which will embrace funda-
mental lechnic. Dalcroze eurythmics. pantomime, first

principles of pageantry, dance pedagogy, solo and group
dances, has been established as a permanent part of the
regular annual schedule of the school, for it is well
known that Miss Gould has a broad vision of Los An-
geles becoming one of the leading art centers of the
United States.

Sam Glasse, tenor, sang before the Music Teachers'
Association last Monday evening. His interpretation of
Woodforde-Finden's "Indian Love Lyrics" left nothing
TO be desired. His enunciation was flawless and the
phrasing was perfect. Mildred Mather Collinge accom-
panied Mr. Glasse. This is the first year since 1915 that
he has failed to sing with the Orpheus four. He is now
singing with the Philharmonic quartet, his place in the
Orpheus four being filled by Stanley Vermilyea. a pu-
Iiil of Carl Bronson.

Mme. Genevra Johnstone-Bishop. oratorio soprano.
save a recital at the home cf Dr. and Mrs. Alfred G.
Castles Thursday evening. She was assisted by Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Hassler. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowes.
Dr. John F. Clark. Mrs. Gentry Baskett. Miss Corine
Harris, the gifted pupil of Charles Bowes, and R. D.
Richards.

The Orpheus four have returned from a successful
tour, covering a period of thirty weeks. They presented
17.5 programs and sang in 25 of the 48 states, meeting
with great success everywhere. Los Angeles should re-

member that these gentlemen have been carrying the
standard of its music to every comer of the United
States for a period of six years and. judging from the
comments of the critics, they have done so in a credit-
able manner.

Leona Neblet. who has appeared in concert work
throughout the West this season with splendid success.
has opened her studio in the Music-Arts building and
will teach all summer. She has studied and coached
with several great artists and is herself very capable.
She formerly had charge of the violin department at
the stale normal school in New Mexico and has re-

cently done the same work at the Westlake school for
girls in this city.

Sylvia Harding, popular young violinist, whose trio

furnishes music for the Wilshire Country Club and who
has been in great demand for social affairs of many
kinds this season, presented several solo selections for

the opening lunch session of the new Soroptomists
club Tuesday. Her accompanist was Loretta Payson.

At the regular monthly tea given yesterday afternoon
in the McDowell Art club rooms in the Tajo building
by the associate musicians. Gloria Bretherton. Gladys
Thatcher. Esther Davidson-Pellicciotti and Maestro and
Mme. Guerrieri. the following soloists participated in

the musical program: Vocalists. Altheda Oliver. May-
belle Clark. Morina Coleman. Ruth Chambers. Quirino
Pellicciotti: instrumentalists. Esther Davidson-Pellic-
ciotti, Ruth King and June ClaybDm.

.

Arthur F. Fuller, pianist, baritone and composer as
well as poet, will give his next program at the Ebell
clubhouse Thursday evening. June 1. He will be assist-

ed by Mme. Snelling Farquhar. contralto; Doris June
Stuble. pianologist, and Camille Firestone, violinist.

Mr. Fuller has prepared an attractive musical offering
for this, his closing recital of the season.

Horatio Cogswell, head of the vocal department. Col-
lege of Music. University of Southern California, is

planning a series of three student recitals as follows:
On June 2 a number of his advanced students will be
beard in the annual students' recital in Bovard audi-
torium. On the evening of June 6 Isobel Smith, daugh-
ter of Dr. Merle Smith, pastor of First M. E. Church.
Pasadena, will give her graduating recital in the old
chapel of the University at 8:15. Miss Smith is a colora-
tura soprano. Her program will demonstrate her fa-

miliarity with Russian. Italian. German. Scandinavian.
Bohemian and English song literature, including arias
from opera and oratorio. Miss Smith is als3 an accom-
plished pianist and half of her program will represent
her graduating recital in piano under Miss Olga Steeb.
On June 20. in the old chapel, the last student of the
series will be Miss Anna May Galloway in her graduat-
ing recital.

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Olpa ?«teeb, Claire Forbes Crane. Lester Dobo>
hue. Colin I'amphelL >lildred JaniUon. Mrs. Clifford Lett.
Adelaide Gotinell. Shibley Bo^'ch, etc.

Studio: 431 South Alvarado St. Phone 5334.1.

SOPRANO
Only Ncrious and tal-

ff^^^^^^ j-m-^g^ "U r^ r"hi^rf°"'"* sindenia ac-

^9'^^ '^^\J^^^A^ JL •'Ian. English. Studio.
>t.ijestic Theatre

Baildlns- S21910

EDGAR J. HANSEN *"?^\'c*„^''^
214 Music %rti* Studio Bldg. Phone 100S2. Res. 51966. Con-
cert Direction, Grace Carroll Elliot.

DAVOL SANDERS "?!,;?pS?tH
*^

Head \ i<illn Dept- Colleee of Music. V. S. C.—Mea)b«r
Phllbarniunic Orchemra

3201 S. FIsueroa St., Los Anselea Phone )laln 2190

CATHERINE H. SHANK ^°SJ
TE\CHER OF SINGING

Studios: 1500 S. Figueroa; Phone: 22632, Los Angeles
Glerdale: 433 Riverdale Dr.: Phone Glend. 1120-W

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

44*: > Grar.'i V:^^. F'hor.e :.:i-^iZ. L's Anee'.-s

JOHN SMALLMAN"BARITONE
Coneert Ensaeemeata—Condoetor 1.. .4. Orarorfo <>o<-letr

Mrs- H. O. Josfph. Secy.. '.00 S Figueroa. Phone :;3!9i

LOUIS A. MAAS
Tuning, I oicing, Overhauling

of Pianos and Organs. Prompt Attention. Good Refer
t'ncew. 12!i.S \Ve»*t .17th IMace. Telephone 77-1.16
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Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte. well known vocal teacher,

presented a pupils' program that was impressive be-

cause of its well chosen repertoire selections and finely

trained vocal material. The numl)ers presented revealed

the type of tuition which is based on pedagogic and ar-

tistic qualities of high quality on the part of the teacher.

The program in full mentions: -Aria from Flauto Mag-
ico (Mozart), Spring Song from Natoma (Victor Her.

bert), Leoua Doyle, Lyric Soprano; II baccio morta (Si-

bellal, Gray Rain (Hutchinson), Song of the Afternoon

(Cox), Pauline Hanna. Mezzo-Soprano; Aria from Car-

men (Bizet) .Mildred Fairweather, High Soprano; Des-

ert Songs (Gertrude Ross), (a) Sunset, (b) Night, (c)

Dawn, Mrs. R. Woodward, Contralto; Over the Steppe
(Gretchaninoff), Round-up Lullaby (G. Ross), Solto il

Ciel (Sibella). Orin Padell. Tenor; .-^ria from Herodiade
(Massenet). -Mr.*. E. Jenks. Dramatic Soprano; The
Great Awakening (Kramer), Wondrous Spring (Pilzer).

Gladys Hill. Lyric Soprano; Schmerzen (R. Wagner),
Aria from Tannhauser (R. Wagner), Mrs. W'eineck, Dra-

matic Soprano; "Habanera" and 'Love Duet" from Sec-

ond Act Carmen (Bizet), Mrs. Elizabeth Stack, Mezzo-

Soprano and J. Cargill, Tenor.

SCHUMANN-HEINK'S PERENNIAL TRIUMPHS

Eminent Diva Continues to Arouse the Enthusiasm of

Capacity Audiences Wherever She Appears

—

Press and Public Alike in Admiration

At the California Conductor Elinor has revived an
old overture of much musical and historic interest,

written by Auber for his long forgotten opera Masan-
iello. It is a typically French work and rendered by the

orchestra with fine bravoura and elegance. It is worth

noting following the performance of the opera in 1S30

in Brussels the populace was so excited by the revolu-

tionary plot of the music drama that political riots

followed developing into the historic July revolution.

A pleasing contrast was offered in Dvorak's Humoresque,
in which the strings did especially good work. A third

medley of famous" popular airs, cleverly arranged by

Mr. Elinor under the title. How Many Do You Remem-
ber, is a highly attractive finale at the concerts which
continue to please so much at the three daily perform-

ances.

SEVENTEENTH BETHLEHEM MUSIC FESTIVAL

Bethlehem, Pa., May 17.—The seventeenth musical

festival given here by the Bethlehem Bach Choir since

its organization in 1S9S by Dr. J. Fred Wolle will be

held in Packer Memorial Church at Lehigh University

on Friday and Saturday, May 26 and 27, and it promises

to be one of the most successful ever given by the

chorus. The sale of patrons' reservations was earlier

and heavier than for any concert in the history of the

event, as all seats for both .sessions were disposed of

^ome time ago.

There will be 250 mixed voices in the choir, the in-

strumental music to be supplied by fifty members of

the noted Philadelphia Orchestra, pronounced by many
music authorities as the premier organization of its

kind in the country, as the Bach Choir has often been

called the best in America. The combination of two
such notable musical organizations has been more in-

teresting and vital with each succeeding festival, and
the annual trip to Bethlehem has become more like a

religious pilgrimage with many devoted patrons and
devotees of the Bach choruses. The well known Mo-
ravian Trombone Choir, of Bethlehem, will play old

chorale tunes on the tower of the festival church pre-

ceding each musical session. Bach's St. Matthew Pas-

sion will be sung on Friday.

The array of soloists is notable this year, including

for the two Friday concerts Nicholas Douty, tenor, of

Philadelphia, who has appeared at every festival since

they were started a quarter of a century ago; .Mrs. Mil-

dred Faas, soprano, also of Philadelphia; Miss Mabel
Beddoe, contralto, and Frederick Patten, baritone, both

of New York, and Charles T. Tittmann. bass, of Wash-
ington. On Saturday at the two sessions of the B Minor
Mass, the soloists will be Henri Scott, bass, and Mrs.

Emily Stokes Hagar, foprano, both of Philadelphia;

Mrs, Merle Alcock, contralto, and Lambert Murphy,
tenor, l)Oth of .New York.

Miss La Verne Waters, a youthful pianist pupil of

Ida Hjerleid-Shelley of Sacramento, assisted by .Andrew

Jovovich, baritone, and .Vli.ss Hjerleid Shelley, accom-
panist, gave a piano re<-ital at Wiley B. Allen's in Sacra-

mento on Friday evening. April 21st. Miss Waters is

till in her teens, but plays very musically as well as

being well advanced in technic. The program rendered
on this occasion was as follows; Etudes Nos. lit and 4

(with second piano) (Cramer), Sonata Eroica. first

movement (MacDowell); Tlie ButterHy ILavallee),

Liebestraum No. 3 I Liszt i. Prelude G .Minor (Rach-

maninotf); The Scapegrace (Mattel); The Fairy King's

Ball (Korngold), The White Peacock Iby request)

(Griffes). .Magic Fire, from "The Valkyrie (Wagner-
Brassln); I^ Cor (The Horn) (Flegier), Rolling Down
to Rio (Edward German); Rhapsody No. XI (Liszt);

Capriccio Brillante Op. 22 (Mendelssohn), (orchestral

accompaniment on second piano).

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rosenthal, the latter better
known in musical circles as Ethel ,Iolinson, left for New
York on Tliursday, April 19th, and Mrs. Rosenthal gave
her final concert before the Mill Valley Musical Club on
Wednesday, -April ISth. Mrs. Rosenthal is the chairman
of the program committee of the California Federation
of Music Club Convention and prepared many of the

programs before leaving. She regrets that she was not

able to be here during the convention. It is likely that

Mr. and Mrs. Rosenthal will go to Europe.

The following well-merited tributes inspired by tne

great art of Schumann-Heink prove that her influence

upon the musical public of this country continues with-

out any abatement;
".Mine. Schumann-Heink never has sung in Cleveland

before a greater audience than tlie one that gave
her a royal welcome in .Masonic Hall last night. Every
seat was sold, even to the chairs in the box which serves

as organ loft. The stage was packed, with means of

egress entirely cut off on one side, and a goodly com-
pany of song lovers stood throughout the evening he-

hintl the topmost row of gallery seats.

"The vastness of the assemblage was in itself a trib-

ute. There is something motherly about Mme. Schu-
mann-Heink—something grandmotherly, too—and every-

body loves her for it. She comes on the stage and beams
good will and affection on all and sundry, and all and
sundry respond in right hearty fashion.

"So a recital by the famous contralto is material for

a human interest story, as well as an occasion for dis-

course on the vocal art, as exemplified in lier perform-
ance. For everybody is stirred by a valiant spirit thtrt

bids defiance to the encroaching years.

"But let no one overlook the fact that along with

her many titles to regard as a big-hearted woman, she

is also a great artist, one of our greatest, a world
figure in the realm of music. If it was Mme. Schumann-
Heink's personality and the remembrance of many eve-

nings of beautiful song she has vouchsafed us that

caused her to be greeted with tumultuous applause
when she first appeared, there was no like warrant
needed to account for the enthusiasm with which her
offerings were received.

"Her voice was in capital estate, rich, full-throated

and wonderfully well controlled. And how does this

voice compare with the voice of yore, when in America
music, heavenly maid, was young?

"To our notion the difference in quality, if indeed

there be any, is negligible. There is still that aston-

ishing, one might say almost startling, lowest register,

with its amazing resonance, and in the medium and
upper ranges there is clear and telling vibrance.

"As we read recently, Mme. Scbumann-Heink declares

thai she has no "intention whatever of retiring. And for

our part, we see absolutely no reason why she should.

She is inimitable, unique. How many can match such a

performance as she set forth last night? It was an exhi-

bition of vocal skill disclosed with especial convince-

ment in mezza voce episodes and illuminating lyric in-

terpretation that might serve well as a model for as-

piring singers.

"The singer's list included an old Italian aria, two
or three excerpts from operas of Wagner—Mme. Schu-

mann-Heink has long been hailed as one of the most
illustrious exponents of the W'agnerian music drama

—

a liberal selection of German songs, three songs by
.American composers and an Arditi bolero."—James H.

Rogers. Cleveland Plain Dealer. March 29. 1922.

Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink. who appeared at

Indianapolis recently in recital, scored one of her most
substantial successes on that occasion, as may be seen

by glancing at the following press notices:

"Mme. Schumann-Heink, the great musician and dy-

namic personality, evoked the usual admiration and en-

thusiastic response from a large audience. Mme. Schu-

mann-Heink again demonstrated that she is not only a

singer of great natural endowments that stand the as-

saults of time, but also gave an impressive exhibition

of the technical equipment that makes an art of a

natural human expression.

"It is a pleasure to hear and realize the accuracy

of this singer's attack, her control of tone and breath

and of all the resources that make her a fine interpreta-

tive artist. She knows her business so superlatively well

that even those unfamiliar with the technic of vocalism

must be aware of the ease with which she works.

"Two Wagnerian arias brought a thrill of delight to

an audience unaccustomed of late years to hear these

beautiful strains. In addition to the Erda song from

'Rheingold' and the 'Tristan and Isolde' number, there

was the aria 'Ah, rendimi,' from '.Mitiane.' In these

songs the woman who recently has been best known
as a lieder singer renewed her hearers' delight in her

finished artistry as an operatic interpreler. The Schu-

mann-Heink who believes in giving the public what it

wishes believes also in upholding the high traditions

of her art, and it was as a serious artist that she sang

the arias and the Schubert. Brahms and Strauss songs,

which made up her second group.

"The 'Sappliische Ode' and 'Aller Seelen' were par-

ticularly well sung, with that smooth legato tone that

must be capable of variation of color for full effect. Nor

was there lack of feeling and dramatic sense of Schu-

bert's 'Der Wanderer,' which preceded them."— Indian-

apolis News. March 20, 1922.

"To all concerlgoers. even those not primarily inter-

ested in music, the contrasting personality of visiting

artists is ever an interesting feature. Some artists charm
purely by the mastery of their art; the intellect is satis-

fied. Others add to their skill warmtli and emotion

which create a bond of sympathy and understanding

between the artist and listener. It is this power which

gives Schumann-Heink her great and continuous hold

upon the public. Singers may come and singers may
go, but this wonderful diva holds the hearts of the

people of our time as no other prima donna has ever

done.

"Not only by her music, btit by that marvelous human
touch witli her audience, she has endeared lierself to

the American folk and has been the far-reaching influ-

ence in raising their musical standards. By sheer per-

sonality she lifts the layman to the heights of her
classical programs.
"The program ranged from opera arias to the sim-

ple lullaby. In all of these numbers her rich, deep voice,

interpretative ability and liistrionic power, added to

that splendid poise and stage presence, held the audi-

ence, as always, to the final note."—Indianapolis Star,

March 20, 1922.

Samuel D. Mayer, Dean of California organists, has
a unique and enviable record as may be gathered from
the following notice appearing in the Masonic Trestle

Board for April:

Alter more than forty years continuous service

Brother Samuel D. Mayer has been made organist

emeritus of Golden Gale Commandery No. 10. Knights
Templar. Brother Mayer is now organist emeritus of

the Grand Lodge of California, after more than fifty

years' service; of California Lodge Xo. 1 and of Cali-

fornia Chapter No. Ti. Royal .Arch Masons. This record

is believed to be unique in the United States. Brother
Miiyer. in spite of his advanced years, still enjoys good
health and is a frequent visitor at the various bodies

in which he holds membership.
Mr. Mayer is also organist emeritus after forty-five

years of continuous service.

Dr. and Mrs. K. G. Lorentzen gave a dinner on Satur-

day evening. .May 13th. at the Palace Hotel in honor of

Mr. and Mrs. George Kruger. A number of distin-

guished .guests from the leading social element of the

city were invited to meet Mr. and Mrs. Kruger. .Mr.

Kruger was recently elected a director of the Sequoia
Club of this city which is doing so much for literary

and artistic endeavors in San Francisco.

Margaret White Coxen will present six of her young-

est piano pupils in recital at the Interdenominational
Church. Piedmont, this (Saturday) afternoon. May 20th.

The program prepared for this occasion is as follows:

(a) Cuckoo Song—F Major (Erb), (b) The New Year

—

C Major (.Maxim), Cynthia McClellan (age 10); (a) .All

Day Long—C Major (Spaulding), C.vnthia McClellan,

Frances Loomis; (a) Fire-flies—G Major (Erb), (hi

Grandfather's Clock—C Major (.Maxim), Frances
Loomis (age 11); (a) Pixie's Waltz Song—F Major,

Betty Hirst, Margaret White Coxon; (a) Ditty in C
.Major (Schumann), (b) Goblins' Midnight Procession

—

C Minor (Oehlmer). (c) Birds and Butterflies—C Major
IKrogman). Betty Hirst (age 9',4|; (a) Mayflower—

G

-Major (D'.Aceves). (b) Dance of the Crickets—G Major
(Crosby), Ic) Elf Man's Serenade—G Major (Gaynor),
(d) Minuet in G (Beethoven), Mabel Overton (age 7V4);

(a) Waltz in A Major (Weber), (b) Pizzicati from "Syl-

via"—C Major (Delibes-Erick), (c) Waltz in A Minor
IGrieg), (d) The Music Box—C. Major (Poldini). Con-
stance Overton (age SHI: (a) Neapolilan Dance Song

—

E. Major (Tschaikowsky). (b) Pilgrims' Chorus from
Tannhauser—G Major (Wagner-Tonelli). (cl Etude—

C

Minor (Heller), (d) Berceuse from Jocelyn—D Major
IGodard), Nancy Overton (age 11); la) In a Three
Horse Sleigli—B Major (Tschaikowsky), (b) Melodie in

E. Major (Rachmaninoff), (c) Caprice Espanol—C Minor
(Mcszkowski), Margaret White Coxon.

Miss Lillian Hodgehead announced a recital given

at the Ada Clement Music School by one of her

pupils. Margaret O'Leary. on Saturday evening, May
20th. The young pianist was assisted by Werner
('allies, violinist. The program rendered was as fol-

lows: Bach— (Invention in B fiat .Major). Mozart

—

(Fantasia in D Minor). Rameau— (Call of the Birds).

Schumann—(Prophe( Bird), (Hunting Song); Jlozart

—

Sonata for Violin and Pianoforte in E Minor—First

Movement; Schubert (16 Country Dances); Cliopin

—

(Nocturne in B. Major, Op. 32, No. 1), Etude in A flat

Major. Op. 2a. No. 1). (Polonaise in A. Major, Op. 40,

No. 1).

Louis Persinger, concert master of the San Francisco
Symphony Orcliestra, violin virtuoso and pedagogue, and
one of the most distinguished and influential musical
figures in the Pacific West is slowly recuperating from
a severe attack of pneumonia which has worried his

friends a great deal. Indeed, for a short time he was in

a very serious condition. His physicians advise him now
to rest as much as possible and he will have to confine

himself to his home for a suflflcient time to be out of dan-

ger. However, he has overcome tlie crisis and his many
sincere admirers and friends will be glad to hear the

good news.

Monsieur Andre Ferrier will iie in the cast of the next

production of the Pacific Players at Sorosis Hall little

theater, .i36 Sutter St.. Friday evening. June 16. Ferrier

is the Director of La Gaite Francais. the French theatre

in San Francisco. He will h;indle The Convict in The
Bishop's Candlesticks, while Mr. .Anderson will be The

Bishop. This piece is by Norman McKinnel. The other

iday to be given is Carrots, by Jules llenard. translation

from the French by .Alfred Siitro. Winifred Buster will

plav the title role and the balance of the casts are:

Harold Mitchell. Paul Merrick. Dudley R. Douglas, Rob-

erl Maloy, Jane Seagrave, Ethel Darling and Sybil Hig-

gins. For this production of the Pacific Players special

scenery is being built. Miss Althea Burns will sing.
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OPEN-AIR OPERA FETE AROUSING INTEREST

Indicative of the magnitude of the

st-ale uron which the grand operas are

to be produced at the Stanford Stadium,
starting June 3. is the announcement
that special trains for the accommoda-
tion of 500 people have been chartered
for the purpose of carrying the cast, the
musicians and the stage hands back and
forth between Sau Francisco and Palo
Alto.

The orchestra contracts call for 110

pUiyer?. The chorus consists of 150 men
and women. The ballet, under the direc-

tion of Natalie Carossio, the famous
Italian ballet master, numbers fifty girls.

And in addition to these will be the stars

of the various operas to be presented,

the lighting experts, the business staff

and the stage crew.

"We are drawing upon the entire coun-

try for our musical talent and we are do-

ing the unheard of thing in bringing a
group of the world's greatest singers all

the way acoss the continent for four per-

formances," explained Gaetano Merola,
the director, yesterday. "From New
York we are bringing Giovanni Martin-
elli. the world's leading tenor: Leon
Rothier. the bass, and Ina Bourskaja. the
sensational Russian Carmen, all from
the Metropolitan Opera Company. From
the Chicago Opera Association we are
bringing Vicente Ballester. Bianca Sar-

oya. the noted soprano who is also com-
ing from the East. Among the local

people in the cast will be Doria Fernan-
da. Georgianna Strauss and Marsden Ar-
gall."

In keeping with the importance of the

singers will be the matter of scenic pro-

duction. With a stage eighty feet in

length and forty feet in depth, possibili-

ties for scenic effects will be unlimited.

Ray Coyle. who has originated the light-

ing effects, placed an order for enough
electrical energy to illuminate a good
sized city.

Real trees in lieu of the ordinary
"property" trees will be used. Among the

unusual lighting effects will be a "cur-

tain of tire." which will take the place of

the regulation drop curtain. Coyle has

also evolved a plan of lighting the various

portions of the stage scenery as they

may become important in the unfolding

of the story.

Every possible arrangement is being
made for the comfort of the public.

Special excursion trains and rates have
been provided and the railroad officials

announce that the music lovers in the

bay region will find the productions
practically as accessible as if they were
being staged in the Civic Auditorium.
Free Parking space will be provided the
automobilists.

Henrik Gjerdrum, pianist, has had a
busy month filling several important en-

gagaments. On May 17th he appeared be-

fore a large audience under the auspices

of the Norwegian National League play-

ing compositions by MacDowell and
Grieg. On May 20th Mr. Gjerdrum pre-

sented his pupil Miss Helen O'Shaugh-
nessy in a private musicale at the

home of Mr. and Mrs. M. M. O'Shaugh-
nessy on Vallejo Street. Valuable as-

sistance was given by Miss Blanche
Hamilton Fox, soprano; Miss Mary
0"Shaughnessy, cello. and Henrik
Gjerdrum. pianist. The program was
as follows: Etude in G Minor. Etude in

F Sharp Minor. Etude in B Minor. Neu-
pert. Helen O'Shaughnessy : Allegro

—

Fi'om Sonata Op. IS—cello and piano.

Rubinstein, Mary O'Shaughnessy and
Henrik Gjerdrum; Prelude in C Minor.
Chopin, March of the Dwarfs. Grieg.

Henrik Gjerdrum; Lascia Ch'io Pianga.
Handel. Invocation to Eros. Kursteiner.

Dansons la Gigue, Poldowski, Blanche
Hamilton Fox, Henrik Gjerdrum at the
piano; Crescendo, Per Lasson; The De-
serted Hut, Torjussen, Etude in F Sharp,
Arensky. Helen O'Shaughnessy; Le Nil.

with cello obligate, Leroux, Blanche Ham-
ilton Fox.

''\\
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E'en as the

Flower
Adapted from the poem

' "THE PASSION FLOWER"
Poem by Laura Blackburn

By
FREDERIC KNIGHT LOGAN

Frederic Knight Logan, the

composer ofMissouri &alts
and Pale Moon has again delivered us a
ballad which we say without hesitation to

be as promising a number as we've ever
published. We believe it to be destined for

universal use and to be appropriate for

all occasions. 3 keys. Price 40c.

If You Would Love Me
By JAMES G. MacDERMID

This song, now definitely associated with
Mr. Johnson and other artists, was orig-

inally sung by John McCormack at some
fifty concerts. It provides opportunity
for the entire gamut tonal effects and is

a fine song with a big sweep. 4 keys
Price 40c.

Two Tiny Bits of Heaven s Blue
By CHARLES WHITCOMB and

J. WALTER EDWARDS
Not in years has a ballad appeared with
so many good features to recommend it.

A rare, flowing melody, sane lyric, a fine

climax, together with deft harmoniza-
tion, combine to make this publication
an assured success. 3 keys. Price 40c.

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER INC.
235 SOUTH WABASH AVE.

CHICAGO
-r-^1.

The

KNABE
"The Piano for a Lifetime"

THE distinctive tone quality and sensitive

touch of the Knabe malce an irresistible

appeal. The perfect craftsmanship and fine

materials that enter into its making preserve

this beauty of tone and action for genera-

tions. The Knabe is the wisest investment

for home or studio. Wherever you will find

music at its best—there you will find the

Knabe—in the Conservatories or on the

Concert Stage. The Knabe is distinctly a

Knabe product, built and developed under

one roof by four generations of master

craftsmen for 85 years. Every component
part of the Knabe Piano is made in the

Knabe factory—thus insuring that uniform-

ity and harmony of constructural detail es-

sential to artistic perfection.

You will find the Knabe literature very interest-

ing. It is so different from the usual catalog. If it

is not convenient for you to call we will gladly send

the same to you on application.

Other Pidiiejs taken in exchange. Suittiblc t'une pay-

ments if desired.

Kiihler and Chase.
26 O'FarreU St..

San Francisco. Calif.

Please send literature, prices and terms of
the Knabe. and oblige

Name

Address

"For the Adv.4nceme.vt of Music"

26 O'FarreU Street

Oakland Store Mission Store

535 14th St. 2460 Mission St.

Exclusive Knabe Dealers



MONOTTI RECITAL BIG SUCCESS

On April 29th Teresina Monotli (Mrs. Alfred Basso)
soprano, gave a recital at the Auditorium in Stockton,
assisted by Emanuele Porcini, baritone, and Augusto
Serantoni, pianist, and accompanist. The concert was
under the management of Madame Vought. A very diffi-

cult program was rendered by Miss Monotti in an artis-

tic manner. Arias and duetts from the Italian operas
made up raosi of the program, interspersed with a cou-
ple of English songs. Miss Monotli. an efficient vocal
artist, horn in Stockton, made a splendid record for her-
self in her recital. She possesses a voice of flexibility

and pliableness and also that beautiful Italian timbre
that so seldom is found in a young .singer. After the
aria Una voce poco fa from Harber of Seville, which she
Fang with a finished style that would do credit to a

much older singer, she wa.s rewarded by enthusiastic
and spontaneous applause. Mr. Horcini. baritone, added
greatly to the program with his effective interpreta-
tions of the arias O de verd' anni miei from Ernani. and
Figaro frtmi Barber of Seville. Mr. Serantoni enhanced
the program by playing several of his own compositions
and ably accompanied the singers.

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW

PROGRESSIVE SERIES NORMAL COURSE MISS WESTGATE'S MUSICAL ACTIVITIES

ARTISTS AT WESTERN ARTS ASSOCIATION.

A novel and interesting program was presented by
Madame Vought last Wednesday evening for the West-
ern Arts Association of San Francii'co. The aim of the
Association is to encourage art in all of its branches
among resident artists and aspiring young hopefuls.
and as that is also the aim of Madame Vought. who
came here from New York City about six months ago
to present resident artists, the affair of Wednesday
night proved to be highly successful. An innovation on
the first part of the program was the introduction of the
Steinway Duo Art Piano, courtesy of Sherman. Clay &
Co.. playing solos and accompaniments for soprano
solos by Irene Meussdorffer, talented soprano, who sane
in a delightfully artistic manner, and violin solos which
charmed, played by Miss Violet Silver, a newcomer here
from New York, where she has been studying with
Leopold Auer.
The second part of the program was equally entranc-

ing. Walter Frank Wenzel rendered several piano solos
with poise and excellence of execution and also sus-

tained the artists who sang with sincerity and under-
standing. Hilda Rhiimaki Fisher, a young Finnish
singer was the guest artist from Stockton. She sang
her native songs in costume with deep feeline; and poet-

ical expression. The lighter songs were delivered in a
rollicking fashion which clearly demonstrated the mood
of the composers. Jack Ribaudo, a promising young
tenor, made an instant:ineous success with his audience
by his ease and pleasing manner when announcing his
songs. His clear tenor voice seems to know no limit
and in his true Italian style he san.^ wiib temberment
and dynamic expression.

Dancing was enjoyed by the guests until a late hour.
Madame Vought as hostess was ably assisted by Mrs.
Esmund Switzer. Mrs. Brandt, and Miss Dorothy
Cooper, Secretary and Treasurer of the Western Arts
Association.

LEAGUE OF THE CROSS CADET SHOW

The League of the Cross Cadets, first Mammoth Hip-
podrome Vaudeville Show to be given for the benefit
of Company "H". and to become a semi-annual event,
is scheduled for the Savoy Theatre, Saturday evening.
June 3rd. 1H22. The Mammoth Hippodrome Vaudeville
Show is to be under the officers of the organization,
which includes. Captain William O'Dea. Lieutenants
John J. .Mullan. Clement Clancy and Cyril J. McGinnity.

H. F. Sheehan and Mervyn W. Jackson are Manag-
ing Directors of the show for Company "H". with head-
quarters in the San Christina building. The proceeds
are to be used for Company "H" for the general wel-
fare of the boys. It is planned to make the Mammoth
Hippodrome Vaudeville Show one of the big events of
the season and one that will be looked forward to as a
regular date on the calendar.

Tickets are already on sale and can be purchased
from any member of the Company and also at 321 San
Christina Building, 1026 Market Street. General admis-
sion Is 75c and the balcony SOc and there will be a few
box seats at $L00. There i.s no war tax.

MINETTI
ORCHESTRA

Application for Membership
Address Secretary Minelti Orchestra

3325 Clay Street. Teleplione I-"ilhiiore 4'M()

AUDREY BEER
PIANIST AND TEACHER

-. M<-( lurv SI., Onklnnd. Tel. Onk. 3H»r,

Johanna Kristoffy
PRIMA DOX.NA SOPRANO

Thoroai^h Vocal nnd Drnmntlc TratnlnflT
I.1«0 U'niiblnctnn St. Phone Franklin 1721

Art Publication Society of St. Louis Spreads Its Re-
markable Educational Propaganda to the Region

of the Far Western States of America

The Art Publication Society of St. Louis announces
that it will pay the tuition of a limited number of piano
teachers who desire to attend Ernest R. Krneger's Los
-Xngeles Normal Course, which will actually represent a
Pacific Coast Normal Course for piano teschers of the
West, the first course of its kind ever inaugurated by
any great institution. The Art Publication Society of

St. Louis is doing truly remarkable things in behalf of
h tandardization of music study and tuition. Not less

than 30.000 teachers have been examined by means of

the Progressive Series of Piano Lessons of which Leo-
pold Godowsky is the editor-in-chief. Normal Schools
and Conservatories throughout the country employ this

ideal mode of instruction. The Art Publication Society
has the proud satisfaction to know that it is giving
forty weeks of Normal courses in Louisiana alone.

To have this great institution brought practically to

y. ur door is something that cannot be too greatly ap-
preciated by the profession and students. If those whom
we hear complain about the lack of standardization of

music study really mean what they say, then here is

their opportunity to assist in feting this standardizati6n
properly introduced. The following announcement speaks
eloquently for itself:

The Normal Course at Los Angeles (June 12-July 1)

offers a rare opportunity in musical education to music
teachers and advanced students living in the western
states. E. R. Kroeger. who has had wide experience in

conducting normal courses, has been engaged to con-
duct this course. For four years he conducted courses
at Cornell University during the summer sessions, with
great success. Students came from nearly every State
in the Union to attend them. Mr. Kroeger has also con-
ducted Normals in Dallas. Minneapolis, and St. Louis,
the attendance in each city being such as to tax the
capacity of the halls in which they were held. He is

chairman of the Board of Examiners of the Art Publi-

cation Society, and has graded thousands of examina-
tions during his nine years connection in that capacity.
There will be two sessions each day. beginning Mon-

day. June 13, and continuing three weeks. The hours
for the morning sessions will be 10:00 to 12:00; for the
afternoon sessions, 1:30 to 3:30.

The following subjects will be covered by the Normal:
Ear-Training, Dictation. Elementary Harmony. Acous-
tics, Rhythm, Form and Design, Practical Piano Playing,
Laws of Expression. Pedaling. Memorizing. Interpreta-
tion.

Mr. Kroeger makes a feature of playing a large num-
ber of the pieces and studies used in the Progressive
Series of Piano Lessons, which will be of great value to

those who wish to listen to an authoritative interpreta-

tion of the compositions used in teaching. Those who
are enrolled with the Society and have passed the re-

ouired examinations of the Elementary and Intermediate
Grades will, on completing the Normal to the satisfac-

tion of Mr. Kroeger. receive a Credential Certificate.

The text to be used will be the Elementary and Inter-

mediate Grades of the Progressive Series of Piano Les-
sons. The Progressive Series is the text that was used
exclusively at eighteen of the leading Normal Courses
during the past summer, and it is used extensively as
the standard text where school credits are allowed for

piano study.

The Art Publication Society, publishers of the Pro-
gressive Series, have for the past six years invited a

limited number of piano teachers and advanced stu-

dents to attend Summer Normal Courses where the
Progressive Series is used as a text. In 1921 the Society
paid the tuition of approximately 1.000 teachers at the
various normal courses. The Society pays the entire

tuition charge of its guests, and supplies them with all

text material used in the courses, without charge. The
instruction to be given in the Los Angeles Normal would
cost the ftudent over $200.00 at Mr. Kroeger's private
tuition rates. Teachers taking advantage of this offer

will be under no obligation whatever to the Society. The
invitation is extended to teachers because the Society
wishes them to see for themselves how effectively they
can use the Progressive Series to increase the efficiency

of their teaching.

The Society invites a teacher, who would like to attend
the Normal with a fellow piano teacher who has not
been sent an invitation, to send in the name, and an in-

vitation will be sent, provided lists have not been closed.

Enrolled Progressive Series Teachers attending Mr.
Krceger's Course should bring with them the Elementary
and Intermediate Grades of their own sets of material,
in ordpr that they may mnke desired notations.

LUCIA DUNHAM
Mezzo-Soprano

.Mcnilicr I*";iciiUy Institute (jf Mu.sical Art,

New Yr.rk

o.\ I'ACII-IC Co.VST SUMMI-R VJ22

Voice and Repertory Concerts

Address rare of P. C. M. R.

The musical activities of Elizabeth Westgate, the
pianist, organist, composer and teacher, of Alameda,
seem wellnigh endless. A series of student recitals,

both at her artistic studio in Alameda and at Miss
Merriman's private school in Piedmont, where Miss
Westgate is head of the music department, have been
held, and several more are in preparation to be given
before the close of the teaching season. Last Saturday
night a few of the younger pupils—those of high-school
age—gave the following program at the studio, assisted
by Miss Erna Seeger, contralto, and Mrs. Fake, accom.
panist:

Piano., (a) Night-Piece (Schumann), (b) Valse
Mignonne (Schuett). Marion Vaughan; piano, (a) Ber-
ceuse (lUjinsky). tb) Idyl of the Deep (Ernest Adams),
(c) The EaFt Wind (Hatte). (d» Etude (Arthur Foote).
Jeanette Meyers; piano, (a) Prelude (Chopin), (b) Bar-
carolle (Ernest Adams), Adrien Hynes; voice, (a) Songs
My Mother Taught Me (Dvorak), (b) Hindu Slumber
Song (Harriet Ware), (c) Bitterness of Love (J. J.

Dunn)
;

piano, (a) Gypsy Rondo (Haydn), (b) Hark,
Hark, the Lark! (Schubert-Liszt), Clare Brophy; piano,
(a) Serenade (Geehl). (b) Hungarian Rhapsody (Kol-

ling). Helen FauU; piano, (a) Prelude in C sharp minor
(Rachmaninoff), (b) The Wind (Loth). Juliet Weinstock;
voice, (a) Canoe Song (Lieurance). (b) A Rose On an
Indian Grave (Lieurance): piano, (a) Solfeggio (Bach),
(b) Noctorne (left hand alone) (Pirkhert). (c) Valse
Tatafsit (Nyall). Aileen Meacham ; piano, (a) Karaennoi
Ostrow (Rubinstein) (b) They Say the Lion but Ah.
That Spring (Arthur Foote) (two quatrains from the

Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam) (c) Polonaise in C sharp
minor (Chopin). Vine Lowry.

Various members of Miss Westgate's class of older

students, who are able to give several hours a day to

practise, will be heard in programs late in May and early

in June.
Miss Westgate will be at her cottage in the Santa

Cruz mountains for July and August, returning in Sep-
tember for the year's work.
Two weeks ago Miss Westgate and her choir of

twenty—of the First Presbyterian Church—^gave this pro-

gram of old-time music at Scottish Rite Temple in Oak-
land, under the auspices of Oak Leaf Lodge of Eastern
Star before an enthusiastic audience of 700. The singers

were all in oldfashioned costumes:
Chorus, Long, Long Ago (Bayley); soprano solos,

(a) Believe Me if All Those Endearing Young Charms
(Old English), (b) Annie Laurie (Old Scotch). Mrs.

Sellander; men's quartet. Come Where My Love Lies

Dreaming (Foster). Ralph Thome^on. Mr. Thomas. Everett
Thomson, Mr. Rockingham; piano solos, (a) Monastery
Bells (Wely). (b) Fairy Wedding Waltz (Marston). Mr.
Farrington; choruses, (a) Billy Boy (White), (b) Where
Are You Going To? (Old English): bass solos, (a) Drink
to Me Only with Thine Eyes (Old English), (b) Irish

Song (Old Irish). Mr. Rockingham; chorus, Alice. Where
Art Thou? (Ascher): tenor solos and chorus, (a) Old
Black Joe (Foster), (b) Massa's in the Cold, Cold Ground
(Foster), Mr. Thomas; Scotch dances. Miss Low, accom-
pianist. Miss Gielow; men's quartets, (a) Mother Machree
(Ball), (tenor solo. Mr. Ralph Thomson), (b) How Can
I Bear to Leave Thee? (Kinkel). (c) Silver Threads
Among the Gold (Danks). (soprano solo. Mrs. Sellander)

;

contralto solo. Love's Old Sweet Song (Molloy), Mrs.

Schulze) ; contest. Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep
(Kni&'ht). Everett Thomson. Mr. Nankervis. Mr. Rock-
ingham. Mr. Gielow; quartet. Lullaby (Emmet), Mrs.

Bollander. Mrs. Schulze, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Rockingham:
chorus. Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory (Old Melody).

ALCAZAR
Nobody's Money, a crook comedy with a novel plot

peopled with burglars and authors and containing an
abundance of rifle fire fun. will be given its first West-
ern production at the Alcazar beginning Sunday mati-

nee, May 28th. It was presented during the height of

the present dramatic season at the Longacre Theatre,

N'ew York, and was pronounced an emphatic success.

The author. William Le Baron, has forsaken the beaten
path of play construction in planning his unique and al-

together amusing situations and the piece contains a

distinct and welcome flavor of originality.

The story of Nobody's Money relates the adventures
of an itinerant book agent who, craving adventure and
excitement, pairs with an accomplished burglar. In pur-

suit of that doubtful profession, they are the means of

getting two young authors out of a libel suit and sav-

ing the honor and good name of the governor of the

state, re electing him by a substantial majority. In the

end the burglar is reformed and the lumber trust is pre-

vented from getting control of state politics. Of course
there is a love thread—two of them to be exact—and
tliey are so entrancing and the budding romances are

brought to fruition in such a delightful manner that it

would ^-poil the effect to disclose them. Dudley Ayres
and Gladys George will appear in the principal roles

and the supporting characters will include Ben Erway,
Charles Yule. Brady Kline. Ned Doyle, Emily Pinter.

I-'lorence Printy and Claire Sinclair.

This week The Ghost Between is the Alcazar's attrac-

tion. It is a dramatic offering with considerable com-
edy and is being well received by the Alcazar clientele.

Joseph Lampkin, well known as a youthful violinist

of the bay region, left for Europe on .\pril 21st. He.

together with his relatives, are going to Budapest, where
he will study for .some time with Dr. Von Hubay. He
expects then to appear in Europe before returning to

America. Mr. Lampkin will be remembered as an art-

ist pupil of Signor de Grassi. and during his sojourn in

New York he studied with Leopold Auer. He possesses

the necessary talent and training to make a mark (n

the musical world.
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CADMAN AT CALIFORNIA

Charles Wakefield Cadman. the dis-

t'nguished American composer and pian-
ist, added lo his artistic laurels at the
California Theatre last Sunday morning
when he played three numbers from his
Omar Khayyam Suite and a selection
from his Thunderbird Suite. Mr. Cad-
man's compositions belong among the
foremost works introduced by present
day composers. They contain character,
style and melodic invention. When in-

terpreted by a musician like Mr. Cadman
on the piano they become doubly inter-
esting because of the authority of the
interpreter and the artistic nature of
his playing. A large audience exhibited
great enthusiasm and rewarded Mr.
Cadman with an ovation which was in-
deed well merited.

Miss Helen Goldman
l«IO Suttrr St. I'hnnc FH. .'.I.'.l

?>pec-Lall<!iC In Aeoonipanfins
Mudio Mork neslred

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PIA-MST A.N'D TEACHER
I*npll of W agrer Snarnr

Studio: 51S Baena VUta Ave. Tel Park 3ril

Stella Raymond Vought
Tn \(iii:it OK \ iH( i:

< i> nrf r I ^1 a n

n

k e

r

r»45 Sattrr Si. Kearny 41'*1

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist.

—

Soloist. AccompanlMt and Teachrr
S15 Clement St-. San Francisco. Pac. S2S4.

PAUL STEINDORFF Joseph Greven
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

J302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE Cri.TlRK

Stodlo:
»02 KOHLBR Jt CHASE BLDG.

«!» FraD(*l.<^ PhoDr: Kearny S454

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIAMST

!!iludlo: 1.V17 E:tielid .AtrnDp. Brrtp|«7.
Phone Berkeler «00«.

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN
Violinist—Condoctor—I-ectarer

Will Accept An I'nlimited \aniber of Pupils

«todio: 31-ir> M ashinf^ton St. TeL nil. 6144!

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIAXO aad HARMONY

California Institute ••{ Music. K & <_'.

Building. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

^ludiOM; »02 Kohler & Cbase Bids.. S, F.
5622 Ocean Vlevr Dr.. OaJkljind IR»ldeMC«l

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
UOS Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Softer 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION'

Stadlo, S03-eO4 KOHLER <fc CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearnj &454

MRS. CHARLES POULTER
SOPRANO St. Andrews Charek
Voice Cnllnre. Piano. 5.SS 27th St.. Oak-
land. Tel. sort). Kohler A Chaae Bids..
\A ednesdaya Tel. Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIAMST AND TEACHER

Kenidence and Studio. 6128 HUlesaaa Are..
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5005.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera SDceesseH in Europe: Concert Sue-
eettsea in America. Addresi. ISOl California
St., San Francisco. Telephone Prospect :1620

Voice Culture;—Opera, Oratorio.
Concert and Church Sinking in all

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1855

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Cultnre. Snlte "C" Kohler A. Chaac
Huildlns;- Teiepbooe Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
(iRADlATE OV SCHOL.V C.INTORIM,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. M.VKV'S CATHEDRAL

Piano Department. Ham 11 a Sehool
Orsan and Piano. Arrlllaea Maslcal Colleee

Eveljm Sresovich Ware
PIAso

Stadioi IMS Kakler A Chase Bids.
Phone Keamr 5^54

Joseph George Jacobson
PIA.NO

2833 Sacramento St. Phone FlUmore %*S

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Coioiquc. Paria

9iadIo: 3107 W'aahlartoa Street
Phone FIllBiore 1»47

HENRIK GJERDRUM
Pianist— Instructor—Accompanist

2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

J. RICHARD MALABY
Pianist and Accompanist

551 Lytton Ave. Palo Alto, Cat.

SIGMUND BEEL
>iaster ClaH*ie<i for \'inlin

Studio Haildinc i;J7:i Po!*t Street
Tei. Pro-spet't 7.17

Ada Clement Music School
3425 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore £»&*>

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Slaelus. 32 Loretta Are., Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 34M. Hon., Kohler A
Chaae Bide 5. F. Telephaae Kearny 5454.

^^TeSe°b"o^"si^.^?"" Brandt's Conservatory of MusicTEACHER OF SI.NGIXG
Stadio 36 Gaffney BnlldiDS. 379 Sutter St.

TeL Doaelaa 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2346

22II SCOTT ST., Bet. Clay A TVaahlBg-toa
Mr. >'oah Brandt, Violin
Mrn. Noah Brandt, Piano

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS HELEN COLBURN HEATH
FLUTIST

\Tallable for Concerts as Sololat or for
Obllento A\ ork. 1301 Henry St.. Berkeley

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TE\CHER OF SI\GI\G

Studio: 1920 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 1S«I

a.de;le ulman
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
«lommonwealth Ave. Tel. Pac. 33.

LEILA B. GRAVES
L\RIC SOPRANO

Voice Coltnre—Pnpil of Mme. Catllean
Stodio: 338 Slat St.. Oakland. TeL Oat. 2«.<il

Soprano Soloist. Temple Emana EL Con-
cert nnd Chnrch Work. A'ocal Instruc-
tion. Zr^9 Clay St.. Phone W'emt 4S90.

MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
SOPRATfO: Avallahle for EoKasementi

SoloUt. Temple Belh Israel
Stndin: 2« Ashbary St. Phone: Pac 5230

Mr- and Mrs- Geo- Kroger
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRICTION

Studio: lOiJft Kohler & Chane BIdg.
TeL Kearny .Vl.%-1. Res. Phone Franklin lOSO

Ruth Degnan
PCPIL OF GI.ACOMO .AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TE.tCHER OF VOICE

JJIS Pine St. Tel. \\ e«t TOIS

(sllfc: 3||3)

Me-

Grand Prix, Pari*

Grand Prix*, St. Lomm
)HK nchoess. evenness, depth aad
chariR cf Baldwin to ^ caoaoC be

plicated. Only witi -^tc Bald-
n Piajiocanit be produc«J be-
:^« only the BaMwin has the

:i -
• rtic3 capable of tta dr^velop-

ir.*?r.t. Thcs^ who approach the selection of a
piano anprejudiced and with open mind find
the Baldwin a revelation.
If TM ar* l>terMlc4 la tha p 1 1 il i •( » rMDr Uch-mdm pi»»». I^t tail y— Sb««t taa UtrM«lT« aflw •

ShfSalDTOin^ianoCorapany

310 Sutter St. San Francisco. Cal.

=tm

Member of Federal Reserve System and Asitoclated Savings Banks of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SA.V FRA.NCISCO BA.NKI

S2< Callf.rala Street, Saa Fmaelaeo. Cal.
COSIMERCIAL

MISSION BR.\.>CH, HUaloD aad Zl.t Street.
P-\RK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH. Clement St. aad Ttfc tie.

K\IGHT STREET BRA.NCH, Haisht aod Belvedere Street.

.Assets
Deposits .—___„
Capital -Actually Paid Up
Reserve and Contingent Funds
Employees' Pension Fund

DECEMBER 31, 1921

.

—

«Ti3*i.sn.(z
. «s,2imM.s:

IJ>00,<M)O.M
2,(J.%O.0OO.O0

371,T53.J«
OFFICERS—JOHN A. BCCK. President: GEO. TOURNT. Vice-President and

Manager: A. H. E. SCHillDT. Vice-President and Cashier: E. T. KRUSE Vice-
President: A. H. MULLER, Secretary: WM. D. -VEWHOUSE. Assistant S<-c'retarv-
WILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL. G. A. BELCHER, R. .A LAVeVsTEIN
H. H- HERZER and H. P. MATNARD. Assistant Cashiers: C. W. HETER. Man-
ager Mission Branch; W. C. HEYER, Manager Park-Presidlo District Branch-
O. F. PAULSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS JOHN A. BCCK. GEO. TOURNY F. T KHVV
A. H. R. SCHMIDT, I. N. WALTER. HUGH GOODFELLOW. E. N. VAN BERGENROBERT DOLLuAR. E. A. CHRISTENSON. L. S. SHERMAN, WALTER .A. HAAS!

GOODFELLOW. EELLS, MOORE & ORRICK. General .Attorneys
-4. diTldend of FOIR .A.ND ONE QUARTER (4V,) per cent per annum was

declared for the six months ending December 31, 1921.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONOO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8J1J

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 264

MRS, JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny ZifZV

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR. ON FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley, Cal

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kmy 54.54

. ETHEL ADELE DENNY
904 Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Kearny 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. TeL West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK
479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
t73 Scott Street Tel. Park 517S

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave., Oakland- Tel. Oak. 5164

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 167(5

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker ."t^ Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
640 Post St. Tel. Pros. 216S

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 356.

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 497«

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Cbaae Bldg. TuL Kearny o4oi

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Sirtjei Phone Kearny 263,

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.; Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Srruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113

REED \Xn MOCTHPIECE )1.\KER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
7S9 Mission St. Sutter 6356

Re:;d the Pacific Coast Musical Review,

a publication that should be read by all

cents; by mail J3.00 per year.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs ot

GRAVEURE, MACBETH, EASTON. JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers

TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOUR TEACHING PIECES (Grade 3)
By Flori-nce P. Re« THE WOOD NYMPH'S HAKP

Each « .30 KING THItl'SlI BE.^RD
illOl.l.o: MB. ROBIN VAKIM.V

TheNp pleocM nrt> licinj: ^viilvly UNt'U and much iipiirecintcd by tencherM nbo value
their iDKplratltinol hcnuly and niodt-rn Idiom. IM SI'AI. FOR THE GRADE. Pub-
lUhed br CI.AVTO.V K. Sl'MMV CO., CHICAGO, and for iialc bj HENKV GROBE
In Ibe atore ot WII.EY II. ALLE.V CO.

13;> KearnT' St., Snn Franclwco

Henry Brellierick
ORGANIST

2.%80 nuMb Street

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAI, ClI.Tl'RE

Anlnt iiuiiilN available for all occaalonit
riOn Kiihlcr A: ChaKe BldK. Kearny 4991

Cal i T orrvj a
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

MAY 2>th. -11:00 A. M.

f
GINO

SEVERI
and the big

\4 CALIFORNIA
THEATRE

ORCHESTRA

QonStanceAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 70S Kohler & Cha»e Bnllding
Phone Kearny 5454

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
Vnr KIndericarten and Prlmnrj Grades

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Word* nud MuhIc

ABIIIK OKUKISH-JO:^ES
Adopllunn nnd Deacrlptlnna

OLIVB B. WILSOA-DORRKTT
These gamee were compiled to meet the demand

Tor a new type of rhythmic material, the resi'H of

the needs of the children in the Oemunstration
Play School, Univeraily of California. Mrs. Dor-

relt has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICB 91.00 AND POSTAOB
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

PHYLLIDA ASHLEY
California's Gifted Daughter

AN ARTIST OF RARE ABILITY

AND CHARM,WINNER OF EN-

THUSIASTIC PLAUDITS

FROM PRESS AND
PUBLIC

WRITES OF HER PIANO

1 o me no piano possesses tlie loveliness or tone -svnicn abounas in my Mason
and rlamlin Cjrand. It Kas that "wonderful roundness and smooth sonority tnat

one sometimes, tno rarely, Kears m a teautiruUy modulated human voice. In

action, durability and m point of beauty of design and workmansnip nothing more
could be desired. 1 o me it represents tke acme of piano perfection. 1 ne best in

tbe world. (^sig^ed) PHYLLIDA ASHLEY
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS IN ALL STYLES MAY BE SEEN ONLY AT OUR STORES

Two Entrances

135-153 Kearny and 117-125 SaHer Sts.

Victor Talking Machines
'^iley^BAllen®

MASON AND HAMLIN RANOS-

Oakland—1209 Washington Street

San Jose —99 South First

Sheet Mnsic
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The Steinway Duo-Art Piano
Just "what is it?

WE consider the Steinway Duo-
Art Piano to be the greatest

—

the most wonderful piano the world

has ever known.

In the first place it is a magnificent

piano, unequalled in tone, in action, in

physical beauty. Secondly, it is an im-

proved Pianola—a "player-piano" for

you to play with ordinary 88-note music-

rolls. As such, it infinitely surpasses

anything hithertoknownamong instru-

ments of this type.

And greatestof all—it is a Reproduc-

ing Piano of truly miraculous power. By
means of special music-rolls, made by

pianists while playing a wonderful

recor</mg piano, it reproduces their actu-

al performances with absolute fidelity.

Every phrase,every nuance, every subtle

shade of tone and tempo, every touch

of foot to pedal is reproduced.

Paderewski today makes rolls ex-

clusively for the Duo-Art. So also do
Bauer, Cortot, Hofmann, Rubenstein,

GabriIov/itsch,Busoni, Grainger, Ganz,

Friedheim, Schmitz, Leginska, La
Forge, and scores of other great musi-

cians. The Duo-Art roster is, in fact,

a roll-call of practically all the mighti-

est pianists of th's age. This is indeed

a glorious tribute to a glorious repro-

ducing instrument.

Notice the emphasis upon the fact

that these artists today make reproduc-

ing rolls exclusively for the Duo-Art.
Moreover, their Duo-Art rolls are the

only American rolls that represent their

omi exact, authentic playing—that have

been edited by no one except themselves.

The Duo-Art may now be had with
motoreither self-enclosed or in detached

box to be placed in some other room,

as you prefer.

The Duo-Art comes enshrined in

the Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes, as well as in

the immortal Steinway.

Come in and ask.to hear this glori-

ous musical instrument. Make it a point

to come in and hear it.

Sherman^lay& Co,
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento • Stockton • Fresno • San Jose

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano. Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 1453 Willard Street

Telephone Park 2135

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
V. <Ie .\rrllliiK:i. l>lriM-tor

A. I,. XTWtzuvn. Prc'H.; I.ouIm AlpKrln. Vlce-Prfn.
Ln«xrellcd fiirllllleN for the atudy of mQHlo In nil

ItM briin«--he«. Large IMpe Orican. Recital Hnll.

2.11S JACKSON STREET
Sun Franclaco. Cal. Phone Weat 4737

Meuming School of Music
JOH\ C. MANNING, lUreotor

32-12 W'anhlnfcton Sirt-el, nenr i'rpHldIo Avenue
San FrnnrlMCO. Cal.

For further Information adtlreaa the Hecretury of the
i^honl. or phoni- Klllninre .'{Itr>.

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCKD PI PII.S ACCEPTED

Pupil of Mme. V. Hlepnnofr (Rerlln), M. Sleveklni?,
nnil v.. Robert Scfaniitx t \cw )'nrk>. Studio: 701
iiflnr nidK- 40S Stockton St. MnndnyN. ft-ia, Thum-
tla>-M. lO-I. 3-6. Tel. Kearny 2222. Ren. Phono: Pied-
mont 7tm.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Pliino. Orcnn. llnrnionj-. ftrennlMl and >IUMlcal
Director of Flrmt I'rcfthylerlnn (hiirrh. Alameda. Home
Studio: 1117 PARI' STRKKT. ALAMEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda l.^r». Thumdar"* ^lerrlinan School, B70 Oakland Are^
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OP MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Sin^inK. Complete Course of Operatic Traln-
IHR. 2730 Pierce SI. Tel. Fillmore 4,->53.

MME. CARRINGTON LB^VYS
Prima Donna With Strnkoach, Mapleaon, Ste.

EMLYN LE-SYVS
Organiat Fifth Chnrch of Chriat Sclentiat. Formerly

Principal of Vlrsll Piano School. London. Bnerland.
Rea. Stndlo: 24>41 Lyon Street. Phone Fillmore M2

MRS. S. P. MARRACCI, Vocal Teacher
Italian tiielliod; 14 years of Hta^rc experience; former
prima donna ^vilb Caruno and Tetrnzzinl; coaches poplla
Vocally and In Drnmntic Deportment.
Studio. -1U4 Columbun Avenue. l*hone Garfield 2276

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAX JOSE, CAL.

( onferff Decreeii An-ards CertlflcnteH
For PartlcularM apply to Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Direclor SaflH\Hky Chanilter >IuNic Society

Will Accf^jt a Few Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Koh'or
& Chase Bldgr. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA

^IumIc rourMCN ThorouKb and ProfcreMatvc
Public School MumIc, Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. H. I'nMmore

—

StudloK: Suite .lOG Kohler & Cbaae Bide..
S. I-".: 2.':i0 Collece Ave.. Rerkeley. Renldence 2»1 Alva-
rndo Road, Ilerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
I'repnrinic Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSFELDT. PlanUt
20ir, Droderlck St., nenr Clay Telephone I'tllmore 31-1

UNCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

Member I'nlventlty Extension Faculty
Stndlo: N27 Shrader »»• Phone Park lOOS

BLANCHE ASHLEY
Speclallnt In Theory and Practice of Teachlne Mnalc
Oak Loilce, Apt. «. 1407 Oak St. Phone Lakealde 37.15

Kohler & Chaae Bldi;. By Appointment

''\T0 instrument approaches

1 * the T)uo-Art in its per-

fedion of construction and the

jidelityofmusicalreproduSion."

^Alfred Cortot

"This instrument is without

question greatly superior to any

other of its kind."

—Ignace Jan Paderewski

"It IS distinctly in a class by

Itself. —Rudolph Ganz

"The T>uo-Art stands supreme

among reproducing pianos."
—Harold Bauer

"The 'Duo-Art is so far super-

ior to any other instrument ofits

kind, there can he no real basis

for comparison.

"

-Josef Hofmann

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

076 Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
Appointments by Phone—Prospect 3320

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
tenor

Available for
CONCERT oratorio

2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco
Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
Orjrnnlst Temple Emanu Fl. First Church of Christ Sci-
entist, Director LorlnK Club. S. F.. AVed., 1017 California
St., Phone Franklin 260.1; Sat.. First Christian Science
Church. Phone Franklin 1:107; Res. studio, 3142 Len-UtOB
Ave.. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242S.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ on-e < ulture—Dii-llon—Studio: 40S Stockton St.—Mon.
and ThurN. from 2-.-.. Res. Ur.l Sacramento St. Pros. 7rM3.

The College of the Holy Names
l.nke Mcrritt. Onkliind

Cnniplctc t'i»nNervatory CourNc—Pinno. H.nrp. Violin,
•t'ello. Voice. Counterpoint. Harmony. History

Reaii the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication
that should be read by all the music-loving people.
Single copies, 10 cents: by mail $3.00 per year.

DAILY ORGAN RECITALS
(From 12 to 1)

by

UDA WALDROP
at

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Post and Mason Streets

(Saturday and Sunday Excepted)

ADMISSION FREE
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

THE OPEN AIR OPERA

Tlie open-air opera festival which will begin

in the Stanford Stadium in Palo Alto tonight

w ith a production of Pagliacci is really of greater

importance to the musical development in Cali-

fornia than many of our readers may imagine at

first glance. So far this state has been one of

the few in the country that has not given serious

attention to open-air music festivals during the

summer. Indeed, it has been our habit to regard
the summer months as musically unproductive,
and declare ourselves resigned to our fate of

closing up shop during the finest months of the

year. It is true various attempts have been made
to give music festivals on a small scale, but noth-
ing like this present enterprise by Gaetano
Merola has ever been started. Xow, it is distinct-

ly up to the musical profession and the musical
public to declare whether California shimld take
advantage of its magnificent summer months and
continue its musical activities throughout the

year, or whether we should continue to sit idly

by while valuable time and opportunities are

being wasted.

No state in the country is better fitted for open-
air music festivals than California. No part of the
state is better situated to enjoy comfort and
pleasure during an evening than Palo Alto. The
distance between San Francisco and Palo Alto,

for instance, is only slightly more than between
Los Angeles and its beach cities or Hollywood,
and it is just as easy of access. We can not
imagine a finer pleasure than to take oflf an
evening and listen to these operas, presented by
the finest artists in the open air. If it happens
to be foggy in San Francisco on that particular
day, it will be found that Palo Alto is outside the
fog belt. If it happens to be hot in this part of
the state, the evening will certainly be pleasant.
The trip and the enjoyment combined will prove
one of the finest relaxations and enjoyments you
can possibly arrange for yourself, and in addition
you are doing a great thing for music and your-
self.

The artistic and commercial phase of musical
endeavor in this city and state suffers immeas-
urably through this stagnation of activities dur-
ing the summer. If everj' other enterprise in

this community were to neglect its opportunities
during the summer as completely as the musical

interests are doing, the losses to the life of the

city and state would be enormous. And so we
think the time has come when an efTort should

be made to continue our musical work during the

summer. The University of California, in inaug-

urating the summer sessions has done an inval-

uable amount of good for music. Now comes
Merola and gives us a genuine operatic open-
air festival under the finest possible auspices. It

behooves every one interested in music either

directly or indirectly to put the shoulder to the

wheel and help this excellent cause. There is

every possible reason to argue why we should,

attend this open-air festival, and there is no rea-

son that we can think of that could justify any
one to remain away. Even financially the ad-

mission prices and the trip are so reasonable that

any one objecting would indeed be hard to please.

So if you admire your art, if you wish to add to

yi^ur own income during the year, help to sup-

port this brilliant enterprise, so that our sum-
mers may be permanently employed to give

unique musical events.

THE THEATRE PROBLEM

Theatrical managers and members of the pro-

fession are complaining because of the lack of

attendance at some of the best theatrical pro-

ductions of the season. Leo Ditrichstein, at the

Century, and Henry Miller, at the Columbia, sure-

ly belong among the foremost representatives

of the histrionic profession in the country. And
yet we have observed, and .so have hundreds of

our friends, that the attendance at these theatres

has not been what it should be. All kinds of rea-

>ons are being ascribed to this apparent indiflfer-

ence toward first-class productions on the part

of our theatre-going public. As usual, the moving
pictures come in for their share of blame, then

the public itself is blamed for its lack of appre-

ciation, then the theatres are blamed for the

inability to make their advertisements sufficiently

tempting to attract the curious. But we believe

that none of these causes are really responsible

for the decrease of attendance at legitimate the-

atres.

We do not even believe that the high prices, as

some call them, are responsible for this indiffer-

ence. But our careful study of the problem has
convinced us that the theatrical managers them-
selves are to blame for the gradual decrease of

public interest in first-class theatrical productions.

The writer has been associated with daily papers
for a number of years, both in a musical and
dramatic capacity. He observed with regret the

attitude of managers and business offices of papers
toward the expression of honest opinion when
used sincerely and without abuse. It became
gradually the rule of a critic to praise everything
theatrical, no matter how unworthy it may have
been. In this way the reader graduallly lost his

confidence in newspaper criticism and depended
more or less upon the private opinion of his

friends. For instance, when a theatre-goer read
in his paper that a certain performance was e.xcel-

lent, and upon the strength of such article bought
a ticket, and then upon visiting the theatre in

question found that the performance was lacking
in the verj- things which the critic claimed were
satisfactory, such theatre-goer never again de-

pended upon newspaper critcism. Gradually the
confidence of the public has been lost by the

writers on theatrical subjects, and in San Fran-
cisco, at least, the theatre-going public does not
follow the opinions of any writer in such subject.

We do not say this as any reflection upon our
dramatic critics. They have become victims of

the managerial and advertisement system, and
can not help themselves.

Another reason for the alienation of aflfection

toward the theatrical performances may be
sought in a determined effort on the part of man-
agers and press agents, as well as advertising
agencies, to absolutely ignore the weekl)- press.

The indifference toward the weekly press on the
part of theatres is responsible for the discontinu-
ance of regular dramatic pages, with possibly one
or two exceptions. Consequently, hundreds of

])eople who used to read the theatrical depart-

ments in weekly papers do not keep informed
any more. They have lost confidence in the daily

papers' departments. On Sunday they are busy
with other things, and not seeing anything about
the theatre in the weekly press, they naturally

become indifferent. They have become used to

hear what their friends are telling them about
the show. And now let us see how this mouth-
to-mouth report injures the theatres.

It has been our personal experience that unless

a production is a sensational success, hardly half

a dozen people express the same opinion about
it. The impression made upon them by the

production depends greatly upon their own
mood. And according to this mood a show is

either "great" or "rotten." There does not seem
to be a middle way. We have known of cases
•vhen we asked our friends how they liked a
"ertain performance and they said it was bad,
ihot gradually by calling their attention to good
I'ea lures we discovered that they permitted one
.ipparently poor incident to prejudice them
against the entire performance.

By cutting off the weekly press from their

courtesy list and their advertising appropriation
the theatres have lost thousands of dollars. This
recognition of the weekly press is really so inex-

pensive and negligible that we could never see

any reason why it was ever discontinued. And
yet we are sure that managers and press agents
will laugh at us when we tell them that some of

the decline of interest in the theatre is due to

their niggardly attitude toward the weekly press.

However, it is true. A regular, intelligently edit-

ed department of theatrical performances pub-
lished in all weekly papers would assist greatly
in interesting many people in theatres who are
now more interested in moving pictures, automo-
bile rides and dancing.

Every community should support its theatres,

especially when they give so many excellent pro-
ductions as the Alcazar Theatre, for instance,

which at nominal admission prices gives such
splendid productions. It is a mystery to us that

there should be any theatre lover in San Fran-
cisco who does not appreciate the invaluable
good that is being done for the dramatic art by
the Alcazar Theatre management. And yet we
find people who do not realize the benefit they
can derive from attending these productions reg-
ularly. Another reason for the decline of public
affection toward theatres is due to the ruthless
manner in which New York managers have been
fooling the people. They sent out companies
claiming to be formed from original casts,

charged high prices and brought out poor produc-
tions. This can be done a limited time, but
eventually the public revolts and stays away
from the theatre. Today it requires an unusually
fine performance to secure public support, and
even here there are times when the public does
not respond as it should. If there should be a need
in San Francisco for a straightforward, frank
and honest review of dramatic events in this city,

on a par with the musical department of the
paper, we shall be glad to fill this want, if our
readers think it worth while, and if the theatres

THE NASH CONCERTS

The fifth concert of the Xash Ensemble will be given
in the St. Francis Hotel Colonial Ballroom on Friday
evening. June 9th. at 8 o'clock.

The following program will he presented:
Sonata in G for violin and piano. Beethoven, Miss

Carolyn Augusta Xash, Sir. Sigismondo Martinez. Songs
with Bassoon obligato. Just That One Hour, Vernon
Evilla, "Xiun mi tema" (Otello) Verdi. Astro d'amore
(by request I Robaudi. Mr. .\ntonino Minutoli-Pellegrino.
Mr. Eugene La Haye. Bassoon: Miss Carolyn Augusta
Xash at the piano. Trio in B flat. Reinecke, Miss Car-
olyn Augusta Xash. violin. Mr. Eugene B. La Haye. Bas
soon. Mr. Sigismondo Martinez at the piano Arias from
".\ndrea Chenier". Giordano. "Si fui soldato", "Come un
bel di 'di maggio". Mr. .\ntonino Minutoli-Pellegrino.
Miss Carolyn Augusta Xash at the piano. Reverie. Kor-
bay. Polonaise. Robert Strauss. Miss Carolyn
-\ugusta Xash. violin, Mr. Eugene B. La Haye, Bassoon,
Mr. Sigismondo Martinez at the piano. Fantaisie Hon-
groise for piano. Liszt. Miss Carolyn Augusta Xash. Mr-
Sigismondo Martinez at the second piano.
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Grace Northrup Scores Triumph as Soloist—Wallace
Sabin Directs Excellent Program of Effective

Choral Compositions

BY ALFRED METZGER
The fourth concert of tlie foity-tifth season was given

by the Loring Club at Stotti?h Rite Auditorium on

Tuesday evening. May 2:ird. under the direction of Wal-
lace A. Sabin. An enthusinstic audience crowded every
available space in the big auditorium and revealed
number. The Loring Club as usual showed its profi

longed outbursts of applause at the conclusion of each
number. The Loring Club as usual showed its pro-

ficiency and training in effective ensemble singing by un-

iformity of attack, tasteful phrasing and accurate in-

tonatinn. Under the able direction of Mr. Sabin the

Loring Club has gradually progressed to a state of ef-

ficiency wherein it has attained certain musicianly
qualitications rarely observed in choral organizations of

this nature. The Lnring Club, like a soloist, is able

to interpret elements of humor as well as pathos, to-

enunciate every word so as to be understood, to color

the various phrases with decidedly emotional variance,

and to accentuate with precision and sincerity. There-
fore every one of the numbers on the program was en-

joyable to listen to and showed the organization at its

best, for which Mr. Sabin is to be heartily congratu-
lated. It is interesting to note that a discriminating
audience insisted upon an encore after hearing an ex-

cellent interpretation of Charles Wakefield Cadman's
I Hear a Thrush at Eve.

While everyone thoroughly enjoyed the excellent
work of the Loring Club under Wallace A. Sabin's
virile direction, the principal interest of the evening
was concentrated upr>n the appearance ot Grace North-
rup who had conquered triumphs in the East for the
last few years and who had not been heard publicly
in her home city for a long lime. It is no exaggeration
to say that Miss Northrup made a lasting impression.
because of the absolutely finishtd style of her art. She
possesses a lyric soprano of the purest quality and
sings with the finish of the genuine artist. Her at-

tacks are absolutely clean and correct ; her sustained
tones are pure and even; her breathing is steady and
well supported; her shading and tone coloring is

backed by the utmost intelligence and discrimination;
her clean-cut coloratura passages are redolent with
thorough technical skill and precision and her reson-
ance in the low tones is really exceptionally warm
for a lyric soprano.
Another delightful feature of her singin? is the

clear, bell-like, silvery high tones that rang forth with
entrancing purity. Her accentuation is characterized by
fine rhythmic precision. Her legato singing and mezza
voce represents the most en.joyable phase of vocal in-

terpretation. Indeed, Miss Northrup is an artist par
excellence whose every effort breathes the spirit of
thoroughness and musicianly depth. In addition to sing-
ing various solo parts in the choruses Miss Northrup
sang a group nf songs including: A Pastorale (Vera-
cini). Canzonetta (Loewe) and Comme autrefois from
The Pearl Fishers (Bizet).

An excelleni; orchestra with Wm. F. Laraia as con-
cert master, played the accompaniments, while Fred.
Maurer Jr., and Ben. Moore played the piano accom-
paniments. Mr. Mauer accompanied most of the choral
numbers with his well-known care and judgment, while
Ben. Moore besides accompanying one or two choral
numbers played also the accompaniments for the solo-
ist with unusual proficiency and discrimination. The
numbers of the program were as follows: Periti Au-
tumn (Mendelssohn)—The Righteaus Living Forever,
op. 11.5 No. 2. for chorus of men's voices with accom-
paniment of strings and piano; Evening (.\rthur Sul-
livan), for chorus of men's voices; My God Within Me
Is My Soul Cast Down and The Lord Hath Commanded
from as The Hart Pants (Mendelssohn), soprano solo
and chorus of men's voices with accompaniment of
strings and piano; Down in a Ffow'ry Vale (Costanzo
Festa). madrigral for men's voices; I Hear a Thrush
at Eve. Serenade (Charles ^\'akefield Cadman). for
chorus of men's voices with accompaniment of strings
and piano; Three songs—A Pastorale (Veracini). Can-
zonetta (Carl Loewe). Comme autrefois from the Pearl
Fiahers (Bizet), Grace Northrup; St. John's Eve (Jo-
sef Uheinberger), for chorus of men's voices with ac-
companiment of strings and piano; The Winter is Gone
(Old F^nglish Folk Song), for chorus of men's voices;
My Rose. Plantation Love Song (Deems Taylor), for
chorus of men's voices with accompaniment of piano;
In Spring Time (A. Herbert Brewer), soprano solo
and choi-us of men's voices with accompaniment of
strings and piano—Song on May Morning, Welcome
Sweet Pleasure, Power nf Music, A Shepherd's Dance.

Mary Pasmore Burrell, who has been in Honolulu for
the past two seasons, writes us under date of May 9th
that she and her sister Dorothy Pasmore expect to
return to San Francisco about June 22d and that they
will be on tour during next season. Inasmuch as this
prospective tour does not begin until January 23d the
distinguished Pasmore Trio will be available for con-
certs on the Pacific Coast up to that time. The Pasmore
Trio will be under the management of Culbertson of
New York and Chicago.

Earl Meeker, president of the Music Teachers of Cali-
fornia, and one of the leading baritones of California.
was a visitor in San Francisco last week and came here
specially with a message for the San Francisco Music
Teachers' Association in connection with the impending
annual convention to take place in Los Angeles early in
July.

Ferris Hartman and Paul Steindorff Revive Entertaining
and Catchy Herbert Opera Attracting Large
Audiences and Receiving Hearty Applause.

By ALFRED METZGER
The Oakland theatergoing public evidently is pleased

with the attempt of Ferris Hartman and Paul SteindortT
to revive real comic opera in the bay district. Since the
opening night last Sunday, which attracted a packed
house, large audiences have been applauding nightly the
fine entertaining qualities of the cast and those respon-
sible for the enterprise. Ferris Hartman was accorded
a reception of which he may justly be proud, for it must
have convinced him that he is still remembered by thou-
;ands of people and consequently not as old as some are
trying to make him out to be. Indeed, as far as the
writer is concerned he enjoyed the splendid artistry of
'^erris Hartman in his droll impersonation of the adven-
turous aeronaut Abel Conn as he always did.

There is a refreshing atmosphere of theatrical clean-
liness and efficiency over this whole production that
should appeal to everybody. The effervescent work is

presented with vim and dash. Paul Steindorff conduct-
ing the orchestra with his well known mastery of
chorus, principals and orchestra and he invests it with
an energy and absence of dragging that is decidedly
exhilarating. Hartman shows he is up-to-date in evgry
respect for he surplants some of the old topical verses
and "gags" with material of the present day and as
usual keeps his audiences in a merry mood every mo-
ment he is on the stage. He surely is a pastmaster in

entertaining, and he gets every one of his jokes, all of
which are good, over the footlights.

In John Van. the company has a pleasing tenor who is

able to sing the various ballad arias with effective
phrasing. Louis Fitzroy interprets the second comedy
part in the rollicking Jamie McSnuffy whose Hoot Mon
is one of the laugh prodmers of the popular operetta.
Robert Carlson's bass voice is heard to advantage in
the character delineation of I">on Pablo de Tobasco.
Butti Bernard! interprets the role of Lieutenant Des-
mond with the necessary vocal and histronic accomp-
lishments. Rafael Bruneto reveals a fine resonant bass
voice as the Chief Brahmin. Lillian Glaser in the prima
donna role of Maraquita reveals a fine, clear lyric so-

prano voice of exceptional flexibility and sings as well
as acts her role with convincing ease and effectiveness.

Hazel Van Haltren also pleases her hearers vocally
and dramatically in the role of Damayanti adding per-
sonal charm to artistic proficiency. Nona Campbell as
Chief Priestess takes fine advantage of her oppor-
tunity to display her contralto voice while her dignified
appearance and bearing lend effect to her impersonation.
Edna Malone does some decidedly graceful and realistic
dancing adding greatly to some of the ensemble effects.
Scenery and costumes are delightfully artistic and new
and the entire production is first class.

Next week Woodland, the famous Pixley and Luders
musical comedy, is to be presented and the production
will in every way be one of the very finest ever wit-

nessed here. If you like to hear a real comic opera pre-
sented musically you will find Steindorff and Hartman's
productions exacty what you are looking for.

SCIENCE IN MODERN PIANOFORTE PLAYING

We take pleasure in quoting the following lines from
the June issue of the Etude:

Mrs. Brandt's new hook is now complete, and being
prepared for the press. It definitely sets out to tell how-
beautiful tone is made and how technic may be developed
along rational lines in the modern sense. There are
numerous notation examples and numerous photographs
of hand positions, all taken from Mrs. Brandt's own
highly successful work. The book is right up to date
on the best in the science of pianoforte playing. It has
not been made on any theory, but is a practical working
out of real material which has produced remarkable
results with many of Mrs. Brandt's own pupils.

Miss Modesta Mortensen, violinist, artist pupil of Alex-
ander Saslavsky appeared in a private musical given
in her honor by Mrs. John McGaw and created an excel-
lent impression among a select audience of prominent
music lovers and professional musicians. Miss Morten-
sen is an excellent artist, possessing unusual talent and
all the accomplishments necessary to give thorough en-
joyment, played the following program: Sonata No. 10
(Mozart), Miss Mortensen and Mrs. John McGaw; Con-
certo D minor (Vieuxtemps), Mazurka (Wieniawsky).
Melody (Die Bull); Sonata (Dvorak), E Alexander Sas-
lavsky and Mrs. John McGaw; Ave Maria (Schubert-
Wilhelm). Caprice Viennois (Kreisler); Chant (Clarence
White). Suite for two violins (Moszkowski). Miss Mort-
ensen and Mr. Saslavsky: Mrs. Dwight. the excellent
contralto, sang a group of songs in inimitable style and
efficiency among which were included Bohm's Calm as
the Night and Lieurance's The Waters of Minnetonka.

Mme. Rose Florence will appear at Aeolian Hall. Now
York, in a concert under the direction of the Wolfsohn
Musical Bureau on Tuesday afternoon, November 21st.
This is surely evidence for the excellent artistic reputa-
tion enjoyed by this distinguished California singer.

The Holy Names College of Music presented Lucile
Jenkins of Class '22 in a violin recital on Monday eve-
ning. May 29th. which attracted a large and enthusiastic
audience. We shall publish a detailed review of this
event in next week's issue.

GRAND OPERA
AT

STANFORD STADIUM
(Stanford University)

'rill': OI'ICKAS

'K ),\i(;iri

JUXIC 3 "rPagliacci"
With Ballet Oiverlisiement

" ' ' 7 "CARMEN"
10 "FAUST"

il;xk

SAT. E\'\

1UN1-:

"",u#/'16 "CARMEN"

THE ARTISTS

GIOVANNI MARTINELLI
W'orld-Faniuus Tenur of tlie Mt-tropiil-

it;in Opera Company will apiiear

at all performances

BALLESTER

BOURSKAJA
FERNANDA
ARGALL

ROTHIER
SAROYA
STRAUSS

CAROSSIO

GAETANO MEROLA
Director

The Beneficiaries

Stanford Endowment Fund, Clinic in San Fran-

cisco. Fund for Enlargement of Organ, Home
for Convalescent Children

Facts About the Performances

Chorus 150—Orchestra 100— Ballet 50

Wonderful Lighting Effects

Stupendous Scenic Effects

Greatest Open-Air Opera Season Ever

Undertal<en in America

Special Trains and Excursion Rates

From San Francisco to Stadium and Return on

Nights of Performances via Southern Pacific

SEATS NOW ON SALE
At Sherman, Clay & Co.'s, San Francisco, Oakland

and San Jose; Crandall's Palo Alto, and

Book Store on Campus
Prices: $5.00, $3.00, $2.00, $1.00 (No War Tax)

Sunday Afternoon, June 4,

at 2:30 sharp

POPULAR CONCERT
Soloists: Vicente Ball ester, Doria Fernanda

Orchestra 100, Gaetano Merola. Conductor

A Capella Choir of College of the Pacific.

C. M. Dennis. Condoctor

Admission; $1.00, $1.50. $2.00

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is the only Western

magazine that covers the entire musical field. Subscrip-

tions $3.00 per year, payable in advance.
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Significant Mnsic

Miss Eva M. Garcia, pianiste. and Mrs. Grace D. Le
Page, lyrit soprano, will give an interesting recital at

Ebell Hall. Oakland, on Tuesday evening. June 6lh. Both
artists are well known in the bay city and possess the
proficiency necessary to create interest among serious
music lovers. The program will contain many modern
compositions as well as some of the old classics. The
artistry of these two worthy representatives of the best
among the California musical colony should attract a
large audience to this event.

ASHLEY PETTIS, Pianist
Season 1922-23. Now Booking.
STEINWAY PIANO DUOART RECORDS

Management Antonia Sawyer. Aeolian Hall. New York

Jack Hillman, baritone, and Signer Antonio de Grassi.
violinist, will appear from the Examiner Radiophone this

Sunday afternoon, June 4th. from five to six o'clock.

Edgar Thorpe and Walter W'enzel will be the accom-
panists. Mr. Hillman will sing two groups of songs of

which one will be with violin obligato and Signor de
Grassi will play two groups of violin compositions.

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E. Behymer, 705 Philharmonic Auditorium Building.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Persona! Address: BELVEDERE. MARIN COUNTY, CAL.: TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

Miss Jane Sargent Sands, soprano, who came here
some months ago to open her vocal studios, has found
San Francisco a very fertile field for her activities, both
as a singer and teacher. On May 29th she was the
soloist at the annual breakfast of the Pacific Coast Wom-
en's Press Association given at the St. Francis Hotel,
singing a group of Chinese scngs by Brainbridge Crist.

Miss Sands was highly complimented upon her beautiful
artistic and mature musicianship.

Walter Henry Rothwell, the distinguished conductor
of the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles, was a
welcome visitor in San Francisco last week. Mr. Roth-
well left for Europe to spend two months and a half
vacation and will return in time for rehearsals during
September or October. We shall have more to say
regarding a pleasant chat we had with Mr. Rothwell in

our next issue.

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
VIKKR
ik Ab.solntelT

ARTIST
VIOI-IX MAKER A\D RK

Highest (irade Professional \^
fauaran teed—Appraiser of Instrunienis

F" in est Hand >lnde Instrumen Is
Ateliei: Kooiii i;.'. UVis >larket Street, next
f*r:inada 'I' heat re San Kranoiseo. tiilifi>rn

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed bjr Mager Snrayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Studios: 800 Kohler & Chaxe BIdf;.

sr.ISV^ Etna St., Berkeler. Phone Berkeley 1310

MARIAN PREVOST
PIAXIST—ACCOMPANIST—TEACHER

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

Studios: 807 Kobler & Chase Bld^., S. F. Toes. A. M. and
ThurK. P. M. Tel. Kearny 5454. Res. 2728 Elmnrood Ave..
Berkeley. Tel. Uerk. 8297.

EVA M. GARCIA
PIAXIST. ORGANIST AXD TEACHER

11.'= Iloive St., Oakland Tet Piedmont ^493

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RETIR.NED FROM EUROPE

Slndlo: 40fi Kohler A Ckue Bids. Tel. KeamT U.V4

Zhay Clark
Harp Soloist

Formerly With Elsa Ruegger, Mme. Matzenauer,
May Petersen. Reinald Werrenrath, Paul Alt-
house, Seattle Symphony Orchestra, California
Theatre Orchestra. Panama Pacific International

Exposition and Innes Band.

Address: llSl Filbert St. Tel. Prospect 6S58

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO

I

I

AUDITORIUM THEATRE, OAKLAND

Paul Steindorff and Ferris Hartman
Present the Comic Opera Success

WOODLAND
starting Sunday and all next week

Ray Brown, musical critic of the Chronicle, wrote of last week's per-
formance: The enjoyment those auditors manifested in the Herbertian
melodies was an object lesson to those who regard jazz as a menace to
popular taste. Fears of a vitiated preference for distorted phrases and
rhythmic gymnastics may be banished as long as such evident appreciation
is shown tor fluent, graceful themes and sound musical craftsmanship.
Popular taste can always be trusted to find out for itself the difference
between the sterling and the pinchbeck. After all. jazz is a grotesque and
amusing hobgoblin, as harmless as a sheeted jack o' lantern.

Best Seats One Dollar
Phone Auditorium Box Office, Lakeside 1960 for Reservations

800 NOHLER CHASE DLDC
SA N FRANCISCO

WILLEM DEHE
•CELLO VIRTUOSO

Formerly Solo 'Cello iTlfh ibe Stole Theatre In Moa-
«-itiv. Itu.xiNla. nnd 'OIIImi wllb Barrere's I.Idle Sym-
phony. Avnil.ihle for Conrertn and Chamber MdbIc
ItpeitnlM.

Will Xcoept a Few Poplla

ADDRESS: 2228 CARLTON ST., BERKELEY
TeL Berk. 5112-J

San Francisco—Thursdays—1375 California St.

^1 H E regular Faculty.
*• through whose efforts this

institution has gained such
popularit>, will have classes in:

Piano. \'iolin. Harp. Orchestra Con-
ducting. Glet Club Conducting. En-
icmble and Accompanying. Music
llisiory Appreciation, .Vris and Dec-
oration. Arts of the Theatre. School
of the Spoker. Word. Norma' Course
for Public Schoo! Teachers. Play-
ground and Gymnasium Directors;
French, Opera Classes.

For our Utustratfd catalogue and
complete particulars address The
REGISTRAR

CAnnouncin^ the SUTTlinER SESSlOll
Julq Tst to September 1st

(_,! HE advantages available
*• at the Cornish School Sum-

mer Session, recognized among
the leading Art Schools of
America, will surpass any here-
tofore offered in any institu-

tion of the west.

SPECIAL CIJ^SSES
L'nder the tutorship of such eminent
Guest Artists as:

•ADOLPH BOLM. Master Class for~~~

Teachers, Amateur and Professional
Dancers.
•CORNELIUS VAN VLIET. Prt-
ijte Instructions in I'ioltmello
'S.\M HUME. Arts of the Theatre.
Communit\ Drama; Stage Manage

.» -. ment.

CiyyiUSlC SERGEI KLIBANSKY. Pnzaleaia
Class Li-ss'ns for Singers, Teach^t.
RUDOLPH SCHAEFER. Classes tn

Arts and Decorations.
CALVIN BRAINERD CADY. Mia
sic Education \ormal. Piano.
ANNIE LOUISE DAVID. Hartut

^rama
nuance

JACK HILLMAN
BARITONE

Entirely New Reper-
toire for Club Con-
certs.

Modern School of
Voice Culture.

BREATH—VOICE
LIFE

Ptiidio; COO K«hI*T & Chase Bldg.
Phone Kearny 5454

rte..j. IIIIH Hiisl, .^t. I'hone Franklin 5068

®«C0DNI9U S-too/

ROY STBEn SE.MT'-i. U ? A

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco. Calif.
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers—
All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

Los Angeles, May 30.—H. Colin Campbell. Los An-
geles musioian. established himself definitely in the
ranlts of coming pianists with last evening's program at

the (lamut Club. His techni(iue is not only impressive
from the mere virtuoso view, but it is imbued also with
that poetic deepening which makes for the real artist.

The future should bring the ideal balance. As yet key-
board routine is still the outstanding feature of his play-

ing. Yet. this is. in a measure a decided asset, for it

enables Campbell to achieve beautiful color effects, in

spite of digital difficulties. Excepting occasional hard-
ness of touch and passing freedom of pedaling, his tone
is lucid and often colorful. In the Chopin Etude (Cello
study), one could admire limpid warmth of tone, per-
haps more than during any other selection. The other
Chopin numbers G-minor Ballad and Tarantella suffered
from a certain conventionalism and stunted phrasing.
Scriabine's fifth Sonata, based on the Poeme de I'Extase.
in spile of its taxing difficulties, found a forceful read-
ing. Campbell displayed the involved thematic material
with ccnvincing plasticity. Tliis sonata, with its cosmic
thoughts as program, is really orchestrally conceived,
while written for piano. Campbell-Tipton's Octave Etude.
the Rubinstein Barcarolle. Balakirew's Islamey and
Griffith's Sonerzo, the latter added as an encore, were
tests of pianistic endurance on the part of the player.
Three manuscript pieces by L. de vere Nicholson, Los

Angeles composer, were given their first hearing by Mr.
Campbell. They introduced a fascinating talent of
marked creative power. Prom a Spanish Garden and
The Dancer breathe Iberian atmosphere. Nicholson's
style might perhaps be described as reflective, impres-
sionistic naturalism. Harmonically this music is mod-
ern, independently so at times. Nicholson could be
classed as a contemporary of the latter-day French and
English composer, specially so in his Passing Clouds.
Judging from a single hearing. The Dancer seems
the most brilliant work, as if cast from one mold.
From a Spanish Garden is programmatically more inter-
esting, because of its fleeting visions which probably
account for a seeming thematic abruptness. Rhythmi-
cally these two pieces are entrancing, a quality well
brought out by Campbell, who accorded the composi-
tions a baptism of evident love and finesse. Composer
and pianist were warmly applauded.

The announcement that John Smallman, prominent
Los Angeles baritone, is to give his first public recital in
Los Angeles, is creating considerable interest among
the musical folk of this city. Although Mr. Smallman
has appeared many times up and down the Pacific
Coast, in recitals and concerts for private organizations,
there are many of his friends in Los Angeles who have
never had the opportunity to hear him give a complete
recital program. 'The event will take place at the Friday
Morning Clubhouse. 9404 South Figueroa. on Tuesday
evening. June thirteen. Mr. Smallman will be assisted
by Axel Simonsen, famous cellist; and Miss Lorna
Gregg, at the piano. A capacity audience is assured for
in the four years that Mr. Smallman has been in the
professional field in Los Angeles, he has made a most
enviable reputation tor himself, not only as a concert
artist but as a teacher of voice and as conductor of the
Los Angeles Oratorio Society. He has developed many

.professional singers from his class of students. An
interesting feature of Mr. Smallman's coming recital will
be his singing of three songs of the year by Los Angeles
composers. The numbers featured will be A Birthday
Song by Louis Curtis; Trees by Oscar Rasbach, and
Work by Gertrude Ross.

Members of the -American Music Optimists' Club. Los
Angeles Chapter, will gather at the home of Mrs. Bessie
Bartlett Frankel, the new president of the club, so well
known for her excellent work as founder and president
of the California Federation of Music Clubs. The musi-
cal program will offer solos by Axel Simonsen, cellist,

Carl Gantvoort, baritone, Alfred Kaslner, harp, and
Albert Tufts, organ. Election of officers, recently held,
resulted in a working team which should bring the
organization to high club efficiency. The new officers
are: Mrs. Bessie Bartlett Frankel, president; Mme.
Anna Ruzena Sprotte, first vice president; Mrs. J. T.
Anderson, second vice president; Dr. Eugene Davis,
third vice president; Mr. Sydney Sprague, correspond-
ing secretary; Mrs. Margaret Cooper Powell, recording
secretary; Mrs. Myrtle Pryibil Colby, treasuer; Mrs.
Agnes Osborne Carter, financial secretary; Miss Sylvia
Harding, associate financial secretary; Miss Helen Hol-
zer, auditor. Mrs. Clare McComas Robinson, is chair-
man of the press committee. Mme. Anna Ruzena
Sprotte will act as chairman of the program committee,
the coming event being her debut in this capacity. It is

the purpose of the club to sponsor not only music, but
all the allied arts. With Sydney Sprague a member of
the "cabinet" aflSliation has been established towards
the dramatic arts. Mr. Sprague is president of the Play-
Crafters. Primarily however the club will serve the best
in American music. New American composers and their
works, according to merit, are to be bought before the
public, while resident artists are to be given wide en-
couragement.

Rena MacDonaUl. associate of Impresario L. E. Behy-
mer. has returned from a four weeks' visit East. Miss
MacDonald vi.sited tlie principal music centers of the
East in the interests of the Behymer office, making

"FITZGERALD'S for the advancement of musk"

Grace Wood Jess
USES THE KNABE

This talented sinner of folk songs has chosen

THE KNABE
Of this superb piano she says: "The Kuabe possesses an
unsurpassed quality of richness, depth, brilliancy and son-

ority of tone. I heartily recommend the Knabe to the
pianist—the singer—the listener."

H'e Cordially in<viie you to

inspect the KNABE in both

Upright und Grand Models.

FITZGERM^JB/JMUSIC'
HILL STREET^Sjr AT 7S7'*7'29

Los Angeles
Also at 333 Pine Ave., Long Beach

arrangements for appearances of artists in the South-
west and on the Coast. Among other singers to be
heard here for the first time is the great Russian basso.
Feodore Chaliapin, who is considered the foremost basso
of the present day. Chaliapin will sing once here and in

San Francisco.

iMiss Pearle Withersbee, soprano, gave a reception
recital in her studio last Thursday night, assisted by
Lohr Ludwick, tenor.

Henry Liss, a noted vocalist of the East, will locate in

Los Angeles and expects to open a studio soon.

William Pilcher, our well known young tenor, sang a
successful engagement at the Hollywood Woman's club
last Wednesday night.

Mrs. Slocum B. Norton, soprano; Mrs. William Duf-
field. contralto; Harold E. Shugart, tenor, and Fred
Backer, baritone, have formed a quartet which made a
successful appearance at the Friday Morning club last

Thursday evening. Mrs. William S. Shugart was accom-
panist.

Maurice Stoloff, violinist, with Gertrude Ross at the
piano and Hazel Eden, soprano, presented an enjoyable
program for the Ebell club recently. Mr. Stoloff played
a group of Russian numbers, ending with two of the
Spanish-California folk songs which Gertrude Ross has
harmonized and arranged for the violin.

J. W. Soothe, manager of the piano, phonograph and
radio departments at Barker Bros., accompanied by his
wife and daughter, has left for New York to attend the
nineteenth jubilee convention of the music merchants of
the United States. Mr. Boothe, who is Pacific Coast
chairman of the Music Merchants' association, will also
attend the convention of the Talking Machine Jobbers'
association in Atlantic City. A great effort will be made
to bring the next National Music Merchants' convention
to Los Angeles.

At the studio of Lily Link-Brannan, yesterday after-

noon, three groups of piano numbers were given by Mrs.
Brannan's advanced pupils. The followng composers
were represented on the program: Bach. Beethoven,
Chopin, Debussey, Schytte, MacFayden and MacDowell.

Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Davis of the Davis College gave
a musical last evening at their new home, :i310 West
Fir.st street, presenting Miss Katharyne Rose, gifted
young soprano, who was assisted by Miss Rhea Craw-
ford, one of the advance piano students, who recently
was heard at the Ebell Club.

Franklin Cannon, pianist, with studios in Carnegie
Hall, New York, will open studios in the Walker Audi-
torium building, where he will conduct summer courses
for pianist and teachers. Mr. Cannon will be at the
Lark Ellen ranch near Covina during his stay in Cali-
fornia.

Mrs. Ralph Laughlin gave her lecture-recital. "Music
of Nations," Tuesday evening before the Mt. Hollywood
Club. Mrs. Laughlin is closing a busy season, having
played and lectured before clubs of the city and vicinity.

Maude F«nIon Bollman, soprano, was soloist for (he
Wa Wan Club last Saturday afternoon, giving two num-
bers, •'On the Moonlit Sea." by Hannah Smith, and
"Fluttering Lennes," by Kolling. Mrs. Bollman will en-
tertain at an informal student reception on the evening
of June 5th the MacDowell Club, Tajo building, for stu-
dents and friends. An informal musical program will
be a feature of the evening.

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CVI.TVRR—COACHING IN RBPBRTOIRB

OPERA CLASSES INCLUDING COHPLBTB
PRESENTATIONS

Studio 1324 S. Fivaeroa. Pbona S180S

GERTRUDE ROSS—COMPOSER-PIANISTE
Just lB8ued for the Piano

"SPAXISH SERENADE" and "RIDE OF THE COWBOY**
For Sale ut Music Dealers

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Available for Conrerta and Recitals
Lltulted \umber of Advanced Pupil* Accepted

Violinist Los .%ne:eles Trio
Studio: .t.t4 Music Arts Studio Bldp. Phone 100S2

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
PIAMSTB—Member "L'Ensemble Moderne**

Studio: 912 W. 20th St. Phone: 24667

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Tuesday. Wednesday. Friday Afternoons
Eean School. Phones 21805 or 271330
1324 South FLg-ueroa. Los Ansreles

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Concertmaster Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles

SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E. Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PL, Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATER

ProKniiii titr \\ eek of June -Ith

4n> TannhniiMer OverlDre Wafcner
(III \lr l.nuiN Xlli CJhys

4 ( t K arm II HanMon

In ronjunetiou with

i.o\ (:iia:^kv

In

"THE TRAP"
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L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg.. Lot Angelea

ANNE Mcpherson—Soprano
Ear Trajning. Sight Reading. Voice Culture

Individual >leihod« for ProfexslonsU and l^tadenta
Studio: Vandrrbllt Hotel. ^2tt S. Hope. Pico 17::o

ILYA BRONSON p,.,,.;;;;;;
'iellUt
nic OrcheNtra

Member Trio Inlime. I.o*i Anfirles Trio. PhUhnrnionlc
Quartet. Insirut.'! Ion. f'hniiiher >lu>ilr' Kerllalii

422 Slu«lc Arts Hldp Phone IOOK2

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET '.

oncerlii RecltalM
lub ProcraniK

Jean ColivelL Ifaxel B. Anderson, Kdna (.'. Voorhees. Dai.<«T
V. PrideauT, Abhie \orton Jam i ton, I)i rector-A ceonipan

-

i«te. 2024 "Hi. Hoover. Phone 2;ii>;tr..

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICF A\D MODERN LANGl'AGBS
Stndloa: Caniut Club. IIM-I ^. Ho|ie

For Inquiries phone fMMMIl

ZOELL>ER QUARTET
.>lanaKenienf U. A A. Cnlbertson. Aeotlan Hall, New Y*rk

SerlouB StodentB Accepted
Perannal Addressi 1250 Windsor Bird.. Loa Ans«l*«

FLORENCE IVI IDDAUGH— Contralto
Concert*—Oratorio—Re«l1aU

Taesdar and Friday Mornlnsa, .^14 Mnale Arta Bide
Loa AnKelen. Studio Phone 100S2. Residence Main 9560

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
MIS«IOV THE^TRK. I.OS AXQBLEa

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Mu«lc
306 Blanchard Hall, Los Angelea—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLOWE--S0I0 Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestr-a—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Los An|elst
Res- Phone: 579064

(<H1 POSER-PIAMSTHOMER GRUNN
Arallable for Concerts and Reeltala

Studlot 1324 South FIcneroa. Phone 24139

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerts—-Recitals—Instruction

Feet urine' A 11-American ProErams
Studio: 1500 So. Fieaeroa St. Phone 23195

FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—Artist Manaeement—Publicity

811 Majestic Theatre Bids-

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
VASTER VIOLIN TEACHER

Stadio: 401-03 Slaxon Opera HoaHe
Pbon* 123»iO Rea. Phone 50122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTB
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Rooms)
For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PiANISTE—LOS ANGELES TRIO

Studio: 323 Mualc Arts Studio Bids- Phone: li>Os2

GRACE WOOD JESS >'e>^^« sopraxo
DRAMATIC INTERPRETER OF POLK SONGS

IN COSTIJIE RECITALS
Managemt^nt; L. E. Behymer. Loa Angelea

ANN THOMPSON-Pw/m/e-
NOW TOl RING IN THE EAST

For Dates Dnrlne Fall 1022 and Sprlns 1923
Write to ^2« S. Hope. Los Anseles. Pico 1770

MRS. M. HENNION ROBINSON—Artistic Accompanying
I Accompanist for Ellis and Lyric Clnhs)

L. A. Studio: Mon„ \Ved.. FrL 151S So. St. .Andrews
Pkone 7440«. Res. Club House Apts.. Venice. 61047

MAUDE FENLON BOLLMAN
SOPRANO

Students Received in the Art of Slnelns:
420-21 Mn>le Arts Sindio BldE-. Phone 10082

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Southern California

All Branches Taacht
Diatlnsnlahed Facaltr—Strons Conrsea

Send for CataloE
XMI Saiilk Flcneraa Street Loa Aasrelea, Calif.

The May Festival, presented Friday evening at the
rniversjiy of Southern California auditorium with Ellen
Beach Yaw, prima donna, soprano, assisted by Ceorgilla
I^y, pianisle. and M.\Ttle Oulet. harpist, with fifty little

Queen Esther girls, was a pronounced success and was
received with enthusiasm by the large audience present.
Eighteen numbers were given on the program.

Miss Frieda Peycke. composer-interpreter, whose re-
citals of musical illustrated poems have been a source
of pleasure to the concert-going public for several years,
is to teach this summer in her new- studio. Tajo building.
Last year this young woman spent most of her vacation
in New York studying with David Bispham and Nelson
lUingworth. also making a series of phonograph records.

.Matinee Musical Club of which Mrs. Spenser-Kelly is

president, will open the June programs with a recital
June 1, at Ebell clubhouse, at 2;:i0 o'clock, with Florence
Middaugh. contralto. May Orcutt accompanying at the
piano, and Ruth Thompson, pianist and composer, ap-
pearing. Also the last reading of the revised bylaws will
be heard and vote taken. Officers nominated for another
year include Mrs. J. Spenser-Kelly, president: Mrs.
Henry G. Sanger, first vice-president: .Mrs. William Kirt-
ley Chambers, second vice-president : Mrs. L. S. Moore,
recording secretary-: Mrs. Ruth S. Omey. financial secre-
tary; Miss Ruth Fuller, corresponding secretary; Mr.-;.

G. M. Swindell, federation secretary; .Miss Ella P. True,
treasurer, and Mme. Joan Warren Hollingsworth, Louise
-Anderson Henderson and Elizabeth .McCabe Gilmore as
directors. As but one ticket has entered the field it is

highly probable this will carry.

Those who have been named by the nominating com-
mittee, headed by Mrs. Carlctta Comer Wagner, include:
Mrs. Williams Ernest Mabee. for another term as presi-
dent: Mrs. Carl Johnson, first vice-president: Mrs. Ed-
ward Dvorak, second vice-president; .Anne Priscilla
Rischer. third vice-president : Mrs. Louise Anderson
Henderson, fourth vice-president; Mrs. Maud Fenlon
Bollman. recording secretary; Mrs. Gail Mills Dimmitt,
corresponding secretary: Mrs. Pearl Cole McMullen,
treasurer, and Miss Letitia Williams, financial secretary,
with Mrs. W^illiam H. Anderson, as parliamentarian, and
Mrs. Harry V. Baxter, as auditor. It is expected that
officers nominated will be elected.

The annual student recital of Horatio Cogswell, of
the vocal department of the college of music, took place
Friday evening, June 2, in Bovard auditorium. Notable
among those who appeared were the Southern Cali-
fornia quartet, which has been giving concerts in all the
important cities of the coast, including the Sunday
morning concerts of Grauman's and the California the-
aters of Los Angeles and San Francisco. Others on the
program were Misses Isobel Smith. Ethel I. Suavely,
Juanita Benoist, Evangeline Reese, Darothy Van Amum
and Anna May Galloway: Messrs. Howard Bridegroom,
Harry Hardin, Howard Coy, Harry Putnam, Harold Taft
and Robert Corbin Lackey. The repertoire of the eve-
ning consisted of varied numbers from local, and modern
composers of recognized importance, as well as from
the works of Wagner, Saint-Saens, Leoncavallo, Mas-
senet and Puccini.

At the California Theater—Mr. Elinor and his Cali-
fornia Theater concert orchestra scored w-ell in the pub-
lic eye yesterday where a crowded house greeted them
at every performance. .Applause followed each number
in great enthusiasm. An Irish Fantasia woven from the
most delightful and charming of the Love Lyrics of the

S O HM E R
Cupid Grand

The value of the SOHMER in teaching cannot be

estimated. Its pure, resonant lone and even, per-

fect scale are splendid allies in the cultivation of

a true musical ear.

For concerts and recitals, its surprising volume
and richness have a brilliant, highly pleasing

effect.

Barker Bros.
SOHMER Representatives Exclusive

716-73S South Broadway, Los Angeles

An Inexpensive Piano That Appeals to

Professionals

Kurtzmann
Piano

The reason so many successful

musicians favor the Kurtzmann
Piano is because it is an unusual

Piano at an unusually low cost.

The Kurtzmann's clear tone and
full volume particularily adapt

it for public use.

Kurtzmann Pianos Priced

Uprights $485 Grands $925

Kurtzmann-Aeolian-Players $795

Convenient Terms

Sole Agents for Kurtzmann Pianos and Players

Geo. T.Birtel Co.

^ 446-448

"Auld Scd" such as Come Back to Erin and The Warin'
of the Green. The Last Rose of Summer and a cello
solo Has Sorrow Thy Young Day Shaded, is the first

number on the great triple program. Verdi's well known
and much loved quartet from Rigoletto appealed greatly.
played with all the dramatic tenseness that this story
of love and revenge should have. Say It With Music
from the Music Box Review by Irving Berlin furnished
the jazz number on this clever and executed program.
Wagner's Tannhauser overture is the feature number
of next week's programs.

Len Barnes, Australian baritone, will be the soloist at
the Sunday Morning concert of the California Theatre
Orchestra. This will be Mr. Barnes' last appearance in
San Francisco for some time as he will leave for Eng-
land early in the week to remain for an indefinite period.
Mr. Barnes was the recipient of many courtesies prior to
his departure as he made many friends during his so-
journ here and was counted among our foremost artists.

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Ol^a Steeb. Claire KorbeM Crane. Lester Dono-
hne. Colin Canipbell. Mildred Jamison. Mrs. CIlfTord Lott.
Adelaide GoNnell, Shibley Royes, etc.

Studio: 431 South .\lvarado St. Phone 5334.%.

pe^ric^

WoJwosr
SOPRANO

Only KeriouN and tal-
ented studentH ac-
cepted. Repertoire In
French, Italian, Ruk-
an. Enslith. Studio.
OC Majestic Theatre
Ruildins- S21&10

EDGAR J. HANSEN "'t'^.^TcV?"''

::i4 ^IohIc ArlH Studio Bids. Phone 100.S2. Res. 510
cert Direction. Grace Carroll Elliot.

DAVOL SANDERS VIOLIN "iiiLOlST
COMPOSER

Head \ lulln Dcpt.. Colles^ of >lusic. U. S. C.—Member
Philharinoulc Orchestra

3201 S. Flgueroa St., Loa AoKelea Phone Main 2190

CATHERINE H. SHANK ^°SJ
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studios: 1500 S. Figueroa; Pbone: 22632. Los Angeles
Glendale: 433 Riverdale Dr.; Phone Glend. 1120-W

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

l-IC S. Grand View. Phone .'."ilO^o. Los Angeles

JOHN SMALLMAN--BARITONE
Concert EneraerenientM— Conductor L. A. Oratorio Socletj-

Mrs. H. O. .i'l.seph. St-cv-. l.'.Ou S. Figueroa. Phone -3iy;.

LOUIS A. MAAS
Tuning, I'oicing. Ozcrhijuliug

ot Pianos and Organs. Prompt Attention. Good Refer
ence-H. 12J».t West 37th Place. Telephone 774.t«
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MUSICAL ACTIVITIES IN SAN DIEGO

Season's End Accentuated With a Number of Important
Events That Attract Much Favorable Attention

Toward San Diego's Prominent Musicians

.Misses Adele Burns, Louise Cowles, Glen Funk. Lazelle
(le Lane. Marie Hahn. Audrey Kingdom, Mildred McCart-
ney, Aileea Rohrn and Teresa Reutinger.

GINO SEVERI TRIUMPHS AS CONDUCTOR

By BERTHA SLOCUM
San Diego, May 27.—The name of a San Diego

musician. Joseph A. Farrell. who has recently been hon-
ored by the publication of an original work, will be

found on the first page of the most recent (Mayt edition

of the novelty list published by the Oliver Ditson Co.

Mr. Farrell is one of San Diego's popular soloists, having
pleased many local audiences with his resonant basso-
cantante, since he has been in this city. The review
follows:
"Joseph A. Farrell is the talented head of a gifted

family which is active in the musical life of San Diego.
Himself a singer, as well as an excellent violinist, he is

accompanied in his song programs by his wife and their

daughter (a pupil of her fatlitr on the violin), plays the
obligatos. Classic and standard numbers are found on
the Farrell recital programs together with the best in

American composition."

The Mission Hills School of Music, which was estab-
lished about a year ago by Miss Ruth Martin, has just

closed a successful season, and Miss Alice IloUman has
purchased the school, and has opened for the summer
session, with an increased faculty, and a large enroll-

ment. Miss Hollman came to San Diego two years ago
to take charge of the beginners* department of the San
Diego Conservatory, teaching the Dunning System, and
has firmly established herself in the musical life of the
city. Her former experience in the east and south have
fitted her for the responsibilities of the new undertaking.
and her enthusiasm and energy will go far to make the
Mission Hills School one of the foremost in the south.
Her corps of teachers include the eminent pianist, Kllen
Bronson Habcock. the vocal work is in charge of William
Harper, bass-baritone, these two artists being presented
in the first Faculty recital on Wednesday, May 17th. at
Thearles Recital Hall. The program was most compre.
hensive. and displayed the varied capabilities of the
performers. The artistic standard was of the highest,
ranking equally with the best eastern artists who have
betn heard this season. Other recitals will be given by
faculty members at intervals during the season. Op-
portunity for variety is great since the departments of
the school include dramatic art, and dancing, languages,
and the art as expressed in color as well as in tone.

The closing of the school year at the San Diego Junior
College, and Teachers' College, has given to the public
a delightful musical festival, which was given at the
(Ireek theater on the campus. Elaborate programs of
song, a genuine spring festival of music, was jointly given
by the Choral Club, the Treble Clef, the Junior College
Men's Chorus, the college orchestra, together with sup-
plementary choruses of children. The performances
were further made attractive by extensive lighting, in

special effects. The program was in three parts— first,

the Indian operetta. The Childhood of Hiawatha, by
Whitly: second, the Dance of the Phantoms performed
by students of the college, and the general program by
college musical organizations. The third part of the
program was devoted to excerpts from the comic opera
.Vliss Cherry Blossom, the part of Cherry being well
taken by Miss Violet Knowles. the chorus composed of
fifty Geisha girls, to furnish atmosphere. This is the
most pretentious affair ever presented by the joint
college organizations, and credit is due Miss Grace
Giberson, who has had the direction of the musical
training of the schools for the past year, and who was
in charge of the Spring Festival. This festival concen-
trates in one big event, the results of the training of
the students along the many lines of development ot

the present vear.

The San Diego Chamber Music Trio, consisting of
Miss Jessie Voigt. violin; Alice Barnett Price, pianist,
and NMno Marcelli, cellist, were heard in a program clos-
ing the Amphion season, playing a trio by Mendelssohn,
which received the approbation of an enthusiastic audi-
ence. They were also heard in a concert at the broad-
casting station at the Thearle Music Co. radio station.
and again last week in the entr'act music for the latest
I reduction by the San Diego players, at the Spreckels
(heater.

Their popularity is increasing with every appearance.
Bnd their artistic standards are of the highest, as all are
thorough musicians, with a serious regard for their
art. All are connected with the musical training of the
San Diego High School; Miss Voigt, teacher of the ele-
mentary training work of the high and grade orchestras:
.Mr. .Marcelli, director of the orchestral work, and the
60-piece High School orchestra, and Mrs. Price, general
director of High School music, and teacher of musical
history.

An interesting recital was given recently at the
Thearle Recital Hall by Robert Young, the talented pupil
of Miss Dolce Crossmeyer. He shows t-vldence of un-
usual ability as a pianist, having a fine singing tone, and
a technic fully adequate to the compositions of Liszt and
Chopin. The lad's musical gifts, combined with a keen
intelligence, lead critics to predict for him a most bril-
liant future.

Mrs. L. L. Rowan presented a few of her young pupils
in recital on May 6th at her studio. Those appearing are
all members of the Student's Musical Cub which will
soon give an event under the patronage of the Amphion
Club. Among those singing at the Rowan studio were

The May meeting of the Professional Musicians' Guild.
Miss Dolce Gressmayer president, was held at the
Thearles Recital Hall, and the program was a departure
from the stereotyped form. Miss Inez Anderson, con-
tralto, sang a group of interesting songs, one, a compo-
sition of Miss Grossmayer, and then Miss Culp of the
San Diego High School read a most interesting and
humorous paper on American Wit and Humor. Those
present will not soon forget the wit and humor which
Miss Culp so ably discussed, and which was so thor-

oughly enjoyed. This was Miss Grossmayer's first meet-
ing in lier office as president, and it is certain that the

year will be one long to be remembered if the re-

mainder of her programs are up to the first.

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT IN HIS ATELIER

Mr. Schmidt was born in the city of Markneukirchen.
noted as the center of musical instrument manufacturing
in Saxony, Germany. He started to learn the making of

violins at the age of fourteen years. He studied through
the best Ateliers in Europe where he made an enviable
reputation. In mi2 he came to this country locating at,-

Denver. Colo., where he engaged in business for a period
of six years. His violins and 'cellos were received with
great enthusiasm, due to their flawless workmanship
and magnificent tone. Mr. Schmidt must be credited
with being a genius in his art and his work is planned
on scientific facts, there being no guesswork or experi-
menting done on the instruments entrusted to him for
repairing and adjusting.

He has restored to their rightful beauty many fine

instruments that have suffered under unskilled and inex-

perienced hands. It is his firm belief that it requires
diligent study and application to the work, as well as
the natural gift, before one can qualify as a Violin
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maker. California being the music center of the Pacific
Coast, and the people more appreciative of the branches
of art pertaining to music, Mr. Schmidt decided in 1918
lo come to San Francisco and is permanently located at
1028 Market street. He has proved his ability to the
best critics of the musical profession. And also has
many letters of gratitude, complimenting him on the
high quality of his work, in the United States as well as
in Europe.

The violoncello which he completed in 1921. requiring
the greater part of two years to construct, is one of the
finest instruments of its kind ever made in modern times
and has been highly praised by the foremost 'cellists of
San Francisco. Mr. Schmidt is sincere in his work and
word, and is to be depended upon in every respect.
Those who are interested in his line of work are cor-
dially invited to visit the studio. Room 25. 1028 Market
street, (next to Granada theater), where they will re-

ceive a hearty welcome.

.\ndre Ferrier will play in English with the Pacific
Players at Sorosis Hall little theatre, 536 Sutter street.
Friday evening. June IG. Mr. Ferrier is responsible for
the remarkable establishment of a French theatre in San
Francisco, being the director of La Gaite Francais. With
the Pacific Players he will play The Convict in The
Bishop's Candesticks. by Norman McKinnel. The other
piece to be given on the 16th is Carrots by Jules Renard.
Winifred Buster will play the title role. Other players
are Paul .Merrick. Dudley R. Douglas. Mr. Anderson, Jane
Seagrave. Ethel Darling and Sybil Higgins.

Miss Althea Burns will give a program of songs as fol-

lows: Medley from Irene, by Montgomery; The Fan by
D'Hardelot. and Sunbeams, by Ronald.

Tlie production will be under the direction of Na-
thaniel Anderson.

San Francisco Public Delighted With Young Musician's
Virility and Executive Ability and Paying Him

Well Deserved Homage Daily

Every friend of good music will be pleased to hear
that Gino Severi has permanently endeared himself to
the great mass of music lovers who attend the California
theater. While at first there seemed to have been a
question as to whether Mr. Severi, who was always
recognized as a splendid violinist and musician would
also be an equally efficient conductor, there does not
exist at this time any difference of opinion regarding his
adaptability for tlie position. There is specially one
feature of Mr. Severi's conducting that has been riveted
in the mind of the public and that is his absolute aban-
donment into his work and his sincerity of expression.

His control over his musicians is indeed complete for
he infuses his personality and his artistic mind into the
every motion of his baton. His rhythm, phrasing and
depth of emotion is easily transmitted to his players,
and the oftener you hear him the more you become con-
vinced that he is a natural born director of an orchestra.
His programs are well selected and appeal to his audi-
ences which is demonstrated by the spontaneous and
prolonged outbursts of applause that reward him at the
conclusion of every number. Specially delightful are his
operatic selections which breathe the atmosphere of
artistic finish and thoroughness.

Mr. Severi also invests the more popular numbers
with a certain element of higher artistry for he has them
interpreted by competent musicians who put every ounce
of interpretative faculty into them and who therefore
delight their hearers immeasurably. We are indeed glad
to note that Severi has won his laurels as conductor
honestly and permanently.

S. F. MUSIC TEACHERS MEETING AND CONCERT

The San Francisco Music Teachers .\sscciation gave
a very interesting program after the conclusion of its

meeting on Friday evening. May 26th, at the .\rrillaga

Musical College. State President Earl Meeker made
a very interesting opening address to which Frank
Carroll Giffen, president of the San Francisco Music
Teachers Association add»d a few appropriate re-

marks. Henry Bretherick, ex-president of the Music
Teachers Association of California, and one of the
most loyal and distinguished members of the profes-
sion, played a group of three enjoyable organ composi-
tions by Guillant. McFarland and Lully. .Miss Estelle
Reed, formerly of this city, who has gained experience
and distinction as a pupil of the famous Theodore Kos-
lolT, with whom she has been studying in Los Angeles
during the last four years, contributed to the pro-
gram by dancing the Dance Tartare with exceptional
grace and expressive terpsichorean art, being effec-

tively accompanied on the piano by George Kruger.
Miss Louise Massay, a vocal artist of exceptional

force and musicianship, concluded the program with
a representative group of songs entitled: Invocation to

Orpheus (Peri), Come Then Lovely May (Gluckl. Brit-

tany Folk Songs and a composition by France. Miss
Massay impressed everybody with her discriminating
phrasings. her fine taste and her excellent enunciation.
She is surely an artist of high rank. She was efficiently

and skillfully accompanied by Miss Clarke. In further
explanation of Miss Reed's rerforraance it may be of

interest to our readers to learn a little more about
her style of dancing:

Miss Reed is a strict adherent to the principles of

the Russian School of which the primary aim is tech-
nique, which consists of vigorous muscle building ex-

ercises which are essential to the development of
equilibrium and precision without which the dancer
is hampered by natural physical limitations. There-
fore to become a true exponent of the Russian Ballet
there is a necessity for earnest daily practice of these
arduous exercises.

When a firm foundation and perfection of control
of body, arms and head is attained, these technical
acquisitions are eventually subordinated, and The chief
concern consists in mastering the qualities of mobility
and ease in order to give the freest play to the aesthe-
tic emotions. At this point dancing on the toes becomes
a very necessary aid in the interpretation of moods
varyitfg from the coquettish to spiritual exaltation,
where the elimination of the appearance of weight is

so essential.

The Russian Academy is unique in its development
of individual style, which is evidenced by the domin-
ating qualities of each dancer's work, whether flowing,
legato or brilliant and briskly lyrical.

Miss Reed was premier character dancer in Theodore
Kosloff's company, and among the many productions
in which she was starred was notably the widely
known Ballet, "Lezginka."

Miss Teresina Monotti, the well known California
soprano, left for Italy last week in order to study during
an entire year. Miss Monotti. who has scored a series of

artistic triumphs in California in a professional capacity,
is an artist pupil of Mme. Johanna Kristoffy. and is on
the way of making an enviable reputation for herself.

The San Francisco Trio, of which Willem Debe is

cellist and Wm. Laraia. violinist, announces that owing
to the departure for Europe of Mrs. Cecil HoUis Stone.
pianist of the organization. Mrs. Elsie Cook Hughes has
been induced to fill this responsible position. Surely no
better choice could have been made and everyone will

look forward to the next season of this able organization
with great interest.
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EVERYTHING READY FOR OPEN-AIR OPERA
Pagiiacci to Be Opening Production at Palo Alto Saturday With Ballet

Divertissement as Another Feature—Merola Grat-

ified With Rehearsals

Prerarations are now complete for the
open-air music festival to be staged in

Stanford I'niversity stadium and a
throng of music lovei^ is expected next
Saturday to attend TFagliacci, the pre-

mie r opera of the series to be sung. Ar-
rangements have been made with the
Southern Pacific Company for special
trains to accommodate the crowds and
will leave San Francisco at 6:45. arriv-

ing at Palo AUo at 7:45; leaving alter
the performance at 11:10 and arriving at

San Francisco at midnight. Parking ar-

rangements have been made to accom-
modate 5000 machines. The space will

be policed by special officers.

Brilliant performances are promised
under the direction of Gaetano Merola.
who has gathered together a constella-

tion of international stars. Merola's idea
to inaugurate in California open-air mu-
sic festivals, both financially and artis-

tically on a par with the greatest musi-
cal festivals given in Europe, has been

, called "audicious." Merola and hie spon-

they are having. Chorus work is jus*

like discipline of routine army life for

a soldier, but all great generals have
to experience it. Just so with singers.

and with the material 1 have found
around the bay region, my plans to con-
tinue to produce have grown in strength
and determination to show the people
here what they have at hand."
The Stanford Stadium was chosen for

the productions, the director explained,
because of its size, and because its at-

mosphere eliminated the exclusiveness
which a closed theatre would bring. So
convinced has he become of the enor-
mous possibilit^ies in- talent and the
widespread interest in musical affairs

here that Merola maintains the erection
of a now visionary opera house, must
become an actual thing in the imme-
diate future. "We cannot afford to neg-
lect and bury the opportunity. * he con-
cluded, "this enthusiasm and ability

must have a lasting home."

M KX AVII.LIBALD SCHMIDTS
I See Page S. Colamn

sers are confident, however, that he will

succeed. Carmen will he sung twice.
F^ust and I'Pagliacci will also he pre-
sented. The dates for the performances
are June 3rd 7th. 10th and 16th.
the choice of I'Pagliacci for the first

performance is considered happy, inas-
much as the opera revolver around a
group of strolling players who are giv-
ing a performance in the open air. The
cast for I'PagHacci is as follows: Gio-
vanni Martine Hi as Canio. a strolling
player: Vicente Ballester as Tonio, the
clown of the players: Marsden Argall as
Silvio, a young peasant ; A. N'eri as
Beppo. Bianca Saroya as Nedda. the
beautiful wife of Canio.
That the most satisfactory part of pro-

ducing an opera here in California has
been the finding of orchestra and chorus
in the immediate vicinity, according to
Gaetano Merola. director of the great
productions to be given at the Stanford
Stadium beginning Saturday night, June
3rd "There are so many good musicians
here." he said, after directing the chorus
singing at The Examiner radio concert.
"When I finished the rehearsal this
morning with the men, nearly all of
them members of tbe symphony orches-
tra. I felt the truth of what I have al-

ways believed, that with trained masses
obtainable locally, opera should be avail-

able every season here.
"All you need in San Francisco is the

good will, the co-operation and the be-
lief. The reason that the Chicago Opera
Company and others find it so difficult

to come here is because of the overhead
expense of transporting chorus and mu-
sicians. I have obtained them here, and
the stars can always be brought from
anywhere. Build an opera house and the
training can be given here at home."
Merola illustrated his conviction of the
musical value of training for an oper-
atic production which the chorus has
received, by referring lo the number of
stars who came up from the chorus. "The
enthusiasm of this chorus has empha-
sized their realization of the opportunity

JENNY LIND TRIO SUCCESS

The evening of May 23rd will long be
remembered by those who were fortunate
enough to attend the concert given by
the Jenny Lind Trio at the Fairmont
Hotel. The trio artists are Harriet Ben-
nett, soprano. Louise Brehany. mezzo-
soprano, and Carlo Cima. baritone, with
Mabelle Baalmaan at the piano. From
beginning to end the audience was en-
raptured by the melodious, artistic and
beautiful singing of the group. Miss Ben-
nett, whose entire musical ability is at-

tributable to the teaching of Madame
Brehany. was particularly pleasing in her
songs. The soft, velvety tones were a
delight to all and the audience showed
its appreciation by rapt attention during
her singing and vociferous applause when
she had finished. It was necessary for
her to sing numerous encores before the
audience would allow them to proceed
with the program. We predict great
things for Miss Bennett and trust that her
success will be equal to the artistry of
her work.

Carlo Cima, who is also a pupil of Ma-
dame Brehany. was discovered by her a
year and a half ago and he showed that
his training was of the ver>- best by the
manner in which he sang. It was a de-
light to his auditors to listen to the mel-
odies as they floated through the ballroom.
Madame Brehany is a well known voice
teacher in San Francisco who has a beau-
tiful voice. Her singing, together with
that of her artists pupils shows that she
has something to impart to those who
desire to advance in the art of singing
pleasantly, correctly and artistically. May
we not have many more concerts of the
sort presented by these three artists.
The accompaniments were ably sus-

tained by Mabelle Baalmaan, who added
greatly to the success of the evening.
Madame Vought, under whose direction
these artists appeared, is to be congratu-
lated in her efforts in behalf of the local
artists and merits the patronage of all

who enjoy good music.
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LA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIO RECITAL MARY CARR MOORE'S COMPOSITIONS ADMIRED

We cull the following interesting report of a recent
recital given at the La Korge.Herumen studios in New
York from the Music News of Chicago:
One of the treats of "Music Week " in New York was

the American composers' program, given in Aeolian Hall
last Friday afternoon by the La Forge-Berumen studios.

Several artist-pupils, singers, pianists and composers
were heard with unusual inlerest. Miss Harriet Ware
also appeared on the program, playing the accompani-
ments for a group of her own charming songs, which
were delightfully sung by Miss Blanche DaCosta, so-

prano. Another composer whose songs met with instant

favor was Constance Herreshoff. Two of her composi-
tions. To a Desert and Come. Live With Me and Bo My
Love, were sung by Sheffield Child, tenor, with much
spirit and sincerity, Mr. Child was also heard in two
Chadwick songs. .Mrs. Herreshoff playing accompani-
ments for the group.
The La Forge quartet, consisting of Charlotte Ryan,

soprano: .\nne Jago, contralto: Sheffield Child, tenor.

and Charles Carver, basso, sang two groups, including
compositions of Lieurance, La Forge and Kramer. For
the La Forge songs. Sanctuary and Where tlie West Be-
gins, the composer played the accompaniments and re-

ceived an ovation tliat attested to his universal popu-
larity. Miss Ryan, who possesses a lyric soprano voice
of lovely quality, sang a number of songs, among them
two by Elinor Warren, who accompanied the singer.

Miss Warren has undoubted talent in creative work and
is also a pianist of ability, as was demonstrated later in

her playing of piano solos by La Forge and Gertrude
Ross.

Grilles' By a Lonely Forest Pathway and Kramer's
The Great Awakening were given a fine interpreta-
tion by Miss Cora Cook, contralto, whose singing
was marked by admirable poise and perfect diction.

The outstanding instrumental number was the piano
playing of Ernesto Berumen. This well known artist

repeated by request the Pan Suite by Betty Boutelle.
which he played earlier in the season at his annual
recital. The interesting suite, which is dedicated to

Mr. Berumen. depicts a day in the life of Pan, showing a
clever conception of his mMds.
The Duo -Art added other composers' works to the

program, including .MacDowell, Griffes and I,a Forge.
On Monday evening May l.'dh, Mr. La Forge and
Mr. Berumen arranged another concert in Aeo-
lian Hall. Among the artists appearing will be Arthur
Kraft of Chicago. The La Forge-Berumen Studies will

remain open throughout the summer.

Miss Eleanor Drew announces a piano rpcital by a
class of junior pupils at her studio. 4076-17th street,

given Friday evening. June 2nd. These children range
in age from seven to eleven years and will present the
following program: Part I—Little Bo-Peep (Norris),
Evening Primrose (CadmanI, Edith Mooney: Massa's
in the Cold, Cold Ground. Hatikvoh (Hebrew Melody),
In a Boat (Sehnecker). Ida Rosenberg: Song of the
Katydid (Kern), Grace Mooney: Waltz (Presserl.
Swing Song (Kroegerl. Mazurka— .\ Minor (Rhodel,
Frances Silber; In a Hammock" (Ferber), In a Gon-
dola (Heins). Two Flowers (Koelling), Jeslyn Pinto:
Golden Wishes (.Anthonyi. Rustic Dance (Schneckeri,
The Hedge Rose ( Schubert i. Barcarolle (Kullaki,
Dance on the Lawn (Kullak) Wanda Kaufman: Class
Songs—Prett.v Little Song-bird (Spaulding), Sing,
Hobin. Sing (Spaulding), Gondoliera (Reinbold). The
Fountain (Reynald). Lois Dwyer; Part II—The Snow
Birds (Huerter), Slumber Song (Huntington-Wood-
man). Romance (Lieurance). A -May Day iRathbun).
Helen Johnson; Duet, Invitation to the Dance I Weber i.

Eloise Connors. Lois Dwyer: .Minuet—Don .Fuan (Mo-
zart), The Wild Rider (Schumann i, A .Merry Hornpipe
(Fletcher), Little Hungarian March (Rolfe), William
Jaeger: Humoreske (Dvorak). Barcarolle—Love Tales
of Hoffman (Offenbach), Eloise Connors: Gliding
Swans (Leob-Evens), Evening-.Nocturne (Read), Pre-
lude—A Major (Chopin), The Fountiin (Bohmi, Kath-
erine McFadden; Class Songs, Cradle Song (Brahms).
The Sandman (Hamer), Valse (Reinhold). Consolation
(Mendelssohn). Summer at the Brook (Schlieffarth),
Elegie (Mas.senet), Spring Showers (Fink), Grace
Hinkel: Song, Auld Lang Syne, Class and Audience.
Accompanists—Wanda Kaufman. Katherine McFadden.
Edith Mooney, Eloise Connors.

MINETTI
ORCHESTRA
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3325 Clay Street. Telephone Fillmore 494(i

AUDREY BEER
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Johanna Kristoffy
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A concert was given at the Western Arts Association
on Saturday evening. May 20th. by Mary Carr Moore,
the program of which consisted exclusively of compo-
sitions by this well known and greatly admired Pacific
Coast composer. The program rendered, and those who
interpreted it proved of unusual interest to a large
audience that gave vent to its approval in unmistakable
terms. Mrs. Moore is an able musician who thinks and
works seriously and whose musical expressions are al-

ways worthy of the greatest attention. Every one of
the works on the program attached to this article may
safely be included among the best creative work, that
has been done on the Pacific Coast and their number
and variety is such as to testify to the industry and
creative faculty of this able composer.
The interpreters did full justice to the artistic charac-

ter of every number on the program, which was as fol-

lows: Bird songs:— (a) Two Thrushes (Louise Moul-
ton) Op. 13, No. 1. (b) The First Singing Lesson (Claudia
Tharin) Op. 66. No. 2. (c) Barnyard Symphony (Anon)
Op. 70. No. 1. Mrs. Arthur Hackett, Mrs. Paul Detmer.
Mrs. Harold Olsen, Mrs. Byron McDonald; Longing. Ro-
mance for Viola (MSSI Op. 79. No. 1. Emil Hahl; (a)

Fate. (Viola Ob.) (Susan Spalding) Op. 64. No. 1, (b)

Mysterious Power (M. C. M.) Op. 76. No. 1. (c) Brahma
(MSS) ('Unknown) Op. 69, No. 2. James Ziegler; Bar-
carolle Op. 75. No. S, Emil Breitenfeld; (a) Dawn (Mr-
C. M.) Op. 77, No. 1. (b) The Tryst (Winston Churchill)

Op. 47, No. 1, (c) You Are the Evening Cloud (Tagore)
Op. 81. No. 10. (d)) My Dream (MSS) (Charles Phillips)

Op. 79, No. 3, Mrs. Edward Everett Bruner; (a) Pas-
torale (MSS) Op. 72. No. 5. (b) Romanza (MSS) Op. 75.

No. 7, Emil Hahl; (a) Song for Waning Autum (Clinton
ScoUard) Op. 67. No. 2, (b) Idlesse (Clinton Scollard)
Op. 67. No. 1. (c) Wind From the Golden Gate (Virginia
Harrison) Op. 61. No. 1. Mrs. Arthur Hackett, Mrs. Har-
old Olsen. Mrs. Byron McDonald. Violin Ob.. Mr. Hahl,

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER'S PUPILS IN CONCERT

Pupils of Lincoln S. Batchelder will give two re-

citals assisted by Eula Grandberry. soprano, at Soro-
sis Club Hall on Sunday afternoon June 4th. and Fri-

day evening, June 9th. at which the following pro-

grams will be presented: First program Sunday. June
4th, 2:30 p. m.—March (Matthews). Claude Petersen;
Music Box (Poldini). Bill English; Knight Errand
( Hurgmuller ) . Fred Holmshaw : Tarantelle ( Burgmul-
leri, Swallows (Burgrauller), Rhea Sadowski: La Cin-
quaintaine (Gabriel-Marie), Stanley Streeter; Ava-
lanche (Heller), George Easton; Polonaise (Gurlitt).

Estelle Ringel; On the Meadow (Lichner), Charlotte
Romm; Moment Musical (Schubert), George English;
Songs—My Lover Comes on a Skee {Clough Leighter),
Mio Caro Babbino (Puccini). Marcelle Bernard, (Pupil
of Eula Grandberry); Will o' Wisp (Jungmann), The
Chatterbox (Thome), Maybel Schord; Pas des Am-
phores (Chaminade), Doris Goodday; Valse for left

hand (Krogmann). Ballet (Delibes), Dorothy MacGruer;
Minuet (Boccherini). Valse (Chopin), Irene Rosen-
baum; Etude (Heller), Valse (Chopin). Dorothy Cohen.
Second program Friday evening, June 9th. S : 1 5

—

Butterfly (Grieg), Caprice (Thome). Isobel Sanford;
Prelude in C-sharp Minor (Rachmaninoff). Flora
Schord: Val.se Caprice (Lack), Robert Schermer; Love
Song (Cadman). Polonaise (Chopin). Alice Easton;
Polish Dance (Scharwenka), Mildred Morrow; To
Spring (Grieg). Etude (Chopiu), Herbert Kaul; Songs
— Sing. Heigh-Ho! (Henschell. A Spirit Flower (Camp-
bell-Tipton). Jewel Song from Faust (Gounod). Eula
Grandberry; Polonaise (McDowell). Lucille Dixon:
Valse (Chopin), Hungarian Dance No. 5 (Brahms),
.M ildred Koehler ; Solfeggieto ( Bach ) . Prelude (Cho-
pin), Fan Valse (Poldini); Dorothy Cohen; Hungarian
Etude (MacDowell). Romance (Stojowski), Scherzo
(Chaminade). Robert Vetlesen; Prelude in G-minor
( Rachmaninoff) . The Lark ( Balikarew ) . Caprice ( Vo-
grich). Frances Sanford: Pilgrim's Chorus for two
pianos (Wagner). Sulina Ratio. Mr. Batchelder.
The following will appear at another date: Irma An-

derson. Marjorie Barney. Betty Bennett. Miss Camp-
bell, Jean Cleveland. Zelia Daras. Jean Dawson, Miss
Harrington. Helen Hall, Helen Jamison. Richard
Laine. Emily Mulh, Gwyti Parks, Charles Williams,
Sarah Ludwig.

annual concert under the auspices of the Harmonla
flepartment of the club. Mrs. Clarke is so fortunate as
not to be restricted to a single medium of expression
but gives both vocal and piano selections in so artistic

a fashion that il is difficult to decide in which she is

most pleasing. As it was especially to be a singer that
her musical education fitted her, however, the artist

last evening devoted a greater portion of the time to

vocal music, concluding her program with a well-

rounded group of piano numbers.
With Miss Ysabel Forker doing her usual excellent

work as accompanist. Mrs. Clarke offered two groups
of concert songs, and two arias. Four French songs
were given first; especially charming being La Co-
lombe, an old Tuscan folk song arranged by Schindler.
In this number the particular sweetness of the singer's

\oice in the middle tones was displayed to excellent
advantage. That quality was perhaps the outstanding
feature of the concert last evening; that those tones
which in many voices are apt to be rather colorless,

are in Mrs. Clarke's polished, thrillingly clear and sweet
and a joy to listen to.

Dupont's gay little Mandoline, the familiar and beau-
tiful Massenet Elegie and L'Ete. by Chaminade, con-
cluded this group. The last mentioned number was full

of brilliant cadenzas and trills which were beautifully

•done. Mrs. Clarke's interpretation of the aria Mi Chi-

niano Mimi, from La Boheme, was charming. In the

brilliant Arditi walz song. The Kiss, the more radiant
qualities of her voice were again in evidence and this

concert favorite was given in masterly fashion.

Of the group of songs in English, the tender Scotch
love song. My Laddie and Allah, were particularly well
done, while the audience was much amused at the fan- .

tastic little lullaby^ Little Fidget, which Mrs. Clarke
gave with humorous understanding. Thank. God for a
Garden was used as encore to this group, and the old

English, When Love Is Kind, as an encore to the Arditi

number. The piano group was thoroughly artistic, and
as always, was only too short. Two Liszt numbers, the

tender Cantique d'Amour and the little-played but
vividly beautiful Thirteenth Rhapsodie, contrasted ex-

cellently with the smoothly singing Chopin Waltz in

C sharp minor, and the odd mingling of Slavic bar-

monies in the Draugosch Gavotte. A queer little waltz
by Tschaikowsky was given in encore.
Both Mts.. Clarke and Miss Forker were overwhelmed

with floral tributes, receiving baskets and armfuls of

every sort of blossom of the season. These were left

to grace the stage during the continuation of the pro-

gram, and they vied with a great basket of japonica
and a gold-shaped floor lamp in providing a charming
setting for the beauty of the two artists.

MRS. D. L. CLARKE TRIUMPHS IN BAKERSFIELD

Mrs. Dwight L. Clarke of Bakersfieid. formerly one of
San Francisco's best known artists, gave a song and
piano recital at the Woman's Club in Bakersfieid on
Monday evening. March 20th, and Thelma Bernard in

the Bakersfieid daily paper had this to say of the event:
With a well-filled house in attendance. Mrs. Dwight

L, Clarke last evening entertained at one of the chief
musical events uf the sca.'^on when she gave her third

LUCIA DUNHAM
Mezzo-Soprano

Meinlicr Faculty Institute of Musical Art,

Xew York
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Voice and Repertory Concerts

Address care of P. C. M. R.

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT'S PUPIL RECITAL

A most interesting recital was given b.v two talented

pupils of Olga Block Barrett at her residence studio.

2626 Lyon street, on Friday evening. May 19th. Phyllis

Meyer and Marie Cannon presented the program on this

occasion, assisted by Theodore Bennett, cellist, pupil of

Arthur Weiss and Sue Thorne, soprano, pupil of Mme.
Cailleau. The young pianists gave a very artistic per-

formance and showed excellent preparation. There was
specially prevalent a clarity of technic. refreshing in

face of the fact that one so often finds passages blurred
and overpedalled in the young players' ambition to

achieve a big effect. These pupils prove the unseltlsb

devotion of their teacher who has given largely of her
time and strength to her class this season.

Miss Sue Thorne added greatly to the enjoyment of

the event by means of her fine voice while Theodore
Bennett showed technical and interpretative skill on the

'cello. The complete program was as follows: Two part

Invention C major (Bach), Sonata in F major allegro

(Mozart), Marie Cannon; In an old fashioned town
(Squire). Petites roses (Ceseck), Miss Sue Thorne; Son-
ata op. 27 (Moonlight) (Beethoven). Phyllis Meyer;
Etude op 66 No. 9 (Loeschhorn), Moment Musicale No.
?, (Schubert), Fablian (Raft), Barchetta (Nevin), Marie
Cannon; Celebrated Air (Bach), The Swan (Saint-

Saens), Theodore Bennett; Sunrise from Desert Suite

(Grunn). Witches Dance (MacDowell), Golliwoggs Cake
Walk (Debussy), Phyllis Meyer.

THE YOUNG PIANIST'S REPERTOIRE

Schirmer's have just sent me a series of ten little

pieces of Hazel Gertrude Kinsella, who is well known
for her recent books in the scholastic series, which
every child will adore. They contain excellent teaching

material, under most attractive headings, and so are

an imaginative stimulant for the young pianist, as well

as teaching valuable mechanistic drill. None are more
than three pages, which recommends them to young
minds. And, better still, tliey are of real musical worth,

as they are simple and good harmonically, and show a

balance of form, which one can explain to the child

mind. Some of the attractive titles are Ding, Dong Bell,

Merry Shepherd Ghosts and Playing Tag.
The three easy pieces of Frances Terry are just a

sliade more advanced, and are similar in scope. The same
might be said of Theodora Dutton's Melodious Pro-

gram Etudes, of which there are four. The fanciful titles

aid greatly to the success of the studies. The two Valses

of Friml's are attractive, and better for sight reading

than serious study. There is little of real worth in these.

The two recital pieces of Leslie Loth are of tlie better

sort. He has a musicianly way of saying even the sim-

pler things which make his contributions to the young
pianist's repertoire worthy of the classics. In Merry
.May and On (he River are no exceptions. The more ad-

vanced student will enjoy working on Penthesilia, a

concert etude of Zeckwer's or Strenberg's Sixth Con-

cert Study. These are really ditBcuIt—and musically of

value.
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ALCAZAR

Conscience. Harry Sheldon's powerful
drama which enjoyed long runs in the

East, will be the Alcazar's next attraction
beginning Sunday afternoon. June 4th.

It is a gripping picture taken from life

and tempered with the most delightful

sort of comedy. Lovers of the best in

the drama will find it an unforgettable en-

tertainment, the bright spot in the year's

theatrical offerings. It contains an ap-

peal for every member of^ the family and
is expected to prove one *of the most in-

teresting plays of the season. The author
has striven to create a group of strong
characters whose dominant personalities
would make his work live. How well he
has succeeded, has been attested by the
popularity earned by Conscience wher-
ever it ha? been presented.

Miss Helen Goldman
1«10 Sutler St. Phone Fil. .'.ir.I

SpeiMalKt in Arronipanyinc
Studio \\ork Desired

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
IT%.MST AND TKACHER
I'upll of Wiiprer Swayne

Studio: .MS Iluena Vista Ave. Tel Pnrk 341

Stella Raymond Vought
Ti:\lHKR <»K VOItK

Concert >Ianaser
545 Sutter St. Kearny 41S1

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist.

—

SololMt. Aceonipanl.st and Teacher
S15 Clement St. San Franc;5co. Pac. 52S4.

PAUL STEINDORFF Joseph Greven
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway ... - Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CVLTVRK

Stadlo:

90S KOHLER A CHASK BLDG.
San Francisco Phone: Kearnj &4&4

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIAMST

Stndio: 1537 Saclid Avenue. BerkelcT.
Phone Berkeley 6006.

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN
violinist—Conductor—Lecturer

Will Accept An Lnlimited Xuniber of Pupils

Studio: 3145 AVashing^ton St. TeL Fill. 6146

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMOXY

California Institute of ilusic. K. & C.

Building:, TeL K-rarny .^454.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

StDdiDi*: 802 Kobler & Chase Bide., S. F.
S622 Ocean View Dr., Oakland (Realdence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

ilOr. Kohler & ChaKe Bid. Tel. Satter 7aST

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio. G03-6O4 KOIILKR & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

MRS. cha.rle:s poulter
SOPRANO St. Andrews Chnrck
Voice Culture. Piano. 5S^S 27th St„ Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. KoUer & Chase Bids..
Wednesdays Tel. Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIAMST AND TEACHER

Residence and Studio. 012.S Hlllegass Ave..
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DR.\>I-VTIC CONTRALTO

Opera Suceeisses in Enrope: I'lineert Suc-
ceNses in Anierit-a. Addre.i.'. INOl California
St., San Francisco. Teleplione Prospect ^<j20

Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Cnlture. Suite "C" Kohler &. Chase
llnlldlDE. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADl ATE OF SCHOLA CANTORCM,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MARVS CATHEDRAL

Piano Department, Hamlla School
Or^an and Piano, Arrlllaea SXusical CoUes^

Evelyn Sresovich Weire
PIA.^O

Stndloi 1003 KaUfT & Ckas. Bids.
Plione Kearny &4^

Joseph George Jacobson
PIAXO

2833 Sacramento St. Phone FUlmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqae. Paris

Sindio: 3107 Waablnston Street
Phone Fillmore 1S47

HENRIK GJERDRUM
pianist— Instructor—Accompanist

2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

J. RICHARD MALABY
Pianist and Accompanist

551 Lytton Ave. Palo Alto, Cat.

SIGMUND BEEL
>la.tii.-r t laM.<si-> fur Violin

Studio Buildins. 1373 Post Street
Tel. Prospect 757

Ada Clement Music School
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S9S

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Slngluc. 32 Loretta Ave., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler A.

Chase Bide.. S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Mary Coonan McCrea Brandt's Conservatory of Music
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 36 Gaffney Balldin^. 37G Sutter St.

TeL Doag^Ias 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2340

2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay & ^Xashington
Sir. Noah Brandt, A'lolln
Slrn. Noah Brandt. Piano

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS HELEN COLBURN HEATH
FLUTIST

Avatlahle for Concerts as Soloist or for
Obiljerato Work. 1201 Henry St., Berkeley

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stndio: 11120 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 1561

ade:le ucman
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
«^immonwealth Ave. Tel. Pac. 33.

LEILA B. GRAVES
LVRIC SOPRANO

Voice Culture—Pupil of Mme. Callleaa
Stndio: 33.S 21st St.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 26.S1

Soprano Soloiftt, Temple Etnana EJ. Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal inatrac-
lion. 2.''i30 Clay St„ Phone West 4S90.

MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
SOPRATfO: Available for Ensragements

SololMt. Temple Beth Israel
Studio: 2B Ashbury St. Phone: Pac. 5230

Mr. and ^Irs, Geo. Kruger ~

ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION
Studio: 1000 Kohler &. Chase Bldp.

TeL Kearny 5454. Res. Phone Franklin 10*^0

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AXD MME.

MINKO-«-SKI
TE.iCHER OF VOICE

IS Pine St. Tel. W est 7012

aifc 3II[5J

i-^I

Grand Prix, Pari*
Grand Prix^, St. Loait

I HE richness, evenness, depth and
I charm of Baldnin to ^e cannot be
r duplicated. Only «itti "te Bald-
win Piano can it be product J be-
cause only the Baldwin has the

acoustic properties capable of it3 develop-
ment. Those who approach the selection of a
piano unprejudiced and with open mind find
the Baldwin a revelation.
If T«a Arc lBUr««t*4 « tke pvrAmm »t k rrmilj kifh-
Cr»4* pis»«. Irt u UU j«« a3>»m% t*e *ltra«t^Tc viler «•

2b f SaliiiDin ^Jinno ^onipanu

310 Sutler St. San Francisco. Cal.

.Member of Federal Reserve Systen Dd Associated Savinj^s Banks of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAX FRANCISCO BANK)

52« CalUomla Street, Ssb Franelaeo. Cut.
COMMERCIAI.

MISSION' BR.\>'CH, Hlasion and 21at Street*

PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BR.4NCH. Clement St. and Tth \Te.
HAIGHT STREET URA.VCH. Mnighl sod Belvedere Streela

DECEMBER 31, 1921
Assets
Deposits .- —
Capital Actually Paid Up _
Reserve and Contingent Funds
Employees' Pension Fund

_$TI.Sei.2»0.S2
.. es.201 .299.62
_ 1,000.000.00
_ 2.a.MI,0O0.0O

37I,T53.4«
OFFICERS—JOHN A. BUCK. President; GEO. TOURNT. Vice-President and

Manager; A. H. R. SCHMIDT. Vice-President and Cashier; E. T. KRUSE. Vice-
President; A. H. MULLER. Secretary; WM. D. XEWHOUSB. Assistant :^ecietarv;
WILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL. G. A. BELCHER, R. A. LAUENSTEIN.
H. H. HERZER and H. P. MATNARD. Assistant Cashiers; C. W. HETER, Man-
ager Mission Branch; W. C. HETER. Manager Park-Presidio District Branch;
O. F. PALI-SEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK. GEO. TOURNT, B. T. KRUSE
A H. R'. SCHMIDT, I. N. WALTER, HUGH GOODFELLOW, E. N. VAN BERGEN,
ROBERT DOLLAR, E. A. CHRISTENSON, L. S. SHERMAN, WALTER A. HAAS,

GOODFELLOW, EELLS, MOORE & ORRICK, General Attorneys.
X diTldend of FOUR .\ND ONE aC.\RTER (414) per Cent per annum was

declared for the si.\ months ending December 31. 1921.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8212

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR, ON FRAZER
1819 California St Tel. Prosp 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Wa.v, Berkeley, CaL

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K'my 5454

ETHEL ADELE DENNY
904 Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Kearny 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. TeL West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK
479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
Hi Scott Street Tel. Park 517.1

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwocd Ave., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 1154

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
640 Post St. Tel. Pros. 216S

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
ir,7 .\rguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 356i

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Street Phone Kearny 2637

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113

REED .*ND .MOUTHPIECE .MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter 6355

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review^

a publication that should be read by all

cents; by mail J3.00 per year.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published bv

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE, MACBETH, EASTON, JORDAN, VVERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers
TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOl K TKACIIINCi PIECES (Grade 3)
llj- Florrnce I*. Hrn TIIK WOOD M>I1»II*S HART

Each » .30 KING TIIRl SII DBARD
HKI.I.o: Mil. ROniN VAKIMV

ThrNt' piecfM are lii'Ini; niflcly UMed nnil much npiirpclfited hy teaphcm %rho value
their InNplrntlonnl lienuty aud modern ldi(»m. I'.NI'Sli'AL FOR Tilt: GRADB. Pub-
llnhed h>- CLAVTOX K. SI MMV CO.. ClllfACO. and for Hale by HE>HV GROIIt:
In Ihe store of WII.KV R. AI.LEX CO.

i'.trt Kearny St., San Franel»eo

Henry Bretlierick
ORGANIST

2^*80 ItuNh Street

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL CILTIRE

ArtiNt pupilN available for all oceaniona
r>oo Kohler A Chafte Ride. Kearny 4»0I

CalifbrrvJa
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

Jl NF, 4Ih— ll:tH> A. M.fGINO
SEVERI

nnil tlie fniiioiiM

\ A California Theatre
^^ Orchestra

LEN BARNES
AiiNtralinn Itarltone—t'nrmell Viiiiritronee

OflTrrinfc

"Krilu Che Macchiavi"
From

"Un Ballo in Maschero"

il^ «> «
'^iJLtJ^

QonStance <^lexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Ptipils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 54,S4

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 705 Kohler & Chane DuUdlns
Phone Kenrny 547V4

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythnnic
Development in Children

RMYTHMIC SONGS
For KlnderKnrteQ and Primary Grndeii

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
\VordB and Manic

ABniB GERRISH-JONES
Adaptions and Deacrlptiona

OLIVE B. W'lLSON-DORRBTT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resvH of
the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-
rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICE fl.OO AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

PHYLLIDA ASHLEY
California's Gifted Daughter

AN ARTIST OF RARE ABILITY

AND CHARM,WINNER OF EN-

THUSIASTIC PLAUDITS

FROM PRESS AND
PUBLIC

WRITES OF HER PIANO

1 o me no piano possesses tKe loveliness of tone which aoounds m my Mason
ana rlamlin Cjrana. It has tnat 'wonderful roundness and smootn sonority that

one sometimes, tno rarely, hears in a beautifully modulated human voice. In
action, durability and m point of beauty of design and workmanship nothing more
could be desired. To me it represents the acme of piano perfection. The best m
the world. '(si,„e^)Y>UYLUDA ASHLEY

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS IN ALL STYLES MAY BE SEEN ONLY AT OUR STORES

Two Entrances

135-153 Kearny and 117-125 Sutler Sts.

Victor Talking Machines

[PIANOS ., ,

PLAYERS
I
Th&

MUSIC
'^iley^BAllen@

-MASON AND HAMLIN PIANOS

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street

San Jose—99 South First

Sheet Music
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OPEN-AIR OPERA PROVES A TRIUMPH AT STANFORD STADIUM
Gaetano Merola Is Cheered by Audience and Orchestra—Giovanni Martinelli Hailed as One of the Greatest Operatic Tenors in

the World Today—Vicente Ballester Thrills His Hearers With His Beautiful Voice and Impressive Histrionic Art—Bianca

Saroya Reveals Fine Voice—Marsden Argall Surprises His Friends—Chorus and Orchestra Are Magnificent

—

Scenery and Costumes Are Splendid—Ballet Well Trained and Graceful

By ALFRED METZGER

Tbe first pretentious open-air music
festival which was inaugurated in Palo
.\Ito in tbe Stanford Stadium last Sat-
urday evening proved to be a decidedly
brilliant success. Indeed it may easily

be regarded as a sensational triximph.

Gaetano Merola has every reason to feel

exceedingly proud of the results of his

ambitious enterprise, for artistically it

was beyond a doubt the greatest spec-

tacle of its kind ever witnessed here.
Audience and orchestra cheered Mr.
Merola after the conclusion of the per-

formance and this ovation was merited
in every respect. But while Mr. Merola
and his artists have done their duty and
have given the public a truly magnifi-
cent production frbm every standpoint,
the public itself has not yet done its full

duty toward Mr. Merola and his able as-

sociates. It is true there were over five

thousand people in attendance, but there
really should have been four times that
many, if we take the ma^itude and ar-

tistic eicellence of the production into
consideration. And if the five thousand
people who were present are going to do
their full duty each one should be able
to induce at least four of his or her
friends to attend the remaining perfor-
mances. We assure every one of our
readers that if they follow our sugges-
tion to go to Palo Alto and witness these
magnificent spectacles they will neither
regret the trouble they go to in making
the trip nor the money they spend. On
the contrary we know they will be grate-
ful to us for the suggestion.
The performance of Pagliacci was in

every way the most complete and. from
tbe standpoint of ensemble, the finest per
formance of this opera which we have
ever witnessed. In many instances we
were actually surprised at the magni-
tude of the event. The chorus and or-

chestra, the former of 150 and the latter
of 100. proved exceptionally efficient and
well trained and the ensemble work was
all that anyone, no matter how particu-
lar, may wish for. Indeed, we can noi
praise Mr. Merola too highly for his
masterly control of orchestra and
chorus, and the effective artistic results
he obtained by means of tmiform and
Judicious phrasing. Notwithstanding the
fact that the production was given in
the open air the climaxes were suffi-

ciently forceful to obtain thrilling re-

sults and frequently the audience burst
forth in si>ontaneous applause and
cheering. Another genuine surprise
was the luxurious magnificance of scen-
ery and costumes. Specially the latter,

which were clean and colorful in ap-
pearance and rich in design. The light-
ing effects were also in keeping with
the general excellence and magnitude
of this truly ideal production.
There were specially two artists who

stood out prominently throughout the
performance, namely. Giovanni Marti-
nelli and Vincente Ballester. Although
we had been toid that Martinelli both
in voice and dramatic action was a
worthy successor to Caruso still, being of
a conservative frame of mind, we could
not get ourselves to place our trust in
these reports. However, since hearing
Martinelli in the role of Canio we feel
that in this particular instance he cer-
tainly is a most worthy successor to the
great tenor of this age. Martinelli's
voice, while not exactly revealing the
same velvety character of the tenor that
Caruso"s organ exhibited, is sufficiently
smooth and clear to effect a thrill, and
his dramatic action is so charged with

virility and passion that it fits snugly
into the requirements of this temper-
amental role of Canio. Martinelli, being
an Italian, understands this character
thoroughly and his utter abandonment
into the role is the greatest asset for his

success. We do not believe that there is

another tenor before the public today
who can give quite such an impressive
and effective interpretation of Canio as

Anyway, he obtains the results he seeks
for he never fails to arouse his audience
to the highest pitch of enthusiasm. At
the same time there is reward in legiti-

macy, for Martinelli refused to give an
encore to the finale of the first act when
his Vesti la giuba aria caused cheers
and shouts of "bis." But he steadfastly
refused to go through the same ordeal
of This intensely dramatic scene. Here

GAETAXO JIEROLA
The DlstfBjeniHlied Oprratlr Coadnrtor Who ! RmpoD-

ihle for the Semn^ational Artliitir Surer**" of the
Open Air Operatie Fentlval at !Ktaafard

^tadiam. Palo Alto

Martinelli gives. In short we believe, as
far as our knowledge goes, that Marti-
nelli is the greatest Canio on the stage
today.
And since we do not know personally

of any Tonio, who is superior in voice
and expression to Vincente Ballester we
feel inclined to express ourselves with
the same enthusiasm about this excel-
lent artist. It is true Mr. Ballester con-
tinues to resort to certain stage tricks
in order to gain effects, but, after all,

we have no proof to the contrary but
that Leoncavallo intended his artists to

use certain liberties. -\nd the prologue,
being written specially to give the bari-
tone a chance to make his impression
with the prologue, we do not doubt that
Mr. Ballester's endeavours to get as
much effect from this aria as [>ossible
are based upon artistic justifications.

he proved his artistry and no one thinks
the less of him.
Mr. Ballester's dramatic conception of

the role is equally impressive. He pic-

tures every possible angle of the drama,
and while in his youthful exuberance he
may at times overdo certain actions, he
leaves a lasting impression, and with
the maturity engendered by additional ex
perience and the gradual accumulation of

age. he will mellow down somewhat, and
it is our conviction that he will rank
among the truly distinguished baritones
of the operatic stage. His voice cer-

tainly is extraordinarily flexible and
round. It is a truly great baritone voice.

He uses it with judgment and under-
standing, securing from it the very fin-

est and most impressive effects. And
for this reason he will continue to gain
the plaudits of the audiences, if oper-

atic intrigues do not deprive him of his
opportunities.
Bianca Saroya, although somewhat

more dramatic in vocal expression than
the lyric role of Nedda would call for,

was nevertheless most delightful in the
role from a vocal standpoint. Her rich,

ringing voice had ample opportunities to
reveal itself and create a lasting enjoy-
ment among her hearers. Intonation, enun-
ciation and intelligent expression
formed the principal features of her vo-

cal art and she certainly added to these
artistic advantages a personality of un-
questionable charm and attraction. Dra-
matically, however, we do not feel as if

Saroya obtained the fullest effect from
this role. She seemed to be somewhat
backward in her expressions of exhilara-

tion. Nedda. as we know her. is a danc-
ing, sprightly, happy-go-lucky imp, who
dances herself into the good graces of
her environment- Of quicksilver-like

sprightliness and effervescence she is

supposed to be a restless creature who
only becomes sombre when the fuU sig-

nificance of her tragedy seeps into her
souL Saroya. however, does not picture
this liveliness of deportment, but gives
the role a certain atmosphere of tragedy
from beginning to end. which we do not
think was the intention of the composer
or librettist. Vocally, however, Saroya
was superb and her Balatella should
have received a much more enthusiastic
token of approval than it did. But some-
how this Balatella never seems to please
tbe audience and therefore l>ecomes an
ungrateful vocal exhibition for the
prima donna.
As usual A. Neri, who on this occa-

sion impersonated the role of Herlaqtiin,
proved thoroughly satisfactory from
every artistic angle and therefore fitted

well into this artistic company. Another
surprise was the splendid vocal efforts

of Marsden Argall, whose voice seemed
to us to be somewhat higher than we
thought it to be. but who went through
his role with a confidence and assur-
ance which is rarely observed in young
artists who have their first experience
in stage deportment. He sang his various
solos and duets with confidence and in

excellent voice. Histrionically of course,
be revealed the elements of the novice,
but not too much so. He really did not
jar the harmony of the ensemble to any
too noticeable degree.

In conclusion we must again empha-
size the fact that these alfresco op<=r

atic performances are more imports _At

than many may think. Upon their suc-

cess rests an immediate resumptiou of
operatic activities in San Francisco and
Northern California. The financial suc-

cess of this ambitious and -northy en-
terprise means the immediate organiza-
tion of a permanent operatic institution

for San Francisco. Mr. Merola has ab-
solutely proved that we have a chorus.
some principals and the means to give
first class productions. It remains now
for the musical public and the profes-
sion to prove that we have the audience
who furnishes the financial sinews. In
several ways this open-air operatic fes-

tival in Palo Alto is of the utmost histor-

ical importance to musical development of

the far West. And not one of the least of

these reasons may be sought in the inaug
uration of annual open-air music festivals

for California. Therefore we feel that it

is of just as much importance to our
musical public and profession that the

remainder of these productions should
(Continued on pagp E*. column 1)
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World-famous pianists who use
the STEINWA Y piano exclusively

crTIREE score years ago a nczv yeniits flashed upon the musical zt'orld. He uas a composer, not of
-^ musical scores, but of musical instruments. His name ztas Henry Steintvay—his mastertiork was a

piano. No sooner was his instrument given to the world than it zvas hailed as .America's first great contri-

bution to jnusical art. One by one the great musicians heard the Steinitay, or played it, and chose it for

their own. IFagner, Liszt, Rubinstein, Gounod—these were only a few of those who came under the spell

of Steinway tone. From that day to this the Steinway has been the instrument which the world has recog-

nized as the piano of pianos.

Today the following world-famous artists use only the STEINIFAY

:

Alda, Frances

Aucr, Leopold
Bogus! 3w ski, Mosrs
Butt, Clara
Bos, Cortiraad \'.

Burnhani, Thuel
Bovle, George F.

Byrd. Winifred
Brard, Madgelaine
Cottlow, Augusta
Cortot, Alfred
Cornell, Louis
Cheatham, Kitty
D'Alhert. Eugene
Dcvo, Ruth

Du Carp. Magdalaine
Duckuitz, Dorothy Miller

Damfosch, Frank
Damrosch, Walter
Elman, Misha
Friedman, Ignaz
Florignv. Rcnee
Friedbefrg, Carl
Frenistad, Olive

Friedheim, Artur
Frldler. M.
Galli-Curci. A.
Ganz. Rudolph
Gauthier, Eva
Graveure, Louis

Stracciari,

Shaltuck,

Sembrich,
Stransky, J.

Stokowski, L.

Gcrhardt,

Gogorza,
Cioodson,

Grainger, Percy
Heifetz, Jascha
Hackett. Arthur
Hempel, Frieda

Henry, Harold
Hess, Myra
Hofmann, Josef

Homer, Louise

Hutcheson, Ernest

Herbert, Victor
Ivogun, Maria
Kochanski, Paul

Riccordo Strau

Arthur
M.

Elma Kharum, M.
Emilio de Kreislcr, Fritz.

Katherinc Lcglnska, Ethel
""

Levitzki, Mischa
Longenhan, Christine

Lhcvinne, Joseph
Lazzari, Caroline

Melba. N.
Nellis. Daisy
NeuhauR. Estella

Nash. Frances
Novaes, G.
Powell. John
Powell. Webster

MacDowell, Mrs. Edward Prokofieff, Serge
MacFarlan, George
MacFadyeii, Alexander
Matzenauer, Margarette
Mero. Votanda
McCormack, John
Mannes, Clara
Maiines, David

Dr. R.
Werrenrath, Reinald
Whitehill. Clarence
Whiting. Arthur

Paderewski, Ignac
Rachmaninoff, Sergei

Rosing. V.
Renard. Rosita

Rosen, Max
Rubinstein, Arthur
Rosenblatt, Josef

Wilson. ^L
Weing art en, F.

\'saye, Eugene
Zimbalist. Efrem
Ziesler, Fannie Bloomfield

Randcgger, G. A.
Rubner. Prof. Dr. I

Randolph. Harold
RcBzke, Jean de

Reszki, Edward
SchellinK, Ernest

Sapirstein, Davis
Schooler, David
Schumann- Heink, E
Siinti. Alexander
Spalding, Albert
Synipliony Society

of New York
Sama roff-Stokowski.

Seidel, Rosha
Oiga

In San Francisco and Oakland we carry everything in Music—Steinway and other

Pianos, Pianola and Duo-Art Pianos, Aeolian Pipe Organs, Robert Morton Cathedral

Organs. Victrolas and Victor Records, Player Rolls, Conn Band Instruments, String

and Orchestral Instruments, Sheet Music and Music Books.

Sherman^lay&Co.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento • Stockton Fresno San Jose

Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Vallejo

-A-Su

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church
Piano. Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 3017

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
Of MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland. Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Singloe. Complete Coume of Operatic Trnln-
Incr, 2730 Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore 4ri53.

MME OARRINGTON I^EWYS
Prima Doooa W'ltb Strakoach. Mnplenoo, Etc.

KML.VN LEW'VS
OrcanUt Fifth Chnrch of Chrlat SclenlUt. Formerly

Principal of Viridl Plaao School. London, EoRland.

Re». Studio: 2<MI Lyon Street, Phone Fillmore !W2

MRS. S. P. MARRACCI, Vocal Teacher
Itnlinn method; 14 yearn of Hlaf^e experience; former
prlinn donna *vl(h CnrnNO and TetroKzIni; coaches poplla
\'ocnlly and in Prnmatlc IJfportment.
Miidlo, 4tl4 < olumliUN Avenue. Phone Gnrfleld 2276

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAX JOSE. CAL.

Confers DejcreeB Awards Certlflcalep

For Particulars apply to Sister Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Uirrt'tor Sn^lu^ sky <'hnn>ln-r >l u>li- ^iicid.*

Will Accept a Fi'w Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Koh'.cr

& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAX IIAIAKI,. CALIFORNIA

llimic CourwcN 'rhorou^h and Pro^sresslve
Public School >1uhIc, Accredited l>lplonta

».idr,.'. 7h, «crct.r7 of <he THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. II. PftHmnre

—

StiidloN: ^ulte r.Oll Kohler & Cbane nide.,
S, F.; 2r.:i» Coiieise .\ ve.. Ilerkeley. Uesldence 2111 Alvn-
rniio Hitnil, Ilerkeley,

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TKICHER OF SIN'GIIVG

1)7« Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
Appuluttneuts by Phone—Prospect 3320

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN

Arrillaga Musical College
\. <lr \rrinim::i, Diri-i-tor

A. I.. ArtlKIK-N. l*r4'H.; I.ouIn AlrKrin. Vlfe-I*ren.

1 iirxrcllvd fiirilHIf-R Inr the Htudy of niualc Id fill

lla branc-bPM. I.nrer I'lpe Ofk'h. Kecltal Halt.

2;iir. jAcKso.v street
San Krauclaro, Cal. Phone West 4737

Manning School of Music
JOII^ C. MAN'M\G, Director

3212 Washlnetoii Street, near l*resldio Avenue
Snn I'ranclsco, Cnl.

'or furl Iter Informal I

fhonl. or phone Klllni

Ur};anlst Temple lilninnu fc:i. First Church of Christ Sci-
entist, Director l.orlnfc Club. S. F., Wed^ IttIT California
St., Phone Pranklln 2«03: Snt.. First Christian Science
Church. Phone Franklin I.'IOT: Res. studio. 31-lS Len-lstOD
A ve,, Ilerkeley. Phone Piedmont 2-12S.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ oice t'ulture—Diction— Studio: 40S sinrkton St.—>Iop.
and 'I'liurft, fi iini 2-.*i. He»t. l-ITil Sncrnmento St. I'ro.s. 7ri03.

The College of the Holy Names
I.nke 3lerritt. Oakland

Complete Conservatory i'ourse—Piano. Ilnrp. Vfollnt
'Cello. Voice, Cnunter|iolnt, Harmony. History

CHARLES WILLIAM WARRINER
II \sso « \NT \\ ri:

\* Ileal

—

i oach
.*i4r> Sutter SI.. Studio 2112

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCED PI PII.S .\<(KPTF:D

l*upll of Mine. V. SlepnnnlT (ilerlln), M. Slev«kln«:,
nnd v.. nobert Scbmit/. ( New VorkK Studio: 7«1
Heine llldR.. -lOS Stockton St, Mondays, »-]2, Thurs-
dnys, in. I, 3-fl. Tel. Kearny 2222. Kes, Phonet Pied-
mont 7tl(C.

Miss EUizabeth Westgate
Teacher of PInno, OrKnn. Harmony. OrRnnlsl and Musical
Director of First Prrsliylerlnn <htireh. Alaniedn. Home
Studio: 1117 P\lir STIIKFrr. AI.,\MKDA. Telephone Ala-
meda iri.1. Thursdays. Merrlraan School. 570 Oakland Ave,.
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing; Teacher for

MTIS. OSCAH MA>'SFEI,DT. Pianist
201.1 nroderick St., near fiay Telephone ITllmore 314

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

>!ember 1'nlverslty Kxtcnslon Faculty
Sludio: K27 Shrader *" Phone Park 1005

MARIE HENRIETTA WARRINER
(OI.IIH vnitiO SOl'H \ Ml

\'ol€-»'—I'roilut'tion
.vir. suttt^r St., stuiiio 'iiri

DAILY ORGAN RECITALS
(From 12 to 1)

by

UDA WALDROP
at

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Post and Mason Streets

(Saturday and Sunday Excepted)

ADMISSION FREE
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

UTILIZING THE SUMMER MONTHS

Quite a number of the members of the musical
profession do not seem to understand that in order

to make a satisfactory beginning at the start of

the new season, it is necessary to utilize the sum-
mer months for preliminary work. Artists should

prepare their repertoire for the new season. Music
clubs should engage their artists" and plan their

programs for the ensuing term. Teachers should
arrange their classes and outline programs for

their students. Managers should begin to make
the musical public acquainted with their impend-
ing musical feasts they have to offer. Instead of

continuing the work, many people stop their ac-

tivities entirel}- with the close of the season and
waste months of valuable time that could easil)-

be used for preparatory purposes.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review during the

twenty years of its existence has persistently

fought the battle of the resident artist and has

not attained better results for the same, because

it has never really obtained the hearty co-opera-

tion of such artists in the way of following its

suggestions. One of the principal complaints

of our resident artists is the one that the music

clubs do not offer sufficient inducements for re-

gular appearances and that the musical public is

not eager to attend their concerts. But they never

question themselves as to what they are doing

to create sufficient interest among clubs and the

public in their work and talents to arouse them to

the realization that there are excellent artists

residing in this city and state.

If you wish anyone to engage your services

:

if you want the public to become sufficiently

curious in your work to have them attend your
concerts, you must do exactly what other artists

are doing who have attained the aims which you
are striving for. You must follow the example
of distinguished artists and managers who in their

turn have followed the example of famous busi-

ness houses. How can anyone wish to engage
an artist if his or her name is unknown? How
can anyone expect the public to attend concerts if

they are not familiar with the qualifications of

an artist? Just put yourself in the place of an
outsider and see whether you would engage an
artist or attend the concert of an artist unknown
to you. And how can an artist ever become
known unless he takes advantage of permanent

publicity wherein he or she is able to tell the

TRUTH about his or her work? If you consider

steady advertising undignified and refuse to re-

sort to it as a means to become known, how can
you ever expect to obtain engagements from clubs

and how can you ever interest the public in your
work ?

The Pacific Coast Musical Review, in order
to assist our resident artists in every way pos-

sible, established a distinguished artists page at

rates so modest that they barely paid the e.xpense

of printing that page. We know positively that

everyone of these artists' who used that page ob-

tained enough engagements to more than pay
for their outlaj- and gained thereby a certain

prestige and publicity that for the time being

added to their popularity. But instead of con-

tinuing this method of becoming known they

refused—at least in the majority of cases—to

ijenew their contracts and evidently are under
the impression that six months' is enough to be-

come thoroughly known. Why it takes many an
artist years to become so well known that the

public and music clubs really seek their services.

It seems to us that the artists who had immediate
results from their cards in this paper were indeed

very fortunate. A continuance of the practice

would have netted them additional engagements
during the following season. The longer judicious

publicity is continued the more engagements are

obtained, until finally an artist will receive offers

from all parts of the Pacific Coast, and this paper

is ready to help artists to obtain these engage-

ments provided they co-operate with us. But
how can we feel encouraged to assist our resi-

dent artists when they lose ambition, energy,

enthusiasm and confidence so quickly?

Although it was our intention to discontinue

the artists page completely, we shall respond

to the appeal of some of our friends and begin

the same again this month. But we must insist

that artists who take advantage of this page must
show more enthusiasm than they have done
before. They should not be satisfied with the

publication of their advertisement alone. They
should furnish us with material to enable us to

publish every week a department containing in-

formation about the activities of our resident

artists in order that clubs, managers and the pub-

lic may follow the gradual growth of these artists'

endeavors. They will find that such a department
re-enforced by the advertisement will create a

gradually increasing interest among those em-
ploying resident artists. The Pacific Coast is an
immense field ; why then do our artists neglect to

reap upon it?

Another feature in this campaign for the re-

cognition of resident artists is necessarj'. The
fact that an artist claims to be endowed with

unusual qualifications is not enough to convince

the public. Therefore circulars, letters, etc., for-

warded to clubs are not enough to secure recog-

nition. The facts claimed must absolutely be

true and it is human nature that few people be-

lieve what artists say about themselves. Their

triumphs and successes must be duly recorded

in journals of standing. Upon our distinguished

artists page, we absolutely refuse to admit anyone
who cannot prove that he or she possesses a

sufficiently satisfactory reputation either local,

national or international, to justifj' any claims

made. The artists' page would be of no use what-
ever, if we could not guarantee that those using

it were fully entitled to recognition by their past

successes. We cannot admit aspiring young
students on such a page, even though they should

have their opportunities. Let these appear at

private or club functions without remuneration
until they gradually attain a certain standing.

Our artists page should only contain the names
of artists with reputations. And upon this under-

standing we shall presently address some of our
best known artists and ask them whether they
think a continuation of the distinguished artists

page will be of advantage to the profession.
-.

LILLIAN RUSSELL—FAREWELL

!

cal world of one of its most picturesque and en-
dearing artistic ornaments. The possessor of

a beautiful voice and personality, this famous
apostle of light opera enjoyed her greatest
triumphs during a period of musical development
in this country when the operetta or light opera
represented the chief feature of amusement
among the great masses of the public. Lillian

Russell belonged to that splendid array of musi-
cal pioneers in .\merica who induced thousands
upon thousands of people, ordinarily indifferent

toward music, to become familiar with the better
style of composition and thus gradually drift into
an appreciation of the higher forms of music like

symphony and grand opera.

Had it not been for artists like Lillian Russell,

.\merica would never have forged ahead so rapidly
in musical appreciation as it has. It is therefore

doubh- to be regretted that the excellent work
done by artists like Lillian Russell is in a measure
being offset in more recent times by cheap musi-
cal comedies and so-called "jazz" music. Fortu-
nately the American people are too sensible and
too easily disgusted with imitation art to suffer

for any length of time, artistic degeneracy of any
kind and sooner or later the legitimate comic
opera or operetta of which Lillian Russell was
such a splendid disciple will again become the
vogue of the day. In the meantime there are no
Lillian Russells to be had. However, when the
proper opportunities arise to give aspiring young
artists, with the proper gifts and personal ap-
pearance sufficient inducements to develop their
genius, America again will furnish such splendid
artists of which Lillian Russell was such a shin-
ing example.

The great American prima donna was in every
way typical of the country of which she was a
proud product. Dignified bearing, beauty of per-
sonality, richness and flexibility of voice, magne-
tic style of deliverj- and above all, a gentle, kind
hearted, modest individuality, that made friends

by the bushel, she represented everj-thing dear to

the heart of Americans. The fact that she retained
her beauty, her youthful appearance and, in many
respects her talent to the very end shows that she
lived a clean life and that her musical education
was based upon solid ground. She must have
studied diligently and industriously for a number
of years ; she must have gradually risen from a
modest start to an enviable heighth ; she must
have been willing to undergo hardships ; she
must have been satisfied with modest remunera-
tion for quite a time; and she must have been
affable and lacking in autocratic conceit in order
to attain the numerous artistic successes and to
RETAIN her youth and art as she has done.
The average student of today who wants to study
singing for one year and then go upon the stage
and earn a big salary, could never attain the
distinction of a Lillian Russell.

We cannot do any better than recommend the
work and life of Lillian Russell to the American
music student, if he or she wishes to gain dis-

tinction and lasting fame. It is true, .America
loses a certain type of artist whom, we are afraid,

is at present almost extinct. But at the same
time, Lillian Russell, and artists like her, leave
a heritage of tenacity and kindliness of disposi-

tion which must create an impression upon the
mind of the aspiring youth of the country'. And
upon this memorj' of a great artist will unques-
tionably be erected an edifice of .American artis-

tic evolution which will propel the country to-

ward that goal for which its leading minds are
yearning.

The death of Lillian Russell, which occurred
in Pittsburgh, Pa., last week, deprives the musi-

Frances Robinson Duff, the distinguished vocal
pedagogue of international reputation, who was to have
established a summer class in San Francisco this year,
in association with her mother. Mme. Sarah Robinson
Dufif, is unable to come to the Pacific coast on accotmt
of the sickness of the latter, whose physician prohibits

the trip. In a letter to a friend in this city, Mme. Duff
stated that she had thirty applications from San Fran-
cisco and that both distinguished pedagogues are very
sorry to have to forego the pleasure of a California so-

journ. However, they wtlU be glad to come here during
next summer.
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HARTMAN-STEINDORFF FORCES IN "WOODLAND" HOWARD HANSON WRITES TO MUSIC CLUBS VIOLIN RECITAL AT HOLY NAMES COLLEGE

Melodious and Entertaining Pixley-Luders Spectacle

Given Effective Presentation at the Auditorium
Theatre in Oakland

By ALFRED METZGER

If you wish to revivt- the delisluful memories of the

exhilarating comic operas of yesterday with their catchy

topical verses and their rhythmic melodies you will not

be able to refresh your recollections to better effect

than by attending the season of comic opera at the Audi-

torium Theatre in Oakland, where Ferris Hartman and

Paul Steindorff reincarnate your favorites in a manner
thoroughly in tune with your pleasant reveries. This

week the choice of the light opera-loving public of Oak-

land is Pixley and Luders' ever enjoyable Woodland—

a

fairy story of the bird's paradise.

Ferris Hartman impersonates the droll role of the

Blue Jay. investing it with all the old-time humor
vhich so many of us remember pleasantly, and which
we can not discover in the more modern form of theat-

rical entertainment. Occasionally he introduces some
lines appropriate to present-day conditions, and never

fails to arouse his hearers to the exhibition of genuine

merriment. There is no comedian we know of who so

thoroughly understands how to chase away the blues

than Mr. Hartman. and this role of the Blue Jay gives

him opportunities to reflect upon local political condi-

tions in a manner which no other role enables him to do.

He takes full advantage of his numerous opportunities.

Batti Bernardi in the dignified role of King Eagle,

has a chance to display his fine, ringing basso voice,

and he ably doubles in the part of the Cardinal Gross-

beak. John Van's delightful tenor voice comes into

prominence during his impersonation of the part of

Prince Eagle, while Louis Fitzroy essays the second

comedy part in the form of General Rooster in a manner
well formulated to add lo the amusement of the produc-

tion. Robert Carlson as the Owl conveys the wisdom of

his part realistically, while Thomas O'Toole as the

Raven acts his role convincingly. Rafael Brunetto as

Robin Redbreast has a chance to show his beautiful

baritone voice to its best advantage, while Renee Lowrie

as Lieutenant Sparrow adds to the ensemble.

Lillian Glaser certainly increases her popularity with

her fine voice and style in the part of Miss Xightingale.

There is a certain refinement and dignity about her per-

formance that is decidedly refreshing. Jean Rodriguez
as Mrs. Polly Parrot obtains every particle of humor
from her role. Hazel Van Haltren's pleasing soprano

voice is heard to advantage in the part of the Turtle

Dove. Estelle Jayne as Jennie Wren also displays her

attractive personality and voice in a manner that earns

her just applause. Leslie Stafford as Lady Hawk adds

to the excellence of the entire production.

Edna Malone as the Canary and Ivy Darien as the

Quail make a decided hit in their various dancing num-
bers, which are as graceful as they are original. Chorus
and orchestra are excellent and the costumes hand-
some and artistically designed. Paul Steindorff, as al-

W'ays, directs the orchestra with precision and vim. and
the entire performance appeals to the taste of the large

audiences that attend. Owing to the fact that the

Auditorium Theatre has been reserved for the graduat-

ing exercises of the Oakland schools, the company will

go to Sacramento for the week, but will return the fol-

lowing week, w'hen it will present Victor Herbert's ever

delightful comic opera. The Wizard of the Nile.

Former Director in Santa Clara County for the Federa-
tion and One of the Winners of the Prix de

Rome Still Interested in California

KALOVA-MOYLE-THORPE RECITAL

The very interesting news comes lo this office that

Madame Vought is very busy preparing a recital and
dansant series to take place at the Fairmont Hotel,

San Francisco, on Tuesday evening, June 20th, and at

the Claremont Hotel. Claremont, on Friday, June 23rd,

at 8:15. The artists to be presented are three who have
an international reputation, and are living in Berkeley
between their coBcert tours. They are. namely. Madame
Florida Parrish-Moyle, soprano, of Paris and New York;
Madame Lizeta Kalova, Russian violinist, and Edgar
Albert Thorpe, English pianist and accompanist. Their
programs will consist of numbers by our great masters,
and also some of the modern composers. Mr. Thorpe
will play some of his own compositions. A musical treat
is promised for all who attend this concert of this de-

lightful combination. Tickets will be placed on sale at

Kohler tc Chase in San Francisco and Oakland.

PACIFIC PLAYERS

The acting ability of the Pacific Players will come
greatly to the fore in the two plays they have chosen
for their next production. They are to give "Carrots," a
subtle play that deals with a trying situation in family
life, and "The Bishop's Candlesticks." which is a con-
struction showing a contest between a good and evil

force, but in this play the characters are not symbolical,
as has been much in vogue the last few years.

Andre Ferrier, having closed his season at La Gaite
Francaise. will essay a roU- in English with the Pacific
Players, who are under the direction of Nathaniel An-
derson. The other players are Winifred Buster, Paul
Merrick. Dudley R. Douglas. Robert Phillips. Jane Sea-
grave. Ethel Darlington and Sybil Higgins.

Althea Bums will sing a medley from Irene, Mont-
gomery, The Fan, D'Hardelot and Sunbeams, Ronald.

The following letter by Howard Hanson addressed
to Mrs. Cecil Frankel, President emeritus of the Cal-

ifornia Federation of Music Clubs, should be read by
everyone interested in music as it contains the proper
spirit that should prevail among artists toward our mu-
sic clubs and specially toward the Federation. In

sending us this interesting letter .Mrs. Frankel cer-

tainly conferred a favor upon this publication which
is always anxious to show the importance of the music
clubs. When a composer so far away and so busy, and
who is having such a wonderful success, takes a mo-
ment to send his greetings to the music clubs and
remembers their efforts in behalf of the .\merican ar-

tists and even the time of their meetings, it is ample
proof that these clubs are surely accomplishing some-
thing. However, let us quote Mr. Hanson's letter;

Rome, Italy, April 1+, 1922.

Mrs. Cecil Frankel,
6219 Holl.i-wood Blvd.,

Los Angeles, California.

My dear Mrs. Frankel:
By the time you receive this letter it will be aboiit

time for another Convention of the State Music CluBs.

I wish very sincerely that it were possible for me to

be with you again this year and 1 will regret very
much missing it. The pleasant associations of the last

Convention when I was privileged to be with you are
very pleasant memories indeed.

By this time I am quite acclimated to Rome and am
happily at work in this wonderfully beautiful place.

There are fifteen Prix de Rome men here, three paint-

ers, three sculptors, three architects, three classicists,

two composers and one landscape architect and in the
environment of this wonderful Academy with its mag-
nificent buildings and its beautiful gardens high up on
the Janiculum overlooking the Eternal City we are all

doing our bit to try to add something lo the creative

art of our country.

My own debut as a composer in Rome was made last

week when my Concerto da Camera was given a splen-

did performance. The audience comprised of course a

great number of Italy's most noted composers, musi-
cians, critics and so forth, all of whom were very cor-

dial in their welcome which 1 greatly appreciated. My
Quintette will be performed next month by the Quar-
tette Romano and I will play for the King on the 18th

of May—but I imagine that it will he even easier to

play for the King than for the critics! The St. Louis
S.vmphony under Rudolph Ganz gave the first perfor-

mance of my Rhapsodic after I left America and the
Chicago Symphony will follow with my Symphonic
Legende at the Chicago North Shore Festival next
month. I am working on a tour movement symphony
now and hope to have it finished by July so that it

will be ready for performance both here and in Amer-
ica early next season.

I appreciated so much your interest in my work last

year and your great personal kindness and wish that you
would extend to the Federation my sincere wishes for

every continued success in your great work.
Very sincerely vours.

HOWARD HANSON.
.Accademia .\mericana.
Porta San Pancrazio
Roma, Italia.

CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY TO PLAY IN SOUTH

Through the office of Jessica Colbert, the Chamber
Music Society of San Francisco has been engaged for

a series of concerts in Santa Barbara, extending from
June 2.5th to August 27th. These concerts, under the

auspices of Arnett Brown of Philadelphia and a coterie

of Santa Barbara and Montecito Eastern residents, will-

occur at intervals of about one week at the various res-

idences of the Eastern colony. Immediately after the

final Santa Barbara concert, the Chamber Music Society

will leave for New York to fill its engagement at Mrs.

Coolidge's Pittsfield Chamber Music Festival and to play

in New York. Boston and Philadelphia.

Hervey White of Woodstock. N. Y.. a prominent
musical enthusiast, has invited Mr. Hecht and his asso-

ciates of the Chamber Music Society to be his guests

at Woodstock for the week prior to the Pittsfield Festi-

val, where they will renew old friendships with the

Letz Quartet and the many distinguished artists who
are summering there. Louis Persinger. musical director,

is rapidly recovering from a severe attack of pneu-

monia, and is starting work on the selection of the

programs for the coming season's strenuous activities.

On the return of the Chamber Music Society from the

East in October a series of six concerts, at which sev-

eral world-famous guest artists will appear, have been
planned for the winter season.

Miss Edna Horan, violinist, artist student of Sigmund
Beel, gave a delightful recital for the Clement School

of Music on Saturday morning. May 27lh. She aroused

great enthusiasm by reason of her fluent and impec-

cable technic, coupled with fine musicianly phrasing and
i9:tlligent expression. She scored a decided success and
reflected credit both upon herself and upon her teacher.

She rendered the following representative compositions:

CUaconne (Vitalil. Waltz (Wieniawsky), Adagio (Gla-

zouno*;, Perpetual .Motion (Novacek).

A large audience that occupied nearly every seat
of the spacious auditorium at Holy Names College of

Music In Oakland, attended the violin recital given
by Luclle Jenkins of class '22 at the College Auditor-
ium at Lake Merritt on Monday evening, May 29th. It

was in every respect a most enjoyable affair and Mis-*

Jenkins acquitteti herself most creditably. ^Vllat im-
presses one above all in Miss Jenkins' playing is her
intelligent interpretation. There are many students
who are proficient in technic and. like Miss Jenkins,
exhibit skill and dexterity in the various obstacles to

be overcome by a bright and industrious violin stu-

dent. There are also many students who are able to

play all the notes with astounding speed. But there
are only a small percentage of students who play musi-
cally, who bring out the hidden emotions in a com-
position and who express themselves intelligently.

.4nd herein we consider Miss Jenkins just a little

above the average student inasmuch as she adds to
smooth technic and accuracy of reading a certain ele-

ment of intelligent expression which showed itself in
every one of the compositions the young student In-

terpreted. She has style, poise, rhythm and accen-
tuation. Maturity of thought will, of course, come with
addiional practical experience, but her interpretations,
even at this early stage of her career, are invested with
careful sentiment. The young violinist had as asso-
ciate artist Miss Grace Foley, pianist. This young lady
is not only an accompanist who is able to adjust her-
self thoroughly to the moods of the soloist, but who
in solo work displays an unusual amount of judgment
and artistic taste which specially revealed Itself dur-
ing her excellent rendition of Liszt's Eighth Hungarian
Rhapsody. Her vigorous touch, her clean technic and
her fine accentuation combined to make this exhibi-

tion of pianistic skill enjoyable to her hearers.

Miss Margaret McCarran, harpist, was another as-
sistant who made an excellent impression by reason
of her facility and artistic discrimination. This young
harpist's tone fs clear and ringing and her assurance
i& delightful. She plays with feeling and heart inter-

est and overcomes difficult technical obstacles wit'n

surprising ease. Miss McCarran, together with Miss
Jenkins, played a charming duet entitled Song With-
out Words by Robinson in a manner most pleasing
to w-itness. The participants of the recital as well as
the faculty of the Holy Names College of Music have
reason to feel gratified with the splendid results of

this event.

The complete program rendered on this occasion was
as follows: Kreisler—Caprice Viennois. Massenet

—

Thais; Hasselmans—Priere. Harp solo; T. Nachez.
Op. 14—Gypsy Dance, No. 1, Sammartini-Elman—Canto
Amoroso. Kreisler — Polichinelle; Liszt — Rhapsodic
Hongroise. .N'o. 8. Piano Solo; Saint-Saens—Lc Cygne,
D. Van Goens, "Dp. 16—Scherzo, Harp Accompani-
ment: Robinson—Song Withmout Words, Harp I

—

Margaret McCarran, Harp II—Lucile Jenkins; Dor-
othy Watkins—Springtime, Holy Names Treble Triad;
De Beriot. Op. 76—Concerto, No. 7, Andante tranquillo,

Allegro maestoso.

The Holy Names Treble Triad, a chorus of fresh

young voices reflected much credit upon the vocal de-

partment of the Conservatory, specially as the phras-
ing, intonation, attack and blending of voices was de-

lightful to behold.

MME. MICHAEL MANAKINA IN RECITAL

Mme. Michael Manakina. a noted Russian prima
donna soprano, who recently located in San Francisco,

gave a recital at the Western Arts Association

headquarters on Sutter Street on Friday evening. May
26th. and created an excellent impression upon a se-

lect audience. Mme. Manakina possesses a ringing

voice and sings with virility and depth of emotion.
Her vocal compositions were among the foremost
works of their kind. The vocal artist was assisted by
Willem Dehe. 'cellist, who contributed to the evening's

pleasure with his exceptionally musicianly interpreta-

tion, while Mrs. Edward E. Young was the pianist and
accompanist displaying rare skill of interpretation and
brilliancy of technical facility. The entire program was
as follows: Scene—Tatjana's Letter (From Eugen
Onegin) (Tchaikowsky). Mme. Manakina; Elude in

A flat (Chopin). Etude in C sharp minor (Chopin), Ero-

licon (Sjogren), Mrs Edward E. Young; (a) At Night
(Rubinstein), (b) Ewa (Rachmaninoff), (c) Love
(Grieg). Mme. Manakina; Italian Sonata (Valentinl),

Mr. Wiilem Dehe: (a) Waltz Song—Romeo and Juliet

(Gounod), (b) Aria from Lakme (Delibcs), Mme Man-
akina.

Amadeo Reno, an unusually accomplished violinist and
artist pupil of Sigmund Beel. gave a concert in San Jose

recently, of which the San Jose Mercury-Herald of May
2sth had this to say: "A large and appreciative audi-

ence gathered in Schofleld Hall on Friday evening, the

19lh. to greet the talented young violinist, .\madeo Reno,

and Mrs. Ralph Gage Spencer, dramatic reader. Mr.

Reno's playing is fascinating. The violin responds lo his

delicate touch like a human siring, showing him a per-

fect master of his instrument. His bow technique and

tone were shown lo great advantage in Chaconne of

Vitali. which received enthusiastic applause. Mr. Reno

gave manv encores during the evening among them

were: The Songs My Mother Taught Me (Dvorak), The

Bee (Bohn) and Le Coucou (Manen)."
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER
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—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

LOS ANGELES, June 6. 1^22.—Miss Rena MacDonald,
associate of Impresario L. E. Behymer, has just re-

turned from a visit lo New York City and Chicago, and
is DOW on her way to San Francisco, making both trips

in the interests of the Behymer office, which left little

time for "extracting" an interview from as busy a per-

son as this charming impresaria. (Which I suppose is

the feminine term for impresario.) However, I gath-

ered this much: "Bookings at the New York managerial

offices are rather heavy, pointing to a big season, if

not even a bigger one than the one Just closed. Finan-

cially, too, considerably more favorable conditions are

expected, following the general trend of adjustment.

Of musical events 1 can say little, as far as bearing

them is concerned, for the musical season had ended
when 1 was in the East, that is to say, during the lattei

part of May.

"Several musical novelties will be heard on tli^^

Coast this winter. Both are truly unique, and have met
with proportionate success. One is the Ukranian Chorus,

a most remaVkable ensemble of singers, who sing mag-
nificently. All their work is done a capella, and their

musicianship is equal to their splendid vocal material.

The West may expect a good deal from them. Their
programs are striking^ as they give a complete picture

of the life led by the' Ukranians. They sing songs of

the seasons, religious songs taken from their holiday

rituals, love songs, songs they sing while working or at

harvest time, songs of the fireside when the history of

their people is glorified, war songs, mournful and tri-

umphant. Indeed, they afford a fascinating musical
portrayal of life in the Ukraine. They have two excel-

lent soloists among them, so that the programs are any-
thing but monotonous. To which must be added the

striking impression they make from the visual point as

they appear in their native costumes, colorful and won-
aerfuUy embroidered.

"Music of the people, yet quite different, will be of-

fered by the Irish-Canadian Regimental Band, one of

the most brilliant organizations of its kind. In fact, they
have been compared with the very foremost ensembles
of this character. As the name implies, they will feature
Irish music, not only instrumental, but also vocal, as
they, too, willl be accompanied by vocal soloists, and
for good measure, by one of the best bagpipe players
and a dancer. Their success has been notable, because
of the beautiful playing of old and new Irish tunes.
Isadora Duncan and her dancers will come west this

season, and undoubtedly find that the Coast more than
ever appreciates terpsichorean art."

Then the conversation turned to opera. Miss Mac-
Donald met Fortune Gallo just as he left for England,
where he may make arrangements for a season by the
San Carlo Opera Company next winter. If these plans
materialize it is unlikely that his company will visit

Los Angeles this year, owing to the lack of time. His
Western tour will not extend beyond Cleveland under
these circumstances. The Chicago Opera Company is

concentrating their activities on their home city and
on near-by cities. As to a visit of the Scotti Grand
Opera Company, nothing definite either can be said at

present.

Georgia Stark, soprano, an artist pupil of Mme. Alma
Stetzler. gave one of the best recitals sung by young
vocalists recently. The concert was presented with
much professional merit, revealing a lovely voice, still

in the making, yet well started on its way to happy ma-
turity. Miss Stark sang songs and operatic arias, dra-
matic and coloratura, in Italian, French and English,
fully earning the wealth of flowers and cordial applause
that were hers. She has a good grasp of vocal technic,
and should prove a vocal success if she progresses as
she has done in the last year under Mme. Stetzler's
guidance. Miss Lillian Chancer accompanied with finish
and reliability that marks the work of Homer Grunn
pupils.

Dr. Boris Dunev, late examiner for the Royal College
of Music' London, is spending the summer here, be:ore
taking up his duties as Director of the Music Depart-
ment at the Woman's State College in Denton, Te.\as.
To anticipate. Dr. Dunev will devote his tim.i not only
to pedagogic work in the strict sense, but is also to
appear on the concert stage frequently. He has been
engaged to play twice with the Metropolitan Opera
House Orchestra, and four times with the St. Louis
Symphony Orchestra under Rudolf Ganz, who, by the
way. i.< a close friend of Dr. Dunev. In fact. Dr. Dunev
enjoys the friendship of many distinguished musicians.
I should have mentioned also that he has appeared in
a number of two-piano recitals with no less a pianist
than Ossip Gabrielowitsch. Another one of the piano
Titans, Ignaz Paderewski, has closely associated with
Dr. Dunev, in this instance, as teacher. It was Dr.
Dunev's good fortune to study five years with Mr.
Paderewski. A privilege, indeed, as Paderewski has
conferred the opiiortunlty only on a few elect. Dr.
Dunev also attracted the attention of the late Raoul
Pugno, the wonderful French pianist. It was Pugno
who recommended Dr. Dunev for the position of exam-
iner at the Royal College of Music, a position he had
held for eight years, until he resigned last January to
come to America permanently. As a member of the ex-
amination board Dr. Dunev traversed every part of the

John Smallman appears in Recital at

Ebell Club, June 13.

Noted Baritone Chooses

THE KNABE
JOHN SMALLMAN, who is now the

conductor of the Los Angeles Ora-
torio Society and an artist who, by

his unusually clear enunciation and
voice of remarkable brilliance and
beauty, has made a marked success

since his iJcbut on the Pacific Coast.

Mr. Smallman has chosen for all his

recitals and for his studio the superb

KNABE

HILL STREET AT 7Sr-Z29

British Empire with the exception of India. He has
concertized a good deal in between examination ses-

sions. He will make several appearances in California
before leaving for Texas. The University of Berkeley
has secured two of his interesting programs, to be per-

formed by him during the summer session, while he
will render a third concert likewise in Berkeleyj but
under private auspices.

Here in Los Angeles Dr. Dunev will be heard but
once. June 20th, when he will give a benefit concert for

the MacDowell Fund, started by the MacDowell Club of

Allied Arts. This fund is now in its second year, so to

speak. Last year it served to allow Fanny Dillon, the
composer, an artistically stimulating vacation at Peters-
borough, the MacDowell colony in the woody hills of

New Hampshire. No decision has been reached as to

who may enjoy the fellowship grant, but it is possible
that it may go to a painter or a sculptor or author, as
the MacDowell Club is sponsoring all the arts, true to

its name.

As to Dr. Dunev's program, I can say only that it will

feature unknown Russian music, including the great
Rachmaninof piano Sonata No. 2. which is unknown
here. In closing, I may add that Dr. Dunev, w'ho grad-
uated from the Imperial Conservatory of Music at Pet-
rograd, has met many of the leading spirits in Russian
music, and literature. He has known Rimsky-Korsakow
well, and speaks interestingly of Glazounow. Auer or
Tolstoy. Dr. Dunev (his name in full is Dunayewsky,
hence somewhat difficult for the unpliable Yankee
tongue, so the obliging doctor has compressed it into
Dunev), is of famous musical stock. His father was
well known in music, as was his mother's family, the
Davidoffs of 'cello fame.

A meeting was held in San Diego Monday evening,
and final arrangements completed for the appearance
of the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles in San
Diego next season, under the auspices of the San Diego
Philharmonic Orchestral Association. Six symphony
concerts are to be given beginning November 21st and
continuing monthly thereafter. The soloists are to be
selected from the first chairmen of the Philharmonic
Orchestra. Four additional concerts are to be given
on the afternoons for the school children and music
students of San Diego, a new departure in the San
Diego series. Manager L.. E. liehymer and Caroline E.
Smith. Secretary-Treasurer, of the orchestra, completed
these arrangements. Mr. and Mrs. John H. Hamilton.
.Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Dorland, Mrs. A. E. McKenzie. Miss
Gertrude Gilbert. Miss Bess Gilbert. Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
Buker were dinner mie'^ts cf the visiting officials, dis-

tssing plans for the furtherance of the work and a

closer social intercourse between the officials and the
L,os -^ ngeles and San Diego organizations. The musical,
social and commercial interests of San Diego are united
in the guaranteeing and presentation of these concerts.
All funds necessary have been raised and educational
lectures and student body rehearsals and talks have
been arranged.

The last event of the series of "13 Great Events" put
(n by the University of Southern California during tlie

past season will take place in Bovard Auditorium Mon-
day evening. June U'th. The original schedule called
for presentation on that date of Mendelssohn's "Elijah"
by the University Choral Society. It has been found
necessary, however, to postpone the "Elijah" perform
ance until next sea.'-'on. and. as a substitute for June
i^th, the committee in charge has arranged to present
Olga Steeb, the gifled pianist, in recital. Although Miss
Steeb has appeared in concert throughout the Coast
States, the Middle West and int;> Eastern territory
during the past winter, her performance at Bovard
Auditorium will be her first appearance in Los Angeles
in recital during the year. Her many admirers from
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Executive Officei:

705 Auditorium Bldg^ Los Angetea

ANNE Mcpherson—Soprano
Ear Trainmi, Sight Reading. Voice CuVfure

iDdlridaal .Hrthodii for Profe&sionaU and $tadent«
Siadlu: VaDderbllt Hotpl. 826 S. Hopp. Pico 1720

ILYA BRONSON ""'** '^x'l-'IL.1/^ Diy.KJi^DKJl'^ Philharmonic OrchMtra
Me-mbVT Trio Iniita?, LO'^ A nccleM Trio, Philhartuonlc

Quartrt. Instraotioii. Chanibv-r ^lu^ic KrriialM
A22 Maslc Arts Bl^f; Phonp lOO*^^

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET 1 r„"b'p;- .^:^':""

Jeaa I'oliTelL Haiel B. Ander'^on. F:dna C. \'oorhe««. DalsiT
V. Pride-aDT, Abbie Norton Jamison, Dirrclor-Arcotupan-
iMle. 20::4 S. llooTer. Phone 1:3935.

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICE AND MODERN LANGUAGES
^ludioa: Gamat Club. Ii>44 '^. l4ope

For Inqairlsa phon« &Ol)61

ZOELL>ER QUARTET
Manasemcnt H. A A. CnlbertsoD. Aeolian Hall, New Y«rk

^ertona ^tndeniR Accepted
Peraoaal Addre**: 1250 n'Ind«or BWd^ Loa ABC«l«a

JOHN SM.\LLMAN--BARITONE
C*««crt EacacencB**—Condoetor L- A. Oratorio SoHetT
Mrs. H. O. Joseph. S^c"y., ISOO S. Fieueroa. Phone ::3195

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
MI«5ION THE4TRE. LOS ANGELE?

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
30« Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLOWE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles
Re«. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN co«poser-p,a>.st
ATaUable for Coneerts and Recltala

Stndloi 1324 Sonth Flcneroa. Phone 2413«

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerta—RecltaLa—Ins traction

Featarine AU-Amerlcan Progrrama
Stvdio: 1500 So. Flsneroa St. Phone 231&5

FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—Artist 3Ianagenient—Pablirlty

Sll Majestic Theatre Bld^.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
VASTER VliiLIN TEVCHER

Stodlo: 401.03 Ma^on Opera House
Phoiia 323SO Res. Phone 54122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Rooms)
For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PIAMSTE—LO*! ANGELES TRIO

Studio: 323 Hoale Arta Stndio Bids- Phone: 10062

GRACE WOOD JESS xezzo soprano
DRAMATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS

IN COSTLME RECITALS
Management: L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON-Pw««/^
NOW TOIRING IN THE EAST

For Dale* Dnrins Fall i:i22 and Sprinc 1»23
Write to *»28 S. Hope. Los An@;ele». Pico 17T0

MRS. M. HENNION ROBINSON—Artistic Accompanying
(Accompanist for Ellis and L^rlc CInbs)

L. A. Stndio: Mon„ Wed.. FrL 151S So. St. Andrewa
Phone 74404J. Rea. Club UoiLse Apts^ Venice. 61047

MAUDE FENLON BOLLMAN
SOPRANO

Students Received In Ihe Art of Slof^in^
420-21 >Iajiic Arts Studio Dldp.. Phone 10Os2

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Southern California

AU Branches Taoffht
Dlatlmrnlahed Facnlrr—Strons Coarses

Send for Catalof
Utl S«ath Fljrneroa Street Los Anselea. Calif.

among the local musical fraternity and music patrons
will welcome this opponunity to hear Miss Steeb again,
especially after her numerotis Eastern triumphs, and a
capacity bouse is expected. Season ticket subscribers
who have not made season reservations are advised to
present their tickets at the College of Music, or at the
box office on the night of the concert, and secure in ex-
change reserved seats.

An all-Russian program of music, singing and talks
will be the treat which President L. E- Behymer will

afford members of the Gamtit Club at the monthly din-

ner and entertainment next Wednesday night. A num-
ber of distinguished Russians, both resident and visitors
in Los Angeles, will be honored by the club, and in
turn will contribute their talents to the evening's en-
joyment. Perhaps one of the most interesting person-
alities lo be present will be Dr. Alexis Kail. Russiau
lecturer and authority on the music of his country. I:

is declared he has a particularly enlightening message
to all interested in this subject. Mile. Victoria Boshko,
eminent Russian composer, pianist and painter and
/co-starwith Eugene Ysaye in concerts and recitals, aiso
will be present. Mile. Boshko is the proud possessor
of a decoration from the Queen of Belgium.

On Friday afternoon Barker Brothers began a series
of four invitational concerts, presenting five of the lead-
ing artists of Los Angeles, in the Barker Brother's
auditorium. Henri La Bonte. well-known tenor, ap-
peared Friday afternoon in a program of unusual charm.
Henry Symmonds was at the piano. On Friday, the 9th
Sol Cohen, violinist, with Margaret Messer Morris,
soprano, will present a joint recital in which they will

feature a program of new compositions. One interesting
group will be three songs of Charles Wakefield Cad-
man, with the violin obligato played by Sol Cohen.
On Friday, the 16th. Gertrude Cleophas. pianist,
will give the entire program, and on Friday, the 23rd
Melba French Barr. soprano, with Loma Gregg at the
piano, will present a recital of American composers.

Alfred Wallenstein, who occupied the second chair in

the 'cello section the first year of the Philharmonic
Orchestra, has been selected to occupy the first chair
and fill the position of solo 'cellist under Conductor
Stock of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Wallen-
stein is a young Los Angeles musician, who was discov-
ered several years ago by the Gamut Club and given an
opportunity under Harley Hamilton. Dr. Alfred Hertz
ol the San Francisco Symphony Association and Walter
Henry RothwelL and was selected by Anna Pavlowa
as her solo 'cellist for two seasons.

Two violin students of Amandus Zoellner are meet-
ing with considerable success on the concert platform.
Florence Duvall recently gave a recital at Pomona Col-
lege, repeating her success at Chaffee Union High
School with another highly interesting program. Miss
Florence Pickrell, another student, is now in the East
appearing in Chautauqua engagements.

Estelle Heartt-Dreyfus, the noted contralto, and Louis
Dreyfus, gifted linguist, are breaking a rule kept for
twelve years, by not closing their studios this summer.
They will, however, change their domestic surround-
ing by moving their lares et penates to Pasadena, where
they will live during the summer months at 534 Lester
Avenue (phone Fair Oaks 31TS>. Their new residence
is on the edge of Arroyo Seco, located in lovely sur-
roundings.

John Smallman. well-knowTi vocal teacher, presented
the Apollo Quartet, formed by several of his advanced
male students, with Mrs. Fern Simms. Riverside pianis:.
accompanying. This ensemble has won numerous suc-
cesses on the concert stage.

Ilya Bronson. solo 'cellist of the Philharmonic Orches-
tra, has opened branch studios together with Julius
Seyler. well-known piano teacher. The studios are lo-

cated near Lafayette Square, 1604 Buckingham Road.

Los Angeles composers will be featured during the
June program of the Dominant Club, among them Abbie
Norton Jamison, Gertrude Ross. M. Hennion Robinson.
Fanny Dillon and Grace Freebey.
Among the most attractive student programs an-

noimced this season is that from the Maud Fenlon
Bollman studio. Mme. BoUman's students have won
distinct approbation en public occasions, while their
repertoire shows good guidance. The forthcoming re-

cital-reception should prove very delightful.

A song recital by student pupils of Mme. Alma
Stetzler was given in the ballroom of the Egan School
on Wednesday evening. May 24th. The program, in
which nine pupils were heard, was made doubly inter-
esting by the presentation of three unpublished songs
by Dorothy Peltmis, a Los Angeles girl, who is a pupil
of Homer Grunn and Charles Pemberton. The songs
were of the ballad type, and should prove very popular,
particularly the waltz ballad. My Phantom Idol of Love.
Miss Leta McLaran, a dramatic soprano, with a beauti-
ful, luscious voice, sang the numbers with the composer
at the piano and Rudolph Pelunis playing the violin
obligato. It was a novelty thoroughly enjoyed, and
along the well-known policy of Mme. Stetzler. who be-
lieves in the future of a musical America, and is eager
to give every encouragement and assistance to young
musicians.

Mabel Roberts was heard to advantage in ViUanelle.
by Deir.Acqua. and Clavelitos. by Valverde. We must
compliment Misss Roberts on the purity of her diction
in both the French and Spanish number. Paul Duayne
displayed a little nervousness by hurrying the tempo
of his first number. The Heart Bowed Down, from Bo-
hemian Girl, but redeemed himself in Rolling Down to
Kio. by German. This young baritone has made won-
derful prcgress. and we predict a bright future for him.
Frances Buffelen charmed with the exquiste quality

of her voice. It was a pleasure to listen to ballads
when such a voice is combined with perfect enuncia-
tion. Gareite Manter. lyric soprano, who sang well
Tn bel di Vedrema. from Butterfly, and I'll Build a
World in the Heart of a Rose, by Kichol. was followed
by Jessie Morneau. a mezzo with a beautiful voice and
a charming personality. Miss .Morneau sang Fierce
Flames Are Roaring, from Trovatore. and His Lullaby,
by Bond. The selections servtd to display the contract
between the full notes and a beautiful mezza voce.

Allyn Seger sang delightfully My Mother Bids Me
Bind My Hair, by Haydn; Song of the Violin, by Jami-
son, and When Sylvia Saunters By. by De Koven. Miss
Seger has a beautiful, limpid soprano, with surprising
volume of tone throughout its full range. Her interpre-
tative ability should place her high among artists of
Ihe near future. Orion Dawson, who proved to be the
possessor of a splendid, virile tenor voice, sang Musica
Proibiia. by Gast^Iden. and that always beautiful Elegie
of Massanet. Mr. Dawson's tones were ringing and
full of fire.

Then Georgia Stark sang II Bacio and The Lilac
Tree. This ycung singer is already well on the way to

success, and her steady prcgress proves her a student
of great ability. Lillian Chancer and Grace Raley were
at the piano and proved efficient as always.

At the California Theater—Conductor Elinor made
the biggest "hit" since Managing Director Fred Miller
conceived the hapfky idea of giving his audiences three
brief concerts by the augmented California Theatre
-Orchestra every day. The program was one of "request"
numbers, and showed that serious classics, as well as
the better type of lighter music, are dear to the public.

That the Tannhauser Overture was demanded with
much numeric insistence is a splendid compliment to
Mr. Elinor, and he may take it as a hint that there are
more people among bis audience who love good music
than it is generally assumed. The fact is that they
bad every reason to make iliis request, for the perform-
ance of the overture was greatly pleasing. The gavotte,
Louis Treize. too, was rendered with much finesse and
characteristic elegance. A typical foxtrot. Karma, clev-

erly orchestrated, was among the repeal numbers, and
was rendered with much effect. Elinor puts on "jazz'
so well that its vulgarity is largely overcome.

Marian Patricia Cavenaugh, who recently gave a
most successful concert at the St. Francis Hotel, was
the feature attraction at a radio concert given by the
Daily News of this city on Sunday. June th. when she
played an interesting program. .Among the ntimbers
were some compositions by her teacher. Joseph George
Jacobson. Hundreds of phone c-alls. some from neigh-
boring states, came in within the next half hour of the
concert, expressing satisfaction over and admiration
for the child's playing.

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Olpa Ste«b. Claire Forbes Crane. Lester Dono-
hae. Colin CampbelL Mildred Jamison, Mrs. Clifford Lott.
Adelaide Gosnell. Shfblejr Boyes. etc.

Sradio: 431 Soaih Alvarado St. Phone 53345.

Wric^

We^TWOST
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EDGAR J. HiVXSEN *^'^c"o^'c*„^"^

Z14 Mdsic Arts Stadio BldET. Phone 100S2. Res. 5]96<^ Con-
cert Direction. Grace Carroll Elliot.

DAVOL SANDERS "?f;',r,.u"ER
*^

Head Violin Dept.. Collese or Music. V. S. C.—Meaher
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S241 S. Flgneroa St., Los Angeles Phone Main 3190

CATHERINE H. SHANK ^S?rano
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studios: 1500 S. Figueroa: Phone: 22632. Los Angeles
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CHARLES BOWES
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of Pianoa nnd Orsaas. i'rompt .Attention. Good Refer-
ences. 1293 West .'-rih Place. Telephone 7743*
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SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT AT CALIFORNIA

Thos? who attended the Sunday morning concert at

the California Theatre last week certainly hvid every

reason to feel gratified for having alti-nded. for th^'

program was unusually interesting and the artistic

character of the interpreters thoroughly in accordance

with the hesi musical taste. At the same time the mu-

sic introduced was not in anyway lacking in interest

to those belonging to the less studious class among
the music lovers. Gino Severi had prepared a program

of unusual attractive powers among which the special

feature consisted of a spirited rendition of Liszt's

Sixth Hungarian Rhapsodie during which Gyula Or-

may rendered the cadenza with his brilliant and fluent

technic and his thorough muscianship. Mr. Severi

added to his quickly increasing fame as a thoroughly

efficient conductor whose heart and soul is in his work.

and who inspires his men to do the best that is in

them. The rendition of this Rhapsodie revealed this

artistic feature of Mr. Seven's conductorship in its

more intense phases.

On this occasion Len Barnes, the distinguished Aus-

tralian baritone, who has made so many friends in

San Francisco during the last two years, and whose
fine voice and comprehensive artistry has endeared

him to thousands of music lovers, made his farewell

appearance prior to his departure for Europe. He sang

an aria from Verdi's The Masked Ball with that pliancy

of voice and judgment of phrasing which has become
such a great asset of his public appearances. It is to

be regretted that Mr. Barnes finds it expedien' to leave

this city and bestow his artistic faculties elsewhere.

However, he is entitled to utilize his opportunities in

a manner to bring him the widest distinction and his

numerous frends will gladly wish him Godspeed in

his new Hehi.

The soloist at tomorrow's Sunday morning concert at

the California Theatre will be Isabella Saxon, colora-

ture soprano, and one of the bay region's most gifted

representatives of vocal art. Miss Saxon has studied

with one of the most distinguished vocal pedagogues

of international reputation and her voice is so well

placed and so flexible in quality that she easily is able

to sing the most difficult colorature arias of the high-

est altitudes in their original keys. On this occasion

she will sing the famous Voce di primavera by Strauss

in which she reaches easily a high F where every fa-

mous colorature soprano usually sings only a high C.

No doubt Miss Saxon will be found to be an artist o(

exceptional merit and she ought to receive a cordial

welcome from the big audience that always attends

these Sunday morning concerts.

GoHsip Among Musical People

OLIVER WALLACE'S FINISHED ORGAN PLAYING

Every now and then we can not resist the temiJta-

tion to comment in an impromptu fashion about Oliver

Wallace's organ playing. The other day we heard him
play Herold's famous Zampa Overture in truly delight-

ful fashion. He secured the various orchestral effects

with an ease and conciseness that was surprising in

its effect. His coloring, shading and musicianly intel-

ligence of interpretation is so rare that we can not

imagine anyone equally well equipped to match him in

this particular effort. You could easily follow the va-

rious characteristics of the contrasting groups of in-

struments in an orchestra and above all he manipulated
the stops so quickly and so unerringly that he secured

a certain style of phrasing not unlike the flexibility of

a violin. You must understand the difficulties which
have to be overcome to make an organ respond to your

sense of shading in order to appreciate Mr. Wallace's
virtuosity to its fullest extent.

But, as we stated before. Mr. Wallace's proficiency

on the organ is not by any means restricted to his

concert work. His musical settings to the various pic-

tures are gems and reflect the sentiment conveyed by
the action of the story in a truly startling fashion. Mr.

Wallace's improvement in this direction, since he first

appeared at the Granada Theatre, is truly astounding,

for he has now attained an element of theoretical and
harmonic proficiency which enables him to improvise

with the understanding and poise of a gifted composer.
He seems to scent the very soul of a picture and suc-

ceeds in translating its minutest details of sentiment
into audible tonal pictures which strike the ear with en-

trancing melodies. At no time does Mr. Wallace enii)loy

music unsuitable to the action of the picture. His mu-
sical settings seem to form an environment wherein tlie

picture itself finds the complement of its purpose.

ALFRED METZGER.

The Bohemian Little Symphony, Alexander Saslavsky,
conductor, gave an excellent concert at the semi-cen-
tennial anniversary of the Bohemian Club on Thursday
evening. May 17th. The soloists were Carl Van Hulst,

baritone, and James H. Todd, violinist. The program
consisted of Suite No. 2, L'Arlesienne (Bizet); Sym-
phony in G minor (Mozart); Aria, It Is Enough, from
Elijah (Mendelssohn), Carl van Hulst, cello obligato.

William Leimert: la) Elegia from Serenade for String
Orchestra (Tschaikowsky), (b) Meditation, violin solo

(W. M. McCoy). James H. Todd; valse. Southern Roses
(Johann Strauss). This orchestra consists of about
forty pieces, all members of the club- and non-profes.
sionals, and under Mr. Saslavsky's direction this organ-
ization has grown to be a body of excellent dimensions,
speaking from a musical standpoint The members of

the Bohemian Club expressed their delight on this occa-

sion, and included this orchestra as among the finest

features of the club's musical endeavors.

H. B. Pasmore is featuring his out-of-town pupils at

the Half Hour of music at the Greek Theatre of the

University of California this Sunday afternoon, June
nth. In relation to the distance from which these pupils

liave come to study, they may he mentioned in the fol-

lowing order: Sara Clary from Honululu, who has a

soprano voice of unusual power, Ijrilliancy and sym-
pathy for so young a girl. She toured the Islands with

Dorothy Pasmore before coming to San Francisco to

continue her studies with Mr. Pasmore. Feme de Witt

Dcttmer, though formerly of San Francisco, has come
up from San Diego, and is again studying with Mr.

Pasmore. She will be remembered as soprano soloist

at the First Presbyterian Church, and because of her

bright voice and expression. Los Angeles sends a bari-

tone well and favorably known in musical and church

circles of that city in the person of William M. Clarey.

Miss Lesta Andrews, contralto, who sang at a Half Hour
of Music with marked success last year, and Wilson B.

Taylor of Berkeley, tenor, who finds the high C of Salve

dimora as easy as any note in that famous song, com-
pletes the interesting list of singers. Miss Winifred 1.

Decker and Mr. Pasmore will accompany.

Warren D. Allen, organist of Stanford University, will

render the following excellent program in tlie Memorial
Church tomorrow (Sunday) afternoon at 4 o'clock:

Prelude and Fugue in C minor (Bach); Chant Negre
(Kramer); Bridal Song (Goldmark); Prelude VIII

(from "The Well-Tempered Clavichord") (Bachl,

transcribed by Edward Shippen Barnes; Finale in D
major (Lemmens). There will be no recitals during ex-

amination week, on Tuesday, June 14th, and Thursday,

June 16th. On Baccalaureate Sunday, June ISth, there

will be no recital in the afternoon, but there will be a

sacred concert in the evening, at which the University

organist will be assisted by visiting soloists. Recitals

will continue as usual through the summer quarter, be-

gmning Sunday, June 25th.

Alice Frisca scored a decided artistic triumph at a

concert in Newark, N. J., recently, of which tlie follow-

ing extract from the Newark Evening News of May 22d

is ample evidence: "Miss Frisca aroused admiration of

her talents by her performance of Chopin's waltz in

A flat and Liszt's Liebestraum and second Hungarian
Rhapsody, and his transcription of Schubert's song.

Hark, Hark, the Lark. Her technical qualifications en-

abled her to set forth the contents of her composition
with facility and clearness. She produced a firm tone,

often singing in quality, which she colored intelligently.

Her command of dynamics was effectively employed in

the Liszt Rhapsody. Her interpretative ability and ca-

pacity in expressing the emotional qualities in the

music helped to give distinction to her performances."

Benjamin Liederman, the well-known cantor and tenor,

sends us the follolwing clipping from an Eastern paper
which will prove of interest to our readers:

Emil Ledner, Caruso's manager for many years, is

publishing the life of the tenor seriallly in the Berliner

Tageblatt. In a recent number he relates that once
while they were in Hamburg during a concert tour,

Caruso came to him with the request that he be taken
immediately to the syhagogue. Ledner was dumbfounded
but le roi I'a dit. It was Friday afternoon, and the

synagogue was packed. Caruso stood in breathless

silence. It was evident that nothing was escaping his

attention. When they came out. Ledner said; "Really,

my curiosity can no longer be restrained. What took

you there?" Caruso replied in a tone that indicated that

he was a trifle annoyed: "What took me there? I never
fail to visit a synagogue whenever it is possible. 1 have
gone to them in Vienna, Frankfurt-am-Main, Berlin, and
particularly to that great one in Budapest. There is

something almost marvelous about the way the cantor
sings. The 'striking over of the voice,' the starting of a

tune— it is impossible to hear this done as the Jews
do it. Their solos? Tliey are wonderful." Caruso went
back to his hotel and spent hnurs trying to imitate the

leader of the chorus and the soloist he had heard at

the synagogue.

Simpson, pianist, and Lawrence Strauss, tenor, who
tuis just returned from a season in New York. The
inenibers of the quartet are Antonio de Grassi, founder
aiul director, first violin: Robert Rourke, second violin;

Pietro Brescia, viola, and Willem Dehe, violoncello.

The concert is open to members of the association and
their guests. The prcgram was as follows: Quartet in

E flat major, op. 16 IL. Tan Beethoven), the Berkeley
String Quartet, Miss Elizabeth Simpson, assisting

pianist: songs. Time o' Day (Cyril Scott), Lullaby (first

time) (De Grassi), Lord Rendal (Old English), The
Ociut (Moussorgsky), Lawrence Strauss, Thomas Fred-
cri( k Freeman at the piano; quartet in A minor, op. 41

(R. Schumann), the Berkeley String Quartet.

Charles Wakefield Cadtnan, with Margaret Messer
Morris, soprano, presented a charming program at the

Hollywood Woman's Club on Wednesday. May ;ilst,

when Miss Morris sang the Japanese Cycle, Sayonara, in

costume. This is one of Cadman's lesser known works,
but is one which he declares is the best cycle he has
written. Miss Morris also sang two of his exquisite

lyrics from Idylls of the South Sea, another song cycle

rarely presented.

Margaret Messer Morris, the well-known Los Angeles
soprano, will present the songs of Anna Priscilla Rischer
with the composer at the piano for the special music
for the commencement exercises at Cumnock School,

Los Angeles, on Thursday afternoon, June Sth. The
program will include: Always One More D;iwn (Risch-

er) ; My Song to You (Rischer) ; Three Shakespeare
songs. When Icicles Hang on the Wall, Mistress Mine,
Where the liee Sucks (Rischer), Margaret Messer Mor-
ris, violin obligato by Ruth Bullard.

The Dominican School of Music of St. Vincent's
Academy, Vallejo, gave an excellent students' recital at

St. Vincent's Auditorium on Tuesday evening. May 23d,

when the following program was excellently interpreted

by a number of well-trained students: Wedding March
from Midsummer Night's Dream (Mendelssohn), Alta
Le Due, Helene Phillips; Scotch Poem (McDowell),
Papillon (Lavalee), Adrienne O'Boyle; Rondo Capriccio- .

so (Mendelssohn), Tarentelle (Heller), Alta Le Due;
Prelude, C sharp minor (Rachmanninoff), Agnes How-
ard; Berceuse (Von Wilm), Rosaria McCauley; Scarf
Dance IChaminade). Glorinne Watts; Tarantelle (Kor-
ganoff), Pas Das Amphores (Chaminade), Helene Phil-

lips; Under the Leaves (Thome), Margaret Kirwin; Ca-
price Espagnol (Wachs), The Swallows (Gabbaerts).
MaryLeary; Idilio (Lack), Dorothy Kiethley ; Arabesque
(Wrangell), Emma Herbert; Le Kangourou (Wachs),
Alice Johnson; Fan Fare Militaire (Asher), Helene Phil-

lips, Agnes Howard.

Myrtle Harriet Jacobs, a very talented tenyear-old
pianist and pupil of Joseph George Jacobson, gave a
recital at the Hill Opera House in Petaluma on Monday,
May 29th, achieving a great success both artistically and
financially. She was assisted by Laura Filer Griffing, a
clever violin pupil of William F. Laraia, and a little vo-

calist who calls herself the "young Tetrazzini." The
Petaluma Argus had this to say regarding Miss Jacobs;
"Her little fingers actually flew and she played as if

inspired. Her execution, for her title hands, is wonderful,
and her memory marvelous. She has strength far be-

yond her physical capability, and she rendered each
number in a charmingly delightful manner, showing a
complete understanding of the work of the composer
and a knowledge of music and technique that few adult

artists possess. One of her numbers was an original

composition by her teacher and dedicated to her

—

Grandfather's Clock. It was quaint and attractive. The
unique and charming evening will long linger in pleas-

ant memory."

Sam Rodetsky, another remarkable fourteen-year-old
pupil of Josei'h George Jacobson. who lays claim to

future recognition, gave a recital at the Edison School
and played at a radio concert on Tuesday, June 6th,

arranged by the San Francisco Community Service.

The California Male (Suartet, Carl Edwin Anderson,
director; Hugh Williams, first tenor; Carl Anderson,
second tenor; Lowell Redfield, baritone; Henry L. Per-

ry, bass, and Mildred Randolph, accompanist, and Ern-
est Paul Allen, violinist, gave the regular Half Hour of

Music at the Greek Theatre of the University of Cali-

fornia last Sunday afternoon. June 4th, when the follow-

ing program was presented with excellent artistic re-

sults: Madrigal (H. J. Stewart), Evening (.^bt), Annie
Laurie (Scotch); Solenne in quest Ora (Verdi), duet by
Williams and Perry; Caprice Viennois (Kreisler), Tam-
bourin Chinois (Kreisler), Mr. Allen; The Long Day
Closes (Sullivan). Absent (Metcalfe): duet. Calm as the
Night (Gotze), Messrs. Anderson and Redfield; piano
solo. Chromatic waltz (Godard), Miss Randolph;
La Spagnola (Di Chiara), Love's Old Sweet Song (Mol-

loy). Sextet from Lucia (Verdi) (arranged for male
quartet).

Len Barnes, the excellent Australian baritone, who
left fr.r England last Monday after creating for himself
an enviable reputation in the bay cities during the last

two years, when loc;Uing here upon arrival from New
Zealand, was the guest of honor at a farewell reception

tendered him by the Quartet of Notre Dame des Vic-

toires, consisting of Flora Howell Bruner, soprano. Pearl

Hossack Whitcomb, contralto. Harrison Coles, tenor,

and Len Barnes, baritone, with Raymond White, organ-
ist, at the Arrillaga Musical College, 2315 Jackson
Street, on Thursday evening, June 1st. An excellent pro-

gram was enjoyed and rendered with fine taste and
musicianship by the members of the quartet. Many
artists and musical people of prominence were in at-

tendance.

The Alameda County Music Teachers' Association
gave its monthly conc-ert in Ebell Hall. Oaklan<l. on
Tuesday evening. May 30th. The program was given by
the Berkeley String (Quartet, assisted by Miss Elizabeth

Imogen Peay, the successful young San Francisco
pianist, who apiieared during the past season as accom-
panist to Helen Stanley throughout the distinguished

diva's transcontinental tour, which included this city,

is visiting her mother here. Miss Peay was also accom-
panist for Alice Nielsen, and before coming to the

Coast at this time she was the guest of Mme. Nielsen

(Mrs. Leroy Stoddard) at her home in Bedford Hills,

New York. On July 15th Miss Peay will join Mr. and
Mrs. George Hamlin at Lake Placid, in the Adirondacks,

where she will be their guest until September. During
that time she and Hamlin will give some recitals at the

Lake Placid Country Club. During September Miss

Peay will be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Loudon Charleton

(Helen Stanley) in the Berkeshires.
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be greatly patronized as it is to Mr.

Merola. Indeed, it is more important.

For Mr. Merola will be able to continue

his work and obtain opportunities in

other parts of the country or the world.

but California, if it does not rise to

this opportunity, will have to wait a

long while before another such chance
presents itself. Therefore, it is neces-

sary tor all of us to work together to-

ward the success of this enterprise. It

should not be difficult, for even your most
enthusiastic anticipations inspired by

reports of those who attended, will be

realized when you witness these per-

formances. After the publication of this

edition, in which we unfortunately shall

not be able to include a resume of the

Carmen performance, there will only be

given another production of Carmen on

Friday evening, June 16th. So if any of

our readers have not yet attended these

performances, they will surely never re-

gret if they follow our suggestion and be

among those present on this occasion.

We' shall review the Carmen and Faust

performances in our next issue.

CALIFORNIA THEATRE ORCHESTRA

tlcienlly large to produce gigantic spec-

tacles, pageants, pantomimes and art

fetes. It is also his purpose to present

famous artists and musical organizations

in recital and concert, as well as to

stage athletic and arenic exhibitions and

contests.
Popular Sunday morning orchestral

concerts to be given weekly are also em-

braced in Ortiz' plans. As a forerunner

to these will be two concerts to be

given under the direction of Herman
Heller on Sunday morning, June II, at

11 o'clock, and on Monday afternoon.

June 12, at 2:30 o'clock. Ortiz has a

dual purpose in offering these concerts

as the first attractions under the policy

of the new Arcadia. First it will give

the Shriner guests of the city an insight

into the music life for which San Fran-

cisco is famous. Secondly, it will give

the admirers of Herman Heller another
opportunity to hear the popular conduc-

tor at the head of an orchestra of sym-

phonic proportions and caliber.

Heller has planned two splendid pro-

grams for thfe occasions and has gath-

ered together an orchestra of sixty-five

of the best musicians of the city. The
soloist of the concerts will be Madame
Elfrieda Wynne, the eminent soprano.

The California Theatre Orchestra has

recently been given distinction by the

appointment to its director's stand of a

musician of training, intelligence, wide

sympathies, emotional fervor and experi-

ence—Gino Severi. Severi's greatest

asset is his uncompromising sincerity.

He forgets everything in his sole en-

deavor to bring out the finest details and
emotional effects from a composition.

He is known to San Franciscans as "the

pioneer of good music in motion picture

houses." Therefore, it is fitting that he

should be conducting San Francisco's

largest theatre orchestra—that which is

maintained at the California.

Severi locates the public desires in

music in the safe land of the thoroughly
explored and the known. His theories

are simple and are based on many years'

experience as soloist with Alfred Hertz,

conductor of the San Francisco Sym-
phony. Severi proceeds like a logician

from the known to the unknown. He
does not throw his hearers at once into

the midst of the turgidities of modern
harmonies. He gives them melody, con-

stant harmony and untroubled rhythm.
It will be found that in every audience,
such as that which fills the California
Theatre every Sunday morning, there

are all kinds of music lovers, from
patrons of symphony to admirers of

Ornstein and Friml. The latter repre-

sents a lawful and decent compromise
between the two extremes. The most
stern of Brahms' adorers can find no fault

with Friml, or Sullivan, or Souza. or
Straus tthe "Chocolate Soldier" man),
or Strauss (the waltzer).
For instance, Severi's program for the

concert at the California Sunday morn-
ing at eleven contains Fucik's wonderful
concert march called "Kinizsi." This
number is not often found on concert
programs, due to the fact that there is a
limited number of copies of the orches-
tration in this country. Other numbers
on the program to be conducted by
Severi are Dvorak's ever-popular
"Largo"—the second movement of his
"New World Symphony;" Soro's delight-

ful "Tempo de Gavotte," and Puccini's
selections from "La Tosca." The soloist

on the program for Sunday morning is

the prominent eastbay coloratura. Isa-

belle Saxon, who will offer Strauss'
"Voci di Primavera." Following the so-

loist. Severi will offer Wagner's power-
ful overture to "Rienzi."

HELLER TO INAUGURATE
CONCERT HALL

NEW

DE VALLY'S PUPILS IN ANNIVER-
SARY PROGRAM

The Arcadia dance pavilion, Eddy
street at Jones, is to be remodeled into a
great music hall similar to the New
York Hippodrome, the Olympia in Lon-
don and the Follies Bergere of Paris, ac-
cording to the announcement of Abel
Ortiz, its owner. Ortiz contemplates an
auditorium on the order of an arena
with a seating capacity of more than
3000 and with stage accommodations suf-

MRS. A. B. GILLIS
PIANO

Pupil of Theo. Leschetizky of Vienna and
Karl Klindworth of Berlin. Residence,
159 Lake St.. Oaklaud, Calif. Telephone
Lakeside 4982.

A group of young singers who are pre-

paring themselves for operatic and con-

cert careers under the guidance of An-
toine de Vally, appeared at Mr. De Val-

ly's studio on Baker street, before an in-

vited audience, on Friday evening. May
26th. They were received with acclaim,

their performances being conspicuous
for extraordinary dramatic quality, style

of interpretation in the one really au-

thentic way. Without exception they
proved the worth of Mr. DeVally's train-

ing. He has the skill as well as the art

of imparting to vocal students the tech-

nique of the operatic and concert stage.

Monsiuer Theo. Marc, 'cellist, late

from the Concerts-Colonne of Paris, was
tlie guest of honor of the evening and
played several compositions with bril-

liant qualities. Miss Sally Osborn. pian-

ist, played a Nocture by Chopin, to the

delight of the audience, and was also a

skilful accompanist for Mr. Marc and the

pupils. The entire program was as fol-

lows:
William Kincaid, basso—The Sword of

Ferrara (F. Field BuUardl. Miss Beat-

rice V. Dowd. lyric soprano— la) Vil-

lanelle (Eva Dell" Acqua); (b) Pale
Moon (an Indian love song) (F. Knight
Logan). Theo Marc, cellist— (a) Arle-

quin t Popper ) ; (b) En revant (Le
Maire). Mrs W. K. Harnden, lyric so-

prano— (a) Berceuse de Jocelyn (Benja-
min Godard); (b) Si vous I'aviez com-
pris (with cello obligato) (L. Denza).
Elmer Beckstrom, tenor— (a) O Sleep,
Why Dost Thou Leave Me (from Sem-
ele. 1743) (G. F. Handel); (b) Thou Art
So Like a Flower (G. W. Chadwickl.
Madge DeWitt, mezzo soprano— (a)

O Love, of Thy Might Let Me Borrow!
(from Samson and Delilah) (C. Saint-

Saens): (bl Till I Wake (Amy Wood-
forde-Finden.) Trio—Beatrice V. Dowd.
soprano; A. DeVally. tenor; W. Kincaid.
basso—Romeo et Juliette, third act
(Ch. Gounod).
The following guests attended:
:\Ies.^rs. and Mrs. Charles Barrett. El-

mer Andreuccetti. Lloyd F. Chase, Wil-
liam Kincaid, Eugene Lee, John C. Man-
ning. Wallace L. Kihbee, Ceril Hess.
W. K. Harnden, Theo Marc, George Dowd.
Misses Kathleen Hall. M. Crane, Beat-
rice Harnden. Sally Osborn, Clementine
DeVally. Madge DeWitt. Beatrice V.
Dowd: Messrs. Hon. Jules Simon, Bel-
gian Consul: Charles Manwairing. Ed-
ward McKenna. Charles A. Quitzow. El-

mer Beckstrom, Raymond DeVally, Wal-
lace Kibbee, Jr.

Miss Aileen Murphy will present a
group of piano pupils in a program of

unusual interest to be given at Hotel
Wbitecotton, Berkeley, on Friday eve-
ning. June 9th. The participants will in-

clude both San Francisco and Berkeley
students from Miss Murphy's class. The
following will take part: Harold Essner.
Elaine Seaton, Stuart Barnett. Jane
Whelden. William Wingate, Rachael
Van Winkle, Gene Essn-c r, Isabell An-
stey La Von Harris. Mary Van Winkle,
Dorothy Essner, Julia Beauraan, Elaine
Lowell, Edna Schestedt, Lucile Van
Winkle, Maxine Moon. Dorothy Kuhl-
meyer, Freda Schoeppe, Dorothy Han-
son, Weston Benner and Betty Mclnerny.

The

KNABE
"The Piano for a Lifetime"

THE distinctive tone quality and sensitive

touch of the Knabe make an irresistible

appeal. The perfect craftsmanship and fine

materials that enter into its making preserve

this beauty of tone and action for genera-

tions. The Knabe is the wisest investment

for home or studio. Wherever you will find

music at its best—there you will find the

Knabe—in the Conservatories or on the

Concert Stage. The Knabe is distinctly a

Knabe product; built and developed under

one roof by four generations of master

craftsmen for 85 years. Every component

part of the Knabe Piano is made in the

Knabe factory—thus insuring that uniform-

ity and harmony of constructural detail es-

sential to artistic perfection.

You will find the Knabe literature very interest-

ing. It is so different from the usual catalog. If it

is not convenient for you to call we will gladly send

the same to you on application.

Other Pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time pay-

ments if desired.

Kobler and Chase,
26 O'Farrell St..

San Francisco, Calif.

Please send literature, prices and terms of
the Knabe, and oblige

Name

Address

"For the Advancement of Music"

26 O'Farrell Street

Oakland Store Mission Store

535 14th St. 2460 Mission St.

Exclusive Knabe Dealers
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INVITATIONAL RECITALS IN LOS ANGELES

On Friday afternoon June 2d, Barker Bros, of Los
Angeles inaugurated a series of tour invitational con-

certs, when live of the leading artists of Los Angeles

were presented in recitals in the Barker Bros." audito-

rium. Henri La Bonte. well-known tenor, appeared Fri-

day afternoon. June 2d, in a program of unusual charm.
Henry Syninionds was at the piano. On Friday. Juni'

iHh. Sol Cohen, violinist with Margaret Messer Morris,

soprano, will present a joint recital in which they will

feature a program of beautiful new compositions. One
interesting group will be three songs of Charles Wake-
Held Cadman's. with the violin obligato played by Sol

Cohen. On Friday. June IGth, Gertrude Cleophas. the
splendid pianist whose work has been so well received

here this season, will give the entire program, and on
Friday. June 23d. Melba French Barr. soprano, with

Lorna Gregg at the piano, will present a recital »£

American composers. These recitals are invitational,

and will no doubt be enthusiastically received by the

hosts of admirers of the splendid artists presented.
^

ALCAZAR

Getting Gertie's Garter, a bit of comedy which might
\se\\ have been the work of some French playwright.

bui which really comes from the collaborated effort of

Wilson Collison and Avery Hopwood, will be produced
by the Alcazar as its next attraction, beginning Sunday
matinee. June II. Certain New York critics were abashed
at the daring displayed by the dramatists in their cre-

ation of unique situations in this cleverly constructed

play, and predicted that it would never hold the boards
in its original unexpurgated form. Rut. strange to say.

it was not deleted in any manner, and all of the original

dialogue will be found intact when it is given its local

presentation. The reviewers have agreed that, while the

piece occasionally oversteps the confines of strict con-

venticnality. it is nevertheless the best sort of enter-

tainment, and provocative of laughs galore. Gladys
George and Dudley Ayres will be seen in the leading

roles with a strong supporting cast. Conscience, an
exceedingly dramatic offering, in which the Alcazar
players are appearing to the best possible advantage, is

being well received this week.

DR. H. J. STEWART'S BIRTHDAY PROGRAM

We take pleasure in quoting the following interesting

article from a recent San Diego daily paper: There
was an unusually large audience at the Spreckels organ
pavilion yesterday afternoon, when Dr. Humphrey J.

Stewart gave a program of his own compositions at

the request of some of his friends, in celebration of his

birthday. The program contained several pieces which
have become established favorites at these recitals, such

as the ballet music from Gold, the Bells of Aberdovey
fantasia, and the overture to the opera. King Hal. One
of the pieces was played for the first time. The last

n"0vement from a Sonata for the organ, founded on
Oliver Wendell Holmes' poem. The Chambered Nautilus

The whole Sonata, in four movements, is on the press,

and will be ready in a few weeks. Dr. ytewart was the

happy recipient of many beautiful floral tributes, and
he was kept busy receiving the congratulations of his

friends. The handsome silk flag, presented to Dr. Stew-
art last summer by the city of New York, was a promi-

nent feature of the stage decoration.

Walter Frank Wenzel
Pianist—Accompanist—Coach

fe*

Studio: 601 Kohler &. Chase BIdg.

Res.: 1916 Golden Gate Ave. Fillmore 4733

MINETTI
ORCHESTRA

Application for Metiibcrsliip

Address Secretary Minctti ( )rchestra

3325 Clay Street. Telephone I'illmore 494(.

AUDREY BEER
PIANIST AND TEACHER

Stuilin: Sns.-i MrClurr SI., Oaklnnil. TrI. Onk. »Mnn

Johanna Kristoffy
I>RI>I.\ DOXNA SOPHWO

ThnronRh Vocal nnd Dromnllf TrnlnlnK
I.1U0 UaHhInston Si. Phone Frnnklln 1721
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VOUGHT ARTISTS HEARD BY RADIO

The Hulletin recently reported the following excerpt
concerning a concert whicli Madame Vought presented
over the radio station from the Fairmont Hotel hist

week: One of the most delightful concerts ever staged
on the Pacific Coast was given last night from KDN,
the Bulletin's Fairmont Hotei station, operated by the

Leo J. Meyberg Company, when Mme. Stella Raymond
Vought 's concert artists were heard in a program of

vocal and instrumental selections. Those who appeared
were: Mine. Vought. Mme. Florida Parrisli-Moyle, so-

prano; Mme. Lizeia Kalova, Russian violinist; and Es-
tplle Drummond Swift, pianist. All are well known to

the San Francisco musical colony having appeared in

various concert events at the Fairmont Hotel and else-

where.
Mme. Kalova has been prominently identified with

Washington and New York musical affairs, and is con-

sidered one of the best violinists in the country. Her
program last night was enjoyed by thousands of radio

fans the length of the Pacific Coast. Mme. Parrish-

Moyle's voice was a radio treat, and the instrumental

offering of Estelle Drummcnd Swift was one of the

charming presentations of the radio season. A return
concert will be given by Mme. Vought, at which the

Jenny Lind trio will be heard—one of the leading society

musical aggregations of the Coast. The date will be an-

nounced later.

Significant Music
By ROS.ALIE HOUSMAN

When I just planned my American talks for the New
York Board of Education. I was surprised to find so

little real piano music known by the different stores

and pianists I spoke to. There is a lot. almost too much
teaching material of all sorts, good and bad. but so

little which was worthy of a place besides MacDowell,
Foote, Griffes, or Carpenter. In my disappointment I

turned to my good friend, Wm. Coghill. of John Church,
and asked his advice. What a joyful surprise 1 had when
he told me what a big field there was, and how all the
publishers were contributing, only the public didn't

know of it. Mr. Coghill sent me the best his firm has
issued; a very high standard, and upon investigation I

found much more which was up to now. unexplored
territory to me. So let me point out the high spots.

The Church firm are publishers of exclusively Ameri-
can music. On their lists you will find the names of

the newer talents, whom they are proud to help. I called

your attention to the publication of Harold Morris' So-
nate. twice heard on this season's programs, and they
have al.so issued two shorter pieces of his. The Dolls'

Ballet and an Etude Impromptu. Though naturally of

lesser importance, tliey hear the imprint of his unmis-
takable talent, which is so thoroughly understanding
of the keyboard. They are well balanced, charming
pieces, the former more effective technically, and bully

good stuff. They deserve a place on any program. Then
there are some interesting things of Fannie Dillon's

(she is from Los Angele.'^. I am told), so we have a
double reason to be proud of her musically; they are
dedicated to Josef Hofmann and two, I believe, were
in his all American program. This is certainly not music
for the amateur to play; it is very difficult, has the big

snap of the open, which I. as a Californian, know and
appreciate, and besides takes excellent advantage of

the third (the sustaining) pedal. She called the series

Melodic Poems of the Mountains, and all four are

worthy of attention. I prefer personally Heights Sub-
lime and Harp of the Pines, but I feel certain that the
other two. Birds at Dusk, and Brooklets, will find

friends, too—Hofmann. not an American, plays two

—

how many will be on our native pianist's program, and
when?

Irene Meussdorffer
SOPRANO

Available for Concert, Opera and Oratorio

601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Res. 487 Hanover

St. Tel. Randolph 2038

LUCIA DUNHAM
Mezzo-Soprano

Mcnil)cr I-'aciilty Institute of Musical Art,

New York
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Voice and Repertory Concerts

A.i.Ir -f P. C. M. R.

Beryl Rubenstein. a sterling young chap, and who
has played frequently here with much success is the
composer of Four Fantastic sketches and a Suite Ro-
mantique in three parts. Carl Fisher, who issue these,

have published songs of his before, which were good
music. Referring first to the Suite—it begins with a
Ballade on broad and expressive lines. It sounds well
and has a splendid bass melody, of dramatic power.
The Pastorale is a mood picture, pastel shades, and
delicate tints; an excellent contrast. I prefer the final

movement. Allegro, with its restlessness and urge and
underneath it am conscious of endless rush of the sea.

The four Fantastic sketches are totally different.

The Man in the Moon is certainly individual and makes
curious demands on the performer. 1 suspect a close

study of modern France is back of it, with its glissan-

dos. I'll bet, though, that audiences will redemand it

when it is well played. The Conversation Amoureuse
is a study in double notes for both hands, a good lough
one to dig out; the Guitarre, a brilliant scherzo and
a very devil to play, and the last is Uncle Remus, with
fa.scinating negro rhythms and effective chords

Schirraer's contribute several things of importance,
none more interesting than Serenata de la Noche by
R. Ferrell Burks. Its color and rhythms are Spanish;
coquettish and capricious and most effective. The only
thing not Spanish is the composer's name, but such a
trifling discrepancy need not hinder us from enjoying
this attractive music. There is also Godowsky's piano
arrangement of the Star Spangled Banner, which he
has made as difficult as possible, and so it will be out
of reach to the average pianist. But for those who can
play it. it certainly will be worth learning. Edwin
Hughes, concert pianist, and teacher of first rank, has
made a concert paraphrase on Straus' Wiener Blut
Waltz wliich is an effective concert piece, enormously
difficult, and ought to please every ambitious pianist.

It is playable, wiien you have Hofmann's technic and
Moiseiwitch's sense of rhythm. Try it; you'll believe

me. I am sure I or maybe you will prefer one of Horace
W. Nicholl's twelve concert preludes and fugues. They
show an enormous amount of technical knowledge, are
good effective piano music, yet are too labored to be
entirely spontaneous. I prefer a little set of Mortimer
Wilson's, called In Georgia, published by the Bryant
Music Co. These four sketches bear the stamp of hon-
esty and spontaneity and below it is the sound, sane
musicianship of one who knows his metier. When one
finds things as splendid as these, and other things of

Mr. Wilson, which he has played for me, you, too, will

appreciate that American piano music is real and vital

—and well worthy of a place in the sun. Here is melody,
a logical sense of form, which eliminates every un-
necessary note and real joyous sense of humor. I'll have
occasion to mention Mr. Wilson again; he is one of the
very few names we should remember and treasure.

Or take these last two works, issued also by Fischer,
which I wish to include, a Theme and Variations of

Ethel Glenn Hier, and Water Colors by our daredevil
Leo Omstein. The former is a serious, deeply felt work,
on a rugged theme in octaves; there are eleven varia-

tions, pome freer than others; all worthy of serious
consideration and study. Miss Hier is an excellent pian-

ist, thoroughly conscious of the possibilities of the in-

strument—and paints broadly, daringly, on a large
canvas. She has harmonic as well as rhythmic freedom;
it is a pleasure to meet with her music. Personally, she
is quiet and unassuming. I knew her when we both
were with Mr. Rothwell, as we now both are with Bloch.
I salute her as one who has a message and who knows
how to present it, and also the Fischer firm, who pub-
lished this work for her, and for us.

Ornstein Is less "wicked" apparently in these six

sketches than he has been in the past. Perhaps a lot

of his former wildness was pose, conscious or other-

wise. Here is this collection, while we have harmonic
liberties, and unusual rhythms, they seem more tem-
pered and far more interesting than many things which
I know of his earlier works. One can quite safely recom-
mend them and they will be worth hearing. Ornstein is,

I feel, a very big, expressive talent, but he is still, at

times, atavistic and one doesn't always want such sav-

age sounds as his Poems 1917 and such have been.

GRACE NORTHRUP
Soprano of New York

Teaching in San Francisco. June 1st to August
l.'jtli. Studio. Kohler & Chase Bldg.. on Tuesdays
and Frid:iy.s by appointment. Tel. Mission 2507.

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. Fillmore 1624

Appointment Only
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CECILIA ARRILLAGA, the wflt
known San Francisco pianist, and Dr.

Warren B. Allen, violinist, will give an
hour of music at the Rockridge Radio
Broadcasting Station on Wednesday.
June 14th. Miss Arrillaga is already fa-

miliar to thousands of music lovers by
reason of her many successful public ap-

pearances. Dr. Warren B. Allen is an ex-

cellent violinist, exhibiting a fine tone
and facile technic. He served as captain
with the American Expeditionary forces

in France and was known at the front

as the Argonne Fiddler. It is of interest

to know that the violin he uses was pre-

sented to Joseph Burke by Jenny Lind.

The program will be as follows: Ro-
mance from Concerto in D minor, op. 22,

No. 11 1 Wieniawsky 1 ; Hymn to the Sun
(Rimsky-Korsakow) ; Aria (J. S. Bach):
The Old Refrain (Fritz Kreisler), Dr.

Warren B. Allen: Nocturne, F sharp
minor, op. 15, No. 2 (Chopin* ; Segudiila
(Albeniz); La Dance (Debussyi. Cecilia

Arrillaga: Ave Maria (Schubert-Wil-
helmj I : Serenade (Pierne). Dr. Warren
B. Allen: Shadow Dance (MacDoweill.
Graziella (Santiago Arrillaga). Ctcilia

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

3302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CirLTURB

Studio:

902 KOH1.ER A CHASE BLDO.
•n Pmnclaco Phone: Kearny MM

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIAMST

Sludlo: ir^7 Buclid Avenae, nerkeler^
l*lionc Berkeley 6(K>6.

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN
Violinist—Conductor—Lecturer

\\ ill Accept An I'nliniited Xaniber of Pupils

Studio: 3145 Washiugrlon St. Tel. Fill. G146

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

California Institute of Music. K. & C.

Building. Tel. Kearny ^\:.i.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

Studios: S02 Kohler & Chaae Bids:.. S. F.
SU:£2 Ocean Vien- Dr., Oakland (Residence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
U05 Kobler & Chase Bid. Tel. Suiter 738T

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COHPOSITIOX

Studio, (I03-6O4 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny &4&4

MRS. CHARLES POULTER
SOPRANO St. Andrew* Cborcli
\ oice Culture, Piano. 588 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. ::07». Kohler & Chaae Bids.,
Wednesdays Tel. Kearny &454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIANIST AND TEACHER

Residence nnd Studio. 612-8 HiUeeaas Ave.,
Uoklnnd. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAM.VTIC CONTRALTO

Opera Successes in Europe; Concert Suc-
cesMCS in America. Addrcj*?* isijl Californin
St.. San Francisco. Telephone Prospect Xli—

Miss Helen Goldman
1610 Sutter St. Phone Fll. r>l.%l

Spec In list in .Vccnnipanying;
*<(udl<> \\ ork Desired

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PI*MST AND TKACIIER
Pupil of Wager S*Tnyne

Studloi 515 Bnena Vista Ave. Tel Park 3-41

Stella Raymond Vought
TEVCHEK OF % t»M E

Concert .llana^cr
r^5 Sutter St. Kearny -41SI

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist.

—

SolotNt. .\ccoiiipanKt and Teacher
S15 Clement St.. San Francisco, l-'ac. 92S4.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice CulKire. Suite "C" Kohler <fi Chaae
nulldine. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
ORADl ATE OF SCHOLA CANTORVM,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. SIARV'S CATHEDRAL

Piano Department. Hamlin School
Organ and Piano. Arr1llag;8 Musical Collece

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PIA^O

Stodloi 1003 K«U£r A Ckase Bide
Phone KearDT MS4

Joeeph George Jacobson
PIANO

2833 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera ComlQue, Parla

Stndio: 3107 ^VashloKtoa Street
Phone PUImore 1S47

HENRIK GJERDRUM
Pianist— Instructor—Accompanist

2321 Jacl<son St. Phone Fillmore 3256

J. RICHARD MALABY
Pianist and Accompanist

551 Lytton Ave. Palo Alto, Cal.

SIGMUND BEEL
^liisicr < liivsi--, for Violin

Studio Itu tilling. i'-iT.l Post Street

Tel. Prospect 7.'»7

Ada Clement Music School
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore SOS

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SUisluS* 33 Loretta Atc^ Pled-
moat. Tel. Piedmont 304. Hon., Kohler A
Cbaae nidc. S. P. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST., Bet. Clay A Wasbing^ton

.>lr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mm. Noah Brandt, Piano

Mary Coanan McCrea HELEN COLBURN heath
TE.\CHER OF SINGING

Studio 30 GafTney Building, 371* Sutler St.

Tel. Douglas 4:233. Res. TeL Kearny 2349

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS
FLUTIST

Available for Concerts as SoloLit or for
Ohllcato \A ork. J 201 Henry St.. Herkt- li-y

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: iy20 Seott St. Phone Fillmore 1561

ADCLE UCMAN
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
•^^mmenwealth Ave. Tel. Pac. 33,

Sopruiio Soloist. Temple Emnnu El. Con-
i-ert nnd Church Work. Vocal instruc-
tion. S.-.-in Clay St« Phone West 4S90.

MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
50I*RAN0: Arnllable for Engragements

Soloist, Temple Beth Israel
Studio: 2« .\8hbary St. Phone: Pae. 5230

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Kruaer
.\RTISTIC PI.VXO INSTRICTION

Studio: 1001> Kohler & Chase Bld^.
Tel. Kearny 5454. Rea. Phone Franklin lOSO

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHBJR OF VOICE

1428 Pine St. Tel. West 7012

SIfc:

Grand Prix, Parit

Grand Prizm, St. Looim

1 HE richness, evenness, depth and
) charm cf Baldwin to ^ cannot be
'duplicated. Only wiin -tc Bald-
win Piano canit be productj be-
cause only the Baldwin has the

acoustic properties capable of its d.!VcIop-
mcnt. Those who approach the selection of a
piano unprejudiced and with open mind find
the Baldwin a revelation.
II TOO ^rt )Dl*r**t»d is the pDr«h«»s of > rvklly blyh'
rntd. piano, Ipt lu tall JOB ftb«at the MtrBcUi* aScr «•
ftr« ROW nakinc.

(Jhf^alDmin ^iano (llorapaniJ

310 Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal

Member of Federal Reserve System and Assoelnfed Savings Unnks of San Franeiseo

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRA.XCISCO DA.VK)

S.WINGS COMMERCIAL
5Z« California Street, San FraacUeo, Cal.

MISSION BRANCH. Mlulun and Zlst Street.

PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH. Clement St. and Tth Ave.
HAIGHT STREET HRANCH. Halsbl and Belvedere Streets

DECEMBER 31, 1921
Assets - $71,861.2I>0.62
Deposits 08.201.299.62
Capital Actually Paid Up i.ooo.ooo.oo
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,GSO,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 371,753.46

OPFICEHS—JOHN A. BUCK, President: GEO. TOURNT, Vice-President and
Manaeer; A. H. R. SCHMIDT, Vlce-Prealdent and Cashier: E. T. KRDSE, Vice-
President: A. H. MULLER, Secretary: WM. D. NEWHOUSE, Assistant Secretary;
WILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL. G. A. BELCHER. R. A. LAUENSTEIN,
H. H. HERZER and H. P. MATNARD, Assistant Cashiers: C. W. MEYER, Man-
ager Mission Brancti: W. C. HEYER. Manager Park-Presidio District Branch:
O. F. PAULSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK, GEO. TOURNY, E T. KRU3E
A. H. R'. SCHMIDT, I. N. WALTER. HUGH GOODFELLOW. E. N. VAN BERGEN
ROBERT DOLLAR. E. A. CHRISTENSON, L. S. SHERMAN. WALTER A. HAAS.

GOODFELLOW, EELLS, MOORE & ORRICK, General Attorneys.
A dividend of FOIR AND ONE ftCARTER (4^4) per cent per annum was

declared for the six months ending December 31, 1921.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 821J

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR, ON FRA2ER
1819 California St, Tel. Prosp. 3208

J, B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley, Cal.

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K'rny 5454

ETHEL ADELE DENNY
904 Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Kearny 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK
479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

MRS, RICHARD REES
Vli Scott Street Tel. Park Bi7&

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 5164

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332J

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
640 Post St. Tel. Pros. 2168

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St, Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 .\rguelIo Blvd. Phone Pacific 356j

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Street Phone Kearny 2637

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker SL Tel.: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113

REED AND MOITHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter 6355

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review,

a publication that should be read by all

«»«uts; by mail $3.00 per year.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE. MACBETH, EASTON, JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers
TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOUR TEACHING PIECES (Grade 3)
Hy Flnronce P. Rea TIIK WOOD NYMPH'S II VRP

Knch « .30 KING THRVSU BEARD
ilBLLO: MR. ROniN YAKIMA

Thewe ptrcm nre brine ^riilply unciI and much appreciated bj teacherN irho value
their innplratlonnl beauty and modern Idlona. I'.M'SI'AI,. FOR TIII^ GRAUIC. Pub-
llNhed hj- CLAYTON F. Sl'MMV CO.. CHICAIiO. and for Male by IIEXRY GROUIC
In the Miore of %VI1,CY II. Al.UBX TO.

i:t."l Kearny St.. San FrancUro

Henry Bretherick
ORGANIST

anso RuNh Street

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL CI LTl'RE

ArtlMt puiillH available for all occasion*
SOO Kdhler A. Cbane Uld^;. Kearny 4UII1

Caljfonvia
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

Jl M: lllh

—

1I:(I<P V. «.

GINO

SEVERI
and the faniouH

California Theatre

Orchestra

ISABELLE SAXON
The charnilnK f'nlifornia C'uluraturr Soprnno

Offering

Voce Di Primaver a (Johann Strauss)

QonStanceAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Snlte 705 Kohler & Chase Bolldlns
Phone Kearny 54M

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
F*r Ktndercarten and Prtmarj Grade*

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Word, and Hnalc

ABBIK OECRRISH-JONBS
Adaptions and Dcaciipttona

OLrrB B. VV'ILSON-DORRBTT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resvit of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-
rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICE tl.OO AND POSTAQB
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

PHYLLIDA ASHLEY
California's Gifted Daughter

AN ARTIST OF RARE ABILITY

AND CHARM,WINNER OF EN-

THUSIASTIC PLAUDITS

FROM PRESS AND
PUBLIC

WRITES OF HER PIANO

cUhp

iiasmi^c^iniilm

Xo me no piano possesses the loveliness of tone whicn abounds in my Mason
and rlamiin Grand. It nas tnat •\?vonderTul roundness and smootn sonority tnat

one sometimes, tno rarely, nears m a beautirully modulated human voice. In
action, durability and in point ox beauty or design and ^vorkmansnlp nothing more
could be desired. Xo me it represents tke acme or piano perfection. 1 he best in

t^« ^orU- (Signed) PHYLLIDA ASHLEY
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS IN ALL STYLES MAY BE SEEN ONLY AT OUR STORES

Two Entrances

135-153 Kearny and 117-125 SatUr Stt.

Victor Talking Machines

PIANOS
' PLAYERS]

MUSIC
"'^ile>^BAllen@

-MASON AND MAMUN PIANOS-

Oakland—1209 Washington Street

San Jose^99 Sooth First

Sheet Music
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MYSTIC SHRINERS CAPTURE SAN FRANCISCO GREAT PRODUCTIONS OF CARMEN and FAUST
Music and Color Predominating Features of Parades—Eighty Unusually Martinelli Displays Fascinating Vocal Art as Don Jose and Faust Vicente

Fine Bands Dispense Melody in Well Selected Programs at Civic
Auditorium and on Public Squares—Half Million Visitors Pack

Principal Streets and Shopping District—Greatest Convention
Ever Held Any^'here in the Worid—Decorations

Unusually Artistic and Plentiful.

By ALFR
While the Shriners' convention does

not come, strictly speaking, within the
province of a music journal's attention,

nevertheless it would be rather indeli-

cate and even inhospitable to permit
this opportunity to pass without com-
menting briefly upon the brilliant events
that characterized the greatest assem-
blage of ^nsiiors San Francisco has ever
entertained- From all sides we hear of

the truly generous and whole-hearted
manner in which the guests of the city

were received by everybody. Profes-

sionally, we could not help but compli-

ment Gerald Dillon, the eflicient press
representative, upon his truly mag-
nificent handling of the responsible ad-
vertising end of the great event. It sim-
ply could not have been done any bet-

ter. It has been years since we have
seen as fine parades and pageants as
those given under the auspices of the
Shriners. Furthermore, we have never
witnessed a parade in the United States
that introduced so many excellent bands
as we heard last Tuesday morning.
This again proves our contention that

frequently amateur organizations sur-
pass professionals, because they
bestow upon their work a sincerity
and enthusiasm which a profes-
sional who regards his remunera-
tion of more importance than his
love for the art can not contribute.
And we heard in that colorful and
impressive parade of Tuesday a
number of first-class bands whose
playing showed vim. rhythm and
inspiring ensemble. Also most of
the marches played were of the
better quality and sounded pleas-
ant to fastidious ears.
The parade in itself was one of

the finest most brilliant and best
handled spectacles of its kind we
have ever seen. The beautiful col-
ored uniforms, the precise and
exact uniformity of marching, the
order and discipline that prevailed
throughout, and the smoothness
with which the entire affair pro-
ceeded combined to leave a pleas-
ant memory, and the Shriners
have reason to feel proud of the
deep impression they have left
upon this community.
We are informed from authorita-

tive sources that eighty bands par-
ticipate! in this parade. Consider-
ing the fact that the procession re-
quired two hours in passing a cer-
tain point, and that most of the
parade consisted of bands, this
statement seems to be based on
facts. Among these eighty bands
there was hardly one that could be
regarded as unmusical, unless it
were the Oriental bands; but in
this case it is the character of the
organization and the instruments
used that conflict with our West-
ern conception of musical proprie-
ties. The musicians were certalnlv most
competent.

In addition to appearing in parades
and pageants, these bands gave regular
concerts throughout the cities in vari-
ous parks or plazas. Multitudes assem-
bled to enjoy programs interpreted in
excellent fashion, and this is one of the
reasons why this Shriners* celebration
should be mentioned in the columns of
a serious music journal. We understand
that the principal object of this great
organization is to entertain, and surelv
any organization that makes use of so
much good music in its method of enter-
tainment is worthy of hearty respect and
encouragement- We are greatly pleased
that this convention proved such a huge
success, and that both guests and hosts
have reason to feel happy.

ED METZGER '

Our California climate did not en-

tirely do us credit on this occasion, for

on Tuesday—the day of the big parade

—

there appeared Jupiter Pluvius and dis

puted our contention that sunshine is

the predominating factor in our summer
climate. Once more we heard that fa-

miliar phrase that "during forty years it

has never rained at this time." And the
visitors appreciated the humor of the
situation, for they made use of it in the
parade, where the chanters good natur.

edly joshed the California climate. Bui
neither the paraders nor the masses as-

sembled on the streets cared whether il

rained or not. They insisted to regard
it as a mist, and while we took the
chanters' joshing about the climate in

the spirit in which it was offered, could
not help but smile when we heard an-

other group of chanters sing: "How dry
we are." They surely could not com-
plain about any dryness.

Ballester's Smooth and Finely Placed Baritone Heard to Great Advan-
tage as Escamillo and Valentine—Bourskaya as Carmen and Sa-
roya as Marguerite Delight Huge Audiences — Rothiera

Suave Mephisto—Merola Directs With Authority
and Artistic Finesse

By ALFRED METZGER

Mrs. Olive Reed Cushman, the success-

ful Oakland vocal teacher, announces a

summer course in vocal lessons, consist-

ing of three lessons a week and extend-
ing over a period of four weeks. Mrs.

The artistic character of the open air

operatic productions in the Stanford
Stadium at Palo Alto could not be em-
phasized in stronger fashion than by
mentioning the fact that at ever?- addi-
tional performance the audience in-

creased by several thousand people. Al-
though Wednesday evening. June 7th.
was foggy and wet in San Francisco, and
even down the peninsula as far as Menio
Park, the large crowd that attended the
performance of Carmen found that Palo
Alto was outside the fog belt, and the
evening there was mild, a clear moon
lending enchantment to the scene. Even
though the trip consumed considerable
time, no one regretted having gone to

the trouble of attending, for the per-

tDrmance was surely one of the finest

?ver given here from an artistic stand-
point, and the most ambitious from the
standpoint of magnitude and numbers
employed in chorus and orchestra, as
well as the richness of costumes and orig-

inality of scenery.

We can not bestow too much credit

upon the enterprise and energy of Gae-

K_WETAX ATTL

The DiMtiBinilsked Bokemlan Harp Virlao»o and Pedaeo^nie. n~ho Appcare-d in NaniFroas
ConrcrTM Throoshoal CaUfomia Last Srason. and \Vho Ha^t A^ain

Siffaed l"p am Solo Harpint of the San FrancUco Symphony— Orche«lrp for \ext Season

Cushman has been very successful with
her pupils, a number of whom have de-
veloped into eicelleni young soloists and
teachers.

Louis Persinger, who for several
weeks was seriously ill from pneumonia,
is now on his rapid way to recovery. In
another week or two he will be able to
resume his violin work again, and no
doubt will get ready for the Chamber
Music Society's Elastem trip. Mr. Per-
singer was compelled to refuse an offer
from the Cornish School in Seattle to
take charge of a master class during
July, on account of his resumption of re-
hearsals for the Chamber Music Societv.
All who know Mr. Persinger either per-
sonally or throng his artistic and pedo-
gogical efforts will rejoice to hear of his
recovery.

tano Merola that made these open air
musical performances possible. His pro-
ficiency as conductor becomes more and
more apparent as you follow him in the
various presentations. It is no easy task
to control so large and nnwieldly an or-

chestra and chorus while at the same
time endeavoring to follow the individual
conceptions of the soloists. The fact that
Mr. Merola is always dominating the
production proves l>eyond a doubt his un-
questionable fitness for this diflBcult task.
He certainly has made a name for him-
self, and we do not doubt that his suc-

cess will lead him to further opportuni-
ties in his chosen field.

We thoroughly enjoyed Giovani Mar-
tinelli in the role of Don Jose. No doubt
having become used to the acoustic prop-
erties of the amphitheatre, he did not

put as much force behind his voice and
action, as he did on the first night. Con-
sequently he succeeded in giving us some
excellent bel canto singing, and we have
never beard the flower song in Carmen
sang with such excellent shading and
such delightful poetic intelligence as we
did on Ibis occasion. In addition to his
magnificent vocal interpretation. Mr.
Martinelli gave us a splendid histronic
impression of the role, and throughout
the performance he sang a Don Jose
which will be among those delightful

operatic experiences which will always
linger in our memory.
The role of Escamillo always seemed

to us to be written a little too low for
baritone, for which reason occasionally
a basso cantante is entrusted with this

part. For this reason Vicente Ballester,
who is a high baritone, could not pos-
sibly bring out the richness of the low
tones. But his extraordinarily beautiful
vocal organ was heard even in this in-

stance to great advantage, and he sang
the Toreador Song with such fine taste
and such excellent coloring that the
audience simply would not permit him
to proceed without a repetition of the

aria, something which is very rare
on an occasion of this kind. Dra-
matically. Mr. Ballester belongs
among the finest operatic actors
before the public, and this recent
performance was no exception to
his usually sincere presentations.
Leon Rothier as Zuniga added to

his well-established reputation by
succeeding in giving a rather minor
role a greater importance than
most operatic artists are able to
bestow upon it, for he sang with
that exceptional taste and judg-
ment and with that solid vocal art
which only the truly distinguished
artists are able to employ. Ina
Bourskaya in the title role of Car-
men revealed a mezzo soprano
voice of exceptional beauty of qual-
ity and fiexibUity. This was spe-
cially true of the high and low
tones. In the middle position, how-
ever, Miss Bourskayas voice does
lot seem to sound sonorously. Her
Carmen belongs to the refined and
artistically finished category. She
does not exhibit the temperament
which the American public as a
rule enjoys. Nevertheless, she has
the correct conception of the role,

for Calve, who is regarded as the
outstanding authority for this role,

also gave it an element of calmness
and shunned any displays of too
predominanting vitality. We do
not question that most musical peo-
ple will enj^y M iss Bouraskayas
Carmen because of its sincerity, ar-

tistic interpretation, vocal charm
and last, but not least, the artist's

personal attraction.

Bianca Saroya sang the role of
Micaela in fine, clear voice and

with unusually careful phrasing exhibit-

ing splendid legato singing and careful

accentuation. Constance Reese proved
herself thoroughly competent to fit in

such excellent company, and her delight-

ful lyric soprano voice sounded fresh and
true. We were exceptionally glad to

note that Giorganna Strauss, in the role

of Mercedes, showed that fine warmth
ind lusciousness of quality in her flex-

ible contralto voice which we had rea-

son to admire before. She sang artis-

tically and with the finish of the experi-

enced artist which she is. and delighted
everyone both in her solo passages and
during ensemble ntimbers.

As before, chorus and orchestra
added to the fine ensemble of the pro-
duction, and everyone who attended im-
mediately became a walking advertise-
ment because of bis or her enthusiasm.

(Continued on page 9. colamn 1)
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The Steinway Duo-Art Piano
Just 'what is it?

WE consider the Steinway Duo-

Art Piano to be the greatest

—

the most wonderful piano the world

has ever known.

In the first place it is a magnificent

piano, unequalled in tone, in action, in

physical beauty. Secondly, it is an im-

proved Pianola—a "player-piano" for

you to play with ordinary 88-note music-

roUs. As such, it infinitely surpasses

anything hithertoknownamong instru-

ments of this type.

And greatest of all—it is a Reproduc-

ing Piano of truly miraculous power. By

means of special music-rolls, made by

pianists while playing a wonderful

recording piano, it reproduces their actu-

al performances with absolute fidelity.

Every phrase,every nuance, every subtle

shade of tone and tempo, every touch

of foot to pedal is reproduced.

Paderewski today makes rolls ex-

clusively for the Duo-Art. So also do

Bauer, Cortot, Hofmann, Rubenstein,

Gabrilowitsch, Busoni,Grainger, Ganz,

Friedheim, Schmitz, Leginska, La

Forge, and scores of other great musi-

cians. The Duo-Art roster is, in fact,

a roU-call of practically all the mighti-

est pianists of this age. This is indeed

a glorious tribute to a glorious repro-

ducing instrument.

Notice the emphasis upon the fact

that these artists today make reproduc-

ing rolls exclusiyely for the Duo-Art.

Moreover, their Duo-Art rolls are the

only American rolls that represent their

own exact, authentic playing—that have

been edited by no one except themsehes.

The Duo-Art may now be had with

motoreither self-enclosed or in detached

box to be placed in some other room,

as you prefer.

The Duo-Art comes enshrined in

the Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes, as well as in

the immortal Steinway.

Come in and ask.to hear this glori-

ous musical instrument. Make it a p)oint

to come in and hear it.

Shermanj^Clay& Coo
Keamy and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento • Stockton Fresno Sanjose

""KJO instrument approaches

1 \ the 'Duo-Art in its per-

feSion of construction and the

fidelityofmusicalreprodu3ion."

—Alfred Cortot

"This instrument is without

question greatly superior to any

other of its kind."

—Ignace Jan Paderewski

"It ts distinctly in a class by

itself. —Rudolph Ganz

"The Thio-Art stands supreme

among reproduang pianos."

—Harold Bauer

"The Thio-Art is so far super-

ior to any other instrument ofits

kind, there can be no real basis

for comparison.

"

-Josef Hofmann

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in .America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
V. lie .\rrillncn> Oireclor

A. I.. XrllKuc-K. I'rrn.: I.ouIn Alecrla. \ioe-I*r«-«.

I nesrrlird rncllMlfN for (he atady of inuslr Id all

Mm brancbca. I.arice I'lpe Ors:an. Recital Hall.

23in JACKSON STREET
San KrancUco. Cal. Phoae Weal 4737

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
Of MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Diretlor

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Sinplne, Complete Course of Operatic Train-
ing. 2730 Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore 4r.,->3.

MME. CARRINGTON I.E\VYS
Prima Donna ^'Ith Strakoach, Mapleaon, Ete.

EMLV> IjE\\'YS

Orsanlat Fifth Church of Chrlat SclentUt. Formerly

Principal of Vlrsil Piano School, London. England.

Rea. Stadia: 2041 Lyon Street. Phone Fillmore 553

MRS. S. P. MARRACCI, Vocal Teacher
Italian nielhod: 14 yearn of Mince experient-e; former
prima dunnn *Tieh Caruno and Tetraziini; coachea paplla
Vocally and in Dramatic Deportment.
Studio. 4lt4 ColumbUH Avenue. Phone Garfield 2276

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Conferii Deereea Awards Certlflontea

For I'arflrularM apply to SUter Superior

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

076 Cheatnot Street, corner Hyde
Appolotmenta hy Phone—Proapect 3320

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
OreaniNt Temple Emanu El. FIrat Church of Chrl.H* Scl-
entiat. Director LorluK Club. S. F.. \Ved« 1617 California
St.. Phone Franklin 3603; Sat.. FIrat Christian Science
Church. Phone Franklin 1307: Rea. atadlo, 3142 Lewiaton
Ave.. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242S.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\'<iice Cullurt^
and Thurn. fro

Diction—Sludl<i: 4»S Sitickton Sr.—>Ion.
L 2-ri. KcK. 14.*>1 Sacramento St. Proa. ITM'-l,

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING. Director

3242 Waablnipton Street, near Prealdlo Avenue
San Frnnclaro. Cal.

For further Information ntldreaa the aecretary of the
achonl. or phone Fllltnorr 31k%.

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADV A\« i:d it pi I.S ACCEPTED

I'upll of ^Imc. V. StrpanofT lllerlln), M. SleveklnR.
and v.. Itnhert Schmllx i \e\T Vork>. Studio: 701
Heine Hide. 4(r< •«lncklon St. >Iondaya, 0-12, Thurii-
dnya. lO-l. 3-6. Tel. Kearny 2222. Rea. Phonet Pied-
mont 766.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of IMnno. Orcan. Harmony. Orifonlat and >lualcal

Director of FIrat PrcNhyterian fhurch. Alameda. Home
Studio: 1117 PARC STREET. ALAMEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda 15.%. Thnradaya, Merrltaan School. 570 Oakland ATe.,

Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Saalavaky Chamber >IuHic Society

Will .\cc.T)t a Few Talent.-d Pupils. Studio: 1002 Koh'.cr

& Chase Bldgr. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
S\N llAFAEl,, CALIFORNIA

>IuhIc CouracN ThorouKh and Projcreaalve
Public School >lualc, .Vccrcdited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. It. P.-inmcire—Studioa: Suite r,»6 Kohler A Chnae IIIdE.,

S. F.: 2r.;:n Colleee .\ve., Iltrkelcy. Ilcaldence 2111 A 1 va-
ra ilo Ito/itl, llerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

MRS, OSCAR MANSFELDT, Planlat
2015 Droderick St.. near Clay Telephone Fillmore 314

UNCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PI\NIST—ACCOMPANIST

Member I'nlveralty Kxtenalon Faculty
Studio: S27 Shrnder #•• Phone Park ICOL

MARIE HENRIETTA WARRINER
COLOR \T1 111: SOI'H\N4>

A'olce—Product ion
.Vin Sutter St.. Studio 2U2

The College of the Holy Names
Lake >Ierrlll. O.ikland

Complete Conaervalory Courwe—I'Inno, Harp. Violin,
•Cello, Voice, Counterpoint, Harmony, Hiatory

CHARLES WILLIAM WARRINER
II \'>.*.0 ( \N T WTE

\ iii-:il— < 4)ach
r.tr, SutltT *il.. Sludiit 2rt2

DAILY ORGAN RECITALS
(From 12 to 1)

by

UDA WALDROP
at

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Post and Mason Streets

(Saturday and Sunday Excepted)

ADMISSION FREE
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

LOS ANGELES BUSY THIS SUMMER

given in the open air on an extensive .scale, and
since it is the purpose of the management to

seek the services of .Mfred Hertz, it will also be

the first time that a symphony conductor of

standing will direct a series of legitimate concerts

of high class with a well-established symphonic
body in the open air in the Far West. It will be

an experiment well worth watching, and Los
Angeles has reason to feel proud to have been
the pathfinder in this direction. We were pleased

to meet Mrs. Carter of Hollywood the other day
when she came here to find out whether it was
possible to secure the services of Mr. Hertz. She
is an energetic, enthusiastic and wide-awake
lady, who has the best intersts of HoUywixid and
music at heart. Such enthusiasm is bound to suc-

ceed. And we trust that all those in charge of

this event will see to it that in case sufficient

financial aid is secured to make the concerts a

, success they will not stop at half measures, but
give the concerts on the same scale and upon
the same basis as symphony concerts are given.

That is to say, with a full sj-mphony orchestra,

with the best musicians, under the direction of the
best available conductor, and in the most serious

musical spirit. We have sufficient confidence in

the musical appreciation of Los Angeles and all

the cities within reach of Hollywood that such
an enterprise is feasible, that they will gladly fur-

nish the means to go through with it, and that

the drive which will begin on Monday to secure
the final sums necessary will prove a success.

There is a spirit of co-operation prevalent in

Southern California which overcomes all obsta-
cles, and Alfred Hertzs' presence in Los Angeles
during this week will no doubt stimulate every-
body to the greatest efforts. W'e congratulate
Mrs. Carter and her associates upon this splendid
idea.

Since the Pacific Coast Musical Review has

persistently endeavored to arouse the musical
public and profession of California to the neces-

sity of utilizing its beautiful summer months for

the purpose of giving an impetus to musical ac-

tivities during what used to be the dull time of

the year, w e greet the awakening of Los Angeles
in this direction with particular pleasure. Gae-
tano Merola, with his brilliant open-air operatic

spectacles of Pagliacci, Carmen and Faust, which
will close this week with a final performance of

Carmen on Friday and one of Faust on Saturday,
has shown San Francisco how to do such things.

.\ conservative estimate would enable us to say
that when the season is concluded over thirty

thousand people will have attended the Stanford
Stadium music festival. In Los .\ngeles they also

called for the services of a San Franciscan, name-
ly, .\lessandro Bevani, who is down there now
to rehearse and prepare a production of Carmen
for the Hollywood Bowl. Whoever is in charge
of the publicity department of this event, which
promises to be unusually artistic and spectacular,

is making a grave mistake by stating that the

management is "ready to start staging the first

great out-of-doors operatic spectacle since .\ida

was given at the base of the pyramids thirty

years ago." This is an absolutely erroneous con-
tention. In the East there have been presented
many great outdoor operatic festivals since that

time, and Mr. Merola just concluded the biggest
spectacle of its kind ever given anywhere, for it

included FI\'E performances representing
THREE operas, while evervwhere else only
ONE opera has been given. The great mistake
made by many press agents is to utter such glar-

ing falsehoods that the public does not believe

them at all. and this is largely responsible for the

indiflference of the public toward great musical
events and artists which are being extravagantly
exploited by advance notices. So much stupid ex-

aggerations have been broadcast that people
have become absolutely skeptical.

There is another even more ambitious and
worthy enterprise now in progress in Los .An-

geles. It is the presentation of a series of pop-
ular summer concerts by the Philharmonic Or-
chestra of Los .\ngele5 in the Hollywood Bowl.
Xow this is REALLY the first time on the Pacific

Coast that popular symphony concerts are being

There is no necessity to mention the Palo .\lto

festival on the part of the management of the
Los .\ngeles performance of Carmen, if those in

charge are jealous of Stanford University. Nor is

it necessary to mention the open-air operatic fes-

tivals of Harvard and Columbia Universities, if

the press agent thinks that to falsely state the
Los Angeles production is the first one in thirty

years anj'where in the world. But such habits
injure the musical game and do more harm than
good, for we are sure Los Angeles, with its thou-
sands of intelligent music lovers who have trav-

eled throughout the world, KNOWS that such
statements are untrue, and consequently there
can not be any talking point about it. Why not
concentrate contention upon the FACTS of the
production? There must be many worth talking
about.

HERMAN HELLER CONDUCTS TWO CONCERTS

Well Known Orchestral Leader Inaugurates New Con-
cert Hall With Two Well Selected Programs ana

Pleases Music Lovers With His Skill

Herman Heller, who during the last few years has
established for himself an enviable reputation as orches-
tral leader, gave two concerts at the .\rcadia. comer of
Eddy and Jones streets. The first of these took plac<>
last Sunday morning at 11 o'clock and the other Mon-
day afternoon, June 12th. at 2:.30 o'clock. Both events
attracted music lovers fond of orchestral music who
learned to admire Mr. Heller's energetic and forceful
style of conducting. An orchestra of sixty-fire musi-
cians had been carefully selected by Mr. Heller and the
soloist, Elfrieda Wynne, soprano, delighted the audi-
ences with vocal solos.

There is usually the impression prevalent that on
festival occasions, like the present one, the time is ap-
propriate to give as many indoor entertainments as pos-
sible. We have found this to be erroneous. On the
contrary whenever an ambitious local enterprise is con-
templated it should be given at a time when nothing
else of importarce is going on. So we feel that the
open-air opera productions in Palo .Alto were given at
the wrong time and so. we are afraid, the Heller con-
certs were given at a most inappropriate time. When
people have so numerous opportunities to be outdoors
and enjoy spectacles on the streets, they are not in-

clined to quietly sit down inside a theatre and pay
money to be entertained. For this same reason theatres
are not doing any big business at times when parades
and outdoor celebrations are the order of the day.
And so the attendance at the Heller concerts was

not as large as it would have been had there been
nothing else to detract public attention. Sir. Heller had
selected an excellent orchestra and he directed the pro-
grams with his tisual vim and spirit. The programs
were compiled with due consideration of the public's
taste, without making concessions to cheapness. There
was melody and rhythm prevalent throughout and the

dash and virility of the interpretations aroused the en-
thusiasm of the auditor:^. Mme. Wynne gained hearty
applause for her 'xcelleni vocal phrasing and the skill
with which she interpreted the arias entrusted to her
ability. The entire concert was thoroughly enjoyable on
both occasions. The two programs were as follows;
Sunday morning—Marche Slave (Tschaikowsky);

walu. Danube Legends (Fuciki: To .\ Wild Rose (Mac-
Dowelll; Love's Dream .\fter the Ball (Czibulkal: Pre-
lude (Jaemefelti: Hungarian Rbapsodie No. 2 i Liszt):
.Aria From Un Balle in Mascera ( Verdi i: Elfrieda
Wynne: Peer Gynt Suite No. 1 (Grieg): Overture to
William Tell (Rossini).
Monday afternoon—March from Tannhauser (Wag-

ner); waltz. Gold and Silver (L«harl: Southern Rbap-
sodie (Moszkowsky): Loin da Bal (Gilleti; The Bee
(Schubertl; .Aria From Emani (Verdi); Elfrieda
W>-nne; selections from Tosca (Pucciiii); 1812 Over-
ture ( ( Tschaikowsky )

.

FINE PROGRAM AT ESPLANADE CELEBRATION

An excellent prcgram of musical and literary num-
bers was presented at the Great Highway on the Ocean
Beach during the celebration of the official opening of
the Esplanade. One of the greatest features of this
occasion was the participation of Giovanni Martinelli.

the great Italian tenor, by many conceded to be the
successor of Enrico Caruso, who is at present making
such sensational triumphs with the open-air grand opera
production in the Stanford Stadium at Palo Alto. It

will be of interest to our readers to know that the serv-
ices of this eminest artist were secured through the
efforts of Kohler & Chase of which firm Leon M. Lang
succeeded to influence Martinelli to offer his services
to the Mayor of San Francisco for this occasioiL Mr.
Martinelli received an ovation by thousands of people
and he sang, as he only can sing. He seemed exceedingly
happy to sing for the people of San Francisco.
Another important musical number on the program

was the aria frcm Samson and Delilah interpreted by
Mrs. Lillian Birmingham who was at her best on this

occasion and shared the honors with Martinelli who
expressed himself delighted with her work. Other
musical numbers by the Municipal Band, the Feist Trio
and appropriate addresses by the Mayor, Emmet Hay-
den and others delighted the multitude. It was a splen-

did affair and reflected credit upon those who compiled
the program and who assisted in its interpretation.

EVA GARCIA—GRACE LE PAGE JOINT RECITAL

Eva Garcia, pianist, and Grace Le Page. lyric soprano,
gave an unusually interesting program at a joint recital

in Ebell Hall, Oakland, on Tuesday evening. June 6th.

Both artists are exceedingly well liked in the bay cities

and during repeated public appearances have proved
themselves thoroughly entitled to the admiration

of their friends Their program on this occasion

was selected with the utmost taste and discrim-

ination and their artistry again was prevalent through-

out the rendition of the various numbers. Miss Garcia

is a pianist of the finest type, being technically as well

as musically proficient in her art. She plays with

unusual taste, understands the values of emotional color-

ing and commands a technic of the highest artistic de-

velopment. Her interpretations of the classics reveal

deep study and thorough comprehension and she surely

belongs among our foremost pianists residing here. Her
accompaniments also are endowed with the utmost
finish and judgment.

Miss Le Page possesses a beautiful, clear and true

lyric soprano voice which she uses with intelligence and
d'eep understanding. She sings with traditional conven-

tionality and yet infuses her interpretations with a cer-

tain individuality of style that lends each number spe-

cial charm. Technically she sings with ease and cor-

rectness, while her bel canto and legato singing is de-

lightful to witness. In the old classics as well as the

more modem songs she shows intellectuality of phrasing

and two compositions by Strickland were specially in-

teresting and successful. Both artists were heartily

applauded throughout the concert and proved that they

pleased their audience thoroughly.
The complete program was as follows:

Capriccio i Scarlatti). The Cuckoo (Idequin), The
Waving Scarf (Coupcrin). Dutch Dance (Beethoven),

Eva M. Garcia: Vissi D'.Arte (Puccini), La Girometta

(Sibella). Caro Mio Ben (Giordani). Grace D. Le Pae;

Impromptu .A-flat (Chopin I. Waltz C-sharp Minor
iChoptni. Study C Minor iRevolutionarj) (Chopin), En
M. Garcia: L'Enfant Prodigue (Debussy). Le Papillon

(Fourdrain), Ariette (Vidal). Chere Xuit (Bachelet),

Grace D. Le Page; Seguidilla (.Albenig). Melodie (Dal

Youngi. Rhapsodie No. 12 (Lisztl, Eva M. Garcia: Ser-

enade (Strauss I. Charity (Hageman), The Soldiers'

Bride I Rachmaninoff). In a Gondola (Alice Bamett),

(San Diego Composer). Ma L'il Batteau (Strickland),

Momin' on ze Bayou (Strickland), Grace Dc Le Page.

Elly Ney, whose first American tour last year was
one of the outstanding successes of the season, will

return to the Tnited States in the early fall to continue

concertizing under the management of the Interna-

tional Concert Direction. The famous pianist is al-

ready heavily booked for next season, her tour to reach

the Pacific Coast some time during December. Mme.
Xey's summer in Europe has not been an idle one. On
April 27th she played to a sold-out house in Hamburg,
repeating her success later in Aachen and in three re-

citals in Bonn. .After concerns in Wiesbaden and
Frankfort. Mme. Ney played at the Beethoven Festival

in Bonn, on May 23rd, 24lh and 25th. leaving on May
26th for a tour of ten Swiss cities. She will be the

soloist at the Brahms Festival in Munich on Jtme lath

and 16tb.
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Miss Aileen Murphy, the brilliant young violinist and

eacher. introduced a number of ber pupils in a piano

•ecital which took place in the Hotel Whitecotton in

Jerkeley on Friday evening. June 9th, and during which

he following extensive program was effectively inter-

preted: Part I—The Rabbi (Florence Maxim 1. Harold

Essner) Plav Ground Pranks (Paloverde). Elaine Sea-

son: (a) Organ Grinders Song op. 39 No. 23 (Tschai-

iowsky) (b) Toy Soldiers March op. 39 No. 5 (Tschai-

kowsky). Stuart Barnett; The Birthday (Theo. Dutton),

Jane Whelden; Grandmother Tells a Ghost Story (Kul-

ki. William Wingale; (al Rondino (Gliere). (bl Dutch

Dance (Dittersdort). Rachael Van Winkle; Allegro (Jos.

Haydn). Gene Essner; Sonatina op. ."i5 No. 1 (Kuhlau).

Isahelle Anstey; Folk Song (Schumann). Wild Horse-

an (Schumann), La Von Harris; Tarantelle (Loes-

chorn). Mary Van Winkle. Part II—Aragonaise (LeCid)

J. .Massanet) Dorothy Essner; Consolation No. a (Liszt)

Julia Beauman; Scherzo—B Flat Major (Schubert),

Elaine Lowell; Song Without Words, op. 38 No. 2

Mendelssohn). EMna Sehestedt: Le Pappilon (Butter-

fly) (Lavallee). Lucile Van Winkle: Valse (Nicode).

.Maxine Moon; Valse Chromatique (Godardl, Dorothy

Kuhlmeyer; On the Sea (Schytte), Freda Schoeppe;
Culrlandes (Etude .\rtistique) (Godard). Dorothy Han-

sen; Etude for Left Hand (Pirkhert). Valse op. 18

(Chopin), Weston Henner; Nocturne, F-Sharp Major

(Chopin), Polonaise op. 26 No. 1 (Chopin), .Mazurka

(Godard). Betty Mclnerney.

Amateur. The complete program presented at Mr. Lich-

tenstein's recent students' recital was as follows:

Part I—The Arrival (Chas. Dancla, op. 17S. No. 2).

Violin Quartet; Grace Luscombe, Susan Cole. Mabel
Joost, Alden Besse; Minuet (M. Eichhorn. op. I". No. 6),

Olga Bloesch; (a) Traeumerei (Schumann), (b) Hun-
garian Dance, No. 5 (Brahms-Hermann), Alden Besse;

(a) Ball(t Music from Rosamunde (Schubert-Kreisler),

(b) Serenade Andalouse (Papini. op. 100. .No. 3), .Mabel

Joost. Part II— (a) Meditation from "Thais" (Mas-
senet-Marsick), (b) Serenade (Pierne), Grace Lus-

<ombe; (a) Ave .Maria ( Schubert-Wilhelmj), (b) Span-
ish Dance (F. Rehfeldl, Susan Cole, .\nita Holcenberg
at the Piano; Canzonetia (A. d'Arabrosio), Daniel C.

Itruner; (a) Cradle Song ISchubert-Zangerl, (b) Chorus
from Euryanthe ( Weber-Zanger). Violin Quartet.

Henrik Gjerdrum presented a number of his piano

pupils in the final recital of the season at his studio

2321 Jackson street on Saturday afternoon. June 10th.

There were about fifty people in attendance who en-

joyed the program very much. The students were as-

sisted by Miss A. Olga Rossi, a most talented singer

possessing a rich and beautiful soprano voice. The pro-

gram was as follows: Banner of Victory March (Fr. von

Blon), Alfred and Ernest Esberg; Ding Dong Bell

(Spaulding). Einar Wennerblad: Romance (Streabbogl.

Bernhard Gjerdrum: Sur la Glace (Crawford). Claire

Weidenmuller; Golden Star Waltz (Streabbog). Ethel

and Einar Wennerblad: Turtle Dove Polka (Fr. Behr),

Vallejo Gantner; Viennese Waltz (Gurlitt). Constance
Ramacciotti and Marie Maison: Alia .Marcia (Rogers),

Bessie O'Shaughnessy: Merry .Makers (Trio) (Spauld-

ing). Claire Weidenmuller, Vallejo Gantner. Bernhard
Gjerdrum; Etude in c; .Minor (.Neupertl. Etude in F
Sharp (.\rensky), Helen O'Shauhnessy; Wedding Day
at Troldhaugen (Grieg). Marion Lehner: Etude in A
Flat (Wollenhaupt), Marie Louise Charette; O Prima-
vera (Tirindelli). Pleurez. pleurez, mes yeux (Le Cid)

(Massenet), The Little Damozel (Novello), A. Olga
Rossi, Henrik Gjerdrum at the piano: Simple Confes-

sion: (Thome). Constance Ramacciotti: Melody in F
(Rubenstein), John Gantner: Berceuse, "Jocelyn" (God-
ard), Maud Weidenmuller: The Sprite (Scotson-Clark).

May Bells (Bohn), Adela Gantner.

Alexander Saslavsky is leaving San Francisco for his

annual festival of chamber music. This will be the
eleventh season since he inaugurated his series of con-

certs in Colorado. He will be as usual assisted by
Alfred De Voto, the eminent pianist from Boston and
the Denver String Quartet. Mr. Saslavsky will return

to San Francisco on July 26th to conduct the Little

Symphony of the Bohemian Club and then he will return

to Denver to continue his concerts. Mr. Saslavsky will

return definitely to San Francisco to resume his work
for the new season about August loth and will then
reopen his master classes in violin playing and also

classes in ensemble.

Rev. Reuben R. Rinder, Cantor of Temple Emanuel,
gave an excellent program before the music section of

the Western Arts Association on Saturday evening. June
10th. His program consisted of an historical presenta-
tion of the development of Jewish music from the
earliest Biblical times to the present day with vocal
and instrumental illustrations. He was assisted by
Lincoln S. Batchelder at the piano. The program in-

cluded Cantelations. prayer motives, improvisation, fixed

melodies and the hymn. Mr. Rinder being a serious

student and an excellent musician the prograni was
unusually enjoyable and everyone added considerably to

his or her knowledge by hearing this instructive event.

Victor LIchtenstein, the excellent violinist and
teacher, introduced some of his pupils in an informal
violin recital at his studio on Washington street on Fri-

day evening, June 9th. The program consisted through-
out of melodious, short, yet representative compositions
which were delightfully interpreted. Specially well
played was the little quartet consisting of four youthful
musicians of about fourteen and fifteen years of age.
The entire event proved to give the utmost satisfaction.
The accompaniments were splendidly played by Anita
Holenberg and Mr. Lichtensen's daughter Henrietta.
This prominent musician and teacher is planning to make
these studio recitals semi-monthly alTairs next season.
Mr. LIchtenstein has Just completed the first course of
fifteen lessons in orchestral training with his University
of California Extension Orchestra. This organization
which has improved rapidly and consistently will re-

sume its work during next August. Mr. LIchtenstein
expresses himself as being more than pleased with the
results he obtained specially as a number of profes-
sionals took advantage to Join ihese classes. Mr.
LIchtenstein also contemplates giving a course of lec-

tures on Music Appreciation from the Standpoint of the

Mrs. Pearl Hossack Whitcomb is enjoying her sum-
mer outing |)rofessionally at Yosemite Lodge, delight-

ing the guests every evening with her beautiful con-

tralto voice. This means that during a period of two
weeks Mrs. Whitcomb will have sung before thousands

York. Boston. Philadelphia and Baltimore. Mrs. War-
riner studied with Professor Zilliani. teacher of the
great Tomagno. She also specialized in voice produc-
tion in New York and Chicago. The Warriners have
Just comi)leted an unusually successful concert tour of
the r))ited States. Formerly they had a studio in

Greenwich Village. In a program presented before the
Business Girls' Round Table at Calvary Presbyterian
Church on Tuesday. June 6th. the Warriners introduced
a new song entitlel Israel, about which the Dramatic
Mirror says: "Somewhere, in some music publisher's
store roojD, lies a hitherto unexploited number enti-

tled Israel. It was written by .\ddi5on Burkhardt dur-

ing the stress of the world's war, and is a message of

hope from Colutubia to a long-suffering people. With
jtroper handling, it could be developed into an official

antliem for the Jewish race."

PASMORE STUDENTS PLEASE AT GREEK
THEATRE

The Delluhtful fallfornlii Cotomture Soprani), who «!ll

appear aN MoioiMt at toniorr««-*K Sunflny iiuirninB
concert in the t^'allfurnla Theatre.

of people before a sounding board rising three thou-

s:ind feet behind her and the Y'osemite Falls dropping
in a booming, turbulent stream in the foreground.

Nothing could be a greater inspiration to any artist

in this wonder spot.

Miss Evelyn Vore. pianist, of Grinnell College, Iowa,
who has spent the past season in San Francisco, made
her first public appearance locally on June 3rd at a

luncheon of the Denman Alumnae at the Bellevue Hotel.

.Miss Vore excited much favorable comment on her
lovely singing tone in her first number, the fourth

Baicarol'e of Godard. and on her fleetness of fingering

and clarity of technic in the Dance of the Elves, by
MacDowcll. During her sojourn in San Francisco
Miss Vore has been enrolled in a University of Califor-

nia Extension Class under Mrs. Suzanne Pasmore-
Brooks. At the Denman luncheon Miss Althea Burns,
an artist pupil of H. B. Pasmore. sang a group of en-

gaging numbers, arousing especial interest by her per-

fect enunciation. As the guests exi)ressed it, they
"heard every word."

Mrs. Edith L. O'Brien recently presented her pupil.

Marion .Matthews, at a i>iano recital. This clever little

Miss is but eight years old and possesses unusual talent.

Her playing is artistic and intelligent, and shows a

musical understanding beyond her years. She showed
tparked ability in a nutnber in which she accompanied
Miss Gladys Waibel. violinist. pui)il of Giulio Minetti.

Miss WaTbel also played Wieniawsky's Romance with
depth of fee'ing and finish, doing great credit to the
training- of her teacher.

Charles William Warriner and Marie Henrietta
Warriner have opened a studio at .o4.'i Sutter Street,

and have already endeared themselves (o a number of
well-known tnusical people and students. Mr. War-
riner was a pupil of the famous Oscar Saenger of New
York and of Stephen Townsend of Boston, the latter

being director of the symphony chorouses of New

Despite the threatening weather, a large audience
attended the Half Hour of Music in the Greek Theatre
of the University of California last Sunday afternoon
to hear five singers presented by H. B. Pasmore, and
were rewarded by a program of unusual excellence.

^>Iiss Lesta -Andrews of Richmond, contralto: Feme de
Witt Dettner. recently returned from San Diego; Sara
Clary from Honolulu: William W. Clary from Los An-
geles, and Wilson Taylor of Berkeley were the singers,

and they held the attention of the audience to the end
of a long and rather classical program ranging from
Mozart to Wagner, by their beautiful voices and intel-

ligent presentation of their numbers.
The chief interest centered in Miss Cary from Hono-

lulu, whose clear soprano and dramatic expression was
remarkable in one so young. Fernc de Witt Dettner
again won the hearts of her hearers. She always does.
Miss Andrews' deep contralto floated out over the vast
space with beautiful effect. Wilson Taylor made his
first appearance before an audience. His fine, manly
tenor was especially good in the high register. Mr.
Clary full ydemonstrated his right to the reputation
lie has brought from Los Angeles as a baritone. His
voice is brilliant and very dramatic withal. Winnifred
Decker will prove to be another young accompanist
added to those whom Mr. Pasmore introduced to our
musical circles, she being a born accompanist.

CALIFORNIA THEATRE SUNDAY CONCERT

.Another excellent concert was given at the Califor-
nia Theatre last Sunday morning on the occasion of
the fifth event of the new series under the direction
of Gino Severi and the California Theatre Orchestra.
Mr. Severi is gaining admirers steadily, and is becom-
ing more and more popular, revealing his inherent qual-
ities as conductor and artist more prominently en every
occasion. An unusually interesting program had been
prepared for this most recent occasion. It began with
a spirited march entitled Kinizsi. by Fucik. into which
Mr. Severi succeeded in injecting considerable dash
and fire. It was followed by the Largo from Dvorak's
New World Symiihony, and Soro's Tempo di Gavotte,
wherein Mr. Severi had an opfiortunity to reveal the
more serious side of his musicianship.
A splendid selection from Puccini's La Tosca brought

well-justified enthusiasm from the large audience, fqr
it was excellently interpreted and effectively accen-
tuated. The orchestral part of the program concluded
with a virile and thrillingly performed reading of
Wagner's enchanting Rienzi Overture. Mr. Severi de-
serves to be heartily congratiiloted for his rapidly in-

creasing popularity and his unquestionable display of
authority as conductor. The soloist on this occasion
was Isabelle Saxon, who sang Voce di Primavera. by
Johann Strauss. Miss Saxon immediately endears her-
self to her audience by reason of her charming and
youthful appearance. She possesses a high colorature
soprano, enabling her to sing the following two ex-
tremely high soprano works—Voce di Primavera and
the Caro Nome from Verdi's Rigoletto—with remark-
able ease. She exhibited clear bell like notes rising as
high as F and E above high C.
Her runs, trills, staccato passages, martellato,

legato and sustained notes were taken with the utmost
lack of effort, even when employed in the highest
range. Her renditions were artistic and unforced. She
made a sensational impression upon her audience, who
cheered her and demanded encores impatiently. Both
selections were sung with a professional assurance that
promises much for a brilliant future. She is indebted
for her success to her teacher. Joseph Greven. who has
brought many a European and American artist prom-
inently before the public. *

The soloist for the concert to take place tomorrow
(Sunday) tnorning will be Mme. Stella Jelica. who has

'

already achieved such splendid artistic triumphs be-
fore the musical public of California. Her fine, flex- /

ible voice, her brilliant style and accurate intonation /^
combine to make her selections most enjoyable. On

,

this occasion she will sing an aria from The Pearl of
Brazil, which gives her ample opportunity to display
her colorature facilities. Gino Severi has selected a
particularly delightful program.

Selby C. Oppenheimcr, San Francisco's energetic
young manager, will leave for the East next Monday to
attend the convention of the National Managers Asso-
ciation of America, and incidentally to renew friend-
ships with his Eastern colleagues and some of the fa-

mous artists. Mr. Oppenheimer had a very successful
season, and annrtunces even a more brilliant array of
musical stars for next season.
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THE GOLDSTONE-MAAZEL CONCERT

On Tuesday eTening. June Sih. Dr. Salo H. Gold-

stone, tenor, and Slarvon MaaieL pianist, gave a joint

recital at Scottish Rite Auditorium, at which an exten-

sive frogram was presented. Dr. Goldstone belongs to

that school of cantors who have recently invaded the

concert field and who come from a part of Jewish re-

ligions service which has gradually been superceded

by a irore modem musical mode of expression. Dr.

Goldsttne makes the mistake to suppose that, because

he was appreciated by an orthodox congregation who
associated him purely with religious services, he is

ready to appear in concert without further training,

without proper vocai cultivation and without thorough

. understanding of the conventionalities of style and
expression.

Of course Dr. Goldstcne can not succeed in thi-s way.

FurtheriEore. his public appearances injure the traly

efficient and musically educated cantor in the eyes of

the public, for those unfamiliar with the province of

the cantor will judge all by the example of the few

they hesr in concert. It is a mistake for managers to

take up these cantors who sing without proper train-

ing, for neither Snancially nor artistically will they

reap any harvest. There are no religious sects more
musical nor better fitted to be intelligent listeners

than those of the Hebrew faith, and they first of all

will refuse to listen to vocalists, no matter of what
faith they be. who are not ctjmpetent to express them-

selves intelligently upon the concert platform.

Dr. Goldstone possesses a splendid natural tenor

voice, which, if proterly trained and cultivated, would
have developed into one of the finest voices before the

public. There are evidences of its beauty even now.

But used naturally, without cultivation, it sounds

pinched, throaty, and consequently off key. His inter-

pretations of operatic arias and songs are ridiculous,

while his chants, although from an orthodox stand-

point according to tradition, are nevertheless devoid of

musical form or symmetry. They consist of a series

of portamento effects combined with trills and fal-

setto that would be laughable if the matter were not

so serlcus. We believe that all cantors who take their

art sericusly. and all adherents of the Jewish faith gen-

uinely fond of music, resent the appearance of those

cantors whose knowledge does not justify them to ap-

pear in a serious concert program.

Marvin Maazel. the young Russian pianist who ap-

peared here on previous occasions, was the associate

artist and the only one truly well equipped to appear

before a musical audience. That he naturally could not

feel thoroughly at ease under the existing circum-

stances can not be doubted. Nevertheless, he revealed

sufficient ability to justify the commendation of those

familiar with pianistic art- He selected quite serious

compositions, among which works by Brahms. Saint-

Saens. Chopin. Liszt. Glinka-Balakirew and Godowsky
predominated- Mr. Maazel belongs to the poetic

school of pianisu. who find their greatest enjoyment

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano

Special Norma,! Course for Teachers, ti^s^rd cr. Swayne
Principles
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I. riiNip \ M*T

—

tl: \i. her
n : : - • - ~

: I: 3 of Leopold
PUNIsT-

For Two Seascr; A

Sitldios: SOr Kohler A Cha&e BIdp. S. F. Tves. \, M. aad
TharK. P. M. TeL Kearay &454. Rea. 2T2S Elmwood \Tt^
Berkeley. TeL Berk. »3»T.

EVA M. GARCIA
PIANIST, ORGANIST AND TEACHER

41^1 Hoire St, OakUad TeL Pledaaant S4K

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
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in the expressions of delicacy, shading and iecbr.;cal

proficiency. Mr. Maazel gives evidence of being heart

and soul with his art, and therefore devotes the keen-

est attention to the accentcation of the minutest de-

tails of interpretation.

We find him exceptionally brilliant in technic, de-

cidedly discriminating in the softer shades of phrasing

and o<;casionally virile in his attainments of strong

climaxes. We enjoyed his Brahms readitig. and felt in

sympathy with his Chopin work. U is true there were

occasions when our personal taste and his conception

of certain readings conflicted; but. after alL we can

not in justice expect every artist to play according to

our personal taste. Therefore, it is sufficient to claim

that Mr. Maazel is a brilliant young pianist, whose
technical and emotional qualifications entitle him to

recognition and esteem.
ALFREa) METZGER.

CADMAN AT FAIRBANKS STUDIO

One of the most consistently good concerts given in

a long time was the one presented in the Castle Keep
of the Robin Hood set at the Douglas Fairbanks stndlo

on Sunday evening, when several of the leading

musicians now in Los Angeles presented a program for

the benefit of the Assistance League of Southern Cali-

fornia. Mrs Arthur Wright, who is the Chairman of

the entertainment committee, had the affair in charge,

while the program was under the personal diection of

France Goldwater.

.\mong the leading artists to appear were Charles

Wakefield Cadman, whose Japanese Cycle. "Sayonara.,"

was given by Margaret Messer Morris, with the com-

poser at the piano. Mr. Cadman also played for Sol

Cohen, the violinist, who played Cadman"s "Legend of

the Canyon" and a Viennese popular song. Viola Ellis,

the famous contralto, opened the program with selec-

tions from Robin Hoad. and made a splendid impres-

sion vocally, her qtieenly beauty adding to the charm
of her appearance. William Tyroler. who acted as ac-

companist for several of the artists and who played

the "Magic Fire Music" by Wagner, proved himself

an artist of the highest ortler. Harold Stanton, tenor,

gave two wonderful solos: Melba French Barr sang

an unpublished song by William Tyroler as one of her

numbers, and Morris Stoloff. violinist, played solos by
Chaminade and Gardner. He had as his accompanist
Mrs. Guy Bush, who also most ably played for Blanche
McTavish Smith, contralto. Jeanette Rodgers. flutist,

was one of the charming surprises of the evening.

The spectacular ballet danced by the Denishawn
Dancers was a delight. The work of the soloists.

Harry Losee and Lenore Scheffer and Ann Douglas,

was most acceptable. Several thousand dollars was
realized for the "oenefit of the .\ssistance League.

Zhay Clark
Harp Soloist

Formerly With El.*a Ruegger, Mme. Matienauer.
May Petersen, Reinald Werrenrath, Paul Alt-

house, Seattle Symphony Orchestra, California

Theatre Orchestra, Panama Pacific International

Exposition and limes Band.

Address: 1181 Filbert St. Tel. Prospect 6858
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"Not since Sarasate have we heard such

violin playing."—London Daily Telegraph.

Louis Persinger

will accept a small number ot serious, gifted stu-

dents. Those applying for lessons should possess

advanced technical facility and musical under-

standing. Interviews by appointment only.

-Palai I>elL*' flrele Aveaoe. Mill A'alley. Maria Co.

iTelepkoae: Mill Valley ai.',.J I

Arthur Judson. manager of the Philadelphia Orches-

tra and of :ne New York Philharmonic Orchestra, an-

nounced that through arrangements which he had

made with the International Concert Direction, Inc.,

Concert Management .A^rthur Judson would undertake,

in conjunction with the International Concert Direction,

Inc., the management of the following artists: Claire

Dux. Elshuco Trio, Bronislaw HnbermaiL Theo. Karle.

Sigrid Onegin and Marie Tiffany. Mr. Judson further

states that Milton Diamond and the staff of Concert

Management Arthur Judson would arrange the book-

ings of these artists, as well as of the following artists

under Mr. Judsons exclusive management: Mme. Mar-

garet Matzenauer. Clarence Whitehill. Inez Barbour,

Helena Marsh. John Barclay. Mme. Olga Samaroff. Al-

fred Cortot. Leo Omstein. Kathleen Parlow. .Uexander

Schmoller. Hans Kindler. "The Book of Job' c Stuart

Walker's production'. Rich Quartet, David and Clara

Hannes and the Philadelphia FestiTal Orchestra.
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER
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I^s AnKeles. June 12. 1922.—I.os Aiiseles is once

nnirc lending to Hie north a musician and iiedagogue

r national reput.ition in Carolyn Alden Alchyn. the

nolcd author ot "Applied Harmon)" and "Tone Think-

iim. " two textbooks on musical theory widely accepted

for private inslruciion and at schools. Miss Akhyn has

just left for Berkeley, where she will hold a second

summer class for students and teachers of harmony.
Her work at the College ot Music here, at the Univer-

sity ot Washington and eastern institutions, and last

year's summer classes at Berkeley, have placed Miss

.Vlihyn's name in the farefront of musical theorists.

Last year's class at Berkeley, or rather classes, num-
bered close to 2.'>u members all told, many ot the stu-

dents coming from as far east as -N'ew York City, so

to have the benefit of .Miss Alchyn's instrnction.

Berkeley Is indeed fortunate In possessing Miss Al-

chyn's co-operation for the summer session, for in spite

of urgent invitations from Boston. Philadelphia and
lietroit. she has for a second time given the California

alma mater the benefit of her decision. Sexl year,

however. Miss Alchyn may teach at various eastern

institutions.

I would much rather stay in the West, for I love the

conditions here, but there is the demand for my work,
and it is much more dilTicult for some ot my assistant

teachers here to break camp and go east for a while

than it is for me. So 1 suppose I have to go,'* this re-

markable teacher told me with a quiet smile.

You truly feel that you do meet a remarkable per-

sonality in Miss Alchyn. and.l wonder whether Los
.\ngeles realizes whom she harbors in this quiet, un-

assuming lady who has listened so closely to the nat-

ural laws of music, and who, evidently, has heard so

much.

I think it is characteristic of Miss Alchyn that she
call her harmony book. Applied Harmony. Also it

opens with the significant sentence: "The study of

music is the study of relationship." This is a pro-

nouncement that may serve as key to her system,
which is vitally based on the fact that "rhythm is a vital

factor in the relationship of harmony."

Perhaps this is not the best occasion to speak of so
many-sided a work as her "Applied Harmony." Its

musical aspects are too many to find room in a brief

article ot au revoir. Miss Alchyn endeavors the devel-

opment of the music sense. And in doing so she
starts from the basic rules of nature as found in music.
Her examples are mostly chosen from the classics.

Discriminating hearing is an essential for study as well
as an object of study with her. Thus harmony is no
longer a subject apart from other musical studies, as
still so many teachers seem to think.

Significant is Miss Alchyn's discerning manner in

wliich she points out the relation ot harmony to

rhythm. Harmony is put by her on a form basis. Not
cut and dried, however, for every instance of applica-
tion has its varying aspects. It is the varying aspect
from which she culls the application and with which
she makes her pupils do so much, which makes her
teaching such a constructive method.

"All you have to do is to make your tt aching inter-
esting, make exercises a piece of art and make your
students realize that, though while studying, they are
dealing with artistic material, and they can do any-
thing, you will find out," was the simple exiilanation.
Form and musical continuity tj her are the guiding
inlluences ruling harmony which is duly governed by
the melodic-rhythmic material as basis. Hence, again
while there is principle, its apil.cation differs in-

variably.

In conclusion. Miss Alchyn believes in pointing out
the correct method, rather than dwell on the mistakes.
.Miss Alchyn said when we parted: "The student must
be trained to find why the arListic, the beautiful solu-
tion is the correct one. This to my mind is the only
constructive method of teaching music."

At the last Gamut Club monthly dinner and concert
a galaxy of musical and dramatic stars gave an inter-
national aspect to a program which, although mostly
Russian in character, introduced artists from all over
the world. .Mme. Victoria lloshko. Russion composer,
pianist and painter, coartist with the di.stinguished
Helbian, Eugene Ysaye, spjke regard'n.:; her country,
and on Russian music.

.Mr. Gregor Cherniavsky. Russian viiliniU, and a
group of his talented pupils add d int-.-.^si to the pro-
gram. Dr. Davll fiunev. Iluss :in com) cs.t. pianist and
lecturer, spoke in a similar vein, and Dr. Alexis J. Kail
gave a symposium on American composers. A colorful
series of songs by Valentina ZImina. Russian soprano
from the grand opera al Moscow, pave in costume a
series of Russian folksongs, assisted by Gregor Galu-
beff. Russian mandolinist and guitarist.

.Miss Maurlne Dyer, dramatic soprano, accrmnanied
by .Mme. Hennlon Rahinson, was a strong fealnrc of
the program. Mr--. Elaine Goddard. coloratura s prano
and Grace Adt le Freebey. nianist and aicomranisl.
presented the .\merican section. There were interest
ing speeches by .lohn II. Long, literature and book
authority; .Mr. F". C. Chamberlain spoke on the restora-
tion of the San Fernando Mission; .Mrs, J. J. Carter
made an interesting talk on the summer symphonv con-
certs at the Hollywood Bowl; Mr. Granville S. .lohn
son. impressario of El Paso. Texas, reviewed the
musical situation on the Rio Grande; -Mme. Bruska-

An Artiste Instructor

Abby DeAvirett
I'his distingiiisheci artiste, refilling in Long
Beach, has won an eminent position in the

reahn of musir for both hh piarnstic art and for

his remarkable ability as an instructor. Mr.
DeAvirett and his associate teachers have

chosen "The Piano of the Masters."

THE KNABE
both for their homes and for their instructive

work. For in this glorious instrument they find

ihat pearly purity of tone so essential in the

perfect rendition of masterful compositions. r

iFiTZGERALpfejI^MUSICml
HILL STREET AT 7^7 -72.^

Hollenbeck. messosoprano of New York, spoke on the

Los Angeles Art Center. Dr. Frank Xagle, (lean of

Highland Park College, Des Moines, and a composer
and pianist of note, presented an interesting talk on

musical subjects.

L. E. Behymer. President, again proved a brilliant

and popular toastmaster. The audience room and ban-

quet halls were entirely filled with musical enthusiasts

and guests of this club which had done so much for

the furtherance of music and the allied arts in the

Southwest. Announcements were made of the con-

ferring of honorary degrees upon two of the Gamut
Club honorary members by the University of Southern
California—the degree of Doctcr of Law upon Ignace

Paderewski, Polish patriot and musician, and upon Mme.
Kruestine Schumann-Heink. the degree of Bachelor of

Music, a deserved tribute to the splendid art of each.

It was also announced that a fellow member of the

club. Alfred Wallenstein, who at one time was a

protege of the Gamut Club, had received the honor of

being engaged as solo cellist and first chair man of that

section by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra under
Ferdinand Stock.

A loasi was given to Walter Henry Rothwell. con-

ductor of the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles,

and a bon voyage and safe return on his trip to

Europe.

That Impresario Behymer enjoys not only the fullest

respect of the people in the Southwest for the immense
amount of musical pioneering done by him in the past

thirty-tive years, winning him the honor title of "the

father of music in the Southwest" (which means a ter-

ritory reaching in the southeast beyond El Paso and in

the north above San Francisco, with a circumference
reaching almost to Denver), but that he also owns the

personal love of the musical ps^ople in this wide ex-

panse, of the people who are musicians and of those

,who merely are fond of music, is shown by the sheer
endless demands on him to function, as guest of honor,
as speaker, as advisory member on a board of directors,

and so on ad infinitum from holding the president's

gavel to aiding in "getting the message across" during
some big civic movement.

"Bee," with his usual vitality and inspiring gift of

gab, thus added life, and power, and conviction as

speaker to six different club functions during the past
week. They needed him, of course, for. as pointed out.

he is a man with a vision and can "get the message
across." Fortunately for tliis city, there are a number
of clubs that are firmly established today, yet they love
to call upon "IJee" and like to have him at the speak-
rrs* table, not for what they can gel from him today.

but because they love him for what he has done for

them in the pjst. when aiding them during a time in

which their organizations were young.

Thus a beautiful tribute was paid to Impresario
Beh>mer at the Birthday Celebration of ihe Matinee
Mi'=i cal Club, whi(h largely owes its existence to his

faith in the opportunities and mission of such a club,

^'eventeen yrars aco the club was formed, following an
ai I eal by "Hee," who in his characteristic way ap-
' !'aled to the meeting then considering the project.

"It is you." witli these final words Mr. Behymer placed
the opportunities in the hands of those present. Now.
at the last birthday fete, his "It Is you" was gratefully
brought home to him in a lovely song. "It Is You," by
Charles E. Pemberton, dedicated to Mr. Behymer. in

recoenitinn of the fact that his inspiring "It is you" tiad

enriched the city with one of the great clubs of the
West.

Much there is of the seed Impresario Behymer has
sowed on Himllar occasions, calling upon a high ideal
of citizenship. The National Concert Managers Asso-
ciation have made him their honorary president. But
It is pro1i:ibly safe to say that "Bee" is the most be-
loved imi-Tesario as well, and among his own fellow-
citizens.

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE Clfl.TI'UK—COACHING I\ RBPRnTOIRR

OI'EH.^ CLASSES iiVCI.liniNO C0.11PL.ETK
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iLYA BRONSON ,.,.„,;;;;;:„,v;',';A,„.»
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CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall. Los Angeles—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLOWE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlmc

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall. Los Angeles
Res. Phone: 579064

rilMI'OSKIl-PIAMSTHOMER GRUNN
\ vnilnhl^r for Concenn and TteeltniB

Studio: Kdl Sonlh FlRTieroa. Phone 34138

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
ConcertH—Recitals— ln.<«triiction
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FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—.\rtlftt >Innai;enien t—Publicity

.SI I >IaJe!«tie Theatre Itlilt;.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
VASTER VIOI.i> TE.\CHER

Studio: 401-0.1 Ma.^on Opera Houxe
Phone l^a.sO UcH. Phone 5«122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell C!ub Rooms)
For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CO>CERT PIAMSTE—LOS ANGELES TRIO

Studio: 323 .Muitic ArtH Sludio llldg. Phone: 10«S2

GRACE WOOD JESS ^'^^^o soprano
DUA.MATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS

IN COSTIME RECITALS
Management: L. E. Behymer, Los Angeles

ANN THCVIPSON-Pw/m/e-
NOW TOIRING IN THE EAST

For Dates Durfn^r F.ill 1!I22 and Sprini; 1023
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MRS. M. HENNION ROBINSO J -Artistic Accompanying
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S<>I»RANt»
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University of Southern California
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Sascha Jacobinoff. prominent violinist, while on his

way to the University of Berkeley, where he will con-

duct a master class, is spending a few days in town.
A reception is planned in his honor by Olga Steeb and
Charles Edward Hubach.

Everything points to the fact that the final ticket-

selling drive for the open-air concert season at the
Hollywood "Bowl," to open Sunday. June 19th, will reach
the final goal, that is to say. will make the season
definitely possible. Sermons on the importance of

music will be preached in the Hollywood churches dur-

ing the opening Sunday of this campaign week. Every
one of the congregations have pledged themselves to

conduct a separate campaign within their parish, the
estimated sale of tickets therefrom i>ossibly reaching
beyond the $2,000 mark.
Monday, the general drive will begin, beaded by the

Hollywood High School student body, who have set

$5,000 as their goal, with the purpose of winning a
$1,000 scholarship for their school. The Community
Park and Art Association, who is sponsoring the con-
cert season, will make this award. Thus the concerts,
in themselves a civic movement, will even further
prove a community asset by leading to such an endow,
ment which would suffice to send three students to

college.

Saturday. June 24th. a festival program will close the
drive at the High School Auditorium. This program
will unite all the prominent members of the local

musical colony and famous film stars. The slogan for
the event is: "Admission 'Buy' Ticket." The program
will give the season-ticket holders a fore-taste of what
the open-air concert series is to offer them, especially
as the presence of Alfred Hertz, famous conductor,
now with the San Francisco Sjinphony Orchestra, and
proposed director for the Hollywood season, will be
present.

Mrs. J. J. Carter, to whose enthusiasm and inde-
fatigable labors the present phenomenal success of the
ticket-selling drive is due, was given a cordial ovation
when telling about her vision of open-air symphony
music at the Hollywood "Bowl" before the Gamut Club.

Tuesday evening, June 20th. the MacDowell Club of
Allied Arts, will present Dr. Boris Dunev. noted Russian
pianist, composer and lecturer, in an all-Russian pro-
gram. The concert is given for the purpose of re-

plenishing the artist-fellow.ship fund of the club, which
is used to enable resident artists of various vocations,
not only musicians, to spend the summer in inspiring
surroundings. Last year the fellowship was awarded
to Fanny Dillon, who used it to join the MacDowell
Artist Colony at Peterborough, the result being a series
of greatly worthwhile compositions written under the
happy influence of a beautiful country and stimulating
acquaintanceship of many of the foremost artists of
the day. Dr. Dunev. who has appeared with notable
success in Europe and the eastern American cities, re-
cently also announced as soloist for next season's con-
certs at the Metropolitan Opera in New York, and with
the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, has donated his
services for the occasion.

His program offers several important works, not
heard here before, thus particularly the great Rach-
maninoff Sonata opus 36 No. 2 in B minor. Then fol-

low three numbers by Tschaikowsky: Trepak, Dance
des Mirlitons, Valse de Fleurs and Humoresque, opus
10, Xo. 2. A group of Dr. Dunev's own works includes
Reverie. Triumphal March, The Swallows. Night
{ Fantasy) and Serenade closes the program. Dr.
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Dunev's playing of the Rachmaninoff work will be
specially illuminating, as he is well acquainted with
the composer and his musical intentions. The pro-

gram of the work is based on the events of the Rus-
sian revolution.

Two of the Heartt-Dreyfus pupils appeared last

week. Miss Pauline Matthews Dainey. mezzo-soprano.
sang two groups of .songs at the Gamut Club Theatre
on Tuesday night. June 13th. Mrs. Daisy Austin
Marshall, mezzo-soprano, was the soloist wtah the
Orange County Philharmonic Orchestra on June 14th.

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios will remain open the en-
tire summer. Mr. and Mrs. Dreyfus having taken their

residence at 514 Lester avenue, Pasadena, and will

keep in touch with their Los Angeles Studio. Gamut
Club Building, three days each week, and will teach on
Wednesdays in Pasadena.

At the California Theatre a happy deviation of the
program policy aroused special interest by the intro-

duci^ion of Miss Gladys Kohn. brilliant young L.os

Angeles pianiste. who won warm applause from her
audiences with brilliant tecbnic and musical elan in

Liszt dazzline Rigoletto Phantasy. Elinor himself

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Ol^ra Steeb, Claire Forbes Crane, Lenter Dono-
hue, Colin CanipbelL ^lildred Janilxon, Mrs. Clifford Lott
.Adelaide t^uKnell. Shibley lioye?*. etc

: 431 South .\lvarado St. Phone ^3^4:1.

pe4fr*^
lal-

WeTWOST
SOPRANO

Only MerioUM and
en ted students ac-
cepted. Repertoire In
F'rench. Italian. Run-
ian. Enf^llsh. Studio,
MJ >lajestic Theatre

Building. S21910

EDGAR J. HANSEN '"".V.'c\?"'''

214 .MuKic Art!* Studio BIdt;. Phone 100S2. Res. 5I&GC. Con
cert Direction, Grace Carroll Elliot.

DAVOL SANDERS "
'?!,MPo"i;K"''

Head Violin Dept.. CoIlciEe of Munle. U. S. C.—Member
Phllharcionic Orchentra

3201 S. FIsneroB St., Los Anseles Phone >laln 2100

CATHERINE H. SHANK %°^^l^l
TEACHER OP SINGING

Studios: 1500 S. Figuerba: Phone: 22632. Los Ang-eles
Glendale: 433 Riverdale Dr.: Phone Glend. li:0«'

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

446 S. Grand View. Phone 551645. Los Angt^l^s

LOUIS A. MAAS
Tuning, Voicing, Oicrhauling

of Pianos and Organs. Prompt Attention. t>ofld Refer-
ences. 1293 West 37th Place. Telephone 77436
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gave of his best, and his musical heart beat higher in

a rousing arrangement of Hungarian Themes done by

him and elTectively arranged for his orchestra. Melan-

choly and tire were brouglil to full life in Ihe irresist-

ible melodies of the Pusztas. Next weeli Elinor will

be in a daintier mood, with Suppe. Carrie Jacobs Bond
and a fourth of his charming series of old-time songs.

Grauman's—It is pretty generally conceded that no
man can do one thing superlatively well unless he can

do many things fairly well. It is impossible to he great

on one subject alone; to be really great on that topic

you have to be qualified on others. This is because

knowledge and truth are so related that geolosy be-

comes associated with poetry, and icebergs with the

flora of Bolivia. Wherefore. Henry .Murtagh. distin-

guished organist at Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre.

Los Angeles. Cal., is a poet. He writes verse. When
he isn't running a lawn mower over the green that

fronts his home, he is either sleeping, writing poetry,

reading it or doing something else.

Of course Mr. Murtagh doesn't get to bed very early.

That's because he has to be on hand on Tuesday and
I'riday nights, when .Mr. Grauman has his Iryouts and
listens to professional talent that he seeks to engage
for his Sunday morning concerts. On other evenings.

.Mr. Murtagh is likewise detained to listen to special

events, score pictures and attend to other like duties.

This paragraph is important, in view of Mr. Murtaghs
effort to whang the harp of poesy as follows:

"The sweetest hours of all to me are those just after

dawn.
When honest folk move on to work and I am slumber-

ing on.

I dream 1 am a mighty king, my throne a mountain top.

Until I hear my kiddies sing, 'Hey! breakfast's ready.

Pop!"
Then with a sigh the erstwhile king of far-o(f Umpalava
Puts on his pants and hurries down to buckwheat

cakes and Java."

Gertrude Cleophas, the splendid pianist, gave the

third of the Friday afternoon invitational recitals at

the Barker Bros, .\udilorium in Los Angeles on June
16th at 3 o'clock. .Miss Cleophas had chosen a most in-

teresting program designed to meet the taste of

musicians and music lovers alike. She gave the

Sonata Opus 26. by Beethoven: Three Etudes, C Sharp
Minor, A Flat Major. C Minor, and a Ballad. Opus 27

by Chopin, also a group of modern compositions by
Oritles and Hinton. closing with the Polonaise in E
.Major by Liszt.

Charles Wakefield Cadman will leave Los Angfles on

June 16th for Taeoma and Seattle, where he will ap-

pear as joint soloist with Robert Morris, the phenoni-

inal boy sopran3 who has gained international fame.

Mr. Cadman will appear in Taeoma on June 19th, and
Seattle on the 20th, and will feature his Omar Khayyam
Suite, which is fast becoming one of his most popular

works. He will return immediately to Los Angeles,

as he has many important appearances scheduled for

this summer.

Anna Ruzena Sprotte was the soloist in Redding on
Wednesday. June 14th, at the Elks celebrilion of Flag
Day. Mme. Sprotte featured songs by American com-
posers, and sang a new Flag Song by .Mrs. Crew Marsh.
a prominent Redlands composer.

TWO GREAT ARTISTS WITH CHAMBER MUSIC
SOCIETY

An interesting hit of news to local music lovers

comes with the announcement that .\rthur Schnabel
and Benno Moiseiwitsch, two of the most prominent
pianists before the public at the present time, will be
heard as guest-artists with the Chamber Music Society

of San Francisco during their winter season. Moisei-

witsch needs no introduction to San Francisco concert
goers, for upon his last appearance here he completely
captivated his audiences. Mr. Moiseiwitsch was heard
at that time in recital and as soloist with the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra, when he played the

famous Schumann concerto and also the ever.popular
concerto of Tschaikowsky. What composition Mr.
Moiseiwitsch will play with the Chamber .Music Society
has not been definitely decided upon, but it will be one
in which his artistry with the beauty of the string or-

ganization will be in perfect harmony.
.\rthur Schnabel is a new name to San Francisco, but

to Easterners and Europeans he is counted among the

greatest virtuoso of this decade. Schnabel at one time
was the pianist of perhaps the finest trio in Europe.
This famous ensemble consisted of Pablo Casqls,

violoncello: Carl Flesch. violin, and Arthur Schnabel,
pianist, and the reputation of this coterie of players
was known and recognized throughout European cen-

ters. With the Chamber Music Society and Arthur
Schnabel, a magnificent ensemble will be attained.

At the present time Elias Hecht. founder of the

Chamber Music Society of San Francisco, is negotiat-

ing with other world-famous artists to appear at this

Johanna Kristoffy
PRIMA DO.\N,4 SOPRANO

Thnroiich Vncnl nnd Drotnntlc Training
IMIUI UaMhlncton S(. Phone Franklin 1721

series of conceits, the names of whom will appear at

a later period. The long list of patrons io Chamber
Music concerts can feci assured of one of the finest at-

tractions thai they have ever been privileged to attend.

Tiie high standard of concerts for which this organiza-

tion if noted will be maintained throughout the sea-

sen excelling. If possible, tliose given in the past.

VOUGHT ARTISTS IN RECITAL

Musicians are looking forward to the initial appear-

ance this season of Mme. Parrish Moyle, soprano of New
York and Paris, and Mme. Lizettii Kalova. brilliant

Russian violinist, accompanied by Edgar Albert

Thorpe, who will also be heard in a piano sdIo.

Scherzo (C Sharp Minor) Chopin. The concert is un-

der the direction of Mme. Vought. who has not relaxed

in her activities to present to San Francisco and the

Uay Cities the very best resident talent available. With
the above combination, a prcgram of rare merit and
artistry will be rendered. Mme. Parrish Moyle. who has

been heard in recital with Charles Wakefield Cadman.
has a beautiful voice of wide range and exquisite

technique. In her recent appearance as soloist assist-

ing the Philharmonic Trio, in Berkeley, she made a

splendid impression upon the musical critics who are

ever alert for new artists coming here to reside*-

Enough cannot be said about the marvelous playing
of Lizetta Kalova. She has been very often compared
to Kreisler. and ranks as one of the finest woman
violinists of the world. She has played in all the large

courts of Europe and has many endorsements from the

MMK. I,I/,F,TA K.\l,OVA
'III*' \i»C«-il ItiiKMian \ lolin Virtui>iHO *vln. «ill ii|i|i«-:ir

tiniler the iiinniiK<'iii€'nl of >lnie. \«>UKl't
in curx-ert next «v«-ek.

nobility. Edgar Albert Thorpe, the London pianist, is

the recipient of much praise wherever his work has

been heard. His technique is excellent, and as for ac-

companying, he proves the old adage that "Accom-
panists are bom, not made, and he is surely a born
accompanist. Music lovers are advi.sed not to miss

this concert. Dancing will follow the program. The
program follows:

Piano Solo—Scherzo No. 3, C sharp minor (Chopin),

Edgar Albert Thorpe. Soprano Solos— (a) Care Selve

{from the opera Atalanta) (Handel); (b) Se Florindo

e'Fidele (Scarlatti); (c) Shepherd, Thy Demeanor
Vary (old English arr. by H. Lane Wilson) (Brown I,

Mme. Florida Parrish-Moyle. Violin Solo—Sontata, G
minor (G. Tartini). Mme. Lizetta Kalova. Soprano
Solos—Aria-Care Nome (from the opera Rigoletto)

(Verdi), Mme. Florida Parrish-Moyle.
Violin Solos— (a) Nocture (Chopin-Auer) ; (b)

Caprice XIII (Paganini-Kreisler) ; (c) Tarantella

( Wieniawski), Mme. Lizetta Kalova. Soprano Solos

—

(a) Merry Maiden Spring (Macl)owell): (b) Love Like
the Dawn Came Stealing (Cadman), (by request) words
by Gilbert Moyle; (c) The Lark Now Leaves His
Watery Nest (Parker). Mme. Florida Parrish-Moyle.

Violin Solo—Second Polonaise Brillante (W'ieniawski),

Mme. Lizetta Kalova.

THIRD MINETTI ORCHESTRA CONCERT

The third symphony concert of the season of the
MInetti Orchestra took place on Wednesday evening,

June 7th, at Scottish Rite Auditorium, where a packed
house was assembled, proving the popularity of these
clever musicians and their distinguished conductor.

The orchestra, consisting of eighty members, played

con amore from start to finish, handling the difficult

program with almost professional ability. The con-
cert opened with the Rachmaninoff Prelude in G minor,
which was delivered with a spirit and abandon worthy
of the ccmposition. The piece de resistance was Men-
delssohn's Italian Symphony, and the splendid training

of the orchestra was noticeably apparent in this diffi-

cult number. In the allegro vivace the attacks were
firm and virile, while the happy spirit of jollity ran
through the whole movement.
The andante was most poetically conceived, the

nuances being exceedingly delicately executed, while
the solos between the 'cellos, violas and woodwinds
were very eflfective. The Presto salfirello went with
a dash and veuve, the orchestra overcoming the tech-

nical difficulties with apparent ease, and the interpre-

tation of the fugue w:is worthy of the highest praise.

The Uolzoni Minuet, a number for strings alone, was
a gem. In the Mendelssohn Concerto, Miss French
(pupil of Giulio Minetti) acquitted herself most ad-

mirably. Hpr tone quality is beautiful, and her render-
ing of the andante was lofty and spirituelle. The
allegro vivace was played with splendid attack and
spirit, in spite of the fact that there was a slight ner-

vousness observable. The accompaniment was ren-

dered in a masterly manner, the orchestra following
the soloist with truly professional finish.

Another difficult number, the W''lliara Tell Overture.
concluded the program. The 'cello solo was exquisitely

played by Miss Conlin. the first 'cellist of the orchestra.

The woodwind and brass section in the William Tell

Overture were specially good, showing great improve-
ment over last year. San Francisco is greatly to be
congratulated upon having a musician like Mr. Minetti
at the head of an organization doing such constructive
work and showing the results of such study by giving
more ambitious and better finished programs each sue
cessive season.

KAJETAN ATTL'S REMARKABLE ACTIVITY

It is good news to hear that Kajetan Attl has again
signed his contract with the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra, of which organization he has been the first

harpist during the last seven seasons, and his success
has been such that he has endeared himself to thou-

sands of people because of his finished style and skill.

Thanks to his efficiency both as an artist and instruc-

tor. Mr. Attl has been engaged by a number of leading
music schools in San Francisco and vicinity, and the
excellent harp classes that are being introduced are
ample testimony to Mr. Attl's triumphs in the direc-

tion of musical education. In addition to his artistic

and pedagogical duties, Mr. Attl is the exclusive agent
of the Lyon and Healy harps for this territory, an in-

strument that represents the standard in this country.
During the season 1921-1922. Mr. Atti appeared fre-

quently with great success in interior California cities.

among which may be prominently mentioned Fresno,
Sacramento. Petaluma, Napa. Santa Rosa. Los Angeles.
Atascadero, San Diego. San Jose. San Mateo. Visalia,

Oskland. Berkeley (several times). Alameda. Hanford
and many others, as well as before numerous clubs in

San Francisco, and as soloist with the San Francisco
Symphony Orchesara. The above mentioned Califor-

nia cities are named in the order of the dates at which
tlie concerts were given.

It is but natural that Mr. Attl is greatly in demand as
an instructor upon the harp and the majority of harp-
ists in San Francisco are his pupils. In addition to

his agency of the Lyon and Healy harps, Mr. Attl also
represents a firm manufacturing the finest harp strings,

and in this way he is of unusual assii>tance to students
of the harp. During his occasional trips and his ab-
sence from the city, his secretary attends to his busi-

ness affairs. During July and August Mr. and Mrs.
Attl will spend their vacation on the magnificent
ranch of J. F. Hanson, situated in Southern Oregon.
His unusual activity during the season prevented Mr.
Atil troni finishing his harp method, which he has been
getting ready for the press and which he expects to

h<-vp ready upon his return to this city.

LUCIA DUNHAM
Mezzo-Soprano

Meiiil>cr Faculty Institute of Musical Art,

New York
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GRACE NORTHRUP
Soprano of New York

Teaching in San Francisco. June 1st to August

l.'ith. Studio, Kohler & Chase Bldg., on Tuesdays

and Fridays by appointment. Tel. Mission 2507.
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Faust.

Owing to the excellence of the pre-

ceding performances. Faust attracted

the largest audience since the beginning

of the open-air music festival in Palo

.\lto. Nearly ten thoufand people were

present on Saturday evening. June 10th.

which wa." twice as many as attended

the first production, and one-third as

many as went to the second perform-

ance. And surely every one of these

people were impressed with the mag-

nitude of the spectacle. Every one whose
senjiibilities are attuned to artistic en-

vironment will admit that his perform-

ance of Faust was Martinellis greatest

triumph so far. His Salut demeure still

rings in cur ears. The clear and true

beauty of his voice, the ease with which

he sang the most difficult periods, the

fine poetic sentiment with which he in-

vested every phrase, and above all. the

consummate skill with which he reached

the high C and retained it without strain

or effort simply can not be forgotten.

More and more are we becoming con-

vinced that Mr. Slartinelli is the real

successor to Caruso, provided that he
always sings as he has done at these

open-air productions in Palo Alto. Dur-

ing the entire performance he retained

this artistry displayed in this famous
aria, and to the very end his voice re-

tained its beauty and he sang with fine

lyric grace and finish.

Another exceptional exhibition of fin-

ished artistry was Leon Rothier's inter-

rretation of Mephisto. Since Plancon.
we have not witnessed such grace and
intelligence of conception in this role as

Mr- Rothier bestowed upon it. His sere-

nade was a masterpiece of satyric

phrasing, while his dramatic conception
of the role coincided with our ideals.

There was always that splendid finish

and suavity without which this role be-

comes tiresome, and the scene with
Martha was simply incomparable. We
shall treasure Mr. Rothier's impersona-
tion of Mephisto as one of our dearest
experiences.

Bianca Saroya. in the role of Mar-
guerite, surprised us pleasantly. We
could not conscientiously say that this

artist is ideal in the part, but her rich,

flexible voice seemed better adapted to
the role than we imagined it would. She
sang the Jewel song with consummate
taste, and throughout the opera she sang
and acted with artistic legitimacy, al-

ways retaining the atmosphere of re-

finement which the role calls for. Only
at the very end of the performance did
Miss Sarcya show any signs of fatigue,

and no one but the artist herself knows
the great demands placed upon her shoul-
ders by this extraordinarily difficult role.

Doria Fernando, in the role of Siebel.

sang far better than we have heard her
more recently. We were greatly de-
lighted to note th3t her voice retains its

pliancy and warmth, and that she has
advanced rapidly to the goal of operatic
proficiency. Her interpretation of the
principal aria in the second act revealed
fine spirit and artistic comprehension-
Vicente Ballester. as Valentine, gave us
not only seme unusually fine vocal inter-
pretations of this rcle, but his histrionic
efforts, specially in the death scene, were
exceptionally impressive and realistic.

It was net Blanche Hamilton Fox who
sang Martha, but Georgianna Strauss.
No doubt the change was m^de too late

to alter the program, antl so we are
pleased to note that Miss Strauss, who
always proved such an ornament to the
operatic stage, is again in a position to
exhibit her fine voice and art. She cer-
tainly sang the role of Martha in excel-
lent voice and with intelligent expres-
sion, and her wcrk in this direction is

specially worthy of praise when one con-
siders that she had to sing opposite such
a finished and distinguished artist as
Leon Rothier.

All in all, it was a splendid production
of Faust, orchestra and chorus aiding
in the enjoyment of the performance,
And so closed the first three perform-
ances of the first pretentious open-air
masic festival ever given in California-
Yesterday (Friday) evening Carmen was
repeated, and this (Saturday) evening
the performance of Faust w^ill be given

MRS. A. B. GILLIS
PIANO

Pupil Of Theo. Le-schetizky of Vienna and
Karl Klindwcrth of Berlin. Residence.
159 Lake St.. OakUnd, Calif. Telephone
Lakeside 4982.

again. If you are at liberty and are in

a position to make this trip, it will pay

you to make soir.e sacrifice and attend

this closing performance. Vou will re-

member it all your life. -\nd so, after

tonight, the first great open-air music

festival in California will go into his-

tory. We hope that it will not be the

last. For we know of no place anywhert
which is so singularily well adapted for

such feasts of music than the Stanford

Stadium, and this is one of the most
eff^'Ctive means to continue musical ac-

tivities throughout the entire .vear on
this coast which in the past has

neglected the finest period of the year

in the matter of mistcal entertainment

We congratuUte Gaetano Merola upon
his masterly skill and the success of his

enterprise. \\'e compliment Mr. Bonde-

son for his fine publicity, which, consid-

ering the Sacramento forty-nine celebra-

tion and the visit of the Shriners. had to

survive in spite of almost insurmount-
able obstacles." And' we also wish to

give credit to Walter Oesterreicher for

bringing together such an excelent or-

chestra.

Mrs. H. I. Krxk. the well known piano
instructor, presented her pupils in a

piano recital at the Twentieth Century
Club in Berkeley on Saturday evening.
June 10th. These pupils were assisted

by Miss Malvina Cohn, who sang the
aria from the opera Mignon by Thomas.
Miss Cohn is a successful San Francisco
vocal soloist who has appeared at Vari-

ous public musical functions with
marked success. She is a student at the
Uuiversity of California, and will appear
in the Greek Theatre on October loth.

The complete program was as follows:
Snow Bells, op. 451, Xo. 4. duet (Behr).
Mrs. Krick. Raymond Devore; Valse Fa-
vorite (3iedermann), Beth Fay;'^'alse
(Rogers), Betty Cross: Lullaby, op. 30
(Wright). Elizabeth Petersen; Butter-
flies (Man Paldi). Muriel Marlatt; In
the Starlight (Krogmanni, Betty
Walker; Song of the Rhine Maidens
iBrowni. Elson Jones; Spinning Song
(EUmenreich). Shirley Wells: Murmur-
ing Brook (Oelschegel), Winifred Stib-
bens; Twilight Shadows (left hand
alone) (Grunebaum), Dorothy Ftmck;
Spring Is Here (Risher). Howard Bal
linger): Mounuin Stream (Helleri,
Beryl Schreiber; Enchantment (Man
Paldi), Mary Falla.= : Entr' .\cte from
Rosamond (Schubert). Horace Byers:
Venetian Serenade (Brown). Helen
Hurni; Ten Follet (Grant-Schaefer),
-Vcrman Vestal; The Dream of an Hour
(left hand alone), iFranklyn), Dorothy
Seitz: Scarf Dance (Chaminadei. Rob-
ert Hoedel; Valse Lenle (Delibes), Jean
McKinncn; Barcarolle (Love Tales from
Hoffman) (Offenbach-Spindlerl. Thelma
Mayhood: Valse. op. 64. Xo. 1 (Chopini,
-Alvin Sparhawk; Valse Viennoise (left

hand alone) (Krogmann), Flora Morrill;
Love Dreams (Brown). Delphia Jeglum:
Valse (Friml). Dana Long; Spring
Showers (Fink). Idella Landers; Star
Blossom, op- 96 (Logan), Cleone Jeglam;
Spring Song, op. 62. N"o. 6 (Mendels-
sohn). Lenora Broadhead; Melody in F
sharp minor (left hand alone) (Eggel-
ing). Kathleen Burnet; Valse Caprice,
op. 7 (Xewland). Juanita Funck; Ga-
votte in C minor (Kargannff). Allene
Wilson; Les -M.vrtcs (Wachs). Lawrence
Barsocchini: La Morena. op. 67 (Cham-
inadei. Catherine McCarthy: Papillon
op. 43 (Greig), La Vona Pritcbard;
Valse, op. 70. S'o. 3 (Chopini. Curtis
Wilson; Salon Etude (left hand alone).
(Pirkhert). Doris Richie; Second Valse
Brillinte in B Flat (Godard). Helen
Goodfellow; Rustle of Spring (Sinding).
Edward Davis: vocal solo. .\ria from
Mignon (Thomas). Miss Malvina Cohn:
Two Larks, op. 2. Xo. 1 (Lcschetizkyi.
Jeanne Krick; Grande Marche de Con-
cert, op- 19 (Wollenhauptl. Karl Heine;
Valse Brillante. A flat (Moszkowskii.
Dorothy Brayton: Styrienne in B (Wol-
lenhaupt). Lloyd Kramer; Salut a Pesth
(Marche Hongroisei (Kowalski). Mar-
jorie Stibbens; Overture to Poet and
Peasant, duet (Snppe), Mrs. Krick. Kar!
Heine.

Warren D. Allen, organist of Stanford
I'niversity. has pfepartd a special pro-
gram (or Baccalaureate Sunday. June
15th. at 8 o'clock p. m., when he will
present rhe following excellent program
at the Stanford Memorial Church He
will be assisted by Harry Robertson,
tenor. The program;

Larghetto from the Quintet, op. 108
(Mozart), (originally for clarinet, two
violins, viola ani violoncello. Rigandon
(Lulli), (Written (or the String Band at

(Continued on page 11, column 1>
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Significant Music.
«v ROSAI.II-: HOl'SMAN

G. Schirmer's

Two now dramatic songs whiih recently have lieen

issued by tliis firm i.re of real program value. 'The Last

Song" of James Rogers, has been on the Rerrenrath pro

srams of this season, and has. with its sincerity, pleased

many. The text has a | owi rfiil surge, and a ringing

oitiiiiism. rem niscent of Whilman. The music is thor-

c.ugbly in keeping, and strong, straight diatonic stulT of

sturdy fiber. The jther song to which I referred above is

lalled Mary .Alone, by David Onion, and is not. as so

many of bis songs have been, settings of Negro spirit,

uals. It is a sad song, for low voice, a song of an an-

guished mother's heart, such as Schumann-Heink could

sing, if she only would. It is the biggest sustained effort

I have seen of (Juion's and it rings true. If you arc

looking for good teaching material, and what teacher is

not, let me call attention to several of the new catalogue

Two Hush Songs of Gertrude Ross, two new ones by

Woodman, of which the All's the World's in Love, bids

fair ti be as successful as his others. Milan Roder's

Villanelle and To .\ MessEnger. which are very sing-

able, and two iLve songs of G. Vargas, which are dedi-

cated to Mme. A Ida, who should Rnd them very ef-

fective.

From Arthur P, Schmidt's Lists

Kour deliglitful songs by Louis Edgar Johns form a

splendd addition to the Schmidt catalogue. Let me
heartily recommend and name thenr From Night To
Light, is a tine song for a tenor, which has become
known through Diaz, of the Metropolitan, Rough Wind,
by the .Australian, Ulingworlh, The Knight's Return,

and for a female voice. Thomas Hood's poem, A Lake
and A Fairy Boat, which has a delightful line. Gena
Branscombe's By the St. Lawrence Water, (for which
she wrote her own text), is simple and teachable, and in

The Ucst Is ^'et To Be, to a Browning poem, she has

given a stirring setting to that optimist poet, which will

gladden the programs of many tenors. And a word more
about the French-Canadian settings Of folk-tunes by

Grant-Schaefer. They are musically dene, and there is

no Jarring note in any detail. For the teacher, as well as

the seeker for the different, they will prove invaluable

rattcrial.

A Few From the Ditson's Lists

Here ar."! cnly a very few songs to discuss, hut it is

Muality and not (luantity that they stand for. No Arm
has a hgher average, or a better standard of the new
An-er:can works than they. The first to my hand is one

for bass voice by Samuel Gainfs. Fling Broad the Sail.

for which he also wrote the poem. It has the sea sweep.

and the salt tang, which will make it a favorite with

the men and their auditors. Frank St. Leger's arrange-

ment of Nrlscn's Mary of Argyle. has kept the original

spirit, while rdding a practical accompaniment for con-

rert purroses. and should put the song on the recitalist's

Imts. while A. Walter Kramer's harmonization of two
old .N'orwegian Folk melodies shows the skilled hand of

a real musician. It is by far the finest thing I have

seen of his recently. Honey Chile, a new Huerter song
deserves special mention, as it is far better than his

average, and has an appealing quality, which will please

the singer, and sludent. I Heard A Bird of David Proc-

tor's is a short impression, built on a two bar figure,

which remains, quasi organ point, throughout its two
pages. The vocal line is a free recitative, and the

whole, has that intangible atmosphere, and musical

worth, of which good songs are made. The glissandi

may be reminiscent of Sylvelin, however that is but

surface resemblance.

Songs Worth Knowing From the Ditson Lists.

Ever so often one runs across a few songs which make
us g'ad of the American composer. Then, too, we are

rroud of the good English diction, now a noticeable

asset of the American concert singer, and that it en-

ables the audiences, as well as the artists to appreciate

all the beauties of the newer songs. They are as rare

as a day in June, and should be more familiar to those

in quest of the Golden Fleece. It !s to those that I am
addressing these few comments. If you are a soprano

you will suiely want to know and sing Cecil Forsyth's

Snow Fairies, which is one of the simplest, yet most
engraliating light songs I have seen. It is well written.

melodic and singable. Really, it has everything to com-
- mend it. so has The Singer's Wish, a new work by the

busy editor of the firm. Wm. Armes Fisher, dedicated

to Mme. Lashanska. who should do it well. It has the

sweep and poesy of a charming Teasdale lyric, to bal-

ance its appropriately written music. It is not easy to

do. but will repay the artist who is musician eno\igh to

like it in the first pla< c. To A Rose of Alexander
MacFadyen. is dedicated to the American tenor, Chas.

Ilackett, and is a man's song. It demands Just that liead

quality, which a woman does not possess in her vocal
(. ipacty; a suave smooth melodic line, a moderately
iliflicult piano part. Tenors, be on the qui vive For the

harilcne, I have two for special mention, one The Crys-

tal Gazer, by A. Walter Kramer, and the other Then
Finish The Last Song, of Manney. On the first, let me
say. that it is very effective and emotionally interesting.

which is heightened by the free melodic phrase, and the

subtle harmonic color. With this. Is a strong construc-

tive sense, so the strong climax is well built, and dra-

matic to tile highest degree. Manney's song, to a poem
of Tagore. is lovely. It is really more a mood, set to

music than a song. It is free in line, and in harmony.
and a poignant expression of a powerful poem. Of all.

on the list. I think I may rank it highest.

Then to turn to a different side, let me call attention

to some of the Folk Songs rcharmonized and re-edited in

a new Ditson list. I have that diarming Lanlhern. a

GiTnian song, edited by Ueimann. O. .lolin. No, I Cecil

Sharp I and the welsh Ash Grove, a heavenly melody.

All the olden charm, the odor of long ago, has been
kept in this edition, which contains many of the world's

most famous and best literature. They are to be had in

high as well as low voice. When one refers to the mate-

rial wliich they issue tor teaching use. the same high

average is noticeable. Here. too. I have been selective,

and am calling attention only to the very best in a

lirger list. There is Geoffrey O'Hara's dialect song.

Little Dateese, which is the sort of thing men favor,

and do well. It is easy to do. There is humor in Harry

Osgood's -April in Cliurch, which has amusing words to

help it al:ing. 11 uses Old Hundred to .sustain its churchy

atmosphere, and to make one smile, inside. A more
popular a|)peal is in A. C. Morse's When the World Was
V'oung. with its lilt and more obvious harmonies, but

perhaps this will be just its gateway to popular favor.

In \om Little Garden is a far different song than the

other of .Manney's to which 1 referred above. It has all

the hall marks' of the polite and tasy to please, and

should win favor, for its simplicity and spontaneous

time.
Paragraphs

New songs from the pen of Werner .loslen are events

of importance to singers in quest of the new and the

good recital song. His first ones, issued by Ditson'fi..

soon found place in tlie repertoire of well known artists

like Braslau. Garrison. Lashanska. as well as on many
New York recital programs, and found immediate favor

with the audiences, and the critics, as well. Since these

first issues, there have been several issued by G.

Schirmeras well, which I have written of already. Hence

these new ones, from the presses of both these firms,

are awaited with more than common interest. Ditson's

publish three in this group, for high and low voice. They

are settings of Eichendorft texts, in the composer's

original tongue, and have splendid English translations,

which will greatly widen the scope of their admirers

In Herbst has, a vein of pain and sadness, running

through it, well sustained by the musical line, which is

associated with the poetic thought, that once heard, it

will be impossible to dis-associate them afterwards.

This is a cha.acteristic of ail .Mr. Josten's music. He
takes poems of other days, which we have thought set,

for always, and finds in them, new and unsuspected

beauties, for us to revel in. That is why his setting of

the Fruehlingsnacht is so lovely, as he has a different

feeling than Schumann, and one equally lovely. One

can and does love them both. The last of these is

Fruehlingsnetz, the most dramatic and effective of them,

and one which will make a splendid finale to a singer's

program. Here the freedom of line and expressive

thought are well linked, and the harmonic texture is

rich, and above all, sponateous. In this, is one of the

chief charms of the songs of Werner Josten. Turning

to the two from G. Schirmer, Sommernacht, and Exalta-

tion, we have two other settings of German text, of

poetic mood, I prefer the former, with its warm, fresh

melody, and perfectly balanced accompaniment, though

Exaltation surely will win its way to the programs of

the better singers. All in all, I want to Und my word of

hearty endorsement to these and other Josten songs,

and am proud of the privilege of introducing them to a

large and new audience.

More Schirmer Novelties

A little of evervthing, and you see the new publica-

tions on the Schirmer catalogues. A few g od songs,

organ and violin music, the MacFadyen piano sonale,

and two books of the Beginners, Bach, a representative

list, surely. Among the songs are two settings of Brown-

ing texts by the ever-busy compciser. Mana-Zucca. which

I find less successful, as I do not think that the spirit

of the texts reflect in the music. The titles are That

Was I and A Query. The new Hageman song, dedicated

to Miss Braslau, is a beauty, even though a trifle remin-

iscent of Faure. The scng is French in name and text.

Ton C'oeur est un Tombeau, and is is.sued tor high and

low voice. Nel Silenzio Immortal, a Romance for high

voice, by Leandro Campanari, is. Shades of Italian

Opera, a tenor's holiday. How they will love it. and

thrill their audiences with it! Oh. it's great stuff for

tlie soulful gentlemen, and is mighty effective to sing.

You Have Forgotten Me is iiuite the best song 1 have

St en from Kathleen Blair Clarke, and is dedicated ti

Mr. Diaz. It is simide, melodic and fine. Oley Speaks

has a bully good thing in The Lane to Ballybrce. far

ahead of the recent things lie has written. It is Irish,

but not so commonplace as usually these things are.

and it is well harmonized. I rather fancy it. where I

usually do not like his things. And in Sally Itosos 1 have

found a treasure. I hope everyone will. too. It i-n't so

much, but the cimiposer. Ida Bostelman. of whom I

never heard before, has wrillcn a Happy Song, in the

grnre of the old English ballads, has always avoid d

the commonplace, and has given us melody and charm

It should have great success as it is so delightfully <'one.

The violin section is larger this month than usual

Leslie Loth, wlioni we know better for his piano teacli

Ing music, enters the fiddler's field for the same i ur-

pose, and in Chanson d'Ainour and Other Days gives

the young player two interesting pieces. Longing, a

nielodv of Frank Ward's, is more difliiuit. and fits iaio

the same niche. In the Scholastic Series. Vtil. 104, a

first book of violin playing is arranged by Chas. Leven-

son from the works of Mazas, de Beriot and others. It

takes the pupil quite a ways on with his instrument, and

contains technical work as well as pieces, duets, etc.

It is a ccmpact start for teacher and pupil.

MUSIC IN SANTA ROSA

The Choral Art Club of Santa Rosa gave its first

concert on June 9th in the High School Auditorium, to

an audience which filled every seat and expressed its

approval in unmistakable terms. The concert was a
pronounced success in every respect, and the board of

management are to be congratulated upon securing so

able a director.

Mrs. Samuel G. Walsh, who has recently taken up
residence at t^otati, comes from Detroit where she was
cintralto soloist in one of the most fashionable church

choirs, was heard in concert for the first time and de-

lighted the audience with her art. Her voice is pure

and rich, even and appealing, and lier diction and phras-

ing were distimt and carried a feeling of ease and
authority whicli one associates with a true artist. Miss

Claire Collrin, the accompanist, earned special mention

and is an asset to the club, playing with grace and
distinction and supporting the work of soloists and
chorus with commendable discretion.

Alfred J. Wilen. the possessor of an unusually fine

baritone voice, was well received, and will no doubt

be heard again in the solo roles of the oratorios to be

given during the coming season. Miss Agnes Dooley

played a group of violin solos which showed talent and

training and which were well received by the audience.

John Whitcomb Nash, the able director, well known in

San Francisco, has brought the club to a state of pro-

ficiency which augurs well for its success. A strict

disciplinarian, with fine taste and solid musicianship, he

has the f.aculty of inspiring and enthusing the chorus

and seems to get his results without effort. In an

address upon Community Musical Activities. Mr. Nash
struck a responsive chord when he referred to the

country-wide movement for Music Week. It is hoped

that the schools, women's clubs, church choirs, bands

and orchestras will co-operate with the Chamber of

Commerce and other public bodies in the promotion of

a week crammed full of musical activities for next

spring. Many pruminent men in the audience expressed

themselves as active supporters of such a movement.

ALCAZAR

Dudley Ayres. the most popular leading man the

Alcazar has bad in years, will make his farewell appear-

ances at that theatre beginning next Sunday matinee,

June 18th, in a thrilling mystery drama, "The Seventh

Guest." This play has been specially selected by the

management for "good-bye" week for the sterling young

actor because it is one of the most amazing offerings of

recent stage history and will give him a splendid oppor-

tunity to show his histrionic ability. At the same time

the manaement will introduce tor the first time to San

Francisco a new second woman. Miss Katherine 'Van

Buren, a talented and versatile actress of large expe-

rience and charming personality- She will have an im-

portant role in the production.

Thrills, chills and suspense abound in this puzzling

piece which is said to make the audience fairly grip

their seats as they are literally carried away by the

excitement and intenseness of the series of startling

situations each more mystifying than its predecessor.

Lee Kugel. the New York producer, declared that "The

Seventh Guest." is the greatest mystery play New York

has seen since "The Bat." It contains a love story with

a big theme and much entertaining comedy. The thrills

and surprises are of the sort to keep the audience in a

constant state of expectancy and there is not a dull

moment throughout the three acts.

Playing opposite Dudley Ayres will be Gladys George

in an unusual role and one which she should assume in

delightful fashion. Others in the cast will include Ben

Erwav. Brady Kline. Charles Yule. Ned Doyle, Fred-

erick Green, Florence Printy and Claire Sinclair. "Get-

ting Gertie's Garter," the play which shocked the New
York reviewers, is crowding the Alcazar nightly. The

delicious situations and the clever dialogue is keeping

Alcazar audiences entertained in a never-to-be-forgotten

fashion.

MM E. VOUGHT PRESENTS MARSiCO DANCERS

Perhaps presenting dancers is not exactly the line

tliat Madame Vought has been following, but she feels

that it is one of the branches of art and a recognized

brancli. and owing to its beauty and-artistry, it should

be recognized. For this reason she will present the

Marsico dancers in a Ballet de Luxe at the Fairmont

Hotel on Tuesday evening, June 27th, at 8::iO o'clock.

Mme. Marsico. who is a thoroughly trained dancer in

London. England, has brought m.any new ideas and

dance creations with her, which she will interpret

through the talented children of the society folk of

San Francisco and San Jose. One especially noticeable

dance is that of the Peacock, with costuming adorned

by beautiful fealhers, and also that of the Buttcrfiy,

Toe ballet exhibitions and Russian dances will enhance

the attractiveness of the program.

Read the Pacific Coast Mufical Review, a publication

that should be read by all the music-loving people.

Single ccpics, 10 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.

MINETTI
ORCHESTRA

.\|>plicatinii f(ir .Mcinlicr.slii])

.\dclrfss Secretary Mitietti Orchestra

3325 Clav Street. Telcplinne Fillmnrc 4"4(i
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the Court of Louis XIV: transcribed for

organ by W. A. Best.) At Eventide.

Cool Hour of Rest (Bachl. (from the

Passion Music according to St. Mat-

thew; arranged for organ by \V. D.

.Mlenl. Finale from the Tenth Concerto
(Handel).

Recit, And God Created Man (Hayden)
Arr. In .Xative Worth (from The Crea-

tion) (Hayden). The Pilgrim's Progress
(Part II (Ernest Austin). Adore and Be
Still (Gounod). Andante cantabile

(from the Fifth Symphony, op. 64)

(Tschaikowsky. Elfes (Joseph Bonnet).

In .Memorial (E. B. Schevel. Prayer to

the Virgin (from the Gothic Suite)

(Leon Boelmann). Sortie Solennelle
(Rene L. Becker).
The recitals for the summer quarter

will be resumed on Sunday. June 25th.

and will continue throughout July and
August as usual, on Tuesdays, Thurs-
days and Sundays. The Sunday and
Tuesday recitals will feature in se-

quence the twelve parts of Pilgrim's
Progress by Ernest Austin. This very re-

markable Narrative Tone Poem for or-

gan is descriptive music ot the highest
type.

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In Atl Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Miss Helen Goldman
leiO Sutler St. Phone Fll. 5151

Speolnllst In Aooompanyine
Studio Work Desired

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PUMST AND TEACHER
Pupil of Wneer S'wnyne

Stndloi S15 Boena Vlata Ave. Tel Park 341

Stella Raymond Vought
TK\< Hi:U OF \ OK K,

(.tinfert >lnna;;er
M5 Sutter St. Kearny 41Sil

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist,

—

Solo 1m t. Accompanist and Teacher
S15 Clement St.. San Francisco. Pac. 92S4.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. ISABELLE MARKS^
COJiTRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite "C" Kohler A Chaae
nalldlne. Telephone tvearnr &4&4.

Mrs. Waiiam Steinbach ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:

»02 KOHLER A. CHASE BLDG.
San Pmnclaco Phone: Ke«niT 5454

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIANIST

Stndlo: 1S3' Euclid Avenue, BerkeicT.
Phone Berkeley 6006.

VICTOR .LICHTENSTEIN
Violinist—Conductor—Lecturer

M'ill Accept An Unlimited \niuber of Pupils

Studio: 31-15 AVashln^ton St. TeL Fill. 6146

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARBIOY

California Institute of Music. K. & C.

Building-. Tel. Kearny 5451.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TE.ICHER OF VOICE

Studios: SOS Kohler & Cha.e Bide.. S. F.
56S2 Ocean View Dr.. Oakland (Residence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

tlO.'. Kohler ,)L Chase Bid. Tel. Sutter 73S7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SFECI.*LIST— COMPOSITION

Studio. «03-6O4 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone KearnT* &4&4

MRS. CHARLES POULTER
SOPRANO St. Andrew* Church
Voice Culture, Piano. 5SS 2Tth St., Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kohler & C^nmc Bids-.
Wednesdays Tel. Kearny 5454.

GRVDUATE OF SCHOLA CA>TORUM,
PARIS

ORGAXIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL
Piano Department. Hamlia School

Orean and Piano, Arrillasa Musical Colleee

Evelyn Sresovich Wzu-e
PIXSO

stndloi 1M>S KilkJST A Ckaac BMc
Phone Kenmy M54

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2S33 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S4S

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqae, Parla

Stndlo: 3107 WashUiKton Street
Phone rUlmore 1S47

HENRIK GJERDRUM
Pianist—Instructor—Acconnpanist

2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

J. RICHARD MALABY
Pianist and Accompanist

551 Lytton Ave. Palo Alto, Cal.

SIGMUND BEEL
>la>ier Classes for Violin

Studio Building, 1373 Post Street

Tel. Prospeet 757

Ada Clement Music School

3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 898

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY MRS. C\RRDLL NICHOLSON
PIAMST AND TEACHER

Residenee and Studio. 012-S Hilleeasa AveM
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5005.

CO>TR.*LTO
Teacher of StJielii£. S3 Uoretta Atb., Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 304. Mon.. Kohler A
Chase Dlde.. S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

MARION RAMON WILSON Brandt's Conservatory of Music
DRAM.\TIC CO\TRAUTO

Opera Sureesses in Europe; Concert Suc-
cesses in America. Address 1*>M1 California
St., San Francisco. Telephone Prospect 3R20

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 30 Gaffne?- Building. 376 Sutter St.

Tel. Douglas 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS
FLUTIST

.\vallahle for Concerts as Soloist or for
Oblieato M ork. 1201 Henry St., Berkeley

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stndlo: 1920 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 15«1

ADEEE ULMAN
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice, Studio 178
*^mmonweaUh Ave. Tel. Pac. J3.

2211 SCOTT ST.. Bet. Clay A "nashlngton
Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist, Temple Emnnn El. Con-
cert and Chnrch Work. Vocal instruc-
tion. 2.'3!t Clay St_ Phone West 4*t90.

MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
SOPRANO: Available for Eneagementa

Soloist, Temple Beth Israel
Studio: 2t; Ashbury St. Phone: Pac. 5230

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Kru^er
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION

Studio: 1000 Kohler & Chase Bldg.
Tel. Kearny 5454. Res. Phone Franklin IQSO

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AXD MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHIJR OF VOICE

1428 Pine St. Tel. We«t T012

Slfc

Grand Prix, Parim

Grand Prix*. St. Loots

L HE richness, evenness, depth and
I charm of Baldwin toisr cannot be
f duplicated. Only witii ^le Bald-
win Piano canit be produced be-
cause only the Baldw-in has the

acoustic properties capable of its develop-
ment. Those who approach the selection of a
piano unprejudiced and wiLh open mind find

the Baldwin a revelation.
II ;» >r* InUnaUd ! (b« p«r«kAM at • n^Ur klfV
rnd« pluo, l«l na UU j^m ftW«t lb« MtTMtl** vVvr «•
Kr» BOW WklBg.

Shf ialDtDin^iano (Itorapanu

310 Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal.

Member of Federal Reiierve System and .Associated Savings llonka of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAS FRANCISCO BANK)

S2e Callfervia Street, San FraneUeo, Cat.
COMMERCIAL

MISSION BR.\NCH. Hlaalon and 21at Street*

P\RK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH, Clement St. and Tth .*Te.

HAIGHT STREET BRANCH. Halcbt and Belvedere Street.

DECEMBER 31, 1921

Assets
Deposits -
Capital Actually Paid Up

_ $7I.S6I.299.62
6SJ»1.299.62

_^ _
l.OrtO.000.00

Reserve and Contingent Funds — 2,650.000.00
Employees* Pension Fund 371,753.46

OFFICERS JOHN A. BUCK, President: GEO. TOURNT, Vice-President and
Manager: A. H. K. SCHMIDT. Vice-President and Cashier: E. T. KRUSE. Vloe-
Presidenf A. H MULLER, Secretary; "WM. D. NEWHOUSE. Assistant Secietary:
WILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL. G. A. BELCHER. R. A. LAUENSTBIN.
H H. HERZER and H. P. MATNARD. Assistant Cashiers: C. W. HETER, Man-
ager Mission Branch: W. C. HEYER. Manager Park-Presidio District Branch;
O. F. PAULSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOARD OF DlREt-TORS—JOHN A. BUCK, GEO. TOURNT, B. T. KRUSE,
A H R SCHMIDT, I. N. WALTER. HUGH GOODFELLOW. E. N. VAN BERGEN,
ROBERT DOLLAR. E. A. CHRISTENSON. L. S. SHERMAN, WALTER A. HAAS,

GOODFELLOW, EELLS. MOORE & ORRICK. General Attorneys.
A dividend of FOUR AND ONE QUARTER (4^) per cent per annum was

declared for the six months ending December 31, 1921.

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 821J

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR. ON FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp. 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley, CaL

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K'rny 5454

ETHEL ADELE DENNY
904 Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Kearny 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRIGK
479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
(71 Scott Street Tel. Park r-x^e,

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 51B4

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
640 Post St. Tel. Pros. 2168

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St, Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler .S: Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 3561

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Street Phone Kearny 2637

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113

REED A.VD MOUTHPIECE M.tKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter 6356

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review,
a publication that should be read by all

the music-loving people. Single copies,

10 cents: by mail $3.00 per year.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE, MACBETH. EASTON, JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers
TAPS (Baritone or Contralto)
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano)
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenorl
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

2 Keys
2 Keys

2 Keys

FOUR TKACHING PIECES (Grade 3)
By Flon-nre P. Ren THK WOOD ^^ >H'H'S H\R1*

Bach 9 -30 KING TIIHLSIl DEARD
lfi:i.l.O* MR. RORIN YAKIMA

Thene pletren nre helnR ivldely UHed nnd much npprecUiteU hj teacherM who vnliie
Ihflr initpiradunnl hpnuly nnd modern Idiom. UK ISll AI. FOR THB GRADIS. Pab-
lUhrd by C l,AVTO\ F. SlIMMV CO., CHICAGO, nnd for Mnle by HENRY GRODK
In Iho Htore of WIKKY H. ALI.IO.V CO.

laS Kearny St., Son FrnnrlMro

Henry Bretherick
ORGANIST

2r>S0 BuHh street

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAI, CHLTlfRE

ArtlKt |»u|iilN nva liable for nil ocean lona
TiOO Kohlcr A Chnne Hide. Kearny 4tM>l

Califlbnvia
\~ SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

Jl MC isih— ll:im V. ^1.

SEVERI
^^^^: 1 nnd the fnnloUM

^K^t^ml California TiieartreK^H^ Orchestra

^^^ Mme. Stella Jelica
Coloratura Soprnno

(HtcrtnK

"The Vrin" from
"The Penri of llrniei)*'

SololMt—June li.'th

3IILLICF.\T R\Vi:\
CanadnN (ireatCKt Sitprano

OITerlnfi:

"l.'AIIrn \ottf" frtun ">leflKtofele"

QonstanceAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 70S Kohler & Chane Bnlldlne:
Phone Kenrny ^4TyA

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
For Klnder^anen and Prlmnry Grades

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Wordn and Moaic

ADDIB aE£ItRl!«II-J<>NB$
Adiiptlona find DeMcrlptlona

OLIVE B. WILSON-DOKRETT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resvU ot

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-
rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICE «I.eO AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

PHYLLIDA ASHLEY
California's Gifted Daughter

AN ARTIST OF RARE ABILITY

AND CHARM,WINNER OF EN-

THUSIASTIC PLAUDITS

FROM PRESS AND
PUBLIC

WRITES OF HER PIANO

all)p

iiasmi^I|anilm

1 o me no piano possesses tne loveliness of tone -whicn abounds in my Mason
ana ilamlin Orand. It nas tnat wonaerrul roundness and smootn sonority tnat

one sometimes, tno rarely, hears m a beautiruUy modulated numan voice. In

action, durability and in point ox beauty or design and w^orKmansnip notning more
could be desired. 1 o me it represents tne acme of piano perfection. Xne best m
tke world. (Signed) PHYLLIDA ASHLEY

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS IN ALL STYLES MAY BE SEEN ONLY AT OUR STORES

Two Entrances

135-153 Kearny and 117-125 Sntter Stt.

Victor Talking Machines
'^iIe>^BAllen@ J

-MASON AND HAMUN RANOS-

Oakland—1209 Washington Street

San Jose—99 South First

Sheet Music
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ALFRED HERTZ TO CONDUCT SUMMER SYMPHONY IN HOLLYWOOD
Thanks to Energy and Enthusiasm of Mrs. J. J. Carter of Los Angeles and Neighbouring Cities Will Enjoy a Summer Season of Symphony Concerts

Under the Direction of Guest Conductors Headed by Alfred Hertz and by the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los
Angeles Consisting of Eighty Musicians

Bv ALFRED METZGER

Bruno David Ussher. in Uis letter from Los Angeles

to the Pacific Coast Musical Review, states that ar-

rangements have been completed for a summer season

of papular s.vmphony concerts in the Hollywood Bowl,

and that Alfred Hertz will conduct a series of tour

concerts while other conductors will be asked to direct

the orchestra during a period of ten weeks. The orches-

tra will consist of eighty members of the Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles, and the programs, while

intended to conform to the taste of those enjoying the

lighter form of music, will nevertheless assume the

character of symphonic entertainment. Our readers

will realize the standard of these events when they

know that Mr. Hertz has accepted the offer tD conduct
three or four of the concerns. He wou'd not consent

to have anything to do with concerts unless they are

given under the highest artistic auspices and represent

the highest form of music.

The greatest credit tor accomplishing this remark-

able result is due to Mrs. J. J. Carter of Hollywood,

who is a musical enthusiast the like of which we have
never met before. We were honored with a visit from
Mrs. Carter a few weeks ago, and although she found

that an engagement of Mr. Hertz for these concerts

involved much greater financial outlay than could at

MILI-ICEVr RAVEX
The Nitteii Canadian Soprano SoloiJ*t who will .Vppear

Al the Sunday >lorninp Concert of The
California Theatre

that time he counted upcn. she was so anxious to secure
the services of the finest conductor available that she
told the writer she would leave nothing undone to raise

the additional finances to make the engagement of Mr.
Hertz pcssible. If we only had some one like this in

San Francisco, musical activities would receive a tre-

mendous impetus. But, alasl we have to get along as

best we can, in spite of factional fights, indifference

and almost criminal negligence on the part of those

best equipped to make fine musical enterprises a possi-

bility.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review^ has been anxious

for some time to secure tor San Francisco exactly such

a summer season of symphony concerts as are being
given in Hollywood (which is practically Lcs .\ngeles)

during ten weeks this summer. But again it is demon-
strated that Southern California is more energetic and
more liberal in its encouragement of musical activities

than Northern California. Whenever we speak in ap-

proving terns of Los Angeles and environment, we
are told by certain friends; "Why don't you move down

there, if you think they know how to do things so

much better than we do here?" Well, maybe we will do
this some time; but in the meantime we want to see

more musical activity in San Francisco during the sum-
mer, and it we can help our cause by shaming some
of our so-called public-spirited citizens into imitating

the example of more progressive communities we will

do so.

When Mrs. Carter came to see us she was certain

of a fixed amount of money to enable those behind the
movement to give these ten weeks of symphony con-

certs. But when she began to seek the services of Alfred

Hertz, she found that the amount that was assured was
not suflicient for such a purpose. Mr. Hertz wanted a

complete symphony orchestra of eighty men, and also

sufficient rehearsals to give as fine concerts as were
possible. This meant a considerable increase of the

financial pledges already assured. But Mrs. Carter was
net discouraged. She told the writer that if it were
necessary to have more financial backing in order to

secure the services of Mr. Hertz, she would rather get

the financial backing than do without Mr. Hertz, and
in this spirit she returned south.

Those in charge of these summer symphony concerts

in Hollywood, upon the recommendation of Mrs. Carter,

proceeded to continue their campaign for funds, and
finally wrote to Mr. Hertz to come down for the final

week of the "drive." Mr. and Mrs. Hertz went to Los
Angeles last Friday, and during the present week the

committee offered SIOOO in scholarships to school chil-

dren and students in return for subscriptions to these

concerts. Those students who succeeded in securing

the most subscriptions received scholarships in musical

education. Now, here is the difference between Los
.A.ngeles and San Francisco. If some one offered schol-

arships to public school students in this city some one
would surely appear before the Mayor of San Francisco

asking him to stop people from using school children

to secure subscriptions for popular summer symphony
concerts. Every time some one is trying to do some-

thing worth while in music or other arts, a certain

faction arises to oppose the movement, and until San
Francisco people once and for all stop this factional

strife, nothing worth while will be accomplished.

Take, for instance, our opera bouse proposition, which
to some has become a joke. Several years ago two
million dollars were subscribed tor a War Memorial,

which includes an opera house, and just because those

in charge thought another half million was needed to

complete the wcrk, the entire plans have been sus-

pended, and every one wonders it we ever are going to

have such an opera house. Anywhere else but in San
Francisco the two million dollars initial pledge would
have b^en a sure sign of the success of the enterprise.

The corner-stone would have been laid, and the very

fact that the opera house and War Memorial was in the

course of construction would have, as a matter ot

course, secured the rest of the financial assistance

needed. But those in charge of this War Memorial—by

the way. not at all the REAL San Francisco people with

the RE.AL San Francisco spirit—are playing a waiting

game, graduallly lose the interest originally aroused,

create a spirit ot indifference and skepticism, and will

have a hard job to again arouse the people sufficiently

to add that other half million or million.

lovers to Chamber Music concerts as San Francisco.
Elias M. Hecht has borne the burden of finaucial sup-

port for a number of years, and during the last year or
two the general public has supported these excellent
concerts so well that they practically pay their own
way. This year Mr. Hccht has the satisfaction to know
that the East wants this organization. .Mrs. Coolidge
has invited the Chamber Music Society to PitlsBeld,

Mass., to participate in an annual chamber music festi-

val in conjunction with some of the internationally

famous chamber music organizations. Mr. Judson of

New York and Philadelphia has consented to be its

manager. Now. we have no doubt but that the Chamber
Music Society will make an excellent impression East,

and when San Francisco receives such national and
international advertisement through its chamber music
organization. The general musical public, which, by its

universal support, has encouraged Mr. Hecht to con-

tinue covering deficits, should receive some of the

credit, while our prominent business men of wealth
have no right to get any credit whatever.

In contrast to other communities, San Francisco has

its masses interested in big movements. Where in other

ccmmunities the wealthy classes are depended upon
in the matter of making a big movement successful, in

San Francisco the big masses are willing to spend their

dollars, if they feel an enterprise is worthy of it. In

this way the less expensive seats at symphony concerts

and operatic performances are quickly disposed of, but

our wealthy people are indifferent. Unless the two ele-

ments in the community stick together, nothing big and
lasting can be accomplished. Take our symphony con-

certs, tor instance. The subscribers and ticket buyers

—

that is to say, the general public—contribute more than
the wealthy people, or at least thev have done so in the

past. The same was true of the Cin ' Opera Company
and also the open-air operatic productions .a the Stantird
Stadium. It our wealthy people had been as generous
as our middle classes, there would have been no deficit

in the last two cases.

Now. we shall watch with great interest these sum-
mer popular symphony concerts in the Hollywood Bowl.

It possible, we sha 1 attend the opening concerts. And
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It is the same with our Chamber Music concerts.
There is no city we know of that sends so many music

if they are successful, we shall start a vigorous cam-
paign to have such events inaugurated in San Fran-
cisco next summer. If our wealthy people are too nig-

gardly to help in this matter, we shall ot course have
recourse to our music lovers, whom we feel sure will

buy sufficient sub.'^criptions to make these concerts pos-

sible. It it were not for our music lovers and a few
real'y philanthropic and enthusiastic music patrons of

wealth, we would have no symphony concerts at all.

And since these people so willing and glad to help a
worthy cause have taken a liking to Alfred Hertz and
his mode of conducting, they should be considered. But
for a time it seemed as it the very people who refused to

help in this cause were to be given the choice, and
those who actually were wi'ling to contribute the nec-

essary funds, and who have done so for years, were not

considered at all. Fortunately, the public has a say. and
public opinion can not be ignored. We are proud ot

our musical public, and we can not say that all of

our wealthy peop'.e succeed by their actions in behalf of

artistic enterprises to secure the respect of the thou-

sands of music-loving people.
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World-famous pianists who use
the STEINWA Y piano exclusively

cr'HREE score years ago a new genius flashed upon the musical H'orld. lie nas a composer, not of
-* musical scores, but of musical instruments. His name was Henry Steinway—his masterwork was a

piano. No sooner was his instrument given to the world than it was hailed as America's first great contri-

bution to musical art. One by one the great musicians heard the Steinway, or played it, and chose it for

their own. Wagner, Liszt, Rubinstein, Gounod—these were only a few of those who came under the spell

of Steinway tone. From that day to this the Sleinziay has been the instrument which the world has recog-

nized as the piano of pianos.

Today the following world-famous artists use only the STEINWAY

:

Randcggcr, G. A.
Rubntr. Prof. Dr. C.
RanJiilph. Harold
Rcszkc, Jean de
Rcszki. Edward
Schclling, Ernest
Sapirstcin, Davis
Schooler. David
Sclmmann-Heink, Ernestine

Siloti. Alexander
Spalding. Albert
Symphony Society

of New \'ork

Samaroff-Stokowskl. Olga
Seidcl. Rosha

In San Francisco and Oakland we carry everything in Music—Steinway and other

Pianos, Pianola and Duo-.irt Pianos, Aeolian Pipe Organs, Robert Morton Cathedral

Organs, I'ictrolas and I'ictor Records, Player Rolls, Conn Band Instruments, String

and Orchestral Instruments, Sheet Music and Music Books.

Alda. Frances Du Carp. Magdalaine Gerhardt. Elma Kharum, M. Mclba, N.
Auer. Leopold Duckwiiz. Dorothy Miller Gogorza, Emilio de Kreisler, Fritz. Vellis. Daisv

Boguslawjki, Moses DaniTosch. Frank Goodson, Katherine Leginska. Ethel Neuhaus, Eslella

Butt, Clara Damrosch. Walter Grainger. Percy Lcvitzki, .Mischa Nash. Frances

Bos, Coenraad V. Elman, Misha Heifciz, Jascha Longenhan, Christine Novaes, G.
Burnham. Thuel Friedman. Ignaz Hackett. Arthur Lhcvinne, Joseph Powell. John
Bovle, George F. Florigny, Renee Henipel, Frieda Lazzari. Caroline Powell, Webster

Bvrd. Winifred Friedberg, Carl Henrv. Harold MacDowell, Mrs. Edward Prokofieff, Serge

Brard, Madgelaine Fremstad. Olive Hess, Mvra Mac Parian, George Padercwski. Ignac
Blye Birdtce Fricdhcim. Artur Hufmann, Josef MacFadvcn, AUsandcr Rachmaninoff, Sergei

Cotllow, Augusta Fridlcr, M. Homer. Louise Matzenauer, Margarcttc Rosing. ^'.

Cortot. Alfred C.alli-Curci. A. Hutcheson, Ernest Mero. Yolaoda Renard, Rosita

Cornell. Louis Ganz, Rudolph Herbert. \'ictor McCormack, John Rosen, Max
Cheatham, Kittv Gauthier, Eva Ivogun. Maria Mannes. Clara Rubinstein. Arthur
D'AIbert, Eugene Gravcure. Louis Kochanski, Paul Mannes, David Rosenblatt. Josef
Ocvo. Ruth
--*-,^ Stracciari, Riccordo Strauss, Dr. R. Wi son. M.

Shattuck. Arthu r Wcrrenrath. Relnald We nga rteii, F.

'lA
Sembrich. ^^ Whitehill. Clarence ^sa Ve. Eugene

Stransky, J. Whiting. Arthur Zim bali t. Efrem
Slokowskt. L. Zie ler. Fannie Bloomfield

Sherman^Glay&Co.
Keamy and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacran:^cnto - Stockton • Fresno • Sanjose

Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Vallejo

Jt-A.

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano. Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de Arrlllneii, Illrcctor

A. L.. ArllfCUPHt Pren.: I.odIk AleRrln. Vlre-I'ren.

Unexorlled farllltlea for the atodir of mualc In all
! brancheM. l.arse Pipe Orsan. Recital Hall.

2315 JACKSON 8TRBBT
aa Franplaeo, Cal. rii*a« Weat 4737

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Direcior

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Singing;. Coniplete Coarse of Operatic Troln-
Ine. -730 Pierce St. Tel. F'lllmore 4553.

MME. CARRINGTON 1^EX\^VS
Prima Donna With Strakoach, Mapleaon, Etc.

BMLYN LENVYS
OrEanlat Fifth Chnrch of Christ Scientist. Formerly

Principal of Vlr^l Piano School. London, Bneland.
Rea. Stndla: 2<M1 Lyon Street. Phone Fillmore &5J

MRS. S. P. MARRACCl, Vocal Teacher
Italian method; 14 years of stapre experience; former
prlron donna vrlth Caruso and Tetrazzinl; conches pnplU
Vocally and In Dramatic Dcportmenl.
Studio, 4»4 ColDmbus Avenue. Phone Gnrflcld 2276

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAN JOSE, CAL.

A^rards Certlfleates

I apply to Sister Superior

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

07S Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
Appointments by Phone—Prospect 3320

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN

onfern Dejcrees

For Parti'

Alexander Saslavsky
IMrcftnr Snt.ln-

Violinist
Chnniher Mutlc S.ii-li-ty

Meuuiing School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

3242 Wnshlneton Street, near Presldl* Avenue
San Franetaeot CaL

For farther Informntlnn address the aceretary of the
school, or phone Fillmore 31*5.

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANC Kll tMI.S A<CEPTKD

Pupil of Mnie. V. StrpanolT I Berlin), M. SleveklnfCf
and E. Robert Srhmllx (New Vork). Studio: 701
Heine llldK., 10«4 Stncklon St. Mondays, 0-12, Thurs-
days. lO-l. 3-0. Tel. Kearny 2222. Res. Phone: Pied-
mont 7««.

Miss EJizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Pinno. nrfEnn. Harmony. Orfcanlsl and ^fuslcal
Director of First Prewbylrrlan <harcli. A lamed a. Home
Studio: 1117 PARC STHF.FT. AIJiMEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda 155. Thursdays, >lerrlman S<<hoo1, f^O Oakland Are..
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 277U.

Will Acc«'i>t a F«_-w Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Kohlcr
& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL. CALIFORNIA

^luslc Courses ThorouRh and I'roRresslve
Public School Music, Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
11. H. I'nNmore—Studios: Suite T>Ml Kohler A: Chase lUdK.,
S. F.: ::530 College Are.. Ilcrkeley. Residence 2U1 AWn-
rado Road, Berkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparlne Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR M\NSFELDT. Pianist
2015 Droderick St.. near Clay Telephone Fillmore 314

UNCOUM S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

Member I nlverslty Extension Faculty
Studio: 827 Shrader H*- Phone Park 1605

MARIE HENRIETTA WARRINER
<OLORATI RE SOPRANO

Voice—Production
MS Sutter St., Studio 202

Orcnnlst Temple Emonn El. First Church of Christ Sci-
entist. Director Lorlnic Club. S. F., AVed^ 1017 California
St., Phone Franklin 2003; Sat., First Christian Science
Church. Phone Franklin 1307; Res. studio. 3142 Lewlston
.Ave.. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242)^.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ olcc Culture—Diction—Studio: 40K Stockton St.—^lon.
nnil 'I'liurrt. from 2-5, Res. 1451 Sacramento St. I'ros. 7.'M)3.

The College of the Holy Names
Lake >lerrltl. Oakland

Complete Conservatory Course—Piano. Harp. Violin,
'Cello, %oice. Counterpoint.. Harmony, History

CHARLES WILLIAM WARRINER
IIASSO <'A\TV\"TK

Vonil—Conrh
r,iT, Siittrr SI., Sluillo 202

DAILY ORGAN RECITALS
(From 12 to 1)

by

UDA WALDROP
at

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Post and Mason Streets

(Saturday and Sunday Excepted)

ADMISSION FREE
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

A STRIKING OBJECT LESSON

There is nothing so inspiring to the average
music lover than the thrilling blare of trumpets
and beating of drums as it is heard in brilliant

parades or pageants. Those who have heard
the eighty bands of the Shriners clothed in

colorful uniform and playing with a spon-
taneity of ensemble and inspiring rhythmic
emphasis will never forget the great spec-

tacle they have witnessed. Most of these
Shriner bands were absolutely praiseworthy
and musically trained to the ver^' highest degree
of efficiency. The one or two exceptions are hard-
ly worth mentioning. Then, too. most of these

bands numbered from fifty to seventy pieces and
therefore were able to get ever}- particle of rich-

ness from the correct grouping of the instru-

ments. We never enjo\-ed listening to bands so

much as on this occasion. Even the marches they
played were not threadbare, but seemed new and
well compiled. Although the fine color scheme
prevalent during these parades had a great deal

to do with the appreciation of the thousands of

people who watched them, nevertheless it will be
found, if duly investigated, that the music of the

bands put the multitude into the proper mood to

appreciate the magnificence of the spectacle.

Now. it is not our intention to unjustly make
any comparisons, nor is it our purpose to en-
deavour to injure anyone when we try to ask
our readers who watched these parades to tell us
which of them they liked best. Did they prefer

the two parades of Tuesday morning and Wed-
nesday evening, when only '"amateur" bands par-

ticipated, or did they prefer the one of Thursday
evening (the Masonic historical pageant), when
professional bands predominated? From a per-

sonal canvass we discovered that practically

everyone we talked to preferred the first two to

the latter, and yet the pageant was richer in in-

vention and more varied in spectacular character.
And when we persisted in asking our friends why
they really liked the first two parades better than
the last they finally, after saying something about
the bright colors of the uniforms, fell upon the
fact that the bands were not as good. There were
fewer of them in the Thursday parade, and among
these professional bands played but rarely and
when they did. they stopped as soon as possible,

most of them were fearfully out of tune: their

personnel and instrumentation were mostly in-

complete: they marched as if they were half

asleep and lacked in that enthusiasm and spirit

which the Shrine (amateur) bands possessed in

such lavish degree. It was indeed a sad contest.

Now in justificati(m of the professional bands
we want to say that the Shrine bands play to-

t;ether all year round, the members like the work
and they put their whole soul into it and they feel

the atmosphere of the festive spirit when they
march with their brethren in a parade celebrating

the greatness of their organization. Nevertheless
the professional bands, when wc consider the

many excellent musicians comprising the musi-
cians' union, should make a finer showing on such
an occasion. But they will never do this, if their

members consider nothing at all but the commer-
cial side of music. As long as a musician regards
only the fact that he gets so much money for a

"job" and for this sum of money he will only do
So much and no more, and if he does not get as
much money as he thinks he should get for as
many notes as he plays, then real artistic per-

formance is simply impossible. No matter how
able, proficient and excellent a musician may be,

if he is inspired exclusively by commercial ideas,

he can not secure the best artistic results.

Let us reason why this must be so. Suppose the
Shriners were willing to engage as many bands
as they needed for their parades—and by the way
we think that a parade needs just so many bands
that there should never be a dull moment and
when one band stops another should be heard—it

would cost them a fortune to engage professional

bands. Xow. mind, we are not criticising musi-
cians for asking adequate remuneration for their

services, provided they are competent to give full

returns for the remuneration they ask. But we
call it cheating to ask a big price for a ser\-ice

when he who asks the price cannot deliver the

service. Furthermore we think it unfair for the

musicians' union for instance to refuse its bands
to participate in a parade, when other bands not
belonging to the union, although efficient, are

permitted to march in it. Suppose the union were
asked to furnish eighty bands for the Shriners'

parade or any other pageant of an average of

forty men. which would mean in excess of three

thousand musicians, could they do so? Xot at

all. The musicians' union has not that many
members. Nevertheless they resent it if the

Shriners or other organizations desire to engage
non-union bands.

Now. we believe that the musicians' union
could possibly furnish three or four big bands of

sufficient musical strength and efficiency to

march side by side with other able bands, pro-

vided they would have enough rehearsals to be
perfectlv trained and introduce marches not ex-

actly withered with age. On Thursday night the

selections by professional bands consisted princi-

pal! v of old Sousa marches, fnot even new ones).

while the Shrine or Masonic bands had so many
new compositions that personally we heard no
two of them play the same march. We are writ-

ing this editorial for the benefit of professional

musicians. They don't like to have one hundred
and fifty thousand visitors laugh at them, which
was the case last week. And only friends of the

musicians have the courage to tell them the truth.

There must be enough leaders with ability and
enough musicians sufficiently fond of their art to

get together, rehearse about twice a week, or

even once, and work up a big enough repertoire

to show up just as well as the Shrine bands did.

Surely if amateurs can do so well, professionals,

with equal chances, should do even better. But
most of the bands we see in parades here are

rarely playing together, they have a different per-

sonnel nearly every time we see them, and then
these musicians are taken from orchestras given
one or two rehearsals and then are a.sked to do
good work. It can't be done. If there were sev-

eral bands of sufficient musical "pep" to really

play with inspiration, there would be more op-

portunities created for them and they would earn
more money. But as lone as most of our bands
are unprepared and unskilled, people will be dis-

satisfied with them and the musicians' union.

which is not altogether to blame for the ineffi-

ciency, but may be to blame for rules making bet-

ter preparedness impossible, will get the entire
blame from the public. And if our professional
musicians are indifferent to the public they can
not expect any sympathy when sooner or later
the public will show its resentment in a most dis-
agreeable way.

Just to prove how readily the public responds
to efficiency and artistic temperament we need
only mention the quick response there was to the
Texas band and its virile, tireless and exuberant
musical energy. Throughout the length of the
march this fine organization received a spontan-
eous ovation from the crowds that lined the
streets. On the other hand our professional bands
did not evoke one single cheer. Now, do our musi-
cians not have enough ambition and pride to
create at least one band that could make the
hearts of our people throb livelier and extend to
them that ready sympathy which the Texas band
and other Shrine bands obtained?

The writer knows many able musicians, and
he likes them all. For this reason he would also
like to see them become more popular all the
time instead of losing popularity with such rapid-
ity as they do at the present day, because through
wrong advice on the part of some of their col-
leagues they are drifting into a spirit of commer-
cialism and indifference which is bound to cause
mischief at some time or other.

MME. JELICA PLEASES AUDIENCE
Mme. Stella Jelica. the clever young California col-

orature soprano, who has achieved such remarkable
artistic successes during the last three years in San
I'lancisco and interior California cities, both in concert
and operatic appearances, added to her fine array of
artistic conquests by her appearance as soloist at the
Sunday morning concert of the California Theatre last
week. The feature of her group of selections was an
aria from The Pearl of Brazil, and once more she
aroused her audience to the highest pitch of enthusi-
asm. Mme. Jelica possesses many artistic advantages
which are responsible for her influence with the pnblic-
In the first place, she possesses a voice of unusual flex-
ibility and purity of intonation. Then she sings with fine
intelligence and understanding of the composer's inten-
tions. To her numerous musical qualifications she also
adds an attractive personality. Among her many vocal
accomplishments none is more admirable than her easy
control of colorature singing. Every angle of this diffi-

cult art is thoroughly exploited by her. and she never
omits any passage because it is too difficult, nor does
she make things easier for herself by transposition or
slurring. This aria from The Pearl of Brazil gave Mme.
Jelica all the opportunities to display her art at its best,
and the success she enjoyed on the part of her auditors
was revealed by the genuine ovation accorded her at
the conclusion of her first number, which led to two
other selections equally well presented. The flute obli-
galo was excellently played by Mr. Logard.
Gino Seven and the California Theatre Orchestra

proved to be at its best on this occasion. There is a cer-
tain verve and genuine musicianship about Mr. Severi's
style of conducting that can not help but constantly add
lo the number of his admirers. Mr. Severi displays
all the qualifications of the bom conductor, for he never
fails to impress his own ideas upon his players, and
in thus investing his interpretations with the individ-
uality of his ideas he secures those vital and expressive
effects which are the first essentials of a successful
orchestral leader. His programs are not only well se-

lected, but ihey make the impression of being well re-
hearsed, and notwithstanding the lack of opporttmity
in rehearsing a program as thoroughly as it might be re-

hearsed. Mr. Severi always attains a certain element of
thoroughness and comprehension which the average
auditor can not help hut appreciate.
We thoroughly congratulate Mr. Severi upon his ener-

getic manner of impressing his musicians and audiences
vith the fervor of his art. Xot one of the least reasons
for his success must be sought in his excellent violin
solos. His suave, velvety tone, his fine, emotional
phrasing and his careful emphasis of rhythm and melody
combine to make his violin playing a genuine joy and
satisfaction to anyone understanding true musicianship.
.*nd for these reasons we arc convinced that Mr. Severi
has taken a firm grasp upon the heartstrings of those
visiting the California Theatre, among whom may be
found many of our concert goers. We rejoice in Mr.
Severi's success, for we have watched him for years
with friendly interest, and wish him every success, for

he possesses the two characteristics we admire most in

an artist—genuine talent and a tenacity of purpose that
does not fear reverses, nor become intoxicated by suc-
cess.

Mother Wismer, after several weeks' absence in the
East, has returned to San Francisco and is shaking
bands with his numerous friends. He enjoyed himself
thoroughly and met many prominent musicians among
them Leopold .\uer. He has had an unusually interest-

ing trip and now feels doubly energetic in preparing his

work for next season. No doubt he will again be heard
in concert.
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Gossip Amon^ Musical People

Sergi Klibansky, the noted New York vocal peda-

gogue, has returned to New York from Europe and

began teaching on June 5th. He will continue to teach

in New York during the month of June before leaving

for the Pacilic Coast where he will again preside over

masterclasses at the Cornish School in Seattle from

July 10th to September 2d. Mr. Klibansky's success

last summer was so impressive that his visit this year

will be awaited with more than ordinary enthusiasm.

Wandzetta Fuller Biers, the well known coloratura

viiprano of the bay region, was soloist at a successful

presentation of Caul's Holy City in Trinity E)plscopal

Church, San Jose, on Sunday afternoon and Monday
evening. June 11th and 12th. An overflowing audience

expressed its appreciation of the fine work done on this

occasion. There was a chorus of seventy-live well

trained singei-s of the Santa Clara Valley and Mrs.

Biers sang solos as well as took part in ensemble num-

bers. Le Roy Brandt presided at the organ. Mrs. Biers

enjoyed a busy season being obliged to visit San Jose

three times a week to attend to her classes there and

sing. She gave several unique programs, one of them

being devoted to the compositions of George Chadwick

from Told in the Gates, assisted by a reader and pianist,

and properly costumed and also with adequate stage

settings.

Miss Marion Coursen, pianist, left San Francisco for

New York where she will sail on tlie Aquetania for

Kurope on July 4th. Miss Coursen will return late in

September to resume her musical activities in Cali-

fornia.

office, naturally caused accumulation of her work there
which needs rapid attention now. Miss McDonald has
a host of friends in Los Angeles as well as San Fran-
cisco who admire her for her ability, tact and personal
qualities.

Clarence Gustin, vice-president of the California

Federation of Musical Clubs who is a resident of

Santa Ana, Calif., was in San Francisco last week to

discuss federation problems with Mrs. Lillian Birming-

ham, president of the federation. The Board of Direc-

tors of the organization voted that tlie next convention

of the federation will take place in Santa Ana next

year. Mr. Gustlin is one of the most energetic and

wide-awake members of the club federation and much of

the success of the organization is due to his fine

enthusiasm and untiring efforts. It was principally

through the energy of Mr. Gustlin that Santa Ana re-

ceived the honor of welcoming the next convention.

Mme. Rose Florence will give the Halt Hour of Music

at the Greek Theatre of the University of California on

Sunday afternoon, June 25th. Her program on this

occasion will consist of; .\ir from Alceste (Gluck),

Romanza—Voi lo sapete from Cavalleria RusticaJna

(Mascagni). Serenade (John Alden Carpenter), The
Old Refrain (Arranged by Fritz Kreisler), A des

oiseaux (Hue), A Fairy Love Song (Willeby), In Questa

Tomba (Beethoven), Slumber Sea (Chisholm), In the

Land of Sunshine (Waldropl, Uda Waldrop will be the

accompanist. Among those familiar with the Bay
Region's artistic colony it will easily be seen that this

event should be one of the best given in Berkeley.

John Whitcomb Nash, the well known vocal artist

and pedagogue, has recently issued an announcement
that contains so much valuable information that we take

pleasure in reproducing it liere in part: "Early in his

studies the student should be brought face to face with

8ong values and their requirements, and at the same
time should be led into a consciousness of his or her

capacity for song. The cultivation of the voice includes

such positive knowledge as the essential breath impulse

for free tone-emission, an appreciation of classic vowel-

forms and a realization of his or her requirements are

mastered in much less time than was formerly thought

possible by reason of definite knowledge accurately

applied. The opportunity to attend lecture and ensemble
classes is an economic feature much appreciated, for

they offer a means of rounding out the studies at con-

siderable reduction in cost. These classes cover har-

mony, ear training, lyric declamation, ensemble sing-

ing, stage deportment, pantomine, etc., etc."

Florence Stern, the exceptionally gifted young viol-

inist, gave a recital in Carnegie Hall, New York, on
Sunday evening, April 30th, at which slie Interpreted

the following program: Sonata in E major No. 6

(Bach), with piano accompaniment; Concerto (T.'ichai-

kowsky) ; (a) Hungarian Dance No. 5 (Brahms-Joa-
chim); (b) Serenade (Schubert-Remenyi). (c) Caprice
Basque (Sarasate); (a) On Wings of Song (Mendels-
sohn-Achron), (b) ScherzoTarentelle (Wieniawsky).

Eugene Blanchard, the brilliant organist, pianist and
teacher, has been unusually active during the season
and among his most artistic successes was his direction
of the Brahms Uequiem at the First Congregational
Church, Oakland, on Sunday afternoon, April 9th. A
chorus of eighty-five mixed voices and Mrs. Alma Berg-
lund Winchester and Lowell Redfield as soloists inter-
preted the work excellently. Miss Virginia de Fremery
presided at the organ with her well known musician-
ship. Although somewhat late we feel that such praise-
worthy work should be recognized even though it took
place some time ago.

Rena McDonald, the genial and indefatigable secre-
tary of L. E. Uehymer. w:is a visitor in San Francisco
last week, but was compelled to make only a brief stay
inasmuch as her absence in the East, where she went
to attend to some affairs connected with the Behymer

Alexander Stewart, the distinguished California musi-
cian wijo is doing so much excellent work in behalf
of community service, has been traveling from one end
of the Pacific Coast to the other attending to many
musical endeavours specially the music weeks. A short
time ago he superintended a brilliant week in Sacra-
mento and during the early part of May he participated

in the convention of tlie Washington State Music
Teachers' Association in Walla Walla. Wash., where he
addressed the convention on Tliursday evening. May
nth, on The Music Teachers' Part in the Community
Service Program. Mr. Stewart is one of the busiest and
most enthusiastic defenders of the cause of music.

Mrs. Emilie Lambert-Burke, an Australian concert
singer and teacher, who recently came here to reside,

gave an Hour of Music assisted by Mrs. Katherine
Norton-Benner. Mr. H. S. Grannatt and George Douglas
at the rooms of the Western Arts Association some time
ago. The following excellent program was presented in

a manner to delight a large and appreciative audience;
Liebestraum (Listz), Mr. H. S. Grannatt; Solveig's
Song (Grieg), The Blind Ploughman (Conningsbyl
Clark. The Robin Woman's Song (Cadman), Duna
(McGill); La Procession (Franck), Des Larmes
(Massenet), L'Heure Exquise (Hahn); (a) Norwegian
Bridal Procession, (b) Butterfly (Grieg). Mr. H. S.

Grannatt; The Herb Forgetfulness (Von Fielitz). (Mod
ern Greek Ballad); Soft Footed Snow (Sigurd Lie),

Cradle Song (MacFadyn). Where, Oh Where, Has
Johnny Gone? (Rudolf Friml), (Bohemian Folk Song);
Prelude, Lullaby. Blackbird's Song, (Cyril Scott); Maori
Poi Song (Alfred Hill), Prefatory Note by Mr. George
Douglas.

Anna Louise David, the distinguished American harp-
ist, appeared in numerous concerts during the season
in tlie leading music centers of the Eastern states.

Among her most important engagements was as one of
the features of the Cortis Concert Course in New Jersey
wliere she made such an excellent impression in con-
junction with Mme. Cecil Arden that she has been re-

engaged for the new season on a program with Mme.
Jeritza. This course also includes next season Mar-
tinelli. Chaliapin, Pablo Cassals. Harold Bauer and Titta
Ruffo. Mme. David will again visit the Pacific Coast this

summer to re-open her harp classes and appear in a
number of concerts.

CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY HAS EASTERN
MANAGER

Elias Hecht. founder and Western manager of the
Chamber Music Society of San Francisco, has made
arrangements with Arthur Judson of New York and
Pliiladelphia. which places the organization under his

management in Eastern territory for the ensuing sea-
son. This is indeed a cause for mutual congratulation,
for what the Chamber Music Society represents to en-
semble organizations. Arthur Judson is to the mana-
gerial field. Arthur Judson is one of the Eastern man-
agers who makes it a point to manage exclusively only
artists and attractions of the most distinct musical and
artistic worth. That he is to guide the artistic destiny
of the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco, a West-
ern organization, in preference to the many Eastern
ensembles already in the field, places another seal on
the national recognition of the Chamber Music Society
as one of the greatest contemporary ensembles in the
world.

At the culmination of the Pittsfield Festival in Sep-
tember, in which the Chamber Music Society of San
Francisco will participate, they will play, under Mr.
Judson's management in New York. Boston and Phila-

delphia. Tiiere is not the slightest doubt but that they
will bring honor and distinction to California's artistic

reputation and enjoy as many triumphs in the East
as they already have to their credit in the far West.
One June 25th, the Chamber Music Society of San

Francisco will give the first of a series of six concerts
in Santa Barbara. Upon this occasion the program will

be as follows;
Sonata, G major (Bach), flute, violin, violoncello;

Serenade, op. 10 (Dohnanyi), violin, viola, violoncello;

Quartet, D major (Mozart), flute, violin, viola, violon-

cello.

This program is considered by musical enthusiasts
as being one of the most beautiful played by the organ-
ization. It is also one of the most taxing from a tcchni-

ral. artistic and interpretative standpoint. The Santa
Barbarans will he afforded an evening's pleasure which
will not be easily duplicated.

>

THE PACIFIC PLAYERS

Last Friday night at the little theatre in Sorosis Hall

an all-round fine acting performance was given by the

Pacific Players in Carrots and The Bishop's Candle-
sticks. This could be expected with experienced people

like Nathaniel Anderson and Andre Ferrier playing

strong ro'es surrounded hv well-rehearsed and competent
actors. Andre' Ferrier deserves praise for lending his

fine ability to the Pacific Players whose work he has
recognized as worthy of his talent. As Jean Val Jean
(the Convict) in The Bishop's Candlesticks his artistry

was a feature of the evening. Monsieur played the part

in English. Winifred Busier as Carrots in "Carrots"
was sympathetic and true. This young actress is given
her chance with the Pacific Players and she well de-

serves her opportunities. Jane Seagrave as usual did
splendid work, and altogether the production, under
the direction of Mr. Anderson, was a credit to the
players. Miss Altliea Burns sang as follows: Medley
from Irene, by Montgomery; Tlie Fan, by D'llardelot,
and Sunbeams, by Ronald. Her voice was rich and
musical.

STANFORD UNIVERSITY ORGAN RECITALS

The organ recitals tor the summer quarter at Stan-
ford I'niversity will be resumed next Sunday, June 25th,
and will continue every week throughout the entire
quarter on Sunday. Tuesday and Tliursday, as usual.
For next Sunday's recital at 4 o'clock. Warren 1). Allen,

University organist, will play the second part of Pil-

grim's Progress by Ernest Austin, wliicli was begun at

the recital on Baccalaureate Sunday. Comjiositions by
Bach, Schumann and others will complete the program.

LA GAIETE FRANCAISE ENDS ITS SECOND SEASON

La Gaiete Francaise, San Francisco's delightful
French Theatre, closed its senson for the summer
months on Wednesday evening. May 31st, with a final

performance of Le Voyage de M. Perrichon. and it will

reopen on Wednesday evening. October ISth. The large
audience in attendance will therefore remember as its

final enjoyment the realistic and splendid dramatic
impersonation of Perrichon by Andre Ferrier, the direc-

tor of the French Theatre, whose liistrionic art as ex-

pressed in the interpretation of this role will long linger

in the hearts of his auditors.

Mr. Ferrier is an artist of extraordinary versatility

in several branches of artistic expression in anyone of
which he can gain universal recognition. He devised
and planned the handsome stage settings for all produc-
tions with limited resources and stage. Although tlie

miniature stage of the French Theatre seems inadequate
it appears much bigger by reason of the mounting. Mr.
Ferrier also trained a company of amateurs into profes-

sional artists capable of presenting both comic and
grand opera.
The extensive repertoire of the season, interpreted

by a company specially trained by Mr. Ferrier. included;

Wferther. Les Mou.squetaires au Convent. La Jalousie du
Barbouille. Le Portrait de Manon, The Chimes of Nor-
mandy, the classics of Molliere. the modern Parisian
farce, and the melodramatic, tlirilling little tragedies of

Grand Gouignol. In all of these musical and dramatic
productions Mr. Ferrier interpreted the leading roles, lie

being in addition to an impressive histrionic artist, also

an excellent tenor. It will be seen that Mr. Ferrier,

therefore, had the responsibility not only to train his

artists, design scenery and costumes, and act as stage

director, but to study and interpret the leading roles

in all his productions.
Fortunately he had as his assistant his charming

wife—Mme. Jeanne Gustin-Ferrier—an excellent dra-

matic and vocal artist who. like Ferrier. has won laurels

in Paris and San Francisco. Incidentally it may be
stated that this city, thanks to Mr. Ferrier's enteri'risc,

is the only city in the United States to maintain a
permanent French theatre. Although Mr. Ferrier has
many offers to leave for bigger fields, he intends to

remain here, inasmuch as he plans to inaugurate a rep-

resentative School of Singing and Dramatic Art. Dur-

ing their residence in this city Mr. and Mrs. Ferrier

have made a host of friends who will always be glad

to assist them in their praiseworthy activities.

Mr. and Mrs. Ferrier and Georges Simondet, the de-

lightful French tenor, will leave for Mexico City on
June 25th, where they have accepted a very lucrative

contract to appear in many concerts in the capital and
other prominent centers in Mexico. It should also be

mentioned that Mr. Ferrier coached Marston .\rgall in

the role of Silvio in which he created such an excellent

impression during tlie performance of Pagliacci at the

Stanford Stadium in Palo Alto. Another pupil by the

name of Kelly, with an excellent tenor robusto voice,

has recently been accepted at the Conservatoire Na-

tional in Paris whence Andre Ferrier sent him three

months ago.
After the conclusion of the Mexican tour Mr. Ferrier

will reopen the French Theatre with a beautiful and
very interesting repertoire. The I'^erriers regard them-

selves now as full fledged San Franciscans and only

recently have refused a contract to sing at the Opera
Comique and Odeon in Paris. Mr. Ferrier is devoting

considerable time to perfecting himself in the English

language and one of his first opportunities to make use

of it was given him in the role of the Convict in the

Bishop's Candlesticks presented by the Pacific Players

on Friday evening, June 16th, at Sorosis Club Hall.

Mrs. Suzanne Pasmore-Brooks gave a short program
of piano nni.sie at her new studio home on Vallejo

street on Saturday afternoon, June 10th, the performers
being herself and five of her pupils. The audience con-

sisted of the families and friends of the students who
included: The Misses Anne Porter (daughter of Dr.

and Mrs. Langley Porter), Ruth Magidson. Rhoda Mott,

Ray Novitzky. and Evelyn Vore. Miss Vore studied for

one year at the Grinnell College music department in

Iowa, and during the past season has been enrolled in

one of Mrs. I'asmore-Brooka' University of California

extension classes. After the program the guests par-

took of light refreshments and keenly enjoyed going

over the new home, an extremely artistic and unusual

dwelling containing the spacious music room and a

work shop for Dighy Sherman Brooks who is a |no-

dncer of hand wrought obji'cis d'art. Mrs. Pasmore-
Brooks will present those of her impils who are pre-

pared for public performances in a series of studio

musicals, one each month, in her studio next season.
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Management Antonia Sawyer. Aeolian Hall. New York

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
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DOMINICAN COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT
PROGRAMS

We take great pleasure in publishing the following
commencement programs given at the Dominican Col-
lege in San Rafael during the month of May. They
were well selected and interpreted by competent and
wll trained students:

Sunday evening. May 21st—Le Cygne (Saint-Saens).
Leona Prag. Violin. Lorene Dyer. Harp; Voce di Donna
(Ponchielli), tLa Gioconda). Bernyce Gravem, Mezzo-
Soprano, Leonore Keithley. Accompanist: Prelude
(Chopin). Gigue (Baeh-MacEtowelll, Dorothy Lind-
ner: Tucsan Folk Songs— (a) Nearest and Dearest,
(b) A Flight of Clouds. Leonore Keithley and Katherine
Dwyer, Dorothy Lindner, Accompanist: Prelude (Hassel-

mans). Lorene Dyer. Harp: Dawn (Pearl Curran).
Twilight (Katherine Glen), The Tear's at the Spring
(M. H. H. Beach), Bernyce Gravem: Serenade (Piernel.
L'Extase i Thome), Leona Prag. Violin, Dorothy Lindner,
Piano: Elegie (Massenet I, Marcella Knierr, Soprano,
Violin obligate played by Leona Prag. Leonore Keithley,
Accompanist; Andante Religioso (Thome). Leona Prag,
Violin, Evelyn Prag, Violoncello, Lorene Dyer, Harp,
Dorothy Lindner, Piano.

Wednesday evening. May 24th—Marcella Knierr, So-

prano, assisted by Leonore Keithley, Pianist—Voi Che
Sapete (Mozart), (Le Xozze De Figaro), Hunger Song
(Cesar Cui), The Bouquet (.\lpheraky). Lilacs, O Thou
Billowy Harvest (Rachmaninoff Two Preludes (Scria-

binel, Leonore Keithley: Xorweigan Love Song (Clough-
Leighterl, Do Not Go My Love (Hageman), Will O'

the Wisp (Spross), Supplication (La Forge), .\n Open
Secret (Woodman I; La Fille Aux Cheveux de Lin
(Debussy), Leonore Keithley; Air de Lia (Debussy),
(LEnfant Prodigue), Celle Que Je Pretere (Foudrain),

O Bocca Dolorosa (Sibella), Plus Grand Dans Son
Obscurite (Gounod), (La Reine de Saba.)

Commencement program, Monday afternoon. May
29th—Mozart (AUegrol, from the C Major Quartet;

Brahms (Ave Maria), Dominican College Choral; Bee-

thoven (Finale), from the Serenade Op. 25: Zoellner

(Ode to Music), Dominican College Choral; Haydn
(Serenade), for Flute Accompanied by strings. The
instrumental music was interpreted by the following

members of the Chamber Music Society of San Fran-

cisco: Louis Ford, Violin, Nathan Firestone, Viola,

Walter Feruer, Cello, and Elias Hecht. Flute.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed hy Wager Sfrayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Stndlos: SOti Kohler <& Chase Bldp.
2518^4 Ktna St., Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

MARIAN PREVOST
I'lAMST—ACCOMT-VMST—TE.\ CHICK

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

Studios: 807 Kohler A Chase Bide.. S. F. Toes. A. M. and
Thurs. P. M. Tel. Kearny 5454. Kea. '272S Elmirood Ave.,
Berkeley. Tel. Berk. S3»7.

EVA M. GARCIA
PIAMST, ORG.WIST .\>D TE.ICHER

41S= Hoive St.. Oakland TeL Piedmont 3492

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RBTCRNED FROU EUROPE

S»dlot 4M KoU*r * Ckue Bide. TeL Kcaror t4M

BLANCHE ASHLEY PIANIST
W ill Accept Advanced I'npils—Burbnnk nnd ^liilr Schools

llerkeley, Kohler A Chase Bid);., by Appuintiiient
Residence Studio: -171! 41st St.. Oakland

Tel. Piedmont l>2r,o

ALCAZAR

Georgiana Strauss, the richly endowed young con-

tralto, who sang Mercedes in Carmen and Martha in

Faust with the splendid open-air operatic productions at

Stanford Stadium in Pa!o .\lto. has been engaged to

sing with the open-air production of Carmen in the

Hollywood Bowl which is being presented under the

stage direction of .\lexander Bevani. Carmen Silva will

sing the title role and Edward Johnson will appear as

Don Jose. The production is reported to be quite ambi-

tious and spectacular.

Herbert Heyes, stage and screen celebrity of national
leputation, will begin a special starring engagement at
the Alcazar next Sunday matinee, June 25th, in Blind
Youth, one of the greatest plays of the day. Heyes is

known from coast to coast as an experienced actor, with
a charm of personality and a dignity of bearing that
have won him a large place in his profession. His intro-

duction to San Francisco will be exceedingly auspicious
by reason of the fact that Belasco & Mayer have just

obtained a number of the season's most pronounced
Xew York successes for production during July and
-August. Heyes will have the leading male role in all of

these, and they have been selected with an eye to giving
him the best opportunity to display his well-recognized
talents.

Heyes will be remembered as the original star of

"Civilian Clothes," was for a long period leading man
with James K. Hackett, toured the country in "The Man
on the Box," and has been identified with the leading
stock organizations of .\merica. His work on the screen
has been no less notable. He has played opposite some
of the leading film stars of the day, appearing with
Theda Bara in Salome, The Darling of Paris. The Tiger
Woman, The Vixen, and Under Two Flags. Other movie
celebrities with whom he has played the principal male
role include Valeska Suratt. Mary Miles Minter, Con-

stance Talmadge, Bessie Barriscale, Ruth Roland, Gladys
Brockwell and Ethel Clayton.

Blind Y'outh, the medium for introducing Heyes to

the .A.lcazar clientele, is the work of Willard Mack and
Lou Tellegen, and is a powerful play with a big theme.
Its characters are strong and carefully drawn, and its

situations have been wrought with a cleverness and an
eye to acting values that make them of absorbing inter-

est Dudley Ayres is saying goood-bye to the Alcazar
'

this week in a notable presentation of "The Seventh
Guest," a thrilling mystery play. It is also serving to

introduce Katherine Van Buren, the Alcazar's new sec-

ond woman, who was enthusiastically received by the

Alcazar clientele.

Frank W. Healy. the well known San Francisco im-

presario, has been confined to the hospital for several

weeks on account of an operation for appendicitis. Mr.

Healy has been rather unfortunate during the last two
months or so. At first he had an operation for mastoids
which detained him in the hospital for a month. Then,

after he had been home for a few days he became a

victim of ptomaine poisoning, and he had just success-

fully overcome that sickness when he was suddenly af-

flicted with appendicitis. Although he is now on the

way to recovery, he is still very weak and cannot see

anybody. The Pacific Coast Musical Review joins Mr.

Healy's friends in wishing him a speedy recovery and
rapid return to his health.

Zhay Clark
Harp Soloist

Formerly With Elsa Ruegger, Mme. Matzenauer,
May Petersen, Reinald Werrenrath, Paul Alt-

house, Seattle Symphony Orchestra, California

Theatre Orchestra, Panama Pacific International

Exposition and Innes Band.

Address: llSl Filbert St. Tel. Prospect 6858

WILLEM DEHE
'CELLO VIRTUOSO

Formerly Solo 'Cello «-llh Ihe State Theatre In Moa-
eoxv. Ru-v.sln. nnd 'Cellist with Barrere'a Little Sym-
phony. Available for Concerts and Chamber Maalc
Ilecit.ils.

Will Accept a Few Paplla

ADDRESS: 2228 CARLTON ST., BERKELEY
Tel. Berk. 5112-J

San Francisco—Thursdays—1375 California St.

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. Fillmore 1624

Appointment Only

"Not since Sarasate have we heard such

violin playing."—London Daily Telegraph.

Louis Persinger

will accept a small number of serious, gifted stu-

dents. Those applying tor lessons should possess

advanced technical facility and musical under-

standing. Interviews by appointment only.

"Palm Dell," Circle .\venue, ^lill A'alley, >larin Co.

iTelephone: >IilI galley 3ir,-JI

ROSA PONSELLE TO TOUR COAST NEXT SEASON

Unless unforeseen circumstances prevent, the music
lovers of the Pacific slope are to have an opportunity

uext season of hearing the voice which launched its pos-

sessor from the mediocrity of the vaudeville stage to that

of the Metropolitan Opera House in one grand leap, and

created one of the greatest sensations ever recorded in

the history of Broadway's venerable home of music.

Miss RosaPonselle is the first and only prima donna of

the Metropolitan company to be not only born in the

United States, but to have received her entire musical

and cultural education within its confines; a fact that

not only refutes the fallacy that our great singers must

studv abroad, but should also serve as an inspiration to

others whose eyes may be straining toward the greatest

musical reward in America—the center of the Metropoli-

tan Opera House stage.
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Los Angples. JuiK' l^—John SinallliiaD. Los Angeles
baritone, reminded ns lust evening wiih one of the most
pretentious proKrams sung here, that real vocal art
probably demands more versntility of technic and Inter-

piotaiion lh:in other modes of musical expression. Small-
man realized this to a happy extent. In spite of an
unduly long i)rogram his vocal and emotional resources
seemed to expand rather than do anything else. Hi.s

voice is finely resonant in the lower and middle reg-
isters, but loses in quality and volume when head tone
of marked dynamic accent are needed. Where Small-
man surpasses many of his colleagues is in his faculty
of shading and nuancing. He produces a lovely sotto
voce, a mezzo forte of rare mellowness, yet musically
distinctive, also regarding diction.

In Axel Simonsen, celli.it. Smallman found an asso-
ciate artist of much merit. Axel Simonsen plays with
inspiring musical enthusiasm and taste, based on excel-
lent teclinic. Perhaps one could have wished for more
warmth in the Rachmaninoff Sonta (first movement)
the lovely characteristic Slav folk themes of which vi-

brate with suppressed intensity of feeling. The fluency
of his rendition during the Boellman variations relieved
the tediousness of the work. Lorna Gregg is an accom-
paniste of reliability, but one often missed the interpre-
tative element which is so essential, specially in the
newer songs. ar^;
Smallman's program was notable in various respects.

To begin with he provided his audience with the words
of his songs and arias. In the vernacular and translation.
wherever necessary. Not since Schumann-Heinks con-
cert, about four years ago. has such a complete program
been issued. It is a great asset to singer and audience.
and it gave us an opportunity to admire Mr. Smallman
all the more as an interpreter. Smallman will have to
guard himself against a tendency toward tonal mon-
otony, whicli probably results, not from a lack of inter-
pretative insight, but from the desire to imbue his ren-
dition as much as possible with the dominant "atmos-
phere" of the song. He sings modern French and Italian
songs exquisitely. That old master of Italian bel canto.
Jacopo Peri. (17th century). wa.< presented with charac-
teristic style. Massenet's dramatic aria Promesse de
mon avenir suffered as to purity and color of tone. .Mr.
Smallman is at his best in more lyric selections, though
he has breath of characterization, as shown for instance
in Cadman's eloquently-descriptive song The West,
written to a imetic eulogy of this country by Charles
Farwell Edson. Three other Los Angeles composers,
Cladys Knesel Thatcher, Oscar Rasbach. Gertrude Ross
and Louis W. Curtis, were represented on the program.
Vnlike most singers. Smallman. to mention but a few
of his selections, closed with a group of song.s. signifi-
cant through their deft beauty: II Libro Santo by
Pinsuti. Chan.son Aneienne by Sauzay and Rachman-
inofl's At Night. Simonsen played the three cello obli-
gatos with tonal reflnement. It was a poetic thought to
close the concert with the subtle Rachmaninoff number.
a choice by far superior to the usual slam-bang which in
the minds of some artists are needed as the final inter-
punctuation mark in music.

When this goes to press Ernestine Schuraann-Heink
and her family may have left already the Bay City
region which they visited briefly. Shortly before their
departure it was my privilege of being received by the
gieat singer who had come to Los Angeles to receive
the honorary degree of Doctor of Music from the Uni-
versity of Southern California which alma mater also
conferred the honorary degree of Doctor of Law on
Ignaz Paderewski in recognition of his great work on
behalf of Poland. Still under the impression of meeting
this one-ina-generation artist, I wrote, the day being
June lath;

Today Ernestine Schumann-Hcink. that supreme con-
tralto, is celebrating her 61st birthday in all the glory
of her radiant, big-hearted personality, that of a true
super-woman. Hut Ernestine Schumann-Heink herself.
who is soaring higher and higher on the wings of song
from year to year, carries liglitly that crown of silver
hair, the only indication that she has passed the six-
score annual cycles.
Except for a grand piano, nothing indicated in Iho

big corner apartment that the world's foremost prim:i
donna had made it her reception room. And well so,
for that simple and yet indescribably electrifying per-
sonality of an Ernestine Schumann llcink sremed to
permeate it fully. Rising (luickly. with movements of
youthful elasticity, with winsome, wholly unaffected
gladness, she met me, quickly recalling an inconsequen-
tial meeting that had taken place years past. But for a
pair of shell-rimmed glasses it was the old. or rather
the ever-young Schumann-Heink, that Aphrodite of song.
"Of course, you know why I came now to Los Angeles?"
she half questioned, answering her query at once her-
self with that irresistible smile of hers:
"Such a wimderful honor, you know. The I'niversity

of Southern California is giving me the honorary degree
ol doctor of music. And Just think what a strange and
lovely coincidence: Just on my sixty-first birthday."
adding to my doubting. smillnK glance at her lovely f ice.
in which those frank eyes sparkled and stole them-
selves into my heart. Yes. I am SI. Of couise! I have
sung 45 years now. Well, the people are so lovely. I can
not help keeping young. And then their is my family.
My daughter has just come for a visit from Germany
with her two boys. They are Just college boys, IG
only. We will be here Just a few days. Then we
motor to San Francisco, for I waut to show my

CAROLYN .\I.DEN Al.flllV
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ll'rilLS of III,-
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"—You may be iiiteresteil in knowing how well

pleased I am with the Knabe piano which I

purchased of you eight years ago. In select-

ing it, I not only desired an instrument that

would meet the requirements ai a pianiste, but

nlso those of the composer."

Discriminative learning demands a full, round,
singing lone and even scale. The Knabe piano
fully meets that demand.

Carolyn Alden .Ili/iin.
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daughter the country. In about two weeks we
come back and go to my San Diego home. But in

August I must go East again to sing. Also 1 sing again
for the American Legion. Oh. the boys!" And her face
grew serious and a flame of holy indignation seemed to

light it up.
"You know some people have criticised me because

I am speaking and working for the boys as I do. But
then why don't the boys get the bonus. Perhaps if

those people had stood with me at the bedsides of those
poor fellows they would feel differently. We need not
be proud because we have hospitals for the blind and
crippled ones. That's the least we can do, anyway.
It is the boys who have given up everything and who
come back and find no recognition. Just think of it

—
when I was at Salt Lake City there they stood in the
bread line, after they had earned their food tickets by
shoveling snow for 25 cents an hour! Men among them
that have given up professional careers! Oh. it is not
that they 'want' the money—they simply need it. But,
more, they want the human touch, the human appre-
ciation for what they have sacrificed. 'Mother Schu-
Uiann.' they tell me. 'now that we don't wear the uni-

form any longer, we're forgotten.'

"It grinds their hearts on the hospital cots. And it

hardens their hearts as they walk the streets. I am
an old woman, but I am a mother and my heart speaks.
As it is I can not follow all the detail of the dispute
about the bonus. But by human right for what they
have sacrificed it belongs to them. I do not care any-
thing for political parties. I am a democrat of the
lieart, not politically, and believe in the democracy of
the human heart for all people. I am proud of the boys
calling me 'Mother.' and I am going to earn this affec-

tion by giving more concerts, so as to help them. That
is all I can do and I think if more American artists
would do the same the boys would soon he better off.'"

Then as to herself, antl asking for indulgence, she
continued:

"Oh. 1 know I should not criticize others, specially
when I began another year. But I do not mean to judge
anybody. But I cannot help wondering why we do not
act as all other countries do. give our men a pension.
Look what they have .«;acrificed, Why is this the grand-
est of all countries? Why. and I mean every word of it,

are our boys so wonderful, why did they fight as they
did? They were not brought up as on tlie continent in
Kurope, where they all know that they would have to
serve in the army sooner or later, yet liow did our boys
respond, how readily did they come when the govern-
ment called. When the people called them! Have the
people forgotten them? Suppose we would have to
face another war? Could you blame the boys of today
and tomorrow, if they failed to trust the government
which promised so much, but forgot so soon?" Then the
conversation turned to matters musical. Also to the
excellency of the Philharmonic Orchestra.
"You cannot say too much about W. A. Clark Jr.."

Madame Schumann-Heink continued with heartfelt
warmth. "I really think that he is one of the greatest
idealists in this country. Do the people here realize
what Clark has given them? It is something so great
tfiat the layn-an hardly can measure the artistic and
i^tnerally educational blessing of such a gift. He is a
wonderful man. And the spirit in which he gives. Truly
you cannot say too much to make the people understand
whit they owe Mr. Clark. We were talking about
\Vagner. Madame Schuniaim-Heink said:

"You know it was Wagner who really made me,"
(referring evidently to her artistic victories of 1896 at
t^e Wagner festivals in Hayreuth). However, we were
Interrupted through the announcement that her acconi-
' antstp had arrived—incidentally it proved to be Mrs.
M. Hennion Robinson, our leading accompaniste here

—

and I had to take leave. Rehearsing on her sixty-first
birthday, when she was about to receive the honorary
degree of Doctor of Music. So true to herself and to her
"holy art" as she calls It without an iota of phraseology.
How do the French say?

Benit trois fois: Thrice-blessed Schumann-Heink!

(Continued on Page 7, Column 2)
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-122 ^lu^lc Art« Bl(i^ Phone 100S2

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET ;,,?,?, .i:,.v':.;;r"

J*-nn r.>l««rll. Ha/el II. Anclcr^nn. Kdna <". Voorhern. I>nUy
\. I'ridrau^. Mthie \oriitn Jartiison. l)ir«-«.-lur- ViM'oiii|»an-

itlf. '2it'-i *. Moovrr. I'bune 2a;Ktri.

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICB A>D MODEK.V LANGIAOES
$tadioii: GnniDl Club. 1U~M S. llop«

Fur lnqulrl«a phone 50043I

ZOELLNER QUARTET
>lanaEe-inent H. & A. Cn1bert!>on. Aeolian Hall, »« A ork

SerloQB Stadenta Accepted
Per>onftl %dilreH«: 12.%i1 Wlndwor Bird.. Loa Abk^Im

JOHN SMALLMAN--BARITONE
Concert Enfcace
Mrs. H. O. .' .-

-(.ondacior L. A. Oratorio !»o<-ietT

1500 S Figueroa. Phone ::31&6

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
MI««i|(»N THE^TRK, inS A>GEI,KS

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLOWE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles
Res. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN <.„vo.Kn.v,.s,sr

Avatlahle for Concert* and Recital*
Studio: 1324 !>ootk Fleneroa. Phone 24139

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerts—Recital*— InNtrnction

Featarin^ AU-American Proerni""
Stadlo: 1&O0 So. Flg^oeroa St. Phone 23195

FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—Artist ^lana^cmenl— Publicity

Sll Majestic Theatre Bld^.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
>i \^ 1 I. II \ iKi.iN TK \riu:K

^tadio: 4oi-"^i .^la^on Opera House
Phon* 123.SO II eH. Phone r>*>12i:

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Rooms)

For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PIAXISTE— I.OS AXGELES TBIO

Studio: 323 Mn.lc Artu Studio BldK. Phone: 100S2

GRACE WOOD JESS »<^^^o soprano

DRAMATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SOXG5
IX COSTIME RECITALS

Management: L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON-Pww/j/f
NOW TOlRiNG IN THE E\ST

For Date^ During Fall l'.i22 and Sprini; 1923
Write to •'^"i S. Hope. I.O!* Anfseles. l^ico 1770

MRS. M. HENNION ROBlNSO^i— Artistic Accompanying
I AccompanLit tor Ellis and Lyric Claba)

L. A. Studio: >Ion« Wed-. Fri. lols So. St. Andrew*
Phone 7440«. Res. Club House Apis., Venice. 61047

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Southern California

All Branches Tausbt
DUtlnfnUhed Faculty—Strong Coar«e«

Send for Calaloe
3201 Sooth FlfoeroH Street Loa Anseles, Calif.

If you wish to become famous you must be known and

in order to become known you need publicity and there

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then

fame is undignified.

Los .Migeles will have its first open-air symphony
lontert season, beginning July mth, at tlie HolUywood
liowl. Thi.s much is assureU. .Also, it can be ilelinitely

slated that Alfred Hertz, the beloved maestro of the

San Francisco Symphony Orche-stra. will conduct three

if not four of the six weekly concerts during the ten
weeks' season. Eighty men of the Philharmonic Or-

chestra will form the orchestra. The connection of

-\lfred Hertz with this season has caused a tremen-
dous stir and resulted in a wave of enthusiasm which
will make the season go over big. to use slang. But for

the visionary enthusiasm of Mrs. J. J. Carttr. the

"musical god-mother of Hollylwoood," as she has been
so well called, this grant project could not have been
realized without a formidable set of guarantors' bank
accounts. There is no "angt 1" with means back of this

undertaking. Simply through making speeches. Mrs.
charter, with a staCf of workers none loo large a staff has
sold over 2500 ten-dollar season tickets, mainly in Holly-

wcod. It is expected that 1500 additional tickets will

be sold during this week in Los Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hertz, who have motored to Los

-\ngeles. have met with a cordial reception. They will

be here at least for one week. F. W. Blanchard, as

Prtsident of the Community Park and Art .Association,

, which, organization is sponsoring the concerts, is gen-

eral manager of the season. Guest conductors will be

»-ngaged far the concerts not dij-ected by Mr. Hertz.

Melba French Barr, one of the best-known sopranos

in the West, will give the last of the Friday afternoon

ccncerta which Barker Bros., have he'd in their audi-

torium this month, on Friday afternoon. June 23d. at

3 o'clock. Loma Gregg will be at the piano. These
concerts are free to the public. .Miss Barr will give

as one of her groups Charels Wakefield Cadman's
Willow Wind Cycle, which she sang, with Mr. Cadman
at the piano, at La Jolla recently. Another interesting

song will be the Waltz Song from Music, an Ode, by

Hadley, which she sang in the production which was
given at the Philharmonic .\uditorium this season, with

John Smallman conducting. Other numbers on the

program are: The Seraglios Garden, by Sjargren;

When Cloris Sleeps, by Samuels; Ravishing Butterfly,

by -Malev: Rose Dreamed She Was a Lily, by Brown;

The Vovr. bv Helmund: The Chrysanthemum, by Turn-

er; Happv Little Sal, by Bend; In Those Soft Silken

Curtains, from Manon Lescault, by Puccini; The Black-

bird Song, by Scott, and The Cusha Bird, by Gertrude

Koss.

At the California Theater—Carll Elinor is delighting

his audiences with Suppe's overture. Morning, Noon

and Night, imbuing the graceful work with all the

tonal elegance of his fine ensemble. Elinor brings ac-

curacy and musical elan to this music. That Carrie

Jacobs Bond's I Love You Truly has the making of a

really popular song was proven with the middle num-

ber of the program. Elinor presents this selection in a

charming orchestration. The fourth of a series of favor-

ite tunes cleverly strung together under the caption.

How Many Do You Recall, is finding much favor witn

the public, which evidently loves to indulge in myth-

ical reminiscences, specially if as pleasantly presented

as during the three daily concerts at the California.

Christian Sprotte, son of the well-known singer, Mme.
Anna Sprotte, has returned from a year's study in New-

York, and will open his studio on July 1st in the Tajo

Building, where he will teach summer classes. Whue
in .New Y'ork, Mr. Sprotte studied violin with Hugo

Korischiak and Franz Kneisel, composition with Percy

Goechius, and conducting with Walter Damrosch. He

had the honor of being chosen from the large class to

conduct the Bach Christmas Cantata, which was one of

the largest affairs given at the Damrosch School this

season.
-•

NINO MARCELLI CONDUCTS FINE CONCERTS

High School Orchestra of San Diego Gives Distin-

guished Composer-Conductor an Opportunity

to Delight Large Audience.

Nino Marcelli. brother of Clderico Marcelli of this

city, a distinguished conductor and composer, who

alreadv has earned laurels in South America and dur-

ing the war. as leader of a military band, and who is

writing this vear's Midsummer Music for the Bohemian

Club, is also director of the High School Orchestra of

San Diego. Recently he gave a concert, and the San

Diego Union commented both editorially and repor-

toriallv on this event. Commenting on Mr. Marcelli's

work editoriallv. the San Diego paper says: "The re-

sult thus far under the able direction of Professor Mar-

celli has been more than gratifying: it has developed

not only an orchestra which eventually will give this

city high sunding in the musical world, but it has

brought within its scope a group of naturally endowed

young men and women who promise to achieve indi-

vidual fame in the specialties of their art.

"

Daisy Kessler Bierman commented as follows on the

concert from a critical standpoint: A delightful sur-

prise was in store for the large audience that gathered

at the Spreckels Theatre last evening to listen to the

second annual concert of the San Diego High School

Orchestra. A pleasing evening of music was antici-

pated, and the first impression was the youth of the

rrchestra. who. in their simple middy high school uni-

forms, formed a most attractive picture. With the first

number of the program, however, this impression was
lest in a more overwhelming one of admiration for the

finished and balanced presentation of a program that

was built on the lines of a real symphony concert.

Wlien the first surprise was past, the audience, many
of whom were leading musicians of the eit.v, settled

back to enjoy a performance that held the close atten-

tion, through its imrely artistic merit. The hand of a

master conductor could be easily discerned in the

plastic material of these young musicians, and Nino
Marcelli has earned a well deserved appreciation for

his accomplishment with this group of talented stu-

dents. He has, in fact, created a real orchestra, of

professional ability, which can present a symphony
concert to the satisfaction of the most critical. The
technical accuracy of the work of the orchestra, com-
bined with a musical understanding of interpretation,

made their presentation of symphony overtures and
classic suites, that are programmed by the greatest

orchestras, most enjoyable. The flawless attack, unity

and precision of presentation, was the result of faith-

ful and careful training, and the earnestness and fresh-

ness of interpretation, mirrored the coloring of youth
in the budding artists. One of the surprise elements
in the performance was the smoothness of nuancing
and modulation of phrasing.
Llano Briggs, the soloist, gave a beautiful presenta-

tion of the melodious Bach-Gounod -Ave Maria, arranged
for comet. The young cometist has a sweet, mellow
tone, and played with skill this number, which pre-

sents peculiar difiiculties for his instrument, with its

long sustained tones. He was recalled for encore, as
were several of the ensemble numbers, Mr. Marcelli
sharing the honors by having his youthful orchestra
also rise in acknowledgment of the recalls. Owing to

the length of the program, no encores were played.
Baskets and bouquets of flowers were presented dur-
ing the intermission in further expression of the ap.
preciation of the audience for the work of the orchestra
and its leader.

One of the most beautiful numbers of ihe evening,
and the heaviest, was the Schubert Unfinished Sym-
phony, which was given with finish and poise. The
two movements were played, the first with its haunting
theme, introduced by the cellos, of the Allegro mod-
erato. one of the most popular of the lighter sym-
phonies, and the second, the Andante con moto, its

weaving measures given with a volume, balance and
quality of tone that was most artistic. The Peer Gynt
Suite. No. 2. presented the colorful pictures of the Nor-
wegian composer, with a true feeling for the eerie
minors and weird characteristics of this music of the
north, the appeal of the wailing minor melody of Sol-
vejg's song being especially well brought out.
The closing number of this highly successful concert

was the Prelude to Act III, from Lohengrin, given with
the vigorous full swing of the robust wedding music of
Wagner. As this concert was a long advance in musical
development from the one given a year ago. musicians
and music lovers of the city will wait with much in-

terest the next appearance of this promising young
musical organization, anl to judge from the past ac-
complishment, the orchestra is destined to take its

place among the leading organizations of its kind in
the country.

THE NASH CONCERTS

The Nash Ensemble will give its sixth recital of the
season in the St. Francis Hotel Colonial Ballroom on
Friday evening, June 30th, at S o'clock. The following
program will be presented: Sonata in C minor, op. 30.

No. 2 (Beethoven). Miss Carolyn Augusta Nash, violin.

Sigismondo Martinez at the piano; Songs with obli-

gato-^Poet and Critic (Cesar Cui), (with violin). Si
vous I'aviez compris (Denzal, (with violin and violon-
cellol. Stances (Flegierl, (with violin and violoncello),
-Antonino Minutoli-Pellcgrino, Miss Carolyn Augusta
Nash, violin. Wenceslao Villapando. violoncello. Sigis-

mondo Martinez at the piano; Sonata In -A minor
(Grieg I. Miss Carolyn .Augusta Nash, piano. Wenceslao
Villapando. rioloncello: Songs for tenor—Le lever de la
lune (SaintSaensi. -Aria from Gl Ugonotti (Meyer-
beer). -Antonino Minutoli-Pellegrino. Miss Carolyn Au-
gusta Nash at the piano; Trio in D minor (-Arensky),
Sigismondo Martinez, piano. Miss Carolyn Augusta
Nash, violin. Wenceslao. Villapando. violoncello.

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Olga Siceb. Claire Forbes Crane. Lester Dono-
hue. Colin CaniphelL Mildred JaniUon, Mr*. CilfTord Lott*
Adelaide Go.^neli. Shibley Boyes. etc.

StDdio: 431 Soath Alvarado St. Phone r>3345.

m^Twosr
SOPRANO

Only Hcrious and tal-
lied ntndents ac-
pted. Repertoire In

French, Italian. Rait-
ian. EnRlIsh. Studio.

7IKS >Iaiestic Theatre
RDlldlne. S21910

ACCOMPANIST
( OACHEDGAR J. HANSEN

:;i4 Music Arts Studio nidp. Phone 100s2. Res. 51906. Con-
cert Direction. Grace t arroU Elliot.

DAVOL SANDERS ^
'Vi,',^.o's'Lii''^

Head Violin Dept.. College of Music. L'. S. C.—Member
Philharmonic Orchentm

3201 S. FlRoeroa St., Lo» Anselea Phone ^laln 2190

CATHERINE H. SHANK l°^^l^l
TEACHER OF SI.VUING

Studi.'s: 1500 S. Figueroa; Phone: 22632. Los .Angeles
Glendale: 433 Riverdale Dr.: Phone Glend. 1120-W

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

446 S. Grand View. Phone 554645. Los Angeles
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PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC IN SOLANO COUNTY

lu-

On Friday, May 5th, Solano county held its first an-

ual Play Day for the Grammer school children. Fully

IJOU children were In attendance and the audience in-

luded at least five thousand people. The program nat-

rally consisted of various subjects among which music
111 be most interesting to our readers. We quote from
newspaper report sent to us by courtesy of Anna Kyle,

upervisor of music of Solano county, residing in Fair-

eld. Cal.:

One interesting feature of the morning session was
he .Music .Memory Contest. One representative of each

hool listened to twenty Victrola records to see who in

he county has the best musical car. Two things about

ach record were to be told by each child; the name of

le selection, and the composer. Spelling and penman-
liip were also taken into consideration. Richard Pierce

f Maine Prairie school and Viola Singler. of Benicia,

I for first place. .Mice Kirkland of Vallejo was sec.

rill, and Marion Trainor of Crystal Grammer school

hiril. All the contestants, however, did excellent work
lul are to be commended for entering as many schools

iiU diHiculty in Hnding the records.
Promptly at 10:15 at the entrance to the Court House

:i,000 children who assembled there opened the pro-

ram with the singing of America. The voices were
ported by efBcient accompanists at three pianos;

Mrs J. W. Mills. Fairfield Grammer school. Miss Faye
rter. Rio Vista Grammer school. Miss Phyllis

MiKnight of Vaca Valley Union school. The pianos

ere loaned through the kindness of the Armijo high

hool. Crystal Grammar school, and the City of Suisun.

hree directors. Miss Sylvia Garrison of Vallejo. Miss
iihauna Reiss of Benicia, and Miss Anna Kyle kept the

ianos and children together. Special mention should

III- made of each number on the program had we only

lime and space. The drill by Center school was "letter"

perfect. In spite of interruptions and confusion they car-

ried it through to the end.

V^allejo's chorus work showed splendid training. The
tone quality and interpretation were unusually good for

amateurs. Vallejo is fortunate to have so efficient a di-

rector as Miss Garrison. The hot sun did not interfere

at all with Crystal's calisthenics. They completed all

of their exercises in a very clean cut manner and kept

smiling in spite of the heat. Rio Vista's chorus ren-

dered its two numbers very well, too. Fairfield's num-
ber was a pleasing novelty; their patriotic song and
drill made an interesting diversion.

Benicia's Folk dance could not be fully appreciated

because it could be seen by only a few people. Both
boys and girls were accurate in step and rhythm and
showed the grace and form which can come only through

long hours of practice. Their costuming, too. was very

lartistic. The audience had the pleasant privilege of

having the composer of one of the songs present. Mr.

Frank Owen, Solano county horticulturist, accompanied
his own composition. Nayacamas, with his violin. Ever.v-

one seemed particularly pleased with this number. The
program closed with the full chorus singing the Star

Spangled Banner.

News From the Studios

Miss Ida HJerleid Shelly presented her fourteen-

year-o'.d pupil, Lewellyn Hatfield, in the following pro-

gram, assisted by Mrs. Frederick N". Evans, at Miss

Shelley's studio on Friday evening, June 9th: Sonata in

F major. Allegro (Kuhlau), (with second piano);. La
Fontaine (Reynald); Valse L. H. Alone (Krogman). Ben
Hur March (Wallace); Studies op. 299, No. 11, .\o. 10,

(Czerneyl, (with second piano). Curious Story (Heller),

Caprice Bohemienne (Lebierre); Duo, Danse Moderne
(2 pianos) (Dennee), Miss HJerleid-Shelley. Llewellyn

Hatfield; Fifth Nocturne (Leybach), Valse B flat major

(Durand); Vocal solos—Dodo Baby Do (French Lulla-

by), Glow Worm (Manna Zucca). The Swing (Rein-

e<-ke). Old Mother Hubbard Florence Beresford, Mrs.

Frederick N. Evans.

Our Artists' Page

Every resident artist is interested in se-

curing as many concert engagements as

possible. There are only a limited number

of such engagements to be had. There arc

ten tiincs as many artists seeking such op-

portunities as there are vacancies. On our

Artists' Page there is only room for

EIGHTEEN names. Since there is a de-

mand for inany more than eighteen artists,

it .stands to reason that the chances for se-

curing engagements are greater than re-

sorting to other means.

Jack Hillman pn-si'nlcii some of his pupils in an eve-

ning of song in the ball room of the Hotel Stockton in

Stockton on Thursday evening. May 4tli. The following
extensive program was ably interpreted: (a) I'll Sing
Thee Songs of Araby (Clay), lb) .My Laddie IThayer),
Miss Mabel II. .Mayfield; (a) Homing (Del Iliego). (b)

I Came With a Song (La Forge), Miss Lona (law; (a)

Lungi dal caro bene (Secchi), (b) Summer Rain
(Willeby), Mrs. W. W. Williamson; (a) I Know a Hill

(Wheliiley). (b) Do Not Go, My Love (Hageman), Mrs.
Robert D. McC'auley; (a) I Bring You Heartsease
(Hrauscombe). (b) June (Reach), Mrs. Cora E. Smith;
(a) Auvri tes Jeux Bleus (Massenet), (b) Until You
Came (.Metcalf). Miss Myrna L). Hildreth; (a) Caro Mio
Ben (Giordano), (b) .Misent (Metcalf). Mr. Orland
Giurlani: (a) Spirit Flower (Campbell-.Tyston), (b)

Lindy I-/OU (Strickland), Mrs. Clarence Sivley; (a)

Hound (Botsford), (b) Marcheta (Schertzinger), Mrs.
John Muldowney; (a) O. Let Night Speak of Me (Chud-
wick), (b) Call Me No More (Cadnian), Miss Hazel
Ridenour; .Accompanists .May Dunne, Nina Hamell Kil-

mer, Jennette Rose.

Janet Rowan Hale, gave a children's program which
was interpreted by some of her piano pupils, between
the ages of six and fourteen years, in the Italian room
of the St. Francis Hotel on Saturday evening, June 171 h.

The complete program which was so satisfactorily in-

terpreted that it reflected much credit upon the train-

ing Mrs. Hale is giving these young musicians, was as
follows: (a) Allegretto Scherzando (b) Moderato (op.

174, Nos. 1 and 2) (Gurlitt), (for two pianos), Alice
Lumgair and Lucy Fay; (a) Etude (Burgmulier). (b)

Petite Tarantella (James Rogers), Benjamin Baum;
(a) Two Little Birds (Margaret Martin), (b) Wild Rider
(Schumann), (c) Slumber Song (Gurlitt), (d) Spanish
Dance (James Rogers), Muriel Glass; (a) Soldier's
March (Schumann), (b) Mamma's Sewing Machine (Per-
ley Dunn Aldrich), (c) March of thet Scouts (Evelyn
Sharpe), (d) Hunting Song (Merkel), Lois Campiglia;
(a) Wake Up, Daisies (b) Blue Bird (Nettie Ellsworth),
Jane Morris; (a) Shadow Picture (Reinhold), (b)

Frolics (von Wilm), (c) Etude (op. 47. No. 3 Id) Etude
op. 46. No. 7) (Heller), Eleanor Fay; (a) Birdling
(Grieg), (b) The Humming Bird (MacDowell), Elizabeth
Shaw; Allegro con Energico (op. 174. No. 4) (Gurlitt),

(for two pianos), Margaret Kelton and Lena Rosen-
bium; (a) Minuet in G Major (Bach-Carroll), (b) A
Little Romance (Gurlitt), (c) Twilight (Grant-Schaefer),
(d) Dolly Lost (e) Dolly Found (f) Brownies' Dance
(Margaret Martin), .\lice Lumgair; (a) In a Gondola
(Heins). (b) Elfin Dance (Grieg), Harriet Long; (a)

Witches' Revel (Schytte), (b) Pas Burlesque (Gurlitt),

Ralph Campiglia; (a) Spinning Song (Ellmenreich),
(b) Fairy Polka (Spindler), Carolyn Bartlett; (a) Forest
Sprites (Jessie Gaynor), (b) The Streamlet (Priscilla

Risher), (c) Song of the Lark (Tschaikowsky), (d)

Musette (Bach-Carroll), (e) Musical Clock (Heins),
(t) The North Wind (Evelyn Sharpe), Lucy Fay; (a)

Valse in A Minor (Grieg), (b) A Donkey Ride Near Dub-
lin (Gena Branscombe), (c) Valse Caprice (Ralph Jack-
son), Isabel Heger; Andantino (op. 174, No. 3) (Gurlitt)

(for two pianos). Helen White and Elizabeth Shaw; (a)

Schmetterling (Merkel), (b) Boys' Merry-Go-Round
(Gade), (c) Buds and Blossoms (Gurlitt). Murray Rich-
ards; (a) To the Rising Sun (Torjussen), (b) Waltz in E
Minor (Chopin), (c) Song of the Brook (Lack), Roberta
Duncan.

Letitia A. Miller introduced a number of her piano
and violin pupils at a recital given at her studio, 2316
Webster street, Berkeley, on Saturday, June 17th, as-

sisted by her sister, Mrs, Ann M. Lobenstein, a suc-

cessful San Francisco cellist. The program, which was
intelligently interpreted, was as follows: Pupils who
have only taken from 12 to 21 lessons. Piano solo

—

Rondino (Norwood Dale), Helen McDonell; Violin solo

—

Euterpe (tempo di marcia) (M. Greenwald,) Erma Ells-

worth: Piano solo—The Clock (Florence Maxim, Arthur
Malmstrom; Piano solo—Romance Sans Paroles (song
without words), (Streabbog), Dorothea Asman; Piano
(6 hands)—Dixie (Dan Emmett), Dorothy Richard and
Tom Stevenson; Violin solo—The Merry Bobolink (C. W.
Krogmann), Ralph Davidson; Piano solo—Piere du
Matin (morning prayer) (Streabbog), Grace Sweitzer;
Violin solo—Echos (a study in harmonics) (Frances
Pardee), Agnes Lehtonen; Pianologue—Jack and the
Beanstalk (words and music by L. A. Bugbee), Katherine
Connelly, at the piano, Mary Connelly; Piano solo

—

Study in Octaves (W. F. Sudds), Charles Dull: Trio,

(2 violins and piano) Minuet in G (Beethoven), first

violin, Winifred Connelly, second violin, Joseph (Con-

nelly, piano, .Mary Connelly: Piano solo— (Descriptive)
.\ Garden Dance (G. Vargas), Ethel Thiele; Piano soio

—

Ho, Ho, Ho, For the Sea! (a study in staccato), Dorothy
Stevenson; Piano (6 hands)—O Belle Nuit (O Beautiful
Night), from the opera I-,ove Tales of Hoffmann (Offen-
bach), Phyllis Jacobs, Elizabeth Mote, Mary Connelly;
Piano Solo—Intermezzo, Sparklets (Walter E. Mile).
Elizabeth Mote; Cello solo— (a) At Twilight (W. II.

Squire), (b) Romance (W. A. Aletter), William Wright,
jiupil of Ann M. Lobenstein; Piano solo—Etude, Sept
Henres (seven o'clock) (Joseph Conco), Elsa Brower:
Piano solo— (a) Etude (arpeggio study) (Stephen Hel-
ler), (b) Pluic D' Etoiles (Shower of Stars) Paul
Wachs), Tyyni Malmstrom; Violin duet—Tyrolean
Idylle, Auf Hohen Alpen (on the high .Mps), (Luilwig
Andre), first violin Yngve Christiansen, second violin

Mrs. Miller, accompanist Mrs. Lobenstein; IMano solii--

Etutle Pony Race (Huilolph Frimll Mary Connelly;
Finale—Dance, (French Ballet), Beatrice Rommel, puiiil

of Zeta Lovell of San Francisco.

Mrs. Charles Poulter, soiirano and vocal teacher, in-

troduced a group of her puiiils in a studio recital, at her
iludio nss, 2"lh street, Oakland, on Saturday evening,
June 10th, when the following program was interpreted
much to the gratification of an interested and ajiprecia-
tive audience: Poet and Peasant (von Suppe), Thelma
Osgood; Twittering Birds (Steavens), William Gurney;
Duets (a) Waltz (.Marshall), (b) Melody (Lejeal),
iVancy Milet, Madame PouKer; .Madame Pompadour
(Johanning), Henry McCollough; Valse in E l''la( (Dur-
and). Charles Gurney; (a) O Solo Mio (Du-Capu), (b)
Barcarolle (Oflcnbach), (c) Dance of the Shadows
(Adams). Percy Freeman Betts; Songs (a) Felice,
Waltz Song (Lieurance), (b) April Fooling (Robinson),
Gertrude Mae Thaler; (a) Rustle of Spring (Sinding),
(bl Tarrentelle (Heller), Thelma Osgood; Songs (a)
E'en as the Flower (Logan), (b) April Ecstacy
(Speaker). Winifred Lillian Davies; Witches' Dance
(McDowell). Alfred Feary Poulter; Songs (a) Caro Mio
hen (Gcordani), (b) Love Sends a Little Gift of Roses
(Openshaw), Nellie Dobbins; Rendcs Vous (Alitter),
Hazel Alberta Geer; Songs (a) II Bacio, Waltz Song
(.Arditi), (b) Pale Moon (Logan), (i) Love's a Merchant
(Carew), Thelma Osgood; (a) Venetian Boat Song
(Blumthal), (b) Nearest and Dearest (Caratciolo),
Wanda Hermansen, Christine Hansen: Peer Gynt Suite
(Grieg), (a) Morning, (b) Asa's Death, (c) Anitra's
Dance, (d) In the Hall of the Mountain King, Alfred
Feary Poulter; Songs (a) Summer (Chaminade), (b)
flobin's Song (Wliite), (c) Staccato Polka (Mulder).
Wanda Hermansen.

Miss Eva Garcia, the well known pianiste, and H. E.
Pembroke, were responsible for an excellent musical
entertainment conducted by the Berkeley Lodge of Elks
on Tuesday evening, June 13th. Seventeen of the eigh-
teen numbers of the first part of the program were ren-
dered by pupils of Miss Eva Garcia, while one number
was sung by Isabelle Lynch, pupil of Grace Le Page.
The second part of the program was rendered by Miss
Garcia, Arthur Garcia, and Hugh Williams. The chil-

dren who interpreted the first part of the program made
an excellent impression being heartily applauded by the
five hundred people who were in attendance. The pro-
gram was as follows: Part I—Children at Play (Par-
low), Charles Dinneen (S years); On the Meadow (Lich-
ner), Solfeggietto (Bach), Myrtle Bardell; Lotus Bloom
(Lemont), Mexican Serenade (Lemont), Gladys Cuddy;
Dancing Sprites (Bohm), Album Leaf (Grieg), Ethel
Lauterbach (9 years); Spring Flowers (Loth), Inez
Gushing; Petite Tarentelle (Heller), Elfin Dance (Jen-
sen), Gavotte (Hiller), Alice McKeegan (9 years); But-
terfly (Merkel), Chaconne (Durand). Esther Wilson;
Roundelay (Lemont), Tarentelle (Heller). Cornelia
Sturges; Ecossaisen (Beethoven) Souvenir (Drdia),
Melvin Hoyt; Connais Tu le Phys 'Mignon' (Thomas),
I Hear a Thrush at Eve (Cadman), Isabelle Lynch,
(pupil of Grace LePage) ; The Wind at Play (Hatch).
Elfin Dance (Grieg), Drifting (Krohn), Edward Odell
(9 years); Le Secret (Gantier), Minuet in G (Bee-
thoven), Curious Story (Heller), Betsy Pembroke;
(9 years); Poupe Valsante (Doll Dance) (Poldini), Gon-
doliers (Nevin), Love Song (Nevin), Vernon Comper;
Novellette (Schumann), Nocturne E Flat (Chopin),
Shadow Dance (MacDowell), Ellen Clarke; Scotch Poem
(MacDowell), Dutch Dance vBeethoven). Isabelle Carl-
ton; Butterfly (Grieg). Romance (La Forge), Earl
Throckmorton; Cadiz (.-Ubenlzt;—(Ji'ientiale (Amani).
Carmelita Dinneen; May Night (Palmgren), Caprice
Espagnoli (Moskowski), Marion Douglass. Part 11 —
Violin solo Les Adieux (Sarasa(e), Mrs. Arthur Garcia;
Tenor solo—Spirit Flower (Campbell-Tipton), For You
Alone (Geehl), Mr. Hugh Williams; Piano solo—Scherzo
—B Flat Minor (Chopin), Miss Eva Garcia.

Ida Hjerleid Shelley, the well known Sacramento
pianist and teacher, is responsible for a delightful piano
recital given at her studio in Sacramento on Friday,
May 5th, the occasion of the State capital's music
week. This recital was given by Leona Hunt, a thirteen-
year old pupil of Miss Shelley's who played the entire
program from memory. As a prelude to the recital the
Allegro Quartet, consisting of Misses Alice Easier, Dor-
othy Talbot. Dorothy Bradley and Eleanor Campbell,
played two piano numbers by request. The program was
as follows: Two-part Invention No. 4 (Bach), Sonata C
major (Mozart), (second piano part by Grieg); Dancing
Doll (Poldini), Simple Aveu (Thome), La Czarine
(Ganne); Etude op. 299 No. 17 (with 2nd piano)
(Czerney), Dancing Nym|)hs (Braine), Song of India
(Rimsky-Korsakofl), Second Mazurka (Bscheverria)

;

Valse Caprice (Jackson). Song of the Winds (Harris),
Turkish March (Mozart; Elegie C sharp minor (Nollet),
Polish Dance (Scharwenka).

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication

that should be read by all the music-loving people.

Single copies, 10 cents; by mail J3.00 per year.

GRACE NORTHRUP
Soprano of New York

Toacliing in San Francisco, June 1st to August
l"«th. Studio. Koliler & Chase Bldg.. on Tuesdays
and Fridays by appointment. Tel. Mission 2507.
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"MUSIC IN THE AIR"

Clarence Gustlin, First Vice-President of

the California Federation of Music
Clubs, Broadcasts Dissertation

on Value of Music

Clarence Gustlin, the First Vice-Presi-

dent of the California Federation of

Music Clubs, broadcasted the following
from the Radio Station of the Atlantic-

Pacific Radio Supplies Company. June
14ih. Wednesday afternoon, from 3:30
to 4::iO.

"This is indeed a time when the phrase.

"There is Music in the Air," is translated

into fact to an undreamed-of degree.

And it is well so, for what more than
music, that univereally understood lan-

guage of the soul itself, is worthy to be
broadcasted to the farthermost parts of

the earth for the enjoyment and inspira-

tion of man?
As First Vice-President of the Califor-

nia Federation of Music Clubs. I feel ex-

ceedingly grateful for this opportunity to

deli\'er from the Rock Ridge Radio Sta-

tion at Oakland a message touching
briefly upon musical education, our Fed-
eration work, and to present the greet-

ings of our Past President and founder,

Mrs. Cecil Frankel of Los Angeles.
The cause of musical education is be-

ing promoted in America to a degiee
never before equalled by any country.

This is very largely due to the recogni-

tion, belated though it has been in many
cases, by education everywhere of the

unique value of music as an educational
subject. Few subjects afford the student

the desirable co-ordinated development of

head, heart and hand which music pro-

vides.

The old Greek philosophers and teach-

ers accorded music a pre-eminent place

among the arts and sciences. The poets

of all time have sung its praises with un-

mistakable sentiment. Men of the caliber

of our dean of American educators, Dr.

Elliott of Harvard, assigned music a fore-

most position among educational subjects,

and we were acquainted with the wartime
estimate of music through the unequivocal

statement of no less a personage than
President Wilson, when he said: "The
man who belittles the value of music
does the nation an injury."

The practical moralizing and socializ-

ing value of music is becoming increas-

ingly apparent, and a great proportion

of the awakened interest in music may
well be attributed to this fact. It is being
found adequate to practical human needs,

as well as a delightful, satisfying and
wholesome medium of expression. The
recent assertion of a certain widely

known and experienced detective con-

cerning the good social influence of music

is of interest. He says: "Show me a

community with good music in its

schools, churches and homes, and I will

show you a community with a minimum
of crime."
The practice of good music will reveal

the inevitable benefits whether to indi-

vidual or society, and it is upon this

premise that so great an organization as

the Federation of Music Clubs. State and
National in its scope, declares its right

of existence.

The wide service which the Federation

is extending bespeaks for it the unquali-

fied support, through membership of in-

dividual musicians, clubs, schools,

churches, communities and all musical or-

ganizations, which have the great musical

welfare of America at heart, and which
can vision in the great democratic art of

music a potential factor for the further-

ance of international harmony and good

will. Already our Federation activities

are assuming an international aspect

through the functioning of a recently or-

ganized Reciprocity Committee whose
duty it will be to see that foreign peo-

lies are acquainted with our best musical

works and artists, and that we in turn

are made familiar with their representa-

tive creations and exponents.
We in California may well take great

pride in our musical progressivism. Gen-

erally speaking, our standards are high

and our attainments increasingly promi-

nent. We should feel a particular grati-

fication that the musical department of

our public schools, that most important

field of all, are on so high a plane of ex-

cellence. Our State Federation of Mu-
sical Clubs feels a very especial grati-

tude to Mrs. McNaught, of our Stati^

Board of Education, for her enthusiastic

interest, appreciation and co-operation in

furthering the aims of the Federation

along the lines of adequate recognition

and valuation of music in the public

schools.

Our California Federation of Music
Clubs is to be under the very eflicient

leadership of Mrs. Lillian Birmingham
of San Francisco during its new two-ye:u'

term just commenced. We are looking

forward to great accomplishments
through the enthusiastic co-operation of

all the musical forces of our great state.

Fortunately, we have a solid foundation

of nearly one hundred clubs upon which
to build, and we shall always remain in-

debted to our immediate Past President.

Mrs. Cecil Frankel of Los Angeles, now
National Federation Chairman of Exten-

sion, for her most loyal and efficient work
of pioneering and organizing, which has
given to us the benefits and national

prestige of a great State Federation.

I now take great pleasure in reading
a message from Mrs. Frankel prepared
for this occasion:

"I am happy to send you the hearty
greetings of the National Federation of

Music Clubs through the medium of this

wonderful invention^ "Radio," and to have
the same expressed for me by our able

First Vice President of the California

Federation of Music Clubs—Clarence
Gustlin.

"The National Federation of Music
Clubs is a group of men and women
directly or indirectly associated with mu-
sical activity, for the purpose of aiding

and encouraging musical education and
developing and maintaining high musical
standards throughout America.

"Organized twenty-seven (27) years

ago. they are today the greatest force for

Americanization through music, function-

ing through their various departments of

service, among the most important being
Public Schools, Junior Clubs, Church
Music. American Composers, Internation-

al Reciprocity, Young Artists' Contests,

Home and Group Singing, Music Library
Extension and Legislation.

"Every musical organization in the

State should join in this united effort for

a great American music; sharing in the

educational awakening and extending to

the rural communities assistance in de-

veloping their own resources.
'.Membership in the State includes a

national membership also. The best

minds of our country are devoting them-
selves to the work of the Federation of

Music Clubs, because they believe that by
organizing Junior Clubs, bands and or-

chestras for the leisure hours of our boys
and girls; by encouraging so-called pop-

ular symphony, giving the American peo-

ple musical traditions, an appreciation
of good music, and musical desires that

in time will develop an individual Ameri-
can school of music, thus America may
take her rightful place in the world of

art as a musical nation and a nation of

music-living people."
As an introduction to the program I

wish to play a rather appropriate num-
ber in honor of the visiting Shriners, who
may be listening in at this time. It is

from the new Omar Khayyam Suite, by
Charles Wakefield Cadman. our widely

known and much-loved California com-
poser, and is entitled "The Desert's Dusty
Face." It is a charming Oriental tone pic-

ture of a caravan lazily wending its way
over the desert sands, silhouetted against

a colorful desert sky. A peculiarly fasci-

nating rhythm is very suggestive of the

lilting, languorous movement of the

camel train.

During the remainder of the hour of

music in the air Mr. Gustlin's program in-

cluded selections from the following com-
posers : Bach, Schubert. Duquin, Schu-
mann, Chopin. MacDowell and Ruben-
stein; each number being described and
analyzed so that the "listeners-in." espe-

cially the musical student, would attain

full enjoyment and understanding of each
selection.

Mr. Gustlin gave another Radio concert
Friday afternoon, from 3:30 to 4:30, June
16th, from Rock Ridge Radio Station, at

which time Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, the
President of the California Federation of

Music Clubs, "broadcasted" several splen-

did vocal solos.

PREPARE FOR NEW SEASON
Quite a number of teachers and artists

discontinue their activities, and with these
their efforts to announce their plans as

soon as summer arrives. They decide to

stop their publicity until the new season.

Evidently they do not realize that it is

exactly during the summer months that

they should announce their plans for the

new season. Music clubs, managers and
students make their arrangements for the

new season PRIOR to the opening of the
same. And anyone who waits until the

new season simply loses many opportu-
nities which the summer affords.

The

KNABE
"The Piano for a Lifetime"

THE distinctive tone quality and sensitive

touch of the Knabe make an irresistible

appeal. The perfect craftsmanship and fine

materials that enter into its making preserve

this beauty of tone and action for genera-

tions. The Knabe is the wisest investment

for home or studio. Wherever you will find

music at its best—there you will find the

Knabe—in the Conservatories or on the

Concert Stage. The Knabe is distinctly a

Knabe product, built and developed under
one roof by four generations of master
craftsmen for 85 years. Every component
part of the Knabe Piano is made in the

Knabe factory—thus insuring that uniform-

ity and harmony of constructural detail es-

sential to artistic perfection.

You will find the Knabe literature very interest-

ing. It is so different from the usual catalog. If it

is not convenient for you to call we will gladly send
the same to you on application.

Other Pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time pay-

ments if desired.

Knhler and Chase.
2t) OTarreU St..

San Francisco, CaUf.

Please send literature, prices and terms of
the Knabe. and obUge

Name

.\ddress „ _ „ _

"For the Adv.ancement of Music"

26 O'Farrell Street

Oakland Store Mission Store
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Exclusive Knabe Dealers
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Significant Music
B\ rosajjl: housman

appeal, also to a discriiiiinatiug audience, when they
are given a bearing, which should be soon.

From Carl Fischer and G. Schirmep
It is the bouse of Carl Kisther to whom we owe the

)est publications of nio(l«rn violin literature in Amer-
ica. This firm lias always stood for the progressive

spirit in art and is practically the only one who goes

n for extensive issues for other than piano and voice,

rheir catalogs contain many of the novelties appearing

n the programs of famous violinists, who frequently

iiake their own arrangements. The younger school of

players is particularly skilful in this branch of their

irt. and it is to the efforts of men like Zinibalisl. Seidd.

Honime. Roderick White, Thibaud. Pochon. Cardner. and
asi. though never least. Leopold Auer. that we owe the

enlargement of the current repertoire. Zimbalists fas-

[inaiing Fantasia on Coq D'or was the leading novelty

:)n his program this winter. A masterly selection of the

exotic melodies, with all the devices of a virtuoso

violinist's skill in adaptation, has been published by

Schirmer's and will meet wUh the approval of the con-

rrt artist. This firm also iiublishes a number of teach-

ng pieces by Louis Coerne. Krogman and others.

First in importance are the concert transcriptions of

Auer. In the list are Wagner's famous song. Traunie,

Lensky's air. from Tcbaikowsky's Onegin. a Fantasie

n Russian themes of Rimsky Korsakow's and the

lovely Hebrew melody of Achron, which has been so

aften on the programs of Heifetz. The interesting thing

about the Auer transcriptions is their faithfulness to

their originals, and in preserving the contours. Auer
tias added to the charm and effectiveness of the music
tself. There is no technical display per se. but the

violin is always a musical medium. They are frequently

played by his many distinguished pupils, as well as

jthers.

Mishel Piastro, a sincere young player, has arrantied

a Rustic Dance of Scarlatti and the Lonely Wanderer
r»f Grieg, with skill and appreciation. They. too. belong

to the advanced repertoire, and will be grateful recital

music. Alfred Ponchon. who is the second violinist of

the Flonzaleys. (which is a privilege), is not as well

known as a composer as he deserves to he, and which
these two charming '.arrangements prove. A Cam-
ragnoli Romance of delicious beauty, as well as a

Pagannini Andante from the twelfth sonate. are the

most recent results of his editing as were several piano
pieces during the past few months. Unfortunately, tho

many bookings of the quartet keep him from more work.

Thibauud's contribution. Minute Caprice of Rode, is

dedicated to Elman. who should play it beautifully. It is

to he hoped that he will do so on his return to America,
as also the transcriber, who has also been touring

abroad. Josef Bonine has freely adapted the Rubinstein

E flat Romance, which has long been the proud posses-

sion of the adolescent miss at the piano. He has made
:t into a difficult virtuoso composition, which, when well

played, will please a large audience, and should be a

popular recital number.

Toscha Seidel, who has also gone abroad conquering
new audiences, has made several splendid arrange-

ments for the recitalist programs. He has left the

naive simplicity to L'Amour de moi. which is so charac-

teristic of. the old French romanze. one of the purest

melodies ever penned. The Syrian Berceuse, and Ani-

tra*s Dance are also cleverly done, yet I feel that in

Troika en Traineaux of Tchaikowsky he has done his

finest work. It is so thoroughly violinistic.

Several new and original works are also on the

Fischer lists, and special mention, as well as praise is

due Sam Gardner for his Slovak. Though he is a native

of Russia, Mr. Gardner's entire training musically has
been gotten in America, a fact we Americans can justly

be proud to acknowledge. But in this I feel that blood
will tell, and the freedom and abandon of the Russian
has full scope in this rhapsodic fiery composition. From
the musical standpoint, it reaches a high level, and
stays there and from that of the player it is native to

the instrument. It is to be hoped that other violinists

will soon be aware of this splendid and effective concert
number. Another American violinist who has also

played in the West, Roderick White, sends us a Spanish
serenade, dedicated to Auer. which is a silent testi-

monial of merit. It has melody, is not difficult, and
(hough less original in conception to the Gardner music,
is nevertheless equally deserving of a place on the
ropertoire of distinguished players. By far more pre-

tentious than either of these is Bainbridee Crist's Orien-

tal poem. .Abhisarika, for which an orchestral version is

also obtainable. One expects big things from Mr. Crist,

and here one is not disappointed. Idiomatic, exotic and
well developed this "poeme" will be a landmark for the
American composer of violin music to remember, and
emulate. It should be heard with its orchestral ac-

companiment, as it is so colorful, and no good piano
transcription can adequately re-establish that.

Original compositions from a violinist as famous as
Vecsey are rare, and eagerly awaited. These new things
ot his have been on his proRriims on his recent Ameri-
can tour and are charming. Not modern in the wild
sense so popularly discussed these days they are. never-
theless, not conventional or uninteresting. They are
rather more like pastels, not too pretentious and of

Mulodic worth. .\ Tol? Xuit de Nord. Pouniuoi, Clair

de Lune are some of the picturesque titles, and to those

who are in search of novelties, these will certainly

Important New Books on Musical Topics
Every once in a while, the music publishers turn from

the printing of music to the issuing of important books
bearing upon the subject. Books on the technic of tlie

art. are as important as the music itself, and the far-

seeing publisher is alive to the demands of the music
student, who wants to supplement his playing with goi d

reading material. In Alia Breve, published by G. Scnjr.

nier, we have a case in point. This little book, by
Carl Engel, who is now the librarian of the music
department of the Library of Congress at Washington,
D. C, is a delightfully written, and informing one. of

(he great composers from Bach to Debussy. It not only
gives one general biographical data, but etches out of

their lives, the salient intluences which made them the
great creative artists we know. There is a general
criticism of the most penetrating sort, not the kind
we have become accustomed to read in the daily

papers, but the insight of a man who has written
himself, and who understands the "gentle art of musi-
cal composition." The sketches are brief, but meaty,
often quotable, and will prove a valuable addition to

one's general, as well as musical library. The articles

on Brahms. Debussy, Wagner and the conclusion are
of remarkable quality, and a high water mark in Amer-
ican criticism.

example of the artist always striving toward perfection.
That is the lesson of the book, and the incentive to
those who travel on the difficult road of SINGING ar-

tistically.

THE RETURN OF ISADORA DUNCAN

Xext in interest is a small red book, issued by Carl
Fischer, called "the Principles of Wind Band Trans-
cription," and appropriately dedicated lo Georges
Barrere. the eminent flutist. It is a manual for com-
posers as well as a splendid guide for band masters,
containing, as it does, explicit directions for transpo-
sition, instrumentation, and parallel necessities. Its

author. Arthur A. Clappe. was a captain in the army,
during the war. and director of the IJ. S. Army School,
so he speaks with authority, as well as wide exper-
ience. The book is extremely interesting, and handles
this almost virgin field, with insight, and understand-
ing.

Katherine Ruth Heyman's book is an achievement
in musical esthetics, and is one of the most absorbing
books I have ever read. She calls it The Relation of

the Ultramodern to Archaic Music, and Small. May-
nard of Boston, are the publishers. It is the printed
result of a series of informal talks given before various
clubs, and in its book form should not only reach
a wider and more appreciative audience, but also bene-
fit the reader, with the time for thought which the
printed page alone can give. Strange as it may seem
to the average laymen, there is a closer spiritual tie

between the modem and old music and the very mod-
ern. It seems to bridge the centuries and link us up
closer with the past. So many of our modern com-
posers have found new inspiration in the old model
scales of the early Greeks, which is the real basis of
all our own music. The early Catholic church built its

rituals upon them, and kept them pure and clean, even
to the present day. They are the basis of primitive
folk songs, and those of modern Russia, bear the
imprint of the archaic and simple beauty of these old

scales. Some things are so old that they are forever
new. and it is just this quality which has made the
old church scales so beautiful to the modern ear. As
an antidote to the wild chromaticism of the Wagner-
Liszt school they serve a salutary purpose. They open
a wider horizon, than we have had in the past, freeing
us, as they do. from the tyranny of the major-minor
scales we have grown accustomed to for centuries. They
do not imply the complete negation of the others, but
give the modern composer a musical internationalism
which parallels the political situation of our present
daily life. It is another way of drawing the closer tie

between music and living. Throughout the book. Miss
Ueyman makes one feel and appreciate the alliance of

all the plastic arts, and an inner relationship which is of

the greatest benefit to all. Her viewpoint is large, so is

her canvas, and her insight and uhderstanding rare and
penetrating. Not cnly are her thoughts original, and
illuminating, hut she proves her points all along the line.

which makes one realize that she is not conversational.
but scientifically correct in all the details of her little

hook. There are five chapters, each worthy of a lengthy
review individually, but I can only permit myself this

general summary, and emphasize the importance and
merit of the whole. The individual chapters are on the
Modes, Rhythm. Parallels between modern poetry and
music. Scriabin and Debussy. Certainly no wider scope
can be imagined, and I can heartily endorse and recom-
mend this bt:ok to a thinking reading public. It will

justify many things, which the uninitiate arc shy of and
will help the modern artist, by giving him a more thor-

oughly alive audience to play for.

Of very special interest to professionals and laymen
alike, is Savatore Fucito as Caruso, and the .Art of

Singing, recently issued by Stokes and Co. The author
writes of the world's greatest tenor, from the expe-

riences of daily contact, as for six or seven years be
was his coach and accompanist. There are. of course,

interesting personal reminiscences, bits of the results

of personal contact, details about the great roles he

sang so gloriously and some excellent illustrations to

round out an interesting volume. But the main value

lies in the discussion of the Caruso technic, and Mr.
Fucito gives detailed accounts, as well as examples of

the various exercises he daily used, in order to keep his

naturally great vocal apparatus in its best condition

To singers and vocal students, this will be of inestim-

able value, and not only these, in themselves, but the

The announcement that Isadora Duncan is to return
to her native land for a farewell tour next season has
.stirred the interest of her thousands of admirers and
followers and has awakened a long-smouldering contro-
versy as to her share in America's contribution to the
art of dancing. It is many years ago. when a ten-year-old
girl—gawky and self.willed, morose and lyric by turns,
a brazier of smouldering fire—was restlessly hovering
about a California lawn. Her brother cultivated oratory,
and indoors he was sonorously reading from a school
book. The girl heard him. out on the lawn:

*'I shot an arrow into the air.

It fell to earth, I know not where!"

Something moved in the breast of the girl. The arrow
became a dimly conceived symbol—youth, life, achieve-
ment, love. The rhythm of Longfellow's verse merged
with the pulse of her own b'.ood. Unconsciously, she
began to move, to gesticulate, to run, to leap—to dance.
She dramatized the arrow's flight, its leap into the un-

rlvnown. Untaught as any sheep capering the wind on an
Irish hill. Isadora Duncan, "the amateur," began her
Mfe's work.
Many years of intense effort toward self-development

followed—years when she reaped no better harvest than
privation and suffering. But Isadora Duncan had a will
that would not bend or break, and ever before her,
through the thick, murky clouds of despondency, flew
the arrow—the symbol of her career. A prophetess, un-
recognized in her own land, she went to Europe, and it

was in the alien cities of Munich, Paris and London that
fame placed its wreath of honor at her feet.

It was then that America welcomed her with wide-
open arms, and during the first half of the last decade
her name became known from coast to coast, from wind-
.swept Lakes to the sunny Gulf. Her coming was the
lenaissance in -America of the most timeless of the arts

—

that of the dance.
Ever an ardent and valiant worker in the cause of hu-

manity, the first clash of arms that provided the World
War found her back in Europe to help wherever she
could. Her school near Paris was converted into a hos-
pital, and there she spent those long and trying years
to administering to the maimed and wounded. Most re-

(ently. the terrible plight and suffering of Russia aroused
her sympathy, and. with the aid of the Soviet Govern-
ment, she devoted herself to the welfare of the children

of Moscow. It was in the ancient capital of the Musco-
vites that Miss Duncan met Alexander Yessinin. the
young Russian poet, to whom she was married a month
ago and who will come to this country with her. together
with a troupe of twenty-two Russian dancers, trained
and developed by her.

It is well, at this point, to quote Miss Duncan's formal
convictions on the dance: "The Greeks in all their paint-

ing, architecture, literature, dance and tragedy evolved
heir movements from the movement of Nature, as we
see expressed in all representations of the Greek gods,
who. being no other than the manifestation of natural
forces, are presented in a pose expressing the concentra-
tion and evolution of these forces. This is why that art of

the Greeks is not a national or characteristic art. but
has been and will be the art of humanity for all time.
"The school of the ballet of today vainly striving

against the natural laws of gravitation or the natural

will of the individual, and working in discord in its form
and movement of nature, produces a sterile movement
which gives birth to no future movements, hut dies as it

is made.
"The expression of the modern school of ballet, where-

in each action is an end. and no movement, pose or

rhythm is sucessive or can be made to evolve succeed-
ing action, is an expression of degeneration, of living

death. All the movements of cur modern ballet school

are sterile movements, because they ai'e unnatural; their

purpose is to create the delusion that the law of gravi-

tation does not exist for them.

"The primary or fundamental movements of the new
school of the dance must have within them the seeds

from which will evolve all other movements, each in

turn to give birth to others in unending sequence of still

higher and greater expressions, thoughts and ideas.

"This may seem a question of little importance, a ques-

tion of differing opinions on the ballt t and the new dance,

but it is a great question. It is not only a question of true

art. it is a question of race, of the development of the

female sex to beauty and health, of the return to the

original strength and to natural movements of woman's
body. It is a question of the development of perfect

mothers and the birth of liealthy and beautiful children.

**I intend to work for this dance of the future. To ex-

press what is the most moral, healthful and beautiful in

life— this is the missicn of the dancer, and to this 1

dedicate my life."

MINETTI
ORCHESTRA

Application for Membership

Address Secretary Minctti Orchestra

i}<23 (lav Street. Ttlciihone I'ilhiiore 4'1-U)
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PUPILS OF MRS. H. I. KRICK SCORE
SUCCESS

Lloyd Kramer, thirteenvear-old pianist

pupil of Mrs. H. 1. Krick and son of Mi^.

P. J. Krimer. President of the Federation

of Mothers' Clubs of Oakland, gave a

piano recital in Oakland during the first

week in May. It took place before the

American Talent Club of Oakland on Fri-

day evening. May 5th. The club house

was filled with people, and they were all

very enthusiastic over the young musi-

cian's playing. His entire program was
played from memory, and he was com-

pelled to respond to encores.

Irving Krick. the fourteen-year-old son

of Mrs. H. I. Krick. gave a piano recital

at the Rockridge Radio broadcasting sta-

tion on Wednesday afternoon. May 3rd,

and won distinct success, the owners of

the station expressing themselves as be-

ing delighted with his work, and invited

both him and his sister Jeanne to play

again. The latter is nine years of age, and

played Paderewskis Minuet so well that

it had to be repeated.

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway ... - Oakland

ADKLE ULMA.N
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
Ciommonwfa!;h Ave Tel. Pac. 33.

Miss Helen Goldman
1610 Sattvr St. Thonr FII. SlSl

Specialist In Arpompanrlne
Stadio ^\'ork Dentrrd

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PIA.XIST A>D TEACHER
PapU of 'WaceT STraync

Stndio: SJ5 Uaenn Vlata Atf. Tel Park 341

Stella Raymond Vought
TEACHER np VOirE

Concert >lanager
545 Sntter St. Kearny 41''1

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist.

—

Soloist, Accompanist and Teacher
S15 Clement S[,. San Franc:sc-. Pac. &2S4.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

r=sm

'- ,1 i:'!'i''iiii*nRiSffi

Grand Prix, Parim
Grand Prix.*. St.

t M pre
came oolr the Baldwin has the

acoostic properties capable of iu dtrtJop-
ment. Thoae wbo appraacfa CheariectioQ of a
piatvi unprejiKlioMl and with open """'^ find

the Baldwin a rmlatioa.
II 7«a w« lBtor«a>4 I> th* jtfiJMi ml » n«Br Uc^

2hc$ali)ram^3i3no(torapanu

3I» Sutter St. San Francisco. Cal.

Mrs. William Steinbach ^me. ISABELLE MARKS
VOICE CILTCRE

Stadlo:

903 KOHLER A CHA9E BLDG.
Sao Franoiaeo Phone: Kearny 5454

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PI.\MST

Studio: 1537 Euclid Avenue. Berke*eT«
Phone Berkeley GOO«.

CONTRALTO
%*olee Cnltare. Suite "C KohJer &. Chaae
flafldlni^. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADl -VTE OF «CHOLA CA>TORUiI,

PARIS
ORGAMST ST. MARV'S CATHEDRAL

Piano Pepartment. Hamiia School
Orsan and Plaao, ArrUIaea .Mualcal College

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN Evelyn Sresovich Ware
Violinist—Conductor—Lecturer

WUi Accept An Lnlimited \umber of Pupils

Stndio: 3145 ^ a.-ihineton St. TeL Fill. G14G

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIAXO and HARMOXT

California Institute of Music. K. & C.

Building. Td. K-arny 545J.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TE-4CHER OF VOICE

^Indios: ^ti'Z Kotaler A^ Chase Bld^., S. F.
56:k: Ocean View Dr„ Oakland (Realdence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
1103 Kohler i Cha.e Bid. TeL Sntter 73S7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio. 64<3-«<M KOHLER & CH.ISE BLDG.
Phone Heamr 5454

MRS. CHARLES POULTER.
SOPRANO St. Andrew* Chnrck
Voice Cnltare, Piano. 5^S 3Tth St„ Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kohler A Chase Bldc„
Wednesdays Tel- Kearnj M54.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PI.VMST A>D TEACHER

Residence and Studio. 6128 HUleeaaa Atc^
Oakland. TeL Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAM.\TIC CONTR.iLTO

Opera Successes in Europe: <! oncert Snc-
cesaea in America. Address 1M)1 California
St., San FrancLsco. Telephone Prospect 3620

PIA^O
Studloi 10O3 K*kl£r A C%aa« Bldc-

Phone Kesmy 5434

>Iember of Federal Reserve System and .\ssociated Savings Banks of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SA.V FRA.NCISCO BAXK>

536 C^UCemla Street, San Fraaeiseo, CaL
COMMERCIAL

MISSION BRANCH, Mlsfllon and Slst Street.

P\RK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BR.ANCH. Clement St. and 7lh ATe.
UAIGUT STREET BRANCH. Halcht and UelTedere Streets

DECEMBER 31, 1921

Assets .

Deposits .

Capital Actually Paid Up
Reserve and Contingent Funds
Employees' Pension Fund

__r7I,S«li99.»3
e$,201,29S.62
1,000.000.00
2,650,000.00
371,7S3.4«

OFFICEKS JOHN A. BUCK, President: GEO. TOURKT, Vice-President and
Uanager: A. H. E. SCHMIDT. Vlce-Pre«ldent and Cashier; E. T. KRUSE. Vice-
President: A. H. iirLXSR. Secretary; WV. D. NEWHOUSE. Ass^sta.^t Secretary:
WILLIAM HERRilAJrS. GEO. SCHAMilBL. G. A. BELCHER. P.- -A. LAUENSTEIN.
H H. HERZER and H. P. M-AYN.ARD, Assistant Cashiers: C- W. HETER, Man-
ager Mission Branch: "W. C. HETER. Manager Park-Presidio District Branch;
O. F. PAULSE-S". Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOVRD OF DIBEtrroRS—JOHN A. BUCK. GEO. TOURNY. B. T. KRUSE.
A H R =CHMIDT I N. WALTER. HUGH GOODFELLOW, E. N. VAN BERGEX.
ROBERT DOLLAR. E. -A- CHRISTENSON, K S. SHERMAN. WALTER A. HAAS.

GOODFELLOW. EEIO^S. MOORE & ORRICK. General .Attorneys.

-A dividend of FOUR AND ONE QU-ARTEIR ( 4 "^ > per Cent per annum was
declared for the six months ending December 31. 1921.

Jo.seph George Jacobson teachers' directory
PIA>0

3S33 Sacramento St. Phone FUlmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comiqae. Paris

Studio: 3107 Washlnrtoa Street
Phone FUlmore 1847

HENRIK GJERDRUM
Pianist— Instructor—Accompanist

2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

SIGMUND BEEL
blaster C lasses for \ ii>lin

Studio Unilding:. 1373 Post Street

TeL Prospect 757

Ada Clement Music School
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S8S

.VI? 5. C.4.RR0LL NICHOLSON
COSTRALTO

Teacher of SlnslAK- 33 Loretta Are., Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont SIH. Mon.. Kohler A
Chase Bldc-. 9. P. TeJephane Keemy 54M.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
3311 SCOTT ST., Bet. Clay A ^ashin^on

Ur. Xoah Brandt. Violin
Mrs. \oBh Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Emana EL Cob-
cert and Chnrch Work. Vocal Instme-
tion. 3r»39 Clay St., Phone West 4S90.

Mary Coonan McCrea MRS, EDWARD E. BRUNER
TE.\CHER OF SISGIXG

Studio 36 GalTney Bnlldlns. 376 Sntter St.

Tel. Douglas 4233. Res. TeL Kearny 2549

SOPRANO; ATmllahle for En^a^ementa
Soloist. Temple Beth Israel

Studio: 30 Ashbnry St. Phone: Pae. 5230

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS *'.'• f^^.^i't'.^^^-^^.'i^f.*'"
FLUTIST

.\Tailable for Concerts as Soloist or for
Obllsato Work. 120I Henry St., Berkeley

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TE-%.CHER OF S1>GI>"G

Stndio: 1920 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 1501

ARTISTIC PIAXO l>STRLCTIO>
Stndio: lOOO Kohler A Chase BIdp.

TeL Kearny 5454. Res. Phone Franklin lOSO

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GLACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACH«:R OF VOICE

24IS Pine St- Tel. West 7011

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8J11

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
306 Koiler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
Sjl Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR. ON FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Pro»p. 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channlng Way. Berkeley. CaL

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. TeL K'my 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove S:. TeL West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK

479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MACKENZIE GORDON
2S32 Jackson Street Phone West 457

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., TeL Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
(72 Scott Street TeL Park .=;17E

MRS. OLIVE REEO CUSHMAN
433 Eltfood Are.. Oakland. Tel. Oak- 5164

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
640 Post St. TeL Pros. 216S

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler i: Chase Bldg. Tel. K. .5434

OTTO RAUHUT
357 .A.rgiieUo Blyd. Phone Pacific 35«i

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
306 Kohler & Chase Bldg. TeL Kearny 5454

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Street Phone Kearny 2637

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker SL TeL: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN

434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113

REED AND MOUTHPIECE H.4KER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
7SS Mission St. Sutter 6365

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review,
a publication that should be read by all

the music-loving people. Single copies,

10 cents: by mail J3.00 per year.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE, MACBETH, EASTON, JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers
TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOIH TKACIIIN'G PIKCES (Grade 3)
lly l-'lnrt-nrc I*. Hra Till-: \\ OOP NV>II'irs llAltr

Knch f .30 KING THIIDSH BEARD
IIKI.I.II! MR. ROniN A AKIMA

Thmc plrcrn nrr briniE nldrly unpiI and much npprrrljited by <eii<*hrrii irbo vnlne
tlirlr InMplrationnl hrnuly and modern Idiom. I'.M'HrAL FOR THF: CiRADK. I'nb-
llxbril hy (XAVTON F. SL>I.MY CO., CIIICACO, and for aale by IIF:\RV GROIIK
In Ibr alorc of \MI.KV II. AI.I.KN CO.

l^Tt Ki-nrny St.. Snn FranrlNro

Henry Bretherick
ORGANIST

ZBSO Duah Strret

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAI. CCl.TrHE

ArtlMt iiupIlK nvnllnhlt. for nil ocrnnlona
SOO Koblcr A Cbaite llldK. Kearny 4991

CuTrforvJ^
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

jl \K ::r>tii

—

ii:ih> a. ^i.

I?
SEVERI
iinil thr fnniouN

California Theatre
Orchestra

millicenV raven
(Canada's Grtalt-st Soprano)

•l/\lcrn Nolle" from
Mt-nNttift-lf"—lloftu

SoIuInI fur the Ctincrrt of July -ntl

LI/-ETTA KALOVA

QonStanceAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerslein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 705 Kobler & Chnne nulldlnfi;
Phone Kearny M.Vl

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
For Kindergarten and Primary Gradea

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Wnrdn and Mualc

ABIIIE GERRISH-JOIVES
Adaption* and De>crlptlonH

OLIVE B. WILSON-DORRKTT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resv't of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-

rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the

summer session of 1920.

PRICES il.OO AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

PHYLLIDA ASHLEY
California's Gifted Daughter

AN ARTIST OF RARE ABILITY

AND CHARM,WINNER OF EN-

THUSIASTIC PLAUDITS

FROM PRESS AND
PUBLIC

WRITES OF HER PIANO

ilbt

illasmii^Ifmnlm

To me no piano possesses the loveliness of tone which abounds in my Mason
ana llamlin Grana. It has that -wonderful roundness and smooth sonority that

one sometimes, tho rarely, hears in a beautifully modulated human voice. In

action, durability and in point of beauty of design and workmanship nothing more
could be desired. Xo me it represents the acme of piano perfection. The best m
the world. (5/w) pHYLLIDA ASHLEY

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS IN ALL STYLES MAY BE SEEN ONLY AT OUR STORES

Two Entrances

135-153 Kearny and 1 17-125 SutUr Sts.

Victor Talking Machines
'^ile>^BAllen®

-MASON AND HAMUN PIANOS-

Oakland—1209 Washington Street

San Joje—^99 South First

Sheet Masic
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FINE ARTISTS DELIGHT BERKELEY AUDIENCE NOTRE DAME COMMENCEMENT IN SAN JOSE

Florida Parrish-Moyle, Soprano. Lizetta Kalova, Violin-

ist, and Edgar Albert Thorpe. Pianist,

Give Representative Program

By ALFRED METZGER

Florida Parrish-Moyle, soprano. Lizetta Kalova, violin-

ist, and Edgar Albert Thorpe, pianist, gave the second
of a series of recitals of which the first was given at

the Fairmont Hotel. San Francisco, on Tuesday evening.

June 20th. This second event took place at the Clare-

mont Hotel, Berkeley, on Friday evening. June 23rd,

and attracted a select and musical audience. Owing to

other apopintments for that evening it was impossible

for us to hear the entire program, but we were able to

remain during the first three numbers which gave us

an opportunity to hear the three artists.

The introductory number on the program consisted of

Tartini's G minor violin Sonata and was interpreted by
Mme. Lizetta Kalova. This distinguished Russian
violinist is no stranger to our musical people inasmuch
as she appeared frequently in public last year and at

every time secured for herself {he triumphant approval
of her hearers. She has a smooth, clean tone, plays with
much fire and impresses one with the conviction that

she is an experienced artist who understands the com-
positions she interprets thoroughly. Technically she
commands an unusually clear and brilliant execution
while her natural artistic temperament influences her
to invest her phrasing with every particle of sincerity

and seriousness. She was enthusiastically received and
her audience gave audible proof of its gratification.

Mme. Florida Parrish-Moyle sang a group of three
songs by Handel (Care Selve). Scarlatti (Se Florindo e

Fidele) and Brown (Shepherd) Thy Demeanor Vary).
This artist also convinced everybody that she is an
experienced singer, that her voice consists of a lyric

soprano of fine resonance in the middle and low tones.

that she has grasped the technical difficulties of vocal
art to an unusually thorough degree, and that she sings
with the intelligence of one who has conquered the
dramatic meaning of a composition. As will be seen
from her first group she has selected works demanding
the most careful and painstaking mode of expression
and the fact that she delighted her audience so much
as to arouse them to hearty manifestations of approval
is evidence for her public success.
Edgar Albert Thorpe played Chopin's Scherzo No. S

in C sharp minor and also the accompaniments as well

as the piano part to the violin sonata. He therefore ap-

peared in three distinct capacities, namely, as soloist,

accompanist and ensemble player. On this occasion we
preferred him in the latter two roles, for his accompani-
ments and ensemble playing overshadowed on this occa-

sion his solo work. He is an artist whose essential

claim to public favor consists of a refinement of style,

smooth and flexible touch, clear technic and poetic in-

stinct. He is by all means a pianist who deserves a
prominent place in public musical life and who. as was
the case on this occasion, has the capacity to draw his
audience toward him.
The balance of the program, which was under the

management of Mme. Vought consisted of: Soprano solo
—Aria. Care nome from Rigoletti (Verdi). Mme. Florida
Farrish-Moyle: Violin solos— (a) Nocturne (Chopiu-
Auer), (b) Caprice XIII (Paganini-Kreisler), (c) Taran-
tella (Wieniawski), Mme. Lizetta Kalova; Soprano solos— (a) Merry Maiden Spring (MacDowell). (bl Love Like
the Dawn Came Stealing (Cadman). (by request), words
by Gilbert Moyle; (c) The Lark Now Leaves Its Watery
Nest (Parker). Mme. Florida Parrish-Moyle; Second
Polonaise Brillante (Wieniawski). Mme. Lizetta Kalova.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

The editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review wilt be

in Los Angeles from July 1st until July 11th, inclusive,

in order to attend the annual convention of the Music
Teachers' Association of California, to witness the open-

air performance of Carmen under the direction of Maes-
tro Guerrieri, and the stage direction of Allessandro

Bevani, and last but by no means least to attend the

first of a series of symphony concerts to be given in the

Hollywood Bowl by the Philharmonic Orchestra mem-
bership of eighty under the direction of Alfred Hertz.

All copy for the Pacific Coast Musical Review may be

left as usual at the office. (801 Kohler & Chase BIdg.).

where it will be taken care of, and all business transac-

tions should be attended to at the Leighton Press, 516

Mission street. If it is inconvenient for any of our
friends or patrons to call at Mission street, they can
telephone to Douglas 8350. and an appointment will be
made at the editorial office in the Kohler & Chase BIdg.,

or at any place most convenient. The editor will be

back in San Francisco on July 13th.

Famous Conservatory of Music Gives Weil Selected
Program on Occasion of Seventy-First Commence-

ment Exercises of Notre Dame College

By ALFRED METZGER
The College of Notre Dame and the Notre Dame Col-

lege of Music celebrated its seventy-first commencement
exercises in San Jose on Tuesday morning, June 20th.

As usual the ball was crowded with enthusiastic and
'loyal friends of the college as well as the graduating
students and the faculty of efficient sisters was honored
by the presence of the leading clergy of this part of

California. Archbishop Hanna beaded the delegation
and delivered one of his eloquent and impressive ad-

dresses. The program, owing to certain circumstances
which made brevity necessary, did not contain as many
musical numbers as usual, but whatever there was.
represented the very best that any music school can
offer.

Violet Irma Bulmore. soprano, and Filisene Elizabeth
Estrabou, violinist, were the graduates this year, and
inasmuch as they appeared in a recital of their own
which was recorded in these columns several weeks ago.

Ihey did not appear on their own account at this time,

although Miss Bulmore sang the solo part in the opening
chorus in excellent voice and with gratifying spirit.

Virginia Matheu. violinist, received a gold medal foi

creditab'e work in violin.

Miss Bulmore in addition to her graduation from the
conservatory course, received a gold medal and diploma.
She has been fourteen years in Notre Dame College

VIOLET HI LMORK
A Gifted VoDiif!: Soprano ^Vho Graduated n'ith Honors

From the Conservatory Coume of the Notre
Dame College. San Johc

from the first grade until now. She received her entire
literary and musical education at Notre Dame and is

also a high school graduate there. Her fine soprano
voice and artistic style have been among the delightful
features of many of the musical events of Notre Dame
College of Music. Miss Estrabou. too, received her en-
tire literary and musical education at Notre Dame. She
also was the recipient of a gold medal and diploma on
this occasion and devoted fourteen years at the college
to the completion of her education. She. too, is a high
school graduate and her fine tone and facile technic
have added greatly to numerous programs in which
she participated.
This year's commencement program began with

march and chorus from Tannhauser by Wagner which
was interpreted by a chorus of eighty voices singing in
four part, soprano by Violet Bulmore and orchestra!
accompaniment by: Pianos — Maxine Cox, Margaret
Jones. Eileen Fitzgerald. Dorothy Cross: Violins—Fili-
sene Estrabou. Eugenia Zingham, Ramona Schilling,
Lenore Melendez. Virginia Matheu, Eleanor McDonnell,
Augusta Mann. Marion Catherine Pabst; Harp—Julia
Herrate; Cello—Isabel Melendez. The ensemble work
and intonation as well as the rhythm and accent on this
interpretation were very satisfactory and enjoyable. It
is always de!ightful to watch these students sing and
play in such precise time when no conductor is there to
keep them together. This Tannhauser March and chorus

is specially difficult to interpret and the fact that they
did not only secure the uniformity of phrasing but re-

tained rhythm and intonation is surely worthy of praise.

Students and faculty should share equally in the hon-
ors. The Vision of Dante, an orignal allegorical tab-

leau with declamation written by one of the Sisters of

Notre Dame and interperted ably by Evelyn Derby who
expressed grace, fine enuciation and a remarkable mem-
ory, proved one of the specially successful features of
the program. Those representing the beautiful tableau
were : Elsie Ramsey, The Child Beatrice ; Elizabeth
Flanner>- and Hazel Murphy, companions of Beatrice;
Henrietta St. Pol. Beatrice the Woman; Margaret Doyle.
The Blessed Virgin: Angeles—Maria Goubaud, Muriel
Cunningham, Hilda St. Pol, Helen Weller, Mariquita
McClosky. Marie Louise Holthouse and Rafaela CTou-
thier.

Maxine Cox, who received the Batchelor of Music
Degree last year was the piano soloist of the occasion.
Miss Cox spent thirteen years at Notre Dame, received
her complete education there and was a high school
graduate, the College having also high school
courses. Miss Cox played the Grieg Sonata op. 7
in a manner that revealed her fine training and her
inherent musical and artistic faculties. During the last

years, since her graduation. Miss Cox has been coach-
ing with Uda Waldrop, and her artistic progress both
as to touch and phrasing could readily be noted, al-

though she received that solid foundation at the Col-
lege which is absolutely necessary if any artistic re-

sults are to be obtained after graduation. Miss Cox

ril.ISKM: RSTRABOl
.V Talented A oune \'ioliniMt \\ ho Received Diiilonia and

Gold Medal at Gradnatincr KxercixeK of >otre
Dame Collegre, $an Jose

proved beyond a doubt a credit to the College and her
readiness in overcoming almost unsurmountab*e diffi-

culties and her assurance and confidence proved that
she is a pianist of superior merit. She acquitted herself
most creditably on this occasion.
The concluding musical number of the program was

Rossini's Tangred Overture by the following instru-
ments: Pianos—Eileen Fitzgerald. Lydia Klavano,
Norma Francis. Marie Teresa Fatjo. Marie Teresa Her-
rate. Janet Pabst. Virginia Ruiz. Evelyn Derby. Hen-
rietta St. Pol. Muriel Cunningham, Hilda St. Poi. Eliza-
beth Macke. Merle Mitchell, Dorothy Gross, Andrea de
Leon, Catherine Flannery. Violins—Felisene Estrabou,
Violet Bulmore, Edith Baker. Ramona Schilling. Mar-
garet Jones. Lenore Melendez, Lydia Molina, Julia
Molina. Joseph Corda, Virginia Matheu. Eugenia Zing-
beim. Eleanor McDonnell. Augusta Mann. Aileen Green,
Marion Catherine Pabst. Margaret Eileen Johnson. Mary
McCue. Grace Ryan. "Cello—Isabel Melendez; Orches-
tral bells, Julia Herrate; Instrumental accompanist,
Lucille Gordon.
Again it was noticeable that the young musicians

were excellently trained and prepared, for they played
well together and exhibited a uniformity of attacks and
expression which added greatly to the enjoyment of
those who heard them. Another successful term has
passed for the College of Notre Dame and again a num-
ber of well trained, well educated and splendidly
equipped students are turned into the world
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The Steinway Duo-Art Piano
Just 'what is it?

WE consider the Steinway Duo-

Art Piano to be the greatest

—

the most wonderful piano the world

has ever known.

In the first place it is a magnificent

piano, unequilled in tone, in action, in

physical beauty. Secondly, it is an im-

proved Pianola—a "player-piano" for

you to play with ordinary 88-note music-

rolls. As such, it infinitely surpasses

anything hithertoknownamong instru-

ments of this type.

And greatest of all—it is a Reproduc-

ing Piano of truly miraculous power. By

means of special music-rolls, made by

pianists while playing a wonderful

recording piano, it reproduces their actu-

al performances with absolute fidelity.

Every phrase,every nuance, every subtle

shade of tone and tempo, every touch

of foot to pedal is reproduced.

Paderewski today makes rolls ex-

clusively for the Duo-Art. So also do

Bauer, Cortot, Hofmann, Rubenstein,

Gabrilowitsch,Busoni,Grainger, Ganz,

Friedheim, Schmitz, Leginska, La

Forge, and scores of other great musi-

cians. The Duo-Art roster is, in fact,

a roll-call of practically all the mighti-

est pianists of this age. This is indeed

a glorious tribute to a glorious repro-

ducing instrument.

Notice the emphasis upon the fact

that these artists today make reproduc-

ing rolls exclusively ioT the Duo-Art.

Moreover, their Duo-Art rolls are the

only American rolls that represent their

0B71 exact, authentic playing—that have

been edited by no one except themsehes.

The Duo-Art may now be had with

motor either self-enclosed or in detached

box to be placed in some other room,

as you prefer.

The Duo-Art comes enshrined in

the Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes, as well as in

the immortal Steinway.

Come in and ask.to hear this glori-

ous musical instrument. Make it a point

to come in and hear it.

Sherman^play& Co.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento • Stockton Fresno • San Jose

"TV TO instrument approaches

1 \ the 'DuoArt in its per-

feBion of construction and the

fidelityofmusicalreprodudion."—Alfred Cortot

"This instrument is without

question greatly superior to any

other of its kind."

—Ignace Jan Paderewski

"It IS distinctly in a class by

itself. —Rudolph Ganz

"The 'Duo-Art stands supreme

among reproducing pianos."

—Harold Bauer

"The ^Duo-Art is so far super-

ior to any other instrument ofits

kind, there can be no real basis

for comparison.

"

-Josef Hofmann

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones- Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Direclor

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Cnntmlto

Teacher of Sln^lnfC. foniplefe Courne of Operatic Train-
ing. 'i'VlO Pierce Si. Tel. Fillmore 4r>.'i3.

MME. CARRINOTO.N LE\>*V8
Prima Doona With Strakonch, Mapleaon, Kle.

EMUYN LE>>'YS
OrEanUI Fifth Chnrch of Chrlat SolentUt. Formerly

Principal of Virgil Plana Schoal, Loadan, Knf^land.

Rea. Stadia: 24M1 I.ron Street. Phane Fillmore ^%

MRS. S. P. MARRACCl, Vocal Teacher
Itulinn method; 1-4 ream of HlaRe experience; former
prliun donnn >Tltfa CnruNo nnd TetrazKlnl; coochea pnplla
Vocally nnd In Drnniatle Deportment.
Studio. 4«4 ColunibUN Avenue. Phone Garfield 2276

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TK4CHER OF SINGING

070 Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
.^ppolnlmeuts by Phnne—Proapeot 3.^20

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

SA> JOSE, CAI,.

Arrillaga Musical College
\'. de Arrlllncn. IJireclor

A. L, ArtlffueN. i'rea.; I.<»ul»« Alesrrlo. Vlee-I'rea.

l^nexrelled fncllltlea for the atndy of moalc Id all

Ita branchea. Lariec Pipe Orsan. Recital Hall.

2S1S JACKSON STREET
San Franclaco. Cal. Phone \^>at 4737

Confera Deffreea .\iTardfl Certlflcatea

Manning School of Music
jnil.N C. MANNING, Director

32-12 M oMhlnKton Street, near Prenldlo ATcnoe
Snn Franclaco, Cal.

For further Inforninllnn oddreaa the aecretorj of (he
rhool. or phone Fillmore 3Iir».

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCED PI PII.S ACCEPTED

Papl! of Mnie. V. StcpnnnfT (Ilerlln). M. Sleveklnic.
nnd K. Ilobcrt Schmltx ( Ne%T York). Studio: 701
Heine Hide. 1^** Stockton St. MondnjM. 0.12. Thurfi-
darn< ll)-1. 3-tl. Tel. Kearny 2222. Kcn. Phone: Pied-
mont 7An.

Miss EUizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Pliinn, Or^nn, linrniony. Orennlnt nnd >lualcal
Director of FlrHt PrPNhyterlnn < hnrcli. A Inmeda. ifomc
Studio: 1117 PARI STHF.FT. AI,A.<nED\. Telephone Ala-
meda \"t, Thurndnjw. >lcrrhiinn >«*hooi, rill7 l-:iii<>rndo \ve.,

Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770,

For I'artlculnrN apply to Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Sai«lii* «k> Chamber M iihIc Society

Will Accept a Few Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Kohlor
& Chase Bide:- Tel. Kearny 5454.

Domifiican College School oi Music
SAN ItAFAEI,, <:AI,iFOUMA

AIumIc CourNrN Thorouch nnd ProKrennlve
Public School ^IiihIc, Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
11. n. Pniimore Stiidlon: Suite 50(1 Kohler A Chnae Itlde..
S. F.: 2.Vtn Collrcc Ave.. Rerkeley. Itealdenre 21>1 Alvn-
rado Itond. llerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
I'repnrlne Tcncher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSFKI.DT, I'lanlut
201S Broderick St- near Clay Telephone Fillmore 314

UNCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PI *N1ST—ACCOMPANIST

Member I'nlveralty RxtenMlon Faculty
Studio: S27 Shrnder *••- Phone Park 1005

MARIE HENRIETTA WARRINER
<<H,0»\TIHI-: SOPRWO

Voice—Production
.'!.' Sutter St., Studio 202

WALLACE A. SABIN
OreanlNt Temple Fmnnu Fl, First Chnrch of Chrlnt ScN
entlat. Director l.orInK Club. S. F., AA'ed., 1017 California
St., Phone Franklin 2003; Sat.. Flrat Chrlatlan Science
Church. Phone Frnnklln 1.107t Res. atndlo, 31-12 Levrlaton
Ave., Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 2428.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
Voice Culture—Diction—Stud lot 4t>S Stockton St.—>lon.
nnd Thura. from 'Z-T>. Ren. 14.'S1 Sncrnniento St. Proa. 7503.

The College of the Holy Names
I.nke Merrltt. Oakland

Cniii|tlete Connervatory (_'ourMe—Pin no. Ilnrp, VloUn,
'Cello, A'olce, Counterpikint, llnrinony, Hlatory

CHARLES WILLIAM WARRINER
IIASSO 4A\T%>'ri-:

Voinl—< oIKll
.-tl.'i SuIKt si.. Sluilln 'UK

Dino Bigalli
CONDUCTOR

Four \ earn ^\ ilh the
Chlcnj^o t^rnnd Opcrn Co.

\ nc\i, tiPFK ITIC
C<l \CIIIN(; CimiMISlTION

'IVIcphone Park 11530

AdilreriN All
Com III un lent lona to

STRKKT
Snn FranclMCo

s:\ii CO I,
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

LOUIS HOMEYERS DEATH

The present generation of students and music

lovers possibly do not know the important role

which Louis Homeyer. who died early last week
at his home in Alameda, occupied in the musical

histor\- of San Francisco. And yet this energetic

and able musician contributed more to the early

musical life of this citj' than anyone may
imagine. He was not only an able violinist,

ensemble player and teacher, but he gave the

second successful season of symphon)' concerts

after Rudolph Herold and during the height of

his musical activity he centered the attention of

the city upon his work. Mr. Homeyer also was
musical director at some of the theatres in this

city and thanks to his continued zeal and enter-

prise he kept himself at the head of musical
affairs for a number of years.

During the last few years Mr. Homeyer was
ailing and did not take such an active part in mu-
sical affairs. However, he kept up his interest in

music until the end. and during the last years he
devoted himself more to teaching and orchestral
playing thus not taking a leading part in music.
During fifty odd years he was one of the members
of San Francisco's musical colony he made
hosts of friends who sorrow because of his de-
mise and who will join this paper in wishing his
soul that peace and rest which his active career
has won for him.

1 CLEMENT MUSIC SCHOOLS ANNUAL RECITALS

The Prirrary. Intermediate and Academic Pupils of the
Ada Clement Music School Present Extensive

Programs In an Able Manner

The annual recitals b.v the primary, intermediate and
academic pupils of the Ada Clement Music School. 343.5
Sacramento street, took place on Jlarch 31st and April
1st and as usual proved unqualified successes from the
standpoint of the student as well as the teachers who
trained them. We are hereby publishing a complete
series of the programs presented:

Primary I and Primary 11 A. March 31st at 4 p. m.
Part I—WTiy (Bilbrol Stuart McLaughlin; Pussy Cat
(Folk Tune) Happy Hamilton: Violin: — Tyrolienne
(Rossini) Sarah Beckman: Eskimo Lullaby (Blake)
Dorcas Kephart; First Robin iRogers) Bett.v Hoover;
Clatter Clatter iGaynorl Florence Bentley; The Bumble
Bee (Spaulding), Beverly Hodghead: Dance Lightly
(Gaynor) Betty Bacon; Violin:—Pensive Melodv
(Tschaikowsky) Robert Harker: Jolly Workman (Gay-
nor) Sally Sherry; The 'Cello (Blake). Richard Smart;

Giant Steps (Adams) Peter Pond; The Rooster (Maxim)
Bailly; Violin:—Long. Long Ago (Bayley). Little Waltz
iMoffat) Elmer Bricca; Little Brown Frog (Erb) Mar-
garet Cutting; Evening Song (Gaynor) Maria Rossi:
March (Krentzlin) Mary Gerhardt; A Goblin (Gaynor)
Eliot Potter; Two Little Birds (Martin), Janice Camer-
on; Bird in the Meadow (Gaynor) Gertrude Ophuls: The
Lion (Weston) Robert Cutting. Part II—Drive Around
the Lake (Jenkins). Jack Levy; The Bird in the Woods
(Jenkins) .Natalie Beggs; Jack Tar (Maxim) Lucille

Brendel; The Swallow (Dutton) Marian Pettis; Staccato
Minuet (Lanciani) Billie Sargeant; Serenade (Gaynor)
Berenice Chipman; Soldier's March (Schumann) Clark
Potter Hunter's Horn (SchmoU) S.vlvia Gordon; A Fro-
lic (Davisl. Daisy Ryone Parson; Violin—Valse. Mignon
(Thomas) Richard Eikus; Old French (Folk Tune) Vir-

ginia Cheatham; Sleepy Time (Orth) Elsa Lazarawitz;
Merry Peasant i Schumann) .\ileen Johnson: II Cuccu
(Oddone) Elena Fontana: .A Sunny Holiday (Bilbrol

William Pratt; Violin:—Fifth Air Varie (Dancla) Emil
Lazarawitz; Question and Answer (.Martin) Jean Gil-

bert: Criss Cross (Smith) Margaret Griffith; Trumpet
Flow, r (.-idams) Doris Weinstrom: Duet from the
Magic Flute (Mozart) Marion Henderson and Eleanor
Weinmann.
f

Primary II B and III A. April 1st at 2 p. m. Part I

—

Marionette Ballet (Smith) Claire Grillo; Theme and
Variation (Gurlitt) Elinor Ophuls; Christmas Letter
(Bilbrol.Celia Bishop: .\ir and Variation (Gurlitt) Helen
I'mland; Little Jack Homer (Rogers) Evelyn Taylor;
The Coquette (Gaynor), Leonie Bailey; Gavotte( Martin)
Marjorie Mott: Harp Sounds (Mayer), .\ileen Dittmar:
Eventide (Lichner) .\nne Howard; Violin:—Chanson
Polonaise (Wieniawski) Frances Bonner: Hunting Song
(Martin) Emily Putnam; March (Marker) .\imee Mar-
ticoni: Hunting Song (Schumann) Herman (ioldberg;

First Loss (Schumann) Nancy Leonard: Sailor's Song
(Schumann) Tadini Bacigalupi; Sicilian Song (Schu-
mann) Ruth Weinberg; The Rider's Story (Schumann)
Harold Zelinsky; Little Romance (Schumann) Beatrice
Blass. Part II—Etude (Lemoine) Janice Edger: Bee in

the Clover (Geibel) Harry DeWitt: Little Runaway
(Rolseth) June McCormack; Telling Fairy Tales (Par-

low) Donald Pratt; Arabesque (BurgmuUer) Elizabeth
Davis; Theme and Variations (Homeman) Patricia

McCoy: Ballade (BurgmuUer) Evelyn Hodghead: Hang-
ing Gardens (Davies) Mathilda McCulloch; Violin:—
Ave Maria (Bach-Gounod) Robert Huebner. Barbara
Nourse at the piano; Hunting Song (Gurlitt) Elizabeth
Curry; Little Rogue (Rogers) Alice Shoemaker; .At Play
(Hodghead) Rosemary Cunningham: Gavotte (Bach)
Dorothy Ford: -At Evening (Wright) -Meredith Maddux;
Spanish Dance No. 2 (Moszkowski) Isabelle (Jeorge.

Kathryn Beals: Frolics of a Fairy Night (Heller) Flor-

ence McCormick; Sailor's Song (Grieg) Edith KuU-
mann.

Primary III B and IV. April 1st at 4 p. m.—Story Tel-
ler (Loth) Virginia Boardman: -\wakening of Spring
(Haberbier) Agnes Nelson; The Song of the Lark
(Tschaikowsky) Priscilla Alden; The Chase (Burgmul-
ler) Katherine Eddy; ,\ndantino in E fiat (Mozart)
Kenneth Turner; Reverie (Tschaikowsky) Eileen Con-
nolly; Le Coucou (-\rensky) Newell Clement; March
(Rebikotf) Aline Raas; Goblins' Frolic (Heller) Helen
Cox: El Dachtarawan (Rubinstein) Betty Ebright;
-Adagio ( Haydn 1 Janice Roche; Elves at Play (Heller)
Edith Trickier; Prelude (Wright) Virginia Crowley;
Knight Rupert (Schumann) Virginia Wise; Barcarolle
(Scharwenka) Jane Packer; Serenade (Rachmaninoff)
Goeffry Christensen; Humoresque (Grieg) John Hirsch-
felder; Birdling I Grieg) Katherine Winship; Moonlight
Wandering (Schytte) (jordon Graham; Patriotic Song
(Grieg), Lloyd Nelson: Sonata C Major (Mozart-Grieg)
Alliene Phillips, First Movement: Mazurka F flat

(Chopin) Elizabeth Sherwood.

Intermediate. March 31st at S:15 p. m.—-Album Leaf,
op. 12. No. 7 (Grieg) Elisabeth Larsh; Kammenoi Os-
trow (Rubinstein I Helen Bradford; Violin:—Serenade
(Drdla) -Alice Cummings: Etude op. 47. No. 19 (Heller)
Barbara Pond: Etude op. 47. No. 20 (Heller) Ernst
Ophuls; Etude op. 47, No. 21 (Heller) Sarah Beckman;
Impatience op. 45. No. IS (Heller) Constance McGaw;
Prelude in F (Heller) Elizabeth Raymond; Prelude op.

81. No. 13 (Heller) Elizabeth Atkinson; Consolation No.
6 (Liszt) Ruth Whalin; Spanish Dance op. 5 (Granados)
Miriam Meyerstein: -Arabesque (MacDowell) -Adrienne
Hedger; Barcarolle (Tschaikowsky) Frances Walker;
Violin:—.Andante from the Concerto I Tschaikowsky)
Harry Strauss; May Night (Palmgren) Emma Brescia;
Valse Caprice (Grodski) Elsie Tricon: Clarinet:—Pleas-
ant Memories (Brooks) Bela Purcell; Trio in G. First
movement (Haydn) Marion Clement. Winthrop Sar-
geant. Emmet Sargeant; Mazurka (Chopin) Florence
Welch; Nocturne op. 9. No. 2 (Chopin) Patrice Nauman:
Impromptu in A flat (Chopin) Ruth Meredith: Violin:—
Concerto in E. First Movement (Bach) JosepK Hoff-
mann; Trioka en Traineaux (Tschaikowsky) Margaret
Larsh: Uncle Remus (MacDowell). Helen Kirs; Minuet
in B flat (Schubert) Preston .Ames: Sonata (Scarlatti)
Ruth Cook; Military Polonaise (Chopin) Margaret
O'Leary.

.Academic. April 1st at S:l.'> p. m.—Concerto in B flat.

First Movement (Beethoven) Marcus Gordon: Harp.
Fantasie (Schneckerl .Alice Dillon: Violin, Romance
(Beethoven) Armand Leport. Louis Bevitt at the piano;
Barcarolle (Grodski) Elizabeth McCoy; Violin. Kuia-
wiak (Wienawski) L'.Abeille (Schubert) Loring Grant,
Helen Cutting at the piano: Sonata op. 13. C minor.
First Movement (Beethoven) Herbert Joffe; Violin.
Melodie (Tschaikowsky) Caprice Viennois (Kreisler)
Jack Moulthrop: Concerto in G minor. First Movement
(Mendelssohn) .Aida Marcelli; Violin, Double Concerto
(Bach) "Werner Callies, Winthrop Sargeant.

THE MUSICAL REVIEWS ANNUAL EDITION

At the request of a number of prominent artists and
teachers, we shall publish the Twenty-second .Annual
Edition of the Pacific Coast Musical Review either dur-
ing the last week of September or the first week of
October, immediately preceding the oflicial opening of
the new season 1922-1923. It is our intention to issue
the biggest and most comprehensive enumeration of
musical factors ruling in California which we have ever
done before. In the past the work of compiling this

huge edition depended entirely upon the work of one
or two people. This year, thanks to the coK)peration
of the Leighton Press, several people will assist in com-
piling the material for this edition.

Last year the plans of the editor regarding the an-
nual edition had to be curtailed, first because the
work was left entirely to him, our representatives
elsewhere being either indisposed or otherwise occu-
pied, and there was the beginning of a temporary busi-

ness depression which made itself felt in this office.

Next season, however, nothing of this sort appears to

interfere with getting out a hundred-page anniversary
number. The business depression has passed its zenith;
it is almost certain that commercial prosperity is about
to resume its reign, and the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view, thanks to the business management of the Leigh-
ton Press, is able to call upon the services of as many
assistants as it needs.

The editor, being thus relieved of a great many minor
details, is able to concentrate bis attention upon the
intelligent compilation of material tor this great edition,

which we intend to represent all musical activities in

California. We shall pay more attention to interior

cities, both north and south, than we have ever done
before, and we intend to give the California Federation
of Music Clubs greater attention than we have done
hitherto. We shall also make an effort to secure accu-

late data regarding our choral societies and amateur
orchestras, something which we have never been able

to do in the pasL owing to our lack of assistance in

compiling this number.
We shall begin collecting material for this edition

on July 15th, and ask our friends who intend to adver-

tise and to be represented in the reading columns, to

let us know about their activities as soon as possible,

and not wait until the last moment, when in the rush
man.v errors occur, and even some omissions have to

be made. This year we want the annual edition to

represent a true historical record of all important mu-
Fical events of the year, and we want to pay special

attention to musical education—artist students, con-

servatories, public school music and so forth.

In any event we want to give the musical profession

another music journal of which it may be proud and
which will gladly enumerate the many splendid musical
problems that are being constantly solved in California.

LIZETTA KALOVA, SOLOIST, AT CALIFORNIA

Mme. Lizetta Kalova. the distinguished Russian violin-

ist, will be the soloist at the Sunday morning concert
of the California Theatre tomorrow morning. Mme.
Kalova has created for herself an excellent reputation
in the Pacific West ever since her arrival here and her
popularity is growing whenever she has an opportunity
to appear in public. On this occasion she will play the
ever delightful and musically beautiful Symphonic
Espagnole by Lalo and Gino Severi. together with the
California Theatre Orchestra, will furnish an excellent
accompaniment. Mr. Severi has also selected a de-

lightful program for this occasion and those who will

crowd the California Theatre tomorrow morning will

find no reason to regret their decision to attend.

Christian Holtum, the gifted young California bari-

tone, who left for the East over two years ago to study
in New York as a vocational student of the Government
of the United States at the recommendation of Mme.
Schumann-Heink. is in San Francisco as a delegate of

the Disabled War Veterans from New York. Mr. Holtum
has been unusually successful in the East, having ap-

peared in a number of concerts and receiving enthusi-

astic press comment. He studied for some time with

David Bispham. but more recently has been coaching
with Vernon D'.Arnalle. the distinguished baritone, who
gained artistic triumphs in Rome, Italy. Mr. Holtum will

be unfler the management of Spencer T. Driggs of New
Y'ork. and has been booked for several opening events

of the new season. He will sing at the Fairmont Hotel

Radio Station this Sunday, July 2d. and has been receiv-

mg offers from other radio broadcasting stations, where
he expects to sing before returning East. Mr. Holtum
sang at the radio station at the Statue of Liberty in New
York harbor. His many friends are glad to see him and
rejoice in his well-merited success.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hertz left San Francisco yester-

day (Friday morning in their Cadillac for Los .Angeles

where Mr. Hertz will direct the first four of a series of

summer symphony concerts in Hollywood Bowl with

eighty musicians of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Or-

chestra. Mr. Hertz will begin rehearsals on Monday,
July 3rd, and will give one of those enhancing programs
for which he has become so well known here.

Duel Kerekjarto, the noted Hungarian violin virtuoso,

is one of the main attractions at the Orpheum this

week and is making an excellent impression upon his

hearers by reason of his brilliant technical and emo-
tional characteristics. He is an artist whose tempera-
ment is notably virile and who by sheer force of his

personality arouses his audience to the highest pitch of

enthusiasm.
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THE ARRILLAGA MUSICAL COURSE

Whenever the occasion arises to comment upon the

musical educational situation of San FVancisco, writers

frequently forget that In addition to a number of excel-

lent teachers, we have one or two worthy conserva-

tories of music. Among these the Arrillaga Musical

College is specially entitled to recognition, for It rep-

resents a gradual progress during many years, and an

Investment of many thousands of dollars. It was found-

ed by one of the most brilliant and distinguished musi-

cians ever coming to the PaciBc Coast, a composer and

pedagogue of international reputation, whose son. Vin-

cent de Arrillaga. is now conducting the destinies of

the institution with extraordinary intelligence and

ability. ^
The Arrillaga Musical College is built upon the Euro-

pean foundation of efficiency, having a faculty consist-

ing of teachers thoroughly familiar with the subjects

they are to impart to students, and the students are

expected to perfect themselves so thoroughly in their

knowledge of music that they can not be permitted to

pass into a higher grade until they have proved them-

selves thoroughly proficient in the grade from which

they expect to graduate. This is all one can possibly

expect from a conservatory of music.

When it is therefore claimed that San Francisco has

no conservatory comparable to other schools of music,

the statement is not fair to the efforts of Vincent de

Arrillaga, who has labored long and hard to bring his

school to its present stage of efficiency. Possibly the

Pacific Coast Musical Review itself has been guilty of

this oversight in the past, but we want you to know

that if such was the case, it was not done intentionally.

And if there is any other conservatory of music with

a complete faculty and which is instructing its students

thoroughly in every branch of music through compe-

tent teachers, this paper is always willing to give it that

credit which its enterprise and energy entitles it to.

«

Miss Elsie Ingham, a delightful contralto soloist and

teacher from Manchester. England, is among the recent

additions to our musical colony. Miss Ingham received

her vocal education from one of the finest teachers in

the North of England. Mme. Emilie Greenwood. For a

number of years she toured the provinces in England

as a member of one of the leading concert organizations

and received enthusiastic approval in the leading towns

and cities of her native country. Both in concert and

oratorio she attained notable triumphs and during the

last few years she has been most successful as teacher.

Miss Ingham makes a specialty of breath control ami

deep breathing exercises which she considers the basis

of all successful singing. This Sunday. July 2d. Miss

Ingham will begin her duties as contralto soloist at the

First Presbyterian Church of Oakland.

ASHLEY PETTIS, Pianist
Season 1922-23. Now Booking.
STEINWAY PIANO DUOART RECORDS

Management Antonia Sawyer, Aeolian Hall, New York

MRS. BRANDTS SCIENCE OF MODERN PIANISTRY

In the July issue of The Etude we find the following

interesting announcement about Science in Modern
Pianoforte playing by Mrs. Noah Brandt: Thousands
of teachers and pupils find their greatest problems in

touch, fingering and rhythm. They simply cannot get

along without expert advice upon certain phases of the

subject. No one book will cover it all. Mrs. Brandt has
picked out those things pertaining to the science of

piano playing which seem most important to her in her

wide experience here and abroad. These are presented

through the text, notation examples and many photo-

graphs taken expressly for this book. Any ambitious,

thinking student or teacher will get value many times

the price of the book by reading it over two or three

times. The advance of publication price is fifty cents.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
KndorMed by Waper Sn-ayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Stadlos: 806 Kotaler & Chase Bldg.
25I8»r4 Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

MARIAN PREVOST
PIAMST—ACCOM PAMST—TEACHER

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

studios: S07 Kohler & Chase Bids:., S. F. Tnes. A. M. and
Thurtt. P. M. Tel. Kearny 5454. Res. 2738 Elmn-ood Ave..
Berkeley. Tel. Berk. S31>7.

ISABELLE SAXON
COLORATI RE SOPRA-NO

Available for Concertx—AddrcMs: 1717 Myrtle St., Oakland
Telephone Lakewlde 3581

If you wish to become famous you must be known and
in order to become known you need publicity and there
is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then
fame is undignified.

EVA M. GARCIA
PI.WIST, ORGAMST AKD TC^CHER

«ir,: Hone SI.. Oakland Tel. PlFdmont 3492

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JTIST RETURNED PROH EUROPE

Stadloi 40S Kohlar « Ckaae Bide. TcL Kvarar MM

BLANCHE ASHLEY PIANIST
%\ 111 Accept Advanced I'uplli*—llurbank and >lulr Schools,

Berkeley, Kohler & Chase Bidf;., by Appointment
Residence Studio: 471: 4lMt St.. Oakland

Tel. Piedmont l>25r>

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
DREVTH—V<11< K— I.IKK

««0 Kohler & ChaKe HlilR.. KenrnJ- MM
Kesidenoe llOfl Ilunh SI.. Franklin W»«-S.

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOLIX MAKER AMJ REPAIRER
Hiehest Grade Professional Work Absolutely

Gunranted—Appraiser of Instruments
Finest Hand Made Instruments

Atelier: Room 2.1, 102S Market Street, next to
Granada Theatre, San Francisco, California

MME. PARRISH—MOYLE
SOPRANO

ATallahle for Concerts and Recitals

Limited Number of Pupils Accepted

Residence Studio: 15-IO Hatvthorne Terrace, Berkeley
Telephone Berkeley :iK.S.%^W

S07 Kohler A. Chase BIdK.. Tel. Kearny 5454

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication
that should be read by all the music -loving people.

Single copies, 10 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.

TWENTY-SECOND ANNIVERSARY
EDITION

of the

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW
to be published

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th, 1922
AN HISTORICAL RECORD OF ARTISTIC EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN THE MUSICAL

LIFE OF CALIFORNIA

YOU SIMPLY CANNOT BECOME THOROUGHLY KNOWN WITHOUT BEING REPRE-
SENTED IN THIS EDITION

THE ANNUAL EDITION OF THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW IS THE MUSICAL
BLUE BOOK OF CALIFORNIA

EASTERN ARTISTS INTENDING TO VISIT THE PACIFIC COA.ST NEXT SEASON CANNOT FIND A
MORE EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING MEDIUM

ONE HUNDRED PAGES OF PRICELESS INFORM.\TION

For Particulars Address The Leighton Press, 516 Mission Street, San Francisco, California



PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW

Distinguished Artists Residing in California Who are Available for Concerts During the Season 1922-1923
Editorial Note: The Pacific Coast Musical Review is in a position to guarantee the artistic efficiency of the artists represented on this page. They have established a

reputation for themselves, partly national, partly international, through regular concert tours or by appearances in operatic organizations of recognized fame. The purpose

of setting forth the availability of these reputed artists is to convince the California musical public that distinguished artists of equal merit to any reside in this State.

We intend to prove that a resident artist confers honor upon the community in which he resides.

"Not since Sarasate have we heard such

violin playing."—London Daily Telegraph.

Louis Persinger

will accept a small number of serious, gifted stu-

dents. Those applying for lessons should possess

advanced technical facility and musical under-

standing. Interviews by appointment only.

"Palm Dell.** Circle ATcnne, Mill Valley, ^larln Co.

(Telephone: Mill Valley 315-J)

San Francisco Trio

MRS. ELSIE COOK HUGHES, Pianist

WM. F. LARAIA, Violinist

WILLEM DEHE, Cellist

SEASOX 1923—1923 XOW BOOKING
TRIOS, SOXAT.\S .ANTJ SOLOS

Address Conimnnioations to

AVM. T. LARAIA. 12o2 Jackson St.

Telephone Franklin -134S

Annie Louise David

Harp Soloist and Teacher

Member of Artist Faculty Cornish School,

Seattle, Wash., July and August

San Francisco after September 1st

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

HARTMAN & STEINDORFF CONTINUE TRIUMPHS

Delightful Season of Comic Operas Continue to Please
Oakland Theatregoers and Well Known
Comedian and Director Reap Ovations

After appearing during one week in Sacramento where
they scored additional laurels Ferris Hartman and Paul
Steindorff, together with their excellent company of
singers returned to the Auditorium Theatre in Oakland
where they resumed their season with the Wizard of the
Nile during the week beginning Sunday, June 18th.

During the present week they are giving Reginald De
Koven's always refreshing romantic comic opera Robin
Hood, and next week, owing to previous reservations of
the Auditorium, Theatre, they will rest to resume their

season on Sunday, July 9th, with a magnificent revival

of The Geisha.

Owing to an unusual array of events associated with
commencement exercises in various conservatories we
were unable to attend the performances recently, but
have the word of friends in whose judgment we repose
the utmost confidence that Messrs. Hartman and Stein-

dorff are attaining greater and greater results as the
company is being wielded into a more complete artistic

form with every performance. The leading artists are
all thoroughly competent to cope with their respective
roles, exhibit fine voices and make an excellent en-

semble. Mr. Steindorff has the orchestra thoroughly in

shape and the dashing melodies of these ever new light

operatic master pieces are being interpreted with proper
vim and enthusiasm.

Costumes and scenery are new and clean and in ac-

cordance with tradition, while the chorus as well as
the dancing girls have become great favorites with the
audiences. Oakland is deserving of much credit for sup-

porting this summer operatic organization and the
theatre goers are fortunate to have two such experienced
and capable disciples of the art as Ferris Hartman and
Paul Steindorff to direct the destinies of this company.
Although the original intention had been to give only a
twelve weeks' season, we feel that by the lime the end
of the engagement is near those attending these per-

formances will ask Messrs. Hartman and Steindorff to

prolong the engagement. Or perhaps some one in San
Francisco is ambitious enough to bring the organization

to this side of the bay for a while.

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E. Behymer, 705 Philharmonic Auditorium Building,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Personal Address: BELVEDERE. MARIN COUNTY. CAL.; TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST. SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert EnKaEenientJ*
and Instrnotion Apply tu
Secretary and Slanajier of
K, Attl. Room 1004 Kohler
& Chase Bld^.. San Francisco

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douplas HITS

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

Walter Frank Wenzel
Pianist—Accompanist—Coach

Stjdio; 601 Kohler & Chase BIdg.

Res.: 1916 Golden Gate Ave. Fillmore 4733

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO I

800 WOHLER CHASE DLDC
SAN FRANCISCO

Maria Antonio Field has published a cliarniiiig little

book entitled Five Years ot Vocal Study Under Fer-
nando Michelena. which should prove of great interest

to those who linew the distinguished tenor and vocal
pedagogue, who in his last years was the head of the

vocal department of the Arrillaga Musical College. It is

an interesting, well written treatise that reveals the

high lights of Mr. Michelena's genius and that proves
his claim to one of the foremost singing teachers ever
locating in this city. The author has a facile style of

writing, knows what interests the reader, and evi-

dently possesses the intelligence to benefit from the

teachings ot a master like Mr. Michelena was.

John W. Metcalf, the noted composer and pianist, has

written an exceptionally characteristic song when he
produced Jibiwanisi, an Ojibway Indian love song. re.

cently published by The Arthur P. Schmidt Co. Like

all ot Mr. Metcalf's compositions, it is written with a

purpose and with intelligence. The words are poetic

and fit the music snugly, and the music itself retains

the Indian character, even though it is couched in

modern harmonic dress. There is atmosphere and ro-

mance in this song, and it is one of the best from the

facile pen of this brilliant California composer.

WILLEM DEHE
'CELLO VIRTUOSO

Formerly Solo 'Cello with the State Theatre In 3fo»-
vovr, IlDMitla. and 'CellUt with Barrere'a Little Sym-
phony. Available for Concert* and Chamber Mnalc
ICecitals.

Will Accept a Few PnplU

ADDRESS: 2228 CARLTON ST., BERKELEY

Tel. Berk. 5112-J

San Francisco—Thursdays—1375 California St.

Zhay Clark
Harp Soloist

Formerly With Elsa Ruegger, Mme. Matzenauer,

May Petersen, Reinald Werrenrath, Paul Alt-

house, Seattle Symphony Orchestra, California

Theatre Orchestra, Panama Pacific International

Exposition and Innes Band.

Address: 1181 Filbert St. Tel. Prospect 6858

TheSCHOOL CREDITidea
Has spreadfrom coast to coast

The granting of credit in schools for the

outside study of music necessitates a stand-

ard—a text-book.

.\ number of excellent courses are now

on the market. Each of them is commend-

able.

One of them is the best in educational

value, the most practical, most compact,

and the lowest in price:

—

The

Music Students

Piano Course
A five-year course; four quarters a year.

To be had of all music dealers at a low-

uniform price.

A descriptive booklet, containing speci-

men pages of the lessons and other infor-

mation will be furnished on request. Ask

to have your name placed on our mailing

list.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY,
178-179 Tremont Street. Boston 10.

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review, a publication

that should be read by all the music-loving people.

Single copies, 10 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,

to appear in the issue of same week.

Los Angeles, June 2.'»—Los Angeles composers came
into their own during the all-American program of

the Woman's Ljric Club at Philmarmonic Auditorium
yesterday afternoon. This musical revue of creative

talent revealed much that is Impressive, nothing which
might be termed great, while to the credit of the

musical authors It must be said that they well kept
within the province of their musical powers. And, of

course, where there is wheat there must be chaff.

Of soloists. Mr. TIbbet. baritone, and Mrs. Margaret
Messer Morris, soprano, won principal honors. Tlbbefs
voice has gained in mellowness without losing its carry-

ing power. His diction is not always sufticiently clear.

The soprano always wins her hearers through ease of

technic and clarity of tone. She has sung with greater
warmth of color on other occasions. Louise Kohlmier
is a contralto whom one would wish to hear again, be-

cause of the musical emphasis in her tones. The Gamut
Club Quartet. Messrs. Samuel B. Glasse, (substituting
for Freeman High), Albert McGillivray, Lawrence Tib-

bet and Gerald Goldwater sing with pleasing balance.

Their shading and accuracy of tonal purity is impres-
sive.

Come, Dance and Sing by Friday Peycke is an appeal-
ing dancing song. Abbie Norton Jamison's Mammy's
Lullaby wins through its sweet simplicity, and its lean-

ing toward Swing Low, Sweet Chariot. Elinor Remick
Warren produced in her Fairy Hills of Dream a bit of

choral poetry, melodically and harmonically interesting.

Gertrude Ross' appealing Lullaby is well written. In

Vincent Jenkins Spring. Come Then one must admire
the refreshing rhythm and melodic flow, specially in the
long soprano solo, sung with much artistry of voice
and expression by William Pilcher, tenor. Harmonic
refinement marks Under the Swinging Pine Tree by
Moninia Laux Motsford, the vocal effects must probably
be acknowledged to Henry Schoenefeld who arranged
the song. Little Fishing Boat by Anna Priscilla Risher
charms. It is a musical miniature, with its condensed
descriptive moods.
Rupert Hughes was represented with two songs. An

Immorality and Never No Rest. Mr. Hughes indulges
In a form of musical realism, and offers very little that
is appealing from the vocal or generally musical angle.
He is by far more of a poet than an author than he
seems to be in these songs. However, his is the right
of individuality also in music. Beauty is something
very relative, and perhaps he does not aim at the
beautiful.

Three songs by Mrs. Hennion Robinson, the brilliant

accompanist of the chorus, entitled The Seasons, A Bri-

dal song and Youth are melodically and rhythmically vir-

ile. But, I believe that Mrs. Robinson can reach higher
still. These are effective songs. Frederick Steven's Vien-
nese Serenade is colorful, though light in mood and also

as to invention, perhaps too light in spite of the title.

Osmar Dietz, violin, and Carlyle Walker, cellist rendered
the obligatos.
Cadman's The Wish, I Hear A Thrush At Eve, The

White Dawn Is Stealing and The Moon Drops Low
proved the musical climax of the program, which was
conducted with convincing baton lecbnic and detail
work by Director J. B. Poulin.

Musical activities in Los Angeles and in the West in

general will receive additional impetus through the es-

tablishment of the Fitzgerald concert direction, with
offices at the Fitzgerald Music Company. The new book-
ing office has been formed by James T. Fitzgerald, pres-
ident of the well-known music house, together with
Merle Armltage, Eastern concert manager who will di-

rect the affairs of the Fitzgerald concert direction. Con-
cert artists of first magnitude will be presented as well
as operatic and allied attractions. In associating him-
self again with musical matters from the managerial
angle Mr. Fitzgerald is following an activity to which
he has before devoted considerable effort, achieving
notable results. His interests in the music instrument
business, however, compelled him to concentrate on the
growing demands of the music trade, though he con-
tinued in championing concert work, especially of resi-
dent artists.

Merle Armltage is not unknown to Los Angeles, hav-
ing brought to this city the Beggars Opera Company and
the Russian Grand Opera Company, afterward piloting
successfully the latter ensemble across the continent.
During his managerial activities In the East, Mr. Arml-
tage has been connected with many of the foremost
musical celebrities.

Definite plans for a series of four great concerts have
been completed by Mr. Armitage for the Fitzgerald
concert direction. The opening event in November will
bring John Charles Thomas, tenor, who has forsaken
the light opera field, having entered the concert career
with equal success. Erwln Nyiregyhazi, one of the latest
sensations of the keyboard, will be heard in January.
TItto Ruffo, the great baritone, though he has never
appeared here in concert, needs no Introduction. He Is
the third artist to appear in the series, which will close
with Rosa Ponselle, the brilliant soprano of the .Metro-
politan Opera In New York. All the concerts will be
held In Philharmonic auditorium and promise to be
stellar stars.

A DistinguishedBaritone
CLIFFORD LOTT

^^L^^^^v

Here is annllu'r artist added to the

long list of those who endorse the

Knabe. Clifford Lott, the brilliant

baritone and instructor has selected
for his studio

mm \ THE KNABE
for he finds in this "piano of the
Masters" that immediate response
and purity of tone so essential in

perfect accompaniment.

oRaaiSii

IriTZGERALDiSifMUSlCCOj
HILL STREET Njjf*'^ AT 7'^7-72.Q

Clifford Lott

his studio but a short while, he has had a very busy
season. His pupil. Miss Vivian Saunders Jones, soprano,
will appear in joint recital with Grace Raley, pianist, a
Homer Grunn pupil, this week. Miss Jones is preparing
a program of her own planned for the early autumn.
Another advanced student of Mr. Paul, Mr. Albert
MacMillan, gifted baritone, is to make his debut like-

wise in fall. Mr. Paul expects great things from him.

Dr. Ray Hastings, one of our leading organists, had
the distinction of playing the inauguration program on
the new organ in the Covina Methodist Church. During
one of his recent programs at the Temple Baptist
Church, a position he has held for more than ten years,
Mr. Hastings, as on previous occasions, championed
several Los Angeles composers; (I would have said
"pulled wires for them" but for the fact that the
Auditorium has a modern organ). He rendered the
Prelude in 5/4 time by Frederic Groton, Swing Song by
Sibley Pease. Berceuse by Reginald W. Martin and
Meditation, opus 60, by Carl E. Doud. All the composi-
tions, by the way, have been dedicated to Dr. Hastings
who has arranged them for organ.

Catherine M. Shank, the delightful soprano, has been
away from her studio for one week on a vacation, the
first real one in ten years. Together with her family
she motored to San Francisco and back. Mrs. Shank will

sing three songs by Mrs. Hennion Robinson during the
Los Angeles composers program of the M. T. A. conven-
tion which will begin next Wednesday.

Apropos of Mrs. Robinson songs, she had news from
Schirmer's that two more songs of hers have been ac-

cepted.

.\mong the programs I missed much to my regret was
that given by Lyndall Atwater, a young artist-pupil of
Mrs. Norton Jamison. Miss .Atwater's performance
showed not only good talent but a well-grounded musi-
cianship and interpretative refinement characteristic of
her musical mentor. The program which I am giving in

full below was enhanced by the participation of the
Jamison Vocal Quartette, one of our best ensembles, con-
sisting of Jean Colwell, Hazel Anderson, Edna V. Vor-
hees, and Daisy L. Prideau. The recital offered the fol-

4owing selections: Sonata op. 57 (Appassionata) (Bee-
thoven), Lyndall Atwater: (a) Laughing Water (Sprossl.
(b) The Sweetest Flower (Hawleyl. Quartette; (a)
From the Depths (MacDowell), (bl From a Wondering
Iceberg (MacDowell), (el Onward Over the Steppes
(Schyite), Lyndall Atwater; (al Banjo Song (Jamison),
(1)) Negro Death Song (Jamison), (c) When de San'
Man Comes (Jamison), Quartette; (a) Etude C Sharp
.Minor (Chopin), (b) Waltz (Chopin), (c) Nocturne
(Binding), Lyndal Atwaler; (a) I Heard a Thrush at Eve
(CadmanI, (b) The Wish (Cadman), Quartette; Rondo
Capriccioco (Mendelssohn), Lyndall -Xtwater.
Younger pupils of Mrs. Norton Jamison were heard in

an equally creditable program a little while ago. twenty-
two young people playing. A third students' recital will

be given soon, featuring older students.

Roland Paul, well known voice teacher, and Mrs. Paul
will leave shortly on a motor trip along the coast as
far north as Seattle. Although Mr. Paul has reopened

Homer Grunn, pianist-teacher-composer of steadily
grawing reputation, opened his special summer class in

piano playing last Thursday. The course will last till the
middle of August. This gifted musician and sympathetic
Instructor has been repeatedly urged to hold such ii

class, but has always refused until now to do so, to
devote the summer to composition. The class sessions
will also offer three recital programs.
June 27 one of Mr. Grunn's advanced students. Miss

Grace Raley. a young pianist who has already won much
favorable comment, gave a program of her own. assisted
by Vivian Saunders Jones, vocal pupil of Roland Paul.
A second recital will feature Marguerite Porter, another
Grunn pupil. Mr. Grunn himself is preparing a two-

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CUI.TUnE—COACHING IN RBPBRTOinB

OPBRA CLASSES INCLUniNO COMPLETE
PRESKNT.*TIONS

Studio 1324 S. Fleuproa. Phone ZISOR

GERTRUDE ROSS
COM POSER-PI AN ISTE

Just iKKiiod for (he I'inno

"SPAXISH Si:ill':> AI>K" mill "HIDIC OF THE COWBOY'*

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Availnble for Coiirorts and Rocilala
Llnilled Kunilier of Advnncfd I'lipilM Accepted

ViulinlNl I.OH AnKclcM Trio
Studio: W.W MunIc ArtH Studio Illdfi:. I'hone 100S2

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
PIAMSTB—Member •L'&niiemble Moderne*'

Studio; 912 W. 20th St. Phone: 24667

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
TueMday. Wednesday, Friday Afternoona
EKan School. PfaoncM 2is«r. or :fTia30

1324 South Ficueroa, I,oh Ani^elea

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Concertmaster Philharmonic
Orchestra of L,os Angeles

&^

SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E. Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PI., Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

ProKriiiii for Week of July Ifnd

la I Overture Solenelle, "IS I a" TNchalkowN^y

lb> From the I.and of the Sky lllue Water
t'adninn

<cl Oriental Medley \rrnnKed hy >lr. Fllnor

In f'unjuncllon W 1th

IIETTl t'OMPSOV

In Her \en' (iolduyn Triumiih

"ALWAYS THK WtniAN"
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L. E. B^ymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Lot Angeles

piano program in which be will present Homer Sim-
mons, who has just made such a strong impression as
soloist with the Hollywood Community orchestra.

iLYA BRONsoN ..Hi,.„;;:;;:„I"oA.'.e.,..

member Trio Inlinie. I.Os Ansele'* Trio, rhilhnrniunir
Quartet. I it'll run itin. Thanilx-r ^luslc Itecllals

423 >lu9lc .VrtB UldK Thone 100S2

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET i Vu,r. 'r..rl»r

"

Jenn Coltvell. ITaxel II. Anderson. F.dna C. \'ourIiee!f. Daisy
\". I'rideauT, Vbhie > or loo Janii!«on, Direelor- Vceonipan-
iMfe. 20:^4 S. Hoover. I'hone ::3:t:!.''i.

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICE A\D MODEK>- LAN'GVAOES
Studios: Gamut Club. 1044 S. Hope

For lnqulrl«a phone 500<tl

ZOELL>ER QUARTET
Mauasement H. A A. Cnlbertson, Aeolian Hall, New T*rk

Seriou* Studen tR Accepted
Pergonal \ddreww; 1350 Wlndwor BiTd.. Loa Aag^l—

JOHN SMALLMAN--BARITONE
Concert Enfraeements—Con due tor L. A. Oratorio Society
Mrs, H. O. Joseph, Secy.. loO') S. Kigueroa. Phone i:3195

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
HUSSION THEATRE, I.OS ANGELES

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
' 306 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLOVVE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Loa Angele*
Res. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN composer-piamst
Available for Concerta and Redtala

Studio: 133-1 South Flg^aeroa. Phone 24139

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerta—Recltala—Instruction

Featuring AU-American FrogTams
Stndlo: ISOO So. Flgneroa St. Pbone 23195

FRAJSCE GOLDA\ ATER
Concert Direction—Artist Management—Publicity

Sll Majestic Theatre Dldg.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
VVSTKR VIOLIN TK VCHKR

Stndlo: 401-0.1 Mason Opera Hou^e
Phone 13380 Ren. Phone u6122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdoweil Club Rooms)
Fop Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CO-NCERT Pl.WISTE—LOS ANGELES TRIO

Stndlo; 333 Mnalc Arts Stadio BIdg. Phone: 100S2

GRACE WOOD JESS >'ezzo soprano

DRAMATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SOXGS
IX COST15IE KECITALS

Management: L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON-Pw«///£'
\OW TUl RING IN THE EAST

For Dates Dnrintr Fall 1U33 nnd Spring 1033
Write to S2ti S. Hope, Los Angeles. Pico 1770

MRS. M. HENNiON ROBINSON— Artistic Accompanying
1 Accompanist for Ellis and Lyric Clabs)

L. A. Stndlo: Mon.. Wed.. Fri. ir.l> So. St. .Vndrevrs
Phone 74-iO«. Res. Club House Apts.. Venice. 61<M7

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Southern California

AU Branches Taught
DLitlnc^Llshed Faculty—Strong Coaraea

Send for Catalog
3201 S*ulh Fl^aeroa Street Los Angeles, Calif.

If you wish to become famous you must be known and

in order to become known you need publicity and there

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then

fame is undignified.

Rehearsals for the elaborate open-air production of

Bizet's opera Carmen at Hollywood Bowl. Saturday eve-
ning. July Stb. are in full swing. Alexander Bevanl.
director-general of the production. Fulgenzio Guerrieri.

principal conductor, Manuel Sanchez de Lara, chorus
master, and Ernest Belcher, director of ballet, are drill-

ing their various artistic units with gratifying results.

Telegrams from New York indicate that Henry Scott.

noted Metropolitan baritone, who will sing the part of
Escamillo. and .Marguerite Sylva. whose portrayals of

Carmen have just caused a sensation at the opera in
Havana, are on their way to Hollywood.
Edward Johnson, one of the leading tenors of the

Chicago Opera Company, will be heard as Jose, while
Carl CantTOort. former Boston Grand Opera star, will

sing the bass role .of Zuniga. Edna Leopold, brilliant

lyric soprano, has been won for the part of Micaela.
Constance Reese will sing the part of Frasquita,
Georgiana Strauss will appear as Mercedes. Umberto
Roveri as Duncairo and Artiside Neri as Rememdado.
Conductor Guerrieri will have an orchestra of seventy-
iQve players under his baton. The chorus will number
250 voices, while the total number of the cast is to ex-

ceed five hundred, a large number of "extras" being
engaged for ilie great ensemble scenes.

Impresario L. E. Behymer has left for New York City
and other Eastern music centers, where he will close
bookings for his concert courses. In his capacity as
manager of the Philharmonic Orchestra he will, together
with Mrs. Caroline Smith, secretary-treasurer of the
orchestra, also close contracts for soloists to appear
with that organization. Mrs. Smith, who preceded Mr.
Behymer is now in Xew York City.

Cliffort Lott, well known baritone, and Mrs. Blanche
Rogers Lott. who shares the musical family honors as
pianiste. will spend the next month at Hermosa Beach.
Mr. Lott is planning to attend the Bohemian Club Mid-
summer Jinks at San Francisco and will go north late in

July. Both Mr. and Mrs. Lott are busy with their studio
activities. During the illness of Albert Tufts. Mrs. Lott
substituted for him as organist at the Second Church of
Christ Scientist. She will take his place again during
August. Mrs. Lott, who is the pianiste of the Ensemble
Modeme. expects a busy season for this organization
which includes Henri de Bussher. oboe, and Emile Ferir.
viola, two of the foremost players of these instruments.

At the Friday Morning Club compositions by Mrs. M.
Hennion Robinson and Gertrude Ross were heard. Mary
Xewkirk Bower sang three songs by Mrs. Robinson:
Illusiveness. The Fairies, and Y'outh. Mrs. Ross was
heard in three settings of early Spanish-California folk
songs arranged by her for violin and piano, Mr. Maurice
Stoloff playing with excellent effect. Three songs, also
by Mrs. Ross. The Cusha Bird. A Roundup Lullaby and
Work and A Song of Triumph were heard at the same
time.

Grace Wood Jess, whose exquisite folk song recitals
have won her such unstinted praise, is among the few
artists selected for a series of concerts sponsored by the
University of California during their summer session
here in this city. She will appear twice. Miss Jess, by
the way. has been reengaged by the University Fine
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Arts Society of San Francisco winning a veritable
triumph during a recent program given before this or-

ganization.

Just before closing this letter I learn that Conductor
Hertz and Mrs. Hertz will return to Los Angeles by the
end of this' week. Rehearsals for Hollywood Bowl open
air symphony season will begin July 5th. the season to

open on the 11th. The support given the Hollywood
Bowl concert season by the Editor of the Pacific Coast
Musical Review has been considered as one of the
greatest factors in arousing public enthusiasm as well

as support for the concerts and has been publicly so
acknowledged.

At the California Theatre a charming program was
presented by Conductor Elinor with charming effect.

The brilliant March and Procession from the ballet

Sylvia by Delibes was one of the best presentations
given of late as it embodied wealth of tone and delicacy
as well as precision. The even lilt of Ponchielli's Dance
of the Hours came as a we'.l chosen "follow up" number
different in spirit, yet. too. presented with the right

spirit ballet music demands. A medley of fox trots by M.
R. Cohen, with the composer at the piano, formed a
dashing, rhythmic finale.

A music student or music teacher or music lover who
does not take enough interest in music to read a music
journal and read what other members of the profession
are doing can not possib'y take enough interest in music
to amount to much. Therefore keep informed of every-

thing that is going on in music by reading the Pacific

Coast Musical Review, whether you always agree with
it or not.

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Olga Steeb. Claire Forbes Crane, Lester Oono-
bue. Colin Campbell, ^lildred Jamison, Mrs. Clifford Lott,
Adelaide GosnelL Shibley Boyes. etc.

Studio: 431 South Alvarndo St. Phone S334.*>.

pe^ric^

WTROOSf
SOPRANO

Only MerlouH and tal-

ented students ac-
cepted. Repertoire In
French. Italian, Ras-
ian, English. Stadio,
oe Majestic Theatre
BnUding. S21910

EDGAR J. HANSEN ^'='^'^1^^^

214 Music Arts Studio Bld^. Phone 100S2. Res, 51SKMJ. Con-
cert Direction. Grace Carroll Elliot.

DAVOL SANDERS VIOLIN SOLOIST
COMPOSER

Head Violin Dept.. College of Music, C S. C.—Member
Philharmonic Orchestra

3201 S. Flgueroa St., Los .\nselea Phone Main 2190

CATHERINE H. SHANK ^gp^^"55
TEACHER OF SINGIXG

?tiid-:-:?: l-Oj .^. F:£r-j^roa; Phone: 22632. Los Angeles
Gler.iia:*, -.:.Z I;-. -iriale Dr.: Phone Glend. 1120-W

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

446 S. Grand View. Phone 554645. Los Angeles
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NATIONAL CONCERT MANAGERS' CONVENTION SHERMAN, CLAY &. CO. EMPLOYES PICNIC

Selby C. Oppenheimer Elected Vice-President of Organ-
ization—San Francisco Urged as Meeting

Place for Next Year's Convention

(By Wire to Pacific Coast Musical Review)

Chicago, III., June 28, 1922.

The Annual Convention of the National Concert Man-
agers' Association of America is pronounced to be a

brilliant success. Much constructive legislation tending

toward bettering musical conilitions has been enacted.

Selby C. Oppenheimer was elected Vice-President of the

National Concert Managers' Association of America,
which is not only an honor for himself, but also for San
I'ranclsco. which city he represents in the Convention.

Mr. Oppenheimer is strongly urging San Francisco as

the place of meeting for the next annual convention,

which will be held in June, 1923, and this will be decided

at the meeting in New York some time in December.
Judging from the present outlook, it appears as It Mr.
Oppenheimer's energy and enthusiasm was bearing
fruit. Ij. E. Behymer of Los Angeles also came East to

attend this Convention. Mr. Behymer Is Honorary Pres-

ident of the Association, and so the Pacific West is

well represented among the officers.

MISS SIMPSON CLOSES BRILLIANT SEASON

Elizabeth Simpson closed the most successful season
for years with two brilliant recitals on June .3d and 15th.

On the first occasion she presented little Jacqueline

Otto, a gifted ten-year-old child pianist, who played a

splendid program with a technical mastery and musical
intelligence far beyond her years. She was assisted by
Mrs. Clarence Page, mezzo-soprano, w-ho sang two de-

lightful groups of child songs with finish and charm;
and the entire affair, which attracted a large audience

to Miss Simpson's beautiful Berkeley studio, was a

pronounced artistic success.

The second recital was given by two artist pupils who
have been under Miss Simpson's tutelage for several

years, and afforded a striking illustration of her teach-

ing genius. Seldom does one hear such fine artistry

from pupils; indeed, their work showed a finesse and
authority such as is often lacking in professionals. The
following press notice from the Berkeley Gazette speaks
warmly of this occasion:

The recital at which Elizabeth Simpson presented her
pupils, Ethel Long Martin and Helen Eugenia Merchant,
at the Twentieth Century Club on Thursday evening, was
an unqualified artistic success, being pronounced one ot

the finest ever heard in Berkeley. A large audience was
present, and the young artists were received with great

enthusiasm and showered with beautiful floral tributes.

Their playing was marked by unusual poise, clarity and
brilliance, combined with a high degree of technical

finish, fine poetic feeling, and musical intelligence.

Signor Antonio de Grasse was the assisting artist, play-

ing a distinctive group of violin solos with splendid vir-

tuosity. Mrs. Charles Keeler presided as hostess, assist-

ed by the Misses Margaret Lyman, Muriel Morehead,

Margaret Fish and Pauline Moran as ushers. The pro-

gram was as follows: Variations on a Theme by Beetho-

ven (for two pianos) (Saint SaensI, Mrs. Martin and
Miss Simpson; March Wind (MacDowell), In the Con-

vent (Borodin), Pan (Godard). Polonaise (MacDowell),

Miss Merchant; Variations on a Theme by Corelli

(Tartini-Kreisler), Ballade and Polonaise (VieuxtempsI,

Signer de Grassi; Capriccio Brillante (Mendelssohn),

Miss Merchant, orchestral accompaniment on second

piano. Miss Simpson; Nocturne (Grieg), Coming of

Spring, May Night, Bird Song. The Sea (Palmgren),

Arabesque (Debussy), Fantasie Hongroise (Lisztl, Mrs.

Martin, orchestral accompaniment on second piano.

Miss Simpson.

Our Artists* Page

Every resident artist is interested in se-

curing as many concert engagements as

possible. There are only a limited number

of such engagements to be had. There are

ten times as many artists seeking such op-

|iortunities as there are vacancies. On our

Artists' Page there is only room for

EIGHTEEN names. Since there is a de-

mand for many more than eighteen arti.sts,

it stands to reason that the chances for se-

curing engagements arc greater than re-

sorting to other means.

The employes of Sherman, Clay & Co. enjoy a picnic

cnce a year, and as a rule it is a great affair. This year
was no exception to this rule, and we find that Billy

Morton again scored a triumph as a culinary expert.
However, the following extract from Harmony of June,
Sherman, Clay & Co.'s official organ, speaks tor itself:

.\11 those who attended (he big picnic last year
thought it couldn't "be beat," but this year's picnic cer-

tainly put it in the shade. In the first place three hun-
dred and twenty-tour attended this year, while the at-

tendance totaled two hundred and ninety-five last year.
Then another improvement was in the "eats"—this time
there were plenty tor everybody and "then some." Pres-
ident Reed ot the Employes' Association had appointed
the Picnic Committee in A])ril, consisting of Miss Edna
Ireland, -Messrs. Harry Andresen, Charley Moore and
Henry Rasmussen. For a month this committee was
busy preparing the plans—and let u» say right here that
the transporting, feeding and entertaining ot three hun-
dred people is no small job, and this Committeee ot Ar-
rangements deserves the thanks ot everybody. The
Board of Directors ot Sherman, Clay & Co. again very
generously (many thanks to them) contributed their
motor equipment to transport the picnickers as tar as
they cared to go. The place selected was Kendall Dell

—

which was so much enjoyed last year and which the
committee felt could not be improved upon. The name'
describes the place exactly—a dell in the foothills, just
back ot Mountain View, about forty miles south of San
Francisco.

~"As~usual^'Ras" (short for H. E. Rasmussen) super-
intended the starting of the caravan. The trucks were
lined up in front ot the store at Kearny and Sutter
Streets, and about 9 o'clock there wasn't a seat left. The
photographer was on hand to shoot a tew "shots." About
S:15, the procession started off, led by Fred Sherman in

his Marmon (full ot pretty girls). George Potter (super-

intendent of the garage), in a Buick, overflowing with
Potter children (he has seven in all), acted as rear
guard in case ot any engine or tire trouble on the
road. Billy Morton (Commanding Chief) had left in one
ot the delivery cars with the "eats' 'a little earlier. As
it happened, the car got into trouble, and the eats
arrived after the caravan. This was all in the day's
work, however. The weather, when we started, was not
at all promising—it was overcast, but we hadn't been
gone half an hour when we ran into sunshine. The
day turned out to be an ideal one—just warm enough.
About quarter past eleven we arrived at our destina-

tion. The San Jose caravan had already arrived. They
were unloading an upright piano on to the dance plat-

form. (The San FYancisco store brought down a flve-

piece jazz orchestra, made up of Bill Pearce, Alfred
Conroy and several friends of the organization.) The
Oakland caravan soon arrived, followed by the motor
car from the Stockton store. Private cars galore arrived
during the next hour.

Bill O'Connor got busy at once and rounded up the
athletes (?), as it was planned to pull off the athletic

contests before lunch. It took some little time to get
the crowd lined up at the athletic field, and at the end
of the second race words came along, "Lunch is ready."'

Talk about races—this was the prize race of the day,
when everybody made a mad dash tor the lunch tables.

Billy Morton again occupied the responsible position

of Grand Exalted Chef and Steward. He had purchased
about all the loose food in town the day before—he had
so much that it looked as though it would take a week
tor the crowd to eat it. In about an hour there wasn't
a crumb left. Everybody had had plenty ot one of the
finest picnic lunches that was ever served. Just glance
ever this menu:

Potato Salad
Rolls and Butter

Sweet and Sour Pickles
Olives

Hot Dogs
Corn-Beet

Sliced Sausage
Hot Coffee with Sugar and Cream

Ice Cream
Assorted Cakes

Of all the picnic jobs, that ot feeding the crowd is the

biggest and the hardest. It took Bill several days to

get the food together; all day Saturday, the savory
odor of corn-beef permeated the Kearny Street store,

cooking under Bill's watchful eye. As soon as Bill ar-

rived at the picnic grounds he set to work and he didn't

quit until everybody had had plenty to eat. All power
to you. Hill I The following also pitched in and worked
hard, preparing the lunch and putting it on the table;

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Reed, Miss Edna Ireland, Ben Malla-

trat, William Forbes, Charley Kinzel and Fred Zur
Lowen. They were ably assisted in serving by Misses
Lillian Bain, Phyllis Amita, Anita Williams, Lillian

Haseman and Mesdames Rosa, Bower. Kinze and Malla-

trat. Many thanks to you, pretty girls, for your good
work in taking care of the "inner man" (and woman).
After lunch everybody took a stretch to get ready for

the afternoon festivities. The children romped around,
as only children can—the creek, which lazily wound
its way through the leafy glades, proved to be the big-

gest atttraction to the youngsters—they certainly did

love to splash around. About this time, seductive strains

issued from the dance pavilion and the "cuties" with

their swains (and some ot the old-timers, too) made a

bee line for the dance pavilion. The floor was soon

crowded—no nimbler ankles were ever "shaken" any-

where.
In the middle of the afternoon, the musicians were

given a rest by a resumption ot the athletic contests.

I'iverybody repaired to the "field" under the hot sun

—

the peppiest proceeded to do their durnilest to win the
valuable prizes. The Board of Directors of Sherman,
Clay & Co. had generously contributed $50 (again many
thanks) toward athletic and gate prizes—this sum was
augmented by $5 donated by Mrs. Aimee Post. The races
resulted as follows;

Race for Girls under 10—1st prize, Marianne O'Con-
nor; 2d prize. Alice O'Connor.
Race for Boys under 10—1st prize, Fred Winkler; 2d

prize, George Rasmussen.
Young Women's Race—1st prize. Miss Pahnke; 2d

prize. Miss Rarick.
Department Managers' Race—Resulted in a neck and

neck finish between Luigl Gallianl and Paul Pahnke.
Employes' Race—1st Prize, J. Crocker: 2d prize, Rich-

ard Van Dyne.
Fat Women's Race—1st prize. Hazel Stanley; 2d prize,

t'assie Moore.
Fat Men's Race—1st prize, Harry Andresen; 2d prize,

Louis Oneta.
Three Legged Race—Messrs. Johnson and George Pot-

ter, Jr.

Special Mixed Race—Men Carrying Bundles (oh, you
pretty packages!)— 1st prize, Joe Webb; 2d prize, James
O'Leary.

It might be remarked here that some of the contest-

ants overreached themselvs and landed in the dust.

-\s they were endeavoring to show extraordinary
speed, the impact with terra firma caused a few painful

cuts and bruises. "Doc" Walker opened up his kit

and gave them first aid. These were the only mishaps
ot the day. unless you include a couple ot pairs ot

trousers badly torn.

The crowd returned to the dance pavilion, where
the numbers were drawn for the money gate prizes

—

the lucky winners were as follows:

513—AUene Stanley. 35—Earl Dumont.
521—Cal. Potter. 393—Lester McCully.
Ill—H. Baines. 147—Gilbert Aio.
177—Elmer Rowe. 158—George Costello.
148—Warren Morton. 89—Not yet called tor!

706—Louis Oneta. 570—Not yet called tor.

181—Elmer Rowe. 170—Mrs. W. F. Morton.
397—Charles Paulsen. 184—John Rosemont.
108—James O'Connell.

About a quarter past five, the dance music changed
to the familiar strains of "Home. Sweet Home," and
the crowd reluctantly picked up their belongings and
piled into the trucks and autos. With much honk-honk-
ing, au revoirs and happy expressions of having had a

good time, tlie caravans rolled away homeward. The
ride home was a pleasant one—everybody was telling

everybody else what a wonderful time they had had,

how successful the picnic had been, how much better

it was than last year, etc., etc. And it was a dandy
picnic—it would seem hard to improve on this one. The
crowd was very congenial—after all had arrived they

totaled three hundred and twenty-four, distributed as

follows:
Adults. Children.

San Francisco 201 32

Oakland 43 8

San Jose 26 8

Stockton 4 2

Sacramento 2

Totals 276 48

Grand total, 324.

(276 adults and 48 children.)

All these people were Sherman, Clay & Co. employes
and their families; of course, there were a dozen or so

sweethearts, as well as a number of close friends—any-

way, it was one big, happy, Sherman, Clay & Co. family.

"This is another achievement of the Employes' Asso-

ciation—they certainly did make a big success of this

picnic. It was handled in an experienced manner, with-

out the least possible friction, trouble or delay. It was
positively a PERFECT PICNIC. Those who couldn't go

are secretly regretting the good time they missed.

The teacher or artist who is too proud to advertise

ought to be too proud to accept space tor nothing. For

the publication and review ot students, concerts and

minor events does not represent news ot interest to

everybody. It docs represent, however, a certain digni-

fied form of advertising your success, for there is noth-

ing more dignified than stating facts.

To keep uninformed about musical events in your

community and outside ot it is simply neglecting one of

the most important phases of your musical education.

It you find anyone who does not subscribe to a music

journal you find a person very superficially informed on

musical subjects. He may think he has an opinion, but

how can he form a correct opinion on musical matters,

it he does not keep in touch with what is going on in the

musical world? Therefore you should subscribe to the

Pacific Coast Musical Review which keeps you informed

on everything in the matter of musical news.

GRACE NORTHRUP
Soprano of New York

Teaching in San Francisco. June 1st to August

15th. Studio, Kohler & Chase Bldg., on Tuesdays

and Fridays by appointment. Tel. Mission 2507.
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CALIFORNIA'S SUNDAY CONCERT

Millicent Raven, Distinguished Soprano,
Enthuses Audience — Gino Severi
Conducts California Theatre
Orchestra in Fine Program

The popularity of Gino Severi and the
California Theatre Sunday morning con-
certs may be gathered from the crowded
house that assembled on Sunday morning
last, notwithstanding the beautiful weath-
er that tempted everybody outdoors. The
feature of the program was Millicent Ra-
ven, a distinguished English soprano,
who has recently located in San Fran-
cisco. Mi?s Raven sang as her principal
number. L'AItra Notte. from Mefistofele.
by Boito, and immediately impressed her
audience with the fact that she is an ex-
perienced artist, possesses a voice of un-
usual flexibility and charm, and notwith-
standing a decided cold, she succeeded in

phrasing and coloring her tone with ex-

ceptional ability and intelligence. She im-
pressed her audience so strongly that she
received a hearty recall, and after she
acknowledged the plaudits three times,
consented to sing The Little Damozel, by
Ivor Novello, in a manner to delight
every one of her hearers.
Mme. Raven first studied with Louisa

Cestria of Milan Conservatory, and later
won the open scholarship tenable for

three years at the Trinity College, Lon-
don, the late Coleridge Taylor being num-
bered among her professors. Subse-
quently she was heard by Sir Charles
Santley, who predicted that her voice
promised to be a very phenomenal one,

and she studied with him for four years,
being his last pupil. Sir Charles is still

living, and has reached the age of 88.

This appearance at the California The-
atre was Mme. Raven's first appearance
in the United States, and since it is un-
derstood that she will take up her resi-

dence in San Francisco, we shall no
doubt hear much of her ere long.
Gino Severi and the California Theatre

Orchestra presented an excellent instru-
mental program, with Saint-Saens" Mili-

taire Francaise March, which was inter-
preted with fine eclat and martial spirit,

and which was followed by Strauss'
Spharenklage, one of those lilting, en-
trancing waltz compositions which that
composer knew so well how to write, and
which Mr. Severi understands so thor-
oughly how to direct with the greatest
effect. This delightful waltz was followed
by a magnificent selection from Cilea's
Adriana Lecouvreur. conducted with that
virility and emphasis which Mr. Severi
knows so well how to attain. The con-
cluding number of the program was
Weber's climacteric Jube! Overture,
which gave Mr. Severi an opportunity to

show his force and command of his or-

chestra.

Leslie Harvey introduced the program
with an excellently rendered interpreta-
tion of Tosti's Goodbye.

WILL PLAY NEW KREISLER WORK

Among the several novelties to be of-

fered by the Chamber Music Society of

San Francisco at their coming winter
season of concerts at the Scottish Rite
Auditorium will be a quartet by Fritz

Kreisler, perhaps the most brilliant of

all living violinists. The thousands of

people who have heard Fritz Kreisler
recognize him also as a pianist of high
merit and a composer of rare attain-

ments. His works are imbued with orig-

inality, infectious rhythms and haunting
melodies. That the quartet contains the
same amount of charm, entrancing beauty
and emotional glow is a foregone con-
clusion. A genius such as Fritz Kreisler,
who understands composing for string in-

struments, can be relied upon to construct
a work worthy of his great name.
The treatment that the Chamber Music

Society will give this work will reveal
its musical worth to the fullest and en-

hance its charm to no small degree, be-

cause during Mr. Kreisler's recent visit

in San Francisco he went over the score
very carefully with Louis Persinger, and
expressed himself as being more than de-

lighted that his composition should be
given its first San Francisco performance
by an organization so well fitted to inter-

pret it. The artistic pre-eminence of the
Chamber Music Society has reached far

and wide, and Fritz Kreisler's endorse-
ment and desire that his newest work
should be first played on the Pacific Coast
by the Chamber Music Society is anoth-
er tribute to the high esteem in which
this aggregation of players is held by the

highest musical authorities.

Beatrice Joensen, Normal student at

the Jlartine School of Music, has been
awarded a scholarship in the Kroeger
master class now being held in Los An-
geles. Miss Joensen will remain in that

city until July 4th. Miss Joensen is rapid-

ly coming to the fore as one of the most
brilliant young pianists of this section:

is an active member of the Saturday
Club, having been approved by the Board
of Examiners when but fourteen years
of age. the youngest applicant ever hav-

ing been admitted. We modestly stale

that her present efficiency is entirely due
to our instruction, having been with us
for some seven years.

Mrs. Ada Jordan Pray, who has recently

been placed on the instruction staff of

the University of California Extension
Department, introduced her pupils in a

vocal and piano-forte recital at the Bird

Street Grammar School Auditorium in

Oroville. Cal.. before a large and appie-

ciative audience. The various program
numbers were Interpreted in a most grati-

fying manner, eliciting the plaudits of the

delighted audience. Each student reflect-

ed credit upon himself as well as the

teacher, revealing adaptability and effi-

ciency on the part of the teacher. All

piano-forte interpretations were played

from memory, and the complete program
was as follows: Largo—Pastoral Sonata
(Beethoven), Madrilena (Wachs). Dorris

Fry; In the May (Franz Behr), Dorothea

Meyer; The Happy Farmer (Schumann).
Villager's Waltz (Xeely), Billy Gardner:

Prelude (Chopint, Minuet (Boccherini).

Nellie Terrell: The Sunshine of Your
Smile (Ray), Dear Old Pal of Mine (Gitz

Rice), Mrs. Giovannetti; Remembrance
(Carmichael), Tarantelle (Heller), Mil-

dred Duncan; Song of the Ploughman
(Bachman), Minuet (Scharwenka), Claud-

ine Harlow; Gypsy Life (Thoma). Celeste

Aide (Verdi), Joe Cummings; Dusk Bound
(Dunn). Virginia Sheets: Valse (Durand).

To a Wild Rose (MacDowelD. Annalee

Grennan; May Song (Denza). Three Blue

Bonnets (d'Hardelot), Mrs. R. C. Good-

speed: Romance (Rubinstein), Etude
(WoUenhaupt). Madeline Eckart; Sextet.

'"Lucia" (for left hand alone) (Donizetti),

arranged by Lechetizky; Scotch Tone
Poem (MacDowell), Esther Mardon; Ma-

cushla (MacMurroughl, Trumpeter's

Song (Dix), Dr. C. B. Griggs; La Fileuse

(Raff), La Promenade de la Merveilleuse

(Berge), Helen Boyle; Variations on The
Happy Farmer (Schumann), arranged by
Hartl"; Serenade (Moskowski). Edwin
Fry; Dreamland (Coryell), Berceuse

—

Jocelyn (Godard) (with violin obligato by

Francis Good), Irma Tejeda.

Mr. Buhlig. the distinguished pianist

and pedagogue, who has been residing

in Los Angeles during the last two years,

was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hertz

during this week and is returning to Los
Angeles with them. Mr. Buhlig has

gained a series of genuine artistic

triumphs since his advent in Los Angeles,

both as soloist with the Philharmonic

Orchestra under the direction of Walter
Henry Rothwell and in his own concerts,

He also conducted several large classes

of artist students. Indeed, :Mr. Buhlig's

master classes have been among the lead-

ing musical educational factors in the

South.

Pearl Hossack Whitcomb, who devoted
her vacation to professional work in fhe

Yosemite Valley has returned to resume
her studio work and singing and is again

busy attending to her various duties. Her
pupils are glad to resume their work and
notwithstanding the summer Mrs. Whit-
comb is being kept quite busy.

The San Francisco Savings and
Loan Society

526 California Street. San Francisco
Mission Branch, Mission and Twenty-first
St.
Park-rresidio DIst. Branch, Clement and
7th Ave.
HaiRht Street Branch. Haight and Bele-
vedere Sts.

For the half year ending June SOth. 1922.
a divirlend has been declared at the rate
of fonr and one-quarter <4H> per cent
per annum on all deposits, payable on
and after .July 1st. 1922. Dividends not
called for are added to the deposit ac-
count and earn dividend from July 1st.
1922. Deposits made on or before July
10th, 1922. will earn interest from July
1st, 1922.

GEO. TOrRN'Y. Manager.

F. WARREN SHOUP
Piano InKlructions— Summer Clnsxes

Memher Toronto School of Mii<«jc—Stud-
ent of Mme. Bree of Vienna (First AssUt-
ant to LeKchetttKky) Phone: Franklin
"272 iBet^een » and II A. M.)

The

KNABE
"The Piano for a Lifetime"

THE distinctive tone quality and sensitive

touch of the Knabe make an irresistible

appeal. The perfect craftsmanship and fine

materials that enter into its making preserve

this beauty of tone and action for genera-

tions. The Knabe is the wisest investment

for home or studio. Wherever you will find

music at its best—there you will find the

Knabe—in the Conservatories or on the

Concert Stage. The Knabe is distinctly a

Knabe product, built and developed under
one roof by four generations of master
craftsmen for 85 years. Every component
part of the Knabe Piano is made in the

Knabe factory—thus insuring that uniform-

ity and harmony of constructural detail es-

sential to artistic perfection.

You will find the Knabe literature very interest-

ing. It is so different from the usual catalog. If it

is not convenient for you to call ue ^vill gladly send
the same to you on application.

Other Pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time pay-

ments if desired.

Kohler and Chase,
26 O'Farren St..

San Francisco. Calif.

Please send literature, prices and terms of
the Knabe. and oblige

Name

Address ., „

"For the Advanxement of Music"

26 O'Farrell Street

Oakland Store Mission Store

535 14th St. 2460 Mission St.

Exclusive Knabe Dealers
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KANSAS STATE COLLEGE CULTIVATES MUSIC

Music Department of Kansas Slate Agricultural College

Accomplishes Some Real Artistic Results and
Should Receive Adequate Credit

The Pacific Coast Musical Review Is pleased to pub-

lish the following ccniinunlratlon from Ira Pratt, direc-

tor of the Department of Music of the Kansas State

Agricultural College:

Mr. Alfred Metiger.
Pacific Coast Musical Review,
San Francisco.

Dear Mr. Metzger:

I have been so bus.v trying to keep up with the de-

mands in musical lines here in Kansas State Agricul-

tural College that I have had little opportunity to ex-

lend my acquaintance, and to acquaint people outside of

Kansas with the things that we are doing here.

Kansas State .Agricultural College has bad a Depart-

ment of .Music with a well organized curriculum Just

eight years now, and during the school year just ended,

June 1st, there were 50r> students, that is, individuals

taking work in the Department of Music, this without
duplicates, students who are taking a number of sub-

jects in the department. There is always great cause

for any great result, and the great cause for the above
growth lies in the attitude of President W. M. Jardine

and his associates toward music.

If you will examine the government bulletin on col-

lege entrance credits and graduation credits allowed

for music study to be applied on degrees other than the

Batchelor of .Music degree, you will observe that Kan-
sas State Agricultural College stands with the very

forefront in its recognition of the value of music as a

necessary part of all education. Every student here

has the opportunity and is urged to go actively into the

college life and the center of this life is naturally the

Department of Music.
The following data might be of interest to you:

Musical Organization at Kansas State Agricultural

College
Oratorio chorus 250 voices

Concert band _ 75 players

Orchestra - 30 players

Men's Glee Club 30 voices

Manhattan Chamber of Commerce Men's chorus
^ „.25 voices

Women's Glee Club 30 voices

Faculty string quartet. Faculty trio (violin, Hute and
piano). Faculty quartett vocal)

On the inside covers of the enclosed program of our

May Festival you will find some other information about

the school. The Department of Music has managed
during the past year, an artists' series of concerts and a

May Festival in which we have presented ten of tlie

choicest artists in the country in concert and came
through the worst concert year of recent times with

some funds on hand. During the school year of nine

months and the summer school of two months, the

musical organizations of the college and the teachers in

the Department of Music have appeared in 621 concerts.

This includes six Sunday afternoon recitals by members
of the faculty, which had an attendance of from 1000

to 1500 in the audience. Every effort has been made to

keep all of these concerts of high standard and the

greater part of our concerts have been free to the pub-

lic. The Department of Music has grown so fast that

the State has been unable to keep up in equipment and
we have been ourselves unable to take all the students

that apply for instruction.

I am sure organizations of our sort in the various

parts of the country who are trying to be of real service

in their community are experiencing the same pros-

perity we are. Our motto here is "Give everybody a lit-

tle more than they ask for and make the department
as big a service as possible."

With very best wishes.
Sincerely yours,

IRA PRATT,
Director.

ALCAZAR

.Main Street, a dramatization of the book, which is

the year's best seller, the most talked of, the most
popular, the most widely read bit of fiction of the day,

«i\\ be the Alcazar's next offering beginning Sunday
matinee, July 2nd. This important announcement will

be hailed with delight by all San Francisco. Those who
have read the book will insist on seeing the play and
those who have missed that privilege will seize this

welcome opportunity to glimpse Sinclair Lewis' master-
piece from across the footlights. As great and as human
as is the hook, the play is greater and more appealing,

with the heart interest carefully preserved and the

characlers wonderfully drawn. Harriet Ford and Har-
vey O'HIggins are the dramatists who have wrought
this wondrous bit of wizaixlry. They have observed a

skillful reverence in transferring It to the stage, and
the Alcazar players will be found unusually clever in

the manner in which they are able to project the quali-

ties of the characters.

Sinclair Lewis' clear thinking, sardonic htimor and
insistent propagantht have all been carefully preserved.
All of the essentials of the novel will be found intact

and the whole will be discovered to be miraculously sat-

isfying. The management believes that no more worthy
vehicle could have been found for the second week of

the starring engagement of Herbert Heys. Gladys
George will phiy opposite him and the cast will be in

every way a nolable one. Herbert Heyes' stairing en-

gagement at the Alcazar started under the most auspic-

uous circumstances Sunday, and he bids fare to be ex-
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ceedingly popular during his short engagement. "Blind

Youth." his opening vehicle, is particularly well suited

to his talents and all of the Alcazar company are agree-

able casl.

ALMA BIRMINGHAM'S SUCCESS IN CHICAGO

FINE MUSIC AT NEW CASTRO THEATRE

The New Castro Theatre, of which the Nasser liros.,

are the proprietors was inaugurated on Thursday eve-

ning, June 23d, when the beautiful moving picture

palace was crowded with an audience of invited guests.

Everyone expressed himself most enthusiastically about
the artistic character of the theatre, its decorations

being a combination of Italian. Moorish and Oriental

architecture. The color schemes are soft and effective

and the two panel effects in the nature of tapestries

occupying the two sides of the orchestra space are in-

deed very beautiful. It is beyond a doubt one of the

handsomest theatres in San Francisco.

Waldcmar Lind is the orchestral leader and he has

surrounded himself with some excellent musicians who
play well chosen music in a manner to please the

auditors. Mr. Lind's own march composed in honor of

the occasion contained that spirit and melodic richness

which pleases everybody. Mr. Lind is a musician whose
qualifications fit him specially tor a position of this

kind and the Castro Theatre management deserve credit

for having selected him. ,

Mr. Carniichael is the organist and he certainly proved

himself most competent to secure the most effective re-

sults from the Robert Morton organ purchased from
Sherman, Clay & Co. We also noted in the orchestra

a beautiful Knabe Grand Piano secured from Kohler &
Chase. As is customary on such occasions there were
a number of addresses made among which that of Mayor
James Rolph Jr., was the most prominent one and all

of the speakers complimented the Nasser Bros, upon
their enterprise and sense of architectural beauty wish-

ing success in their new undertaking.

MILLIONS IN MUSIC BUSINESS

We take pleasure in publishing the following interest-

ing facts furnished us by the San Francisco Chamber of

Commerce:
San PYancisco last year did a business in music rolls,

musical instruments, and song and instrumental music
publishing, amounting to approximately $12,000,000. One
San Francisco firm alone, engaged in music publishing,

sold 3,.i00,000 copies of sheet music within the United

States and 1,250,000 copies in Europe and Australasia.

A manufacturing plant in Berkeley last year turned out

22,500 ukeleles and banjukes, marketed almost entirely

through a San Francisco music house. A Berkeley plant

is also manufacturing photoplayers and other organs,

annual sales of which are estimated at $1,500,000 at

the factory.
These are tacts contained in a report upon this sub-

ject prepared for the San Francisco Chamber of Com-
merce. It is stated in the report that San Francisco

may well appreciate the magnificent organs which have

been installed in its theatres and motion picture houses,

for from the factory in Berkeley came the organs which
are also being installed in some of New York's largest

playhouses. One of the significant triumphs of the local

organ builders was the installation of a pipe organ in

the million-dollar art gallery of former United States

Senator William Clark in New York. These organs are

shipped to the show rooms in San Francisco and from

there are being delivered practically to every city in

the United States, Mexico, Canada, South America and

the Orient.

In addition to the instrumental and organ industries,

sheet music production forms a large collateral busi-

ness. The most popular selections in the sheet music

world within the past year have been written, composed
and published by California writers. One popular mel-

ody. "Whispering," gained such widespread circulation

throughout the linited States that the Victor Company
alone in one month pressed 1.000,000 records of it.

It is interesting to note that in printing copies of

sheet music five carloads of paper have been used.

Paper manufacturers on the Pacific Coast, realizing the

extent of the industry, are now furnishing publishers

with a special type of paper, so that it is unnecessary

to negotiate with Eastern innnufacturers. Sheet music
published in San Francisco is being sold through jobbers

and established agents in England, France, Germany,
Italy. Holland. Norway. Sweden. Denmark. Finland, Bel-

gium, Switzerland, Spain, New Zealand, China (and

India.

Another industry unique in character and wide in its

distribution is the manufacture of player rolls in San
Francisco. The factory is only one of fifteen located in

as many cities in the United States, but it undoubtedly

enjoys one of the most successful trades of any of the

branches. Since the recent installation of machines
which increased the output of sixty per cent, five thou-

sand rolls a day are turned out ready for shipment.

MISS IVES SUCCESSFUL IN SAN JOSE

Miss Marian E. Ives, well known in San Francisco

DWing to her connei'tions with concert management, is

meeting with splendid success in San Jose where she

nas inaugurated the Artists Concert Series. This excel-

lent series is being conducted under the auspices of the

San Jose Musical Association and includes during the

ceason 1922-1923 the following famous artists: Louis

Graveiire in December, Benno Moiseivitch in January,

Mischa Elman in February and Carolina Lazarl in

March. Miss Ives (onducted a similar series during the

last season which proved a brilliant success and her ef-

forts in behalf of musical entertainment for San Jose

are greatly appreciated there.

San Francisco Pianist and Teacher Delights Chicago
People With Her Ability as Teacher in Presenting

a Well Trained Artist Pupil

Califtirnia readers of the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
\iew will be interested in the following article referring
to the introduction of one of Miss Alma Birmingham's
pupils in Chicago:

At the residence of Mrs. Callahan, 1349 Astor street.

June 12, an exceptionally talented and attractive young
pianist, in the person of G'.adys Heath, was presented hy
Miss Birmingham, in an afternoon recital that was of

unusually praiseworthy and enjoyable character. It is

a convincing testimony to the excellence of a teacher
and the abilities of a student when a difficult program
of entirely classical music can be rendered, from first

solo to last, in such a distinctively admirable way, espe-
cially on a first appearance and on an exhausting hot
afternoon. But it was done by this clever fourteen-year-
old girl and the large assemblage of interested ladies,

lieaded by the hostess, Mrs. (Callahan, gave an enthus-
iastic reception and several encores to the budding
artist. Her technical training has been done with that
admirable particularity and artistry always displayed
by Miss Birmingham, herself an eminent Chicago pianist
W'ho has won deservedly high rank here and elsewhere.
Excellent Bach playing was done by Gladys Heath in

Bach's "Piano Suite, G Minor," (Sarabande. Gavotte and
Gigue), followed by a good expressive interpretation of

Chopin's "Prelude, D Flat Major." an unusually excel-

lent performance of Liszt's beautiful "Un Sospiro" (A
Sigh) and of "The Two Larks" (Leschetizsky). Worthy
of especial praise and comment was her rendition of

the exquisite Rachmaninoff "Barcarolle." with beauty of
interpretation quite remarkable in so young a pianist,

showing a deep appreciation of its lovely melodious and
technical beauty and delicacy in the depiction of the
wave-rippled passages, where (as the fortunate user
of a fine grand piano of beautiful tone and sweetness),
she produced results that brought her a not-to-be-denied

recall for a repetition of the lovely aquarelle. Schuett's
original and very charming "Carnival" (Prelude, Pierrot
the Dreamer and Caprice), was another extremely well-

played suite, bringing final heartiest recalls, to which
she responded with a repetition of the Leschetizsky
solo. Miss Birmingham was the recipient of enthusiastic
compliments on the achievements of her little artist-

student, of whom .she can justly be most proud.

AGNES BELDON.

Maestro Diro Bigalli. formerly of the faculty of

teachers of the governmental musical conservatory of

Florence. Italy, where he received the diplomas of piano,
organ and composition, and recently with the Chicago
Opera Co., will open a studio for vocal and operatic
coaching, composition, harmony, counterpoint and fugue.

Mr. Bigalli, besides being a pianist and composer, is also
an organist, having won first prize in a National Con-
servatory in Italy. For a time he was organist of Santa
Trinita Church of Florence. After this he devoted him-
self chiefly to grand opera and has been conductor and
assistant conductor with such maestros as Mascagni,
Mugnone, Campanini, De .\ngelis. Cimini and others,
traveling through Europe and the United States.

Norman Smith, the remarkable boy-pianist, a pupil of

George Kruger, gave an unusually interesting program
at a radio concert, arranged by the Call of this city on
Saturday afternoon, June 24th. The wizard touch of

little Norman held spellbound an enthusiastic audi-

ence, which was attested by hundreds of phone calls,

some from neighboring states, which came in within
the next half hour of the concert, expressing the greatest
admiration for his playing. The program consisted of

co:n posit ions of Beethoven, Chopin and Liszt.

The Pacific Players, under the direction of Nathaniel
Anderson, announce that the end of next month they
will give their sixth production of chosen one-act plays.

They promise a good musical program.

Elizabeth Westgate has gone to occupy her artistic

cottage in the Santa Cruz mountains and will remain
there during July and .Vugust, with occasional trips

elsewhere, and many guests to make variety and inter-

est in the vacation. Miss Westgate reports the busiest

season in her experience, and she is certainly one of the

most energetic and eflicient of all our pianists and
teachers. Her time is always fully occupied, and she

adds the directing of a choir and the charge of a church
organ to her other duties. Miss Westgate will return

in time for the opening of Merriman School, a famous
girls' school in Piedmont, of which she is head of the

n^usic department, and will resume her classes at her
home studio in Alameda on September 1st. She has

students from Sonoma, Santa Cruz and other interior

and coast counties as well as from San Francisco, San
.Mateo and all the cities about the Bay.

MINETTI
ORCHESTRA

Application for iMcmbersliip

A<l(lress Secretary Minetti Orchestra

3325 Clay Street. Te!e[)lione Fillmore 4946
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STANFORD ORGAN RECITALS

The programs for the organ recitals at

Stanford University, beginning Sunday,
July '2d, at 4- p. m.. will be made up
largely of compositions by American
composers, with the exception of the
third part of Ernest Austin's Pilgrims'
Progress, the great English work tor or-

gan, which is being played consecutively

by Mr. Allen through the summer. The
latter will be played on Thursday's pro-

gram at 4:15 p. m. instead of Sunday and
Tuesday, as usual. There will be no re-

cital on July 4th. Independence Day. The
program is as follows:

Sunday. July 2d, at 4 p. m.— Scherzo
from the Symphonic in G minor, op. IS

(Barnes): .\. D. 1620 (MacDowelU; Told

at Sunset (MacDowelli; Rhapsodie in D
major (Cole) : National Anthem.
Thursday. July 6th. at 4:15 p. m.—Pil-

grim's Progress (part III) (Austin): Rev-

erie (Colby): Toccatino (Delamarter)

:

Stately Procession (Delamarter).

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stndlo: 1920 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 1561

ADCLE ULMA.N
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
^Commonwealth Ave. Tel. Pac 23.

Miss Helen Goldman
1«10 Sutter St. Phone FlI. r.1.11

Specialist In Acoonipanying
Studio Work l>e!«ired

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PIANIST A>D TEACHER
Pupil of Wae^r Swayne

Studio: 515 Buena Ylata Ave. Tel Park 341

Stella Raymond Vought
TEACHER OF VOICE

Concert ^lann^er
r>-l5 Sutter St. ' Kearny 41S1

Madame Dorothy Talbot, noted colora-

tura soprano, has been chosen the artist

to sing The Star Spangled Banner at the

Civic Auditorium on July Fourth, when
San Francisco unites to celebrate the

founding of our great Republic. Mme.
Talbot's rendition of it is most inspiring.

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE Cl'LTURB

Stodlo:

902 KOHLER A CHASE BLDtS.

San FrancUco Phone: Kearny &454

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist.

—

SoloiNt. Accompanist and Teacher
S15 Clement St.. San Francisco. Pac. 92S4.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture:—Opera. Oratorio,

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite "C" KotUer A Chaae
Hulldlne. Telephone Kearny 5454.

PIAMST
Studio: 1537 Euclid Avenue,
Phone Berkeley G006.

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN
Violinist—Conductor—Lecturer

Will Accept An Vnliniited Number of Pupils

Studio: 3145 AVashington St. Tel. Fill. 6146

MRS. ZAV RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HAAMONY

California Institute of Music. K. & C.

Building. Tel. Ktarny 5454.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

Studios: $02 Kobler & Chaae Bide.. S. F.
5tf'22 Ocean Vietr Dr., Oakland (Realdence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
:>05 Kohler & Chnae Bid. Tel. Sutter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, 603-6(M KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearnr 54&4

MRS. CHARLES POULTER.
SOPRANO St. Andrew* Ckureh
Voice Culture. Piano. 5S8 27th St, Oak-
land. Tel. 207». Kohler & Ckaae Bids.
Wednesdaya Tel. Kearny &4&4.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIAMST AND TE.ACHER

Residence and Studio. 61S.S Hlllegasa Ave^
Oakland. TeL Piedmont 5005.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Successes in Europe: <'oneert Suc-
cesses in America. AddresH ISOl California
St„ San Francisco. Telephone Prospect 3620

GR ADl ATE OF SCHOL.V C.VNTORCM,
PARIS

ORGANIST ST. MARVS CATHEDRAL
Piano Departmeot. Hamlla School

Or^an and Piano, Arrlllaea Musical Colleee

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PIAJfO

Studloi 1003 K«kl£r A Ckaae Bldf.
Phone Kearnr 54M

Jo>3eph George Jacobson
PiAjro

2S33 Sacramento St. Phone rilbnore 34S

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera ComlqaCt Parla

Stndlo: 3107 Waafalnsrton Street
Phone FUlmore 1S47

SIGMUND BEEL
>IONtvr (. lassf s for \ iolin

Studio lluiidiit};. 1373 I'ost Street
TeL Prospect 757

Ada Clement Music School
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S9S

i R3. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SLnsins* 33 Loretta Awe^ Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 3&4. Hon., Kohler A
Chaae Bide.. S. P. Telephone Kearnr M54.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST., Bet. Clay A W'nshln^on

Mr. Noah Brandt, VloUn
Mrs. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Emanu EL Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal Instruc-
tion. 2.-39 C^ay St„ Phone West 4*00.

MRS. EDWARD E, BRUNER
SOPRANO: ATalUkle for EnKaEementa

SololMt, Temple Beth Israel
Studio: 26 Aahburr St. Phone: Pac 5230

Mary Coonan McCrea Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Kruger
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 36 Gaffnej- Building, 3T6 Sutter St.
Tel. Donelas 4233. Res. Tel. Kearnr 2349

ARTISTIC PIAXO IXSTRICTIO.V
Studio: :;..;{ ;tOlh Ave.. (Sea tlill)

TeL llayvieiv 4HM

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS Ruth Degnan

Grand Prix, Pari*# Grand Prix*, St. Loot*

HE richness, evenness, depth and
charm of Baldnin to:2e cannot be
duplicated. Only witi -tile Bald-
win Piano can it be productJ be-
cause only the Bildwin has the

acoustic properties capable of its develop-
ment. Those who approach the selection of a
piano unprejudiced and with open mind &nd
the Baldwin a revelation.
If yon *r* InlvrwaUd ia the pnrvkaa* al a r*«llv Ucfc*
rr^4* piaa*. Irt u UU j«ii ftlMttt Ibo Utracti>« affcr w*

(Jhf^alDTOin^iano (Company

310 Sutter St. San Fraacisco, Cal.

Dlt =<l@

Member of Federal Reserve System and Aasoclaled Sarlngra Banks of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N FRAVCISCO BANK)

526 Cvliforala Street, San Fmncl.co, CaL
COMMERCIAL

MISSION Blt.A.NCH, HIaaion and 21at Street.
P.\RK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BR.ANCH, Clement St. and 7th Atc.

HAIGHT STREET BRANCH, HalKht and Belvedere Street.

DECEMBER 31, 1921
Assets _ _ _ _ »7I,SfllJll».62
Deposits ..._ „ „ 6.S,20I,299.62
Capital .Actually Paid Up , „ „ l,0()O,0OO.0O
Reserve and Contingent Funds _ „ 2,050.000.00
Employees' Pension Fund _ „ „ _ _ 371,753.46

OFFICERS—JOHN A. BUCK, President; GEO. TOURNT, Vice-President and
Manager: A. H. R. SCHMIDT. Vice-President and Caahier; E. T. KRtJSE Vl(5e-
President; A. H. MULLEK, Secretary; WM. D. NEWHOUSE. Assistant Secretary
VTILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMBL. G. A. BELCHER. R. .i LAUEVSTEIN
H. H. HERZER and H. P. MATNARD. Assistant Cashiers; C. W. HETER, Man-
ager Mission Branch; W. C. HETER. Manager Park-Presidio District Branch-
O. F. PAULSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK, GEO. TOURNT. E T KRUSE
A. H. R. SCHMIDT, I. N. WALTER, HUGH GOODFELLOW, E. N VAN BERGENROBERT DOLLAR. E. A. CHRISTENSON, L. S. SHERMAN, WALTER A. H.AAS',

GOODFELLOW, EELLS. MOORE & ORRICK. General Attorneys
.i dividend of FOUR AND O.NE QU-4RTER (Hi) per cent per annum was

declared for the six months ending December 31. 1921.

FLITIST
Available for Concerts na Soloiat or for
Obllgrato Work. 1301 Henry St., Berkeley

PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.
MINKOWSKI

TE.ACHIilR OF VOICE
2428 Pine S«. Tel. West 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Slreet Phone Franklin 8212

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase BIdg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 26!)

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR. ON FRAZER
1819 California St Tel. Prosp. 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley, Cal.

MABEL MARBLE
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K'my 5454

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. TeL West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK
479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
t7I Scott Street Tel. Park 5176

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 1154

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
640 Post St. Tel. Pros. 216S

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

VIOLIN

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 366i

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

G. JOLLAIN
376 Sutter Street Phone Kearny 2637

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker SL Tel.: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113

REED .»ND MOITHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission SL Sutter 6365

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review,
a publication that should be read by all
the music-loving people. Single copies,
10 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE, MACBETH, EASTON, JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers

TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIOALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOUR TEACHING PIECES (Grade 3)
By Florence P. Re« THE WOOD XVMPH'S HARP

Each « .30 KING THRUSH BK.1RD
HKI.l.o: Mil. ROnlN Y.tKIMA

TheMC pieces ore beinR ivlilelj- uned nnd much appreciated by leachern who vnlue
their Initpiratlonal beiiuty and modern Idiom. l'.\USi;.\I^ FOR THE GRADE. Pub-
llBhed by CLAYTON F. SU.UMY CO., CHICAGO, and for nale by HENRY GROBB
In the atore of WII.BY B. ALLE.N' CO.

13.% Kearny St., San FrnnclKco

Henry Bretherick
ORGANIST

2,',H0 nuNh Street

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAI, CI LTIHE

ArtlNt pupllH available for all occaaiona
r,uo Kohler & Chaae BIdK. Kearny 4IHI1

Calirorrvja
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

Jl l.\ -'ml— ll:Oll \. >I.

t.INO

SEVERI
nnil ffae famoai*

California Theatre

Orchestra

SoloiMt

MME LIZETTA KALOVA
The noted Russian Violinistt-

offrrlBK

SYWPHONIE KSPAGXOLE—I-.\LO

WJ

(^onstance^Alexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase BIdg.

Phone Keamy 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 70S Kohler & Chase BuUdinsr
Phone Kearnr &454

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
Far Kindergarten and Primary Grndea

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Words and Hnsle

ABBIE GERRISH-JONES
Adaptions and Descriptions

OLIVE B. WILSON-DORBETT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resv't of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School. University of California. Mrs. Dor-

rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICK tl.OO AND POSTAOB
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

PHYLLIDA ASHLEY
California's Gifted Daughter

AN ARTIST OF RARE ABILITY

AND CHARM,WINNER OF EN-

THUSIASTIC PLAUDITS

FROM PRESS AND
PUBLIC

WRITES OF HER PIANO

1 o me no piano possesses tlie loveliness of tone \vnicn abounds in my Mason
ana ilamlin Grand. It has that wonderrul roundness and smootn sonority tnat

one sometimes, tno rarely, Kears m a beautirully modulated human voice. In

action, durability and in point of beauty of design and -workmanship notnmg more
could be desired. i o me it represents tbe acme of piano perfection. Xne best in

tl^e world. (5,w) PHYLLIDA ASHLEY
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS IN ALL STYLES MAY BE SEEN ONLY AT OUR STORES

Two Entrances

135-153 Kearny and 117-125 SntUr Sts. P^*yem|1 77,^1

Victor Talking Machines
'^ile>^BAllen@

MASON AND HAMUN PIANOS

Oakland—1209 Washington Street

San Jose—99 South First

Sheet Music
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LOS ANGELES ACTIVE DURING MUSIC TEACHERS' CONVENTION
Meetings and Concerts Take Place at the University of Southern California—Excellent Programs

Planned for Occasion—Banquet Scheduled for Wednesday Evening, July 5th—Record of
Preliminary Arrangements and Official Program

By ALFRED METZGER
The Annual Convention of the Music Teachers' As-

sociation of California is taking place this week in
Los Angeles on Wednesday. Thursday. Friday and Sat-
urday, July 5th, 6th. Tth and Sth, at the Bovard Audi-
torium of the University of Southern California at
University Avenue and Thirty-sixth Street. We note
on the first inside page of the official program that
the Music Trades Association of Southern California
guarantees any deficit that may accrue during this
convention. Evidently the music dealers and the music
teachers am co-operating toward the musical progress
of Southern California. The Music Teachers' Associa-
tion of California was incorporated in 1897 in San
Francisco, and the officers for the present year are as
follows: President. Z. Earl Meeker, Los Angeles: Vice
President, Miss Florine Wenzel. Sacramento; Treas-
urer, Miss Alvina Heuer-Wilson, San Francisco; Secre-
tary, Ann Thompson, Los Angeles; Directors—Annette
Cartledge, Redlands; Mrs. Norton Jamison, Los Ange-
les; Adelaide Trowbridge, Los Angeles; Arthur M. Per-
ry, Los Angeles: County Vice Presidents—Mrs. G. W.
Short. Napa County; Miss Stella Fitch-Campbell, Mon-
terey County; Miss Hazel Helm, Riverside County.
There are branch associations in the following counties:
Alameda County, Los Angeles County, Orange County,
San Bernardino County, Sacramento County, Santa Bar-
bara County, Santa Clara County, San Diego County and
San Francisco County.

The following committees will be in charge of the
Convention: Advisor}- and Finance—A. M. Perry, W. T.
Fitzgerald. Clifford Lott; Automobiles—Charles E. Pem-
berton, Amon D. Cain, Mrs. Cecil Frankel, Mrs. W. E.
Mabee, Stephanie Jambon, Mrs. Gertrude Ross; Ban-
quet—Maude Fenlon Bollman. Emma M. Bartlett, Sylvia
Harding, Grace Widney Mabee, Carlottta Comer Wag-
ner, Mrs. Graham F. Putnam. Jessie Weimar, Julius V.
Seyler: Button Custodian—Mme. Jambon, Stephanie
Jambon; Credentials—Mrs. Gladys T. Littell. Mrs. Grace
Roper Viersen; Decorations—Mrs. Alfa Wood Ander-
son: Doorkeepers—Julius V. Seyler, Miss Clare Mc-
Gregor, -Miss Bertha Wilbur, John Bettin, Marco Fran-
cis Bertini, W. E. Carter, Sam Glasse; Exhibit of Cre-
ative Work. M. T. A. Members—C. Albert Tufts, Mrs.
Norton Jamison, Adelaide Trowbridge. Emma M. Bart-
lett, Phyyles Lucy Keyes, Hattye Mueller, Gertrude
Ross, Ida Selby. Roland Diggie. Homer Grunn, Hague
Kinsey, A. M. Perry. C. E. Pemberton; Farewell Re-
ception—Miss Weimar, Miss Norman Shaw; General In-

formation—Julia Howell; Good Fellowship—Amon Dor-
sey Cain, Ethel M. Congdon, Mrs. A. M. Finke, May Scar-
borough Fowler, Carrie Stone Freeman. Leona Neblett,
Esther Rhoades; Hospitality—Emma M. Bartlett, Mme.
Sprotte, Mrs. Grace M. Bishop, Mrs. Leona D. Cherry,
Miss Weimar. Ida Selby. Marco Francis Bertini, Edgar
Hansen, C. E. Pemberton, Homer Simmons, W. F.

Skeele; Hotels and Reservations—Mrs. Madge Patton
Sullivan, Mrs. George K. Bretherton, Mrs. Birdiene Mc-
Namara, Gertrude Cohen, Frank Colby, Horatio Cogs-
well, A. D. Hunter; Official Accompaniste—Mrs. M.
Hennion Robinson; Official Badge—Mrs. Kathryne J.

M'ilson; Pianos—C. E. Pemberton; Program—Raymond
Harmon. Maud Fenlon Bollman, Winnifred Lucia Fish-
er; Program Book and Printing—Charles C. Draa; Re-
ception—Catherine Shank, Members of Local Board, as-

sisted by Constance Balfour, Katherine C. Ebbert, Mrs.
Cecil Frankel, Mrs. Norton Jamison, Mrs. Emma Porter
Makinson, Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson, Mrs. Gertrude
Ross, Adelaide Trowbridge, Jennie Winston, L. E.
Behymer. Carl Bronson, Charles Wakefield Cadman,
W. T. Fitzgerald. Edward A. Geissler. Clifford Lott.

Morton F. Mason, Z. Earl Meeker, A. JI. Perrj-, W. F.

Skeele.

In Charge of Programs—Thursday. July 6th: Morn-
ing, Raymond Harmon; afternoon. Winnifred Lucia
Fisher; evening, Maude Fenlon Bollman. Friday, July

Tth—Morning, Beresford Joy; afternoon. Norma Rock-
hold Robbins; evening, Jennie Winston. Saturday, July
Sth—Afternoon, May Scarborough Fowler.

The programs which have been arranged for this con-

vention, and which are subjected to minor changes, are

as follows:
Wednesday. July Sth—Reception to delegates and

guests, 6 to 7 p. m., Ebell Club House. 1719 South Fig-

ueroa Street; annual banquet in Ebell Auditorium,
7 p. m.; bits of toast served by Abbie Norton Jamison,
toastmistress; interesting interludes introduced by
Emma M. Bartlett; inspiration, by Mrs. Marsh, Mrs.
Lucile Crews Marsh; Nightingale and the Rose, by J.

Thompson. Miss Jean Smalley; After Dinner—The
Opera? Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte, Gertrude Ross at

the piano.
Thursday, July 6th, 9 a. m., Bovard Auditorium at

Thirty-sixth Street—Members present state card for
official badge; 9:30 a. m., formal opening of convention.
Miss Pike presiding; Civic Recognition, George E. Cryer,
Mayor of Los -Angeles; America, W. F. Skeele at the
organ. Dean College of Music, U. S. C. ; invocation, the
Rt. Rev. Joseph Horsfall Johnson. D. D.. S. T. D.. Bish-
op of Los Angeles: Keys to Bovard Auditorium, Dr.
Rufus B. von KleinSmid, President University of South-
ern California; Acceptance of Hospitality and Greeting
to Guests, Eva Frances Pike, President L. A. M. T. A.;
response, Z. Earl Meeker. President Music Teachers'
Association of California: 10:15 a. m.—Piano Round
Table. Edith Lillian Clark (Los Angeles I presiding.
Subjects: Weight as a Factor in Piano-forte Music
Making, Edith Lillian Clark; The Student Recital and
Its Purpose, Birdiene McNamara, Los Angeles; Some
Essential Elements of Successful Piano-forte Teach-
ing, Margaret Holloway Thomas, Los Angeles; Discus-
sion of Faults Common in Piano Practice, Mrs. Cor-
delia Smissaert. Los Angeles: open discussion. 11:15
a. m.—Dyna Clerbois. mezzo-soprano, Santa Barbara;
Gertrude Ross, composer-pianiste, Los Angeles; Leona
Neblett, violiniste, Los Angeles; Roger Clerbois, com-
poser-pianiste, Santa Barbara; Prelude Tragique (ded-
icated to Belgium 1914) Mystic Chimes (An Impression),
The Dance of Pan, Serenade Fantasque (Roger Cler-
bois), Mr. Clerbois; Trois Chansons a Danser— (a) La
Bourree. (b) La Pavane, (cl La Sarabande (Alfred
Bruneau); Psyche (Paladilhel, Kiss Me. Sweetheart
(Roger Clerbois). Mile. Clerbois; early Spanish-Cali-
fornia folk songs, harmonized and set for violin— (a)

Un Pajarito, (bl Yo No Se Si Me Quieres, (c) Nadie Me
Quiere— (by Gertrude Ross), Miss Neblett. Gertrude
Ross at the piano. 1:30 p. m.—Virginie de Fremery, or-
ganist, Oakland; Homer DeWitt Pugh, tenor. San Jose;
Jay Plowe. flutist, Los Angeles; Pierre Douillet. pianist,

San Francisco: Bouree in D (Wallace A. Sabin). Choral
Prelude (Bach), Roulade (Seth Binghaml, Evening Song
(Ed C. Bairstow), Chant du Printemps (Joseph Bonnet).
Echo (double canon in unison) (Pietro A. Yon I. May
Night (Palmgren). Toccata (Widor). Miss de Fremery;
Come. Beloved (from ".Atlanta"! (Handel), Ecstasy
(Walter Rummelll, Across the Hills (Walter Rummelll,
Flower Rain (Schneider). Prelude (from Cycle of Lifei
(Ronald*. Mr. Pugh, Elizabeth Aten-Pugh, accompaniste;
Une Flute dans mes vergers (Pierre de Brevillel, Soir
sur la plaine (Philippe Gaubert). Valse Lente (Masson),
Mr. Plowe; Pensee Fugitive. Spinning Song, Valse Ca-
price. Fountain, Gavotte a L'antique (Pierre Douilletl,
Mr. Douillet. 3 p. m.—Violin Round Table, Davol San-
ders, presiding; speakers. Miss Sylvia Harding, Los
Angeles; A. D. Hunter, Los Angeles; Russell J. Keeney,
Sacramento; open discussion. 4 p. m.—.\lvina Heuer
Willson, soprano, San Francisco; Joseph A. Farrell.

basso cantante. San Diego; Pauline Farquhar, pianiste.

Long Beach; aria, Del Minacciar Dei Venton, from Ot-
tone (Handell, I Am Thy Harp (R. Huntington-Wood-
man). Under the Greenwood Tree (Carl Busch), Under
the Greenwood Tree (James P. Dunn), Mr. Farrell; Im-
promptu, F-sharp (ChopinI, Polka (Rachmaninoff), Wid-
mun (Schumann-Liszt), Scherzo, C-sharp Minor (Cho-
pin), Miss Farquhar; Air de Leonora from Le Tasse
(Godardi, Allerseelen (Strauss), Tolomeo (Handel),
Mrs. Willson. 8:15 p. m.—Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, so-

prano, San Francisco; Jamison Quartet, Los Angeles

—

Jean Colwell, first soprano; Hazel Bryson Anderson, sec-

ond soprano: Edna C. Voorhees. first alto; Daisy L.

Prideaux, second alto; Abbie Norton Jamison, director-
accompaniste; Antonio Raimondi. clarinet, Los Angeles;
Thomas Frederick Freeman, pianist, San Francisco;
Dean Walter F. Skeele. organist, Los Angeles; Chro-
matic Fantasie (Thiele), .Allegro con Grazia (from Pa-
thetic Symphony) iTchaikowsky). Dean Skeele; A Ban-
jo Song (Jamison), The Rose and the Moth (Jamison),
Spring's Invitation (Clarence Gustlin), When de San*
Man Comes (Jamison), Jamison Quartet; Near Midnight,
Scherzo-Valse, Carillon a la Noel, Alia Polonaise
(Thomas Frederick Freeman). Mr. Freeman; Aria from
Ottone (Handel). En Avril (Massenet). Dune Prison
(Panizza). To One I Love (Saar), Joy (Rihn), Lillian

liirmingham, John Manning, San Francisco, at the
piano; Sonata for Clarinet and Piano, Con Moto Moder-
ate (Gregory Mason) (prize composition published by
the Society for the Publication of American Music),
Mr. Raimondi, Adelaide Trowbridge at the piano;
Rachem (Mana-Zucca), Sweet and Low (Rogers), The
Wish (Charles Wakefield Cadman), Whistle (Old
Scotch Folk Song). Jamison Quartet; St. Lawrence
Sketches—No. 2. The Bells of St. Anne de Beaupre,

No. 3, The Basket Weaver (Russell), Pan Pastorale

(Godard), Introduction and Scherzo (Bartlett), Dean
Skeele.

Friday, July 7th. 9:30 a. m.—Vocal Round Table, Mrs.
Carroll Nicholson (Alameda County), presiding; sub-
jects, Terminolcg}-. Physiology. Psychology and Their
Relation to the Art of Singing. Mrs. Nicholson; Home
Study, as Compared to Study Abroad, Frank Carroll
Giften, San Francisco; Repertoire and the .Art of Pro-
gram Building, Jessie Weimar. Los Angeles; open dis-
cussion. 10:30 a. m.—Organ recital by .Albert F. Con-
ant, San Diego. Praeludium in C Minor (Bach), (Book
W. Peter's edition); Londonderry Air (Henry Cole-
man), farewell to Cuculain); .A Song of Consolation
(Rosseter Cole), (Blessed are they that mourn for they
shall be comforted): A Song of Gratitude (Rosseter
Cole), (The Lord reigneth. let the earth rejoice i; Fan-
fare d'Orgue (Harry Rowe Shelley), Mr. Conant.
11 a. m.— Organ Round Table, C. Albert Tufts, presid-
ing; subjects. How to Quickly Teach Basic Organ Tech-
nic. Mr. Tufts: Interesting Recent Organ Compositions,
Roland Diggie; Modern Organ Building, Its Trend and
Future Possibilities, Frank Colby; discussion from the
flcor. 1:30 p. m.—Hazel Landers Hummell. soprano,
Santa Ana; Florence Norman Shaw, violiniste. Los
Angeles; Alexander Stewart, speaker, Alameda County:
Sacramento Trio. Russell J. Keeney. violin; Mary
Lewis, 'cello; Florence Linthicum, piano; Trio in D
Major, op. 49 (F. Mendelssohn), Sacramento Trio; ad-
dress. The Music Teachers' Part in the Community
Service Program, Mr. Stewart; I've Been Roaming
(Horn). Villaneile (Dell'Acqua), Group of Children's
Songs (Gesena Kay), .Mrs. Hummell. Clarence Gustlin
at the piano; Sonata No. 2 (movements 3 and 4), op.
2i (Emil Sjorgren), Miss Norman Shaw. Margaret Hol-
loway Thomas at the piano. 2:30 p. m.—Esther Rhoades,
harpiste. Los Angeles; William Pilcher. tenor. Los An-
geles; Sacramento Trio; Arabesque (Debussy). Sere-
nade (Lebano), Miss Rhoades; Rudolpho's Narrative
(La Boheme) (Puccini) .At Sunset (Brown Heathen
(Carl Busch). Mr. Pilcher, Mrs. Hennion Robinson, ac-
companiste; Trio in C Minor (Fernand Masson), Sac-
ramento Trio. 3:30 p. m.—Rufus B. von Kleinsmid,
A. M., ScD., J. D., D. M. C. P., President University
Southern California; Florence Middaugh, contralto. Los
-Vngeles; Axel Simonsen, 'cellist, Los Angeles: address.
The Contribution of Music to the New Education, Pres-
ident von Kleinsmid; Symphonic Variations (Boell-
man), Mr. Simonsen; Lungi dal Caro bene (Secchi).
Charity (Hageman). .Apple Blossoms (Lester). Oh. for
a Burst of Song (Allitsen). Miss Middaugh, May Orcutt
at the piano. 8:15 p. m.—Southern California Compos-
ers' Program: Charles Wakefield Cadman, Los Angeles;
Lucile Crews, Redlands; Bessie Bartlett Frankel, Los
Angeles'; Dolce Grossmayer, San Diego: Homer Grunn.
Los -Angeles; Morton F. Mason. Los -Angeles; Charles
E. Pemberton. Los -Angeles. Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson.
Los Angeles; artists appearing. Zoellner Quartet—-An-

toinette Zoellner, violin; Amandus Zoellner. violin; Jo-
seph Zoellner. Sr.. violin: Joseph Zoellner. Jr.. violin-

cello; Constance Balfour, soprano: Catherine Shank,
soprano; Sol Cohen, violinist; .Adelaide Trow-bridge.
pianiste; Davol Sanders, violinist: Homer Simmons,
pianist. 8:15 p. m.—Program: Two pianos—Marche
Heroique (Homer Grunn). Mr. Grunn and Mr. Simmons;
Sonata for Piano and Violin (C. E. Pemberton), Ade-
laide Trowbridge, Davol Sanders; songs. Your Message
(Sara Teasdale). The Little Rose Is Dust, My Dear
(Grace Hazzard Conkling), Swans (A Mood) (Sara
Teasdale) (Bessie Bartlett Frankel). Constance Bal-

four; Quartet, Prelude (Lucile Crews), Quartet in D,
-Allegro Moderate, -Andante (theme with variations)
(Morton F. Mason), Zoellner Quartet: Piano—The Lake
Tranquil, The Bee (Schubert), transcribed for piano.

Serenade Arabian, Orientale (Dolce Grossmayer), Miss
Grossmayer; Violin—Legend of the Canyon, Wah Wah,
Taysee (Little Firefly). Within the Potter's Shop (from
Omar Khayyam Suite) (Charles Wakefield Cadman).
Mr. Cohen; Songs—Illusiveness (Beatrice Plummer),
Moon (Cynthia Davril). Youth (Louise Steadman) (Mrs.

M. Hennion Robinson), Catherine Shank.

Saturday, July Sth, 9 a. m.—Meeting of the State

Board of Directors, County A'ice-Presidents and Local
Presidents. 10 a. m.—General business meeting. Z. Earl
Meeker presiding: semi-annual official reports of State
officers. County Vice-Presidents, Local Branch Presi-

dents, Committees, etc. Good of the Order—Problems
for Discussion: (a) The Status of Honorary Members,
(b) Convention Date, (c) Shall There Be More Than
One Branch in the Same County? (d) Shall a Music
Teacher Pay Occupation Tax? 12 m.—Report of Nomi-

nating Committee. 12:30 p. m.—Intermission. 2 p. m.

—

Special Order of Business: Report of Public School

Music Committee. Miss Florine Wenzel, Sacramento.

Chairman; address. The Place of the Public School in a

State Music Program. Mrs. -Agnes Ray, State Board of

Education; address. Credits for Outside Study, William

J. Kraft, University of California, Southern Branch; ad-

dress. Piano Classes in Public Schools. Thadeus T. Gid-

dings. Superintendent Music. Minneapolis. Minn.: Greet-

ings from the Public School Music Teachers' -Associa-

tion of Southern California, Mrs. Dora L. Gibson, Presi-

dent. Adjournment. Social hour and refreshments in

Parlor C at end of the -Arcade.
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World-famous pianists who use
the STEINWAY piano exclusively

cr'HREE score years ago a new genius flashed upon the viusical world. He was a composer, not of
-* musical scores, but of musical instruments. His name was Henry Steinway—his vtasterwork was a

piano. No sooner was his instrument given to the world than it was hailed as America's first great contri-

bution to musical art. One by one the great musicians heard the Steinway, or played it, and chose it for
their own. Wagner, Liszt, Rubinstein, Gounod—these were only a few of those who came under the spell

of Steinway tone. From that day to this the Steinzvay has been the instrument which the world has recog-

nized as the piano' of pianos.

Today the following world-famous artists use only the STEINWAY

:

Alda, Frances

Aucr, Leo[K>ld

Bogus) au'ski, Moses
Bull. Clara
Bos. Cocnraad \'.

Burnham. Thuel
Boyle, George F.

Byrd. Winifred
Brard. Madgelainr
Blye Birdicc
Cot I low, Augusta
Cortol. Alfred
Cornell. Louis
Cheatham. Kitty
U'Alhcrt, Eugene
Deyo, Ruth

Du Carp, MagJalaine
Duckwitz, Dorothy Miller
Damrosch, Frank
Damrosch. Walter
Elman, Mlsha
Friedman, Ignaz
Florigny, Retice

Fricdberg, Carl

Fremstad, Olive

Fricdheim, Artur
l-ridler. M.
Galli-Curci. A.
Ganz, Rudolph
Gauthier, Eva
Graveure, Louis

Gerhardt. Elma
Gogorza, Eniilio de
Goodson, Katherine
Grainger, Percy
Heifclz. Jasclia

Hackett, Arthur
Hempcl, Frieda

Henry, Harold
Hess, Myra
Hofmann, Josef

Homer, Louise

Hutcheson, Ernest

Herbert, \'ictor

Ivogun, Maria
Kochanslci, Paul

Kharuni, M.
Krcisler. Fritz.

Leginska, Ethel

Levitzki, .Mischa

Longenhan, Christine

Lhevinnc. Joseph
Lazzari, Caroline

MacOowell, Mrs. Edward
MacFarlan, George
MacFadycn, Alexander
Matzenauer. Margarctte
Mero, ^'olanda

McCorniack, John
Manncs, Clara
Mannes, David

Melba. N.
Nellis, Daisy
\euhaus. Estella

Nash, Frances

Novaes. G.
Powell, John
Powell, Webster
Prokofieff. Serge
Padcrcwski. Ignac
Rachmaninoff, Serge!

Rosing, y.
Renard, Rosita

Rosen, Max
Rubinstein. Arthur
Rosenblatt. Josef

Randcgger. G. A.
Rubner. Prof. Dr. C.
Randolph, Harold
Reszkc, Jean dc
Reszlci. Edward
Schelling. Ernest

Sapirstein, Davii
Schooler, David
Schumann- Heink, Ernestine

Siloti. Alexander
Spalding, Albert
Svmplionv Society

of New York
Samaroff-Stokowski. Olga
Sc-idel. Rosha

Stracciari. Rlccordo
Shattuck. Arthur
Sembrich, M.
Stransky. J.

Stokowski, L.

Strauss. Dr. R.
Werrenrath, Reinald
Whitehill, Clarence
Whiting. Arthur

Wilson. M.
Wcingarten. F.

^'saye, Eugene
Zimbalist. Efrem
Ziesler, Fannie Bloomfield

In San Francisco and Oakland we carry everything in Music—Steinway and other

Pianos, Pianola and Duo-Art Pianos, Aeolian Pipe Organs. Robert Morton Cathedral

Organs, Victrolas and Victor Records, Player Rolls. Conn Band Instruments, String

and Orchestral Instruments, Sheet Music and Music Books.

ShermanMay&Co.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento Stockton Fresno San Jose

Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Vallejo

-H-A ft.

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
\ . U«- A rrLllncn, lUrrrtar

A, I.. ArtlKurn, I'ren.; I.ouln Alrcrin, \'l<>e-l*mi.

I'nrsrrllrtl rnrlllllea for tli« siudr of mualc In all

lla brancbea. l.ariEe Plp« OrsaD. Recital Hall.

2315 JACKSON STRKET
San FraficlHFo, C'ai. fhoDr West 4737

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. .IIANMNO, Dlrrctor

S242 Waahlnclon Strpct, nc-or Prraldlo ATennc
Snn KranrlNCO. Cal.

For furf hrr Infornintinn addreaa f he averelarr of the
arhnol. or phonr llliniorr niC.

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
AI>VAN* KD PI PII.S ACCEPTKD

Pupil of Mnir. V. Strpanoff lllerlln). M. KlrvrklnK.
and K. Ilobrrt Srbmltz ( N>\t ^ ork). Studio: 701
llrlnr RldfC.. -lOH Stookton St. Monday*. P-12, Thom-
dara. 10-I. 3.0. Tel. Kearnj 2223. Rra. Pbonrt Plc-d>
moot 7««.

Miss EUizabeth Westgate
Tearbrr of Piano. Orican. Harmony. Orsanlid and >la»lcal
I>l rector of KlrHt I'rrHhjrterlan Church. Alameda. Home
Studio: 1117 PARI" STREFTT. AI.*MEDA. Telephone Ala-
Rirda iTtTt. Thurndny". Merrlman St-himl, .'117 KIdorndn Ave.,
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OP MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY. Direcior

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Slnglnc Complete Coume of Operatic Train-
ing. 2730 Pierce St. Tel. FUlmore 4r.r»3.

MME. CARRINGTO.N I.EWY8
Prima Doona With Strnkoaeh, Hapleaon, Ete.

EMLYN L.E^VYS
OrcanlBt Fifth Chnreh of CbHat Scientist. Formerly

Prluelpal of Virgil Piano School, London. BuElnnd.

Rea. Stadtai 2<M1 Lyon Street. Phone Fillmore 5«3

MRS. S. P. MARRACCI, Vocal Teacher
Italian method: 1-1 yeara of Htni^e experience l former
prliun donna ivlth Caruao and Tetrazzinl; coachea poplla
Vocally and In Dramatic Deportment.
Studio. -H(4 Columhua Avenue. Phone Garfield 2276

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Confera Decrees Award* Certlflcatea

For Pnrtlculnra apply to Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Snulo^ aky Cbnmber MuhIc Society

Will AcC'-pi a Few Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Kohlcr
& Chase Bids'. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL. C.VLIFORNIA

>IunIc C'ourNea Thorouch and Procreaalve
Public School >lualc. Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. It. I'namore— Studloa: Suite MMl Kohlcr Sl Chnae llldc
S. F.: i.-tao College Ave., Berkeley. Realdence 21>1 Alvti-
rado Rond, Uerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparlne Teacher for

^IRS. OSCAR MANSFELDT. Planlat
2015 Droderlrk St„ near Cloy Telephone Fillmore 314

UNCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIAMST—ACCOMPANIST

Membrr I'nfvpmKr t^xtrnalon FncDltr
Slndlo; R27 Shradir "• Phoii. Park 1003

MARIE HENRIETTA WARRINER
<-|»LORATI RE SOPRWtl

Voice—Production
n-l.% Sutter St.. Studio 202

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

970 Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
Appolotmenta by Phone—Proapect 3320

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
OrRanlat Temple Enianu EL First Church of Christ Sefl-
enllMt. Director Lorlnfc Club. S. F.. Wed.. 1017 CallfornUl
St.. Phone Franklin 2O03; Sat., Flrat Christian Science
<'hurch. Phone Franklin 1307; Res. atudio, 3142 Lewlaton
.Ave.. Uerkeley. Phone Piedmont 2428.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ of.c < ulturc Diction— Studio: 4)IS Stockton St.—>lon.
and ThuTM. from 2-.'. Rcn. I4.M Sncrnmento St. Pri>a. 7r>03.

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Mcrrltt. Oakland

Complete Conservatory Coume—I'lano. Hnrp, Violin,
'Cello, Voice, Counterpoint. Harmony'. History

CHARLES WILLIAM WARRINER
HASSO CANTA\TE

Vocal—C:oach
54S Sutter St.. Studio 202

H^B Dine Bigalli
m^ m CONDUCTOR

1

Four ^cnrn With the
Cblcneo <;rand Opera i'o.

VOCAL OPERATIC
COACHING CO.M POSITION"

Telephone Park fl.VtU

Addreaa All
Communications to
s;t:i COLE STREET

San Franclnco
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

The City Club Ensemble under the direction of

Maestro William Tyroler. will present Rossini's
Stabat Mater with Flora Engle. soprano ; Clem-
mence liifford, contralto ; Earl Alexander, tenor,

and Gage Christopher, basso, soloists : and the
ensemble of 22 voices, at the City Club quarters
in the Chapman building on Wednesday evening,
June 28th, at 8 o'clock.

The concert is given in appreciation of the
splendid work which Maestro Tyroler has done
for the Club this year when he has trained
and presented frequently there, the splendid en-
semble of professional singers. The work of which
is conceded to be the finest ever heard in Los
Angeles. William Tyroler was the coach and as-

sistant conductor and musical director at the
Metropolitan in New York for twelve years and
since coming to Los Angeles has succeeded in

interesting this city in opera as no one else has
been able to do.

The program will also include Basil Rysdael,
basso, formerly of the Metropolitan opera who
has consented to sing the Wotan's "Farewell"
from \'alkyrie by \\'agner. This being Mr. Rys-
dael's last appearance before his departure for

Europe. Morris Stoloff, violinist, will present a

group of three numbers. Capriccio Waltz by
Wieniawski ; Nocturne E Minor by Chopin and
Waltz Bluette by Drigo.
The ensemble will sing the "Temple Scene "

from Aida. The soloists for which will be Hilda.
Hostetter. soprano : Jack Westervelt. tenor and
Percy Ricker. bass. Melba French Barr, the
charming soprano, will give a group of two songs
"In Those Soft Silken Curtains" from Manon
Lescault by Puccini and "Some One Who Cares"
by Tyroler. Maestro Tyroler will be the accom-
panist throughout.

BOSWORTH CROCKER PLAY AT SOROSIS HALL

The Pacifle Players, under the direction ot Nathaniel
Anderson, announce that their sixth production will
run strongl.v to comedy. They are to play "The Baby
Carriage," by Bosworth Crocker, who has written tears
and laughter in his piece, and which was originally
produced by the Provincetown Players in New York
City; and "The Boor," by the well-known Russian writer.
.\nton Tcheko£f. This play is high comedy, and the
Pacific Players claim they are giving it the original
production.

The performance will take place at the Sorosis Hall
little theater, 536 Sutter Street, Friday evening,
July 28th.

The eighth annual festival of the Cornish School of
Seattle. Wash., Nellie C. Cornish, director, took place
from .May 2Sth to June 10th, inclusive.

The opening program on the evening of May 28th was
in the nature of a students' recital, those taking part
being as follows: Barbara Tanberg. Elsie Jane Hadley,
Frances Libbee. Betty Fetter. Frank Lee, Virginia
Bloxom. Evelyn Kelly. Vivian Condon. Helen Rhodes.
Frederick Howard, Margaret Renshaw, Maty Allison,
Eleanor King, Mary Dawson, Irja Kopika and Jane Hob-
litzell, all of whom are students from the classes of the
Misses Dall and Parry and Mr. .\rmstrong.

Monday evening was devoted to the annual concert
of the Cornish Symphony Orchestra, Francis J. Arm-
strong, conductor, held in Masonic Temple. The pro-
gram consisted ot numbers by Mozart, Delibes, German
and Meyerbeer, while the Mozart concerto for two
pianos and orchestra was rendered by Paul McCoole and
Jack Perine, and Ernest Jaskovsky was heard in the
:\Iendelssohn concerto for violin and orchestra, op. 64.

• Tuesday's program was given by the pupils ot Ella
Helm Boardman. .Anna Grant Dall. Francis J. -Armstrong,
Jacques Jou-Jerville and Boyd Wells. Those appearing
were Frances Williams. Robert A. Huestis, Graham
French. .Anna Louise Soelberg, Margaret Walker. Isabel
Brook, Clarence Hale, Mark Sandstrom, Una Robinson,
.'^largaret Hartshorn and Ernest Jaskovsky.

-A joint recital by Edith Rogers, violinist, a pupil of

Francis .Armstrong, and John Hopper, pianist, from the
class of Boyd Wells, took place on Wednesday evening.

Thursday, June 1st, Louis Drentwett, from the class
of Boyd Wells, gave a lecture recital, while on Friday
evening. June 2. Dorothy Baker and EIna Burgeson ap-

.'eared in a joint piano recital, the former rendering the
arst half of the program and the latter the second half.

Saturday evening, June 3, Paul McCoole gave an en-

lire program of piano music; Sunday evening, Gertrude
Nord, soprano, and James Dobbs. baritone, both from
the class of Jacques Jou-Jerville. rendered the pro-

gram; Sunday, June 4, an ensemble concert was the
attraction, with the following soloists: Irja Kopika,
Ernest Jaskovsky, Helen Stewart, Irene Williams, Elna
Burgeson, Frances Williams, Margaret Joslin. Jane
Hoblitzell, Anona Roberts. Margarot Hurlburt, Con-
stance Hart. Bettina Dobrin, Mary Dawson, Ruth Lind-
sey. Ralph Gailey and Anna Louise Soelberg. These
pupils are from the ensemble classes of Mrs. Peabody,
Miss Dall, Mr. Kirchner, and Mr. Jou-Jerville.

Monday evening. June 5, another students' recital

was given, the following participating: Margaret Jos-

lin, Phyllis GuUitord, Robert Norton, Marian Boyle,
George Davis, Mrs. H. B. Perry. Elizabeth Childs, Con-
stance Hart, Fidelia Gurgess. Mrs. Drury Adams, Kath-
rine Worth, -Arthur Kloth and Mrs. J. B. Harrison. The
teachers responsible for these young performers are
Mrs. Peabody. Mrs. Strong, Mrs. Boardman. Miss Dall,

-Mr. Armstrong, Mr. Cady, Mr. Jou-Jerville and Mr.
Wells.

June 6 brought a joint recital by Esther Van Valey,
soprano, and Doine Smith, violinist, with Paul McCoole
at the piano. Miss Van Valey is from Mr. Jou-Jer-

ville's class and Miss Smith from Mr. -Armstrong's.

Wednesday evening, June 7, a piano recital was given

by Jack Perine assisted by Olive Hartung, soprano.

The former is from Mr. Wells* class and the latter

from Mrs. Boardman's. -Another Jou-Jerville pupil,

Helen Hoover, gave an entire program on Thursday
evening. June S, with Paul McCoole assisting at the

piano.

Friday evening, June 9, and Saturday afternoon,

June 10, were devoted to the annual festival of danc-

ing, produced by Mary -Ann Wells at the .Metropolitan

Theatre. The program consisted ot five parts: "Village

Spring Fete of .Merrie England," 'The Magic Spec-

tacles," "The Enchanted Fountain and the Great White
Bear," "Ballet School of 1S41." "Legend of the Incas."

The dance festival was intensely interesting, and the
work and size of the production reflected much credit

upon those who staged and trained the pupils. All in

all, the eighth annual festival of the Cornish School was
an artistic success from start to finish.

Jacques Jou-Jerville, who is at the head of the vocal

department, must also be complimented upon the high
standard of the work done by the vocal pupils, the

other teachers ot the various departments sharing in

the honors.

VACATION NUMBER

Owing to the holiday season, which, together with
vacation time, made the first week in July specially
inactive as far as music is concerned, and also be-

cause of the absence of the editor in Los -Angeles, our
readers will find a lack of San Francisco musical new's
in this issue. However, we shall make up for lost time
in the next number. In next week's issue will also
appear a complete report of the annual Convention
of the Music Teachers' -Association of California, which
is being held in Los -Angeles this week. We shall also
write more about the symphony concerts to be given
under the direction of -Alfred Hertz in the Hollywood
Bowl, beginning Tuesday evening, July llth. Interest-

ing personal items regarding prominent Los -Angeles
musicians we met at the Convention and elsewhere will

also form part of that issue.

The leading newspapers of this territory have an-
nounced an intensive campaign to "boost" Northern Cal-
ifornia. They claim that Southern California, bv a sim-
ilar procedure, has been getting ahead of .\orthern Cali-
I'ornia, and that it was time to imitate the example of
the astute and wide-awake Southerners. But the news-
papers of .N'orthern California are forgetting one impor-
tant fact, namely, that different communities require
different modes of awakening their dormant energies,
and the methods applied by one community do not nec-
essarily fit another community. "Roosting," as applied
commonly, is more or less "bragging," and if bragging
has ever obtained for any one respect, ii was at a time
when no one else was doing it. But at the present time,
when a part of Californa has attained its prosperity by
means of "boosting," it is very doubtful in our mind
whether the same policy applied to another part of Cali-
fornia would obtain the same results.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review has employed a
certain method of 'boosting" which in a quiet sort of
way was in part responsible for the musical progress
made in Northern California during the last twenty
>ears. We need only call attention to the difference in
musical conditions in San Francisco between the time
this papr was founded (1901) and now. And we did our
boosting by suggesting certain ways of procedure to
musical people, who co-operated and made the facts
we suggested their personal businesss. In this way a
great deal was accomplished, in spite of factional oppo-
sition. -And here we come to an obstacle that has done
more to retard progress in San Francisco, and through
it in Northern California, than anything Southern Cali-
fornia's wide-awake energy might have done. It is the
lack of co-operation existing among our leading citizens.

"Boosting" such as is being done by most newspapers
is only "talk," which never comes to anything. Let our
leading business men, society people and club members
work together for the common good, without constantly
suspecting each others' motives and injuring each others'
projects, and thus DO big things: then it is time enough
for newspapers to record the great things that have
been done. AFTER THEY H-AVE BEEN ACCOM-
PLISHED. But when we find that a small faction of
wealthy people oppose the worthy deeds of another fac-

tion who have given San Francisco great symphony
concerts—just because they say they want another con-

ductor—then we claim that such a spirit will always
injure the welfare of a community, no matter how
much "boosting" the newspapers may do.

We know of no city or territory that has more nat-

ural advantages than San Francisco and Northern Cal-
ifornia. And if these advantages, with their attending
opportunities, were properly cultivated and taken ad-

vantage of, no "boosting" would be necessary to tempt
people to settle within their borders. But when you
find one faction ot prominent people constantly be-

Mttling and condemning another faction, it can not
result in anything else but distrust among outsideis.

If our newspapers, for instance, tell us upon one page
'now wonderful are our resources, and upon the next
page they tell of "booze" orgies, corruption of public
servants, holdups and robberies in broad daylight upon
our public streets, indecent divorce trials, exposures
of the innermost private lives of prominent residents

—

how in the world ot all that is reasonable can they
expect outsiders to seek rest and protection iu our
community?

If some of this space that is being devoted to murder
trials, divorce suits and "booze" parties were given
over to a little more attention to music and kindred
arts, much more good for the community could be
achieved. But to brag about your city being the most
wonderful in the world, and then expose its weak-
nesses in exaggeratd form at the same time is a mode
of advertisement that we for one can not possibly un-

derstand. If our newspapers, in addition to their pledge
to further the interests of San Francisco and Northern
California, will also recognize the good that is being
done elsewhere: if they are going to emphasize tlie

worthy things we do, and only mention the unworthy
things in passing; if they can succeed in inducing
our leading wealthy people to co-operate instead of

fighting at cross purposes, then indeed a great era is

about to dawn for San Francisco and Northern Cali-

fornia. ALFRED METZGER.

HEMPEL HAS SENSATIONAL SUCCESS IN LONDON

-A special dispatch from London tells of the sensa-

tional success of Frieda Hempel at her concert in Albert

Hall on Sunday afternoon, June llth. Lionel Powell,

under whose management the concert was given, has
offered the prima donna a return engagement in Octo-

ber. Requests for concerts have also come from all

possible corners of Europe, but Miss Hempel will make
sure of her month's vacation up in the Engadine near

St. Moritz before starting on her concert tour abroad.

MORE DATES FOR ALTHOUSE

In addition to engagements already announced, Paul
-Althouse, the Metropolitan tenor, will sing with the

St. Louis Symphony Orchestra on December loth and
16th; in Hanover. Pa., on January 9th; Wilmington,
Del., on March 15th; State College. Pa., on March 17th,

and Niagara Falls. N. Y.. on March 20th. The first week
in July Mr. .Althouse will leave for a concert tour of

Australia, to be gone until December next, when he is

due to arrive at San Francisco.
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ORGAN RECITALS, EXPOSITION AUDITORIUM

The Auditorium foinniittee of the Board of Super-

visors has decided to give a series of live recitals upon

Ih great municipal organ in the Exposition Auditorium.

for the five Sunday afternoons beginning July 9th.

Three o'clock is the hour chosen, and Via Waldrop

will be the organist. During the past year the Audito-

rium has been in great demand, and it has been found

impractical to give recitals with any attempt at regu-

larity, but bookings will now permit this series to be

given. One of San Francisco's assets is the wonderful

organ, which has but few superiors in any part of the

world, and in order that its many beauties of tone may
leach the greatest possible number, it has been decided

to charge no admission fee, with all seats, unreserved,

free.

Organist Waldrop's opening program is as follows;

Selections from Cavaleria Rusticana (Mascagni); (a)

Aloha (Hawaiian Folk Song), (b) Minute Waltz (Cho-

pin), (c) I Hear You Calling .Me (Marshall): Funeral

March and Chant Seraphique (Guilmant); Peer Gynt

Suite (Grieg)—(a) In the Morning, (b) Deast of Ase

(c) Anitra's Dance: Prelude and Fugue in C Minor

(Bach): (a) I.ove's Sorrow (Kreisler), (b) Military

Polonaise (Chopin).

ASHLEY PETTIS, Pianist
Season 1922-23. No'w Booking,
STEINWAY PIANO DUOART RECORDS

Management Antonia Sawyer, Aeolian Hall, New York

SMALLMAN IN NEW YORK

John Smallman, one of the foremost singers and

teachers in the West, left Los Angeles on July 1st for

New York, where he will coach for six weeks with

Frank La Forge. He will also study conducting with his

former teacher, Emil .Mollenhaur of Boston.

While in the East Mr. Smallman. who is the con-

ductor of the Los .Angeles Oratorio Society, will collect

new material for their concerts next season. It being

his intention to introduce novelties which have not

been heard in the West before. He will also buy new

music for the chorus choir of the First Congregational

Church of Los .\ngeles, of which he is the conductor

and musical director.

Arrangements have been completed whereby Mr.

Smallman will appear in recital in Boston and surround-

ing cities, soon after his arrival in the East.

After his return to Los Angeles in September, Mr.

Smallman will present a recital in which he will feature

the songs which he has acquired in New York. His re-

cital here on June 13th has convinced his critics that

he is one of the foremost interpreters of song in West-

ern America.
For the coming season Mr. Smallman's concert activ-

ities will be under the management of France Gold-

water.

EL'ZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Knduraed liy Wnecr Svrajnc

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Stadloii: 806 Kohler A ChaHe OldR.
351H>^ Ktna St.. Uerkeley. Phone llerkelpy 1310

MARIAN PREVOST
PI.\.MST—.\CCOMP.*NIST—TE.\CHER

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

Stadloa: 807 Kohler & Chase Bide.. S. F. Tncs. A, M. and
Thara. P. M. Tel. Kenrnr .VIM. Hen. 2728 Elnxrood Ave.,
Ucrkeler. Tel. Uerk. S207.

ISABELLE SAXON
COI.OKATl RE SOPR.*lVO

.Vvnilable for ConcertH—.\ddreMS; 1717 Myrtle St., Oakland
Telephoue Lakeside 3oSl

Nino Marcelli, the brilliant young composer-conductor,
who is directing the High School Orchestra of San
Diego, is expected in San Francisco next week to re-
sume rehearsals of the Midsimimer Jinks of the Bo-
hemian Club to which he has composed the music.

Teachers usually tell you that they have so many
pupils that they do not need to advertise. But does it

ever occur to them that their pupils would like to have
their teacher know'n by other teachers and by pupils of
other teachers? There is nothing so discouraging than
to hear a friend tell a pupil when informed of the name
of his teacher: "Oh, who is he (or she)? I never heard
of him (or her) before."

Although you may not be able to add many pupils to
your classes by your advertisement one thing is certain,
that by keeping your pupils before the musical public
you induce them to continue their studies longer than
if they had no opportunity to secure results from the
money they spend on their education.

EVA M. GARCIA
PI.\.MST, ORn.4MST AND TE.4CHER

«l.i: lloire St.. Oakland TeL riedmont 34U2

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RBTL'R.>'BD FRO» EUROPE

Smdloc «» Kohler 4k Chaae Bids. Tel. Kearnr MS4

BLANCHE ASHLEY PIANIST
WiU Acrept Advanced TupilH—Dorbank nnd Miilr Hcbouln,

Urrkplrrt Kohler A ChnHe Dldf::.. by Aiipnintinrnt
ItcMldence Studio: -172 4lMt St.. Oakland

Tel. I'ledmont i)2r>o

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
BREATH—VOICE—LIFE

000 Kohler A ChnMe Bide.. Kenrny .%4r,4

Rraldenre 1I0<) Bu»h St.. Franklin .',00s.

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOLIN MAKER AND REPAIRER
Hl(;faeNt Grade ProfeHxIonnl AVork AbNolalely

Gunranled—Appraiser of Instmnients
FIneNt Hand Made Instrnmentfi

Atelier; Room ::.', 102S Market Street, next to
Granada Theatre, San Franclxco, California

MME. PARRISH—MOYLE
SOPRANO

Available for Concerts and RecHal«
Limited Xamber of Pupils Accepted

Residence Studio: ITi-iO Hawthorne Terrace, Rcrkclcy
Telephone Berkeley 2883—M"

807 Kohler A Chawe llldK., Tel. Kearny &454

Read the Pacific Coast Mu?ical Review, a publication
that should be read by all the music.loving people.
Single copies, 10 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.

TWENTY-SECOND ANNIVERSARY
EDITION

of the

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW
to be published

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th, 1922
AN HISTORICAL RECORD OF ARTISTIC EDUC.\TIONAL ACTIVITIES IN THE MUSICAL

LIFE OF CALIFORNIA

YOU SIMPLY CANNOT BECOME THOROUGHLY KNOWN WITHOUT BEING REPRE-
SENTED IN THIS EDITION

THE ANNUAL EDITION OF THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW IS THE MUSICAL
BLUE BOOK OF CALIFORNIA

EASTERN ARTISTS INTENDING TO VISIT THE PACIFIC COAST NEXT SEASON CANNOT FIND A
MORE EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING MEDIUM

ONE HUNDRED PAGES OF PRICELESS INFORM.\TION

For Particulars Address The Leighton Press, 516 Mission Street, San Francisco, California
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Distinguished Artists Residing in California Who are Available for Concerts During the Season 1922-1923

Editorial Note—The Pacific Coast Musical Review is in a position to guarantee the artistic efficiency of the artists represented on this page. They have established a

reputation for themselves, partly national, partly International, through reguUr concert tours or by appearances in operatic organizations of recognized tame. The pi^poM

of setting forth the availability of these reputed artists is to convince the California musical public that distinguished arusls of equal merit to any reside in this State.

We intend to prove that a resident artist confers honor upon the community in which he resides.

San Francisco Trio

MRS. ELSIE COOK HUGH
WM. F. LARAIA. Vi

WILLEM DEHE. C<

ES. Pianist

olinist

-Mist

SEVSOX
TRIOS

1»23—1923 NOW
. SOVATiS .\>D

BOOKI.VG
SOI.O§

AddreK.^ Commanicallons To

WM. T. LAKMA. 1252 J«ct«>n St.

TFlrphonr Fraaklln .iHS

Annie Louise David

Harp Soloist and Teacher

Member ot Artist Faculty Cornish School,

Seattle, Wash., July and August

San Francisco after September 1st

M.inagement Selby C. Oppenheimer

6S Post St.. San Francisco

Maud Powell left i i^^t fi'2.-~ &£ S1':'.4l':-' '.

Thomas Egan, Irish singer, is organizing an opera
company for Dublin, choosing his artists in New York.
"The Intermezzo'' is the title of a new light opera

which is just being completed by Richard Strauss.
Leo Schutzendorf. who recently signed a contract

with the Metropolitan Opera, is seriously ilL

Magdeleine Brard. the French pianist, will come to

this country in October for her second tour.

Tufts College has conferred the honorary degree of
Master cf Arts on Louise Homer.
The eighth annual festival of the Cornish School took

place from May 2Sth to June lOth.

May Mnkle. the English 'cellist, has been booked for
a tour of the Orient.
Margaret Matzenauer is singing Mana Zucca's "Dan

Cupid" with success.

EHsa and William Foerster have gone to Germany to

study music.
Julius Mattfeld has been elected treasurer of the

international Composers* Guild for next season.
Caroline Ford, six years old. played a composition of

her own at a Dunning demonstration.
Arthur Shepherd, assistant director of the Cleveland

Symphony, was married to Grazella Pulver on May 27th.

Alexei Archangelsky, composer ot "Chauve-Souris," is

on his way to this country.
Suzanne Keener will appear next season on programs

with Ruffo. Gigli and De Luca.
Frederick B. Wodell will be director ot the 1923 Spar-

tanburg Festival, succeeding Louis Bennett.
Waldemar von Baussnem, Paul Graener and Ewald

Straesser have been added to the membership of the
Berlin Acadmy of Arts (the German "immortals").
The Academic Orchestra of the Berlin University will

tour Spain next winter.

King George and Queen Mary complimented Clarence
Whitehill on his singing.

Charles Wakefield Cadman has over 300 published
works to his credit.

F. Melius Christiansen has had the honorary degree
ot Doctor of Music bestowed upon him by Muhlenberg
College.

Albino Gomo has been a member of the faculty of

the Cincinnati College of Music for forty years.

Durimg 1922-23 and 1923-24, Henrietta Wakefield will

have forty-seven weeks of engagements each year.

A five-day festival of French music is to take place in

the Amsterdam Concertgebouw the end of September.

Chicago is to have a new concert bureau tmder the
direction of Hugh S. Stewart.

-\lfred Floegel's portrait "Music" was awarded the
annual prize given by the Lazarus Foundation ot the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Valentina Crespi, Italian riolinlst, will tour next sea-

son under the management ot the Culbertsons.

Alfred Cortot will return to this country next Novem-
ber tor his fourth American tour.

Olive Nevin made her debut as a conductor in a per-

formance of "The Lady of Shalott " in Sewickley. Pa,
Ninety-one seniors and six post-graduates received

diplomas at the New England Conservatory.
J. H, Duval will hold a summer school in Paris.

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E. Behymer, 705 Philharmonic Auditorium Building,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Personal Address: BELVEDERE. MARIN COUNTY, CAL.: TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST. SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert KnKaKemeiitf*
and Innirnclion Apply to
Secretary and ^lanaser of
K. Attl. Room 1«04 Kohler
A. ChMHc Bldi;.. !*an Francisco

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Tclepkone Donplaa 1678

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

Walter Frank Wenzel
Pianist—Accompanist—Coach

fe*

Studio: 601 Kohler & Chase BIdg.

Res.: 1916 Golden Gate Ave. Fillmore 4733

Siel/ajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO

800 KOHLER CHASE OLOC
SAN FRANCISCO

"Not since Sarasate have we heard such

violin plajHng."—London Daily Telegraph.

Louis Persinger

will accept a small number of serious, gifted stu-

dents. Those applying for lessons should possess

advanced technical facility and musical under-

standing. Intenriews by appointment only.

"Palm D»ll.- circle AveBOf. Mill T«UcT. Marin Co.

(TrlFphanr: Mill Valley 315-J p

WILLEM DEHE
•CELLO VIRTUOSO

Formerly «olo 'Cello vrlih the Slate Theatre In Mob-
cot*. Itn<i<tia, and Telllst with Barrere'a Little Sym-
phony. Available for Concerta and Chamber Mualc

ItecitalK.
^vm Accept a Few Pupil*

ADDRESS: 2228 CARLTON ST., BERKELEY

TeL Berk. oll2-J

San Francisco—Thursdays—1375 Califomia St

Zhay Clark
Harp Soloist

Formerly With Elsa Ruegger. Mme. Mateenaner,

May Petersen, Reinald Werrenrath, Paul Alt-

house. Seattle Symphony Orchestra. California

Theatre Orchestra, Panama Pacific International

Exposition and Innes Band.

Address: 1181 FUbert St. Tel. Prospect 6S58

TheSCHOOL CREDITidea
Has spreadfrom coast to coast

The granting of credit in schools for the

outside study of music necessitates a stand-

ard—a text-book.

A number of excellent courses are now

on the market. Each of them is commend-

able.

One of them is the best in educational

value, the most practical, most compact,

and the lowest in price:

—

The

Music Students

Piano Course
A five-3-ear course; four quarters a year.

To be had of all music dealers at a low

uniform price.

A descriptive booklet, containing speci-

men pages of the lessons and other infor-

mation will be furnished on request Ask

to have j-our name placed on our mailing

list.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY,
178-179 Tremont Street. Boston 10.

Read the Pacific Coast Muiical Review, a publication

that should be read by all the music-loving people.

Single copies, 10 cents; by mail t3.00 per year.
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles ofifice

not later than Monday noon of each week,

to appear in the issue of same week.
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Los Angeles. July :i. 1922—farl Busch's beautiful

cantata. The Brown Heather, the final number in yes-

terday afternoon-s program o( the Ellis Club, gave this

well-trained chorus occasion to close Its season with

a strong climax. Busch. an American composer, living

in Kansas City, has written a composition of poetic

depth He displays melodic wealth and flow almost

lemlnding one of Uoldmark. though not in the Initi-

ative sense. Like this Austrian composer, he uses

the orchestral palette with elegance. While the can-

tata offers not so much as to P«"-«"'S>n8- 't ^ho»ed

the chorus in good interpretive form, probably more m>

ban n the elrlier part of the program, which con-

sisted of lighter songs, it seemed that tonal Quahty and

fmerpreafve detail has been more perfect in pre-

vious concerts. There were shortcomings of pitch

whU h. T think, were not altogether due to the piano,

which suffered in similar regard.
.

However, these occasional faults were outweighed

bv a convincing performance of the Uusch cantata

where Ralph Laughiln. tenor, distinguished h.mseU

with a big and taxing tenor solo, which he had to

Ti^core as during last year's performance, R. L. Bro«n

barUone soloist, seconding him. An ensemble formed

by members of the Philharmonic orchestra rendered

In affective accompaniment. Among the miscellan-

ous numbers. The Song of the Three Seasons by

Archer Forest Harps, by Schultz. McGill's Duna^ Her-

bert's Gvpsy Love songs, and The Bells of St. Mary s

aroused the audience to prolonged applause, compelling

the chorus to grant encores. The dreaminess of Duna

and the ingratfating lilt of the Gypsy Love Song were

well caught by the singers.
.

Mme Gertrude Auld Thomas, New York lyric soprano.

was heard in several art and folk songs and in Un

Bel Di from Mme. Butterfly. Mme. Auld possesses

pleasink material and wealth of tone. Her technic

is fluent. She is at her beat in lyric numbers, as her

tonex suffer by a slight throatiness. especially during

more dramatic passages. There are artists among our

resident singers who could have enhanced the program

more than this New York soprano. Conductor J. B.

Poulin and Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson, accompaniste.

did excellent team work, piloting the chorus with their

usual command of the situation. As a fitting tr-bute

to the late Jafes Slauson. honorary president of the

Ellis Club his portrait and a brief eulogy adorned the

program book. In spite of the hot weather there was

a very large enthusaistlc audience present.

Resident concert artists will unite their efforts dur-

ing the coming season, as a result of a meeting held

under the auspices of Fitzgerald Concert Direction

at the premises of Fitzgerald Music Company. J. 1.

Fitzgerald and Merle T. Armitage, concert managers

were the principal speakers. About fifty of the leading

resident musicians were present. Prelimmary plans

at this meeting all for a series of six concerts to be

given here Four artists are to apiiear on each program.

The selection of the artists is to be made by a com-

mittee consisting of the music critics of the five daily

papers and of the weekly publication-Saturday Night.

Much Interest is being shown by members of the

local music colony in these plans which are to widen

the concert-fleld for the concert artists residing in

Southern California. If advisable these concerts will

also be given out-oMown. Artists to be connected with

this movement sponsoring California musicians, and

those of Los Angeles and the Southland in particular

for the present, are: „ , „ „
Catherine Shan. Vernon Spencer, Maude Fenlon Boll-

man. Mrs. Sparrow, Julian Pascal. Sylvain Noack. Grace

Wood Jess. Adelaide Gosnall. Jennie Winston. Jay

Howe. Flora .Myers Engle. Henri de Buascher, Christ-

Ian Tlmmer. Clarence VV.ikefield Cadman. Estelle

Heartt Dreyfus. Lester Donohue. Zoeller Quartet, Mrs.

Lyne. Homer Grunn. Colin Campbell. Charles Bowes.

Fannie Dillion. Blanche Rogers Lott, Cliffort Lolt,

Thilo Becker. Otie Chew Becker, Ana Ruzena Sprotte,

Calmon Luboviski, May .MacDonald Hope, Il.va Bronson,

Mrs. Bowes, Gertrude Thomas, Annies Stockton Howell,

Mrs. M. Hennian Robinson. William Tyroler, Con-

stance Balfour. Mrs. .\lonaer. Bertha Vaughn. I^uise

Gude. Eleanor Woodford. Henri La Bonte. Eleanor

Heml'k Warren. Gertrude Ross. Glen Ellison. Ray-
mond Harmon. John Smallman. Emile Ferrir. Ida .M.

Selby. Ellzabf-th Rothwell. Nell Loc kwo; d. Cornelia
Rider Possart. Gertrude Cohen. Winifred Hooke. Axel
SImonsen. Alfred Kaslner. Brahm van den Berg. Olga
Steeb. Lllli Petschnikoff.
Other prominent artists residing In California will

be invited to participate In these concerts which are
to be gven in annual series. During the first season
the Fitzgerald Concert Direction will manage the con-
certs without charging a fee. with artitts appearing
of course to bear the actual expenses incurred for
exploitation, the fee to be discussed when programs
for the second season are considered.

Auspicious enthusiasm on the part of public and per-
lorraers made the concert of the lx)s Angeles Trio
at Mlllspaugh Hall. Southern Branch U. C. a decidedly
successful event. The program was the first of a
double series of six concerts arranged by the Extension
Department of the University of California in connec-
tion with the local summer session of their Southern

Mme. Sprotte Chooses the Knabe
Madame Anna Ruzena Sprotte, recognized in

l»oth this country and Europe as one of the

World's most Kifted Concra-altos. is an ac-

complishe<l pianist as well. It is particularly

noteworthy that Mme. Sprotte has chosen for

her home, and for all her concerts,

THE KNABE
for this pianoforte not only has the mellow
and brilliant tone so sought by pianists, but

also the perfect response and rich, vibrant

quality that blends so well with the voice.

You are (ordially invited in

our Knahe studios to vieiv this
*" master pianoforte.

^FITZGERALD] [MUSIC <

Anna Ruzena Sprotte
HILL STREE-; AT 7S.7~72.Q

Branch. The Los Angeles Trio was heard seldom to

better advantage, both in balance and individual tone

quality. May MacDonald Hope playing of three diffi-

cult piano parts in the Mendelssohn Trio, opus 49, the

Franck violin sonata and the tempestuous Arensky trio

in D minor showed admirable technic and versatility.

Calmon Lubovinski proved again the brilliant violin-

ist, winning a signal victory in his poetic interpretation

ol the Franck sonata for violin and piano alone.

Ilya Bronson's strong musicianship left its well-pro-

portioned mark on the performance of both trios. His

cello work was an outstanding feature of the concert,

yet at the same time never obstrusive. Yesterday's

program will be repeated Thursday evening, at the

Gamut Club Auditorium.

Considerable interest is being shown in state-wide

musical circles regarding the annual state convention

of the Music Teachers' Association of California to be

held here next week from Wednesday until Saturday.

With three sessions scheduled for each day. a program

has been made possible which is attractive to the

professional musicians as well as to the amateur. The
meetings have been assigned in a manner so as to

give representation to music in its various aspects

through concerts, lectures and discussions. Arrange-

ments have been made under which all the meetings

are open to the public, a feature of the conventions

which proved very attractive to the music-loving public

cf San Diego and San Francisco, where the previous

gatherings had been held. .\ll sessions will be held

at Bovard auditorium. University of Southern Cal-

ifornia.

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CULTURE—COACHINO IN REPERTOmE

OPERA CLASSES IBfCLUDINO COMPLETE
PRESENTATIONS

Sludlo 1324 S. FIgneroa. Phone SIWOS

GERTRUDE ROSS
COM POSER-PI AN ISTE

JuHt iNHued for the Piano
»SP.*N1SH SERE\.\DE" and "RIDE OF THE COWDOV"

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Available (or Conoertii and Recltala
Limited N'uniber of Advanced Puplla Accepted

VlollnUt Low AnereleB Trio
Studio) SS-I MuNic ArtN Studio llldg. Phone IOON:!

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
riANlSTE—Member "L'Bnsemble Hoderne"

Studio: 912 W. 20th St. Phone: 24667

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Tuesday, Wednendojr. Friday Afternoona

l£ean ^school. I'bones 21805 or 271330
1324 South Fleueroa, Loa Anj^elea

James E. Maddy. supervisor of public school music
cf Richmond, Ind.. and conductor of the Richmoud
Symphony Orchestra will be one of the principal figures

in the musical department of the summer session at

the University of Southern California, opening Mon-
day and continuing six weeks. Mr. Maddy will give

three courses: Orchestiration ,and instrun^entation,

instrumental training and conducting, and violin normal
class. In addition he will organize a summer session

orchestra to make these courses practical. Thadius
P. Giddings. supervisor of public school music of Min-
neapolis. Minn., has also arrived in Los Angeles for

this session and will give courses of lectures on meth-
ods in public school music, sight reading and voice.

Mr. Giddings will also coraborate with Miss Adelaide
Trowbridge of the College of Music. U. S. C. in pre-

senting the piano normal course. Resident musicians
taking part in the suntmer session will be Vincent Jones,
who has Just returned from his studies in Paris, Miss
Trowbridge, Miss Julia G. Howell. Miss Donzella Cross
and Mrs. Emma Hartett.

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Concertmaster Philharmonic
Orchestra of L,os Angeles

SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E. Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PI., Los Angeles

Admirers of Madame Ernestine Scliumann-lleink,
'.he great contralto, will be glad to know that the diva
will appear in an entire program of her own Tuesday
evening. July 18. at the Pacifle Pallisades Chautauqua
in Santa Mcnica. Arthur Loesser, the eminent ac-
companist, is coming specially from New York City to
assist Mme. Schumann-Heink. Mail orders for tickets
are being received from many Southland cities, as this
wir be the only opportunity to hear "the vocal wonder
of the last two decades" as the singer has been termed
a few weeks ago after her New York appearance. Im-
mMli.Ttely after the Santa Monica concert, Mme. Schu-
n ann-Heink will leave for Ocean (Jrove, N. J., where
bl.e will sing for the Chautauqua.

If ycu wish to become famous you must be known and
In order to become known you need publicity and there
Is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-
nified advertising. If advertising Is undignified then
fame is undignified.

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

I*r4ii£t iitii for Week of July ftlh

SololMt \lliert Klrnt ViollnlHt
(III 'I'hi- llciiiilifiil l^iiliilen Frnn« von Suppe
t 111 ZlK-fuiiiT^ielNeii—So rn Nate

\ lollii Solo %ll»ert lilrMt

let llo»* >lini>' n« > ou Kernll—.1th of SfrlcK

Arransred by Mr. i-Illnor

111 < 'onJ u II r t Ion «v I (

h

ACiN'R.S A) IlKS AM> < 4»MtAi) \A(JKL
In \V. SotnerNft ^louichani'N

"TIIK OltlUCAl,"
\ lifuuly dm III a portrn> In^ n ivtinian*M NtlrrlnK

Ntruictcle for her own nouI
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L. E. B^ymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditonum Bldg^ Lot Angelet

MAIN STREET—ALCAZAR SUMMER ENGAGEMENTS FOR SCHUMANN-HEINK

ILIrt. DI\W110V^il Philharmonic Orche.lr*
Member Trio In time, I.o^i Ansrelr* Trio. PhllharmOBle

Uoartrl. InHtrunlon. < hnmbrr ^luvlr H«-rItal«
422 MuBle Art* Bl^^ Pbone 10093

necrts Rerllal*
ab ProeraBBB

Jran Colnrll. Ilazfl El. AnilersoD. Kdna C. Voorheea, Daisy
\'. PridrauY. \ bble >orlon Jamison. Dircrior-Accompaa-
i»te. 2024 ^. Hoover. Phone- 23y35.

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET 'd

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
%"OICE A\D MODEH.'V LA>"GL"AOES
^indioa: (iamat Club. li>4-l ^. Hop«

For lnqnlrl«« phone SOO<1

ZOELLNER QUARTET
Slanaxement II. A A. Culberlsoa, Aeollao HalL, New Yark

Serlona Stadenta Accepted
P^r^oHiil »ddrew: IS.'iO Wlndaor Bird, Loa Aagal—

JOHN SMALLMAN--BARITONE
Concert Cncai^ementa—Conductor L_ A. Oratorio Society
Mrs H. O. Joseph. Sec'y.. i^-'-' 3- Fig-ueroa. Phone z31So

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
MISSION THE4TR& I.05 A^GELBI

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall, Loa Angele*—Wed. and S«t.

JAY PLOWE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchettra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Lo« Angele*
Res. Phone: 5790«4

COMPOSER-PI AMSTHOMER GRUNN
Available for Concert* aad Reeltala

Stodio: 13^ Soath Flcneroa. Phone M13*

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerta—Recltala—Inatmctlon

Featartns All-American Prosrama
Stadia: 1500 So. Fleneroa St. Pkoae Z31SS

FRANCE GOLDWATER
C«ncert Direction—ArtUt Management—PabUeltT

Sll Majestic Theatre Bide.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
>* A * T KR \ I U L I > TEACHER

Studio: 401-03 Mason Opera Hooae
Phona i:3>0 Re*. Phoae 54122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Room*)
For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
COCERT PIAMSTE—LOS .4.VGELES TRJO

Studio: 333 Miulc Arts Stodio Bids. Pkoae: 10063

GR.\CE WOOD JESS «"zo sopRA.'io j
DRAM.ATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS

IS COSTUME RECITALS
Manag-iment: L. E. Behymer. Loa Angelea

ANN THOMPSON-Pw^w/:-
>OW TOIRINC I\ THE EAST

For Date* DnrLne Fall 102 and Sprlas 1*23
Write to S2« S. Hope, Lo» An^elea. Pleo 1770

MRS. M.HENNION ROBINSON— Artistic Accompanying
I .\eeompanlat for Ellis and Lyric Claba)

L. A. Studio: Mon^ Wed- FrL 151S So. St. Andrews
Pkone 744<MI. Res. Clnb House Apts.. Venice. 81047

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Southern Caliiomia

All Branches Taofht
Dtatlncuiahed Facnlty—Strong C«nrsca

Send for CatnloK
S201 Sontk Flx^croa Street L«« An«eles, C«11X.

If you wish to becorre famous you must be knowm and

in ortler to become known you need publicity and there

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then

fame is undignified.

The tremendoiis popularity of "Main Street." which
is being brilliaQdy presented by the Alcazar, was re-

sponsible for the continuance of this great stage play
for an additional we«k. beginning Sunday matinee. July
Mh. Nearly every one has read Sinclair Lewis' widely
discussed novel, and the fact that it has been cleverly
adapted to the sta^e with all of the humor and rural
flavor carefully preserved, has led to a run on the Alca-
zar box office, which presages the best business of the
year.

"Main Street" contains so many delightful characters
that to particularize would be Impossible, but the dra-
matists. Harriet Ford and Harvey O'Higgins. have suc-
ceeded in preserving all of them and making them real
personalities.

As presented at the Alcazar. "Main Street" is one
long delight. Stage Director Hugh Knox has selected
the various members of the company witb extreme
care, and placed them in roles in which each makes
an individual hit. The San Francisco press has been
unanimous in acclaiming the production the most novel
of the year at the O'Farrell Street playhouse.
Manager Lionel B. Samuel had already arranged for

ibe production of "Nightie Night." but this has been
postponed for one week, and it will be produced begin-
ning with the Sunday matinee. July I6lh.

DELIGHTFULLY DROLL COMEDY AT ALCAZAR

"Nightie Night" most delicious of recent comedies.
delightfully droll and amazingly swift in action and
situation, will have its first Alcazar staging as the next
attraction, beginning Sunday matinee. July &th. This
play was the reigning sensation for an entire year at

[he Princess Theatre, New York, and enjoyed similar
success on tour. It is a clever, scintillating, riotously
funny farce, filled with side-splitting complications, and
containing many a dash of spice. The plot has been
constructed with an eye to keeping the audience in a
constant state of suspense, and one startlingly mlrth-
lul development follows another with remarkable
rapidity. The lines bristle with humor and the epi-

sodes are unfolded in most amusing fashion. The piece
is the joint work of Martha M. Stanley and Adelaide
Mathews, and they have shown exceptional ingenuity
in the creation of their mirth-making complications.
Herbert Heyes. whose starring season at this play-

house has proved to be one of the events of the theat-

rical year in this city, will be found exceptionally well
fitted to the stellar role in this hilarious vehicle, tiladys

George's fondness for light comedy parts insures a
careful rendition of ttte chief feminine characterization,
and the other members of tlie company will be seen at

their best.

"Main Street," the dramatization of the famous 'best
seller" of the year, is filling the Alc-azar this week. It

Is one of the most entertaining plays seen at the Alca-
zar in a long time.

IGNORANCE

It was the commencement of a fine school for young
women. A capable and charming singer was engaged
for several solo numbers. The speaker of the occasion
was a distinguished and learned man. member of the
iaculty of one of the leading universities. His address
was an excellent one, full of meat for those with brains

to digest. It was really a delight to a large part of his

audience. But his talk was a triflle long: it exceeded
Jie expected half-hour by some minutes at least. Tae
singer chafed inwardly to such an extent that it was
outwardly visible to those near her. Nor did she let it

go at that. She called attention in whispers early and
often to the length of the address and seemed to deplore
it deeply. All she thought of was how early she might
5et away from the proceedings; of the address she
Tieard nothing, and the pearl was quite lost on her.

We recall another commencement- It was that of a

great college. The procession was late in starting, and
:he organ prelude which followed was thus delayed.
On the stage sat a distinguished man—a clergyman of

fame, the public respect for whose attainments was
irequently heralded In the public prints and Illustrated

by the honorary degrees heaped upon him from June
to June. He did not hear the organ prelude or judge it

from any other standpoint than that of length.

It was a movement from a famous organ symphony.
and it was not being played in an uninteresting man-
ner. The music, however, was all thrown away on him.
With all his erudition no musical education that would
enable him to perform or even to appreciate music had
r.ver been forced on his already crowded brain. Watch
in hand, he posed for a painting of uneasiness persotu-

hed, and whispered to the college president next him
ihat he hoped the organist would cut down his number.
A minute or two of overtime on an organ prelude

seemed like a useless eternity to him.

Well, what is the answer? Merely, that if we can
banish ignorance we shall help matters very much.
Most of our lack of appreciation is due to nothing but

lack of knowledge.

Mr. Buhlig. the distinguished pianist and pedagogue,
who has been residing in Los Angeles during the last

iwo years, was a guest cf Mr. ai:d >lrs .\Ured Hertz
during this week and is returning to Los Angeles with

them- Mr. Buhlig has gained a series of genuine artistic

triumphs since his advent in Los Angeles, both as soloist

with the Philharmonic Orchestra under the direction of

Walter Henry Rothwell and in his own concerts. He
also conducted several large classes of artist students.

Indeed. Mr. Buhlig's master classes have been among
ihe leading musical educational factors in the South.

Mme. Ernestine Schomann-Heink. now an honorary
Doctor of Music of the I'niversity of Southern Califjr-

t«ia—the degree was conferred upon her June 15th on
Ler sixty-first birthday—will fill several summer en-

gagements. On August lOth she will appear at Lakeside.
Ohio, and on the 19th of the same month at Ocean
Grove. N. J., where she sang last Labor Day and broke
all records for attendance and receipts. Mme. Scbo*
mann-Heink's regular season will open the last week
•n September, and will be booked right throogli until

the end of May.

Henry Svedrowsky. the brilliant violinist, who has
be«n appointed concert master for the open air sym-
phony orchestra to be directed by Alfred Hertz in the
Hollywood BowU is a first-class artist and thorougn
musician. We heard him play Saint-Saens' Habanera.
Wieniawski's Polonaise and Kreisler's Last Refrain on
Tuesday afternoon, and were astounded and delighted
TO hear his beauUful. big, pliant tone and his unusual
emotional coloring. He plays with authority, and tech-
nically he belongs among the finest artists we have
heard. Mr. Hertz is to be congratulated to have been
able to secure the serrices cf so able a musician at this
"ime of the year-

Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, the widely known San
Francisco contralto. President of the San Francisco
Musical Club, and also President of the California Fed-
eration of Musical Clubs, is one of the distinguished
attendants and guests at the annual Convention of the
Music Teachers" Association of California. Mrs. Cecil
Frankel is giving a reception in her honor, as also in

that of Mrs. Carroll Nicholson of Oakland, at her
magnificent residence on Hollywood Boulevard, on
Sunday. July 9th. Mrs. Birmingham has many friends

n the South who are all happy to see her again.

Ashley Pettis, the successful California pianist, is

scoring an unusual triumph in the East. He receives
extraordinary attention from the press, and among this

publicity is a whole page picture in the June Issue of

the New Tork .\rt Review, and in explanation of this

picture we find the following comment: "An artist

who has arrived in the front ranks of young pianlsu is

Ashley Pettis. His playing is romantic and modem,
and his lone is tinged with brilliant shadings that place
him in a class by himself. Ashley Pettis has been
heralded from coast to coast as a pianist with an
enthralling and poetic touch. Pettis is a typical Amer-
ican pianist, and a sound musician in every sense. -\s

an interpreter of the great composers for the piano, he
is with the best."*

Charles Newman, for several years the popular Treas-

urer of the Curran Theatre, has been appointed by Oliver

Morosco as the manager of Morosco's Casino, which
will be opened with a revised edition of that brilliant

theatrical producer's famous play. So Long Letty. Mr.

Newman is one of the most liked and most efficient the-

atrical men ever coming to San Francisco, and the

Pacific Coast Musical Review joins his thousands of

friends in wishing him success and prosperity in his

new enterprise.

Georgiana Strauss, mezzcnsoprano. and Constance
Reese, soprano, left for Los Angeles where they are par-

ticipating in the rehearsals for the open-air performance
of Carmen which will be given under the mtisical direc-

tion of Fulgenzio Guerrieri. and the stage management
and direction of Alessandro Bevani on July Sth. Miss

Strauss will interpret the role of Mercedes and Miss

Reese, the other gypsie girl, as both have done in the

open-air performance of Carmen given at the Stanford

Stadium. Palo Alto, under the musical direction of

Gaeiano Merola recently.

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Olca Steeb. Claire Forbes Crane. Leater I>on»-
hne. Colin Campbell. Mildred Jamlsoa. Mrs. Cllflard l.«lt.

Adelaide GosnelL Shibley Boycs, etc.

Stmdte: 431 Sonth .4.Wnmdo St. Phone 53^45.

SOPR-VNO
Onlj scrloos aad Int-

ented stodenis ac-
Repertoire ta
Italian. Rns-

EnsUsh. <radio.
TO« Majestic Theatre
Bnlldins* S21910

WTWOSTm
~ \C COMPAMST

COACH
214 Mnslr Arts «tndU» Bld«. Phone 100*3. Res, S1»0«, Con-

cert Direction. Grace Carroll Elliot.

EDGAR J. HANSEN

DAVOL SANDERS '"l^^.tT^kT''
Head Violin Depi-, Colle«e of Moale. V. 9. C.—MemVer

PhllharKODlc Orehcrtra
S301 S. FIr«eron St., L*s Aaielea Phone Main 21»0

CATHERINE H. SHANK t^^^l^l
TF. KCHEH OF SI\GI\G

Stud::? --'' 5 ?.^-«r i '; r. - ^ ::^.;. L.:5 Ange:«s
Glendale; *!; ;. v-ri- - ^ - ? - -^ i'.ir.d ::: -W

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

44» S. Grand View. Phone mHi. Los Angeles
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GET READY FOR THE ANNUAL

Now iB the time to make up your mind regai'dinf;

your representation in the Musical Review's Annual
If:dltion, which will be published on Saturday, Septem-
ber 30, 1922. This will be the twentysecDnd annual
edition published by this paper, and it will be the
biggest and best ever issued, which means something,
.'S our readers will be ready to testify. Every year
mistakes occur; unintentional omissions take place,
and other matters, embarrassing to us as well as our
patrons, come up because so many wait until the last

moment before sending in their copy. Now. this year
we want our friends to co-operate with us to get out
as complete and satisfactory a publication as it Is pos-

sible to print. .And this can only be done if everybody
simply makes up his or her mind that NOW is the
time to prepare copy for advertisement or reading mat-
ter containing a record of your activity, or halftone, if

you wish to have one published. If you do this you
wtU be sure to secure a prominent position, get the
space you want and prevent being left out altogether.
If you leave everything to the last moment the chances
of errors, unsatisfactory location and even omissions

-' greatly multiplied.

WARRINERS WILL NOT GET VACATION

Marie Henrietta Warriner, coloratura soprano and
specialist in voice production, and Charles William War-
?iner, basso cantante and vocal coach, formerly of
Greenwich Village, now established in studio 202 at 545
Sutter Street, have seen their vacation plans go a-glim-

mering.
After having toured in concert for two years, cover-

ing the United Slates and Canada, they planned to have
a nice long vacation in California. Hut they made the
mistake of opening their new studio first, and now all

their time is occupied—mornings, afternoons and eve-

uings.
Mr. Warriner was a pupil of the famous Oscar Saenger

of New York and Stephen Townsend of Boston, while his

charming wife studied with Professor Zilliani, who
taught the great Tamagno.

TEACHERS' CONVENTION IN L. A.
The annual convention of the Music Teachers' Asso-

ciation of California will take place in Los Angeles on
July 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 at the Hotel Alexandria. The com-
mittee appointed to arrange the programs and receive
the delegates have done wonders and although their pub-
licity department evidently has been unable to find

time to inform outside papers of their plans, still we
understand quite a delegation from Northern California
is to attend the convention. A number of excellent pro-

grams have been arranged and considerable time will be
devoted to discourses and lectures. As usual an official

banquet will be given and a number of prominent mem-
bers of the profession will address the delegates and
their guests. No doubt Los Angeles, which knows how
to attend to such matters, will again have reason to feel

gratified with the results of this occasion.

BUSY TWO YEARS FOR HENRIETTA WAKEFIELD

Henriettta Wakefield, contralto, has gone to Cincin-
nati, together with her husband, Greek Evans, baritone,

for a ten weeks' engagement with the outdoor opera
company there. This month (June) Miss Wakefield
completed a tour with the Scotti Grand Opera Com-
pany, with which organization she has just signed a

contract for the next two years. She has also been re-

engaged for two more years at the Metropolitan. Dur-
ing 1922-23 and 1923-24 this energetic artist will have
forty-seven weeks of engagements each year.

Our Artists* Page

Every resident artist is interested in se-

curing as many concert engagements as

possible. There are only a limited number
of such engagements to be had. There arc

ten times as many artists seeking such op-

portunities as there arc vacancies. On our

Artists' Page there is only room for

EIGHTEEN names. Since there is a de-

mand for many more than eighteen artists,

it stands to reason that the chances for se-

curing engagements are greater than re-

sorting to other. means.

At the California Theatre one of the best programs
given at local houKea was performed with brilliant suc-
cess with Tschaikowsky'B Overture IK12 headinK a highly
proficient performance. The imuuMise difliculties of this

work were negotiated by ConducHir Elinor with splendid
effect, the orchestra rendering a performance which
makes this a musical red-letter week. Two smaller num-
bers, well chosen so as to fit into the program, were Cad-
man's Land of the Sky-Blue Waters, in a most effective
arrangement. This was followed by a characteristically
orchestrated potpourri of Oriental themes, with their
weird rhythms.

Frank H. Colby, editor of the Pacilic Coast Music-ian.
is the tirst pruniinent Los Angeh'no whom we met after
our arrival in the South. We were indeed delighted to
lake advantage of an invitation to see the residential
part of Los Angeles in Mr. Colby's handsome coupe, and
also visited his beautiful new home in the Wilshire dis-
(rict. one of the most fashionable districts in Los An-
j,eles. Mr. Colby is very popular in the South because
of his just and square attitude toward the musical pro-
Jession in his excellent journal.

Orley See, the well-known violinist and teacher, intro-
duced some of his pupils at an evening of violin music
at the lierkeley Piano Club on Friday evening, June 2ud.

A large audience was in attendance, which listened with
a great deal of pleasure to the following well interpreted
program. Largo (Handel), ensemble class; Sonata, op.
45 (Grieg), allegro molto ed appassionato. Misses Hos-
pitalier and Foley; Canto Amoroso (Sammartini-Klman),
Miss Virginia Mynard; Madrigale (Simonetti). Louis
Ginsburg: Romance (Svendsen), Miss Frances Kockritz;
Air on G String (Bach-Wilhelmj), Serenade (Urdla),
Maurice Sheehan; Suite for Two Violins (Moszkowski).
allegro moderato, lento assai. Misses Hospitalier and
Patrick; Gavotte (Gossec), Miss Natalie Hallinan; In-

dian Lament (Kreisler). Rondino on a theme by Beeth^-.
ven (Kreisler), Miss Mabel Lockhart; Pupils' Concerto
No. 1 (Sietz), Norman Stultz; Kol Nidrei (Bruch), Miss
Mariquita Ponce; Concerto No. 9 (deBeriot), allegro,

andante. Miss Reva Patrick; Concerto, A Minor (Bach),
allegro. Miss Dorothy Hospitalier.

Ensemble Class—Miss Frances Kockritz, Miss Natalie
Hallinan, Miss Dorothy Hospitalier, Miss Mabel Lock-
hart, Miss Virginia Mynard, Miss Salena Nourse. Miss
Keva Patrick. Miss Mariquita Ponce, Miss Grace Wythe,
Miss Margaret Wythe; Harrald Boom. Louis Ginsburg,
Louis Greenleaf, Francis Nicholson, Maurice Sheehan,
Harry Skold, Norman Stultz.

At the Piano—Mrs. Orley See, Miss Louise Bevitt, Miss
Grace Foley, Miss Evelyn Holcomb, Miss Gladys Hoff-

man, Robert Ginsburg.

Mrs. Carroll Nicholson, the highly esteemed contralto
ind singing teacher of Oakland, is also among the
prominent visitors and delegates to the Teachers' Con-
vention. Mrs. Nicholson's sister, Grace Carroll Elliott,

is now among the successful impresarios of the South-
land who pay special attention to resident artists. Mrs.
Nicholson is one of the two guests of honor at a recep-
tion to be given by Mrs. Cecil Frankel at her home on
Hollywood Boulevard this Sunday afternoon for Mrs.
Nicholson and Mrs. Birmingham.

Miss Rena MacDonald is now presiding over L. E.
Behymer's offices during that indefatigable impresario's
absence in the Fast, where he is attending the conven-
tion of the National Managers' Association of America,
and incidentally is looking after some of his artistic in-

terests. He is making a tour of the Eastern managerial
offices together with Selby C. Oppenheimer, who also
Is in the East relative to concert attractions for Cali-
fornia, both these able managers being associated in

this work on the Pacific Coast. Miss MacDonald is cer-

tainly accomplishing great things, and belongs among
the most popular members of the managerial colony
in the far West.

Frank Carroll GIffen, President of the San Francisco
Music Teachers' Association, and one of the best known
vocal artists and teachers in the state, is among the del-

egates to the Teachers' Convention and is among those
scheduled for addresses on the official program. Mr.
Giffen no doubt will make many friends should his plans
allow him to be here during the time of the convention.
So far we have not met personally any of the San Fran-
cisco delegates announced to be among those present.

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM AND ASSOCIATED SAVINGS BANKS OF SAN FRANCISCO

One Hundred and Ninth Half Yearly Report

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO BANK)

526 CALIFOR>aA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
COMMERCIAL

JUNE 30th, 1922
ASSETS—

United States Bonds and Notes, State, Municipal end Other
Bonds (total value $24,823,199.00) standing on books at $23,218,198.68

Loans on Real Estate, secured by hrst mortsa^es 43,979,542.60

Loans on Bonds and Stocks and other Securities 1,058,702.69

Stock in Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco 106,500.00

Bank Buildings and Lots, main and branch offices

(cost over $1,052,000.00), standing on books at 1.00

Other Real Estate (value $116,000.00), standing on books at 1.00

Employees' Pension Fund (value $385,984.61) standing on
books at 1.C1

Cash on hand and in Federal Reserve Bank 7,C07,2;0.21

Total :76,170, 177.13

LIABILITIES—
Due Depositors ;72,470,177.13

Capital Stock actually paid up 1 .Onil.OOO.OO

Reserve and Contingent Funds 2.700,000.00

Total 576,170, 177.18

GEO. TOURNY, Vice-President and Manager A. H. MULLER, Secretary

Subscribed and sworn to bcforp r.-,e this 30th day ofJUNE, 1922,

(SEAL) CHAS r. DUISENBERG. Notary Public.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
JOHN A. B0CK A. H. R. SCHMIDT E. N. VAN BERGEN
GEO. TOURnV I. N. WALTER ROBERT DOLLAR
E. T. KRUSE Iincri GOODFELLOW L. S. SHERMAN

WALTER A. HAAS C. W. DOANE

GOODFELLOW, EELLS, MOORE & ORRICK,
GeDeial Attorneys

Deposits made on or before July 13th, 1922, will earn interest from July 1st, 1922.

A Dividend to Depositors of four and one-quarter (41/4) per cent per
annum was declared for the six months ending June 30th, 1922.

MINETTI
ORCHESTRA

Application for Membership

Address Secretary Minetti Orchestra

3325 Clay Street. Telephone Fillmore 4946

GRACE NORTHRUP
Soprano of New York

Teaching in San Francisco. June 1st to August
15th. Studio, Kohler & Chase Bldg.. on Tuesdays
and Fridays by appointment. Tel. Mission 2507.
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THE PRODUCTION OF TONE QUALITY
I By CI.AREXCK LIH'ASI

My attention was first caUed to tone

quality l»y a simple little accident which
happened at a concert many years ago
when I was a boy. A bound volume of

music, from which the pianist was play-

ing a sonata with a violinist, slipped from
the racl< and struck the keys a blow that

produced a tone quite unlike any tone the
pianist had made. I began some experi-

ments on my own account, and I read as

many books on piano playing as I could

find. I found on looking into the piano
that the hammers which strike the

strings are so delicately adjusted that the

)>Iow they give the strings depends en-

tirely on the kind of blow the pianist

gives the keys. The fingers press the key
down at one end and the other end of

the key rises, pushing the hammer to-

wards the string. Before the hammer
reaches the string, however, it is set free

from the key and is no more under the

control of the pianist than a stone is, after

it has left the hand that threw it. If

the hammer has been thrown at the

string by a quick sharp blow, it rebounds
from the string very rapidly. Another
kind of blow on the key causes the ham-
mer to give another kind of blow to the

string. Letting the key come up quickly

after a blow, causes the damper to press

quickly on the string which has just

been struck by the hammer. Holding the

key down causes the damper to stay away
from the string and let it continue its

sound. Pressing down the right foot

pedal raises all the dampers from the

strings and allows all the naturally ap-

propriate sounds in the piano to vibrate

in sympathy with the note or notes struck

by the hammers. Holding the key down
causes the sound to be prolonged, but a

light pressure or a heavy pressure

makes no difference whatever to the

tone, once it has been made by the ham-
mer blow. All that the pressure need do

is to keep the damper off the string. No
amount of hand rotating and elbow wob-
bling can make the slightest effect on
the note after the blow is struck. Those
movements are either silly or affected.

Of course, I will admit that a loose hand
and a pliant arm will produce a differ-

ent kind of blow than a contracted hand
and a stiff arm.

Pianists know these things. I can tell

them nothing new. The little I have told

will not mean much to those who know
nothing about piano playing. It is there

fore not necessary to waste space on the

elementary qualifications of a pianist.

But every one will admit that each great

pianist has his own peculiar touch, oth-

erwise tone quality. Liszt once told a

class of his pupils to acquire his technical

skill if they wished to, but not to copy

his tone. He told them that the best tone

was produced by Rubinstein. In common
parlance, Rubinstein had a better touch

than Liszt had. It is well known that Ru-
binstein used to sit at his piano for hours

striking the keys in various ways in order

to discover and acquire the kiiid of blow
which produced the tone he sought.

I distinctly remember hearing Rubin-

stein strike a few wrong notes when I

last heard him play, in May, 1886. but I

was too inexperienced then to judge of

tone quality. But if my experience of

Rubinstein's wrong notes confirms Liszt's

directions to his pupils to acquire a Liszt

lechnic, why should not Liszt's opinion of

Rubinstein's tone be accepted if some
critic tells me that Rubinstein lost some
of his good tone as well as some of his

finger skill when he grew old. I will not

quarrel with him. The question of the

movement is that different pianists have
different touches, different tone qualities.

Could not any experienced critic tell

Rosenthal from Hofmann. Busoni from
Pachmann? I know I could. And can we
not always recognize at once the touch of

a mechanical player-piano from the touch

of a human piano player? I am finding no
fault with the player-piano, which I con-

sider a wonderful achievement of unlim-

ited educational value and the dispenser
of musical en.ioyment to millions. But its

flawless mechanical perfection differen-

tiates it from those remnants of human
trailty which remain in the highest ac-

complishments of human hands—those

microbes of inequality, those bacteria of

personality which are filtered out of the

germ-proof machine. And the ideal of

the player-piano manufacturer is what?
To imitate the technical skill of Liszt?

Not a bit of it. It is the touch of Rubin-

stein, the touch of any human pianist

—

the one touch of nature that makes the

whole w^orld kin. as Shakespeare puts it.

which causes one manufacturer to differ

from another manufacturer in glory.

Perhaps SDme pianists will not believe

that inequality of touch exists in the

properly trained hand. Hut 1 ask if any
hand could be so trained that the little

finger is as strong as the thumb? In ac-

tual performance these inequalities are

exceedingly small. They are there, never-

theless, in all finger playing. Probably no

machine could be made sensitive enough

to give unequal puffs of air which corre-

sponded with the all but imperceptible

differences in the blows given to the keys

by the human finger. And why should the

machine imitate the limitations of the

hand? The pianist would do better in

trying to reach the perfect equality of

the notes produced by the machine, for

the more perfect a technic he has the

better able will he be to express what-

ever music he has in him. By no possible

chance can a machine be made which can

rival the hand and arm in what we call

'touch." There are twenty-nine bones in

a human hand, and more than fifty mus-

cles in the hand and arm. Each single

"muscle is formed of some millions of

fibers combined together." according to

Sir Charles Bell's famous book on "The
Hand." Is it any wonder, then, that no

two touches are exactly alike? 'When

these uncounted millions of little agents

are set to work at producing tone from

a good piano they at once begin to reveal

and register the character and culture of

the pianist's brain. He shows the accent

of his musical speech as plainly as an
American or an Englishman or a Scot rro-

claims his native land when he speaks.

Lamb on "Ears"

There is a humorous confirmation of

this effect of culture in a passage from

Charles Lamb's essay called "A Chapter

on Ears." Lamb was entirely unmusical

and could not play the piano. His essay

was written to prove that he had no

ear for music, and could not sit out an

opera or oratorio or concerto. His de-

scription of how he touched the keys is

therefore all the more amusing:
"Thrumming in my wild way on my

friend A's piano, the other morning,

while he was engaged in an adjoining

parlor—on his return he was pleased to

say 'he thought it could not be the maid!'

On his first surprise at hearing the keys

touched in somewhat an airy and mas-

terful way. not dreaming of me. his sus-

picions had lighted on Jenny. But a

grace, snatched from a superior refine-

ment, soon convinced him that some be-

ing—technically perhaps deficient, hut

higher informed from a principle com-

mon to all the fine arts—had swayed the

keys to a mood which Jenny, with all

her less cultivated enthusiasm, could

never have elicited from them. I men-

tion this as a proof of my friend's pene-

tration, and not with any view of dispar-

aging Jenny."
Touch Cannot Be Taught

The penetration of an audience in the

concert hall likewise tells the difference

between the tones resulting from the

mental character and culture of the

pianist. Pedagogues may teach legato

touch, staccato touch, pedal and hammer
stroke, and all other varieties of touch

and tone from now until the lion and the

lamb lie down together at a peace con-

ference, and nothing will come of all the

teaching unless the player has music in

his soul and the requisite culture in his

brain.
Many critics object to the word

"touch." 'Very well: let them remedy the

defect by: (1) finding a better word. (21

by persuading the world to use the new
word. 4

(Continued on Page 10 Col. 0)

The San Francisco Savings and
Loan Society

526 California Street. San Francisco
MiKHlon Branch, Mission and Twenty-first
St.
Pnrk-l*residio DIst. Branch. Clement and
7th Ave.
Haiirht Street Branch, Haight and Bele-
vedere Sts.

For the half year ending- June 30th. 1922.

a dividend has been declared at the rate
of fonr and one-qaarter 44Vi> per cent
per annum on all deposits, payable on
and after July 1st. 1922. Dividends not
called for are added to the deposit ac-
count and earn dividend from July 1st.

1922. Deposits made on or before July
inth. 1922, will earn interest from July
1st. 1922.

GEO. TOURNT. Manager.

F. WARREN SHOUP
I'ionii In.struetionN — Siiniiiier CInsNes

Meiiilier Toronto School of >liisie—Sttid-
en* of Mme. Bree of Vienna (First AssU<t-
nnt to I>e8ohet11zky> Phone: Franklin
7272 (Between and 11 A. M.)

The

KNABE
"The Piano for a Lifetime"

THE distinctive tone quality and sensitive

touch of the Knabe make an irresistible

appeal. The perfect craftsmanship and fine

materials that enter into its making preserve

this beauty of tone and action for genera-

tions. The Knabe is the wisest investment

for home or studio. Wherever you -will find

music at its best—there you will find the

Knabe—in the Conservatories or on the

Concert Stage. The Knabe is distinctly a

Knabe product, built and developed under

one roof by four generations of master

craftsmen for 8S years. Every component

part of the Knabe Piano is made in the

Knabe factory—thus insuring that uniform-

ity and harmony of constructural detail es-

sential to artistic perfection.

You will find the Knabe literature very interest-

ing. It is so different from the usual catalog. If it

is not convenient for you to call we will gladly send

the same to you on application.

Other Pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time pay-

ments if desired.

Kohler and Chase,
2S O'Farrell St..

San Francisco. Calif.

Please send literature, prices and terms of
the Knabe, and oblige

Name

Address _ -

"For the Advancement of Music"

26 O'Farrell Street

Oakland Store Mission Store

535 14th St. 2460 Mission St.

Exclusive Knabe Dealers
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Variationeltes

(Musical Courier.

>

One of the most exquisite pieces of musical tomfool-

ery we have come across in a long while is Orlo Wil-

liams' article in the London Daily Telegraph several
months ago. in which he describes the faces, physical

lyres and habits and thoughts of orchestral players as
matching the character of their instruments:

"Whether the musicians are naturally predisposed to

choose the instrument corresroiiding to their type of

feature, or whether by Icng playing their faces are un-

connclously assimilated to the type. I have never been
abl* to make up my mind; it would be an interesting

study for a man of science. 1 am rather inclined to the

theory of unconscious assimilation, being strengthened
In this inclination by a long remembered series of pic-

tures in Punch, which cleverly showed the transforma-
tion of Signer Palti into a violoncello. Yet I do not
mean anything so obvious as that players tend to look

like their instruments, but only that players of certain

instruments tend to look alike. So strong is this con-

viction in me that 1 am often tempted in describing

one individual to another, to give a touch of orchestral

color to the description. 'Yes. Miss Smith is engaged.'

i might say. 'I met her fiance yesterday. What is he

like? Oh, a regular bassoonist, you know.' Or, if some-
body asserted that .Tones was a good looking fellow. I

might rerly: 'Well, perhaps, but rather too much of a

trumpeter. I think." Hardly anybody would understand
what I mean. I fear; but I may be wrong. The observa-

tion may be more common than 1 suppose. If it is com-
mon, I suspect that there is as little unanimity as to

what face goes with what instrument as there is about
the particular color that corresponds to a particular

bcale. Which gees to show that the whole thing is a

delusion. Well. 1 will confess my delusion in more de-

tail."

Mr. Williams believes that a first violin is never
romantic. He is an acute, decisive man of business.

The manager of a bank and a stock broker would be

perfect first violin. "There is only one more business-

like face in the orchestra than that of the first violin,

and this, of course, belongs to the tympanist. It is a

serious face, but with a slight twinkle of humor play-

ing around its inevitable short mustache, and its dis-

tinguishing mark is efficiency. If the orchestra were
M battalion the tympanist would be the sergeant-major;

if it were a firm he would be the business manager.
There is no sentiment around that lonely apex where
che drums stand, only promptness, decision and stern

devotion to duty. A knitle drum is obviously no vehicle
for passion or for dreamy meditations. It must never
Kf't out of hand. That, no doubt, is why ruthless punctu-
ality and strict attention to business radiate from the
lirm set face, erect figure and broad shirt front of the
tympanist.
"The violas have a wistful look, as if they had meant

to play the violin, but somehow or other they had
picked up a viola. 'Oh, well, it wasn't <iuite what I

wanted, but as the thing's here. I might as well play it.'

The violoncellos are as cocksure as M. Carpentier. They
have the secret of perpetual youth. 'I should put all

the cellists into the orchestral cricket and football

teams, and choose the lawn tennis six from among them,

just as I should make a bee-line for the double basses
if I were looking out for church wardens, trustees of

marriage settlements or umpires. There's respect-

ability, there's steadiness, there's quiet repose after the

Sturm and Drang. Those who play the double bass are

undoubtedly born middle aged. Nothing will persuade
me that they were ever babies or yelling school boys, or

youthful roysterers. How could any provoker of those

grave tones show levity? The serene assurances of men
who have safely survived the tempests of life beams
from their kindly features. They would never do a

mean action or say a hasty word. You can see by their

manner of wiping their instruments what affectionate

nusbands and loving fathers they are, and they carve

magnificently."
"

A flute player is "nonchalant and debonair, with a

Gallic face and Gallic blood." Mr. Williams would pick

one out for his companion in Paris for a week. "We
should sit for hours in a cafe, and he would tell me
naughty, wicked stories in a melodious, unemotional

lone like that of his own instrument. The flutist is the

faun of the orchestra; the stamp of rather melancholy

mockery upon his features is fascinating; there is some-

thing birdlike in his eye and in the poise of his head,

and I should judge him to be a child of nature, imper-

vious to mcral truths. Upon the ascetic features of the

oboist, on the other hand, tragedy has left its mark, as

though no lips should blow those sounds that pierce the

marrow till they had been twisted with suffering or

disciplined by preposterous circumstances into a sar-

donic smile. Cardinal Manning should have played the

oboe, and Dante might have blown it as never man
before. I would not go out in a dark lane at night with

an oboist, lest he should whisper to me at the sombre
inspiration of darkness of all the agonies that a human
heart can suffer, of love that turns to hate, of soaring

ambition stricken to earth, of faith betrayed and of

hope frustrated. His hair is thin, his cheekbones promi-

uent, pathos has marked him for her own. How smugly

beside hira sit the clarinets, and behind him the bas-

soons! No passion has Iherealized them, nor are they

rhildren of nature, like the flute. You and I might play

the clarinet, just ordinary men as we are, of no distin-

guished feature and of level temperament, easily con-
tented, easily irritated, but ploughed deeply by neither
emotion. Later on—but only if we are dark and intend
to grow a beard—we shall become bassoonists, grave
men, a trifle ironical, solid in body, heavy in argument,
like members of the urban district council. I should like

any doctor to be a bassoonist; he would have a perfect
bedside manner, soothing but not sentimental."
Beware the ccntra-faggottists, summoned by Wagner

and Strauss from some Stygian home. They are chil-

dren of Rhadamantlius or of the giants. "A bassoon and
a double bassoonist surely enlivened the meeting of

the Ceiituars with the Lapithae. But no one ever saw
a surly born flayer. Friar Tuck, Falstaff, Rabelais
should have played the ho'rn.

"If a distracted father should come to me and say,

'My son James is over frivolous, a scatterbrain, an un-
seasonable reveller: what shall I do to steady him?'
I would reply, 'My dear sir, have him taught the trum-
pet.' The face cf the trumpeteer is a solemn one, rather
clerical in aspect, as if he were ever practicing for the

fanfare of the Judgment Day. Only once have I seen
that solemnity vanish. A trumpeter of a great orchestra
was hired to swell the school orchestra at Eton on a
concert day. and on the night he missed his lead. The
guineas we had paid for that important tootle were
thrown away, and before the impassioned eye of Dr.

Lloyd that trumpeter quailed.

THE PRODUCTION OF TONE QUALITY
<<?i.intinuod from Pago '.' Cul. 2i

In the meantime, users of the old word may console
themselves with observing that the greatest writers of

the language have employed and sanctioned it. The
French also make use of the same word, both as a verb
and a substantive. In Italian we find "toccare il lluto,'*

which means "touch the lute." From the Italian toccare
is derived the word toccata, the name of a certain kind
of composition in which technical display is the chief

characteristic. Milton, therefore, who write poetry in

Greek. Latin and Italian, as well as in English, knew
the connection between touch and toccata. Consequent-
ly, his line a bout the "volant touch"' of the organist is

hot as far fetched as it may appear to modern readers
unversed in classical lore. But why did not Shakespeare
and Milton and the other great writers who first estab-

lished the usages of the English language go back to

earlier sources and take the Latin rather than the Ital-

ian term? Cicero, Quinlillian. Tacitus, Plautus, Varry,

Livy—some of the greatest names in the literature of

ancient Rome—always said cane, canere, canunt, canit,

and other forms of the verb "to sing," when they
touched the lyre, the horn, the trumpet, th tibia. In

fact, th word "tibicina," a female flute player, is formed
fiom tibia and cano.
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS INVADES MUSIC ARENA

Famous Cinema Star Engages Distinguished Composer to Write Original

Music for His Version of Robin Hood. Now Being in the Last

Stages of Construction Prior to Its Release Some Time in

September— Dr. Dunev Receives Inspiration by
Watching the Action as It Is Being Re-

corded by the Cameras and Pro-

jected Upon the Screen for

Final Scrutiny

make one million dollars is proof that
the idea of appealing to all the people
raiher than one class or national entity

was not based upon a wrong assumption.

BY ALFRED METZGER
What promises to be one of the most

important developments of music in con-

nection with the great moving picture

industry is now being employed by Doug-

las Fairbanks, the world renowned expo-

nent of cinematic art. in conjunction with

his magnificent version of Robin Hood
now in the final stages of preparation for

release in the great theatrical centers of

the country some time next September.

The writer has always contended that the

mere selection of music written for a cer-

tain ptirpose not associated with the art

of the unspoken drama did not express

the sentiment and emotions intended to

be transmitted by actions recorded on the

screen. It has always been our belief

that music will not have successfully

delivered its message to admirers of the

silent drama until it had been welded so

thoroughly Into the fabric of the action

representing the story that it actually

supplemented it instead of merely serv-

ing as a background for it. In order to

become intimately identified with the

moving picture in its highest form, music,

therefore, must become an actual part of

the story. It has been our good fortune

to personally observe the first real at-

tempts to weave music into the action of

a great moving picture drama during the

actual enactment of its scenes, the music

being written to the action in the same
manner as music in the past has been

written to words.

Douglas Fairbanks has the honor to

' fhe pioneer in this new development
ausic. and we do not doubt that he

will, for this reason, occupy a promi-

nent position in musical history, because

we are positive that this beginning will

lead to a new mission of musical art

which never was thought of before and

which will give a composer greater op-

portunities in the future than he has ever

had before. After all. to write music to

words represents a certain limitation of

inspirational opportunity; for words, syl-

lables and meter represent undoubtedly

a straight-jacket for freedom of mental

action, while the observation of emotions

and sentiments, as represented in facial

expression and action, leaves absolutely

no limitation for the imagination of a

genius. The silent opera, as it may be

termed for want of a better expression,

will unquestionably, according to our

way of thinking, become one of the great-

est developments of musical thought of

the present day.

Mr. Fairbanks is presenting his own
version of Robin Hood. He does not fol-

low any other version of Robin Hood so

far published or produced and the reader

who expects to witness this magnificent

spectacle of one of the most interesting

periods of the world's history must come
to the theatre with his mind entirely

open to new suggestions. Above all he
must not think of the comic opera by
that name. In the preliminary stages of

Mr. Fairbanks' version of Robin Hood the

auditor is made thoroughly acquainted
with reasons of the Earl of Huntington
to adopt his career of political outlawry.

He will know why this young nobleman
became embittered and he will readily

find excuses for his action that aroused
the resentment of a licentious and sel-

fish ruler. The picture drama, like poetry,

the spoken drama or romantic history is

subject to a certain liberty of historical

application and Mr. Fairbanks in giving
us a new angle of this uniTcrsaHy be-

loved "highwayman" adds greatly to the

entertainment and instruction of the vast
multitudes who seek recreation in the
motion picture theatre.

We had the pleasure of getting some of

Mr. Fairbanks' ideas from his own lips.

"In this personal adaptation of the fa-

miliar legend of Robin Hood.'* said the
distinguished disciple of cinematic art

"I am trying to adopt the same princi-

ples that influenced my version of D'Art-
agnan in The Three Musketeers. It was

"The same convictions that influenced
me in the construction of The Three Mus-
keteers form the basis upon which I

bui'.t this new legend of Robin Hood. My
associates and myself have studied this

story from all angles—historically as well
as romantically. We want to create in

the breast of the auditor a sensation that
can not be expressed in mere words, but
only thus: . .

." and here Mr. Fairbanks
indulged in a certain explosive exhala-
tion of breath which in default of a bet-

ter expression might be inadequately
termed a "grunt." but which actually
meant to convey the idea that the impres-
sion he wants to make upon the onlooker
would thrill his entire sytsem to an ex-

tent where mere verbal expression is fu-

tile. "We do not merely want to get the
story, or one of the legends of Robin
Hood, we want to take the audience
back eight hundred years." continued Mr.
Fairbanks, "and let them watch the hab-
its, modes of action, sentiments of honor
and chivalry, style of dress and living

and follow the thoughts that flitted

DR. BORIS Dt \EV. Rl SSI A> COMPOSER. PIVMST CLEFT) A>D DOIGLAS
F.URBA.\KS. STAR-ACTOR AM} PRODICER OF ROBIN HOOD (RIGHT)

l,OOIvI.\G XT THE ORIGINAL ORCHESTRA SCORE AA RITTEN
BV DR. Dl \EV SPECI.ILLV FOR ROBIN HOOD FILM

then not my intention to present a story
specially admired by any one class of

people or any one nation, but I wanted
to create a story that would appeal to the
entire world. Therefore I went to work
and carefully studied the memoirs of

DArtagnan rather than Dumas' novel,

and from these memoirs I received the
impressions that influenced me to make
additions or cuts conflicting with the
novel of Dumas. Some of the French
critics said that my version of The
Three Musketeers was not Dumas. Of
course not. It was not my intention to
imitate Dtunas. And like Dumas took
liberties with history, the compiler of a
motion picture spectacle has a right to

take liberties with Dumas, provided he
obtains artistic results. And the fact that
The Three Musketeers appealed to the
people of South America the same as
to the people of Spain. France. Czeko-
Slovakia and America enabling us to

through the minds of the characters
eight hundred years ago. transplanting a
modem audience into the period of med-
iaeval knieht-errantrv and making them
FEEL THE ATMOSPHERE. -And to do
this we must create atmosphere first, and
in this. I am happy to say. all my col-

leagues are co-operating with me heart
and soul from the principal actors to the
mechanics and operators. Indeed, if my
associates did not co-operate with me in

every way a production such as The
Three Musketeers and Robin Hood would
be absolutely impossible.

"N'ow, after taking such great pains to

establish a certain atmosphere existing

eight hundred years ago and succeeding
to convince the spectators of its veri-

similitude, our entire efforts and pains

would be in vain if ordinary music, in-

tended for an entirely different purpose
originally, were applied to this individual

idea of the Robin Hood legend. I found

it therefore absolutely necessary to en-

gage a composer, suflBciently alive to the

situation to write special music for this

production. And in order that the music
may absolutely conform to the spirit of

the production it must be written during
the process of enactment of the story.

The composer must follow the recording
of scenes as well as watch the trial pro-

jections on the screen. He must write
his music to the action like the operatic
composer writes his music to words.
Thus the composer can express himself
more concisely and effectively, for while
words take a long time to enunciate, ac-

tions and glances or facial expressions
are fleeting, and therefore adequate mus-
ical transactions of these sentiments
must accentuate their significance in the

mind of the onlooker." Mr. Fairbanks
told us many more interesting facts re-

garding his experiences in the presenta-
tion and production of motion pictures;

but we shall leave these for some futtire

occasion. We will now pay some atten-

tion to the composer who has been se-

lected for this responsible task.

The Composer of the New Robin Hood
In order to be sure and make no mis-

take it became necessary to select a
musician of sufficient distinction and
genius to grasp Mr. Fairbanks' ideas of

this new "silent opera." It was not suf-

ficient for a composer to be a fine crea-

tive artist and a thorough expert in theo-

retical and harmonic science, but it re-

quired a mind with a vivid imagination
ready to translate not only sentiments
and emotions expressed in the story, but
a mind that cotild transplant itself into

a period of eight hundred years ago and
absorb the atmosphere of the time during
which the story was enacted. Therefore,
while Mr. Fairbanks had the choice from
among the most distinguished composers
now residing in America, among which
were included Victor Herbert and Mod-
est -\ltschuler, his choice fell upon Dr.

Boris Dunev, an eminent Russian piano
virtuoso, conductor and composer who
had just arrived from abroad, and who
was introduced to Mr. Fairbanks through
the cotirtesy of L. E. Behymer, the dis-

tinguished California impresario. Dr.
Dunev convinced Mr. Fairbanks that he
was best suited to introduce the spirit of

the production in the music, and so Dr.
Dunev wiU not only compose the music
for the new Robin Hood directly to the
action of Mr. Fairbanks' version, but he
will conduct the orchestra at both the
Xew York and Chicago premiere of the
magnificent new operatic picturization of

a legend of one of the most popular
heroes of romantic history.

Dr. Dunev being the first to present an
entirely new setting of musical creative
art becomes immediately an important
figure before the musical public and his

personal history is of great interest. Dr.
Dunev has been in America for about
six months. He came here as the guest
and pereonal friend of Iguaz Paderewski
with whom he studied piano during a pe-

riod of five years at his home abroad. It

was Paderewski who induced Mr. Behy-
mer to arrange for Dr. Dunev's American
appearances as a pianist and conductor,
and his first appearances will be as a sol-

oist in Berkeley during the summer ses-

sion of the University of California and
also as guest conductor during the sum-
mer series of symphony concerts taking
place in Hollywood Bowl with eighty

members of the Philharmonic Orchestra
of Los -Angeles imder the leadership of

-Mfred HerU.

Prior to coming to the United States
at the invitation of Mr. Paderewski Dr.

Dunev resided in London where he was
examiner for the Royal College of Music
during a period of eight years. During
this time he made several concert tours
which included the leading European na-

tions. A Russian by birth, he is a grad-

uate of the Imperial Conservatory of

Music of Petrograd from which institu-

tion he graduated with the highest dis-

tinction winning the much coveted gold

medal in recognition of his genius. In
Continued on Page 9, CoL 1
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The Steinway Duo-Art Piano
Just "what is it?

WE consider the Steinway Duo-

Art Piano to be the greatest

—

the most wonderful piano the world

has ever known.

In the first place it is a magnificent

piano, unequalled in tone, in action, in

physical beauty. Secondly, it is an im-

proved Pianola—a "player-piano" for

you to play with ordinary 88-note music-

rolls. As such, it infinitely surpasses

anything hithertoknownamong instru-

ments of this type.

And greatest of all—it is a Reproduc-

ing Piano of truly miraculous power. By

means of special music-rolls, made by

pianists while playing a wonderful

recording piano, it reproduces their actu-

al performances with absolute fidelity.

Every phrase,ever)' nuance, every subtle

shade of tone and tempo, every touch

of foot to pedal is reproduced.

Paderewski today makes rolls ex-

clusively for the Duo-Art. So also do

Bauer, Cortot, Hofmann, Rubenstein,

Gabrilowitsch,Busoni, Grainger, Ganz,

Friedheim, Schmitz, Leginska, La
Forge, and scores of other great musi-

cians. The Duo-Art roster is, in fact,

a roll-call of practically all the mighti-

est pianists of th's age. This is indeed

a glorious tribute to a glorious repro-

ducing instrument.

Notice the emphasis upon the fact

that these artists today make reproduc-

ing rolls exchisiyely (oi the Duo-Art.

Moreover, their Duo-Art rolls are the

only American rolls that represent their

0B7I exact, authentic playing—that have

been edited by no one except thetnsehes.

The Duo-Art may now be had with

motor either self-enclosed or in detached

box to be placed in some other room,

as you prefer.

The Duo-Art comes enshrined in

the Weber, Steele, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes, as well as in

the immortal Steinway.

Come in and ask.to hear this glori-

ous musical instrument. Make it a point

to come in and hear it.

Sherman,<May& Co.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento Stockton • Fresno San Jose

"A TO instrument approaches

1 V the T)uo-Art in its per-

feSion of construction and the

fidelityofmusicalreprodudion."

—Alfred Cortot

"This instrument is without

question greatly superior to any

other of its kind."

—IgnaceJan Paderewski

"It ts distinctly in a class by

itself. —Rudolph Ganz

"The 'Duo-Art stands supreme

among reproducing pianos.

"

—Harold Bauer

"The Thxo-Art is so far super-

ior to any other instrument ofits

kind, there can be no real basis

for comparison."

-Josef Hofmann

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in .America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de Arrlllnfrn, Dln-clor

A. L. ArtitfuCN, I'reM.t l.tiuin Alef^rln, Vire-I*rp«,

UnrsrellFd fnrllllU-H for Ibe atadr of mualc In all
Ita brancbcB. l.ariEe Pipe Ofkbd. Recital IXall.

231S JACKSOK STREET
San Franclaru, Cal. Phone Weal 4737

Mannmg School of Music
JOH,\ C. MANM.NG. Director

32-12 Wnahlnicton Street, near I'realdlo Avenue
Son KrancLaro, Cal.

For farther informnllon addreaa the aecretarjr of the
achool. or phnnr h'lllniore 31>n.

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADV wrr.n im i»ii,s ACCEPTKn

Papll of Mntp. V. SirpnnnfT (Derlln). M. SleTcklnir,
and K. Itnhert *irhinll/. I \c«t York). Studio: 701
Heine llldic. -lOH Stockton St. Mondaya. »-12, Thum-
dari. 1^-1. 3-0. Tel. Kearny SS22. Hea. Phonet Pied-
mont 7AA.

Miss Eliizabeth Westgate
tat and Maaleal

medmeda IZm, -innraoaja, .Tierrimnn "^rno

Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 3T7<k

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Sinsinf;. Complete Course of Operatic Troln-
1ns. 2730 Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore 4553.

MME. CARRINGTON I^EWVS
Prima Donna With Strakoach, Mnpleaoo, Bte.

EMLVN LEWYS
Oreanlat Fifth Chorch of Chrlat Scientist. Formerly

Principal of Vlr^i Piano School, London, BoKland.
Res. Studio: 2041 Lyon Street. Phone Fillmore 5A2

MRS. S. P. MARRACCI, Vocal Teacher
Italian method; 14 yenra of atage experience t former
prima donna with Caruso nnd Tetrnzxinl; coaches puplla
Vocally nnd in Dramatic Deportment.
Studio. -104 ColumbuH Avenue. Phone GnrBcld 2270

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Confers DcEcces Awards Certlflcntes

For Partir-iilnra apply to Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Saalnrsky Chamber Mualc Society

Win Accept a Few Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Koh'.er
& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SA> IIAFAEL. CALIFOHMA

^laalc CourMCa Thorouj^h and Proereaalve
Public ^School ^lualc. Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. n. Pn«more—StudloR: Suite 500 Hohler A Chnae Hide..
S. F.; 2.VtO College Ave.. Ilerkeley. Residence 2»1 Alva-
rado Road, ilerkfley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparlne Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MAIVSFELDT. Pianist
20in Broderick St„ near Clay Telephone Fillmore 31-1

UNCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMrANIST

Mfmhpr fnlverslfy Bxtenalon Facolty
Slodlo: 827 Skrader »•- Ph«a« Park lOOS

MARIE HENRIETTA WARRINER
COLOllATl RK SOPRANO

Voice—Product ion
545 Sutter St.. Studio 202

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

070 Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
Appolutineuts by Phone—Prospect 3320

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
OrcaniNt Temple Fmanu El. First Church of ChrlMt Scl-
entlHt. Director LorinK Club. S. F., Wed.. 11117 California
St.. Phone Franklin 200.t: Snt.. First Chrlatlan Science
Church. Phone Franklin 1307; Res. studio. 3143 Lewistoa
Ave.. Ilerkeley. Phone Piedmont 2-I2S.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ olre 1 ulturc—DIclIon—Stud to: -MS Stockton St.— i^lon.
iind Tliurii. from 2-5. Res. 1451 Sacramento St. Proa. 7503.

The College of the Holy Names
Lake ^lerrltl. Oakland

Coni|ilete ConHcrvn lory Course— I'lnno, llnrp. VIolInt
'Cello. Voice, Counterpoint, Harmony, History

CHARLES WILLIAM WARRINER
II \SS4) ( \\T\NTi:

\ oral—C4mfh
515 Suiter St.. Studio 202

Dino Bigalli
CONDUCTOR

Four ) eara A\'ith the
t ' h I rnRo 1 rn n d Op e ra Co.

VIICAL OPEll VTIC
Cf>A( IIING Ctm POSITION

Telephone Park 0S3U

Address All
Communications to
H:V.\ COLE STREET

Snn Francisco
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TWENTY.FIRST YEAR

CALIFORNIA SUMMER SEASON
Two years ago the Pacific Coast Musical Re-

view began an intensive campaign in favor of

musical activities during the simimer season.

We could never understand the reasoning that

entered into the proposition, regarding it as per-

fectly satisfactory that the music teachers and
concert artists, as well as orchestral musicians,
should be deprived of three or four months of

the year wherein they could otherwise earn a

livelihood. Somehow, we can not reconcile our-
selves to the idea that eight or nine months'
activity during the year is sufficient to earn a
satisfactory living. This is the first year during
which a real attempt has been made to begin

e.xperiments to prove that California is just as

willing to support musical activities during the

three or four summer months as it is during the

eight or nine winter months, so called. But
there are features associated with the manage-
ment of some of these summer activities that

will not e.xercise an optimistic influence upon
those willing to lend their support unless rem-
edies are suggested by which their deterrent
influence may be reversed. And the most impor-
tant factor of discouragement is that of covering
unnecessarily large deficits.

If we are correctly informed, the open-air op-

eratic productions at Stanford represented a net

loss to the guarantors of nearly $30,0(X), while
the single ojien-air Carmen performance cost the

backers 312,000. Xow, we feel that there is no
necessity of creating a financial obligation so
huge that its loss should represent such figures.

In the first place, open-air music festivals or
operatic productions should not onl)' be conduct-
ed according to the highest artistic principles,

but also according to the strictest and most rigid

business principles. If an artist, for instance,

feels that he or she is justified to hold up the
people of San Francisco or Los Angeles for

unjustified salaries just because they want to
utilize their great outdoors, this commercial en-
terprise should receive a severe setback. Judi-
cious publicity regarding such festivals and ad-
equate distribution of financial contributions
where it does the most good would obviate the
necessity to pay e.xtortionate salaries to X.\MES
instead of artistic services. You are frequently
told by those demanding unreasonable remuner-
ation that the public would not attend these
afiairs unless famous names were used to at-
tract it. To a certain extent this is true: but
there are a number of famous artists who would

ALFRED HERTZ, MASTER CONDUCTOR, 1922 VULCAN

He and 85 Musicians to "Mirror World" at Hollywood Bowl

Reproduced by Courtesy of The Los Angeles Express See Page 9 Col. 1

L

WITH HIS MUSIC HE CONDUCTS
YOU TO THE 'SEVENTH HERVEN

CONDUCTOR ALFRED HERTZ. THE-
MU5ICAL VULCAN V/ITH H-IS

HAMMER OF INSPIRATIOM

0UR1N& INTERMISSION
i1HE CONDUCTOR ENJOYS

A CIGAR6TTE-

be glad to sing for remuneration within the

means of the management of open-air produc-
tion. Not all artists are hogs, as far as money
is concerned.

The best way to get at this festival idea is to

organize a Northern California, or Southern
California Festival Association, incorporate it,

sell stock in it and permit those investing or
contributing their money to share in any profits

if an)', as well as cheerfully pay a pro rata

loss if this is considered necessary. Above
all, let no one receive the impression that by
investing money in such an enterprise they will

get rich over night. Such a supposition is ridic-

ulous, and people who have been assured that
their guarantee would never be needed and lost

their money will ever after fight shy of anything
1)ordering on open-air music productions. It is

always better to ask 1000 people to underwrite
$50,000. for instance, than to ask ten to raise the
same amount. If it is possible to attract 40,000
people to Stanford Stadium, or 25,000 people to
the Hollywood Bowl, it ought not to be impos-
sible to secure 10,000 people to underwrite
$100,000 at an average of $10 apiece. Some peo-
ple may only give $5, some may give $25, some
may be willing to subscribe $50 or $100 or $500,
but altogether it should be possible to strike
an average of $10 per person. Now, when we
say it is possible to attract 40,000 people to an
open-air season of music in Northern California,
and at least 25,000 people to one in Southern
California, we are not guessing. This fact has
actually been accomplished this summer.

ence in chorus or ensemble singing. Business
men are bound to benefit by continuous musical
activities during the summer. \\'ealthy patrons
of music would like to see an increase of artistic

opportunities for deserving resident artists or

prospective artists in the form of artist students.

All of these elements could be interested in a
well organized and incorporated California
Music Festival Association. This association

should have at its head as manager a business
man who is willing to make allowances for all

legitimate expenses, even though at times
stretching a point in favor of a specially fine

artistic principle, but also a business man who
is strict in his objection to needless extravagance
and unnecessary expense.

But it is not fair to permit a half dozen people
to sustain such lieavy losses for the sake of
giving the great majority an opportunity to hear
music in summer. Guarantees should be sought
from every one most likely to benefit from sum-
mer musical activities. Prominent teachers would
like to have advanced pupils appear as soloists
in concerts or in minor roles at operatic produc-
tions. Students would gain invaluable experi-

It is the waste on occasions of this kind that
creates the greatest deficits, and that encourages
unscrupulous people to take advantage of the
gullibility of the average man or woman to

feather their nest at the expense of people who
can not af?ord and who should not be permitted
to defray the expenses of enterpries intended to
serve as recreation for the multitude. Now, !Mrs.

J. J. Carter of Hollywood has the right idea. She
is responsible for the summer season of sym-
phony concerts now being given with eighty
members of the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los
Angeles, under the direction of Alfred Hertz, in

the Hollywood Bowl. Mrs. Carter does not com-
fortably sit back in her chair and say now we
need only $10,000 more to be certain of no addi-

tional deficit. Mrs. Carter makes up her mind
to see to it that subscriptions and tickets are

sold so that her guarantors are either insured
against loss or at least let off so easily that they
do not feel imposed upon. This leaving the rest

to the public is entirely wrong, and is neither
businesslike nor wise. The public is an unknown
quantity that can not be dealt with in a concrete
fashion. It is not the duty of the public to crowd
into an open-air amphitheatre. It is the duty of

those willing to give the public higher entertain-

ment to tempt it in such a manner as to simply
force it against its will to attend such events.
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* )ur personal experience in connection with

such events has been that the greatest waste is

sustained among the least necessary subjects.

And the one thing that is most necessary of all is

as a rule neglected. Now, if you want to attract

thousands of people to an entertainment you can

not possibly secure too much rUBLICITY. And
every cent invested in publicity comes back to

you ten and a hundredfold. But you can not

possibly secure pultlicity that really attracts a

multitude unless you have something worth

while to advertise. But once you have an attrac-

tion worthy of the most effective and emphatic

]>ul)licity. then you have an absolute assurance

that thousands of people will be attracted to it

But neither a worthy attraction alone, nor ])ul>-

licity alone, will accomplish any gratifying re-

sults.

ASHLEY PETTIS, Pianist
Season 1922-23. Now Booking.
STEINWAY PIANO DUOART RECORDS

Management Antonia Sawyer, Aeolian Hall, New York

No matter what any one may tell you to the

contrary, neither at Stanford nor at the Holly-

wood Bowl, nor at the open-air symphony con-

certs in Hollywood, has there been utilized

either the right kind of publicity nor the amount
of iniblicity, nor the adequate expenditure for

advertising that will arouse the curiosity of ALL
the people and thus a'^sure that MASS attend-

ance that justifies low prices of admission and

invariably makes the acc<iunts come out right

on the right side of the ledger.

E. Robert Schmitz, who is holding his summer ses-

sion of Master Classes in 406 Fine Arts liuilding. will

fcive a series of three evening recitals in his studios at

8 o'clock Wednesday evening. July l:!ih. Friday evening,

July 14th. and Wednesday evening. July 19th. His pro-

grams include groups from the classic, romantic and
modem . works. These recitals are open to the public.

Of a similar group which .\Ir. Schmitz gave in New
York in the spring. Deems Taylor, composer-critic of

the New York World, said: "The most interesting pro-

gram maker of the season was Robert Schmitz."

EL'ZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
KntloTMed by WnKtr Swiiyne

Special Normal Course for Toachers. based on Swayne
Principles

Stufllont 800 Kohler A Chaite Dldc
2518<^ l^toa St.. Oerkeley. I*bon« llerkeirr 3310

MARIAN PREVOST
PIAMST—ACCOMPAMST—TKACIIKIl

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Riciiard Hageman

studios: NOT Kohler A rhnite llldf;.. S. F. Tues. A. M. and
Thurn. I*. M. Tel. Kearny T^IM. Hen. '^7'2S I^lniwood Ave,
llerkeley. Tel. Uerk. 8::»7.

ISABELLE SAXON
<'<H.<>U A'll UK SOIMIWO

A^allnhle for ConrertN—AildreMN: 1717 Myrtle St.. Oakland
Telephone Lakeside 3u-Sl

Walter Anthony, so well remembered as the critic of
the San Francisco Chronicle, and who recently was
publicity manager of the Grauman Theatre, is now with
the National Film Ass:3ciation writing or editing scena-
iios for the screen. This is one of the best paid posi-

tions in the film industry, and Mr. Anthony is certainly
well fitted for this position, inasmuch as his fine com-
mand of English is greatly needed in the wording of
sub-titles to moving pictures.

EVA M. GARCIA
PIANIST. Olir.AMST AND TEACHER

4 in: lloiTr St., Oakliind TrI, Piedmont 3402

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
Jl'ST RETllItNED FROM EUROPE

Stadlot 405 Kohler A Cfaaac Bids. T«l. Kcamr K4M

BLANCHE ASHLEY PIANIST
Will Ac-repl Advanced ruplls—llurhank and ^liilr SehooN,

llerkeiey, Kohler »V ThaNe lllilu;., hy Aiipolntnient
HoNidenee Studio: -17:: llKt St.. Oakland

Tel, I'ledniont WZ"*

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
IIRF.ATII—VOK K— I. IFF,

iiiM Kohler A < liase llldK.. Ke.irny MM
iteKldenee IKh; llii*ih St.. Franklin TiOOS.

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOLIN MAKlOIl AND IlKPAIRKIl
IliiKheHt Grade ProfeHMlonal Work AhMOlulety

Guaranfed—-ApprnlMer »t InNtruineufH
Finewt Ifnnd Hade InHtruments

Atelier: Itooni ^.'t, 102S Market Street, next to
Granada Theatre. San Franciweo, t'nilfornia

Ralph Rose. Jr.. 10-year-old violinist of Oklahoma
City, arrived in San Francisco Sunday evening for an
extended visit with his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. A.

Rose, 866 Faxon Avenue. While here this talented

young artist will api-ear In a series of rentals. He will

be accompanied by Miss Ueece, also of Oklahonui t'ity.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hertz h:ive arrived in Los An-
geles and are already the center of social and artistic

attention. Mr. Hertz has selected Mr. Svedrowsky. as-

sistant concert master of the Philharmonic Orchestra
of Los Angeles, as his concert master for the series of
open-air popular symphony concerts which he will

direct in the Hollywood Bowl beginning Tuesday eve-
ning, July 11th. Mr. and Mrs. Hertz will remain South
about six weeks, when they will return to tlieir beau-

tiful home in Seacliff. San Francisco. Mr. Hertz began

his rehearsals last Wednesday afternoon at the Phil-

harmonic Auditorium, and expressed himself greatly

pleased with the material at his disposal. The mem-
bership of the orchestra he is directing consists o[

about eighty of the Los Angeles organization and a few

from the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. Great

mterest is being shown by the Los Angeles musical

public in these events.

TV/ENTY-SECOND ANNIVERSARY
EDITION

of the

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW
to be published

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th, 1922
AN HISTORICAL RECORD OF ARTISTIC EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN THE MUSICAL

LIFE OF CALIFORNIA

YOU SIMPLY CANNOT BECOME THOROUGHLY KNOWN WITHOUT BEING REPRE-
SENTED IN THIS EDITION

THK ANNUAL FDITIOX Ol'' THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIKW IS THK MUSICAL
BLUE BOOK OF CALIFORNIA

EASTERN ARTISTS INTENDING T(J VISIT 'Jill'. PACIl'lC COAST NEXT SEASON CANNOT FIND A
MORE EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING MFDIUM

ONE HUNDRED PAGES OF Pkl(I':LKSS ]X|-()kM ATION

For Particulars Address The Leighton Press, 516 Mission Street, San Francisco, California
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Distinguished Artists Residing in California Who are Available for Concerts During the Season 1922-1923
Editorial Note:—The Piuilii- Cuast Musical Review is in a position to suarautee the artistic efficiency of the artists represented on this raie. They have established a

reputation tor themselves, i arllv national, tartly international, through regular concert tours or by appearances in operatic organizations of recognized fame. The purpose

of setting forth the availability of these reputed artists is to convince the California musical public that distinguished artists of equal merit to any reside in this State.

We intend to prove that a resident artist confers honor upcn the community in which he resides.

San Francisco Trio

MRS. ELSIE COOK HUGHES. Pianist

WM. F. LARAIA. Violinist

WILLEM DEHE. Cellist

SKASOX ia23—1923 NOW BOOKINO
TKIOS. SONATVS .IND SOLOS

AddreKs Coniniunirntlons to

\V>I. T. 1. \KAIA. 12ri2 JackNOn S«.

Telfiihone Franklin .JS4S

Annie Louise David

Harp Soloist and Teacher

Member of Artist Faculty Cornish School,

Seattle, Wash., July and August

San Francisco after September 1st

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

68 Post St.. San Francisco

"Not since Sarasate have we heard such

violin playing."—London Daily Telegraph.

Louis Persinger

will accept a small number of serious, gifted stu-

dents. Those applying for lessons should possess

advanced technical facility and musical under-

standing. Interviews by appointment only.

"Palm Dell,** Circle Avenne, Mill Valley. Marin Co.

(Telephone: Mill Valley 3ir,-J

UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION

Orchestra or Band Leader and Instructor—Receipt of

Applications to Close August 8, 1922.

The United Slates Civil Service Commission an-

nounces an open competitive examination for orchestra

or band leader and instructor. A vacancy at Chilccco
Indian School, Oklahoma, at $S40 a year, plus increase

granted by Congress of $20 a month, and vacancies in

positions requiring similar qualifications, at this or

higher or lower salaries, will be filled from this exam-
ination, unless it is found in the interest of the service

to fi'l any vacancy by reinstatement, transfer or pro-

motion.
Citizenship and Sex—All citizens of the United

States who meet the requirements, both men and wom-
en, may enter this esaminaticn: appointing officers,

however, have the legal right to specify the sex desired
in requesting certification of eligibles.

Duties—In order of their importance, the duties of

this position require that the appointee shall be able

to teach the reed and brass instruments: to reach the

violin ; to direct the orchestra ; to select an instru-

mentation from the orchestra for forming a band to use

during dress parade. The appointee must be willing to

accommodate himself to the school program, which
means th2t much of the instruction and rehearsals are

given in the evenings and early mornings, and be sub-

ject to any special detail to other work in an emergency.
Subjecis and Weights—Competitors will not be re-

quired to report for examination at any place, but will

be rated on the following subjects, which will have
the relative weights indicated:

Subjects. Weights.
1. Education _ 20
2. Training and experience 80

Total 100

Basis of Ratings—The ratings will be based upon
competitors' sworn statements in their applications
and upon cDrroborative evidence.
Requirements—Applicants must show that they have

had at least a common-school education, and that for
at least three years they have been orchestra or band
leaders and instructors, and that they have the qualifi-
cations necessary to perform the duties outlined above.

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E. Behymer, 705 Philharmonic Auditorium Building,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Personal Address: BELVEDERE. MARIN COUNTY, CAL.: TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST. SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Conrert F-nsraKenientJ*
and Inst ruction Apply lo
Secretary and >lnnaKer of
K. A It I. Room 1004 Kuhler
& Chcse DldK.. J*an Franoi?*co

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Teleiifaone Douglas lUTS

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

Applicants must be able to speak the English lan-

guage.
Health and Family—Applicants for the Indian Serv-

ice must he in good health. They must attach to their

applications a statement concerning the number in their

family that will require accommodations In case they
receive appointment
Age—Applicants must have reached their twenty-

first but not their fiftieth birthday on the date of the

examination. These age limits do not apply to persons
entitled to preference because of military or naval
service.

Retirement—Classified employes who have reached
the retirement age and have served fifteen years are

entitled to retirement with an annuity. The retirement
age for railway mail clerks is 62 years, for mechanics
and post office clerks and carriers 65 years, and for

others 70 years. A deduction of 214 P^r cent is made
from the monthly salary to provide for this annuity,
which will be returned to persons leaving the service
before retirement with 4 per cent interest compounded
annually.

Photographs—Applicants must submit with their ap-

plications their unmounted photographs^ taken within
two years, with their names written thereon. Proofs
or group photographs wi"l not be accepted. Photo-
graphs will not be returned to applicants.

Applications—Applicants should at once apply for

Form 1312. stating the title of the examination desired,

to the Civil Service Commission, Washington. D. C:
the Secretary of the United Stales Civil Service Board.
Customhouse. Boston, Mass. New York. X. Y., New Or-
leans. La., Honolulu. Hawaii: Post Office. Philadelphia,
Pa., Atlanta. Ga.. Cincinnati. Ohio, Chicago 111.. St.

Pau'. Minn , Seattle. Wash.. San Francisco. Cajif.,

Denver. Colo.: Old Customhouse. St. Louis, Mo.; Ad-
ministration Building. Balboa Heights. Canal Zone; or

to the Chairman of the Porto Rican Civil Service Com-
mission. San Juan, P. R.

Applications should be properly executed, including
the medical certificate, but excluding the county offi-

cer's certificate, and must be filed with the Civil Serv-
ice Commission. Washington. D. C, prior to the hour
of closing business on August 8. 1922.

The exact title of the examination, as given at the
head of this announcement, should be stated in the
application form.

Preference—Applicants entitled to preference should
attach to their applications their original discharge, or
a photostat or certified copy thereof, or their official

record of service, which will be returned.
Issued June 27. 1922.

Pierre Douillet, the distinguished San Francisco pian-
ist, pedagogue and composer, is attending the annual
Convention of the Music Teachers in Los Angeles, and
iias been selected to appear on one of the programs in

his capacity as artist as well as composer. We feel

sure that he will make an excellent impression upon
the Southern California musical public, both in his pro-

fessional and personal capacity.

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO

8OO KOHLER CHASE DLDG
SAN FRANCISCO

Zhay Clark
Harp Soloist

Formerly With Elsa Ruegger, Mme. Matzenauer,
May Petersen, Reinald Werrenrath, Paul Alt-
house, Seattle Symphony Orchestra. California
Theatre Orchestra. Panama Pacific International

Exposition and Innes Band.

Address: 1181 Filbert SL TeL Prospect 6858

SUMMER ENGAGEMENTS FOR SCHUMANN-HEINK
Ernestine Schumann-Heink, now an honorary Doctor

of Music of the University of Southern California—the
degree was conferred upon her June 15th on her
sixty-first birthday—will fill several summer engage-
ioents. On August 10th she will appear at Lakeside,
Ohio, and on August 19th at Ocean Grove, N. J., where
she sang last Labor Day and broke all records for at-

tendance and receipts. Mme. Schumann-Heink's regu
lar season will open the last week in September, and
will be booked right through until the end of May.

Leo Slezak, the tenor, is out with a book of memoirs
called "My Complete Works." The title is not new. It

was used by Max Beerbohm. the London caricaturist,

ten years ago or longer. The Slezak book is amusing
even though the author burlesques many of his Amer-
ican experiences. He tells that he always was seasick
crossing the ocean. A friend gave him a pneumatic
pillow as a remedy. As it failed to help him. he threw
it overboard. "A whale swallowed it." comments Slezak.
"and immediately became seasick." In "Konigskinder,"
Geraldine Farrar had to drive a flock of real geese.
%Mien the curtain calls came, relates Slezak. she used to

go out in front with one of the fowl tucked under her
arm. and by pinching the bird, made it squawk loudly.

Slezak, angered at the trick, threatened that he would
do the same thing with the swan in "Lohengrin," where-
upon Geraldine replied: 'Go ahead and do it. but you
never can get your swan to squawk—he's stuffed." In

Chicago. Slezak and Destinn were invited to help baptise

and christen a baby camel at the Zoo. Destinn, asked to

name the humped infant, said "Leo." The tenor said to

Destinn: "The next rhinoceros bom into this world will

be named by me. and I'm going to call it 'Emmy.'

"

Anna Louise David, the distinguished American harp
virtuoso, was a visitor at the Musical Review office last

week, and expressed herself as being delighted to be

back on the Pacific Coast again. She stayed only three

days in San Francisco, as she is on her way to the

are glad to resume their work and notwithstanding the

summer Mrs. Wbitcomb is being kept quite busy.

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. Fillmore 1624

Appointment Only
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30,000 SEE AL FRESCO CARMEN PRODUCTION AT HOLLYWOOD

Hollywood Bowl Presents Wonderful Sight When Fulgenzio Guerrieri and Alessandro Bevani

Direct Open-Air Carmen Performance—Marguerita Sylva, Edward Johnson. Henri Scott

and Carl Gantvoort Receive Hearty Applause—Edna Leopold Proves Delightful

Surprise—Constance Reese and Gjorgianna Strauss Add to Success.

BY ALFRED METZGER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,

to appear in the issue of same week.

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
I'lAMS'I'lO—>leniber "l.'ICnwemble >IoiIerne"

SIiHllo; 612 W. :Olh St. Phone: 24667

LOS ANGELES. Cal., July 9—Once again Southern

Californiu has taken advantage of a wonilertul oppor-

tunity to show that it can support an ambitious enter-

prise In worthy fashion. Contrary to the predictions of

the wiseacres. Hollywood Bowl was crowded with about

thirty thousand people when Alessandro Bevani gave

the signal to begin the first al fresco operatic produc

Uon ever given in Southern California. It was a wonder-

ful sight to witness a multitude of opera lovers simply

pack the hillside from foot to crest as if they were

studded with a million human heads. We shall never

forget that sight as long as we live. If San Francisco

and Northern California had supported the wonderful

enterprise of Gaetano Merola with the same energy

and enthusiasm which Southern California bestowed

upon the Hoi ywood production, there would have been

a blending of an artistic and financial triumph which

would have broken another world's record. But once

more Southern California has shown us the way how
to support monster open-air music festivals.

Among the audience could be seen a number of well-

known moving-picture stars. We noted specially Gloria

Swanson. Frank Keenan, and others whose identity we
could not specify with certainty. Mr. and Mrs. .Alfred

Hertz were the center of numerous introductions, their

box being the rendezvous of many distinguished people

during intermission. But as usual on this occasion, the

spectacle itse'.f was eclipsed by the unforgettable sight

of thirty thousand people covering the hillsides, and the

natural grandeur of the marvelous auditorium consisting

of a circle of hills enclosing both audience and stage. If

we take this extraordinary sight into consideration, it

would be no exaggeration to say that it was the great-

est Carmen performance the world has ever seen.

From the standpoint of the production itself, we
would not like to make such a sweeping statement, al-

tboQgh the management in its preliminary announce-

ments confessed itself overwhelmed with the magni-

tude of its endeavors. Somehow we have never put

much faith in extravagance of expression. And whi e

the magnitude of the publicity campaign, and the well-

invested sums in preliminary advertising contributed

greatly to attracting the huge multitude, which really

gave the enterprise its exlr.iordinary prestige, we be-

lieve that the actual statement of facts associated with

the natural grandeur of the amphitheater and the truth-

ful enumeration of the reputation of the principal artists

would have accomplished the same results. There was
sufficient artistic merit to this production to justify

hearty commendaticn upon those responsible tor its suc-

cessful consummation.
Before we go further into details regarding the actual

production and the individual efforts of the artists we
wish to say that it is impossible to receive an adequate

impression from the initial performance of any oper-

atic or similar enterprise. There is always associated

with the first presentation of a work a nervousness

and self-consciousness among artists, specially when
they appear before strange audiences. In this case the

artists did not only appear before a huge audience of

SO.OOO entirely strange to them, but they participated

in an enterprise that was entirely experimental in its

nature. Therefore, these artists wou'.d have been super-

human it they had not felt a certain strain and nervous
tension, emphasized by the exhilaration of the moment.
And this tension must necessarily have affected their

normal state of mind and consequently must have to a

certain degree interfered with the artistic freedpm of

their action. To Judge them, therefore, from that high

standard of proficiency, which the claim of the man-
agement regarding the "world's greatest performance
of Carmen" would Justify, would at the same time rep-

resent an attitude entirely unjust to the participants.

Naturally the entire artistic course of procedure of

Bizet's truly incomparable operatic masterpiece revolves

around the title role, and therefore .Marguerita Sylva
had an especially great responsibility to carry. The
possesssor of a lyric mezzo-soprano of not too vast a

volume, the Immense outdoor space naturally reduced

Ibis volume to even a greater degree. But we must con-

less that we were pleasantly surprised in Miss Sylva's

bialrionic and vocal achievements. In many respects,

we regard her as one of the most satisfactory inter-

preters of this role we have ever witnessed. She does

not bring to the part the usual coarseness and vulgarity

of deportment which so many vocal artists seem to as-

sociate with this free and easy gypsy queen. But her

histrionic action reveals a certain element of refinement

and gentility, tinged with freedom of action, which
somehow reconciles us more to the smoothing-out proc-

ess of rough edges which music should always exercise
upon the realistic side of life as depicted upon the ojior-

atlc stage. Vocally, we also enjoyed .Miss Sylva's inter-

pretation. She sang easily, naturally, and Justly re-

frained from straining her voice unduly. We liked her
lightness of motion, her fine rhythm and accents, her
enjoyable legato singing and her charming personal ap-

pearance. While we can not join the management in its

enthusiastic contention that Marguerita Sylva Is the
greatest Carmen the world has over seen (one of the

reasons being that we have not heard all artists inter-

FlTZt;KRALDS FOR rilE AIJVANCEMENT
OF MUSIC

De Lara Chooses the Knabe
Manuel Sanchez Dc Lara, the noted Uperaiic

singer and instructor, has chosen for his Studio

at Long Beach

THE KNABE
fot'^in its pure tones and wealth of harmonic
beauty, he Hnds an ideal pianoforte for both the

singer anil the pianist.

HILL STREET AT 72.7-72.Q

preting Carmen before the musiial public of the entire

world), we can say with sincere conviction thit Miss

Sylva plea.'^ed us very much, and surely surpasses in

artistic expression and understanding of the role the

great majority of the impersonators of Carmen we have

had the pleasure to hear.

Next to the title role, the most important part in

Carmen is that of Don Jose. Our readers are well aware

of our admiration for this ideal American tenor. During

his San Francisco appearances with the Chicago Opera

Association we learned to appreciate his numerous

artistic qualities. Among these are beauty of voice, sin-

cerity of expresssion. a quick grasp of the possibilities of

a role, and a thorough comprehension of the depths

of vocal art. However, notwithstanding the fact that liis

extraordinarily beautiful voice is heard to advantage in

such roles as Lohengrin, Rudolfo in La I3oheme, Pinker-

ton in Madame Butterfly, and similar lyric or semi lyric

parts, it is. in spite of its warmth, a lyric tenor. This

fact was once more demonstrated in this impersonation

of Don Jcse. Although Mr. Johnson can accomplish

greater artistic results with his lyric tenor voice than

many another artist of his type, even in the interpreta-

tion of dramatic roles, nevertheless Den Jose requires

just a bit more virility, more force and climacteric in-

tensity than .Mr. Johnson, notwithstanding his truly

great interpretative and vocal resources, was able to

bestow upon this part. Nevertheless, we thoroughly en-

joyed his smooth and even performance.

From the standpoint of spectacularity and thrilling

effectiveness, we know of no more impressive operat'c

"entrance" than that cf Escamillo in Carmen. But in

most instances we find that this brilli-iiu introduction

receives a setback by reason of an anti-climax intro-

duted by a baritcne whose depth cf vocal resonance is

not sufficient to back up the Toreador song with ade-

quate sonority. ^Henri Scott, being scmewhat of a basso

tantante as we" as baritone, is one of the exceptions to

fhis role. He can sing both the high and the low notes

oi" this aria with sufficient vigor to emphasize the tri-

umphant exhilaration of Ihis great aria. We were
somehow under tlie impression that Mr. Scott, in con-

trast to his colleagues, put just a bit too much power
behind his voice, and thus, thanks to this natural strain,

prevented his high notes from attaining that pleasing

smoothness and pliaiKy which it possesses under more
natural conditions. This entire scene surrounding the

entrance and aria of Escamillo represented one of the

most successful and best rehearsed episodes of the

operatic production.
Carl Gantvoort impressed us with his easy natural-

ness, bcth regarding his histrionic and his vocal fac-

ulties. He sang without undue strain, bringing out the

beauty of his voitre to a degree where it revealed lis fine

resonance and ffexibility, and he enacted his part with
a convincing realism, moving about the stage as if he
were naturally pursuing his chosen avocation. In our
recollection cf the impersonations of this role, we
know of only one—Rothier—whom we enjoyed better

than Mr. Gantvoort, and we assure that artist that by
this assertion we bestow upon him a very high com-
pliment.
We were greatly surprised In the artistic work of

Edna Leopold. Now this artist, in being announced as

a distinguished member of an operatic profession in

which she has but now made the first important steps,

was hampered instead of assisted by the managemenl.
We think It absoutcly an error of Judgment to assume
that an audience of American music lovers is ashamed
of its own artists. There may be a certain element of

truth in the assertion that when you announce anything

as the greatest of Its kind, and charge inetroiiolitan

prices, you should have (.nly the foremost artist repre-

sented in the cast. But is there any one to tell us
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If you wish to become famous you must be known and
in order to become known you need publicity and there
is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then
fame is undignified.

honestly that by S.WING an artist is experienced and
famous makes him so? Surely no one will make such

a contention. On the other hand, to announce an artist

to have ccnquered for herself a great reputation, when
the statement is untrue, does more harm than good, and
puts the artLst In a most embarrassing position, while

it deliberately places the public in an attilude of antag-

onism, because its susceptibilities have been taken ad-

vantage of. It was not necess:iry to say anything about

Miss Leopold in advance of her appearance, except that

she was competent to fill the role. She surpassed our

expectations.
Miss Leopold possesses a fine, ringing, well-carrying

and clear soprano voice, decidedly lyric in its character.

Micaela ought to be sung by a dramatic soprano, but

since it is the custom to introduce lyric sopranos, we
may close our eyes or ears on this occasion. The fact re-

mains that Miss Leopold is only entitled to our sincere

commendation because she acquitted herself of an ex-

traordinarily difficult tisk with credit and honor. In-

deed, we found that tlie applause accorded her by her

audience was just a bit more hearty and emphatic than

that accorded any ether artist in the cast. It is always

the way with audiences that are subject to the

thrill of unexpected surprises. Miss Leopold's girlish,

unaffected, charming and vccally clear interpretation

of the role of Micaela would have conquered for her

the affection of her audience even without the extrav-

agant claims made for her by the publicity department

of the management.

The difficult ensemble number in the second act, as

usual, lacked in purity of intonation. Umberto Roveri,

who on this occasion sang the role of Morales conscien-

tiously sang olf pitch, and consequently marred every

ensemb'e number he sang in. We do not enjoy empha-
sizing this point, for we do not believe in killing flies

with cannon balls; by this we mean that the role hard-

ly justifies special comment: but when you announce
a Carmen performance as the greatest the world has

ever seen, then you must he careful to stick to your

claim by seeing to it that even in the minutest details

the production comes up to the "brag." Constance
Reese as Frasquita and Georgianna Strauss as Mercedes
interpreted their roles with pleasing voices and assur-

ynce in their expression. Achille Agni and Aristide Neri
interpreted minor roles in an unobtrusive manner.

There are numerous artistic qualities we admire in

Fulgenzio Guerrieri. Among these are thoroughness ot

knowledge of his operatic scores. Sincerity and con-

scientiousness in his enthusiasm. Familiarity with en-

semble conducting and vigor of expression. He is be-

yond a doubt among the foremost Italian operatic con-
ductors that have visited us with the better class of
traveling organizations. But while we do not contend
that we are correct in our assumption, we somehow
receive the impression occasionally that Mr. Guerrieri
is a bit too deliberate with his tempi. This was espe-
cially the else with Carmen when the choruses and
other ensemble numbers seemed to sound "draggy" and
altogether too slow. Mr. Guerrieri may have his reason
tor going about this chorus conducting in such a slow
fashion, but personally we would prefer more spirit,
more life, more brilliancy and virility.

The orchestra being lowered in a trenchlike depres-
sion in front of the stage, could hardly be heard from
where we sat. Throughout the beginning of the second
act we could not hear a sound from the orchestra. All
we heard was the sound of the tambDurines of the
dancing girls. In this act a ballet was interpolated
which was picturesque and graceful, and delighted the
audience, but which raised a lot ot dust on the gravel
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and sawdust covered floor, which must have been hard

on the Ringers who had to inhale so much Hollywood
real estate.

"Penny-wise and pound-foolish" is a policy that should

not be employed on such nn occasion. The stage should

have been covered with boards. The stock scenery of

the first act should have been more idealistic and in

harmony with the natural beauty of the outdoor the-

atre. The lighting effects, while showing great possi-

bilities, were not sufficiently extravagant to obtain the

element of magnificence which was displayed at Stan-

ford. More spotlights with greater power and more
diversified color effects would have added to the

splendor of the scene. The seating arrangement was
also inadequate. The seats were too low and the dis-

tances too great. A sounding board or shell behind
the stage, not necessarily obscuring the grandeur ot

the natural background of hills, would have added to

the enjoyment of the audience. We do not make these
statements from any feeling of fault finding, but to

point out defects that should be corrected in future.

No one can accomplish finished results all at once.
After all. the real purpose of this production was to

prove that California is ideally adapted for open-air
productions, and. as Alfred Hertz told us, a c-omplete
presentation of the "Ring" would make an unforget-
table spectacle. We trust Mr. Hertz will get that won-
derful opportunity to make Hollywood the Bayreuth of
America. The chorus, while well trained, evidently was
not rehearsing a sufficiently long time to be absolutely
certain as to spontaneous attacks and uniform phrasing.
Also, in the matter of intonation, much was left to the.
imagination. But undoubtedly, a second performance
would have shown marked improvement, and while it

is our duty to point out these defects, we do not mean
to reflect upon the efficiency of those who were in

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Olgn Steelt. Claire Forbes Crane. Lester Dono-
hue. Colin Caiiiiibell, ^lildred .laniLion. Mrs. ClIfTord Lett,
Adelaide Gosnell, Shibley UoyeN. etc.

Studio: 431 South Alvarado St. Phone 5334.%.

peafric^

WTROOST
SOPRANO

Only serious and tai-
nted Htudeots ac-

cepted. Repertoire In
French, Italian. Rufi-
Klan. Fnirllsh. Studio.
0« M.iJeNtIc Theatre

llulldlni?. 821810

EDGAR J. HANSEN " J'^T<^„~'*'
214 MuNic ArtK Studio Uldg. Phone 10082. Res. 519G0. Con-
cert Direction, Grnee Carroll CI Hot.

DAVOL SANDERS '
'?«!.mo?Lr

'^

Head Violin Dent.. College of Munlc. U. S. C.—Member
Phlllinrtnonlc Orchestra

3201 S. FIfEtieroa St., Los Aniceles Phone Main 2190

CATHERINE H. SHANK HTv.^^o
TK.\CHER OF SINGING

Studios: 1500 S. Figueroa; Phone: 22632. Los Angeles
Glendale: .133 Riverdale Dr.; Phone Glend. 1120-W

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

446 S. Giand View. Phone 554C45, Los Angeles
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Charge of the preparation for this great enterprise.

We can not compliment Alessandro Bevaiii and Ful-

genzio Guerrierl too highly for the splenilid m.inner in

which they acquitted themselves of an almost impos-

sible task. Considering the shortness of time and mag-
nitude of work. Ihey accomplished wonders. We still

regard Mr. Bevani as an impresario of wonderful re-

sources and unquestionable executive ability. We have
the utmost admir:ition for his skill and efficiency, and
we are certain that the successful consummation of

thi.-4 great dream was only possible because of Bevani's

energy, enthusiasm and tenailty. coupled with the finan-

cial b.icking accorded him by the public-spirited citizens

of Hollywood. We believe that If ever Signer Merola
finds the courage to again present open-air opera in

Northern California he wou.d find the co-operation of

Bevani invaluable. -Viid so another importJnt chapter
of musical history has been added to the enviable ar-

tistic record of Southern California.

INTERESTING LOS ANGELES ITEMS
By Bruno David Ussher

Los Angeles, July 10.—Two pleasant affairs were
given Sunday afternoon and evening. July 9th, for prom-
inent members of the local musical set. Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Frankel entertained with a reception for Mrs.
Lillian Birmingham of San Francisco and Mrs. Carroll
Nicholson of Oakland. Three hundred cards were issued
for the afTair, The house was attractively decorated
with garden flowers. Among those assisting in receiving

were Mrs. and Mrs. Albert G. Bartlett. Mmes. William
F. Howard, Roland Paul, Catherine Shank, William Duf-

fleld. Hennion Robinson. N'orton Jamison and Philip

Zobelein. and the Misses Julian Wolff and Ethel Cong-
don.

By way of introducing their future daughter-in-law.

Miss Mabel Ripley of Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Zoellner entertained with a reception yesterday after-

noon and evening.

Forging the first link of a contemplated long chain of

music stores in Southern California the initial branch
of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company has been opened at

607 West Seventh street, the site formerly occupied by
the Bartlett Music Company. Representatives of the
company announced today that conservative estimates
pace the total of branches to be established in the

Southland as 12 within a course of a few months hence.
The newcomers will serve the parent company in this

field as representatives of one of the largest music
bouses in the nation. The Wurlitzer Company, besides
being retailers of everything musical, are manufacturers
of virtually every type of instrument on the market. The
company's progress has continued for two centuries. Its

lines extended from early harp making to all lines of

instruments, including theatre organs.

In addition to securing Mischa Levitsky as soloist with

the Philharmonic Orchestra contracts have also been
signed with Efram Zymbalist, famous Russian violinist,

and Paul Althouse, .American tenor, as soloists for the

Symphony concerts for the coming season. Mrs. Smith
states she has other contracts pending with a number
of distinguished artists to appear with the Orchestra.

For the Symphony season twelve soloists will be en-

gaged and to Judge by the ones already secured it looks

as though patrons of the Orchestra will have an oppor-

tunity to hear some of the world's best soloists with

the Philharmonic next season. The season will open
on Friday afternoon, October 20th, with the first Sym-
phony pair of which there will be fourteen Friday after-

noon and fourteen Saturday evening concerts. Also

twe'.ve popular Sunday afternoon concerts. Season
tickets for new subscribers are now on sale at the

West box office, of the Philharmonic .Vndiloriura

Our Artists' Page

Kvery resident arti.st is interested in se-

curing as many concert engagements as

possible. There are only a limited number

(if such engagements to be had. There arc

ten times as many artists seeking such op-

portunities as there are vacancies. On our

.Artists' Page there is only room for

EIGHTEEN names. Since there is a de-

mand lor many more than eighteen artists,

it stands to reason that the chances for se-

curing engagements are greater than re-

sorting to other means.

MUSIC TEACHERS HOLD BEST CONVENTION IN THEIR HISTORY

Interesting Lectures, Discussions and Treatises Alternating With Well Selected Programs Inter-

preted by Efficient and Well-Known Artists Represented the Axis Around Which the

Convention Revolved—Brilliant Banquet and Reception Formed the Prin-

cipal Social Feature of the Co.nvention—Los Angeles Music
Teachers' Association Proved an Ideal Host

BY ALFRED METZGER

The .Music Teachers' Association of California held

its annual convention at the Bovard Auditorium of the

Cniversity of Southern California on Wednesday.
Thursday, t'riday and Saturday, July 5th, 6th, 7th and

8th of last week. The opening day of the Convention
was exclusively devoted to the reception to delegates

and guests and the annual bamiuet, all of which took

place at the Ebel Club House, 1719 South Figueroa

Street. There was a large attendance at the banquet,

and .\bbie Norton Jamison was the toastmistress. de-

lighting every one with her neatly compiled verses,

wliich brightened the evening witli frequent shafts ol

wit at the expense of certain popular members of the

Association. Eva Frances Pike, President of the Los
Angeles Music Teachers' Association, introduced tlTe

toastmistress with a very neatly thought out address,

and the evening's proceedings were enlivened with

poetical allusions, set to a familiar tune, regarding

every speaker of the Teachers' .\ssociation. Before

calling on any on to address the assemblage from

among the scheduled speakers of the Association, Mrs.

Jamison took advantage of the presence of Alfred

Hertz, as one of the guests of honor, to ask him for

a few remarks, and .Mr. Hertz expressed his hope that

California will imitate tlie example of Los Angeles in

inaugurating permanent musical activities during the

summer season. With the beautiful climate and lack

of excessive heat in the larger cities, Mr. Hertz can

not understand why music teachers and concert artists

should have to worry about idle weeks during the so-

called off-season of tiie year. The delightful poetic out-

bursts preceding the speecl'es of the official orators

were compiled by Emma M. Bnrtlett and sung by the

entire assemblage. Earl Towner of Fresno directing

the vccal ensemble.

Mrs. Lucile Crews Marsh delighted those present

with a very tastefully interpreted piano solo, preceded

by a very well conceived impressionistic pantomimic

conceit entitled Inspiration, evidently intended to con-

vey the idea of a composer being under the spell of

a sudden inspiration and giving expression to his

thoughts upon the piano. .Miss Jean Smalley was the

recipient of universal applause as a reward for an ef-

fectively executed whistling solo entitled Nightingale

and the Rose. .Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte, the distin-

guished contralto, with Gertrude Ross at the piano,

thrilled everybody with her fine, rich voice and her

impressive style of interpretation in a sketch entitled

After Dinner—The Opera? There were at least six-

teen addresses delivered by prominent members of the

Music Teachers' Association of California and some of

their guests. Among those we remember are: Mrs.

Cecil Frankel, -Mrs. Lillian Birmingham. Miss Florine

Wenzel, Earl Z. .Meeker, President of the Music Teach-

ers' Association of Califcrnia, Frank Carroll Giffen,

Mrs. Etta Smith Snyder. Ilean Skeele of the Cniversity

of Southern California, and a few others whose names
have for the mt>ment escaped our memory.

In last week's issue of the Pacific Coast Musical
Review we puhlislied the complete official program of

the Convention, which, with a few minor changes, was
presented in its original form. The formal opening

of the Convention took place at Hov.ird .Xuditorium of

the I'niversity of Southern California on Thursday
morning, July 6th, with Miss Eva Frances Pike. Pres-

ident of the Los Angeles Music Teachers' Association,

Iiresiding. Addresses by Mayor George E. Cryer of

I.of .Angeles. Dr. Rufus B. von KleinSmld, President
of the I'niversity of Southern California. Eva Francis

Pike. President of the Los Angeles Music Teachers' .\s-

sociation, and Earl Z. Meeker. President of the Music
Teachers' .Association of California, were thoroughly en-

joyed by the lagre attendance. W. F. Skeele, Dean of the

College of Music of the University of Southern Califor-

nia, rendered a very excellent organ solo in a masterly
manner. Rev. Joseph Horsfall Johnson, Bishop of Los
Angeles, delivered an impressive invocation.

The official opening of the Convention was followed

by a piano round table ably presided over by Edith

Lillian Clark of Los Angeles, who introduced the dis-

cussions with an instructive and well compiled treatise

on Weight as a Factor iu Piano-lorle Music Making,
iiirdiene .Mc.N'amara of Los Angeles spoke interestingly

and convincingly on The Student Recital and Its Pur-

pose. Margaret Holloway Thomas of Los Angeles con-

tributed a valuable treatise on Some Essential Ele-

MINETTI
ORCHESTRA

Application for Membership

-Address Secretary Miiiclti Orchestra

.>.52.T Clay Street. Telopbone Fillmore A^ACi

ments of Successful Pianoforte Teaching. Mrs. Cor-

delia Smlssaert o^ Los Angeles made an excellent im-

pression by a Discussion of Faults Common in Piano
Piaclice. This round table closed with an exchange
of ideas participated in by every one present.

This unusually inteligent discussion of important
piano problems was followed by an excellent program
interpreted by Dyna Clerbois. mezzo-soprano of Santa
Barbara: Gertrude Ross, composer-pianist of Los An-

geles; Leona Neblett. violinist of Los Angeles, and
Roger Clerbois, composer-pianist of Santa Barbara. Mr.

Clerbois. both as pianist and cnmiioser, impressed his

delighted audience with the intelligence of his inter-

pretation and the skill of his musical ideas. Mile. Cler-

bois received cordial applause for her excellent inter-

pretation of the French style of vocal composition and
her fine vocal powers. Miss Neblett, with Gertrude
Ross at the piano, manifested her technical skill and

fine musicianly taste by interpreting a group of violin

compositions in excellent fashion. This delightful pro-

gram closed the Thursday morning session of the Con-

vention.

.At l:,'iO o'clock the Convention assembled to listen

to another .carefully compiled program, wherein the

following aitists participated: Virginia de Fremery,
organist, of Oakland; Homer DeWitt Pugh, tenor, of

San Jose; Jay Plowe, flutist, of Los Angeles. Pierre

Douillet pianist of San Francisco was to have been in-

cluded among the participants on this program, but

was unable to be present, and so John C. Manning,
pianist, of San Francisco, interested the audience
greatly with an instructive talk on his experiences in

connection with his successful Students Chamber Con-

certs, which he directed in San Francisco during last

season. .Miss De Fremery received well merited ap-

plause and general commendation for her excellent in-

terpretation of a group of representative organ compo-

sitions. Mr. Push, with Elizabeth Aten-Pugh at the

piano, sang a group of songs in excellent voice and

with tasteful adherence to adequate coloring and in-

terpretation, backed by precise enunciation. Mr. Plowe

added to his many triumphs as flute soloist by inter-

preting three excellent numbers with fine, warm tone

and discriminating phrasing.

This unusually enjoyable program was followed by a

violin round table participated in by Miss Sylvia Hard-

ing of Los .Angeles, -A. D. Hunter of Los Angeles and

Russell J. Keeney of Sacramento. Each one of these

musicians had something interesting to contribute, and

were listened to with rapt attention. An open discus-

sion closed this round table, which should have been

attended bv all violin teachers. The program that was

to have followed this round table had to undergo a

radical change, inasmuch as neither Joseph A. Farrell,

basso cantante, of San Diego, nor Mrs. Alvina lleuer

Wilson, soprano, of San Francisco, were able to par-

ticipate. Although Mrs. Wilson was present as one of

the deleeates, she had ccntracted a cold, making it

impossible for her to sing. Miss Pauline Farcquar,

pianiste of Long Beach, played a group of piano compo-

sitions in a manner that revealed her skill as techni-

cian, as well as her taste in emotional coloring.

One of the most interesting i lograms ot the session

took place on Thursday evening. The participants

were- .Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, soprano, of San l-ran-

cisco; Antonio Raimcndi. clarinetist, of Los Angeles;

Thomas Frederick Freeman, pianist, of Berkeley; Dean

Walter F. Skeele, organist, of Los Angeles, and the

Jamison Quartet of Los Angeles, consisting of Jean

Ciihvell, first soprano. Hazel Bryson Anderson, second

soprano, Edna C. Vorhees. first alto. Daisy L. Prideaux,

second alto, and Abbie Norton-.lamison, clirector-ac-

companiste. Dean Skeele opened and closed the pro-

gram with his well-known and thoroughly musicianly

organ plavin.g, selecting representative compositions

which he invested with exceptional artistic taste, ex-

hibiting the numerous resources of the University's

splendid organ. The Jamison Quartet rendered two

groups of songs with delightful blending of voices and

a uniform mode of attack and phrasing, reflecting

much credit upon the members of the quartet as well

as uiJon the director, Mrs. Jamison. Mr. Freeman

played a group of his own compositions, convincing his

admiring hearers of the consummate skill of his pian-

istry, both as to technical and interpretative resources

and also of his thoroughness as creative artist. His

co!n|:ositions reflect his healthy musical ideas and his

innate mastery of 'orm and harmonic purity. Mrs,

Lillian Birmingham, with John C. .Manning at the

piano, rendered a group of songs with that intensity

of dr'unatic values and that judgment of emphasizing

sentin:ents which has created for her such a big follow-

ing in San Francisco. She was in excellent mood and

voiie. Mr. Raimondi, with Adelaide Trowbridge at the

I iano, contributed a sonata for clarinet and piano by

Gregory Mason, which represents a prize composition

published by the Society for the Publication ot Ameri-

can Music. Mr. Raimondi distinguished liimself with a

fine, round and warm tone and facile technic assocl-

(Continued on Page 10. Column 1.1
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
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England the degree of Doctor of Music
was conferred upon him by Oxford. lu

addition to his initial appearances as con-

ductor at the premiere of Douglas Fair-

banks' Robin Hood in New York and
Chicago. Dr. Dunev will appear as soloist

at one of the New York Metropolitan
Opera Co.s Sunday Evenin? Concerts
and after the conclusion of his American
tour he will return to England devoting
next summer to the fulfillment of a num-
ber of extensive concert tours.

Dr. Dunev makes an excellent impres-

sion upon those who are fortunate enough
to meet him. Notwithstanding the repu-

ta.tion he has made for himself in the

musical world he retains his natural mod-
esty and is exceedingly appreciative of

everything that is being done for him in

a sccial or fraternal way. He convinces

you of his greatness by that whirh he
leaves unsaid rather than that which he
says and his views and convictions about
music represent ideals and principles

only to be met among those to the manor
born. He is specially happy with this

opportunity to do some thing that has
never been done before. He cherishes

the idea that he is a musical pathfinder

who is pioneering in a virgin field. His
imagination is so vivid, and he comes to

his new work so absolutely unprejudiced,
never having as yet commercialized his

art to an extent where it becomes sub-

servient to special interests, that we be-

lieve him to be one of the few musicians
really sufficiently well equipped to do
justice to this remarkable mission in-

spiringly adopted by Douglas Fairbanks.
Grandeur and Atmosphere of Settings

It is aosolureiy imposisible to realize

the vastness of an enterprise such as is

embodied in this new version of Robin
Hood until you have personally inspected
the sets and the lot utilized to record
the scenes upon the camera. A mediaeval
cast'e constructed exactly upon the archi-

tectural principles employed eight hun-
dred years ago rises above you as you
enter the grounds. Apparently solid walls

of masonry, hundreds of feet high, real

drawbridges, enormous banquet halls,

rare tapestries manufactured on the spot,

quaint villages and indeed an actual re-

production of the scenes, buildings,

towns and forests where the story of

Robin Hood actually took place, present
themselves to your astonished eye. The
scenes are enacted with the minutest ad-

herence to every small detail, and many
a time an episode, which actually re-

quires but thirty seconds of time on the

screen, will be re-enacted time and time
again before two or more cameras, with
unbelieveable patience until it is suf-

ficiently perfect to satisfy the director.

And by the way the director, Allen

Dawn is certainly one of the most gentle,

most efficient, most patient and yet most
painstaking executive officers we have
ever met. Much of the credit of the ar-

tistic finish of this production will have
to be reserved for this forceful, mentally
big yet remarkably gentle exponent of

one of the greatest crafts before the pub-

lic today. He certainly obtains the maxi-
mum results with the minimum expen-
diture of temperamental "steam." Look-
ing back upon our experience upon the

vast expanse that houses the haunts of

Robin Hood at Hollywood we are ready
to predict for it one of the greatest, if

not the greatest, triumph in all the suc-

cessions of artistic victories that have
made Douglas Fairbanks famous through-
out the civilized world.

A SYMPHONIC DRESS REHEARSAL

By Bruno David Ussher
(From Los Angeles Express, July 11,

1922)

Lo. and behold! Alfred Hertz, master-
conductor, standing in the "Bowl." not
ladling, but "hammering" out music. As
Maestro Hertz stood there in the half-

dark of the platform, lit by the peculiar
gleam of the shaded lamps on the play-
ers* desks, looming, towering over the
orchestra, a large figure, wielding the
baton in strokes charged with emotion,
indeed he reminded one of the "smith
of the gods." of Vulcan, a musical Vulcan
himself, welding together performers
and programs with the hammer of in-

spiration. Like Vulcan, the divine god
Oi the ancients, Alfred Hertz, too. move.s
with a limp, reminding all the more of
the titan-smith who mirrored the world
in precious metal.

Will Mirror World
Beginning this evening. Alfred Hertz

and his eighty-five musicians of the

Philharmonic Orchestra will mirror the

world, its gay and its serious moods, in

tones as precious, as gleaming, as Vul-

can the divine smith lured from his bur-

nished ore. With last evening's final re-

hearsa". at Hollywood "Bowl" eminently
s3[!i-fyia.T to '.he Maestro, official and
a sniJill army of unofficial observers, a

u^isiral f^east mav be anticipated d irlng

the open-air concert season. Already a

series of special programs, such as

Tschaikowsky. Wagner evenings, also

national programs, have been planned.

Conductor Herlz effected a special

seating arrangement of the instrument-

al'sts, which together w^ith the position

of the orchestra on an elevated plat-

form, will make for excellent acoustic ef-

fects. The first and second ^iolins are

grouped to his left, behind them the

harps. Taking up the half-circle begun
by the strings, the trumpets and trom-

bones follow. The middle sector of this

musical half-disk is occupied by the

woodwinds. In R-ont are the flutes. As
Conductor Hertz explained, placed there

prominently so that their tone would
carry specially well. Behind them in

several banks are grouped the oboes

and clarinets, bassoon and French horns.

Percussion "Battery"

To the right of the conductor right in

front, where usually second violins or

violas are found, the "cello section is

grouped behind or rather parallel, but

futher back comes the viola groi'p.

while the double-basses are clustering

back of the cellos and violas reaching
around the half-circle, thus meeting the

percussion "battery." Particularly char-

acteristic is the grouping of the string

instruments, which sit in order of pitch.

The highest toned on the extreme left.

the lowest on the farthest right. The
woodwinds are so grouped that the

tcnal contact between the second violins

and violas remains very close. As both

instrumental groups often have the same
function in a piece, i. e.. to "fill in," as

the musician calls it. the ensemble re-

sult will be most efifective.

SECKELS' "MATINEE MUSICALES"

Florence Easton, the leading and pop-

ular soprano of the Metoroplitan Opera
Company, will leave immediately after

the opera season in New York for a re-

cital tour which will take her the length

and breadth of the continent. By special

arrangement with Selby C. Oppenheimer.
Miss Easton's only San Francisco ap-

pearance will be at the Alice Seckels'

Matinee Musicale series of subscription

concerts.
The third season of these popular

Matinee Musicales will open in October,

and an unusually brilliant array of artists

will be presented. Negotiations are be-

ing made by Mr. Oppenheimer in New
York for an artist of unusual popularity.

'.he name of nhom will be annoiinced

shortly, for the opening event.

Other artists who have been engaged,
scime of whom will make their first

Western tour this season, are: Guiomar
Novaes. the brilliant Brazilian pianist,

styled "The Paderewski of the Pampa:"
Emil Telmanyi. Hungary's poetic wiz-

ard of the bow; Mona Gondre. the

French diseuse, in a costume recital

with Elise Sorelle, harp, and the de-

lightful American soprano. Hulda Lash-
anska. Veritably, a "League of Nations"
represented.

THE NEWEST GODOWSKY
ARRANGEMENT

This time, the master pianist has taken
the famous Invitation to the Valse of

Weber, and decked it out in garments
of the greatest difficulty and latest cut.

To make doubly sure that no amateurs
need apply, he has ingeniously added a
thidr piano part, which he played at his

recent New York Carnegie recital, the
other two being played by the pianistic

Siamese twins, Maier and Patterson.
All that human ingenuity could devise,

all the tricky, treacherous difficulties of

the pi3no. are u=ed to advan'^aeo here.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC

PIIMI l\STRlfTIO\
-StDdio: im>» Kuhler A C ba^p Hlds^.

Te I e]i h o n e K en rn y TriT.t

Ke^ Tf 1. rin? vif *T JIOI

F. WARREN SHOUP
i'iano In^tractionH— ^tuntnior <'la.'<i<«t->i

^leinlier Toronto School of >Ia*>ir—'»tnd-
enl of Mme. Bree of \'ienna (First AnvUt-
atil to L.FMchelitzkTi Phone: Frankilin
73T2 iBetrreen and 11 A. M.I

The

KNABE
"The Piano for a Lifetime"

THE distinctive tone quality and sensitive

touch of the Knabe make an irresistible

appeal. The perfect craftsmanship and fine

materials that enter into its making preserv^e

this beaut)- of tone and action for genera-

tions. The Knabe is the wisest investment

for home or studio. Wherever you will find

music at its best—there you will find the

Knabe—in the Conservatories or on the

Concert Stage. The Knabe is distinctly a

Knabe product, built and developed under

one roof by four generations of master

craftsmen for 85 years. Every component
part of the Knabe Piano is made in the

Knabe factory—thus insuring that uniform-

ity and harmony of constructural detail es-

sential to artistic perfection.

You will find the Knabe literature ver>- interest-

ing. It is so different from the usual catalog. If it

is not convenient for you to call we will gladly send

the same to you on application.

Other Pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time pay-

ments if desired.

Kohler and Chase,
26 OFarreU St-.

San Francisco. Calif.

Please send literature,
the Knabe, and oblige

Name

Address

prices and terms of

"For the Advancement of Music"

26 O'Farrell Street

Oakland Store Mission Store

535 14th St. 2460 Mission St.

Exclusive Knabe Dealers
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MUSIC TEACHERS' CONVENTION
(Continued from Page 8, Column 3.)

ated with judicious phrasing, while Miss Trowbridge
interpreted ilio piano part with thorough musical un-
derstanding and skillful ensemble style. The composi-
tion is a valuable contribution to the literature of the
clarinet, being written with regard for musical con-
ventionalities and requiring considerable skill for its

proper interpretation.

The F"riday session of the Convention opened at 9:30
In the morning with a vocal round table, ably presided
over by .Mrs. Carroll .Nicholson of Oakland. Mrs. Nich-
olson was scheduled to speak on Terminology. Physi-
ology and Their Relation to the .Art of Singing, subjects
for which Mrs. Nicholson is specially (lualilled. and to
which she has devoted much thought and study during
the course of her brilliant career as teacher and artist.
We are informed, having been unable to attend this
round table personally, that Mrs. .Nicholson was pre-
vented through indisposition from participating in this
discussion. Frank Carroll Giffen. one of the ablest
speakers and best informed pedagogues residing in
the far West, pariicipaled in this round table by a
most graphic and timely discussion of that ever-new
problem of Home Study as Compared with Study
Abroad. Mr. Giffen usually intersperses his serious re
marks with witty allusions, thus making his discourses
doubly attractive. He drives home his arguments with
rivet-like precision, .lessie Weimar of Los Angeles
contributed to this intelligent discussion a treatise on
Repertoire and the Art of Program Building, which
formed one of the most valuable educational contribu-
tions to the entire program of the Convention.

Albert F. Conant of San Diego gave an unusually
artistic organ program, showing himself to be an artist
of wide experience and an organist tlioroughly familiar
with the intricate resources of this difficult musical
iiistrument. His selections were representative of the
highest form of organ literalure. This recital was fol-
lowed by an organ round table presided over by C.
Albert Tufts, who received many compliments for his
able expressions on How to Quickly Teach Basic Or-
gan Technic. Roland Diggle riveted the attention of his
hearers with a well thought out enumeration of Inter-
esting Recent Organ Compositions. Frank Colby the
able organist, and editor of the Pacific Coast Musician
added greatly to the educational phase of the round
table by giving exceedingly interesting and valuable
information on the important subject of Modern Organ
Building: Its Trend and Future Possibilities Theround table was concluded with a general discussion by
those attending.

The afternoon session of Friday began at 130
o clock with a program participated in by Hazel Lan-
ders Hummell. soprano, of Santa Ana. and Florence
.Norman Shaw, violinist, of Los Angeles, and the Sac-
ramento Trio, consisting of Russell J. Keenev violin
Mary Lewis. Velio, and Florence Linthicuni. piano'
Alexander Stewart of Oakland was to have delivered
an address on this occasion, but was unable to be
present. The Sacramento Trio opened the program
with a Mendelssohn Trio in D major, op. 49 They
pleased everybody with their ensemble work and their
conscientious interpretation, Mrs. Hummell, with
Clarence Gusselin at the piano, sang a group of songs
with flexible and well placed voice and an unusually
judicious mode of phrasing. .Miss Norman Shaw, with
Margaret Holloway Thcmas at the piano, played the
third and fourth movement of the second violin sonata.
op. 24. by Eniil Sjcrgien. in a manner revealing her
smooth, clean tone and intelligent expression. The
Sacramento Trio also participated in the program, fol-
lowing the one just mentioned, ably interpreting the
Trio in C minor by Fernand Masson. In this program
Esther Rhoades. harpist, of Los Angeles, played two
excellent harp solos in a fasliion representing her as a
technician and exponent of a beautiful silver tone.
William Pilcher. tenor, of Los Angeles, enhanced the
value of this program by showing his smooth, clear
tenor voice in two virile compositions, ably accom-
panied by Mrs. Hcnnion Robinson.

I'miuestionably one of the most important and
worlhy sessions of the Convention was the one of
Friday afternoon at l:.3fl o'clock, which was participated
In by Rufus V. von KleinSmid. President of the Uni-
versity of Southern California; Florence Middaugh. con-
tralto, of Los .Angeles, and Axel Simonson. 'cellist, of
Loa Angeles. President von KleinSmid's address was
entitled The Contribution of Music to the New Educa-
tion, and we gladly reprint from the Los Angeles Ex-
aminer the following extract from this able and most
Interesting address:

"If this nation were to die, if It ever does, it will be
becau.se of too much intellect." That was the startling
statement made by Dr. Rufus B. von KleinSmid. Pres-
ident of the University of Southern California, in his
address yesterday on "The Contribution of Music to
the New Education." before the State Convention of
the Music Teachers' Association of California, being
held in Bovard Auditorium. University of Southern Cal-
ifornia. In explaining his meaning. Dr. von KleinSmid
contended that education as it haa been in the past did
not appeal to many people, and that something had to
be done to temper past methods of Instruction.
"Psychology is supposed to bring out the best in

the soul." he said. "A great deal has been said and
done about psychology of the will. It is now up to
some one to bring out the psychology of the emotions
as that is really what the soul is—a series of emotions
and the belter the emotions, the better the soul.

'People in the old days were only partially educated
True, they were good spellers and mathematicians but
the finer Instincts and emotions, such as art. literature

music and architecture, were left out. They are the
real basis of a real education. Education must apply
to below the shoulders as well as above. Only with a
combination of intelleit. will and emotions can a
truly higher education be' obtained."
A movement was launched during the morning ses-

sion of the Convention to establish a Slate conserva-
tory of music in California, to be located in Los An-
geles. The proposal was made by .Mrs. Lillian Birming-
ham and indorsed by Alexander Stewart and Dr. von
KleinSmid. .Mrs. Birmingham. In her address, de-
clared that California needs the conservatory, and that
if the State could afford a university it could also pro-
vide for a conservatory of music. She further contended
that there were many good teachers here, and the
institution would tend to keep students of music at
home.

Miss Florence Middaugh. the possessor of an un-
usually mellow, resonant and intelligently used con-
tralto voice, sang a group of well-selected vocal compo-
sitions, with May Orcutt at the piano, in a manner
revealing her consummate vocal art and musical in-
telligence. Axel Simonson was the recipient of well-
merited applause for his brilliantly rendered interpre-
tation of Roellman's famous Symphonic Variations,
showing his easy and fluent technical skill, as well as
his serious musicianship in phrasing.

Friday evening was devoted to a program by Soutjt
em California composers, interpreted by able soloists,
and we shall let our Los Angeles representative. David
Bruno Usslier. tell you about this event as follows:
Southern California composers were acclaimed Fri-

day evening. July 7th. during a program of their works
before a largely attended session of the State Conven-
tion held here by the California Music Teachers' Asso-
ciation. C. E. Pemberlon's sonala for piano and violin,
the Marche Heroique by Homer Grunn. arranged for
two pianos, and songs by Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson
won principal honors for their authors. Davol Sanders,
violinist, and Adelaide Trowbridge, pianiste, opened the
recital with the first and second movement of the Pem-
berton sonata which shows not only expert workman-
ship, but appeals also greatly through refined melodious
material convincingly elaborated. The work is blessed
with a surge of finely tempered poetic element. The
performers gave it a greatly pleasing reading. Homer
Grunn's Marche Heroique is not new to this city. It
always appeals, however, because of its sympathetic
virility, specially as the players, the composer and
Homer Simmons, his artist pupil, gave it colorful life.
His rippling Concert Etude in E flat is charming, but,
as the name perhaps implies, light musically.

Illusiveness. Noon, and Youth three songs by Mrs. M.
Hennion Robinson, with words by Beatrice Plummer,
Cynthia Davril and Louise Steadman are additions to
the vocal literature which should prove welcome be-
cause of their expressive qualities both for singer and
accompanist. Mrs. Catherine Shank's voice did not pos-
sess quite its usual radiant quality but that same ease
of technic ss before, also that interpretative quality of
"addressing the public." Bessie Bartlett Frankel's songs
Your Message. Swans. The Little Rose Is Dust. My
Dear, words by Sara Teasdale and Grace Hazzard Conk-
ling for the last, might well be heard oftener as they
appeal specially through their melodic continuity and
poetic message. Constance Balfour, soprano, too. made
a good impression. Lucile Crews, composer of Redlands,
has written an effectively scored Prelude. Its folk-wise
themes are handled with tasteful simplicity.

Similar in style, though richer in thematic detail is

the quartet in D by Morton F. Mason. It is rhythmically,
harmonically, and. specially in the first movement, also
thematically interesting. Tlie coherence of the material
lends sweep to the work, which, like the Pembertcn
sonata, and the Crews' Prelude is moderately modern.
The Zoellner Quartet played the Mason and Crews'
compositions with good tone quality and care tor de-
tail.

Little beyond the conventional could be found in three
piano pieces The Lake Tranquil, which proved a clear,
calm, and also too long lake, the Serenade Arabique and
the Orientale. The composer-pianist. Miss Dolce Gross-
meyer from San Diego, was encored. She draws a beau-
tifully singing tone from the piano.
Saturday morning. July 8th, the closing day of the

convention, was devoted to a general business meeting,
presided over by Z. Earl Meeker, president of the Music
Teachers' Association of California. The closing session
on Saturday afternoon was entirely set aside for re-
ports and addresses. Miss Florine Wenzel. chairman of
the Public School Music Committee, presented her an-
nual report whii-h brizzeled with interesting things.
Mrs. Agnes Ray. member of the State Board of Educa-
tion, delivered a valuable and informative address on
The Place of the Public School in a State Music Pro-
gram. William J. Kraft of the University of California.
Siuthern branch, informed the teachers on Credits for
Outside Study in an address full of important things.
Thaddeus T. Giddings. superintendent of Music of Min-
neapo'is. .Minn., added greatly to the interest of those
present by addressing them on the subject of piano
classes in Public Schools. Mrs. Dora L. Gibson as
president of The Public School Music Teachers' Asso-
ciation of Southern California, extended greetings to the
convention. The session closed after adjournment with
a social hour during which refreshments were served
and everybody exchanged views regarding the success
of the convention.
A careful perusal of this program will convince our

readers that instead of surfeiting the members with an
avalanche of musical programs those in charge of the
convention program were careful to pay much attention
to discussions and instructive addresses. This is as it

should be. The Los Angeles musicians outdid them-
selves in their cordiality and hospitality and earned the

everlasting gratitude of the delegates and guests. Spe-
cial credit is due to the University of Southern Cali-
fornia for its splendid cooperation. The Los Angeles
press was lavish in lis attention to the proceedings of
the sessions and in every way the Los Angeles Music
Teachers' Association, of which Miss Pike is the able
president, deserves hearty thanks for the splendid man-
ner in which it acted as host and arranger. It was one
of the very best, if not the best, convention ever held
by the Music Teachers' Association of California.

COURTEOUS TRAFFIC OFFICER GETS REWARD

Unfamiliarity With Los Angees Parking Provisions Gets
Mrs. Hertz Introduced to a Polite Policeman

With Mutually Pleasant Results

The fo'lowing interesting story which appeared in the
Los Angeles Express of Friday. July 7th. regarding
Mrs. Alfred Hertz and signed by Bruno David Ussher
will be of interest to many friends of music in San
Francisco:

Traffic policeman "214" will take Tuesday evening off.
for he will attend the opening program of the Hollywood
"bowl" open air concert season when Alfred Hertz wields
the symphonic baton here for tlie first time. And here
is why: Maestro Hertz held the first rehear.sal at
Philharmonic auditorium yesterday afternoon. He left
it to his "ihauffeur de luxe. ' Mme. Lilli Hertz, to park
the car. which she did very p:unslakingly—in front of
the Clara Barton hospital on Soulh Olive, just around
the corner of the auditorium. Rehearsal over, the
"chauffeur de luxe" hurried to bring the car to the
stage entrance. But the car had been moved.

"I am looking for my car," she appealed to traffic

ofl^cer "214." throned on his pedestal at Fifth and Olive.

"What car?" demanded the man in khaki interestedly.
"I am .Mrs. Hertz. I parked it myself over there,

but"

—

But the keeper of the law broke in sternly: "If you're
looking for Mr. Hertz's car. we've tagged it. How do
you think we can take emergency cases into the hospital
if you park in front of it?"

"But I did not know that there is a hospital there.
How could I know? I came from San Francisco only two
days ago. Besides there is no 'no parking' sign there."

""Then the typical argument followed. "No, I am sorry,

ignorance of the law does not protect you. Why didn't

you get a copy of our traffic regulations. You have been
here since Sunday you say."

"How could I?" the lady "chauffeur de luxe" smiled.

"If you knew how busy we have been meeting people
all day. You know Mr. Hertz is the conductor for the

Hollywood 'bowl' concerts. Really I cannot keep him
waiting now. you know: he is terribly over-heated. He
gets so hot after he rehearses and if 1 keep him waiting
he'll catch a cold. I must take him home right away.
Really I am awfully sorry and I will get a copy of the
traffic regulations the first thing tomorrow morning. Do
tell me where the car is."

Officer "214" helped her to the car. which stood at the

opposite curb, a nice large tag dangling from the steer-

ing wheel. Mrs. Hertz looked at the ominous calling

card of the guardian of the law. "Really." she began
cre^tfalIen. but her face lit up as friend "214" tore off

the tag. producing with his left a brand-new copy of the

traffic regulations.

"If you are so busy perhaps you had better take them
along now. I'll let you off because it's Mr. Hertzs' car."

"Oh. do you like music?" the wife of the maestro
asked, her face smiling additional thanks.

"I'll have some tickets for you laid aside for Tuesday
evening, when Mr. Hertz conducts for the first time at

tlie 'bowl.' Bring your family and some friends, will

you? This is so nice of you."

As we drove past traffic policeman "214" a few min-

utes later at the corner of Fifth and Olive, Maestro

Hertz, at the wheel, still hot and perspiring from a first

rehearsal's efforts, the "chauffeur de luxe" begged her

conductor husband from the rear seat:

"Do wave to him. Freddie; he is the one who 'pinched'

me but he let me off because he knew you."

And she waved. And Conductor Hertz smiled his

broadest smile as "214" lifted the hand to salute and

smiled back. In the name of St. Juslilia. goddess of

law and parking ordinances of the City of the Angeles,

page traffic officer "214" for Tuesday evening.
«

ALCAZAR

"Nightie Night." most delicious of recent comedies,

delightfully droll and amazingly swift in action and
situation, will have its first Alcazar staging as the

next attraction, beginning Sunday matinee. July 16th.

This play was the reigning sensation for an entire

.\ear at the Princess Theatre, New York, and enjoyed
similar success on tour. It is a clever, scintillating,

riotously funny farce, filled with side-splitting compli-
cations and containing many a dash of spice. The plot

has been constructed with an eye to keeiung the audi-

ence in a constant state of suspense, and one startlingly

mirthful development follows another with remarkable
raiiidity. The lines bristle witli humor and the episodes
are unfolded in most amusing fashion

Two of the piano works of a well-known violinist are
also to be found in the Fischer lists. Alfred Pochon, a
member of the famous Flonzaley's. has arranged two of
his Little Irish Suite, for the jtiano, and there is also
a prelude in the series, which I have not seen. With
all a violinist's love of melody. Pochon has done these
two pieces well, and has made them very playable for
the instrument, and they will win many friends, as
they are not difficult to get from any angle.
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For Particulars Address

LEIGHTON PRESS

516 Mission St. - San Francisco

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

6302 Broadway .... Oakland

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TE.XCHER OF SINGING

Sfndio: 1P20 Scott St. Phooe Fillmore 1561

ADKLE ULMAN
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Minkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio 178
•^iomni onwealth Ave. Tel. Pac. 33.

Miss Helen Goldman
l«10 Sutter St. Phone FII. 5151

Speciall.tt In Accompanying
Stndio A>ork Desired

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PI4NIST AND TEACHER
Pupil of Wager Swayne

Studio: 515 Duena Vista Ave. Tel Park 341

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist,

—

SoloUt. Aoeoniiinnist and Tcncher
S15 Clement St.. San Francisco. Pac. 92S4.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

Mrs. William Steinbach MME. ISABELLE MARKS
VOICE CUL,TURR

Studio:

902 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
San FrancUco Phone: Kearny &4M

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIAKIST

Studio: 1537 Euclid Avenue, Berketcy.
Phone Berkeley 6006.

CONTRALTO
Voice Culture. Suite "C" Kohler A Chaae
Dull din;;. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
r.R.\DHATE OF SCHOL.V CAXTORUM,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL.

Piano Department, Hamlin School
Orean and Piano. Arrlllasa Musical ColleE«

VICTOR LICHTENSTEIN Evelyn Sresovich Ware
Violinist—Conductor—Lecturer

Will Accept An (.'nliniited Xuniber of Pupils

Studio: 3145 AVashiugton St. TeL Fill. G140

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

California Institute of Music. K. & C.

Building, Tel. Kearny 5454.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TE.tCHER OF VOICE

Studios: 8US Kohler A Chase Bldf., S. F.
SU22 Ocean View Dr., Oakland (Residence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
OOo Kohler i Chase Bid. Tel. Sutler 7387

DDMEiNlCO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Slndlo, 603-004 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearnr &454

MRS. cha.rle:s poulter.
SOPRANO . St. Andrews Cbnrcb
Voice Culture, Piano. 588 2rth St.. Oak-
land. Tel. 2070. Kohler «£ Chaae Bide.,
\^'edne8day» Tel. Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE V^ARREN LUCY
PL4NIST AND TEACHER

Residence and Studio, 6128 HlUeeass Are.,
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

Studlot 1003 Koklar A Chase Bids.
Phone Kearny 5454

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2.S33 Sacramento St. Phone FUlmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqae, Paris

Stndio: 3107 Waahinfton Street
Phooe PUlmore 1847

SIGMUND BEEL
Ma.ster Classes for A'iolin

Studio Building:, 1373 Post Street
Tel. Prospect 757

Ada Clement Music School
M;W \<>C.VL IJKI'T.

Rena Laxelle
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 898

MRS, CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Slneins. 33 Loretta Ave- Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler A
Chase Bide.. S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST.. Bet. Clay A Waahlnelon

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Hrs. Noah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Emnnn EL Con-
cert and Chnrch \Vork. Vocal Instruc-
tion. 2539 Clay St.. Phone West 4890.

MARION RAMON WILSON MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Successes In Europe; Concert Suc-
cesses in America, .\ddress IsOl California
St., San Francisco. Telephone Prospect 3020

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 36 Gaffney Bulldine, 376 Sutter St.
Tel. Doue;Us 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

SOPRANO: Avallahle for EnsaK«™«nta
Soloist, Temple Beth Israel

Studio: 26 Ashbury St. Phone: Pac. 5230

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher

Head of Violin Department .\da Clement
Music School

343.' Sacramento St., San Francisco

MISS CHRISTINE HOWELLS Ruth Degnan
FLUTIST

%vallnhle for Concerts as Soloist or for
Obllgato Work. 1201 Henry St., Berkeley

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
a publication that should be read by all
the music-loving people. Single copies,
10 cents; by mail ?3.00 per year.

242S Pine St.

OF GIACOMO AND
MINKOWSKI

TEACUIJR OF VOICE
Tel. West 7012

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review,
a publication that should be read by all

the music-loving people. Single copies,
10 cents; by mail $3.00 per year.

Member of Federal ReserTe System and Associated Savings Banks of San Francis

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N FRANCISCO B.INK)

B2« Callfomin Street, San Francisco, CaU
COMMERCIAL

MISSION BR.ANCH, Mlaalon and 21st Streets
PARK.PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH, Clement St. and 7th AveUAIGHT STREET BRANCH. HaiKht and Belvedere Streets
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Employee Pension Fund

OFFICBRS—JOHN A. BUCK, President: GEO. TOURNT Vice-President ,r,A
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1*RIJ OF DIHECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK. GEO. TOURNY E T Is-RIt<sc-
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TEACHERS* DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8218

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 5164

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

MARGARET JARMAN CHEESEMAN
640 Post St. Tel. Pros. 2168

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT EULA GRANDBERRY
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307 725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

MISS MARiON FRAZER
1819 California St Tel. Prosp. 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley. Cal.

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MABEL MARBLE OTTO RAUHUT
901 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K'my 5454 357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 356i

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRa H. I. KRICK

479 Forest St.. Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MACKENZIE GORDON
8832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
(73 Scott Street Tel. Park E17S

MISS ELSIE INGHAM
Phone Prospect 5824 1040 Bush Street

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

Res.:

EMIL HAHL
3756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113

REED .*ND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter 635S

If you wish to became famous you
must be known and in order to become
known you need publicity and there is no
more dignified way to gain publicity than
by dignified advertising. If advertising is

undignified then fame is undignified.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE, MACBETH. EASTON, JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers
TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (.Mezzo)

RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOUK TKACHING PIECES (Grade .J)
ny Florence V. Kea TIIK \VO<in WMPH'S HARP

ICach 9 .:iO KING TIIKL'SH DEARD
IIKI.Mi: MR. ROIIIN 1AKIM.\

Thene plecm nre helnc fvlUely UMed and much appreciated hy teachera who value
their iDNpirallunal beauty and niodern Idlura. IM JilTAL FOli THB GRADE. Pub-
liMhed by <'I.AVTO.\ F. SL3niV CO., CIIK'AGU. and for aale by HENRY GROUK
In the ntore of \\ II.KV H. AI.LEN CO.

1^.*t Kearny St.. Snn FranolMco

MAUD G. McFAUL
\< roMIVVMST

1i::s rhcNtnut street
Telephtme ProHpecl 41i:i2

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL CITLTURE

Artint pupil
500 Kohler VI

M available for all oecaalona
Chaur Ulds. Kearny 4091

Calif^^riiaB
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

Jl l.\ Itllh— II :Ot> A. M.

SEVERI
and the famoan

CALIFORNIA THEATRE
ORCHESTRA

MME. HELEN MANAKIN
Rnaalan ('olorntnra Soprano

Olferlnic

"The Jevrel Sonic" from
"FauNt" —Gounod

QonStanceAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase BIdg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Salte 705 Kokler & Ckase DnUdlnc
Phone Kcarnjr M54

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
F«r Klnder^artcB and Prlaiarx Or«dc«

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Words and Hnale

ABBIE GERJlISH-JO<tfBS
Adaption* and Descriptions

OLIT£ B. WIL80N-D0RRBTT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resvU of
the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, Univerally of California. Mrs. Dor-
rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICB fl.OO AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER. Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The ^Aristocrat ofthe Tiano World

^\\t

iltemi^%mltn
Known and Loved Wherever Musicians, As the

Triumph of the Piano Maker's Art

The Greatest Piano in the World

Doubt as to quality, durability or prestige no

longer is mentioned whenever or wherever

Mason & Hamlin pianos are known and dis-

cussed. Instead, only confidence and enthusi-

astic admiration are voiced by the leading

critics and the greatest artists of the world. To

play upon a Mason & Hamlin Grand is to

realize that the world knows no equal. To ac-

quire one is a marked testimonial of superior

taste, musical discrimination and appreciation

of the truly beautiful. We would like you to

test them fully.

i^ason & Ham/in 'Pianos in all Styles z^ay be Seen Only at Our Stores

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 117-125 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines "-^ile^^BAllen@
-MASON AND HAMUN P1AN0S-

Oakland—1209 Washington Street

San Josi;^99 South First

sheet music
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ALFRED HERTZ INAUGURATES SUMMER SEASON
Seven Thousand Enthusiastic Music Lovers Give ThriUing Ovation to Eminent Conductor. Prov-

ing That They Respond Universally to the Charm of the Splendid Programs to Be Inter-

preted by Eighty-five Members of the Philharmonic Orchestra and a Number of

Distinguished Soloists—Governor Stephens and Mayor Cryer

Make Addresses at Official Inauguration

BY ALFRED METZGER

."iitions in a manner that reveals forgotten new bean-

tousness justifies great anticipations for his future pro-

The thousands of San Francisco admirers of Alfred

Hertz will hear with more than ordinary pleasure that

the first of a series of forty concerts to be given in

Hollywood Bowl during this summer under the direction

of Alfred Hertz and with an orchestra of eighty-five men
mainly selected from the membership of the Los An-

geles Symphony Orchestra, which took place last Tues-

day evening. July 11th. attracted seven thousand peo-

ple and brought the eminent conductor one of the

greatest ovations in his brilliant career. The opening
program was ideal in every respect. It began with an
admirably rendered interpretation of Wagner's Rienzi

Overture and the tone of the trumpet followed by the

pianissimo strains of the strings immediately Impressed
the vast multitude that they were listening to acoustics

which represent truly a marvel, even surpassing any
thing we have ever heard in interior of a concert hall.

Mr. Hertz was heart and soul in his work and in-

spired the musicians with the fervor of his artistic

inspiration. Xo doubt the rare acoustic properties of

this wonderful open-air amphitheatre contributed con-

siderably to Mr. Hertz' enthusiasm. Even during the

famous rhythmic fortissimo passages of the Wagnerian
overture when the brasses blare forth in strident tones

and the drums beat in explosive measures the velvet

tone of the strings was easily audible. At the same
time the tiniest pianissimo could be heard way up the

Ml*** OLI\ K Rii HARDE!»
The Charminic San Franpi^tco Soprano >oloi«t. Artist

Pnpil of Mme. S. P. Marracci. irho will appear at
the Sandar Mornins Concert of the California

Theatre Tomorroir, Jnly 23d.

hillside many hundred feet away from the stage. Only
with such perfect acoustic conditions is it possible to

adequately watch the beautiful tone coloring and phras-

ing which Mr. Hertz so successfully and entrancingly
draws from his musicians.

From all sides we heard admiring comments regard-
ing Mr. Hertz' artistry and musicianship, and if the
enthusiasm of his audience is any criterion for his

success. Hollywood Bowl will form the spot of destina-

tion for many thousands of Los Angelencs during the
five or six weeks set aside for this ambitious and extra-

ordinary summer symphony season. Readers of the
Pacific Coast Musical Review need hardly be told in

detail how .\lfred Hertz conducted a program containing
such well known works as: Rienzi Overture (Wagner »

:

Peer Gynt Suite (Grieg), Hungarian Dances (Brahms);
Liebesleid (Kreisler). Liebesfreud (Kreisler):
Adagio from the Fifth Symphony. E minor (Tschai-
kowskyi and William Tell Overture (Rossinit. The
compositions as well as Mr. Hertz* masterly mode of
conducting are so well known to our readers that it is

not necessary for us to devote to the same any lengthy
dissertation. But what our readers want to know is the
personnel of the orchestra and they may take our word

for it that Mr. Hertz has every reason to feel happy

to have been able to secure so excellent a body of

musicians. This is even more worthy of appreciation

when it is considered that the summer is a time of the

vear when it is difficult to secure the services of musi-

cians sufficiently expert to interpret the higher class

of music.

The event was given an official atmosphere when F.

W. Blanchard. one of the foremost and most energetic

patrons of music of the Southland introduced Governor

Stephens as the first speaker to open this series of

concerts. Mr. Stephens congratulated the people o(

Hollywood and Los Angeles upon their series of con-

certs. Mr. Stephens congratulated the people of Holly-

wood and Los Angeles upon their enterprise and far

sightedness in making these concerts possible, and eulo-

gized Mr. Hertz' standing in the world of mnsic. Mayor
Cryer of Los Angeles followed Governor Stephens and

added his share of praise to the measure of the Holly-

wood people's enterprise and Alfred Hertz' genius.

However, we would like to hear something from both

the Governor and the Mayor about the truly wonderful

tirelessness. the tenacious persistence, the spontaneous

enthusiasm and the wonderful generosity and artistic

loyalty of Mrs. C. C. Carter of Hollywood, without whom
these concerts would never have been possible, and who
will see to it that the financial success is as satisfactory

as the artistic success. We take off our hat to Mrs.

Carter.

We shall at greater length regarding the artistic char-

acter of these concerts in next week's issue of this paper,

inasmuch as the experiment to contintie musical activi-

ties in California during the summer months is worthy
of the heartiest encouragement, and it is our sincerest

hope that San Francisco, too. will unearth a few enthu-

siasts like Mrs. Carter who possess sufficient enterprise

and love for music to be willing to undergo a few sacri-

fices in order that the musical public may continue its

cultivation of music love throughout the year, that our
artist students and resident artists may have further op-

portunities to pursue their vocation, that our symphony
orchestra may be busy throughout the year and that

those dependent upon music may. like everybody else,

continue to earn a livelihood every month in the year.

What Others Have to Say

Here is what Bruno David Ussher had to say of this

first concert in the Los Angeles Express of July 12th;

Los Angeles broke its record for orchestra concert
attendance when an audience of about 6000 paid glowing
tribute to Conductor Alfred Hertz and his 85 players

during the opening program of the HoUy^wood •'Bowl"

open-air concert season. Acoustically conditions proved
nothing short of excellent, in fact often ideal. Contrary
to experiences during Saturday's operatic performance
musical effects were most enjoyable at every distance
and every angle from the orchestra. The ensemble is

seated on an elevated platform, over which a sloping
canvas ceiling is suspended. This tends to direct the
sound out into the audience. Experiments in closing

in fully the sides and background of the platform may
yet reveal added effects of acoustic value, though con-
ditions as they are now are beyond criticism.

Maestro Hertz produced a stirringly dramatic per-

formance of Wagner's Rienzi overture. In fine contrast
came the -\ndante Cantablle from Tschaikowsky's Fifth
Symphony, where pianissimo of ethereal subtleness
fioated through the stillness, keeping the immense au-
dience spellbound. It may be doubted whether the Hun-
garian Dances by Brahms have been heard here before
with such elasticity of phrasing and rhythm. The Peer
Gynt suite of Grieg came like a mirage of tone color
out of the dark. Mr. Hertz' own art of orchestration was
delightfully demonstrated in an exquisite arrangement
of Kreisler's Love Sorrow, scored true to Viennese life

in its instrumental timbre. This was followed by a re-

juvenation of Rossini's William Tell, overture, which
sounded more like a symphonic poem under the Hertz
baton than like the old-fashioned overture, which is

mostly relegated into background of last program emer-
gencies.

Within a few rehearsals Conductor Hertz has formed
an ensemble consisting mostly of players from the Phil-
harmonic orchestra which already is playing more like

a group of soloists than like an orchestra. Slight di-

vergencies will soon be overcome, no doubt. Hertz"
own power of inspiring his players to songlike phrasing,
the manner in which he gives himself wholly to the
spirit of his selections, have made this musical venture
an immediate success of outstanding beauty. The very
fact that Hertz is able to unfold even well known compo-

grams.
Friday evening the next concert will be given. The day

being the anniversary of the Fall of the Bastile it has

been devoted entirely to French music, with Olga Steeb

as soloist in the Saint Saens G minor piano concerto.

This review would be incomplete without a word of the

woman, of ilrs. J. J. Carter, musical godmother of

Hollywood, who single-visioned, single-handed at first,

single-hearted all the time, in an act of service to art

and to her community, conceived the plan for these con-

certs, bringing them to a glorious realization.

UDA WALDROP'S SUMMER ORGAN RECITALS

The Pacific Coast Musical Review notes with pleasure

the decision of Uda Waldrop to give a series of fiTe

summer organ recitals at the Civic Auditorium on Sun-

day afternoons, July 9th, 16th. 23rd. 30th and August
Sth. Three of these events have already been given and
the attendance was such as to testify the supposition

that a great rortion of San Francisco's music loving

public is interested in these events and thoroughly en-

joys Mr. Waldrop's unusually artistic organ interpre-

tations. If others would follow Mr. Waldrop's example
and get busy to continue activities during the summer
months both the profession and the music trade would
soon find that it is not necessary to idly watch the

passing of lean business during the summer months.
Other cities are enthusiastically assisting in continuing

musical activities ail year round, why can not this city

follow these examples.
The first of the Uda Waldrop organ recitals, which

are given under the auspices of the .\uditorium com-
mittee of the Board of Supervisors, and which took

place on Sunday afternoon. Jnly 9th, was attended by
more than 2500 music lovers. There is no charge for

these recitals and there are no reserved seats. The
program which was given last Sunday included the fol-

lowing numbers; Selections from Mme. Butterfly (Puc-

cini); Communion in G (Batiste); Improvisations (Wal-

drop); Three Southern Melodies; (a) Swanee River,

I.IHV DINHAM
The Nationally Knonn Pedaeomie and Concert Soprano

vrbo will Npend the Summer in Berkeley after an
abHence of t«To yean* ia Ne^y VorW.

ibi Old Black Joe (c) Carry Me Back to Old Virginia;

Toccata and Fugue in D minor (Bach I.

STANFORD ORGAN RECITALS

The organ recital at Memorial Church. Stanford Uni-
versity, Sunday. July 16th. featured Part V of Pilgrim's

Progress by Ernest Austin. This narrative tone poem in

twelve parts, which Mr. Allen is playing in consecutive
order during the summer recitals, is attracting increas-

ingly large numt>ers to each successive recital. It is

undoubtedly one of the most monumental works ever
written for organ and perhaps the only continuous work
of its kind based upon one theme. The familiar story is

described in the music by means of the same system
of leading motives as that employed by Wagner in his

music dramas. The poetic beauty and descriptive force-

fulness of the music are easily appreciated and intelli-

gently followed by every listener on account of the de-

scription for each part which is printed upon the pro-

gram. For Sunday. July 16th. and Tuesday. July 18th,

the music was descriptive of Pilgrim's journey to the

Palace Beautiful. Other comi>ositions played on Sun-
day and Tuesday were Schubert's By the Sea and com-
positions by Bach and Rossetter Cole.

For the week beginning Sunday, July 23rd, at 4 p. m.,
Warren D. -^Hen. University organist, announces the fol-

lowing programs: Sunday, July 23rd, at 4 p. m.. and
Tuesday, July 25th. at 4:15 p. m.—Overture Euryante
(Weber I; Pilgrim's Progress (Part VI). Valley of Hu-
miliation. Combat With Apollyon. (.\ustlni; By the
Sea (Schubert); Ancient Phoenician Procession (Stongh-
toni. Thursday. July 27th. at 4:15 p. m.—Fantasia-Son-
ata (Rheinberger). Romance (FrimI), Mirage (Near-
ingi. Toccata from the Fifth Symphony (Widor).
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STEINWAY
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Your Steinway is waiting for you at

LeANDRO Ca.MI'ANARI

Cojjduftor, Compost-r aitd J'ocal I\laster

Sherman, ay&Go.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA—OREGON—WASHINGTON

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio. 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco
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GRANADA THEATER
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Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OP MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Diretlor
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LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Tracher of SitiKiner. Complete Course of Operatic Trnln-
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FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEtCHER OF SINGING
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MME. CAHRINGTON I>EV*'VS
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EMLYN LEWY8
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TENOR
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Manning School of Music
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Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
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Dominican College School of Music
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Publlr School Music. Accredited Diploma
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Preparing: Teacher for
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MARIE HENRIETTA WARRINER
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OrKnnlMt Temple Kmanu Fl. First Church of Christ Scl-
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JANE SARGENT SANDS
Voice Culture—Diction—Studio: 40S Stockton St.—Mou.
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The College of the Holy Names
I.akc ^lerrltt. Oakland
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CHARLES WILLIAM WARRINER
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W V CONDUCTOR
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

PERPETUATION OF PORTOLA FESTIVAL
The Pacific Coast Musical Review has read

with a great deal of interest the various pro-

positions presented tor the revival and perpetua-
tion of the Portola Festival which at the time
of its inauguration created such a lasting impres-
sion. \\" thoroughly agree with the proponents
of the plan that such an annual celebration would
prove of unusual advantage to San Francisco and
those in charge of the first festival acquitted
themselves so ably and so successfully of their

task that it is a pleasure to note that some of the
first sponsors of this great festival are now sug-
gested to again serve the people of this city.

.Among these we note specially the name of Phil-

lip T. Clay, President of Sherman. Clay & Co.,

who represents the musical interests.

Tliere is one item which should prove of par-

ticular interest to the musical profession. In a
circular distributed by Harvey M. Toy, N'ice-

Prcsident of the Northern California Hotel .As-

sociation, who is also chairman of the Portola
Revival Committee, we find the following re-

ference to musical endeavors: "Last year when
Detroit produced the first community dramatic
season combined with the Symphony Orchestra,
they called a man from the University of Calif-

ornia, Mr. Hume, to produce it. The season was
a wonderful success and a great advertisement
for Detroit. W'e have a splendid Symphony
Orchestra. There is no reason why one of the
features could not be a musical festival. Bj- cater-

ing to all sorts of tastes, all classes of people
would be attracted. Those who would not care
for automobile races might be interested in a
musical festival.

Now this is what we call sensible talk, San
Francisco has not yet had a genuine music festi-

val. .Although we regard the summer time as
specially suited to the inauguration and perpetua-
tion of an exclusive music festival, there is no
reason why such a festival cannot be combined
with a Portola celebration. .Anyway, those in

charge of the revival of that brilliant event can-
not interest the musical profession and public
t'l a greater degree in their praiseworthy project
than by including in their itinerary a real music
festival. .And in this connection we would like to
suggest that it should not be confined to the .sym-
phony orchestra alone. There are many able
and distinguished artists residing in Northern
California, and also a number of choral directors

to anyone of whom may be entrusted the training

of a festival chorus. Our singers and instru-

mentalists arc given so little opportunity to re-

veal their talent in their own city, that such a

chance would surely unite all musical forces in

behalf of this annual Portola festival.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review thoroughly
agrees with those eager to renew this celebration

that it will prove a great advertisement to San
Francisco, that it will bring thousands of visitors

to this city, that it will benefit business and con-
centrate for for the time being the hospitality of

tlie community besides unify all forces of the

musical colony adding their united influence to

the efforts of all elements interested in this splen-

did proposition. This paper is certainly very an.x-

ious to see this plan reach a successful conclusion

and we wish the proponents every possible suc-

cess. W'e shall be glad to do anything in our power
to assist in this enterprise and we know that the
musical profession and public is equally inter-

ested.

FOREIGNERS IN AMERICAN MUSIC
Throughout the war the Pacific Coast Musical

Review has protested against any prejudical at-

titude toward German music and artists. It was
at that time our contention that music, nor any
other art, had anything whatever to do w'ith the

war. Neither from a political nor patriotic stand-

point could there have been any possible excuse
to permit any sentiment of hatred to interfere

with adequate appreciation of music and artists.

\\'e have been, and still are, under the impression
that the genuine music loving public of .America
had nothing whatever to do with this anti-music
propaganda, and we could not cite anj' finer evi-

dence for the truth of this contention than the

enthusiasm with which the German songs ap-
pearing on the programs of artists last season
were received by our concert audiences.

Upon examining the records of the Eastern
music journals we find that the Metropolitan
Opera House in New York is announcing its

artists and operas for the new season. The
greatest percentage of the new artists are Ger-
man. Mme. Jelitza who made such a sensation
last season, although announced as being Czeko-
Slovak. is really a German artist. Now, there is

no reason whatever why managers and operatic

organizations should choose so many German
artists, nor is there any reason why the .American
public should prefer these artists to any other,

EXCEPT that they must be sufficiently well
equipped, and be sufficiently competent to at-

tract the interest and attention of .-Vmerican mana-
gers and public. Surely no one will contend at

present, as has been done during the war, that
there is a certain German political propaganda
which insists upon foisting these artists upon
-America.

\\"e repeat now, as we have done before, that
European artists, whether they be German.
French. Italian or Russian do not come to .Amer-
ica of their own free will. They come here be-
cause managers and operatic organizations make
them rosy promises about big remuneration and
hold before their mind the prospect of wealth
and luxury. .And artists would indeed have to be
superhuman, if they did not succumb to the temp-
tation thus presented to them, specially under
present conditions. Somehow it has been the in-

born conviction of .American managers that the
-American public does not want to listen to .Ameri-
can artists, but insists upon hearing European
artists. This is, of course, erroneous. The .Ameri-
can public has listened to .American artists. Take
for instance, Geraldine Farrar, Reinald Werren-
rath, Lillian Nordica. .Alice Nielssen, Mabel
Garrison, Emma Nevada, Emma Eames, Edward
Johnson, Clarence Whitehill. and many others
whose names do not present themselves to us at
this time. However, the -American public does
not wish to hear -American artists because they
are .AMERICAN, but because they are com-
petent.

Unfortunately many American artists are not
willing to devote that time and labor to study
and preparation which European artists, spec-

ially (ierman artists, are willing to undergo.
Years of preparatory work is often absolutely
recpiired before a European artist gets an ade-
quate chance to appear in public on his own ac-

cc;>rd. There are of course a few exceptions, spec-

ially among instrumentalists. Vocalists, however,,
seem to require more preparation than instru-'

mcntalists. European artists have more oppor-
tunities to appear in public than .American artists

Every city of 10,000 inhabitants or more has its

opera house, its symphony orchestra and its sing-

ing society where artists have chances to secure
practical experience. .And it is this lack of practi-

cal experience which stands in the way of the
.American artists' artistic successes with his pub-
lic. In Europe the government covers the de-'

ficits of opera organizations and even in some'
instances symphony orchestras, but operas must
be sung in the native tongue. If the musical
profession and the mu.sical public ever expects

opera to be sufficiently popular in the United
States to have a government subsidy, it must be
given in English. No government anywhere
would be willing to support any enterprise that

is associated with introducing a foreign language.

Nor can opera ever be popular among the masses
until it is sung in a language that can be under-
stood by everyone.

W'e have been told in the past that there was
no use to sing opera in English, because no one
could understand the artists. This is no fault

of the English language. It is only the fault of

the artists. .And this is another reason why
-American artists do not succeed as quickly as

European artists. For w-hen European artists

sing in English they can easily be understood,

notwithstanding their dialect, while many .Ameri-

can artists do not pay sufficient attention to enun-
ciation, specially to the pronunciation of conson-
ants, and therefore are not sufficientlj' clear in

their enunciation to be understood by their audi-

ences. It is very important that in singing every

letter should be pronounced, and we are surprised

to discover so many singers who do not know
they are not enunciating clearlj% and when we tell

them, insist that w-e are mistaken. Such vocal

artists will never succeed in public. If .American

artists will make up their minds to devote as much
time, study, preparatory work, practical experi-

ence and care of interpretation to musical com-
positions as the European artists do, we are sure

they will receive the same attention, if not more,

from their countrvmen as the former.

Sydney Pollok, one of the best known orchestral

violinists of Sau Francisco, is among the first violinists

of the symphony orchestra that is being directed by
Mr. Hertz in Hollywood during the summer months.
Owing to the scarcity of symphony players during this

time of the year other musicians from San Francisco
were sought, but evidently they, too, were otherwise
occupied at this time.

Albert G. Bartlett, formerly president of the Bartlett

Music Co. of Los .\ngeles, but in recent years affiliated

with civic enterprises having severed his connection

with the music business, is now working on a unique
enterprise that is likely to give Hollywood the most
artistic and most picturesque hotel ever constructed
in any city. It is 'to commemorate the history of Cali-

fornia and will be representative of the various missions
in this State. It is certain that when completed Mr.
Bartletfs idea will prove financially successful beyond
expectations in addition to its historical and romantic
value. *

Allessardro Bevani, the well known impressario, who
was responsible for the artistic success of the open-air

Carmen performance in Hollywood, has made so many
friends during his stay in the South that he is going to

remain there indefinitely. He will open a studio and is

already laying plans for an open-air performance of

.\ida to be presented in the Hollywood Bowl next year.

It would be a good idea if Bevani could secure the co-

operation of Mr. Merola or Mr. Hertz to give open-air

operatic production during summer both in the Ticinity

of San Francisco and Los .-Vngeles.

Sir Henry Heyman, the well known and much ad-

mired dean of California violinists, was a most welcome
visitor at the Pacific Coast Musical Review editorial

rooms this week. Sir Henry, much to the regret of his

host of friends, had been confined to his room by serious

illness for several months and the readers of this will

be glad to hear that he is sufficiently recovered to be
able to be out again. We sincerely trust that Sir Henry
will soon be completely recovered from his prolonged .

indisposition. 1
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SUCCESS IN SINGING
By JOHN WHiTCO.Mli NASH

Tlikt' a «o»il singer is a rarity is a fact which need

not beidwelt upon. Tlie object of these articles is to

-—»— U possible, the principles by which success may
be attained, and to bring the student to a consciousness

of Tils powers by an expositTon of the laws through

which these iiowers become effective. All art is subject

ia certain principles and fundamental facts, and if the

feyes of young men and women of talent be opened so

Uiat their powers be not misdirected, these lines will

hare accomplished their purpose.

Incoroiwtent singers are such because of one of two

reavons. Either they lack native ability or their alms

af« misdirectCTl because of insufficient understanding.

It..would be a gross mistake to take it for granted that

because one has never sung that the ability to sing is

lacMng. To play any musical instrument calls for much
stoirand it is a noteworthy fact that talent for any

p^Sicuiar musical expression is not an indication that

Iniyatrioua .study will be easy for the possessor of such

taient. and the same applies to the student of singing.

The fact is that the majority of people have good

voices, which, if used freely and sincerely, will sing.

THe cuUivation of the voice and the application of musi-

cal-values is subject to certain fundamental principles.

which will be stated in this article and dealt with from

all'vlewpoints in succeeding articles. The first principle,

(bAmuse- thft greatest), is SIN'CERITY, and includes

tw» others, namely. Vision and Beauty. The three are

based upon our threefold nature, the moral, the intel-

lectual and the appreciative or aesthetic.

Moral—Sincerity.

Intellectual—Vision.

A ppreciative—Beauty.

These expressions, standing as they do, unexplained

and unillostrated. probably convey very little meaning,

but it is hoped that all elements of the singer's dcvelop-

tumt may be referred to these three underlying princi-

ples. Thy may be regarded as a three-fold truth which.

If consistently used upon which to base one's effort

[and to refer one's experiences, will at least make the

'siDger express his or her own individuality, which to

the writer seems to be the most necessary adjustment

to be made in present day methods.

This three-fold truth is so interdependent upon each

i element that it may be compared to an equalateral tri-

anele. the alteration of any part of which mars the

whMe. In promoting sincerity of expression. (1) the

thtne to he expressed must be clearly understood, (2)

and the singer's ambition is bound to be such that he

endows his phrases with as much beauty as lies in his

power. (3) The text and the musical setting are sup-

ASHLEY PETTIS, Pianist
Season 1922-23. Now Booking.
STEINWAY PIANO DUOART RECORDS

Management Antonia Sawyer. Aeolian Hall, New York

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
KndorHpd hy Waiter Sivoyne

Special Normal Course for Te.ichers. based on Swayne
Principles

Studloa: NOO Kohler A Chn«e Dldc
25I814 Btna St.. Uerkelejr. I'bone Berkeley 1310

MARIAN PREVOST
FIAMST—ACCOMPANIST—TEACHER

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

Stndloat K07 Kohler A Chnne lllde:.. S. F. Tuea. A. M. and
Thurit. I'. M, Tel. Kenrny 54:>4. Ren. 2728 Elmnrood Ave..
Berkeley. Tel. Berk. 8207.

ISABELLE SAXON
COLOR ATI"HE SOPRANO

Available for Coneerli*—AddreNN: 1717 Myrtle St.. Oakland
Tvlephoue Lakeside 3o81

plied and now it is a matter of vision if the impression
is to be vivid and a suitable atmosphere created. Yes!
Created is the word, and in this sense, singing ia a
creative art.

The cultivation of style may be considered as the
effort for the culminating qualities of the singer's art,

and it will be conceded that its purpose is to add grace
and charm to the singer's work, so it can never be con-
sidered apart from sincerity and vision. The cultivation

of style is largely a process of the imagination and
should be an expression of the personality of the singer,
therefore it behooves us to carefully watch the other
side of the triangle called sincerity. To quote Keats

—

"Beauty is Truth and Truth Beauty,"—then WTiistler

—

"Art is an expression of eternal, absolute truth, and
starting from the infinite it cannot progress. It is!"

As an accessory to "Success in Singing" the next
article will be devoted to "The Causes of Failure."
Succeeding articles will deal at length with the funda-
mental principles as set forth above.

EVA M. GARCIA
PIAMST, ORGANIST A.>D TEACHER

4IS= Hone St., Oakland TcL riedmoni 3ID3

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RBTURKBD FROM BUROPB

Studio: 405 Kohler A Chase DIdjc. Tel. Kearny M.M

BLANCHE ASHLEY PIANIST
W ill Accept Advanced PiipilM—flurbank nnd Miilr Schoola.

Berkeley, Kohler A: Chaste BldR., by -Vpiiolntinent

Residt-ncc S(iMli«>. ::i:i;t i::ih Am-., Oakland
Tel. Merrltt 47s7

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
BREATH—VOICE— I.IEE

000 Kohler & I'haMP lildp.. Ken'-ny .^-IM

Refiidenee II04) Buwh St.. Franklin 50<I8.

4

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOLIN MAKER AND REPAIRER
lli^hext Grade ProfesKlonal Work .\bHolateIy

Gunranted—Appral^ter of Instrun»enlM
Finest Hand ^lade Instrumentti

.\telier: Room 2r>, I02.S Market Street, next to
Granada Theatre, San EranclNco. California

Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, president of the California

Federation of Musical Clubs and also of the San Fran-

cisco Musical Club and Mrs. Carroll Nicholson, the well

known Oakland vocal instructor, were guests of honor at

a reception given by Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Frankel at their

beautiful residence at 6219 Hollywood Boulevard, Los An-
geles. A number of distinguished guests responded to

the invitations and among them were Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Hertz and Marguerite Sylva. It was a delightful

affair and will be remembered for some time by those

present.

TWENTY-SECOND ANNIVERSARY
EDITION

of the

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW
to be published

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th, 1922
AN HISTORICAL RECORD OF ARTISTIC EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN THE MUSICAL

LIFE OF CALIFORNIA

YOU SIMPLY CANNOT BECOME THOROUGHLY KNOWN WITHOUT BEING REPRE-
SENTED IN THIS EDITION

THE ANNUAL EDITION OF THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW IS THE MUSICAL
BLUE BOOK OF CALIFORNIA

EASTERN ARTISTS INTENDING TO VISIT THE PACIFIC COAST NEXT SEASON CANNOT FIND A
MORE EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING MEi:)IUM

ONE HUNDRED PAGES OF PRICELESS INFORMATION

For Particulars Address The Leighton Press, 516 Mission Street, San Francisco, California
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Distinguished Artists Residing in California Who are Available for Concerts During the Season 1$224923

Ed.tcrial Note -The P.. r. ( fa.<t N:us:,al Kev.ew is m a po.^uioD to guuraiuee tne ariUtlc efficiency ot tl.e artisu. represented on this page. They have estafali.ned^

reruL fen for themselves lartly national, tartly internatiocal. through regular concert tours or by appearances in operatic organizations of recognized tame The puriK^

ofseuing forth the avaUabUUy of these reputed artists is to convince the California musical public that distinguished artists of equal merit to any reside m this Stata.

We intend to prove that a resident artist confers honor upon the community m whicb he resides. ^

San Francisco Trio

MRS. ELSIE COOK HUGHES. Pianist

WM. F. LARAIA, Violinist

WILLEM DEHE, Cellist

SEASON 1»23—1923 XOW BOOKISC
TRIOS, SOX.tTAS -IND SOLOS

AddreKx CommaiiirationN to

"WM. T. I.ARVI-V. 12.'2 Jacknon St.

Trlrphone Franklin 4»4S

Annie Louise David

Harp Soloist and Teacher

Member ot Artist Faculty Cornish School,

Seattle. Wash., July and August

San Francisco after September 1st

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

6S Post St.. San Francisco

"Not since Sarasate have we heard such

violin plajring."—London DaUy Telegraph.

Louis Persinger

will accept a small number of serious, gifted stu-

dents. Those applying tor lessons should possess

advanced technical facility and musical tinder-

sunding. Interviews by appointment only.

"Tatm Dell." Circle ATenne. Mill Valler. Marin Co.

I Telephone: 51111 Valley 315-J t

SUNDAY MORNING CONCERTS AT CALIFORNIA

Capacity Audiences Crowd Popular Motion Picture Pal-

ace and Overwhelm Gino Sever! and Soloists

With Prolonged and Spontaneous Applause

The popularity of the California Theatre is attested

by the crowds that assemble on Sunday mornings, even

though the weather is tempting many to leave the city

for the day. Gino Seven is conquering for himself

additional admirers on every occasion and is constantly

developing additional strength as interpreter ot the fore-

most compositions. .\n exceptionally fine program was

presented on Sunday morning. July 2d, when Lizetta

Kalova. the noted Russian violin virtuosa, was the solo-

IsL This brilliant artist selected for her vehicle of ex-

pression Lalo's Symphony Espagnole which she in-

Tested with a vim and virility that brought her the en-

thusiastic approval of her audience. >Ime. Kalova pos-

sesses not only a big. flexible tone and facile technic.

but she also is endowed with that fire of temperament

which never fails to impress an audience. She was the

rfecipient ot numerous recalls and graciously consented

to contribute several additional numbers.

Leslie Harvey, the organist, introduced the program

with a splendidly interpreted version ot Delibes' Valse

1/ente from Coppelia. while the California Theatre Or-

chestra, under the able direction ot Gino Severi, played

as its introductory number the ever entrancing over-

ture to the Secret ot Suzanne by Wolf-Ferrari. Mr.

Severi succeeded here to bring out effectively the neatly

turned melodies and rhythms with which this composi-

tion abounds. A group ot two charming works, namely.

Intermezzo from Goyescas (Granados) and Valse Bluette

tor strings (Auer-Drigoi very justly enthused the large

audience. The orchestral feature of the program con-

sisted of an excellent selection from Ponchielli's mag-

nificent opera La Gioconda played with unusual force

and artistic coloring under the direction of Mr. Severi.

\ well interpreted and effective interpretation ot Wag-
ner's Flying Dutchman Overture concluded this remark-

able program worthily.

On Sunday morning. July 9th. Frederick de Bruin,

baritone, was the soloist and he gained instantaneous

recognition from his large audience by singing with ade-

quate musical understanding Hear Me Te Winds and
Waves from Handel's opera Scipio. Both as to voice and

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E. Behymer, 705 Philharmonic Auditoritmi Building,

Los Ang eles. Cal.

Personal Address: BELVEDERE. MARIN COUNTY, CAL.: TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST. SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert Kng:acements
and iDRtrnction .Vpply to
Secretary and >InnaKer of
K. Attl. Room 1004 Kohler
& Chase Bldgr.. San Francisco

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douelas IGTS

LESLIE y. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco. Calif.

interpretation Mr. de Bruin gratified his eager listeners.

Leslie Harvey delighted everybody with his poetic ren-

dition of Schumann's Traumerei which was the opening

number of the program. Berlioz' Marche Heroique gave

Gino Severi and the California Orchestra an opportunity

to introduce their section of the program with vigor

and pomposity. Two numbers for strings Hebrew

—

Melody by Achron and Minuet by Boccherini—gave Mr.

Severi and the string section ot the orchestra an excel-

lent chance for delightful phrasing and fine tone en-

semble. A comprehensive and well arranged selection

from Meverbeer's powerful opera The Huguenots gave

the orchestra and Mr. Severi a chance to bring out all

the fine musicianly characteristics of musicians as well

as conductor, while the closing number Rossini's never

tiring Overture to The Barber of Seville, left the au-

dience with a most pleasing impression of an excellent

musical feasL

On Sunday morning, July 16th, the feattire of the pro-

gram consisted of SIme. Helcne Manakln, the Russian

colorature soprano, who has recently made her home in

San Francisco. Mme. Manakin sang the Jewel Song

from Faust and impressed everyone with the flexibility

ot her voice and the thoroughness of her technic. This

excellent artist also proved herself thoroughly well

equipped in regard to technical skill and was rewarded

for her anistry with enthusiastic outbursts ot applause

at the conclusion of her number. The plaudits were

so insistent that Mme. Manakin was compelled to re-

spond to recalls and added to the enjoyment ot the

audience by her response to the enthusiastic requests.

Gino Severi and the California Theatre Orchestra had
prepared an exceptionally fine program for this occa-

sion, while Leslie Harvey furnished another one of his

delightful organ solos.
•

OLIVE RICHARDES AT CALIFORNIA

Miss Olive Richardes, who will be soloist at the Cali-

fornia Theatre Sunday morning, July 23rd. is a young

and beautiful San Francisco girl and has received her

training in this city. Miss Richardes has received splen-

did instruction and sings with style, taste and tone that

is always beautiful and with understanding having

been coached by Mme. S. P. Marracci who has sung in

many operas with Mme. Tetrazzini. Alessandro Bonci.

and the late great tenor Enrico Caruso.

When Mme. Tetrazzini was in this city last she heard

Miss Richardes and immediately predicted a great fu-

ture for this young artist. Alessandro Bonci also heard

this gifted singer and in the letter he presented to her

stated "With great pleasure I will tell yon how de-

lighted I was to hear your beautiful voice. Without hesi-

tation 1 predict for you a very fine future. Your per-

fect knowledge of music clearly shows .in your easy

phrasing." Mr. Severi having heard Miss Richardes sing

Mascagni's opera Cavalleria Rusticana. immediately rec-

ognized the composer's instruction as Mme. Marracci

sang this role under Maseagni. Miss Richardes will sing

Santuzza's aria from this opera.

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO I

800 KOHLER CHASE BLOC
SAN FRANCISCO

X^ .j'
"•

Zhay Clark
Harp Soloist

Formerly With Elsa Ruegger. SIme. Slatzeuauer,

May Petersen, Reinald Werrenrath, Paul . Alt-

house, Seattle Symphony Orchestra, California

Theatre Orchestra. Panama Pacific Interna

t

kma l

Exposition and Innes Band.

Address: 1181 FUbert St. Tel. Prospect 6858

SAN CARLO OPERA CO. SEASON

Opening the 1922-23 tour with its customary fotir

weeks' season in New York City, which engagemeBt
this time will be given at the Century Theatre insteaji

of the Manhattan Opera House, the San Carlo Gnsd
Opera Company has thus far booked its American itin-

erary to include the following cities: Montreal. Qoe-

bec. Boston, (two weeks at the Boston OT»ra Housed:
Philadelphia, (two weeks at the Metropolitan Opeta
House under auspices of the Philadelphia Grand Opefti

Association); Baltimore, Washington, Pittsburg, Clei*-

land, Buffalo, Rochester, Detroit, Toronto and St. too*.
In all likelihood the organization will make its tuoBl

tour of the large western and Pacific Coast cities.. wHIi

engagements of two weeks each at San Fraiwisco aJid

Los Angeles, it being understood that no other opera

company will venture the hazards of an itinerary to

extensive and tar-reaching as that mapped out by tfee

San Carlo management. The opei^ season in the metro-

polis will open September 18th.

Rev, Reuben R, Hinder of Temple Manu El, g»Te^
lecture and recital on the development of Jewish OHUlc

from the earliest Biblical times to the present day 1^-

fore the San Francisco Lodge No. 21, I. O. O. B.. *n

Monday evening. July 10th. Rev. Hinder was assisted

at the piano by Friu Lewin. This lecture is unusually

interesting and compiled with the utmost adherance^"
historic as well as harmonic detail and proved ot .ex-

ceptional interest to the large assemblage present to

hear it.

"Trots Soirees Intimes"

FRANK MOSS, PIANIST.
In Three T>istinctive 'Programs '•.

Tuesday Evening, August First .1

"Miscellaneous"
Assisted bv Dorothy Pasmore, Violoncellist

Tuesday Evening, Sept. Fifth, "Modern" j

Assisted by I^jos Fenster. \"iolinist ^

Tuesday Evening. October Third *

"American Composers"
Assisted bv Ida Scott. Dramatic -Soprano

,

KOHLER & CHASE BUWVISG
.Five D*Uar»Sabxpi iptlon for Sertrf*

\n the sobiscription i» limited.
nece«Marr

KNABE PIANO
ManJiBememt.-

606 tCokler « Ckwx BalMtss
.J4« G. 'Seatt^i
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

," Los AiikoIls. July Is.— Opfii-;iir syiuphonii- music at

Pie Hollywood Uowl" has proven aii overwhelming suc-

r?ss with Alfred Hertz directing an orchestra of eighty-

ve. mostly members of the Los .Angeles rhllharmonie
{ind San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. .Mtendance at

ihe concerts, four every week, rilnges from two to five

thousand, possibly more than that. Thus not only an
artistic precedent of greatest value for the future has

beeo established, but actual successes for the present

concert going public are assured for the Immediate fu-

ture. Interest in the season, which is to last ten weeks,

has been enthu.^^iastic from the moment Alfred Hertz
appeared at the head of this, the largest body of musicians
who hjave ai)peared here in a series of open-air con-

<rri6.. I niay well say. that Los Angeles music-lovers

today are happy in having .\Ifred Hertz in their midst.

French music rendered with the spirit of the French
f-iscinated an audience of more than four thous3nd at

the second Hollywood "Bowl" concert. I doubt
whe'her the prosrum was altogether to the liking of

Conductor Hertz and the real celebration of July 14th

through ''rench music will come when he gives us Ber-

liez, or Dubussy or The Wild Huntsman by Dukas. And
but for limitation of rehearsal lime we would probably
have heard a "bigger" program.

Yet. Maestro Hertz lept his aiulienc? spellbound even

,
with so old fashioned an overture as that to Auber's Fra

! Diavalo, because his unsurpassed faculty for nuancing

; and melodic detail work. Nor has the L'.Xrlesienne suite

; by Bizet been heard here before with such refinement
as to tempo and dynamic shading. Hertz has the rare

faculty of co-ordinating melodic quality, with that of

, ihythm, dynamic expression and the technical possibil-

i'.ies of the instrument or group of instruments to whom
certain themes are assigned. Hence, one listens to a

' quality of phrasing, which "makes all things new," even
vcy well known compositions. Olga Steeb was the

' scloist in the G minor Saint-Saens piano concerto, and
a brilliant soloist at that. Her rhythmic faculties, spe-

;
cially in the last movement were particularly admirable.

ITIie orchestral accompaniment was full of finely re-

strained life.

I

.. Nature sprites and fairies in the Hollywood "Bowl"
must have listened joyfully when Oberon's horn sounded
during that romantic overture by Weber. It was a bril-

liant sunshine- hour when .\lfred Hertz opened his pro-

gram with this work, but he lured a music from his

players that made one think of elves dancing through the
silver filigree of moonbeams spun in that vale amidst
Hollywood hills.

How Hertz has taken ideal possession of this orches-
tra in little time, has established an intimacy of mu-
tual understanding and interpretation in the course of

few rehearsals between himself as director and his
players became still more evident in the Largo from
Dvorak's .New World Symphony. It, too, is music of the
cul-of-aoors. religious music and folk-music al'ke in a
sense. Hertz blends these elements with that seem-
ingly unerring faculty of his with which he makes
every theme sing. He calls forth a quality of phrasing
that reveals new declamatory values in well known
inusic. One cannot but admire ag.iin and again this

specific qua'ity in his interpretations.

Pianissimo effects were sgaiii produced which were
of entrancing subtleness, and yet in spite of the per
plexing problems of open-air acoustics which require
nuancing so differently profortioned from those in the
concert hall. The first and second violins sounded par-

ticularly well, as did the English Horn solo of O. E.
HofTman. The woodwind episodes, tco, were lovely.

Henry Svedrofsky, concert master of the orchestra,
was a violin soloist who combined striking suaveness
of style with impressive breadth of tone in the Wien-
lawsky Polonaise. The absolute finish of technic earned
him prolonged applause. Brahms' Hungarian Dances
No. 5 and G throbbed with that indefinable freedom in

melodic and rhythmic expression which characterizes
the strains of the Hungarian steppes and their im-

passioned .Magyar people. To have listened to the stir-

ring reading of Liszt's symphonic epos of life "Les Pre-
ludes" yesterday afternoon was alone a full compensa-
tion for the Journey to the "Bowl." .Maestro Hertz, to
tell the secret, inspired his players. Beyond any doubt,
they love to make music under his baton, and a master-
ful baton It proved once more to be.

Editor Alfred Metzger and Manager C. C. Emerson of
the Pacldc Coast Musical Review were given a most
cordial welcome by the many friends of the publication
in Los Angeles. I'nfortunately Manager Emerson's sny
was only brief, while Mr. .Metzger's sojourn | assed only
too quickly. The decisive stand taken by Editor Metzger
on behalf of resident composers, and lately In favor of
open-air music at the Hollywood "Bowl" has aroused a
grateful echo in the Southland. A cordial Au Revolr
to both gentlemen.

Below I am quoting a circular letter which needs no
further comment. It has been sent to all the Los
Angeles music clubs and should meet with warm and
quick response to win for Los Angeles and the West
the honor oflTered:

FlTZC}IiRALD'S FOR IIIL AU V.VNCEMUNT
OF MUSIC

Another Knabe Artist
Mr. Jos. ZoflliUT, (»f tlif internationally famous Zoellner

Quartette, is not only a master '(.ellisl, l)Ut ranks well with

the most distinguished pianists of the d;iy. He is now
available to those seeking piano instruction. Mr. Zoellner

has fhosen, both for bis home and his recitals, the suiierb

KNABE.

Ifit2geraijds1b|mu5Ic"(M?

HILL STREET AT 7^7-72.0

Dear Fellow Club Members:
"Out whert- ihe wurlji i.s in the making

That's when- Iht- Wesl liegins.
Whi-re thert-s iimre of singing ;ind less of sighing
And a man makes friends without half trying

That's where the West begins."

A great tribute has been paid to our Western state

in that the National Association of Organists (not the

Organ Guild) have chosen one of our own musicians

—

Mr. C. Albert Tufts—to be one of the five organists to

present an entire program at their Annual Convention,

which convenes in Chicago, August the first. This is

the first time such an invitation has been extended to

the West, and we must not let such recognition of Cali-

fornia and her artistry go unheeded.
This honor does not come to Mr. Tufts alone, but

also comes to Los Angeles, through one of her favored

artists, an American born and an American trained

organist, hence it is but fitting that we. as a community,
assume some of the financial responsibility which this

journey entails. If each of our musical organizations

will contribute even a moderate sum only, it will work
no hardship on any one club; we shall be represented at

this great gathering and it will be sufficient to cover
the major portion of the expense, the rest being de-

frayed by Mr. Tufts personally.
Yours for Musicl

BESSIE BARTLETT FRAXKEL,
GRACE WIDNEY MABEE,
L. E. BEHYMER.
CHAS. WAKEFIELD CADMAN.

Committee.
M.^ke checks payable to

—

Mrs. Cecil Frankel, Chairman,
6:^20 Yucca Street,

Los Angeles. Calif.

Dr. Boris Dunev. the noted Russian musician, a dis-

tinguished pianist, composer and conductor, will be the
first guest conductor at the Hollywood Bowl open-air

symphony concerts which are proving such a success
under the magic baton of Alfred Hertz. Dr. Dunev has
chosen the following program:
Tschaikowsky, Allegro niolto vivace from Sixth Sym-

phony; Rubinstein, Serenade Russe No. 2; Borodin.
March from Prince Igor; Ippolitow-Ivanow, Caucasian
Sketches, (1) In the Mountains, (2) In the Village, (3)

Procession of the Sardar; Tschaikowsky, Overture. 1S12.

Dr. Dunev being an authoritative exponent of Russian
music this program is attracting wide attention. On
the 20th Dr. Dunev will be heard as pianist under the
management of Miss Z. W. Potter.

This will he his only appearance in the Northern
part of the state as he is in the midst of completing a
symphonic -dramatic score which is to supplement the
film Robin Hood now also nearing completion at the
Douglas Fairbanks studios. Los Angeles will hear Dr.
Dunev twice as pianist. Tuesday and Thursday, of .\u-

pust 1st and :Jrd at Millspaugh Hall, and the Gamut
Club Auditorium.

Herbert Riley, the eflicienl young cellist, who has
made so many friends in San Francisco and the bay
cities for a numbi'r of years is now in Los Angeles and
a member of the symphony orchestra now giving sum-
mer concerts in Hollywood under the direction of Alfred
Hertz. He la planning to return to San Francisco next
season.

Mme- Lilli Petschnikoff, the distinguished violin vir-

tu. ;r.r, was among the enthusiastic first nighters at the
1 r t of the Hertz popular symphony concerts at HoUy-
V. ol. She las been engaged to appear as one of the
i.i Inists during the present season.

If ycu wiGh* to become famous you must be known and
in order to bfcome known ycu need publicity and there
is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-
nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then
fame is undignified.

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSER.PIANISTE
JUHt iMNued fur Ihe l*iatio

"SPANISH SEREVADK" nnd "ItlDB OF THE COWIIOV"

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CUrTUUE—COACHING IN nEPE^RTOIRB

OPE:it-\ CLASSES INCI.I'DING COSIPLBTB
PRESKNTATIONS

Studio VXIA S. FIcueroa. Phone 21805

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Available for CoiirertN nnil ItecKals
Lliuited Xunilier of A^lvnneed Puplln Accepted

ViollniNt LoH Aniceies Trio
Studlii: :{:e-I ItluKie Artis Studio UIOk^. Pbonc 100S2

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
I'lAMSTE—nieiiiber "l/EnMenible Moderne**

Studio: 912 W. 20th St. Phone: 24t67

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Tuesday, \\'iMlne.sday, Friday Aflernoonn

Fguii Sebool. PfaoncM 2180r> or 271330
132-t South Fieueron, Los Aneclea

I

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Concertmaster Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles

£»

SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E. Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PI., Los Angeles
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L. E. B^ymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg.. Lot Angeles

II YA RDrfcMQrkM '*»'» 't"t'lllj*t
IL.1/^ DI\V^110V-F1^ Philhoriiionle Onheslra

^lenilier Trio Iniime, I.os AiiK*-Ies Trio, I'hllhnrntonle
Uuartel. Insiniel ion. Chniiiber ^IunIc Itcoltols

42'2 Munic AriB Illdir. Phone I00S2

s HerllniM
rnnis

Jvnn ^nl^^^^l\. Hazel II. Anderson. Kdna C Voorheew. Dnlny
V. I'rideau\. \ lilile Norton Jamison, Direetor-Aceoiii|inn-
iple. 1201:4 S. Iloovor. Phono 2;{li;tr>.

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET ..Vh"" J

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICE A>D BIODEIIN LAXOl'AOES
StodlOM: Cnuiut Club. l04-i S. Hope

For Inqnlrlsa phone SOOtil

ZOELLNER QUARTET
>lBuaRenirnt II. <£ A. CnlbertMnn. Aeolian Hall. Nevr Y«rk

^erlouH Students Accepted
Per«i»nnl tddrenxi 1 2M> Wlndnor Blvd.. Loa AdkcIc*

JOHN SMALLMAN--BARITONE
Concert Ensaeenienta—Conductor L. A. Oratorio Society

Mrs. H. O. Joseph. Sec'y.. 1500 S. Figueroa. Phone 2319&

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
HUSSION" THEATRE, I.OS AN'OEI.ES

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLOWE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles
Res. Phone: 679064

HOMER GRUNN COMPOSER-PI.VXIST

Available for Concertn and Redtala
Stndlot 1324 South Flen^roa. Phone 24130

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
ConeertB—Recitals—Ins traction

Feat urine: A 11-American Procranis
Studio: 1500 So. Figueroa St. Phone 23105

FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—Artist Management—Publicltr

Sll Majestic Theatre BIdg.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
PIASTER VIOLIN TEACHER

SfDdIo: 401-O.t Mason Opera HoDse
Phon* ]23«0 Res. Phone 50122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Rooms)

For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PIAXISTE—LOS ANGELES TRIO

Studio: 323 Slualc Arts Studio BIdg. Phone: 10082

GRACE WOOD JESS «ezzo soprano

DRA.MATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS
I.\ COSTIIME RECITALS

Management: L.. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON-Pw«/i/^
>0\V TOURING IN THE EAST

For DatCM During Fall lt)2:£ and Spring 1D23
Write to S2)J S. Hope, Los Angeles. Pico 1770

MRS. M. HENNION ROBINSON— Artistic Accompanying
(Accompanist for Ellis and L-rrlc Clubs)

L.. A. Studio: >lon., Wed.. FrI. 1518 So. St. Andren-s
Phone 74406. Res. Club House Apts.. Venice. 61047

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Soathem California

All Branches Taocht
Dlstlmmlshed FacultT—Strong Courses

Send for Catalog
3201 Sooth Flgaeroa Street Los Angeles, C«Uf.

If you wish to become famous you must be known anti

in order to become known you need publicity and there

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then

fame is undignified.

Club Auditoi-ium. Roth appearances will take place un-

der ihe auspices of the rniversity of California. Dr.

LHinev will play a partly classical, partly modern pro-

gram, including the great Rachmaninoff Sonata No. 2.

for which he has received personal interpretative hints

from the composer, with whom he is on close personal

terms.

The California Federation of Music Clubs held its

nrst full board meeting in Uovard hall Wednesday. Lil-

lian Birmingham of San Francisco, the newly elected

president of the federation, presided. A letter from the

National Federation of Music Clubs was read, stating

that California was the banner state of the federation

in that she had federated the largest number of clubs.

The California federation, its official board, passed a

resolution recommending to the Cniversity of Califor-

nia that the latter stand;^rdize and systematize its music
departments to meet the requirements of high school

graduates wishing to continue musical education in the

university.

There has been conctrted effort on the part of all

federated clubs to promote the interests of young Cali-

fornia artists and composers and to give local artists

preference in concert engagements, wherever practic-

able. A. new department has been added to federation

i^ctivities. 'Industrial music." under the capable direc-

tion of Miss Antonette Ruth Sabel. who is director of

industrial music for the city of Los Angeles and through
whose efforts 35 musical organizations have been added
to the federation.

The officers for the coming year are: President. Mrs.

Lillian Birmingham of San Francisco: first vice-presi-

dent, Clarence Gustin, Santa Ana; second vice-president.

Mrs. Carroll Xicholsen of Oakland; vice-president at

large. Mi.'^s Bell T. Ritchie of Fresno; corresponding sec-

retary. Mrs. Jessie Wilson Taylor of San Francisco:

recording secretary, Mrs. M. E. Unger; treasurer. Julius

Seyler of Los Angeles; auditor, Selby Oppenheimer.
San Francisco-

At the California Theatre—Descriptive music of the

dramatic and lyric type forms the subject for the three

daily concerts Carli Elinor and his concert orchestra
render at the California Theatre. Elinor is always suc-

cessful as an interpreter of music by Victor Herbert of

whom he presents a musical portrait gallery by offering

selections from the most popular works by this com-
poser. Equally effective are two well contrasted pieces

01 program music, the famous Pizzicato from Delibes

ballet Silvia and Bucolossi's Hunting Scene to which
the orchestra brings brilliancy of rendition. Next
week's daily programs will prove a musical record—in

concert activities at the California Theatre as Mr.

Elinor will present Tschaikowsky's Cappricio Italian

and compositions by Thomas and Zamenik.

CECIL FANNING ON THE UNACCOMPANIED SONG

Distinguished American Baritone Writes on Interesting

Subject of the Modern School for the
London Musical Standard

The following contribution to the columns of The
Musical Standard of London from the pen of Cecil Fan-
ning will be of great interest to our readers:

Sir— I See from recent issues of The Musical Standard
that you are interested in unaccompanied song. Having
given more or less time and thought to the subject from
the folk-song side. I was instantly enthusiastic when
Mr. Herbert Bedford came with his unaccompanied
songs. In his first brief talk and exploitation he piqued
my curiosity .... he seemed to be displaying a glim-

mering will-o'-the-wisp before my eyes, though, like a

real will-o'-the-wisp it flickered in a distant mist, and I

at once felt I must pursue it and make its light mine
that 1 might take it back to America and my own people
and show them something rare and lovely.

L'naccompanied singing, as a subject, suggests so
much to my imagination! I have a friend who invariably
sees the fulfilment with the beginning. Once I gave
her a §lip of a tree for her garden, and before she
had planted the shoot she began to expatiate on how-
lovely it was going to be to sit under its shade on hot
summer afternoons. I felt rather like my friend for I

could see so many many possibilities. Mr. Bedford says
that one needs courage for unaccompanied singing, and
I thoroughly agree. It is not the sort of courage required
to put through something daring or bizarre, but the
courage of a sure technique, which means correct
vocalization, confident musicianship, a true sense of
pirch with a feeling for modulation and subtle relation
of keys.

Personally I would not think of presenting an unac-
companied song without seriously studying the subject,
for if unaccompanied singing does not appear to be
spontaneous it lacks its chief claim to charm. After
three months' experimenting I hope to have four or five

of these songs ready (the first few will be thfe difficult

ones, after that the sailing should be smooth ) . By
"ready" I mean ready to present with intelligent assur-
ance, for if a singer is not prepared to give abundantly
how can an audience receive even meagrely? One.
quite, naturally, at first, has a tendency to pitch unac-
companied songs too low. and sing them in a much too
subdued and lugubrious manner. Unaccompanied pauses
seem endlessly long to the performer, yet. haste and lack
of deliberation entirely ruins the effect. Each song in

an unaccompanied group must be sung in a different
key, for monotony, above all things, must be avoided,
and much practice is necessary to shift keys without
making a sound to establish the new "note."'

I am firmly convinced that unaccompanied singing
will improve musicianship and diction: increase the
singer's appreciation of poetry, and most important of

all. a perfect scale and flawless vocalization will be de-

manded. The ability to shriek will not be a qualification

for unaccompanied singing. There is something won-
derful b:ick of it all. The light of soniethiug big is

dancing behind the mist. I shall not be satisfied until

Ibis movement for unaccompanied singing has given
birth to and produced a short one-act unaccompanied
grand opera. Am ! sitting in the shade of the tree too

soon?

ANNtE LOUISE DAVID TRIUMPHS IN SEATTLE

Distinguished Harp Virtuoso Appears in Concert at The
Cornish School and Creates an Excellent

Impression Because of Her Art

Annie Louise David, the distinguished American harp
virtuoso has established herself in Seattle during the

summer months and is being entertained and honored
by leading musical and social people. On July 1st a
luncheon was given in her honor at the Rainier Club and
on the 2d a number of leading people gave her a dinner

at the New Washington Hotel, Miss David is a member
of the artist faculty of the Cornish School during the
summer session and writes us that the Cornish School

is a wonderful institution and that many harpists are reg-

istered for lessons. On Monday evening. July 10th. Miss
David gave a concert at the Cornish School during which
she rendered the following program with the assistance

of Maurice Leplat. violinist: Aeolian Harp (Request!
(Hasselniansl. Gavotte (Bach), Spanish Dance (Te-

deschi); Serenade (Olsen), Song of the Sea (Harriet

Ware), (Arr. for harp by A. L. David! ; Violin and Harp
Le Cygne (Saint-Saens), Ave Maria ( Schubert-Wil-

helmj). Maurice Leplat: Prelude (Arensky), Les Fol-

lets (Hasselmans), Salutation of the Dawn (Zabelt,

Berger et Bergerettes (.Marquet); Songs with Harp,
Xuit d'Etoiles (Debussy), Boat Song (Ware), Sur I'eau

(Margaret HobergI, Walcourt (Szulc), Jacques Jou-Jer-

ville; .\ndante—Introduction and Cadenza—Excerpts
from Harp Concerto, written for Annie Louise David.

(First performance in Carnegie Hall, New York, with
Symphony Orchestra) (Margaret Hoberg).

The Seattle Post-Intelligencer of July llth, had this

to say of the event: Annie Louise David, gifted Ameri-
can harpist, made an impression emphatically favorable

upon a capacity audience when she appeared in recital

last night at the Cornish Little Theatre. Miss David's

mastery of the resources of the most ancient and most
picturesque of musical instruments was revealed in a

sequence of brief compositions, interpreted with tech-

nical grace. Richest in sheer artistic value among Miss
David's offerings was an exquisite Bach gavotte, excel-

lently performed. Of her other numbers, Tedeschi's
Spanish Dance. Marquet's Berger et Bergerettes. and
Harriet Ware's Song of the Sea were perhaps the most
pleasurable.

The harpist concluded her program with excerpts
from a concerto written for her by Margaret Hoberg.
and first performed with orchestral background at Car-
negie Hall. New York City. She was repeatedly encored.
Assisting Miss David were Maurice Le Plat, violinist,

who played Saint-Saen's The Swan and Schubert's .\ve

Maria, with harp accompaniment; and Jacques Jou-Jer-

ville, tenor, who gave tasteful interpretations of four
songs, the first of which, Debussy's Night of Stars, was
the finest.

Emil Enna, composer pianist of Portland, Ore., and
president of the Society of Oregon composers, was a
visitor at the Musical Review editorial rooms during
the absence of the editor. Mr. Enna is prominently
identified with musical activities in the Northwest and
contributes largely toward the rapid growth of musical
pro,sress in that section of the Pacific West.

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Olga Steeb. Claire Forties Crane, Lester Dono-
hue. Colin Cnni|il>ell. ^lildred JanilKon, Sirs. ClllTord Lett.
Adelnide Gosnell. Shibiey Iloj'eH, etc.

Studio: 431 South .\lvarndo St. Phone 53345.

pe^ric^

W&7W0STi
SOPRANO

OnlT' neriouM and tat-
ted St ode II (8 ac-
pted. Repertoire In

>h. Itnllon. RuN-
Engllsh. Studio,

OO Majestic Theatre
UuIIding. 8S1910

Act OMPANlSr
COACHEDGAR J. HANSEN

214 Music Arts Studio Illdg. Phone 1O0.S2. Rea. 51960. Con-
cert Direction. Grace Carroll Elliot.

DAVOL SANDERS ^ ?!;',^pS2L?t"''

Head \ lolln Dept., College of Music. U. S. C.—Member
Plillharmrtulc Orchestra

3201 S. Figueron St., Los Angeles Phone Main 2100

CATHERINE H. SHANK ^SSo
TEACHF.R OF SINGING

Studios: 1500 S. Figueroa; Phone: 22632. Los .\ngeles
Glendale: 433 Riverdale Dr.; Phone Glend. 1120-W

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

446 S. Grand View. Phone 554645. Los Angeles
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MAUOE FAY WEDS CAPT. POWERS SYMINGTON

Noted Prima Donna, Soprano. Who Has Made an Inter-

national Reputation Becomes Bride of

United States Naval Officer

Maude Fay. the distinguished American operatic

prima donna, who has gained for herself an international

reputation was married to Captain Powers Symington.
I'. S. .v.. at a brilliant ceremony in the private chapel

of Archbishop EJdward J. llanna's residence on Wed-
nesday evening. July 12th. The following report of the

event, which appeared in the San Francisco Call of

July 13th, will be of Interest to our readers:

The wedding of Miss Maude Fay and Captain Powers
Symington. U. S. N.. was among the most brilliant

affairs ever held in San FiTincisco with a representative

gathering of San Franciscans present. It was celebrated

last night in the private chapel in the residence of Arch-

bisliop EMward J. Hanna and was followed by a recep-

tion at the old Fay home in Grove street. Standing
before an altar the bride and her attendants made an
impressive picture during the ceremony, which was per-

formed by the archbishop, assisted by Father William

Sullivan and Father James Cantwell in the presence of

a few relatives and intimate friends. The bride, who
is regally tall, wore a gown of white satin covered with

rose point lace. .\ lace veil fell from a Russian coronet,

covering the gown and the long court train which was
aiuched to the shoulders.

Attending the bride were Mrs. Marshall Dill, her

sister, and Mrs. George Cameron. Mrs. Cameron's gown
was of cloth of silver with a sheen of jade green. Mrs.

Dill's gown was of orchid chiffon over satin of the same
shade with a hat like Mrs. Cameron's. -Mrs. Cameron
and .Mrs. Dill each carried a sheaf of Princess roses.

Thomas Symington of New Yorlt. brother of the groom,
was the best man and John Miller of Los Angeles was
groomsman. Mrs. Kirby Crittenden, wife of Commander
Crittenden and a sister of the bride, wore a gown of

blue velvet with the bodice embroidered in rhinestones.

Miss Mary Fay. another sister, wore a gown of jade

green chiffon trimmed with silver.

Mrs. Philip Fay w*as in cerise chiffon over satin of

the same shade with sequins of the same color, which
was becoming to the wearer's Spanish type of beauty.

.Mrs. Stanley Fay wore black velvet embroidered in

rhinestones and Mrs. Paul Fay a lovely white satin

embellished with a bit of pearl embroidery. Miss Phyllis

Fay. a pretty sub-debutante of the family, wore a girlish

pink chiffon and taffeta, embroidered in gold with roses
trimming the corsage. There were a number of the
members of the Symington family present who came
out from the East to attend the wedding. Mrs. Charles
Symington wore an old gold satin made with a long,

draped skirt with diamond and pearl ornaments and
Mrs. Donald Symington was in a gray moire silk with
pearls. Mrs. John Symington wore a vivid blue chiffon

with diamond ornaments.
Miss Jennie Blair was in a gown of black satin

trimmed with jet and she wore her beautiful necklace
of pearls with a tiara of diamonds in her Titian hair.

Mrs. Georges de Latour. one of the handsomest matrons
in San Francisco society, wore a stunning gown of gold
brocade with a crown of diamonds, and Miss Helene de
Latour was in raspberry colored chiffon. Mrs. Sym-
ington's going away gown was a beautiful combination
of beige colored crepe combined with old gold. The
dress was made with a cape effect with collar and cuffs

of Russian .sable. The wide brimmed hat was of cinna-

mon brown, trimmed with coque feather, which fell to

the shoulders.
Among the guests at the wedding were: Messrs. and

Mesdames Templeton Crocker, Stanley Fay, Nion
Tucker, Henry Foster Dutton, George Cameron. Walter
llobart. William Devereux. Alfred Swinerton, Harry H.
Scott. R. P. Schwerin, Douglas McBryde. Georges de
l.atour. Charles Symington. John Symington. Donald
Symington. .Milton Esberg. Robert Hayes Smith. Charles

Our Artists' Page

Kvery resident artist is interested in se-

curing as many concert engagements as

possible. There are only a limited nunil)er

of such engagements to be had. There are

ten times as many artists seeking such op-

portunities as there are vacancies. On our

Artists' Page there is only room for

EIGHTEEN names. Since there is a de-

mand for many more than eighteen artists,

it stands to reason that the chances for se-

curing engagements are greater than re-

sorting to otlier means.

Durbrow. Marshall Dill. I*hilip Patcliin, Mountford S.

Wilson, I). C. JackliiiK, Frank King, Atholl McHfan. Wal-
ter S. Mariin. William T. Sesnon. Julian Thome, haw-
reni-tf McCreery. I.awrenoe W. Harris. Philip Kay. Paul
Kay, Kugenc Murphy. Fentress Hill. Ross Ambler Cur-
ran and Walter t;. Filer; Colonel and Mrs. Sydney A.

Cloman. Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Moffitt. Commander and
Mrs. Kirby Crittenden, Captain and Mrs. Edward Mc-
Cauley. Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Allen, Dr. and Mrs. Max
Kothschild; Mesdames Truxton Beale, Daniel T.

-Murphy. A. P. Hotaling and Preston Drown: Misses
Marion 2^ile, Helene de Latour, Jennie Blair, Louise
Boyd. Celia O'Connor. Helen Garritt. Mary JoUiffe and
Harriet JoUiffe; M. H. de Young, George Garritt, Charles
N. Black. Rudolph Spreckels. Admiral A, Halstead,
Richard Hotaling. Charles K. Field and Clarence Fay.
Captain and Mrs. Symington left today for New York

where they will make their future home.

PACIFIC PLAYERS

TRES SOIREES INTIMES

Under the title of Tres Soirees Intimes (Three Inti-

mate Soirees). Prank. Moss, pianist, assisted by three
sotoists, one at each concert, will present three distinc-

tive programs. The assistant artists will include Dor-
othy Pasmore. violincellist, Lajor Fenster, violinist, and
Ida Scott, dramatic soprano. The three events will be
under the management of Miss Scott and will take place

at Kohler & Chase Hall on Tuesday evenings of August'
1st, September 5th and October 3rd. The program for

the first event will consist of: Chromatic Fantasie and
Fugue (Bach). Mr. Moss; Sonata A minor op. 36 (Grieg),

Miss Pasmore and Mr. Moss; Sonata B minor op. 58

(Chopin), Mr. Moss; Etude op. 25 No. 7 (Chopin-Glazou-
now. En Bateau (Debussy). Tarantelle (Jeral), Miss
Pasmore; Rhapsodic C major (Dohnanyi), De Profundis
(Balfour Gardiner), Humoresque (Balfour Gardiner),
Etude (in the form of a waltz) (Saint-Saens).

Although being of a somewhat retiring and modest
disposition Frank Moss certainly belongs to San Fran-
cisco's leading pianists. During last season he spent
much of his time concertizing in the interior of Cali-

fornia and many of these appearances were in associa-

tion with nationally and internationally famed artists.

Mr. Moss is a pianist of the utmost artistic qualifica-

tions, both technically and intellectually meeting the
demands of the most fastidious music lovers. Mr. Moss
is able to solve both poetic and dramatic problems in

musical interpretation and technically he overcomes the
most intricate obstacles. He has studied the old as
well as more recent form of composition and his pro-
grams contain representative works of both schools. It

will be worth anyone's while to attend these three con-
certs, for they present the most serious and most intel-

ligent phase of musical interpretative art.

After two season's absence in Honolulu Miss Dorothy
Pasmore returns to San Francisco ready to again charm
us with her excellent performances. She is a born cel-

list, drawing a fine, smooth and flexible tone and con-
quering all technical intricacies with ease and intelli-

gence. She phrases with the taste of the full fledged
artist and her experience in ensemble work is such as

to make her interpretations a joy to hear. Her assist-

ance on this first of Mr. Moss' tliree programs is indeed
a happy augury for its artistic success, for the two art-

ists should give us a program worthy to be remembered.
This first concert wlil take place at Kohler & Chase

Hall on Tuesday evening. August 1st, and will be essen-
tially a subscription event. Further particulars may be
obtained by inquiring at the studio of Miss Ida Scott.

606 Kohler & Chase Building.

GEORGE KRUGER'S CONCERT IN SEQUOIA CLUB

An interesting concert was given under the direc-

tion of George Kruger in the Sequoia Club, 1725 Wash-
ington St., on Thursday evening, July 20th. Those par-

ticipating in the program was: Ernestine Littlejohn.
mezzo soprano. George Kruger, Edna Linkowski and
Norman Smith. Miss Littlejohn will sing songs by
Tschaikowsky. Ferrate, Lohr, Del Riego and Ware, while
Mr. Kruger will interpret compositions by Backer-
Groendahl. Schubert and Chopin. Edna Linkowski
played a Mendelssohn concerto and two compositions by
Leschetizky and Mendelssohn. Norman Smith chose
several Mazurkas by Chopin and compositions by other
writers. The program was as follows:

Concerto op. 25 G minor (Mendelssohn), (orchestra
part on second piano) Edna Linkowski; Nur wer die
Sehnsucht kennt (Tschaikowsky), Le miroir (Ferrate),
Ernestine Littlejohn; Spinning Song (Mendelssohn),
Mazurka op. 50. No. 2, Mazurka op. 59, No. 3 (Chopin).
Butterfly (Lavallee). Norman Smith; Scherzo op. 16.

No. 2 (Mendelssohn). Andante Finale from Lucia di

Lammermoor ( Leschetizky
) . Bdna Linkowski : Meli-

sande (Herm. Lohr), Homing (Theresa Del Riego),
Hindu Slumber Song (Harriet Ware), Ernestine Little-

john; Ballade op. 47 (Chopin). Etude de Concert op. 11

(Backer-Groendahl), Marche Militalre (Schubert-Tau-
sig) George Kruger.

MINETTI
ORCHESTRA

Application for Membership

Address Secretary Minctti Orchestra

3^25 Clay Street. Telephone Fillmore 4946

People who. within the last three years have dined
at the Techau Tavern or danced at the Palace Hotel,

must have noticed the very young Italian-.American in

the orchestra and stepping forward for solo work on
his violin. This is Oliver Albert! and son of Signor
Alberti and Madame Noldi, a Chicago woman. Oliver
was engaged by Severi for the Granada Theatre as a

first violin and was left there with Paul Ash. The
Granada management is now beginning to feature Mr.
Alberti. The Pacific Players, who are under the direc-

tion of -Nathaniel Anderson, have engaged Alberti for

the musical program for their sixth production at the
Sorosis Hall little theatre. 536 Sutter St.. Friday eve-

ning. July 2Sth. He will play Indian Lament by Dvorak-
Kreisler, and Oi'ientale by Cesar Cui, accompanied on
the pi:ino by Miss Gladys Darling.
Two plays are to be given by the Pacific Players, an

original production of the fine comedy The Boor, by
Anton Tchekoff. and The Baby Carriage, by Bosworth
Crocker, who has written a Jewish play of much sym-
pathy. Mr. Anderson will play the title role in The Boor,
opposite him will be Jane Seagrave. Winifred Buster
and Paul Merrick will do the main work in the other
play as Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Lezinsky.

After completing his Chicago master class, session,

E, Robert Schmitz will sail for France the last of July
to be gone till December.

Mr. Schmitz is planning to do work with a small
group of his students who will go to France with him.
They will work personally with Mr. Schmitz when he is

not touring and will have the opportunity of coming in

tcuch with the musical life of Paris and other musical
centiTs of Europe.

ALCAZAR

Gladys George will say "farewell" as leading woman
at the Alcazar Theatre and Ben Erway and Florence
Printy will also make their final appearances beginning
next Sunday afternoon, July 23rd. in "The Night Caller,"

a recent New York hit. Miss George has been a popular
member of the Alcazar players for more than a year
and has made a place for herself in its large clientele.

Both Miss Printy and Erway are also very well liked.

As the medium for their last appearances. Belasco &
Mayer have picked what is said to be one of the really

startling plays of the season.
Mystery dramas are all the vogue this year and the

public has been so enthusiastic in its fondness for this

type of stage production that the authors have been
hard-pressed to supply the demand. The metropolitan
critics were unanimous in their praises of the puzzling
features of "'The Night Caller." which is said to be a
brilliant piece. One of the reviewers characterized it

as having outbatted "The Bat" in its myriad of strange
and unusual happenings while another pronounced it

more weird than "The Thirteenth Chair." It is a cer-

tainty that no more thrilling play has been staged here
this year than this masterpiece of intricate situations

and surprising incidents. "The Night Caller" is the first

drama in which the radio telephone, now the rage the

country over, has been employed.
The Alcazar will also introduce with this production

Lovell Alice Taylor, who comes here with a great repu-

tation as a character actress. She has never before
appeared in San Francisco but has supported some of

the leadings stars in this country.

The leading role in "The Night Caller" will be taken
by Herbert Heyes. whose starring season at the Alcazar
has been the medium for the production of several not-

able successes.
This week the Alcazar is furnishing great merriment

with its production of "Nightie Night," one of the best

farce comedies of recent years.

SASLAVASKY CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY SUCCESS

The Saslavsky Music Chamber Society of Colorado

of which Alexander Saslavsky is the director and first

violinist, announces a series of four concerts at the

Brown Palace Ballroom in Denver of which the first

concert took place on Friday evening, July 7th. The pro-

gram on this occasion was as follows: Trio D minor
op. 63 (Schumann); Sonata G major op. 13. for piano

and violin (Grieg); Trio E minor op. 02 (Saint-Saens).

A large audience of representative music lovers were In

attendance and proved their enjoyment by frequent

enthusiastic exprn.^sions of their satisfaction. The sec-

ond concert took place on Friday evening, July 14th,

and included a program of modern music by such dis-

tinguished composers as Paul Juon. John Ireland and
Alexander Gretchaninoff. The third concert will take

place on Friday evening, July 21st, and the fourth and
last concert will occur on Friday evening, August 4th.

The Saslavsky Chamber Music Society of Colorado con-

sists of Alexander Saslavsky. violin; Alfred De Vote,

piano, and Frederic Goerner, cello.

Mr. and Mrs. Duclos (Mary Carr Moore) have been
enjoying their vacation since July 1st and were due to

return this week. They were traveling by auto, making
their first camp at Myers" near Mt. Tallac, then at

Meeks' Camp on Take Tahoe. One night they occupied

their car on the site of an aliandoned cow yard in the

sage brush near Chilcoot. They visited Donner Lake,

Reno and Truckee and on July 9lh, they were in the

-Feather River Canyon at one of the most beautiful

spots. They planned to return via Quincy to Lake
Almanor and expected to go up into Humboldt and Trin-

ity counties returning via Lake County and, according to

schedule, they were to return to this city on July 19th

or 20th.
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TOYMAKER DELIGHTS OAKLAND

Auditorium Opera House Attracts Large

Audiences When Ferris Hartman and

Paul Steindorff Present New Edi-

tion of Famous Comic Opera

By ALFRED METZGER
In these days of ultra modem music

and jazz it is a relief to listen to the

simple melodies that used to catch our

fancy in the years gone by. And although

some of our friends may accuse us of

being old fashioned it is strange how
these old strains recall some of the hap-

piest days in our lives, .\mong the oat-

standing memories of the bay region's

past years of theatrical entertainment

none are more pleasant than those em-
bracing the period of the TivoH's almost

unending series of comic opera produc-

tions. And among these none are re-

membered with greater pleasure than

The Toymaker which most of us saw so

many times that we could hardly keep

track of it any more.
And if you think The Toymaker has

lost its charm don't fail to go over to

Oakland and see the revised edition of

this ever new musical treat which Ferris

Hartman and Paul Steindorff are present-

ing at the Auditorium Opera House be-

fore the largest audiences which these

efficient producers have so far attracted.

Mr. Hartman has made many changes

which prove cf artistic advantage. At

the same time nothing vital to the artis-

tic character of the production has been

touched. The music is as appealing and

melodious as ever and under the able

direction of Paul Steindorff this feature

of the rerformance is being duly empha-

sized.

One of the most effective features of

this performance is the artistic new
scenery and costumes. The scenic ef-

fects in particular are worthy of hearty

commendation and the finale of the first

act is delightfully colorful and replete

with action. Of course Ferris Hartman

is simply inimitable in the title role. It

;s aprarent that the distinguished come-

dian enjoys interpreting the part of the

droll Nuremberg Inventor and he brings

out every particle of humor in such a

manner as to appeal immediately to the

risibles of the auditors. Volleys of laugh-

ter reward Mr. Hartman for his realistic

interpretation of this unique character.

Hazel Van Haltren. the young soubrette

of the company, is endearing herself to

her audiences bv the skillful impersona-

tion of Elsa. the daughter of the toy-

maker. She is particularly clever when
imitating the mechanical actions of the

doll and when interpreting the dance

numbers. She also appears to be able

to bring out the value of the various

catchy melodies allotted to this role.

Lillian Faulkes Glaser has a chance to

employ her clear soprano voice on vari-

ous occasions with brilliant success in

the part of Peter, apprentice foreman to

the toymaker.

Nona Campbell as Mme. Guggenheimer

sings as excellently as usual. Robert

Carlson's fine basso voice is heard to

advantage in the role of Father Matthews.

John Van sings the role of Frederick de-

lightfully. Rafael Brunetto as Count Bal-

lenberg adds to the smoothness of the

ensemble. One of the delightful surprises

of the performance is Eltrieda Stein-

dorff's fine Impersonation of the singing

doll wherein she has an opportunity to

convince her hearers of her excellent so-

prano voice and her charm of deport-

ment and personality.

.\nother surprise is the appearance of

other members of the Hartman family in

addition to the famous comedian. There

is Paul Hartman who has developed into

an excellent character actor and his por-

trayal of Schwartzenbach represents a

bit of histrionic work of unusual merit.

He does not miss one important point and

secures every laugh the part calls for.

Ferris Hartman Jr.. as the clown both in

make-up and action represents this bit

of toyland very ably. Virginia Lee Hart-

man as the tiny Japanese doll makes one

of the hits of the performance and sings

a bit of verse in quite an original key.

thereby enthusing her audience to the

verge of an ovation. Josie Hartman. al-

though not appearing on the stage makes
herself felt in the well arranged stage

business and deportment as she is the

stage director of the production. Daphne
Darien impersonates the China Doll and

also adds to the enjoyment of the toyshop

scene.

Edna Malone has another opportunity

to display her graceful and artistic ter-

psichorean art and is the recipient of

hearty applause after her clever dance

numbers. .Mtogether the performance is

one of the best we have witnessed of

this excellent comic opera and this means
a great deal. The ever entertaining and
melodious comic opera Wang will be pre-

sented next week, while The Chimes of

Normandy is the follow, .\nyone of our

readers eager to. turn back the hands of

the time clock and live over delightful

episodes of their youthful theatrical ex-

periences will make no mistake to attend

these old comic operas so ably presented

by Ferris Hartman, Paul Steindorff and
their associates.

SUMMER ORGAN RECITAL

.\nother varied and interesting pro-

gram has been prepared by Uda Waldrop
for the third of his summer series of re-

citals upon the great municipal organ, to

take place at the Exposition Auditorium

this Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. These
recitals, given under the auspices of the

Auditorium Committee of the Board of

Supervisors, are proving very successful,

the attendance being large and the audi-

ences very appreciative. There is no ad-

mittance fee. no reserved seats and every-

body is welcome. Sunday's program is as

follows: Star Spangled Banner, Sonata

Pontificale (Lemmens), Ave Maria

(Schubert), Improvisation (Waldropl,

Sweet Alice Ben Bolt (KneassI, Love's

Old Sweet Song (Molloy), The Holy City

(-\dams). La Cinquantaine (Gabnel-

Marie). Melody (DawesI, Wedding March
from A Midsummer Night's Dream (Men-

delssohn).

LUCIA DUNHAM HERE FOR SUMMER

Lucia Dunham, the nationally known
p.iezzo soprano, has returned to California

to spend the summer months after an
absence of more than two years in New
York where she is a member of the fac

ulty of the Institute of Musical Art and
where Fhe has also a large and success-

ful class of private pupils. During her
two years' sojourn in New York, since

her departure from California, Mrs. Dun-
ham has been greatly in demand as a

concert artist. She has appeared in nu-

nevoijs concerts in the states of New
York. New Jersey. Pennsylvania, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Maine and
other Eastern states and wherever she

has appeared both press and public was
unusually enthusiastic regarding her
voice and artistic expression. Mrs. Dun-
ham is now teaching in Berkeley at 54

Shasta Road and will remain there until

the end of .\ugust. Mrs. Dunham is also

preparing for a recital, announcements of

which will be made very soon. The many
friends Mrs. Dunham has created for her-

self during her residence in California

will be greatly interested in this forth-

coming event and will no doubt do their

utmost to help make it an unqualified

success.

Frank W. Healey, who has been con-

fined to the hospital for several weeks,
after undergoing another minor operation
about ten days ago, is at last on the way
to recovery much to the gratification of

his many friends. Mr. Healy. after being
sufficiently strong, will spend some time
in the country before resu-ning his work
in the office prior to the beginning of

the new music season of 1922-1923 dur-
ing which he will introduce several world
renowned artists to the musical public

of this city.

Louis Persinger, concert master of the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, and
director of the Chamber Music Society of
San Francisco, is rapidly recovering from
a severe attack of pneumonia which was
very serious at one time. The chamber
music society is rehearsing for its ap-
pearance at the chamber music festival

in Pittsfield, Mass., where it will play on
the same program with some of the
world's greatest chamber music organi-
zations.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC

I'lWO INSTRl CTIOV
!!>tiidiD: lOOfl Knhlrr A. ('Iia.««^ Bide.

Trlppbnne Kff'a'Tiy Tp-i.'-l

Rfi. Tel. Dayview -llfM

F. WARREN SHOUP
I'inni) In^traclMino — >nnjnier < la».^e^

Vent be- Ti.ronlo r^ehrol of ^lo-xic—Smd-
eni of Mme. Ilree of Vienna (Flr>«t A)«fiiMt-

rn» to : rMrhetil'kT-i. Phone: Franklin
T£T= (Delneen » and 11 \. M.I

The

KNABE
"The Piano for a Lifetime"

THE distinctive tone quality- and sensitive

touch of the Knabe make an irresistible

appeal. The perfect craftsmanship and fine

materials that enter into its making preser\-e

this beaut>- of tone and action for genera-

tions. The Knabe is the wisest investment

for home or studio. Wherever you will find

music at its best—there you will find the

Knabe—in the Conservatories or on the

Concert Stage. The Knabe is distinctly a

Knabe product, built and developed under

one roof by four generations of master

craftsmen for 85 years. Every component

part of the Knabe Piano is made in the

Knabe factory-—thus insuring that uniform-

\t\ and harmony of constructural detail es-

sential to artistic perfection.

You will find the Knabe literature verj- interest-

ing. It is so different from the usual catalog. If it

is not convenient for you to call we will gladly send

the same to you on application.

Other Pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time pay-

ments if desired.

Kohler and Chase,
26 OFarrell St..

San Francisco, Calif.

Please send literature, prices and terms of

'.he Knabe. and oblige

Name

.\ddres3 —

"For the Advancement of Music"

26 O'Farrell Street

Oakland Store Mission Store

535 14th St. 2-J60 Mission St.

Exclusive Knabe Dealers
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Sit^niflf-aiit MuhIc
/Sv RosAi.n: iiorsMAN

GRIFFES SONATA

When Charles T. Giiltcs dit-d two years agi he left

behind several important unpuhlished stores. His pub-

lishers. G. Schirmer & Co. have carefully looked

ihroush the tclios. and have already issued the two

sketches for string quartet, as we 1 as the sonata. The
fragments for tlie Whitman "Silut au Monde" may
some time roach publication, but they arc so skeleton-

ized as 13 deem that an improbability. The loving

(and successful) performances given by the Neighboi-

hord Playhouse prove that.

The most sienlHc-nt piano work from Mr. Grides'

pen is this sonata. It has m very orthodox subdivisions,

but the feeling of the difTerent sections is distinct and
unmistakable. It would bear an analogy to the sym-
phonic rcem. written for the solo instrument. Hut it is

far mere significant than that. It is. whether or not

.vou like the contents, the most important and PER-
SONAL sonata written and published since MacDow-
ell's. and is far more unified in form and content than
those.

Although very free in its outer form, the work is

strictly speaking, a sonata. There is logical though
more condensed, development of the two themes

—

a foreshortening, as it were, of the material, with an
emoticnal urge to its growth more appealing than mere
formal contrasts would aft'ord. The inateri.il is of free
texture, probably not what we have previously asso-
ciated with .sonata form, but inevitable, for all of that.

It rings true, although its tonal flights are high above
the heads (and cars I of most of our contemporaries. I

feel that though many of us will not receive it cor-

dia'ly on first hearing, that we will NOT grow accus-
tomed to it. as is frequently the case, but that we will

grow to I'NDERSTAND and APPRECIATE it. when
we have the courage to hear it again. It is one of those
works which admits of no compromise with either
composer, pianist or listener, and will. I am sure, gain
its friends as lime grows on, and prove the inherent
strength of the work.

Detailed discussion of it will get one nowhere. It

has great technical difficulties, also spiritual ones, as
I have just raid. But its sincerity, its genuine- worth,
and impersonal beauty, will win more friends to it

than can a few words in print. So have courage and
pride in an American achievement— if so. the Griffc s
Sonata will be a banner in the c:iuse of our national art.

CARL FISCHER LISTS

Amcng the most interesting new issues for the
violin, we find the fourth part of Maia Bang's Violin
Method, which is so heartily endorsed by her teacher
and friend, Leopold Auor. The work is of the utmcst
educational value—is clearly planned and carried out,
and has a Spanish as well as English text to assist
the student. The other three parts are already out,
and there is but one more to comp ete a serious and
worthy text-bcok on the study of the violin.
A new series, called the American Academic Series,

No. S, is the First Year of Piano Study, Ijy Romaine
Callender. It contains material for a thorough first

year for the student, with good technical examples.
instructive reading material, and a number of illus-
trative pieces which will please the beginner. The
plan rf the book is easy to follow, and in the hands of
a gocd teacher wil' prove highly effective.

Ancther piano folio of real worth is the series of
Oriental Dances by Bainhridge Crist. There are four,
each one characteristic of some part of the Orient, as
it Is known to Western eyes and ears. Each is pre-
ceded by a few lines of Conrad .\iken, not so much
illustrative of the music as of the mood in each. They
are primarily mood-pictures, in dances, rhythms, and
it is their pictorial sense which will carry them on to
popularity. They should sere well for small orchestra
with native drums, such as Henry Eichheim brought
back with him and has used in his Oriental sketches.

Dorothy Raegen Talbot, the delightful coloratura so-
prano, from Oakland, paid us a flying visit. I's. that
is to say. Los .Vngeles, fcr it was not my good fortune
to meet this gifted artist. .Miss Talljot was the feature
artist at yesterday morning's concert in the Crauman
theatre. She won quickly the sympathy of her public
with her rendition of the made scene from Lucia. Her
voice is vibrant and sympathetic and its pure tones and
nexibility were given full play. For encore, Madame
Talbot sang Ilrme Sweet Home very effectively. Miss
Talbols success was of such significant nature that we
are expected to hear her in several return engagements.

Miss Elizabeth Slrrpaop, the well known and success-
ful pianist and pedagc f:uo. Is spending her vacation in
Southern California on an auto trip with lier sister. On
July lltli Miss Sin ps:,n was in Santa Barbara and
notifies the .Musical Review that she is enjoying her out-
ing immensely.

If you are hunting for very difflcult piano music, let me
call your attent'on to two pieces of Houston Ray, which
are on the Carl Fischer lists, and recent publications.
They are an crrangcment of the Klegie of .Massenet,
and an original contert fmlasie. They c(mlain more of
technical than of musical Interests, and have been re-
corded by the composer for the Duo-Art. To the pianist,
in search of novelty, they may be of reJl worth. Of

far greater interest is the "Novelette" of Eugen Put-

nam, based on a folk-<iaiice tune from South Carolina.

V. ith a gcod swinging rhythinic idea and a pianist sense.

It has a me.cdic as well as pianistic appeal. Better still,

it shows that the American composer is beginning to

do serious piano music for his audiences. Hurry up.

we need all we can get that is good.

ITEIVIS OF TEACHING INTEREST

When a well known musician of the standing of

Charles W. Cadman writes teaching music for young
pianists, it immediately assumes a first place on a re-

viewer's desk. These three attractive booklets, "Sat
urday in Town," "\ Visit to Grandma" and "A Country
Vacation," are series of pieces available for the second
and third grades. They have, individually, attractive
titles, au'using title poems, and are musically valuable
to the adolescent child. Mr. Cadman is a conscientious
cmposer. and has furnished here just the right
amount of musical diet a growing child demands. They
are melodic us. practical for the players, as well as
sufficiently instructive to make them good for the
teacher as well. I would not go as far as to say that
Mr. Cadman is an American Mendelssohn, but these
pieces supply a lack which heretofore the foreigner
has a:ways supplied.

SONATA FOR PIANO, BY IVIARION RALSTON

Ever so often a publisher does a brave and frequent-
ly uncommercial thing, when he issues a work of these
dimensions. And when Mr. Summy issues one by a
woman, let us add, none but the brave, and finish the
quotations as we will. The sonata bears a dedication
to Mrs. Edward MacDowell, the champion of the voung-
er American creative artist, and that is but a just trib-
ute to her personality. Perhaps the music was written
in the quiet of the Peterboro woods. I do not know but
it is worthy of the Colony ideals, which, to those 'who
know, means much. It has the convenlionaL four
movements, is in strict sonata form, and moderately
difficult of performance. While it mav not have the
startling innovations of the Griffes sonata, it has more
of the me'cdic sense, and is of more immediate appeal
It has charm, and a certain strength, which eliminates
the thought of sex in discussing it. It fills a place in
our music which has long been empty—a good and
serious work, American in conception, bv an American
It surely should make a wide appeal.

WALTER DAMROSCH FELLOWSHIP AWARDED
The competition held by Ihe American Academy inRome for the Walter namrosch felllowship in musical

composition has been won by Randall Thompson of
Roxbury, Mass., and Winter Wattts received honorable
mention.

Mr. Thompson was born in New York City in 1S99.
He was brought up in a musical atmosphere and as a
sirall boy was taught to sing by Howard Roe Wood,
choirmaster at the Lawrenceville (N. J.) school and
was befriended by Francis Cuyier Van Dyck, the gifted
organist of the school, whom he succeeded as organist
at the age cf fifteen. Later he entered Harvard Univer-
sity and was graduated in 1920 with high distinction in
music. After graduation Mr. Thompson studied pri-
vately for a year with Ernest Bloch in New York, and
:his year he has been doing graduate work at Harvard
for his master's degree in music.
Among his compositions, apart from many songs,

iboruses. ensemble and piano pieces, are a quintet for
flute, clarinet, viola, 'cello and piano; septet for flute,
clarinet, string quartet and piano; predude tor strings;
four walt7cs for two violins and piano; variations on
"Indianola" fcr two pianos; "The Light of Siars" for
nnved voices (four parts) a caoella; piano sonata in G
minor; "The Last Invocation," for mixed voices (six
parts) a capella; "Pierrot and Cothurnus," a prelude for
full orchestra.
The members of the jury were .lohn Alden Carpen-

ter, Walter Damrosch. Frederic A. Juilliard, David
Stanley Sn>ith and Walter R. Spalding. All manuscripts
b'^re not the names of the comitosers. but pseuaonyms.
The real names were not disclosed until after the award.
The musical fellowsliip, which will he awarded every

vear, is for a term of three years, and provides an al-

lowance of f2000 a year, with free residence at the
acadniy and opportunity to visit the various musical
tenters of Furope. Full information will Ibe supplied
uron request by the Secretary of the academy. By
p'eans of these fellolwshirs the .-Smerican .\cademy
ropes to encourage the young musicians of America in

the same way in which the famous Prix de Rome has
aided in the develorment tf many composers in the
modern French school.

Mr. and Mrs. Jarres C. Thompson announce the mar-
riage of their daugliter. Ann Dumas Thompson, to Hugh
Neely McDowell to take place on Monday evening, July
34lh, at 211 O street Southwest Ardmore. Okla. Miss
Thomcson is one of the best known and most efficient

pianists on the Pacific Coast. The young couple will be
at home after August 10th, in Los Angeles. The Pacific

Coast .Musical Review extends to the bride and groom
its heartiest congratulations and best wishes in which
no doubt many of our readers join us.

Antoine de Vally, operatic tenor and director, an-
nounces the opening of his new studio at 2201 Scott
street, corner Clay on July Ifitli, to facilitate the study
cf orera in combination with the Ciulio Minetti Or-
chestra and to offer additional advantages to students
cf the vocal art.

THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY MUSIC FESTIVALS

The largest musical event ever produced in Wil-

lamette Valley, Oregon, was the first Willamette Val'ey

Musical Festival held in Salem, May 2Gth and 27tli. The
fete was sponsored by Salem and Willamette Valley

musicians and music lovers, with llie idea of making
the oi'casion an annual institution. The two events

scheduled were the oratorio, "Creation," and the pre-

sentation of a group of thirteen living pictures.

The "Creation." liirecled by Dr. John R. Sites of

Saem. included more than four hundred voices, many
coming from Monmouth, Dalles and Albany to lake

part in the mammoth chorus, while solo parts weie

sung by leading Oregon musicians. The production was
accompanied by the Salem Symphony Orchestra of

forty pieces, of which Dr. Sites is director, and the

piano accompanist was .Mrs. William H. liurghardt, Jr„

talented Salem woman.
Soloists were John Claire Monlielh of Portland, bari-

tone. Raphael; Mrs. Jane Burns Albert of Portland,

soprano, Gabrie' ; John W. Siefert of Eueene, Univer-

sity of Oregon, Uriel; Mrs. J. C. Landers of Monmouth,
Eve; and Charles Cone. Salem, Adam. The oratorio

was given only one night, and the auditorium was
packed and many were turned away because of the

lack of standing room.
On the second night of the festival thirteen of the

• world's greatest masterpieces were reproduced by liv-

ing replicas, exact in every detail of costume setting,

properties, color and lighting. Even the figures in the

paintings were posed by persons who were the exact

types. Some of the pictures which were considered

best were: Titian's "Artist's Daughter," Gainsboroughs

"Blue Boy," "The Quest of the Holy Grail," and Le-

1. run's "Madam Lebrun and Daughter." Whistler's

"Mother" was delightful, as also were "Children of

Van Dyck."
In addition to paying all expenses of the festival,

receipts were large enough to insure a sinking fund

for next year's undertaking. The chorus before adjourn-

ing determined to give the "Messiah" under the direc-

tion of Dr. Sites, at Christmas time.

The Pacific Players, umler the direction of Nathaniel

Anderson, are rehearsing with animation and care for

their sixth producticn, which is to be given July 28th,

Friday evening, at Sorosis Hall little theatre, 536 Sut-

ter Street.
They are to give an original production of "The

Boor." by Anton Tchekoff. the Russian writer of fine

comedies. Mr. Anderson will play the title ro!e in this

piece. In "The Baby Carriage." by Bosworth Crocker,
the well-known dancer, Winifred Buster, will again
play a strong part.

Other players to appear are Paul Merrick. Dudley
R. Douglas, Jane Seagrave and Mary Joss Jones.

The Clement Music School is being remodeled and will

present an entirely new appearance at the beginning of

the new term on .\ugust 14tii. The management an-
nounces the inauguration of a new vocal department to

be presided over by Miss Rena Lazelle of New York.
Miss Lazelle is an excellent vocal artist and teacher
and will add prestige to the already representative fac-

ulty of this well conducted educational institution. The
remodeling will include additional studios and an as-

sembly hall.

Miss Grace Ewing, contralto, will remain in California
indefinitely making San Francisco her permanent home.
Miss Ewing is an exceedingly refined vocal artist spe-

cializing in select concert programs including folk song
recitals in costume, and her beautiful voice, combined
with her inimitable interpretations, never fails to create
an excellent impression among lier hearers. Miss Ewing
is now under the management of Miss Elizabeth Hos-
kins who may be addressed at 2221 Scott street or by
telephone Fillmore 2821.

Wandzetta Fuller Biers, coloratura soprano, with
Ewing .^very at the piano, gave a well chosen program
at the Half Hour of Music in the Greek Theatre of the
University of California, on Sunday afternoon, .luly 2d.

A large audience was in attendance who enjoyed hear-

ing the afternoon's musical event. The program was as

follows: Old Samurai Prayer (Rossi; Pentecost Can-
tata (.Xrial (BachI; Selected Aria (Boito); La Serenata
(Tostil; My Prayer (Hueterl; Call of Radha (Ware);
Two Roses (Cilberte); Spring Night (Gilberte); Sun-
light in Your Eyes (HarlingI; The World Is Waiting
for the Sunrise (Seitz).

Margaret Jarman Cheeseman gave the second of a
series of musical afternoons on Sunday, July 9tli. A
delightful program was given by some of her advanced
pupils. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Byrne gave old Spanish
stings with guitar accomiianiment the remaining pro-

gram numbers being: Mi chiamano Mimi from La
Boheme (Puccinil. .Mrs. Josephine Welsh; I've Been
Roaming (Old English), and Sylveliu (Sinding). Misa
Sara Pollen; Ah! fors' e lui from Traviata (Verdi), The
Blackbird's Song (Cyril Scott), Mrs. Emil Soethe. .Mrs.

Checfeman is now occupying her new studio apartment
at 640 Post street.

Laetltia Penn, the charming and gifted soprano soloisL

sang for the Radio Broadcasting Station at the Em-
porium last Tuesday afternoon and created an excellent

impression. Her ringing voice and intelligent interpre-

tation w'as received with such <-ordiality by those who
listened in that she was asked to sing an encore.

Miss Penn was artistically accompanied by Miss Maud
G. McFaul.
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SELBY C. OPPENHEIMER LOADED WITH HONORS AND ARTISTS

Wide-Awake Impresario Comes Home As Vice-President of the National Concert Managers' Asso-

ciation—Visited Principal American Cities as the Guest of Distinguished Leaders in Amer-

ica's Music Life—Announces the Visits of BriUiant Luminaries on the Musical Firma-

ment Forecasting the Greatest Music Season the Pacific West Has
Ever Enjoyed During 1922-1923

BY ALFRED METZGER
Selby C. Oppenheimer. Northern California's nation-

ally known impresario, reiurned from an extended
visit to New York and other eastern cities last Tues-

day, coming as a fellow passenger with United States

Senator Hiram Johnson on a belated Overland limited.

Oppenheimer comes back to his home city loaded with

honors, and with a trunkful of contracts for nearly

twoscore of the foremost musical attractions in the

world, and with a great fund of observations experi-

enced in the eastern cities.

The young manager primarily visited the East to

attend the meeting of the "National Concert Managers'
Association" in St. Louis. Of this organization, he was
made vice-president for the ensuing year, and has every
hope of bringing the convention of the Association to

San Francisco in the summer of 1923. The "National
Concert Managers' Association" is comprised of all of

the leading impresarios in the larger sections of the
United States. Elizabeth Cueny of St. Louis is its

president, and in its membership of seventy the highest

ideals of artist presentation is included.

While at St. Louis Oppenheimer visited the Munici-
pal Opera. Through the courtesy of its management
the free run of the unusual staging in this mammoth
open-air theatre was extended, and Oppenheimer waxed
enthusiastic over the manner in which the St. Louisans
support and produce their operatic performances.

In Chicago Oppenheimer was the special guest of

Clark A. Shaw, general manager of the Chicago Opera
Association, and of Louis Eckstein, the famous man-
ager of Ravinia Park. Opera, as presented in the open
air at Ravinia, is. according to Oppenheimer. one of

the greatest assets to American music. "I heard a per-

formance of 'La Boheme' in this charming theatre,

which is situated in a tract of giant trees, which
would bring credit to anything presented anywhere.
The Ravinia company includes a number of California

favorites, such as Queena Mario. Alice Gentle. Mario
Chamlee, Ina Bourskaya. Orville Harold, Leon Rothier
and others, with our old friend Papi the principal con-

ductor. The stage at Ravinia is small as compared to

the giant stage at St. Louis, but the operas are given
with thorough completeness and with a splendid chorus
and orchestra."
During his visit to the metropolis. Oppenheimer

attended the Stadium concerts on a number of occa-

sions, and was charmed with the excellent orchestra
and fine programs given in the beautiful Lewisohn
Stadium under the direction of Henry Hadley, who is

regarded throughout the East as one of the leading

American conductors.
"One of the most interesting of the score of the-

atrical performances that I witnessed." says Oppen-
heimer, 'is Balieff's unique 'Chauve-Souris.' This
strange performance, given entirely in Russian, is en-

tirely different from anything we have ever before

seen in this country. It consists merely of a series of

vaudeville acts and stage pictures, but in its unique
originality it makes a more potent appeal than any-

thing I have ever seen before. I strongly urged Morris
Gest. its American manager, to send the Balieff organiza-

tion to California, and I believe after it finishes its run
in New York he will listen to the call of the West, and
whether he sends it here under my management or

not, I will be satisfied, for I want our people to hear
these Russians, who are proving such a sensation in

New York City.

"Yes, I have a trunkful of contracts, not only for our
season of 1922-23. but I have arranged for a number
of other big events for the season to follow. Of great-

est interest, perhaps, to our public is the sensational
fact that Paderewski will play. I have the great Pole's

personal promise and that of his manager that if he
can remain in America long enough to spare the time
for a transcontinental trip he will appear in San Fran-
cisco for at least one concert, and for this Paderewski
will come under my management. He promised to

cable me from Europe, as he apparently wanted to

obtain a personal view of the European political situa-

tion before committing himself to too long a visit in

this country. I feel sanguine, however, that Paderewski
will come to Sin Francicso and Los Angeles, because
he loves these two great California cities.

"Chaliapine. the great Russian, whom everybody in

the East is talking about, and who is freely referred
to as the greatest vocalist of the decade, will posi-

tively come to San Francisco. He will be in this city
next February, and will appear at least once, and per-
haps oftener. in San Francisco.
"For the first time in three years, Mischa Elman

will return to the West. Elman returned to New York

whfle I was there, loaded with European honors and
carrying with him a series of criticisms from such
writers as Ernest Newman of London and his conferes,

the like of which I have never seen. Elman is cer-

country. I had the pleasure of lunching with Elman
tainly beloved throughout Europe, as he is in this

and his charming sister, and he has promised many
new program works for his concerts in the West.

"One of the most notable features of last year's music
season in New York and Boston was the return of

Calve. The famous contralto of other days has suc-

ceeded in what the prize-fighters call 'a comeback.' and
it would seem that she could give innumerable re-

citals in New York City." Calve will make a flying tour

to the Coast and back in January, and Oppenheimer has
succeeded in obtaining one concert for San Francisco,

and. perhaps, one or two other appearances in North-

em California by the great diva.

Rosa Raisa. whom everybody here learned to love

during the last season of the Chicago Opera Company,
will come here for concerts with her talented baritone

husband, Giocomo Rimini, but it is very doubtful if

San Francisco will be favored with an opera season by
the Chicago company next spring. The Chicagoans, now

SKI.EIV L. OPPE.NHEnitlR

The Enterpriwiiipr San FranciJtco Impresario Who Re-
tnrned Home After An Extended Visit East and

AnnoaneeK the Greatest Mnwical Season
San Francisco Has Ever Had

under the astute guidance of Samuel Insull. and his

business manager, Clark A. Shaw, are scheduled for

ten weeks in Boston, and this engagement will prob-

ably substitute for their western tour next year. The
Chicagoans will return in 1924, however, this much
may be certain.

Oppenheimer has finally completed arrangements to

bring to the West the famous Ruth Draper. She is

a unique woman, and it is said that no one has ever
given so fascinating an entertainment as Miss Draper.
She is what may be termed a chanteuse. Her work is

not confined to music, and it is said that in three hours
alone on a stage with nothing but a bare table, a
glass of water, and a single back drop, she can create

more happiness and entertainment than ati^' other
human being.

The Tony Sarg Marionettes in two new shows will

return in the spring, and in January Oppenheimer will

bring to the West the world-famous prize-winning Irish

Band from Toronto. Canada. This organization has
never toured before, and it is by special permission of

the Canadian government that they are allowed to

spend the time of two or three months in this country
next season.

There wiil be no dearth of big names in Oppen-
heimer's list of artists next year. In addition to those
already mentioned, the season will be distinguished by
the appearance of Isadora Duncan, perhaps the most
famous dancer in the world today, who is bringing with.

her twenty-two little French dancing geniuses from
her school at Bellevue, ranging in age from ten to

seventeen years. Headed by the intrepid Isadora, these
fascinating children are presenting programs of colossal

beauty, and Oppenheimer has secured the organization
for San Francisco and Oakland appearances.

In the prolific list of artists which the local manager
announces are the following sopranos: Florence Easton
of the Metropolitan Opera Company; the popular Flor-

ence Macbeth: Hulda Lashanska, said to be one of the
most fascinating concert artists on the stage today;
the beautiful May Peterson; Lenora Sparkes of the
Metropolitan Opera Company, and Rosa Raisa. Then
there is the possibility of the beloved Tetrazzini giving

at least one concert in San Francisco some time during
the season, as the great coloratura will return for a
very limited tour, and her New York management is

urging her now to include San Francisco in her itin-

erary.
Contraltos and mezzo-sopranos in the Oppenheimer

list are: Marguerite D'Alvarez. who will be here early

and will probably be Oppenheimer's first artist of the
season: the great Calve, and Carolina Lazzari, who
wiU be well remembered here as a superb recitalist.

A long list of pianists includes: Josef Hofmann, the
titanic master; Alfred Cortot. the distinguished French-
man; Benno Moiseivitch, the Russian tone poet; the
two-piano combination of Guy Maier and Lee Patti-

son; the unique Elly Ney; the famous Artur Schnabel,
who comes to the West for the first time; Mana-Zucca,
the popular composer-pianist, and Guiomar Novaes, who
is said to be the most wonderful personality at the
piano today.

In the list of violinists, which is headed by Mischa
Elman. will come Efrem Zimbalist. whom everybody
loves and admires ; Emil Telmanyi, the young Hun-
garian, who created an immediate sensation in New
York last year; Jacques Thibaud. the French genius,

who will be heard in joint recitals with Cortot. and
Toscha Seidl. Russia's latest giant of his instrument
Edward Johnson, the idolized tenor of the Chicago

Opera Company forces, and Theo Karle. popular tenor
recitalist. are to be heard, and the baritones in the

Oppenheimer list include the great bass-baritone, Chalia-

pine; the ever-popular Louis Graveure, and Royal Dad-
mim, a newcomer, from whom Oppenheimer expects

great things.

An unique attraction which will be heard here for

the first time next season is the diminutive Mona
Gondre. This charming French girl, who first obtained

notice through her unique entertainmets for the boys
in the trenches, is regarded by eastern concert lovers

as the most fascinating chanteuse since Yvette Guill-

bert. She will be accompanied by Elise Sorelle, who
will assist her as harpist, as well as harp solos.

The Flonzaley Quartet is another perennially popular
attraction that Oppenheimer will present to his people

in the spring of 1923. and in all likelihood the Russian
Opera Company, which was nothing short of a sensation

here last season, will be reorganized on a firm financial

footing, and will play a fortnight's engagement con-

fined exclusively to Russian opera, under the Oppen-
heimer management.

During the season a number of important joint ap-

pearances with various artists who may happen to be

in this section at the same time are now being
planned. It is hoped to bring Moiseivitch and Zim-

balist together for a sonata program, and arrange-

ments have been completed for Cortot and Thibaud
to play together, at least twice, in San Francisco dur-

ing their California visit.

The Oppenheimer activities were not restricted en-

tirely to his attractions for the coming season, for

during his stay in the metropolis he arranged

for a number of stars for the 1923-24 season—Jeritza.

the Metropolitan's sensational soprano, and Gigli, their

great tenor; Galli-Curci; Tita Schipa; Jascha Heifetz;

Anna Pavlowa ; Martinelli ; Ysaye ; a combination of

Bauer and Casals: Frieda Hempel; Josef Lhevinne;

Anna Case and the popular Chemiavskys are already

scheduled for California appearances during 1923-24.

Oppenheimer h3s selected a particularly attractive

list of artists for the Alice Seckels Matinee Musicales,

which will be repeated for their third year in the ball-

room of the Hotel St. Francis during the coming sea-

son. This popular series will start on October 23rd

with Florence Macbeth as its feature, and during the

winter and spring Mona Gondre and Elise Sorelle,

Emil Telmanyi, Hulda Lashanska, Florence Easton and
Guiomar Novaes will be heard in the intimate sur-

roundings of the beautiful ballroom.

Miss Potter's series in Oakland will be as distin-

guished as any musical events in any city in this

country. The Oakland impresario has arranged with

Oppenheimer to present in the transbay city. Florence

Macbeth, Guy Maier and Lee Pattison in two-piano

recital ; Isadora Duncan and her dancers ; Mischa
Elman. May Peterson, Edward Johnson and Guiomar
Novaes.
During his visit to the East Oppenheimer attended

a score of theatrical performances, and comes back
enthusiastic over Frank Bacon "s interpretation of

"Lightnin* Bill Jones'* in the great play that has car-

ried Bacon for nearly five years.
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Sherman, Clay & Co.

DE.ILERS IS

Steinway and other Pianos

Pianola and Duo Art Pianos

Aeolian Plaver Pianos-
Player Rolls

Victrolas and Victor Records

Fotoplaycrs and Organs

at

San Francisco. Oakland, Sacra-

mento, Stockton, Fresno, San

Jose, Portland. Seattle, Tacoma
and Sfiokane

ALSO
DEALERS IX

Band and Orchestra Instru-

ments. Sheet Music and

Music Books

at

San Francisco and Oakland

B^

A Piano is usually bought but once in

a lifetime. It will remain in your home
from now henceforth — a monument to

your judgment, a witness to your taste.

As the years go on, associations will

gather thick about this instrument. Little

fingers will learn to play on it. Lovers will

grow tender above it. Songs, old and new,

will come from it mellow and familiar.

During these years, your piano should

come to be the very heart of your Home.

So choose this piano carefully. Choose

it as you would choose an intimate member
of your family circle. Choose it for the

qualities that will endure.

Let the choice, if possible, be a STEIN-
WAY. There is no other piano of qualities

more enduring—of distinction so immedi-

ately recognized.

Sherman lilay& Co.

CALIFORNIA
San Francisco Oakland Sacramento

Stockton Fresno San Jose
OREGON—Portland
WASHINGTON

Seattle Tacoma Spokane

^^1^:
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George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OP MUSIC

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

1329 Madison St.. Cor. 14th, Oakland,

ADOLF GREGnfiY. Direcior

Calif.

Tea
Ins.

Cher o

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Ciintrnlto

r SinKlnK. Coniple(e Course of Operatic Train-
Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore 4r.r.3.

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TKKIIF.n OK SI-NGIiNG

070 Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
\ It|'i>liitiiieuln liy Phone Prospect WWIti

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de ArrlllnKii. Ulrector

A. L. ArtlencM, I'rcpi.: I.oulti AleRrla. Vlre-Pre».

1 uescelled facllltleii for the atudy of inualr In nil

IM hrnncbcN. i.arKC Pipe t>rKan. Ilecllnl llnll.

.::iir. jackson sthi:f,t
nn I'rniMlHco, t al, Phoue \\>Mt 4737

Manning School of Music
^ JOHN C. ^IA>M\t;. Director

32-12 Wanhlnfcton Street, nenr Prenldlo Avenue
Snn KranrlNro. Cnl.

further Informntlnn ndilreNN the Mecretnrj ol

ol. or phone I'lllmore 3)tr>.

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
M)\ \Nf F,n PI P1I,S At t FPTi:i>

Pupil of ^lin.-. V. Stepnnoff lllerllnl. M. Slrveklnic.
and v.. Itohcrt Scbmltx (\e\T li>rkl. Studio: 7t)l

Heine llldir-. 10*^ Stockton St. Mnndnyn. lt-12, Thum-
dn>M. lO-l. 3-(I. Tel. Kearnj 2222. Kea. I'hone: Pied-
mont 7l(tl.

Miss Ellizabeth Westgate
Teacher of PInno. t>r(can. Ilnrmony. OrcnnlMt and \lualcal

ni rector of Flrat Pre««l»yterlnn t'hurrh, A lamedn. Home
Stndio: 1117 PAKI' STIIKFTT. AI.AMF:I>\. Telephone Ala-
meda ir.r». Thurndny*!. Merrlninn Srhool, r.»7 Kld<»rndo A^c,
ttaklnnd. Telephone Piedmont 2770l

ISABELLE SAXON
COrOUATI RE SOPRAXO

\inilnblc for « onccrtu—Address: 1717 Myrtle St.. t>;ikland

Telephone LakcNidc 3581

MRS. S. P. MARRACCl, Vocal Teacher
Itnllnn method: I* yenrn of MlaKC experience; former
prhnn donna «Tlth CnruNu and Tetra/iKinl; coaehea pupfla
Vocally and In lirama tic Deportment.
Studio. -Ht4 ColumbuM Avenue. Phone Garfleld 2270

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAX JUSK. CAl,.

Confern Deffreea Awards Certificate*

For Partleulnm apply to Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Sonlavaky Chamber >luwlc Soclclj-

Will Accept a Few Talenttd I'upUs. Studio; 1002 Kohlcr
& Chase Bldg, Tel. Kearny 5^54.

Dominican College School of Music
SAX KAF\i:i„ CAI.IFOIIMA

MumIc ('our>i<-M Thorough nnil ProKrenalve
Puhllc "School MunIc. Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. II. PitNmore— Studlon: Suite TAMX Kohler & I'hnNe HldK..
S. i-\; 2ri.'HI t'ollecc Ave.. Ilerkclcy. Ilenldence 21H \lvii-
rndo Ito.id. Ilerkrley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
PrepnrlnB Teacher for

Hits. OSCAlt M\XSFEI-DT. PlnnlNt
20ir> llroderlt-k St.. near Clay Telephone Fillmore WW

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
I' I WIST— \CCOMP\MS

T

Mem her I nlverMlty lOxtenMton Faculty
Studio: N27 Shrnder ••• Phone Park I Oiir.

MARIE HENRIETTA WARRINER
Ct>I,<»lt All III-: SttPItAXt)

Voice—I*roduction
.n^r. Ratter St., Studio 202

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
OtfianlNt I'enipte l-:ninnu ICl, Firat Church of ChrlMt Scl-
entlNt. Director l.orlnK Club. S. F.. AVed.. ltH7 California
St.. Phone Franklin 2lt0:t; Sat., First ChrUtlan Science
Church, Phone Franklin i:t07; IIcn. atudlo. :tl42 l.e%TiMton
.Vvc, llerkeley. Phone Piedmont 2-I2S.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ oice < ullurt^
and TliurK. fro

Diidon— Stuilio: ins Stit.-kton St.— >loii.

2-r., Wv-x. I4r.l Sncrnmento S(. ProM. 7."itW.

The College of the Holy Names
Lake ^lerritt. l>.'ikland

Com pic tc C4»iiNcrva tory CoiirNe— I'iaiio, lliirp. \ lolln,
'( ello. \ oice. Countcrpuint, llnrniony. II In to ry

CHARLES WILLIAM WARRINER
H \SSO C VXTAXTF

\ iM-iil—Conch
.".I.". s„tt,.r St.. Studio 202

W^ Dino Bigalliw n CONDUCTOR
r%» ^ Four Venra With the

ChicajBTo (irand Opera Co.

- 1 VI>C\I, tIPF.KATIC
( 0\Clil\t: COMPOSITION

- M Telephone Park DMO

m^m
\ddreNN All

ConimunlcationN to
SXV.K Ct»l-i-: STIll'.F-T

Snn FranclHCo
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not only a personal disappointment. Uut quite a

loss to the musical community.

No one can do much good in the long run by

telling the unvarnished truth about everything.

Because one's state of mind frequently has some-

thing to do as to what one may consider to be the

truth or not. On the other hand the Pacific Coast

.Musical Review would like to see a greater per-

centage of eflicicncy among our music students

and resident artists. It is possible that our leni-

ent attitude may in some respects be to blame for

some of the mediocrity that is being shown on

our local concert platform. .\nd we would like

to see something done to increase the percentage

of truly efficient resident artists and artist-stu-

dents. The greatest cause for this indifference to-

ward truly thorough artistic proficiency is the un-

necessary e.xaggeration of a young stu<lent's tal-

ents by his or her friends and teachers. Frequent-

ly such friends and teachers say one thing to a

student and when such student's back is turned

they will say just the opposite. Now, such pro-

ceedings we regard absolutely inexcusable and

more injurious to music in general than anything

a paper like this can possibly do or say.
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

VALUE OF THOROUGHNESS IN MUSIC

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is frequently
criticised by representative musicians because of
its leniency toward resident artists and artist-stu-

dents. The contention is made that a music jour-
nal both from the standpoint of dignity and ethics
should not consent to compromise with medio-
crity, but should fearlessly and steadfastly espouse
the truth and nothing but the truth. (Jf course
this is all very nice, provided everyone of us would
look upon the truth in the same light. Unfortun-
ately what many of us consider the truth, others
regard as an erroneous state of mind. And in

many respects the impression made upon the audi-
»or by an artist represents an individual taste

v.hich frequently differs according to the opinion
or ideas of the person who listens. .\ professional

musician be he pianist, violinist or vocalist, nat-

urally looks upon a performer in an entirely differ-

ent light than one who does not participate pro-
fessionall}- in the musical life of the community.
Sometimes an artist will be the worst kind of a

critic, because he naturally must regard his own
mode of expression as superior to any other, and
consequently be unnecessarily severe with other
artists.

mediocrity it would increase the opportunities of

resident concert artists and artist students, all of

whom suffer at present through the overcrowding

of the field by incompetents.

Even in regard to impressions made by less ex-

perienced artists and artist-pupils it is not always
fair to tell the unvarnished truth. Let us take a

resident artist who pre])ares to give a concert and
who undergoes the many trials and tribulations

associated with such an event. .\t the time of the
concert possibly something went wrong and the

urtist enters the stage in a nervous, worried con-
dition that must necessarily exercise a certam
influence upon his or her performance. Of course,

there are many people naturally cruel and piti-

less who would tell the truth on such occasion^,

jUt the Musical Review's policy is constructive,

and we believe it to be of greater advantage to

musical life and progress to try and find some-
thing good to say, instead of discouraging an
artist to whom a little encouragement may just

mean the difference between giving up a prom-
ising career or continuing it. .\nd. by the way,
we feel that it is far better to permit a half dozen
students to follow a musical career who may not
be absolutely suited to it. than to be the cause
of ruining the chances of but one able student.

For in the former case no harm is done by know-
ing a little music, while in the latter case it means

In the last analysis it is the teacher who is di-

rectly responsible for the efficiency and thorough-

ness of the student. Even though a student or

j.arents insist to have an einbrio artist directed

upon the road to success by a short-cut, no self-

respecting teacher should consent to such glar-

ing misuse of his power. Either a teacher should

insist upon giving a student the only possible

foundation for a future career, or refuse to teach

such student. And any teacher who is solely con-

cerned with the financial aspect of musical educa-

tion and places the happiness of a student as sec-

ondary to his making a living such teacher is in-

competent and should not be permitted to teach.

But as long as our social system docs permit

such teachers to mislead students, the Pacific

Coast Musical Review does not wish to add to

the misfortune of students or resident artists by

presenting their shortcomings before the pitiless

glare of the public and before the ridiculing eyes

of rival teachers.

There is, like in all cases, a remedy for the

predominating percentage of mediocrity among
young artists and students. That remedy con-

sists in enforcing a proper training of music

teachers in the same manner as public school

teachers and university professors, physicians and

attorneys, who must be trained before they can

practice. The fact that even among such trained

professionals we find frequently an unexpectedly

large percentage of mediocrity proves how neces-

sarv real training is. and that even among the

preliminary training of physicians, teachers and

attorneys there is still room for improvement of

the percentage of efficiency. We believe that, not-

withstanding the excellent work done in some of

our public schools in connection with music, that

in some instances children are required to study

problems far above their mental comprehension.

Until the simplest problems in musical education

are thoroughly imbedded in the minds of a youth-

ful student, he or she should not be permitted to

advance toward something more intricate or com-
plicated. We find that much is now being done

in the direction of correct and thorough musical

education by methods like the incomparable Pro-

gressive Series of Piano Lessons which, at least

in one branch of music study, is working along

the right lines.

The only reason why there is a prejudice

against so-called "local" artists consists of the

fact that so many incompetent and mediocre art-

ists, through personal influence and unmitigated

"gall," secure positions that should only belong

to competent artists. .\nd their appearance us-

ually arouses the audiences to an attitude of re-

sentment toward ALL "local" artists. After years

of effort to increase the opportunities of truly pro-

ficient musicians in California, we find our course

obstructed by friends and teachers of mediocre

resident artists and students who persist in foist-

ing upon managers and music clubs people who
have no business to appear in public, because

they have had neither the necessary experience

nor training to occupy the concert or opera plat-

form. If it were possible to once and for all rid

the public concert platform of all mediocrity there

would be ample opportunities left for all compe-

tent artists. However, the most we can do at

any time is to reduce mediocrity to a minimum,
and this can be done by the organization of a

Pacific Coast .Artists' Association which should

be organized for the sole purpose of giving oppor-

tunities to resident artists and which should pos-

sess sufficient courage and prestige to fearlessly

select the wheat from the chaff. While it should

not be the business of such association to de-

termine who is incompetent, it surely should be

able to determine who is competent, and the very

fact that an artist is selected by such an associa-

tion, should once and for all decide his artistic

standing in the community. Are there any music

lovers, teachers or artists who will co-operate

with the Pacific Coast Musical Review to estab-

lish such an association? If there are the editor

promises to proceed with its organization with-

out expecting any personal advantage from such

association.
-*

OVERESTIMATION OF LARGE CROWDS

The Pacific Coast Musical Review w-ould like

to see an organization founded which consists of

teachers and artists who thoroughly believe in

the establishment of absolute efiiciency among
the members of the profession as well as in the

student body. Such an association would in the

beginning be necessarily very limited in members,
but because of its limitation it would be of an

invaluable benefit to the community, for it could

discuss and encourage movements the purpose of

which would be a thorough improvement in pro-

fessional ranks. Only incompetent people would
need to fear such an organization. Resident art-

ists and students would have reason to hail its

advent with joy. For in reducing the ranks of

No doubt many of the readers of the Pacific

Coast Musical Review% specially our readers in

Southern California, will be surprised to read the

following extract from the Holly Leaves of Hol-

lywood which appeared in an e'ditorial article

headed "Hollywood and the Bowd :"

The Carmen performance in the bowl proves, what

many ot us have suspected all along, that the crowds

that have attended the various events in the bowl in

the past have been greatly over-estimated. Now, for the

first time, we have an accurate count of the attendance,

and it totals something less than 12.000. And we believe

all unbiased observers will agree that the Carmen
crowd was by far the largest that has ever been pres-

ent at any event at the bowl. There was nothing to

be gained at the start by all this exaggeration, that

could only result, as now it has resulted, in disappoint-

ment. And from now on we can know the truth, as

demonstrated by the ticket-takers. But the truth is big

enough and fine enough to make Hollywood proud.

Now. this is the way to talk. The Pacific Coast

Musical Review has 'repeatedly called attention

to the misrepresentations in regard to large aiidi-

ences prevalent in San Francisco and vicinity.

We protested against the contention that the

Greek Theatre held 10,000 people, because we
knew it only could seat 6,200. We protested

against the assertion that the Exposition Audi-

torium held from 15,000 to 20,000 people, because

it could not possibly hold much more than nine

or ten thousand when completely crowded, and

only about five thousand when prepared for oper-

atic purposes, possibly less. Nothing is gained by

such contention and much may be lost.

Let us take the Hollywood Bowl for instance.

Everyone had an idea that the natural amphi-

theatre seated 25.000 people. Those of us who
attended the performance cpf Carmen noted that

practically every seat was taken. The editor I'f

the Pacific Coast Musical Review, basing his esti-

mate ujjon the supposed truth of this statement,

thought that there were about 20,000 in attend-

ance, many, including some newspaper reporters,

imagined there were 30,000. Anyhow, the hill-

sides were so crowded with people that these

estimates seemed not exaggerated'. Of course,

from the standpoint of advertisement, the impres-

sion that such a huge crowd assembled was quite
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. aluable. but something occurrtd that put an en-

tirely new and unfavDrable Hghf upon this exag-

gerated attendance.

Immediately after the performance reports

were circulated that, notwithstanding the big at-

tendance, those hacking the' performance found
themselves faced with a <lcficit t)f from ten to

twelve thousand dollars. However, when one
considered that 20,000 people attended who paid

an average price of three dollars per ticket it was
quite puzzling to understand how it was possible

that there could be 9 deficit. Kor at the least pos-

sil)le estimate there should have been $60,000 in

the "house," and surely one production of Car-

men, unless extravagance was simply criminal,

could not cost so much, specially when it is con-

tended that there was a deficit of $12,000 making
a total expense of $7^000 for one performance.

ASHLEY PETTIS, Pianist
Season 1922-23. Now Booking.
STEINWAY PIANO DUOART RECORDS

Management Antonia Sawyer, Aeolian Hall, New York

Now-, of course, with the seating capacity less

than 12,000 and the attendance about 10,000, or

possibly less, one can easily understand this de-

ficit, for the estimated value of grading the Bowl

and adding benches was about $10,000, while the

receipts must have been only between $25,000

and $30,000. Therefore we can understand that

there should have been a deficit. But not so to peo-

ple who were convinced that 20,000 attended. We
trust that managers who try to make capital from

claim exaggerated attendance at concerts or oper-

atic performances "will note • in the future that

there arc two sides to such contentions. It may
sound good to have the public believe that un-

usual masses of people attend musical perform-

ances, but the artists, who are paid average sal-

aries, and the public, which is supposed to believe

in stories of deficits, will wonder what became of

all the money if so many people paid for their

tickets. As is always the case it pays to tell the

truth.

EL'ZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endoracd by AVneer Swajne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

StndLoH: NOO Kohlcr & CbnNe BldR.
S5I8»4 Etna St.. Berkeley. Fhone Herkeley iniO

MARIAN PREVOST
n.WIST—ACCOMPA.MST—TEACHER

For Tfto Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

Sfudloa: 807 Kohler & ClinMe DIdf;.. S. F. Tueii. A. M. and
Thum. 1'. M. Tel. Kenrny Tr-XTtA. Ken. 272M Kliutrood Ave..
Ilerkeley. Tel. llerk. .**y»7.

Paul Steindorff, the distinguished orchestral an^
operatic conductor, will be guest conductor at the
California Theatre for the regular Sunday morning
concert on August 6th. A specially fine program is be-

ing planned for this occasion and it is certain that
Mr. Steindorff's innumerable San Francisco friends will

f'ome en masse to do him honor on this occasion.

EVA M. GARCIA
PIA.MST, ORGANIST AND TEACHER

€!.-.: Hoire Si.. Onkland Tel. rirdmonl 3402

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RETURNED FROM ErROPK

StDdloi 405 Kohler A Cfaaae Rids. Tel. Keamr S4A4

BLANCHE ASHLEY PIANIST
M ill \rrept .\dv.ineed I*upll>«— lliirhnnk nnd lliilr Sehooln

llerkeley, Kohler A Chnse llldK- by Apijolnlinent
IU-»iJt'nce SiuiHo, 2-2V.I t'Jth V\e.. Itnkland

Tel. Merritt JTS7

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
BREATH—VOICE—I.IKE

nOO Kohler .V C hn.oe IlldB.. iveo'Ojr MM
Kealdenre 110« Runh SI., Franklin 5008.

Warren D. Allen, organist of Stanford University,
announces the following program to be given at the
Memorial Church during the week beginning Sunday
afternoon July 30th: Sunday and Tuesday afternoons

—

Largo from Xerxes (Handel); The Pilgrim's Progress
(Ernest Austin); Chant de berger (Shepherd's Song)
(Georges Jacob); Toccata in C major (Edward D'
Evay). Thursday afternoon—Sonata in D minor op. 42
(.\lexander Guilmant): Ariel (after a reading of Shakes-
peare) (Joseph Bonnet) ; Funeral .March and Seraphic
Chant (Guilmant)—by request.

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOLIN MAKER AXn REPAIRER
Highest Grnde ProfesMlonni AVork AbRolutely

Guiiranted—ApprnlNer of InNf ruineittM
EineMt Hand ^loile InstrnntentM

Atelier: Itiinni :2r>, 102S Mnrlcet Street, next lo
Grnnada Tiieafre, Snn Franelxco. Cnlifornla

Jack Edward Hillman, the successful young California
baritone, will give the Half Hour of Music at the Greek
Theatre of the University of California in Berkeley on
Sunday afternoon, August 6th. He will feature a group
of excellent songs by Mrs. Mackay-Cantell which he
declares some of the very finest compositions of this
type written by any American composer.

Miss Elizabeth Simpson, the noted California peda-

gogue and pianist, has returned from a delightful auto-

mobile trip through the South in company with her
sister. Miss Emma L. Simpson, who is now in Berkeley
for the rest of the summer. They first visited Los An-
geles, then motored to Santa Barb:ira. spending some
time in this charming place and from there went to

Del Monte and report a happy and invigorating trip.

Miss Simpson will reopen her Berkeley and San FVan-
cisco studios on August 1st, and is looking forward to

a very busy and interesting season.

TWENTY-SECOND ANNIVERSARY
EDITION

of the

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW
to be published

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th, 1922
AN HISTORICAL RECORD OF ARTISTIC EDUCATIONAL ACTRTriES IN THE MUSICAL

LIFE OF CALIFORNIA

YOU SIMPLY CANNOT BECOME THOROUGHLY KNOWN WITHOUT r.EING REPRE-
SENTED IN THIS EDITION

THE ANNUAL EDITION OF THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW IS THE MUSICAL
BLUE BOOK OF CALIFORNIA

I'L.A.STERN ARTISTS INTENDING TO VISIT THE PACIFIC COAST NEXT SEASON CANNOT FIND A
MORE EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING MEDIUM

.:a'

ONE HUNDRED PAGES OF PRICELESS INFORMATION

FOR PARTICULARS ADI9RES8 PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW (Business Office) 516 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA
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Distinguished Artists Residing in California Who are Available for Concerts During the Season 1922-1923
Editorial Note:—The Pacific Coast Musical Review is in a position to guarantee the artistic efficiency of the artists represented on this page. They have established a
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San Francisco Irio

MRS. ELSIE COOK HUGHES. Pianist

WM. F. LARAIA. Violinist

WILLEM DENE. Cellist

SEASON" in22—1923 .NOW HOOKING
TRIOS, SONATAS -»ND SOLOS

.\ddreKs ConiiiianionliotiH to
WM. T. I.ARAIA, 12,-2 J.ni'kinn St.

Telephone Franklin 4:: t^

Annie Louise David

Harp Soloist and Teacher

Member of Artist Faculty Cornish School,

Seattle, Wash., July and August

San Francisco after September 1st

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
6S Post St., San Francisco

"Not since Sarasate have we heard such

violin playing."—London Daily Telegraph.

Louis Persinger

will accept a small number of serious, gifted stu-

dents. Those applying for lessons should possess

advanced technical facility and musical under-

standing. Interviews by appointment only.

"Palm Dell,- Circle .ivenoe. Mill Valley. Marin Co.

(Telephone: Mill Valley 3ir—Jl

MISS RICHARDES SCORES AT CALIFORNIA

Young California Soprano Delights Audience With Aria
From Cavalleria Rusticana—Gino Seven and

Orchestra Interpret Fine Program

Another successful artistic event has been added to
the many Sunday morning concerts of the California
Theatre when Gino Severi and the California Theatre
Orchestra, assisted by Olive Richardes, the brilliant
young California soprano soloist, gave the eleventh
event of the season 1922 last Sunday morning in the
presence of one of the largest audiences of the series.
Leslie Harvey as usual contributed the prelude to the
program in the form of an excellent organ solo which
consisted this time of ^Beethoven's ever charming Minuet
in G. The young organist gave this work a decidedly
musicianly interpretation.

The orchestral portion of the program began with
Lecoq's Xuptiale d'une poupee, a march of exception-
ally inspiring rhythm and containing no little amount of
humor. It was effectively played under the virile direc-
tion of Mr. Severi. Two delightful bits of melody and
ensemble music were Sgambati's Vecchio Minuetto and
Pittrich's Berceuse, both numbers showing the elegance
of the string sections of the orchestra. Mr. Severi and
his musicians were specially impressive in the splendid
rendition of one of the most comprehensive selections
from Verdi's Aida we have ever heard. No wonder the
audience gave orchestra and leader a great ovation at
the conclusion of this number.

Olive Richardes, the exceptionally endowed young
California soprano soloist, whose personality and artis-

try have made her specially popular wherever she has
appeared, added to the musical value of the program by
singing Voi lo sapete from Mascagni's Cavalleria Rus-
ticana. Her ringing, clear and true soprano voice used
with freedom and ease of execution earned her one of
her greatest artistic victories, and one of the most en-
thusiastic receptions ever accorded a soloist at the Cal-
ifornia Theatre. The enthusiastic applause after the
last notes had been sung was so prolonged and per-
sistent that Miss Richardes gladly responded to two en-
cores and duplicated her success with her audience.
The young artist has every reason to feel proud of her
achievement.
The concluding number on the program was Weber's

ever enchanting Oberon Overture, a work of the rarest
musical value. It was conducted and played with every

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E. Behymer, 70S Philharmonic Auditorium Building,

Los Ang eles, Cal.

Personal Address: BELVEDERE, MARIN COUNTY, CAL.; TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST. SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert t^uf^ai^ements
and Instruction Apply to
Secretary and >l8nn;;er of
K. Attl. Room 1004 Kohler
A CIia.He Bide., San FranclMCO

Western Representative of Lyon & Mealy Harps

Telephone Dou^ln.s 1078

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

adherance to the finest artistic nuances and made an
instantaneous impression upon the audience, for the ap-

plause at its finish was spontaneous and charged with
real fervor. Mr. Severi and the California Theatre Or-

chestra continue to gain in public respect and admira-
tion.

Sometime last week we visited the California Theatre
during the evening and found the musical portion of

the program specially interesting. A delightful selection

from Johann Strauss" exquisite comic opera The Bat
was interpreted with a vim and esprit that could not
help but please everyone fond of genuine music. It re-

ceived a hearty and universal measure of approval. The
same was true of an excellent violin solo by Mr. Severi
who takes frequent advantage of such opportunities to

display his highly developed virtuoso talent. Another
charming musical feature was a classic dance in colors

to which music had been written and which makes one
of the most artistic features we have ever witnessed in

a motion picture theatre.

APPRECIATION FROM LOS ANGELES

Eva Frances Pike. President of the Los Angeles Music
Teachers' Association Thanks Musical Review

for Convention Report

The Pacific Coast Musical Review acknowledges with
pleasure the following appreciation from Eva Frances
Pike, president of the Los Angeles Music Teachers' As-
sociation:

Los Angeles, July 14, 1922.

My Dear Mr. Metzger:—
This letter is sent to specially express our gratitude

to you and your management for the splendid space
you gave the publicity of our recent convention of the
Music Teachers of California in your last issue of the
Pacific Coast Musical Review. It was most generous
of you to give the entire front page. I find many bits

of news at several other points. For all of this I here
say we are appreciative. Thank you.

Yes. the Music Trades Association of Southern Cali-

fornia is truly the big brother of all music teachers and
specially of the Los Angeles Music Teachers' Associa-
tion of which we are very proud. I am very glad you
were so quick to observe this feature as you examined
our convention program book recently. Personally I

find much that is interesting and useful in every issue
of the Pacific Coast Musical Review. I congratulate
you that you have Mr. Ussher on your staff. Come to

Los Angeles often, we like to see you here.

Cordially yours.
EVA FRANCES PIKE.

Under date of July 22nd. after receipt of the issue of
July 15th, we received the following acknowledgment:

Evidently you richly deserve another letter from me.
The last copy of your magazine is full of splendid re-

ports of our Los Angeles musical doings and I for
one want you to know that a fine spirit behind it is

responsible. Thank you and those who co-operate with

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRAInIO

800 KOHLER CHASE DLDC
SAN FRANCISCO

Zhay Clark
Harp Soloist

Formerly With Elsa Ruegger, Mme. Matzenauer,
May Petersen. Reinald Werrenrath, Paul Alt-
house, Seattle Symphony Orchestra, California
Theatre Orchestra, Panama Pacific International

Exposition and Innes Band.

Address: 1181 Filbert St. TeL Prospect 6858

you. It certainly heartens the people who work hard
to see appreciation so here go^ for Los Angeles and
San Francisco prosperity and long life, growing con-
tinually better and broader.

Cordially yours,

EVA FRANCES PIKE, c

Durini Vocal Studio gave, its semi-annual recital on.
Wednesday evening. July 26th. at 1072 Ellis street. The
pupils of the studio, assisted by Fay Milbar, pianist^
and Mme. Lillian Slinkey-Durini, accompanist, gave the
following program: Piano solo. Paderewski's Rhapsody,
Fay Milbar: Mezzo soprano, Giomi poveri vivea (Verdi),
Mrs. Fenetta Goldberg; Baritone, Her Rose (Whitney
Coombs ) , Howard Peck ; Lyric soprano, The Wren
( Benedict) . Alice Bradley ; Dramatic tenor, Lolita
(Buzzi-Pescia), Emilio Moore; Dramatic soprano, Le
Parlate D'Mor (Gounod), Marian Marsiglia; Lyric tenor,
Bianca al par (Meyerbeer). Louis Leimbach; Duet, so-

prano and baritone. Wanderer's Night Song (Rubin-
stein), Alice Bradley-Howard Peck; Dramatic soprano
mezzo. Ah! se tu dormi (Nicola VaccaJ). Mrs. Shirley
Hoppin Porter; Piano solo, selected. Fay Milbar; Lyric
soprano, Vissi D'arte, Vissi D'amore (Puccini). Alice
Bradley; Dramatic soprano mezzo, Liete Signor (Meyer-
beer), Mrs. Shirley Hoppin Porter; Duet, soprano and
tenor, Val t'ho gia perdonata (Gounod), Alice Bradley-
Louis Leimbach.

John Baumgartner, the well known and thoroughly
efficient violinist and orchestral player, will leave Ger-
many on July 25th \ia Hamburg on the steamer Re-
liance and will be back in San Francisco early in Au-
gust. Mr. Baumgartner went to Ehirope on business
which he contracted to his satisfaction. He informs us
that prices in Germany are continuously rising and
many Americans who intended to remain for some
months longer return as quickly as possible, and he was
fortunate to secure passage at such an early date.

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal
Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. Filteore 1624

Appointment Only
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of this vomuiUDity as an opera going public is—and it

IS not so bad as it would seem on the surface—Los
Angeles does love good orchestral music. And. if the

public does not play truant, the open-air symphony
concerts at Hollywood Bowl should prove a success in

every regard. Artistically tJiey have been a success

from the outset, thanks to Conductor Alfred Hertz.

They will grow yet In that regard, in the measure as

director and players reach that stage of "silent under-

standing" which characterizes the work of great or-

chestras. By that time minor weaknesses will have
been overcome, as .Mr. Hertz already has achieved
astounding unity of phrasing In his orchestra. Perhaps
the management will give him at least two, if possible,

four more double-basses (it they can be found avail-

able) as this section appears lacking in tone volume.

Especially in open-air music the orchestra needs a

great deal of sonority in the instruments of lower pitcii.

Conductor Hertz has realized this from the beginning,

when he grouped his string instruments so that the
cellos and basses are brought to the fore. By the way,
he has grouped the strings in a complete half-circle,

according to pitch.

Hertz literally "fathers ' the individual instrumental
sections, both in rehearsal and during the perform-
ance. He adapts tempo and phrasing, growing cres-

cendos, imperceptibly almost, yet with decidedly happy
effect to the particular playing quality of their instru-

ments, .-^s it were. Hertz blends his sections, or rather

draws upon them with fine regard for the "physiology"
of the instruments, if that expression may be applied

here. In other words, he applies the score to the pos-

sibilities of best possible tone production as the indi-

vidual instance may demand. After all, this must have
been the intention of every composer who knew how
to score bis music for orchestra. Alas! it is not real-

ized by every conductor. Thus Hertz, with absolute
command of his scores, reveals an amazing faculty

of making wonderfully flexible the phrasing of the en-

tire ensemble, and, in turn, single sections or solo in-

struments. Yet there always prevails co-ordination,

tonal interdependence so far as blending is concerned,
and again a fundamental, colossal forcefulness in the
momentous tutti-climaxes.

Alfred Hertz has succeeded in making the public

come, and to judge from Tuesday's concert, lie is

"keepin' 'em comin'." as it has been remarked by a
cockney-accented voice from the crowd that filled tour

thousand or more seats, though the clouds seemed rife

to "unload." Not merely popular concerts, but "peo-

ple's " concerts are these at the "Bowl," and it is the
personality of the maestro, that big-hearted human
who gives out of the fullness of his heart, controlled by
an eminently musical mind. As an old adage has il,

seemingly paradoxically. "A fraud, he, who does not
give more than he has. " Alfred Hertz does "give more
than he has," because he gives himself to the utmost,
"till it hurts." One needs not attend rehearsals to

realize (his. He gives himself up to music, to creative

conducting, whether he does a light popular number or
whether he delves into the pathological maze of

Tschaikowsky or the harmonic mysticism of Wagner's
"Tristan and Isolde."

Hertz never for a moment glosses over a phrase,
however inconsequential it might be. His beat, even
in lighter numbers, is charged as it were with a mu-
sical intensity and intensiveness which is all the more
captivating as it finds equal expression in the airiest

shading down to the subtlest pianissimo. Always, there
is a musical glow, an innei warmth in his directing
and its results, which has that immediate and deep
appeal, making these concerts such a pronounced suc-

cess. Hertz is not a delsarte director, tliough he does
hold the "stick" between three finger.s. Rather is he
an 'al fresco" director, who. notwithstanding the minute
detail he implies, rather uses the big line and the
broadly tipped brush. His arms often move as if he
were caressing, imploring his players, but these curves
his hands describe leave an invisible high voltage cur-

rent which become a source of inspiration, both to

players and listeners.

Hertz is a conductor of tenderness anl. of passion.
Always he is simple, direct, just as he is on personal
acquaintance. It is because of that sii plicity, that
unrestricted giving of his innermost that there is a
response meeting him from the or.liestra, from his
public, which Los Angeles. I am saying without hesi-
tancy, has not experienced for a considerable period.
It Is for that reason, 1 believe, that I have been asked
repeatedly by music lovers: "If Hertz can make music
as this. In circumstances none too easy, because of
open-air conditions, with rehearsals, what music still

more lo\'-ly must he be able to produce in a concert
hall, when- acoustic conditions permit still liner work,
and when he can hold more ample rehearsals. We
ought to hear him at the Philharmonic Auditorium next
season?" This is as much a question as aho a request,
and those "in power" would do well not to overlook it.

Perhaps li is too early to be making suggestions. In
any case, we might, at least, have the assurance that
Alfred Hertz will resume his aitivities here next sum-
mer, both as director of symph.jny and of grand opera,
in the open, at Hollywood Bowl. Hertz has not in vain
been called to London twice in such capacity, the
Metropolitan Opera House in New York has not without

FITZGERALD'S FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF MTSIC

Another Knabe Artist
Flora Myers En!,;el, the brilliant S(ji>r;in(» now in l.oy

Angeles, is noted for her charming personality and delicate
interpretations. Mrs. Engel prefers

The KNABE
Tor her accompaniments, and has chosen this suprenie

pianoforte for her home and her studio.

liHTZGEiml^Vg^^MUSICml
HILL STREET AT 7Sr-729 Flora Myers Engel

good reason retained him lor thirteen years as one of

the principal conductors.

That open air opera can be made acoustically perfect

at Hollywood Bowl is beyond question. The shortcom-
ings experienced in this respect at the recent "Carmen"
production are not those of the place, but due to stage

arrangements. Now is the time to start a movement
which would place Maestro Hertz at the head of an
operatic movement which could do for the West what
Gallo and Scotti are doing for the country in general,

what the Metropolitan and the Chicago forces are doing
for the East and eastern part of the Middle West.

Los Angeles and the "Bowl." with their unsurpassed
climatic and acoustic conditions for outdoor produc-

tions, its railroad facilities, its growing fame as a

music city, should become the generative center of

such a movement which could be syndicated as it were,

and thus linked up with most of the larger and smaller
communities in the West. No operatic company will

visit Los Angeles the coming season. Why? Because
the cost of bringing a good company across the conti-

nent to the western states makes expenses and box-

office fees so exorbitant that the financial net result dis-

courages the promoters of eastern operatic companies
to visit the coast.

Los Angeles could have several weeks' grand opera
in the open, at Hollywood Bowl. Alfred Hertz, who
was brought to America as a result of his fame as a

Wagnerian conductor, could give us a cycle of Wag-
nerian music dramas, also several Gluck and Mozart
operas, Beethoven's "Fidelio." to mention but a few
works, which are sealed books as yet to the public and
our music students here. A similar season could be
held in the fall or spring at the Philharmonic Audito-
rium. With the exceptions for the principal soloists,

mcst members of the entire personnel are already
available on the coast. Such a move would mean to the
music dramatic art what the founding of the Philhar-
monic Orchestra by W. A. Clark, Jr., meant to orches-
tral music in the southwest.
Los Angeles alone cannot bear the burden for such

an undertaking. That is why negotiations should be
opened with the managers and civic bodies in every
community of importance from Vancouver. B. C, in the
north down to San Diego, from there east to El Paso,
tlience north to Denver, and northwest back to Van-
couver, B. C. This penphei*y would also circumscribe
a great circuit on which an all-year round operatic or-

ganization could be launched to artistic and financial
satisfaction. I am makin;; this suggesti^m, without the
knowledge of Maestro Hertz. 1 am making it. however,
with the know'edge that there is a strong feeling ii.

favor of such a j roject among men and women of means
nnd influence. \ 'tnow that leading managers on the
coa.st are considering such a project. It can be done,
for it has been done and is being done in England and
in Germany, and under conditions not easier than hen-.

t)l'era-in-our town clubs should be formed in every
conmunity wishing to become a link in this circuit

Chambers of Commerce should morally and FINAX-
CI \LLY (spelled and also to be underwritten in large
letters) aim to support such an undertaking, for music
is as much an advertising medium for their community
as oranges, sunshine and olives. In no circumstances
should the Pacific West Grand Opera Company, to "give
the child a name." be a one-man business. It should
be a community undertaking. Eventual profits should
be used as sinking fund to buy equipment, to build
auditoriums, to erect a great conservatory of music in

the west, from where the future personnel of this coni-

rany will graduate. Then will we have also American
S" gers. AnTerican conductors, opera in English and
( pcra Ly American composers.

Arropos the soloists at the Hollywood Bowl con-
rerts, I will add briefly that Olga Stceb. pianist, and
Henry Svedrofsky. concert master of the orchestra,
were heard with brilliant success. To Ilya Bronson, solo
cellist of the orchestra, fell the ungrateful duty of sub-
stituting at short notice for Richard Buhlig, who was

GERTRUDE ROSS
COM POSER-PI AN I STE
JUNt iHHued fur the I'lauo

"SIMMSH SEREN.H>E" nnd "HIDE OF THE COWBOY"

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CUl.TL'nE—COACHING IN REPBRTOIRB

OPERA CLASSES INCI.l'DINO COMPLETE
PRESENTATIONS

Stadia 1324 S. Fleueroa. Phane 21805

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLLNIST

Available for C'oiirerts an<l Ilccllala

Limited Number of Advanred PupIlN Accepted
VlollnlMt l.OS AtiKeleH Trio

Studio: 334 Manic Artii Studio illdf;. I'hone lOOK!!

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
PIAMSTE—Member "L.'E:nfiemblr Moderne"

Studio: 912 W. 20th St. Phone: 24667

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Tueadari A\'edne«dar, Friday Afternoon*
E^nn School. Phonei* 21805 or 271330
132-i South Fleueroa. Los AnsoleM

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Coztcertmaster Philharmonic
Orchestra of L,os Angeles

»^

SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E. Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PI., Los Angeles
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L. E. B^ymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Lot Angelei

to have played tbe Schumann concerto. Bronson gave
the Kol Nidrei with all that specific appeal this historic

chant possesses. He was warmly applauded.

ILYA BRONSON PHu./.ll.'L^-'C'.es.r.
nilier Trio Inlime. I.os .Vnseles Trio. Philharmonic
Qunrtet. In-sirufilon. Chamber >luKic- KrciCBl*

4-2-2 lIuNfo Arts llldfT Phone I(H>.^2

neert« Reel t a In

crantHJAMISON VOCAL QUARTET ',„;.":

Jean Colnell. Haxel 11. Anderson, Kdna C. VoorheeM, Daisy
V. Prldeaux. \bhie \ortun Jamison. Uireclor-Acconipan-
i-tte. '20-2* S, Hoover. Phone 2;tJt:tr..

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICE A>D SIODEKN' LANGUAGES
Sludlos: Ganinf ( luh. 1U44 S. Hope

For Inquiries phone fUMMI

ZOELLNER QUARTET
MHUDKemeni H. A A. Cnlberinon. Aeolian Hall, N«w T*rk

^erloai* Students Accepted
r«-r-.>nHl \rtdre«»: 12.'>0 >Vlndsor Blvd.. Los Aagel—

JOHN SMALLMAN--BARITONE
Concert F.ncairementM— Conductor I.. .\. Oratorio Society

Mrs. H. O. Joseph. Sec'y.. 1500 S. Figueroa. Phone 23195

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
SII*i«Iltx THR\TRF.. T.OS 4XGEI.RS

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall. Los Angeles—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLOWE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Los Angelei
Res. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN composer-phmst
.\ Tn liable for Concerts and Recitals

Studio: 1324 South Fls^eroa. Phone 24139

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerts—Recitals—Instruction

Feat urins All-.\nierican Froeranis
Studio: ISOO So. Flsueroa St. Phone 23185

FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—Artist Manasenient—Publiclt7

;S11 Majestic Theatre Bldg.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
VASTFR VIOLIN TEACHER

Studio: 401-U:t >ln)>on Upera House
Phone 123.S0 Res. Phone 56122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Rooms)

For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CO.NCERT PIAMSTE—LOS ANGELES TRIO

Studio: 323 Music Arts Studio BIdg. Phone: 100S2

GRACE WOOD JESS "^z^o sopraxo

DR.IMATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS
I.V COSTIME RECIT.4LS

Management: L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON-Ptaniste
NOW TOIRING IN THE EAST

For Dates During Fall 1U22 and Spring 1923
Write to S2« S. Hope. Los Angeles. Pico 1770

MRS. M. HENNION ROBINSON— Artistic Accompanying
I Accompanist for Ellis and Lyric Clubs)

L. A. Studio: Mon.. Wed.. Frl. 151S So. St. Andrews
Phone 7440«. Res. Club HoDse Apt*.. Venice, 61047

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Southern California

An Branches Taaght
Dlatln^iilahed FacaltT—Strons C«nrsea

Seed (or Catalog
3201 Soalk Flcneroa Street Loa An^elea, Calif.

If you wish to become famous you must be known and

in order to become known you need publicity and there

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then

fame is undignified.

In view of my general remarks about the concerts

at the Hollywood Bowl, I will say but a few words about
the programs, and do so next week. Readers of this

paper will by this time know of .Mr. Hertz as a super-

lative Tschaikowsky interpreter. His Schubert Unfin-

ished Symphony was of a profundity in sentiment and
so lovely as we have heard it rarely before. His tempi
seem slower than frequently adapted. On the other

hand, he takes the Tannhauser Overture with more
animation than presented here as a rule. His Pilgrim's

march and his brass section, specially in the climax,

sounded gorgeously rich, and yet by no means over-

powering, for the string players drew an astounding

fullness of tone. By this time Liszt's Les Preludes, too,

had gained in musical fortitude. Hence we are looking

forward to Fridays evening's Wagner program. Mme.
Sprotte will be the soloist in the five songs by Wagner,
which have not been sung here in recent years.

At the California Theatre—N'o better name than A
Feast of Rhythm could have been chosen by Conductor

Elinor for this week's daily triple programs at the

Calffornia Theatre. Elinor's conception and perform-

ance of the difficult Capriccio Italien by Tschaikowsky
was of rousing appeal. The orchestra gave it a strong

reading, with a rhythmic vehemence and richness of

tone color which electrified the audience who crowded
every seat in the house. The effectiveness of nuanoing

showed that Elinor and his orchestra have not only

grown closer together, but also attained a degree of

versatility which should encourage them to maintain

such high standard of selections. French delicacy of

rhythm found a dainty portrayal which in itself not

only by way of contract made no uncertain impression

on the listeners. Syncopation de luxe closed the con-

cert with Zemecnick's Romany Love, to which Elinor

has added a clever orchestration.

BY WAY OF CORRECTION
.\lthough being in Los Angeles during the convention

of the Music Teachers' Association of California, the

editor found it impossible to be present at all events,

and so he had to depend for some of his information

upon others who either were present themselves or

inquired about the proceedings from those in charge.

.\mong other information imparted to the editor was a

report that Mrs. Nicholson of Oakland was unable to

preside at the voice round table on account of indisposi-

tion. Evidently this information was based upon a mis-

understanding for we received the following correction

from Eva Frances Pike, president of the Los Angeles

Music Teachers' .Association, early this week:
"In the fine convention report mention is made that

Mrs. Carroll Nicholson did net preside over the voice

round table, because of indisposition. She was very much
alive at the round table and not only presided, but gave

a strong talk herself.

"

The Pacific Coast Musical Review tries to be as accu-

rate as possible, hut occasionally errors will creep into

its columns, and on such occasions we are always

pleased to make corrections when our attention is

called to the same.

Evelyn Sresovich Ware, the well known San Fran-

cisco plana instructor, is spending her vacation in the

famous Yosemite Valley and is taking in other places

of interest in that part of California. She will return

with renewed vigor to prepare for one of her elaborate

and enjoyable pupil's recitals.

Bahmtr

Maestro William Tyroler
Who was Musical Director, Assistant Chorus Mas-
ter and Instructor with Metropolitan Opera House,
New York, from 1908 to 1920, who has been coach
to the majority of the greatest operatic artists.

and accompanist for

Geraldine Farrar
Olive Fremstad
Alma Gluck
Schumann-Heink
Louise Homer
Margarete Matzenauer

Pas<iuale Amato
Enrico Caruso
Charles Hackett
Giovanni Martinelli
Antonio Scotti
Rosa Punsellc*

endorses and uses the

SOHMER
Grand Piano

exclusively in all professional engagements and
in his Los .\ngeles Master. School for Grand Opera
and Concert Repertoire and Chorus School for

Grand Opera and Oratorio.

Exclusive SOHMER Representatives

716-738 South Broadway

Los -Angeles

Rare Collection Violins
Birkel Co. have just received

a most interesting assort-

ment of

PRECIOUS
VIOLINS

Mr. Jack Regan, the well

known musician, is manager
of the Birkel Co. Violin De
partment and will offer the

assistance of his own expert

judgment to those seeking a

vioHn of exceptional quality.

Biikel Co. also have their («i« viol'tn shop, employing

Sambrakos, a Creek v;ho inherited the art of violin

making.

Geo. iBirkel Co.

446-4-48
BRO.\D^XAV

GRACE NORTHRUP TO GIVE CONCERT

Grace Northrup, the nationally known California so-

prano, who is visiting San Francisco this summer, will

give a concert prior to her return to New York in the

Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on Tuesday
evening, .August loth. Inasmuch as many of our singers

and students are interested in this event Miss Northrup
has selected a specially representative program of a

varied artistic nature and on it will be represented the

old as well as new school of vocal literature. Miss
Northrup has selected as accompanist Ben Moore, one
of the ablest pianists and accompanists in the far West,
who undoubtedly will add prestige to this event. During
her visit here Miss Northrup has appeared with unquali-

fied success as soloist with the Orpheus Club of Oak-
land, the Loring Club of San Francisco and also as the
soprano soloist with the presentation of the Messiah at

the Oakland -Auditorium under the direction of Wallace
-A. Sabin. On July 4th Miss Northrup sang in Santa
Cruz while during Shrine week she appeared at a con-

cert given in honor of the distinguished visitors at the
Bohemian Club. In every instance Miss Northrup made
an excellent impression constantly adding to her large

array of artistic admirers. In addition to her numerous

concert engagements Miss Northrup also taught a large

class of pupils and she surely has been kept very busy

from the time she arrived and will continue to be so

until the date of her departure. Tickets for Miss North-

rup's concert at the St. Francis Hotel on August loth

are tor sale at the various music stores.

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Olga Steeb. Claire Forbes Crane, Lester Dono-
hue, Colin Campbell, >indred Jamison. >Irs. CUITord Lottt
.Adelaide Gosnell. Shibley Boyes, etc.

Studio: 431 South Alvarado St. Phone :>3345.

^TmoST
SOPR-\NO

Onir serious and taN
ented students ac-
cepted. Repertoire In

French. Italian. Rus-
sian. English. Studio.
0« Majestic Theatre
Building. S21910

"^ .\CCOMP-\NlST
COACH

214 Music -%.rts Studio Bldg. Phone 100S2. Res. 51»««. Con-
cert Direction. Grace Carroll Elliot.

EDGAR J. HANSEN

DAVOL SANDERS VIOLIN SOLOIST
COMPOSER

Head Violin DepL. College of Music. U. 5. C.—Member
Philharmonic Orchestra

S201 S. FlEueroa St., Los .4nseles Phone Main 21&0

CATHERINE H. SHANK H'^^l^l
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studi'-'S' l''>i) S. Figueroa; Phone: 22632, Los Angeles
Gler.dalt 433 Riverdale Dr.; Phone Glend. 112m-W

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

416 S. Grand View. Phone 554645. Log Angeles
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EUROPEAN CONDITIONS DESCRIBED BY SAN FRANCISCAN
B A. Schloh Tells About Predominance of Cafes in Holland and Belgium—New Operas in Paris

and Berlin—Public's Taste for Ultra-Modem Music—Contrast of Fashion Between Paris and

Berlin—Paris Orchestras Superior to Any Other—Flori Gough of San Francisco

Honor Pupil at Paris Conservatory

(Slui'ial I'.irrf.^i.i Musical U.

Berlin. Germany. July 2, 1^22.

..;.. Dear Mr. .Metzger:—
Well, here I am in Berlin, after a beaulirul trip from

San F"rancisco. We landed In Rotterdam and from there

1 left t.ir the Hague and .\msterdam. all picturesque

and old fashioned towns wherein the Cafe life is spe-

cially noticeable. In Rotterdam I counted wiihiii five

blocks not less than twenty-one cafes and all of them
employed orchestras. In Amsterdam I visited an excep-

tionally large cafe with two orchestras of fourteen men
each. From there I went to Brussels and attended the

opera where Le Jongleur de Notre Dame was presented.

The onhestra was excellent, but the singers were very

mediocre. In Brussels, too. the people seem to live in

cafes, drinking from early morning until late al night,

and 1 hardly saw anyone eat.

sold out. I occupied the highest priced seal which cost

260 marks (SOcl.

From Brussels 1 went to Paris where I stayed twelve

days seeing the sights and attending the more important

musical events. Living is very high in the French
metropolis, but not as high as in Holland. I attended

the Opera National and witnessed a performance of Le
Matyre de Saint-Sebastian, words by D'Anunzio and

music by Debussy. This work was advertised as Opera
with the Russian Ballet, but it proved to be neither

opera nor ballet. It is a beautiful poem set to music.

with no solo singing and but very little chorus. The
music belongs to the descriptive school and is exceed-

ingly beautiful, while the scenic effects, with their ar-

tistic coloring, are truly wonderful. The orchestra is

the finest I have ever heard and consists of one hundred
men. Specially noteworthy is the flute, oboe and cornet.

The leading role was interpreted by Mme. Rubinstein,

whom I consider the foremost actress before the public

today. Although not prepossessing in personal appear-

ance. Mme. Rubinstein— tall and slender—impresses by

her graceful pose and deportment which exhibits a cer-

tain element of classicism.

.\t my hotel I met Mr. and Mrs. Hoest, who are

members of the Dennis Company and are spending their

vacation in Paris. We went to the Follies Bergere,

where we witnessed a very risque performance, and
where we listened to what they call a jazz orchestra
with fourteen brass and ten string instruments. I also

met Miss Flori Gough of San Francisco, a former cello

pupil of Stanislas Bem. She was admitted to the Paris

National Conservatory, where she is now competing for

the first prize. Among forty-three pupils only seven
passed the examination which is creditable to Miss
Gough as well as to Mr. Bem. The teachers for cello

at the Conservatory are: Jules Loeb and .\ndre Hekking
and the piano teachers include: Alfred Cortot and Isidore

Phillips. It is rather difficult to attend to business in

Paris as all stores are closed between twelve and two
o'clock at noon. I spent two whole days at Durand's
selecting music.

Arrived in Berlin on July 1st. visited the State Opera
House and witnessed Palestrina by Pfitzner. The music
is verj' modern, the singing excellent and orchestra only

passably good, not as artistic as that in Paris. The
opera is very tedious, the first act lasting an hour and
lifty minutes and the soloists occupy the stage for long
periods at a time. The music consists of brief themes
frequently repeated in the orchestra which consists of

eighty men. 1 doubt very much whether this opera
would be liked in America, although they think a great

deal of it here in Berlin. The house was completely

Our Artists' Page

Kvery resident artist is interested in se-

curing as many concert engagements as

possible. There arc only a limited number
of such engagements to be had. There are

ton times as many artists seeking such op-

portunities as there are vacancies. On our

Art i 'its' Page there is only room for

EIGHTEEN names. Since there is a de-

mand f'lr many more than eighteen artists,

it stands to reason that the chances for se-

curing engagements are greater than re-

sorting to other means.

On July 2d I went to the German Opera House and
heard Die Meistersinger, also given hefore a sold-out

house containing 3r>00 seats. The orchestra of seventy

men was very good and the performance and sc«Miic

equipment beautiful and elaborate. The highest price

was 30 cents in American money. One can not help but

note the striking contrast in clothes between Paris and
Berlin. At the former city everybody dresses in the

highest of fashion. All men are in full dress while the

ladies wear expensive gowns. In Berlin, however, only

a few foreigners dress in style while the German ladies

appear in woolen or linen dresses while the men wear
their business suits.

WTiile in Paris I heard a Benedictus at the church of

St. Sulpiee on a Sunday afternoon at four o'clock. The^e
was a procession of 150 priests and 500 children all

chanting the Benedictus together with a large choir.

The famous organist Widor presided at the organ. Next
week I intend to visit Leipsic and Hamburg, where I

expect to purchase some novelties in the music line,

and then I will hurry home as I am very homesick for

San Francisco. Please give my best regards to my
friends. Hoping to see you soon I remain

Yours
B. A. SCHLOH.

HOLLYWOOD PLEASED WITH HERTZ CONCERTS

Holly Leaves, a Periodical Published in Hollywood,
Enthusiastically Endorses the Open-Air Symphony

Concerts at the Bowl

The following interesting review from the pen of

Harriett Day in Holly Leaves of July 15th, will be read
with pleasure by Alfred H«rtz' many enthusiastic ad-

mirers in San Francisco:
"Wonderful"—"Exquisite"—"The most beautiful thing

1 ever heard"—"I didn't dream music could be so en-

trancing." These were among the many sincere excla-

mations heard on all sides following the initial concert
by Los Angeles Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra in the
Hollywood Bowl Tuesday evening. It was a triumphal
occasion in every respect, enjoyed to the utmost by
famed artist-musicians, by music lovers, students and
the public at large, including the "common people,"
those without technical appreciation of the art, espe-
daily that form of musical art, the symphony, which
has been called the highest.

The orchestra was both a revelation and a surprise
to the fine, big crowd in attendance. It seemed "unquali-
fied perfection" as one patron said. Conductor Alfred
Hertz proved himself every whit the great conductor
he has been acclaimed and his work with Los Angeles
Orchestra is another monument to his great and in-

spired genius. But each individual artist in the aggre-
gation is to be honored in the highest degree, for the
ensembles were faultless. The slightest false tone, the
least discord, could have been heard in the great natural
ampitheater, so faultlessly was the music carried on the
air, even to the finest pianissimo, with its velvety soft-

ness.

Congratulations without number were showered upon
Conductor Hertz and his musicians after the concert,
and upon those who have worked with unceasing ardor
and zeal to make the summer orchestral season pos-

sible. Among those who grasped the hand of F. W.
Blanchard. president of the Bowl Association, was Dr.
Bruce Gordon Kingsley, eminent organist and composer,
who exclaimed: "You are a public benefactor. This is

the greatest thing that has ever struck Los Angeles.
It is marvelous work in a wonderful place." Madame
Lili Peterschnikoff. internationally known violinist, de-
clared: "I really believe this is the greatest orchestra
in the United States," while Madame Cornelia-Kider-
Possart, known in Europe as well as America as a mas-
ter pianiste. said: "It is so wonderful, so beautiful, that
I have hardly words to express my sentiments." Hugo
Kirchhofer, whose achievements and work are so well
known, far and wide, exclaimed emphatically: "I never
had anything in a musical line give me such a thrill.

It gave me a deeper appreciation of music and the
concert showed so clearly what good music really is."

Mr. Kdison Strobrldge, business manager of the or-

chestra, was so enthusiastic over the success of the

first concert that he cabled Waiter Henry Rothwell iu

Europe of the brilliant opening of the season. He de-

clares that it means that Hollywood Bowl is to be the
musical capitol of America within ten years. Almost
overwhelmed with congratulations was Mrs. J. J. Carter,

whom David Bruno lissher, musical critic, has called

the ".Musical godmother of Hollywood." Mrs. Carter
says it is a dream come true, to give the people the
highest, musically and artistically, at popular prices.

It has been her vision for a long time, for the Bowl
ill particular and only now does she begin to realize

fully just how big a thing it is and what these concerts
mean
The opening number was the overture "Rienzi" by

Wagner, and before the selection was finished, the
applause brake and swelled into one great volume. Con-
ductor Hertz was obliged to acknowledge the ovation.

and as the [ilaudits continued, the musicians rose and
bowed with evident pleasure. The motionless crowd
then he:ird the Tschaikowsky Symphony in E minor,
and after that came, in lilting contrast, Hungarian
Dances by Brahms. It captivated the people, who re-

sponded with unmistakable spontaneity.

Informal visiting was enjoyed through a brief inter-

mission. The second half of the concert included the
Peer Gynt Suite No. 1. by Grieg. Morning was the first

theme, followed by Ase's Death. Anilra's Dance, the last

one being In the Hall of the Mountain King. All were
beautiful, hut the last one appealed particularly to the
sentiment and imagination of many, because of the
natural setting. It was immediately following the last

selection that the moon came over the top of the hills

and added a tinge of romance to the whole scene and
musical motif. Two numbers by the popular composer,
Kreisler, were given—Liebeslied (Love's Sorrow) and
Liebesfreud (Love's Joy) and the interpretations were
truly beautiful and exquisite. The overture from Wil-
liam Tell (Rossini) was a sublime climax. It swept
along in magnificant ensemble and with consummate
artistic interpretation in a way that almost made one
hold the breath. A storm of applause broke and con-

tinued until more than one curtain call was acknowl-
edged by the conductor. Not a person in the vast

audience made the slightest move to leave before the

late note died away.

"The first citizen of California," Gov, Wm. D. Stephens,
was the honored guest of the evening. Gov. Stephens
was presented prior to the concert by Mr. Blanchard,
and he made a very felicitous speech, complimenting
in the highest terms Hollywood for securing the orches-

tra, and for the enviable fame which has already gone
broadcast by reason of the Community Chorus, the

Pilgrimage Play, and more recently through the pro-

duction of "Carmen." Gov. Stephens declared the sym-
phony concerts will add greatly to fame of Hollywood
and the Bowl, which he said is a place second to none
in the United States, and perhaps in the whole world.

Mayor Cryer of Los Angeles made another compli-
mentary speech, at close of which he introduced Mr.
Hertz, who was greeted with great applause.

The first soloist of the series was heard at the second
concert last evening. This was the brilliant, world-

famous pianiste, Olga Steeb. "daughter of the com-
munity," who was tendered an ovation seldom given to

anyone. As Friday was observed by the French in cele-

bration of the fall of the Bastile. from which dated the

rist of the French republic, it was fitting that a French
program should be given. Miss Steeb's magnificent off-

ering was the G Minor Concerto by Saint-Saens. The
orchestra selections included the overture Fra Diavolo

(Auber); L'Arlesienne Suite, No. 1 (Bizet); Ballet Suite,

Coppelia (Delibes). The interpretations were on the

same plane of perfection as the opening concert, and en-

thusiasm marked the whole performance.

The stage for the orchestra has an attractive setting,

with a handsome cloth of gold for canopy and back-

ground of paneled wood. At either side are two tall,

rose-red urns, made especially for the Bowl, and these

stand in the midst of greenery. Special lighting of the

Bowl and stage adds effectively to the illumination.

GUDYS M. DARUNG
ACCOMPANIST
SOPRANO

Available for ^ngagemenh

Phone Franklin 6200

Address 801 Kohlcr & Chase Bldg.

WALDROP'S SUMMER ORGAN RECITALS

Uda Waklrop, the California organist and composer,
will give the last but one of his summer recitals at the

Exposition Auditorium this Sunday afternoon at three

o'clock. These recitals, which are given under the

auspices of the Auditorium Committee of the Board of

Supervisors, have proven very successful and numeri-

cally large and well pleased audiences have l)een the rule.

The programs are made up of selections best calcu-

lated to show the varied resiources of the great munici-

pal organ, one of the largest and finest in the world,

and admission is tree, with everybody invited and no
reserved seats. Following is the program for this Sun-

day's recital: Star Spangled Banner: Sonata No, 2

(Mendels,sohn) ; The Old Refrain (by request) (Kreis-

ler); Improvisation (Waldro;)); Minuet (BoccherinI);

Largo from the "New World" Symphony (Dvorak).

Rosa Ponsella, the young prima donna soprano of the

.Metropolitan Opera Company in a recent interview with

a representative of one of the leading musical journals

in the East, expressed her elation over the fact that she

has been booked for h«r first lour of the Pacific Coast
immediately after the close of the Metropolitan's sea-

son in New 'V'ork next April. A reigning favorite iu

Ihe New England States where she wa.s born. Miss

I'onsella has hitherto confined most of her concert work
outside of the opera seasons to that territory with

occasional jaunts toward the West as far as Kansas
City and some Texas points, but during the month of

May she will be heard in a series of recitals now being

arranged in a number of Coast cities.
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LARGE CROWDS ADMIRE WANG

Oakland Auditorium Theatre Houses Ca-
pacity Audiences During Hartman-
Steindorff Production of the Old

Favorite Comic Opera Wang

BY ALFRED METZGER

The brielit nielodies and the colorful

scenes, interspersed with merry mo-
ments, form the spotlights that consti-

tute the exemplary entertainment em-
bodied in the ever-ropular comic opera

Wang now being presented at the Audi-

torium Opera House in Oakland by Fer-

ris Hartnian and Paul Steindorff. We ad-

visedly say "popular,** for throughout
this week large audiences have been vis-

iting the theatre and expressed their

pleasure and gratification by insistent

deni:inds for encores and hearty laughter

at the various comical situations that

abound throughout the presentation of

the action. Evidently fine, healthy hu-

mor never stales, and pretty, well-round-

ed melodies always appeal to the taste of

the best class of theatre-goers.

The productions now being presented
in Oakland by Messrs. Hartman and
Steindorff are prepared to please the eye

but looks too handsome for the part.

John Van. as the Lieutenant adda'con-
siderably to the vocal as well as histri-

onic share of the production; while

Hazel Van Haltren. as Marie, both in

appearance and acting, meet the re-

quirements cf the part. Paul Hartman.
in the dusky role of the Senegambian
elephant keeper, presents many evidences
of natural humor, and creates consider-

able merriment in a minor part that

usually does not stand out prominently.
The audience shows special interest in

the children's scene wherein Ferris
Hartman and four or five youthful assist-

ants make merry with a lilting baby song.

Ferris Hartnian, Jr.. as the messenger
boj'. adds to the pride of the family by
getting all the laughs contained in the

brief but "slangy"' part. Paul Steindorff
and the excellent orchestra add their

share to the success of the production.
Beginning next Monday, the Hartman-

Steindorff company will present that fine

eld comic opera classic, The Chimes of

Xormandy. which never iails to please

any one truly fonrf of the best of enter-

tainment.

Charles Wakefield Cadman had what
he feels is the most touching tribute paid

FRANK MOSS
The Brilliant Cnlifornla Pianist Who n^ill Give tlie FirNt

of n Series of Three Evenins Conrerfs at
Kobler & Chase Hall. on Tuesday

Evening:. Aaenst Ist

as well as the ear. Scenery and cos-

tumes are new. and the performance
proceeds without any unnecessary de-

lays. Specially noteworthy are the short

intermissions, which are in sharp con-

trast to the habit of visiting companies
who do not hesitate to let their audiences
wait from twenty minutes to half an
hour, causing thereby restlessness and
nen'ousness, which must affect the atti-

tud? of any spectator toward the per-

inrmers.
The role of Wang has always been one

of Ferris Hartman's most effective ve-

hii les for the revelation of his special

liuiiior and histrionic ability. The inter-

\ inning years have not dampened his

arilor. He is as droll and active in the

iMit as ever, and he succeeds in elicit-

ins the proportion of laughs he ever did.

incidentally, we may add that he is as
nimble on his feet as he ever was. and
his graceful dances are not the least

;.t tractive features of his performance.
Lillian Faulkes Glaser, who impersonates
tlie Japanese crown prince, has frequent
cl.ances to display her fine vocal powers,

' and her personal charm is emphasized
by the neat, boyish character which she

• endows with a certain element of refine-

: ment and style. Edna Malone. as Gilette,

f is very chic and "cute,'* singing and
I
acting her role with youthful freshness
and vivacity. Rafael Brunetto succeeds
in extracting considerable fun from the
buffo part of Col. Fracasse, enacting the

( tipsy scene with fine realism, natwith-

]
standing the dry state of the country.

I
Nona Campbell, in the role of the

I widow, sings with her usual effective-

|! ness, both as to voice and interpretation,
ii

I

to him by a young lady. Miss Elaine An-
derson of Los Angeles, who has written
a poem, dedicated to him after hearing
his recent recital at the University Club,
when he presented a program of his own
compositions assisted by Margaret Mes-
ser Morris, soprano. The poem which
was published in the Los Angeles Times
is as follows:

To you within, whose heart dost lie.
Sweet songs of waters and blue sRy,
Of autumn's glory. Spring's rebirth.
The beauties and the joys of earth;
Who through your genius hands can bring.
Their message like a human thing.
In rippling chords of melody
Or notes of throbbing ecstacy;
You speak the souls of races dumb.
In living notes their stories come.
And painted by your music's brush.
We sense the dawn and hear the thrush.

Sing on—the old world needs your song.
Through love, and joy. the heart grows

strong.
Your songs are those that cannot die
While hearts are young and hopes are

high.
.Toy. sorrow, passion, pain and mirth.
You touch the heart-strings of the earth.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
\RTI.*iTH-

PIANO IXSTRICTIOX
.Studio: :»)»]! Kohler «& Chase llldg.

Telephone Kearny .Vl.VI

ReK. Tel. Ilayview 4104

F. WARREN SHOUP
i'iano InHtructionN — Summer (.'laN.seM

>Jeniher Toronto Sehoiil of >lusie— Student
of lime. Ilree of \'ienns < Fir.st AN.HiNtant to
I.e<«chetlt7.ky ). i'hone: Franklin TliTlI I Be-
tween and II \. >l.)

The

KNABE
"The Piano for a Lifetime"

THE distinctive tone quality and sensitive

touch of the Knabe maice an irresistible

appeal. The perfect craftsmanship and fine

materials that enter into its making preserve

this beauty of tone and action for genera-

tions. The Knabe is the wisest investment

for home or studio. Wherever you will find

music at its best—there you will find the

Knabe—in the Conservatories or on the

Concert Stage. The Knabe is distinctly a

Knabe product, built and developed under

one roof by four generations of master

craftsmen for 8S years. Every component

part of the Knabe Piano is made in the

Knabe factory—thus insuring that uniform-

ity and harmony of constructural detail es-

sential to artistic perfection.

You will find the Knabe literature very interest-

ing. It is so different from the usual catalog. If it

is not convenient for you to call we will gladly send

the same to you on application.

Other Pianos taken in exchange. Suitable time pay-

ments if desired.

Kohler and Chase.
26 O'FarreU St..

San Francisco. Calif.

Please send literature, prices and terms of
the Knabe. and oblige

Name

Address _ _ _ —

"For the Advancement of Music"

26 O'Farrell Street

Oakland Store Mission Store

535 14th St. 2460 Mission St.

Exclusive Knabe Dealers
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SUCCESS IN SINGING
By JOHN WHITCOMU NASH

THE CAUSES OF FAILURE

Smiling, by its vpry nature, unlike painting, literature

anil other works of art. must be judged on the Instant,

but. bad or good, there can be no doubt of the effect

that singing his upon an audience. The emotional reac-

tions set up by the work of a singer are the criteria by
which such work must be judged, .\udiences. however,
differ as do singers, and there are instances where the
pt-rscnality is allowed to unduly influence the manner
in which the work of the singer is received. In singing.
'he spontaneous expression of the personality is as unaf-

Iccted as the merest conver.=ational phrase; and, beyond
(his. according to the canons of the concert platform.
the personality of the singer should not be permitted to

intrude. A mistaken idea of the function of the singer
in this respect is a very prolific cause of unsuccessful
singing; regarded as a medium for display of the per-

sonality through the exploitation of a voice, singing
c.in never come into its own. or shed lustre upon the
singer. The importance attached to simplicity by the
greatest artists is often overlooked by the ambitious
student, but it is an open door to effective correction.

It is only natural that those who have been thrilled

by singing should aspire to simitar expression them-
selves, especially when one considers the financial re-

wards enjoyed by great artists, and right here is an-
other cause of failure, for the singer who takes up the
work with the idea of turning it to immediate gain.

often finds an opportunity of earning money with his

voice long before he has any authoritative idea of what
it means to sing.

Before the study of singing includes professional
ambition in its scope, it should be regarded as a cul-

tural means of intellectual development, and until com-
mon sense indicates such possibilities, there should be
no departing from this as a general principle. Thus
only can the student realize his ambitions. Many there
be who teach (?» singing, whose methods closely—nay.
slavishly—follow those of the quack and the charlatan
in that they promise impossible results, and if P. T.
Barnum was right, then there many be some justifica-

tion for such practices, but at the same time the sincere
student finds not what he seeks in such methods.
The possessor of a good voice, able to earn actual

mmey. is usu.illy unimpressed with the need for serious
study, but invariably such an one adds another to the
list of unsuccessful singers, even though for a time be
may be able to turn such ability to account. When
singing is a trade, with miserable trade aims and trade
tricks, it can never fulfill its highest mission. If you
wculd take up singing, take it up for itself, and allow
time leavened with hard work to tell ycu if it shall be
your life work. As a profession, it should be a serious
and elevating one. but the ranks—like all other profes-
sions—are thronged with incompetent aspirants with-
out seriousness of aim. and in many cases without the
faculties demanded by their work.
The sincere student, with proper guidance, soon finds

the truth, and u.ses it as the only means by which to

reach the goal of success, and it is in this connection
that it is bored that these articles may furnish food for
thcught and so enable the young idea to avoid misdirec-
tion of the energies, and lead to a more rational attitude
toward a beautiful, albeit a simple, art. which is too
often regarded as mysterious and extraordinary.
A frank scrutiny of the causes of failure is likely to

indicate the conditions pertaining to success. The fleet-

ing glimpse one may catch of a sincere expression is re-

garded as too trivial for notice; so simple that it

could not possibly have any bearing upon so supposedly
subtle an art as singing: sincerity of expression, how-
ever, which is a most potential source of strength in
singing as in everything else, only finds itself through
the simplest usages. The ultimate victory may be ob-
scured but sincerity of expression will be found to be
the safest plan of approach, and. in inverse ratio, failure
will attend the effcrts of those who neglect this great
principle.

The author has written many articles upon Just how
to do certain things, but it seems that a more urgent
need is a series of talks leading to an understanding
of the principles underlying all artistic expression, and
which will guide the inquiring mind into channels likely
to reveal undiscovered powers and conditions through
which these powers may be best applied.
Muoiclanship and diction are two of the most poten-

tial sources of excellence, but even the.se are left out
of the present .'orics; suffice to say that without musi-
cianship and dictirn. mediocrity—which is failure—will
mark the limitations of the singer.
(The next article will also treat of the causes of

failure.)

KRUGER CONCERT ATTRACTS LARGE AUDIENCE

One of the mcst finished and charming concerts of
the season was Kl»cn by George Kruger at the Sequoia
Club on Thursday. .luly 20th. and it is seldom that
any pianist appearing after the end of a season creates
such an amount of attention and enthusiasm as did Mr.
Kruger on this occasion from an audience that filled
every seat in the hall.

.Mr. Kruger chose for his Interpretation Ballade op.
47 by Chopin. Klude dc Concert by Backer-Groendahl.
Marche .Mililalre by Schubert-Tausig and Romance by
1 eHchelltzky. added as an encore in response to the
thunderous applause, following each number. Mr. Km-
ger's renown as a pianist has been well merited. He is
one of the few men who has not acquired any detracting
mannerism, and when he plays he does so with a soulful

MISS KU.N.V I.INKO«SKI

The <aifle<l I'lnnlMf and .\rf iNt-Student uf lieo. KruKer
Who Scored a Triumph a1 >lr. KruKer'N Recent

foneert In Sequoin t lub llnll

pathos and magnetism, which is at once delightfully at-

tractive and carries the listener along in breathless
anxiety. lest a note will be missed of the composition
being played.
Miss Ernestine Littlejohn. mezzo soprano, contributed

to the program some charming songs by Tschaikowsky
Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt. Santa Lucia by an Italian

composer, a French song by B. Hahn. .Melisande by
Lohr. Homing by Del Riego and Hindu Slumber Song
by Ware. Her voice is of agreeable, well-rounded qual-

ity, tinged with a genuine soprano timbre, bell-like in

its upper register and of telling dramatic coloring in

the middle and lower ranges. The charm of her voice,
used at all times with utmost skill, is heightened
through her interpretative artistry, and clarity of dic-

tion, which enable her to infuse her performance with
a very considerable amount of distinction and emotional
power.

Miss Edna Linkowski. an artist student of Mr. Kru-
ger. opened the program with the Mendelssohn concerto
in G minor. Mr. Kruger being at the second piano, and
she also played a Scherzo by Mendelssohn and the An-
dante Finale from Lucia di Lammermoore for the left

hand by Leschetitzky. Miss Linkowski exhibited excel-
lent qualities as a pianist. Her playing was marked by
unusual poise, clarity and brilliance, combined with a
high degree of technical finish, fine poetic feeling, and
musical intelligence.

Norman Smith, another artist-pupil of George Kruger.
and one who has received continued public attention
ever since he was six years of age. played a group of
solos by Chopin. Lavallee and Mendelssohn with a finish

and a grasp of understanding that was truly astonishing.
He had to give encore after encore, as the audience
kept on applauding and wanted to hear more of this
remarkable boy-artist.

CHAMBER MUSIC AN EDUCATIONAL FACTOR

One of the leading Denver daily papers, in comment-
ing upon the fact that the concerts of the Saslavsky
Chamber .Music Society of Colorado are exempt from
war tax. published the following editorial article;

On the program of the Saslavsky Chamber .Music
Society of Colorado, that had its first concert of the
season at the close of the week at the Brown, it is noted
as an educational institution, entitled to governmental
favor. This is as it should be. The concerts are educa-
tional beyond question, and they are not primarily for
profit. Chamber music is the quintessence of the art.
It is the most delicate, refined and perfect branch of
the art. It term I Is of such exquisite shadings and
nuances. There is nothing to distract the attention
from the melodic outlines of the composer's work. No
multitude of rhythmic figures to require a complete
concentration on the part of the auditor. The music
lover is free to listen and let his or her mind weave its
fantasies—this is a perquisite belonging to music which
the other arts do not permit. Each instrument in this
form of music carries along with it a "silver thread of
melody," each has its share in the pattern. Chamber
music is an educational influence upon all who love
music. The musician never tires of it; composers have
loved to write it.

But—and It is a great big but—the instrumentalists
must be artists of the first order—cameo-cutters. They
must work as one; they must learn and appreciate sub-
jection to the ensemlile. It is most fortunate for Denver
music lovers that the Saslavsky players fulfill in all
respects the requirements set forth. In the highest
sense they are artists in love with their art. and each
one knows intuitively the moods and tenses of the
other. They come yearly from long distances to meet
in the city and steep their souls in the harmonies they
love Saslavsky and De Voto—what a pair of artists!
Aided by a master 'cellist, they give expression to the
soul of the composer—the firm but brooding chords of
Schumann, the elfin music of Greig. so reminiscent of
his country: the exquisite tapestries of SaintSaens. the
majesty of Beethoven. All glory to them!

THREE INTIMATE EVENING PROGRAMS

I'nusual interest Is being manifested in the first of
the three intimate evening concerts (Trois Soirees In-

times) which are being given by Frank Moss, the excel-
lent California pianist, assisted by prominent soloists,
among wliich Dorothy Pasmore. violoncellist, is the
first to appear. The first program will take place at
Kohler & Chase Hall, 26 O'Farrell street, on Tuesday
evening, August 1st. and nothing has been left undone
to make this event interesting and instructive from a
strictly artistic standpoint. The opening number of the
program will be Bach's Chromatic Fantasie and Fugue
and those who have heard Mr. Moss In the past will be
able to realize that he will give a performance enjoyable '

to hear.

The second number on the program will consist of
Grieg's splendid A minor Sonata op. 36 for cello and
piano which Miss Pasmcre and Mr. Moss have studied
and rehearsed with that care and painstaking accuracy
which can not fail to result in a performance of musi-
cianly elegance. The final number of the program will
consist of Chopin's ever thrilling B minor Sonata op, |

58 which, with that intelligence and skill which Mr.
Moss always invests his performances, can not help but
create a desire in the heart of any genuine music lover
to hear it.

This first program, as will be seen, has been reserved
for the old school of musical literature. It will be fol-

lowed by a program of modern composers on September
.oth and on October 3rd a program, exclusively reserved
for Ameican composers, has been prepared. The soloist
for the second program will be Lajos Fenster. the
excellent violinist, and for the third program Miss Ida
G. Scott, the charming and refined vocal artist, will
be the solo feature. The three concerts are under the
management of Miss Scott.

PACIFIC PLAYERS

On Friday. July 2Sth. the Pacific Players, under the
direction of Nathaniel Anderson, put on two one-act
pieces in a way that marks them as pla.vers of first-

class rank. Mr. Anderson lent his long experience to
Lieutenant Grigorji Smirnov. the boor in "The Boor."
sustaining the role of the fiery Russian of long and
violent speeches with the maturity of his art. It was
well he had opposite him an actress like Jane Seagrave
to hold up the feminine end of the play. Paul Merrick
and Winifred Buster are two young players who are
coming along. They played Mr. and Mrs. Solomon
Lezinsky in 'The Baby Carriage." Winifred Buster
against justified the critics in the attention they are
giving to her acting. Others who did well were Mary
Joss Jones and Batti Bernardi. Oliver Alberti, of the
Paul Ash orchestra, gave a short program on the violin
He played with skill and feeling Indian Lament by
Dvorak-Kreisler, and Orientale by Cesar-Cui.

ALCAZAR

Herbert Heyes' first appearance as a star on the
legitimate stage was made in "Civilian Clothes." one
of the cleverest comedies of recent years, in which he
created the principal role and which ran for an entire-

season in Los Angeles. In response to repeated requests
from many of its patrons the Alcazar has decided to
present this popular play with Heyes in his original part
for his farewell week beginning Sunday matinee. July
30th. Heyes' acting as Captain Sam McGinnis in this
entrancing piece, not only proclaimed him a sterling
player, but he was accorded the unstinted praises of
every one of the reviewers, several predicting for him a
great future and forecasting the successes that have
since been his.

San Francisco theatre-goers will have an opportunity
next week to witness this great play with the stellar
role in the hands of its foremost exponent and the en-
tire production offered on an elaborate scale with Emelie
Melville specially engaged for an important part and
a cast of players of unusual excellence. The story of
"Civilian Clothes" is amusing and entertaaining in the
extreme. Captain Sam McGinnis. sofl of a shoemaker,
returns from France with medals for valor and finds
himself snubbed by the young lady of his choice because
he looks less romantic in the attire of private life than
he appeared in Uncle Sam's uniform close to the field

of battle. He becomes a butler in her father's household
and in wickedly droll fashion proceeds to win her all
over again in spite of herself.

Katherine Van Buren will appear in the role of the
young woman in the case. It is a characterization which
will give her a splendid chance as a comedienne. All
of the other members of the company and several spe-
cially engaged players will appear in the production.
"The Night Caller " is crowding the Alcazar this week.
It is one of the most absorbing mystery plays in a
decade.

Mme. Anna Sprctte, contralto, one of the best known
singers in the West, will have the honor of being the
t iloift for the Wagner concert which will be given at
the Hollywood Bowl on Friday evening with Alfred
Hertz conducting. Mme. Sprotte made her debut in
opera in Europe under the baton of Mr. Hertz and It Is

noteworthy that these two artists meet again under
such favorable circumstances. .Mine. Sprotte will sing
three seldom heard songs by Wagner—The Slumber Song
and Grief for which Mr. Hertz will play the piano ac-
companiments and The Dream with orchestral accom-
paniment.
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Harold Stanton, the American tenor,

appeared at a recitil at the Barker Bros.

Auditorium on Thursday afternoon. July

27th. and pres3nted a splendid program
which was made uj) of operatic arias and
songs by American Composers. Of espe-

cial beauty was his interpretation of The
Lullaby from Jocelyn by Godard. He
sang the following program: The Trum-
peter (Dii): Lullaby from Joselyn (God-

ard): Flower Song from Carmen i Bizet i:

Sweet Little Woman O'Mine (Stanton I.

Sorter Miss You (Smith). Thank God for

a Garden (Del Riego) : In the Silent

Night (Rachmaninoff), The Last Hour
(Kramer). The Lilac Tree (Gartlani;

Like the Rose Bud (La Forge). Yester-

day's Garden (Karolyn Wells BassettI,

The Great Awakening (Kramer).

France Goldwater. the Los Angeles
manager of artists, has added to her list

this season sevei^l of the best known
musicians and lecturers in the West:
among whom are John Smallman. bari-

tone, who is in New York and Boston for

the summer and who will return on Sep-

tember 1st: Viola Ellis, contralto, well

known concert and operatic singer: Ed-
win Curtis lecturer and authority on the

American Indian who is also an interna-

tionally famous photographer; James W.
Foley, humorist and writer, and Aldis
Bartlett. a young actor who is making a
notable impression in the Pilgrimage play
this summer. Among the rrograms which
have been arranged by Miss Goldwater
recently are the Robin Hood tournament,
at the Douglas Fairbank's studio; the
program on Sunday evening, July 16th.

at the Los Angeles Art Center, and at

the Ambassador Hotel for the convention
of dentists.
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If you wish to become famous you
must be known and in order to become
known you need publicity and there is no

more dignified way to gain publicity than

by dignified advertising. If advertising is

undignified then fame is undignified.
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BOHEMIANS ENJOY SUCCESS OF THE TWENTIETH GROVE PLAY

The Rout of the Philistines—Words by Charles G. Norris, Music by Nino Marcelli—Enthusiast'.c-

ally Received by Thousand Discriminating Spectators—Both Book and Mu3ic Orig-

inal. Characteristic and Exceptionally Artistic—Stage Management and

Lighting Effects Challenge All Adequate Description.

BY ALFRED M^TZGER

The Twentieth Grove Play was given in the Bohem-

ian Grove. Sonoma County, on Saturday evening. July

29th in the presence of a thousand members who crowd-

ed the picturesque forest theatre and concentrated their

attention upon the magnificent production from begin-

ning until the close of the two-hour performance. The
title of this year's forest play is The Rout of the Philis-

tines and the author is Charles G. Norris. the noted

American novelist, whose book Brass created such a

sensational impression not so very long ago. The music

was written by Nino Marcelli, the young musician, who
conducted one of the finest bands in the United States

Army abroad, and who gained much fame because of his

eifiriency and executive ability. Since his return Mr.

Marcelli has conducted an orchestra in San Dieso and

is associated with music in the San Diego High Schools.

He is a brother of Ulderico Marcelli. who wrote one of

the former Midsummer productions for the Bohemian
Club. Both librettist and composer endeared themselves
to the membership of the Bohemian Club through the
excellence of their artistic efforts.

Although the music of the Grove Play is usually pre-

sented in concert form, two -weeks or so after its initial

production among the giant redwoods, for the benefit

of the relatives and friends of the club members, it is

almost imperative to witness the interpretation of this

music in its original surroundings and as part of the
entire spectacle. For it is practically impossible to ab-

solutely comprehend the purpose and character of the
composition which inspired the composer unless one
watches the gradual development of the story in the
natural theatre for which it was created. Dramatic ex-

pression, scenic splendor and musical setting must be
witnessed together and listened to together if one
wishes to judge the inner artistic value of these forest

plays.

We wish to put particular emphasis upon this con-

tention that the spectator must listen to these perform-
ances from the standpoint of an ENSEMBLE- We fear
that even among the Bohemians there are many who
regard an expression of a vocalist from the standpoint
of a solo performance or aria instead of listening to

such solo together with chorus and orchestra as a
musical whole. It is for this reason that in the express-
ion of definite dramatic ideas the composer cannot pen
an obvious "cheap tune" to express some of the ideals

and aspiration of the characters. And it is for this

same reason that unobserving people fail to note "mel-
ody." because the melody may not be in the special
phrases uttered by the character, but surely will be
found if the listener observes chorus and orchestra
at the same time he hears the so-called soloist. We are
certain that many in the audience would derive greater
pleasure and inspiration from these grove plays, if, in-

stead of looking for melodies in detached solos, they
would try to listen to the production—literary and
musical^^s one huge spectacle. It is just like the Bo-
hemian Grove for which these plays are written. No
one w^ould think of paying special attention to one of

the great redwood trees. They admire the groves as a
collection of trees, hills, shrubbery and woodland magic.
And so the grove play must be representative of such
a mass effect^ if it is intended to conform to the splen-

dor of the setting in which it is given.

The Rout of the Philistines is something more than a
forest play. It is the expression of an idea. It is the
symbolic representation of the conflict between hate
and love—between war and peace. It is the final victory
of peace over war. And Mr. Xorris' strongest point in

his delineation of the story is the fact that he uses
an historical legend to give force to his symbolism.
Like the story begins with a rustic idyll and gradually
rises in spectacular climacteric accumulation until the
final apotheosis, so the music begins with a beautiful,
poetic, idyllic prelude which is characteristic of the
woodland scenes and the attending life of nature. In

this prelude Mr. Marcelli very skillfully introduces
some of the dramatic themes that indicate the future
passionate upheaval all of which ends in the victory
of that which is good over that which is evil. The
opening strains on the bass violins could hardly be
noted in their fine delicacy but gradually the forest
awakens and the dryads gracefully glide around the
sleeping prince Ackish whose dream the music is in-

tended to translate. Anyone possessing musical taste
will follow with interest the various incidents that fol-

low each other in the dream which results in the event-
ual awakening of the prince and his relation of what
he experienced to Moab and Dor who have been seek-
ing him.

This prelude is specially skillful from a musical

standpoint, and those who regard it lacking in melody
surely are very unobserving people. On the contrar>

it is charged with melodic beauty specially noticeable

in fine tone color effects and in intricate contrapuntal

and harmonic combinations which, while difficult of

performance, are in many respects characteristic and
unique. They surely express the idea of the author
to the minutest detail and those who cannot comprehend
the beauty of this music necessarily miss the beauty
of the story.

The next important number in the score is the In-

vocation to Dagon sung by chorus with orchestral

setting. Mr. Marcelli employes here a very ingenious
idea to emphasize the religious fanasticsm of the
priests. He lets the horns intone a theme of supplica-

tion which is at first followed by the chorus and later

the chorus begins it and the horns finish it. It is very
impressive and most realistic. It is constructed in gradu-
ally increasing tone volume and the chorus succeeded
in bring out the fervor of the work most effectively.

What to us seems the finest bit of musical conception is

the Dance of the Zealots with its atmosphere of bar-

barism and its throbbing passion and wild abandon.
Here, too, melody may be found in abundance, while
the dance measures of the Zealots breathe the spirit

of realism and emotional depth. This dance, by the way,
was not only unforgettable from a musical standpoint,

but equally so from the standpoint of terpsichorean art

for the dancers surely expressed themselves in terms
of motion in a manner thoroughly in accord with the

music and the story.

Another choral and orchestral number that is worthy
of special attention is the Glorification of Dagon some-
thing similar to the invocation with perhaps a little

more vigor added. Here, too. we find ample melodic
invention and a very tasteful adherence to the author's

intentions. One of two solos in Saph's Narrative sung
by William S. Rainey. Mr. Marcelli's musical pen drips

with poetic color and bursts with virility. He is a mas-
ter of contrasts and his style, while exhibiting the im-

petuosity of youth, nevertheless grasps the importance
of realism. It is descriptive music and being such it

necessarily must be heard in connection with the scenes
that inspired its picturesqueness, if it is to be appre-
ciated at its true value. This is specially so. in the case
of Saph's Narrative which depends so much upon the
setting and the special environment of natural as well

as pcenic beauty.
Mr. Rainey sang this solo with due appreciation of

its musical worth. He was in fine voice and his digni-

fied, proud bearing as well as his convincing expression
added to the importance of this scene. This solo num-
ber was followed by another ensemble of chorus and
orchestra descriptive of the return of Hamul and his

(Continued on Page 4. Col. 1>
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

MUSICAL REVIEWS ANNUAL EDITION

For the first time in twenty-one years the
editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review will

I be enabled to present to the musical profession
i and public in California an anniversary number
of a music journal which in every way mirrors
the wonderful progress made in music in this far

I

Western territory. The reason wdiy w-e were
I never able to actually fulfill our expectations in

\
regard to these annual records of remarkable

I

achievements was due to the fact that upon the

I

-boulders of one man reposed the responsibility

j

of both the business and editorial department
of the paper. We found it physicalh- impossib'e
to do justice to both important parts of the pre-

paration for such an edition. At last the Pacific

Coast Musical Review has a business manage-
ment upon which it can depend, and the editor

is free to pay undivided attention to the literary

part of this edition.

Of course, first above all these annual editions

are intended as an encouragement, recognition,

reward and historical enumeration of the astound-
ingly beneficial results derived from the persist-

ent and able efforts of California's leading artists,

pedagogues, composers and all organizations of a

professional and amateur nature. In past years
we never have been able to deal with this sub-
ject in that comprehensive manner which its

importance demands. This year the editor, thanks
to his greater freedom of action, is able to at

last conform to his ambitions in this respect.

While we would gladly separate this annual
enumeration of worthy achievements from the

commercial side of musical juornalism, we cannot
possibly gratify our idealism, because such an
edition cannot be published without considerable

expense.

As we have stated time and time again it is

an extremely difticult and heartbreaking under-
I taking to publish a weekly music journal on

j
the Pacific Coast. Only the most stringent de-

! termination and the greatest affection for music

I

as an art could have induced us to stick to this

. paper so long. For while during the season the

,
advertising patronage is such as to be gratify-

I
ing, during the summer the income has usually

' been reduced to a minimum, thus creating a de-

I

ficit that had to be made up during the winter
I season. The annual editions have in the past
' helped to cover such deficits. Since we are trying

In enabling this paper to improve its means
to assist the profession the members of the same
indirectly help themselves. For the Pacific Coast

MusicalReview has attained such state-wide re-

cognition that hardly anyone sincerely interested

in music does not see it, even though he or she

may not yet have made up his or her mind to

subscribe tor it. Anyone not interested in a

paper that presents the musical news of the com-

nnniities on this Coast is very little interested

in music and consequently cannot possibly be of

benefit to anyone wdio makes music his means
of livelihood. We are sure we do not exaggerate

the facts when we state positively that no one

worth while, musically speaking, fails to read

the Pacific Coast Musical Review, and specially

the annual edition.

There is one particular advantage in using

the columns of this annual edition for your an-

nouncements. In the first place this annual edi-

tion, because of the extent of its contents, is

read by as large an audience of people interested

in m'usic as it is possible to gather on this

Coast by 'a widely circulated publication. The
artistic appearance of the paper, its historical

value, its invaluable help as a w^ork of musical

reference, its helpful attitude towards music

clubs, managers, artists, teachers, music schools

and every factor that adds to the musical life

of the .State contributes tovv'ard its preservation

in the home of everyone who sees it, not to say

anything about libraries, reception rooms of

stiidios, music clubs, etc. No daily papers can

possibly have the circulation among the musical

public that the Pacific Coast Musical Review-

has, and specially that the annual edition of this

paper enjoys.

We like to suggest to our advertisers in this

year's annual edition some entire novel ideas in

announcing their activities. .\nd this service is

entirely free, for we want to make this edition

not only invaluable from a literary and educa-

tional standpoint, but from an artistic and origi-

nal view regarding the presentation of the adver-

tisements. In short we want to see it the most

dignified and worthy publication that it is possi-

ble to present. In this way it will not only serve

the profession and public by showing to the en-

tire musical w-orld what California is capable of,

but we w'ant to make it a permanent source of

connection between the public and profession

which will be read and referred to throughout

the year, thus making every advertisement PER-
M.ANENT throughout the year.

Tlie Pacific Coast Musical Review has always

had reason to be grateful to the profession for

the support of this annual edition. But this year

\ve want everyone to combine to help making

it the biggest thing ever presented in a musical

journalistic way in California. We want to

publish an article regarding the activities of our

music clubs which are worth wdiile writing about.

We want to pay special attention to California's

leading artists and composers. We want to show
the standing and character of our educational

institutions. We want specially to show wdiat has

been accomplished in our public schools in re-

gard to music. This year it will be our special

privilege to speak of the association of music

with the moving picture industry in a way we
have never been able to handle this subject be-

fore. ^^e want to show what our California com-

posers have done, and are doing. Then there are

many other features which we shall include, but

which we shall announce later.

Now, in order to do this we must have the full

co-operation of the profession and the public.

The profession can help us by taking up the

space reserved for advertising and in collect-

ing the information we seek. The public can

help us by reserving copies of this edition in

advance so that we can spread this information
througliout all corners of this country, and pos-
sibly to Europe. The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has never in all these years asked any favor
from the profession. But now, we wish to say
that in case anyone has found the paper of use
and assistance, no matter whether he may think
advertising dignified or not, if anyone believes

in the uuseUishness and helpfulness of this publi-

cation, now is the time to come and help us make
this year's annual edition the greatest success in

its history.

The majority of the visiting artists and the

Eastern managers have never extended to the

Pacific Coast Musical Review the courtesy of

recognizing its advertising. In using the columns
of nationally circulated music journals they be-

lieve to have exhausted their supply of advertis-

ing appropriations. They use as excuses the

worn-out argument that their Pacific Coast ad-

vertising is the business of the "local" manager.
Yet we shall show in this, annual edition how
much money is taken out of the State of Calif-

ornia by visiting artists and musical organiza-

tions, and how little is left here. It is our argu-
ment that if Eastern or European artists, and
managers and other organizations, are willing to

take away thousands upon thousands of dollars

every year, it would do no harm—even though
it were true that the advertisement did not bring
returns, which it does—merely as a matter of

courtesy and appreciation, to use the advertising

columns of a Pacific Coast music journal wdiich

needs such patronage far more than the great

Eastern music journals with their capital and
extensive patronage. Artists and managers that

feel that it is unreasonable for us to seek their

support when they visit this part of the country,

simply look upon music from a purely commercial
angle and are really more money-makers than
artists. However, we feel that many of these

artists would be happy to utilize the columns
of this paper to tell their friends and admirers
about their impending Pacific Coast tours, were
it not for the fact that someone fails to encourage
them in this object. We shall try and reach as

many of the artists intending to visit this Coast
as possible and see how great a percentage there

is among them willing to recognize the fact that

attendance at their Pacific Coast concerts depends
upon the amount of advance publicity they have
received in the territory which they propose to

visit.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review does not

forget the advertiser after his contract is signed,

nor even after his money is received. We extend

to artists every possible courtesy. The reading

columns of the paper are always open to every

one worthy of attention. We only ignore those

who are incompetent. Publication of biographical

sketches, portraits and other comments of a

critical or descriptive nature are among the many
features of the paper. We have tried success-

fully to bring artists and managers closer to-

gether. We constantly work in the interests of

resident artists. We are now endeavoring to raise

the standard of music study. We shall do our

utmost to assist in making life as pleasant as

possible for our resident artists, and students

who wish to enter a public career. If all this is

worthy of support then let our friends help us

to make the twenty-second anniversary edition

the most comprehensive publication of its kind

ever published in the far West and thereby help

themselves as well as us.

$600 FOR MUSIC TO LYRIC-DANCE-DRAMA

The National Federation of Music Clubs is offering a

prize ot JIOOO.OO tor a Lyric-Dance-Drama, dividing the

award between the librettist and the composer, $400 to

the former and $600 to the latter. The decision of the

judges of the Libretto has just been announced. The
winner is Robert Francis Allen of Coleraine, Mass.

The prize winning libretto Is entitled "Pan in America."

It is a beautifully conceived work. The poetry, imagery

and dramatic opportunity are worthy of the best ef-

forts of our most distinguished composers.

Copies will be ready for distribution at an early date

and may be secured from the chairman of American

composers—Mrs. Edwin B. Garrigues. 201 Bellevue-

Strattford, Philadelphia, Pa.
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BOHEMIAN GROVE PLAY
H'ontinurd fmm fuse 1. Col. 3)

men from a victorious battle. Mr. Marcelll here Intro-

duces the same rhythmic and emotional effects that

characterize all the choral and orchestral ensembles,
thereby obtaining a most impressive background for the

important episodes of the production. Specially beauti-

ful and romantic is the mother's song sung with fine

expression by Stephen Bowers. This gifted boy soprano
had an exceptionally difficult task to perform, for while

apparently simple the phrases are by no means easy to

sing and young Bowers brought out the sentiment of

the phrases with fine lone quality.

The finale entitled The Fall of Dagon and Triumph
of Saph was a worthy conclusion to a decidedly in-

telligent and genuinely artistic performance. It was a

veritable climax and would have elicited even more
spontaneous applause than it did, if the sudden ending
of the vigorous musical climax followed by an equally

sudden extinguishing of all the lights had not somehow
left the impression that the performance was not quite

concluded. The writer does not intend to express him-

self here in a critical mood, for he does not consider
himself an expert on dramatic action or lighting ef-

fects nor does he believe that these Grove plays, which
are purely private events, specially constructed and
produced for the benefit of the enjoyment of the mem-
bers of the Bohemian Club are subject to anything but

encouragement and commendation. When we speak of

this abrupt ending we merely wish to give a reason for

the hesitancy of the audience to applaud lest some may
think it was lack of enthusiasm, which it was not for

we beard nothing but praise and approval for both author
and composer.
There is, however, a friendly suggestion which we

would like to present entirely apart from any comment
on the production. Among the thousand members of the
Bohemian Club who attend this Grove Play there are

many who, while they love music, are not trained to

listen to music. These people would enjoy the music
of the grove play far better if, on the afternoon of the

day of the production, they could be called together and
have the music of the play explained to them. The prin-

cipal themes could be played on the piano by the com-
poser, while the author could tell the connection be-

tween music and story. In this way the auditor would
be able to hear the melody distinctly, would grasp
the meaning of the music, would secure an inkling of

the purpose of the production and would finally recog-

nize the musical themes during the performance and
thus easily understand its melodic and dramatic value.

He would find melody where now he can not discover
iL The Wagnerian operas did not become really popu-
lar in America until Walter Damrosch gave his famous
Wagner lectures. People who at first would not listen

to these works, now enjoy them thoroughly.

EL'ZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Kndorar-d hy W'aKrT StraynF

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
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We would not be so presumptuous as to make this sug-

gestion, if we did not value the great advantage to

music which is being derived from this encouragement
of resident composers. There is just a possibility that

a truly great American composer will receive his first

opportunity at the hands of the Bohemian Club. There
is nothing commercial aboat these Grove Plays. They
represent a labor of love from a talented or gifted fel-

low member to his friends. We have even occasionally

questioned the advisability of giving extracts from these

grove plays in concert form to the relatives and friends

of the club members. The latter question was only raised

because we felt it to be somewhat unjust to the author
and composer to have this magnificent spectacle pre-

sented other than in its complete form. It is not at all

impossible to assume that some day the long expected
American opera will be the result of the encouragement
given by the Bohemian Club to native composers.

Not one of the least important features of these grove
plays is the severe criticism to which they are subjected
by members of the Bohemian Club. Whether deserved
or undeserved criticism, if sincere, is always beneficial.

Artists and students would be far more competent if in-

stead of praising them to the skies their friends would
criticise their efforts intelligently. Of course, by this

we do not mean faultfinding. We mean constructive
criticism which suggests improvements as well as de-

scribes shortcomings. Constructive criticism is the best
kind of education. And while among friendly criticism
injustice creeps in occasionally, the writer belongs to
those who rather listen to suggestions for improvement
tliat to indiscriminate praise.

In conclusion we wish to extend to Charles G. Xorris
and Nino Marcelli our heartiest congratulations for the
artistic skill with which they invested this production
of The Rout of Philistines. It is a sincere expression
of a great idea. It is a timely reminder of the abandon-
ment of hate. It represents an elevation of spirit and

EVA M. GARCIA
PIAXIST. UKG.t.MMT AND TEACHER

«in= llonr St., Oakland Trl. Piedmont 3402
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iini: vTii— \ ni< F,— 1. 1 IK

OOO Knhler A: Chnxc Hide Ivenrny MM
KeNldenee IMHl IIunH <!>t., Krnnklln r>OOS.

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOM\ MAKKR AND RKPAIBKB
lllKheKt (Irade PrnfeNMional ^\'ork A haul u I el j

Gnnrnnted— VppraLier of InatranieiitK
FlneMt llnnd ^lade InMirammla

Atelier: Room £.'. lO^S Market Street, next to
Granodn Theatre, San Krnneltco, California

an emphasis of that which is best in human nature.

It is a fine literary work combined with depth of musi-
cal expression. It is an invaluable addition to the long
array of artistic triumphs that grace the pages of Bo-
hemian Club history during the last twenty years. It

is the result of co-operation between two fine minds who
succeeded in complementing their ideas to the end that

their fellow members rejoice in the addition of mental
food and spiritual refreshment.

While it is possible to describe the story and musi<

of the Grove Play it is impossible to couch in word,-^

the spectacle of the scene wherein the action takes place

and the artificial lighting effects that enhance the

beauty of the setting. This must be witnessed to be ap-

preciated. Of course, the great climax is attained at the

conclusion of the performance when advantage is taken
of the complete electric lighting plant to gradually
change the already impressive natural scene into a

veritable forest of enchantment. The first inkling you
receive of the impending splendor is when you note
high up on the hills a faint glowing of the trees (not

unlike the appearance of a lighted cigar in the dark.

only of course far more picturesque and distributed over

a large area). Then gradually colors blending with the

green and brown of the trees slowly flood the hill and
stage in gradually descending areas until the eye looks

n'.intinued on Page -'i. Col. li
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BOHEMIAN GROVE PLAY
iContinued from Pag-e 4. Col. 3i

upon a truly Arabian Xight dream of unbelievable wealth
of color and blending of delicate shades and hues. Some-
one told us that the electric light plant was just in-

stalled at a cost of $22,000 and that for some reason it

did not work satisfactorily. If this is so. we simply
cannot imagine how it could have been more effective,

!
but if it can t>e it surely is beyond our power of

I

imagination.
The writer is indeed very glad to have had the op-

portunity to witness a Grove Play in its pristine splen-
dor. Possibly he may not see one again. And some-
times we doubt whether it is not better to just remem-
ber the first impression of such an indescribably beauti-
ful spectacle, instead of repeatedly seeing it until one
l)ecomes used to it. It is indeed a just saying that
familiarity breeds contempt, and for this reason those
entrusted with the great responsibility to present these
annual spectacles must, in order to be faithful to their
trust, increase the artistic value and magnificence of
these grove plays so that no member ever becomes used
to them. This should be the great ambition of everyone
and no doubt this is the reason why everyone who has
written and composed such a Grove Play wants to do
it again, notwithstanding the almost unsurmountable
obstacles and the little annoyances that are associated
with the construction of a Grove Play. They want to

to write others because no one better then the author
and composer realize the things they left undone and
discover chances for improvement. They want to write
as perfect a Grove Play as possible. The thing has got
into their blood. It arouses their ingenuity and genius.
It awakens their dormant talents. It represents their
ambitions and aspirations. In short it stimulates genius.
And so we believe that each succeeding Grove Play will

increase in artistic conception and ingenuity and this
very accumulation of ideas will inevitably result in the
eventual creation of a musico-dramatic production which
will form the foundation upon which the American
opera will find its cradle.

THE PERSONNEL OF THE GROVE PLAY

Having written in detail regarding the musical per-
formance of this year's Bohemian Grove Play, entitled
The Rout cf the Philistinos. it is but just to mention
briefly the excellent work done by the leading inter-

preters of the lines. First among all is Richard M.
Hotaling who in the important part of Aaron, the high
priest, had one of his finest opportunities to disting-

uish himself and he took full advantage of the same.
Mr. Hotaling's clearness of enunciation and accuracy
of phrasing should be emulated by anyone whe declames
or sings. He could make himself easily understood
even in the remotest parts of the theatre and he brought
out the intentions of the author to the very minutest
detail. It would be imposr^ible to imagine a more im-
posing representation of this vigorous character.

Joseph S. Thompson in the role of the priest Ma!-
chalm. although being entrusted with a somewhat sub-
ordinate role, succeeded in investing the same with a
certain measure of importance by bestowing upon it

that emphasis and intelligent interpretation which made
it quite important. Mr. Thompson is an excellent his-

trionic artist and a student of dramatic art. Morris W.
Ankrum essayed the role of Abimelech. King of the
Philistines, with regal bearing and with those con-
trasts of quiet dignity and indignant anger which the
author so skillfully put into his mouth. He was spec-
ially impressive in his display of anguish during the
scene wherein his son Ackisch offers himself for sacri-

fice.
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Richard A. Leonard as Prince Ackisch. son of Abime-
lech, interpreted his lines with that youthfol impetnos-
ity for which they call. He was absolutely natural and
succeeded in observing the atmosphere of the play
which has been taken from Biblical history. Mr. Leon-
ard also proved himself the possessor of a fine, clear,
weU carrying voice which lends itself gratefully to the
musical verses. William B. Hanley. Jr.. as HamuL
Captain of the Host, delivered his address to his King
and people with fine virility of expression and con-
cisness of pronunciation. From a musical point of
view the most important role was that of Saph. Son
of Kapha. King of the Anakims. impersonated by Will-
iam S. Rainey. who always gives ftiU satisfaction from
a dramatic as well as musical point of view. On this
occasion, as already stated, he again acquitted himself to
his own credit and to the satisfaction of author and
composer.

The balance of the cast of which each individual
member is entitled to commendation for the spirit in
which he assisted in the ensemble was as follows:
Moab—Tutor to the Prince. George S. Magee; Dor,
Servant to the Prince. Easton Kent; Amon. Script
Writer. Gordon Davis; Sisera. Musician. Frederick
Thompson: Boaz. Sculptor. David R. Eisenbach: Mess-
enger. Jesse L. Peck: Soldier. Wm. C. Shields; Appari-
tion of King Rapha. Melville C. Threlkeld: Mothers
Song sung by Stephen Bowers; Lords of the Philistines,
Lord of Gaza, Leo Cunningham. Ashkelon. Lester Seib.

Gath. E. Malcolm Cameron: Ashod. Frank E. Rodolph;
Ekron. John R. Gwynn.

Chorus of Priests—M. Angell. M. Anger. A. A. Arbo-
gast. R. A. Brown, P. S. Carlton, W, L. Cozzens. il. E.
Creswell. T. C. Elliott. J. O. England, C. E. Envick. C. J.

Evans. W. B. Fiedlitz. H. Freeman. E. Gerson. R. A.
Glenn. C. E. Greenfield. C. Harris. R. B. Heath. Chester
Herold. E. V. Holton. W. F. Hooke. O. Johnson. A. G.
Kellogg, W. R. Kneiss. R. H. Lachmund. G. Lane. Chas.
M. Lee. R. Lundgren. R. I. Lynas. F. A. Mack. H. Malde,
E. H. McCandlish. J. McEwing. F. Mueller. A. E Meyers,
R. M. Xeilly. R. O'Brien. H. L. Perry. G. B. Peterson.
R. Probasco. G. Purlenki. E. W. Roland, J. S. Selfridge,
B. M. Stich. A. H. Still. J. F. Talbot. J. M. TeeL J. A
Thomas. W. B. Thompson. C. F. Volker. P. H. Ward.
M. White, G. R. WUliams, W. S. Wilson. A. T. Wood.
Chorus of Kingsmen—G. Brown. E. J. Cardinal, Wm.

Cross, D. A. Ervin, W. H. Hopkinson. W. A. Mitchell,

P. J. Mohr. H. Orr. J. 1. Thomas. T. G. Whitaker.
Dance of the Zealots—Wm. Lindley Abbott, S. W.

Blum, A. M. Brown. Leslie Cupples, Wm, H. Cupples.
Fred B. Davis. C. Decheni. Chester Dechent. George
Hammersmith. Fred W. Kappleman, John Messersmith,
Harvey R. Olds. Leiand S. Poole.

Dance of the Dryads—Wm. Lindley Abbott, S. W.
Blum, Fred B. Davis. Charles Dechent, Fred W. Kapple-
man. Harvey R. Olds, Leiand S. Poole. William S.

Rainey.

Retainers of the Lords—Gaza's Retainers— C. H.
Bentley. J. R. Selby. Donzel Stoney, Wm. L. Shaw

—

Gath's Retainers—Geo. Q. Chase. John Howell, J. B.
McCargar. Donald McLaren—Ashods Retainers—B. D.

fiiii
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Dean. R. W. Maples. J. D. MUIiken, Wm. K. White—
Ashkelon's Retainers—^J. C. Atwood. C. T. Crocker,
G. J. Henry. Armstrong Taylor—Ekron's Retainers

—

W. R. Bacon, C. C. Dobie. Geo. Van Smith. R. L. Mc-
Williams.

Hamul's Men—M. Anger. A. A. Arbogast H. H. Dig-
nan, T. G. Elliott. C. E. Engrick. G. H. Evans, G. J.
Hatfield. C. Herold. E. V. Holton. F. W. Kroll. A. E.
Meyers, J. A. Moore. R. O'Brien, G. B. Sucy B. M.
Stich.

Litter Bearers—C. W. B. Cornelias. W. A. Dwi^t,
T. C. Palmer. H. C. Taft,

Director General for the Jinks Committee—Fred-
erick A. Denicke: Director—Reginald Travers; Light-
ing Effects and Illnmination—Ray F. Coyle; assisted
by Homer Ansley and Edwin L. Oliver: Costumes and
Properties—Frank J. Van Sloun. assisted by Lncien
Labaubt. Ray Boynton. Harry B. Carlton. Harry S.
Fonda; Scenic Effects—Herbert A. Schmidt; Director
of Dances—George Hammersmith : Conductor, Xino
Marcelli ; Director of Chorus—Eugene Blanchard

;

Orchestra Manager—Walter Oesterreicher; Prompter

—

Frank C. Shaughnessy.
It might here be added that the orchestra was an ex-

cellent one and also that the Bohemian Club celebrated
its fiftieth anniversary in San Francisco on May ITtb
of this year. In honor of this fiftieth anniversary a
semi-centennial High Jinks was given in the Grove
on Friday evening July 28th sired by Haig Patigian.
the President of the club-

On Sunday morning. July 30th. the forty-fifth annual
Midsummer Jinks Concert was given the first number
of which consisted of a composition by Alfred Arriola
entitled Sunrise from the Enchanted Forest suite for
orchestra. This composition was already reviewed in

this paper when Mr. Arriola conducted same at one of
the California Theatre Sunday Morning concerts. On
this occasion Mr. Arriola also conducted and impressed
his interested audience with the fine tone color effects,

the poetic atmosphere and the musicianly character
of the composition.

Dr. Humphrey J. Stewart conducted the Ballet Suite
from John of Nepomuk the Grove Play of 1921 and re-

ceived enthusiastic approval for the graceful waltzs
and marches as well as preludes of which this suite is

composed. Dr. Stewart has always been acknowledged •

as one of the most prolific of our composers of the
lighter form of musical composition.
One of the most artistic and individtialistic composi-

tions by a resident composer we have heard for some
time was the third number of the program entitled
Farewell to the Forest by Wheeler Beckett, a tone
poem for orchestra and solo violin. The work has been
excellently scored, contains a virile and healthy funda-
mental theme, is written with skill and fluency and re-

veals unquestionable talent which heralds a fine future.
Mr. White played the violin solo with intelligence and
great taste in phrasing.
The second part of the program consisted of the

musical numbers of the Rout of the Philistines, this
year's Grove Play by Xino Marcelli and conducted by
the composer. Since we already have spoken at length
of these works, it is only necessary to add that upon
second hearing their musical value was even more
enhanced and the excellent impression we received
at the first hearing was emphasized on this occasion.
On Friday afternoon. August llth this concert will be re-

peated and announcements will be made presently.
We can only say that anyone interested in the best
of music written by composers residing in this state

will find great enjoyment and enlightenment by attend-
ing this Bohemian Club concert.

Mme. Isabelle Marks, the prominent vocal ledagcgne.
has returned from her vacation and is now again busy in

her studio. Mme. Marks possesses the enviable re-

putation of bringing out many excellent vocal artists

who rapidly make their way in professional circles

and who are excellently trained in their respective

artistic accomplishments.
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A PERSONAL LETTER
TO THE

MUSICAL PROFESSION
BY

GEORGE 0. CHASE
PRESIDENT OF KOHLER & CHASE

To Each Member of the Musical Profession:

WHEN last March I talked with Leon M. Lang about taking

the management of our extensive retail business, the prin-

cipal discussion naturally concerned the policy of the house. As
I explained to Mr. Lang the clean-cut, aggressive and liberal

policy of Kohler & Chase, I found that, just as I expected, Mr.

Lang approved each point.

But when I was through Leon Lang began. He unfolded to

me the most complete and comprehensive plan I ever heard for

co-operation with the musical profession. He amazed me with the

breadth of his ideas on professional co-operation which I found
had been maturing in his mind for years.

As I listened I became more and more enthusiastic. I could
find no flaw in Mr. Lang's plan. In fact it met with my unqualified

approval. It filled me with respect for the far-seeing, broad-

gauged business methods of Mr. Lang, and I gave him carte-

blanche to carry out his ideas of teacher-co-operation and
professional-co-operation.

Kohler & Chase have adopted in full Mr. Lang's whole plan.

I have asked Mr. Lang to write to the profession through the

Pacific Coast Musical Review a series of personal letters inviting

all those who are professionally interested in the advancement
of music to see him and to hear from his own lips his new "Mes-
sage" to the profession.

I hope you will all take advantage of what Mr. Lang has to

offer. Your co-operation implies no obligation on your part.

Sincerely yours,
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
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the floor" yesterday afternoon at the Hollywood Bowl
open-air concert. Artlmr Farwell, composer, who di-

rected his Domain of Hurakan. Conductor Will Rounds,
Morton K. Mason, composer. -Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Hassler, vocalists, represented the Crown City.

Most important artistically was the western first-

performance of Farwell's Domain Hurakan. a work
heard in New York City three times, and which might
well have found its place on the winter programs of

.\lr. Rothwell during the Philharmonic Orchestra con-

certs. Like most of Farwell's music, this opus, too, has
much imagery, in program as well as tonally. At
all times, with the exception of the brief finale section

of the coda, the music speaks for itself. It is hased
principally on two ganie-sonps of the Vancouver Indians,

or rather on themes and rhythms of these songs. Far-

well uses these song fragnients and rhythmic accents
with breadth, first, taperiiig them down to lyric epi-

sodes. In which the woodwind instruments find oppor-
tunity for intimate yet characteristic solos. A night-
scene follows when the strings seem. to paint the waves
shimmering in the moonlight. Again finely developed
motifs for flute, clarinet and oboe, horns, viola. Once
more the opening episode, with its principal themes.
one more boisterous, the other lighter but also rhythmi-
cally animated, exhilarates the entire orcliestra. One
can almost visualize the two Indians at play, as their

bodies sway in merriment, until a few heavy chords,
introducing the coda, cut off the joyful game.

In this brief episode the composer more somberly
reminds of the turmoil of wind and wave, which he
symbolizes to a degree in the principal themes. This
reflection on the cosmic contrast in nature impresses
one as somewhat abruptly added, especially as the
music does not seem to afford the specific blending
of native folklore and modern art-music which dis-

tinguishes the earlier parts of the work. Here, then,

is a tendency toward musical conventionality, which
again is brought to a quick close by a burst of rising
chords. Repeated hearing may reveal a different as-

pect of the coda, but to my present mind, it does not
appeal as an organic part of the whole opus. Farwell's
music is poignantly yet artistically orchestrated, yet
there occur no indulgences for the sake of dazzling the
hearer. Harmonically, too. the composer, with artistic

restraint, while being modern in expression, avoids the
extreme. In few compositions has .American native mus-
ic been transmuted so hai>pily into our own musical
idiom without losing the fascinating spirit of its origi-

nal inspirational material, as in this work.

The Domain of Hurakan ("hurakan" being the origi-

nal of our word "hurricane," the word derived from
Indian native language) may therefore well be classed
among the best of our present day composition. Author
and tone-poem were most cordially received.

Morton F. Mason's Introduction and Polonaise is a
pleasing bit of old-fashioned music-making, but not more.
Duets by Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hassler; The Return
by Bantoc. and Choes by .Moir, Mrs. Hassler also ac-

companying, were well liked. Conductor Will Rounds
gave effective readings of the Egmont Overture by
Beethoven, the first movement from the Unfinished
Symphony of Schubert and the Blue Danube Waltz.
He is a well routined conductor, who had the sympathy
and attention of his audience.

Vittoria Boshko was the soloist in the Hungarian
l-'antisy fcr piano and orchestra on Saturday night, when
she won the biggest triumph accorded any soloist dur-
ing the season. Her technique is brilliant and pure,
shows thrilling ease of rhythm as also a lovely faculty
for softer shadings.

Concert excerpts from Wagnerian operas were trans-
muted into dramatic reality of supreme beauty yester-
day evening at llie bowl." when .\lfred Hertz again
manifested his "calling" as one of the very few con-
ductors who can materialize in tone the demands of
this composer. Not a mere Wagner program, hut a
Wagner festival it was, both as to spirit of rendition
and as to torrential applause expressed by an audience
of about 61100 with clapping, whistling and shouting.
'What bad happened at the rehearsal one may only
guess. These must have been unforgettable, inspiring
hours of creative preparation among maestro and musi-
cians, for when the master conductor entered the plat-
form he was greeted with an ovation from the orchestra
public quickly resounding this cordial welcome.
Only a very brief or a very exhaustive account can

do Justice to the panoramic vistas into the wonder-
land of Wagnerian music which Alfred Hertz opened
to our iniirr eyes through the transcendental power
of his baton lunds. Prelude to the first act of Lohengrin
Rienzi and T:innhauser overtures. Prelude and Lovedeatii
from Tristan and Isolde. Prelude to The Meistersinger
kept the audif-nre spellbound. Mme. Anna Ruzena
Sprotte sang three songs of Wagner, Cradle Song.
Pain and Dreams. Alfred Hertz assisting at the piano
during the first two. Mme. Sprotte proved to us that
lovely hel canto quality of singing is well compatible
with Wagnerian declamation. All one can ask In as brief
a review as this is to Ixf for more Wagner; also
that the public through generous attendance make It

possible to conduct these wonderful concerts (they are
musical revelations more than anything else) on a
financially sound basis, and that everything be done

11 rZGERALD'S FOR THK ADVANCKMliM
Ol-' .NU'SIC
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now, and not later on. to assure the return of Alfred
Hertz for the summer season of 1923.

As a matter of fact similar summaries of the Hertz'
programs might be added for every one of the concerts,
only lack of space and the fact, that Mr. Hertz' remark-
able achievements in this regard prevent me from re-

peating myself. In short. Maestro Hertz has endeared
himself to the public and his players.

Jaroslaw de Zielinski, aged 76 years, hero of Poland,
veteran of the Civil War in America and a composer
whose works have been popularized by the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Orchestra, died at his home in Santa
Barbara Tuesday. Mr. Zielinski had no relatives in

America so far as can be learned, but he had a wide
circle of friends in the Southland and many prominent
Poles of Los Angeles as well as members of the musi-
cal profession are preparing to attend the funeral,
Mr. Zielinski was born in Poland in 1S46. of a
family of the nobility w^hose property was situated on
the frontier of Galicia. When the Polish revolution
against Russia was started in 18G3. Mr. Zielinski en-
listed, with his brother, in a company fitted out by the
Zielinski family.

In the first cavalry charge against the enemy Mr.
Zielinski received five bayonet thrusts, fell from his
horse and was left for dead. Following the engage-
ment, he crawled away to a peasant's hut in which he
was later discovered by members of his family and
nursed back to health. It was at this time that tht
curtain was raised on the Maximilian drama in Mexico
and Mr. Zielinski appealed to the Austrian government
for permission to cross the sea and help defend Maxi
milian. His scars, not entirely healed, militated against
him and his request was refused. Austria's rejection
of this valiant soldier redounded to the benefit of
America, for Mr. Zielinski at once took a ship for the
United States, joined the fnion army and served faith-
fully until the close of the Civil War, retiring with
honors.

Mr. Zielinski was a writer and lecturer of ability and
as a musician was well known in Southern California,
having taught piano here for many years. His composi-
tions including the famous "Heroic March." have been
played by tlie Philharmonic Orchestra and other noted
musical organizations in Los Angeles. Mr. Zielinski
moved from Los Angeles to Santa Barbara last fall

Highly gratifying as to program and performance
was the concert rendered by Marguerite Porter, promis-
ing artist-pupil of Homer Grunn. Selection and inter-

pretation proved that the difficult program, ranging
iiom Bach to Mczart, Mendelssohn and MacOowt'il
to Debussy, were chosen with full justification. The
playing of the young artist, she is only 13. though she
has the musical poise of advanced years, indicates that
technical fortitude has been made a firm basis, though
not the end of her training. As in previous instances
one can detect In the schooling Mr. Grunn has given.
the element of creative playing which marks his own
concert work so sympathetically.

Bessie Bartlett Prankel. Ihe new president of the
Ameiican Music Op'inil.-ts of Los Angeles, has begun
active preparations for next season's p»'ogra'i!S. A
ne:it folder, printed most optimistically "blue in bl.ie"

—nothing of the "blues" about it—reminds us that the
club was founded . January. VXli), uX. the suggestion of
Mana Zucca, American woman composer, who then was
in Los Angeles, having apiieared as soloist in her own
piano concerts with the now defunct Los Angeles
Symphony Orchestra under our friend Adolf Tandler.
In justice to the first president, and one of the prime
movers, Mrs. .Joseph Zuckerman, I should add. that but
for her enthusiasm this suggestion of Mana Zucca
would hardly have conic to realization. Objects of the
American Music Optimists are: "... to stimulate inter-
est in and promote the performance of estimable Ameri-
can compositions, to further the support of the American
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Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall. Los Angele*
Res. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN "-POSEU-IMAMST

A vnllalile for Concerts and Recital*
Studio: 1:124 South FlKneroa. Phone 241S0

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerls—Recitals—Intttructlon

Featuring; All-.Vnierlcan Program*
Studio: inOO So. Figueroa St. Phone S310S

FRANCE GOLDWATER
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GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
MASTER VIOLIN TEACHER

Studio: 401-03 MaMon Opera House
Phone 123S0 Res. Phone 50122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Rooms)

For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PIAMSTE—LOS ANGELES TRIO

Stndln: 32.'* Music Artu Studio Hldg. Phone: lf>OS2

GRACE WOOD JESS '"=zzo soprano

UK.\.«-4T1C INTERPRETER OF FOLK SO.NGS
IN COSTtME RECIT.\LS

Management; L. E, Behymer. Los .Angreles

ANN THOMPSON-Pw;wfr
.NO\V TOl RING IN THE EAST
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\\rite to >t2(> S. Hope. Los Angeles. Pico 1770

MRS. M. HENNION ROBINSON—Artistic Accompanying
tAccompanist for Ellis and Lyric Clubs>

L. A. Studio: Sion.. >Ved.. Fri. 151S So. St. Andrenrs
Phone 74406. Res. Club House Apts.. A'enlce. «l»47

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Southern California

All Branches Taueht
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Send for Catalog
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CATHERINE H. SHANK i°^^l^l
TE.\CHER OF SINGING

Studios: 1500 S. Figueroa; Phone: 22632. Los Angeles
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CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

446 S. Grand View. Phone 554645. Los Angeles

Harp Playing ia Chicago and a puiiil ot one of .America's

most renowned harp teachers, Henry James Williams.

The sixth of the series of How Many Do You Recall
again carried the audience back into the shadows of

yesteryear. They seem to possess an enduring vitality

and Mr. Elinor's latest offering has all the skill and
good taste with which this brilliant young musician
delighted his earlier audiences. King Chanticleer and
Are You From Dixie are veritable old timers. Old
Black Joe then leads into a quaint little cake walk
which was hummed by the orchestra with Sonora and
Roamin' In the Gloamin' to vary national interest.

GRACE WOOD JESS

The OeliKiitfnl Sinser of Kolksoncs. \Vh» W ill

<;i\e a Cit.stunie Recital Refore tlie I niversity

ttC California. Los VnKeles Ilraneh. Next
Tuesday EveninK

artist, and to encourage the development of Musical
.Appreciation."

Formal and informal programs will be held twice

a month. Special programs are to be interpolated such
as a manuscript program which is to draw public at-

tention 10 worthy, .vet lesser known composers ot this

country, not only of this state or city. During the

Lenten season a program cf Sacred Music by .\merican

composers is to be given. I believe that such a program
is of exceptional rarity. The only effort along this line

ot recent date was the .American Music Sunday in

Churches and Schools, during the convention of the

California Federation of Music Clubs in San Francisco

last May. Christmas High Jinks are to be "pulled oft"

at the home ot the club president. Mrs. Frankel, whose
residence long has been a source of stimulation to musi-

cal life in the West. With Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte

as program chairman, the events ought to reach a high

artistic level.

In view of the convenient excuse resorted to by
certain artists who neglect .American composers, the

American Music Optimists ot Los -\ngeles are prepar-

ing a list of .American compositions suitable for recital

performances and will see to it that these compositions

are available. Splendid plans these are and music

lovers make fullest consummation possible.

.\s another "sign ot the times," which should prove

growingly happy tor the American and the resident

artist in particular, comes word from the Fitzgerald

Concert Direction, that definite plans for a concert

series by resident artits are well started toward pro-

pitious completion. "Six Narrative Concerts." to be pre-

sented by several artists each, probably by four, unless

ensemble numbers require larger musical casts, will

form the programmatic forum on which prominent resi-

dent musicians will be heard. Each program is to

bear the mark ot individual thought in its total con-

ception and various groups or single items. Hence the

tell-tale collective t:tle ot "Six Narrative Corcerts." .^t

an informal conference the music critics of this city

suggested various program titles.

"Musicians in Revolt" is to emphasize the thought ot

progress in music, from Richard Wagner, the first

great revolutionary to Igor Stravinsky, the Russian

independant in the arena ot music. "Music ot the Cara-

vans" will reflect the roving spirit ot the music-makers

through music ot the gipsies. Hungarian music, and so

on. though it will not be confined to any one nationality.

Christmas time will be celebrated with "Y'uletide

Music," when sacred and secular music of the season

will be united in a program which is to be culled from
the musical treasures ot various religions and different

nations.

•JIusic ot the Orient.' "Music and Democracy."

"Nature and Mysticism" are other program captions

proposed. The latter suggestion should bring out the

great underlying unity ot that indefinite longing and

searching ot all people during all time. To make these

concerts representative also ot public taste, the public

is invited to send in suggestions tor program numbers
to the Fitzgerald Concert Direction. These requests will

be included in the programs as tar as suitable. In order

to make these concerts to realize the "narrative" nature

ot these programs special lighting and scenic effects will

be adapted to the musical message ot the selctions.

At the California Theatre.—.Another Elimr triumch

was registered yesterday at the California Theatre
where the world premiere of Charles Ray in "Tailor

Made Man" was given. The California concert opened
with Finlandia by Jean Sibelius. This tone poem re-

presents the impressions of an exile who returns home
after a long absence. Hubert A. Graf offered a harp

solo, Sextett from Lucia, which is always a favorite

with music lovers. His tone quality and technique are

splendid. Mr. Graf is a graduate of the -Academy ot

SAMUEL D. MAYER VICTIM OF ACCIDENT

Samuel D. Mayer, an octogenarian and for fifty years
active as organist in San Francisco, was the victim
of an automobile accident at Van Ness Avenue and
Sacramento Street on Sunday, July 30th. .Mr. Mayer
was quite feeble owing to another automobile accident
some years ago which resulted in partial paralysis and
consequently he was not able to move about with that
celerit.v which most of the speeders in automobiles re-

quire of us pedestrians. It is a pity that so many drivers

ot automobiles cultivate a disregard for human life

that is absolutely appalling and instead of taking
care, they rush along public highways with a lack of

human feeling that one can hardly comprehend. It is

stranger still that this possession of an automobile
seems to impress these people with the conviction that

they are never at fault and that the pedestrian ought
to watch out tor them, giving them a wide berth so

that they can speed along unhampered. .\ few well

directed horse whippings might do some good.

Mr. Mayer was for years organist at the First Con-
gregational Church and also occupied a leading posi-

tion as organist among the Masonic fraternity. He was
not. strictly speaking, a professional musician inasmuch
as he combined his musical activities with some com-
mercial pursuits. However, he understood his work
thoroughly and gained for himself an enviable reputa-

tion. He took great pride in his organ work, and always
appreciated any recognition that was extended to him.

He has been the recipient ot many unsolicited honors

in connection with his fine musicianship and the various

anniversaries ot his brilliant career always brought
him a testimonial of those who regarded his efforts

with the utmost respect and admiration.
Samuel D. Mayer leaves a host of sincere friends who

enjoyed his association and who will feel his loss

greatly.

TOSCHA SEIDL COMING

Toscha Seidl, one ot the sensational group of Russian
violinists from the school of the famous Leopold
Auer, from whence created such world figures as Jascha
Heitetz, Etrem Zimbalist and Mischa Elman, will be
brought to San Francisco early in the fall season by
Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer tor his first visit to the

West.
Seidl has long held a pre-eminent place among the

violinists ot the present age. and his rare interpretative

art has brought him a fame equal to that accorded his

three renowned school mates. He is one of those rare

instrumentalists, who unaided by any posing or demon-
strative methods, grip an audience the moment they
begin to play. Seidl gets right to the heart ot what he
is interpreting. He plucks the soul out of every note
and rounds off every phrase with that exquisite skill

that alone belongs to the master interpreter.

The most eminent critics have declared that Seidl

possesses all the technical equipment necessary to

enable him to deliver the potent message, but the

listener who is really musical becomes oblivious of

technical means in his case because ot the wealth of

his temperamental endowment, his rare delicacy and
his poetic appeal. It is said that his tone is fuller and
rarer than that of any other living contemporary and of

singular sweetness, but above all. Seidl's claim to fame
rests upon his being a violinist of superb mentality.

Manager Oppenheimer predicts a genuine furore for

this lad on his coming visit. He will be first presented
on Sunday afternoon. November 5th, in a special recital

at the Columbia Theatre.

Thilo Becker
PIANIST

Teacher of Olga Steeh, Claire Forbes Crane, Lester Dono-
hue. Colin Cnnipbell. !>iildred Janii-fon, >lrs. CllfTord l.ott,

Adelaide Gosnell. Shibley Royes, etc.

Studio: 431 South Alvarado St. Phone r>334.*;.

agafric^

W7!R0QST
SOPRANO

Only ricrious and tai-
nted students ac-

cepted. Repertoire In
French. Italian, Kus-
sinn. English. Sttldlo.
7041 Majestic Theatre
Dullding. 821910

EDGAR J. HANSEN '"^.^Wi?'*^
214 Music Arts Studio Bide. Phone 10082. Res. 510««. Con-
cert Direction. Grace Carroll Elliot.

COMPOSER
Head Violin Dent.. College of Music. V. S. C.—Member

PlillhamiunU' Orchestra
R20I «. FlE-neron '^f.. I.n<* ^nE-elen Phone >laln 21!>0

If you wish to become famous you must be known and

in order to become known you need publicity and there

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then

fame Is undignified.
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SUCCESS IN SINGING
By JOHN WHITIOMB .VASII

The Causes of Failure (Continued)

As indicated ill a previous puragrapli. much unsuc-

cessful singing is due to misdirection of talent induced

by a misconception of the purposes of singing and of

I he normal functions of the voice. It is not too much
to assume that every one wiio sets out to sing is de-

sirous of giving the best that is in them, and yet how
seldom do we hear good singing. The possessor of a

good voice is often able to turn his talent to account
without any serious preparation; to use his vernacular,

"putting it over" is all there is to singing, and that is

as far as he wishes to go, but such singers quickly

damage their voices and impair their earning capacity

through strain brought about by wrong conditions and
misconception of the use of the voice. There is no

denying that this faculty of 'putting it over" should be

part and parcel of the singer's equipment, but the man-
ner of so doing is open to question.

The essential qualities of the singing voice are rare-

ly used by such singers; they copy bad models as well

as good and produce their effects by unnecessary mus-

cular action which impedes free tone-emission and rap-

idly impairs the vocal apparatus. The unfortunate pai't

of all this misdirection of effort is that the singer is

unconscious of the condition which defeats the best

purposes of singing and at the same time spoils his

chance of improvement.
It is only by long practice and careful observation

that the student learns to locate and eliminate this

superfluous effort, and until such "lost motion" be

eliminated, he has no chance of realizing the capacities

he has for quality, range or volume of voice. Let us

here state a primary fact in the development of a voice—"Any tension or energy not necessary to tone-emis-

sion is inimical to the best results " Such tension may
be found in the root of the tongue, the soft palate, the

neck, the upper part of the chest; and relaxation ot

the whole of the upper part of the body, neck and parts

of the head may be profitably studied by all ambitious
students.
Another cause of failure is the abnormal use of the

speaking voice. We resent the idea that we use dialect,

but it is a patent fact to any student of phonetics that

as a nation, we are all guilty of habits and practices

which are inhibitive to effective speech. Living, as we
do, in a free country, we are at liberty to distort our

national language and assert that we are within our

rights in so doing, hut this is a very real reason that

we have few singing voices. There are qualities com-
mon to the human voice which are the essentials of

the singing tone, but which through common usage.

(dialect), are scarcely perceptible, and because they

are so, some of us are content to say that w-e cannot

sing. 1 ' i

This condition is prevalent all over the country, and
really is a matter for national investigation; educators

themselves are rarely able to use their voices in an

agreeable manner, but that is no reason for neglecting

to see that our children are brought into contact with

the musical qualities and cultured uses of the human
voice. Even the profession of teaching singing lacks

anything approaching a standard terminology, and be-

cause of the hostile attitude of one system's advocates

towards the other and all others, this will probably al-

ways be BO. '

We hear of covered tones, white tones, and hosts of

others, none of which seem to be adequately stand-

ardized. What is sometimes spoken of as sensation is

often a matter of hearing, but then hearing is sensation.

We hear a throaty tone, and we know that vibrations

are taking place in the throat, and we know it through

the sense of hearing. We hear a nasal tone, and we
know it by the same means, but as a matter of fact.

in this case, the vibrations are shut oft from the nasal

cavities although it is sometimes hard to convince the

student that this is so.

Right here we may draw attention to a difference
which is sometimes a stumbling block to the student.

Nasal resonance is the opposite to what we call a nasal

tone. Nasal resonance is the result of the free vibra-

tion of the air in the nasal cavities, and which is only
possible when the upper pharynx is relaxed allowing
the air free motion. Nasal tone is the sign that there
Is an interference with the adjusting tissue at the back
of the mouth which regulates the size and contour of
the upper resonance cavity.

The real truth about the voice would read almost
platitudinous, and the dilliculties of getting at the truth
have been complicated by carelessly stated theories
which seem to conflict with other theories. There is the
school that teaches that voice is breath; that which
teaches the high fixed chest; another which pins its

faith to abdominal breathing, and the tale is yet to run.
How the student can flnd the truth without wading
through a sea of inessentials is an unsolved puzzle, but
it Is safe to say that observation and common sense
are two of the most commonly neglected principles
among the large majority of vocal students.

The truth is that voice is a power to be used as life

is used. The physical processes help us but little in
understanding its source, but the product may be used
by all, whether they be students of speech or song or
not.

A singular circumstance may be observed in a very
large percentage of those who try to sing which will
indicate the cause of many failures. It is this; a muscu-
lar tightening of the throat and upper chest, entirely
unnotlceable during speecii. will accompany every at-
tempt to "sing." This brings about a hard, expression-
less tone subject to vibrato, regi.^ters. and all unchar-
itableness. A reverse condition brings about the use

of the thin, flabby tone called by some "falsetto." Both
of these tones make for failure in singing, which as

we have already stated, should be a simple, sincere
expression of one's personality. Tlie normal man or

woman who can carry on a sincere, fervent conversa-
tion usually does so in a tone which is fundamentally
correct, and which can be styled the fundamental tone.

Its development will be discussed in subsequent articles.

For our purpose, we may define that class of singing
a failure which is not delivered with ease and simplicity
in intelligible language and which does not reveal the
true spirit of the song without artificiality of any sort.

Is this what we went to Europe for? If it is. many of

us missed it. Singing high and loud is possible, but
is it the purpose of singing? Preservation of the voice
should be a principal object of vocal culture. The way
we flock to New York to flnd out what we can learn

just as well at home, and the way we flock back not
having learned it. is a good indication of the condition
of our mental attitude in matters vocal.

There are dentists changing the contour of the mouths
of already acceptable singers. There are those who
know they will never sing well until their tonsils are
removed by a surgical oiieration. and others who sus-

pect that the uvula will have to be clipped; no doubt
there have been cases that needed such attention.

BUT—
When we know that the fundamental tone conforms

to the conditions demanded in the art of singing, anrt"

that sincerity admits of no form of artificiality, we shall

be ready to condemn those tricks we so often hear which
are styled '"singing."

THOMAS FREDERICK FREEMAN'S MUSICALS

Thomas Frederick Freeman pave the first of a series
of musicales on last Sunday afternoon which he hopes
to continue at intervals throughout the winter. Sun-
day's program was held at the Berkeley Piano Club
and was the occasion of the presentation of Miss Reta
Mitchell in a short piano recital. Miss Mitchell is from
Los Angeles and has been attending the summer ses-

sion at the University of California. During her stay
in the north she has been coaching with Mr. Freeman
who is enthusiastic over the work which she has been
able to accomplish in such a short period of time.
The program consisted of Brahm's Rhapsody in G

minor, the Preludes in A flat. C. G. and B flat (major
and minor) of Chopin and the familiar D minor of

Rubinstein. Miss Jlitchell is possessed of a fluent

technique and unusual strength. The latter enables her
to compass stirring climaxes without apparent effort

and lends to her work that breadth which is so often

wanting in the playing of a woman. Her tone is at all

times colorful and musical. Miss Mitchell's playing was
received with enthusiasm by the many musicians pres-

ent. She plans to appear frequently in concert and
recital on her return to Los Angeles.

HANSEL AND GRETEL AT THE GREEK THEATRE

Paul Steindorff to Present Beautiful Humpdinck Opera
With Mabel Riegelman and Anna Young in

the Leading Roles

Paul Steindorff with an enterprise and energy worthy
of the heartiest support will present Engelbert Hump-
dinck's splendid grand oneratic fnirv sforv Hansel
and Gretel at the Greek Theatre of the University of
California on Saturday evening. August 26th. Mr. Stein-

dorff is the first musician in the bay region who has
taken advantage of the summer months and has done
his share to enliven an otherwise dull season with
effective and brilliant musical spectacles. This sum-
mer is no exception to this rule. It is gratifying to

note that the role of Gretel will be impersonated by
Mabel Riegelman. who will be the stellar attraction,

that consummate operatic artist who appeared in this

role with the Chicago Opera Company and who created
a veritable sensational triumph every time she inter-

preted the part. Critics and public were unanimous in

their praise and indeed many regarded her as the best
impersonator of the role ever heard in the large eastern
music centers.

Hansel will be portrayed by Anna Young who in

recent years has forged ahead rapidly as an exemplary
exponent of leading operatic roles. Mrs. Young pos-

sesses a beautiful soprano voice, is a conscientious
and well trained vocal artist with considerable prac-
tical experience and we feel certain she will do full

iustice to this grateful role. .lack Hillman. so well
known as one of Californias most active and most suc-
cessful baritone soloists. <ilso earning many laurels in

recent years, in connection with local operatic presen-
tations, will sing the role of the father, while Claire
Harrington, prominently associated with the San Fran-
cisco Community Ojjera Company and the Western
Singers will sing the role of the mother. Rosa Honyi-
kowa, a brilliant young soprano soloist, will sing the
Sandman and Elfrieda Steindorff will impersonate the
role of the Dewman. The Witch will be sung by an
artist of international reputation whose name Mr. Stein-
dorff will announce later on. The ballet will be under
the exceptionally competent direction of Anita Peters
Wright.
There will be a complete grand operatic orchestra

of fifty men and the scenery will be specially designed
and built by the staff of the Hartman-Steindorff Opera
Co. Ferris Hartman will be the stage director. We
have reason to believe that this production will be
one of the very finest ever presented at the Greek
Theatre both frcm a musical and spectacular point of

view.

William Edson Strobridge, manager of the Hollywood
Bowl Summer concerts which are making such an ex-
cellent impression, is also affiliated with the business
offiice of the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles.
Mr. Strol)ridge is an excellent pianist and has always
been active in the musical life of Southern California.

F. M. Biggerstaff, the well known pianist, is spend-
ing his vacation in Southern California where he is

the recipient of many attentions on the part of his

numerous friends. No doubt Mr. Biggerstaff will be
among the first to reopen their studios this month.

GLADYS M. DARLING
ACCOMPANIST
SOPRANO

Jlvailahle for Engagements

Phone Franklin 6200
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Will norcpt concort etiKairfiiientN and pupilM, Ktiiilhi

Itonni rillT, Kohler A- ChiiMp IIIiIK' TueN, afternoon nnd li>

n|>|)oin(nient. Tel. Berkeley 477riJ,

MISS MOORE
<'lillil~ en's eInMN in history «>f niiiNh'. l.ivt'H ttf CoiiipoNerN.
Tiilef* of OperoN and ClaNNlc !*l jtholoKJ" (hroiiurh intitriir-

rlve Htary telline. Greek Studio. '^214 A nllejo. Tel. Fllt-
iiiore 11)1-1: Hft*.. nihnore tMr>.

Walter Frank Wenzel
Pianist—Accompanist—Coach

•fen

Studio: 601 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Res.: 1916 Golden Gate Ave. Fillmore 4733

The lOxiiulMltc In

CONFECTIONS
—ALSO—

Tea Room and Lunches

Morr« at
i«s irr \ititi:i.i. "iTHKKT
2:t7 POST STRKKT
mil M VIIKl-'.T STHKKT
Pnliiif lloOl nidK.
HMI MKIIKKT STKKI-yr
l,oei\*N Worfleld Theatre IlldK-

4 Stores in

San Francisco
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On Sunday erening. July 16tli. the Los
Angeles Art Center gave one of their de-

lightful programs at the George Smart
studio at 3108 W. 7th street. Los An-

geles. The entire program was furnished

through the courtesy of France Gold-

water. The artists presented were Doris

June Struble. who gave a group of piano-

logues in her own inimitable way which
included Waiata Poi by Alfred Hill. A
Heap O' Livin' by Edgar Guest and The
Tomboy which she wrote herself. Aldis

Bartlett gave with masterly feeling Othel-

lo's Address to the Senators from
Othelio by Shakespeare. Melba French
Barr. soprano, and Harold Stanton, tenor,

who gave a scene from the first act of

Mtoe. Butterfly, which was one of the

best presentations seen here for some-
time. The program closed with a Jap-

anese Ballet which was danced by young
dancers from Denishawn and included

Anne Douglass. Harry Losee. Nina Gar-

rett. Mary Harron. Lenore Schefter and
Ruth Hayes.

Doris June Struble has been very much
in demand of late. Her t.vpe of charming
original pianologues and dramatic
sketches are meeting with unlimited pop-

ularity before all kinds of audiences. The
past week has seen her in La Jolla. where
she presented a whole program under
the direction of France Goldwater: at

the Los .-Vngeles -\rt Center on July 16th;

at the Ambassador Hotel on July 17th.

for the convention of dentists, and on
July ISth at the Cplifters ranch and also

at the West Gate Chapter of the Eastern
Star. She will also appear at the Scot-

tish Rite Cathedral on July 2Sih when
she will present a whole new program.

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: 1920 Scott !!>t. Pbuor Fillmore 1541

ADCCE ULMAN
Pupil of Giacomo Minkowsky and Mme.
Uinkowsky. Teacher of Voice. Studio ITS
siommonweal'.h Ave. Tel. Pac 33.

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
l»I\\I>T AND TEACHER
I'upil of W acer Swaync

Stndio: r.ir> BQ«na Vi«Ta Ave. Tel Park 341

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay iledalist.

—

Soloint. Arconipanioi and Teacher
S15 Cletr.^nt >: >:"-r yrar. : ? :

}'
~. : - -^ --.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture :—Opera. Oratorio.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. TeL Pac. 1856

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Cnltare. «nHe "C" Kohler <Jfc Cluiae
naUdloic. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRIDIATE OF SCHOLA CVNTORIM.

PARIS
ORGAMST ST. MARV*5 CATHEDRAL

Piano Department. Hamlin School
Orean and Piano. Arrillaea .Moslcal Colleee

PAUL STEINDORFF Evelyn Sresovich Ware
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
in All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CULTURK

Stadia:

M2 KOHLER * CBASK BLDG.
^D Francisco Phone; Kearny S454

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PI IMST

Stodio: 1^3T Euclid Avenne. Berkeley.
Phone Berkeley «00<.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMOXT

California Institute of Masic. K. . & C
Building^. Tel. Kearny d4a4.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

^ludlos: >4>2 Kohler Oc Chase Blds-< S. F.
r.*;-.*:: Ocemn Vlevr Dr.. Oakland t Residence)

PIERRE DOUILLET. PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
(!.'> Kohler JL Chase Bid. Tel. Sutter T3->»T

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Sivdio. 003-«ti4 KOHLER A CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

MRS. CHARLES POULTER
SOPRANO M. AndrcTTs Church
Voice Col lure. Piano. 5KS 27th St.. Oak-
lamd. Tel. 2079. Kohler A Chase Bldf-
Wednesdays TeL Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIAMST AND TEACHER

Kf^idencc and Studio. t>12>s HUIeeass Ave.,
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

'pera Sacceswes in Europe: Concert Suc-
1 •-•"Hcs in America. Addres* I"*©! California
?(.. San Francbico. Telephone Prospect 3620

Mary Coonan McCrea
TE.\CHER OF SI\GI>G

Studio 36 GafTner Bnildinp, 376 hotter St.

TeL Donel'* 4233. Re». TeL Kearnr 2»4»

Pl.t.tO

Stndloi IMU Kski£r * C^mt Bile.
Phone KeKTvy 5-1&4

Jo8ei>h George Jacobson
PIAXO

2.>33 Saeramenio St. Phone FtUmore S4S

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Coml^ae, Paris

Stvdlo: 3107 WaahlBBtoa Street
Phase FUlHore 1S4T

SIGMUND BEEL
>la«Her <. Is-sx^s for ^ iolin

Studio Bnildins. 1373 Post Street

Tel. Prospect 7.'i7

Ada Clement Music School
NE« ^OCAL DEPT.

Rena Lazellc

3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore SSS

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher ol Slnslns. ^ Loretta Ave. Ple^-
moDi. TeL Piedmont 3&4. Hon., Konler A
Chase BSdc., S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay A WaahLngton

Mr. Noah Brandt. Violin
M rs. Noah Braodt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
:«opmno Soloist. Temple Emann El. Con-
cert and Church ^^ork- Vocal instruc-
tion. 2r>39 Clav St.. Phone West 4S90.

.MRS. EDWARD E. BRUNER
SOPR.V>'0: Available for Enrascmenta

Soloist, Temple Beth Israel
Studio: 26 Aithbury St. Phone: Pac. 5330

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
\RTISTIC

PI\>0 INSTBLCTIOX
Stadio: 200D Kohler A i ha^^e Dld«:.

Telephone Kearny rt4.%4

Re-*. Tel. Bayrlew 41lM

F. WARREN SHOUP
Piano InMtrnct ion^ — "•umnier CIasj.cs

>iember Toronto School of Ma^ic—Student
of Mme. Hree of \ ienna (First V<i.<«iHtant to
Leischetiirky I. Phone: Franklin 7272 < Be-
meen 9 and II A. M.)

Read the Pacific Coast Musical Review,
a publication that sboold be read by all

the music-loTing people. Siogle copies,

10 cents; by mail (3.00 per year.

fV^

Grand Prix. Paris

Grand Priz*, St. LomM
L RE ricfasesB. rmoneaa, depth and
1 citana cf Baldwia tc 'v cannot be
' do^dkated. Only vitii -^e Bald-
vinPbnocantt be prodoctj be-
cause only the BaUvin has tbe

acoostic properties capable of its drrdo:^
BKOt. Tbosewboapproachthesekctioa oi a
piaTM^ tiaprejodiced aad vith open Bund fiad

tbe Baldvin a rerdatioii.
. .<s» -

310 Sutter Sl San Francisco. Cal.

©I»= ^m
Member of Federal Reserve System and Associated Savins^ Unnk« of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
ITHE SAX FR.iSCISf O BA>K)

5M California Street. Saa Fraaelaeti. CaU
COMMERCIAL

MIS^lO.^i" BRANCa. MlaaloB and 21,t *lreel.

PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH. Clemenl St. and Tffc \it.
UAIGUX STREET BRANCH. Halc^t and Uel«edere SIreeta

JUNE 30th, 1922

Assets • *I5-'i<'-'II'';
DeDOSi ts ....... 72,4 1 0.l t t .IS

Capital Actually Paid Cp i.ooo.ooo.oo

P.eserve and Contingent Ftinds ...... 2.700JJ00.00

Emp!oy^.rs" Pension Fund ....... 3sS3^.«l

OFFICERS JOHK A. BUCK. President; GEO TOCRXT. V!ce-P.-esldent and
Uaaaeer: A. H. B. SCHMIDT. Vlce-Pre«ldent and Cashier; E. T. KRUSE. vloe-
President- A. H. MirL.LER, Secretary; WM. D. KEWHOUSE. .-assistant Secretary;
wffLlAii HEF.RMAfTS. GEO. SCHAHMEU G. A. BELCHER. R. .A. LAUENSTEIN.
H H HEP.ZEP. and H. P. M.WN.iP.D. .assistant Cashiers; L C. KOSTEP^ Man-
ager Mission Branch: W. C. HETER Manager Park-Presidio Diatricl Branch:
O F PAULSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOVRD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK. GEO. TOURNT. E. T. KRUSK
A H Rl SCHMIDT. L N. WALTER. HUGH GOODFEL1.0W. E. N. TAN BERGEaJ.
ROBERT DOLLAR. C. W. DO.VSE. L. S. SHERMAN. WALTER A. H.AAa

GOODFELLOW. EELL£. MOORE Jfe ORRICK. General Attorneya
\ dividend to depositors of FOUR -\ND ONE-QUAP.TER (41a» per cent per

annum was declared for the six months ending June 30th, \^-Z

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher

Head of Violin Department Ada Clement
;*ln*ic ••chool

34:V. <a<-r3nient< » *I- 'an Krapci-ico

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF c.IACOMO .\ND MME.

te-\ck»:r of VOICE
242< Pine *> Tel. We^t T012

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
5S1 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8211

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
.506 Kohler & Chase Bldg

MISS EDITH CAUBU
3T6 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 26Si

MRS. RICHARD REES
673 Scott Street TeL Park si7S

MISS ELSIE INGHAM
Phone Prospect 5S24 1040 Bush Street

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwoc^ Ave.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. S1S4

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

1913

ANTOINE DE VALLY
Saker .=;r. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Wash;ngton St. Tel. Franklin 3321

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phoi;e Keamr 2S30 PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB

1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT =^^^==^^=^^=^^^^^=^=
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307 VIOLI-N

MISS MAR. ON FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way. Berkeley. Cal

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove Si. TeL West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK

479 Forest St.. Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MACKENZIE GORDON
JS32 Jackson Street Phone West 457

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Bird. Phone Pacific 35«i

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
90S KoUer & Chase Bldg. TcL Kearny 5454

EMIL HAHL
Res.: -'.In Baker St. TeL: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN

434 Spruce St. TeL Fillmore 113

REED JIND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

MME. M. TROMBONI LOUIS J. PAQUET
Kobler & Chase Bldg, TeL Kearny 5454 789 Mission SL Sutter 635S
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
i'ublished by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE. MACBETH, EASTON, JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other DistinguiBhed American Singers

TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOUR TKACHING PlI-X^KS (Grade 3)
ny Florrnrr V. Re« Till: \M)II1> VVMl'll-S IIAliP

iCnch S Mt Kl><; 'rilKLSIl UKAllD
lll-:i,l.o: >ll{. IIOIIIN \ AKIM V

ThcBP pleoen nrc lirlni: «ldety uh«*«1 nnd much npprffinlcil by traohrrH irho vnlue
their InNplrotlonnl bt-iiuly nud niddrrn Idlora. IMSl AL FOR TIIK GRADE:. Fab-
llNhpd by CLWTON 1-'. .SI Myi\ «'«>., rllH'AfJO, nnd for unle by HKNRV GltOIIK
In the .tore of Hll.lOV II. Al.I.KV CO.

i:tr, Kcnrny ^t., Snn l-'rnnclHeo

MAUD G. McFAUL
V< < nMI' \MST

ll'J> ( lifNinut SIrreC
TfU'|(h«»ni? rronin-ct 41*^2

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL ClI.Tl'RE

.4rllHt iiuplln avollable for oil ooca>lonB
.'>O0 Kuhirr & Chaae Uldg. Kearny 4»»l

Calironvia
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

AI i;i ST <ith— I 1 \. M.

PAUL
STEINDORFF

GUEST CONDUCTOR
nnd lhi> r»ni(iuN

<'\l,ll-'nKM % TIIKATKK
Olt( lli:STK \

«iololii«

Cecilia Arrillaga
The llrllllnnt rnlifomlu i'innlMt

QonstanceAlexandre
Mc~co Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammersteins London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 70.^ Kohler A ChnNc Ruilding
Phone Kearny MM

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development jn Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
For Hlndersarten and Primary Grade*

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Words and MumIo

AHHIE QEHRISH-JOKBS
Adaptions and Descriptions

OLIVE B. WILSON-DORRBTT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resv't of

the needs of the children In the Demonstration
Play School. University of California. Mrs. Dor-

rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the

summer session of 1920.

PRICE 91.00 AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The 'Aristocrat ofthe T'iano World

all|p

itasmtv^fjaralm

Known and Loved Wherever Musicians Gather, As the

Triumph of the Piano Maker's Art

The Greatest Piano in the World

A^^
t^'^^~Ki^J°^"™"'~>^^

i^ ^^Cjfc^

^^^Bs-^-TEr 1

\\ 1
*!

/ r
a/ f
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Doubt as to quality, durability or prestige no

longer is mentioned whenever or wherever

Mason & Hamlin pianos are known and dis-

cussed. Instead, only confidence and enthusi-

astic admiration are voiced by the leading

critics and the greatest artists of the world. To

play upon a Mason & Hamlin Grand is to

realize that the world knows no equal. To ac-

quire one is a marked testimonial of superior

taste, musical discrimination and appreciation

of the truly beautiful. We would like you to

test them fully.

<tMason & Ham/in "Pianos in all Styles 'JfCciy be Seen Only at Our Stores

two fntrancrs
135-153 Kearxv & 117-125 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
'^ilg>^BAllen®

-MASON AND HAMLIN RANOS-

Oakland— 1209 Washington Strect

San Jose—99 South First

sheet music
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OAKLAND'S BRILLIANT CONCERT SEASON

Miss Zannette W. Potter Announces Matchless Series of Concert Attrac-
tions. Including the World's Greatest Artists—Oakland Auditohum

Theatre an Ideal Concert Hall From an Acoustic Point of

View—Series of Twelve Concerts by the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra—Ten Evening Con-

certs and Two Children Matinees

Miss Zannette W. Potter. Oakland im-
presaiia, is announcing what promises
to be undoubtedly tbe most brilliant s**-

ries of concert attractions ever offered in

the great east-bay region. The Artists"

Concert Series, now in its eighth sea-

son, offers an incomparable array of art-

ists. This is the second season that Miss
Potter has arranged for seven high-class
DiU£ical attractions to comprise the well-

known and popular series. Florence Mac-
beth, leading coloratura soprano of tbe
Chicago Opera Company, will be the
opening attraction, and is scheduled to

appear in the Auditorium Opera House
on Monday night. October 16ih. An un-
usual and unique recital will form the
second number of the series on Friday
night. Xovember 3d. when Messrs. Maier
and Pattison will be featured in a two-
piano recitaJ the like of which has never
been seen nor heard on this coast- These
two boys of overseas fame seem to have
solved tbe art of piano ensemble to an
irreproachable degree. For the third at-

traction Miss Potter has secured one of
the two Xonhem California perform-
ances of Isadora Duncan and her troupe
of twenty-three French dancing girls,

ranging in age from seven to seventeen,
who will give a marvelous performance
combining youth, beauty and the supreme
art of bodily movement set to entrancing
music.
This attractive number will take place

on Monday night, December 11th. Mischa
Elman. one of the master violinists of the
world, comes forth on the course on
January 29th of the new year. Then
charming May Peterson of the Metropoli-

tan will be heard in Oakland for the first

time on Monday night. February 26. 1923.

Edward Johnson, the new and astonishing
tenor, who registered as one of the three

big lights of the Chicago Opera Company
when in San Francisco last season, goes
to the east bay for the sixth attraction on
Friday night. March 23. 1923. Then to

close the season on April 20th. Miss Pot-

ter has chosen well in securing Guiomar
Novaes. brilliant Brazilian pianist whose
descriptive title. "The Paderewski of the
Pampas." only hints, says James Han-
eker. "at the power of this astonishing
young woman, who by her rainbow versa-

tility, blinds, or rather deafens, the most
cynical critic."

A year before the late war Miss Potter

undertook the management of a series of

concerts in Oakland given by the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra, which
were becoming well established when
the exigencies of war rudely interrupted

their progress, and it is not until now
that it would seem fitting and best that

they should again be undertaken. So
heeding an increasing demand for sym-
phony in Oakland. Miss Potter now an-

i:ounces a series of ten concerts to be
given by the San Francisco Symnhonv
Orchestra, under the direction of Alfred
Hertz, in the Auditorium Opera House,
beginning Saturday night. October 2Sth.

The remaining concerts of this series are
set for the evenings of Xovember 10th.

Xovember 30th and I>ecember 30th of this

year, and January Sth and 22d. February
2d and 16th and March -5th and 16th of

1923. respectively. Aside from this larg-

er series there will be three matinee sym-
phony concerts especially for the benefit

of the young people throughout the bay
region, held in the arena of the great
Oakland Auditorium.

This enlarged musical program for
Oakland and vicinity is a stupendous un-
dertaking, and calls for the utmost co-

operation on the part of those who love
music for its own sake, and for the lay-

men who would prove their loyalty to the
community's interest and subscribe to the
"home" series. Miss Potter pointedly
asks: "Is the time not ccme for east-

bay residents to support the concerts
that are brought to their very d^orsT'
And she further argues that no sacri-
fices are asked, inasmuch as the Oakland
theatre has no superior west of Chicago,
and this according to Mr. Hertz; the pro-
grams are comparable in every way

;

prices of admission are the same, thus
affording a saving of time and fare in
transit. Catering also to a popular de-
mand, one-half of the symphony pro-
grams will be "pop" concerts. And so
a glorious score of musical events have

seen their concert attractions grow from
small beginnings just a few years ago
to what they are enjoying today. Xo
anist ever goes to Oakland now but
that he comes away enthusiastic over
the reception he has received there, and
invariably comments on the feeling cf
musical appreciation which be detects
in his audiences through the medium of
socalled "atmosphere."

As an example to other cities that
would establish first-class musical attrac-
tions in their midst it might well be
noted jnst what elements have made for

success in tbe Oakland situation. Miss
Zannette Potter, manager and director for
the past ten years, knows and loves
music for its own sake, and has never
once lost her courage nor her faith in

the people of her community; she knows
programs and has always been very par-
ticular that only songs of the highest
grade be given at her concerts: and she
Is an executive knowing not only how to

direct, bat has kept herself familiar with

MISS Z- \V. POTTER
Tlie EnterprUfHe Oakland ImpreMa

Conrert S«-a»OB for Oakland In
hy the Saa Fraarf-Hro Syai

the Direction of

ria ^\'ho Annoaace* a Brllllaat
adbis: Tea ETeainc: Caacerf*
phony Orrhe*tlra I nder
Alfred Henx

been schedtiled from October to April or
the coming season, with no two the
same week, so that both series can be
patronized without undue stress or in-
convenience.

But Miss Potter, being an indefatiga-
ble worker, with the- situation well in
hand, a woman of vision and ideals, and
a loyal community back of her. the Pa-
cific Coast Musical Review dees not quite
see how the enlarged program can faiL
and hereby extends its heartiest con-
gratulations to the intrepid Oakland
manager and to the music lovers of Oak-
land and vicinity in their promised en-
joyment of this season's offerings.

It must be a matter of great satisfac-
tion to east-bay concert goers to have

every detail of the business that has
grown up around her because of her un-
tiring efforts and her adherance to her
ideals—namely, to give to her neighbors
and friends tbe opportunity to attend
first-class musical attractions at a nom-
inal price of admission.

MUSICAL REVIEW PLAN ENDORSED
The Pacific Coast Musical Review is in

receipt of numerous endorsements of its

plan suggesting tbe organization of a
Pacific Coast Artists* Association, the
purpose of which is to centralize the
efficient forces among our musical edu-
cators. Many of these endorsements have
come to us by word of mouth, but the
following two express the sentiment
of all:

San Francisco. July 31. 1S»22.

My Dear Mr. Metzger:

I am with heart and soul one of yoar
supporters and am willing to co-operate
with the Pacific Coast Musical Review to
establish an association, as you suggest
in your editorial of July 29th. I admire
your courage. Good luck. Yours.

AXTOl.VE DE VALLEY.

Santa Ana. CaU July 31. 1922.
Mr Alfred Metzger. Editor Pacific Coast
Musical Review. San Francisco, Cal.:

My Dear Mr. Metzger:
1 have just read and re-read your latest

editorial on "The Value of Thoroughness
in Music." with such sympathetic appre-
ciation that I find myself unable to re-
frain from addressing you a line of con-
gTQluIation upon the fine stand you take
with regard to higher educational ideals
and musical standards, the due recog-
nition of our Western artists and students
of merit, and particulariy for the mag-
nanimous spirit you express in reference
to constructive and encooraging crit-

icism.
It is my opinion that any journal which

has the courage to declare so frankly
and fair-mindedly sentiments which, if

taken to heart and adopted in practice
by all parties concerned, would immeas-
urably elevate our musical stattis. that
journal richly deserves the co-operation
and support of every sincere music lover
and professionaL
Ever continued success to you and your

good work! Very sincerely.
CLAREXCE GL'STLIX.

Antoine de Valley is one of California's
foremost vocal artists and pedagogues,
and is well known in San Francisco. Mr.
Gustlin is vice president of the California
Federation of Music Clubs, and cue of
the leading forces for musical progress in
Southern California. We shall presently
pubUsh another editorial regarding the or-
ganization of the Pacific Coast Artists'
Association.

ADA CLEMENT MUSIC SCHOOL

The Ada Clement Music School lakes
great pleasure in introducing Miss Rena
Lazelle as the director of its new vocal
department. Miss Lazelle comes to the
school with a widely established reputa-
tion both as singer and teacher. During
eight years in Xew York she held impor-
tant church positions, including that of
soloist of the celebrated First Presby-
terian Church choir, under Dr. William C.
Carl, and also Temple Emanuel under
Max Spicker. She appeared in concert at
such functions as the Waldorf-Astoria
mnsicales. the Harvard Musical Associa*
tion of Boston, as soloist with the St.
Louis S.vmphony Orchestra, and on the
artist course of many clubs and educa-
tional institutions.

She became well known as a teacher
and was called to the Illinois Woman's
College as director of the vocal depart-
ment, and the Tiffany School of Music.
Springfield. IlL. where she remained four
years. From there to the Untversily of
Kansas as associate professor of voice for
two years, which position she resigned
to come to California. In her teaching
Miss Lazelle has a thorough understand-
ing of breath control and development as
taught by De Reszke; and of voice place-
ment, training and development. Being a
musician of more than average ability,

sbe is able to coach with authority in rep-
ertoire, opera, oratorio and in Episcopal.
Roman Catholic and Jewish church sen>'-

ices-

Miss Lazelle has made a thorough
study of the throat and other physical
organs used in singing, and makes a spe-
cialty of rectifying vocal deficiencies and
of restoring voices which have been in-

jured by wrong methods Scecial atten-

tion is called to the classes for the train-

ing and developing of the speaking voice,

in which are taught body control, correct
breathing and assurance and poise in

addressing audiences. This work is of
inestimable value not only for persons in

public life, but for alL
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Pianola and Duo Art Pianos

Aeolian Plavcr Pianos
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\"ictrolas and Victor Records

Fotoplayers and Organs
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A Piano is usually bought but once in

a lifetime. It will remain in your home

from now henceforth — a monument to

your judgment, a witness to your taste.

As the years go on. associations will

gather thick about this instrument. Little

fingers will learn to play on it. Lovers will

grow tender abo\c it. Songs, old and new,

will come from it mellow and familiar.

During these years, your piano should

come to be the very heart of your Home.

So choose this piano carefully. Choose

it as you would choose an intimate member

of your family circle. Choose it for the

qualities that will endure.

Let the choice, if possible, be a STLIX-
WAY. There is no other piano of qualities

more enduring—of distinction so immedi-

ately recognized.

Sherman jilay& Co.
CALIFORNIA

San Francisco Oakland Sacramento
Stockton Fresno San Jose

OREGON—Portland

WASHINGTON
Seattle Tacoma Spokane

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano. Organ and Composition

Residence Studio. 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OP MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY. Director

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SIXGIXG

»76 Chestnut Street, eoroer Hrde
AppolntmeDta by Phone—ProBprct 3320

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
.Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOLIN 3IAKER AND REPAIRER
Ilif^heMt Grade Professional AVork Absolutely

Gu.-iranted—Appraiser of Instruments
Finest Hand Made Instrnments

Atelier: Room 2r.. lOZS Market Street, next to

(ranada Theatre. Snn Francisco. California

Arrillaga Musical College
\. de .Vrrlllniin. Illreelor

A. I,. ArtlRuis. Pre*.: I.ouln .\ireria, Vloe-Pres.

I nexoelled facllltleii for the Btudy of moMle In nil

Ita branehea. Larfce Pipe OrRan. Recital Unll.

2315 JACKSON" STREET
San FrancUco. r«l. I'hone Weat -1737

Mainntng School of Mus^c
JOH> f\ MANMNC. Dlrertor

:i2l2 \VashlnBton Street, near Presidio Avenue
San Francisco. Cal.

For further Information addrcaa the aecrelary of the

chool. or phone Fillmore 31>r».

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
\nv \Mi:i» PIPII.S ACCEPTED

Pupil of Mme. V. siepnnofT ineriln). «. SleTekinjc.

find E. Robert Sehmlt* I New \ ork). Studio: 7«1

Heine llldE-. l"** '^lorkton St. Mondays, ll-i::. Thurs-
«ln>". H>-l. :*-"• Tel. Kearny '2'<i2'2. lies. Phone: Pied-
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Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of I^iano. Orsan. llarmoiij. Oricnnlof anil Musical
Director of First Presbyterian < hnrch. .\laniedn. Home
Stndlo: HIT PARI STREET. AI.VMED\. Telephone Ala-

meda 1".. Thursiliiys. ^lerrlninn 'School. T.ilT F.lilorndo A\r..

Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of SlnRlne. Complete Course of Operatic Train-
ing. 2T30 Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore 4r>53.

MRS. S. P. MARRACCl, Vocal Teacher
Italian method: 1-1 years of staice experience: former
prima donna ttlth Caruso and TetraKzIni; coaches pupils
\'ocally and In Dramatic Deportment.
^tndUi. -Irtl Columbus Avenue. I'hone Garfield 2276

NOTRE PAME COLXEGE OF MUSIC
SAN JOSE. CAL,.

Confera Deicreea Awards Certificates

For Particulars apply to Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Saslavaky Chamber Mualc Society

Will Acct-pt a Few Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Kohlor

& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN HAFAKI., ( %MFnRMA

Music ( ourses ThoruuRh and Procrresslve
I'ubllc >chool Music. AccrrdltctI Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. H. I'nsmore—Studios: Suite r.O« Kohler A < base Hide.
S. F.: 'J.'KtU < ollcKc Ave., Ilerkeley. Residence ITid AIvh-
rado itond. Hi-rkch-v.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Prepnrlni; Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR M\NSFKLDT, Pianist
201.% Rroderlck St.. near <lay Telephone Fillmore SH

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
IIRF \TII—VOI<>:—IJFK

(lOO Kohler A Chase llldic.. Kearny r»4n4

Residence 1I04I Hush St.. Franklin SOOS,

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phons Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
Oriranlst Temple Bmanu El, First Church of Christ Sci-
entist. Director l^orlns Club. S. F.. Wed.. 1«17 California
St.. Phone Franklin 360<3: Sat.. First ChrlstUn Science
Church. Phone Franklin 1307: Res. studio. 3M2 Lewlstoa
Ave.. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 2428.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ oice < uliure Diction

—

Studio: 4«S Stockton St.— >loa.

and Thurs. from 2-5. Res. J^M Sacramento St. Pros. T.'O.t.

The College of the Holy Names
I.nke >le»rltt. Oakland

Com|»lete C€>nservatrtry Course—Piano, Ilnrp. A'lolln.
'Cello. Voice. Counterpoint, Harmony. History

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
I'lAMST—ACC03IPANIST

Member InlTcrHltr Extension Faculty
Studio: K27 Shrader ***• Phone Park 1005

^1 Dine Bigalli
CONDUCTOR
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MUSIC AND THE RADIO

The sudden popularity of the radio has fright-

ened some of the more timid spirits of the musical

profession, who seem to think that with the

gradual progress of the giving of concerts by
tneans of the wireless artists will be deprived of

i..u<.h of their income and many of their oppor-
tunities. Of course, these presumptions are based
upon an erroneous conception of art and artists.

We still remember when musicians came to us

at the time of the first signs of popularity due
to the talking machine and expressed to us the

same ideas, namely, that since people were able

to listen to artists in their own home through
the means of the talking machine, they would not

go to concerts any more. As we maintained at

that time, just the opposite was the case. The
talking machine has made artists more popular

than they ever were before, and concert attend-

ance is greater than it has ever been.

When the motion picture houses first intro-

duced mechanical pianos, orchestra musicians

came to us and wanted us to write editorial arti-

cles condemning the motion-picture theatres, be-

cause they deprived orchestra musicians of their

livelihood, and many members of the profession

actually believed that the motion picture thea-

tres and their mechanical pianos and organs
would sound the death knell of theatre orches-

tras. As we told these people at the time, the

motion picture theatre proved the greatest boon
the orchestral musicians have ever had, and
would continue to be such, if the union leaders

did not constantly add to the inconvenience of

theatrical managers by raising wages out of all

proportion to the ability of theatres to pay. and
by adding conditions and rules impossible to ob-

serve by the majority of motion picture theatres.

But even so. there are more musicians employed
in theatres today than there ever were in the

musical history of the world, and. what is more,
musicians are paid bigger salaries than they

ever were paid prior to the advent of the motion-
picture theatre. There is a temporarj- tendency
to cheapen music in motion-picture theatres, due
to a misunderstanding of certain uninformed
managers who imagine they know the musical

taste of the public, but this is only a transitorj-

state. which is bound to change for the better.

However, let us confine ourselves to the ques-

tion of the radio. Because people are installing

more and more radio instruments in their homes,
and at present are given a succession of concert

programs from morning until night, certain art-

ists seem to think that these radio performances

interfere with regular concerts. It is the same
argument that was advanced against the talking

machine. It is also true that owing to the num-
ber of programs necessary to supply radio own-
ers, and also to the willingness of the daily news-
papers to give exceptional space to these events,

many artists, mostly incompetent ones, but also

including a few first-class ones, are willing to

contribute their services gratis and thus cheapen
the performance of artistic programs. But all of

this will change with the gradual improvement
of the radio.

The time will come, and it is not far distant,

when radio patrons will demand the best kind of

artists and programs it is possible to obtain.

Then the radio companies (like the talking ma-
chine companies; will be willing to engage artists

of reputation to interpret the pregrams and pay
them handsomely for their services. The news-
papers will gradually reduce the space allotted to

radio concerts and artists, and then the musician
who thinks one day's publicity is worth as much
as adequate remuneration will not succumb to

this temptation any more. As far as concerts are

concerned, it is a fact that at least 50 per cent of

an artist's success is due to his personality. A
large percentage of the public attend concerts to

SEE the artist as well as hear him. The radio, like

the talking machine, will arouse the curiositj- of

the people in an artist who sings or plays well.

and they will flock to see him. Besides, neither

the talking machine nor the radio will ever be
so perfected that there does not exist a vast dif-

ference in tone quality between the actual voice

of an artist and the voice transmitted through
records or the air and electrical apparatus. The
talking machine has increased the taste for music
a hundredfold, and the radio will do the same.

ADVERTISING APPROPRIATION

A Xew Yor'K manager sent us regular news
stories about an American artist who will visit

the Pacific Coast next season. Inasmuch as we
extend the courtesies of our reading columns to

every worthy artist as long as the articles repre-

sent XEWS, we gave space to the advance no-

tices of this manager. Believing that the man-
ager, who thought the paper worth while enough
to send it notices to be published gratis, might
wish to continue his publicity, speciallly as the

artist needs to be better known before she can
expect large houses here, we addressed him on
the subject of advertising. We received a brief

reply stating that he was not interested, inas-

much as the "advertising appropriation for such
artist had been exhausted for the Pacific

Coast." He did not add that the ambition to take

sway some of the money from the Pacific Coast
had not been exhausted. During more than t»ven-

tv years the Pacific Coast Musical Review has

assisted managers and artists to increase the

concert field and the interest of the public in

artists. We have always been liberal with the

extension of courtesies. But we certainly shall

.hereafter be more particular as to whom we ex-

tend such courtesies to. There is a limit to one's

patience.
• '

Elizabeth Simpson, althongh closing her San Francisco
and Berkeley stndios dnrine Jolr to enjoy a well earned
vacation, some of her pupils have had a busy summer.
"Upon her retam she found that Ethel Long Martin
was to play one of the radia concerts broadcasied from
Hotel Oakland, while Helen Eugenia Merchant was
engaged as assisting pianist for Joseph Paget Fred-
ericks' dance concert at the Greek Theatre in Berkeley
on July 25th. This gifted young pianist, though forced
to prepare the entire program in less than three weeks
acquitted herself so satisfactorily that Mr. Fredericks
immediately re-engaged her for his next dance con-

cert in September, while he praised her splendid rfayttun

and musical feeling very highly. The program played
by Miss Merchant and interpreted by Mr. Fredericks
and corps de ballet was as follows: Valses .\ flat and
A minor (Chopin >, Polonaise C minor (Chopmi. (Cra-

coTienne rPaderewskli. Gavotte (Gluck-Brahms) . Clair

de lue I Beethoven). Golliwog's Cakewalk ( Debussy (.

Arabesque Xo. 1 (Debussy). Prelude (Rachmaninoff).
Scenes from Childhood (Schmnann), Hnmoresqne
(Tschaikowsky t

.

clarity of technical finish, a tone which is uniformly
lovely even in fortissimo and an exquisite tonal bal-
ance. Her fine intellectual grasp of the intricacies of
the Mendelssohn Variations Serieuses. her lovely ped-
alling and her splendid braroura in the Listzt Rhap-
sody, and the delicacy of musical appreciation in the
modem group revealed her as a pianist of great power
and promise. The program was as follows: Children's
Comer I Debussy i. Variations Serieuses (Mendels-
sohn, Two Inventions (Bach), Country Gardens (Ar-
ranged by Grainger), Legend (Campbell Tiptoni. Bac-
chante endorie (Hahn), Berceuse for a sick child,

March of the Tin Soldiers (Goosens). Rhapsody Xo. XI
(Liszt).

Marie IMikova, the brilliant Xew Tork pianist, and
artist pupil of Wager Swayne. gave a thoroughly de-

lightfnl concert at Wheeler Hall in Berkeley on Thurs-
day evening of last week in connection with her en-
gagement at the summer session of the University of
California. This charming and versatile pianist was
in excellent form on this occasion, playing an exacting
and varied program with splendid musicianship and
unerring taste- Her playing is notable for a beautiful

Dorothy and Mary Pasmore (Mrs. Roy Burrell). hava
returned from a long stay in Honolulu. While
there they gave a series of chaml>er music concerts
each season and were very busy teaching. The last

season Mrs. Burrell was appointed director of the
Puuahou Music School which is affiliated with Oaha
College. Under the able guidance of Mrs. Burrell the
student orchestra of the school made quite a reputa-
tion for itself and was in constant demand to play at
community affairs. The chamber music concerts pre-
sented many works which had never been heard in
Honolulu before and the Pasmores were responsible
for a decided growth of appreciation for such mtisic.

Their activities were extended to other islands in the
group and they had many amusing experiences when
playing in remote country villages. They foimd the
Hawaiians very musical but. except in rare cases,
very indolent. Several Japanese students of the school
did exceptionally well at the piano and a few Chinese
showed decided talent. A yotmg Filipino was one of
Mrs. Burrell's most talented and ambitious pupils. On
the whole the white children show the most promise and
carry off the honors for general intelligence. Mrs. Bur-
rell and Miss Paanore will remain on the Coast for
some time and will be heard in concert during the fall

seasoiL They have already started teaching at their
studio in the Kohler & Chase Building and their season
promises to be a very busy one.

Marian Patricia Cavanaugh, the talented young pupil
of Joseph George Jacobson. will give the Half Hour
of Music at the Greek Theatre on Sunday afternoon.
August 13th. when she will play the following program

:

Fugue E minor (Bach), Rondo from Sonata Pathetique
(Beethoven), Maztirka (Chopini. Xoctume (Chopin).
Valse (tniopin). Fairy Tales (Raff). Butterfly (La-
vallee). Raindrops (Jos. (5eo. Jacobson). Albtun Leaf
(Grutzmacheri. Alia Mazurka ( Xemerowsky i . Gladys
Wilson. Myrtle Harriet Jacobs. Sam Rodetski. and
Margaret Lewis will also appear at the Greek Theatre
at a later date.

Annie Louise David, the distinguished -American harp
virtuosa. who is now in Seattle as a member of the
faculty of the Cornish School summer session, gave her
second harp recital at that famons institution on Tnes.
day evening. August Sth. assisted by Mr. Biancone.
flutist. Mr. Kirschner. cellist, and Miss DohL pianist.
The program was as follows: Harp and cello. Sonata,
G Minor (Handel i : harp and flute. Promenade TAutomne
(Tonmieri. En Bateau i Debussy). On Wings of Song
(Mendelssohn): harp, flute and cello. Llntermezio
(Lemaire). Impressione Hebraeque (Skilkretl. Serenade
(Saint-Saens ) : harp. Etude iToumier). Clair de Lune
(Debussyi. Arabesque (Grandjany). Le Bon Petit Roi
d'Vvotot (Grandjany): harp and ceUo. Les Berceaux
iFaure). Melcdie (Charpentierl, Beau Soir (Debussy).
Sarabande * Handel ) ; harp, flute, cello and piano. Ro-
mance (Matthews).

Gladys Buell. an 11-year-old piano student of Miss
Ida Hjerleid Shelley, the well-known Sacramento pianist
and teacher, assisted by Inge Sjostrom. Leona Hunt and
Gwyneth Cox. all pupils of Miss Shelley, and Waldon
Whiicomb Schoen. baritone, with Ida Hjerleid-Shelley
as accompanist, gave a piano recital at the Wiley B.
Allen Co. recital haU. Sacramento, on Monday evening,
July 24th. The little musician proved to be very talent-
ed, and Mr. Schoen pleased with a delightfully musical
voice. The complete program was as follows : Etudes Op.
299. Xos. 1, 2. 13 iCzemy). with second piano; two part
invention Xo. 12 (Bach). Sonata D Major, first move-
ment (Haydn I : duo. Danse Grotesque (two pianos)
(Johns>.IiigeSjostrom, Gladys Buell; The Pauns (Cham-
inade). Pierrette iChaminade). By the C^radle (Grieg).
Spring Dance i Grieg): I Hear Ton Calling Me i Mar-
shall). Jtist Awearyin* for You iCarrie Jacobs-Bond).
Good-Bye (Tosti). The Dawn (d'Hardelot). At Dawning
(Cadman): Quartets (two pianos). The Awakening of
the Birds (O. Lange). Marionettes (Lynes). Inge Sjos-

trom. Leona Hunt. Gladys Buell. Gwyneth Cox: Oriental
Dance 'a la Chinois) (Harriet Cadyi. Song of the
Brook ' y request) (Warren). Valse E Minor (Chopin);
trios. Tbe Music Box (Liebich) Introduction and Waltz
(Kramer). Gladys Buell. Inge Sjostrom. Leona Hunt;
The Xigbtingale i Liszt). Andante and Rondo (^priccio-
so. Op. 14 (Mendelssohn).

Warren D, Allen, Stanford University organist
aLnotmces the following programs to be pre-

sented in the Stanford Memorial Church dimng
the week begiiining Simday. August 13th: Sim-
day and Tuesday afternoons at 4 o'clock—
Cantabile in B Major (Caeser Fraack), Ro-
mance in F Sharp Major (Robert Schumaim>. March of

the Grail Knights, from Parsifal (Richard Wagner). The
Pilgrim's Progress, Part X the Descent to the En-
chanted Land, and Hopeful's Vision of Christ (Ernest
.Austin): Thursday afternoon, -\ugust 17th. at 4:15

—

Sketch in F Minor (Schumann). Canon in B Major
(Schmnann). Minuet in C Major (Mozart). .\ir in D
Major (Bach), Fugue a la Gigue in G Major (Bach).
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FIRST MOSS CONCERT UNQUALIFIED SUCCESS

Miscellaneous Program of Representative Compositions
Skilfully Interpreted by Brilliant Pianist Ass sted

by Dorothy Pasmore

By ALFRED METZGER
Unquestionably one of the most refined and most

artistic events heard in San Francisco for a long time
was the ttrst of a series of three distinctive programs
given by Frank Moss, the excellent San Francisco pian-

ist, under the direction of Miss Ida G. Scott at Kohler
& Chase recital hall on Tuesday evening, August 1.

Notwithstanding the heighth of the summer season
there were quite a number of well known music lovers

in attendance who expressed such enthusiasm for the
artists that in spite of the length of the program they
insisted that every number should be played, and at

the conclusion cf it demanded still more.
Mr. Moss reveaU'd himself as a truly excellent pianist.

In the opening number, consisting of Itach's Chromatic
Fantasie and Fugue, he combined technical skill with
musicianly depth and gave a reading of this classic such
as it is impossible to surpass. His fingers simply flew

over the ivories without effort and with an accuracy
that was inspiring. His touch was limpid yet firm and
his phrasing exceedingly intelligent and colorful. The
Chopin B minor Sonata was interpreted in a manner
to emphasize its inherent beauty and poetry. Mr. Moss
simply sang the phrases and aroused his hearers to a

pitch of enthusiasm one could hardly believe existed in

such a select audience.
The concluding number of the program consisted of

a group of modern compositions including Elude in form
of a waltz by Saint-Saens, which does not belong among
the ultra modem school. The Dohnanyi C major Rhap
sodie belongs to those works which require the last

word in technical proficiency and Mr. Moss filled this

demand to the last degree. Two works by Gardiner
namely, De Profundis and Humoresque represented the

genuine ultra modern school which so many admire and
which the writer has as yet not grasped sufficiently to

enjoy. We assume that Mr. Moss brought out all the

effective phrases of these works, for anyone who can
play the classics with the authority displayed by Mr.
Moss surely must possess sufficient artistic instinct to

do justice to the moderns.
One of the distinctive features of the program was

Grieg's Sonata in A minor op. 36 interpreted by Frank
Moss and Dorothy Pasmore. The interpretation of both
artists was thoroughly conformant to the spirit of this

composition which represents one of the bulwarks of

musical literature. Iloth grasped the rugged, virile style

of the composer and both invested the work with that

element of emotional contrasts which forms such an
impressive part of this composition. It was a splendid

example of ensemble work. Mr. Moss with his firmness

EL'ZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
RndorHMl by AVacer Svrajrne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Stodloai HOO Kohler A Chaae Dld|e.
l'.'.IS<^ P.tnn St.. Ilrrkelrr. Thonr llerketey 1310

MARIAN PREVOST
I'l WIST—A< (OMTWIST—Ti:ACIIKU

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

SIuiIIom: rot KuhU-r •& Chnae Bide.. S. F. Tue«. A. M. and
Thurn. I*. M. Tfl. Kenrny 5-15.1. Uea. S72S KInin-ood Ave.
Urrkriey. Tel. Ilerk. S21>7.

and precision of attack and intelligent expression and
Miss Pasmore with her resonant and smooth tone
coupled with musiicanly taste of int-erpretation.

Miss Pasmore also contributed a group of cello soli

including Ktude op. 25 No. 7 (Chopin-Glaxounow) and
En Bateaux (Debussy). Elegance of style, ease of tech-

nical execution, artistic grasp of the purpose of the com-
poser and fine intonation represent the qualities upon
which Miss Pasmore's claim to artistic recognition
rests. The instant response of her audience Is ample
evidence for this artist's unusual qualifications ari^

which always make her a desirable addition to any
concert program.
The second of these enjoyable programs will be given

in Kohler & Chase recital hall on Tuesday evening.
September 5th and a program of exclusively modern
compositions has been selected by Mr. Moss for this

occasion.

GRACE DAVIS NORTHRUP'S SONG RECITAL

Much interest is being displayed in the forthcoming
song recital to be given by Grace Davis Xorthrup in

the Colonial Ballroom of the Hotel St. Francis on Tues-
day evening. August lo. Miss Xortlirup. during her sum-
mer sojourn in San Francisco, appeared on several im-
portant musical occasions and in every instance her
fine, (lexible true voice, backed by intelligent artistic

expression and adequate use, endeared herself to the
ijiusic.il i-iiblic. There is so little intellectuality dis-

played by ordinary concert artists that artistry such as
Miss Xorthrup reveals cannot help but find a ready
response in the heart of every genuine music lover.

Miss Xorthrup's intelligence as an artist is not only
revealed in her concert work, but may be gathered with
equal force from her program selections. We cannot
imagine, for instance, a more representative, varied and
dignified program than the following prepared by Miss

EVA M. GARCIA
IMAMST, OKCiAMST AND TEACHER

41.-1= lloiTc SI.. Oakland Tfl. rirdmont 34D2

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JrST RETIRXED FROM El'ROPE

9ladlo: 405 Kohler A Chaae Bids- Tvl. Kearny MM

.\orthrup for this occasion: Quel Ruscelleito iParadies),
Invoca^ione di Orfeo (Peri), Fior di dolcezza (Del Valle
de Paz). Sommi dei (Handel); Charity (Hageman),
When I Bring to You Colour'd Toys (Carpenter). Across
the Hills (Rummel), Happiness (Hageman): Celle Que
Je Prefere (Fourdrain), Si j'etais Dieu (Fontenailles),

Colombine (Poldowski), Le Moulin (Pierne); You Arc
the Evening (loud (Horsman), Only of Thee and Me
(Bauer), The Old Road (Scott). Life (Curran).
As will be seen this program is essentially a modern

one and includes several works with which the San
Francisco concert-going public is not quite familiar. We
find this selection of songs by modern composers most
tasteful and judicious and it ought to be of sufficient

interest to our artists, teachers and student to cause
them to attend this concert.
We also note that Miss Xorthrup will have the excel-

lent assistance of Benjamin S. Moore at the piano. We
lo not know of an accompanist better qualified to inter-

pret a program of such excellent proportions than Mr.
Moore, for he will add not only prestige but also artistic

importance to the program, and a concert- wherein two
artists so thoroughly suited to their respective artistic

duties bave an opportunity to delight music lovers it

would seem as if the seating capacity of the hall were
insufficient to accommodate those eager to attend.

Tickets are for sale at Sherman, Clay & Co. in San
FVancisco and Oakland and at Tupper & Reed, Berkeley.
The price is $1.50 plus war tax.

Nathaniel Anderson, the well-known Xew York im-

presario, was in San Francisco recently and a caller at

the Musical Review office during the absence of the

editor. Mr. Anderson directs the tours of a number
rf distinguished American and European artists, and.

although one of the more recent additions to America's
roster of prominent musical managers, he has estab-

lished himself thoroughly in the estimation of artists

as well as the musical public.

Miss Miriam Finerty of Oklahoma City, artist pupil

of Miss Rena Lazelle, the new head of the voice de-

partment of the Ada Clement Music School, will give

a recital in the school's new recital hall during the

latter part of August.
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We take great pleasure in publishing the following

communication from William Edwin Chamberlain who
has done such invaluable service in beha'.f of music
for the young people in Berkeley anH indirectly in San
Francisco. However, we feel that Mr. Chamberlain in

his reference to our editorial article on open-air opera
and symphony conceits did not quite understand what
we were driving at. We did not mean to infer that not

sufficient people attended these events, but we meant
to say that their cost was too great to be borne by only a

few people, and that the expense should be divided

among a greater number of people so that each indi-

vidual would not have to carry such a burden. For in-

stance we consider it better for music to have 10.000

people subscribe an average amount of {10. than 500

people to subscribe or underwrite an average amount
of $200.

Mr. Chamberlain has so many excellent things to say

that we are glad to publish his letter in full;

July 26. 1922.

Mr. Alfred Metzger.
Kohler Chas Bldg.. OFarreU St..

San Francisco. Cai.

My Dear Mr. Metzger:
It wais with sincere interest I read your editorial in

a recent issue of your paper regarding the support of

the open-air opera and orchestral concerts. You. of

course, know my interest in the development of music
in California through the education of young people by
bringing them in contact with the best of music in my
Young Peoples' Concerts, and while I am in accord with

all you say in your article, can't we do more by includ-

ing more children of the present generation to listen to

flner concerts than to scold the adults for not supporting

something which they were not taught to like and
enjoy in their youth.

I have just returned from an extended trip to the

East where I made quite a thorough suney of music

development, and as far as I was able to learn we in

California are the only ones giving such educational

concerts to the present younger generation, who. of

course, will be our supporters of music in the future.

There are, of course. Young People's Concerts in many
ot the larger cities in the East but they are given only

occasionally while our concerts are a regular occur-

rence, last season was a great season tor our concerts

as we had an audience of two thousand children at each

concert, opening the season, as you know with the San

Francisco Symphony. The letters of appreciation from

Mr. Hertz. Sir. Widdenham and -Mr. Hume sent me after

the first concert by the orchestra seems to bear out my
theory regarding the value ot such educational concerts

and encourages me to help make such concerts more
than a local thing. Mr. Hertz' letter in part "I want to

' congratulate you upon the splendid su'-cess of our c'-i'rt-

: en's concert on March 27th. I especially appreciate that

e children have the full benefit of the lovely prepara-

na which they received at the hands of their teachers

nd I know that the success of this event is principally

ue to your wonderful efforts to bring this resu't about."

Mr. Widdenham's letter in part: "In the hundreds of

jncerts we have given in the past. I have yet to attend

ne where I felt the appreciation and the interest to

e keener. Giving rapt attention, their applause was
- ontaneous and not perfunctory—in other words they
= ?emed to be intelligent orators. This judgment is

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

given after having stood in different parts of the Audi-

torium in order to study the audience as a whole, as

well as individual instances. I wish to emphasize the

work of yourself and the various ones responsible for

the musical development in the schools. It was indeed

an evident fact that a decided and constructive effort

Las been made to impress upon the child's mind what
the orchestra stands for. what its component parts are

and their relative location, for in talking with a number
of the children and overhearing remarks of others. I

was impressed with the knowledge they had gained. It

many ot those who support the symphony had as broad

an idea of the orchestra and its value. I dare say raising of

funds to perpetuate such an organization would be more
of a joy and less work.

"

Letter of Mr. Sam Hume in part: "May I tell you
what a very splendid work 1 think you are doing in

organizing and presenting tor the young people of

Berkeley an annual series of concerts? It is only in this

way that those of us who are interested can ever hope
to create in the next generation a keener and more wide-

spread appreciation ot good music. I don't know when
anything has given me a greater thrill than the sight

of two thousand Berkeley school children of all ages

listening to the Symphony Orchestra. They were as

well behaved and seemed so enthusiastic, that it seemed
a pity that instead ot one concert, we were not doing a

series of them. Anything I can do for you at any time

to co-operate with this work, will be not only a privilege

but a pleasure."
I greatly appreciate your splendid effort in the devel-

opment of music in California and I am sure that you

will understand that I am writing you this letter, not

in any way in criticism of your article, but commend it

and to tell you what we in our modest way are striving

to do tor the growing generation. It would be a splendid

thing if there could be a national movement to foster

and develop such educational concerts for young people,

for they will not only be the musicians ot the future

but the supporters ot music.

I have just returned from an extended trip through

the East, stopping at the various music centers and

making a general survey of the music condition. The
enclosures will te'l you pretty much ot what I did and

while the expression Berkeley is emphasized I person-

ally mean California in general.

With all good wishes to you and the success ot your

valuable paper to our profession. I am
Cordially yours.

WILLIAM EDWl.V CHAMBERL.\rN'.

ALCAZAR

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO 1

800 KOHLER CHASE DlDG
SAN FRANCISCO

€:

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. Fillmore 1624

Appointment Only

will have one ot the really big chances of his career and

it was by reason ot his exceptional fitness for it that

the piece was chosen tor presentation at this time. A
romantic comedy with the glamor of the hill country,

peopled with big hearted characters, carefully drawn
from life by the author. "The Mountain Man" is the

sort of vehicle best calculated to linger long in the

memory.
The story is that of a rough mountaineer, brought by

a sudden turn of fortune back to the rich valley folk

from whose land his father seceded, and ot the pretty

romance that makes lite more than worth while for him.

Miss Rummer's faculty tor weaving into her theme
something new and refreshing, has been more than

realized in this most entertaining play which is one long

delight.

Katherine Van Buren will appear in the principal

feminine characterization, one in which her winning
personality can best be displayed- Ida Maye and Rankin
Mansfield will be found agreeably cast and the other

parts exceptionally well handled. Great preparations

are being made for the production by Stage Director

Hugh Knox and the scenic investure will be a feature.

This week the Alcazar's new juveniles. Ida Maye and

Rankin Mansfield are demonstrating their ability in a

delightful presentation of 'Seventeen." one of the most
entertaining plays seen on the Alcazar stage in years.

DISTINGUISHED MUSICIAN LOCATES HERE

We feel a keen pleasure in welcoming into our midst

Maestro Dino Bigalli. who for the past five years has

been with the Chicago Grand Opera Co. and has been

affiliated with such personalities as Mascagni, Cam-
panini. Charlier Cimini. etc. We consider him a valu-

able addition to our musical endeavors here in San
Francisco, and with his ability as teacher and conductor

we sincerely hope he will find that our city affords

sufficient material to justify him in his efforts towards

the advancement of the best in music. We hope to

have the opportunity to hear some of his compositions,

which we are informed amount to many interesting

classical works, ranging from songs to masses, can-

tatas for chorus and orchestra, trios and string quar-

tettes. He intends to give lessons in singing, piano, and

composition, and has established himself at S33 Cole

street I Park 95391. He has also made arrangements

tor a downtown studio tor pupils who find it incoii-

venient to go to his residence studio. He has testi-

monials from many well known artists, such as Rosa

Raisa, Galli-Curci, Giacomo Rimini, Lazzari, etc.

Dudley .\yres. the .Mcazar's popular and talented lead-

ing man, has been re-engaged by Belasco & Mayer tor

another season and returns rejuvenated and refreshed

after a seven weeks' vacation making his reappearace

Sunday matinee, .\ugust 13. One ot the most fascinat-

ing plays to be seen in recent years. "The Mountain

Man." by Clare Kummer. has been selected as the

vehicle for his home coming. In the stellar role he

Gino Severi, the brilliant young conductor of the Cali-

fornia Theatre, has returned from hi? two weeks' vaca-

tion and will against conduct tomorrow's Sunday morn-

ing program. .\n especially fine selection of composi-

tions has been chosen for this occasion. Harold Stanton,

the American tenor, will sing The Lullaby from God-

ard's opera Jocelyn.
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HANSEL AND GRETEL AT GREEK THEATRE CHRISTIAN HOLTUM'S CONCERT

Paul Steindorff to Direct Excellent Production of Hum-
perdinck's Fairy Opera— Mabel Riegelman

to Interpret Gretel

Music lovers and students of grand opera, will be

delighted with the announcement that Paul SteindorIT,

Choragus of the I'niversity of California, will present at

tlu* Greek Theatre. Berkeley, on Saturday evening,
August 26th. Humperdinck's Hansel and Gretel as his

annual grand opera hesta. Several notable incidents

tendant upon this production will stimulate the interest

of the general public. The staging will be under the

direction of Ferris Hartman assuring an original and
spectacular presentation which should be thoroughly
aittstic yet altogether unusual. This will be the first

lime that Hansel and Gretel has ever been sung in

the open air.

Heading the cast is Mabel Riegelman who will sing

the role of Gretel. her portrayal of which is as famon.s

throughout the operatic world as is Calve's Carmen or

Melba's Lucia. Mabel Riegelman needs no introduction

to the Bay region audiences. Being an Oakland girl,

her accomplishments in Europe and with the Chicago
Grand Opera and the Boston National Grand Opera
companies In America, were noted with pride here-

abouts, for a California girl was holding her own glor-

iously with the European stars of traditional grand
opera. Her great opportunity and fame came to her

through the role of Gretel where her charming, viva-

cious personality and wonderful voii.c was given lis

widest scope in the delightful fairy tale of the Grimm
Brothers and the entrancing musi*; of the great Hup-
erdinck.

In the English version of the opera much is gained

for the story of the Babes in the Woods who were pat

lo sleep by the Sandnmn ni'd awakened by the Dewinan
in the leafy forest where they were lost, only to find a

MiNs MAiir.i. Kii-:(;i*:i.>i \\
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terrible witch who wanted to eat them but was turned
Into ginger bread by the good angels and they lived

happily ever after, is brought out plainly in all its de-

lightful details. Hansel and Gretel is to opera what
Peter Pan is to the speaking stage and Mabel Riegel-

man is to Hansel and Gretel what Maud Adams is to

Peter Pan—the very spirit of eternal youth.

Although a fairy tale. Hansel and Gretel is not alto-

gether a child's opera for the difficult music of Humper-
dtnck enters into the spirit of the fantasy with such
masterful technique and abundant melody, whicli, while
thoroughly classical, possesses all the charm of the folk

songs lif the peasantry of cential Europe retaining the
atmospheric lilt through its mazes of harmony ar.d

countor'ioint. ai d although its appeal to the o dcr stu-

dents of music is its d'lijr. ;fnl. romantrc charm, its

attraction to children for its "dream of Fairyland come
true" is educational as well as entertaining. The bal-

ance of the ci.st will be comi)risod of some of the most
talented and noted artists in the country who have been
carefully selected by Paul Steindorff for their fitness

to the several roles of the opera.

Anna Young, well known and highly regarded in

operatic circles, and remembered for her portrayal of

Armour In Gluck's Orpheus, the first grand opera pro-

duced in the Greek Theatre by Paul Steindorff. will

have the role of Hansel and should lend to the role of

the boy her wealth of verve and happy disposition with
the tendernesa of the child protector of his resourceful

sister. Her remarkable voice Is exceptionally well

suited to the role and with Mabel Hlegelman's Gretel,

the opera should be well worth iitiending. Other promi-
nent artists engaged are Jack Hilhnan, Clare H. Har-
rington. Rosa Honyikova. RIfrieda Steindorff, while ne-

gotiations with others are still pending.

An orchestra of fifty is bcin^ selected and a ballet

trained by Anita Peters Wright will be an additional

feature. Paul Steindorff will conduct the performance.

Cliristian Holtum, basso, who is spending the summer
in San Francisco, and who will return to New York at

the conclusion of his vacation, has been induced to give
a .song recital in the Colonial ballroom of the St. Francis
Hotel on Wednesday evening. August 3Uth. The pa-
trons and patronesses of this event include: Mayor
James Rolph. Jr., Supervisor W. S. Scott. Miss Estelle
Carpenter, Judge James G. Conlon. Paul Steindorff,

John W. Metcalf. Rev. Charles P. Deems. Mrs. Ellis

Bloch and Supervisor J. Emmett Hayden. Mr. Holtum
is a native of San Frumisco. and served in the world
war until he became disabled.
He received his first musical training under the

tulchige of Miss Estelle Carpenter in the San I'^anciaco
public schools and local teachers. Later Mme. Schu-
mann-Heink gave him a hearing, and upon her advice he
went to New York City, where he studied with David
Bispham until that famous teacher's death. He con-
tinued his studies with Vernon D'Arnalle of Rome, Italy.

Mr, Holtum posses.ses a basso voice of power and com-
pass, and has a magnetic and pleasing personality. His
repertoire embraces many styles of singing, and his

programs are therefore interesting and varied. He is

giving this one recital in S:in Francisco before return-
ing to New York City, where he will fill a series of en-
gagements and continue his musical training.
The program to be presented on this occasion will b^,

as follows: (a i Que Sdegno non S'Accende Magic Flute
(Mozart), (b) Aria, In Felice e Tuo Credevi Ernani
(Verdi), (c) Possenti Numi Magic Flute (Mozart).
Christian Holtum; violin solo. Suite Op. 10 tSinding),
Hother Wismer. violinist: (a) The Great Awakening
(Kramer), (b) Annie Laurie (Liza Lehmann). (c) In-

victus (Huhn), Christian Holtum; (a) Le Cor (Flegier),
(b) Still Wie die Nacht (Bohml. (c) Rollin' Down to

Rio (Edward German). Christian Holtum; piano solo.

Etude in D flat Major (Liszt), Elsie Cook Hughes, pian-
ist; (a) Hard Trials (Burleigh), (b) Swing Low, Sweet

for its second music week to be held the first week in
November. Community Service co-operates with other
national and local agencies, such as the National Bu-
reau for the advancement of Music, the National Fed-
eration of Musical Cluhs. the Public Schools, the Music
Teachers' Associations and other organizations in this
broader promotion of Community Music. Five new
cities are to be organized for Community Service work
in California in the fall, making a total of twenty-one
communities where Community Service work in its

various phases is being promoted.

CALIFORNIA THEATRE SUNDAY MORNING
CONCERT

Paul Steindorff as Guest Conductor and Cecilia Arril-

laga, Pianist, Share Honors in One of the
Best Concerts of the Season

We take pleasure in publishing the following review
which appeared in the San Francisco Bulletin of Au-
gust 7 from the pen of Helen M. Bonnet:

Paul Steindorff conducted the weekly concert at the
California Theatre yesterday. His familiarity with pop-
ular taste, acquired from his long experience as operatic
conductor and bandmaster, prompted him in the compo-
sition of a program that placed his audience in delightful
mood. The orchestra, in which, if ignition was not im-
mediately apparent, as when in contact with the Italian
fire of their director, Gino Severi, yet gave no evidence
of the phlegmatic. Only one is always aware when
Steindorff conducts that his action is actuated by its

wielder's consciousness that music is the essence of or-

der. Rossini and Wagner, each representative of the
spirit of his own period, were interpreted in charac-
teristic compositions which were read with telling effect.

Steindorff was equally happy in the flowing nuances of

Wagner's Dreams, and in the dynamic old Rossini mas-
terpiece, the overture to William Tell, which never yet

(-HUI!^TI\\ HOI.TUM
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Chariot (Reddick), negro spirituals; (c) I Love a Lassie
(Lauder), (d) When I Was Twenty-One (Lauder),
Christian Holtum.

Mr. Holtum will be assisted by Hother Wismer, the
well-known and greatly admired violinist, and Elsie C-ook
Hughes, the splendid pianist, who has established for

herself such an excellent reputation here.
«

MUSIC WORK OF COMMUNITY SERVICE

The Music work of Community Service, Incorporated,
in Pacific Coast cities has gained a great impetus dur-

ing the past year according to the statement of Alex-
ander Stewart, music organizer for Community Service,
Inc., for the Pacific Coast District. Mr. Stewart has
recently completed a trip of several months' duration
during which he visited Itl cities and towns from Seattle

to San Diego where Community Service is operating on
a local basis. These cities include not only some of the

larger centers of population such as Seattle, Portland
and Los Angeles but also cities such as San Diego. Sac-

ramento and Long Beach, and smaller cities and towns
such as Walla Walla. Aberdeen, Hoquiam. Yakima in

Washington and Modesto, Visalia. Oxnard and other
communities in t'aliftirnia.

In most of these communities, music committees have
been organized for the purpose of promoting a year-

round i)rogram of community music activities such as

music memory contests, Christmas and Easter carols,

grand opera performances with phonograph, music ap-

preciation groups and in a number of cities, organiza-
tion of choral societies and glee clubs. Three cities in

California have organized <-horal .societies under Com-
munity Service during the past year. Promotion of

music weeks, and in several cities, spring choral festi-

vals, are also an important part of the work.
Mr. Stewart reports that six cities in the northwest

are planning to hold music we<'ks during the coming
fall. San Francisco has also begun active preparation

H.VROLD STANTOX

The American Tenor Who Will Re the SoloiNt tit Toiiior-

ron'*i* Sunday Murnlnfi; Coneert of the t'nllfornln

Theatre lender the Direction of Glno Severi

missed fire in a mixed audience of mere melody lovers

and music scholars. Delibes, Strauss and Massenet were
also represented on the program.

Nfiss Cecelia Arrillaga as piano soloist had an artistic

triumph. The young lady is the daughter of the late

Santiago Arrillaga, whose deep and embracing musical

culture and his skill as teacher achieved more for vir-

tuosity in music during the thirty years of his labors

in San Francisco than can be attributed to any other

individual in California. To have been long his pupil

was to build upon a rock an edifice distinguished for

harmony of line and melody of intricate ornamentation.
His daughter gave evidence yesterday that not only has
she acquired his impeccable brilliant technique, but

that she has inherited his ardent musical temperament.
Between herself and her instrument there was that

complete understanding which results from the knowl-

edge of the mechanism of the art of bringing out the

piano's singing tone, revealed in the sustained phrase

uf the Andante movement of the Chopin offering, as

well in the fluent bravura section.

In response to hearty applause and a floral shower,

Miss Arrillaga played the Segudilla of Pedro Albcniz.

which occupies a favored place in Cortot's repertoire,

her interpretation ringing true as if with the artiste's

inborn realization of its Spanish significance.

Mme. Isabelle Marks, the well known vocal pedagogue,

has returned from her summer vacation and is again

busy with her studio work. She is preparing for one of

her fine recitals and no doubt will resume her studio

concerts as soon as the students are sufficiently pre-

pared. Mme. Marks reports that she had a delightful

time and that she succeeded in resting thoroughly from

the numerous tasks of her winter work.
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To Musicians and Students

A PERSONAL INVITATION

From

LEON M. LANG
Retail Manager of Kohler & Chase

I want to personally invite you to

call on me at my office.

I have a message for you that I

am eager to give you and that I feel

sure you will be happy to hear.

Kohler & Chase have enthusiasti-

cally adopted all of my broad plans
for the closest co-operation with you
professional musicians and your
musical students also.

I have been preparing for your
visit ever since my return from NeAV
York, and I am now ready.

I hope you will come or call me
on the phone—Kearny 5454.

Cordially Yours for the Advancement of Music.

Retail Manager of Kohler & Chase

26 O'Farrell Street
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

Los Angeles. August 6. 1922—Tschaikowsky's own
confession that he had cried often and bitterly during

the wriling of his Symphony Pathelique came back
into one's mind during the overwhelming reading ac-

corded this work by Conductor Hertz at Hollywood
Bowl last evening. Swinging the full width of the ex-

aggerated, almost Bupernalural width of the emotional

pendulum in this opus. Hertz delved into its utter

despair, as Dante has not painted it more hopelessly.

plunging into barchantic frenzy and sinking b:ick into

all-engulfing hopelessness. It was a colossal reading, in

spite of technical shortcomings, the h»tter easily ex-

cusable because of the entirely insufficient rehearsal

lime enforced by pecuniary reasons. The shadings
Maestro Hertz produced were immense, b:ilh in their

hushed pianissiml or torrenti'il forte effects.

Whether or not the choice of another lighter sym
phony to be played in its entirety would have been
preferable in inaugurating the complete rendering of

symphonies is too lengthy a question for a brief re-

view. In any case it was a memorable performance.
Cornelia Rider Possart played the lirst movement of

the Rubinstein concerto for piano and orchestra. She
possesses admirable technic, musical warmth and pro-

duced more tone color than any other pianist heretofore

playing at these open-air concerts. Hertz accompanied
beautifully. Schubert's Military March sounded lovely,

like a polonaise charmante. thanks to the characteristic

phrasing of Maestro Hertz.

Cadman Night at the Bowl proved one of the biggest

.>ucces8es of this remarkable open-air concert season.

About six thousand people extended a rousing greeting

to "Charley." otherwise known as Charles Wakefield Cad-

man. today one of the most representative American
composers. Margaret Messer Morris, soprano, noted for

her lovely singing of Cadman compositions. Jules
Lepske, violin soloist, and last but not least, Maestro
Alfred Hertz found great favor with the public. Cad-
man's Prelude to his Omar Khayyam suite, written
originally for a film version of the Persian poem by
Ferdinand Pinney Earle passed by in shimmering tonal

colors, like the radiancy of eastern life it is to depict.

Cadman obviously strives toward technical simplicity

of expression in view of the fact that his opus represents
incidental music. His melodic and orchestral material
however, is strikingly appealing, calling forth warm
applause. His songs At Dawning, (violin obligato by
Mrs. Norman Shaw). From the Land of the Sky-Blue
Water, and the Spring Song of the Robin Woman
from the opera Shanewis were sung by Mrs. Messer
with lovely sweetness of tone and excellent diction.

Jules Lepske was a brilliant violin soloist in the
londo Capricciosi by Saint-Saens, His tone seems to

have gained in breadth and warmth, emphasizing thus
his technique all the more. Alfred Hertz, in short gave
masterly readings of Gluck's overture Iphigenie in

Aulis. of the third movement from Rimsky-Korsakow's
Scheherazade and of Liszt's Second Hungarian Rhap-
sody. In each instance he revealed himself a master of

style, a fact fully realized by the enthusiastic audience.

Elias Hecht. the director-founder of the San Fran-
cisco Chamber Music Society, was a greatly welcomed
guest In this city for a few days. Mr. Hecht is one of

the most popular musical ambassadors we have had
the pleasure of receiving from the North for a long
time. He was guest of honor during a number of func-
tions given here and our music critics took due notice

of his sojourn here. 1 am quoting below the Los Ang-
eles Saturday Night, a literary musical weekly whose
music editor (by the way, your very own scribe) wrote
as follows:

MuBical California has won new honors in the form
of an invitation which calls the Chamber Music Society
of San Francisco to Pitlsfield. Mass., where it will par-

ticipate in the internationally famous chamber music
concerts. Elias Hecht, flutist, founder and director-
manager of the San Francisco ensemble, is passing a
few days in town, with the probable result that we
may hear these exquisite players (Louis Persinger, first

violin; L. W. Ford, second violin; Nathan Firestone,
viola, and Waiter V. F'erner. cello), here early next
year. The ensemble are "summering" now at Santa
Barbara, where they have given an unusually brilliant

concert. About the end of next month they will pro-

ceed to Colorado Springs, the home city of Persinger,
where they will remain two weeks, rehearsing and
concertizing. They plan to arrive in Woodstock. N. Y.,

September 18lh, where, together with the other com-
peting chamber-music organizations appearing at the
Plttsfield Festival, they will be the guests of Harvey
White for one year.

Mr. White has been the official host for the Pittsfield

artists ever since Mrs. W. Coolidge endowed the Pitts-

Held Chamber-Music Festivals. In Woodstock they
will play Informal programs together with other quar-
tets and ensembles, and then motor over to Pittsfield,

which means a sixty-mile ride through beautiful for-

ests. Mr. Hecht Is not certain what composiiions his
ensemble will render there. They will combine with
the famous Guizot Woodwind ensemble from New York,
and probably perform the Schubert octet. The other
selection considered by ihem for the competition per-

formance is the Quartet by Ravel,
Invitation to participate at these comparison concerts,

where the foremost chamber music players, not only
of this country, but also of Furore, take part, is in

itself an exceptional distinction. Southern California

1-i r/C.l'K.\Ll>S H)K I ill-: .ADV.A.Nt. KMKNT
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Another Knabe Artist
Calmnn Liiboviskl, the brilliaiu young violin virtuoso of Los
Angeles, is coiuiriuing his remarkable success in his appear-
inces .It the liollywond Hoivl Concerts. Mr. LubovisVi is ac-

cepting students (luring the summer. Like so many other artists

he has chosen for his home an<i for his arcnmpaniments that

supreme pianoforte

The KNABE

iFITZGERAL^telfMUSTCOQl
HILL STRELET AT 7'^7'72^

may as well rejoice with the Bay City music lovers

that such a signal tribute has been accorded to a Cali-

fornia organization, especially as we have had. alas, only
rare occasion to admire their distinguished artistry.

So great has been the reputation of the San Francisco
Chamber Music Society that Arthur Judson. manager
of the Philadelphia Orchestra and New York Philhar-
monic Orchestra, as also of noted soloists, has invited

the ensemble to make New York City their permanent
home and devote themselves entirely to chamber music
work. At the end of this season the four musicians will,

therefore, resign from the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra and transplant their "lares and penates" to

the musical hub of the world. They will, however, make
their "maiden" concert trip in the East already this

coming fall, with New York City. Boston and Philadel-

phia as the principal points of their trip.

San Franciscans, and with them music lovers in the

West, will wish godspeed to these splendid champions
of the highest musical art, of chamber music. We will

also regre.t their leaving. Yet music, less than any other

art. cannot and shall not be bound by boundaries. More-
over, as Mr. Hecht assures me, the Chamber Music
Society of San FVancisco will retain its name, and mu-
sical California will have representatives in the East,
and before long, I am sure also in England and on the
European continent, of whom we may be justly proud.

In conclusion, it is but just to show with a few figures

what the San Francisco ensemble has done for chamber
music in general. When Elias Hecht founded the San
Francisco ensemble ten years ago their concert audi-

ences averaged thirty to seventy-five listeners. This
last season never less than thirteen hundred and as

many as seventeen hundred people were present at each
concert. These figures hardly need any comment, ex-

cept that they represent an inestimable amount of

musically educational work, on the basis of which
other chamber music ensembles, like the London String
Quartet, for instance, can financially afford to come to

San Francisco.
Evidently, they cannot yet afford to do so in our city.

However, things are turning for the better also here.

(My apologies for the "also" to the 100 per cent Los
Angelans.) If it does, then we have to thank such val-

iant champions of chamber music as May Macdonald
Hope, pianist of the Los Angeles Trio, to the Zoellners.

and last, but not least, to Blanche Rogers Lott. thanks
to whose efforts Los Angeles will soon have a well-

organized chamber-music course, with a large list of pa-

trons, which is necessary to give the proposed twelve

concerts.

Mrs. Theodore Thomas, widow of the noted conductor,

is expected in Los Angeles early next month. Mrs.
Theodore Thomas, like her famous husband. America's
first great conductor, who introduced symphony con-

certs here on the present-day basis, hns been very

active as to musical development in America. She is

the founder of the National Federation of Music Clubs.

Ann Thompson, brilliant young Los Angeles pianiste.

is resting a few weeks with her family in Ardmore.
Okla. She will return here for studio and concert work
late this month. Miss Thompson went to New York
in May and took an intensive course in piano playing

with William Bachaus. one of the greatest technicians

of the keyboard. She also appeared in several concerts

and made several rolls for the Anipico piano.

From New York and from Arizona comes word re-

garding the growing popularity of songs by Grace
Adele Freebey. local pianiste and composer. Miss Free-

bey's songs were rendered before the convention of

the Arizona Federation of Music Clubs and at the bien-

nial convention of Women's Clubs, held recently, meeting
in both instances with warm approval from public and
press.
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Charles E. Pemberton. well-known teacher of violin

and musical theory, one of the leading composers in the

West, is working at a string quartet. He is now wriling

the third movement. Mr. Pemberlon's sonata for piano
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and violin was considered one of the best original cre-

ations by a Western composer heard during the recent
state convention of music teachers.

Friends of Fannie Dillon, nationally known Los
Angeles composer, learn that Miss Dillon has arrived in

Peterborough, the art colony founded by M?.cDowell.
She will journey to New York City early next week and
devote her time to study as well as to creative work.

F. Wight Neuman, leading concert and operatic man-
ager of Chicago, who has spent the last month in Pasa-
dena and Los Angeles, has left for the northern part
of the state prior to his return to the Windy City.

Mrs. C. Herbert, who guides the musical destinies of

Santa Barbara from the managerial angle, has motored
south for a few days' sojourn at Lcs Angeles. Mrs. Her-
bert's midsummer activities at S3nta Barbara include
two successful programs by Frederick KoVert, impres-
sionistic dancer, and of Lester Donohue. pianiste. The
Chamber Music Society of San Francisco appeared five

times at musicales in Santa Barbara homes during the
last month.

Community music as a movement is spreading fast

in the coast states, according to Alexander Stewart,
community music expert and organizer on the Pacific

Coast for the Community Service. loc . the national or-

ganization, with headquarters in New York City. "With
California widely realizing the value of community
music and of music as a community asset, we have
concentrated our efforts en the Northwest for the time
being, at least as to the organization of new community
music centers, " Mr. Stewart declared.

"Seattle. Portland, Walla Walla. Yakima. Aberdeen
and Hoquiam have adopted all year-rcund community
music programs under the auspices of committees
formed by business men. club women, professionals and
prominent members representing the class of people
whom we call vaguely the labor element. All these cities

will hold civic music weeks in the fall season. Califor-

nia can boast of three cities who will hold their second
music week this autumn—San Francisco. Sacramento
and Modesto. Oxnard. Visalia and San Diego are work-
ing very actively towards great community music prD-

grams. A permanent chorus of more than eighty voices
has been formed recently in Oxnard as an outcome of

the community sing. Gage Christopher of Los An-
geles has been appointed director. At Visalia and Sac-
ramento similar organizations for concert work have
been formed, thus proving the permanency of musical
work and artistic stimulus of community music organ-
izations."

Alexander Stewart, well remembered here as organ-
izer of last year's Community Music Week, passed
through Los Angeles yesterday on his way to his home
city. San Francisco, where he will make initial prep-
arations for a second music week.

Estelle Heartt Dreyfus, popular contralto, will be
soloist at the Spanish program in the Hollywood Bowl.
Miss Betsy Byrnes, a pupil of her, was heard in recital

at Torrance.

Sylvain Xoack. concert master of the Philharmonic
Orchestra, and Mrs. Noack are sending greetings to
their friends. When last heard from they were in Am-
sterdam.
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Gertrude Ross, gifted song writer, is spending the
summer at the beach with her family. She enjoys work-
ing within sound of the rumbling breakers. She has
baptised her cotttage Little House of Song, and the
atmosphere of the place evidently is sympathetic to her
owTi patron saint of song. She is working on several
manuscripts. Several ether recent compositions will be
heard at the Ebell Club concert in Santa Monica when
Mme. Grace Widney Mabee is to sing her Spanish-Cali-
fornia folksongs, the Sunset on the Desert and her
Spring Song.

Mme. Beatrice de Troost. well-known teacher of voice,

and George de Troost have left for San Francisco, where
they will spend a short vacation.

Frederick KoVert. gifted young dancer, and Lester
Donohue. pianist, gave successful programs in San
Diego. Mr. KoVert aroused considerable comment of
favorable nature with his unique Dance of Vanity given
at a local theatre.

Ilya Bronson. principal cellist of the orchestra, substi-

tuted at short notice for Richard Buhlig during a recent
concert at Hollywood Bowl. Mr. Bronson's playing of
Kol Nidrei was winning because of appealing musical
declamation and carrying power of tone.

Maurene Dyer was the successful soloist in a pro-
gram of her own at the Santa Monica Chautauqua series
of concerts. This young mezzo-soprano will make a tour
of Australia next fall.

May Macdonald Hope, pianist; Calmon Luboviski, vio-

lin, and Ilya Bronson. 'cellist, forming the Los Angeles
Trio, were heard in recital under the same auspices.

Alfred Kastner. the well-known solo harpist of the
Philharmonic Orchestra, and Mrs. Kastner were hosts
to a number of prominent musicians at their charming
home.

OLGA BLOCK BARi
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SUCCESS IN SIN(;iNG
I!y J()}L\ WIMTCO.MB N'ASIl

THE PURPOSES OF VOCAL CULTURE

It will be conceded that success in singing is not an
accident: to what extent natural talent on the one
hand, and cultivation of this talent on the other, are re-

sponsible for success, are questions which are rarely
given the amount of consideration they merit. We must
concede talent before we go far with its cultivation,

but a clear understanding of the purposes of vocal cul-

ture seems tu De lacking in the majority of cases. This
is one reason that talent is so often misdirected, and
wherever there is misdirection of energy, results are
bound to be delayed, and our best expressions can never
be realized.

Briefly the purpose of vocal culture may be described
as the acquisition of spontaneous or automatic control of
the powers, as they exist in the normal human being,
to express ideas, sentiments and emotions in such a
way that they attain their greatest effect without arti-

tifiality or undue force. Previous chaiiters have stated
the causes of failure as misconception of the purposes
iif ein^ing. and misdirection of the energies, and it is

hoped that this chapter will lead to an exercise alto-

^ether too little appreciated by singing students as a
rule: introspection.

All art is founded upon psychological laws, and in-

volves principles which are true for all time and for all

peoples. It will readily be understood that such a broad
proposition gives great freedom for the individual, but
such freedom should find play only within certain lim-

its, and we shall try to deliue some of these limitations.
Superficial and abnormal usages should be discarded
at once or as soon as they are recognized. Among these
may be included the falsetto and the shout, for neither
of these have any uses that are at all satisfactory:
not only is it a waste of time to study them, but they
do positive harm to the singer. Recipes for voice-place-
ment and other tricks may also be cast to limbo. Let
it be said at once that nature has withheld talent only
in very rare cases, but wherever this is the case no
teacher can supply a substitute because there is none.
This thing we call talent must be recognized for what
it is; some have it in greater measure than others, but
this in itself is no guarantee of success in singing: on
the contrary, it is liable to give a very misleading im-
pression of what it will do toward bringing one lo a
state of artistic consciousness. Talent is priceless, but
it is abused because it is misunderstood. It is at once
the subject, the object, and the means of development.
Exact physiological knowledge is desirable, but it can
never enable one to sing because singing is a psycholo-
gical activity, and talent comes under this heading. It

is true that physiological energies are used, but in sing-

ing they must be directed by a soul impulse, which
impulse should be directed to some extent by the will.

Any discussion as to where the physiological begins and
the psychological ends is futile for our purpose because
of the limitations of human intelligence.

The instrument of the singer is as perfect as it can
be made; the method of using decides its effect. The
teacher's function is not only to correct habits of
diction, and to teach rhythmic and melodic values, but
he must see to it that the voice itself carries a sense of
conviction, otherwise the singing will be but sounding
brass, and a delusion and a disappointment to the stu-

dent. This quality in the voice—elusive, but not delu-
sive—is a much neglected and valuable asset to the
singer and the student. The possession of a splendid
voice in itself is not enough to guarantee successful
singing, even though it be cultivated to its utmost; for

without the singing receive its impulse from the soul
centres, it complies not with the conditions demanded
by art. If this thought be borne in mind, it will in

itself lead to the discovery of qualities and powers that
- otherwise will lie dormant.

Singing, to be successful, must have CHARACTER,
and without character mere voice is of little use. This
may be noted as a principle of first importance in vocal
culture. No talent can be supremely effective unless it

act in conjunction with certain moral qualities: moral
guidance will prove a valuable preventative of any mis-
direction of talent. True it is that men and women
without special aptitude for singing are sometimes de-

luded into the belief that they can sing just because they
delight in the art. There are born singers just as there
are born actors and authors: the schools cannot supply
what nature has withheld, and it is not the purpose of

these lines to discourage those who ^think they can
sing just because they delight in it—rather is it the
purpose to induce students to find out what constitutes
artistic singing, and to develop themselves accordingly
until they realize their capacity for song. The process
itself is fascinating and will add values to the life and
personality of sudi students far outweighing the effort.

A thorough grounding in musicianship, diction, etc..

Is vital to the progress of the students, but the ability

to sing will only be acquired by the cultivation of the
Individual. There have been teachers who have mis-
taken their mission, who fall back upon tricks of "place-
ment" and particular usages until the student finds

himself in such a morass of nonessentials that he
stands no chance of ever singing until he cuts loose
entirely from these inhibitions, and begins to assert his

Individuality in giving expression to himself in his own
way. Just how much he can improve his work is hard to

say, but simplicity and sincerity should characterize his

every attempt. This in itself will possibly be difhcuU,
but the right kind of teacher will always recognize these
conditions and will be able to map out lines of develop-
ment which will bring to the critical notice of the stu-

dent the required condition at once; it is then the
student's duty to cultivate the condition until it be-

comes habit. We may say right here that a student
may be vividly impressed by the imperfections in an-

other and at the same time not recognize kindred im-

perfections in his own work. These singers sometimes
blame everyone but themselves for their shortcomings;
the public even is regarded as stupid because it refuses

to recognize their defects as excellences. Such singers

usually lack perception, and that particular quality we
call talent, and the kind thing for the teacher to do Is

to tell them so. but unfortunately, in many cases, they
are allowed to go on. Many a shout has been designated

as singing, but it is not too much to say that the public

as a rule knows better.

Wrong habits, however, are not always an indication

that talent is lacking; it is only when students cannot

see their error that they should be discouraged from
further efforts. Unnecessary tensions are sometimes
used by otherwise satisfactory singers, and when used

are often regarded as an asset. Recently an experienced

singer from T'tah came to the author for criticism and
advice; the possessor of an unusual voice, plenty of

physical vitality, a splendid intellect, mature and com-

petent, and altogether a very satisfactory singer. In cer-

tain passages, however, he sang with an excess of en-

ergy pent up at the neck and shoulders; in conversation

he mentioned a prominent tenor who is guilty of a sim-

ilar practice and roundly denounced him for it. My
client, speaking of his own singing, referred to this con-

dition as his "big voice," but it only took about fifteen

minutes to demonstrate that this so-called "big voice"

was really an obstacle to a recognition of powers that

he already possessed but which had never been avail-

able to him because of a habit which automatically

closed off his capacity.

LOS ANGELES LETTER
(Continued from Pagf 9. Column 3)

Concert Master Henry Svedrofsky and Mrs. Svedrof-

sky will play the Bach double concerto durirng the Sat-

urday concert.

Impresario L. E. Behymer has left Chicago and is

wending his way back to Los Angeles, where he will

arrive during the last week of this month. In the mean-

time. Miss Rena MacDonald, his sagacious and charm-

ing associate, is "keeping house."

Clifford Lott. prominent barit3ne. has decided to

spend a few more days at the Russian River camp of the

Bohemian Club, where he visited to attend the high

jinks. Mrs. Lott is spending a month at the beach, while

at the same time substituting for Albert Tufts, the or-

ganist at the Second Christian Science Church here.

Mr. Tufts is leaving for Chicago, where he will play

before the National American Assembly of Organists.

This is the first time that an organist residing west of

Chicago has been honored with an invitation to appear

before this national conclave of organists.

Louis Persinger, director and first violin of the

Chamber Music Society of San Francisco, concert

master of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra and

one of the foremost violin virtuosi and pedagogues in

the far West, if not in the United States, has sufli-

ciently recovered from a severe case of pneumonia to

resume rehearsing with the Chamber Music Society

and is thoroughly enjoying being "with the violin

again." as he expresses it. The Chamber Music Society

will leave for the East on August 31st. stopping at

Colorado Springs for two weeks' rehearsing. Follow-

ing this period of rehearsing Mr. Persinger is engaged

for a violin recital in Denver, his first public appear-

ance there since his joint recital with Alice Nielsen.

He will appear in Denver under the auspices of the

Denver Musical Society. After this engagement Mr.

Persinger and his associates will leave for Woodstock
and Pittsfield. At this latter city they will participate

in the famous Chamber Music Festival during which

they will present the Ravel Quartet. On August 27tli

Mr. Persinger will appear at two events in Santa Bar-

bara. In the afternoon he will play a concerto with

orchestra in one of the Civic Orchestral programs and
during the evening he will appear with the Chamber
Music Society of San Francisco at its final summer en-

gagement in Southern California.

Mrs. Theodore Thomas, widow of tlie noted conductor,

is expected in Los Angeles early next month. Mrs,
Theodore Thomas, like her famous husband, America's
first great conductor, who introduced symphony con-

certs here on the present-day basis, has been very

•active as to musical development in America. She is

'he founder of the National Federation of Music Clubs.

f 'vc Anynioift nianis*e

Adele Ulman has re-opened her studio early in August
to rcsiinie the teaching of piano and of voice. Miss
Ulniaii was attending the University of California Sum-
mer Session where she has been studying the educa-
tional aspects of music, with special stress on the
manner of presenting music to the very young child.

To her voc^il pupils, also, she will bring new incentive
gained from her contact with Inspiring musicians. It is

her tliorough knowledge of music which has uuide it

possible for her to combine the teaching of piano and
voice with such rare success.

Frank Carroll Giffen, President of the San Francisco
Music Teachers' Association, returned to San Francisco
after an absence of five weeks, which he spent partly

in Los Angeles and vicinity and partly in Crescent City,

Del Norte County, Cal., covering this territory by auto-
mobile. His trip was interrupted through the sudden
death of his brother. Mr. Giffen felt that his presence
in San Francisco was imperative, although his family
was unable to get in touch with him at the time. Thanks
to his intuition, Mr. Giffen was on time to attend his

brother's funeral.

Sigmund Beel, the distinguished California violinist

and jiedagngue, has returned from his vacation of one
month, during which he visited the States of Oregon,
and Washington, and British Columbia, and reports that
he met many musicians who extended to him every
possible courtesy. He enjoyed himself thoroughly, and
rested from his season's studio and concert work, and
is ready to resume his lessons, a number of students
from all parts of the Pacific Coast having declared their

intention to study with him. He has already begun
teaching a number of these students, and from the pres-

ent outlook it appears that he will be very busy.

Miss Augusta Hayden, the excellent soprano soloist,

recently sang for the Examiner radio broadcasting sta-

tion and created an excellent impression, earning the

praises of those in charge of the station as well as the
comments of those who "listened in." Miss Hayden
sings with much taste, and possesses a fine, resonant
and true voice.

Mariska Aldrich Davies, who has not been heard here
for some while, will sing the Liebestod scene from
Tristan and Isolde next Friday at the Bowl, under the

Hertz baton.

GLADYS E DARLING
ACCOMPANIST
SOPRANO

j^oailable for (^ngagernenls

Phone Franklin 6200

Address 801 Koliler & Chase Bldg.

IDEAL STUDIO FOR RENT
2214 VALLEJO STREET

>lnNon * Hnnilln I'inno. llnrd,vood floorn. :»laKnlflceii<

marine vle%v. I nliniifed |ih«ne »«Tvife. FUliiiore HIM.

Share Oakland's Musical

Growth and Subscribe Now

Seventeen Glorious Attractions—7 Artists' Con-
certs and 10 Symphony Concerts In Brilliant Series

Season Tickets Half Price

Cnll or AddreMn

Z.IXXETTE \V. POTTER. Mnnnicpr

Care

.sherninn. i'lny A Co.

ri'lfphonr l.nkrNldt' «7m» Oakland, Cnllf.

Thp I'^vqnlMlti' In

CONFECTIONS
—ALSO—

Tea Room and Lunches

StorcM at
lOK O'KARREI.I, STREET
•j:(7 post STREET
(Nil M \HKET STREET
I'liiru-r llnlrl llldfC.

Iisil MARKET STREET
Loem'a %%'arneld Theatre Dldir>

0MMm-
i

^PilTEP^
4 Stores in

San Francisco
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HALF HOUR OF MUSIC

The soloist for the Greek Theatre
Half Hour of Music on Sunday afternoon.

August 6th. was Jack Hiliman. who has
recently returned from New York, where
he has been studying under Mnie. Clara
Xovello Davies. He has toured with Tina
Lerner for two seasons, and also with

Mrs. Beach, singing her songs. For the

Sunday program. Mr. Hilliiian gave two
of a group of new songs by Mme. Mackay-
Cantell. Mr. HiUraan's program for Sun-
day will be as follows: Salt Water Bal-

lads—Masefield (Keel), (a) Port of Many
Ships, (b) Trade Winds. )c) Mother
Carey. Jack Hiliman; (a) Venetian Night
Song (Mackay Cantell). (bt O. to Sail in

a Ship (Mackay-Cantell). Jack Hiliman.
composer at the piano; (a) Memento
(Tirendellii. (b) Lied Maritime (D'lndy).

(c) Trees (Rasbach). (d) God's Garden
(Jarboe). ^e) Call Me Xo More (Cad-

uian). Jack Hiliman; Carol Jarboe will

he at the piano.

Madam Mackay-Cantell. whose songs
were featured by Mr. Hiliman. has
studied at the Weimar Musikschule. Wei-
mar.- Germany, and with the late W. C.

E. Seeboeck and Louis Victor Saar.

Madam Mackay-Cantell is a cousin of

Percy Rector Stephens of New York and
a protege of the Misses Lewisohn. for

the opening of whose theatre—the

Neighborhood Playhouse of New York
City—Madam Mackay-Cantell collaborat-

ed in the production of an original ver-

sion of Jeptha's Daughter. Madam
Mackay-Cantell is now at work upon an
extensive group of songs for low voice,

of which Jack Hiliman has chosen two.

A Venetian Night Song and Walt Whit-
man's poem. "O. to Sail in a Ship."

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stiidloi 1»20 Seott Si. Phone Fillmore 1561

ADBLE ULMAN
TE.4rili:K OF VOM K ANII l»IANO

J^tu.iJM ITS C<iinin.m\v.-alth Av-.*,
T. U-i»hoiie Paoifit- :'::

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
l'I\NIST .\ND TEACHER
I'upil of \\ aB«'r Swayne

Studio: r.IS llnenn Vlsla Ave. Tel Park 341

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Pianoforte—Thobias Matthay Medalist.

—

Solobtt, Accoiii|ianlHt and Teacher
S15 Clement St.. San Francisco. Pac. 9284.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture;—Opera, Oratorio.
Concert an '

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTD

Voice Culture. Suite ''C-^ Kohler A Chaae
nnlldlDR. Telephone Kearny S454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADIATE OF SCHOLA CA>TORUM,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MAKV'S CATHEDRAL

Piano Department. Hamlin School
Orean and Piano. ArrlllaKa Moalcal Collee«

PAUL STEINDORFF Evelyn Sresovich Ware
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In Ail Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:

0O2 KOHLER A CHASE BLDG.
San Francisco Phone: Kearny 54&4

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIANIST

«>tuilio: 1537 Euclid Avenue, Berkeley.
Phone Berkeley 6006.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIAXO and HARMOXT

California Institute of Music, K. & C.

Building. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

Studio.: 802 Kohler & Chase Bids.. S. F.
5«2^ Ocean VleTF Dr., Oakland (Re.ldence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
nor. Kobler .& Chase Bid. Tel. Sntter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio. 603-6O4 KOHLER d CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

MRS. CHARLCS POULTER.
SOPRANO St. Andrews Church
Voice Culture. Piano. 5SS Z7th St., Oak-
land. TeL 2079. Kohler & Chase Dldc
W ednesdays Tel. Kearny 5454.

ROSGOE WARREN LUCY
PIANIST AND TEACHER

Keftidence and Studio, 6I2.S Hlllegass Ave.*
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAM.VTIC CONTRALTO

Opera SuceesMCH in Europe: Concert Soo-
'•esftes in .\nierica. ,\ddreN!t IKoi California
*t.. San Frnnci.Hco. Telephone Prospect 3620

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGIKG

Studio 36 GafTner Building. 37« Sutter St.
Tel. Donelaa 4233. Res. Tel. Kearnr 2349

PIANO
Stndloi 1003 KitkJfT * Cfeaae Bids.

Phone K^tnr &4S4

Joseph George Jacobson
PIAHO

2S33 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore ^48

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlque. Paris

Studio: 310T Wa^lnstOB Street
Phone FUlmore 1847

SIGMUND BEEL
Master Classes for Violin

Studio Building, 1373 Post Street
Tel. Prospect 757

Ada Clement Music School
NE\A VOCAL DEPT.

Rena Lazelle
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S98

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SlnelnE* S2 Loretta Atc, Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 3(M. Mon., Kohler A
Chaae BUg,. S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST.. Bet. Clay A ^Vashlngton

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist, Temple Emann EL Con-
cprt and Chnrch Work. Vocal Instruc-
tlon. 2539 Clay St.. Phone Weat 4890.

JULIAN R. WAYBUR
TE.V< H^:R OK THE PlVNOF<>RTE

TeachinR- >lethods a Specialty
Address all communications to 2903

Dwight Way, Berkeley

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC -

PIANO INSTRUCTION
StDdio: 2IIIM) Knhler A: Chase Bldg.

Telephone Kearny Ti4rt4

Hen. Tel. Ilay^ ew 4104

F. WARREN SHOUP
Piano In.struciionN — Summer Cla.sses

^leinher Toronto School of >luNic—Student
of >!nie. Bree of \ ienna (First A-ssistant to
I e<ichetit/.ky >. Phone: Fr:inklin 7272 (Be-
tween » and 11 A. II.

>

RENA LAZZELLE
>OPR.\NO SOLOIST AAI) TEACHER

Ada Clement Music School
3435 Sacramento St. San Francisco

M

Grand Prix, Paria

Grand Prize, St, Loaia

I HE richness, evenness, depth and

I
charm cf Baldwin tor^e cannot be

' duplicated. Only wiiii Ifce Bald-
win Piano can it be productJ be-
cause only the Baldwin has the

acoustic properties capable of its develop-
ment. Those who approach the selection of a
piano unprejudiced and with open mind find
the Baldwin a revelation.
I( roD ar* lnt«r««t*4 1« Ut« porebate «f * rrallj blrk-
rr%At plana. 1*1 lu tcU JOB ftboat Ui« Mirttctlve •Iter «•
ftr« BOW m&kLnc.

^hfBalDwinpano Company

310 Sutter St. San Francisco. Cal.

Member of Federal Reserve System and Associated Savinf^s Banks of San Franoiiteo

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
tTHB SAX FRANCISCO BANK)

S2« Calllomln Street. San FraneI.eo, Cal.
COMHeRCIAL

MISSION BRANCH. Hlulon and 21.t Street.

PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BR.ANCH. Clement St. and 7tb Ave.
UAIGUT STREET BRANCH, Halsht and Belvedere Street.

JUNE 30th, 1922
Assets ......... $76.I7"»,177.IH
Deposits .......... 72.47fM77.1S
Capital Actually Paid Up ....... l.ooo.ooo.oo
Reserve and Contingent Funds ...... z,700.l)00.t)0
Employees" Pension Fund ....... :tss.(w>tl.«l

OPFICERS—JOHN A. BUCK. President; GEO. TOURNT. Vice-President and
Manaeer: A. H. K. SCHMIDT. Vice-President and Cashier; E. T. KRU8E Vloe-
President; A. H. ITULLER. Secretary; WM. D. NEWHOUSE, Assistant Secretary
tVILLIAM HERRMANN, GEO. SCHAMMEL. G. A. BELCHER R. A LAUENSTEtN
H. H. HERZER and H. P. .M.WN'ARO, .Assistant Cashiers; I.. C. Ki >.';TEP. Man-
ager Mission Branch; W. C. HETER, Manager Park-Presidio District Branch-
O. F. PAULSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A_ BUCK, GEO. TOURNT. E T KRUSE
A. H. R. SCHMIDT. I. N. WALTER. HUGH GOODFELLOW, E. N. VAN BERGEN
ROBERT DOLLAR, C. \V. DOANE, L. S. SHER.MAX, WALTER A. HAAs!

GOODFELLOW. EELLS. MOORE & ORRICK. General Attorneys
A dividend to depositors of FOUR -\XD OXE-QU.\RTER (4^4) per cent per

annum was declared for the six months ending June 30th, 1922

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher

Head of Violin Department Ada Clement
>IunIc School

34:!ri Sacronienlo St.. San Francisco

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GIACOMO -AN'D MME.

MINKOWSKI
te.\chb:r of VOICE

2428 Pine St. Tel. Wewt 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8212

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR, ON FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way. Berkeley. Cal

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

. MRS. H. I. KRICK

479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pled. 3554

-'- - MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kcamy 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
B7J Scott Street Tel. Park .^I's

MISS ELSIE INGHAM
Phone Prospect 5824 1040 Bush Street

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. S164

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5154

VIOLIN

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 356j

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

EMIL HAHL
Res.; 2756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113

REED AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter S35I
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE, MACBETH, EASTON. JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers
TAPS (Baritone or Contralto)
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano)
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor)
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

2 Keys
2 Keys

2 Keys

rOlTR TEACIIIING PIECES (Urade .i)
H}- Flf>rrnre I>. Hea TIIIO WOOD iWMPII'S IIARl'

Knob « .30 Kl>ft THRUSH BEARD
HKM.O! MIt. ROIIIN YAKIMA

ThFii« plecm nrr belnfc ^vidrly UMrd and much niiprectated bj* tracbrrn iTbo vnlur
their InHpirntlonal brnufy and niodrrn Idlnni. (TNt'SUAl. FOR THR f^RADK. Tub-
liNhcd by (LAYTOK F. SUMMV <'0.. Clllf^AiiO, and for nalr by HI^NRV GUOIIIC
in (he Htore of WII.KY II. ALLK\ rO.

13.** Kearny St., San Franclaro

MAUD G. McFAUL
A('C<mi»AMST

112N Chentnut Street
Telephone I'roNpeet 41132

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL riLTURE

ArtUt pupilM available for all occanlona
500 Kohler A CfaaNe Hide. Kearny 4001

CalifbmJa
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

VI <SIST 13«h—11 A. M.

SEVERI
tind the faniouM

CALIFORNIA THEATRE
ORCHESTRA

HAROLD STANTON
Tenor

OfTerlni;
-The l.nllaby" from -Jucelyn"

tiodiinl
Franee Coldnnter. Eselapilve Manager

Qonstance 'uflexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houaes
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 70S Kohler & Chase Bntldlne
Phone Kearny &4&4

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
For KlndercBi-teo and Primary Orad««

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Words and Maale

ABBIB GERRISM-JONES
Adaptions and Deacrlptlons

OL,ITB B. W1L.80N-D0RRETT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rbythmic material, the resx'U of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-
rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICE 91.00 AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

7Ae ^Aristocrat ofthe 'Piano World

(Ehp

iias0n^l|ainlm

Known and Loved Wherever Musicians Gather, As the

Triumph of the Piano Maker's Art

The Greatest Piano in the World

^^
'/^^WT^C^L^

fi" \i II 1
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^^^^^^^3 ilH
'^^^^^^^-=Tff#*1rt^ 1
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Doubt as to quality, durability or prestige no

longer is mentioned whenever or wherever

Mason & Hamlin pianos are known and dis-

cussed. Instead, only confidence and enthusi-

astic admiration are voiced by the leading

critics and the greatest artists of the world. To

play upon a Mason & Hamlin Grand is to

realize that the world knows no equal. To ac-

tpiire one is a marked testimonial of superior

taste, musical discrimination and appreciation

of the truly beautiful. We would like you to

test them fully.

iMason & Ham/in Tianos in all Styles iMay be Seen Only at Our Stores

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 117-125 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines

PIANOS
PIAYD«|
MUSIC

i^^ile)^BAUen@
-MASON AND HAMUN PIANOS-

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street

San Jose—99 South First

sheet music
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NINO MARCELLI'S MIDSUMMER MUSIC OFBOHEMIA
Extracts From Twentieth Bohemian Grove Play Thrill Large Audience at Tivoli Theatre and

Justly Earn for the Composer a Hearty Ovation From Club Members and Their Friends

—Other Bohemian Club Composers Share in Musical Honors

By GEORGE EDWARDS
The development of original compositions is directly

dependent upon the opportunities afforded composers
to hear their works produced. Time and the public

by this means finally select the fit from the unfit: but
the writing of voiceless works, while being an heroic
act, becomes an abortive one wherein the imaginative
tone soon ceases to represent the living tone, and art

atrophies. Few organizations have responded to this

esthetic need as has the Bohemian Club of San Fran-
cisco, and the concert given at the Tivoli on Friday
afternoon. August^ 11th. proved the value of the nine-
teen preceding years of such practice in the charm
and worth of the work presented under the batons of
the various conductors of their own compositions by
club members.
According to custom, the program opened with num-

bers selected from the Grove Play of the preceding year,
this time John of Xepomuk. well conducted by the com-
poser. Humphrey J. Stewart. A Mazurka, a Pas de
Fascination, and a Bacchanale from the work proved
strong and melodious, and provoked much enthusiasm
on the part of the audience. Sunrise from Enchanted
Forest by Alfred Arriola followed with a somewhat
freer idiom and a charming melody. Farewell to the
Forest, by ^STieeler Beckett, provided a congenial ve-
hicle for the solo work of Roderick White, violinist,

whose willing art is a constant pleasure to the sum-

PAIL STEINDORFF
The Enericelic and EnterpriNini; Operatic nnd Orchextral
Leader Who Will Preixent HanNel and Gretel at the

Greek Theatre, Saturday Evening, Aag-QNt iMJ

mer inhabitants of Bohemian Grove. The first part of
the program closed with stereopticon views of the
Grove, and the Grove play of 1922. gracefully and wit-
tily described by Joseph S. Thompson.
A resume and extracts from the play. The Rout of

the Philistines, were given in the tasteful program pro-
vided for the occasion. The author of the play. Charles
G. Xorris, whose latest fictional success. Brass, has
passed into many editions, here provided a poetic play
of lofty, yet modem, blank verse; dealing with the
Bohemians' love and care for trees in general, and the
redwoods of the grove in particular. The feeling that
the trees are so many persons is a familiar one to
members of the club; and that the persons are friends
is an emotional step few fail to take. This attitude
Mr. Xorris successfully translated into a play of broad
sweep and surpassing beauty, in which the conflict of
the unregenerate Philistines with the army OT Trees
was resolved into a happy ending—for the trees

—

through the poetical nature and sacrifice of the Philis-
tine prince, the dreamer of a new day.
The composer of the music for this fantasy is Xino

Marcelli, formerly well-known cellist of this city, and

now directer of orchestral music in the San Diego
ifublic schools. His respect for the beauty of his text.

and his endeavors to translate its grace and barbarism
as faithfully as possible into music, resulted in the
series of splendid compositions which formed the sec-

ond half of the program on Friday afternoon. A remark-
able contrast to the pleasant amusement of the preced-
ing numbers was the energy and earnestness with
which the composer unfolded the musical story of the
Trees and the barbaric carelessness of their natural
protectors. Art originated in the serious purposes of

Life: Warfare. Religion. Love, Industry, etc.. and is

still at its best when furthering its destiny. Of this Mar-
celli was eminently conscious, and the prelude accom-
paniment to the idealistic dream of Prince Ackish,
which formed in the play the prologue to the long sweep
of its single great act. plunged at once into the charm-
ing fantastic idiom of modern composition, replete with
"whole-tone scales," "chromatic sevenths*' and "dom-
inant ninths." with other unnamed harmonies appro-
priate to the system, but original with the composer.
The Invocation to Dagon, with chorus masterfully

trained by Eugene Blanchard, followed this, the brassy
barbarisms of the ancient temple seizing upon the imag-
ination of the audience and carrying it back to the
time when the Philistine cities of Gaza. Ashkelon. G?th.
Ashod and Ekron were the leading powers of the world.

MVO MARCELLI
The Exeeplionally Endotved Conductor-CompoNer Who)*f
.^IdmIc to the Root of the PhiJi»tineH Created a Sensation

At the Tivoli Last AVeek.

In the Dance of the Zealots the composer attained his
highest originality, and at the same time his longest
"creative breath." The idiomatic development of short
motives in vogue since Wagner's time has influenced
the leading motives of modem compositions, costing
them, in many cases, their sweep, breadth and general
length of breath. In this dance Marcelli restored the
music of the giants. Original in harmony, it was. at the
same time, massive in outline, and suggested the spa-
cious gardens of Babylon ajid the majestic reaches
of Egyptian temples. At the Grove only the steps of
Dagon's Temple were revealed, but the dance, as the
composer unfolded its long lines, and the dancers, as
trained by George Hammersmith, took place inevitably
before a mammoth building, thus suggesting to the
audience the grandeur of the hidden temple's self.

This length of breath unfortunately wavered at the
moment when most required, however—i. e., in the
Finale. This number, leading definitely up to the Fall of
Dagon and the destruction of his temple, turns to the
description of the dawning of a new day. the cult of
brotherhood, the protection of the trees. In this portion
the phrases and the tempo hesitate, the enthusiasm
is si)oradic and fails in steady growth, notwithstanding
the beauty of the actual materials. As a colorist of or-

chestra Marcelli is a wizard. Many of his most fasci-
nating effects were revealed for the Cr^t ime in the

controlled environs of the indoor theatre. Scoring for
open-air performance is probably an art in itself whose
principles have yet to be stated by somebody. In cer-

tain cases this composer had coped successfully with
the problem, as in Saph's Xarrative, splendidly scored
for out-of-doors, where the predominance of brass made
merely a rich accompaniment to the splendid singing of
William S. Rainey. In the Tivoli the same brass was
overpowering, even of Rainey's robust voice.

The Mother Song, dramatically sung by Doria Fer-
nanda, was a gem of descriptive compcsitiDn. The cho-
rus achieved continuous success in the Glorification ol

Dagon. and in the Finale above referred to, which
brought the afternoon to a telling conclusion. Such
work as this is a witness to the communal value of the
Bohemian Club, which in providing Xino Marcelli a
musical voice has enriched the musical literature of
California; yes. of America.

MISS SECKELS* SERIES

With seven outstanding artists selected with special
care from the long Selby C. Oppenheimer list of attrac-
tions. Alice Seckels will make a stronger bid than
ever this season with her popular matinee musicals
in the ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel. In intimate
surroundings and in a hall again arranged to carry out
the scheme of the parlor entertainment six delightful
events are announced. These affairs are given on Mon-
day afternoons and are sold by subscription mainly.
The capacity of the hall is limited to the membership
and a few guests at each event-
The artists announced for participation the coming

season include on October 23d the famous American
coloratura soprano, Florence Macbeth, a leading mem-
ber of the Chicago Opera Association; on Xovember
13th a joint recital by Mona Gondre. the delightful
little French entertainer, whose unique work has es-

J V< K HILLMAN
The \rtive \ oune ( alifornia Uarttone. W'h«i ^\ ill Appear
in the Produetitin of Hanitel and (i ret el i>r the ''• ^rh

Theatre, !Saturda>- ^veniuK, .Vbieum -M,

tablished her as one of the novelties of the concert plat-

form, and Elise Sorelle, first harpist of the Salzedo
Ensemble; on December 4th Emil 'Telmanyi. the sensa-
tional Hungarian violinist: on January 29th Hulda
Lashanska. one of the foremost recitalists in the world
today; on February 26th the Metropolitan's famous
soprano. Florence Easton, and on April 23d the great
Guiomar Xovaes. peer of pianists of her sex.

Miss Seckels is now enrolling the limited membership
accepted for this superb series.

The novelty on the Fischer lists is of real importance.
It is. supposedly, the very last composition of the la'e

Max Bruch. and is for two violins, with either piano
or haraionium, accompaniment. Entitled the Song of
Spring it should interest those who have loved the
violin concertos and other music of the late composer,
but I am afraid that I cannot truthfully say that it is

of his highest standard. It is. however, good music, and
would rank even higher from a lesser man, but because
of the very wonderful music Bruch has made before,
this work of his old age cannot take a place in the
heights.
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STEINWAY
A Tribute from an Authority

V'.^«'k~V*M.,

X^/ijfiz.

^ ''fay 7" Co

Leandro Campanari

Conductor, Composer and load Master

Your Steinway is waiting for you at

Shermanlpay&Go.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA—OREGON—WASHINGTON

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano. Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGnRY. Direclor

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Oi)ens Largest Hopc-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
.Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOI.IX MAKKIl AM> UEPAIKKIl
HIijcheNt Grade I'rofesNional M ork Alisdlutely

fiuiirnnti'd—.VppraiNer of InNtruiitrtitN
Finest Hand >Iade InstruinentH

.\ti'lier: Room *Jr., 1028 >larket Street, next to
<irnnndn 'I'heatre. San l''r:inelsoo, 4'nlifornin

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
Ti:\«lir.R OF SINGING

070 Chestnut street, corner Hyde
AppoliitnieutB bj Phone—I'roapeel 3:i20

Arrillaga Musical College
dr VrrlllaKii. IHreetor

A . 1.. Art IK 1 H. I're*.: I.ouU \leKrln. \ lee-I'reji.

1 irxrrlird tn •llilieN for llie Mliidi' of niiiNir In nil

Ha bmiK*'*:*. .rice Pipe OrKHii. RerltuI llnll.

-j: in JACKSOX STRKKT
1 !4an Frnnelaeo, 0»I. I»h«ne «>! 473T

Manning School of Music
JOHN*"*-. MXNMN*;. niri-rlor

3212 \\ ii»hlncl<»n »<lre»-t. near I'renldlu .Ivenue
Snn FrnnelMef>. <'al.

For further Inrornintlnn iifldrenii the iierretnrj off tbe
ehnol. or phone Fillmore HUT,.

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
A I » \ ^ N ( i :n 1 I'll.S AtlKPTKn

Pupil of ^Inie. \ . ^lepanofT I Her I In I, ^1. Slevefcine.
and K. Rol.erl >«hinll/. ) Ne»T 1 orkl. Studio: TOI
Heine llldc KIS *^iorkt'in S|. ^|ondn>M. 1)-I2. ThurN-
ila>M. IO-1. 3-11. Tel. Ixi-nrn} 2222. Rew. I'honei Pied-
mont TiUi.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Tencher «»f I'liino. Orcnn, llnrmonv. (Ireanlot anil ^Innlcnl
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LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contrnlto

Teneher of Sinelne. Complete CourBe of Operntic Train-
ing. 27."10 Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore tri.'.S.

MRS. S. P. MARRACCI, Vocal Teacher
lliillan method: 14 yrnrj* of nta«:e experience: former
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\ (M-all?' and In Drninalic Orportnient.
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NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAN JOSE, CAL.

Con fern DeKTrees Atvarda CertiflcateM

I'or Partlcularw apply to Sinter Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director SuMlnVNky Chnmher Munlc Society

Will AcC'pt a Few T.ilenlod Pupils. Studio: IDDC Kohlcr
& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SW RVFAFI,. tALII'OllNIA

^IiimIc t'ourMei* Thorough and I'rot^reMMl ve
I'uhllc School >IumIc. Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. II. P:i*>niore

—

snidloK: Suite '•<><: l\nhlcr .1. t haxc IMdu..
*«. |-.: 2r,;ni ( ollfcc \M-.. Iltrkcler. Residence 2J1I \t%a-
rnilit Ro.id. Ilcrkeic? .

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Prepnrlnc Teacher for

MRS. ttSCAR >I\NSFKI,DT. PlnnUt
2(Hri llroderltk •^t.. near (lay Telephone I'lMmore 314

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
1IRI-: \Tli

—

Vt»l<K— I, IFF-:

000 Kobler A. ('hnNc lIldK- Kearny r»4.'>4

ReHiilence IIOU HuNh St.. Franklin SOGS.

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

WALLACE A. SABIN
Orr^anlMt 'I'eniple Fnianu Fl. Flr«t t'hurch of Christ Scl-
rniLst. Director l.orlnfi: Club. S. F.. \\ ed» 1(117 CBllfornIa
^r.. Phone I'^ranklln 2(103; Sat.. FIrMt ChrlNtian Science
( hurch. Phone Franklin 1307; Rch. iitudlo, 3142 Kewlaton
.\ve.. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont S42H.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ oice Culluri'— Diction—Studio: 40S Stiickton St.—lion,
nnil ThurN, from '2~7i, Rcm. 14.'>1 Sncramenlo St. ProM. 7503.

The College of the Holy Names
Lake >Ierritt, Oakland

Complete Conwervnlory Courxe— Piano. Harp. Violin.
'Cello, \'oice, Counterpoint. Harmony. II jntory

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PI \N1ST—ACCOMP.\MST

IIemher 1 nIvcrNity Fxtenwlon Faculty
Studio: N27 Shrader *»• Phone I'nrk 1G05

Dino BigalH
CONDUCTOR

r^ 1
I-'oiir \ carM 1\ Ith the

Chicago firnnd Opera Co.

A (K\l, OPFH \riC
( (1 \( IIINC < (MIPDsrnON

i^M
Telephone i'ark n.'.t!>

AdtlrCMM All
CommunlrntlonM to
S33 COI.K STRFKT

San FrnncNeo
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United States

a few rare exceptions, rarely reach the 3000 mark
cither in San Francisco or Los .\ngeles. There are

more than seventy-five music clubs in California

with a combined membership of at least 10,000.

These figures arc conservative and are based

upon careful investigation and upon the support

of musical events in the past two years. We de-

sire to ask this question : "Are the New Vork
managers, and the artists who visited the Pacific

Coast satisfied that in the light of these figures

their concerts in California arc adequately at-

tended?" If they are satisfied then we have noth-

ing further to say. If they are not we shall tell

them why no better showing is made.

Barring a few enthusiasts, who are in the great

minoritv. the musical public is not at all inter-

ested in anv artist UNTIL ITS INTEREST
.\ND CURIOSITY H.\S BEEN .\ROUSED.
There is only one way to arouse such interest and

that is by judicious publicity based upon
TRUTH. .Advertisements and explanatory arti-

cles represent the principal medium by which the

public becomes interested in an artist. .\nd this

publicity is just as necessary in the far west as

it is in the east. National advertising may secure

the bookings, but local advertising, or to be more
explicit REGION.\RY advertising, secures the

interest of the public, in other words concert at-

tendance. :_ ,

Forelpn Countries
_«3.00
- 4XM

TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

THE EAST AND THE WEST

During the editor's experience as reviewer of

musical events on the Pacific Coast he has met
many artists of national and international reputa-

tion. In every case he has found that the eventual
aim or aspiration of these artists is to appear on
the Pacific Coast. In many instances the musical
public of the Pacific Coast has been most gener-

ous in its attitude, sometimes surprising the

artist with greater financial support than eastern

music centers. While many artists succeed in

securing that attendance which their reputation

and standing entitles them to, there are also a

number who do not seem to interest the far west-
ern public to that extent which their artistry jus-

tifies. Every artist of a fi.xed standing in the

musical world, be he from Europe, the east or

the west, is entitled to a hearing, and the Pacific

Coast musical public will always give him such

a hearing provided he has made efforts to IN-
TEREST the people of the F.\R WEST.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is a thor-

ough believer in N.\TION.\L .ADVERTISING
and any advertising appropriation set aside by an
artist or manager for the purpose of expending it

in eastern music journals of national circulation

is indeed well spent, and we would be the last

one to contend that such appropriation should be
either curtailed or cut off entirely. On the con-

trary no artist can possibly aflford to stinge him-
self in the matter of national advertising. It is

the foundation of fame. It is the only means by
which to establish a name in the artistic arena.

But national advertising is not sufficient to reach
the MUSICAL PUBLIC of the ENTIRE United
States. National advertising is not even sufficient

for a breakfast food, or a sewing machine, or an
automobile. But an artist is surely more than a

breakfast food, although he may need it occa-

sionally.

The managerial offices in New York are justi-

fied to employ the medium of national advertis-

ing in order to secure bookings in all parts of

the country. But booking an artist with the

various local managers in the country is only the

FIRST step toward securing for the same recog-

nition. The booking alone does not attract the

audiences. California has about 250.000 music
lovers. In San Francisco and Los .Angeles at least

50,000 people attend opera and symphony con-
certs during the course of a season. It is safe

to assert that our concert audiences, with but

for the resident manager to attend to the artist's

publicity to such an extent that the public will

be sufficiently interested to attend his concerts in

large numbers, unless it is an artist of world re-

nown, sensational in his style and already familiar

to the public, either because he has already ap-

peared, or because friends have written about him
from other parts of the world.

Now we know that most managers and artists

who come to the Pacific Coast feel that they are

making such concessions to the district managers

that it should be the duty of these managers to

attend to all publicity necessary in the various

regions to secure enough public interest in the

artist and consequently to create adequate con-

cert attendance. But these artists and managers

make one big mistake. They expect of the resi-

dent manager to specially look after their own
interests. They would be greatly disappointed

and annoyed if such manager were to concentrate

his energy' in the matter of publicitv upon the

merits of an artist about to appear, while another

artist is making his appearance in his territory.

In ether words if ^Mme. Jones sang in San Fran-

cisco this week and Mr. Smith were to play

the following week, Mme. Jones would object to

special publicity being given Mr. Smith during

the time prior to or attendant upon her San Fran-

cisco appearance.

Another feature of this advertising on the part

of the resident manager is that he would have to

make known to the public from twenty to thirty

artists during a season. Now, to familiarize the

public with the reputation and artistic proficiency

of an artist to such an extent that it is willing to

spend its money and rush to the concert hall re-

quires more than perfunctory press notices. It

requires a consistent and persistent educational

publicity campaign setting forth every worth-

while success and triumph achieved by the artist

in his career. It requires publication of a series

of portraits. It requires display advertisements

big enough to be seen and picked out from

many others. It requires articles which will

be read with interest by managers, club secre-

taries, students and teachers. By this we do not

mean notices charged with adulation and super-

latives, but interesting sketches of the life and

artistic achievements of famous musicians. That

is the kind of publicity that must be presented to

our musical public if artists, not already known
here, wish to attract audiences, or pave the way
for future appearances. Artists who at some fu-

ture time intend to visit the Pacific Coast and

whom managers hesitate to book, will thus create

a demand for their services, and the managers

will enventually ask for them ;
pro\-ided they are

in business to make a living.

The New York managers and artists will read-

ilv see that such publicity can not be done by the

resident managers. In the first place they cannot

afford to advertise so many artists in a manner
to do much good. In the second place if the thirty

artists divide these amounts they do not represent

so high a figure. Furthermore the Pacific Coast

manager, no matter how liberal arrangements an

artist may make with him, always receives the

short end of the percentage out of which he pays

considerable expense. It is absolutely impossible

Even artists who have already visited the

Pacific Coast do not attract as large audiences the

second time as the first. Of course there are al-

ways exceptions. They, too, should see to it that

their name is constantly kept before the eyes of

the musical public. The moment the name of an
artist ceases to appear in the columns of a music
journal, and thus is constantly seen by students,

teachers and music lovers, he ceases to be talked

about. It requires then renewed energy to revive

the interest. Nc* York managers and artists of

national and international reputation may not be-

lieve us. but if they don't they simply lose thou-

sands of dollars on their far western trip, just

because they have been made to believe that na-

tional advertising alone is sufficient to attract

audiences for them in the far west, when as a mat-
ter of fact, it does not contribute one iota toward
such concert attendance.

While we are willing to concede that advertise-

ments in eastern music journals are seen by a

large portion of the musical public east of the

Rocky Mountains, this is surely not true west of

the dividing line, and no one knows this better

than managers and artists who have visited the

Pacific Coast. The Pacific Coast Musical Re-

view, however, has not only a large circulation

on the Pacific Coast, but is ihe only weekly music
journal published west of Chicago. It is therefore

equivalent in its abilitj' to spread musical news in

the far west as the four weekly music journals

published in New York and Chicago combined
are doing in the east. Therefore, the cost of judi-

cious publicity in the far west is so small in com-
parison to that needed in the east, and the re-

sults so much greater in proportion, that we
cannot possibly see any reason for hesitancy on
the part of New York managers and artists to

take advantage of this opportunity to enlarge

concert attendance in this territory.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review, during its

twenty-one years of consecutive publication, has

been very liberal in its extension of courtesies.

.Although resident managers have thought it wise

to stop all advertising during the summer, begin-

ning May 15, and resuming early in October, we
continued publishing advance notices throughout

the summer, thus interesting the musical public

in the forthcoming season. We did this first as

a matter of friendship for the manager and sec-

ondly because we thought that artists and man-
agers would appreciate this courtesy and in turn

assist us in the publication of an adequate music
journal by giving us a small portion of their pat-

ronage. However, instead of receiving additional

patronage we are receiving press notices from
New York managers which they wish us to add

to those of the resident managers, evidently un-

der the impression that we should consider it an

honor to publish these articles, as if we have

nothing else to write about. Of course, sooner or

later you exhaust your enthusiasm. .And this

time has arrived with us. We shall henceforth

devote just enough space to prospective visits of

artists to serve the purpose of giving the news.

Otherwise we shall see what the artists and man-
agers can do without us. If the Pacific Coast

Musical Review is not good enough to be favored

with occasional patronage, then it should not be

good enough to be asked for courtesies.

Possibly managers and artists are convinced

that their success on the Pacific Coast is not influ-

enced by any assistance this paper can render

them among the musical public. In that case we
do not expect their patronage. On the other hand

in such case our columns should be of no value to

them. However, if our circulation among mem-
bers of music clubs, students, teachers, music

schools and libraries is sufficient to familiarize

the people with the merits of an artist, a judicious

publicity campaign prior to the music season and

specially in our annual edition, which will be

published on September 30th, will prove of aston-

ishing and surprising value.
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MUSICAL REVIEW SERVICE

It has always been the consistent policy of the

Pacific Coast Musical Review to concentrate its

energy upon recognizing the merit of resident

artists and teachers. For this reason this journal

has always been exceedingly liberal with the ex-

tension of courtesies toward every incmber of the

profession worthy of supi)ort and encouragement.
Furthermore it has always been the aim of the

paper to specially look after the interests of its

numerous friends and patrons. Whether you may
advertise in the regular or annual edition the

Pacific Coast Musical Review has never consid-

ered itself free of its obligation toward adver-

tisers when their contract was signed or when
their accounts were paid. We feel that ever\'

advertiser, and indeed every artist and teacher of

merit, is entitled to the full co-operation of the

paper and its staflf toward the attainment of a

thorough understanding between the public and
the profession. Therefore the experience of the

editor during twenty-five years of journalistic

activity has thoroughly familiarized him with
every possible angle of musical endeavor on the

Pacific Coast. His advice is always cheerfully

given to anyone who wishes to hear it. And inas-

much as publicity is the very foundation upon
which an artist's or teacher's reputation rests the

])aper is never niggardly in its extension of cour-

tesies to those who have extended to it the in-

fluence of their patronage. The annual edition

having always a much larger circulation than
regular editions, and being of a size and charac-

ter that causes it to be filed away for future

reference, is specially well adapted for publicity

purposes. Therefore, if you have achieved any
special success, or if you entertain definite artistic

plans for the new season, we shall be glad to have
you tell us about them and assure you that we
shall always be exceedingly liberal in the publica-

tion of your efforts, if necessary accompanied by
portraits. We trust that you will avail yourself

of every opportunity to seek co-operation from
this paper which is, to all intents and purposes,

the OFFICI.\L ORG.\N of the musical profes-

sion of the Pacific Coast.

J. D. McKEE ANNOUNCES SYMPHONY PLANS

Alfred Hertz Re-engaged as Symphony Conductor—
Thirty-four Subscription Concerts—Season Opens

at Schubert-Curran Theatre, October 20

Announcements have just been sent out by the Musical
Association of San Francisco te'.ling of the plans of the

San Francisco Symphony Orchestra which will open its

twelfth season in the new Schubert-Curran Theatre.

October 20, under the direction of Alfred Hertz. The
following is the formal announcement issued by John D.

McKee. president of the Musical Association:
"The Board of Governors of the Musical Association

of San Francisco takes pleasure in announcing that ar-

rangements have been completed for the twelfth season
of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.

"Alfred Hertz has been re-engaged as conductor for

the coming season which insures that the concerts will

be of the highest artistic worth of which the orchestra
is capable.
"As heretofore, the regular season will consist of

thirty-four concerts divided into three series of twelve
Friday afternoon symphony concerts, twelve Sunday
afternoon concerts at which the Friday programs will

be repeated, and ten Sunday afternoon popular concerts,
the symphonies and popular concerts coming on alter-

nate Sundays. The first concert of the Friday series

will be given on the afternoon of October 20, the first

Sunday symphony on October 22 and the first popular
concert October 29.

"It has been the good fortune of the association to

secure the new Schubert-Curran Theatre for the coming
series of concerts. This new theatre, which is rapidly

nearing completion, will be one of the most beautiful

on the Pacific Coast, and great care has been taken in

the planning and construction to insure perfect acoustic
properties so as to be suited for concerts and recitals

as well as for theatrical productions.
"Announcement of the coming season has been sent

out to all members and subscribers of the association
and all previous season ticket purchasers. It is urged
that all orders for season tickets be sent in as soon as
possible so that the alloting of seat locations can be
commenced at an early date. Orders should be sent to

the offices of the Musical Association, 457 Phelan
Building.

"For a number of years past the management of the
Musical Association of San Francisco has been hopeful
of establishing a regular series of concerts in Oakland.
This year these hopes will bear fruit through the efforts

of Miss Zannette W. Potter, concert manager of Oakland,
who has succeeded in interesting a number of prominent
Oakland people in underwriting a series of ten concerts
for Oakland. As the series will be given under the
auspices of the Musical Association of San Francisco
there will be no war tax on admissions. The members
of the Board of Governors are anxious to have these

concerts well attended to the end that a season of con-
certs shall become an established annual event in Oak-
land. With this object in view all trans bay symphony
patrons are urged to lend their active support to this

series.

HALF HOUR OF MUSIC

The program for the Half Hour of Music at the Greek
Theatre on Sunday afternoon, August 20, will be given
by the Arion Trio. This group, which is composed of

Josephine Holub. violinist; Margaret Avery, cellist, and
Joyce Holloway-Barthelson, pianist, will present an In-

teresting group of ensemble and solo numbers. These
artists are very well known about the Bay Region, and
are considered one of the finest of the Chamber Music
groups. Each one. besides being a solo player of merit,

with almost perfect technique, is able to subordinate

herself to the ensemble; a thing quite often overlooked
in group playing. It is certain that the program as fol-

lows will prove a delight to the audience: Impressions
Prevoncal (Brun). Reve Angelique (Rubinstein), Arion
Trio; Arioso (Bach), Bourree (Handel I. Margaret
Avery; Nocturne in F sharp (ChopiL), Fantasie Im-

promptu (Chopinl. Joyce Holloway-Barthelson; Czardas
(.Montil, Spanish Dance (Rehfeld). Josephine Helub;
Minuetto (Schubert), Waltzer Marchon, No. Ill (Schutt),

Arion Trio.

E. Harold Geer, the organist of Vassar College, who
created such a favorable impression on his first appear-

ance in San Francisco last Sunday, will give his second

and concluding recital upon the great municipal organ

at the Exposition Auditorium this Sunday afternoon at

3 o'clock. Geer is one of the worlds foremost organ-

ists and has a repertoire that is very large and includes

the best in the literature of the organ. Supervisor J.

Emmet Hayden. chairman of the .\uditorium Commit-
tee, under whose auspices the organ recitals are given,

announces that another guest organist to play in the

near future at the Auditorium will be Warren D. Allen

of Stanford University. Admission to all the recitals

is free, with no reserved seats, and the public is cor-

dially invited. Organist Geer's program is as follows:

Solemn Prelude (Noble), Musette en Rondeay (Ra-

meau). Toccata (Le Froid de Mereaux). Toccata and

Fugue in D minor (Bach), In Fairyland (Stoughton),

1. The Enchanted Forest. 2. Idyl. 3. March of the

Gnomes. Scherzo, from the Fifth Sonata (Guilmant),

Cantabile in E major (Geer), Toccata from the Fifth

Symphony (Wider).

Charles Wakefield Cadman presented as a com-

pliment to his fellow Uplifters. a performance of his

Morning of the Year, a song cycle for four voices, at

the Uplifters Ranch in Santa Monica on Sunday after-

noon, August 13th. The artists assisting were Mar-

garet Messer Morris, soprano; Nell Lockwood, con-

tralto; Harold Ostrom, basso; Harold Proctor, tenor:

Charles Wakefield Cadman was at the piano. This

is the first performance of this work that Mr. Cidmar
has personally directed.

Mme. Anna Sprotte, the well known contralto whose
recent successful appearance as soloist with the Phil-

harmonic orchestra in the Hollywood Bowl, when she

sang three Wagnerian songs with Alfred Hertz, the con-

ductor, at the piano, recalled to these two artists Mme.
Sprotte's European debut in opera when Mr. Hertz was
the conductor. The opera was Carmen and the success

of this appearance placed her among the most popular

portrayers of Carmen in all Europe. She is equally

famed as a singer of Wagnerian opera, appearing many
times with Alfred Hertz as conductor.

That America appreciates a good song with a well

defined melody is shown by the steadily increased

sales the past twelve years of Charles Wakefield Cad-

man's song At Dawning. During that period over a

million copies have been sold and according to the

Publishers. The Oliver Ditson Company, last year saw

an increase over any of the preceding years. This song

has enjoyed an almost unprecedented vogue in Europe,

India and Japan. The songs From the Land of the

SkyBlue Water from the four Indian lyrics, and I Hear
a Thrush at Eve come next in popularity. They have

according to the publishers. WWite Smith Co., sold

half a million each in the past twelve years.

Miss Elizabeth Levy, the well-known violinist and

teacher of Salem, Ore., attended the summer session

of the University of California, being a member of Miss

Alchin's harmony class, and is about to return to her

home city. Prior to her departure for the summer ses-

sion. Miss Levy gave a concert for the benefit of the

Salem, Associated Charities which proved both an

artistic and financial success. She was assisted by

Edgar Coursen of Portland, Ore., who is her accom-

panisL Miss Levy has one of the largest violin en-

semble classes in Oregon and the same gave a recital

at the First Christian Church in Salem during the latter

part of last April, scoring an unqualified artistic

triumph. Miss Levy is a pupil of the famous Ceasar

Thompson of Brussels, Belgium, and has conquered

for herself an enviable reputation in the Northwest
both as concert artist and teacher.

Dorothy Moore, announces the formation of a child-

ren's class in Historj' of Music, Lives of composers.
Tales of operas, and Classic .Mythology through In-

structive story telling, Imparting to the susceptible

mind of the child an invaluable appreciation and better

understanding of music and literature in an entertain-

ing manner. These classes are held on Saturday morn-
ings.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colby of Los Angeles are among
the visitors to San Francisco this week, and are shak-

ing hands with their many friends. Mr. Colby is the

editor of the Pacific Coast Musician, and is endeavoring
to forget about his daily grind in the refreshing breezes
of San Francisco Bay. Mrs. Colby is cne of the foremost
vocal artists of Southern California, and should be
heard in San Francisco during the coming season.

Mrs. Emma Mesow Fitch, the well-known contralto
and vocal teacher, who resides in Fresno, will leave

for New York before the end of this month to remain
indefinitely for a period of intensive study. Mrs. Fitch
is well known in the bay region, as she was a resident
of Berkeley for some years, where she established for

herself an enviable reputation. She has now a large
class of intelligent pupils in Fresno. Mrs. Fitch is a
sister of Miss Mesow, the blind soprano, who was one
of the well-known artists in this vicinity some years ago.

Clarence Eddy, the distinguished American organ vir-

tuoso, who is associated with the Chicago Musical Col-

lege, and who has made such a host of friends in San
Francisco during his residence on the Pacific Coast a

few years ago. is a welcome visitor here. Mr. Eddy
is on a tour of organ recitals in the far West, and he
will remain in San Francisco another week. He has
been very busy, and his concert work is greatly in de-

mand throughout the country. Mr. Eddy is beyond a

doubt one of the greatest organ virtuosi in the world,
and it is gratifying to know he is meeting with such
well-merited success in the East. Between his big organ
classes, which attract students from all parts of the

country, and his concert tours. Mr. Eddy is surely one
of the busiest artists in the United States. It is too bad
that he could not appear at the Civic .\uditorium and
give us one of his incomparable programs on the mu-
nicipal organ. It is to be hoped that arrangements can
be made in the near future for Mr. Eddy's appearance
at the municipal organ.

Olga Block Barrett, the well-known pianist and teach-

er, has returned from a five weeks' vacation, which gave
her a well-earned rest after a very busy season. She
srent some of her time at Lake Spaulding, in the

Sierras, thoroughly enjoying the incomparable scenic

beauty. The rest of her vacation Mrs. Block spent at

Inverness, where she was able to have a complete rest

in the peaceful environment of that ideal spot. Mrs.

Block will resume her teaching some time early next

month with renewed strength.

Warren D. Allen, organist of Stanford University, an-

nounces the following program for the last recital of

the academic year: Toccata in F major (Bach). Prelude

to .\ct III. Die Meistersinger (Wagner). Minuet from
Fourth Symphony (Louis Vierne). Deep River (Old

Negro Spiritual), (arr. by Burleigh). The Pilgrim's

Progress, part XI, The Land of Beulah and The River of

Death (Ernest Austin).

Mrs. Burr W. Freer of Belvedere gave a tea at her

beautiful residence on Friday afternoon, August 11th.

The affaiar was attended by most of the Belvedere

colony. A program was rendered by Mrs. Lilliam Bir-

mingham, Mme. Rose Florence and Miss Alma Birming-

ham.

Mrs. F. G. Bland of Belvedere gave a reception in

honor of Mrs. C. F. Preusser. the feature of which was
a delightful musical program. Mme. Rose Florence sang
several songs, including Chausson's Le Temps de Lilas.

Mrs. Preusser contributed a few delightful songs. Mrs.

Lillian Birmingham sang the Robin Woman's Song from

Cadman's Shanewis. among other selectiins Miss Alma
Birmingham played two numbers by Palmgren. Mme.
Florence also sang at the Christian Science Church in

Belvedere, Sunday, August 13

Miss Georgia Kober, President of the Sherwood Music
School of Chicago, is visiting her sister in Palo Alto,

and contemplates spending her Sabbatical year in

San Francisco. During her stay she will open a studio

and will accept artist students for coaching and inter-

pretation only. Miss Kober is one of America's most
distinguished pianists, and has gained a national repu-

tation as pedagogue and virtuoso.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
ICndomed by Waee' Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Sladlofl K07 Kuhler A: rhnKC nidR.

2518^ Etna St^ Herkelcy. Phone Merkrloy I3I0

MARIAN PREVOST
PI.*MST—.4CCOMPASIST—TEACHER

For Two Seasons .Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold

Auer and Richard Hageman
Sludiai: SOT Kohler & Chnur niilE., S. F. Too. .*. M. and
Thnm. P. M. Tel. Kenrny ,VI.'.4. Ki-p.. 2T2S Eliiinood .\Te„

nerkrlrr- Tel. Herk. 8207.

EVA M. GARCIA
PIA.MST. 0H<;AM9T A.M) tkacher

<!.•.: Howe SI., Uaklnnd Tel. Piedmont .1403

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
Jl'ST RETtRNED FROM El'HOPE

Sfndlai <0a KohUr * Cbaae Bld«. TeL Kearny Ml

PART TIME FOR RENT In a beautiful new down-

town studio from September 1st. References required.

Write F. B. P., care Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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reputation for themselves, rartlv national, rartiy international, through regiUar concert tours or by appearances in operauc organizauons of recognized iaoie. Ti.e purpose

of setting forth the availability of these reputed artisu is to convince the California musical public that distinguished artists of equal merit to any reside in this State.

We intend to prove that a resident artist confers honor upon the community in which he resides.

SAN FRANCISCO TRIO
MRS. ELSIE COOK HUGHES, Pianist

WM. F. LARAIA, Violinist

WILLEM DEHE. Cellist

SRASOX 1!>23—1923 \OW" BOOKING
TRIOS. SO.V.4TAS .»VD SOLOS

-\ddrpx« CommUBlrafioas to
WM. T. LARAIA. 12.-.: Jact-»OB SI.

Telephone Franklin -131^

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E. Behymer, 70S Philharmonic Auditorium Building,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Personal Address: BELVEDERE. MARIN COUNTY. CAL.: TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

Annie Louise David

Harx) Soloist and Teacher

Member of Artist Faculty Cornish School,

Seattle. Wash.. July and August

San Francisco after September 1st

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

6S Post St.. San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST. SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert Eneacement*
and InK tract ion .Vpply to
Secretary and Manager of
K. A III, Room 1004 Kofaler
St Chase Bids- ^aa Francli«oo

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douglas 16TS

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO

800 kOHLER CHASE OlDG
SAN FaANClSCO

Jchn Smallman, the well-known baritone and teacher
is now in Boston, where he is studying conducting under
his former teacher Emil Mollenhkuer who is the con-

doctor of the Handel and Haydn Societies of Boston.
Mr. Smallman appeared in a recital in Boston where
he was received as enthasiastically as on the occasion of

his recital in Los Angeles. He has been booked for

several concert appearances with the Apollo Male
Quartette. He plans to return to Los Angeles by Sep-

tember &kh when he will resume teaching. He has also

been booked to appear before many of the leading

Clubs of California the coming season.

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

GLADYS M. DARUNG
ACCOMPANIST
SOPRANO

Available for (Engagements

Phone Franklin 6200

Address 801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.
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PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW

SUCCESS IN SINGING
Uy JOHN WHITCOMB NASH

THE PURPOSES OF VOCAL CULTURE
Continued

Based upon an experience gained during twenty-flve

years of singing activities, tlie last ten of which have
been occupied with teaching and personal research, the

author would stress the opinion that methods of vocali-

zation which require the student to conform to a re-

gular mould are the banc of present day instruction.

Methods should have as their object the student's

consciousness of his or her capacity for song. Just

what this statement involves cannot he stated in a few
casual phrases. Devices, whose purpose is to bring

about this result, are often confounded with the object

aimed at. If the student is aware of the requirements

of Bel Canto, he will probably endeavor to bring himself

into line with them, but there is a very present danger

that his efforts may be misdirected. May we say then

that the purpose of vocal culture is to avoid misdirect-

ion of the powers and talents of the student.

If. however, the student experiences great difficulties

in applying himself to the task In front of him. namely.
that of realizing his possibilities as a singer, he may as

well admit that he lacks talent, fur this faculty of ap-

plication is vital to success.

In vocal culture, the function of the teacher is not
limited to imparting information; ratiier does it take
the form of repetition and emphasis. There are many
conditions to be met that call for relaxation and these

conditions differ as do individuals. Any student who
assumes that it does not matter in his particular case,

(as many do), at once places himself in a position in-

hibitive to his progress and the occasion calls for a re-

lentless exercise of the teacher's prerogative.

The fact is that many students are shut off from
any possibility of development because of strongly

established habits which are diflicult to overcome be-

cause the student is unconscious of the condition. Now
this is the teacher's opportunity, for no voice can at-

tain its possibilities without the most perfect freedom.
The many bad habits we see displayed in poorly trained

singers can be traced to just such teaching. The music
studio buildings all over the country are full of so-

called vocal sti'dios from which emanate the most pierc-

ing screams and raucous noises imaginable, and it should

not be necessary to say that these noises are not nec-

essary to the cultivation of the voice.

One learns to sing by singing and observing the quali-

ties of the tone, hnding the conditions responsible

for undesirable vibrations and eliminating them—not by
practicing them. Have you never seen and beard tenors

exhibiting great pain when negotiating high tones?

Why? Because there is a class of studio that allows it.

Would basses and baritones be guilty of shouting if

they knew that shouting is the antithesis of singing?

They would not! Is it possible that the soprano who
oings in a mild falsetto would do so if she realized

that she was making herself an object of pity in the

minds of intelligent listeners? Hardly. Would the con-

tralto be satisfied to use a mannish bawl if she thought

she was not as refined and womanly in her singing as

In her ordinary, daily social intercourse? Not if the

purpose of singing is understood.

Not only are these demonstrations apart from the
purposes of song,—they are inimical to the singer's de-

velopment, which, as stated before, should have as its

object the student's personal realization of his or her
capacity for song.

Why should we go to New York or to Europe to find

out these things? They are truisms. Europe failed tn

solve the problems of most of our students but we must
admit that their have been those come back with a

splendid equipment, and there is still some justification

for going abroad to study, but certainly there is a won-
derful field here in America, and especially on the

Pacific Coast, for capable, honest American teachers

with high ideals and the courage of their convictions,

who will brand the inconsequential as such and insist

upon the simple and sincere expression of the individual.

A teacher may be sincere—we may concede they are

all sincere—but voice placement must never be re-

garded as anything more than a means to an end, and
in the opinion of the writer, it Is so poor a means
that it should at once be discarded. Voice placement
amounts to a trick, which, if persisted in, obscures and
defeats the object of vocal culture. The large majority
of students become so obsessed with the idea, that

they mistake this spurious imitation for the real thing.

Probably the only test of vocal tone is the question

"Does it ring true?" that is "Does it carry conviction?"

If It does not. it is time to call a halt; voice placement
which Includes this test, and also demands freedom
and resonant use of the voice will not be condemned.
It is thai delusive pursuit of a particular and peculiar

usage which becomes an obession and leads further and
further away from the light.

Uncnmprlslng sincerity of expression In singing, as

In speaking, is a condition that all students will do

well to Investigate and insist upon; it Is a straight and
narrow path, but it leads to the goal. It is not without
its difficulties, but all prospective students will do well

to beware of promises of easy methods and short cuts

to success. No matter what you are going to sing, you
should first be sure that you understand it. If you
are going to sing in French or Italian, you should be

able to understand that particular language, particularly

Its phonetics. How many students have a clear Idea

of the phonetics of their mother tongue? A word to the

wise is sufficient; It is this. If you have an under-

standing of the phonetics of the language, voice place-

ment Immediately assumes its proper position and per-

spective.

To sum up, the purposes of vocal culture are dis-

covery and develojiment of one's native endowments;
an understanding of the conditions necessary to suc-

cessful singing, and a finer appreciation of song values.

Specific instruction w-ill necessarily have to fit each
iIldi^'iduat case. There is much to learn about breath
control, tone coloring, etc., etc., but it becomes so fash-

ionable to prate about these Ihing.s that they have as-

sumed a shape that obscures their indentity.

PADEREWSKI TO RE-APPEAR IN CONCERT

After Five Years of Retirement From the Concert Plat-

form Eminent Piano Virtuoso Will Appear in a

Limited Number of Recitals in America

Georges Engles has the honor to announce that

Paderewski has consented to play a limited number of

concerts in the United States and Canada during the
season of 1922-1923. Mr. Paderewski sailed for Europe
on the S. S. Savoie Saturday. July 15. where he will

rest at his chalet of Riond Bossou on the shores of

Lake Geneva. He will return to this country early in

November to begin his tour.

Paderewski's retirement from the concert stage in the
summer of 1917 was as abrupt as it was unexpected.
Following the close of his season in the spring he lisd

gone to his California home for a long rest and his

manager began to book him for an extensive tour the
following winter. But the world was moving at a very
rapid pace in those days. Paderewski had come to

.America in the spring of 1915 to arouse in America
sympathy for Poland and for the Poles, for Poland at

that time was the battlefield of the German and Rus-
sian armies. In the two succeeding years he had done
almost superhuman work. He had had two great con-

cert tours, in 1915-1916 and in 1916-1917; and at the

same time organized the Poles in America into a great

body loyal to the .\llies; he had made innumerable
speeches to his countrymen; he had pleaded most elo-

quently the cause of his country to his American friends;

he had been instrumental in raising large sums of

money for Polish relief and he had been laying the
foundations of the present Republic of Poland by
working for its recognition as an independent nation.

The entry of the United States into the war brought
matters rapidly to a climax. Paderewski saw in the
near future the realization of his dream of a Polish

army fighting in France under the White Eagle of

Poland, commanded by Polish officers. He began to

work on this plan in the summer of 1917. There were
many obstacles to be overcome but before the end of

the summer a training camp for Polish officers had been
established and Polish soldiers were being trained
in Canada by British officers. This was the beginning
of the famous Hallers army.

In September, just before his concert tour was to

have begun he cancelled it entirely and from that time
on until after the Armistice was signed he spent prac-

tically all his days in Washington or New York and
all his nights on sleepers going between these places.

What he achieved in these montlis has become a matter
of history. It had been his famous memorandum writ-

ten between concerts in January 1917 which had per-

suaded President Wilson to call for a "free and inde-

pendent Poland" in his famous message which con-
tained the fourteen points. Paderewski was the heart
and the brain of the great Polish movement which sent
an army of Poles to France in the fall of 1918 in time
to do some notable fighting in the last months of the
war and which sent into the American army as volun-

teers the largest proportion of men of any class of our
foreign population.

Directly the .\rmistice was signed he started for

Europe with the idea of staying in Paris only a few
weeks and then returning to this country, with the feel-

ing that he had finished his work. But he had no
sooner arrived in London than the British government
requested him to go to Warsaw to see if he could not
organize there some sort of stable government so that

Poland might properly he represented at the peace con-

ference. He was sent to Danzig in the British cruiser

"Concord" with an escort of destroyers.
His progress from Danzig to Warsaw was a veritable

triumph. Arriving in Posen in the evening of Christ-

mas day he was there all during the fighting which
finally freed Posnania of the Germans. In fact, during
the street fighting he was driven from his room in the
hotel by the bullets which came in through the win-

dows. He arrived in Warsaw on New Year'* eve and
was greeted by the entire city which had betfn waiting
hours for his arrival.

A few days later he was sent to Gracow in the hope
of finding some means of sending relief to Lemberg
which was then being besieged by the Ukrainian Bol-

sheviks and while he was there occurred the famous
coup d'etat when the members of the Socialist cabinet

in Warsaw were kidnapped. He hurried back on a spec-

cial train and then and there organized the first real

government Poland had had in over a hundred years,

becoming prime minister and taking the portfolio of

foreign affairs.

His first act was to call a general election. In the

next six months he spent most of his time in Paris

fighting for the interests of hia country at the confer-

ence. What he secured for Poland was much more
than anyone familiar with the situation expected but

not enough to satisfy all his countrymen. He was again

in Paris for the negotiation of the treaty of St. Ger-

main and he finally returned to Warsaw in October to

fight for his political life. The "cabinet crisis" endured
from October to early December when finally he re-

tired from the office of president of the council and
into private life, as he thought He was thoroughly ex-

hausted and needed rest but he was unable to leave

Warsaw before the mass of the people who had always
been for him gave him the most magnificent demonstra-
tion of honor and affection which could be given to
any man.
He spent the spring of 1920 at his home in Switzer-

land but he was recalled to active life that summer to

represent Poland at the council of ambassadors and In

the fall he was Poland's chief representative at the
meeting of the League of Nations in Geneva. He re-

tired definitely from all public and political life follow-
ing this meeting and came to this country again in the
early spring of 1921. He went almost immediately to
his estate at Paso Robles In California wliere he has
stayed for over a year.

SONG FESTIVAL IN A STOCK FARM BARN

The Community Service Choral Society of Oxnard.
California, which was organized in February of this

year with the assistance of Alexander Stewart, the
Community Music organizer for Community Service on
the Pacific Coast, presented its first concert on July
14th. The concert was presented to 1,000 people at the
home of Mrs. Thomas R. Bard at Hueneme. To get an
auditorium large enougli to accommodate the audience,
the upper floor of the liuge barn at Berylwood was turned
into a concert hall. A stage was constructed with cur-

tains and wings made from canvas and burlap. Foot
lights and overhead lighting was installed and a spot
light was used with good effect.

The arrangement of the lighting and technical effects

were handled by A. Voelker, an expert employed by the
American Beet Sugar Company, who has had profess-

ional experience with theaters in Berlin. Cyril Currie,

who also has had professional experience on the stage
was director of the entire program. The Choral director

was Gage Christopher of Los Angeles who has been
employed as the director of the Choral Society since

it was organized by Community Service. Mr. Christo-
pher was also the soloist for the occasion. The follow-

ing program was rendered:

(a). Nightfall in Granada (Bueno)
(b). Flow Gently Sweet Afton (Spillman)
(c). The Heavens Resound (Beethoven)
(d). Pilgrim's Chorus-Tannhauser (Wagner)

Oxnard Community Chorus. Group of aesthetic dances
in Costume interpreted by Vocal Selections;

Song—It I Had Wings Miss Bernice Wayham
Solo Dance—The Firefiy Miss Cornelia Snively
Song—Call of the Sunrise. .Miss Elizabeth Bertolette

Solo Dance—The Butterfly Miss Beth Hughes

(a). Bedouin Love Song (Pinsuti)

(b). Wid de Moon _ (Cook)
(c). On the Road to Mandalay (Speaks)

Gage Christopher

Where But in America—Playlet
Robert Expenayne Carl Dwire
MoUie, his wife Miss Myrtle Gill

Hilda, the maid Miss Dora Dow
Scene—Dining Room in Expenayne's home:
Presented by Drama Department of Community Ser-

vice:

Song—Madame Butterfly Miss Bernice Wayham
Solo Dance—Madame Butterfly.. .Miss Cornelia Snively
Aesthetic Interpretive Dance En Balence

Miss Beth Watson
(a). The Lost Chord (Sullivan)

(b). Anvil Chorus—Trovatore (Verdi)

(c). My Sunshine (Capus)
(dl. Soldiers Chorus—Faust (Gounod)

Oxnard Community Chorus.

The Choral Concert was given in the huge barn at

the Berylwood Stock Farm, the home of Prince Aggie
and other nationally known pedigreed stock. The equip-

ment for the dairy cows at this farm are most interest-

ing. Individual drinking fountains are provided for

the animals and the most model conditions are main-
tained.

Miss Beryl B. Bard, daughter of the late Senator
Bard, who served as chairman of the committee in

charge of the entire program, on the following day re-

lated a most interesting episode as follows:

"A heifer calf made its first appearance in the world
during the festivities on Friday, and J. W. Snodgrass,
manager of the Berylwood stock farm, jokingly said it

would have to be named "Community Service" and my
mother and I fell upon the suggestion with great joy.

So when it is registered in theHolstein Fresian Associa-

tion, as all our pure-bred calves are, it will have that as
part of its name. They have all real long names and most
wonderful ones at that and this heifer will not have the
least wonderful one. It is the granddaughter of the cow
that made our first record on the place, 30 lbs. of butter

in a week. That was two years ago and this year she
is making a better one still. The sire of the calf is the

young bull we sold to the McGraths last year—"King of

Berylwood."

Pasmore Pupils in Demand.—Three pupils of H. B.

Pasmore were engaged to sing for special services

recently in the First Congregational Church of which
Dr. Gordon is the pastor. These are: Althea Burns of

the Calvary Presbyterian Church, Margaret Speer of

the Trinity Methodist Church, Berkeley, and Alma Cald-

well. Miss Burns is a well known singer in the bay re-

gion. Mrs. Speer is rapidly forging ahead in the

artistic life of the community. Miss Caldwell will soon

make her way for she possesses an excellent soprano
voice and is a fine muaican. Tliere is a great advantage

in studying singing with a teacher who is himself a

thorough musician as Mr. Pasmore's pupils can well

testify.
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Another Personal Message

From

LEON M. LANG
Retail Manager of Kohler & Chase <

}

To the Musical Profession and Students:

JLaST week I sent you all through
the Musical Review a most cordial

invitation to come in and see me. I

was surprised and delighted because
more than fifty called and many tele-

phoned.

ALL expressed most enthusiastic

approval of my message and my plans
for co-operation ^vith the profession
and students.

I spent a month in the East in

your interest and now I am ready to

tell you what I have done and will do.

You who could not come before
please come now.

Yours for the Advancement of Music

0C€eu^ ^. /C^>sc^

Retail Manager of Kohler & Chase

26 OTarrell Street
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,

to appear in the issue of same week.

LOS ANGELES, August 12.—As long as the American

public thinks that Mr. Jonesky plajs better than Mr.

Jones the American artists will be like the proverliial

prophet in his own country. American music is more
than a mere fact. It ranks highly today in the interna-

tional arena of tone, as do our leading .Xnierican arlists.

Events in this country and in Europe prove this. Yet

there prevails an unfortunate snobbish attitude among
the general public who think that they should listen to

Jaroslav Jonesky. but if simpleiiamed John Jones gives

a concert, not a eori)oral's guard will turn up." was the

indignant remark of Ernest Vrchs. manager of the

wholesale department of Steinway & Son, great New
York piano manufacturers. Mr. I'rchs passed through

Los Angeles today on his way to San Francisco.

"If the American people would give their own musi-

cians as much of a chance as they afford to European
artists, things would be quite different tor our artists.

Of course, always granted that the American artists pre-

sented be as good as foreign competitors. There is no

doubt but that we have many excellent artists in this

country who are never given an opportunity. The
managers would do so, but as long as the public takes

this indifferent position that a musician with an alien

sounding name must be better than our Smiths or

Browns, the Smiths and Browns will remain unknown,"
Mr. Urchs continued. "How wrong and malicious such

a public policy of discrimination is lias been proven by

the successes of those .\niericans who rose to fame in

spite of the lethargic attitude of their own people.

Think of Farrar, Nordica. Fanny Bioomneld-Zeisler.

Fremstad, Wliitehill, Hackeit, Hamlin, Anna Case,

Frank Le Farge and John Powell, to mention but a

few. Take our very own Edward MacDowell, whom we
claim as our greatest composer, now that he is dead.

"These are just a few instances showing that Amer-
ica does produce the material for great artists. They
fought their way to success. But why should their own
people make it hard for them? Mind you. I am not

advocating amateurishness on the basis of 'charity

begins at home.' But I want to see our many and great

talents find their due opportunity and in due time."

Most enthusiastic endorsement was Mr. Urch's ver-

dict on the open-air symphony at Hollywood Bowl under
Alfred Hertz.

"Superior in its assets to any other concert stadium
in .America," Mr. Urchs exclaimed.

".Accoustically, it cannot be surpassed, and that is the

principal asset. Hollywood Bowl could become the

'Bayreuth' of America.

"What Bayreuth, with its great Wagner Theatre, is to

Europe, the Hollywood Bowl, with due improvements,
could become for the United States. A proper open-air

concert stadium and a partly enclosed opera house
should be erected tliere. And results could be obtained
which would fully justify the investment of one million

<lollars. If you continue your work at the Bowl as it

has been started, overcome defects unavoidable owing
to the newness of the undertaking, then the Bowl will

be the most beautiful and most talked of music center
on this continent."

Mr. Urchs is making his headquarters at the George J.

Birkel Co.. the well-known Steinway representatives in

the Southland. He expects to arrive in San Francisco
Tuesday morning, and will stay at the Palace Hotel.

Elaborate preparations have been started to celebrate
the visit of Mrs. Theodore Thomas, widow of the great
maestro, herself noted as founder and honorary president
of the National Federation of .Music Clubs. She will

arrive here September ;id in the course of a transcon-
tinental trip, thus just in time to celebrate. September
4th. in Los Angeles, her seventieth birthday. Programs
in lier honor will be given September r»th and 6th. Mrs.
Thomas will remain here one week. Mrs. Bessie Bart-
lett-Frankel, well known as founder and honorary presi-

dent of the California Federation of Music Club, in her
present capacity as extension department chairman of

the National Federation of Music Ciub.^. is acting as
chairman-Kcneral of the conimilloe in charge of these
celebrations. Present plans menlion a Theodore Thomas
Day. to be held Monday afternoon and evening, Septem-
ber 4th, as part of the Pageant of Progress, sponsored
by the Chamber of Commerce at Exposition Park. Ruth
Antoinette Sabfl, director of the Chamber of Commerce
industrial bureau of music, will be in charge.
For Tuesday noon, September .'ith, a luncheon is

planned, probably at the Ambassador, to be followed by
a short musical program. The subcommittees for this
event are headed by; General chairman. Miss Jennie
Winston of the Dominant Club; associate general chair-
man, Mrs. H. C. Kingston of the Matinee Musical Club;
chairman luncheon reservation committee, Mrs. Grace
Wldney Mabee of the Wa-Wan Club; publicity chairman,
Charles C. Draa of the Gamut Club; program commit-
tee chairman. .Mrs. Edith Wing Hughes of the Women's
Lyric Club; decorating committee, chairman. Mrs. H. F.
House of the Matinee Musical Club; assistant chairman,
Mrs. E. W. Kinney of the Glendale Musical Club; chair
man reception committee. Mrs. H. E. Nicholas of the
Harmonia Club. Wednesday evening. September 5th,

the Gamut Club will hold a dinner in honor of the noted
guest, when various out-of-town musical clubs will be
represented by the following chairmen: Mrs. Ellis
Rhodes. Santa Ana; Mrs. Frank .VI. Shiek, Long Beach;
Mrs. E. M. Congdon. Eagle Rock; Mrs. Emma M. Bart.
lett. Inglewood; Charles L. Munroe. Burbank; E. W.
Kinney, Glendale; Miss Julia Wolff, Pasadena; Mrs.

"FITZGER.II.iyS for ihr aJvancemrnt oj mush"

Again the KNABE is Chosen
J. BOND FRANCISCO, an artist of international

repute and a violinist of note, has selected the

KNABE for use in his own home. He is another

eminent personage ulioin the KN.'VBE has won by

its supreme tone quality.

Come to our store and inspect this supcrh instrument

in both upright and grand models.

|FITZGERALI)fegfauSIC"ml
HILL STREET XP'^AT 7^7- 72B

l.OM AllKl'IVN
Also :il a:{:i pine -Vve., l.iuiK lli-nch

Clifford Peyson. San Diego; Mrs. Will Thorne. Covina;

Mrs. Percy Browne, Santa Monica; Mrs. Lillian B. Rob-

inson. Downey. Further appointments in this regard

are still pending, awaiting acceptances of invitations.

Mrs. Theodore Thomas gained prominence in musical
circles when aiding her husband in establishing the

first symphony concerts in America in the early 80s at

New York City. Theodore Thomas, internationally

famous because of the Thomas Orchestra concerts at

Chicago, thus became the "father" of symphony music
in this country.

Realizing the amount of organized support orchestras

and musical life in all parts of the country needed from
musical clubs, Mrs. Thomas in 1893 called a meeting of all

the music clubs in America. This was at the time of the

World's Fair in Chicago, when Theodore Thomas him-

self served as music chairman for the exposition. One
year later the National Federation of Music Clubs was
organized. The present day result is an organization of

more than 2.50.000 members, while European countries

are following the American example as part of post-war

reconstruction work. California was prominently repre-

sented at the historical meeting of 1893, the Woman's
Lyric of Los Angeles, and the San Francisco Musical
Club sending delegations, both of whom received special

honorary mention in the record of the first gathering.

As a special celebration of Mrs. Thomas' birthday, every
state federation is holding a special membership drive,

the campaign to culminate on that day, September 4th.

Having been greatly impressed by the musical work done
in music clubs of Los Angeles. Mrs. Thomas decided to

celebrate her birthday here.

News reports from Boston speak about the thorough
success John Smallman. baritone, of Los Angeles, won
in his former home town when appearing in concert.

Smallman is dividing his time between hiking in New
England forests and studying with Emil Mollenhauer. his

old master, one of the leading voice experts in America.
Smallman plans to reopen his studio September 9th. He
will again direct the Los Angeles Oratorio Society and
the choir of the First Congregational Church.

Carolyne Smith, secretary-treasurer of the Philhar-

monic Orchestra and personal representative of William
Andrews Clark, Jr.. founder of the orchestra, is expected
to return this evening from a transcontinental tour. Mrs.
Smith visited most of the symphony cities in the country,

making investigations as to the status of orchestras in

these various communities. In New York City, together
with Manager Behymer of the orchestra, she arranged
for the appearances of soloists during the next season.

Thilo Becker, pianist, and Mrs. Otie Chew Becker,
violinist, are crossing the Atlantic. They sailed for Eu-
rope yesterday on the Reliance, bound for Liverpool. Mr.
and Mrs. Becker will head for Leipsic to visit Mr. Beck-
er's mother. They are planning to visit London, Paris.

Brussels, Munich and Berlin. At the latter city they
will appear in joint recital and return to Los Angeles
late in October.

Homer Grunn, pianist-composer, and his f;iniily are

motoring "somewhere" in the North California redwood
forests. "Homer" has taken a stack of blank music-paper
with him. More about this when he returns during the
last week of this month.

Vocal students and professionals in particular will

note with interest the announcement that Mnie. Theo-
dora Pfafflin l^alsbaugh, prima donna and successful
vocal coach of this city, has decided to enter again the
professional ranks of voice pedagogues. Slie will accept
only a small number of students. Mme. Balsbaiigh came
to this city about eleven years ago. after a remarkable
career on the concert stage. In which she won hU'h
recognition as a singer of operatic, or;itorio and snng
literature. In order to devote herself more fully to her
family. Mnie. Balsbaugh retired from itntfessional life,

accepting only a few pupils, all of whom have since
made their mark in the world of music. One of her ex-

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSER-PIANISTE
Just Is.suvd fur (lit- riiiiio

'•SI'AMSII SEREXAUE" and "UIDK OF THE COWnOV"

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CllLTimE—COACHING IN UEPEIITOIRK

OPERA CLASSES INCLI'DING COMPLETE
PRESENTATIONS

Studio 1324 S. FIcueroB. Phone 21805

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST
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BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
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ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday .Vfternoona
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1324 South Fi^ueroa, LoK Angelea
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Concertmaster Philharmonic
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SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E. Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PI., Los Angeles
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L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Lo8 Angeles

ILYA BRONSON *"'" •f'-m.-'t
11^ I A Or^^JllO^Jrt Philharmonic Oriliestrii

^lenilier Trio Intinic, l.os Angeles Trio, I'hilhnrnionlc
tllinrlct. Instriinion. Chninber ^1u<ti(' Itpi-italM

r.r.ir. I.a ^lirail;i— I'hoiit- lli>llj ;Eilll

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET WnTr'r'oA'nlr'"
Jenn loUvi'Il. Hard 11. Anderson, I'Idnn C Aoorhees. Dality
\'. I'riilenuv. \ liliit- Norton Jamison, Director-Acconipan-
intp. -n:;4 S. Hoover. I'hone 23!i:trt.

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
\ OITK AND 3IODF.RN LANGVAOE9
Studiot: (ianiiit (iuh. lU-M S. Hope

Kor Inqnlrlea phone 50061

ZOELLNER QUARTET
Mau.iKemeni II. .^ A. Cnlherlson. AeoHan Hall. New Tark

Serious Student* Accepted
l>«>r>>oniil 4ddref*«: 1250 Windsor Bird.. Loa Aasaiaa

JOHN SMALLMAN--BARITONE
Concert EnsTMSements—Condactor L. A. Oratorio Societr
Mrs. 11. O. Joseph. Sec" v.. 1500 S. Figueroa. Phone '231Sb

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
HUSSION THEATRE. T.OS AXGEl.ES

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles—Wed, and Sat.

JAY PLOWE—Solo Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlma

Studio: 334 Slanchard Hall, Los Angele*
Res. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN COMPOSER-riAXIST

.Available for Concerts and Recitals
Studio: 1324 South Figraeroa. Phone 24139

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerts*—Recitals—Instruction

Featuring AIl-Anierican Proerama
Studio: ISOO So. Fleueroa Ht. Phone 2310S

FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—Artist >Ianag;enient—Publleltjr

811 31ajestic Theatre Bld^.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
MASTER VIOLI-V TEACHER

Stndio: 401-03 Mason Opera Honae
Phon* 123.'<0 Res, Phone 56122

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Rooms)
For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PIAMSTE—LOS ANGELES TRIO

Studio: 323 Ttlasic ArtK Studio Bids- Phone: 100S2

GRACE WOOD JESS «ezzo soprano
DRAMATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS

IN COSTl'.ME RECITALS
Management: L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON-Piams/e
NOW TOl RING IN THE EAST

For DateN During Fall l'X22 and Spring 1023
Write to >«2t; S. Hope. Loj* Angeles. Pico 1770

MRS. M. HENNION ROBINSON—Artistic Accompanying
I .Xceonipanifit for Ellis and Lyric Cluba)

L. \. Studio: >lon., A\ ed.. Frl. ir.lS So. St. Andre^a
Phone T440«. Res. Club House Apts., Venice. 61047

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
University of Southern California

All Brancbe* Taught
Dlatlo^ulahed Faculty—Strong Conraea

Send for Catalog
3201 South Figueroa Street Loa Angeles, Calif.

CATHERINE H. SHANK l°^^l^l
TEACHER OF SIXGIXG

Studios: 1500 S. Figueroa; Phone: 22632, Los Angeles
Glendale: 433 Riverdale Dr.: Phone Glend. 1120-W

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

446 S. Grand View. Phone 554645, Los Angelea

elusive students. Miss Wynne Cassel, was selected to

sing the alto part in the great "Messiah" performance
at Paj-is last year. Mme. Balsbaugh's career associated
her as co-recitalist with such artists as Patti, Scotti.

Godowsky and Josef Hofman. Her orchestra appear-
ances with Theodore Thomas. Damrosch and other noted
conductors, extended tours with Ysaye and Edward
Lloyd, the famous English tenor, are still well remem-
bered in the East. Critical expressions in the leading
Eastern papers let Mme. Balsbaugh appear as an au-
thority in the field of vocal art.

Mrs. Norton Jamison, composer, pedagogue and direct-

or—founder of the Jamison Vocal Quartet, to mention
three of her best-known activities—the first one. per-

haps, and which really does not need any special men-
tion, is to work for others, for better music and more
of it—is busy in spite of this being so-called vacation
time. Her studio work is specially active. The quartet
hold several rehearsals every week, preparing new pro-

grams for next season, while filling frequent engage-
ments. And not to forget in this bit of news, brief as
it is. Mrs. Jamison has completed a cycle of "Nature
Songs," which she has written for children. Her '"Sand-
man" and "Mammy's Lullaby" are widely used in schools
apd with' such good results, that the composer was asked
to page her muse in similar direction. This new volume
of two-part songs is the latest, happy result. The songs
will be published soon.

Surveying the week's musical events at the Bowl, one
cannot but be impressed by the musical magnitude with
which Conductor Hertz imbues his programs. As out-

lined here on previous occasions, his versatility is

astounding. His command of the scores becomes all the
more impressive, if one realizes that one rehearsal only
is set aside for each program. If certain renditions are
not so smooth as might be expected, and, as a matter
of fact there is little on which objections can be based,
then it is merely due to this limitation. Attendance has
been more gratifying in a measure, but is not sufficient

to defray running expenses and meet a present deficit

amounting to Slo.OOO. Since artistically "only the best
is good enough." even rigid economy will not avail.

Symphony concerts cannot be commercialized, any more
than it can be done with a public library or an art gal-

lery. (On none of which Los Angeles can be quoted as
a magnificent example.)

I should mention in this survey the brilliant playing of
Vittoria Boshka, in the Hungarian Fantasy by Liszt.
Her technic is forceful, rj'thmically thrilling, yet she is

equally capable of drawing tone that excels in sweet
limpidity. Admirable was the playing of Cornelia Rider-
Pcssart. a pianist one hears only too rarely, and always
with unalloyed pleasure. Her reading of the Rubinstein
D minor concerto (first movement) delighted because of
a blending between musical warmth as to phrasing and
classic poise. As to her faculty of luring colorful tones
from the keyboard in spite of disadvantages of open-air
acoustics incurred by pianists, I found Mme. Possart
more fortunate than any other pianiste heard at the
Bowl.
Of all vocal soloists, Estelle Heartt-Dreyfus won best

the sympathies of her audience, by the way. the largest
so far in attendance. Her singing of Spanish songs is

radiant witli the spirit of that music, especially as she
understands how to adapt tone quality to the musical
psychology- of her songs. The Spanish-California songs
by Gertrude Ross, and one. calUed Chula, by Devers
Nicholson, found distinct favor with the public. Momen-
tous was the performance of the Pathetique by Tschai-
kowsky. I am not sure whether a musical diet consisting
of entire symphonies had not better be begun with
something easier to digest. To be sure, Mr. Hertz
stirred his audience profoundly, almost overawed them,
I hope not too much so.

Cadman's Prelude to the Omar Khayyam suite proved
to possess more inherent musical weight than when we
heard it at the Philharmonic Orchestra concerts in the
spring. It is light music, of course; Cadman himself
intends it to be so. We found, however, that its rather
obvious homophony is well set off by rhythmic life and
colorful orchestration.

Ilya Bronson. leading cellist in the southwest, who is
also specializing in musical theory and solfeggio, is

meeting with gratifying success in his harmony classes
at the Sutro Studios, where he is in charge of all the
theory work. Mr. Bronson has developed a method in
which theory becomes an appealing subject even to
younger music students. Incidentally the co-ordination
of harmony and more advanced theory is proving a
decided asset to the musical progress of the students.

Mr. Bronson heads the cellos during the open-air
symphony concerts at Hollywood BowL Frequently
when Conductor Hertz wishes to hear how "it sounds
from the front" it*is Mr. Bronson's privilege to take up
the baton during rehearsals. He enjoys a unique repu-
tation among conductors under whom he played and
among his fellow-instrumentalists for knowing the
scores in their entirety as to particular cues of every
instrument, a faculty, as it has been admitted by such
a conductor as Arnold Volpe in New York and by many
orchestra members which almost telepathically has
aided them in giving or receiving their cues. The secret
is a simple one. Mr. Bronson listens almost actively,
so to speak, while he is playing. Those who know him
are aware that his is an unusually virile mind. In short
he '"lives" the complete scores while they are being
rendered and his fellow-musicians have come to realize
it. It would be interesting therefore to find Mr. Bronson
at the conductor's stand conducting one of our guest-
director's programs during the Bowl season.

At the California Theatre.—In conjunction with "Rich
Men's Wives" the all star feature which started yester-
day at the California Theatre. Carli D. Elinor, the popu-
lar California leader, is offering one of the most striking

overtures heard this season. The opening number Is

"Kamennoi Astrow," by Rubinstein. No other compo-
sition of Rubenstein has retained such a firm hold on
the music loving public as this famous "Cloister Scene."
It is one of the most inspired creations which this
prolific writer left as a living monument to his genius.
The second number is "Zampa" by Herold. This

standard number serves to introduce a member of Mr.
Elinor's orchestra. Charles E. Calkins, who is a very
famous Marimbaphone artist.

The third and last offering is the sensational "Stumb-
ling* by Confrey, which will sweep you for a little

excursion into the land of jazz.

SIGNIFICANT MUSIC
By ROSALIE HOUSM.AN

FROM CARL FISCHER'S
New Violin Literature

In the admirable series oi concert music, for the
instrument, tliere have appeared a number of new things
of splendid quality. Mischa Elman, who heads the list,

has made a concert transcription of the Eili, Eili mel-
ody which will bring it to new audiences. He has made
it very ditBcult, so there will not be so many who can
play it. but to those who can, there is a beautiful, appeal-
ing melody, which will stir its hearers. Willeke's Chant
sans Paroles (for either violin or cello) is dedicated
to Zimbalist and is an unpretentious melody of charm.
It has a nice appeal and few difficulties for the soloist.
There is also a "Chant Lyrique" by Irene Berge, not
important, and a Berceuse Slav transcribed by Gilman.
from a cradle song of Neruda. It is lovely, and simple
in outline.

SONATA FOR PIANO ENRIQUE SORO
G. Schirmer and Co.

I have been unable to find out much about the com-
poser of this new piano sonata, save that he is a South
American. Apparently, he is not only an experienced
composer, but must be a good pianist, as the music
makes fair demands on one's technic. In the usual
four movements, which are sharply defined, you will
find him expressing, in modern terms, a melodic con-
tent, not deep, and soul-penetrating as the Griftes, for
example, but far easier to grasp. Its formal structure
is more academic, its outlines cameo-cut. and it is,

above all, pleasing and grateful. As a representative
work of a new field, it has unusual interest, but it is

not epoch-making. However, it has much to commend
it. and the publishers, for bringing it to our attention.
Other piano works of Soro's are on the Schirmer lists—the name will be worth remembering.

RUTH DRAPER

Ruth Draper, presenting her original character
sketches, will make her first transcontinental tour of
this country next spring, and Selby C. Oppenheimer on
his recent visit to Xew York succeeded in inducing the
famous chanteuse to present a number of her inimitable
entertainments in San Francisco and a few of the
larger California cities.

The success of Ruth Draper has been one of the
most remarkable in concert annals. The London Times
has acclaimed her the most accomplished of living re-
citers. The American press has reiterated this and at
the same time has heralded her as one of the few real
novelties the stage has known in years. Her success is
due to the unique art which she has developed. Her
original character sketches are frequently referred to
as monologues, but monologues they are not, in the
accepted sense of the word. She doesn't merely present
a one-sided conversation. She presents and enacts
little cameos of character that one minute hold her audi-
ence tense in pathos, the next minute laughing at the
foibles of easily recognized society types. Her charac-
ters are perfectly wrought. Each one lives. There is a
subtle quality of finish about her work that stamps it

as the work of an artist who loves her art. Her obser-
vation is almost wickedly keen and her expression of it

as clear and bright as a diamond. While she acts the
stage is almost physically peopled with those others
with whom her characters are engaged.

Alison Smith in the Xew York Globe has said that
in "a railroad station on the western plains." she says
in a few intonations all that Sinclair Lewis has told in
Main Street. The whole is a wonderfully effective and
beautiful performance.

oeairic^

wimosT
SOPRANO

Only serious and tai-
nted students ac-

cepted. Repertoire tn
French, Italian. Ruk-
Rian. En|?lliih. Studio,
700 Majestic Theatre
Building. 821010

STEDGAR J. HANSEN "IV/rcV
214 Music Arts Studio BIdf;. Phone 1O0S2. Res. 51800. Con-
cert Direction. Grace Carroll Elliot.

DAVOL SANDERS '
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Head Violin DepL, College of Music. U. S. C.—Member
Philharmonic Orchestra

S20I S. Flffueroa St„ Los AnK«I(^a Phone >Ialn 2190

If you wish to become famous you must be known and
in order to become known you need publicity and there

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then

fame Is undignified.
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The Fine Arts ImportinR Company, who are the repre-

bcntatives of the various French publishers in America,

as well of the Louvre galleries, are instrumental in

bringing to the attention of the American public the

works now i.ssDed in France Through their efforts, the

h^st editions of the great standard works, as well as the

mjdern compositions of the younger Frenchmen, can

be bought here, at a reasonable rate, taking advantage

of the benefits of exchange. It is perhaps not as well

known, as it should be. that the great classics of the

piano, organ and other musical literature has also been

well edited in France, as it has been elsewhere. The
teachers of the famous conservatoire, as well as those

connected with the Sco'.a Cantoium. have seen to that.

The French publications are well printed, on good paper

and worthy of the attention of the American musical

public.
,

Not only do the French publishers issue piano music,

songs i>stl sach smaller works, but they have the cour-

age lO publish orchestral compositions, quartets and

other major forms of musical art. In that they lead us.

as those in America are slower on that trail. However,

the average French composer knows his metier tar bet-

ter th?.n we, as his years of serious study demand that

he know hit trade. So the one balances the other. Yet,

on the whole, the American composer ranks high on the

side of inspiration, though his public does not show the

same interest in him. that the Frenchman does.

A new name—Alexandre Tansman—a Pole, is the first

one to greet me in the new lists. There are two groups

of Preludes—short wo'-'-.s which s'-.ould be played in

groups as well as a Petit Suite. Of this strange music

it is difflcult to judge accurately without hearing It

played. It is not only full of excruciating dissonances,

but is difficult as well. All the traditional th.ugs are set

at variance. That in itself 1 do not find so curious as

we all shied at Debussy at first sight. But here the

chords, if played loudly, would really annoy you as

there seems no plan to account for the clashes of poly-

tony, and rhythmically they are not interesting enough

to always justify this ugliness. Speaking as a modernist.

I still am shy of these, not because I fail to understand

them, but because I fail to see, and appreciate design,

without which nothing seems logical or balanced. This

opinion is personal, and should in no way detract from

the music, which may have a decided message of beauty

to some ears. Another unfamiliar name, is Lucien Hau-
dehert. whose Four Spiritual songs have a sincerity

and beauty which, though strange, has a real and human
beauty. There is that conscious touch of sophistication,

so characteristic of the younger Frenchman, only here

one feels less of it. than most. They are for medium
voice, and really worth knowing.

And again we find another unfamiliar name in Swan
Hennessey, who at any rate, sounds Irish, though I have
not been able to find out just where he hails from. Not
such a young man. as the trio for violin viola and cello

to hand is op. r>3. In this and in a suite for piano. En
Passant op. 40. he shows himself to be far more conven-

tional than his French confreres, as you are far less

liable to find such modernist progressions as consecu-

tive sevenths, and others equally daring in his music.

It has a decided charm, is not heavy (at least not in

the pieces before me), and there is purer melody than

most musicians are writing today. To some, this will

be a recommendation, to others quite the contrary, but,

be it as it may. it has a spontaneity which is apparently

sincere. The suite for piano is less important, musically,

and technically not at all difficult. To the discerning

teacher in search of novelty. I can well recommend it.

As to the trio, that is another story. It is a little suite

in three movements, the first and last in the Irish idiom.

the middle one in the style of Brittanny. He shows all

through a keen understanding of his instruments. The
music lies well for them, and should sound. However.

It is. after all. not the serious concert material, but

rather a light trifle, excellently done.

The two orchestral scores which I have studied are

by far the best of the lot. There is one by Georges

Migot. whose name has been frequently seen on the

newer programs. This one bears the picturesque title

which in plain English reads The Laquered Umbrella
with figures, not. perhaps a good translation of its

French, but it will serve to show its Orientalism, so

beloved of the French since Pierre Loti discovered the

east to them. It is for large orchestra, is colorfully

scored, and is delightfully written. It is an orchestral

prelude, in the sense of the Debussy Afternoon, not as

lovely, perhaps, but with that Ingratiating charm so

truly French.

Last, but not least, is the first series of the Impres-

sione dal Verom of Malipiero, which are really stunning
scores. I heard them under Dodansky. and they sounded
fascinating. Probably it is because he has such an un
common sense of orchestral values, and though the

material is of less value than the manner of expression,

yet music of this sort will live longer than many a

score written now or in the immediate future. It is

lovely, modern in the finest sense of that poor abused
word, and. above all. music as such without a program,
and written simply to express in the terms of sound,

things which we have felt and been unable to form
concretely to our own satisfaction. Malipiero Is one of

the banner bearers of Young Itab—watch him. There
is something of the pure gold in his speech.

Ditson Publications

Among the new reprints of standard music which is

being published by this enterpi-islng firm, are the forty

daily exercises of C'zerny. and a!so the two volumes of

the Bach Well Tempered Clavichord, which is revised,

edited, and fingered, by that able ami erudite musician.
Percy Getschius. Any student can now get along with-

out the expensive, and heretofore indispensible Euro-
pean edition of these two volumes, and tliey should be

in tlie library as well as on the student's shelf. They
are uniform with the other standard volumes, already

issued.

THE GANZ VARIATIONS

THE ERNEST BLOCH VIOLIN SONATA
Every once in a while we meet an epoch making work,

like this new Sonata of Mr. liloch's. Published in a

uniform edition, with the other Bloch works, Schirmer's
are to be congratulated on the issuance of this great
Sonata. It is vistas ahead of the Viola Suite, without.

in any way. disparaging that masterpiece. Its inspira-

tion is purer, more sure of itseir. tlian in any Bloch
work I have studied, and as a pupil, (and friend of Iiis).

I feel more closely what he is doing Oiln one who would
only know him by liis music. There is less of the radi-

calism here, but perhaps an even more assertive person-

ality. It is strong, with the rocks of the inevitable

master of form and medium, and the utterance fiS a
mature mind, unafraid and true. Tlie work, at its first

public performance, as played by Arthur Rubinstein

and Paul Kochanski. drew the wildest sorts of comment
from press and public. Most of those who heard it were
literally frightened at its realism, its innovations, and
yet there were a few who saw, further than mere surface

dissonances, into the heart of the uncomprising artist,

and beheld the beauty of his message. Now that it has
been given to us in print, we can perceive and appreciate

its many difficulties, as well as its greatness.

Written in three movements, from the very first note,

it establishes its mood of resistless, dynamic energy,

really the keynote of the whole. The thematic material

is strong, idiomatic for the instrument, though difiicult.

It is in sonata form, far more so than the suite, and

there is the utmost freedom within the gates. The mes
sage is greater than the medium. There is an economy
of material, an urgent and dramatic use of all intensi-

fied, reiterated, assertive, to give to the whole the form

and balance called Sonata. The Molto Quiete is really

relative as it is but the breathing spell of a turbulent

soul, and in seeking peace it explores new territories,

new tonalties, in its search. It finds new beauties on

its way. quite the unconventional ones. Bloch never is

conventional in the dictionary sense, but his conventions

of the soul are those of a free man. and as such are the

guide posts for us to follow.

One's reactions to a great work, such as this are.

after all. personal, and can only indicate to others what
it contains. It will not go on the repertoire of many
violinists in the near future. The idiom, and not the

technical difficulties, stand in the way; but once the

artist of real courage sees this music he will not rest

until he has grasped it, and the technical side will

probably not trouble him then. It bears a dedication to

Paul Rosenfeld. a discerning critic, and prophet of the

Bloch music.

Newer Publications of the Ditson Lists

The Ditsons are always looking forward, as well as

back, and give us not only interesting new material, but

excellent re-editing of the standard library, whether in

song or for the piano. In their attractively brown-

covered series. I now find new volumes—dementi's Pre-

ludes and Exercises, edited by Benker, Behr's twenty-two

little piano pieces for the study of rhythm and expres-

sion, (an invaluable series), and eight Preludes and Fu-

gues of Bach, edited for organ by J. H. Rogers. All the

organ registrations are well indicated by a good per-

former as well as musician and these should be a wel-

come addition to the music of the church.

The piano arrangements of Richard Burmester of

works of Bach are particularly commendable. They
utilize the advantages of the modern instrument, the

newer possibilities of the pedal, and. withal, preserve the

spirit of the original. It is there where their greatest

merit lies. I have to hand the E flat minor prelude and

the Rondo Gavotte from the Violin Sonata, both worthy

of a definite place in the concert-pianist's repctoire.

Homer Grunn's Indian Lament, is also a piece to take

advantage of the newer pedals, and seems a faithful

and simple translation to our medium of an old Amer-
ican Indian plaint. It is a chant, with the chords in

antiphony, as of the mass singing against a solo voice.

It has the sincerity of the original. I am sure. Lesser

in importance on the lists are various teaching pieces,

among which let me call to attention Huerter's Charms
and Graces. Weissheyer's three op. 87. S8 and 89. which
bearing flowery titles, should attract the more advanced
student. Rene Becker's Homage to Couperin and E. S.

Phelps Dance of the Fairies are musically a bit better

than the average, melortically they are not original.

On the vocal side of the lists are a few good songs

and even better than they is "The Last Tea of Tsuki."

which is a scene for female chorus, with accompaniment
of strings, flutes, horns and piano, a combination which
ought to be effective The music by Ellas Blum, is

better than the usual run of chorus material, has a real

Individual line and the solo bits are charming. It should

stage well, and he given frequently. There is a dearth

of good choral material. A simplified edition of the well

know Huertern song is offered in the usual keys, and
there is a reprint of the Bizet Agnus Dei. in the sacred

series. These have the preference, as the other song
which I recommend is also a sacred one. So Near To
God to music of W, A. Fisher, Its music far exceeds in

value the poem to which it is set.

This Is the year when, in honor of the 25th anni-

versary of tlie death of Johannes Brahms, the musical,

as well as the rest of us. have united to honor his

memory. There have been concerts all over America,
as well as abroad, when his master works have received
glorious performances. It remains for Rudolf Ganz,
pianist, conductor and composer, to express this respect
in his latter capacity. These variations, made on the
theme of that famous song Der Schmied. are his contri-

bution to his memory. Issued by the Composers' .Music

Corporation, who are doing so much for the better newer
music. These are called symphonic, as they really trans-

cend the limits of a piano in scope, though under Mr.
Ganz' fingers, they will no doubt reach glories the

printed page cannot give us. Idiomatic, as far as the
instrument is concerned, their broafl vision, free hand-
ling, and plasticity take them out of the variation class

into a bigger and better field, which is the tribute so
nobly paid to one of the very great musicians of all

time.

The G. Schirmer firm, not only up to the minute in

the publication of new music, are equally active in their

catalogues of the music they have already issued. They
have recently sent out a new "Singing Teacher's Guide,"
which is a comprehensive, well edited list designed for

the use of singers as well as teachers, and the lists arc

graded and classified so comprehensively that all who
look within, will find artistic as well as practical satis-

faction. An "Organists' Guide" is also published to

assist the church performer, as well as those who play

in the movies. The organ has. through this new field,

developed greatly in its literature and the publishers

are keeping well ahead of the demand.

Lillian IVI. Edwards, one of California's most efficient

pianists and teachers, presented her pupils at a piano

recital in the Woodland Grammar School auditorium.

Woodland. Cal.. on Wednesday evening. June 28th. The
clever students were assisted by Miss Dorothy Thomas,
Mrs. F. P. McManus and Miss Theodora Purkitt. The
event was one of the most artistic piano recitals ever
heard in Woodland, and the vocal artists assisting ac-

quitted themselves most creditably. The complete pro-

gram was as follows: Prelude from Suite Bergamesque
(Debussy). Lillian M. Edwards; Norwegian Bridal Pro-

cession Passing By (Grieg). Alice Murphy and Grace
Barnes: Valse Petite (Vergil). La Chameuse (Graziani-

Walter). Helen Archer (nine months' lessons only):

Mazurka Opus 7, No. 1 (Chopin). A Simple Story (C<}n-

cone), Mazurka Opus 24. No. 3 (Chopin). Gretchen
Meier; To a Wild Rose iMacDowell). Funeral March of

a Marionette (Gounod). To Spring (Grieg). Alice Mur-
phy; A Birthday (Rosetti). Miss Theodora Purkitt. Jean-

ette Grattan at the piano; Morning and Anitra's Dance
from Peer Gynt Suite (Grieg). Bessie Rae Cook and
Dorothy Kroninger; Souvenir iKarganoff). intermezzo
(KarganoB). A Little Tango Rag (Godowsky), Grace
Barnes; Serenade d'Harlequin (Schutt). Capriccio in 11

Minor (Brahms). Scherzo from Sonata Opus 2. No. :!

(Beethoven). Bessie Rae Cook; Adagio from Moonlighi

Sonata (Beethoven). Dorothy Kroninger; Song of Indi:i

(Rimsky-Korsakoft). At the Window (Tschaikowsky).
Lullaby (Gretchaninoff ). Miss Dorothy Thomas. Mrs.

Don Gregg at the piano; Minuet a I'Antique (Paderew-
ski). Alice Murphy; Hungarion Dance No, 5 (Brahms),
Gavotte (Gluck-Brahmsl. Soaring (Schumann), Dorothy
Kroninger: Rondo Capriccioso (Mendelssohn), Bessie

Rae Cook; A Spirit Flower (Campbell-Tipton). O Mio
Babbino Caro (Puccini). Mrs. F. P. McManus. Mrs. Ed-

wards at the piano.

IDEAL STUDIO FOR RENT
2214 VALLEJO STREET

MnMon & Hniiilln I'inno. HnrdwiMxl fluorN. Mncnlllcrnt
iHiii'inf vieiv. I iilliiiid'tl iiliuni- Ht-r^ ire. l-'lllniore 1 IIH.

MISS MOORE
(hlldrrn'M rln<«i« in history of nniMlf. I.lvfN nt rontpnNorN.
TnU'H of OpcrnK nnil (ItiNMlr >lytliiiloK>- tlirniiKh InNtruo-
tlvf nU*ry tvUiuK. <^;ri««r Stiiitiu. 221-1 Vnllejo. Tel. Flll-

ni»r(.> I IIM: lleM.. Fllliiinrv (Mr*.

UDA WALDROP
Pianist, Organist,

Accompanist, Vocal Coach

Will be in New York from September

1st to October 1st.

Beginning October 15th, Mr. VValdrop

will accept a limited number of advanced

pupils.

STUDIO: 1915 Sacramento Street

Telephone WesI 3753
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HAROLD STANTON AT CALIFORNIA

Harold Stanton, the briUiant American
tenor, who sang at the California Thee-
atre last Sunday morning and throughout
the week, has reason to feel gratified with
the reception accorded him by the huge
California Theatre audiences. The enthu-
siasm is well justified. Mr. Stanton pos-

sesses a fine, clear tenor voice of re-

markable range, the deep tones sounding
resonant and full and the high tones
flexible and pure. In addition to this. Mr.
Stanton enunciates concisely, so that

every word he utters can he understood.
He phrases with fine judgment, and his

rendition of the Tosca aria proved him
possessed of fine emotional judgment and
an excellent sense of coloring. He surely

is an artist well worthy of success and
patronage.

Paul Ash, the exceedingly popular and
original interpreter of bright music, con-

ductor of the Granada Theatre Orches-
tra, has returned from his vacation and is

receiving nightly ovations from his loyal

and faithful admirers. Mr. Ash is singu-

larly well adapted to bring out the best in

rhythmic and melodic compositions of a

lighter character, and is occupying a sing-

ular position among the conductors who
have cultivated an individual style of

their own.

Sir Henry Heyman, the dean of Califor-

nia violinists, who has just recovered
from a long siege of sickness that con-
fined him to his home for several weeks.
i< spending some of his period of conva-
lescence in Paso Robles. He is taking
advantage of the many resources of this

famous resort to strengthen his recuper-

ative powers so that he will be able to

join every one in tli9 enjoyment of the

forthcoming music season.

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINCIVG

Sfitdloi 1020 Scoll St. Phone Plllmore IMI

TE.*CHKU OF VlHi K A M> I'lAXO
Studi't ITS Comin.mwralt h .Vve.

Tflephune I'a c i Ii c ;> LI

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
I'UMST AND TEACHKR
Fupll of Wnger Sirnynr

Studlu: r>irt Duenn VIstn Ave. 1>I Park 3-11

ELSIE COOK HlHiHES
Aniiounp^'s the opening of her ni'w KeNl-

' (lenoe .Studio. CInrk AptM.. Apt. 2tt— i:{N
Hyde St.. Snn FrnneNco, I'hone I'roNppi-t
IHKtt. Friday.-*. IHUI Kuhler A: Chase BIdp.
Kearny Ti-I-Vi.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert ar

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voire Culture. Suite "C" Kobler di: Chase
llulldlnc Telephone Ken ray MM.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADIATE OF SCHOLA C.WTORUM,

PARIS
ORGAMST ST. MAKV'S CATHEDRAL

Piauo Department. HamUn School
Orean and PInno. Arrlllaea ^lunlcnl Collefre

PAUL STEINDORFF Evelyn Sresovich Ware
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE Cl'l-TURK

902 KOHLBR ,£ CH.tSE BLDG.
San Franclfteo Phooe: Kearny M&4

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIANIST

Studio: ]5a7 Eueliit Avenue, Berkeley.
Phone Berkeley «006.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

California Institute of Music, K. & C.

Building, Tel. Kearny 5454.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHKK OF VOICE

Studios: y<02 Kobler A: Chnse llldg., S. F.
SU'J2 Ocean Vieiv l>r„ Oakland (Residence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

Mir. Kofaler ."fc Chn»e Itld. Tel. Sutter 73.S7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

studio. (t03-t>04 KOIILER S: CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 54&4

MRS. CHARLES POULTEB.
SOPRANO St. AndreiTB Cbureh
\uice Culture. Piano. .VSN 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. 20T!>. Kohler & Chase Bids.,
Wednesdays Tel. Kearny &454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIANIST AND TEACHER

Residence and Studio. 012.S Hlllesaas Ave.,
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DR.\MATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Succckscs in Europe: < oncert Suc-
censes in America. .Iddress ISOI California
St., San FranciHco. Telephone Prospect :HJ20

Mary CoDnan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGIXG

I

Stadio 'Mi GafTner Dulldins, 376 Sutter St.

y Tel. Donplas 4233, Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

PIA,\0
Stndloi 1003 K«Uar * Ckaae Bide.

Phone Keamj S4S4

Joseph George Jacobson
PI.ANO

2.S33 Sncraiuento St. Phone Ftllmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlque. Parla

Slndlo: 3107 WashlDEton Street
Phone FUImore 1M7

SIGMUND BEEL
Master Cln-sscs for Violin

Studio Building. 1.173 Po.st Street
Tel. Prospect 7."

Ada Clement Music School
NEAV VOCAL DEPT.

Rena Lazelle
3-135 Sacrnmefjto SI. Phone Fillmore 898

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Slnglne* 32 Lorettn Ave^ Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. .lion.. Kohler «£
Chane BMc S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ BeL Clay A Washlnston

>lr. Noah Brandt, Violin
>Irn. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
*iopriiiio Soloi-st, Temple Emanu El. Con-
c-rt aiiH Church >Vork. Vocnl instruc-
tion. 2539 Clay St., Phone West 4890.

JULIAN R. WAYBUR
TEA<HER OF THE PIANOFORTE

Teaching: Methods a Specially
Address all communications to 290:5

Dwight Way, Berkeley
TeU-ph'^nt- Pr-'k-l. y 4?*-

9

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC

PI.\XO INSTRICTION
Studio: 200!) Kohler A Chase BIdg.

Telephone Kearny ri4:V4

Res. Tel. Bayview 4104

F. WARREN SHOUP
Piano Instructions — Summer Clashes

^lemlier Toronto .School of Music— Stu<lent
of >lnie. Ilree of A'ienna (First Assistant to
I eschctitv-.ky I. Phone: Franklin 7-7:; (Be-
tween 9 and 11 A. M.)

RENA LAZZELLE
SOPRVNO SOLOIST AND TEACHER

Ada Clement Music School
2435 Sacramento St. San Francisco

Slember of Federal Reserve System and Ajj-soclafed Savings Ilank» of San Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
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'
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ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
\~iolinlst and Teacher

Head of \'iolin Department Ad.t Clement
>lusie School

348r> Sacramento St.. San Francisco

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND M.ME,

MINKOWSKI
TE.ACHUR OF VOICE

242S Pfne St Tel. Went 7013

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8212

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
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MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR, ON FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley, Cal

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK

479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

MRS. RICHARD REES
F73 Scott Street Teh Park fits

MISS ELSIE INGHAM
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MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. B1B4

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1670

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. ^454

OTTO RAUHUT
257 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 356j

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tul. Kearny 5454

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113
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MME. M. TROMBONI LOUIS J. PAQUET
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
G. SCHIRMER

Published by
THE BOSTONy^USIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO.

" Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE. MACBETH, EASTON. JORDAN, WERREINRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers

TAPS (Barkone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOUR TEACHING PIECKS (Grade 3)
ny Plorrnce P. Rra TUP. WOdll >YMP11-S HARP

Kach $ JO KI\G TIIHUSH IIIC.VRD
ii:i.i.o: .Mil. Honi\ v.\kimv

Theup plrrm nr* tirlnic «-l<l**ly ui«r«l nnd much npprrrlntrd by tenrhrrn who Tnlue
their Inrtplrntlonnl bi-iiuty null modern Itllom. liMIStTAl. FOll TIIK GIl.iUE. Pub-
lUhpd by L'l.AVTON P. SU.IOIV CO., nllCAno, and Cor nalr by IIIilNHV GKOUU
In the .tore o( WII.EV II. ALI.KN CO.

135 Kearny .^t., San PrancUt^o

MAUD G. McFAUL
ii::s rh4-Ntnui >

Tel f|)h tint- I'roxpi-i

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
vorAL cri.TUHi-;

.Xrliftt piiplln nvnilnhic for nil ocfUMlonM
r>(H> Kuhlcr A ChoHe Uldg. Krarnr 4901

Cal i Tonvi a
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

M til ST ::ilth— ll:(l(l A. M.

t;i>t>

SEVERI
1111(1 the fnmoUN

CALIFORNIA THEATRE
ORCHESTRA

SoioUt

WINIFRED FORBE-S
VlOl.IMSTi:

Offering
"CONCERTO IN E MINOR"

Mendelssolin

Qonstance ^Alexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted
r

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 70S Kohler & Chnne BuUdlns
Phone KearDr 5454

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
Par KlotlcrcarteB and Primary Grades

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Words aad Moalo

ABBIB OERRISH-JONBS
AdaptloDM and Ueacrlptlona
OLIW B. WILflON-DORRBTT

These games were compiled to meet the demand
for a new type of rhythmic material, the resi'U of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-
rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICE Vl.OO AND POSTAQK
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, Nev^^ York

The zAristocrai ofthe T'iano World

®1|P

iiasmi^IJamltii

Known and Loved Wherever Musicians Gather, As the

Triumph of the Piano Maker's Art

The Greatest Piano in the World
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Doubt as to quality, durability or prestige no

longer is mentioned whenever or wherever

Mason & Hamlin pianos are known and dis-

cussed. Instead, only confidence and enthusi-

astic admiration are voiced by the leading

critics and the greatest artists of the world. To

play upon a Mason & Hamlin Grand is to

realize that the world knows no equal. To ac-

quire one is a marked testimonial of superior

taste, musical discrimination and appreciation

of the truly beautiful. We would like you to

test them fully.

•JtCason & Ham/in Tia/ios in all Styles 'JiCay he Seen Only at Our Stores

two entranxes
135-153 Kearny & 117-125 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
7*^ile>^BAllen@

-MASON AND HAMLIN RANOS-

Oakland—1209 Wasiiinoton Street

San Jose—99 South First

sheet music
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REFINEMENT IN MOTION PICTURE PRESENTATION
California. Granada and Imperial Theatres—Designated as Herbert Rothchild Entertainment—

Issue Neat and Handsomely Printed Booklet Announcing a New Policy Giving the Public

the Finest Kind of Productions Under the Happiest and Pleasantest Conditions

—

Music Included as a Necessary Attraction Under Expert Leadership.

By ALFRED METZGER
What represents the most distinctive, most refined

and most convinring. as well as dignified medium of

publicity laat lias ever come to our attention on behalf

rjf the motion picture enterprises of San Francisco, cer-

tainly is the little booklet distributed by the manage-
mert of the California. Granada and Imperial Theatres

early this week, and entitled "Entertainment de luxe.

San' Francisco. 1922." We sincerely congratulate

Messrs. Herbert L. Rothchild. Eugene H. Roth and Jack
A. Partington for the originality and fine taste dis-

played in this announcement to the public. The Pacific

Coast Musical Review has always maintained that the

amusement-loving public of San Francisco never fails

to respond to the appeal of really deserving enter-

prises. The lack of attendance at theatre palaces is

only then apparent when the management fails to re-

spond to public demands. Because someone may im-

agine that the theatre-going public is specially fond

of jazz never actually proves that such is the case. Be-

cause the small minority is able to make more noise

GINO SKVKRI
The Moprnctie Cnndactor of I he California Theatre
Orchestra A\'ho Gives Pleasure to Thousands of

3lasic Lovers at the California Theatre

than the intelligent portion of an audience is by no
means evidence of the fact that the majority is anxious
to hear a distortion of music. Because certain producers
may think that vulgarity in moving picture productions
appeals to the public in general is not at all proof of

the fact that such public endorses vicious spectacles.

For this reason we are glad to note that the man-
agement of the California. Granada and Imperial The-
atres is appealing directly to the finest tastes among
the musical public and is endeavoring to solicit pa-
tronage upon the basis of the merit of its entertain-
ment, thereby giving credit to the public for apprecia-
tion of the very best that money can afford to present.
That is the right attitude. It is the only attitude to pur-
sue on the part of theatrical managers, and these gen-
tlemen will find that they have made no mistake in thus
appealing to the best element among the theatre-going
public which at the same time is the majority of the
people. We take pleasure in quoting the Foreword by
Herbert L. Rothchild:
Our purpose in publishing this booklet is to take you

into our confidence and to tell you what character of
organization the Herbert L. Rothchild Entertainment
has developed, and the standard of amusement it has in
store for you during- the coming months in the California,
Granada and Imperial Theatres.
These three leading photoplay houses are already

familiar to you. With pride we point to the comfort
and convenience, the atmosphere of dignity and refine-
ment, that have made our theatres the preferred places
of amusement among- the majority of the theatre-goers
in Pan Francisco. No-where in the world has the pre-
sentation of motion pictures reached a higher plane of
perfection than in the California, Granada and Imperial
Theatres.

We feel it incumbent upon us at this time to tell you
something of the photoplays that you will see in our
three theatres during the coming six months.
We have secured, among others, forty-one Paramount

Pictures, the product of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration. These new photoplays represent the motion
picture art at its zenith—they mark the beginning of a
new era in the history of the silent drama.
They are the result of the combined efforts of the

greatest group of authors, writers, stars, supporting
artists and directors ever assembled.

In the pages that follow we hope to give you an
idea of the splendor of these productions, and of our
facilities for giving them the highest possible form of
presentation HERBERT L. ROTHCHILD.
San Francisco. Calif.. August, 1922.

This is what we call a dignified, straight-from-the-

shoulder announcement, and knowing the reputation of

Mr. Rothchild for integrity and veracity, we know that

what he says in this letter he means to execute. The
Pacific Coast Musical Review appeals only to those de-

siring the highest form of entertainment, be it music,

the drama or the motion picture. And whenever any
management honestly endeavors to address this ma-
jority of the amusement-loving public, we shall always
—without regard to commercial aspects—endeavor to

assist such management to reach the public, whose
good will it seeks.

Under the title of "On the Threshold of a New Era/'

we find in this booklet the following interesting letter:

It is difficult to realize that the photoplay as it is

now presented at the California, Granada and Imperial
Theatres is scarcely ten years old.

We have seen it grow in these short years to be the
dominant amusement of the American people.
We have seen music develop into an essential part

of photoplay entertainment; theatres transformed from
.storerooms to edifices of richest design; year after year
a marked improvement in the production and presenta-
tion of photoplays.
Now we are on the threshold of a new era in motion

picture production.
We have seen the advance showings of the photoplays

described in this booklet, and we can state without qual-
ification that they surpass any group of photoplays ever
assembled at one time.
We intend to present these photoplays to you in the

same artistic mannner as in the past, and to surround
them with delightful music and entertaining varieties
that will give you many days of real enjoyment through
the coming year. EUGENE H. ROTH.

JACK A. P.\RTINGTON.
Again this letter exhibits the element of sincerity and

straight-forwardness which we admired before. Messrs.

Roth and Partington prove again, as they have so often

before, that their first consideration is for the public,

that portion of the public that is not satisfied unless it

witnesses the very best. And the Pacific Coast Musical
Review, which only appeals to that class of people, and
which has prospered and forged ahead under the im-

pulse of the encouragement of that portion of the public,

feels that it expresses its appreciation for such support

by commending upon this worthy effort of the manage-
ment of the California. Granada and Imperial Theeatres.
Before going any further we wish again to emphasize
the fact that this article is written without the knowl-

edge of the managements of these theatres, and purely
in recognition of a worthy enterprise.

Finally we wish to quote what the booklet says about
the music at these theatres, something that interests

our readers specially:

It is the constant endeavor of the California, Granada
and Imperial Theatres to provide entertainment that is

refined, wholesome and artistic—the kind that appeals
to the discriminating theatre-goers of San Francisco.
The best photoplays available are chosen for presenta-

tion from hundreds that are submitted. ONLY after they
have been carefully reviewed and criticized.
Music plays a major part in bringing this entertain-

ment up to a superior standard. Thousands of dollars
are paid weekly for the orchestras and artists heard in
these theatres.
Prologues and musical acts with original settings and

effects are a special feature of each week's program. To
insure a presentation of this kind an organization is

maintained which consists of more than 400 people,
including musicians, carpenters, electricians, stage-hands,
ushers, scenic artists, operators, and many others who
combine their efforts to make Herbert L. Rothchild
Entertainment what it is today!
Here is still more about the music presented at these

theatres:
At the California is the famous California Orchestra,

an organization of talented artists, conducted by Gino
Severi.
The concert given every Sunday morning at the Cali-

fornia Theatre is one of the most popular musical insti-
tutions in San Francisco. At these concerts, now in
their third consecutive year, many artists of interna-
tional fame appear with Severi and his fifty men.
Paul Ash ayd his synco-symphonists at the Granada

comprise what is unquestionably the most distinctive
musical organization being offered by any theatre in
America. They play the classics and popular music
eouaUv well, giving to each. Paul Ash's fascinating,
haunting interpretation.

Oliver Wallace, who presides at the Granada organ, is

America's pre-eminent organist—one of the few men
who have accomplished complete mastery over the great
instrument.

Prior's Orchestra is the musical feature offered by the
Imnf^rial Theatre—a musical organization of originality.
While we can not subscribe absolutely to every word

contained in the above remarks about music, we never-

theless are able to vouch for most of the statements
made herein. Specially worthy of endorsement is that

what is said about Gino Severi and his excellent or-

chestra, although we believe that during the week the

splendid organization does not include fifty men as it

used to. However, Severi is an excellent musician, who
has surrounded himself with an exemplary orchestra, and
who plays the best music, even though during the week
he is asked to conclude his program with jazz numbers.
By the way, we have noticed every time we attended
the California Theatre that the jazz numbers receive

but scant applause, while the better music is enthusi-

astically applauded. The Sunday morning concerts are

all that the management claims for them, and could be
made even more artistic by permitting the conductor
more rehearsals.

We do not agree with certain musical people who do
not appreciate Paul Ash's individualistic style. There
can not be any question regarding the fact that Mr, Ash
presents a certain fascinating mode of expression. He
succeeds in getting color, rhythm and melody from his

excellent artisTs. Frequently he secures a certain

amount of healthy humor. We would be denying the

truth if we did not say that we enjoy a great deal of

Mr. Ash's playing. Even his jazz playing, much as we
deplore it from an artistic point of view, assumes a
certain element of entertainment which can not be

denied, and which is enjoyed by many serious musical

people. It is here not WHAT is being played as HOW
it is being played that makes the big impression.

MMK. STEL,I..\ VOIGHT
The Kxperienced Coloratora Soprano Who A\"ill he
the SoloiMt at the California Theatre Sunday Slorn-

ing Coneert ToniorroiT. -XugtiHt l!7th.

We fully agree with the enthusiasm the management
of the California, Granada and Imperial Theatres main-
tain for Oliver Wallace. W'hile we would not go so far

as to say that Mr. Wallace is "America's pre-eminent
organist" (and we feel sure Mr. Wallace in his own heart
does not subscribe to this extravagant statement), we
certainly feel that he is the greatest organist we have
iieard in a motion picture theatre, and in addition the
most musical one. His musical settings to the pictures
are veritable inspirations. His accompaniments to the
comics are charged with humor and musical wit. He
possesses full command over his instrument, and he is

a genuine artist from his toes to his finger tips. Many
a time we go to the Granada Theatre just to hear Mr.
Wallace play.

There is one feature of the Granada productions that
has been omitted in this booklet, possibly out of mod-
esty, and that is the remarkable artistic taste of Jack
A. Partington in the mountings and presentations of
some of the acts. Mr. Partington certainly proves him-
self an excellent artistic manager, and many an act,

specially some of the musical ones, owes its success to

the artistic and original character infused into it by
Jack Partington.

In conclusion, we wish to say that the photoplays pre-

sented at the above mentioned theatres are everything
the announcement claims for them. They are in accord
with all other artistic features of the motion picture
palaces. They deserve in every way the patronage of

those refined and cultured people who form the clientele

of the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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Sherman, Clay & Co.

DEALERS I\

Stcinway and other Pianos

Pianola and Duo Art Pianos

Aeolian Plaver Pianos

—

Playi-r Rolls

\ ictrolas and Victor Records

Fotoplayers and Organs

at

San Francisco, Oakland, Sacra-

mento, Stockton, Fresno, San

Jose, Portland, Seattle, Tacoma
and Spokane

ALSO
DEALERS IN

A and Orchestra Instru-

ments, Sheet Music and

Music Books

at

San Francisco and Oakland

B

A Piano is usually bought but once in

a lifetime. It will remain in your home
from now henceforth — a monument to

your judgment, a witness to your taste.

As the years go on, associations will

gather thick about this instrument. Little

fingers will learn to play on it. Lovers will

grow tender above it. Songs, old and new,

will come from it mellow and familiar.

During these years, your piano should

come to be the very heart of your Home.

So choose this piano carefully. Choose

it as you would choose an intimate member
of your family circle. Choose it for the

qualities that will endure.

Let the choice, if possible, be a STEIN-
WAY. There is no other piano of qualities

more enduring—of distinction so immedi-

ately recognized.

Sherman play& Co.
CALIFORNIA

S*n Francisco Oakland Sacramento
Stockton Fresno San Jose

OREGON—PortUnd
WASHINGTON

Scatde Tacoma Spokane

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano. Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
V. dr Arrlllncn, I»lrt'rlor

A. 1^. ArtlKura, Prrw.: I.oalN Alrcrin. VIoe-PrM.
tnexcellrd fnrllUlpa for the mtuAj of tnoalF Id all

Its branchea. I.arice Pipe Orsan. Reirltal Hall.

23ir. JACKSON STKEET
San FraQfiaco. <'al. Phone Weat 4737

Maoining School of Music
JOHN r. MlNMXi, Dlrrrlor

3242 WaNhlniclon Strrrt. near Prenldlo Avenne
Snn Krnnrluro, <'al.

For further Information nddreaa the aerrefary of the
rhool. or phonp Fillmore 3Itr>.

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADVAXKn PI Pil.S AfCEPTKn

Pupil of Mme. V. SlepnnofT Itlerllnl, M. Slrveklnir.
and v.. Robert Srhmltx I \ew \ orkl. Studio: 701
Heine Rldic.. 40H Sloekton St. ^londajrN. 11-12, Thnm-
daypt. 10-1. 3-«. Tel. Kearnr 2222. Ilea. Phonei Pied-
mont TOO.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano, Orsan. Ilarmony. OrgcnnUt and Moaleal
Director of Klrat Preabrterlan Chareb. Alameda. Home
Studio: 1117 PARI^ STKRHrT. AI.AMEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda ir>.V Thnradnya. Merrlman School, o07 KIdorndn Ave.,
Oakland. Telephone Plednnont 2770,

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OP MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOMN MAKER AND REPAIRER
HIshPNt Grade ProfcsMlonnI "Work Absolutely

dunran ted—ApprnlHer of InKtrunieutH
Finest Hand >lade InstrumentN

Atelier: Room 2r>, 1028 Market Street, next to
(iranadn Theatre, San Francisco, i'alifornfa

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Slni^ine. Complete Courae of Operatic Traln-
Ine. 2730 Pierce St. Tel. FUlmore -ir^r^S.

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALIAN* VOCAL TEACHER

Former Prima Donna with Caru.so and Tt>traz7,ini—Kndorsed by Bonci. Cuaches pujiils vocally and
In Mramatlc Deportment

—

Italian, English, French
and Spanish spoken.
Studio—toi ColnnihuH Ave., Phone GarHeld 2270

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
S V\ JOSK, CAl,.

Confera DeRreca .Vivnrds Certlflcatea

For Part leu la rn apply to Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
IJlrcctor SaK]ii\Nk.v Chamber Mu^lc Snrlctj

Will Acc«-pt a Few Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Kohlor
& Chase Bldff. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SA> RAFAKL. CAMFORMA

finale Courae a ThorouRh and ProKreaalve
Public Scbool >lu«lc. Accredited Dtploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. 11.

S. F,
rado

I'nNTnore

—

Stuilloa: Suite MM Kobler A Cbaae llld)?,,

: 2r>:iO Collei^e Ave., llerkeley. Kealdewce 2U1 Alva-
Road, llerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

MRS. tISCAR M\\SFEI,DT. Planlat
Droderlck St.. near Clay Telephone Fillmore 314

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
lIRi: \TII—VtHCF:— l.IFF,

600 Kobler A ( haae Hide.. Kenrny T*AT*A

Realdenee IIOA Uuah St., Prnnklln 5008.

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

076 Cfaeatnut Street, corner Hyde
Appointmeuta by Pbone—Proapect 3320

WALLACE A. SABIN
Oreanlnt Temple Kmanu VA, FIrat Church of Cbrlat Sci-
ential. Director Lorine <^ lub. S. F., Wed.. 1017 California
St.. Phone Franklin 2003: Snt., Flrat ChrUtlan Science
Church. Pbone Franklin 1307; Rea. studio, 31<I2 Levrlaton
Ave.. Berkeley. Pbone Piedmont 2428.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
Voice Culture— lllcllon

—

Studio: 44>S Stockton St.— 1^1 on.
nnd ThurM. from '^-Tt. Rew. I4r>l Sacrnniento St. Proa. 7rS03.

The College of the Holy Names
I^nke Merrltt. Oakland

Complete Conaervatory Courae—Piano, llnrp. Violin,
'Cello, Voice, Counterpoint, Harmony, lllatory

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PI WIST—ACCOMPANIST

Mrnilicr Inlveraity Extension Faculty
Studio: S::7 Shroder *>*. Phone Park lOOS I

UDA WALDRQP
Pianist, Organist,

Accompanist, Vocal Coach

Will be in New York from September
1st to October 1st.

IJeginning October 15th, Mr. Waldrop
will accept a limited number of advanced

pupils.

Srj3t9. 1915 Sacrameato Street

Telephone West 3753
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

THE PROBLEM OF CIRCULATION

So many of our advertisers are concerned re-

garding the actual circulation of the Pacific Coast
Musical Review that we feel justified to devote
some editorial space to this interesting problem.
In the first place it should be understood that

the circulation of a music journal, or any other
paper, is not confined to actual paid annual sub-
scription. In addition to actual paid subscription
there are single copy sales at the various music
houses and also at the office. There are also

many people who carefully read the paper but
who equally carefully do not like to pay lor read-
ing it. We find hundreds of people reading the

Pacific Coast Musical Review at the counters of

the sheet music departments of music houses, at

the public libraries, in reception rooms of the
studios of their teachers, in the homes of their

friends, and in the reading rooms of clubs and
at the Musicians' Union. Every one of these
thousands of people read the news and adverti.s-

ing columns of the paper just as religiously and
consistently as those who pay for an annual sub-
scription.

A careful estimate has convinced us that there
are about two thousand music teachers in San
Francisco and vicinity. At a careful compulation
a teacher has an average class of ten pupils. Some
have thirty or forty and some have possibly five

or less. But to say that there is an average of

ten pupils to the class of a teacher is pretty con-
servative. Consequently there are twenty thou-
sand pupils in and about San Francisco alone.

Now, as will be seen by our advertising columns,
the paper is circulated throughout the Pacific

Coast, specially in California. However, we shall

only regard the circulation of San Francisco and
environment at this time. There are fifty thou-
sand people attending symphony concerts and
grand opera during the course of a season, and
these include people who are neither teachers nor
students. It is therefore safe to estimate that

in the neighborhood of 75,000 people are inter-

ested in music in and about San Francisco alone.

If we base our estimate of readers of a paper
upon the well known theory that from four to

five people read a paper which is actually paid for

by a subscriber (and to verify the correctness of

this statement you need only find out how many
people read your own paper) the Pacific Coast
Musical Review is read by ten thousand people a
week ; 45,000 people a month, and over 500,000
people a year in Northern California alone. Now

this is a very conservative estimate, which is

based upon the supposition that the people who
read the paper in music studios, libraries, music
stores, clubs and homes are not always the same
people. We have here a circulation among people
directly interested in music that is superior to

that of any daily newspapers among musical peo-
ple, for any one daily newspaper is not, like the

Pacific Coast Musical Review, read by ALL
musical people.

If anyone is therefore unable to secure results

from his or her advertisement in the Pacific

Coast Musical Review it is not the fault of the
paper, but is beyond the shadow of a doubt the

fault of the advertisement or the reader. Either
the advertisement is worded in such a way that it

does not appeal to the reader, and consequently
does not arouse his interest, or the reader does
not care specially, for the teacher or artist who
advertises. Such an advertisement would not se-

cure any results in a daily paper either. The ad-

vertiser therefore saves by using the columns of

the Pacific Coast Musical Review, the diflference

between the cost of an advertisement in a daily

paper and the cost in a musical paper, for the

latter reaches more MUSIC.\L readers than any
one dailv paper, and as manv as ALL THE
DAILY PAPERS COMBINED.

One of our advertising solicitors upon endeav-
oring to secure an advertisement from a well

known vocal teacher for this year's annual edi-

tion was met with the statement that none of

that vocal teacher's friends or pupils saw the
Pacific Coast Musical Review. In the first place
we certainly must say that this teacher has no
reason to feel proud of her friends and pupils,

not at least from a musical point of view. For
anyone who does not have enough interest in the
activities of our resident artists, teachers and stu-

dents, nor in the prospective events of visiting

artists, symphony orchestras, operatic organiza-
tions and ensemble institutions to summon up
enough energy- to read about these affairs in a

music journal, cannot possibly be of any use to

music either from an educational or observa-
tional point of view. That is not the class of

people from whom good pupils are obtained.
That is not the class of people which a manager
is anxious to reach.

But there are many people—students, teachers,

music lovers—who do not read the Musical Re-
view, because their attention has never been
called to it. And these are the people whom we
are anxious to reach, and for whom we shall be-

gin an intensive campaign so that members of

music clubs, students, public school music stu-

dents and their friends, and music lovers in gen-
eral will have a chance to see this paper. We feel

confident that when they once see it, they will

be glad to read it, for we are trying to make it

as interesting as we can, and incidentally assist

everyone to obtain opportunities to widen their

musical horizon. Anyone who is not enough in-

terested in music to want to know about the suc-

cess of their neighbor, or the impending musical
events of importance is not the kind we want for a

subscriber, ^^'e want the intelligent student,

teacher, musician and music lover as well as art-

ist. That is the kind of subscriber we have now.
That is the ONLY kind of subscriber we wish,
and the only kind that is of value to the adver-
tiser. A teacher and artist needs no advertise-

ment for his friends or acquaintances with whom
he or she comes in daily contact. They know all

about him. Such teacher should want to

reach people of intelligence whom he or she docs
NOT.know or meet, and these people are reached
by the paper.

No one can really tell whether or not an adver-
tisement gets results. The paper that guarantees
an advertiser certain fixed results is not honest.

An eastern journal that tells artists or managers
that its columns are seen on the Pacific Coast
by the average reader is not telling the truth.

The teacher who says he never received a pupil
through an advertisement is stating something
he does not actually KNOW. An advertisement
acts indirectly in man}- ways impossible to defin-

itely discover. Many pupils asked to study with a

teacher through mutual friends would not do so.

if the name had not already been known through
publicity. Many people, although they may sec
a teacher's name in a paper, will not tell how
they came to call on such teacher. Many students
are given copies of the Musical Review by sheet
music clerks who find this the best answer to

inquiries for teachers. Many students would dis-

continue taking lessons, if they did not occasion-
ally find their names favorably mentioned in the
columns of a music journal and thus have an
incentive to continue their work. Music teachers,
artists and managers would be surprised to note
the difference in the musical life of the commun-
ity, if their music journal would cease publica-
tion. Usually these things are not recognized un-
til it is too late.

While the circulation of the Pacific Coast Mu-
sical Review is unusually large, and is by no
means confined to professional musicians and
teachers as some may think, but reaches the gen-
eral musical public to an unexpectedly large de-
gree, we want ALL the people who read the
paper to pay for their subscription. The music
teachers, music clubs, those in charge of public

school music, those at the head of amateur or-

ganizations and in fact anyone affiliated with
musical people, will not only help us but them-
selves as well by getting this paper among as
many people as possible. We can do much more
for the profession and the music public and the
artists the greater our circulation, for our influ-

ence will grow with the growth of our subscrip-
tion list. Instead of telling us that friends and
students do not read this paper, a teacher should
ask them WHY they don't read it, and why they
are not enough interested in music to keep in-

formed on matters of musical importance. If

they are not enough interested in music to read

about musical events, then they do not make good
music students nor good listeners. Thej- can only
form an adequate judgment by reading about
what is going on in the musical world.

SYMPHONY TICKET SALE LARGEST IN HISTORY

The ticket sale for the coming season of the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra, which opened last week
at the offices of the Musical Association in the Phelan
Building, has been progressing very briskly, and indica-

tions are that the largest season in the history of the
orchestra may be expected.

UTiile the allotment of seat locations has not yet been
commenced, orders are now being received and will be
filled in the order of receipt, members and subscribers

of the Association being taken care of first. In the allot-

ment of seats to members it has been necessary, because
of the change of theatres, to hold a drawing to determine
the preferential rights of the various members in the
selection of locations based on the amount of the sub-

scription. This drawing was held by a committee from
the Women's Auxiliary, and as soon as sufficient time
has been allowed for the receipt of orders, the allot-

ment of seats will be commenced.

As in previous seasons, the concerts will be divided

into three series of twelve Friday afternoon symphony
concerts, twelve Sunday afternoon symphony concerts
and ten Sunday afternoon popular concerts, season tick-

ets being sold separately for each of the three series.

The Orchestra, continuing under the direction of .\lfred

Hertz, will give its first concert on the afternoon of

Friday. October 20. the program being repeated on the

following Sunday, and the first concert in the popular
series will be given Sunday afternoon, October 29.

FRANK W. HEALY IS BRINGING FARRAR

Of all the singers who have been heard at the

ifetropolitan Opera House in the past sixteen years,

none have been more idolized than Geraldine Farrar,

who will open San Francisco's 1922-23 music season
with a concert at the new Shubert-Curran Theatre,
now in the course of construction at Geary and Mason
streets, and which promises to be the most magnificant
theatre west of Chicago.

Miss Farrar. who was the star of the very successful

season of grand opera given at the Exposition Audi-
torium last September by Scotti and his singers from
the Metropolitan Opera House, will not be heard at the

Metropolitan the coming season as she has been per-

suaded to devote the entire season to the singing of

concerts. Miss Farrar. who has always been pleased

at the reception given her by San Francisco music-
lovers, accepted the suggestion of her local manager,
Frank W. Hea'.y. that her concert tour be opened in

California. She will travel in her private Pullman
Palace railroad car which has been modeled to suit

her requirements. One portion of the car is devoted

to the music room containing a concert grand piano.

In addition to Miss Farrar's San Francisco appear-

ance, which will be at the Shubert-Curran Theatre on
Sunday afternoon, October 8, she will be heard for the

first time in Fresno at the Municipal Auditorium, in

Oakland at the Auditorium Theatre, and in Sacra-

mento at the State Armory.
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Among Distinguished Artists

GRACE NORTHRUP'S REFINED ARTISTRY

Truly Excellent Soprano Soloist, Assisted by Benjamin
S. Moore at the Piano, Interprets Exemplary

Program With Unusual Taste

NEW WORKS PLAYED BY CHAMBER MUSIC
SOCIETY

Toscha SeidI—Early in the season Manager Selby C.

Oppenheimer will present as one of his first attractions,

the world-famous violinist Toscha Seidl, who makes
his first appearance in the west. Seidl is of the famous
Auer School, the star pupils of which include Jascha
Heifetz. Efrem Zimbalist, Mischa Elman and Seidl.

Seidl will appear in recital at the Columbia Theatre on
Sunday afternoon, November 5.

Chaliapin—Feodor Ivanovich Chaliapln, Russia's

greatest singer, who will positively appear in this city

during the coming fall and winter music season, docs

not concern himself with the politics of his own land

or of other countries. A favorite under the Czar's rule,

when he was repeatedly entertained at court and in

the homes of distinguished members of the Russian
nobility, besides receiving countless decorations and
costly gifts in recognition of his talents, he is also high
in favor of the Soviet government. No artist in the
last generation has achieved greater vogue and success
than has come to Chaliapin and Selby C. Oppenheimer
in securing him for a western tour has made a master-
stroke.

Graveure Praises American Composers—The blight

of the ballad and the curse of the chanson are on Amer-
ica according to the notable baritone Louis Graveure
who is to sing here next December under the Selby C.

Oppenheimer management. "The trouble is," said Mr.
Graveure, after naming over no less than eight excel-

lent American composers whose songs he sings "that

when an American starts to write a song he is afflicted

by the thought of the Germain lied, or the French
chanson, or the English ballad. He does not directly

try to write an American song but imitates these for-

eign forms. For a long time we suffered the lied;

then the chanson came in: nowadays it is the ballad,

more effective than the others because it seems super-

ficially more natural for us to write in the English
form. One of these days an American composer will

learn the terrible truth—like the chameleon who got on
a Scotch plaid and tried his best to go all colors at

once."

Elly Ney—EUy Ney, the great French pianist, a niece

of Marshal Ney, national hero, will visit California for

the first time next December, when Manager Selby C.

Oppenheimer will present the distinguished French
woman in a short series of recitals throughout the
state. Ney is a personality and an artist of distinction.

As soon as you hear her strike a chord you realize that

here is an artist of individual viewpoint and great tech-

nical powers. She expresses her meaning through music
for the piano, but in the academic sense she does not
play the piano. Not that she could not, since when it

suits her purpose she shows startling technical bril-

liance. But she is interested in other things, primarily

is setting forth the meaning of any brizarre exhibition

of personal idiosyncracies, but with fine sense of free-

dom she dares to give herself into the spirit of the

music. She has the grand manner, and what she does is

always worth listening to. She has the brains tem-
perament, courage and the routine to make it all prac-
tical.

Florence Macbeth—Before her appearance with the

Chicago Opera Company commences next season. Flor-

ence Macbeth, the young American coloratura soprano,
will make a flying trip acros the continent to be fea-

tured in a number of recitals in the west, which will

be given under the management of Selby C. Oppen-
heimer. This splendid artist has been engaged to inau-

gurate the third season of the Alice Seckels matinee
musicals, and will appear before a select audience in

the ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on Monday after-

noon, October 23. Miss Macbeth is having a busy sum-
mer, having been engaged for eighteen special per-

formances with the Ravina Park Opera Company at

Chicago, singing all the great coloratura soprano roles.

Her western tour follows immeditely her Chicago en-

gagements.

Maler-Pattison—Something in the way of real novelty
is promised local music lovers when Guy Maier and
Lee Pattlson offer their recitals of music for two pianos
in this city next November. Other pianists in the past
have appeared together in ensemble performances, the
most notable being those given by Ossip Gabrilowitsoh
and Harold Bauer a few seasons ago, but apparently
none have attained the high degree of precision and the
seemingly absolute perfection which these younger
artists have reached. Probably the reason is that no
others have spent the many hours in serious practice
that these young men have done, for barring the time
both spent in military service abroad, they have been
playing together for the past six years. As a result
they have smoothed down the art of two piano playing
to such a fine point that It is hard not to believe that
Instead of two pair of hands, one super-pianist is play-
ing on a superplano. Maier and Pattison are being
brought to California under the Selby C. Oppenheimer
management.

Miss Winifred Forbes, a prominent Berkeley violinist,
was soloist at the California Theatre on Sunday morn-
ing, August 20th. In her rendering of the first movement
from the Mendelssohn Concerto, Miss Forbes displayed
the qualities of genuine musicianship, and was accorded
an enthusiastic reception. In response to insistent re-

calls. Miss Forbes played From the Cane-brake, by
Samuel Gardiner.

By ALFRED METZGER
Grace Northrup, the unusually refined soprano soloist,

who has made such a distinct success in the east, gave
a concert at the Colonial Ballroom of the St. Francis
Hotel, on Tuesday evening. August 15, prior to her
departure for New York, at which event she had the
able assistance of Benjamin S. Moore, accompanist.
With the exception of the first group of songs Miss
Northrup devoted her program essentially to modern
compositions. And among these modern compositions
she included only works of a nature to please the sensi-

bilities of those of us who regard form and harmonic
conventionalities more important that chaotic impres-
sionistic effects of an ultra-modern character.
Miss Northrup is an artist of tne highest vocal

faculties. Her voice is clear, well placed and true to

pitch. Her technical accomplishments respond to the
most fastidious demands, while her interpretations
meet the requirements of those who find tone color and
adequate shadings specially attractive in vocal expres-
sion. We admired particularly the fine intelligence

with which Miss Northrup invested every one of the
songs she interpreted. Her exquisite handling of ttfe

group of old compositions like those of Donaudy, Peri
Paradies and Handel revealed a control of vocal art

rarely witnessed on the concert platform. Every note
received its definite value of emphasis and every phrase
contained the meaning of the words.
Miss Korthrup is thoroughly proficient in the grasp

of the finer shades of vocal technic. She takes unusual
care in her breathing, enunciates with clarity and dis-

tinctness and puts her very soul into her work. That
is the artistic material of which truly efficient artists

are made. It is a pleasure to listen to Miss Northrup,
for she interprets with an ease, individuality of style,

accuracy of technical skill and correctness of accentua-
tion that can not help but strike a responsive chord in

the heart of anyone truly conscious of the beauty of

vocal compositions. Speaking with the utmost frankness
we could not discover anything in Miss Northrup's art-

istry that could give us an excuse for adverse criticism.

In Mr. Moore's accompaniments Miss Northrup cer-

tainly had reason for congratulation. This pianists

certainty of attack, judgment of phrasing, ready under-
standing of the soloists ideas, thorough artistic compre-
hension of the works to be interpreted, and absolute
sureness of execution combined to add greatly to the

enjoyment of the audience. We were glad to note among
those present some of San Franciscos most prominent
artists and followed their sincere enjoyment of the

event with great satisfaction.

The complete program was as follows: (a) Se Tra
L'Erba (Donaudy), (b) Invocazione di Orfeo (Peri),

(c) Quel Ruscelletto (Paradies). (d) Sommi dei (Han-
del); (a) Charity (Hageman), (b) When I Bring to

You Colour'd Toys (Carpenter), (c) Across the Hills

(Rummel). (d) Happiness (Hageman); (a) Celle Que *

Je Prefere (Fourdrain). (b) Si j'etais Dieu (Fon-
tenailles), (c) Colombine (Poldowski), (d) Le Moulin
(Pierne); (a) You Are the Evening Cloud (Horsman),
(b) Only of Thee and Me (Bauer), (c) The Old Road
(Scott), (d) Life (Curran).

W. C. RIEGGER WINS PADEREWSKI PRIZE

Announcement is made that the prize of $r)00 offered

by the trustes of the Paderewski Fund for American
Composers for the best piece of chamber music has been
awarded to Wallingford Constantin Riegger of Drake
University, Des Moines, Iowa, for his composition, a trio

in B minor, submitted under the initials D. M. I. The
prize for the best symphony was not awarded, as none
of the works submitted met the requirements of the
competition.
The Paderewski Trust was established May 15. 1900,

and the trustees appointed by Mr. Paderewski were
Messrs. Henry L. Higginson and William P. Blake. Mr.
Higgirison died November 14. 1919, and Mr. Blake served
as surviving trustee until his death on March 7. 1922.

Upon Mr. Paderewski's return to New York from the

West in June, he appointed as succeeding trustees

Messrs. Arthur D. Hill and Joseph Adamowski. both
of Boston.

DORIA FERNANDA TO GIVE CONCERT

Doria Fernanda is to give a recital of song on Tues-
day evening. September 19th. in the Colonial ballroom
of the St. Francis Hotel, under the direction of Alice

Seckels. This will be her first appearance on the con-

cert stage In this city since she l^ft here more than
five years ago. Since that time Miss Fernanda has
filled many concert engagements, and has appeared
with the San Carlo Opera Company and the Scotti

Grand Opera Company on their tran^^continentil lours.

Miss Fernanda appeared in the City of Mexico last

summer, where she was a member of a notable opera
company organized for the celebration of the Centen-
nial of the Republic of Mexico. Following that engage-
ment she appeared here in the Stanford Stadium un-
der Merola in that never-to-be-forgotten season of opera.
The program will be full of novelties, including French.
German, Italian, American, English and Mexican songs.

Mr. and Mrs. E. Robert Schmltz and their five-year-

old daughter, Monlque, sailed on the "Paris" on August 2

for a five months* stay in their home in the French cap-
ital. During that time Mr. Schmitz will appear in concert
in Paris and other cities of Europe. A group of musi-
cians accompanied Mr. Schmitz to continue their studies
abroad with him.

The Chamber Music Society of San Francisco, which
will participate in the famous Pittsfield Chamber Music
Festival in September, has been requested by Mrs.
Elizabeth S. Coolidge, sponsor .and patroness of this

annual event, to play the Ravel String Quartet. Musical
connoisseurs have pronounced the interpretation given
the Ravel String Quartet by the Chamber Music Society
of San F'rancisco as being authoritative and highly in-

tellectual. In conjunction with this work, the organiza-
tion will play the Schubert Octette with the noted
Grisez Wind Ensemble of New York, and the new Quin-
tet for winds by Domenico Brescia, one of California's
foremost composers will also be on the program.
On September 30, which is the culminating day of the

festival, the two-star organizations of the entire festi-

val have been designated to give the programs. This is

a criterion of the standing of the Chamber Music So-
cieiy of San Francisco. The morning program will be
interpreteed by the Wendling String Quartet of Berlin.

Germany, and the program of the afternoon will be
performed by the Chamber Music Society of San Fran-
cisco,

On October 7, the Chamber Music Society of San
Francisco will be heard in concert in Boston, and on
this program they have been asked to play the Theme
and Variations written for and dedicated to them by
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, the distinguished American com-
poser. It has been scored for flute and strings. The
first hearing of this work in America was given by the
Chamber Music Society of San Francisco, and Boston
musicians are eager to hear the exquisite interpretation
given it by these artists.

Unusual interest is being manifested throughout the
Eastern musical centers in the forthcoming concerts by
the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco, and this

publicity constitutes one of the very greatest tributes

and advertisements that San Francisco could possibly

hope to secure.
On August 27. which is but a few days prior to the

departure for the east of the organization, they will

give the last of their series of six concerts in Santa
Barbara. On this occasion they will render the Debussy
String Quartet in G minor. The Theme and Variations
for Flute and Strings by Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, and the
Fritz Kreisler Quartet. The Santa Barbara concerts
have aroused the enthusiasm of the large number of

Easterners and Europeans who are summering there.

They have unanimously expressed their opinion that

the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco stands on
a par with the greatest ensemble organizations In the
world today.
When the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco

leaves for the East this month, it will be accompanied
by the good wishes and cnngratulations of all San Fran-
cisco whose musical and artistic standard is being rep-

resented at Pittsfield. in New York. Boston. Philadel-

phia and other cities by Messrs. Persinger, Ford, Ferner.
Firestone and Elias Hecht. the members of the Chamber
Music Society of San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO'S MUSIC WEEK

San Francisco is to have its second annual Music
Week from November 6th to November 12th inclusive.

The board of supervisocrs have officially endorsed
the project, and Supervisor J. Enimett Hayden and the

Citizens Committee of 100. appointed by Mayor James
Ro'ph, Jr.. are now co-operating with the San Francisco
Community Service League to make the aft'air even
a greater success than last year's great week of music.
Chester W. Rosekrans, executive secretary of Com-
munity Service, will direct the general organization.
Henry L. Mayer, president of Community Service, has
been named Chairman of the Mayor's Committee. Super-
visor J. Emmett Hayden. vice chairman, and Mrs.
?!. Roy Stovel, executive secretary of the Committee.
They have planned some concerts at the Exposition
Auditorium, and General Chas. G. Morton, and .\dmiral

Alexander Halstead will give their full co-operation

with the Army and Navy bands.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endomed hy W'apser Svrayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

StudloN SOT Kohler A riinMC Rldir.

2.MSVj KInn St., Oorkeley. Phone Ilcrkeley 1.110

MARIAN PREVOST
I'lAMST—AfCOMPAMST—TKACIIER

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Ilichard Hageman

SfiKlloNt »07 Knhlor & Clinne Hide.. S. F. Tueil. A. M. and
'rinirN. P. M. 'I'«-I. iit'lirny r.45^. Hen. 27S8 Elnmood Ave..
lliTkelcy. T>1. lliTk. N^'!17.

EVA M. GARCIA
PIANIST, OIKiAMST AND TEACHER

41.11 llcinF SI.. Onklnnd Tel. Piedmont 3402

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RETURNED FROM El'ROPE

Stodloi 40n Kohler Jt Chaae Bids. Tel. Kearny M&

PART TIME FOR RENT
In a beautiful new downtown studio from September
1st. References required. Write F. B. P., care Pacific

Coast Musical Review.
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Distinguished Artists Residing in California Who are Available for Concerts During the Season 1922-1923

Eri.tonal No te —The IMc f-c i oa^- Mu^:. .il Keview is m a position to gnaraDtee the arustio efficiencv ot the artists represenied on this jage. They have established a

reDuta ion for themselves' rartlv national, partly international, through regular concert tours or by appearances in operatic organizations of recognized tame. The purpose

o^setling fonh the avanabim" of these reputed artists is to convince the California musical public that distinguished artists of equal merit to any reside m this SUte.

We intend to prove that a resident artist confers honor upon the comnnmity in «:hich he resides.

SAN FRANCISCO TRIO
MRS. ELSIE COOK HUGHES. Pianist

WM. F. LARAIA. Violinist

WILLEM DENE. Cellist

Sr \SO\ li*2tl—102.T \0\V DOOKIXG
TRIOS. SONATAS AXD SOLOS

Address Coiiiinuniontions to
WM. T. I. \R\IV. i::.".:: Jnckson St.

Tclephrtne Frankliu -IS4'^

Annie Louise David

Harp Soloist and Teacher

Member of Artist Faculty Cornish School,

Seattle, Wash.. July and August

San Francisco after September 1st

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

6S Post St.. San Francisco

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E. Behymer, 70S Philharmonic Auditorium Building,

Los Ang eles, Cal.

Personal Address: BELVEDERE, MARIN COUNTY, GAL.: TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST. SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert Eni:a?:emenlJ*
and Ins Imotion Apply tu
Secretary and llnnaser of
K. Altl, Room 1O0-4 Kohler
& Chase Bids- San Francisco

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douglas 1G7S

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO

800 rohler chase dldc
SAN FHANClSCO

GLADYS M. DARUNG
ACCOMPANIST
SOPRANO

Jlvailable for ^ngagemenls

Phone Franklin 6200

Address 801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.
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SUCCESS IN SINGING
Ily JOHN WniTt'OMB NASH

IMAGINATION
Everyone who bas seriously invcstigateJ the ques-

tion of singing will bear me out when I say that it

requires intense and sustained effort of the imagination.
The relation of the phenomena of a song can only be
seen mentally, but they must be expressed if the song
is to be leiuccessful. A haphazard, blundering way of

bringing these phenomena together will result in a

slipshod presentation far removed from the purpose of

artistic singing. In studying a song the artist learns

to abstract the essential values, and finds within him-
self the power to make these values assume their prop-

er proportion. Such singers are rare, but they offer

a model and an incentive at the same time. The actor

is quite an adept at this activity of the imagination, and
by a process of memory and imagination, is enabled to

arrange the mental images in orderly sequence. His
work lives; it reaches us so that we live with him.
Is not this quality desirable in the work of the singer?

By observation of the small number of singers who
have it to any degree, we may conclude that it is not
appreciated. But those who have it occupy the fore-

most positions among singing artists, and it will al-

ways t>e recognized as a mark of excellence. Why not
strive for it?

Who wants to be an average singer? It is the desire

of every student to excel. The student may be con-

fronted with a dozen possible interpretations, and he
must not be guided to that particular expression
which will give him the greatest opportunity for per-

sonal display: he must select his own, and it is here
that the selective instinct of the true artist shows
itself. The abstract symbols which we call words will

present the object to the audience, (these have already

been provided for the singer if he has worked out the
principles of diction), but he must also appeal to the

emotions through his own emotional condition. The
singer himself must appreciate the significance of both
the text and the music; he must live his song; by his

own emotional stale he must be able to communicate
more than just the mere meaning of the words. Thus
we see the principles of vision and sincerity are in-

separable in the artistic presentation of a song.

Singers and teachers as a rule know what is meant
by the terms "sotto voce." "mezzo voce," etc., but there

are vocal usuages that baffle description which, never-

theless, are easily demonstrated. These usuages are

of definite use to the singer because they give certain

character and quality to the voice. These are used at

will by the cultured singer and may be classified as

products of the imagination. Let it not be thought that

imagination plays an obscure part in any art. yet

there be those who would resent any hint that their art

was imaginative. The trouble is that we are unable to

standardize our terminology in the various usuages
referred to. "That something" the conscious possession

of all great artists, is an important asset to anyone.
and comes only as a result of the sincerest. simplest
expression. This expression in the true artist is backed
by an active imagination, and imagination is largely a
matter of habit that can be cultivated to a much
greater degree than is popularly supposed.
Copying a great artist without due regard for the

instinctive impulse that characterizes true tone-emis-

sion will only lead to disappointment and a spurious
condition which is incapable of that which we require.

This imitation may possess brilliance and carrying
quality, but no one is fooled by it except the singer.

The term "FUNDAMENTAL TONE" is not in gen-
eral use. but the writer would like to be understood as
meaning that tone which is used in ordinary, sincere

speech, unhampered by fear, nervousness, or by any
condition not akin to repose. This tone may be taken as
a basis for vocal development. It already possesses
that "something" which reaches, which carries convic-

tion. Intelligent analysis will reveal that its vibrations

are more or less localized, and wherever this is not the

case, corrective exercises will have to be practiced
intelligently and daily until the false vibrations which
obscure the true are eliminated. Such localization will

be discussed later in the series; sufhce to say that the

sense of hearing is the principal medium through which
such localization reaches our consciousness. The under-
standing of the fundamental tone and an insistent

analysis of all practice through the sense of hearing
may be taken as the method or means of development
suggested by these articles. The early efforts should
be carried on at or about the range of the speaking
voice.

Just as there is an impassioned countenance or an
agitated gesture, there is a moving or soul-affecting
quality to vocal tone. Emotional coloring is what we
may call this quality; it is the object of our search, and
can only be used within well defined limitations. It

cannot be copied. It will only be in evidence when
the singer has learned to live his song. The exercise of
Imagination can be made to influence the tone to an
almost unbelievable extent. It will lead the student
into a consciousness of unsuspected values and powers.
It should be remembered that the correct direction of

this power is vital to the success of the singing. This
is one point where misdirection of talent Is very easy.
No recipe can be given for genius. No one can teach

imagination; but the student should carefuly analyze
his work, endeavoring to see whether he uses this
power, and to what extent it may influence his work.
Having once laid hold of this principle of vision as a
fundamental principle of art, he can always thus far
apply it. He can use it to assure himself whether he
does or does not experience the thing he is singing
about.
Words are Intelligible symbols of ideas, but the color.

the emotional value, that which reaches deeper than
the word, is induced by an emotional reaction to a
correct concept of the idea set forth by the text. If the
composer has caught the spirit of the words, and can
heighten their effect by setting them to music, he does
so by means of a power which we call vision. Now
the singer should be able to react to botli the text and
the musical setting, according to his own understanding.
and the development of this understanding is a basic
principle of vocal culture. As the composer catches the
spirit, so also must the singer. Composing calls for a
technique of writing—singing calls for a technique of
vocalization. Both are native powers, and only in so fur
as they are cultivated do they become of service.
Imagination is part of the principle of vision, and it

will also be recognized as belonging to the principle
of sincerity. Relaxation will be found to be a very
necessary practice in promoting the active use of the
imagination. ,

tThe subject of Imagination will be further discussed
in next week's article.)

HANSEL AND GRETEL AT GREEK THEATRE

MUSICAL ASSOCIATION DIRECTORS RE-ELECTED

Ten Members of the Board of Directors of the Musical
Association of San Francisco Receive Vote of

Confidence at Annual Meeting

In the San Francisco Examiner of Thursday. August
24th, we find an article reprinted herewith which calls
attention to the re-election of ten members of the
Board of Directors of the San Francisco Musical Asso-
ciation, which sponsors the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra. In this article we find a most surprising
statement, namely, "A resolution expressing confidence
in the board of governors and officers of the associa-
tion was unanimously adopted."
The Pacific Coast Musical Review, and thousands of

music lovfers who patronize the symphony concerts be-
cause they wish to hear the best music presented under
the best auspices, were not aware of the fact that there
was any necessity to pass a vote of confidence in the
Board of Directors. We had always assumed that the
Board of Directors consisted of representative citizens
whose integrity and unselfish zeal in behalf of musical
interests, irrespective of personal feeling, were above
suspicion. Now we hear that they needed a vote of con-
fidence, which fact had to be published in the daily
press. Surely there must be a mistake somewhere.
The Pacific Coast Musical Review sincerely believes

that such a vote of confidence was not necessary. The
re-election of Alfred Hertz proved beyond a doubt that
the Board of Governors of the Musical Association of
San Francisco has the best interests of the association
at heart. A vote of confidence would only then be re-

quired when something were done to question the hon-
esty of purpose of the members of the Board, which
question, as far as we know, has never arisen. And
this question will only then arise when any action of
the Board of Governors is against the best interests of
the musical public, who contributes a large share of the
$183,000 mentioned as next season's budget. And the
only possible action that could endanger the confidence
now reposed in the Board of Governors of the Musical
Association would be a deliberate attempt to lower the
artistic character of the symphony concerts by engag-
ing an INFERIOR conductor. And when that should
occur, which we do not believe will ever be the case,
then it does not depend upon the Musical Association
whether a vote of confidence would prove the loyalty
of the Board of Governors, but a vote of confidence of
the MUSICAL PUBLIC without which the symphony
concerts would be impossible.
Here is the article from the San Francisco Examiner:

Ten members of the Board of Governors of the Musical
Association of San Francisco were unanimously re-

elected yesterday at the annual meeting of the associa-
tion in the Mercantile Trust Company building, 464 Cal-
ifornia. They were elected for three-year terms. Those
elected: Miss Lena Blanding. C. H. Crocker, William
H. Crocker. A. B. C. Dohrmann, Robert C. Newell. J. D.
Grant, Walter S. Martin. B. F. Schlesinger, W. T. Ses-
non and Milton H. Esberg. A report of the activities of
the association was read by A. W. Widenham, .secre-

tary. There were fifty-six concerts last year, all well
attended. Alfred Hertz will be conductor of the sym-
phony orchestra the ensuing year, it was announced
yesterday. All bills contracted last season have been
paid and there is no deficit, the secretary reported.
The concerts this year will be given in Shubert-Uurran

Theatre, on Geary Street, between Mason and Taylor
Streets. On account of a new theatre being selected for
the concerts this year, a new drawing for seat selection
will t-ake place soon. The subscriptions of the thousand
members is over $100,000, it was announced. More
people are supporting the association than ever before.
The budget this year was placed at $183,000. which the
sale of tickets and programs is expected to meet. A
resolution 'thanking Miss Lena Blanding and her asso-
ciates in the women's auxiliary for their work the past
year was adopted. \ resolution expressisng confidence
in the Board of Governors and officers of the associa-
tion was unanimously adopted. President John D.
McKoe presided.

Miss Lorraine Ewing, the well-known pianist and
teacher, recently returned from a most enjoyable vaca-
tion spent in the East. She visited Chicago. Detroit,
Boston. New York and Washington, and returned by
way of Canada. Miss Ewing has resumed her piano
class, and has enrolled a number of promising pupils.
whom she will present in an early fall recital. Miss
Kwing was the piano soloist at the Examiner K U O
radio station last Friday evening. Her numbers on the
program were Kamenoi Ostrow (Rubinsteinl. Chinese
(Cecil Cowles) and Impromptu (Rheinberger).

Tiianks to the enterprise and energy of Paul Stein-
dorff, the Greek Theatre of the University of California
will be the scene of the first open-air performance of
Hansel and Gretel, Humperdinck's irresistible grand
operatic fairy tale, ever attempted anywhere In the
world, to-night (Saturday). The principal characters
have been entrusted to the capable care of prominent
artists, among whom Mabel Riegelman as Gretel occu-
pies the stellar role. Miss Hiegelman gained well-mer-
ited laurels in this part throughout the United States,
and both in Chicago and New York she was hailed as
the most convincing impersonatur of this difficult role.

Anna Young, whose beautiful soprano voice and at-

tractive personal appearance have been admired in pub-
lic performances on many occasions, will portray the
role of Hansel and wilt no doubt do justice to the
part. The difficult role of the Witch has been entrust-
ed to the care of that excellent histrionic and vocal
artist. William Rainey. whose unforgettable successes
with the Players and Bohemian Clubs have established
for him an enviable reputation.

.lack Hillman, one of the most popular of California's
c.).i(Grt baritones, who also lias acquitted himself most
creditably on various occasions, notably in some oper-
atic appearances with the San Francisco Musical Club,
and with a previous operatic production of Mozart's
Marriage of Figaro, also impersonates a prominent
part. Claire Harrington, another notable resident artist,

whose association with the Western Singers and Com-
munity Opera Company have endeared her to our
musif lovers.

Paul Steindorff. as usual, will direct the performance
with his enthusiastic application for the best in music,
while Ferris Hartman, a stage director of exceptional
authority, is attending to the preparatory work. There
will be a big chorus well rehearsed, and an orchestra
of fifty picked musicians. Scenery and costumes have
been well taken care of. Tickets are $2. $1.50 and $1,

and are for sale in San Francisco and Oakland at Sher-
man. Clay & Co., and in Berkeley at the usual places.
The advance sale indicates that there will be a record
attendance at the Greek Theatre tonight.

Ernest Urchs, a prominent member of the firm of
Steinway & Sons of New York, is a visitor in San Fran-
cisco, and is the guest of Sherman, Clay & Co. Mr.
Urchs is best known to the musical public as the artist

manager of the famous piano firm, his association with
Paderewski being specially well remembered. Mr.
Urchs is enthusiastic over the impending concert tour
of the famous pianist, and told us that even the most
fastidious critics and music lovers will find him in the
greatest artistic form of his career. Mr. Urchs in a
very pleasant chat also expressed his sympathy with
the cause of American composers and conductors, as
well as artists, and his hope that the public will extend
to them that support and attention which their merit
justifies.

Alice Frisca, the ambitious and gifted young Califor-

nia pianist, who has gained such distinct artistic suc-

cesses in France. England and in the East, is spend-
ing the summer and fall season in San Francisco, and is

given numerous social attentions by her host of admir-
ing friends. Although she has not announced any defi-

nite plans, there is a possibility that she may give a
concert here before returning East.

MISS MOORE
C'hlhlren'N clnsN in lilNlory <if niiiMlo. I.Ivcn of ronipoMrm.
Tak'M nt OiiernN nnd I'low^io >lythitl«iry throiiKh instruo-
llve story ti'lllnKT. Oriee Stiitlio, 21:14 Vnllejo. Tel, Fill,
moro llltl: Ron.. Flllninrc- UATt.

Greek Theatre Berkeley
l()M(.HT

S.-iturdny. AuKUNt 2(!tli. Ill^i:—H:ir>

Paul Steindorff

The world's First Open-Air Performance of Hum-
perdinck's Fairy Grand Opera

Hansel & Gretel
With

Mable Riegelman as Gretel

Annn Ynunp, ('lairt- Harrinytun. Kasl»iii Kint. Jack
HiUman. Klfritda St-inc]urff. Uosji Honyikovii —
I-arge Chorus—Orchestra of 50—Stage Direction.

Ferris Hartman

PrIceMt 92.00—91.no—91.00

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. Fillmore 1624

Appointment Only
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Still Another Personal Word
From

LEON M. LANG
Retail Manager of Kohler & Chase

If

To Musicians and Music Students

:

-L ARDON my insistence but, although over a

hundred prominent musicians and students
have responded to my invitation, I really want
to see EVERY member of the Musical Profes-

sion, and the students, at my office or if you
will phone Kearny 5454 I will call on you at

your convenience.

I have a real message of help and co-opera-
tion—the result of my own years of experience,
first as an humble member of the profession
and later as one \vhose business career has been
so greatly assisted by the help of the musicians
—my own best friends.

Kohler & Chase have placed me in a posi-

tion to carry out my dream of years — their

policy is my policy. I know you will be w^ith

me for our mutual good.

Yours for the Advancement of Music

oC€iu^ ^ /Cck.jt<^

Retail Manager of Kohler & Chase

26 OTarrell Street
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

LOS ANGELES. Aug. 21.—Musical week end events

at Hollywood Bowl were especially gratifying as they

brought notable talent for the first time to public atten-

tion.

.Mme. Bertha Svedrofsky. who together with Concert-

master Henry Svedrofsky. was the soloist in the Bach
Double Concerto for two violins with orchestra estab-

lished herself at once in the forefront of resident artist-

violinists with this debut. Judging from her luscious

tone, virile bowing and firm lingerboard technic she

bids fair to claim honors of being our foremost woman
violinist. Both Svedrofskys gave a reading of the work
characteristic in style as well as of human warmth. Tlie

orchestra under Conductor Hertz rendered a remark-

able accompaniment. Lester Donohue, piano soloist in

the Liszt E flat major concerto with orchestra, made a

pleasing, but not a deep impression. This work de-

mands more strength of technic and interpretative per-

sonality than Mr. Donohue has to give.

Yesterday afternoon's performance of the Stabat

Mater bv Rossini introduced the Vocal Ensemble of

the Meii"s City Club. Thanks to Maestro William

Tyroler this is a finely blended and precisely schooled

ensemble whose members sing with impressive dis-

crimination. Special honors must go to Flora Myers
Engel. a soprano of lovely tone quality and winning

ease of technic. Ernesto Rubio is a tenor of decided

promise. Gage Christopher's basso, while not of even

carrying power, appeals through inherent appeal of

tone which Mr. Gage well enhances from the stand-

point of musicianship and interpretation. Glemence
Gilford's contralto was well liked because of its expres-

siveness and tonal clarity. Mr. Tyroler had his en-

semble and orchestra well in hand.

Beethoven was heard for the first time at the Holly-

wood Bowl when Conductor Hertz gave the Andante
from the Fifth Symphony with that delicacy of shading

which becomes all the more vital in its subtleness

when it is contrasted with the dynamic grandeur of

another Beethoven work rendered on the same pro-

gram, the Lenore Overture No. 3. Really ideal was the

Prelude to the first act of Wagners Lohengrin. We
have never heard it played before with such regard as to

tonal shading, phrasing and building of that wonderful,

inverted climax as it were. The tender serenity of the

strings, specially of the violins was heart-touching in-

deed. And then the dramatically torrential passages

again of the Lenore Overture. It meant musical versa-

tality as to technic and interpretation. Mariska .\ldrich,

soprano soloist in the Love Death from Wagner's

Tristan and Isolde did not meet with the demands of

the work. Undoubtedly, the orchestra was too loud, but

also during the quieter episodes one missed volume

and color in the singers' tones. Somehow, one wished

for more abandon in shading and tempo during the

Marche Slav of Tschaikowsky. It is not an aesthetically

ingratiating work, specially when the festive "racket"

begins. But it is a case of "the more, the merrier."

Conductor Hertz seemed to hold back. It is only as a

highly spontaneous riot of sound that the piece is at

a'.l enjoyable.
During the intermission of the concert about $4,000

was secured in subscription towards the continuation

of the season. However Mrs. J. J. Carter and Hugo
Kirchhofer, the popular community song-leader, had

to plead hard. 1 had hoped that the public would have

responded more generously, for money cannot out-

weigh the deep pleasure these concerts under Alfred

Hertz do afford.

In response to an inquiry from a well known party,

who should have known better, I will repeat that the

concerts are sponsored by the Community Park and
Art Association, a non-profit making organization, who,

when the Bowl is paid for, will turn it over to the

public as municipal property. Neither President F. W.
Blanchard, nor .Mrs. J. J. Carter, secretary of the or-

ganization, derive any benefit from their efforts, which

are purely a labor of love.

"Yes, chickens always come home to roost," Carl

Joseph I!reil admitted with a smile, announcing that

he had come to this city "for good."

"New York is a wonderful city, but 1 have come to

find out that it is not the best place to write music.

I have composed comparatively little there in the five

years since I left Los Angeles. .New York City lacks

that peculiar atmosphere which is conducive to writ-

ing musi'-. mused the composer of The Legond, the

.\merican opera which had its premiere at the Metro-

politan Opera House four years ago.

"I am not saying this to cater to the people here. But
it is a fact. .Moreover, New York City, like the entire

eastern part of the states, is simply hide-bound with

foreign musicians and Europeanism. I have no Ill-

feeling about that. It is perhaps In the course of things.

Just as much as I really believe that the American
composer and .\merlcan artist is more and more look-

ing to the west and the coast, and I am quite sincere,

in particular to Los Angeles where, considering every-

tliing, a musical standard has been reached in the past

few years, which makes this town a leading music
center. Even the prominent European artists have
come to realize that the east Is over-saturated with

music. If Los .•Vngeles wants to make the effort it can
capture musicians and artists of all callings who have
much more to give them myself.

•FITZGERALD'S for the advancement of music"

Nicholson uses the Knabe
L. DeVere Nicholson, the noted composer of Los Angeles, is

just one more artist who finds in the pearly purity of tone,

wonderful resonance and perfect action of the

KNABE
the perfect medium for the expression of his art. Mr. Nich-

olson uses the Knabe exclusively.

HILL STREET
fMDflBgMusiccaS

AT 7S7-729
I.UK AnKcles

.\No nf aaa pine -\ve., l.onK Ileach

"No, I cannot complain about the east, as far as

financial aspects of music are concerned. Henry Had-
ley, the conductor and composer, who is always ready

to bring new American works before the public, played

my suite of Egyptian Sketches. It is the only bigger

work I have written since my departure from here.

It is for that very reason that I have come back to the

west, because I have the inner knowledge that I can
write better music in California.

Although -Mr. Breil arrived here only during the

early part of the week, he has already been approached
by several big motion picture producers. Breil, who Is

a son of Pittsburgh, (the same city from where Cadman
hails, and incidentally, his opera The Legend had its

premiere on the same bill with Cadman's Shanewis at

the ".Met"), won national recognition with the first

large orchestra scores ever written for the screen

drama. He is the composer of the music to Griffith's

intolerance. Birth of a Nation, to The Lost Batallion.

His score to The Birth of a Race, a Rancon production

with a war-time topic, and now withdrawn because less

timely, was the first entirely original score written to

a twelve-reel film, according to the composer.

Beyond the fact that he wishes to give much of his

time to creative work, Mr. Breils plans are undecided.

He will do a small amount of teaching, composition
and vocal-coaching, having had years of experience as

operatic tenor and conductor of the Boston Ideal Opera
Company, an organization founded by him about fifteen

years ago for a six weeks' summer season and which
toured in the east for four consecutive years.

"I am thinking of forming a similar organization here.

I would like to produce light and grand opera. Pre-

ferably in English and on an artistic basis, but not

extravagantly. My operatic experience shows me that

the great problem of operatic success as a producer is

to keep the right balance between the debit and credit

sides of the ledger. This should be possible with a

permanent company that tours the coast twelve months
in the year. My aim is good, but not extravagant pro-

ductions."

Carolyne Smith, secretary-treasurer of the Philhar-

monic Orchestra and personal representative of Wil-

liam Andrews Clark Jr., founder of the orchestra, is

expected to return home this evening from a transcon-

tinental tour. .Mrs. Smith visited most of the symphony
cities in the countries, making investigations as to

the status of orchestras in various communities. In

.New "i'ork City, together with Manager Behymer of

the orchestra, she arranged tor the appearances of solo-

ists during the next season.

Thilo Becker, pianist, and Mrs. Otie Chew Becker,

violinist, are crossing the Atlantic. They sailed for

Europe en the Reliance, bound for Liverpool. Mr. and
Mrs. Becker will head for Leipsic to visit Mr. Becker's

mother. They are planning to visit London, Paris,

Brussels, Munich and Berlin. .-Vt the latter city they

will appear in Joint recital and return to Los Angeles
late in October.

Homer Grunn, pianist-composer, and his family are

motoring "somewhere" in the North California redwood
forests. Homer has taken a stack of blank music-paper
with him. More about this when he returns during the

last week of this month.

Hollywood now has an Opera Study Club where
operatic works will find readings in English. The club

is limited to one hundred members and will meet for

the first time oflicially in September. Meetings are to

be held the first Monday morning of each month.
The programs are in charge of Mme. Lilly Snelling

Farquhar, formerly with the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany. Suzanne Joyce Spear will act as accompanist.
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ALMA STETZLER
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Not for years has an announcement with quite as
much portent to the whole musical world been made, as
the rocen; one that the Zoellner Quartet have at last

attained iheir ideal and will open a Conservatory to
he known as the Zoellner Conservatory of Music at
1J50 Winisor Boulevard. Los Angeles Their mutual
enthusiasm of the Zoellners for their work has been
rewarded on th? roncert stage. In their many tours m-
tluding the principal cities of this country and of Eu-
rope, they have everywhere been -greeted with the
praise of critics and the music-!o\inE: public. The
inost conservative n^usical papers hail them as "some-
taing unitiiie in the annals of chamber music orgai:-
;^ations." It was the realization brought by the re-
peated requests for instmcticn during their many tours
;hat finallv cr>sta.lized the Zoellner's desire to provide
a means for the advancement of their particular depart-
ment of music. Also the wish of the members to settle
down. Not alone is this conservatory to be a means for
learning caaraber music, but the faculty chosen for all

other branches is excellent. Principal instructors wir_

be: Charles WikeSeld Cadman. ^hose compositions
are known and loved everywhere. Fannie DiKon, com-
poser and harmonist, Jerome Uhl. brilliant singer.
Frieda ^yecke, delightful pianologueist.

Aphrodiue, lyric mr:sic-drama. music and libretto by
Mrs. Magnus E. Ingleton. successful playwright and
screen-author of Los Angeles, had its first hearing be-
fore a smal! audience of musical and dramatic experts.
The verdict was so favorable that a more exhaustive
reading of the score is planned for nest week. Produc-
tion plans are already under detailed consideration.
Aphrodine will have its first performance this fall in
Los Angeles with Alexander Bevani. producer of Car-
men at the Bowl as artistic director. Douglas Crane,
well known portrait painter, is designing costumes and
settings. As the action takes place at times under the
sea. submarine grottos unique effects as to scenery,
costumes and lighting may be expected. The action
also calls for settings of idyllic simplicity, affording thus
great variety of •atmosphere." Claire Douglas Crane.
pianiste. gave a convincing reading of the manuscript
score, which found warm approval from L'Iderico Mar-
cellt San Francisco composer-director, and of Walter
Hast, London impresario, who is interested in acquir-
ing stage rights for European productions.

California Theatre—The overture which Carli Elinor.
the popular conductor, has arranged for presentation
in conjunction with The Kingdom Within, Victor Shert-
zinger's production at the California Theatre this week
is undoubtedly one of the greatest musical triumphs of
the year. The opening number is Thurbans greatest
composition Americana, Impressions of America today
mirror themselves in this original selection, character-
ized by a syncopated rythm, which suggests the negro
influence in our national music. The second offering is

Gustav Luder's greatest success. The Prince of Pilsen.
Mr. Elinor has arranged this popular musical comedy
so as to include the Stein Song. The Message of the
Violet, The Widow, and the Tale of the Seashell. The
last selection which Mr. Elinor is interpreting, is

Charles J. Orth's. In the Clock Store.

Ulderico Marcelli, the distinguished composer-conduc-
tor, has been visiting in Los Angeles for some time
and while there acted as guest conductor at Grauman's
Million Dollar Theatre with great success. Indeed
he made such an excellent impression that he received
an ovation, and orchestra members as well as audience
and Sid Grauman gave evidence of their pleasure in
witnessing his conducting.
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ALCAZAR THEATRE HAS NEW COMPANY
With an entirelr new company, the Wilkes Alcazar

theatre reopens Saturday night. August 26. in the A. BL
Thomas comedy success "The Champion." with George
Barnes and Miss Kay Hammond in the leading roles.
Others making up the new Wilkes Alcazar company are:
Ida Maye, Caroline Frances Cooke. Barbara Lucas. Fred
Dunham. Emmot Vogar. Lorimer Johnston. Gordon
Kyle. H. L. Willits, George P. Webster, Anoyn McNuliy.
Vincent Duffy. Arthur Elton, George Saunders and
others.

"The Champion." which kept Broadway in laughter
for a year and ran seven months in Chicago, bases its
mirth on the consternation occasioned in a staid Eng-
lish family when a wayward son returns after an
absence of fifteen years, bringing with him a slight
knowledge of law and the middleweight ring champion-
ship of the world. His advent causes unusual compli-
cations, inasmuch as one of his brothers is about to
be made a bishop and another is aiming toward a
seat in Parliament. A tempestuous courtship adds to
the mirth, the play ending in an nnforsecn climax.
This marks the initial engagement at this popular

playhouse under the direction of Thomas Wilkes,
owner of theatres in Los Angeles. Denver. Salt Lake
City and Seattle and affiliated with one of Xew York's
most noted producers. Sam H. Harris, whose successes
are numbered by the score. It is the future policy of
the Wilkes .Alcazar to give only the best of plays and
players. Matinees will be presented as usual on Sen-
days. Thursdays and Saturdays, following the opening
performance Saturday night-

.

Mary Carr Moore, gave a very onique and delightful
affair at the Hotel Whitcomb Roof Garden on Saturday
afternoon .August 19th. entitled .\ Mother Goose Party,
during which that able and noted composer acted as
hostess. Mrs. Moore presented a program for the little

folks assisted by Frances Stevens, little Miss 5Iuffet,
Marjorie Stevens. The Maid Was in the Garden: Vivian
Collins. The Queen of Hearts: Lorraine Co'.lins. Little
Bo-Peep: Helen Katenbrink. Mistress Mary: Margaret
Katenbrink. Little Jack Homer: Avis Xelson, Jack;
Gloria Cooksle.v. Jill; Katherine Ellis. Little Red Riding
Hood: and Marian Moore. Dafly Down Dilly. There
were also souvenir favors and a special childrens" tea.
The entire event was thoroughly enjoyed by a large
and well pleased audience of children and grown-ups.
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If you wish to become famous you must be known and
In order to become known you need publicity and there
Is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then
fame is undignified.
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RUDY SEIGER'S NUMEROUS ACTIVITIES

Miss Gilda Marchetti, a ^iu(.<->sful young dramatic
soprano soloist of Los Anpeles, is visiting in San Fran-
cisco, spending part of her summer vacation here. Miss
Marcheiti is not only an accomplished vocal artist,

but has a class of very efficient students in Los An-
geles. She is a star pupil of some of the leading Italian.

French and German teachers, with whom she studied
in Los Angeles, and also in Europe. Her repertoire
includes grand operatic roles and the standard German,
Prench and Russian songs.

Frank W. Healy, after several months' confinement
in a hospital, is again able to be about, and is

shaking hands with his many friends, who congrat-
ulate bim upon bis miraculous recovery. He had to

undergo several operations, and only through the
merest chance did he escape the fatal results of his

sickness, which included several ailments, among the
most serious being appendicitis. However. Mr. Healy
is now fully recovered and is again presiding over his
office in the Kohler & Chase building.

Clarence Eddy, the eminent American organist, who
is on a tour giving recitals on the Pacific Coast, was
asked to accompany a party of Bohemian Club guests
'to the Bohemian Grove to give a program on the
organ there. Naturally he acquitted himself with his
usual artistry and musicianship.

Mr. and Mrs. Zuckerman, two prominent music pa-
trons of Los Angeles, were in San Francisco this
week, and were entertained by numerous friends, who
were fortunate enough to benefit from these delightful
hosts' famous desire to extend courtesies and hospi-
tality. Mr. and Mrs. Zuckerman came here in their

new automobile and returned home yesterday (Friday).
They are always ready to encourage any worthy mu-
sical event in Los Angeles, and many a distinguished
artist has reason to feel grateful to them for thoughtful
attentions.

Madame Stella Raymond Vought. coloratura soprano,
has been known to us as a concert manager, giving very
delightful concerts at the Fairmont Hotel this past
winter, but this is the first opportunity we have had
to hear her beautiful voice in some of the opera arias.

She will be the soloist at the California Theatre Sunday
morning, singing the Shadow Song from Dinorah with
Seven's orchestra accompanying. She has studied with
Edmund J. Meyer, well known voice specialist, who has
written more famous books on the voice than any other
man of today. At the Chicago Musical College Madame
Vought coached with Oscar Saenger on repertoire, and
has many interesting songs in her collection.

Mrs. Alice Barnett Price, the well known pianist and
composer of San Diego, and Miss Jessie Voigt. a bril-

liant young San Diego violinist, were visitors in San
Francisco during the last two weeks. Miss Price is

nationally known as a composer of excellent vocal and
instrumental compositions and her skill as pianist is

admired in the South where she appeared in many
concerts with splendid artistic results. Miss Voigt's
violinistic art is also being greatly admired in Southern
Talifornia.

Pearl Hossack Whitcomb, the gifted contralto, and a
member of the Faculty of the University of California
Extension, will give the Half Hour of Music in the
Greek Theatre this Sunday afternoon, August 27th,

rendering the following program; A Mio Babbine Caro.
from Giamie Schicchi (Puccini). Dawn in the Desert
(Gertrude Rossi, Lullaby (Cyril Scott). White Birch
(Goatley), Pale Moon (Logan), Les Larmes from Wer-
ther (Massenet). Pilgrims Song, sung in Russian
(Tschaikowsky). Life (Pearl Curran).

The Ada Clement Music School announces a new
course in Rhythmic Interpretation and Plastic Visuali-

zation of Music with Miss Ingeborg Lacour-Torrup as
instructor. Miss Lacour-Torrup is a Danish dancer who
divides her time between Europe and America. This
course includes individual instruction for adults and
class work for children. Miss Lacour-Torrup is booked
for a number of dance programs in and around San
Francisco. She will appear at the Greek Theatre in

Berkeley on Wednesday afternoon, September 27th.

Miss Olive Crosno, who came down from Washington
to take advantage of H. B. Pasmore's intensive course
given to students at the ITniversity of California Sum-
mer Session, was soloist at St. Stephens Episcopal
Church on Sunday, August 20th, singing as the offertory
Allitson's The Lord Is My Light. Miss Crosno gave
this beautiful song splendid expression and impressed
the congregation with her beautifully resonant and
sweet voice of fine timbre and volume. Miss Crosno will

return to Washington and teach the gospel of tonal
beauty and how to secure it as expounded by H. B.
Pasmore.

Miss Carrie Jones, the talented young pianist, artist-

pupil of .\lma Schmidt-Kennedy of Berkeley, will leave
on Monday, August 28. for Vienna to complete her
studies and expects to remain abroad about two years.
After studying in Vienna for a time Miss Jones con-
templates going to Berlin. She has appeared frequently
in concert with brilliant success and among her most
cherished experiences she regards accompanying Louis
Persinger in some of bis concerts and playing a'so

with Horace Brltt.

Rudy Seiger, the well-known violinist and orchestral
director, spent his vacation at the Bohemian Grove,
where he participated in several programs with spon-
taneous successs. Among the most important events
he took part in must be included the special concert
given at Bohemian Grove for the American Bar Associa-
tion. Mr. Seiger has been selected to write the music
for this year's Family Club play entitled The Flight of
the Stork, which will be presented at the Family
Farm on Sunday, September 3d. Rehearsals are now in
progress, and indicate a big artistic triumph for Mr.
Seiger and the artists selected for the interpretation
of this work.

Mr. Seiger's professional activities during the ensu-
ing season will be many and varied ones. He will con-
duct his Sunday evening concerts with specially well
selected programs and soloists during the season, and
of course continue the nightly concerts as well. Even
during the summer thousands of people attend these
concerts, which are given complimentary by the man-

Rl DV SKIGCR
The Ilrlllinnt 1 oiinK Condurtor, A'iollniHt nnd Com-
poHer WhoMe AcllvltieH Dnrlne the \e\v SenNtin 'Will
Take Him to Sontheru California and Honolalo.

agement of the Fairmont Hotel to the musical public.
and form an important factor in the musical life of
the community. Mr. Seiger has also been entrusted
with the selection of the new Alcazar Theatre Orches-
tra, which will begin its duties this evening with the
inauguration of a new era under new ownership.

Since Mr. Linnard has resumed management of his
Pasadena hotels. Mr. Seiger's duties have been en-
larged, and he and his famous Fairmont Hotel Orches-
tra will make a tour of two weeks before the first

of the year, appearing at these Southern California
hotels. During November Mr. Seiger will go to Hono-
lulu to open a new and magnificent theatre. Owing to

these many engagements. Mr. Seiger is compelled,
much against his inclination, to relinquish his posi-

tion among the first violin section of the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra, which position he enjoyed
so thoroughly and where he gave such fine satisfaction.

In addition to his many concert engagements, both
as orchestra leader and soloist, Mr, Seiger and his

artists broadcast every day at the Fairmont Hotel radio
station, and this is the only orchestra which is en-

trusted with such duty daily at present. Mr. Seiger's
programs have been so thoroughly enjoyed that it has
been found advantageous to discontinue programs by
mechanical instruments and substitute them with
orchestral music. Mr. Seiger is very fortunate in the
selection of his musicians comprising his orchestra,
among whom may be found such prominent artists as:

Jascha Schwarzman. the distinguished Russian cellist;

J. Chandler Smith, a pianist of exceptional artistic pro-

ficiency; Jerome Simon, an excellent violinist, and Her-
man Seiger. the young violinist's father, a dean among
San Francisco orchestral players, who wields the bow
of his contrabass with unerring accuracy and judgment.

WALDROP TO GIVE SPECIAL PROGRAM

A single recital will be given upon the great municipaf
organ this Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in the Expo
sition Auditorium by Uda Waldrop. the well-known Cali

fomia composer and organist. This will be his final ap-

pearance in San Francisco prior to his departure for

New York, where he goes to make a number of records
for the Aeolian pipe organ and the Duo Art piano.

Waldrop has the faculty of presenting programs which,
though made up of the best in organ literature, are at

the same time popular, and on the present occasion his

selections will include the Intermezzo from "The Foun-
tain of Youth." the Family Club Play of 1920. for which
Edmond Coblintz wrote the book, and the Andante and
Allegro of Francis Edward Bache. a young English com-
poser of great promise, who passed away in his early

manhood.

Supervisor J. Emmet Hayden. chairman of the Audi-
torium Committee, announces that Warren D. Allen,
organist of Stanford University, will occupy the console
of the municipal organ during Waldrop's absence, on
the Sunday afternoons of September 3 and 10. The
public is cordially welcomed at all of the recitals, for

which there is no charge and no reserved seats. This
Sunday's program is as follows:

Suite Gotbifiue <Boellman>—Introduction (choral),
Minuet Gothique, Priere a Notre Dame; Oriental Sketcb
(Bird); Andante Cantabile (Tschaikowsky); Fugue if

G Minor (Bach); Improvisation. Mr. Waldrop; (a) Sing
Smile, Slumber (Gounod), (b) Chaconne (Durand); (c)

Intermezzo from The Family Club play. The Fountain
of Youth (1920), book and lyrics by Edmund Coblintz.
music by Uda Waldrop. A chorus of men's voices is

heard in the distances, follolwed by a short interlude
introducing the Intermezzo. This Intermezzo was orig-

inally composed for violin solo with wood, wind and
harp accompaniment. Kamenoi Ostrow (Revue An-
geliqupi (Rubinstein), by request; Andante and Allegro
(Bache).

ALEXANDER SASLAVSKY ENDS DENVER SEASON

Alexander Saslavsky, the well-known violinist and
ensemble player, whose reputation has become inter-

national, as well as national, during his twenty-five
years' association with the leading symphony orches-
tras in this country, has concluded his usual summer
season in Denver, where, among other events, he gave
a series of four chamber music concerts as founder
of the Saslavsky Chamber Music Society of Colorado.
We already published the program and comment of
the first of these concerts, during which he created
such a distinct success. The entire series, which was
given at the Brown Palace Hotel in Denver, proved
a brilliant success, and the final concert brought out
the following splendid program, thoroughly well inter-

preted: Mendelssohn Trio D minor, op. 49. which was
given by request; Sonata for two violins and piano
(Handel), first performance in Denver; Sonata in B
minor (Ottorino Respighi), for piano and violin, first

performance in Denver; Trio in C minor (.Mexander
Grettchaninoff). which was repeated by request. This
fourth and final concert was given on Friday evening,
August 4th. The members of the Saslavsky Chamber
Music Society of Colorado are: Alexander Saslavsky,
violin; Jean C. Cranmer. violin; Alfred De Voto. piano,
and Frederick Goerner, cello. The Society is planning
to give a festival of Chamber Music in September, 1923.

Mr. Saslavsky left Denver on August 10th on his
way to the Northwest, where he will give recitals in

Spokane. Wash., Coeur d'Alene. Idaho, Seattle. Wash.,
and Portland. Ore. On this tour he has the able assist-

ance of Alfred De Voto. the noted Boston pianist. Mr.
Saslavsky expects to return to San Francisco the end
of this month. He made a flying trip to the Bohemian
Grove, where he conducted the Little Symphony Or-
chestra in a most successful concert, returning to Den-
ver immediately after the concert. In addition to the
chamber music concerts in Denver. Mr. Saslavsky also

gave chamber music concerts in Boulder, Colo., with
equally brilliant artistic success.

Giulio Minetti, conductor of the Minetti Orchestra,
and one of the foremost violinists and pedagogues on the
Pacific Coast, has resumed his studio work after an
absence of several weeks at his summer home in San
Anselmo. and is again as active as ever. The Minetti
Orchestra has begun rehearsals for the ensuing season
and is preparing an excellent program to be presented
early in October. The Minetti Orchestra consists of
more than sixty young musicians who have been
thoroughly trained under the able supervision of Giulio
Minetti.

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY STAFF VACATION

With the close of the summer session the executive
staff of the Cincinnati Conservatory has scattered for

a month's vacation. Miss Bertha Baur, directress of

the Conservatory, is spending her vacation at French
Lick, Indiana. George Baur. secretary and treasurer, is

enjoying a month at Cedarville. Mich. He reports that

the resort is very quiet, as many fear to travel on ac-

count of the railroad situation.

Burnet C. Tuthill. the new general manager of the
Conservatorj', will join his wife and family in the

Rocky Mountains at Buena Vista. Colorado. Upon his

return to Cincinnati Mr. Tuthill will take up the organ-
ization of the Conservatory chorus. Though this chorus
will be largely made up of students of the Conservatory,
it will not be confined to them. Any person interested

will be welcome to make application. Mr. Tuthill plans

to study Handel's "Messiah'* with the chorus for a

concert late in December, to be given with the aid of

the Conservatory Orchestra.

GODOWSKY IN SOUTH AMERICA

Leopold Godowsky. the world-famous pianist, has ar-

rived in South America. Letters received in this city by
friends of Tina Lerner-Shavitch and her husband. Vladi-

mir Shavitch. report Mr. Godowsky meeting with tre-

mendous success in Buenos Ayres in bis concerts and

his safe arrival at Montevideo, where he is to give a

series of concerts and also be a guest-artist with the

Montevideo Symphony Orchestra of ninety musicians,

with Mr. Shavitch as leader.

South America is rapidly developing a taste for

music, as is evidenced by the reception given visiting

artists from the United States. In Montevideo Mr. Go-

dowsky will give his concerts in the large Music Hall,

seating over one thousand persons, and which is located

in the three-story Conservatory managed by Mr. and
Mrs. Shavitch. A reception in honor of Mr. and Mrs.

Godowsky was given by Mr. and Mrs. Shavitch in the

music hall, which was attended by the entire music-

loving populace of Montevideo.
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The D'Allessio Conservatory of Music
gave an invitatiooal Fall Opening Concert,

the program of which was interpreted by
members of the faculty and contained the
following compositions: Violin and piano

—Sonata (Cesar Fraiik). Signer Camillo
d'Alessio and Elsie Cook-Hughes; Two
Pianos Duet. Arensky Suite, op. 15 (An-
ton Arensky). Norma d'-Messio and Elsie

Cook-Hughes: Violin Solo. Concerto No.

3 (C deBeriot). Signor C d'-\lessio. at the
piano. Miss Norma d'Alessio: piano solo.

Etude in D flat major (Franz Liszt I. Elsie

Cook-Hughes; Clarinet solo. Carnival of

Venice (arranged by C. d'Alessiol. Mr.
Liszt d'-\lessio; violin alone. Chaconne
(Jos. Seb. Bach). C. d'.\lessio; Trio for

riolin. clariet annd piano, (a) Tarantella,

(b) Danza Espagnola (C. d'Alesio), Ca-
millo, Liszt and Norma d'Alessio.

George L. Piner, the well-known tenor

and vocal teacher, left for his orchard
in Lake County to spend a well-earned
vacation. Mr. Finer has a beautiful coun-

try home there and spends several weeks
every year in that scenic dreamland. He
is accompanied by Mr. Vail, a successful

young tenor soloist, and Frank Wenzel.
the wellknown pianist and accompanist.
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tlon. 2539 Clay St., Phone Weat 4S90.

JULIAN R. WAYBUR
TEACHER OF THE PIANOFORTE
Teachine Method)* a Specialty

Address a!l communications to -'*''•']

Itwight Way. Berkeley
Tel*'phr.ne Berkeley iZ>9

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
.\RTISTIC

PI\NO I.VSTRl CTION'
Stadio: 2000 Kohler A Chaite Dldg.

Telephone Kearny ."1-154

Ren. Tel. BayvicTT 4104

F. WARREN SHOUP
Piano InKtracilnnn — Snninier Claiuten

Member Toronto School of ^Inxic—Stadent
of Mme. Bree of Vienna FirHt AsHi-Htant to
I.emchetltxky I. Phone: Franklin 7272 t Be-
tween 9 and II A. M.)

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO SOLOIST AND TEACHER

Ada Clement Music School
ZiZh Sacramento St. San Francisco

Grand Prix, Paris
Grand Prix*. St.

L HE richness, evenness, depth a_r-i

I chann cf Biidw:n ig^t c--r
r duplicated, Ot^y v.iu th:
win Piano can It be prc«l_:
cause only the Bald^sia h

icjtppertfej capable of its djvt!:;;-
meoL Those who approach the sdectioQ of a
piano impreiodiced and with open jnind had
the Baldwin a revelation.
If r«a V* l»tri—<»< ! tW frtkmt •< * p*«IIt Uck-

tthf SalDroin^Jiano dorapvinu

31# Sutter St. San Francisco, Cal

®l«= ^m
Member of Federal Reserve Systens and Associated Savings Banks of San Franelaco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.VS FRA.NCISrO B.iXKl

sac CaUtaraU Street. Saa Praaelsea, Cal.
COMMERCl-tL

HISSIOX BRjlNCH, Hlsaioa aad :ist Streets
P.\RK.PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH. Clement St. and 7th \re.

U.\IGUT STREET URA.NCH. Halcht sad BelTedere Streets

JUNE 30th, 1922
-Assets .......... »T«.1T0.1T7.1«
Deposits .......... 72.470.177.1^
Capital Actually Paid Up ...... . l.tMm.ooooo
Reserve and Contingent Funds ...... 2.7(10.000.00
Einployees' Pension Fund ....... av;[3v4!t:i

OFFICERS—JOHN A. BUCK, President; GEO. TOURNT. Vice-President and
ManaBer: A. H. R SCHKIDT, Vice-President and Cashier: E. T KROSE. Vice-
President: .\. H. irCLLEP.. Secretary: WIL D. NEWHOUSE \«sistant Secretirr-WILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL. G. A. BELCHER P.. A LAUENSTEIx'
H. H. HEP.ZEP. and H. P. MAY.VAP.D. Assistant Cashiers: L. C KOSTER Man-
ager Mission Branch: W. C. HEYER Manager Park-Presidio District Branch-
O. F. PAULSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

^"sirici urancn.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS JOHN A. BUCK. GEO. TOLTINT E T KHHSTt
A. H. R SCHMIDT. I. N. WALTEP.. HUGH GOODFELLOW. E N VAN BERGEVROBERT DOLLAR. C. W. DO.A.NE, L. =. SHERMAN. WALTER .° HA\S.'

GOODFELLOW. EET.T-S. MOORE * ORRICK, General Attorners.
A dividend to depositors of FOUR AND ONE-QU.\P,TER (1>4) per cent nerannum was declared for the six months ending June 30th. 1^12

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
\ ioliniHl and Teacher

Head of Violin Department .Xda Clement
iln.HJc School

34rJ.' Sacramemo "^t.. San Franci.Hco

Ruth Degnan
PLTIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TE.tCHSIR OF VOICE

242S Pine St. Tel. 'We.t 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8212

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MARION FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp, 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way. Berkeley. CaL

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Piicne Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK

47S Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg.. TeL Kearny 5454

MRS. RICHARD REES
»7i Scott Street TeL Park S17K

MISS ELSIE INGHAM
Phone Prospect 5824 1040 Bush Street

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave.. Oakland. TeL Oak. 51(4

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 167«

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker St Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332J

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. TeL K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 356i

MOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. TeL Kearny 5454

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. TeL: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. TeL Fillmore 113

REED .\ND SIOITHPIECE 3IAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission SL Satt«r (3U
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SGHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

GRAVEURE, MACBETH, EASTON. JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers
TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOUR TEACHING PIECES (Grade 3)
Dj- Plorrnr« I". Re« THE W OOIl XVMPH'S HARP

Each » ,30 KING THRUSH BEARD
HEI.I.O! .MIC. RODIN YAHI.M.i

Then* pieoen ore brine wlilrly UMed and much appreciated by tcachem who Tnlue
their InNplratlunal beauty and modern Idiom. l!M<'Slt.\L FOR THE GRADE. l*ub-
llahrd by CLAYTON F. Sl.MMV CO.. CHICAGO, and for Hlc by HENRY GROUE
In the (tore o( AVII.EY II. AI.LEN CO.

135 Kearny St., Son Francisco

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACroMFAMST

112S (tieHtnut Sfreel
Telephone ProMpect •I1KE2

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL cri,TrRE

ArtUt puplln available for all oeeaaiona
SOO Kohler A Cbaae Bide. Kearny 4091

Califbrrvja
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

w
7lh—Il:«(» A. M.

SEVERI
iind the fnnioUM

CALIFORNIA THEATRE
ORCHESTRA

SoioKt
MME. STELLA VOUGHT
COLORATIRA SOPRA.NO

Offering
SH\IH»'\\' SONt; FRflM DINORAH

( ^lendeNMnhn>

Qonstance Alexandre
Me::zo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

GAETANO MEROLA
CONDUCTOR

Hammerstein's London and Manhattan Opera Houses
Voice and Operatic Coaching

Suite 705 Kobler & CfaaKe Duildlne
Phone Kearny 5454

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
Far Kindergarten and Primary Gradca

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
^^'orda and Ho«lc

ABBIB GERRISH-JONKS
Adaptions and Deacriptlona

OLIVB B. ^VlLSON-DORRlEq«r
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the result of
the needs of the children in the DemonBtratlon
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-
rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICES CLOO AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, Nevs^ York

'The <iAristocrat ofthe 'Piano World

Ulhp

illastm^%mlm
Known and Loved Wherever Musicians Gather, As the

Triumph ot the Piano Maker's Art

The Greatest Piano in the World

A^W
C^.^,^

^^^f*^ri. 1
nF^^

-^-
:
— -=g^ji^-.'~:.„_ y

,^B_i /

^^^^™_^WinJr ' i 'IE'3
^^= &^

f
"-wia.ij^

Doubt as to quality, durability or prestige no

longer is mentioned whenever or wherever

Mason & Hamlin pianos are known and dis-

cussed. Instead, only confidence and enthusi-

astic admiration are voiced by the leading

critics and the greatest artists of the world. To

])Iay upon a Mason & Hamlin Grand is to

realize that the world knows no equal. To ac-

quire one is a marked testimonial of superior

taste, musical discriinination and appreciation

of the truly beautiful. We would like you to

test them fully.

^Mason & Hamlin Tianos in all Styles 'JtCay be Seen Only at Our Stores

TWO rNTRAN'CnS
135-153 Kearny & 117-125 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines '^ilgxBAllen@
-MASON AND HAMLIN P1AN0S-

fTALKINCn;
MACHINES f

iJRECOBOSV

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street

San Jose—99 South First

sheet music
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HANSEL AND GRETEL OPEN AIR PREMIERE WALDROP GOING EAST TO MAKE ROLLS
Charming Fairy Tale Grand Opera by Humperdinck Receives Enjoyable

Musical and Histrionic Presentation Under Direction of Paul Stein-
dorff at Greek Theatre in Berkeley—Mabel Riegelman Match-

less in Gretel Role—Anna Young and Jack Hillman
Prove Excellent in Other Principal Roles

By ALFRED METZGER

Noted Pianist, Organist and Composer Has Been Specially Requested to
Record His Art for the Duo Art Piano—Has Been Unusually Active

During Last Season—Has Ambitious Plans for Ensuing Year
Proved Great Success as Municipal Organist Attracting

Large Audiences Every Time He Appeared

—

Mrs. Waldrop Goes Along

By ALFRED METZGER

The Greek Theatre of the University

of California was crowiled by a large

audience on the occasion of the first

c;ifn-air production iif Hansel and Gretel
given anywhere, last Saturday evening,

and the frequent acknowledgments of

the auditors after the conclusion of spe-

cially pleasing scenes or musical num-
bers, the hearty and unanimous applause,
gave ample evidence for the verdict of

those in attendance. This Humperdinck
opera is not entirely strange to the peo-

ple of the bay cities for it was given here
by the Chicago Opera Co. some years ago,

and created an excellent impression. At
that time Mabel Riegelman, too, inter-

preted the role of Gretel and impressed
her hearers with her fine vocal and his-

trionic powers. Paul Steindorff took spe-

cial care this time in regard to chorus
and orchestra and the result was most
gratifying. Specially effective from the
standpoint of ensemble was the finale

which ended in a thrilling climax very
ingeniously and graphically built up.

Scenery and costumes also were in full

conformance with the artistic character
of the production making a picturesque
appearance and lending colorful attrac-

tion to the performance.

activities, he was able to prepare this
production of Hansel and Gretel in a
sufficiently thorough manner to give it as
effective a presentation as was noted last
Saturday night.

The orchestra, although smaller than
the score calls for. was better rehearsed
than is usually the case on these occa-
sions. It consisted throughout of capable
musicians. The very difficult passages
were negotiated with gratifying smooth-
ness in most instances. The chorus, too,
acquitted itself most creditable of its task,
giving the ensemble numbers adequate
smoothness and uniformity of pitch and
coloring. The scenic effects were in the
main realistic and picturesque. The elec-

Mr. and Mrs. Uda Waldrop left for
New York last Monday where Mr. Wal-
drop has gone to make records for the
Duo Art some of which will include his
own compositions. The contract offered
Mr. Waldrop by the authorities in charge
of the recording department of the Duo
Art factory was so tempting that the
noted California organist, pianist and
composer could not possibly resist the
temptation to once more woo the muse
of the player piano. We say once mbre,
because Mr. Waldrop recorded his Dance
of the Water Sprites from the 1914 Bo-
hemian Grove Play Xec Natoma for the

Duo Art several years ago, and it has
proved an unqalified success.

While we admire the enterprise, public

spirit and inevitable sacrifices in labor

and money of those who, like Mr. Stein-

dorff, are pioneering in matters of open-
air and operatic productions of unusual
merit, but rarely heard, and in some
cases not heard at all but for the efforts

of such musicians like Mr. Steindorff, the
Pacific Coast Musical Review, if it wishes
to be of any help to musical progress at

all, must look upon public performances
pretending professional prestige from the
standpoint of artistic thoroughness.
While we are always ready to make ex-

cuses for nervousness, lack of rehearsing,
unavoidable accidents and incidents for

which no one can be held responsible, we
can not possibly overlook those shortcom-
ings which could have been easily
avoided if only those responsible had
taken their task seriously. And if we
refer to these matters at the end of this

review, we trust that our intentions will

not be misinterpreted. Unless a musical
production is presented with the under-
lying motive of doing it full artistic jus-

tice, it should never be presented at all.

For the injustice done composer and work
by deliberately exhibiting negligence in

important phases is much graver than
the satisfaction of the public to hear a
work, no matter how distorted, just for
the sake of listening to a few tunes.
These remarks are not intended specific-

ally for this production of Hansel and
Gretel. but for artistic performances in

general. Let us first devote our attention
to the best phases of this production.

MB. AND MRS. IDA W.VLDROP
Two Distincuisheil Repre.seiitntivps of Sao Fran-

cisco's >Iosical Cull, «ho have fxone Katit upon
an invitation to ^Ir. AA'aldrop to record

roll« for the Duo-.Vrt

In the first place we wish to commend
Paul Steindorff for his indefatigable ef-

forts in behalf of introducing rarely heard
musical productions of a choral or oper-
atic nature to the bay district. It is. to
say the least, not a grateful task, and on
this occasion he made specially stren-
uous efforts to give as satisfactory a
performance as circumstances permitted.
Being constantly busy with his studio
work, and at present continuously re-
hearsing and directing the Hartman-
Steindorff Opera Co., besides acting as
Choragus of the University of California,
and being director of several choral so-
cieties, the reader may easily see that
Mr. Steindorff's activities are numerous
and responsible ones. It is therefore as-
tounding that, in addition to his varying

trie lighting effects, however, left much
to be desired. Whoever was in charge of
the lighting system.should have informed
himself thoroughly as to the proper time
when to turn on or turn oft' the lights,
when to have subdued light, and when
to have bright light. In these cases it is

always advisable to have a signal light
connected with the musical director's
desk so that the operator can not make
any mistake in the way of accuracy of
lighting effects.

Of course in an opera like Hansel and
Gretel, which is intended to represent a
fairy tale, the principal characters are
necessarily those of the children. And
of these two the most important on this
special occasion was Gretel because

(Continued on Page 10. Col. 1)

The Exposition .\uditorium Music Com-
mittee, of which Emmet Hayden is the
chairman, was eager to give Mr. Waldrop
this leave of absence from his duties as
municipal organist, inasmuch as it means
a great deal to Mr. Waldrop's national
artistic reputation and indirectly reflects
credit upon the city of San Francisco.
The municipal organ recitals under the re-
gime of Uda Waldrop have been great
artistic successes, attracting much larger
crowds than has been the case under
other auspices. The attendance has never
been less than 2,500 which is a record
average for the Exposition Auditorium
organ concerts.

Among the artistic events in musical
circles of the State the joint recitals of
Mr. and Mrs. Uda Waldrop have occupied

a prominent position during the season
just closed. Upon the return of these two
musicians they will resume these greatly
admired recitals, having added to their
repertoire some of the foremost composi-
tions now in vogue in the east, where Mr.
and Mrs. Waldrop will utilize some of
their time to investigate the latest suc-
cesses on the important concert pro-
grams.

Mr. Waldrop is taking with him a letter
from Mayor James Rolph Jr., of San
Francisco, to Mayor Hylan of New York
and also a letter to the same New Y'ork
official from Supervisor Bmmett Hayden.
.Mr. Waldrop's duties as organist and
choir director of St. Luke's Episcopal
Church resulted in securing for this fa-
mous church a splendidly trained choir
including several excellent soloists giv-
ing as excellent church music programs
as are heard anywhere. The music at St.
Luke's Episcopal Church, where Mr. Wal-
drop has officiated since his return from
Europe, about twelve years ago, inspires
him with a great deal of pride, for so
much has been musically accomplished.
.\Ir. Waldrop at the age of sixteen was a
crucifer for Bishop Nichols and thus has
virutally grown up at this place of wor-
ship.

During Mr. Waldrop's absence in the
east which is expected to continue for at
least six weeks some of the foremost res-
ident organists will give the programs at
the Civic Auditorium. The first of these
will be Warren D. Allen, organist of
Stanford University, who will play this
Sunday, and who will later be followed
by Wallace A. Sabin and possibly others.
We take pleasure in publishing the fol-
lowing announcement received from the
publicity department of the Civic Audi-
torium.
Warren D. Allen, organist of Stanford

University and Dean of the Northern
California Chapter American Guild of or-
ganists, will give the first of two recitals
at the Exposition Auditorium this Sunday
afternoon at 3 o'clock. He was one of the
first to play upon the great municipal
organ when it was installed in Festival
Hall at the P. P. L E., and he is an
artist of recognized ability.

Several numbers new to San Francisco
will 'be upon the program, including part
four of The Pilgrim's Progress, a narra-
tive tone poem in twelve parts, by Ernest
.\ustin. an English composer of note.
Other selections which will be played for
the first time here are the Toccata in B
minor by Augustin Barie, the Scherzo
from the Symphony in G minor, op. 18,
by Edward Shippen Barnes and the Mir-
age from "Scenes from a Mexican Des-
ert,'' by H. C. Nearing.
Chairman J. Emmet Hayden of the

.\uditorium Committee of the Board of
Supervisors arranged with the Stanford
organist to give these two recitals before
leaving for a transcontinental tour, dur-
ing which time he will play at the prin-
cipal universities of the United States.
There will be no charge tor admission to
the recital, no reserved seats and the
public will be cordially welcomed.
The complete program is as follows:

Star Spangled Banner; Sketch in F minor
(Schumann); In Dulci Jubilo (Bach);
Fugue in C major (Buxtehude); Litany
(Schubert); Overture, "Euryanthe" (Von
Weberl: The Pilgrim's Progress (Part
Four) (Ernest Austin); Meditation re-
ligieuse (Thais) (Massenet); Scherzo
from the Symphony in G minor, op. 18
(Edward Shippen Barnes); Mirage (frcim
Scenes in a Mexican Desert) (H. C. Near-
ing) ; Toccata in "B minor (Augustin
Barie).
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STEINWAY
A Tribute from an Authority

X^/iJf2Z.
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Your Steinway is waiting for you at

Leandro Campanari

Conductor, Cornposi'r and Vocal Alaster

Sherman,play& Go.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA—OREGON—WASHINGTON

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY. Director

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

976 Cheatnat Street, corner Hyde
Appolotmeut* br Fhoae—Prospect 3320

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOLIX MAKER A\D REPAIRER
HighcHt Grnde ProfeNNional Work Absolutely

Gunrnnted—A|iprai.ser of InMtrunieiilH
FincHt Hnnd Pintle Instrnmcnts

Atelit-r: Room 2.'., 102.S Market Street, next io
Gniiindn 'I'heatre, San Francisco, California

WALLACE A. SABIN

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de ArrUinen, Director

A. I'. Artlf!:ucN, PreH.t l.ouin Aleerin. VIce-Prea.
Unexcelled facllltlea for the atudy of mnalc In all

Ita brancbea. I.arice Pipe Orican. Recital Hall.

2315 JACKSON STREET
San Franctaco, Cal. Pbone Weat 4737

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING. Director

3242 Waahlnelon Street, near Prcaldio Avenue
San Franclaco, CaL

For further Information nd(lr<
cbool. or pbnne Fillmore 3Iir>,

the aeeretary of the

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADVANCED PI I'll.S ACCEPTED

Pupil nf Mme. V. SfepanofT (nerlln), ^1. Slevekinff,
and E. Robert Schmltx ( New > ork|. Studio: 7IH
Heine Hide, 4(>M Sliirkton St. Mondnya. 0-12, Thnm-
daya, 10-1. 3-«. Tel, Kearny 2222, Rea. Phonei Pied-
mont 7»4.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano. Orican, Harmony. OnraalHt and Mnatcal
Director of Flrat Preabyterlan Church. Alameda. Home
!<tDdlo: II17 PARI STREET. AI>AMEDA. Teiephone Ala-
meda irK'. Tharadnya, Merriman School, .'I>7 Eldorado Ave.,
Oakland. Telephone PledmoBt 277Ql

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of SinRinj;. Complete Courae of Operatic Traln-
InK. 2730 Pierce St. Tel. FUbnore 4553.

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALIAN VOCAL TEACHER

Former Prima Donna with Caruso and Tetrazzini—Endorsed by Bonci. Coaches pupils vocally and
in l")ramatio Deportment

—

Italian. Knylish. French
and Spanish spoken.
Studio 1(14 ColunibUN A%c. I'honc tJarflcId 227<i

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAN JOSE. CAL,

Confera DcRreea Awarda Certlflcatea

For Part leu la ra apply to Slater Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Saalnvaky ChamlMT >1un1c Society

Will Accept a Few Talented Pupils. Studio; 1002 Kohler
& Chase BIdg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL. CALIFORNIA

>lualc Conraea ThorouRb and Proprreaalve
I'ublic School Mualc, Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
H. II. Paamore—Stndloa: Suite 5O0 Kohler & Cbaae llldK..
S. F.t 2.VtO Colleee Ave.. Berkeley, Realdence 201 Alvn-
rado Road, Rerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Tencber for

MRS. OSCAR MANSFELDT. Planlat
2015 Droderlek St„ near Clay Telephone Fillmore 314

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
RRE VTll—VtMCI-:—LIFE

600 Kohler &. Chaae nidic., Kearny 5454
Realdence 1106 Dnah St., Franklin 5068.

Oreanlat Temple Emanu El, Firat Church of Cbrlat Scl-
entlat. Director Lorlns Club. S, F., AVed« J017 California
St., Phone Franklin 2003; Sat.. Flrnt Chriatlan Science
Church, Phone Franklin 1:^07; Rea. atudlo, 3142 Lewlaton
Ave., Rerkeley. Pbone Piedmont 2428.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
Voice Culture—Diction— Studio: 40S Stockton St.—Mon,
and Thura. from 2-5. Re.s. 1451 Sacramento St. Pros. 7503.

The College of the Holy Names
I^akc Merritt, Oakland

Complete Cunaervatory Courae—Piano, Hnrp. Vlollut
'Cello, Voice. Counterpoint, Harmony. History

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

Member I'nlveralty Extension Faculty
Studio: S27 Shrnder f**- Phone Park 1005

UDA WALDRQP
Pianist, Organist,

Accompanist, Vocal Coach

Will be in New York from September

1st to October 1st.

Beginning October 15th, Mr. Waldrop
will accept a limited number of advanced

pupils.

STUDIO: 1915 Sacramento Street

Telephone West 3753
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S^fir Coast SteiralgscWcto
firi'HE'C'NL'. UEjLkLN' MU5tO\L. journal in. the 0R£AT W.EST UU

Ml'SlCAL REVIEW COMPANY
AI.FRKD MKT7.GER Predlden*
MAIICI'S L. SAMTELS ^.SecTCfnry nnd Tren««rer
Suite iSOl Kobler <& Chnse Bldv:.. 20 O'Fnrrell St., Snn

Friniclsco. Cal. Tel. Kenrny 5454

ALFRED METZGER
THE LEIGHTON PRESS

Editor

Business Ms;r.

Adilrt'NS all Uii-tiiioss i'oiiiiiiiinlcnlionN «t> Till-' U'-HillTON
IMM:ss. ."iH; Mission Slroet. Snn I'rniu-isfo. < nlift>rniii

Ti'lephone DouKln^ r>:tS|)

llnko .-ill clieokx. draft-s, money order;* or other Ctirnis of
remittance pnynltle to

FACiriC tOAST -MISICAI, HEVIKW
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

WHY NOT AN ORATORIO SOCIETY?

During the last seven years San Francisco lias

supported an excellent symphony orchestra under
tlie able direction of Alfred Hertz. The city has

also encouraged to a great extent an ideal

clianiber music organization founded by Elias

M. Hecht. Attempts arc now being made by

I

Gaetano Merola to secure for San Francisco an
I adequate operatic organization which we feel sure

will eventually receive the full support of the

community. There remains now the organization

of a genuine, dignified and thoroughly artistic

choral society that will make it its duty to es-

pouse the cause of the oratorio. An oratorio

^ocirtv means to a community in matters of

vocal artistry what a symphony orchestra means
in the way of instrumental art. This city has mw
been something like from si.xteen to eighteen

t years without an Oratorio Society.

It is not our intention to belittle the e.xcellent

work that is being done here by Paul Steindorff

whose praiseworthy choral concerts across the

Bay, during which many oratorios have been
given, deserving full recognition, nor do we fail

to appreciate the noble artistic efforts of Wallace
A. .Sabin whose splendid work with the Loring
Club is so heartily appreciated here. During his

eventful sojourn at the University of California

l)r J. Fred WoUe gave us some unforgettable

Bach festivals. But we cannot remember anyone
making a serious effort to organize an oratorio

society. Even the matcldess training done l)y

Josiah Zuro for the memorable Beethoven Festi-

\ al of 1915, when Alfred Hertz conducted the

Xinth Symphony, and secured for himself the

luisition he now occupies with such pride to

this community, did not represent the efforts for

the organization of an Oratorio Society such
as we have in mind.

We believe that there is somewhere in San
Francisco a choral conductor with the necessary
training and conscientiousness as well as en-
thusiasm to dedicate himself to the cause of the

oratf)rio both old and modern. Such a conductor
must make up his mind that outside of making
a livelihood by means of teaching, he must devote
all his time to the training and rehearsing of an
oratorio society. In the nature of things such a

task will for a while be essentially a labor of

love, but must eventually be turned into a self-

sustaining artistic body supported solely by sub-

scription on the part of admirers of choral works,

and must receive the undivided support of all

the best musical elements of the city, including

the vocal teachers and vocal students. One of the

greatest obstacles that retard the musical pro-

gress of a community is unjustifiable envy on

the part of certain members of the professi<m

against others. We trust that in case the Pacific

Coast Musical Review is fortunate enough to dis-

cover an oratorio leader naturally gifted and en-

dowed to bring such a society to a successful

birth, that such leader will receive the full con-

fidence and co-operation of everyone interested

in vocal art. Should he be a vocal teacher, which
will unquestionabh- be the case, for how can he

live in any other way but give vocal lessons, and
how can he train a chorus of oratorio dimensions

and oratorio proficiency unless he is himself
' thoroughly equipped to administer the knowledge
of ensemble singing. If this leader possesses the

enthusiasm, love for the art, and ability to train

a chorus, we KNOW that he will not be small

enough to utilize his influence against the ethics

of the profession. If he does he is not the man
that we regard available for this position, for he

would place selfish interests above the good of

the commiuiity.

BY WAY OF CLARIFICATION

The musical profession has everything to gain

and nothing to lose from the organization of

such an oratorio society. It would necessitate

the occasional engagement of an orchestra. It

will also necessitate the engagement of RESI-
DENT artists, and the conductor, whom we
would endorse for this enterprise, must be a

musican thoroughly in accord with our ideas for

the encouragement of resident artists, and he

must also be with us in our policy of seeing resi-

dent artists receive adequate RIvMUNERA-
TION. For this reason such an oratorio society

must be sustained by subscription from those

who admire choral music in its highest form. The
society itself must be so efticiently trained that

it will form a necessary school for ensemble sing-

ing giving any vocal artist an opportunity to

perfect himself in the highest form of vocal art

including diction, sight reading and singing (3N
PITCH. We feel so certain that the right man
is living in San Francisco to conduct such a

society that we are almost willing to predict

that he will communicate with us regarding this

enterprise.

We even feel that the musican fitted for this

position will pledge himself not to interfere with
the work of vocal teachers, unless in his sincerity

and conscientiousness he will be forced to cor-

rect faults in singing among those applying for

membership in this oratorio society. And it is

to be hoped that this conductor wdll be able to

secure young and well placed voices and material
including intelligence as well as vocal powers.
Not one of the least benefits to be derived from
an oratorio society such as is in our mind will I)e

the fact that it will immediately become the
nucleus for a Festival .Association which sliould

give annual summer choral festivals in addition
to oratorio concerts, .'^an Francisco is the only
city of large population and metropolitan spirit

that does not possess an c^ratorio society, and as

long as this is the case something is lacking in

the stimulation of its musical life. .\n oratorio
society will add to the concert attendance by in-

teresting more people in visiting artists as well

as resident artists. Such society will be an im-
mense stimulant to vocal study on the part of

prospective vocal artists. It will give the sym-
phony orchestra a chance to present occasional
choral works with the symphony orchestra. But
it should never be made a training school for

operatic choruses. That should be left to some
one else. Oratorio work and operatic productions
are two entirely separate jjhases of musical en-
deavor. They can not be mixed. .-Knd they should
not be mixed. The San Francisco Oratorio
Society should consist of serious vocalists who
wish to study and present the greatest choral
works in musical literature. And this paper will

not rest until it has successfully accomplished
another of its numerous fights for the advance-
ment of the best of music in California and on
the Pacific Coast.

In last week's issue of the Pacific Coast Musi-
cal Review we commented upon a news item
which appeared in a recent issue of the San
Francisco Examiner relative to the annual meet-
ing of the Board of Ciovernors of the Musical
Association of San Francisco. Our remarks, al-

though purely jocular in intention, may have
been misconstrued into a meaning which they did

not intend to convey. We referred to a vote of

confidence in recognition of the services of the

Board of Governors, which vote wc considered
superfluous as nothing had been done to imperil

the confidence which the .\ssociation and the

musical public repose in the Board of Governors.
The possibility of a misunderstanding lies in the

fact that some jieople may think this recent oc-

casion was the first time such vote of confidence
was bestowed, and that consequently it might
have references to incidents associated with the

selection of a conductor for the next season.

We were informed that this was by no means
the first time that such vote of confidence was
offered, but that it was part of a set of formal
resolutions which had been regularly included
among the transactions at the annual meetings
ever since the founding of the .Xssociation. The
Pacific Coast Musical Review always intending
to be just and fair to everyone, and having seen
this news item including such record of a vote

of confidence for the first time, thought it worthy
of attention, and upon discovering the misappli-

cation that might be put upon this comment we
asked Secretary-manager \\'idenham to kindly
forward us a set of these formal resolutions and
we take pleasure in quoting them in full here-

with :

MUSICAL ASSOCIATION OF SAN FRANCISCO

Formal Resolutions for Annual Meeting
Resolved: That the report of the Board of Governors

as here presented be accepted and approved by this

meeting and that said report be spread upon the
minutes.

Resolved: That all the acts and transactions of the
officers. Executive Committee and Governors in the con-
duct of tlie business in this Association and furtherance
of its aims during the past season as reported at this

meeting are hereby approved and confirmed.
Resolved: That the Membership of the Musical Asso-

ciation hereby record their confidence in the Officers,

Executive Committee, and Board of Governors and com-
bine with this expression the desire of the Membership
that the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra be con-
tinued in its worlt and that any action deemed neces-
sary or advisable by the Board of Governors to ac-

complish this end be taken by them.

ELIZABETH WESTGATE RESUMES DUTIES

The Editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review is

pleased to announce that Miss Elizabeth Westgate, who
for many years represented the Pacific Coast Musical
Review in Oakland, Berl<eley and Alameda, will resume
her duties as transbay correspondent for this paper this

season. Miss Westgate may be reached at 1117 Paru
street, Alameda, or by telephone Alameda 155. Owing to

her being unusually busy Miss Westgate temporarily
discontinued her association with this paper, but we are
glad to say that we have been able to induce her again
to record transbay doings in these columns. If Oakland
artists and teachers, as well as those of Berkeley and
Alameda, wish to have their activities recorded in these
columns they should communicate with Miss Westgate,
or mail her the necessary tickets or programs. If they
are omitted they must not blame anyone when they fail

to call the attention of our representative to their im-
pending events. Our readers will remember with great
pleasure the excellent weekly letters that used to appear
in these columns that they will hail with pleasure her
return to the Pacific Coast Musical Review staff.

FRANK MOSS TO PLAY MODERN PROGRAM

Frank Moss, the delightful pianist, who created such
an excellent impression on the occasion of his first con-
cert of a series of three distinctive programs at Knade
Hall, in the Kohler & Chase building, will give the sec-

ond of these Trois Soirees Intimes at the same place
next Tuesday evening. September 5th. The program
will consist of most interesting modern compositions,
and, as the program will show, they have been selected
with unusual taste and discrimination. These events
are under the direction of Miss Ida G. Scott, who
intends to give to San Francisco music lovers a series

of events appealing to a select few, and consisting of

only the most refined and unusual affairs of a musical
nature. The program for this second event will be as
follows: Sonata (Richard Strauss). Mr. Fenster and
Mr. JIoss; Prelude—Sarabande and Toccata (Debussy I.

Pavanne (Ravel), Fileuses pres de Carantec (Rhene-
Baton). Mr. Moss; Hebrew Melody (Achron), Viennese
(Godowsky). Allegro, from Spanish Symphony (Lalo),

Mr. Fenster: Passacaglia (Dohnanyi), Mr. Moss.
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AN INTERESTING CHAT WITH CLARENCE EDDY CHORAL MUSIC EFFORTS

Distinguished American Organist Gives His Ideas on

Municipal Organ Recitals and on the California

Law Preventing Concerts in Churches

By ALFRED METZGER
Being a specially staunch admirer of Clarence Eddy,

the distinguished American organist, and realizing that

the readers of the Pacific Coast Musical Review would

like to have a message from him. we invited Mr. Eddy
to chat with us on two important subjects in so far as

the organ is concerned. We chose as these subjects

first that of the possibilities and purpose of the muni-

cipal organ recitals and secondly the effect of the law-

enforced in California which makes it impossible to give

organ recitals in churches when admission is charged.

We permitted .Mr. Eddy to tell us about these subjects

without any notable interruptions and so we shall pre-

sent here Mr. Eddy's views as nearly as we can remem-
ber them.

"The municipal organist." began Mr. Eddy, "should

be an authority and an artist of national and possibly

international reputation. He should possess unquestion-

able discrimination regarding the choice of his pro-

grams. While he should not cheapen himself by pre-

paring programs of a purely popular' nature, he should

at the same time make some concessions to the public

and include upon his programs works pleasing to the

average attendant at these organ recitals. Every pro-

gram, however, should contain certain standard compo-
sitions for the organ which, because of their seriousness

and musical importance, should give artistic prestige to

the recital.

"Whenever an organist of fixed reputation presides

over a municipal organ, and gives artistic programs se-

lected according to the principle I have set forth, he

attracts capacity houses to the auditorium wherein he

appears. A striking case in point is Charles Heinroth,

the city organist of Pittsburgh, who packs Carnegie

Hall on every occasion. The recitals in Pittsburgh are

free to the public. Notwithstanding the opportunity

afforded the public to hear organ recitals at the movies,

there is a great opportunity for competent artists in the

field of municipal organ recitals, and I am surprised

that San Francisco, with its magnificent municipal or-

gan at the Exposition Auditorium, does not exploit that

instrument more than seems to be the case.

"One of the greatest city organists I know of was
W. U. Best of Liverpool. England, who scored also great

triumphs in .\ustralia where he packed the largest halls.

He followed the same principle in program building

which I referred to before. A very humorous anecdote
Is being reported of Mr. Best. At one time he did not

feel well and complained considerably before one of his

recitals. After the conclusion of the program one of his

friends visited him in the organ loft and asked him
'Are you better?' and he quickly replied: 'I am best.'

"One of the most injurious laws you people have in

California is that which prevents organ recitals to be

given in churches when admission is being charged.
Evidently the law was originally passed to prevent
churches, which are exempt from taxation, from secur-

ing an income by means of these tax-free properties.

At the same time it is impossible with but one or two
exceptions, for a great organist to appear in concert in

California. Since the church is the logical home of the

organ, there is no way for a great exponent of the

Instrument to be heard in this state except in cities

owning an auditorium supplied with an organ, and
Inasmuch as but few cities are ab'.e to afford such
luxury, the world's eminent organ virtuosi are barred
from appearing in most of California's communities.

"This makes a concert tour to the Pacific Coast by
the great organ virtuosi almost impossible, because not
sufficient bookings can be had. It is true it is permis-

sible to take up collections, but, after all, this is a very
undignified proceeding which hardly any organist of

reputation would like to countenance, and surely which
no manager would accept. This law should be repealed,
and your paper ought to begin a campaign against it

with the support of music clubs, music teachers, artists

and music lovers. The gravest injustice done by this law
Is to resident organists of talent. Many of them would
like to give recitals, and their communities would like

to hear them, but under this law they either have to

become objects of charity, or have to concertize without
receiving any remuneration, thereby having a disadvan-
tage over their brother artists.

"It seems this law prevents the acceptance of admis-
sion fees In all circumstances. A church can not even
charge admission for a benefit or charity event. Al-
though it is allowed to take up a collection. The Fed-
eral Government exempts symphony and chamber
music concerts from taxation, and justly so, because of
their being educational and because the organization
backing them is not a profitable institution but bestows
an endowment. The churches, which do not make any
money from organ recitals either, and such events being
educational in character, why can not the churches be
permitted to allow organ recitals under a paid admission
concession? The smaller communities which are mostly
In need of such organ concerts and which would appre-
ciate them most, are therefore the greatest sufferers
and to them the educational value of such concerts
would be specially welcome. This law should be abol-
ished. And the sooner this Is done the better for music."

Mr. Eddy spent two weeks In San Francisco and en-
joyed a well earned vacation. He will open a new organ
In the Lutheran Church, St. Paul, in September and
will then return to Chicago to resume his duties as
head of the Chicago Musical College Organ Department.
Mr. Eddy is not at present Identified with any church
position, which gives him more time for his concert
work that has kept him very busy during the last few
years.

More choral music for America! This is the slogan of

the new Choral Department of the National Federa-
tion of .Music Clubs, of which Charles N. Boyd, of the
Pittsburgh Musical Institute, is chairman. Years of

experience have made Mr. Hoyd an authority in this

branch of music, and he thoroughly agrees with the
opinion of federation officials that choral music in any
community is one of the most valuable assets to music
participation and appreciation; that it is, in fact, a

fundamental in the music status of a nation, and that
not until there are more choral departments in connec-
tion with the various music clubs will there be that
general interest in music which such effort brings forth

and which has been a great factor in the foundation of

the music of other nations.

To this end the clubs are being urged to institute

choruses, to give yearly concerts, and as an added in-

centive at this time, to prepare for participation in

the choral offerings at the Biennial Festival of the N. F.

M. C. to be held at Asheville next June, notably that of

the prize composition, the Lyric Dance Drama, for

which a beautiful libretto has already been written by
Robert Francis Allen. Of the choral organizations al-

ready maintained by the music clubs. Mr. Boyd says;

"These choruses number from twenty to two hundred
or more—ladies' voices only and mixed voices—who
often represent the best talent of the community, and
whose work illustrates the value of ensemble music
as a common meeting point for many people of other-

wise diverse interests and tastes. An encouraging part
of the reports featured each month in the Oflicial Bul-

letin of the Federation is the splendid type of music
represented. It is our hope that a result of this grow-
ing activity will be a larger appreciation of the work
of choral sections throughout .America."

BY WAY OF CORRECTION
Owing to a serious mistake in the program distributed

at the Greek Theatre last Saturday night during the

M.IDEI, RIEGEI.MW
IniptTKOnnflne <iretel of IfanNc) and

Grelel, itnp of her KrenteHt tri-
untiihH of ber operntle career

In Kurope and .\nierica

performance of Hansel and Gretel, which gave the role

of Hansel to Mabel Riegelman and that of Gretel to

Anna Young, every one of the critics on the San Fran-
cisco papers became victims of this mistake. Miss Rie-

gelman is so well known throughout this country as
the most satisfactory impersonator of this role in Amer-
ica that it is strange such an error should have oc-

curred, although we know from our own experience no
mistake is too strange to happen at the oddest times.

We take pleasure in reproducing herewith a portrait of

Miss Riegelman in the role of Gretel, so that every one
will know that she really wore a skirt.

FRANK HEALY ANNOUNCES BRILLIANT SEASON

Farrar, Rachmaninoff, Hackett, Ruffo, Ponselle Among
His Stars This Season—Arranges Great Music

Festival for June of Next Year.

With an earnest desire to reduce the quantity and in-

crease the quality of concerts given in San Francisco,

Manager Frank W. Healy has made but a few bookings
for the coming music season but all bookings are of

artists of stellar magnitude.
First on the Healy list are concerts to be given by

Geraldine Farrar, who amidst great enthusiasm and
demonstrations bade farewell to the Metropolitan on
.•\pril 22nd, and, after sixteen years, during which time
Miss P'arrar was one of the greatest favorites there.

Miss Farrar, with a concert company including a cap-

able accompanist, tenor and 'cellist will be heard here
at the new Shubert-Curran theatre on Geary street near
.Mason on Sunday afternoon, October 8th. She will

also be heard under .Mr. Healy's direction at the Muni-
cipal Auditorium on Thursday night. October 5th. in

Fresno; at the Auditorium theatre, Oakland, on Friday
night, October 6th, and at the State Armory, Sacra-
mento, on Monday night, October 9th.

Sergei Rachmaninoff, one of the greatest figures of

contemporary music, and whose appearances anywhere

are events of the greatest importance, has been secured
by Mr. Healy. and on Sunday afternoon, February 4th,

at the Morosco theatre, formerly the Century, he will

be heard in a rec-ital of music for the pianoforte. Stand-
ing in the foremost ranks of this century's personalities. ?

Rachmaninoff who is conductor, virtuoso and composer ^

was born in Novgorod, Russia, in 1873. At the age of

nine he entered the Petrograd Conservatory and toured ,

Russia as pianist in 1892. In 189!) he made his first

appearances in London, appearing in the three-fold
capacity of composer, symphony conductor and pianist,

\

which he since has repeated many times in many parts
of the world. While Rachmaninoff has never appeared
west of Chicago, his reputation as being among the first

living masters of the pianoforte has preceded him and
he will be given a tremendous reception here.

Charles Hackett, the American tenor who several sea-

sons ago gave one of the finest concerts ever heard in

San Francisco, and who recently scored the most em-
phatic of successes at the great opera houses of Europe,
including the La Scala of Milan, the Grand Opera of

Paris, the San Carlo of Naples, the Camunalo in Trieste,

and who is at present the leading lyric tenor at the
Monte Carlo Opera, will follow the Farrar engagement.

Titta Ruffo, one of the greatest living baritones, will

be heard here in January. Ruffo, whose concert appear-
ances are in the greatest demand is taking a two-
months' leave of absence from the Metropolitan so that
he can fill many lucrative engagements in the most im-

portant cities of the United States. During the world
'war Ruffo fought with the Italian forces, refusing to

sing or do anything else but what he conceived to be
his first and most important duty to his country. With
peace he came to America.

Rosa Ponselle. the brilliant and leading dramatic
soprano of the Metropolitan Opera House, and whose
rise to eminence is a story of the rarest romance, and
who also has never been heard in San Franisco, will

come here at the close of the Metropolitan Opera sea-

son. Miss Ponselle fairly leaped from the vaudeville

stage to the Metropolitan, and so great was the confi-

dence that General Manager Gatti Casazza placed in her
that she did not begin with small roles. Instead she
was coupled with Enrico Caruso in a star revival of

Verdi's La Forza del Destino. and in one eventful eve-

ning she flamed into the Metropolitan firmament.
Mr. Healy has been offered the American tour of the

famous Russian Balalaika Orchestra, which, under the
direction of Dr. Eugen Swerkoff, is at present complet-
ing a remarkable tour of Germany. Austria, Holland and
England. With the Balalaika Orchestra is a full com-
plement of vocal soloists and a group of Russian folk

dancers are also carried.

Lucien Muratore. the great French tenor is also under
contract to Mr. Healy for concerts, but may give up his

American concert tour to remain in Europe where he
has been offered splendid engagements at the leading
opera houses.

In June, Mr. Healy. who was the manager of the
Beethoven Festival given at the Exposition .Auditorium
in 1915. which was the only Festival given in San Fran-
cisco since the fire, and which had as conductor, Alfred
Hertz, and as soloists, Marcella Kraft, soprano, Paul
Althouse, tenor, Schumann-Heink, contralto, and Arthur
.Middleton. basso, and for which Josiah Zuro, trained

the splendid chorus, will give a great Festival. Giacomo
Spadoni, the chorus master and coach for the Chicago
Opera Company will come to San Francisco at the close

of the Chicago opera season and drill a great chorus
for this Festival. There will also be a great orchestra
and celebrated vocal soloists.

Mr. Healy, who managed the very successful seasons
of opera given by the Scotti Grand Opera Company at

the Exposition .Auditorium, is now completing details

for a two weeks' season of grand opera to be given in

September, 1923. Great opera singers of world-wide re-

nown and a large chorus and ballet, as we^l as several

genuine novelties in the way of operas are promised.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed bj* Wae^r Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Stadloff 807 Knhler A Chnxe niilR.

2518% Etna St., Berkeley. Phone nerkeley 1^1**

MARIAN PREVOST
PI.WIST—ACCOMPAXIST—TEACHER

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman'

StadioM; 807 Kohler A Chaiie Dldg;.. S. F. Tnea. A. M. and
ThuTM. P. SI. Tel. Kearny &4&I. Res. 272S Elmn-ood Ave.,
Berkeley. Tel. Berk. K21>7.

EVA M. GARCIA
PI.IXIST, ORC.t-VIST AXD TE.tCIIER

4I.-.S lloire SI., Oakland Tel. Plrdniont 3402

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JVST RETl'RXED FROM EUROPE

StDdloi 405 Kobler A Cbaae Bide. Tel. Kcamr M&

PART TIME FOR RENT
In a beautiful new downtown studio from September
1st. References required. Write F. B. P., care Pacific

Coast Musical Review.
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Distinguished A rtists Residing in California Who are Available for Concerts During the Season 1922-1923
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Welntend to prove that a resident artist confers honor upon the community in ^hich he resides.

SAN FRANCISCO TRIO
MRS. ELSIE COOK HUGHES, Pianist

WM. F. LARAIA. Violinist

WILLEM DEHE. Cellist

SEASON 1923—1923 NOW BOOKIXC
TRIOS. SONATAS AND SOLOS

.4ddrciu« Communications to
WM, T. I.ARAIV. 1—'- Jocksoil St.

Telriihonc Franklin 4^8

Annie Louise David

Harp Soloist and Teacher

Member of Artist Faculty Cornish School,

Seattle, Wash.. July and August

San Francisco after September 1st

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

68 Post St.. San Francisco

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E. Behymer, 705 Philharmonic Auditorium Building,

Los Ang eles, Cal.

Personal Address: BELVEDERE. MARIN COUNTY, CAL.: TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert Engragements
and Instraetion Apply to
Secretary and >lanajEer ol
K. Attl. Room 1004 Kohler
&; Chase Bldg.. ?an Francisco

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douglas 167S

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco. Calif.

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO

SCO KOHLER CHASE DLDC
SAN FriANClSCO

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio 1208 Leavenworth St.

Telephone Prospect 8384

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454
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22nd Anniversary Edition of the

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW
SATURDAY SEPTExMBER 30th, 1922

A DIGNIFIED RECORD OF WORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS OF CALIFORNIA'S BEST KNOWN AND
MOST NOTED ARTISTS. PEDAGOGUES. COMPOSERS AND IMPRESARIOS.

HISTORICAL SKETCHES OF MUSIC CLUBS, CHORAL SOCIETIES. ORCHESTRAS, ENSEMBLE
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THE GROVE PLAYS OF BOHEMIA MUSIC IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

One Hundred Pages of Invaluable Musical Information
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SUCCESS IN SINGING
By JOHN AVillTCO.MB NASH

IMAGINATION— (Continued)
When the singer has taught an intelligent understand-

ing (vision) of the idea, he may possibly experience

a diflitulty in calling or conjuring up a strong and
lively feeling which may give the rendition color. Such

is the application of the power of imagination to the

act of singing: without this, song can never know its

puriKJse. The dally exercise of this power of imagina-

tion may be necessary in some cases before it tan be

applied to the rendition of a song; the author finds it

a valuable means of correcting wrong conditions of tone-

emission, and in every case he finds it nect-asary to

pay particular attention to the mental attitude of the

student, for in spite of sincerity of desire, most pupils

neglect the application of the principle entirely.

The poet kindles a Are in the composer, a contagion

of the passions if you please, and the singer who is a

stranger to such emotional contagion is unlikely to

inflame his audience. Those familiar with the works
of Schumann. Schubert and other great composers will

appreciate these statements. The work of the poets

has been further sublimated by thai of the composer.

Both have played fair with nature; their work has

found sincere expression, based upon clear vision, and

made sublime by the principle of beauty. There can

be no doubt that such composers experience and react

to the emotions of the poets whose lines they set, be-

cause one fits the other as the rose does the rose bud.

Now singers there be who can appreciate a character

delination or a dramatic declamation, and still when
they attempt to sing all emotional contact and con-

tagion is out of the question. Can any greater evidence

be needed that these singers do not understand the

purpose of song. It is the function and the privilege

of the teacher to suggest a line of study that will bring

the student into a consciousness of the activities of the

imagination, and aid him in devloping his voice with-

out any impulse other than the intuitive and spiritual.

I am prepared to hear of many students—and teachers

also, for that matter—protesting against this doctrine

as prosaic and unimportant, but thoughtful readers will

readily admit that these principles are at the core of all

art. The reason that these principles are not given suffi-

cient attention is because the large majority of students

regard them as being too simple to be of any value. It is

scarcely likely that genius will ever give any account

of its processes, but the student who analyzes his im-

agination and insists upon sincere delineation by means
of tone-color, as well as text, will soon find himself

upon the high-road to successful singing and a conscious-

ne.ss of his possibilities.

The most valuable, and at the same time the most
discredited, use to which we may apply this power of

imagination, is in the matter of vocal practice. To state

it mildly, an inconsequential habit of mind is not con-

ducive to good singing, and wherever we find careless,

slipshod work, we may conclude that the period of

preparation has not been characterized by that lively,

animated state of being so inseparable from good sing-

ing. It is not enough to say that the pupil is naturally

dull and let it go at that; the teacher's privilege is to

waken and bring into being this glowing, radiant thing

we call personality. It is rarely insisted upon, but when
it is. the result is always satisfying; moreover, the stu-

dent finds a new interest in life. Can there be anything

more interesting in life than self-enfoldment? At this

time, and in this process, moral guidance is essential.

The difference between success and failure can often

be traced to the practice at this time. The questicn

naturally arises. "How can this activity be induced?"

To which an answer cannot be given as a formula. It

is a matter of practice; of knowing that you do use

your imagination, and the devices and rules will be
different in each case, adapted to the individual re*

quirements. The teacher who gives this important
matter a place in his methods, ccmmensurate with its

power, will probably be successful in his profession. No
trick of placement can be used as a substitute for that

quality which characterizes enthusiastic speech.

The study of singing should be progressive in a
psychological sense. If the student does not develop a
personality, his study has meant vei-y little to him. The
singer who has not a personality does not last—is not
successful. A principle object in taking up vocal cul-

ture should be an expression of the personality, and its

development willl mean, if properly considered, a mas-
lery of one's forces as well as the ability to expret^s

one's self in song. A mechanical technique will not

approach this result; its practice does not enable the
student to discover his powers.

Closely allied to this active imagination is the control
of the breath. There are many teachers who recognize
this truth and practice it in their teaching, but still are
unable to give specific formulae for coordinating the
two activities. The impulse is intuitive, and when rec-

ognized should be studied until understood and can
be used at will. Mechanical exercises will, no doubt
assist, but the understanding just comes; quickly in

some, slower in others. Inspired originality Is yours,
but you must insist upon it, even though it is apparent
and easy to you. Here is the only recipe for its acquisi-

tion^—thought well mixed with perseverance.

The true singer is an idealist; yet I imagine that I

hear voices of dissent at this suggestion. A prosaic
mind will necessarily give prosaic utterance, as much
so in tone quality as in word. I do not wish to be un-

derstood as referring to something opposed to or re-

moved from realities; rather do I wish to impress the
student with the advantage of seeing things in the
abstract as well as in the concrete. The power in

poetry which moves us to see deeper than the word,
a suggestiveness. if you please. This is imagination

—

another form—and is the power the singer must rely

upon to give accuracy to the verbal and tonal picture
he is to represent. It is the power that reaches and
stirs an audience to appreciative rapport. A singer is

not likely to be a great singer unless he is a great
appreciator. Reading, especially poetry, is a splendid
exercise, but mere reading is a waste of time. What
do you feel? Analyze it; define it; find that something
which eludes definition. Do the same« with pictures

—

line pictures. Learn to distinguish essentials from in-

essentials. These are a few of the commonly neglected
activities of the student of singing, :ind the principles

that lead to successful singing would not be well stated
if they did not include this. It is true that clearness of

vision cannot be gained by recognizing its necessity,

but by recognizing its necessity we are taught to seek
for it because it is an essential of success. No one who
gives the matter much thought will question that the

development of the singer should be along broad lines,

and in broadening the vision, we are gaining that which
will make insignificance impossible because we shall

promote respect for our art and ourselves at the same
time. The world needs more personalities and can get
along with fewer copies and echoes. Individuality is at

a premium, but it should be borne in mind that indi-

viduality which does not conform to the ethics of polite

society will surely earn the disapproval of the great
mass of the public.

DR. BORIS DUNEV A VISITOR HERE

Distinguished Russian Composer-Pianist Makes Flying
Visit to San Francisco and Is Pleased

With City and Climate

Dr. Boris Dunev, the distinguished composer-pianist,
who is writing the original music to Douglas Fairbanks'
version of Robin Hood, made a flying visit to San Fran-
cisco last Monday. He W'as delighted with the metro-
politan atmosphere of San Francisco, and enjoyed the
coolness of the climate. He is at present engaged in

MARGARET O'DEA
The DellKhlful rnntralto nhn wlU lu> Ihi' sulolsf at

toinurron'K Suiultiy >loriiliiK <'oiif«-rt uf
the (alifortiiii 'rticntr*'

writing the original score to Douglas Fairbanks' Robin
Hood, which is to be released some time in September,
and upon his return he will begin rehearsals of the
music and the action. The score is now nearly com-
plete, and Mr. Fairbanks is so pleased with it that he
has commissioned Dr. Dunev to write the music to
another of his pictures, entitled Monsieur Bocaire. while
Mary Pickford has asked him to write music to her
next big picture, entitled Dorothy Vernon.
Charles Chaplin, too. has commissioned Dr. Dunev

to write music for one of his pictures, all of which goes
to show that Dr. Dunev must have hit the nail on the
head in regard to composing musical scores directly to
the action of moving pictures. Dr. Dunev will conduct
the orchestras playing the music for Robin Hood dur-
ing a period of five months in the larger cities, includ-
ing New York. Chicago. Boston, Rochester, Baltimore,
St. Paul, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Los
Angeles and numy other centers. Owing to his respon-
siblo duties requiring every moment of his time, Dr.
Dunev will not accept any concert appearances this
season, although he has had several tempting offers
for bookings in the Fast as well as the far West. How-
ever, he will continue to remain under the exclusive
management of L. E. Behymer.
A few weeks ago Dr. Dunev conducted one of the

Hollywood Bowl symphony concerts, giving a program
of Russian music. Although having been under the
disadvantage of his strenuous duties at the Fairbanks
studios, and being handicapped by one rehearsal, he
pleased his audience to such an extent thai he was
the recipient of enthusiastic congratulations by hun-
dreds of music lovers after the <-oniert. and the daily
papers complimented him highly upon his work. His
popularity was sufficient to inspire a wit In The Script
of Hollywood to pen the following ingenious comment
on the concert:

Tuesday night of this week was a gala night for

some of the folks from this end of the county who mo-
tored over to a dip in the hills situated over near the
mad to Universal City, where a traveling string baud
has settled for the summer and is giving a sort of joint
camp meeting and Chautauqua affair. Among the prom-
inent ones who went were Mr. and Mrs. Doug Fairbanks
(nee Pickford) of Crescent Junction and Chick Chaplin
of Gardner Junction. Allie Nizimova of Colegrove. as
well as a young man by the name of Dunev, who is

helling at the Fairbanks ranch this summer, and is

by way of being quite a musician himself.

We learned afterward that Dr. Dunev had consented
lo lead the string band in the absence of the fellow
who regularly leads the musicians. There was quite
a crowd present, and everything went fine for the
\enders of prize packages, peanuts, popcorn and red
Lemonade, but somehow we couldn't get head nor tail

to the program. One number we did like which was
entitled "Little Egypt and the Streets of Cairo," and
which brought back recollections of the World's Fair.

But that mixed us up a little, due to the fact that the
program had been announced as an "all Flussian" affair,

although we did recognize one or two of Tolstoy's best
known pieces.

The leader for the evening is also something of a
dancer and pantomime performer, so he stuck In a
number of surprises while leading the band. Once he
danced to the music and did right well, considering the
small amount of space there was on the platform where
he stood. And then for another piece, out of respect
to Chick Chaplin, he did an imitation of the way Chick
used to represent a drunken man on the stage, and he
was nearly as good as Chick used to be before he gave
up the stage for good and went to ranching. But. out-

side of these two things, he simply beat time and kept
up prettty well with the band all the way through.
Once, while the musicians were resting and smoking.

Doug Fairbanks, having been spied out along with Mary
and Chick by two or three people who were there and
seemed to know who they were, was urged to the plat-

form, where he took up forty or fifty feet of action
with a speech w-hich he thought up on the spur ot the
moment. Then, during the last piece, which was by
Dunev himself, some ranch hands from over in San
Fernando ValUey got into a shooting scrape behind the
platform and nearly spoiled the piece. Some of the
rougher element thought that the shooting was intended
as a part of the piece, and cheered and hollered after

the show.
However, outside of the two or three things men-

tioned, there was hardly a laugh in the entire perform-
ance, and taken alt in all. we don't know as these im-
ported musicians play any better than our own town
band, although they have got some pretty good fiddlers

—and there is one fellow who plays the tuba that

Aubrey Stauffer ought to get to stay here and play with

the local organization.

SANTA ANA NOTES

The Santa Ana Musical Association, under the direc-

tion of its founder and president, Mr. Clarence Gustlin.

will present one of the finest courses of its history the
coming season. It will be opened October 27th by Flor-

ence Macbeth and the following events will comprise
Graveure, the Flonzaley Quartet, Cadman and Tsianina,
and the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra.
Should the demand for season tickets equal that of

last year it is likely tbat one or two extra events will

be added.
The Musical Association assumes charge also of thf

big Christmas Community Song Service held in Bircli

Park and attended always by thousands. A California

soloist is always featured on this occasion in addition to

local choral organizations.

Besides aiding and encouraging young musical organ-
izations the Association aims to render each year some
distinctive service by way of a gift to the community.
Last season this took the form of a piano for Birch
Park. This year the plan is to present a complete radio

set to the local American Legion Post and furnish a

room in the new Y. M. C. A. building.

The Orange County Choral Union whose operatic per-

formances have approximated professional excellence
under the splendid direction of Mr. Ellis Rhodes, has
ambitious plans for the coming season.
Among other activities the organization wHI probably

assume the performance of an American opera for pre-

sentation at the convention of the California Federation
of Music Clubs which Santa Ana is to have the honor of

entertaining next spring.

The Orange County Music Teachers' Association is

looking forward to a very active and successful year
under the new presidency of Mr. Ellis Rhodes. Mucii
inspiration was gained from the fine convention recently

held in Los Angeles.

The Santa Ana Rotary (Mub is sponsoring the organi-

zation of a Boy Scout Band which will start rehearsals
in October under the direction of Rotarian Clarence
Gustlin.

Orange County is proud of its distinction in having
the greatest number of musical clubs, schools, etc..

affiliated with the California Federation of Music Clubs
of any county in the state. TTnder the direction of Mrs
Ellis Rhodes, newly ai)i)oin(ed County Director, there is

little question of the maintenance of this enviable po-

sition.

A Church Choir Federation movement is on foot which
promises to yield many distinct advantages to its mem-
bers.
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I Hope You Will Read

This Personal Word

—

Then Come

^ /C'̂^

Retail Manager of Kohler & Chase

26 O'Farrell Street

No I am not too busy to see you of the
profession and you students — and I

never shall be.

Please don't hesitate to come and let

me tell you what I have been able to
accomplish for you with the backing of
a house like Kohler & Chase, who started

by sending me East for a month to per-

sonally \vork out my plans.

The message I have for you musicians
and students also is the realization of the
dream of a life time. It is in a way my
contribution to the profession Avhose
support has placed me in my present
position.

I have really accomplished something
worth while I think— please let me tell

you personally what it means to you
yourself.
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

AN EDITORIAL MESSAGE

By this time our I'rieiuls and patrons of Los
Angeles will have iKCome convinced that the

Tacilic Coast Musical Keview is what its name
implies, a music journal <k-voted to the best in-

terests of the entire Pacific Coast. It is the only

weekly music journal published West of Chicago.

not because there are no other publishers residing

on the Pacific Coast able to edit a weekly music

journal, but because the cost and labor con-

nected with the publication of a weekly music

journal is such that it must necessarily include

a bijj territory if it is intended to continue pub-

lication. It requires the supi)ort of every territory

within its reach, and its influence and general

good to the profession depends entirely on its

size, and the latter depends upon its support on

the part of districts remote from its place of pub-

lication.

The underlying principle that inspired the

writer to found the Pacific Coast Musical Re-

view was to bring the musical profession of the

Pacific Coast into closer contact with the musi-

cal public in all parts of the far West. Our Los
.•\ngeles friends will have noted that never until

the last year or two have so many artists from
Southern California filled concert engagements
in the North, anil vice versa. Furthermore our

musical public and profession of Northern Cal-

ifornia has become so thoroughly acquainted with

the prominent members of the profession of

Southern California that no one well-known in

the South will be a stranger when he comes to

the North. The same holds true in the reverse

instance. Of course, we only appeal for support

of this paper to musicians, be they teachers or

artists, who possess sufficient pride and ambition

to have their work known outside the confines

of their immediate community. It is not our in-

tention to ignore or belittle any local musical

organs that the cities of the Southwest or North-

west may support. Indeed, we cannot urge too

heartily the whole-hearted support of regional

journals, for they contribute greatly to the suc-

cess and advance of musical taste and culture in

the community. Our good friend Frank H. Colby
of Los Angeles and David Scheetz Craig of

Seattle possess our highest esteem and goodwill

and we wish them every possible success in their

])raiseworthy enterprise.

However, as long as the Pacific Coast Musical

Review is a weekly publication, and can reach

every part of the Pacific Coast in a day or two
from its center of publication, which is geographi-

cally the only logical place of publication for

the Pacific Coast, we can fifty-two times a year

spread the gospel of musical encouragement for

resident teachers and artists within a radius of

more than five hundred miles. Of course, if an
artist or teacher living in Los .\ngeles, for in-

stance, is satisfied to be known locally, we have
no further suggestions to make, and we do not

wish to include him in this message. But if our
good friends of Southern California like to have
us continue our campaign in behalf of better and
wider recognition of their teachers and artists,

we have a right to seek their support and pat-

ronage.

You hear occasionally little growls of dis-

temper regarding jealousies between Los .Angeles

and San Francisco musicians. This is really the

most arrant nonsense. Truly intelligent people
do not talk so foolishly. There is at present a

so-called boosting campaign in process in San
Francisco and Northern California. The Pacific

Coast Musical Review is not in sympathy with
this campaign, because it does not believe in

bragging and boasting, and is not published for

the purpose of purely commercial gains. Our
interests are concentrated on the entire Pacific

Coast, and more particularly in California. To us
there is but ONE California. Politicians may
dream of a division of the State. Jealous com-
mercial enterprises may try to sow the seed of

discord. But music is no accessory t(j anything

"FITZGERALD'S for llie advancemrnt of muik"

Carrie Jacobs Bond
Chooses the KNABE

Carrie Jacobs Bond, one of the foremosi cnmpt>scrs of popular
Ballads and Heart Songs in this country today has chosen

for the interpretation of her compositions

The Knabe
for she finds in the faiihless tone, and perfect response to every
mood of the artist in this supreme pianoforte, the truest in-

strument for the artist.

|FITZGERAlJ)^^SjMlISICCQl
HILL STREET ^^ AT

Los .-Xkgeles

-S7--729

(jirrit* JaoohN Itund

likely creating lack of harmony. Resident artists,

teachers, students and professional musicians
in general have everything to .gain by mutual
co-operation, and everything to lose by division

and discord. The Pacific Coast Musical Review is

just as much interested in Los Angeles as in San
Francisco. This paper helped to induce Alfred
Hertz to go South this summer. This paper sent

its editor South to repc>rt the Carmen perform-
ance. Music Teachers Convention and the first

of tlie summer concerts in Hollywood Bowl. It

always fights the cause of every good musician
whether he lives South or North.

Once a year we publish an anniversary edition.

The coming one will be published on September
30th. It is planned to publish 100 pages. It will

contain the record of achievements by artists of

the South, just as much as of the North. It will

be sent to all parts of the world. There is no
question involved as to where this annual edition

of California's musical achievements is published.

The place of ])ublication is immaterial. The only
thing that counts is that the musical endeavors
of California will be spread before the ENTIRE
MUSICAL WORLD ONCE A YE.AR through
our annual edition. \\'e would like to see every
prominent musician of Southern California re-

presented in this historical edition. It will con-

tain the achievements of symphony orchestras,

managers, artists, teachers, music schools, choral

societies, amateur orchestras, chamber music
societies and music clubs. It will record the pro-

gress of music in the public .schools. It will be

crammed full of important musical information

and will be a veritable reference book on the ac-

complishments of musical California.

It is virtually impossible to publish such a

work at any great profit. So far these annual
editions have proved great sacrifices to the writer.

But it is part of our policy to spread California's

musical prosperity before the musical world as

often and in as attractive a form as possible. In

asking you to honor us with your presence in

our advertising columns we want to assist you
as much as ourselves. We only want REPRE-
SENTATIVE and EFFICIENT musicians in

that edition. And if you are an artist \yho has
accomplished something great or worth while
in your community, we want your work recog-

nized, whether you advertise or not. An adver-
tisement in the Musical Review does not buy you
exemption from censure nor docs it purchase for

you any praise you do not deserve. If you are

worthy you have our full co-operation. If you
are unworthy we want none of you. Do you like

this policy? If .so, we like your company. If not.

we won't miss you.

During the last two years the Pacific Coast
Musical Review has been represented in Los
Angeles by David Bruno Ussher whose efficiency

as music critic is generally recognized in Los
.\ngcles and on the Pacific Coast by this time.

He has been of invaluable service to us in build-

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSER-PIANfSTE
Just IsHuei] fur Ihc* Piano

"SP.WISH SERENADE" and "RIDE OF THE COWBOY"

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE Cl'l.TIRE—COACHIIVG IS REPERTOIRE

OPEH.t CLASSES I.VCI.l DING COMPLETE]
PBESE.VTATIONS

Studio 1324 S. Fleorroa. Phone X1S05

CALMON LUBOVISKI
-CON'CERT VIOLIXIST

Available for Coiic-eriN and KrcKalH
Limited dumber of Advanced 1'uiiIIn Accepted

Viollni.fl Lot An^elex Trio

r Studio: :U4 MuNic ArtK Studio Uld^. I'hone 100S2

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
PIAMSTE—Member "L'Eniiemble Moderne"

Studio: 912 W. 20th St. Phone: 2J667

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
TuoNday. M'edncKdny. l-^riday Afternoonn

ICfcnn Setiudl. l*bunes IflSOS or ^71^30
IIVZA South Ficrueron. I.os Anf^elea

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Concertmaster Philharmonic
Orchestra of L,os Angeles

£»

SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E. Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PI., Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA
THEATRE

GRE.XTER CONCERT
ORCHESTR.^

I'llKI'.E <0\CERTS DAILY

ELINOR
« oMil < ii\(;

i>itn<;iiAM roil wkiok of sept, .ird

(al "^i.!.!:. MODISTI-:" - lierber*

(III "Till-: « \KMA II, <»!•' VKMrirV *iarke

'i'riiin|H-l Solo Will In lit llninlltun

it-} *'^\ N< <n' %Ti':u iiirnKssioNs"
\rriinKi-d li> Mr. iCIIniir

In C'onjuni'liitn » ith

"J< ST Ti>\^'*

T..in lliv's W Milder llorMc in the <irt-ntf«i| \niiiial

I'ifture l':\ er PrcMliii'ed
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L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg.. Los Angeles

iLYA BRONsoN p.nh.r;;.";„i'''";.'h„,r,

flrmhrr Trio Inlime, 1,0*1 \ n^rrlc-M Trin. I'hilbnrnionir
Quartet. InxtrDc-llon. ( hniiiher ^luolo Krc-llalx

r.tur. I.a ^Mraila— I'hone liollv linti

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET '. V„";;7";,
,":...'1°"

Jcnn tolwell. Hazel I>. Anderson, (:dna C. \oortaee!*. UalsT
\'. PrideaoXt Vbb{e -Norton Jamison, Dircctor-Acconipan-
iHle. 2l>'^4 S. Hoover. Phone 2^0:1.'..

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICE AND .MODERN LANGIAGES
!*iadloii: Gamut Club, llM-1 S. Hope

For Lnqairlea phone TiOOCl

ZOELLNER QUARTET
>IaQaKenient H. A A. Cntbertson, Aeolian Hall. New ^ ork

Serious Students Accepted
Perannnl Addrewn: 13A0 Windsor Blvd., Loa Anicelva

JOHN SMALLMAN--BARITONE
Concert Eneaeenients—Condnctor I,. A. Oratorio Society
Mrs. }!. O. JoS'?ph. S-_--c'y.. 1500 S. Fi^utrroa. I'hone i:3iy5

ii GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
MISSION THEATRE. I.OS ANGEI.ES

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Bianchard Hall, Los Angeles—Wed. and Sat

JAY PLOWE--S0I0 Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Bianchard Hall, Los Angeles
Res. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN m .r.,.ER-r,vN,sT

A rati able for Concerts and Recitals
Studio: 132-1 Sooth Flgrneroa. Phone 24139

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerts—Recitals—Instruction

FeatorIns A II-American Prog^ranis
StDdio: ISOO So. Flgueroa St. Phone 23105

FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—ArtLst ^lanagement—Pabliclty

Sll Slajestic Theatre Bldg.

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
VASTER VIOLIN TEACHER

Stndio: 4O1-03 31ason Opera House
Phone 123-'0 Res. Phone .'1«I22

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Contralto

School of Vocal Art

Studio: Tahoe Building (Macdowell Club Rooms)
For Information Res. Phone 74164

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PIANISTE—LOS ANGELES TRIO

Studio: 323 Music Arts Studio Bldg. Phone: 10O*i2

GRACE WOOD JESS "ezzo soprano

DRA3IATIC IXTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS
I>" COST15IE RECITALS

Management: L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON-Pm«/>/c
NOW TOCRING IN THE EAST

For Dates During Fail 1922 and Spring Ift2-T

A\ rite to ^2ti S. Hope, Los Angeles, Pico 17T0

MRS. M.HENNION ROBINSON—Artistic Accompanying
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ing up our Los .\ngeles office. We have received
many verbal and written endorsements of his

work. He has made hundreds of friends for the
paper and for Los .Angeles. Your support of the
Pacific Coast Musical Review also means your
support of David Bruno Usshcr, for as far as the
editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review is

concerned Mr. Ussher may remain a member
of this paper's staflf for life. Of course, you
should transact your business with the Musical
Review through .Mr. Ussher. .\nd since it is im-
possible to pay printing bills from gl"ry we are
obliged to seek the support of the profession
whose fights this paper fights and whose interests
we have at heart. The Musical Review cele-
brates its twenty-first birthday with the twenty-
second anniversary edition. If you have learned
to appreciate its mission we think you will help
us to publish the greatest anniversary number
in our historv on the dav we become of age.

ALFRED METZGF.R
Editor Pacific Coast Musical Review

P. S.—Incidentally we want to add that we
shall spend four days in Los .\ngeles on Septem-
ber 2, 3, 4 and 5.

THE PACIFIC COAST ARTISTS' ASSOCIATION

Bruno David Ussher Endorses Plan of Pacific Coast
Musical Review in a Striking Article Published

in a Los Angeles Weekly Paper

Bruno David Ussher, the Los Angeles representative
of the Pacific Coast >lusical Review, wrote as follows
in Saturday Night, a Lcs Angeles weekly publication,
regarding the Musical Review's plan to better oppor-
tunities tor resident artists on the Pacific Coast.

Timely, to say the least, is the suggestion coming
from .Alfred Metzger, editor of the musical weekly, pub-
lished in San Francisco, which calls for the formation of
a Pacific Coast Artists' Association. Mr. Metzger's argu-
ment in favor of such an association is that it will
result in a higher standard of musical artistry. From
this one argtiment several others can be deducted, all

touching upon the ever-recurring complaint of the resi-
dent artist that neither managers nor the public give
the resident artists sufficient of a chance for concert
work. Mr. Metzger's aim in proposing such an associa-
tion is to remedy this condition, evidently so adverse
to the resident artists. Excepting New York City, and
concert bureaus of that city, in no community do resi-

dent managers, who book transcontinental tours, also
book resident artists. At least not to any extent. Excep-
tions prove the rule, inasmuch as the few so-called "resi-
dent" artists who do obtain dates from local managers
have grown beyond the level of the so-called "resident"
artist.

Nothing is the matter with the public, nor with the
managers. It is true, our public has a snobbish tendency
towards hankering for foreign names, and is for rea-
sons easily to comprehend more inclined to pay atten-
tion to a foreign-sounding name than those of the
Smith and Brown kind, specially if Mr. Smith or Mrs.
Brown lives across the street. If more of our resident
artists, and there should be no odium attached to the
predicate "residenL" had enough common sense, less
self-indulgence and more self-discrimination, then they
would know that there is very much something the
matter in frequent instances.

Mediocrity characterizes the work of many of our
resident artists and teachers. .\nd the public knows it.

and loses faith even in those who are full-fledged artists.

but who unfortunately live across the street. That is

the answer to "What is the matter?" And that is why
it is high time standardization be effected in one way or
another. The formation of a Pacific Coast .\rtists' Asso-
ciation may lead to it. If it be done without politics,

without playing up a few, some of them really artists,

the others less. If it can be done without "politics in

music."
Such a plan as Mr. Metzger's. together with the sug-

gestion Mrs. Bessie Bartlett-Frankel. president-emeritus
of the California Federation of Music Clubs, made when
she suggested that prominent artists resident here be
booked through the federated clubs not only in this state,

but in all the coast states, in a manner which assures
these artists of a tcur. Her plan is well thought out.

The prominent artist living in this city, for instance,

cannot afford to accept a single engagement in San
Francisco. And for several reasons. No matter how
good he or she may be. his fee wih always be that of

a resident artist, hence is not large enough to make ac-

ceptance of such an engagement worth while after

agent's fee. railroad, hotel, and perhaps also the ac-

companist is paid. In addition, the prominent singer or
instrumentalist who usually has many pupils will lose

several days' revenue from lessons he or she could
give during that time.

Not without a good deal of bad feeling on the part

of some musicians will such a Pacific Coast .Artists'

Association be fonned. But it should be formed by
the leading members of the profession, not because
the> need it so much, perhaps, but for the good of

their calling. .As pointed out. this association, with the

aid of the federated music clubs, should then form a
bureau by which able members of the profession could
tj^ke concert tcurs from here to Seattle, by appearing
before a number of clubs consecutively. Vice versa,

artists living in the north could tour southward and
return by the coast or inland route. First short tours

could be organized, but later on coast tours could be
booked. Thus artists, assured of a certain number of

I'ootings within a definite period, could afford to appear

before clubs who can not pay a big fee, thus do educa-
tional work. They could afford to close their studio for
a certain period or engage a substitute teacher.
Quaraniee must be given these clubs, however, that

they will hear good artists. And a Pacific Coast Artists'
Association could separate the wheat from the chaff,
.As I remarked, the leading artists should not shirk this
duty, because they do not need such protection as
this asssociation affords. I remember well how Richard
Strauss, though already on the height of his fame, or-
ganized a composers' protective financial association,
even though he was the very last to need its support.
He did it for the good of his protection.

Teachers, even at the risk of lo.sing students, must
find the courage of discouraging public appearances,
for the public is tired of being affronted by these half-
baked debutants. The word "artistpupil" is being mis.
used, as is the word "artist" and "composer." The dis-
interestedness of the public in resident artists should
prove a "Mene mene tekel ufarsin" to the musical pro-
fession here. But the leading musicians should band
together and uphold and uplift standards. There is a
big field of work awaiting activities of the Pacific
Coast Artists' Association. Sooner or later we will
have to "face the music."

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION OF THOMAS

Just now great interest is being manifested by the
clubs belonging to the National Federation of Music
Clubs In the approaching celebration of the seventieth
birthday of Mrs. Theodore Thomas, Honorary President
and founder of the organization, which takes place on
September 4th. In her name a membership campaign
has been waged by the Federation, under the direction
of Mrs. Cecil Frankel, national extension chairman, ex-
tending through the past season, which will culminate
in fitting programs by the various state orgainizations
on the above date.

California is especially fortunate in that Mrs. Thomas
will herself be present at the celebration in her honor
in Los Angeles, journeying clear across the continent
to do so. In a letter to Mrs. Frankel, Mrs. Thomas says:
"I am quite overwhelmed with the honor of the proposed
celebration of my seventieth birthday and my heart is
more deeply touched than I can ever express. I need
not say that I accept the love and gratitude this great
honor confers upon me by the Federation of Music
Clubs, and that it will give me the greatest pleasure
to be present on September 4<h, even though I have to
journey from the Atlantic to the Pacific to attend it.

'

Sirs. Thomas was not only successful in holding the
first national meeting of the Music Clubs of .America in
1893, but today she is the widow of the man who did
probably more than any one else for .American music

—

Theodore Thomas, founder and conductor of the Chi-
cago Symphony Orchestra. Among the many affairs
being planned tor this great day is a "Theodore Thomas
Day " in the Pageant of Progress being put on by the
Department of Industrial Music of the Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce, with Miss .Antionette Ruth
Sabel. as director.

At the California Theatre, Los Angeles—.A very pleas-
ant twenty minutes of musical program is being pre-
sented at the California Theatre this week. Carli
Elinor the conductor has arranged for an openin.g offer-
ing. Rossini's marvel of rapid composition, fhe operafta
The Barber of Seville which has always found favo>-
vr;th open- lovers on account of the brightness and
humor x^t its n.JiSic.

II Bacio (The Kiss) by .Arditi and By the Waters of
Minnetonka by Lieurance and sung by Georgia Har-
riet Starke, Coloratura Soprano, form a very pleasant
second offering. The Kiss is a very charming waltz song
in Italian style and By the Waters of Minnetonka
i.> a beautiful Indian love song, the melody of which
is based on an original Indian motive. For a merry clos-
ing number Elinor is offering his own novel arrangement
of the syncopated success The Sneak by Brown.

E. Harold Geer. the organist of Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie, X. Y., has come to California to visit his
parents, who reside in the southern part of the state,
and other relatives residing in San Francisco, and the
-Auditorium Committee of the Board of Supervisors has
taken advantage of this tact to give the public here an
opporttinity to hear him play. He is an organist of re-
nown, with a large repertoire, including the classics and
many of the newer pieces which have not yet appeared
on local organ programs, and he pla.ved selections cov-
ering a wide field at two Sunday afternoon recitals,
which he gave on the big organ at the Exposition -Audi-
torium.

pe^ric^
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If you wish to become famous you must be known and
in order to become known you need publicity and there

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then

fame is undignified.
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HANSEL AND GRETEL AT GREEK THEATRE

Mabel Riegelman, who essayed this role,

is an experienced operatic artist of inter-

national reputation who has already
achieved unqualitied artistic successes in

association with some of the world's
greatest operatic organizations. It is

therefore sincerely to be regretted that

the program, thanks to an inexcusable
error, contained a transposition of the
names of the artists impersonating these
two leading characters. And by making
this assertion it is not our intention to

reflect upon the achievement of Anna
Young, who impersonated Hansel, for we
feel that this unintentional injustice

works as great a hardship on Miss Young.
because of the fact that she is deserving
of greater credit on account of her lesser
practical experience, which fact reflects

favorably upon her artistic instinct, inas-

much as she overcame almost unsur-
mountable difllculties with astounding
success.

Of course, Mabel Riegelman's Gretel

stood out as the predominating achieve-
ment of the production. Clearness and
purity of voice, coupled with delightfully
concise enunciation and a very convinc-
ing dramatic expression, combined to

make this characterization some of the
most delightfully artistic moments in our
experience as reviewer of musical events.
There was a certain inimicable grace and
buoyancy about Miss Riegelman's deport-
ment, and an undeniable assurance and
authority of vocal expression, which ne-

gotiated even the most intricate and har-
monically difficult passages with unques-
tionable musical intelligence and ease of

expression. This absolute submergence of

one's individuality into the character of

an opera represents the most vital re-

quisite of a superior operatic artist. It

is the dividing line between dilettantism
and professionalism.

No one who grasps the various prob-
lems that constitute the difficulties sur-

rounding an adequate interpretation of

an operatic role such as that of Hansel
will deny a generous measure of admira-
tion to Anna Young. This role represents
almost unsurmountable obstacles even to

the most veteran artist. Miss Young had

only a limited period of preparation to

familiarize herself with intricacies and
vocal eccentricities requiring the utmost
concentration of effort and artistry. It

certainly proved a great surprise to us to

find Miss Young vocally and histrionically

so well suited to this part. She sang the
lines with intelligence and exactness of

memory and her diction was clear and
understandable. Her deportment was
graceful and unniarred by amateurish-
ness. It was surely an effort of which the
young artist has every reason to feel

proud.

Jack Hillman surprised everybody
with the spirit that he infused in the char-
acter of the father. Every syllable could
be understood and he invested every
phrase with the full measure of its mean-
ing. He sang the phrases with good judg-
ment and succeeded in interpreting the
difficult vocal "intervals" with surprising
energy and correctness as to pitch and
expression. It was a worthy artistic ef-

fort.

It has always been the principle of the
Pacific Coast Musical Review to encour-
age as far as possible the endeavors of

resident artists, and in every case, where
we can conscientiously plead the cause of

resident artists, we shall always do so,

even though we shall have to ignore oc-

casionally artistic defects that might well
be pointed out. But the question arises

here shall we look upon this production
of Hansel and Gretel as a professional
production, or as an amateur perform-
ance. If the latter is desired we would
gladly pull the cloak of faint praise over
everything, if the former, however, is

expected we must look upon the perform-
ance from every artistic angle. And in

that case we feel that we owe it to Claire
Harrington, who essayed the role of Gert-
rude, the mother, to emphatically assert
that not one word could be understood
from where the writer was sitting (7th
row section D), or about twelve rows
from the stage in the center section.

Now, the objectors to opera in English
find this as their greatest defense for

singing opera in foreign languages, name-

ly, that even though sung in English it

can never be understood. Now possibly

.Miss Harrington thinks she enunciated
every word absolutely clearly. And no
doubt there will be some of her friends
who. when she shows them these lines

with indignation, will agree with her that

they could understand everything she
sang. But nevertheless the truth remains
that neither the writer, nor many other
people he asked, could understand Miss
Harrington. And this lack of clarity in

enunciation affects Miss Harrington's
voice, causing it to lose pliancy and there-

fore occasionally deviating from the
pitch. Now, we know this is severe, but
how in the world can a vocal artist ever
improve if someone does not possess the

courage to stand risht up in meeting and
tell her the truth. Of course, if the truth
Is not wanted and if an artist and his or
her friends think we do not know any-
thing about singing, then no harm is

done. If we dirt not think it worth while
to tell these things to Miss Harrington,
we simply would not mention her at all.

Easton Kent, while in many respects
a very clever impersonator, and the po.s-

sessor of a clear, fluent voice, somehow
did not come up to his reputation on this

occasion. He certainly does not seem to

grasp the dramatic significance of the
Witch, failing to secure the various in-

flexions of the voice that make this char-

acter so familiar to children. His enun-
ciation, which is usually excellent, was
on this occasion not always clear, which
may be the result of lack of confidence
coupled with nervousness. We have wit-

nessed far better artistic performances of

Mr. Kent's than this one.

Rosa Honyikova as the Sandman ex-

hibited a clear ringing voice, while El-

frieda Steindorff' s high notes did not ring

out as freely as we have heard them be-

fore, although her middle and low tones
were smooth and resonant. The Ballet of

the fourteen angels, under the direction

of Anita Peters Wright, was one of the

most pleasing episodes of the entire pro-

duction. The stage direction of Ferris
Hartman was noticeable in the smooth-
ness of the performance, every character
comprehending his share in the action.

In conclusion we must repeat that we
hope the apparently adverse portions of

this review will not be regarded in the
spirit of discouragement. On the con-
trary, it is our sincere wish to see Mr.
Steindorff continue successfully to pre-

sent these open-air performances. And
we believe we reveal our respect for

these productions by treating them ac-

cording to the merit of professional per-

formances in a dignified manner, and not
drown them in the avalanche of extrava-
gant adulation usually accorded amateur
attempts at dignitied performances.

Gladys-Mary Campbell sang the offer-

tory at St. Stephens' Episcopal Church
last Sunday. August 27th, with a rich,

p(»werful soprano voice of brilliant color.

Miss Campbell is from Oklahoma, is a
post-graduate of the University of Cali-

fornia, with the degree of master of arts

(M. A.) and has specialized in singing
with H. B. Pasmore. Miss Campbell goes
to the Woodland High School, where she
expects to play an important part in

musical activities. She will make fre-

quent trips to the Bay region in order to

continue her work with Mr. Pasmore.

Miss Rebecca Holmes Haight. the well-

known California cellist, who has been
teaching at Smith College, returned from
the East this summer, after a prolonged
absence, and plans to remain in ('alifor-

nia this season. She has opened a studio

at 725 Pine street, and will resume her
concert work as soloist and ensemble
artist.

L. E. Behymer, the distinguished Cali-

fornia impresario, stopped over in San
Francisco during the first part of this

week on his way to Los Angeles, after

several months' absence In the East,

where he succeeded in securing a trunk-

ful of contracts for next season. We had
a long talk with Mr. Behymer regarding
the results of his trip and also his im-

presssion concerning conditions, and we
shall publish an extensive interview in

our next issue.

Rena MacDonald, the presiding spirit of

the Behymer offices in Los Angeles, and
beyond a doubt the best-known and busi-

est private secretary in any managerial
office in the country, made a flying trip to

San Francisco last Monday, being called

here by Mr. Behymer, who had come from
the East. Miss MacDonald was so busy

and so constantly on the jump "between
trains" that we could not get any chance
to talk music with her. However, we shall

soon have an opportunity to have her

commit herself in these columns.

ALICE GENTLE'S EXTRAORDINARY TRIUMPHS

Chicago Daily Press Unanimous in Distinguished Diva's

Praise as Interpreter of Famous Operatic
Roles at Ravinia Park

We take great pleasure in reprinting the following
extracts from leading Chicago daily papers regarding
the enthusiasm aroused at Ravinia Park by Alice
Gentle, the noted operatic mezzo soprano;

Fedora—The Chicago Herald-Examiner, July 17, 1922
—By Theodore Stearns—Enter Alice Gentle. Beautiful,

richly warm in voice and spotting her personality with
the surety of a searchlight, her Fedora leaves little if

anything to criticise. Why this woman Is not recog-

nized as our greatest American grand opera star is a

mystery. She has a bigger personality than Farrar.
Mary Garden has an enormous reputatiin. and justly

so, hut Garden's style is European, not American. Alice

Gentle has the true American "pep" and a tiger lily

voice and beauty that lodestones her audiences. Even
the prodigal whole-souled way in which she uses her
limitless voice is American. To my mind, she is abso-
lutely typical of what we want in this country—a hu-

man, new opera form for the people, by the people,

of the people.

Zaza—Chicago American, August 21, 1922—By Her-
man Devries— In the title role Alice (lentle's talents

are shown once more at their supreme height of intelli-

gent and productive artistry. If there is a singer of

greater versatility upon the lyric stage today. I do not

know her. Every creation is stamped with the seal of
Sincerity, of earnest endeavor to make her new task
the crowning achievement of her career, so that we go
from good to better, from better to best, and then we
halt to settle the question of preference! I call Alice
Gentle a singer actress of remarkable ability, with
brains, temperament and voice, a passsion for study
and progress. She should be famous Internationally as
well as locally.

Zaza—The Chicago Herald-Examiner—By Theodore
Stearns—Belasco and .Mrs. Leslie Carter made the play
famous. Leoncavallo made the music infamous. The
work was staged at Ravinia Park Saturday night with
splendid realism and with the tiger lily of grand opera
heading a long cast of seventeen. As an actress. Alice
Gentle was as good as Mrs. Leslie Carter, and. to my
mind, far more artistic. This smashing artistry con-
sisted in her giving the absolute impression of whole-
some vulgarity, reminiscent of Yvette Guilbert. Wheth-
er it was the dressing room disrobing scene or the
emotional renunciation of her love as she kisses little

Toto farewell. Miss Gentle bared the heart of the woman
primitive with pantherlike abandon of nature itself.

The characterization was glorious—gripping—perfect.

Her mastery of comedy technique was amazing, and, in

spite of Leoncavallo, she made out of her aria in the
last scene a piece of vocal music even a great composer
would be proud to claim. I repeat again, Alice Gentle
is the greatest dramatic singing actress in America
today.

ARION TRIO CLOSE SANTA CRUZ SEASON

NATHALIE BOSHKO REAL VIOLIN VIRTUOSA

The Arion Trio, long known as one of the more
delightful and pleasing trios of the coast, has just

closed an extremely interesting season at the Casa del

Rey Hotel in Santa Cruz, returning to the bay region
in time to render a group of solos and trios at the Greek
theatre. Playing as the Arion Trio did each evening at

the dinner hour and then for an hour or so in the home-
like atmosphere of the spacious lobby, it was a real

task to avoid repetition and yet delight with the old

favorites. This was exactly what was accomplished,
however, and the fame and popularity of the group has
spread throughout the state.

Miss Josephine Holub of Oakland is a violinist of

rare ability, while the pianist, Mrs. .loy Holloway-Barth-
eison, :s. to put it slangily. just like her given name.
Over and over again she has been told that "you play

as strongly as a man. but with the wonderful feeling of

a woman," by enthusiastic vacationers. Miss Margaret
Avery was a most popular and clever cellist. The charm-
ing young women shortly begin an engagement at Hotel
Cecil, and will no doubt win further reognition and
well-earned laurels.

PRIZES FOR COMPOSITIONS

New York, August 24, 1922.

To the Editor of Pacific Coast .Musical Review, San
Francisco. Cal.:

Dear Sir—We beg you to announce through your
esteemed magazine that the Lega Musicale ltali:ina,

Inc.. has decided to open three musical contests. The
flrst, for a one-act opera, with 20,000 Italian lire prize

(the closing time will be December 31. 1923); the see
ond, for an orchestral suite, with 5000 Italian lire prize

(closing time. April 30. 1923); the third, for a s)ng or

ballad, with English or Italian text, with $100.00 prize

(closing time. December 31, 1922). The last named com-
petition is intended only for Italians nr Italian-Ameri-

cans residing in the Cnited States and Canada; while
the first two are for Italian musicians residing in any
part of the world. For particulars, write to the offuv

of the Lega Musicale Italiana, Inc.. 12S West Forty-

ninth street. New York City.

Thanking you in advance for your courtesy, and
with kindest regards, we remain, for the

LEGA MUSICALE ITALIANA. INC.
FERRUCCIO CORRADETTl. Secretary.

Brilliant Russian Artist Delights San Diego Audience
With Masterly interpretation of Representative

Program of Violin Compositions.

Mme. Nathalie Boshko, the distinguished Russian
violinist, appeared at La Jolla Woman's Club in La
Jolla. Cal.. assisted by Joan Doane. pianist, on Tuesday
evening, August 15, giving an excellent program of

violin compositions and arousing genuine enthusiasm.

She also appeared in Balboa Park. San Diego, as soloist

at one of Dr. Stewart's organ recitals. Of this latter

event Daisy Kessler Bierman had the fol'.owing to say

in the San Diego paper:

"A true virtuosa of the violin, Madame Nathalie

Boshko. the distinguished Russian violinist, made her

initial bow last evening before an audience of San
Diego music lovers, that filled the entire seating space

before the Spreckels organ in Balboa Park. The young
violinist, appearing with Dr. Humphrey Stewart at the

organ, was received with enthusiasm, and many hopes

were expressed that the wonderful performance of last

night was but the forerunner of other appearances in

this city of this gifted artist. Madame Boshka has the

soul of an artist; she possesses both the fire of tem-

perament and the technique of a master. With it all

she a so possesses rare personal charm. The four

grours presented by the violinist were of sudicient

variety to bring out her versatility and mastery of her

art, and encores were demanded at each appearance.

The smooth resonance of her tone was an outstanding

quality throughout her playing, and this she never lost,

despite the outdoor environment and the dampness of

the night air. which always affects the control of the

instrument. In the first number, the old Italian classic.

Sonata in H. (Geminiani). the purity of her trills and

chaste style, the ease and grace of her playing and

beautiful carrying tone revealed to the audience that

here was a real artist, and carried promise of the num-
bers to follow.

"The Schubert Ave Maria, one of the most appealing

song arrangements ever adapted for the violin, was
given with the same tenderness and a dei)th of tone that

sometimes approached the human voice in quality.

This number has won for the young artist the plaudits

of great audiences in the east and abroad, and unstinted

praise from the reviewers. In the number that followed,

her interpretation of her fellow countryman's famous

composition, the Chanson Indouc. of Rimsky-Korsakoff.

her tone was delicious in its mellow flow, tiuid.

and exquisite in the rendition of the Oriental music.

Read The Pacific Coast Musical Review. Subscription

rates. $3.00 per year.
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Leon Lang, retail manager of Kohler
& Chase, has been so greatly occupied
with his plans concerning his co-opera-

tion with the profession that he finds it

necessary to take advantage of the hol-

iday season and spend a few days in Lake
County. He will be back at his desk next
Tuesday, and will again be ready to wel-

come resident artists and teachers.

Miss Beatrice Clifford, the well-known
pianist, accompanist and teacher, has
been out of the musical field for the last

two years, devoting her time to hospital

work in Ihe Marine Hospital. However,
she did not entirely forsake her musical
accomplishments, for she appeared twice

a week in concerts at the hospital. She
has now resumed her studio work at 272
Downey street, and will be at the Kohler
& Chase building on Tuesday and Satur-

day evenings. During the two years of

musical "intermission" Miss Clifford con-
tinued her church work, and she is still

organist at the Third Church of Christ,

Scientist. She will also resume her excel-

lent career as accompanist, wherein she
created for herself quite an enviable rep-
utation.

Mme. Stella Vought. the well-known
coloratura soprano, scored quite an artis-

tic success at the California Theatre last

Sunday morning when she sang the
Shadow Song from Dinorah. Mme. Vought
possesses a clear, ringing soprano voice,

which she uses with judgment and artis-

try. She received a hearty ovation and
was compelled to appear again.

Horace Clark, a prominent lecturer and
piano teacher of Houston, Texas, is vis-

iting the Pacific Coast on a vacation trip,

and called at the Musical Review office.

Mr. Clark is an able composer, having
written a number of excellent compo-
sitions, of which Xight Time has been
published by the Thompson Co. of Bos-
ton, and proved quite a success. Mr. Clark
is a member of the Board of Examiners
of the Texas State Music Teachers' As-
sociation which has been established
for the purpose - of standardizing the
teachers.

The Symphony School Orchestra of the
Ada Clement Music School will hold its

first meeting, Wednesday evening. Au-
gust 30th, at 7:30 o'clock, in the school
headquarters in Sacramento street. Al-

bert Elkus is the director, and he will

pass upon applications for membership
at that time.

Marion Ramon Wilson, whose last sea-

son was cut short by a violent attack of

influenza, is now in perfect health and
splendid voice. She is kept busy signing

up for winter engagements, many of

which will carry her beyond the con-

fines of California.
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MANUSCRIPT
SprcialiKe in Transposition

BEATRICE CLIFFORD
272 Do^Tuy St.. S. F. Telephone >lkl. -IS-SS.

ZHAY CLARK
HARPISTE

Ift'ith Chicago Opera Association Daring
ScaNon 1!)22-1»23. Studio: 11^1 Filbert St.,

San Francisco.

SELMA MARGOLIS
VIOLINIST

WII.I, ACCEPT BEGINNERS
Kin);»bury Apfi*„ .s;J!> Leavennrorth St.

Tel. Franklin tsr*43

EDWIN HUTCHINGS
PnpU of Frank >Iohs. Teacher of Piano.
Studio.- 313S Sacramento. Tel. Fillmore (JCtso

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert an

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway . - - . Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:

902 KOHLER A CHASE BLDG.
San Francliico Phone: Kearny 5454

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PI A > I ST

Studio: IThtT Euclid Avenne, Berkeley.
Phone Berkeley 6006.

MRS. ZAT RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

California Institute of Music, K. & C.

Building. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PERCY A. R. DOW
TEACHER OF VOICE

<tudiu!*: 802 Kohler & Chase Bide.. S. F.
."•1:2:: Ocean View Dr.. Oakland (Residence)

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

Itlir, Koliler A Chase Bid. Tel. Satter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, e03-t>04 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

MRS. CHARLES POULTER
SOPRANO St. AndreTTS Church
Voice Culture. Piano. 58S 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. 2070. Kohler «£ Chase Bids..
W ednesdays Tel. Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIANIST AND TE.\CHER

Residence and Studio, t>12S Hillegnss Ave.*
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Successes in Furope; Concert Suc-
cesses in America. Address ISOl California
St.. San Francisco. Telephone Prospect 3620

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 3« Gaflfney Building. 376 Sutter St.

Tel. noui::las 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stndio: 1920 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 1561

A.DELE ULMA.N
TEACHER OF VOICE AND PIANO

Studio ITS Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Tacific ?.o

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
PIANIST AND TEACHER
Pupil of n'aeer STrayne

Stndio: 515 Buena Vista Ave. Tel Park 341

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Announces the opening of her new Resi-
dence Stndio. <lark Apts.. Apt. 2«—ISS
Hyde St.. San Francisco. Phone Prospect
6031. Fridays. Ooi: Kohler A Chase Bldg^.
Ivearny ^^4.'^4.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite **C** Kohler A Chmae
Bulldlnic. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTOBUM,

PARIS
ORG.\NIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL

Piano Department. Ham Ha School
Oriran and Piano. Arrlllaea Moatcal CoIleK*

Member of Federal Reserve System and Associated Snvines Banks of Snn Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.*N FRA.NCISCO DANK)

5X« Cllf.rmU Street. Sa. Frv.H.eo, Cat.
COMHBRCIAI,

HI9910N BRANCH. MiMlon and 2lBt Street.

PARK-PRBSIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH, Clement St. and 7th Are.
HAIGUT STREET BRANCH. HalBbt and Belvedere Streeta

JUNE 30th, 1922
Assets .......... »7«.17I).177.1S

Deposits .......... 72.-170,177.1H

Capital Actually Paid Up ...... . 1,000.000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds ...... 2,700,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund ....... 3.s.'.,as4.« I

OFFICERS—JOHN A. BUCK. President; GEO TOURNY. Vice-President and
Manager: A. H. R. SCHMIDT. Vlce-Preeldent and Cashier: E. T. KRUSE. Vice-
President: A. H. MULLER. Secretary: WM. D. NEWHOUSE. Assistant Sfcietary:
WILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL. G. A. BELCHER. R. A. LAUENSTEIN.
H H. HERZER and H. P. M.\Y.N".^RD. .Assistant Cashiers: L. C. KOSTER, Man-
ager Mission Branch; W. C. HETER. Manager Park-Presldio District Branch:
O. F.'PAL'LSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK. GEO. TOURNT. E. T. KRUSE
A H R. SCHMIDT. I. N. WALTER. HUGH GOODFELLOW. E. N. VAN BERGEN.
ROBERT DOLLAR, C. W. DO.iXE. L. S. SHEU.MAN. WALTER A. HAAS.

GOODFELLOW. EELLS. MOORE & ORRICK. General Attorneys.
A dividend to depositors of FOUR AND ONE-QUARTER (4vi) per cent per

annum was declared for the six months ending June 30th, 1922

Joseph George Jacobson

2S33 Snommento St. Pbone Fillmore 348

BEATRICE CLIFFORD Evelyn Sresovich Ware
Teacher of Piano and Orpan

Accompanist—272 Downey St.. S. F. Tel.
Market 42S8.

StB<lof 1003 KoklCT Jt Chaa« mig.
Phoae KcnsT MM

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Cotolque, Parla

Studio: 3107 Wasfalncton Street
Phone Fillmore 1847

SIGMUND BEEL
blaster Classes for Violin

Studio Building. 1373 Post Street

Tel. Prospect 7r.7

Ada Clement Music School
AESTHFTK DA\C1\G DEPARTMENT

InKTchorf: Lacour-Torrup
343o Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S98

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SIngrlne. 32 LorettA Ave-, Pied-
mont. Te-1. Piedmont SO-i. Mod.. Kohler &
Chase Bide.. S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay A n'^aahlng^on

>lr. Xoah Brandt, Violin
Strn. >'oBh Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloittt. Temple Emnnn El. Con-
cert and Church \\ork. Vocal Instruc-
tion. 2:>S0 Clay St., Phone West 4S90.

JULIAN R. WAYBUR
TEACHER OF THE PI.WOFORTE
Teaching Methods a Specialty

Address all conimunicatiuns to 2y03
Dwight Way. Berkeley
Telephone Berkeley 43S9

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
.\RTISTIC

PI.WO INSTRVCTION"
Studio: 200!) Kohler & Chase BIdg.

Telephone Kearny ^.'4
Res. Tel. Bayview 4104

F. WARREN SHOUP
Piano Instructions — Summer Classes

:>Ienil>er Toronto School »»f ^lusic—Student
of >lme. Ilree of ^ ienna I First .Vssistant to
LcHChctit/.ky 1. I'hone: Franklin 7272 ( Be-
tween !t and II .\. M.t

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO SOLOIST A\D TEACHER

Ada Clement Music .^chnni
"425 Sacramento St. San Francisco

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher

Head of Violin Department Ada Clement
^lusic School

343.*> Sacmnien to St.. San Francisco

Ruth Degnan
pupil of giacomo and mme.

minkowski
teachk:r of voice

242S Pine -«». Tel. \Ve«t 7013

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
661 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 821S

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37S Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Pkone West 1307

MISS MAR, ON FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp. 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley, CaL

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Ptione Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK
479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MARGARET WHITE COXON
14'.' Rose -Av.. Oaklaml PiPrtniont 1608-W

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

MME. M. TROMBONI
Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

MISS ELSIE INGHAM
Phone Prospect 5824 1040 Bush Street

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 5154

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
1913 Baker SL Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332S

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 3561

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6454

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113

REED .\>D MOUTHPIECE M.\KER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter SSSt
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen oo Programs of

GRAVEURE, MACBETH, EASTON. JORDAN. WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singei^
TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TARA BINDU (Mezzo)
RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Bariione or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOUR TKACHING PIECES (Grade 3)
nr Florence 1". Rea TIIK « OIII) WMIMI'S HARP

iDCh » .30 KING TIIRL'SU UEARD
iii':i.i.<i: MR. Ronix vakima

Thene pterrn arc belnj; fvidcly UMed and tnach apprcctatcd by teacherH irho vnlue
Ihr-lr InMplratlunnl lirnuly nnd modern Idiom. UNUSUAL FOR THE GRADt:. Pub-
ll«hrd by CLAYTON K. SUMMT CO., CHICAGU, and for Kale by HiCNRV GROBt:
In Itae atorc of WIUEV B. ALLEN CO.

13;i Kearny Si., San Franobieo

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCtlMI'.VMST

li::s Chi-Hlnut street
Telephone I'ronpect 4!l,'l"^

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL. Ci:i.TtIRE

ArtlNt pupiln available for all occafiionN
noo Kohler A Chawe Bids- Keamr -llftfl

CalJTonvia
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERT

NKI'TKMillCR :td—11:00 A. M.

SEVERI
nnd the fnntoUH

CALIFORNIA THEATRE
ORCHESTRA

Snloixt

MARGARET O'DEA
Contralto

Offering
\li: MON KII^ FROM LE PROPHBTF:

t ^leyerbeerl

Qonstance <iAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

Rebecca Holmes Haight
'Cellist

Soloist—Teacher—Chamber Music

725 PINE ST. PHONE GARFIELD 2775

Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
V«r Kindergarten and Primary Grades

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Worda and Muale

ABDIB GERRISII-JONBS
Adaptions and Deacrlptlona
OHVB B. WTLSON-DORRKTT

These games were compiled to meet the demand
for a new type of rhythmic material, the resvU of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-
rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the
summer session of 1920.

PRICE »1.00 AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

A Quality, NOT a Quantity Product

PIANO
Quantity Production Has Never Been the

Aim of the Makers of the Mason & HamHn
Piano

The Violins of Stradivari, the Canvases of Michelangelo, and Rubens, the Statu-

ary of Rodin are famous for their greater beauty, not for their quantity.

Mason & Hamlin Pianos are more painstakingly, more conscientiously built than

any in the world, and never has the question of quantity production been permitted to

intrude. Instead each piano is an individual product, in the making of which is centered

the ideals and traditions of generations.

The Result-THE MOST COSTLY AND BEAUTIFUL PIANO IN THE WORLD
Our Stock is Now Most Complete. We Invite a Most Critical Test,

two entranxes
135-153 Kearny & 117-125 Suttcr Sts.

victor talking machines 'Wilgy^BAllen®
MASON AND HAMLIN PIANOS-

Oakland— 1209 Washington Streft

San Jose—99 South First

sheet music
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LE. BEHYMER ANNOUNCES BRILLIANT SEASON L. A. PUBLIC PAY FOR SYMPHONY CONCERTS
Distinguished California Impresario Returns From the East With Numer-

ous Contracts Assuring Los Angeles and California in General
a Music Season of Which the Entire West May Well

Be Proud—Soloists, Ensemble Organizations and
Operatic Companies Included in List

Practical Demonstration That Music Lovers Need Not Depend on Wealthy
People for Their Best Music—Forty Summer Symphony Concerts

With Eighty-five Musicians Directed by Alfred
Hertz Are Self-supporting at Twenty-

five and Fifty Cents Admission

By ALFRED METZGER BY ALFRED METZGER

After several months absence in tbe
East, partly in connection with bookings
tor next season and partly to enjoy a
well earned vacation. L. E. Behymer re-

turned to California so completely sup-
plied with musical news and information
that it is impossible to include all mat-
ters of Interest in one article. Never-
theless we shall make an effort to trans-
mit to our readers the most essential
parts of a very pleasant chat we had
with the distinguished impresario during
his brief stay of a day or two in San
Francisco prior to his return to Los
Angeles.

"If the present industrial crisis does
not result in a tie-up of transportation
facilities," said Mr. Behymer." we may
safely look forward to the coming musi-
cal season as the biggest California has
ever enjoyed. Of course. I know that this

expression sounds very familiar. Every
year we say that the ensuing season is

about to be the best we ever had. But
this is true. This is what I and my col-

leagues are trying to do. Every year we
want to give the Pacific West a greater
musical season than it enjoyed the pre-
vious year. I believe in progress. The
moment we cannot offer something better
than before we stand still in the matter
of musical progress, and standing still

means, as a matter of fact, retrogression.
"Even as matters stand now as a re-

sult of the railroad and other strikes the
farmers have lost millions of dollars. And
since the interior music clubs as well
as the merchants in the larger cities are
to a great extent dependent upon the
prosperity of the fanner, it is reasonable
to assume that great losses in the rural
districts reflect unfavorably upon the
financial success of musical enterprises.
At present I have no reason to complain.
The musical clubs are reserving dates
for artists in excess to reservations of
previous seasons. San Diego in particular
is worthy of praise for its enterprise and
love for music.
"The symphony and chamber music

seasons in San Francisco and Los Ang-
eles, if I may judge from advance in-

formation, will add more than ever to the
musical wealth of those two communities.
While it is certain that neither the
Chicago Opera Association nor the Scotti
Grand Opera Company will visit the
Pacific Coast, our musical public will not
be entirely without operatic seasons, for
the Russian Grand Opera Company and
the San Carlo Opera Company are as-
sured for Pacific West appearances. So
the public has the opportunity to support
a series of able and internationally
known artists as well as operatic, sym-
phonic and chamber music organizations.
It is to be hoped that the same public
will take sufficient advantage of these
brilliant opportunities to encourage the
managers out West to make the season
following the present one even more
brilliant.

"Yes. I have a trunkful of contracts,
not only for the season of 1922-1923. but
have arranged for a number of other big
events for the following season. Of
greatest interest to the public, perhaps,
is the sensational fact that Paderewski
will play. I have the great Pole's per-
sonal promise and that of his manager
that, if he can remain in America long
enough to spare the time for a trans-
continental trip, he will appear in Los
Angeles for at least one concert, coming
under my management. He promised to
cable me from Europe, as he apparently
wanted to obtain a personal iriew of the
European political situation before com-
mitting himself to too long a visit to
this country. I feel sanguine, however,
that he will come to Los Angeles and
San Francisco, because he loves these
two great California cities.

"Chaliapine, the great Russian whom
everybody in the East is talking about
and who is freely referred to as the
greatest vocalist of the decade, will posi-

ti^ely come to Los Angeles. He will be
there in February, appearing at least
once, and perhaps twice in that city.

After three years Mischa Elman will re-

turn to the West. He returned to Xew
York while I was there, loaded with
European honors and with eulogies from
such writers as Ernest Newman of Lon-
don, and his confreres.

"One of the most notable features of
last year's musical season in New York

The writer attended two of the forty
concerts given at Hollywood Bowl with
most of the personnnel from the Phil-
harmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles, and
under the direction of Alfred Heriz, last
week. The average attendance at these
concerts, of which four are given every
week, is twenty thousand a week. At the
time of leaving Los Angeles we were
assured by Mrs. J. J. Carter, to whose
energy and enthusiasm the success of
these events, in so far as it applies to
financial support is to be accredited, as-
sured us that there is now no danger of
any deficit at the end of the season which

L. E. BEHYMER
The Indefalisnble California Impresario \\ h

RrNpoDKihle for
— ,,— ,, . Dynaiulr Knercy lit

-^ _ ..arite I'ortiun of California'K Kver Increasins
iopport of and Ta.ste for the Best of MdnIc

was the retu rn of Calve. The famous
mezzo soprano of other days has suc-
ceeded in what enthusiasts of the prize
ring call a "come-back." and it would
seem that she could give innumerable re-

citals in New York City. Calve will

make a flying tour to the coast in Janu-
ary, and at least one concert has been
obtained for Los Angeles.
"Rosa Raisa, whom everybody has

learned to love during the last season of
the Chicago Opera Company, will come
for concerts with her distinguished bari-
tone husband, Giacomo Rimini, but it is

very doubtful if Los Angeles or the Coast
(Continued on Page 10. Co!. 1

)

will be on Saturday. September IGth.
Now. here is food for thought. When this

summer season will have been concluded
those in charge of the Hollywood Bowl
summer symphony concerts, under the
direction of Alfred Hertz, will have the
proud satisfaction to know that forty
concerts of such magnitude were given
with success without any guarantors.
This is a feat which hitherto has been
thought impossible.

It is hardly necessary for us at this
time to dwell upon the artistic character
of these concerts. All of our readers
know that Alfred Hertz is a symphony
conductor of whom there are so few in

the world that it is very doubtful wheth-
er he could be replaced in case he should
ever leave the Pacific Coast. In the first

place every conductor of Mr. Hertz's
capability and depth of musicianship is
already tied down by contract, and sec-
ondly the musical public has taken such
a fancy to this brilliant and intellectual
musical force that it would require in-
deed a rare genius to replace him in their
affections. It is our firm conviction that
in case Mr. Hertz were permitted to go
the interest of the public in our sjrm-
phony concerts would immediately wane,
and small audiences would again be the
rule as it was previous to Mr. Hertz's
advent.
As proof, we need only cite this colos-

sal success in Los Angeles, or Hollywood.
It is even more remarkable that this in-
flux of musical people to these summer
concerts took place in Hollywood, which
is difficult to reach either by car or auto-
mobile. Four times a week people are
willing to undergo the inconvenience of a
long trip and late return home in order
to listen to Alfred Hertz conduct pro-
grams of exceptional musical value in an
unforgettable manner. But far more im-
portant than the artistic character of the
events is the fact that concerts requiring
such exceptional financial support have
actually been given without begging
wealthy people to guarantee them against
losses.

Mrs. Carter has only addressed herself
to the masses, and she has received un-
expectedly big response. While it is true
that these summer symphony concerts,
being counted under the category of pop-
ular events, are entitled to a somewhat
curtailed salary on the part of musicians.
On the other hand, it must be remem-
bered that the admission is, with the ex-
ception of a few box seats, only twenty-
five and fifty cents—from one-third to
one-quarter the usual price. And yet no
guarantee by wealthy society or business
people was required. Surely this is posi-
tive proof that the American musical
public does not need to depend upon its

musical enjoyment on the whims of half
a drzen prominent men or women of
wealth, most of whom do not care any-
thing whatever about music as an art.
most of whom would not go to symphony
concerts if they didn't think, or were
made to think, that it is the thing to do.
Don't you believe that this is evidence of
the fact that the time has arrived when
the musical public itself should organize
its symphony societies and subscribe to
its own concerts without sacrificing its
pride by accepting its entertainment at
the hands of wealthy people who have no
sympathy for its tastes, and who very
frequently permit themselves to allow
their personal prejudices, likes or dis-
likes, to rule their feelings regarding the
artistic necessities of the public's mu-
sical enjoyment.
What can be done in Los Angeles sure-

ly can be done in San Francisco, and we
feel certain that the majority of the
guarantors of the Musical Association of
San Francisco are of our opinion in this
regard. The musical public ought to be
too proud to continue sitting by supinely,
while leaders in society and leaders in
the business world are asked to pay for
its opportunity to enjoy good music, be
it symphony concerts or opera, and the
time has come when it should have a
definite and positive say in what it

likes and what it does not like, and
should not have to depend upon the
whims of a small minority regarding that
which it likes or does not like.

As long as the musical public is willing
to accept the charity of wealthy society
people in the conduct of its musical af-

(Continued on Page 10, Col. 2 )
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The Thio-Art plays accompaniments

sublimely

It can also heplayedhy hand,juS like any piano

The Steinway

Duo-Art Piano

Just 'what is it?

WE consider the Steinway Duo-

Art Piano to be the greatest

—

the most wonderful piano the world

has ever known.

In the first place it is a magnificent

piano, unequilled in tone, in action, in

physical beauty. Secondly, it is an im-

proved Pianola—a "player-piano" ior

youto play with ordinary 88-note music-

rolls. As such, it infinitely surpasses

anythinghithertoknownamong instru-

ments of this type.

And greatest of all—it is a Reproduc-

ing Piano of truly miraculous power. By

means of special music-rolls, made by

pianists while playing a wonderful

recording piano, it reproduces their actu-

al performances with absolute fidelity.

Every phrase,every nuance, every subtle

shade of tone and tempo, every touch

of foot to pedal is reproduced.

Paderewski today makes rolls ex-

clusively for the Duo-Art. So also do

Bauer, Cortot, Hofmann, Rubenstein,

Gabrilowitsch,Busoni, Grainger, Ganz,

Friedheim, Schmitz, Leginska, La
Forge, and scores of other great musi-

cians. The Duo-Art roster is, in fact,

a roU-call of practically all the mighti-

est pianists of this age. This is indeed

a glorious tribute to a glorious repro-

ducing instrument.

Notice the emphasis upon the fact

that these artists today make reproduc-

ing rolls exclusirely for the Duo-Art.

Moreover, their Duo-Art rolls are the

only American rolls that represent their

own exact, authmtic playing—that have

been edited by no one except themsehes.

The Duo-Art may now be had with

motor either self-enclosed or in detached

box to be placed in some other room,

as you prefer.

The Duo-Art comes enshrined in

the Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes, as well as in

the immortal Steinway.

Come in and ask to hear this glori-

ous musical instrument. Make ita point

to come in and hear it.

Sherman play& Co.
CALIFORJ^OA

San Francisco Oakland Sacramento
Stockton Fresno San Jose

OREGON—Portland
WASHINGTON

Seattle Tacoma Spokane

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de VrrlHnKn. Oirrt-lor

\. I-. Artlt;ui-H, I'reM.; I.ouIn Ali'Krln. \'lL'p-Pri-»i.

I nrxorlird fnrlllllcH for (he mtudy of music In nil

Km brnncbe*. l.arse I'ipe Oriean. Kecltnl llnll.

2315 J.VCKSON STRKKT
Sna PrnnrlNCO, Cel. I'hone Went 4737

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY. Director

Manning School of Music
JOHN <. MWMNO. nirrrKir

;\-V2 \\ nNlilncloii Strf4*t, near I'rrMlillo Avrnue
Snii l-'rnnrlNro. C'al.

|-'<ir furthrr tnfornint ion nddreKa (he iiecrc(nr3r of the
Nrh»ol. or plionr- l-'llli»i>rr :{liri.

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
'I I'll.S \< < Rl' i:i)\i>v \Nri:i»

Pii|>ll nt ^Inic A'. StoiKinorr lllfrllnl, >I. Siev4>klnK.
II ml K. llolMTl Sc-hnilt/. ( Nc*v ^ iirkl. Stud In: 7(»l

llplne Illdt:-. -<*>^ Stockton M. >l<>ndn>-N, ll-li:, Thurn.
ilnyM, in-l, 'A~U. Tel. Krnrny '^1Z'2'2. Hvm. Pfanne: Pied-
mont 7Uie.

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOI.IX MAKER AM) REPAIRER
Ilielip.st firnde l*rofe.HNionnl Work AI>N«ilute)y

Cunrantcd—Apprnlser of Instrumen tin

Finest Hand llnde Instrument!!
Atelier: Room ^r>, lOSS Market Street, next to

tirnnada Theatre. San Franci«eo, California

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Tcaeher of Sinclnc. roinplete Courne of Operatic Traln-
Ine. 27:t0 Pierce St. Tel. FUlmore 4.-."!.

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALIAN VOCAL TEACHER

Former F'l-inia Imnna with Caruso and Tt-trazzini— Knihfrsofl by Bonci. Coaches pupils vocally and
in Dramatic Deportment—-Italian, English, French
and Spanish spoken.
SI ml III irtt ColiiiiiltUN Ave.. Phone t^nrfleld '2'27r,

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SA-V JOSE. CAL.

Confer** Degreeii .\ivardM Certlflcatew

I'or I'artli'ulnrM n|iply to SKlcr Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Sanlnvnky Chninhcr .MukIc Socle tj-

Will Accept a I'V'W Talented Pupils, .'^tudi": luOi; Koh'.or

& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
S\\ HM''\EI., CAI.IFOUMA

lluxlc Coiirwc* Thorough and l*rojrre««lve
Puhljc School MumIc, .\ccr(Fdltcd IMplomn

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Tcnrhcr uf I'Inno, Orisnn, ilarniuny. Orcnnlnl and MuMleal
Director of l-'IrMt PreMhyicrlaM Church. .\ Inmedn. Il*me
studio: 1117 P\RF STREET. AI.AMEDl. Telephone Ala-
meda ir>ri. ThurMdnyN, ^Icrrlmnn School. .'117 Eldorado Ave..
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

11. II. Pnnniorc

—

^tuillo)
s. r.: •2T,:M 4 oIlcKc \>
rado Ho.td. Ilcrki-I. y.

I Suite r.ot; ixolilcr tV ( hiiMc Illdt:.,

'.. Ilcrkeley. ItcNidence -!H A Ivn-

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
I'rcparlnir Teacher f«ir

^IRs. <»SCAR II \\SFE1,I>T. PlnnUt
•2»i' llroderlck S|,. near Clay Telephone Fillmore 314

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
iiRi:\ Til— villi E— I. Ill:

0<H> Kohler A: ChaMe llldi;.. Kenrnr .M.'il

Residence lIDIi lluwh St.. Franklin r>OGS.

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
ti:\ciii:r of siNf;i\G

OTfl Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
AppolutmeutM by Phone—Prunpeet !tJt20

WALLACE A. SABIN
Oreanlst Temple Enianu El, First Church of Christ Sel-
entlMt. Director Lorlnfc Club. S. F., Wed.. 1U17 California
St.. Phone Franklin ::tt03: Sat., First Christian Science
Church, Phone Franklin 1.107; Res. studio, 3I4S Lewlnton
Ave., Derkeley. Phone Piedmont 242S.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
\ oice Culture Diction— Studio: 40S Stockton St.— >ltin.

and ThiirN. from U-."i, Res. Uni Sacramento St. Pros. 7.'>«3.

The College of the Holy Names
linke >Ierritl. t>akland

Complete Conservatory Course—I'lano. 11a rp. Violin,
'Cello, \oice. Counterpoint, Harmony. History

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
IMAMST—AC( OMPAMST

^Icmlier I'nlverKlty Extenslfin I'arulty
Studio: S'^7 Shrader •»• I'hone Park 1005

UDA WALDROP
Pianist, Organist,

Accompanist, Vocal Coach

OFFICIAL ORGANIST CITY
OF SAN FRANCISCO

Will be in New York from Septembei

1st to Oclober 1st.

I Jeginninu October 15ih. Mr. Waldrop
will accept a limited number of advanced

pupils.

STUDIO: 1915 Sacramento Street

Telephone West 3753
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

IDEAL MUSIC TEACHER AND STUDENT

During the course of a music season many par-

ents and prospective students come to us to ad-

vise them where to study. They invariably want

us to tell them who the best teacher is in a par-

ticular branch of the art. They do not realize

how difficult it is to answer such a question. It

depends so much upon the pupil himself as to

who is the best teacher for him that it is im-

possible to tell any pupil definitely regarding the

superiority of any one teacher over any other.

The truth of the matter is any thoroughly com-

petent music teacher who really has devoted time

and studv to the perfection of his art—for teach-

ing is the greatest art of all—and who has not

only grasped the importance of imparting techni-

cal knowledge, but who has cultivated the science

of psychologv- and has added a knowledge of

human nature to that of artistic application, such

a teacher is all the time the BEST teacher in the

community. Hence there is always more than

ONE best teacher.

Before parents make up their minds to entrust

their children to a music teacher, they should

once and for all ignore the idea that such child-

ren MUST become great artists, and MUST
earn large sums of money. Any student who be-

gins his musical career with such an idea starts

with a handicap that in most cases ends in bitter

disappointment and a never-ending trip from one
music studio to another. There is but one aim
that a music student should set for himself. He
should be sufficiently interested in music to want
to study it in order to add to his culture and
knowledge. Parents should want their children

to study music in the same way in which they

want to have them study reading, writing and
arithmetic. They would not think for a moment
of sending their children to school with the sole

purpose of making them great artists or scientists,

but for the purpose of having them learn some-
thing so that in their adult life they will have no
reason to hang down their heads in shame, be-

cause of the inferiority of their educational

status.

This should be the sentiment dominating
the parents of prospective music students. The
underlying principle of music study is to know-
music sufficiently well to interpret it COR-
RECTLY. If you study music superficially and
interpret unsatisfactorily, either technically or
emotionally, you will find that while your friends
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will tell you to your face that you are "wonder-
ful" they will most assuredly laugh at you be-

hind your back, and make fun of your shortcom-

ings. So. if you begin music study with the de-

termination and the desire to study music because
you really wish to KNOW something about it,

>ou have won your first victory on the way to

success.

In choosing your teacher, therefore, you must
find an instructor who will encourage you in your
desire to study music from the ground up. This
means that a teacher must tell you from the be-

ginning that the road to success is difficult, that a
foundation must be laid and that the first steps in

the attainment of musical knowledge are diffi-

cult and tedious. .\ny teacher who tells you that

he can make an artist of you in a year, is beyond
question of a doubt a very mediocre instructor.

.And if you insist to study "pieces," before you
are ready, both technically and intellectually

to play complete compositions, then you deserve

the worst teacher in the community, and the

chances are you will get such an one in the end.

It is utterly impossible to tell a young boy or

girl whether they will become great artists. The
gradual development of a prospective artists does

not only require technical skill, but is so greatly

dependent upon mental development that only b)-

watching the gradual artistic growth of a young
student is anyone enabled to definitely predict

his or her success upon the concert or operatic

platform. It will easily be seen how great mis-

chief is wrought by careless and commercially
inclined teachers who place the few dollars they

can make above the welfare and happiness of the

student. But unfortunately the parents and stud-

ents are often just as much to blame as the

teacher, for they will always find a teacher that

will tell them what they want to hear, if they look

for him long enough.

We know of parents and teachers who come
to us verj- seriously and tell us that their children

and students sing like Tetrazzini. or play like

Paderewski and Kreisler. and never for a mom-
ent realize the utter ludicrousness of such a con-

tention. Anyone who entertains such foolish

ideas cannot possibly amount to anything and
students being influenced on one side bj- such

parents and on the other side by such teachers

most assuredly face utter artistic ruin, for the

ver\- foundation of a career is weakened, namely
their artistic intelligence. Every student who by
gradual and ever increasing progress gives evi-

dences of natural talent and musical instinct

must eventually develop an individuality of his

OWN. He must not become a Tetrazzini, or a

Kreisler or a Paderewski, but he must become an

individually trained artist with a style entirely

his own and an artistry that presents an entirely

new aspect in the way of interpretative art.

teach. If then it is thought necessary to require
a license also, well and good. But a license with-
out training is of no value at all.

Let us sum up. The ideal student is he who
undertakes to study music for the purpose of add-
ing to his knowledge and education. He should
wish to study music for purposes of culture, and
not for the sole reason of becoming a great artist

in as short a time as possible and earn money
quickly. The ideal teacher is he who tells the

student that there is no short cut to greatness.

That training and preparation are absolutely nec-

essary, and that it is impossible to tell whether
anyone becomes a great artist, until he or she

himself or herself by application and progress,

both musically and intelligently, is proving to be
better than the average. Finally it must be borne
in mind that the longer a teacher has had experi-
ence with training pupils the better a teacher he
is, for he grows with experience. Some teachers

have e-xperience with children, and others with
training young students, while again others are

best at coaching. But in every instance the best

teacher is he who absolutely refuses to teach any
student, unless they are willing to study from
the standpoint of becoming thoroughly familiar

with the most serious musical problems, .\nyone
who does not believe in these truths will never

be worth much in the musical world.

There are quite a number of teachers who have

not had sufficient practical experience, nor train-

ing, to impart knowledge to others. That is the

result of a ver\- bad system of training which is

in vogue. It must alwavs be remembered that

TE.\CHING is an art 'in itself. The greatest

artists in the world sometimes make ver\- poor

teachers, while some of the greatest pedagogues
are ver\- unsatisfactors- artists. Therefore the

mere bestowal of "licenses" do not make a good
teacher. On the contrary they give a very in-

ferior teacher an opportunity to back up his con-

tention for proficiency with an official document
issued by a municipality or State. The only

manner in which to be certain of becoming a good
teacher is by training, which must include prac-

tical experience. That is to say when a student

is sufficiently advanced in his teachers' course

he must be permitted to teach, and note must be
taken whether he has grasped the principles im-

parted to him. And we would suggest that steps

should be taken by teachers associations and

music clubs to demand that music departments

be added to the Normal Schools, so that music
teachers are trained like other teachers and are

not permitted to teach without diplomas. Private

teachers should be permitted to train music
teachers, and should be given the course used
in the Normal School, so that their students at

the proper time may pass the examinations re-

quired by the State, and thus gain their diploma
without which they should not be permitted to

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH WANTS BIG CHORUS

.\mong the first replies to our appeal for the organ-

ization of a bona fide Oratorio Society for San Fran-

cisco is one from James Whitcomb Xasb the unnsually

able vocal pedagogue and an experienced choral direc-

tor. We take pleasure in quoting his letter in full.

While we appreciate the spirit in which Mr. Xash refers

to the music houses as sponsors of an oratorio society

we feel that the music lovers and singers who really

enjoy the great choral works should sustain an oratorio

society themselves. We believe in this just the

same as we are convinced that San Francisco is ripe to

have its symphony orchestra supported exclusively by
those who love symphony concerts. It should not con-

tinue to be in the humiliating position to be dependent
for its symphony concerts upon a few wealthy music
patrons with society prestige- We do not wish to be

understood as antagonistic to either society people or

rich people. But we feel that an audience of ten thou-

sand music lovers at an average guarantee of ten dol-

lars could support our symphony concerts instead of

this same audience being dependent for their music
on a dozen people subscribing from $500 to $5000. But

more of this later- In the meantime read Mr. Nash's
letter:

San Francisco. Sept. 4. 1922.

Mr. Alfred Metzger.
Editor Pacific Coast Musical Review,
San Francisco, Calif.

My Dear Mr. Metzger:
Your editorial mention of a chorus for San Francisco

interests me. and I would appreciate an opportunity to

express my views on the subject.

Choruses, wherever they exist, owe their success to

two factors: leaderehip and support- Too often the

leader is expected to supply the support. A chorus is

essentially an amateur organization, and in using this

term I wish to imply only its highest sense, that of the

devotee.
In a city the size of San Francisco, singers can always

be attracted by a high standard of music and musician-

ship; they can be held only by the same high standards.

As soon as the question of finance comes up. and the

singing body find that they have to foot the bill for

rehearsal halls, library, salaries, publicity and renul
for concert halls, there is a slump in enthusiasm.

Surely there can be no question of the value of

musical activities, such as an oratorio society, to the

community at large, but no one profits financially by

these musical activities more than the music-houses.

It is obviously unfair to leave the promotion and sup-

port of such activities to a teacher. A successful teacher

cannot stand the strain of time and energy, and unsuc-

cessful teachers should not attempt it. Incidentally, .'I

should like to point out that the music teacher is a mucn
more potent factor in communal music interest than he
is given credit for. What he needs is co-operation.

As a rule he is temperamently unfitted for the promo-
tion of such enterprises. Notable exceptions to this rule

have been the late Theodore Thomas and John Philip

Sousa: but they were in the instrumental field and
dealt entirely with professional musicians.

-\ chorus is its own press agent. It is the most econo-

mical thing. One might expatiate for hours on the

beauties and benefits to be derived from such an organ-

ization, and if such an organization be guaranteed, suffi-

cient rehearsal, it can be quickly built to do efficient

work and thus realize its purpose.

The cost of a chorus is extremely small, and its influ-

ence under proper direction is great. If the music houses
would sponsor the promotion and maintenance of a

chorus for a couple of years. I am sure our public-

spirited citizens would enthuse about and support the

eBort
May I suggest that yon invite interested inquiry

through your columns; I can assure you of my active

support in any worthy choral enterprise.

Very truly yours.
J. W. NASH.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT McCORM ACK'S CONDITION

D. F. MfSweeney. manager of John McCormack, the

beloved Irish tenor, writing to h>ank W. Healy, McCor-
mack's local representative from Paris, says:

"I know there have heen all kinJs of rumors as to the

condition of Mr. McCormack's health, his plans for

the future, etc. Therefore. 1 want to give you the facts

direct from headquarters.
"I have just spent a week with him at Stow-on-the-

Wold, Gloucestershire. This, by the way, is not 'John

McCormack's English estate." as some of the American
papers had It. It is the home of the John Murray Scott

family, intimate friends of his for many years.

"John McCormack looks better today than he has

for several years. He spends two hours a day, Sundays
excepted, rain or shine, roaming the countryside, shoot-

ing rabbits, and when the gamekeeper is not looking, an

occasional partridge. He is as rabid a tennis f;in as ever;

a set or two between showers is almost a daily event.

"He is on a sort of eat and grow thin diet, having cut

out bread and butter and potatoes. (Oh! How he did

love them!) When I met him at the Savoy Hotel, the

day I arrived from America, 1 was agreeably surprised

to see how well he looked. Calling my attention to the

shrinkage of the waist line, with evident pride, he

remarked: "You had better tell Tommy Meighan to

look out for his laurels, as I am going to look for a job

in the movies when I get back.'

"Now, regarding his voice and his plans for the im-

mediate future. His friends may rets assured that his

voice is as good as it ever was right now. He could give

a concert tomorrow, but he won't. He has made up his

mind to take a good long rest and I do not think that

anyone will deny that he is entitled to it. John McCor-
mack's voice is one of the treasures of the world and he

holds it in trust as such.

"Two days after my arrival in London. I heard him

sing for the first time since the concert he gave in

Chicago on April 2d. His first song was 'Oft in the

Stilly Night.' I won't attempt to tell you how 1 felt,

but it was certainly good to hear his voice again, the

voice we feared during Holy Week would be stilled

forever.
"It was at a reception given in Iiis honor by Herbert

Hughes, at the latter's London home in Chelsea. Mr.

Hughes had invited a number of people prominent in

London musical circles, including four of the leading

musical critics and halt a dozen composers. One of the

critics remarked. It is good to get our ears rinsed out

in this way after listening to such a lot of bad singing

all the seasom.
"The next time 1 heard Mr. McCormack sing was at

one of the most interesting and enjoyable functions I

have ever had the privilege of attending. It was at the

home of .Mr. and Mrs. Antonio de Navarro, at Broadway,
Worcestershire. Madame de Xavarro. as you know was
the incomparable Mary .\nderson ('Our Mary'). The
Navarros wfre celebrating the 32nd anniversary of

their wedding and the McCormacks the 16th. and I do

not believe a more happily married quartet ever cele-

brated an anniversary.
".Mr. McCormack has decided to take things easy

until the spring of Ut23. when he will return to America

for a brief concert tour. He may give a concert or two

in Dublin and a few operatic performances in .Monte

Carlo in the meantime. He will spend the months of

September and October shooting either in the west of

Ireland or north of Scotland. .N'ovember and December
he will put in studying the lieder song classics with

Sir George Henschek. recognized as the greatest living

authority as an interpreter of the great masters. Janu-

ary 1st he will go to the south of France, returning to

America about March 1st. It may be that instead of

going to the south of France, he may go to the south

of Florida."

DEVELOPMENT OF CHURCH MUSIC

Church choir leaders and directors of choral societies

generally will be interested in a bulletin recently issued

by the Bureau of Music of Community Service, Inc.,

New 'i'ork City, which embodies the idea of an illus-

trated series of musical services depicting 'The History

of Church .Music."

The development of church music from the period of

I'alestrina to the present day is traced through a series

of thirteen musical programs in which the choir selec-

tions, organ numbers, and congregational hymns of

each program are related to a certain period of church

music. The musical selections are adapted to chorus

choirs of sixteen voices or over and to a two-manual
pipe organ, thus making the programs available to

churches whose musical resources are not very elab-

orate.
With each program It is suggested that a half minute

talk giving some description of the composers and their

music be given. The original series of programs from

which this bulletin is compiled was given at Plymouth
Congregational Church, Oakland, Calif., several years

ago under the direction of Alexander Stewart, nov.' the

special music organizer for the r'acitic Coast for Com-
munity Service. Inc. William Carruth, then organist at

Plymouth Church and now occupying a similar position

at Mills College. Oakland. Calif., collaborated with Mr.

Stewart in compiling the organ selections for these pro-

grama.
Choir leaders who may he Interested In these pro-

grams may secure copies of the bulletin by communicat-
ing with the Bureau of Music, Community Service, Inc,

31.1 Fourth avenue. New York City.

GREAT PIANISTS COMING

More than half a dozen of the world's greatest pianists

will appear in recital in San Francisco and Northern
California cities next season under the management of

Selby C. Oppenheimer. As is usually the case, the San

Francisco impresario has searched the world over to

pick for presentation here those giants of the key-

board, whom he believes will bring the greatest mes-
sage to California piano-enthusiasts. The first of the

famous players who will visit the west will be Guy
Maier and Lee Pattison. whose playing on two pianos

has established a new standard for recitals of this char-

acter. The vogue of Maier and Pattison is extensive

throughout the east and the most eminent critics have
declared that their liarmonization of the two instru-

ments was pra<tically perfect. Mtiier and Pattison will

give two recitals in San Francisco appearing on Sun-

day afternoons of Nevember 19th and 26th. In Decem-
ber Oppenlieimer will present Elly Ney. the unique
French woman whose original methods and highly cul-

tured art established her as a world genius long ago.

Benno Moiseivitch will come in January. Moiseivitch

enjoys untold popularity throughout America. In Eng-
land he is accepted as peerless. Josef Hofmann. the

great master and colossal giant of his cult, is scheduled
for February recitals and in that month also Oppen-
heimer will introduce Artur Schnabel. the famous Ger-

man master. Cortot returns in March and will be pre-

sented in recital and in joint concert with Thibaud. his

French violinistic colleague. In April comes the much
discussed Guiomar Novaes. the highly talented Bra-
zilian girl whose rise to fame has been nothing short

of phenomenal. During the season Mana-Zucca will

also come to the west under the Oppenheimer manage-
ment.

GERALDINE FARRAR TOUR

Geraldine Farrar. the idolized soprano of the Metro-

politan Opera House will be the first concert artist to

be heard at the new Schubert-Curran Theatre. Miss
Farrar. with a concert company consisting of a cele-

brated tenor and a well known cellist being booked for

a concert tliere Sunday afternoon. October 8th. As
usual Miss Farrar's program will be found unconven-
tional and artistic. She is a wonderful musician, as well

as a singer, an artist who does not follow threadbare
paths of precedent, but is always quick to grasp that

which is vital and interesting in the compositions of

modern as well as classic composers.
Few American singers have had such a career on the

stage, in the concert hall and in screen drama. From
the beginning Miss Farrar has been avid of new artistic

adventures. Triumphing in one field of her art, she

looked about for new worlds to conquer. She always
found them, and she never failed to impress the public,

whatever she undertook. For these successes there is

ample reason. First of all, everyone who travels or

works with Miss Farrar knows that she spends more
hours in the sheerest toil at her task than probably any
other living artist. Her endurance is phenomenal. Her
persistence and the clearness of her thinking when she

has a definite object in view should be formulated in

text books for young artists. There is no detail of her
work neglected. She spends infinite thought not only

on every phrase, every word of a text, but on her bear-

ing on the stage or its arrangement—on everything

which could possibly tend to make or mar an artistic

presentation. Managers greet her with a sigh of relief,

since she is a most sensible, level-headed and reliable

prima donna: the least given to extravagance or tem-
peramental nonsense; the most prone to do business

"like a man." Men of affairs esteem her as musicians
appreciate her intense seriousness and talent in her art.

MUNICIPAL ORGAN RECITAL

The second and final recital in this city of Warren
D. Allen, organist of Stanford University, previous to

his trans-continental tour, will take place at the Expo-
sition Auditorium at 3 o'clock this Sunday afternoon.

Allen pleased a large throng of music lovers last Sun-

day and his coming program promises to be even more
interesting than the first. An attractive number will

be Borodin's Sketch of the Steppes of Central Asia,

arranged for the organ by Allen, and he will also play

Part Five of The Pilgrim's Progress, from Ernest Aus-

tin's narrative tone poem in twelve parts, played in its

entirety for the first time in America by the Stanford
organist. Part Five tells of the pilgrim's journey to the

Palace Beautiful.

Hother Wismer. upon invitation of Supervisor J.

Emmet Hayden, chairman of the Auditorium Commit-
tee of the Board of Supervisors, will be the violin

soloist of the afternoon and. accompanied on the organ
by Mr. Allen, he will play the Praeludium and Allegro

by Pugnani, arranged by Kreisler. and Mendelssohn's
Violin Concerto. There is no admission fee for these

recitals and no reserved seats and everybody is wel-

come. Here is the complete program:
Star Spangled Banner; Psalm XIX (first movement)

(Marcello), Air from the Suite in D, (Bach), Minuet in

C major from the "Jupiter" Symphony (Mozart), An-
cient Phoenician Procession (R. S. Stoughton), Prae-

ludium and Allegro (Pugnani-Kreislerl, Hother Wis-
mer; Sketch of the Steppes of Central Asia (Borodin),

(arranged for the organ by Warren D. Allen ; Andante
from the Violin Concerto (Mendelssohn), Hother Wis-
mer; Ariel (after a reading of Shakespeare) (Bonnet),

Deep River (Old Negro Spiritual), The Pilgrim's Pro-

gress, Part Five (Austin), (the Pilgrim's Journey to the

Palace Beautiful).

OPENING OF MUSIC KINDERGARTEN

The musical kindergarten department of the Ada
Clement Music School. 3435 Sacramento street, opened
September 5th under Miss Blanche Kerner. graduate

of the Chicago Columbia School of Music. The musical

kindergarten is comparatively new in this country but

is growing rapidly as the advantages gained by children

in these classes are appreciated. In their games, stories

and songs the children learn the fundamental principles

of rliythm. sight-singing, ear-training and notation.

Folk dancing and Eurhythmies are included but in a
simple form which does not tax the powers of the

small child. In pleasant weather most of the work is

done outdoors so tlie children have plenty of open-air

exercise. The hours are from 10 to 12 a. m. five days in

the week. The kindergarten is for children from four

to six years of age. Children may enter at any time. The
Ada Clement Music School is conveniently Healed in the
center of the residential district. The building has
been newly remodeled and redecorated and all the

studios are large and sunny.

GRAND OPERA CLUB BEING ORGANIZED

The following announcement has been received by
the Pacific Coast Musical Review recently, and we are

pleased to reprint it herewith:

Antoine de Vally, the well-known opera singer and
operatic director (Belgian Opera Company, London,
England; the French Academy of Music in the United
States, Canada and New York; the de Vally French
Opera Company, New York), and Giulio Minettti, the

able opera and symphony conductor, founder and
director of the Minetti Orchestra, eighty members, a

permanently established institution of San Francisco,

Calif., are organizing a Grand Opera Club for the study
of grand opera in English, French and Italian.

The purposes of the Grand Opera Club are to provide
training in stage experience for California singers, and
to give students of music an opportunity to learn opera
routine under competent leadership with the great ad-

vantage of orchestra accompaniment. Our aim is to give

vocal students the experience in stage methods indis-

pensable to those who would like to make an operatic

career, and we propose to give actual experience by
staging operas from time to time.

Messrs. de Vally and Minetti appeal to advanced
pupils to form a mixed chorus which will be limited to

sixty voices, and a selection will be made for the casts

of the principal roles. Stress will be laid on ensemble
work and the modern repertoire will be exploited. The
American singer's opportunities are, with minor excep-

tions, confined to the church choir or the concert stage.

Excellent as such opportunities may be. they afford no
dramatic training or experience. The absence of a local

opera house, such as one finds in Europe, plus the vogue
of the foreign star, leave nothing tor our own talent.

San Francisco is big enough musically to support a

permanent opera company, and eventually we hope to

have a theatre where a winter season will be given,

so let us prepare ourselves for any opportunity that

may come in the near future. No individual instruction

fee will be charged in the club. To cover incidental ex-

penses, a smalll registration fee will be required. Mem-
bers will be expected to furnish their own scores. The
first rehearsal was held the evening of Augu.st Hth. and
will be held weekly thereafter at 8 o'clock at the

de Vally studio, 2201 Scott Street, San Francisco. Ap-

plication for membership will be received: Minetti Stu-

dio, 3325 Clay Street, de Vally Studio, 2201 Scott Street.

Miss Leonora Burns and Miss Eunice T, Wheeler,

employed in the central mail room of the Southern

Pacific Company in San Francisco, have joined the ranks

of successful western song writers. A waltz-hallad enti-

tled Lilacs Bring Memories of You. words by .Miss Burns

and music by Miss Wheeler, has just been accepted by

a prominent eastern music publishing house and the

song will soon appear in local music stores. Miss Burns

is the author of another song The Old Boogie Man, a

lullaby recently published by a large New York music

publishing concern.

In order that he may devote more time to his classes,

Mr. Moore has resigned the post of organist of Temple
Beth Israel where he has served for several years.

The demand for time in his classes began very early

this year, and he is already working under a full sched-

ule. During the absence of .Mr. George McManus. our

splendid San Francisco artist, many of his gifted stu-

dents are studying with Mr. Moore.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
KndorNetl by ^^nBe^ Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

StudloH SOT Knhlrr & ChiiHe DltlR.

251RVi Etna St.. Herkcley. Phone Ilerkeley 1310

MARIAN PREVOST
PI.VMST—ACCOMP.\MST—TE.VCIIKR

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold

Auer and Richard Hageman
SludloKi SOT Kohler * Chnne DltlE-. S. F. Tae». A. HI. «nd
Thnm. 1". M. T<-l. Konrnj- M.VI. Bi-k. 272.S Klmnood Avf.,

ncrkeler. Tc-1. Ilerk. N2»7.

EVA M. GARCIA
riA.MST, DIIGAMST AND TEACHER

41S2 Hoire St., Oakland Tel. Piedmont M02

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RETURNED FROM EUROPE

Stadloi 40S Kohler A Cba.e Bid*. Tel. Kearor M&
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SAN FRANCISCO TRIO
MRS. ELSIE COOK HUGHES, Pianist

WM. F. LARAIA, Violinist

WILLEM DEHE. Cellist

SKASOX 1!>22

—

M>23 NOW nOOKINC
TRIOS. SONATAS AND SOI.OS

AddreKM ronininnimtlonR to
\\1I. T. I. \R\IA, 12.VJ Jact^OB SI.

Telephone Franklin .IIMS

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E. Behymer, 705 Philharmonic Auditorium Building,

Los Ang eles, Cal.

Personal Address: BELVEDERE. MARIN COUNTY, CAL.: TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

Annie Louise David

Harp Soloist and Teacher

Member ot Artist Faculty Cornish School,

Seattle. Wash.. July and August

San Francisco after September 1st

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

68 Post SL, San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert Ensap:eraent«
and Instrnclion Apply to
Secretary and >lanas:er of
K. Altl, Room 1004 Kohler
A Chase Dldg-< ^an Francisco

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douglas 1678

w

Shllajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO

|

800 WSHLER CHASE DLDG
SAN FRANCISCO

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for

CONCERT ORATORIO
2271 Fulton St. San Francisco

Phone Pacific 479

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio 1208 Leavenworth St.

Telephone Prospect 8384

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454
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SUCCESS IN SINGING
liy JOHN WfHTi'OMB NASli

SINCERITY

Wlien anything in the work of a singer is said to be
done for effect, the statement is an expresssion of con-
demnation. Yet the aim of all art is to produce an
effect. Artificiality and insincerity are the conditions
which earn this condemnation. Effects brought about
by a sincerity of expression based upon a clear con-
ception of the thing to be expressed earns approval
which is genuine, and the resultant applause will be
sincere. The principle of sincerity is a much neglected
force in the pursuit of other forms of art, but in sing-

ing its neglect amounts to a disbelief in its value, and
until this principle is insisted upon, our singers do not
stand a chance of realizing their ambition. It is not
too much to say that the application of this principle
will do much to solve all the common problems that
confront the large mass of vocal students. As an exam-
ple of the most common of these problems which dis-

appear under its influence, 1 will mention the tremolo,
singing off-key. and that forced condition which brings
about the hard metallic ring in the voice; also the fal-

setto and the shout. The moral guidance is much more
Important to the student than the physical effort

—

in fact, the physical effort disappears under its influ-

ence. Some one has said that art conceals the effort,

and the statement is worthy of careful consideration.
The student who learns to use this influence as a con-
trolling habit soon finds a tone that carries conviction
and is capable of taking on emotional colorings which
in themselves are the true mark of good singing.

I do not want to be understood as meaning that the
voice is incapable of mental direction—on the con-
trary, the whole system of vocal culture should be men-
tal, but without this moral influence, it never finds its

best expression. How many young voices might have
been saved from insignificance had the owners under-
stood this influence.

As stated in the opening article of this series, sin-

cerity is inseparably linked with vision and apprecia-
tion. Thus we see that the three sides of man's nature
must be expressed in artistic singing, and the work of

the student should be required to conform to the con-
ditions demanded by these principles. We shall see that
the exercise of these principles develops them, gives us
power which in the aggregate we call personality:
moreover, the work of the singer cannot be successful
except insofar as these principles are understood and
applied.
The real cause of stage-fright is a deep conscious-

ness of incapacity in a large majority of cases. Cer-
tainly a teacher who professes to prepare singers for

public work is not giving good measure if this phase
of the student's preparation is not properly attended to.

The moral fibre must be prepared to take the strain,

and when the moral fibre is equal to its task, the phys-
ical will experience no difficulty. Moral laxity on the
part of the teacher is sometimes the origin of a cor-

responding weakness in the student, and cannot pro-

duce effective song. The desire to display is so univer-
sal that it has been said to be natural, but if it is al-

lowed to limit the vision and scope of the student

—

which it does in many cases—the development of ar-

tistic expression has reached its boundaries.
Young singers called upon for public work often find

their voices will not stand the strain of daily perform-
ance. Now, it is not the fact that the physical strain

i« too great, but that the misdirection of the energies
has so distorted the delicate organs responsible for
voice that they are required to carry a heavy handicap
which we call "strain." So many cases have come
under the observation of the writer, that it led to an
investigation covering more than a year, and the re-

sult paints to the conclusion that all vocalists can im-
prove their work if they will submit themselves to an
analysts of their work and see just how far they apply
these principles. A lengthy course of vocal lessons is

not implied by such an analysis. Expert advice is ad-

visable and will prove to be a great economy in time,
energy and money.
Now, sincerity of expression, free from artificiality,

insisted upcn as a principle condition of practice, will

not only enable him to avoid strains, but will open the
way for him to come into a fuller understanding of his

possibilities. "Putting it over." regardless of the way
it "gets over." is wrong on at least three counts. It is

artificial, it works positive damage to the voice, and
It sets up a false standard which positively bars the
way to artistic development. This latter statement may
not be appreciated at a casual reading, but the devel-
opment of power in any form calls for recognition of
such power before It can be used in the natural way
which is conducive to its development. At the present
day there is much condemnation among thinkers of the
practice of voice-placement; first, because it leads no-
where, and second, because it is likely to result in mis-
conceptions of its purpose.
A course In vocal study which has for its object sin-

cere and elegant expression will necessarily require
that the physical adjustments be such that the expres-
sion can be free, and voice placement as practiced has
led to many inhibitions. Audiences are quick to recog-
nize the real thing, but cannot be expected to account
for the conditions at the back of it. The student, how-
ever is not giving himself a fair chance who does not
Investigate for himself.
This doctrine calls for quality in the study, and

amongst a certain class of student, will meet with
little enthusiasm. However, these articles are broad-
casted in the hope that those who would know the truth
will appreciate it when they see it. Present-day tend-
encies are towards machine-made production that gives
quantity and speed. Art will have none of it— it cannot
be hurried, and nature resists and destroys those who

insist upon crowding out truth. Individuality will al-

ways be at a premium, and while sincerity is not a
guarantee of power, it is a necessary condition of
power. The spontaneous expression used in every-day
intercourse has the elements of this power, and it is

the student's function to develop these elements as they
exist. Particular usages, such as are used by some
methods of voice-placement, if practiced enough, ob-
scure the real purpose of vocal culture by eliminating
the essential elements of the tone.

DORIA FERNANDA TO GIVE CONCERT

Unusual interest is being manifested by San Fran-
cisco music lovers and members of the social colony in

the impending song recital which Doria Fernanda will

give in the Colonial ballroom of the Hotel St. Francis on
Tuesday evening. September 19th. under the direction
of Alice Seckels. One recalls the name of Doria Fernanda
with the very happiest of recollections, for there is

scarcely a young artist who enjoys greater popularity
or is held in higher esteem by local concert devotees
than is Miss Fernanda. San Francisco is proud of this
singer, and justly so', for she is a native of this city,

whose invasion in foreign territory has not only won her
success, but has proven the high standard of artists
emanating from this section of the country.

Prior to Miss Fernanda's departure for the east"sev-
eral years ago, she was frequently heard in concert and
Oratorio, and upon one occasion had the rare distinction
of appearing as soloist with the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra. Since that time. Miss Fernanda has
devoted herself entirely to the operatic stage, making
her last appearance in this city as a valued member of
the Scotti Grand Opera Company. She not only cap-
tivated her large audiences but earned for herself com-
mendations from the musical critics which were glow-
ing with enthusiastic praise.

The many friends and admirers of Miss Fernanda are
anticipating this coming event with no small amount of
pleasure. Her temperament and art are such that lend
themselves to the requirements of a "Lieder Singer"
with unusual facility. The possessor of a mezzo-soprano
voice of magnificent texture and ample range and
volume, she employes this organ with the artistry and
discretion of a singer many years her senior, whose
experiences upon the operatic and concert stage have
been of longer duration.
The charm of Miss Fernanda's singing, however, does

not confine itself merely to the loveliness of her voice,
for through her high degree of musicianship and her
extraordinary intellect, she is enabled to give her
various songs interpretations which contain individ-
uality and style. The program which Miss Fernanda is

arranging for this recital consists of works of the most
diverse moods, works that will reveal her warm and
luscious tones to the greatest advantage and exhibit her
ripened art in the zenith of perfection.

BID CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY AU REVOIR

As the Pacific Limited pulled out of the Oakland sta-
tion on Thursday afternoon, August 31. it carried among
its passengers Elias Hecht, Louis Persinger, Louis Ford,
Nathan Firestone and Walter Ferner, the distinguished
artists of the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco.
Dozens of friends of the various members of the organ-
ization were at the station to bid them farewell and
wish them good luck on their journey east, where they
have been sent for to give a series of chamber music
concerts. The Chamber Music Society of San Francisco
is representing San Francisco's musical and artistic
standing in the large eastern cities alongside of their
best and several European ensemble organizations. The
members of the Chamber Music Society left here with
the gratification of our entire community which recog-
nizes and is justly proud of the high artistic ability and
splendid personalities of these artists.

The first stop that these musicians will make will be
in Colorado Springs where they intend remaining about
ten days. This is the home city of Louis Persinger.
musical director of the organization. For once a
"Prophet has honor in his own country," and they are
so proud of Mr. Persinger's artistic achievements that
they have thrown open the doors of Colorado Springs
and Denver to the entire ensemble. During their stay
there Mr. Persinger will appear in a violin recital and
the rest of the time will be devoted to the preparation
of their programs for the coming eastern and western
season. Most of the preliminary work has been done
during the summer months at Mr. Persinger's home in
Mill Valley.

THE SECKELS' MATINEES

The popular Florence Macbeth will inaugurate the
third season of the Alice Seckels" Matinee Musicales in
the ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel this winter. .Miss
Macbeth, who is a great favorite throughout this coun-
try and is one of the leading coloratura sopranos of
the Chicago Opera Company will sing on Monday after-
noon. October 23rd. The Seckels' matinees are held
on Monday afternoons starting at three o'clock, and
following Miss .Macbeth's recital, the artists engaged
for the series and the dates on which they will appear
as follow: November 13th — Mona Gondre. famous
French diseuse, in conjunction with Elise Sorrelle. harp
ist; December 4th—Emil Telmanyi. Hungarian violin-
ist; January 29th—Hulda Lashanska. one of the most
famous recital sopranos in the world today; February
26th—Florence Easton. one of the Metropolitan's lead-
ing sopranos, and April 23rd—Guiomar Novaes. the Bra-
zilian pianist. Advance subscriptions to the Alice
Seckels' series insure capacity audiences for each of
the superb events.

MORE SYMPHONY CONCERTS THIS SEASON

The coming season of the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra, which opens October 20 in the new Schubert-
Curran Theatre under the direction of Alfred Hertz, will
include more concerts than in any previous season, in

fact more requests for concerts have been received than
can possibly be granted. In addition to the regular
series of thirty-four concerts, it is planned to give a
series of ten concerts in Oakland at the Auditorium
Opera House through arrangements with Miss Zannette
W. Potter, the Oakland concert manager, who will also
present the orchestra in two or three afternoon concerts
for children. Arrangements have also been made for
at least four concerts in Berkeley at Harmon Gymna-
sium and bookings are now being made for appearances
in San Jose and Palo Alto.

From this it can be seen that the appreciation of the
Symphony Orchestra is not confined to San Francisco,
but that it is regarded as a great educational and cul-
tural asset to the entire bay region. For the San Fran-
cisco series of concerts the sale of season tickets is

now in progress at the offices of the Musical Associa-
tion in (he Phelan Building, and judging from the rate
at which requests for reservations are coming In. a
record-breaking season will result.

AN APPEAL FOR PAY FOR MUSICIANS

J. Virginia Bornstein. the Atlantic City correspondent
of the Musical Courier, recently sent the following let-

ter to the editor of one of the Atlantic City daily papers,
which was printed in part as follows:
Editor of Gazette-Review:
An appeal is ever made for musicians to give their

services free for the cause of charity. Every one
knows the kind-heartedness and generosity of musicians
and vocalists in responding to appeals for their charity,
and also that in some cases these are acceded to for
purposes of free advertisement. On this latter account
many people do not hesitate to commandeer the serv-
ices of lesser known artists. This is perfectly right as
far as it goes, but why should musicians or vocalists
whose services have a recognized price be expected to
give their services free when they have an admittedly
enhanced value? In war time this class of musical serv-
ice was another matter. It was gladly given for pa-
triotic reasons and for love of the boys who had sacri-

ficed themselves.
The price of every other service has advanced, and

if a useful value be added to the aesthetic side of music
it is an assured fact that it should command its price
accordingly. Does the public consider the years of sac-
rifice the artists devote to achieve their special field?
Then why should the artist not be recompensed for

services? Of course we have very many so-called musi-
cians and vocalists who feel well paid with "I thank you"
for their services. If this branch of art is lightly under-
taken the chances of getting beneficial music are les-

sened and the musical profession is again cheapened. .\

proper co-operation would encourage artists to receive
a recognized price for their services.—Musical Courier,
August 24.

Eugene Rabbas, well known character analyst, will
be presented in a series of lectures, beginning Sep-
tember 29th. at Sorosis Hall. 536 Sutter street, under
the direction of Madame Vought. The lecture is com-
plimentary and a large gathering is expected. A special
musical program will be given at each weekly meeting
on Friday night and Madame Vought announces that
all artists appearing on these programs are to receive
remuneration for their services. Among those who
have been engaged are Irene Muessdorffer, Gladys
Ginaca, Mme. Jeanette Whittaker and Erwin V. Bolton.
Others to be announced later.

Madame Jeanette Bailey Whittaker, soprano of Bos-
ton has joined the ranks of the musicians on the coast
and intends to make San Francisco her headquarters
for her musical activities. She has appeared profes-
sionally with the Boston Symphony Orchestra and on
Keith's circuit and has always been warmly received.
She organized the Verdi mixed quartette of Boston and
was the directress until coming to the coast. Mme.
Whittaker was recently the soloist for the KDN radio
station at the Fairmont Hotel and was warmly congrat-
ulated on the spendid program she gave by many of
the thousands who "listened in." Her voice carries par-
ticularly fine over ether wave. She was accompanied by
her daughter. Irene Whittaker. Madame Whittaker finds
the California audiences highly responsive and appre-
ciative of the best music and she considers the large
orchestras which she has heard here, the best in the
country.

Ben S. Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church

2636 Union St. Tel. Fillmore 1624

Appointment Only
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One More Personal Word

To You Of The Musical

Profession

The satisfaction I feel and liave felt during the
last month, during which I have personally sub-
mitted my message for the approval of you
professionals and students, is beyond my powers
of expression.

It has been the happiest month of my life.

At last with the liberal and big-hearted Co-
operation of Kohler & Chase, I was encouraged
to carry out my long-cherished dream of doing
something really lasting and truly constructive
for the musical profession — to the members of
which I o\ve almost everything.

I have delivered my message to several hundred
old friends and new friends and the sincere
warmth of their congratulation has been a joy
to me.

There IS something better than just dollars in

business. I would like to meet you ray friends
of the profession any time and always.

Gratefully for the advancement of music.

^^'C^^ •^. /tS^sc^

Retail Manager Kohler & Chase

26 O'Farrell Street
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

Los ArgelPS. Sept. 2. 1922—Conductors of marked
?ift and California poems ot heart-appeal are not

discovered often. Hence the open-air concert ut the

Bowl on Sunday. August 2Tlli. when ll.va nronson re-

vealed himself a musical director of pronounced facul-

ties, Carrie Jacobs Bond offering her latest song-peom.

Looking Homeward, proved a red-letter day in musical

history of this city.

Ilya Hronson. widely-known as the solo-cellist of the

Philharmonic Orchestra, l)ecause of his strong musi-

cianship, possesses many of the potential qualities

that make for distinguished conductorship. To say that

he has "the scores in his head instead of his head in

the scores," would be the least of acknowledgments
one could pay him. Yet his command of the instrumental

detail in the Weber Freischutz overture, allegretto from

the eightli symphony by neethoven. Night in Lisbon

of Saint-Saens. Grainger's Holly on the Shore, Pcmp
and Circumstance. March by Elgar and parlicularly in

the symphonic poem. Romeo and Juliet by Tschaikow-
sky was impressive, in spite of minor shortcomings as

to precision, bound to occur during a baton-debut pre-

ceded by only one rehearsal.

Bronson's readings bore the mark of an analytical

as also poetic mind that does express itself significantly

through the medium of the "stick." Routine will bring

greater directorial freedom, though in the latter part

of the program, specially in the Tschaikowsky work.

Bronson to a wide measure produced minute detail of

shading and' phrasing of genuine appeal. His Beethoven
interpretation, too. was characteristically nuanced.

In spite of an amount of over-reserve in gestures

psychologically explainable, this being his conductorial

debut, Bronson radiated musical warmth and dynamic
force, meeting with cordial response from orchestra

and public.

Alfred Kastner, solo harpist of the orchestra, also was
given special opportunity to manifest his art, in a

group of numbers for harp alone. Circumstances pre-

vented me from listening to Mr. Kaslner's solos which
must have been performed with his usual elegance.

to Judge from the applause. Carrie Jacobs Bond, the be-

loved song-writer, was greeted with stormy enthusiasm.

Her experiences abroad were the subject of a little chat
which came to be something of a little lay-sermon on
Hollywood, which her audience liked greatly.

.Mrs. Bond has the happy faculty of incorporating

in her impromptu chats a message which causes people
to think and to reflect upon the nature of public af-

fairs. This lovable song-writer, during a life full of

struggle and success, has acquired a capacity for tell-

ing the truth with charming frankness. As a surprise

gift to her audience Mrs. Bond followed several of her
best-known songs with her latest song-poem, written
this last spring at .Malvern, the Switzerland of Great
Britian." The melody of the new song has the charming
folk-wise quality most of .Mrs. Bond's songs have. It is

a hit of musing full of the longing for her California

homeland, that came to her as she stood on one ot the

lovely hills overlooking the renowned English lake. The
poem of the song, published here by special permission,

reads

:

LOOKING HOMEWARD
Copyright Carrie Jacobs Bond, 1922

The Bluebells and the buttercups are blossoming on
the lea.

But poppyfields and lupin hills are what I miss
today,

Tlie chestnut trees are white with bloom for miles
along the way

But 'cacia trees with tops of gold are what I miss
today

The thrushes are gaily singing in a lovely Cyprus tree.

But, oh. I wish a mocking bird would come and sing

to me.
I'm lonely, and my heart is sad.

No longer would 1 roam,
I am longing for my children.
And 1 am homesick for my home.

I want to see the friends 1 love.

The folks who understand.
Be in a world a litle new. near

miles of untouched land.

Close to the desert of my soul,

where strangeness never jars.

In blessed California, 'neath the
flag of stripes and stars.

It was truly a Bowl full of glorious music Alfred
Hertz gave us during the past week. .-Vltendances have
been increasing, passing even the ten thousand mark,
and unprecedented record as to popularity and fin-

ancial success. Similarly the attitude of the public to-

ward .Maestro Hertz and his artists has been stirring.

The seed sown by \V. A. Clark. Jr., in founding the
Philharmonic Orchestra and, brought to a wonderful
summer harvest this year by Mrs. J. J. Carter, prime
factor in establishing the open-air concert season, have
and will also in the future prove an invaluable sus-
taining medium for our art-life, not only musical but
In general. Los Angeles has won the musical race,
gained over New York City which can afford only a
six weeks' season at the Stadium, and then only through
the aid of a financial "angel." Adolf Lew-isohn, while
tills city will have a ten weeks' season.

Friday evening reminded us again of the seemingly
inexhaustible faculty .Mr. Hertz possesses and with
which he seems to make us hear more in old favorites
than we were able to discern for along while. The
overture .Merry Wives of Windsor, by Nicolai, simple

(.\lrr,lyri ,11, inn
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on Harmony in the country. Miss Alchin will again conduct

this department ne.xt summer, an honor sehlom conferred in
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edge, the finest of pianos is required. Miss Alchin has chosen

for this THE KNABE
For the purity of tone and wonderful action of this supreme
piano is unsurpassed for harmonious effects.

Miss Alchin is available for instruction in Los Angeles this

winter. ^_^^^^^
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as the work is, attained a new, gracefully humorous
virility, that was delightful. To mention but one more
orchestral work of that evening, the Dance Macabre,
by Saint-Saens. Musical realism was carried here to a
degree of descriptiveness. yet with a super-amount of

r^finemeut in shading, that the work literally cast a

spell on the audience. It was a piece of Whistlerian

tone painting, "gray in gray." yet with all the pris-

matic overtones of acoustic effects. Concertmaster
Svedrofsky rendered the solo tellingly.

Wagner and Tschaikowsky formed the subject for

another evening of unalloyed joy with Mr. Hertz direct-

ing. More so than during any other evening we re-

entered the magic wealth of Wagnerian scores. Thema-
tic detail silhouetted against tlie orchestral background
instrumental solos of smaller dimensions became plastic

to an ideal degree, specially during the finale to Wag-
ner's Rhinegold. This selection particularly grew to

be a tonal feast as one may safely assert, Los Ang-
eles has never before been privileged to hear. The horns
especially did notable work.
That secret of Mr. Hertz' art may be explained

in part by quoting Wagner from memory. Wagner in

one of his essays. I believe, the one "On Conducting"
says about this: "The conductor must at all times bear
in mind the song or singing quality in the melos
(the melodic material) of a composition." Hence the

orchestra at the Bowl seems to pour itself out under
the Hertz baton in heart-pulsating song through the

medium of instruments. They play as if they would
burst into song, because something from within impels
them to do so. Again thanks to Alfred Hertz, genius
of the baton.
Again we listened to a conception of Sibelius' tone

poem Finlandia, more epic in style, perhaps, than the
usual dramatizations. Hertz takes it broader, slower,

than it is played mostly. In a measure it gains in

pathos, becomes more reminiscent, perchance, of the
primeval legends and gigantic struggles Finland, the

country and the folk fought with elements of nature.
Hertz' version has something of the dynamic breadth
and the soliloquizing plaintiveness the Scandinavian
sagas breathe when they do not dwell on the "beef-

eating and beer-drinking warriors" celebrating a vic-

tory. There is something of the threateningly super-
human in the Hertz' conception of the Finnish work.
Bach-Mahler's Rondo and Badinerie, followed by the
Air is. as may be expected, a graceful work, played with
due concern for style. Leonardo de Lorenzo, flutist,

showed typically flitting technic in the first movement.
The Air does not gain in arrangement for orchestra,
and demands ultra-perfection of phrasing, which is

unobtainable with the brief rehearsal time available.
The Leonor overture No. 3 by Beethoven was a welcome
repetition. But of all selections we were most glad
to hear the Allegretto from the third symphony of

Brahms.

Hertz is no seeker of climaxes, not obviously in any
case. Yes. he builds climaxes, but as a result of the
inherent growth of the phrasing, of the gradually, or
rather organically rising of the musical flux within the
entire work. To put it paradoxically, as he retards, so
he progresses, as in his reading of the opening Prelude
to Wagner's Lohengrin. So also he treats his Brahms.
The time is passing when people refuse to come to a
concert when Brahms is to be played, for this com-
poser, wrongly represented as a formalist, acadenician,
is finding more exponents who realize that his ex-
quisite mastery of form and thematic continuity are a
means of expression, not the end. Hertz introduced
Brahms the romantic, with a delicacy and refinement
so lovable that it appealed strongly. The musical "fade-
out" was one of the most delightful bits of tonal art
experienced at the concert season.
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Richard BuhliR, soloist in the Schumann piano con-
certo, has hardly been in a happier mood. I think it

was his moat artistic appearance as soloist with orches-
tra. He has not played with such forcefulness of
phrasing and. depth and wartnth of tone since he
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rendered the piano part in the Pranck quintet with
the Noack ensemble. As to interpretation he is widely
and, evidently, fondly aware of Schumann's poetry.
Technically, too. it was an outstanding event in pianis-

tic annals here.

Dvorak's Xew World symphony was heard in its

entirety at the Bowl. The reading of Mr. Hertz differs

probably more in a potential way than through actual
sweeping differences of reading. An in other instances,
the declamation of his phrasing ribrates with life, with
intense life. One cannot expect from an out-door per-

formance such minute shadings as can be produced in

an auditorium, and that is to my mind the only aspect
in which the present performance differed. And then
there is the general limitation of rehearsal time. Claire
Forbes Crane played the first movement of the Tschai-
kowsky piano concerto. She is a virile player, too. virile,

perhaps, as her tones often sound blunt. One must make
allowance for that, as the orchestral accompaniment was
heavy at times. Even so, Mrs. Crane tends toward over-
playing. There Is brilliancy and temperament in Mrs.
Crane's music-making.

Vincent Jones, gifted Los Angeles composer, who re-

turned recently from Europe, has been reappointed
head of the harmony department at the University of
California. Mr. Jones achieved his first public success
when Carolyne Alchin, nationally known authority on
musical harmony, suggested him as her successor at
the College of Music, a position Mr. Jones has occupied
with growing success.

In order to gain a broader view of matters musical and
artistic in general, Mr. Jones applied for one year's leave
of absence last summer. He left about a year ago for
Xew York City where he spent the winter, studying
voice with Yeatman Griffith, counterpoint and fugue
with Percy Goetschiums. At the same time he attended
lectures at Columbia University to prepare himself for
bis European trip, which came between March and
August.

•*Probab!y the most conspicuous event of last season
in Xew York City, and old-timers claim that it was the
most bri-Iiant one, was the visit of Richard Strauss, the
composer-conductor." Victor Jones declared in his
thoughtful way. trying to single out the "headlights"
from a multiple mass of impressions.
"You ask me to describe why Strauss created such an

Impression as a conductor?" Mr. Jones continued. "In
short, Strauss generates an immense dynamic force, yet
without any apparent effort whatever. He conducts
qnietly. very unassumingly. He possesses the real
magic of the baton.
"Rather interesting becaues of actual artistic worth

of the event was the Moszkowsky Benefit Recital when
14 pianists played in unison. Even their unison trills

sounded well. Damrosch conducted, standing among the
14 concert grands, but as he himself said in fun. the
scene looked more in need of a traffic-policeman than of
a conductor.

"Jeritza, the new Metropolitan soprano and successor
to Farrar? Xo. she has not been overrated. She has a
marvelous voice, emotionally compelling. As a singer
she is not constantly perfect, but she has the most re-

markable voice Xew York has heard in many a year.
She and Chaliaplne were the two dominating person-
alities at the "Met" this season. Why is her voice re-

markable? Oh, because it has power and beauty as well.

Yes. she surpasses Farrar."
Merely by turn of conversation we arrived in Europe.
"Europe is literally opera-mad. I have heard opera

In France. Belgium, Holland, Germany, Italy, England.
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Packed houses everywhere! Toscanini conducted at the
La Scala when Vincent Jones was in Milan.

"I heard Mascagni direct his own 'Iris' and 'II Piccolo
Marat' at the Constanza theatre in Rome. He is in-

credibly popular among his own people. He is a good,
perhaps even a forceful conductor, but his Piccolo Marat'
is a disappointing work. It cannot even compare with
his 'Iris.' Why? It strikes me as lacking in melodic
invention. It sounds like an unsuccessful attempt to

enter modernism. Of course, I heard the work only
once."

"In Paris I heard or rather saw Stravinsky's ballets.

The 'Sacre du Printemps.' I still think, is too extreme.
His 'Petrouchka" ballet is a dazzling riot of tone colors,

rhythmically, wonderfully virile and immensely clever

as to orchestration. The comic element of the pantomime
is pleasing. His one-act comic opera '.Mavra' is fascinat-

ing. It is, in a measure, a satire of the old-fashioned
Italian coloratura opera. Stravinsky writes the most
amazing coloratnre arias, based on typical Russian in-

tervals and modem harmonization. On the whole this

opus is less modem than his other works, but I do not
think that it represents a turn in the road of harmonic
development as far as Stravinsky is concerned. In all

likelihood it is only a whim on his part to write com-
paratively simply. By the way. there are some slight

reminiscences from the 'Coq d'Or' in it. But he is one
of the great composers of today, no doubt."
Asked whether he had composed much lately. Mr,

Jones, as nsnal in his reticent way, "let down the cur-

tain."

"Oh. just a Prelude and Fugue in D for piano. Pauline
Farquhar played it at one of the university concerts re-

cently. By the way, she plays very well. I have some
sketches, but I went abroad rather to collect material for

my lectures on history of music. That is why I visited

practically every important picture gallery in Europe
to make comparative studies. Yes, there is also a trio

for violin, cello and piano. I have just completed the
first movement. 1 saw too much, to find poise for my
own work. However. I am in no hurry. If it is good it

will come." Jones laughed, reaching for his hat.

Music folk of the city will gather Wednesday night at

the Gamut Club to pay honor to one of the most noted
women In musical circles in the nation. Mrs. Theodore
Thomas, founder of the Xational Federation of Music

(Continued on Page 10. Column li
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If you wish to become famous you must be known and

in order to become known you need publicity and there

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then

fame is undignified.
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will be favored with an opera season
by the Chicago Company in the Spring.
The Company, now under the guidance
of Samuel Insull and his business mana-
ger, Clark A. Shaw, are scheduled for
ten weeks in Boston and this engage-
ment will probably substitute for their
Western tour.

J\S('1I\ SCHWARZMWX
Tbo llriliiant Itu.HNlnn Vi(ilnnrf>lii> VirtnoMO
Who Will Hr SoioUt at the talifiirnia
Theatre T«iiii«rru*v (Snntlnyl Moni-

Ine. September lOlh
"The Tony Sarg .Marionettes in two

new shows will retiirn in the spring, and
in January the world-famous prize-win-
ning Irish Hand from Toronto. Canada,
will come to the West. This organization
has never toured before and it is by
special permission of the Canadian
Government that they are allowed to

spend two or three months in this country
next season.
"There will be no dearth of names in

the list of artists next year. In addition
to those already mentioned the season
will be distinguished by the appearance
of Isadora Duncan, perhaps the most
famous Impressionistic dancer in the
world today, who is bringing with her
twenty-two little French dancing geniuses
from her school at Bellevue. ranging in
age from ten to seventeen years.

"In the prolific list of artists which we
announce are the following .sopranos:
Florence Easton of the Metropolit^in
Opera Company: the popular Florence
Macbeth: Hulda Lashanska. s^id to be
one of the most fascinating concert artists
on the stage today; the beautiful May
Peterson; Lenora Sparkes, of the Metro-
politan Opera Company; Geraldine Far-
I'ar. the well beloved soprano from the
Metropolitan: among the contraltos are
.Marguerite D"Alvarez. the Peruvian
beauty: Carolina Lazzari, well-known
here, and last but not least, Mme. Calve.
The violinists will include: Elman,
Toscha SeidI, Emil Telmanyi, Jacques
Thibaud and Efrem Zimbalist. The
pianists: Alfred Cortot. Joset Hofmann.
Guy Maier and Lee Patterson, the fam-
ous duetists. Benno Moiseiwitsch, Mana
Zucca, Guiomar .Novaes. Elly Ney, a con-
cert by Serge Rachmaninoff, the well-
known composer-pianist and .Artur Schna-
bel, the new Russian pianist. Ten-
ors will include Charles Hackett, Ed-
ward Johnson, Lucien Muratore and Theo.
Karle. Baritones: Chaliapine, Louis Gra-
veure. Royal Dadmun. Giacomo Rimini.
The Flonzaley Quartet will also be here,
and a novelty will be Mona Gondre,
diseuse. and Elise Sorelle, harpist in
joint programs, with the Ukrainian
Chorus, a distinguished organization o'
singers giving their national songs and
dances in national costume, coming in
the middle of the winter.

^Continued from Page 1. Column 4)
fairs, it has no say regarding the choice
of its favorite leaders in the case of
musical enterprises. And so we believe
that anyone with the right spirit of lead-
ership and the enthusiasm which such
work demands, like Mrs. J. J. Carter of
Hollywood, can arouse the musical public
to its responsibility to itself, to its pride
in musical expertness. to the attainments
of his hopes and aspirations.

Announces That He Will Again Conduct a

MASTER CLASS
in Piano Playing in All Its Aspects of

luterpretation^ Style and Technic

at 912 West 20th St., Los Angeles on 10 Tuesday Afternoons
from 2 to 5 o'clock from

w

October lOth to December I2th

Active participants will he limited to six players, and each

player will receive one hour's individual instruction every two
weeks—constituting five lessons during the Course—besides

being present for all other lessons, as all instruction will be in

class.

Non-playing listeners will also be admitted to the class.

The choice of works to be played will rest with the players,

l)ut announcement will be made at each class of the works to be

studied at the next session.

Terms for the Course : $75 for a player
;
$35 for a listener.

" Application to be made to the office of L. E. Behymer, 705

Auditorium Building or to Mr. Richard Buhlig, 866 Echo Park
.\venue, Los Angeles.
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(Continued from Pape ?. Column 3)

Clubs, and widow of the great conductor. Coincidentally,

the Gamut Club will inaugurate its 1922-23 season with

a program which gives promise of eclipsing anything of

the kind this organization has undertaken in years. The
evening's events will be under the direction of Roy
Hodd, who has been at the helm of the club since the

illness of Manager C. B. McCollum. and of Charles C.

Draa, club director. One of the most notable appear-

ances scheduled is that of the Zoellner Quartet, expo-

nents of chamber music, who have gained recognition

throughout the country. Others on the tentative sched-

ule include Borris Dunev, pianist and composer; Jerome
Uhl. baritone of the Chicago Grand Opera Company;
Estelle Heartt Dreyfus, contralto, and Frieda Peycke,

popular pianist, composer and entertainer.

John Smallman will leave Boston for Los Angeles
September 4, and will arrive here about the 12th,

stopping en route in San Francisco, where he will be
the soloist at the California Theatre, September 10. He
wil open his studio the 1.5th. Before leaving for the

West Mr. Smallman will take a week's fishing trip in

the Maine woods. It will be his first vacation, as he
has studied both in New York, where he coached with
Frank La Forge, and in Boston, where he was under
the great conductor .MoUenhauer, for the past six

weeks. In Kew York Mr. Smallman appeared at a musi-

cal given in his honor by La Forge, and created a genu-
ine sensation with his singing. He also made a record of

"Tes Yeux" in French. Mr. Smallman has had copies

made and will bring several with him. Interest centers
in the announcement that .Mr. Smallman will give a
recital in Los .Angeles the latter part of October, in

which he will use some of his new repertoire, featuring
especially groups of unusual Mexican folk songs, which
have Just been arranged by La Forge. He will sing
them in Spanish.

Sascha Jacobinoff, another violin soloist appearing at

the Bowl programs, was heard in the most difficult

of all concertos, excepting perhaps, that by Max Rei;er
which is more like a symphony with an important vio-

lin obllgato, is a player of formidable technic and virile

musicianship. His tone is of the singing, limpid kind,
but one can hardly describe it definitely as atmospheric
conditions Interfered with the best this artist un-
doubtedly could have given in that regard. Nevertheless
be found an enthusiastic audience.

Two soloists at the Hollywood Bowl who earned con-
spicuous success are Calmon Luboviski. violinist, and
Mme. Cornelia Rider Possart. pianlste. Mme. Possart
endowed her performance of the somewhat stale D
minor Concerto by Rubinstein with an amount of mu-

sical virility and interpretative force that one really en-

joyed hearing it again. It is astonishing, indeed, to

find Mme. Possart always "rising to the occasion,"
although she does not play as often as one would wish
to hear her. Incidentally, she excels in a quality of

tone-production which was all the more pleasing, as
this instrument is hardly suited accoustically for open-
air performances. That Mme. Possart possesses that

kind of technic which does not need "tuning up" was
brilliantly shown, when she literally at the seventh
hour consented to fill a vacancy caused by indisposi-

tion of the soloist. Thus we had occasion to admire her
a second time, and greatly admire her we did. for her
unexpected appearance again revealed her as a splen-

didly equipped player who unites technic, freedom of

expression and musical poise.

Calmon Luboviski is the other soloist I had reference
to, and undoubtedly he made the strongest impression
any violin soloist has made during this concert series.

That he chose the much-played Bruch G minor con-

certo was, interesting, for it only served to evince his

artistry in reminding us how beautiful this work is. Mr.
Luboviski released the classic life of this work through
an eloquence of phrasing and shading which made his

performance a rare enjoyment. He is one of the very
few violinists to whom technic is just a means to the

end. Surprising at the same time was a certain defi-

ciency of intonation, returning, however, in more or less

the same phrases, so that one may assume that it was
caused by extraneous reasons, specially we never before
observed such a shortcoming in Mr. Luboviski's art.

.After all. his renditions have a depth of appeal, an
unusual musical authoritativeness, wliich compensated
fully for that evening's defects. Apropos, the accom-
paniment under Mr. Hertz, musically eloquent as it

was. was at times too heavy.

Richard Buhlig, prominent pianist and pedagogue,
who a few days ago won a remarkable success while
playing the Schumann A minor concerto under Alfred

Hertz at Hollywood Bowl, announces another master
class for pianists. Mr. Buhlig has held several of these

courses with continued and marked success. The
classes have proven a, decided stimulus to pianists here,

both students and iirofessional. As during the pre-

vious sessions the class will be occupied with the
principle works of the piano literature from the view-

point of interpretation, style and technic. Participa-

tion in the sessions is limited this time to six players.

As the class will meet on ten Tuesday afternoons, be-

ginning October 10th, from 2 till 5 o'clock, each active

member will receive one hour's instruction every two
weeks. Players and auditors may attend all sessions

during the full duration, as all the work during the

session will be done in the class. The classes will be
held at 912 West Twentieth street, Los Angeles, but

inquiries should be directed to Manager L. E. Behymer
or Mr. Buhlig. The curriculum will be decided by the
members of the class, the active players being invited

to select the works they wish to study.

At the California Theatre—Carli Elinor is using Vic-

tor Herbert's well-known operetta. Mile. Modiste, and
an arrangement of several other well-known and popu-
lar selections for an opening number at the California

Theatre this week. Among all of Herbert's light operas
Mile. Modiste has ever been a favorite because of its

brilliant and melodious score. William Hamilton, trum-
pet soloist for the week, is afforded every opportunity in

The Carnival of Venice by Herbert Clarke to display
his genius. This old Italian melody is a favorite all

over the world. Many talented composers have written

variations and fantasies upon it. A jazz arrangement
of Virginia Blues, the Dancing Fool and You Won't Be
Sorry, by Carli Elinor, featuring the cornet, is a very
acceptable closing number.

MADAME VOUGHT AT CALIFORNIA THEATRE

Madame Stella Raymond-Vought made her initial ap-

pearance to a San Francisco audience as a coloratura

soprano, at the California Theatre Sunday morning. Her
first number, the Shadow Song from "Dinorah" accom-
panied by Severi's augmented orchestra, was rendered

in a most delightful style, second to none who have
been heard at the California Theatre. Her interpreta-

tion was one of understanding and her cadenzas and
trills were rendered in a most artistic and delightful

manner. Her second song was "Lo, Hear the Gentle

Lark." by Bishop, in which she was ably sustained by
the flutist of the orchestra. It was impossible at times

to distinguish the voice from the flute, so clear and flaw-

less were the singers' notes.

Regarding the singers' appearance, the San Francisco

Bulletin said:

".As an artist of real ability, Mme. Vought is classed

among the best of her type yet offered at these morning
recitals. She sang the 'Shadow Song' from 'Dinorah'

by Myerbeer."
Quoting the San Francisco Call:

"Madame Stella Vought. the popular coloratura so-

prano, was the soloist at the California Theatre's con-

cert yesterday morning. Mme. Vought sang the Shadow
Song' from Dinorah by Meyerbeer and her interpreta-

tion of the cadenza was a piece of vocal artistry."

ANNUAL CONCERT

The annual concert for the benefit of the Scholarship

Fund of the Ada Clement Music School will be given In

the ballroom of the St. Francis Friday evening, Oc-

tober 27th.
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CHRISTIAN HOLTUM'S RECITAL

Talented San Francisco Basso Receives
Cordial Welcome by Large Audience

at St. Francis Colonial Ballroom

By ALFRED METZGER
Christian Holtum made his debut be-

fore the San Francisco musical public ai

the Colonial Ballroom of the SL Francis
Hotel on Wednesday evening. August
30th. A large audience had assembled
among whom could be detected some of

the city's most prominent professional

and amateur element. Mr. Hottum's
strength of artistic qualifications could

be noted in his intelligent mode of ex-

pression and in bis delightfully clear dic-

tion. These are two characteristics

which, as far as the writer is concerned.
appeal to him more than the mere pos-

session of a voice of vibrancy and beauty.
We thoroughly enjoyed listening to Mr.
Holtum's interpretation of the two arias

from Mozart's Magic Flute and Verdi's

aria from Emani.

It is so seldom that we are enabled to

clearly understand the words of any song
or aria at a local concert, or that we are

confronted with the pleasing realization

that the vocal artist has thoroughly com-
prehended the inner meaning of a work
he presents that Mr. Holtum's intelli-

gence in this regard proved a very pleas-

ant oasis in a very big desert. And fDr

this alone recognition is surely due him.
Regarding his voice production, however,
there remains much to be learned, and
Mr. Holtum has told us he is not by any
means through studying. Somehow none
of his teachers has as yet succeeded to

free his voice from throaty compression.
\Mien hearing the beautiful, resonant
and free tones of his lowest position, one
can not help deplore the pinched charac-
ter of his middle and high tones. Xow. we
want to show our interest in this vocal
artist by giving him some sincere advice,

and suggesting to him that he should find

a teacher who brings his voice forward
in the higher position as well as in the

lowest. If that can be accomplished Mr.
Holtum will unquestionably rank among
the best American bassos.

Hother Wismer proved a most delight-

ful assisting artist and he played the
Sindlng Suite with splendid taste and
judgment. We have not heard Mr. Wis-
mer to such excellent advantage for a

long time. His tone was smooth and
flexible and his lechnic absolutely de-

void of notable discrepancies. He surely
was in fine mood and has raised our
already high regard for Ms sincere musi-
cianship to even greater dimensions.

Elsie Cook Hughes revealed herself as
a pianist of the rarest artistic faculties.

Indeed, we do not believe that our musi-
cal public realizes the distinction of Mrs.
Hughes artistic pre-eminence. She is a

musical intellectual force of the highest
attainments. She plays with the depth
and understanding of the bom artist.

She possesses the rare qualifications for

the highest expressions of musical
thought. Indeed, we do not see why
Mrs, Hughes should not be honored
with a request to appear as soloist with
the San Francisco Symphony Orehestra
during the forthcoming seasoiL Hers is

one of the cases where residence in this

city should not result in ostrasization
from the highest musical opportunities.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is

the only music publication on the Pacific

Coast- Subscription 53.00 per year.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
Published by

THE BOSTON MUSIC CO THE JOHN CHURCH CO. G. SCHIRMER
Frequently Seen on Programs of

ORAVEURE, MACBETH. EASTON, JORDAN, WERRENRATH
And Many Other Distinguished American Singers

TAPS (Baritone or Contralto) 2 Keys
THE LOOK (Lyric Soprano) 2 Keys
TAR A BINDU (.Mezzo)

RIM OF THE MOON (Tenor) 2 Keys
TIDALS (Baritone or Contralto)

For Sale at All Leading Music Houses

FOUR TEACHING PIECKS (Grade 3)
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Rach II M> KI\U TllltllSII Ill!:ARD
IIIOI.I.II! MH. noniN VAKIJI.V
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their Inxplrntlonal beauty and modern Idiom. IM SI \I. KOK THE GRADE:. Pnb-
llahed by CH\TO\ F. SIMMV CO., CHHAUO. and Cor unle by HF.NRV GROUK
In the .tore of WII.EV U. AI.LEN CO.
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Famous Russian 'Cello Virtuoso
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"FIRST ("ON'CERTO" Saint-Sat-ns
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Mezzo Soprano
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Rebecca Holmes Haight
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Now Ready: Two New Books for Rhythmic
Development in Children

RHYTHMIC SONGS
Por KInderKarten and Primary Grade*

2.

Rhythmic Stunts and Rhythmic Games
Word* and Mualc

ABBIB OBRHISil-JONES
Adaptlona and Deacrlptlona

OLIVE D. WILSOX-DOBRETT
These games were compiled to meet the demand

for a new type of rhythmic material, the resv't of

the needs of the children in the Demonstration
Play School, University of California. Mrs. Dor-

rett has had many interesting experiences in test-

ing rhythmic games in this school and those
offered in the collection were tried out during the

summer session of 1920.

PRICE $1.00 AND POSTAGE
WESLEY WEBSTER, Publisher

San Francisco

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

A Quality, NOT a Quantity Product

PIANO
Quantity Production Has Never Been the

Aim of the Makers of the Mason & HamHn
Piano

The Violins of Stradivari, the Canvases of Michelangelo, and Rubens, the Statu-

ary of Rodin are famous for their greater beauty, not for their quantity.

Mason & Hamlin Pianos are more painstakingly, more conscientiously built than

any in the world, and never has the question of quantity production been permitted to

intrude. Instead each piano is an individual product, in the making of which is centered

the ideals and traditions of generations.

The Result-THE MOST COSTLY AND BEAUTIFUL PIANO IN THE WORLD
Our Stock is Now Most Complete. We Invite a Most Critical Test.
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MUSICAL REVIEW FINDS ORATORIO LEADER

Frederick Brueschweiier. Distinguished Swiss Composer and Conductor
of Both Orchestral and Choral Music, Visiting His Daughter in

Oakland Who Declares Himself Willing to Remain in San
Francisco in Case This Paper Succeeds in Organ-

izing a Bona Fide Oratorio Society.

BY ALFRED METZGER
In our issue of September 2d we de-

clared our intention to assist in the or-

ganization of a bona fide oratorio society

of the highest artistic standing. We ex-

pressed our firm conviction that some-
where in and about San Francisco there

must reside a musician of sufficient artis-

tic qualifications and experience to com-
mand the respect of the community as
well as of the vocal teachers and students.
We already knew of such a man, and his

greatness of spirit may be gathered from
the fact that when we approached him on
the subject of this oratorio society he
said that while he were perfectly willing

to assume the responsibility of leader-

ship, at the same time he had the cause
of choral music so deeply at heart that

he would not only be willing to stand
aside when a musical personality of inter-

national reputation and artistic merit can
be found, but that he would gladly lend

all his aid toward the success of the

enterprise whenever such a musician can
be had. The following letter from Martin
I. Merle informed us of the presence of

the right man in this vicinity:

Vniversity of Santa Clara
Santa Clara, Calif.

September 6th, 1922.

Mr. Alfred Metzger.
Pacilic Coast Musical Review,
San Francisco. California.

Dear Mr. Metzger:
I have just this minute finished reading

your very interesting editorial on "Why
Not an Oratorio Society?" in the issue of

the Musical Review under date of Sep-

tember 2d.

You ask the question: "^'here is the

man to handle the job?' and the purpose

of my letter is to acquaint you with the

fact that Mr. Frederick Brueschweiier.

the well known composer and conductor

of both orchestral and choral music is at

present visiting his daughter in Oakland,

and this artist is considering settling in

California, preferably San Francisco, if

the opportunity to do so offers itself. I

can think of no other man more fitted for

the organization and development of such

a society as you suggest than Mr. Bruesch-

weiier.

As you probably know, he was bom
in Schiers. Switzerland, and obtained his

education in the universities of Basel and
Marburg. His musical education he owes
to the excellent theorists. Doctors Bagge
and Loew. and to the pianst, Kem. a

pupil of Liszt and Henselt. In 1905 he
went to Professor Ludwig Thui'le in

Munich, with whom he reviewed the

disciplines of counterpoint and perfected

himself in the higher branches of the

technique of musical composition. From
Professor Thuille he received unbounded
encouragement and remarkable recom-
mendations, one letter from the eminent
artist speaking in the highest terms of

Dr. Bruschweiler's accomplishments.

In Moscow, the great center of Russian
art, he was conductor of the chorus of the
Imperial Philharmonic Conservatory, a
body of 250 trained singers: of the exclu-

sive Liedertafel. a chorus of 110 male
voices: the Oratorio Society of 200 voices;

the Moskowshij Musikalmij Krujeok, op-

erating under an Imperially signed char-

ter, maintaining a choral body of 175

voices and a symphony orchestra of 70

musicians. At some of his concerts he
had under his baton the united forces of

these societies and the full orchestra of

the Imperial Opera House. In 1903 he
was invited to Petrograd to participate in

his own cantata. The Consecration of

Song. Several years before, this same
work was given a magnificent rendition

by a chorus of 3,000 voices in Berne, Switz-

erland, on the occasion of the Swiss Na-
tional Musical Festival.

In this country Dr. Brueschweiier con-
ducted the great Charleston Musical Fes-
tival, including the Damrosch and Rus-
sian Symphony orchestras. This was
in 1909.

He has written many choral, orches-
tral, chamber music and solo composi-
tions. Among his most noted works, pub-
lished by Schirmer, is a Fugue, for string

may be lost to San Francisco if nothing
to interest him develops. I feel reason-
ably sure that your recent suggestion for
an Oratorio Society would more than ap-
peal to him and I hope you will not fail

to meet him, if you have not already
done so. He was brought to my atten-

tion by the Sisters of Notre Dame Col-
lege, in San Jose, and by Rev. Arthur
V. Coghlan. S. J., of the University of
Santa Clara. You will not be disap-
pointed in meeting him.

Verv trulv yours.
MARTIN I. MERLE.

In addition to the above letter from the
well known author of the Santa Clara
Passion Play, we received the following
letter from Rev, Arthur Coghlan. S. J., of
the University of Santa Clara:

Sept. 6. 1922.
Dear Mr. Metzger:
The man fitted in every way for your

Oratorio Society has just arrived in San

E^iTELLK HKARTT-DRE\Kl S
le of the Parffic We-*!** F-avorite (onoert <~(>iitrall)><( Whone SpanWh Folk
SongM ^\~on Her Great ApplaOMe Uefore the f argent Aadirnce A-^xenibleU

at Holl>~n'ood Bon*! Under the Direetion of Alfred Herts

quartette, credited by reputable authori-

ties as the best composition written in

this exacting form within the past de-

cade.
Besides his musical accomplishments.

Dr. Brueschweiier is a rare linguist,

speaking Russian. German. French. Latin,

Greek. English and Hebrew fluently. He
translated the whole of the Old Testa-
ment from Hebrew into German.
And these do not exhaust the fund of

recommendations for this noted man who

Francisco. His intention in coming was
expressly to form a grand choral society.

You can locate him at Oakland.
Very sincerely yours.

ARTHUR V. COGHLAN, S. J.

tion at the Universities of Basel and Mar-
burg. His musical education be owes to

the excellent theorists Drs. Bagge and
Loew. and to the pianist Kem. a pupi!
of Liszt and Henselt. In 1905 Mr.
Brueschweiier went to Munich to Pro-
fessor Ludwig Thuille, who occupied the
foremost place among the master teach-
ers of all Europe. In a letter of com-
mendation Prof. Thuille says:

Munich. April, 1906.
W*hen Mr. F. Brueschweiier came to

me a year ago to review with me the
disciplines of counterpoint and perfect
himself in the higher branches of the
technique of musical composition I at
once recognized him to be an already ac-
complished musician firmly grounded in

everything pertaining to a thorough,
scientific equipment, backed up by prac-
tical experience, such as only long and
successful active work before the public
can give. Following my advice, he sub-
mitted himself to a course of private
studies which I had laid out for him.
From a whole years constant intercourse
and close observation. I can honestly say
that, both as an artist and personally
speaking, I consider him eminently quali-

fied to do justice to the requirements of
any position that may be entrusted to
him. Abundant practical experience and
thoroughly scholarly attainments, coup-
led to a highly artistic conception of his
chosen profession, stamp him as an ex-
ceedingly harmonious and sympathetic
personality. I think I can vouch for Mr.
Brueschweiier with the full consent of
my artistic conviction, and am willing to
back him up whenever he shall want me to
do so. feeling fully confident that he will

justify my indorsement of him in any
situation he may be called upon to fill.

LUDWIG THUILLE.
Royal Professor.

Frederick Brueschweiier is a native of
Switzerland, and obtained his musical
education in the universities of Basel and
Marburg. His musical education he owes
to Thuille. Bagge, Loew, and Kem, a
pupil of Liszt.

In Moscow, the center of Russian art.

he was conductor of the following musi-
cal organizations: The chorus of the Im-
perial Philharmonic Conservatory — a
body of 250 trained singers; the exclu-
sive German "Liedertafel"—a chorus of
110 male voices: the "Oratorio Society"
of 200 voices: the "Moskowshij Musikal-
mij Krujeok," operating under an im-
perially signed charter, maintaining a
choral body of 150 voices and a Sym-
phony Orchestra of 65 players. At some
of his concerts he had under his baton
the united forces of these societies and
the full orchestra of the Imperial Opera
House. In 1903 he was invited to St.

Petersburg to participate in his own can-
tata. "Conservation of Song." Several
years before this same work was given a
magnificent rendition by a chorus of 3000
voices in Berne, Switzerland, on the oc-
casion of the Swiss National Musical Fes-
tival.

In 1909 he conducted the great Charles-
ton Musical Festival including the Dam-
rosch and Russian Symphony Orchestras.

Father Coghlan enclosed the following
information regarding Frederick Bruesch-
weiier:

Frederick Brueschweiier bom in

Schiers. Switzerland, obtained his educa-

Upon the strength of these authorita-
tive recommendations we had the pleas-
ure of meeting Mr. Brueschweiier, and
find all these claims thoroughly justified

by the facts, that distinguished musician
having all the required evidence for the
enviable reputation he has established for
himself. Mr, Brueschweiier. as will be
seen from the letter and explanatory
sketch above printed, has had ample ex-
perience in both Europe and America to
singularly fit him for the position we
think he should occupy in this city. Dur-
ing the last year or two Mr, Bruesch-
weiler's services had been engaged to

compile a biography for a leading mem-
ber of the music trade in this country,
and this literary effort has prevented him
from continuing his services in the cause
of art. This same work has brought him
to the Pacific Coast, where he is now a
guest of his family and in order to retain
him. this paper wants to ask those inter-

ested in an oratorio society to join it in

proceeding with the preliminary plans of

organization.
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STEINWAY
A Tribute from an Authority

X^/l./f2l.

yyt.

Your Steinway is waiting for you at

Leandro Campaxari

conductor, Composer and focal Master

ShermanMay&Go.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA—OREGON—WASHINGTON

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

piano. Organ and Composition

Residence Studio. 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOLIN MAKKR A.\D REPAIRER
IligheKt Grade Professional Work Absolutely

Gunrnnted—Appraiser of InNtrunienta
Pinest Hand >lade Instrunienls

Alelier: Room 2.-i, 1028 Market Street, next to
Granada Theatre, San Prancixeo. California

FRANK CARROLL GIFFEN
TEACHER OF SINGING

»7fl Chestnut Street, corner Hyde
Appointments by Phnne—Prospect 3320

WALLACE A. SABIN
Organist Temple Emann El. First Church of Christ Sci-
entist, Director Lorlns Club. S. F„ Wed^ 1017 California
St., Phone Franklin 2003; Sat.. First Christian Science
Church, Phone Franklin 1307t Res. studio. 31-12 Lewlston
Atc., Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 2428.

Arrillaga Musical CoUege
V. de A rr lilac a. Director

\, I.. ArtlKues, i'res.: i.ouis Alcf^ria, Vlce-Pres.
Vnexcelled fn<-llltics for the study of music la all

Its brnnrhes. Larice Pipe OrgaD. Recital Hall.

2.115 JACKSON STREET
San Francisco. Cal. Phone West 4737

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

3242 Washlnffton Street, near Presidio Avenoe
Snn Francisco. Cal.

For further Information address the secretary of the
chooi. or phone Flllnntre 305,

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADVANt i:i» PrPII,S ACCEPTED

Pupil of ^ime. V. SlrpnnofT merlin), M. Sleveklnc.
and E. Robert Scfamltx (New York). Studio: 701
Heine llidc. 40N Stoektnn St. Mnndnys, 1)-I2. Thnrs-
do}M. 10-1, .t-U. Tel. Kearny 2222. Res. Phonei Pied-
mont 7mt.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of PInno, Orenn, llmrmonr- Orcanlst and Musical
Director of First l're»»hylerlnn Church. Alameda. Home
SCodIo: 1117 PARI" STREET. .ALAMEDA. Telephone AU-
meda \T\Tt. Thnrndnys. Mrrrlmnn School. 507 Eldorado Ave..
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Sinsinf;. Complete Course of Operatic Train-
Inc. 2730 Pierce St. Tel. FUlmore 4553.

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALIAN VOCAL TEACHER

Former Prima Donna with Caruso and Tetrazzini—Endorsed by Bonci. Coaches pupils vocally and
.in liramaiic Deportment—Italian, English, French
and Spanish spoken.
Studio 104 Columbus Ave.. Phone Garfield 227«

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAN JOSE. CAL.

Confers Deerees Awards Certlflcntes

For Particulars apply to Sister Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director SaNlavnky Chamber SIukIc Soclety

Will Accept a Few Talented Pupils. Studio; 1002 Kohlor
& Chase Bldgr. Tel. Kearny 6454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAIWEL. CALIFORNIA

^lUNle CourHeN ThoroDf^h nncl I'roKreHNlve
I'ulflic Sohool llimle. .\ceredlfed Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
11. n. Pnsmore—Studios: Suite .500 Kohler & Chase Ride,
S. F.: 2530 <-olleee Ave.. Herkeley. Residence 201 Alva-
rado Road, Herkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparlnf? Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSFELDT, Pianist
20I5 Rroderlck St.. near Clay Telephone Fillmore 314

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
IIRICATII—VOICE—LIFE

000 Kohler & Chase llldir.. Kenrny 54M
Reslden«*e 11041 Hush St.. Franklin 5008.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
: 4t»S Stockton SI.—>lon.
•acrnniento St. Proa. 7503,

Voice Culture—Diction—Studio
and Thurs, from 2-5, Res. 1^51

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Merrltt. Oakland

Complete Conservatory Course—Piano. Hnrp. Violin*
'Cello. Voice. Counterpoint, Harmony, History

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

Member I'niverslty Extension Faculty
Studio: 827 Shrader f>*. Phone Park ItiOS

UDA WALDROP
Pianist, Organist,

Accompanist, Vocal Coach

OFFICIAL ORGANIST CITY
OF SAN FRANCISCO

\Vill be in New ^'ork from Septembei
1st to October 1st.

Beginning October 15th. Mr. Waldrop
will accept a limited number of advanced
pttpils.

STUDIO: 1915 Sacramento Street
Telephone WesI 37.S3
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

MUSIC CLUBS' EDUCATIONAL VALUE

There are in the neighborhood of one hun-
dred music clubs in California with a combined
membership of nearly ten thousand. Under ef-

fective leadership and with concentrated energj-

and intelligent cultivation these music clubs
should actually form the ver\- foundation of the
musical taste or culture of the community's life.

It is not our intention to criticise or find fault

with the various music clubs existing in this

State : the purpose of this editorial is only to

show what the music club should stand for, what
it should accomplish and how it should be con-
ducted in order to get the ma.\imum result from
the energy and money that is put into the club
by officers and members. We shall leave to the
music clubs themselves to decide whether our
suggestions or comments contain any merit

;

w hether they are feasible of execution or whether
the clubs already are following the lines mapped
'ut in the subsequent treatise.

First of all the music club should accomplish
^omething that no other music force is endeavor-
ing to do. There are. of course, two classes of
music clubs. The first includes clubs organized

I in small communities for the purpose of bring-
ing in distinguished artists that could not visit

the community without the aid of a well organ-
ized club. The second class includes music clubs
in large communities where great artists appear
anyway under the direction of local managers,
and where such visiting artists could give con-
certs without the assistance of such clubs. It is

therefore natural to assume that the clubs in the
1 smaller communities have just a bit more re-
• sponsibility toward their fellow citizens than the

clubs in larger cities. This editorial is onlv in-
tended to deal with the music club's functions
that do not include the engaging of visiting
artists. And there are s-o many of those functions
that possibly we shall not be able to include
them all in one article of this kind.

The music club should above all be o£ assist-
ance to as many worthy musical elements as pos-

j
sible. .\nd in order to be of real help it should
include as members as many influential and in-
telligent music lovers both professional and
amateur as possible. We know only of but few

I
music clubs that have a sufficient membership

' to actually accomplish something more than
casual in the musical life of the community

wherein they are active. The first function of a

music club is to create opftortunities for resident
artists, be they beginners or finished musicians
of practical experience. The dillettanti should
be given an opportunity to appear before an in-

telligent musical audience, thus getting the bene-
fit of conscientious criticism. The experienced
artists, of whom there should be many who have
located here after gaining triumphs elsewhere,
should be regarded as distinguished artists and
not be sneered at because they live among us and
thus have become "local." The music club should
be verj- careful in endeavouring to eradicate the
odious prejudice that has been attached to the
term "local artist." Instead of discounting the
decision of the artist to locate among us and re-

garding his residence as a liabilitv- to him. we
should regard the fact of the artist's choosing our
city as his place of abode a distinct asset to our
community. Instead of asking him to accept less
remuneration. BEC.-\L'SE he has settled here, the

. music clubs should encourage the inf]u.\ of great
artists by voluntarily paying them the amount
for engagements which they have been in the
habit of getting while residing in the big music
centers of the countrj- or the world at large.

-Artists should be paid according to their talent,
their experience, their reputation or their artis-
tic merit. They should not be treated like "cattle"
according to the prevailing price of beef, or ac-
cording to the pocketbook of the organization.
Xow. we repeat we are not having any special
club in our mind when we make this remark. We
are speaking in general and are merely giving
our personal opinion regarding that which we
consider the ideal functions of a music club. Bv
giving its members an entertainment of an educa-
tional character of the highest quality-, the music
club will sooner or later be enabled to increase
its membership to such an extent that the treas-
urj- will allow of satisfactory remuneration of
artists. Efficiency cannot be paid with dollars
and cents, but must be paid according to the
educational value that is derived by the member-
ship of the club from listening to an artist. If a
student is willing to spend a fLxcd amount for
lessons in order to gain a certain knowledge,
then a member of a music club should be glad
to pay his or her individual share for a lesson
gained by intelligent listening to an artist of
merit.

There is no single musical factor in a com-
munity that can do so much tor the resident
artist than a music club. But if an artist wants
to have a music club really be of advantage to
able exponents of the art. and not assist in bring-
ing music into disrepute, then the artist must
ccMjperate with the music club and not expect
of it certain actions which are detrimental to the
profession, such as the encouragement or tolera-
tion of glaring mediocrity. It is not sufficient that
friends or relatives of an artist tell him that he
is one of the greatest artists in the world, but
this contention must be backed up by facts. To
have a beautiful voice or a fluent technic—to read
notes easily and in pitch—is not enough to be
regarded as an artist of distinction. There must
be in addition to beauty of voice and facilitv of
technic a fixed intelligence of expression that can
only be acquired by talent re-inforced by practical
e.xperience. Xo invention has yet been dis-
covered that can create an artist by a short cut.
-And consequently a music club must divide
artists applying to it for recognition into begin-
ners, (those who have never had any experience
in public appearances except studio recitals),
dillettanti, (v'oung artists who have not been in
the habit of doing professional work for payment
of their services) and experienced artists who
have established a reputation for themselves, and
who have had practical experience.

In addition to engaging artists, giving them
opportunities for public appearances, partly to
gain recognition, and partly to earn a livelihood,
a music club should form an educational institu-
tion for the benefit of its members. It should
encourage its members to read music journals,
for only in this way can a music lover ever at-
tain a broad enough view of life to judge a musi-
cal performance intelligently and form a valuable
personal opinion. Whether the writers in a
music journal may please the reader or not is

only a verj- insignificant portion of the functions

of a music journal. The music lover should know
what is going on in the music world. He should
know the names of prominent artists at home
and abroad. He should know something about
new compositions and the kind of programs that
are being presented. He should learn the needs
of his community. He should discover some-
thing about the doings of other music clubs,
teachers assf>ciations and music schools. In other
words he should familiarize himself with every-
thing that is going on in the musical life of his
city or State, and even outside. Only in this
way can there be created an intelligent musical
public that is able to separate the worthy from
the unworthy. No responsible WTiter on musical
subjects will sign his name to an opinion that is
not honest. The only way to avoid mistakes is

to demand a signature to a criticism. The writer
has consistently refused to sign his name to a
criticism which he does not believe in. If such
name is signed to an article with which the
reader does not agree then there e.xists a dif-
erence of opinion between the writer and the
reader, for which we cannot be held responsible.

-A music club should endeavour to add to the
education of its members by including lectures
and lecture recitals in its year's programs. Lec-
tures—on symphony programs, operatic perfor-
mances, vocal art. instrumental art, the instru-
ments of the orchestra—should form parts of the
functions of a music club. Lectures on musical
history occasionally would do no harm. Lecture
recitals on the various schools of compositions
would be of value. Finally cver>- music club
should support its own ensemble organization
both vocal and instrumental, giving its voung
members opportunities to gain valuable experi-
ence that assists them in making headway in their
profession and art. The music club forms part of
the music in the home, for in a way it represents
a home. The community's music, if it is to be
worthy, must come from within not from with-
out, for unless music is imbedded in the heart
and soul of the individual he or she cannot pos-
sibly appreciate art thoroughly and the commu-
nity at large cannot be given credit for e.xhibiting
genuine musical taste. We know that we have not
covered our subject completely, and shall have
to return to it some other time.

TWO PIANO RECITALS AT ARRILLAGA COLLEGE

The first mosical event of the new season took place
at the Arrillaga Musical College on FYida.r evening.
August 25th. It consisted of a two piano recital which
was participated in by students of the college. Vincent
at the Arrillaga Musical College on Friday evening,
pupil of Gino Seven. Every one of the piano students
exhibited thorough training, possessed artistic intelli-

gence and had an excellent grasp of the true significance
of ensemble playing. Technically as well as emotion-
ally the young pianists acquitted themselves creditably
and the faculty has every reason to feel much gratified
with the results obtained on this occasion. Mr. de
Arrillaga. as is already well known, revealed himself
as the consummate artist that he is.

Miss Sancho. although having selected among her
nambers one of the most difficult violin compositions
written, proved herself possessed of exceptional artistic
facnities. Her tone is full and smooth, her intonation
pure, her technic thoroughly clean and facile, and her
expression very discriminating and sincere. She proved
beyond the shadow of a doubt that her teacher under-
stands the art of instruction and that she possesses
sufficient intuition and adaptability to easily grasp the
information given her.

The complete program which was enjoyed by a large
audience was as follows: Symphony ( Mendelssohn i

.

list and 3nd Movements*. 1st piano. Miss Bessie Laa
and Miss Georgia Lindberg. 2nd piano. Miss Isabelle
Silva and Mr V. de Arrillaga: Violin and Piano—Sonata—A Major (Mozart). i.\llegro di Molto—Tema con Var-
iazionii. Miss Rita Sancho and Mr. V. de Arrillaga:
Tarantelle—G Minor (Pieme). Miss Elvira -ibella and
Mr. lulio Valdes: L'enfant Prodigue (Prelude—Le Cor-
tege—La Danse (Debussy). La Jota -\ragonese (Saint-
Saens). Miss Isabelle Silva and Mr- V. de Arrillaga:
Sonata—G Major ( Mozart^Jriegi. Miss Bessie Lau and
Mr. V. de Arrillaga: Violin Solo— (a) Serenade (Pieme I.

(b) Adoration (Borowskii. Miss Rita Sancho: Polonaise
(Saint-Saensi. Miss Isabelle Silva. Mr. V. de Arrillaga.

Miss Margaret Lewis, one of Joseph George Jacob-
son's talented pupils, gave a recital for the Daily News
on Sunday. September 10th. and was commenied highly
on her fine execution and clever playing. >Iis5 Lewis
is the fifth of Mr. Jacobson's pupils who have been
asked to play. The following will appear in the near
future: Edina Kaas. Myrtle Waitman. Florence Reid,
Sam Rodetsky. On October 1st the Half Hour of Music
at the Greek Theatre will be given by three of Mr.
Jacobson's pupils—Gladys Ivanelle Wilson, Myrtle Har-
riet Jacobs and Sam Rodetsky.
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SUCCESS IN SINGING
Bv JOHX WHITCOMB NASH

SINCERITY (Continued)
It is incomparably easier for a singer to bluff himself

into a false belief thiin to deceive the public. The
unfortunate part of this is that most students will not

believe it. and the reason is that they have covered up
the truth with their own false usuages. Wei! trained

students, left to their own devices, often get slipsliod

and lustreless because they have not been sufficiently

impressed with the necessity of submitting their case

to this condition, which, after all. is their own judgment.

It takes a calm, firm will to direct the wavering mind
away from delusive short cuts, and those who unhesi-

tatingly admit sincerity to be one great condition of

success, find it difficult and sometimes impossible to

resist the temptation to do things for effect. The im-

pulse to do wrong must be overcome, for the false con-

dition soon eliminates the true if persisted in, and in

accomplishing this, we develop a will-power of far-reach-

ing significance; moreover, we learn to recognize and
watch for that spark which Mashes across the mind and
is the very germ and genius of art.

The principle of sincerity comprises all those qualities

of courage, patience, honesty, simplicity, perseverance,
which give momentum to talent. But it is not these

characteristics alone that make sincerity of so much
value; it is the tone itself that becomes instinct with

life under the influence of this principle. The fact that

this is so little understood is a chief reason that

singers are a rarity, and that so many students never
arrive. There is much to learn about technique, (tech-

nique wilt be defined in subsequent articles), but tech-

nique is not enough to discover one's talent, and no

Jl'Ar^lTA TE\XVSO\
So|irnno. SuIoImI Sunilny

Thrntrt-. Se|>tenilttT 1

From l.iiuiH

liirninu; Ctinrrrt. Cnlifornin
OfTfTlnK I)fpui.<« if Joitr
ly <'har|>rti(ifr

one will quarrel with the idea that to recognize talent

is a condition necessary to its best development.
In all sincere speech there is power; not necessarily

great power, but as much as the speaker is capable of.

So it is with the singer, and these powers are lost from
the tone as soon as the speech or song is accomplished by
artificial means. Life in the tone should be earnestly
sought, and when found, carefully noted and developed.
Affectations and superficialities masquerade, but as soon
as the real thing appears, the public as a whole know
it in spite of anything the critics may say; incidentally
the critics are usually right. The singer must experience
conviction if he is to convince others. The prophet must
be his own disciple or he will make none. Belief creates
belief. Knthusiasm is contagious. Art depends upon
sympathy for its influence. In proportion to the depth
of the singer's feeling is our sympathetic response. In

proportion to the shallowness of his presentation is

our coolness and indifference.

Not the least merit ascribed to sincerity in this series
is the influence the principle has on the individuality.

Personality abounds in the well developed singer, and
singing, systematically studied and developed, is the
reason. But what an offense are those shouting, strain-

ing people on the one hand and the fiimsy falsetto

singers on the other. If you delight in singing, and
insist upon a sincere expression of the way you under-
stand it. (with all the eagerness of an interesting con-
versation for instance!, you will soon begin to realize
greater capacity for song than you anticipated, and
belter still, your very efforts will inspire you to still

greater heights. This creeping paralysis, induced by
some particular Irick of the voice, with no idea back
of it other than the sound it produces, throws a blight,

a shadow over the work of the best intentioned and most
intelligent student. Your own expression—even though
it may seem trivial at first—will do more for you than
any parrot-like mocking of the instructor.

Emerson, in his essay on "Self-Reliance" says, "The
highest merit we ascribe to Moses, Plato, and Milton,
IS that they set at nought books and traditions, and
spoke not what men thought, but what they thought . .

.... Great works of art have no more affecting lesson
than this, that they teach us to watch for that flash from
witliiu which shall light us on our way." A decent re-

spect for the feelings and opinions of one's audience
does not interfere with the principle of sincere utter-

ance. Reference to popular acclaim is one great source
of poor singing.

There is a type of advertising that has done much to

bring about this condition of insincere expression among
singers. "Singing shorn of its mysteries," and other
flamboyant claims of wonderful discoveries adorn the
title pages of many books on the subject, and upon
investigation these books prove conclusively that sing-

ing is a mystery, at least to their authors. The bald

fact is that singing is a power of life and life itself is a

mystery: yet we go on enjoying it and using its powers.
All normal beings can sing if they wish to. That is to

say all have the power to be used, for I am told that the
healthy child cries at the first breath. This cry is part

of the same power with which we sing. Anything that

tends to emphasize the mysterious and unusual in sing-

ing is capable of working only harm to the art. Voice-

placement will not only not make a singer, it positively

interferes with free expression. The minute one indulges

in exuberance and enthusiasm all placement vanishes.

If the enthusiasm is not a feigned condition, it 'wlU
include sincerity. One would require a quite different

frame of mind to sing a requiem, but the mental condi-

tion will have to be sincere to be appropriate. Neither
does this imply a slopping over of sentiment; the two
things are antagonistic. No one would accuse the street

corner evangelist of insincerity, but such singers seldom
lay claim to artistic singing; their claims would be in-

supportable if they did. It is not the purpose of this

series to criticize the efforts of this type of singer, but
to show that sincerity is a much misunderstood influ-

ence in the cultivation of singing. Artistic singing is

rare, yet it is not too much to say that all singers de-

sire, and most believe themselves to be artistic singers.

Of course it is a matter of standards, but any intelligent

observer will admit that the public knows good singing
when they hear it. Their unqualified acceptance is

enough guarantee. With poor singing they are quite

charitable, but restlessness will make manifest their dis-

approval no matter how polite they may wish to be.

DORIA FERNANDA TO SING MEXICAN SONGS

It was while in Mexico recently when Doria Fernanda
was singing in opera that she delved into the musical
literature of that country and discovered most inter-

esting folk songs. She immediately learned the tradi-

tion of these works with one of the native teachers.

Miss Fernanda will interpret these tempestuous songs
with the requisite abandon, for temperament is one of

the qualities she has in abundance. The very fact that

-Aliss Fernanda has mastered five languages so that she
can actually converse in them so fluently that the
French and Italians with whom she has been associated

in the opera companies have acclaimed her a linguist

of the very highest attainments.
At Miss Fernanda's forthcoming concert which is

scheduled for Tuesday evening. September 19th, in the

Colonial ballroom of the Hotel St. Francis under the di-

rection of Alice Seckels, she will present besides the

.Mexican. French and Italian works, numbers by repre-

sentative American and English composers and some of

the choicest excerpts of the German lieder. Miss Fer-

nanda is noted for being one of the most legitimate con-

cert singers of the day and she possesses the true

method and style for song interpretation. At this recital

Miss Fernanda's art will be found at its zenith.

Benjamin Moore will be Miss Fernanda's accom-
panist and here again she has displayed excellent judg-

ment, for a more sympathetic and gifted musician can
not be imagined. The program in its entirety follows:

Recitative and Aria from Serse (Handel), Plaisir

d'amour (Martini), Una voce poco fa from "II Barhiere

di Siviglia" (Rossini), (in original key); Verborgenheit
(Hugo Wolf), In dem Schalten meiner Locken (Hugo
Wolf), Heimkehr (Richard Strauss), Fruhlingsnacht
(Schumann); Les Cygnes (Reynaldo Hahn). Lettre a

uue Espagnole (Raoul Laparra), Nuit d'autrefois (Rh.»ne

Baton), Chevalier Belle-Etoile (Augusta Holmes); Mir-

age (Dorothy Crawford), The Roadside Fire (Vaug-m
Williams ) , So-fei gathering flowers ( Charles Griffes )

.

Wings of Night (Winter Watts). Orientale (Marion
Bauer ) ; The Love-Wandering ( Hebridean ) ( Arr. Ken-
nedy-Fraser). Milking Croon (Hebridean) (Arr. Ken-
nedy-Fraser). I Know Where I'm Goin' (Old Irish) (Arr.

Hughes). Irish Lullaby (Old Irish) (Arr. Villiers-Stan-

ford), Proguntale a las estrellas (Mexican) (Arr, Ed-
ward Kilenyi). Ay! Ay! Ay! (Cuban Creole), Clavelitos

(Spanish) (Arr. Valverde).

TICKETS NOW!
At Sherman, Clay & Co.

For CONCERTS
GERALDINE

FARRAR
(Idolized Soprano)

Curran Theatre, Stinday,

October 8th at 2:30

Management, Frank W. Healy

nOKI \ FKKXA\D\
The nrillinnt A ouiik <'alif<irnia Voi-al Arlixt Who Will

(live a Concert at the Colonial llnllrooni of the
St. FraneJM Hotel \e\t TiieMl:i>- lOvenin;?

Song Recital by

LUCIA DUNHAiM
yiv/.y.o Soprano

THOMAS FRED'K FREEMAN at the Piano
8:15 THURSDAY EVENING. SEPTEMBER 21

WHEELER HALL AUDITORIUM,
University of California

Colonial Songs
Folk Songs
Modern Italian and Russian Songs
Modern American Songs.

Tickets 75 cents at Tupper & Reed,
and Sather Gate Book Shop

ALICE SECKELS Presents

DORIA FERNANDA
S (Contralto)

SONG RECITAL

Benjamin Moore at the Piano
Tuesday Eve., Sept. 19th

8:30 O'clock

Colonial Ballroom. Hotel St. Francis

TfckctM Vl.ll.'t (Inrlliaiiie tax) on Male
Shorninn, I'liiy i.\; Co.. Koblcr tV ChiiNO.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
KnilorMed hy Wn^er Sn-nyne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Studios 807 Kohler A; (hnse IIIiIk-

25181^ Etna St., Berkeley. Tbone Iterkeley i:flO

MARIAN PREVOST
IMAMST—ACCOMPAMST—TKACIIKR

For Two Seasons Accompanist in the Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageinan

Studion: 807 Kohler & CTinwe nidc, S. F. Tucm. A. SI. and
ThurN. P. M. Tel. Keiirny M.'4, Iten. 27'ZH Eliiiwood Ave.,
Derkeley. Tel. llcrk. H2«7.

EVA M. GARCIA
PI.\.MST, OUG.VMST A>D TKACHER

41.-.S Hone St., Oakland Tel. riedtnont 3402

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JIST BETl'RXED FROJl El'ROPE

!«tndloi -lOS Kohler A Cha.e Dlds. Tel. Kearnr Mb

If you wish to become famous you must be known and

in order to become known you need publicity and ther«"

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising. If advertising is undignified then
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Distmguished Artists Residing in California Who are Available for Concerts During the Season 1922-1923
Editorial Note:—The Pacitic Coast Musical Review is in a position to guarantee liie anislic efficiency of the artists represented on this page. They ha%e established a
repuiaiion for themselves, rartly national, partly international, through regular concert tours or by appearances in operatic organizations of recognized fame. The purpoee
of setting forth the availability of these reputed artists is to convince the California musical public that distinguished artists of e<]ual merit to any reside in this Slate.
We intend to prove that a resident artist confers honor upon the community in which he resides.

SAN FRANCISCO TRIO
MRS. ELSIE COOK HUGHES, Pianist

WM. F. LARAIA, Violinist

WILLEM OEHE. Cellist

SniSlIN 1022—lft2.T >0\V BOOKING
TUIOS, SO\\T\S A>D SOLOS

Ad(lre<«<« rontinuniratiunM to
\\M. T. l.\lt\IV. 12.-.-: Jnrk^on St.

Tclriihune Franklin -l.'Ms

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E. Behymer, 705 Philharmonic Auditorium Building,

Los Angeles, Cal.
Personal Address: BELVEDERE. MARIN COUNTY, CAL.: TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

Annie Louise David

Harp Soloist and Teacher

M.inuer of Artist Faculty Cornish School,

Seattle. Wash, July and August

San Francisco after September 1st

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
GS Post St.. San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
For Concert Kn;;acements
and Instruction ^pplf to
Secretary and .^lanaser of
K. Atl). Room IIHM Kohler
& Chase nidg., San Fraocixco

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douglas ICTS

Siellajelica -

COLORATURA SOPRANO
600 KOHLER CHASE OLDC
SA N FtlANClSCO

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for
CONCERT ORATORIO

2271 Fulton St. San Francisco
Phone Pacific 479

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

1

San Francisco. Calif.

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio 1208 Leavenworth St.

Telephone Prospect 8384

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg.. Tel. Kearn)- 5454

22nd Anniversary Edition of the

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 30th, 1922

A DIGNIFIED RECORD OF WORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS OF CALIFORNIA'S BEST KNOWN ANDMOST NOTED ARTISTS. PEDAGOGUES, COMPOSERS AND IMPRESARIOS.
HISTORICAL SKETCHES OF MUSIC CLUBS. CHORAL SOCIETIES. ORCHESTRAS, ENSEMBLE
ORGANIZATIONS AND OPERATIC ENTERPRISES.
THE GROVE PLAYS OF BOHEMIA MUSIC IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

One Hundred Pages of Invaluable Musical Information

Front Cover
Inside Back Cover-
One-third page
One-eighth Page

-$250.00

_ 125.00

_ 45.00

- 25.00

ADVERTISING RATES
Back Cover
Inside Page
One-fourth Page
One Inch Double Column-

$150.00 Tnsirie Front Cerafr ?i7Snn

100.00 One-half Paf^e finnn

35.00 One-sixth Pape 30 00

10.00 One Inch Across Page 1500

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW
BUSINESS OFFICE 515 MISSION ST.. TEL. DOUGLAS 5380—EDITORIAL ROOMS

801 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.. TEL. KEARNY 5454
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THE BEST IS NONE TOO GOOD
For YOUNG AMERICA'S MUSIC EDUCATION

And so you will find only the best in the Clayton F.

Summy Co. Catalog. Keeping up with the newest peda-

gogic ideas as expressed in the Highest Terms of Edu-

cative Efficiency is necessary to TEACHING SUCCESS.
The works listed here are just a few of the many best

selling music study books from our catalog.

THE VERY FIRST LESSONS AT THE PIANO. By Mrs. Crosby Adams
Price, 90 Cents

Everything the child needs to Icani in the beginning is p-r-smted pro-
gresslvelv while taking into account the child's natural dfsire lo en-
joy Ust'd and endorsed bv thniisands of teachers as the STANDARD
IXSTnr^THJN HOOK FOR UtXJINNKRS.

THE CHILD AT THE PIANO. By Meda Z. Steele Price, 75 Cents

Presents all the elenienlarv prinriples of music—Rar-Training'. Theory,
Sight Reading. Ithylhm—STKP HV STEP—in logical sequence. A hook
in which underMfatidlnR precedes expreHHlon. 100 short pieces supply
ail music material needed.

THE LITTLE HANON. By Robert J. Ring Price, $1.00

Built on the same pedaKogie prineiples as Hanon's VIrtuoMo rinnlNt.
and planned to be used as a preparation for the more advanced tech-
nical difficulties of the Hanon studies.

FOUR LITTLE STUDIES IN SHARPS Price, 50 Cents

FOUR LITTLE STUDIES IN FLATS Price, 60 Cents

By Florence A. Goodrich

These studies are scholarly, yet pleasing, and the "notes for busy
teachers" which accompany the music are well worth a careful reading.

GRADED STUDIES FOR THE PIANO. Compiled by Mrs. Crosby Adams
Seven Books for Two Hands—Grades l-V Price, ea., $1.00

Three Books for Four Hands—Grades l-IM Price, ea., $1.00

This collection is full of variety and valuable teaching suggestions.
Includes evirything for a well-rounded music development: Technical
Kxercises. Thord Studies. Etudes. Song Accompaniments, Duets, Pedal
Studies am' Pieces. Combines the best of the classic and the modern.

KEYBOARD HARMONY & TRANSPOSITION—2 Vols. By Anna H.

Hamilton Price, each, 40 Cents
A \ital method of teaching Harmony which makes Harmonic Knowl-
edge a part of the pupil's daily music experience. By this method the
pupil learns to recosnl^^ chords and other harmonies, together with
such modifications as Suspension, Modulation, etc.

PRELIMINARY STUDIES IN KEYBOARD HARMONY. By Anna H.

Hamilton Price, 40 Cents
Designed ae an introduction to the KE:VR0AR0 HAR:tlo!\V described
above. Thorough, clear. May be used to great advantage either in
class w<»rk or private lessons.

MUSIC FOUNDATION. By Anna H. Hamilton.
Pupil's Book Price, 25 Cents
Teachers' Manual Price, 50 Cents

liesigned for use in public schools as well as private music lessons.
I "roes literally to the bottom of the art and science of music-making.
Indispensable to the teacher who wants to be sure of the ground-work
— the most important phase of a puiiil's music development.

FIRST MELODIES FOR THE PIANO. By Lillian Sara Jackson.
Price, 75 Cents

Delightful .stories In tone, with word illustrations matched to the
music and marginal sketches helping to visualize the meaning of the
music. Excellent for developing the tone sense in the child, and for
teaching the significance of rhythm and the difference in the major and
minor modes.

PEDAL STUDIES. By Mrs. Crosby Adams Price, $1.00
Tht-s.- .studii's leail the pvipil to nndt-rstand the art of pedaling by learn-
ing to listen intelligently to its e ff t- c Is.

PRACTICAL SCALE BUILDER, for Major & Minor Scales. By Robert J.

Ring „ Price, 25 Cents
Does away with the mechanical playing of scales by note. Makes the
child hear Ncale in<llvidunllly. Teaches the construction of scales,
thereliy enabling the )»upil lo write hln 4»«'ii text-buuk.

THE MUSIC STUDENT'S SPELLING BOOK. By Mrs. Crosby Adams.
Price, 60 Cents

The only preparatory book in which the keyboard is pictured beneath
the wholr HtafT—which includes the Treble and Bass Clef. Obliges
the pupil to think of the relationship betwen the staff and the key-
board.

ELEMENTS OF HARMONY. By Emil Barth Price, 35 Cents
l-:nabli-s the student to gain absolute mastery of tho fundamentals of
music theory. One of our most successful books.

PIANO TECHNIC FOR CHILDREN. By Julia Lois Caruthers.
Price, $2 50

Every principle of piano teclinic. Iioni the ground up. is represented
in thesf charming and highly original FlnK«>r I'lnyi* which the children
love to practice. The piactfce. as here indicated. leads to real musi-
cianship.

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers

429 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL.

Plan NOW to keep your accounts systematically and ac-

curately in our LOOSE-LEAF JOURNAL LEDGER. It

is a time-saver.

Full Morocco Binder $2.25 Imitation Leather Binder $1.25
Cloth Binder 75 Fillers, package of fifty .35

Send for Summy "Edition'' and Thematic Catalogs

HERTZ RETURNS NEXT WEEK FARRAR IS SUPPORTING ARTISTS

With llie arrival next week of Alfred
Hertz, conductor of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra, final arranKeinents
will be completed for the orchestra's
coming season, which opens Friday aft-

prnoon, October 2Uth. in the new Shu-
bert-Curran Theatre, and annnouneenieiit
will soon be made as to the complete
personnel of the organization.
For the past three months Mr. Hertz

has been residing at Beverly Hills and
conducting a summer series of concerts
in the Hollywoood Bowl near Los An-
geles. At these concerts he has repeated
his great success in San Francisco dur-

ing the past seven years, having been
acclaimed with great enthusiasm by
large audiences. The coming season will

be his eighth as leader of the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra.
The outlook for the financial success

of the coming symphony season is most
promising. The sale of season tickets

at the offices of the Musical Association
in the Phelan Building is continuing at a
rapid rate, the number of orders to date
iilmost e(|ualing the, total number re-

ceived last year, while it is over a
month before the date of the first con-
cert.

The announcement that the coming
season of the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra will be given in the new Shu-
bert-Curran Theatre has met with a very
favorable reception by symphony pa-

trons, and the management of the Mu-
sical Association is receiving congratula-
tions daily upon the securing of this new
playhouse for the orchestra's concerts.
During the construction of the new

theatre great attention has been given
to the matter of acoustics in order that
conctrts and recitals may be given there.

A wide lobby and foyer separate the
aiulitorium from the sidewalk, while the
halcor.v floor is fitted with double win-
dows, thus reducing the possibility of

outside sounds to a minimum. The the-

atre contains twelve commodious boxes
and twelve balcony loges. each seating
six persons, comfortable plush armchairs
being provided.
The coming season of the Symphony

Orchestra, which opens Friday afternoon,
October 20th, will include more concerts
than any previous seasons. Arrange-
ments have been made through Miss
Zannette W. Potter, the Oakland concert
manager, for a series of concerts in Oak-
land, which will include ten evening pro-

grams and three afternoon concerts for

children. It is planned to give at least
four concerts in Berkeley at Harmon
Gymnasium, and bookings are now being
arranged for appearances in San Jose
and Palo Alto.

That the public's interest in the Sym-
phony Orchestra is ever increasing is

shown by the activity at the offices of

the Musical Association, where the sale
cf season tickets continues with no ap-
parent signs of abatement.

MUNICIPAL ORGAN RECITAL

A single recital will be given by Theo-
dore J. Irwin, an organist who has made
California his home for twenty years, at

the Exposition Auditorium, this Sunday
afternoon, at 3 o'clock. He was long
director of music at Pomona College, act-

ed as municipal organist for the city of
Fresno, and has often been heard in or-

gan recitals in Los Angeles and San
Diego. On the recent trip of the Shrin-
ers to Honolulu he was director of the
Joseans, the singing organization of Islam
Temple. His program will be made up
of varied numbers by well-known com-
posers, and he will also act as accom-
panist on the organ to Miss Marjorie
Sayles. a favorite San Francisco so-

prano, who will be heard in the Cavatina
from Verdi's Krnani.
This will be the last organ recital but

one before October's Industrial Fair at

llie Auditorium, announces Supervisor J.

Emmet Hayden. chairman of the Audito-
rium Committep of the Board of Super-
visors. The public will be cordially wel-

comed, as usual, and there will he no
admission charge and no reserved sfats.

Here is the complete program: Star
Spangled Banner; overture to the ora-

torio. "Samson" (Hatiilel) ; Ave Maria
(Schubert); Oriental Sketch. No. 1

(Mini); Swedisli Wedding March, No. 1

(Soderman); Prelude, No. 20. V minor
(Chopin) ; Consolation. No. .'!. D flat

(Liszt); Vogel als Prophet (Prophet Bird)

(Schumann); Abscheid (Departure, from
Forest Scenes) (Schumann); Carillon
(with chimes prelude) (Wolstenholme)

;

selection from "Alda" (yerdl).

(leraldine Farrar. the beautiful and ac-

complished Metropolitan soprano, who
will be heard in concert Sunday after-
noon. October Sth. at the Curran The-
atre, is too great an artist to ignore the
value of competent support; therefore,
Miss Farrar is bringing with her Henry
Weldon. the eminent basso; Joseph Mal-
kin. the celebrated 'cellist, and Clause
Gotthelf, the admirable accompanist.

Possessed of an artistic conscience of
such high order that she always regards
her opera performances or concerts as a
whole, and not as a vehicle for self-ex-
ploitation. Miss Farrar, instead of seek-
ing to minimize the work of her asso-
ciates, encourages them to always do
their best; the result being that her audi-
ences leave the opera house or concert
hall feeling that every minute there has
been one of delightful entertainment.

Tickets for Miss Farrar's concert will
go on sale next Monday morning at
Sherman. Clay & Co.'s music store. Here
is the splendid program which, augment-
ed with extra and encore numbers. Miss
Farrar and her associates will give at

the Curran Theatre, Sunday afternoon,
October Sth:

Solo for violoncello, first movement of
Concerto in A minor (Goltermann), Mr.
Malkin; aria, "Robert le Diable" (Mey-
erbeer). Mr. Weldon; (a) Should He
Upbraid (Bishop), (b) Yonder Now the
Sun Is Sinking (Franz), (c) Impatience
(Schubert), (dt Roses Red (Schumann),
(e) Oh Fair Cheeks (Brahms), Miss
Farrar; (a) Chanson de la Touraine
(Massenet), (b) Nel Cor (Paiciello). (c)

Donna Vorrei Morir (Tosti), (d) Embar-
quez-Vous (Godard), Mr. Weldon; (a)
Madrigal (Chaminade). (b) Le Papillon
(Jacobi). (c) Si mes Vera (Hahn). (d)
Chant Venitien (Bemberg). Miss Farrar;
solo for violoncello, (a) A Song of India
(Rimsky- Korsakoff). (b) Hungarian
Rhapsodic (D Popper), Mr. Malkin; (a)
Night (R. Strauss), (b) The Wounded
Birch (Gretchaninoff). (c) Songs My
Mother Taught Me (Dvorak), (d) The
Tryst (Rachmaninoff), (e) A Dream
(Grieg). Miss Farrar; (a) The Sea (Mac-
Dowell), (b) Passing By (Purcellj, (c)

The Two Grenadiers (Schumann), Mr.
Weldon.

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY

The Cincinnati Conservatory of Music,
founded more than fifty years ago by
Clara Baur. has so outgrown its quar-
ters on Mount Auburn that an elaborate
program of enlargement is necessary.
Within the past few years three large
dwellings neighboring to the Conserva-
tory buildings have been purchased, mak-
ing a campus of nine acres in extent.
But even these have proved insufficient
to accommodate the increasing registra-
tion.

Plans are now being drawn t3 enlarge
the main building and add a new dormi-
tory. New facilities are to be provided
for dining service, and a much-needed
auditorium will be built. The stage in
the new auditorium will be large enough
to take care of the opera performances
of the School of Opera and Ballet, and
the seating capacity will be doubled. The
present concert hall seats six hundred:
the new one will seat more than twelve
hundred.
The fifty-sixth season at Cincinnati

Conservatory of Music opened Septem-
ber Sth. with the heaviest enrollment in

the history of the school. Plans for the
winter include a series of unusual re-

citals by faculty members. Mr. Dan Bed-
doe, tenor, and Mr. Louis Saverne, pian-

ist, will give a Joint recital of Russian
numbers. Carl Herring, pianist, and
Robert Perutz. violinist, are planning
several recitals of New England works.
Burnet Tuthill, new general manager of

the Conservatory, will contribute to the
Chamber Music concerts some new clar-

inet works.
Plans have already been laid for Han-

del's "Messiah" to be given just before
Christmas by the Conservatory chorus
under the direction of Mr. Tuthill. The
chorus will be assisted by the school

orchestra and soloists from the graduate
students.
A new feature of this season is the or-

ganization of a concert bureau, under the

direction of the general manager of the

Conservatory, which will i>resent to the

nublic the artist faculty of the conserv-

atory and sucli of the graduates as are
available, A special point is to be made
of helping the younger artists, to give

them a start in their careers and at the

same time furnish competent artists for

concert and oratorio to the clubs in Ohio
and near-by states.
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"I want every member

of the Profession to

hear my message"

Retail Manager of Kohler & Chase
26 O'Farrell Street

To the Musical Profession:—

The Profession is the foundation of the Musical Industry—
without the Profession there would be no music business.

Mr. Chase and the house of Kohler & Chase fully realize this,

and in acknowledgment of our great debt to the teacher

have backed me magnificently in my plans. You will

appreciate this when I tell you my "Message."

What helps the teacher and student helps the cause of music
and we believe our practical co-operation with the profes-

sion advances music in general.

Working with you and for you musicians is with me a labor

of love, and while I am now devoting three-fourths of my
time to teacher-co-operation, I look forward
to devoting practically all of my time to this

work.

Come and hear the "Message" I am al\vays at

your service for the advancement of music.

p. S.—Good News!—B. AA"Pop") Schloh has returned from Europe with

new music, new ideas and the same welcoming smile for the profes-

sion. He is the Dean of sheet music men of California. Most of you
know him. You all should know him. He is enthusiastically helping

in making the teachers feel at home at Kohler & Chase.B. A. Schloh
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,
to appear in the issue of same week.

LOS AXCKI.KS, Sept. .'(.—Rose Fay Thomas, widow
of Theodore Thomas, ihe "father of the symphony or-

chestra in America." and in her own right noted as

founder and honorary president of the National Ked-

eration of .Music Clubs, is celebrating today her seven-

tieth birthday. This event and her sojourn in Los
Angeles were commemorated officially by the California

Federation, prominent organizations such as the Gamut
Club, the Wa-Wan Club, through the president of the

latter. Mrs. Grace Widney Mabee. the Gamut Club,

while during the Industrial .Music Festiva!. held here in

conjunction with the Pageant of Progress, and the

Howl concert management, too. honored her. .Mrs.

Thomas, who by the way is the sister of Amy Fay. the

author of .Music Study in Germany, returned to her
home in the east the end of last week.

The San Francisco Musical Club was represented by
Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, president of the California

Federation of Music Clubs. The Southland had sent

many delegates; headed by Mrs. Bessie Bartlett Fran-

kel. honorary president and founder of the California

State Federation, and chairman of all the activities

held this week in honor of Mrs. Thomas* visit. Mrs.
Thomas made the journey from Cambridge. Mass., to

Los .\ngeles at the suggestion of Mrs. Frankel, the

trip coming as the climax of a national federation mem-
bership drive to commemorate the seventieth birthday
of Mrs. Thomas. Incidentally. Mrs. Thomas is staying at

the home of Mrs. Bessie Bartlett-Frankel.

I met Rose Fay Thomas today. The years have been
gracious to her. for she looks hardly past fifty, not the

septegenarian. There burns a wonderful light in her
eyes. It is a light that makes one forget their color.

They are smiling eyes, radiating eyes, eyes that have
seen a vision, v.-hich still hold thic image, yet also far-

seeing eyes. It is because of this vision, which today
has materialized into the National Federation of Music
Clubs of 1.500.U00 members that I speak of her as Rose
Fay Thomas, and not refer to her as Mrs. Theodore
Thomas. Yet. Rose Fay Thomas says little on her own
behalf. Not that she has not the courage. Even of the
National Federation she speaks, sincerely gracious and
reticent, as the work carried out by such "wonderful
workers as Mrs. Frankel." But she speaks of Theodore
Thomas, another visionary of a greater musical America.
As Mr. Thomas himself emphasized." she said in the

course of our conversation, "he should be considered
first as a musical educator and secondly as an executant
musician.

And as eyes seem more than ever to embrace past
and future, she added in her quiet, natural, musical
voice:

"That is why his work endures."
"Yes, Mr. Thomas believed in singing in English.

His American Opera Company performed Gluck, and
Wagner, Mozart. Rubinstein and various French works
in English. I have not heard Mr. Thomas express himself
on the musical values of the English language, but. I

myself think, that it is a musical language, more
musical than German for instance. It is a matter of

enunciation. Mr. Thomas," and she smiled here a
little, '"was a rampant American in musical matters.
Of course, he did not think that nationality should be a

barrier, but he only lived for the development of Amer-
ica as a musical nation. That is also the aim of the
National Federation of Music Clubs. We as a federation
stand for the development of American music and art,

we are back of American artists, not the individuals,

but as a profession. Of course, as Mr. Thomas main-
tained, not at the expense of the artistic standard, but
in favor of American music and musicians who can
stand comparison with those of other countries.

"There is a movement under way today, of which, I

believe, Mr. Thomas would have been a great sup-
porter, that is Community Singing. He always believed
that to make people musical they should be given oppor-
tunity to sing. It was also for the same purpose, of

awakening interest in music, that Mr. Thomas con-
ducted his popular concerts, where he gradually led up
his hearers from lighter to more classic music."

Mrs. Thomas is greatly in favor of an Auxiliary Sym-
phony Orchestra where young musicians, men and
women, will win their professional spurs.

"Such orchestras should supplement the work of the
great symphony ensembles which cannot afford to play in

places and at rates where such an Auxiliary Orchestra
i-ouM carry good music to the people. It should be man-
aged under the auspices of the regular symphony orches-
tra, and act. not as a rival, but as supplementary organi-
zation, from where eventually the younger members could
graduate into the symphony orchestra proper, thus
assuring a steady increase of first-class American or-

chestra players."

How do you say. "The child is the father of the
man." I was asked by Nino Marcelli, supervisor of the
high school orchestra of San Diego, as we discussed the
importance of such orchestras in regard to the musical
future of our country. By way of introduction:
Nmo Marcelli was here while on his honeymoon trip.

He looked so happy that I bad not the courage to ask
who "she" was before she chose the composer Marcelli.
For Marcelli is not only doing exceptional work as an
educator, but he also has written decidedly beautiful
music, which only a little while ago had its premiere
near San Francisco, in conjunction with the Bohemian
C:ub play. The Rout of the Philistines.

"FITZGERALD'S for the advancement of music"

The Zoellner Conservatory of Music
Chooses the Knabe

The Zoellner Conservatory of Music founded in Los Angeles by the Internationally known
Zoellner Quartet, opened it-i fall term Monday. September II. The faculty of artists includes

the members of the celebrated Quartet, Jos. Zoellner, Sr., Amandus Zoellner, Antoinette Zoell-

ner, and Jos, Zoellner, Jr., and such eminent artists as Charles Wakefield Cadman, one of the

leading composers of the covmtry ; Fannie UiUon, the noted composer, whose compositions are

widely known, Jerome Uhl, late with the Chicago Grand Opera Co., and Frieda Pcycke, the

famous instructor of musically illustrated readings.

THE KNABE
has been designated the official piano of this Great Conservatory
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The San Francisco club has evidently been fortunate

in obtaining Mr. Marcelli's collaboration for their an-

nual High Jinks, because Bay City music critics have
pronounced the music as ranking among the best of

young American composers. It retained its full appeal
also during a concert performance when separated from
the footlights and the by-play of the drama. Here, then,

is an opportunity for Conductor Rothwell and the Phil-

harmonic orchestra to remedy that badly felt paucity of

American compositions on tlieir programs. But to

return to Mr. Marcelli's work in San Diego.
"American orchestras—I mean symphony orchestras

—will recruit themselves from former members of high
school orchestras, as time goes on. Then we will have
really American orchestras, and not merely half or two-

third borrowed orchestras. I hold no grudge against

the foreign musicians; I myself am an Italian, born in

Chile. But I simply believe that the musical redemption
of this country lies in its organic growth, and that

growth will be furthered as we develop our high school
orchestras. The least result would be that we shall have
better amateur musicians, a more serious type of music-
loving public as the music students in these orchestras
of today grow into adults of tomorrow.

"In San Diego the three high school orchestras now
meet the hour and a half every day for practice work,
and the pupils receive full study credits for rehearsal
attendance. Five years ago. when I took over the
direction of the orchestras they rehearsed only twice a
week, 45 minutes each. Today, and if I say it myself,

the orchestras there do good work. We have played
Mozart, Haydn symphonies, even Schubert's Unfinished
Symphony, the prelude to the third act of Lohengrin.
In short, we are giving classic programs, and play them
well," Marcelli said with a happy smile.

"My orchestra students enjoy playing such music.

This proves to me that many schools waste merely time
by putting on these light musical comedies which have
little or no musical value. If one will take the trouble

one can interest the students even in taking up less

grateful instruments, such as the French horn, oboe,

bassoon, double-bass or the timpani. Our policy in San
Diego is to purchase first these less popular instruments
from the school fund. In every instance these young
musicians became sufficiently fond of those instruments
to become permanent students of the instrument and
purchased it. Some day they will fill gaps in our sym-
phony orchestras which heretofore could only be occu-

pied with foreign musicians when our own people would
not trouble about learning such instruments."'

Marcelli is further forming a school chorus of 250
voices. He is thinking of performing several vocal works
by Henry Hadley, the American composer.

Interest in the sale of season tickets for the fourtli

season of the Philharmonic orchestra is gratifying. The
sale started briskly early this week and is growing fast.

William Andrews Clark, jr., founder and sole supporter
of the orchestra, who left yesterday for New York City,

is very happy about the growing patronage of the or-

chestra, which from year to year is becoming a civic in-

stitution.

This year's season will again be directed by Walter
Henry Rothwell. who, with his family, is expected to

return from Europe during the first days of October.
Rehearsals will begin on the seventh of next month, witli

the opening concerts due October 20-21. Altogether there
will be played 14 pairs of Friday afternoon and Satur-
day evening programs and 12 Sunday afternoon popular
concerts, thus giving to Los Angeles one of tlie most ex-

tended symphony seasons in the country. Margaret
Matzenauer, famous Wagnerian contralto, who has won
unstinted praise in Kurope and America, one of the
favorites at the ".Met" in New York City, will be the
soloist at the opening pair of concerts.

Paul Althouse. tenor, who scored such a success when
appearing with the Los Angeles Oratorio Society last

spring, is the second soloist. Althouse is now touring
Australia and with splendid results. EUy Xey, pianiste.

though unknown to this city, is in reality a musical citi-
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zen of the world. She has been compared to Teresa
Carreno.
Heard here before, but i>erhaps for this reason all

the more welcome, are Charles Hackett, an American
tenor of highest qualit.v. Efrem Zimbalist. violinist,

needs no introduction, nor does a pianist of the Benno
Moiseiwitsch caliber. The appearance of these two
artists with orchestra should prove a great pleasure.

Just to mention two more of the soloists whose singing

has ever been commented upon in highest terms. They
are Huldo Lashansba. who in the last three years has
risen to stellar heights, and Florence Easton, another
dramatic soprano, who occupies a niche of her own in

the hearts of Los Angeles music lovers.

Last, but not least, there is Misrha Levitzki, whose
solo last season with the orchestra was cut short

through sudden inflammation of a finger. If anything.
Levitzki has gained in pianistic power.

WTien this edition reaches the readers' tables the
open-air concert season at the Hollywood Bowl will

have closed after giving forty concerts during ten
weeks, as originally scheduled. As indicaied last week,
artistic, popular and hence financial success hive
crowned the work of Maestro Hertz. President Blanch-
ard. and last but not least of Mrs. J. J. Carter, secre-

tary of the Community Park and Art Association, who
headed the enterprise. Remarkable as it may seem,
the season has been carried through without a deficit,

without the subsidy of large individual guarantors,
merely through popular support of the people at large.

That the Bowl will have summer concerts next year,

and that Conductor Hertz will be invited to resume
again the baton is a matter of widely felt desire. Mr.
Hertz has endeared himself to the musical profession,

the music lovers in a manner as only a man can in

whom genius and humanly sympathetic power are
well paired.

Toward the close of the season the programs largely

consisted of repeat perfoi-mances. The Allegretto from
the Seventh Symphony by Beethoven was a notable ex-

ception. We again felt uplifted during the finale from
Rhinegold. but somehow missed the Dehussyesque
quality of coloring in the Afternoon of a Faun, .\rthar

Farwell was asked to conduct cnce more his Domain
of Hurakan. a vigorous and yet poetic work. It did

not receive as good a reading as before, owing to lack

of rehearsal time. Perhaps it also needs a conductor
of the Hertz type, as it is of robust rhythm at times.

Allard de Ridder. a member of the viola section, ccn-

ducted his own symphonic poem. In the Woods. It is

pleasing, lyric, nearly all the time melodically conven-
tional, and would have appealed more if it were about
half as long as it is. If cut duly it should meet with
success on light programs where a piece of pastorale

mood is fitting. Ridder's thematic material is too scan-

ty to stand such lengthy reiterations. However, it is

sincere music-making, and he does not pretend to do
more than the title indicates. Ilya Bronson. the solo

cellist, was heard in three numbers, by Bach (Air). Cui
iCantabile) and Casella (Chanson Neapolitan). Bron-

son was at his best in the classic Bach number when
his tone was of appreciable volume and color quility.

Xo soloists will appear on the programs of the fare-

well week.

Speaking of Hollywood, it will also this year have
two Community Choruses. One has already begun to

meet in the eastern part of the suburb, at Lofi Felix

school, where J. W. Lewis leads the singing, with

G. W. Vandegrift as president. Mrs. Carter and Hugo
Kirchhofer. the popular director, will "take ofiT* Tues-
day evening. September 19ih. at the Hollywood High
School. A new feature of the organization will be a

"bureau of unused tickets," i. e.. this committee will

see to it that tickets not used by purchasers will be
given to deserving music lovers who cannot afford to

buy tickets. Mrs. Walter G. Hudson is in charge of

this creditable effort. It is a piece of highly ccn-

structive philanthropy.
As lo the personnel of the chorus organization: Miss

Inez Jacobson will again be accompaniste. Sam Mc-
Grew has been reappointed head usher. Mrs. Frederick

Sims, first vice-president, will have charge of publicity.

Other oflBcers who will have special duties will be

Miss Harriet Gray as secretary, with Mrs Maud D.

Lee Skeen assisting: M. F. Palmer and Miss Edna
Hewitt taking charge of the finances, with J. F. Mead
and Mrs. Sarah Jane Holden. Mrs. Muck will act as
chairman of hospitality. Transportation of artists to

and from the high school will be taken care of. as it

was last year, by David T. Evans.

Omitted by mistake was a due review of the folk-

song recital which Mme. Grace Wood Jess gave before

the University of California. Southern Branch. Suffice

to say that Mme. Jess attracted the largest audience
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assembled during any of the concert series held under
the auspices of the alma mater. Also that Mme. Jess
will be included among the artists to form next sum-
mer's concert series speaks of her success in a man-
ner which makes detailed comment hardly necessary,
specially as the program given has been analyzed when
first presented here at the Gamut Club Theatre, last

spring. Mme. Jess intended to give a different pro-

gram, but I was not surprised, and glad as well that
Dean Baldwin M. Woods, to whose initiative we are
indebted for this series of university-sponsored con-
certs, asked her to give this very program.

I feel that Miss Jess is exceptionally happy in her
rejuvenations of old songs. The finesse of her art
becomes all the more appealing as she effects a unifi-

cation of voice and gestures which well brings out the
musical and literary values of selections. Not a little

does she share the results of her intimate study as to

the humanly psychological, folkloristic detail and sig-

nificance of her songs. Yet there is nothing academic
in her manner of pointing out the hidden beauty and
fragile charm of these only-too-little known gems in

folklore of various countries. Old American and Eng-
lish. Russian and French songs formed a really lov-

able program, in which she had the assistance of C.
Edward MacFee. pianist. Not to forget that Mme. Jess
wears costumes which please aesthetically to a high
degree, as they also provide historical and local atmos-
phere.

Charles E. Pemberton. noted Los Angeles composer,
will be very busy this winter. Under the closer affilia-

tion of the College of Music with the University of

Southern California, he has been given the title "pro-

fessor." an "epithet" he declines in his charmingly
retiring manner to use. However, the fact remains
that "Mr." Pemberton. as he prefers to be called, will

again head the department of musical theory, includ-

ing classes from counterpoint up to composition and
orchestration. He will also conduct a special course
in instrumentation which deals with the various instru-

ments individually. He will also teach theory as a
faculty member of the Hullinger School of Flute Play-

ing, and violin in similar capacity for the Sherwood
Piano School. With a large class of private pupils and
string quartet on his desk more than half completed.
he will be one of the most active musicians here.

Newcomers in the west, though well known in the

east, are the members of the Hilger Trio. Misses Maria.
Elas and Greta Hilger. violiniste. *cellist and pianiste.

respectively, of their ensemble. The three musicians
hold splendid endorsements from such musicians as

Sevcik, Casals. Frederick Stock, critics of leading Euro-
pean and American papers, that one is looking for-

ward with much anticipation to hear them play. The
trio appeared with marked success in eastern cities

last year.

Considerable interest is being shown in the fourth
master-class of piano playing which Richard Buhlig
will hold here frcm October lOlh until December 12th.

Gregor Chemiavsky will present his pupils in violin

recital October Tih at Philharmonic Auditorium. The
recitals of the two previous seasons proved so success-

ful that Mr. Cherniavsky is compelled to rent this large

haU.

Among the soloists at the "Bowl" concerts who gave
much pleasure w-as Leon Goldwasser, member of the
violin section, whose rendition of the E major Vieux-

tempts concerto delighted specially through charm of

tone and elegance of technic.

"The house that Ann built" would hardly be correct,

for Ann Thompson, or as she is now called in private

life. Mrs. H. Neely Macdowell. lives in a flat. However.
I understand the house is to be built. In the meantime
Miss Thompson will teach two days in town, and also

continue her concert work. .\s will be remembered, she
journeyed east in May. played at Wanamaker's in Phil-

adelphia, and then studied with William Bachaus in

New Y'ork City. While there she made four Ampico
records. Puck (Philip). Wolf Dance {Cadmani. Water-
wagtail (Cyrill Scott t. and In Elizabethan Days i Wal-
ter A. Kramer*. She received several goods offers from
eastern concert agents, hut refused on the ground that

she was prepared to enter a permanent contract, which
was duly signed in her home town, .\rdmore. Okla. Mr.
Macdowell is not a professional musician, so A. T.

ought to be very happy. He holds a prominent position

in the L. A. Title Insurance Compan.v. if I remember
well. However, he is fond of music, and believes in his

better half retaining her musical identity, so that we
shall undoubtedly have the opportunity of writing again
about Miss Thompson.

Miss Winifred Hooke. one of our prominent pianistes

here, has opened a studio in the Hollywood Woman's
Club House, to afford her students in that part of town
greater study facilities. Miss Hooke is one of our

i Continued on Page 10, Col. 1 1
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best expooents of modem music, and pioneered consid-

erably here in that direction.

REJUVENATION OF LIGHT OPERA AT RIVOLI

Ferris Hartman and Paul Steindorff Courageously
Tackle the Problem of Reviving the

Old Tivoli Opera House Days

On Monday an institution will oren its doors, wliich

will mean much (o the musical advancement of Southern
California as well as to the country at large. This is

the Zoellner Conservatory of Music which is a rroud
addition to the musical art of California. The founders
of this institution are the members of the interna-

tionally known Zoellner Quarlct. It is the outgrowth of

an ideal which they have had the past ten years, not
letting their plans materialize until they found an ide:il

city where climatic conditions and educational facilitio:^

would be unsurpassed. Los Angeles means all that to

them. The Zoellner idea is to build up a school with
a faculty of artists, each one pre-eminent in his par-

ticular field. Mr. Joseph Zoellner, sr.. Amandus Zoell-

ner, and Antoinette Zoellner. while being active heads
of the Conservatory, will also be in charge of the in-

struction of the violin, viola and ensemble work. Mr.
.Joseph Zoellner. jr.. a graduate of the Brussels Con-
servatory, will be in charge of both the piano and
violoncello departments.

Mr. Cadman, one of the leading composers of the
country, with Miss Fannie Dillon, will be an active fac-

tor in the development of the Department of Orches-
tration and Composition. Mr. Uhl. with his years of

opera experience is an important link in the organization

in heading the vocal department. Miss Peycke's inter-

esting courses in the art of musical recitation present

a new phase of work for such an institution. The faculty

will act as a unit in consultation as well as giving indi-

vidual instruction.

Congratulations and well wishes for the success of the

school have been received from all over the country,
wishing the Zoellners the success which they so richly

deserve. The Conservatory is founded with the idea to

bring to all people the best means of musical education.

May Macdonald Hope, the widely admired chamber-
music player, has paid a visit to her old home town,

Kansas City. Mo. Her many friends there, among them.
Carl Busch, the composer, and his family, gave her a
"royal welcome." Mrs. Hope is to return here within

a week. While in Kansas City she has acquired the
concert rights for several new American chamber music
works.

Friends of Joseph Dupuy, pioneer-musician of this

city, will learn with regret that little hope is felt for

Mr. Dupuy's recovery. It is not expected that he wMl
leave again the sickroom. Mr. Dupuy has been ill for

more than one year, .\bout three months ago he seemed
to recover, but evidently not sufficiently. Mr. Dupuy
has traversed an enviable career as a tenor vocal teacher
and choral conductor. Hugo Kirchhofer has been re-

cently elected as his temporary successor as conductor
of the Orpheus Club.

The Los Angeles Music Teachers' Association, will

hold its annual banquet and installation of officers at

the Egan Theatre building, Monday evening, September
18. Eva Francis Pike, president, will be in the chair.

Carl Bronson acting as toastmaster. Two interesting

speakers have been secured: Carrie Jacobs Bond will

relate "Stories of her European Experiences.'" (The
popular song-writer has returned re<ently from abroad.
Samual .\nderson, professor at the American Univer-
sity of Beyrut. Syria, and faculty member of the Amer-
ican College, Constantinople, is to speak on "America's
Duty in the Near East from the International Stand-
point."

Professor Gregor Cherniavsky, who since his arrival

here, has won for himselt the complimentary com-
parison of being the "Leopold Auer of the Pacific West"
is making final preparations for his third annual pupils'

recital. Mr. Cherniavsky has been able to win the confi-

dence of many of the most gifted young violinists in the
west, so that the forthcoming program, planned for

Friday evening. October 6, at Philharmonic Auditorium,
should bring a congregation of much and well trained
talenL The very fact that the recital has to be held
in an auditorium of such dimensions speaks for the
prominent po.iition this pedagogue holds in the violin-

istic world here. His educational methods have at-

tracted pupils from cities as distant as Vancouver,
B. C, and Chicago.

Pianists and student of this keyboard instrument are
taking much interest in *the master-class in pi:ino play-

ing to be held by Richard Buhlig here beginning Octo-
ber 10. The class will last till December 12 and is de-

voted to players and auditors.

At the California Theatre—Carli Elinor, the California
Theatre conductor, is presenting a decidedly different
concert overture in conjunction with the current Beban
stage and screen attraction. Opening with Antonio
Charles Gomez's famous Italian opera II Guarany. Sizi-

lietta. a charming number in barcarolle style by von
nion is a very pleasant second offering. The seventh of

the "How many do you recall" series, arranged by Carli
Elinor to include such "old timers" as The Bowerv.
After the Ball. In the Cond Old Summer Time. The Glow
Worm. Listen to the Mocking Bird. When You and I

Were Young. Maggie, and the Twelfth Street Rag. is a
ver>' entertaining and delightful closing number. As on
previous occasions conductor and orcliestra give char-
acteristic readings of these tunes, affording the large
audiences genuine pleasure.

By ALFRED METZGER
It is with a feeling of great ri'joi<ing th:it the Pacific

Coast Musical Review reads in the San Francisco Call
of last Saturday that Ferris Hartman and Paul Stein-
dorff have succeeded to lease the Rialto Theatre on
Market street, near Seventh, and will open it on Mon-
day. 0<tober 2d, under the name of the Uivoli The-
atre. The similarity in name with the Tivoli shoul'l

prove a lucky (mien for Ihis enterprising and unques-
tionably elficient pair of comic opera apostles. The
writer is sorry that he had to get this information
from the newspaper columns, for he finds that these
in charge of the publicity department are from the
beginning indifferent to a most important portion of
the community, inasmuch as they evidently ignore the
weekly press.

Other publicity agents at various theatres seem to

overlook the value of the weekly press in so far as it

applies to a certain element of theatre goers that have
neither the time nor the inclination to read daily
newspaper reviews. Much of the decline in theatrical
attendance is due to this indifference toward those
who pul their trust in the reviews contained in weejcly
papers. In the first place, the writers on weekly papers
have more time to devote to their criticisms, and in

the second place the readers have more time to scan
a weekly publication. Owing to the bigger space,
weekly publications can allow to reviews of perform-
ances the critics can go into more details, and thus
write in a manner to gain the confidence of their read-
ers. If each weekly paper could only induce one hun-
dred people to witness the production, these additional
patrons would help p_iy the expenses.
The truth of the matter is that no theatre, especially

not during these days of almost dangerous competi-
tion, can afford to overlook any chance for securing
legitimate publicity. It is not always necessary to ex-

pend large sums for additional advertising. A little

courteous attention frequently secures valuable space
in widely read papers. But no paper, be it ever so
insignificant, can afford to permit any one to ignore
it, and so a little judicious courtesy and attention occa-
sionally brings home many an unexpected dollar. If

the Hartman-Steindorff Co. is desirous of reviving the
old Tivoli days in San F'rancisco. and we believe it

to be worthy to do so. then it must appeal to the ele-

ment that used to make the Tivoli popular. And that
element is so widely spread over the community that
many sources of publicity must be utilized to reach it.

The writer is so friendly with those at the head of

this worthy enterprise thnt he is perfectly willing to

overlook the consistent negligence the paper has ex-

perienced on the parti of those in charge of the pub-
licity department of the company and urge his friends
and readers to give Messrs. Hartman and Steindorff

a fair chance to revive the days during which light

opera of a superior quality could be heard by able
tnlent at prices within the reach of all. We believe
that San Francisco has not yet sufficiently succumbed
to indifference toward legitimate entertainment to

refuse to encourage an enterprise that promises a
great deal for little expense. And that is what Messrs.
Hartman and Steindorff will surely present to the San
Francisco theatre-going public.

The company has had ample opportunity to accli-

matize itself to the repertoire of standard comic operas
v.-hich used to be such an irresistible attraction at the
old Tivoli Opera House. We do not know how many
people are left in this city that would prefer to listen

to excellent light operas presented in a lavish, clean
and efficient manner, without ostentation, without ex-

travagance, but with sincerity and love for the art.

If the writer is an example of the average theatre-

goer, there must be several thousand of such light

opera lovers anyhow. Now, several thousand are ample
to sustain the ambitions and aspirations of Messrs.
Hartman and Steindorff. We feel certain that in the

beginning at least the houses will attract large audi-

ences. It remains, therefore, for these in charge of

this praiseworthy enterprise to see to it that those who
come there once will come again. And it is so easy
to accomplish this feat, provided the management is

willing to meet the public half way.
It is really so easy to please the public that we are

surprised how few theatrical managers there are that

really want to please the public. Instead of giving the
public credit for really wanting the best there is.

presented in the most efficient manner, at prices with-

in the reach of all. the managers frequently establish

their own idea of the public's taste. They usually want
to give the people as little as possible for the most
money they can gouge out of the people's pockets.

And then they are surprised when the public revolts

and refuses to visit the theatre. What the management
thinks the public likes is not always that which really

appeals to the people. But one thing is certain, namely,
that a meritorious production, presented by capable
singers with good voices and an ability to grasp the
significance of the roles they interpret, coupled with
a decisive personality and a knack of getting their

lines over the footlights, mingled with good unforced
humor cf a clean and healthy variety, will most as-

suredly prove successsful.
If any production proves not successful in San Fran-

cisco, it is because it is lacking in the characteristics
which the public considers worth while. .'\nd no mat-
ter what the management may think, whether it may
curtail pro<Iucti(ms on account of economic reasons,

whether it may fail to engage a complete cast of capa-
ble people because it is obliged to cut salaries, wheth-
er it may seek to save money because it believes to be

able to put an enterprise over anyhow, the cold fact
remains that in some way or other it has not succeeded
to please the people. No manager will ever regret
pleasing the public, for doing so means crowded
houses, and crowded houses mean prosperity and per-
petuity of existence.

Messrs. Hartman and Steindorff have had long ex-
perience in comic opera productions. Both have had
years of successive triumphs. Both know in their
hearts what the San Francisco public expects of them.
There is ample room in this city for just such a light
opera company as we used to have in the old Tivoli
days. Hundreds of people of our acquaintance are
homesick for such productions. No makeshift, how-
ever, will be successsful. If Messrs. Hartman and
Steindorff want to make ethis season profitable, they
must folllow the dictates of their conscience. If they
do so they will succeeed. It does not make any differ-

ence where the theatre is located, the public will find
the theatre when the productions are worth while.
And when the productions fall short of the public's
expectations, it does not make any difference where
the theatre is located, they will stay away from it.

We wish Messrs. Hartman and Steindorff all possible
success, and we know if they fully understand the taste
of the San Francisco theatre-going public and are will-

ing to cater to it, they will begin one of the most suc-
cessful enterprises on October 2d that were ever
launched in this community.

CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY PLAY WARNER WORKS

In a recent letter from H. Waldo Warner to Elias
Hecht, founder of the Chamber Music Society of San
Francisco, one of the most interesting facts was to the
effect that Mr. Warner was forwarding several of the
very latest British ensemble novelties for the Chamber
Music Society of San Francisco to place in their re-

portoire. Among these works will be found the "Pixie
Ring" suite for string quartet written by Mr. Warner.
who wilt be recalled by local concert goers as the viola

player of the London String Quartet who were beard
here last season and the season before in conjunction
with the Chamber Music Society. Very few thoroughly
English works have been performed in San Francisco
and since the British have made tremendous strides

during the last ten or fifteen years in composing cham-
ber music works these compositions are bound to at-

tract the attention and arouse the interest of our
musicians.

There is no where in America today where it is

made possible for music lovers to hear new works by a
great chamber music organization assisted by world-
famous artists as it is by the Chamber Music Society of

San Francisco. Heretofore many students and lovers of

music have been barred from concerts owing to the
high prices of admission. Under the present pure sched-
ule of chamber music concerts, on a four dollar sub-

scription season ticket one can hear six concerts and
three distinguished guest artists for sixty-five cents a

concert. It is to be hoped that ever>' music teacher will

encourage his pupils to take advantage of these low
rates and urge them to attend not merely f i. r the pur-

pose of being entertained but for the educational value.

That in itself can not be too highly estimated.

CAN NOT GET ALONG WITHOUT REVIEW

The following letter received by Bruno David I'ssher.

the Los Angeles representative of the Pacific Coast
Musical Review, is one of many which the paper finds

in the mail occasionally. However, this is a specially

characteristic one and we take pleasure in publishing it:

1721 Vine St., Hollywood. Cal.,

July 16, 1922.

Mr. Bruno David Ussher,
Los Angeles, Cal.

My Dear Mr. I'ssher:—
1 had thought that I could get along by getting an

occasional copy of the Pacific Coast Musical Review,

but I find that the more I become involved in musical

activities the more I need every copy of the Review. It

is such a wonderful source for real information of the

musical west I must have it regularly. You will find

inclosed check for $3.00 for which credit rae with one
year's subscription.

Please let my subscription begin with last week's

issue as I am sure you will have a nice write up of the

wonderful things that have been happening in Holly-

wood Bowl for the past week, which I would not like to

miss. Yours sincerely.

MAUD D LEE SKEEN.

S. F. MUSICAL CLUB OPENS SEASON

Just before going to press we received a notice to

the effect that the San Francisco Musical Club will

open its new .season at the Palace Hotel next Thurs-

day morning at 10:30. The first program will be given

by Miss Alma Birmingham, pianist. Miss Marion Nich-

olson, violinist, and -Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, con-

tralto. Miss Helen Rust will be the accompanist for

Miss Nicholson. Miss Nicholson will leave a few days

following this concert for New York to continue her

studies, presumably with Kneisel. while Miss Birming-

ham will return to Chicago the following day. so that

the concert really represents a farewell to these young
artists, who are members of the San Francisco Mu-

sical Club. The program has been carefully selected,

and we would like to speak of this event at greater

length, but have to leave further remarks until next

time, as we have just time to include this notice in

this week's edition.
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LUCtA DUNHAM TO SING IN
BERKELEY

If j-ou are really and truly interested

in the highest form of vocal art the an-

nouncement that Lucia Dunham, the re-

fined and thoroughly artistic American
concert soprano, will give a concert

should prove an irresistible temptation

to set aside Thursday evening, Septem-
ber 21st for the purpose of listening to

this delightful artist at ^*hee!er Audi
torium of the Vniversity of California.

ETer since Mrs. Dunham gave her unfor-

gettable folklore recitals in Berkeley sev-

eral years ago we have not heard any
vocal artist who could compare with her

in her particular style and artistic ex-

ecutive ability. If you enjoy purity of

vocal art, beauty of voice, and, above all.

an "atmosphere" in connection with the

rendition of representative vocal compo-
sitions, you simply can not afford to

miss hearing this exemplary exponent of

the best in vocal expression. If you can
not appreciate and enjoy a vocal recital

by Miss Dunham, then the "beauty se-

crets" of artistic singing have not been
revealed to you. The editor could not re-

sist the -temptation to write this introduc-

tion to the following announcement re-

ceived from the publicity department of

the University of California:

Mrs. Dunham is a former Berkeley art-

ist and made many friends during the
time she was afl51iated with the univer-

sity. Her concerts during the summer
session season several years ago were
crowded by an audience which hailed her
as "the one singer" who has impressed
us deeply with her folk song interpreta-

tions."

It was shortly after the marked success
of Mrs. Dunham's California concerts that
she left for New York, where she has
been associated for the past few years
with the Frank Damrosch School of Mu-
sical Art. During this time she has giv-

en many recitals in the eastern cities.

winning everywhere the high praise of
critics for her as ''a thinking musician
and an artist of rare talents."

Mrs. Dunham will be assisted at the
piano by Thomas Frederick Freeman, of

Berkeley, who has given himself many
recitals with varions artists during the
past year.

Lois Stilson Miller, dramatic soprano
and vocal instructor, has announced the
opening of her studio for the coming
season. Mrs. Miller has had many years
of experience in the field of vocal in-

struction, having attained prominence in

the musical world of Sacramento before
coming to San Francisco several years
ago. She is a pupil of Maud Clarke Cp-
ham. formerly of Berlin: and for the past
two years has been the soloist at the
Fourth Church of Christ, Scientist. Mrs.
Miller is also an accomplished accom-
panist, having acted in this capacity for

a number of San Francisco artists, and
is looking forward to an unusually busy
season.

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Voice ProdnPtiOD—EncH-sh. Krench. Ital-

ian. Oerman Diction

—

Concert Repertoire
-^Operatic CoachinK- Stndio: ;i:;i High-
land Ave.. Piedmont. Tel. Pied. :JIn'>« J.

MANUSCRIPT
Specialiie in TranHpo^ition
BEATRICE CLIFFORD

S72 Do»Tny St.. S. F, Telephone *Ikt. 42v*i,

ZHAY CLARK
HARPISTE

'n'ilh Chira^o Opera AHMoeiaiion Darin 17

SeaMon I!1U2-1S23. Stadio: 1 Isl Filbert St..
San Franci:»co.

SELMA MARGOLIS
VIOLINIST

WILL ACCEPT BEGIWEBS
Kln^nbarx AptM^ S3!l Lea%'en«Tortli M.

Tel. Franklin »:-%4:!

EDWIN HUTCHINGS
Papfl of Frank Mosh. Teaeher of Piano,
^indio: 313.' Sacramento. Tel. Flllraore K.tvo

BEATRICE CLIFFORD
Teaeher of Piano and Orfran

Accompanist—272 I'ownev St-. .^. F. T^'.
Mai-k^t 42S.S.

LOIS STILSON MILLER
Dramatic Soprano—SoloiMt Fonrth fhoreh
«-' r*, i^X, Seientitrt—Vocal Iniitrnetion

—

Studio S»42 Clay St. TeL Pae. 7U1I.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture;—Opera, Oratorio.

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOtCE Cll-TVRB

Stodio:

a02 KOHLER A CHASE BLDG.
San Fmnclaco Phone: Kearny 54M

PIA.NO

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY 2*33 S.eramento 51. Phone FUbnore MS

Member of Federal Itenrr^c >7Mtrni and AvHoclaicd Sa\tn};« Ilnnkm at >an Francisco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SA\ FRA.NCISfO BANK)

S2« Cmlir«rala Stre«t. Saa Fmaelaeo, CaL
COMMERCIAL

MISSION BRANCH. Mlaalon aad llal Sireela

PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH. Clemeat St. aad TIk Atc.
UAIGUT STREET BRANCH, Halcfet and Belvedere Slr«eU

JUNE 30th, 1922
Assets .......... »7«.iro.l77.ls
Deposits .......... T2.4T0,1T7.IH
Capital Actually Paid L'p ....... 1,000.000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds ...... 2.700.000.00
Employees" Pension Fund ....... avi.ttvl.til

OFFICERS—JOHN A- B0CK. President: GEO. TOORNT. Vice-President and
Slanaser: A. H. R. SCHMIDT. Vice-President and Cashier: E. T. KRCSE Vice-
President: A. H. MULLER. Secretar}-: WM. D. NEWHOUSE. Assistant Secretary:
WILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL. G. A. BELCHER. R. A. L.*L"EXSTEIN
H H. HEP.ZEP. and H. P. M.AYNAP.D. .Assistant Cashiers: I- C. KOSTER. Man-
ager Mission Branch; "W. C. HETER. Manager Park-Presldlo DiatricC Branch*
O- F. PALXSEN. Manager Haighc Street Branch.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK. GEO. TOURNT. E. T. KRUSE
A. H. R. SCHMIDT. I- N. WALTER. HUGH GOODFELLOW. E. N. VAN BERGEN
ROBERT DOLL.AR. C. W. DO.\NE. L. S. SHERM.AN. W.ALTEP. .A. HAAa

GOODFELLOW. EELLS. MOORE & ORRICK, General Attorneya
A dividend to depositors of FOL'R AND ON"E-QU.\RTER < I -h > per cent per

annum was declared for the six months ending June 30th. 1922

Joseph George Jacobson

PIANIST
Stndio: 1537 Euclid .\Tenae. Berkeley.
Phone Berkeley (>00«.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO aad H.ABMOST

Institute of Music of San FranciscD.

Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Keam.v .j454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
Ml.- Kohler A Cha«e Bid. Tel. Sutter 71ST

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Slodlo. I>a3-<MM KOHLER & CH.ASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

MRS. CHARLES POULTER.
SOPRANO St. AndrcTra Charck
\ oice Cnltare, Piano. ^SS 2T(k St., Oak-
land- Tel. 2079. Kohler A: Ckaa« Bld«^
Wednesdays TeL Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARRE.N LUCY
PIAMST A\D TE.\CHER

Residence and Stndio. «I2S HUlegaaa Ave..,

Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRV3IATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Soccesar« in Farope: Concert Snc-
cessen in Anierica. Address ISOl California
St., San FrancUco. Telephone Prospect ISfiSO

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGI>G

Stadio ZS GalTaey Balldins, 376 Sntter St.

Tel. Doa^las -1233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Sfndio: 1920 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 1561

A.DE.LE ULMAN
TEACHER OF VOICE AND PIANO

Studio ITi Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacific 33

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Annoancen the opening of her nen- Re*>i-
dence Stadio. Clark .\pt*4„ Apt. 26

—

13-n

Hyde St„ San Francistco. Phone Prospect
0O31. Fridays. »02 Kohler i Chase Bldg.
Kearny 5454.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voire Cullnre. Snlte -C" Kohler A Chaae
nuUdlni;. Telephone Kearny &454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADl ATE OF SCHOL.V CANTORUM.

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL

Piano Department. Hamlla School
Organ and Ptano. Arrillaea -Unalcal Collec*

Evelyn Sresovich Wjire

Stndloi IMS Kskler A Cbaae Bide
Phone Kevray ms4

ELLEN EDWARDS
Enelith Pianiit. Papil of Baton i—Solo
and Accompaniment. Stndio 3134 11th Av^
Oakland. Tel. >lerrltt 41»7.

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqae, Paris

Studio: 3107 Waahlnston Street
Phone FUlmnre 1S47

SIGMUND BEEL
>lQvt(-r I la^^r> f..r \ i..lin

Stndio Duildins:, 137.1 Post Street

Tel. Prospect 757

Ada Clement Music School
AKSlHKTIC DANCINti DEPVRTMKNT

InKcHors Laconr-Tormp
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore *<i**

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTR-\LTO

Teacher of Stnerlng. 32 Loretta .\Te-, Pl^-
mont. TeL Piedmont 304. 31oa.. Kohler A.

Chase BUle.. S. F. Telephone Kearny 54S4.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay A Washla^oe

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs, Noah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprauo Soloist. Temple Emana EL Con-
cert Bod Church Work. Vocal instmc-
tloD. 2.'*3it Clay St.. Phone \\ est 4S90.

JULIAN R. WAYBUR
TEACHER OF THE PIANOFORTE
Teaching >lethoUs a Speeialry

Address -^-l c n.r:. _r. . .dti'-ns to 2&02

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC

PIANO INSTRICTION
Stadio: 20O9 Kohler & Chase Uld^.

Telephone Kearny 5-154
Res. TeL Bayvieiv -1104

F. WARREN SHOUP
Piano ln.'*tractions — Summer ("lasses

Member Toronto School of ^lu.nic—Student
of Mme. Bree of Vienna (First Vf*si»tant to
Leschetitiky t. Phone: Franklin 7-72 i Be-
tween 9 and 11 A. >!.(

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO SOLOIST AND TEAf HER

Ada Clemen: il'jsic .-^ch" !
^AZZ Sacramento S:. rrar. Francisc .

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher

Head of Violin Department .Ida Clement
>Iusic School

3-135 Sarramento St.. San Francisco

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GI.\COMO .AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHER OF VOICE

H2S Pine SI- Tel. We»t 7013

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8212

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
306 Kohler & Chase Bldg

MISS EDITH CAU8U
376 Sntter Street Phone Donrlas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell SL Phone Kearny 2s30

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR, UN FRAZER
1819 California St Tel. Prosp. 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley, Cal

MISS LORRAINE EWING
135 Carl Street Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I KRICK
479 Forest St.. Oakland. Tel. Pled. 3554

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont lij'JvW

MACKENZIE GORDON
2S32 Jack=oa Street Phone West 457

MME. M. TROMPONi
Kohler & Chase Bldg.. TeL _xoamy 5454

MISS ELSIE INGHAM
Phone Prospect 5824 1040 Bush Street

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Qwood Ave.. Oakland. Tel. Oak. 5154

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spriice Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE TERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. TeL K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 356i

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. TeL Kearny 5454

EMIL HAHL
Res,: 27.56 Baker St. TeL: Fill. 2::-'l

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
4:34 Spruce St. TeL Fillmore 113

REED .tXD MOITHPIECE -V.IKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission SL Satter 635(
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G. SCHIRMER. JOHN CHURCH CO.. THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices. New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

The Music advertised in today's copy and published by "The Clayton
F. Summy Co." can be secured at our store.

Here yuu will find the cumplele repre.'-entatiiin nt Teaching Material
of every description.

.S'i'»(/ lis your orders Prompt and cfficicnl scr^iiC

HENRY GROBE. 135-153 Kearny Street.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

112M Chentnnt Street
Telephone PrOHpect AM'AI

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL CILTCRE

Art hit pupilH nvol table for all ocraMionn
r,Wi Hohler &. Chnne Hide. Kearny 4D0I

Califorrvja
San Frnneim-o. <"nlif(»rnla

Siimlav ^loriiinK. Sep(» iiiImt 1

7

GRAND CONCERT
JUANITA TENNYSON

^4ipmno S»li)lKt

OtTerlne
"DepiiU U- Jour" Chnrpentler

SEVERI
CoiiduetlnK

**CorteEe Nuptial" Barfsmeln
"AhenlUd' Pittrich
•'^loek >forrl«'* „ (iralnRer
"Die Walkure" Warner
"Ruy ninit" Overture Mendelssohn

t>RCHKSTRA OF FIFTY

QonStance ^Alexandre
Mc::o Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at
^

801 Kohler & Chase BIdg.

Phone Kearny 5454

Rebecca Holmes Haight
Cellist

Soloist—Teacher—Chamber Music

725 PINE ST. PHONE GARFIELD 2775

PAUL ASH
ii/iJ /lis

SYNCO - SYMPHONISTS
An Orchestra of Soloists

FE.'VTURING CLASSICS AND
MODERN LIGHT MUSIC IN
A NOVEL AND DISl INCTIVE

STYLE

Hear tlieni nt the

GRANADA

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

A Quality, NOT a Quantity Product

<Tr«
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PIANO
Quantity Production Has Never Been the

Aim of the Makers of the Mason & HamHn
Piano

The Violins of Stradivari, the Canvases of Michelangelo, and Rubens, the Statu-

ary of Rodin are famous for their greater beauty, not for their quantity.

Mason & Hamlin Pianos are more painstakingly, more conscientiously built than

any in the world, and never has the question of quantity production been permitted to

intrude. Instead each piano is an individual product, in the making of which is centered

the ideals and traditions of generations.

The /?esu/f-THE MOST COSTLY AND BEAUTIFUL PIANO IN THE WORLD
Our Stock is Now Most Complete. We Invite a Most Critical Test.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 117-125 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines "'^ile>^BAllen@
-MASON AND HAMUN PIANOS-

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street

San Jose—99 South First

SHEET music
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WIDENHAM FORECASTS PROSPEROUS SYMPHONY SEASON

A. W. Widenham Tells Musical Public That Beginning of Season Will Find All Expenses Practically

Assured—Total of Seventy Concerts Planned For This Season—First Time in History of

Association When More Concerts Are Planned Than Can be Given Under Con-
tract With Musicians

BY ALFRED METZGER

The other day we visited A. W. Widenham. secretary-

manager of the San Francisco Musical Association, un-

der whose auspices the annual symphony concerts are
given by the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Alfred Hertz. And we succeeded in

securing from him some very valuable information re-

garding the impending symphony season of 1922-23

which will begin at the Curran-Schubert Theatre on Fri-

day afternoon. October 20.

'The regular series will again consist of twelve pairs

of concerts and ten popular concerts." said Mr. Widen-
ham. "To these will be added a number of concerts
outside the regular series for which contracts have been
made and for which arrangements are now under ad-

visement. Among the concerts spoken for by those

eager to secure the services of the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra are the following: Ten by the Univer-

sity of California at Berkeley of which eight are to be
regular concerts and two are to be given for school

children. Miss Z. W. Potter of Oakland plans to give

thirteen concerts of which five are to be regular sym-

scriptions in a major way. there are many who have
not yet taken this step. There is a definite evidence of

considei^ble improvement in increased appreciation of

the concerts. We have this season the largest number
of contributors in the history of the association. E>uring
the past season those contributing to our guarantee and
emergency fimd included 725 individual contributors.
This year we have subscriptions and guarantees from
1015 individuals and there are still more than four
weeks left before the season begins.

"It affords us great pleasure to give the concerts this

season in the Curran-Schubert Theatre which has a
larger seating capacity than the Columbia Theatre. On
September 15th the advance sale of season tickets was
within $3,500 of the entire season ticket sale of last

year at the opening of the season. This year's concerts
will begin October 20th. and forty of our most libera!

subscribers are still in Europe or in the East. This
proves conclusively that the season will be the biggest
in the number of concerts and in attendance in the
history of the Association. However, thanks to the

the purchase of season tickets covering a period of

three months. Mr. Widenham believes that this will

place the tickets within reach of a much greater num-
ber of symphony patrons and thus assure them of a
seat for all the concerts in addition to affording them
Che opportunity of effecting a considerable saving due to

the difference in price of the season tickets and the
single concert ticket price.

The allotment of seat locations is now under way and
it is hoped that all orders now on hand will be filled

within the next few days. Requests for reservations are

continually being received at the offices of the Musical

Association in the Pbelan building which indicates that

a large portion of the theatre will be taken over by
season subscriptions.

Alfred Hertz, conductor of the orchestra, arrived in

San Francisco last Tuesday and is now rapidly complet-

ing arrangements for the coming season. Announcement
will be made very soon as to the complete personnel of

the orchestra and the pre grams for the first few con-

certs.

FRANK MOSS' AMERICAN COMPOSERS' PROGRAM

The third of a series of three delightful programs
griven by Frank Moss under the direction of Ida Scott,

will take place on Tuesday evening. October 10th, in-

stead of October 3rd as first announced. These concerts
have attracted the attention of our music lovers and
ought to be attended by everyone seriously fond of

MAVRICE *iTOLOFF

Violin Virtnoso Sanday Morning Concert. Cali-

tmrmim l^eatre. September 24th

phony concerts, five popular concerts and three for

school children. San Jose wants one concert with the
possibility of a second. Palo Alto has asked for three
concerts. The city and county of San Francisco is dis-

cussing the advisability of giving six concerts at the
Civic Auditoritim. All of these requests, together with
the regular San Francisco season, will total about sev-

enty concerts, or ten more than can be given under the
Association's contract with the musicians. This is the
first time in the history of the Musical Association of

San Francisco, or indeed of symphony concerts in this

city, that such a situation has arisen.

"The Association is naturally anxious to close the new
season with all debts paid, and also to pay the old

deficit of $8,173. The special subscription contributed
at the last Friday concert of the past season helped
largely toward the payment of the entire deficit of that

season. To meet the balance remaining and to carry
on the present season, it will require about $6000 more.
Since the season ticket sale started a number of new
guarantors volunteered their contributions. When the
season started last year the guarantee fund was short
about $21,000 of the $li>0.000 required. This year only

$6000 are needed and the opening of the season is still

more than four weeks off at this time. AJihough a con-

siderable nmnber of guarantors increased their sub-

DOROTHY RKi:. \\ T VI.BUT
The Xoted Prima Donna :^oprauo \\ ho Han Srorrd a Sac-

cession of Artistiic Trianiphxt Before Radio
Aadieaecs L^tel;*

larger seating capacity of the Curran-Schubert Theatre
there are still plenty of seats available and owing to

the fine acoustics and the splendid seat arrangement
every seat in the house will be desirable. Owing to the
greater distance between the first row of seats and the
stage, even the seats nearest the stage will be quite
satisfactory."

This information secured directly from the manage-
ment of the symphony orchestra is of great interest and
should prove excellent news to the music lovers. It

shows that the symphony concerts, under the able direc-
tion of Alfred Hertz, have taken a hold of the public
heart and that their continued presentation increases
the love for them among our people. This is a sign of
healthy mnsical taste and we know that to the banner
season of the symphony concerts in point of subscribers
and number of concerts will be added the banner artistic
season, for Alfred Hertz will not be found wanting
when everybody else is doing his duty so nobly.

In making arrangements for the coming season of the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, which opens Fri-

day afternoon, October 20. in the new Curran Theatre.
A. W. Widenham. manager of the orchestra, has planned
to make the season tickets available for as large a num-
ber of music-lovers as possible. With this object in

view, the partial payment plan has been instituted for

ALKWMJKR KOZI.MKK
The DUtitiErni'^hed Ru<i»iaD PlanLot ^^ ho Will \p-

pear in Recital ^^ iih >lme. Kalova. ^ lolini^t
at the Fairmont Next TacKdar

Evenins

pianistic literature. The writer was unfortunately un-
able to attend the second event given on September 5th,

inasmuch as he was in the South at the time, and no
one associated with the staff of the paper was able to
turn in a report However, we heard from authoritative
sources that Mr. Moss well justified his reputation as
one of the best equipped and most efficient pianists re-
siding on the Pacific Coast. Special efforts have been
made to make this final concert unusually attractive
and the following program, which will be given at
Knabe Hall in the Kohler & Chase building, will amply
testify to this fact: Keltic Sonata (MacE>oweU(. Mr.
Moss. Songs—Les Sihouettes. The Sleep That Flits on
Baby's Eyes. On the Seashore of Endless Worlds (John
Alden Carpenter). Miss Ida G. Scott; Sonata (Charles
T. Griffes). Mr. Moss; Songs—Fi\-e Poems of Ancient
China and Japan (Griffes). .Miss Scott; Twelve Concert
Studies (MacDowell). Mr. Moss. Those fond of genuine
vocal art will be happy to note that Miss Ida G. Scott
is the vocal soloist of the occasion, and she will cer-
tainly interpret the Carpenter and Griffes songs in a
manner worthy of the finest traditions. To those who
are attracted toward the modem school of composition
this program is specially interesting inasmuch as such
works are rarely performed in this city and still more
rarely in such authoritative manner.
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The Steinway

Duo-Art Piano

Just 'what is it?

The T>uo-Arl plays accompaniment!

sublimely

It can also be played by hand,ju^ Itke any piano

WE consider the Steinway Duo-
Art Piano to be the greatest

—

the most wonderful piano the world

has ever known.

In the first place it is a magnificent

piano, unequalled in tone, in action, in

physical beauty. Secondly, it is an im-

proved Pianola—a "player-piano" for

you to play with ordinary 88-note music-

rolls. As such, it infinitely surpasses

anythinghithertoknownamong instru-

ments of this type.

And greatest of all—it is a Reproduc-

ing Piano of truly miraculous power. By
means ofspecial music-rolls, made by

pianists while playing a wonderful

recording piano, it reproduces their actu-

al performances with absolute fidelity.

Every phrase,every nuance, every subtle

shade of tone and tempo, every touch

of foot to pedal is reproduced.

Paderewski today makes rolls ex-

clusively for the Duo-Art. So also do

Bauer, Cortot, Hofmann, Rubenstein,

Gabrilowitsch, Busoni, Grainger, Ganz,

Friedheim, Schmitz, Leginska, La
Forge, and scores of other great musi-

cians. The Duo-Art roster is, in fact,

a roll-call of practically all the mighti-

est pianists of this age. This is indeed

a glorious tribute to a glorious repro-

ducing instrument.

Notice the emphasis upon the fact

that these artists today make reproduc-

ing rolls exclusively for the Duo-Art.

Moreover, their Duo-Art rolls are the

only American rolls that represent their

own exact, authentic playing—that have

been edited by no one except themselves.

The Duo-Art may now be had with

motor either self-enclosed or in detached

box to be placed in some other room,

as you prefer.

The Duo-Art comes enshrined in

the Weber, Steele, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes, as well as in

the immortal Steinway.

Come in and ask to hear this glori-

ous musical instrument. Makeitapoint

to come in and hear it.

Sherman play& Co.
CALIFORNIA

San Francisco Oakland Sacramento
Stockton Fresno San Jose

OREGON—Portland
WASHINGTON

Seattle Tacoma Spokane

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano. Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland,

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

Calif.

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

Opens Largest Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Announces

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
AflTIST

vioMX mahe:r a\d uep.viher
HIgrheHt Grade Professional AVork Absolutely

Gunranted—Apfiraiser of Instruments
Finest Hand ^lade InNtrunienlN

Atelier: Room 'IT,, 1028 >Iarket Street, next to
Grannda Theatre. San Kranel.sco. (.'aliffirnin

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de Arrillnsrn, Director

A. I.. Artl|:;urK. Pres.: l.ouln Aleerla, Vlee-Pren.

I'nexeelled forliltlen for the atudr of manic In all

it* branchen. I.aree Pipe Orgnn. Recital Hnll,

2:tiri JACKSON STREET
San Francltico, Cal. Phone We»t 4737

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MAN.MVG. Director

:;242 \\ nnhlnKton Street 'i«-i<-|ihone I'lllinm

DOUGLAS SOULE--Pianist
VDVANtED PI Pil.S AITEPTED

Pupil of >lme. V. Stepnnoir lllerlln). >1. SIcveklnK,
and E. Robert Sehmltx I New York). Studio: 701
Heine llldf;., -lOS Stockton St. >lnndayN, 0-12. Thnm-
dnyR. 10-1, :i-((. Tel. Kearny 2=32. Rett. Phone: Pied-
mont 7Gd.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano. Orcan, llnrniony. <>ri;anlNt and >IuMlcnl
Director of l-'lrMl Prt-Hbyterlnn 1 hiirch. .\lnnsedn. Home
Stndin: 1117 PARC STREET. AI.AMEDA. Telephone Aln-
medn IT..'. ThurKilnyn. ^Icrrimnn »»chool. ri!l7 Eldorado Ave.,
Oaklnnil. Telephone Piedmont S770u

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Sinslns. Complete Course of Operatic Train-
In^. 27.10 Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore 4r,r.3.

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALIAN VOCAL TEACHER

Former Prima Donna with Caruso and Tetrazzini— l-:nfiursed Ijy Bonci. Coaches pupils vocally and
in I )raniatio Oeii'Mtnient—Italian, P^nglish, French
and Spanish spoken.
Studio KM ColunibUH Ave.. Phone Garfield 227«

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAX JOSE, CAL.

Confers Deg:'*^* Awards CertlflcatCM

For Particulars apply to Sister Superior

Alexander Sasiavsky—Violinist
Director Sasiavsky Chamber >Ium1c Society

Will Accept a Few Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Kohlor

& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEI,. CAMFORMA

IIuhIc Courses Thorough and Progressive
I'ubllc School 3iuslc. Aoereditcd lllploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
11. II. Pnsmore—Studios: Suite r>mt Kohler tV: Chase Hldf::.,

S. F.: 2."'.;{0 Collei;;e Ave., Rerkclcy. Residence 2IH Alva-
rado Road. Ilcrkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparlni; Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MAIVSFEI-DT. Pianist
20i:i Ilroderick St., nenr Clay Telephone Fillmore 314

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
IIRE \TII—VtUCE—LIFE

OOO Kohler A: Chase llld);.. Kearny TtA7*4

Residence 1100 Dash St.. Franklin 5008.

ELFRIEDA WYNNE
PRIMA DO.\NA SOPRANO

Concerts, Oratorio. Recitals, Voice Placement, Diction,
Interpretation,—Studio: I.e Genry. AUT* (Jeary St., Phone
Franklin -irilt^,

Ity Appointnient

WALLACE A. SABIN
Orfranlst Temple Emanu El. First Church of Christ Sci-
entist. Director LorlnR Club. S. F.. IVed., K117 California
St.. Phone Franklin 2(t0;i; Sat.. First Christian Science
Church. Phone Franklin i:t07; Res, studio, 3142 Len-lston
Ave., ilerkeley. Phone l^ledmont 2428.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
Voice <'ullurc— Diction—Studio: 40S Stockton St.—:*lon.

and Thurs. from 2-ri, Res. 14r>l Sacramento St. Pros. 7503.

The College of the Holy Names
l.ake >lerritt, Oakland

Complete Conservatory Course—Piano, Harp. A''lollni

'Cello, A'oice, Counterpoint, Harmony, History

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

>l ember I'niverslty Extension Faculty
Studio: S27 Shrader »' Phone Park lOOS

UDA WALDROP
Pianist, Organist,

Accompanist, Vocal Coach

OFFICIAL ORGANIST CITY
OF SAN FRANCISCO

Will be in New York from September

1st to October 1st.

Ueginning October 15th. Mr. Waldrop

will accept a limited number of advanced

pupils.

STUDIO: 1915 Sacramento Street

Tt'Iephone West .^753
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

MUSICAL REVIEW AS ADVERTISING
MEDIUM

Most papers, whether they are daily, weekly

or monthly papers, consistently brag about their

circulation and influence. Music journals in a

spirit of greed, selfishness or jealousy try to

prejudice prospective advertisers against their

contemporaries. And advertisers who do not

possess sufficient courage and independence ot

action, permit themselves to be influenced against

their better judgment and inclinations. During
the twenty years of its existence the Pacific Coast

Musical Review has never been guilty of pre-

varication regarding its circulation or influence.

There have been times when someone associated

with the paper has been guilty of a mistake unin-

tentionally incorporated in an item regarding

the paper and used as a "filler." Such as. for in-

stance, claiming that the Musical Review is the

only music journal published in the far West.
But at no time has the editor or anyone in' au-

thority been guilty of deliberately misrepresent-

ing anything in connection with the circulation

or influence of this paper. Xor have we ever at

any time tried to injure our contemporaries, but

whenever an occasion presented itself we have
encouraged advertisers to distribute their patron-

age among as many music journals as possible,

and to always consider their "local" papers first.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review can not

truthfully say that it has met all the time with

the same courtesy and consideration on the part

of some of its contemporaries. Nevertheless, we
shall continue our policy of colleagueal tolerance

and consideration, and let the merit of this jour-

nal speak for itself. Sometimes our patience is

rewarded. And one of these instances is a letter

we received from Kohler & Chase last week
which in no uncertain terms testifies to the ad-

vertising value and influence of the Pacific Coast
Musical Review. This letter comes to us entirely

unsolicited, and as the result of the success of an
advertising campaign waged exclusively through
the columns of this paper. It was Leon M.
Lang"s idea to co-operate with the musical pro-

fession regarding mutual plans for the advance-
ment of music by e.xtending recognition and cour-

tesies to resident artists and students. Mr. Lang
reposing sufticient confidence in the value of the
Pacific Coast Musical Review as an advertising

medium, used the paper exclusively for his pur-

pose, and the result, as Mr. Lang says, "has
greatly exceeded our most optimistic expecta-

tions.
• And to this Mr. Lang adds: "We believe DOROTHY REGAN TALBOTS RADIO triumphs

the Review reaches virtually every professional
,„ Addition to Numerous Operatic and Concert Engage-

and student in this section, and its influence in ments Distinguished Prima Donna Soprano Gains

its field cannot be questioned." Fame as Favorite on Foremost Radio Programs

Mme. Dorothy Regan Talbot, the brilliant young oper-

atic and concert soprano is not only successful on
numerous programs devoted to concert purposes or as
participant in operatic productions, but she has already
established herself firmly in the good graces of the
ever increasing radio audiences. On Thursday evening.

August 31st. she gave a well chosen program at the

Bulletin's Fairmont Hotel Station, operated by the Leo
J. Meyberg Co., which was directed to an audience in

Chicago. IlL In announcing this event the Bulletin said

the following about Mme. Talbot:

Mme. Talbot has twice before sung across the Rocky
Mountains to eastern cities, once to Chicago and later

to New York City. On each occasion, listening thou-

sands along the Pacific Coast enjoyed her program as

well as the transcontinental audiences to which she di-

rected her major efforts. Hundreds of letters, telegrams

and telephone messages have been received since that

date, asking the one question:

"When will Mme. Talbot sing again?'
That question will be answered tonight, when between

the hours of 7:30 and 8:30 p. m.. the golden voiced

singer will step before tlie transmitter at KDN station,

and in a program of rare excellence, set the radio

waves to dancing with the sunlight of her artistry.

Mme. Talbot is known to the musical world east and
west as a grand opera star, a pupil of Calve and a
former protege of Jean de Reszke. Her operatic suc-

cesses in Italy and France, her appearances in New
York and her concert work in various parts of the

United States are matters of musical history.

Mme. Talbot's program will be as follows: Caro
Nome, opera Rigoletto (Verdi); Vorrel morri (Signor

de Grassii: Annie Laurie: Brahms Lullaby (Brahms),
Hush-a-Bye IM. C. Moore): April Mom (Batten): Care
Selve, opera Atalanta (Handel i: My Old Kentucky
Home: Xon so piu, opera Marriage of Figaro (Mozart);

O Loving Spirit lEd Colbyl California composer: Mad
Scene, opera Lucia (Donizetti): Home, Sweet Home
(Bishop). Mme. Talbot will be accompanied by Mrs.
Claire C. Darrimon of Berkeley, her own accompanist.

Xo intelligent reader will doubt for a moment
the sincerity of the letter published elsewhere on
this page. Xo business house would write to any
paper such a letter unsolicited unless the adver-

tisement for which it has paid actually brought
results beyond all expectations. What can be

done in the matter of business success can be

done in the matter of artistic activities. However,
it must be done in a way to attract attention. The
Kohler & Chase advertisements would not get

the results if the idea embodied in them was not

a popular one. -\n advertisement will only then

bring results if you have something to advertise

that people really want. If you misrepresent any-

thing, if you do not tell the truth, if you exagger-

ate, if you do not keep faith with the advertiser,

all the advertising in the world will do no good.

But if vciu have something to sell, be it mer-
chandise or artistic accomplishments, that people

are looking for, judicious advertising will get the

results everv time.

KOHLER & CHASE
Ealablished ISoO

SAN FRANCISCO

September 13, 1922.

Mr. Alfred Metzger. Editor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review,
San Francisco, Calif.:

Dear Mr. Metzger:

After Mr. Chase had pledged the full sup-
port of Kohler & Chase to my plans for

teacher-co-operation, there followed weeks
and months of work and travel devoted to

the development of my plans and the prep-
aration of my "Message to the Profession."

No effort nor expense was spared. Kohler
& Chase sent me to every important musical
center of this country to investigate, to get

ideas and to secure the support of manufac-
tiu'ers.

During all this time, as my plans were
constantly expanded, a clearer realization

of the true importance of this was growing
up within me, and this realization brought
with it a deeper sense of responsibility for

its success.

It was, therefore, only after the most
careful and painstaking investigation of the

circulation, standing and influence of the

Pacific Coast Musical Review that it was
finally chosen as the EXCLUSIVE medium
to carry my "Message" to the profession.

The Review has done its part nobly, and
the response has greatly exceeded our most
optimistic expectations.

We believe the Review reaches virtually

every professional and student of this sec-

tion, and its influence in its field cannot be
questioned.

Gratefully yours for the advancement of

music.

RetaU Manager KOHLER & CHASE.

KALOVA-KOZLOFF RECITAL

DORIA FERNANDA SCORES REAL TRIUMPH

Owing to the fact that the Pacific Coast Musical

Review is printed earlier now in order to surely get

into the hands ot the subscribers by Saturday morning,
it is impossible for us to review concerts taking place

on Tuesday evenings, in full detail. -\nd since we re-

gard the concert given by Doria Fernanda at the Colo-

nial ballroom ot the St. Francis Hotel last Tuesday as

one of the most important concerts of the year, and
one thoroughly meriting the fullest attention, we feel

in justice hound to postpone publication of a detailed

review until the next issue. In the meantime we wish

to say that the hall was crowded with representative

music lovers and that Miss Fernanda's triumph was
genuine and well merited.

Seldom have music lovers been permitted to hear
such an unusual program as that which will be given

at the Fairmont Hotel. Tuesday evening. September
26th. under the direction of .Madame Stella Raymond-
Vought. The artists, who will give an almost entirely

Russian program, are Lizetta Kalova, the brilliant Rus-

sian violinist and Alexander Kozloff, the Russian piano

virtuoso, who has just arrived in San Francisco from
Moscow. The combination of these two artists will call

forth a program of great strength, force and character.

Lizetta Kalova was recently the soloist at the Sunday
Morning Concert at the California Theatre where she

received a great ovation. When she appeared at the

Fairmont Hotel last season at one of iladame Vought's

-\rtist Series Concerts, she received the following crit-

icism from Redfem Mason: "Madame Kalova is a good
musician. She played Tartini, the G Minor Sonata, a

lovely work, and brought out such sound sentiment that I

wished she would play it again. In another genre she

gave us an Auer arrangement ot a Chopin Nocturne.

Paganini's Thirteenth Caprice and the "Wieniawski

Tarantella served to show the measure of her virtuosity,

which is all the more considerable because it is com-
bined with a fine simplicity. " Ray Brown of the Chron-

icle said of Madame Kalova's playing: "Mme. Kalova
imparted decided pleasure in her readings of Tartini's

G Minor Sonata. Wieniawskis second Polonaise and
Tarantella, an Auer-ized nocture of Chopin and Paga-

nininis Thirteenth Caprice in the Kreisler version. She
draws a firm large tone that is richly tinted and per-

suasive in its emotional eloquence and her work has the

cachet of an artistic consciousness. Her technical fa-

cility makes her equally at ease in broad cantilene style

or the brilliance of virtuosity." Mr. MeUger of the

Pacific Coast Musical Review said of Madame Kalova,

in a resume of her last recital: "She has a smooth,

clean tone, plays with much fire and impresses one with

the conviction that she is an experienced artist who tm-

derstands the compositions she interprets thoroughly.

Technically she commands an unusually clear and bril-

liant execution while her natural artistic temperament
influences her to invest her phrasing with every par-

ticle of sincerity and seriousness. She was enthusias-

tically received and her audience gave audible proof ot

its gratification."

The following program will be presented. Sonata C
Minor (Chopini. Alexander Kozloff; Concerto (Ernst),

Lizeta Kalova: Serenade Melancolique (Tschaikowsky),

Hungarian Dance No. 4 (Rachmaninoff), Lizeta Kalova;

Deux Poemes. F sharp major, D major (Scriabin), Elegie

(Rachmaninoff). Prelude G sharp Minor (Rachman-
inoff I. Etude-tableau E flat major (Rachmaninoff), Alex-

ander Kozloff.

Hother Wismer, the well known violinist, will give a

most interesting concert at the Sorosis Club Auditorium

on Thursday evening. October 5th. Mr. Wismer's con-

certs never fail to draw splendid audiences, which in-

variably include some of our best known musicians.

.\mong the program numbers will be the great Prelude

and F\igue by J. S. Bach for violin alone, the Joachim
Violin Concerto in D minor and a group of modem and

classic violin solos. Edgar Thorpe will preside at the

piano and Miss Dorothy Pasmore. the brilliant young
cellist, will play the Handel Passacaglia and the Haydn
D minor SonaU with Mr. Wismer.
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Distinguished Artists Coming
SUCCESS IN SINGING

liy JOHN WHITCOMB NASH

Toscha SeidI — For several years Manager Selby ('.

Oppenheimer o( San Franiisco has been trying to

induce Toscha Seiill. the world-famous Russian vio-

linistic genius, to come to this city, but stress of

European ensagements. together with a number of short

tours through the eastern part of the United States.

has served all along to make the expenditure of time

on Seidl's part necessary to the long transcontinental

tour, Impossible. In November, however. Seidl returns

to America via the Pacific, from a triumphant tour of

Australia and the Antipodes, and Oppenheimer has in-

duced the great artist to delay his trip across the con-

tinent sufficiently to appear in a half dozen recitals in

California.

Isadora Duncan—In point of interest, one of the out-

standing features of the long list of Selby C. Oppen-

heimer attractions due during the coming season, the

promised engagement of Isadora Duncan and her com-

pany of dancers holds a prominent place. The peerless

Duncan, whose art has reached perhaps a higher point

than that of any of her contemporaries, will return to

America with the coming of the fall season, and Oppen-

heimer has arranged to bring her to California for a

limited number of appearances during the latter part

of November.

Maler and Pattison—Guy Maier and Lee Pattison. two

pianists of a -different sort." are scheduled for early

appearances in San Francisco under the management of

Selbv C. Oppenheimer. These young artists, who are

of tlie same age and who studied together, first at the

New England Conservatory of Music in Boston, and

later with Artur Schnabel in Berlin, have devoted their

interesting careers entirely to music for two pianos.

In this unusual field they have gone farther than any

of their contemporaries, and have unearthed many neg-

lected compositions of another day. and have also dis-

covered works of unusual interest by modem compos-

ers. As an instance of the unusually interesting pro-

grams that may be expected at their two coming re-

citals in this city, which will be given on the Sunday

afternoons of November 19th and 26th. it is cited that

at their first recital in London last summer they played

nothing but present-day compositions in a list which

included Ropartz. Saint-Saens. Debussy. Arensky and

Nijinsky. composers who hail from Spain. France and

Russia, respectively.

Mischa Elman—Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer takes

pardonable pride in making the announcement that he

has secured a limited number of engagements from the

peerless Russian violinist. Mischa Elman. whose ninth

tour of the United States will bring him to the West in

January. The famous artist will play in San Francisco.

Oakland and San Jose on his coming visit, which will

include but five recitals in the state, the three above

and appearances in Los Angeles and San Diego.

Louis Graveure

—

A December attraction on the Oppen-
heimer concert list which is bound to create the livest

interest amongst those whose musical bent is toward

good singing will be the two recitals that have been

arranged for the popular baritone. Louis Graveure. who
returns to the West after an absence of several sea-

sons. Since his last appearances here Graveure has be-

come an international figure, having made a compre-

hensive tour of not only the British Isles, but of the

continental capitals as well. In Berlin the Belgian-

British-American singer particularly established a great

favoritism, and he was required to give a dozen re-

citals in the German city during the summer just clos-

ing. Oppenheimer will present Graveure in two recitals

here on the Sunday afternoons of December 3d and Kith.

in the Columbia Theatre.

The Seckels Artists—The list of artists selected by
Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer for inclusion in the

series of Alice Seckels matinees in the ballroom of the

St. Francis Hotel materially raises the standard of this

always interesting course of concert events. The series

will begin on Monday afternoon. October 2:Jd. with a

recital by Florence Macbeth, the charming coloratura

soprano of the ("hicago Opera Company, whose delight-

ful art is a popular annual feature of San Francisco's
music life, her yearly visits here always bringing for-

ward her hundreds of admirers in this city. Other
artists to appear under Miss Seckels' sponsorship in-

clude the famous Metropolitan Opera soprano, Florence
Easton. Hulda Lashanska. one of the finest of soprano
recltalists: Emil Telnianyi. Hungary's greatest violin-

ist; Guoiraar Novaes. the sensational Brazilian pianist.

and Mnna Gondre, a young French Chanteuse. whose
fame started by appearances in the American trenches
during the war, when she became the idol of the Amer-
ican doughboy.

Mrs. Carol! Nicholson, the exceptionally successful
Oakland vocal pedagogue, and one of the foremost con-
traltos in the far west, reopened her studio for the
new season at 32 Loreta avenue. Piedmont, on Monday,
September 4th. Mrs. Nicholson spent part of her vaca-
tion in Los Angeles and participated prominently in the
proceedings of the annual convention of the Music
Teachers' Association of California, .\mong the most
talked of and best enjoyed features of the convention
was Mrs. Nicholson's contribution to the vocal round
table.

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JTST RETURNED FROM El'ROPB

tndloi 40S Kobler A Ckaae Bide. TcL Kcamr H&

SINCERITY (Continued)—No. 3.

There is so iiiiKh inanimate singing on tlie one hand,

and so much unnecessary force on tlie other, that it

seems a hopeless task to find a standard of acceptable

singing. But this is not really so. If we knew the

standards required of us as singers, and the means of

bringing ourselves into line with them, we should either

round out our preparation or iiuil the game and admit
that we are not sufficiently interested in singing to

preiiare ourselves for it, which would be infinitely more
preferable than to proceed with a "method" which can
not lead to successsful singing.

The personal etiuation is the most important part of

the singer's equipment, and to give expression in a pol-

ished, manly or womanly fashion, without affectation

and without strain, should be understood as the para-

mount issue for all students.
Among our finest singers are those who come under

the heading of "robust." This is a personal attribute

—

nothing more, and for the average man or woman to

copy them, just because they admire—and perliaps envy
—them is to invite a disaster. There is a delicacy, a

refinement, demanded of the most robust, and the light-

est, most lyric singer must be able to appreciate and
give expression to a maestoso ponderoso.

In passing, it may help to draw attention to the ha-

bitual laxity of habit in the observation of diacritic and
dynamic markings. They indicate certain requirements
and in themselves offer a path of study that will lead

to broader understanding.
The everlasting discourse as to correct and incor-

rect tone-emission Is no nearer solution than it ever
was. and in the last analysis the student will know
that the public is the judge, but he himself must con-

sider his wares before he presents them, critically and
understandingly. The ear is the principal regulating
medium of the voice, and is given a place in most cur-

riculums inferior to its significance. There have been
long essays on the fallacy of believing what one hears,

but if we are to deny the value of our own senses, it

would be better to quit the game entirely.

These articles aim not only to arouse the student to

more serious study, but to an avoidance of that slavish

imitation of prominent singers which brings about a
quality of singing which can never lead the student into

a consciousness of his powers. The qualities inherent
to the voice can only be uncovered by sincere expres-
sion and observance of the qualities that are required
in effective song. There is all the leeway and license

imaginable in giving personal expression to the text

and melody of any song, albeit the text and melody are
ready-made for the singer to express. Every great
artist has a style of his own, and who will doubt that
this very thing of singing a song in his own way has
been one of the essentials of his greatness I do not
mean to say that every one can be as great as those
who have achieved the heights, but if you would go
as far as you can, you must get your full capacity for

song working, and there is no surer way of defeating
this object than by copying others. To amaze an audi-

ence is not to satisfy it. but every singer who succeeds
in satisfying even a small audience may claim to have
power, and he will have power. Applause is no indi-

cation of power; on the other hand, there have been
notable instances of feeling too intense for applause in

any form.
Endeavor to be faithful. If there is any beauty in

your thought it will be reflected in the tone and the
style of your singing: if there is any emotion to ex-

press, the expression will be moving. If there is not,

nothing can so animate your singing that it will give
satisfaction. But this does not mean that you will

never be able to sing. It means that whenever you
sing—even vocalize—your voice should receive its im-

pulse from the understanding of some condition, such
as happiness, even hilarity, but never just a series of

words or a vowel which is not characterized by a lively

state of being. Never rouge your singing: even though
it be pallid, let it be honest, and it will gain strength.
More than that, it will improve the mind and strength-
en the personality. Ilig voices are not necessary to

great singing, l^se what you have in the way nature
intended you to use it. and for no other purpose than
that of expressing yourself. Pope's Essay on Criticism
will provide food for thought, not only for singers, but
for all lovers of music or any art. The case is com-
pletely stated:

"Poets, like painters, thus, unskilled to trace
The naked nature and the living grace.

With gold and jewels cover ev'ry part.

And hide with ornament their want of art,"

The author does not expect to change the ways of
old singers. But if these articles be pondered by the
young student, and the suggestions be applied, the re-

sults will warrant the outlay, and the goal will be

TICKETS NOW!
At Sherman, Clay & Co.'s Music Stores, Fresno,

Sacranjciito. Oakland, San Francisco.
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reached; not quickly, perhaps, but it will be reached,
and artificiality and pretense can never get there.

This series will be brought to a close with the next
two articles dealing with the principle of beauty. The
next .'series will be devoted to the technique of singing,

and an exposition of essential studies calculated to con-

vey an idea of the processes of development. The au-

thor is well aware that the statements herein contained
will not be universally accepted, and would welcome
questions and constructive criticism.

THE FARRAR CONCERT

Geraldine Karrar, the very popular soprano, will give

a concert at the new Curran Theatre Sunday afternoon,

October 8 and there is every indication that the house
will be sold out several days in advance of the concert.

Therefore it is suggested that readers of this paper who
intend to hear the concert buy their tickets early.

Miss Farrar, who, after sixteen years of the greatest

possible popularity, resigned from the Metropolitan to

make extensive concert tours and whose final week at

the Metropolitan produced such excitement as the Met-
ropolitan has never seen, was selected by the New
York Times to head its list of The Twelve Greatest
Women in America." The list follows: Geraldine Farrar,

singer; Edith Wharton, novelist; Carrie Chapman Catt.

politician; Jane Adams, philanthropist; Ida Tarbell,

publicist; Agnes Repplier, essayist; Josephine Peabody,
poet: Lillian Wald, civic worker; Mrs. Harry Paine
Whitney, sculptor; Cecelia Beaux, painter; M. Carey
Thomas, feminist; Mrs. Beach, composer. The whole
matter of stirring up the big Eastern cities over the
question of the twelve greatest women was started by
the query of the Chilean delegate to the Baltimore con-

vention of the National League of Women voters which
met early in last June.

INAUGURATION OF THE "TWELVE O'CLOCKS"

Under the direction of Ida G. Scott an innovation in

the musical activities of San Francisco is about to be
launched next Tuesday noon at Knabe Hall of the

Kohler & Chase building in the "Twelve O'Clocks," a
series of musical events in which the younger set of

artists will be given an opportunity to reveal their

efficiency before interested listeners. It should not be
misunderstood that younger artists means pupil re-

citals. On the contrary the young musicians who par-

ticipate in these have been selected from the profes-

sional list; but they are eager to advance the cause of

good music by creating more musical activity and to

get the young people aroused to the appreciation of the
better kind of musical endeavor. The admission is very
modest and season tickets at nominal rates can be had
by applying to Miss Scott. The programs have been
compiled to inspire in the attendants a wish to come
regularly and often.

The following program will be given on Tuesday and
Friday noon. September 26th and 29th: Quartet (a)

'Twas April (Nevin). (b) Snow Flakes (Cowen), Mes-
dames Dwight, Hillback, Oleson and Miss Halden; (a)

Lilacs (Brahms), (b) Cradle Song (Gretchaninoff, (c)

Hayfield and Butterflies (Del Riego) . Mrs. Oleson

;

Duetts (a) O. That We Two Were Maying (Nevin), (b)

Spring (Delibes), Miss Hayden and Mrs. Dwight; Lo!
Hear the Gentle Lark (Bishop), Miss Hillback; Quar-
tet. Ring Out, Wild Bells (Gounod-Root), Mrs. Dwight.
Miss Hayden, Mrs. Hillback, Mrs. Oleson; (a) List the

Trill (Natoma) (HerbeVt), (b) Trees (Beach), (c) The
Lark in My Heart (Spross), Miss Hayden; Duett—from
Lakme (Delibes), Mesdames Hillback and Oleson; Haba-
nera (Carmen) (Bizet). Clavelitos (Nalverde), Mrs.
Dwight.

Mills College School of Music
Extfusion Opportunities

>'«-»- e<iul|ini(>nt In InNtrunifntN unci xtutllo hiuiol*
itinkeH iMiMMJbU* n llnitted nunibirr of extenMloii
NtiiiletitN in the- Ntuily of l*iiino. Voice, StrinKcd
I n M t rii ni e n t s. n ii tl Tln-o ry

.

For Information call KlinhiirMt 10. or ivrlte to

LUTHER MARCHANT
SCIIOOI. OP Ml SI(. MILLS COI.I.KGK

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Knilorfted by Wnger Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Sfudlof* 807 Kobler .V Chnse nitlK-
S.'tlHM: ICtna St., Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

MARIAN PREVOST
I'lAMST—ACCOMPANIST—TEACHER

For Two Seasons Accompanist in tlie Studios of Leopold
Auer and Richard Hageman

Studlon: 807 Kohler & Chnne Bide., S. F. Tueii. A. M. and
ThurH. P. M. Tel. Kearny MM. Rei«. 3728 Elm^ood Ave.,
Ilerkeley. Tel. Ilerk. 82117.

EVA M. GARCIA
riAMST, ORG.\XIST AND TEACHER

4 1.-.2 Howe St., Oakland TeL Piedmont 3402

If you wish to become famous you must be known and
in order to become known you need publicity and ther*-

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising.
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Distinguished Artists Residing in California Who are Available for Concerts During the Season 1922-1923

Editorial Note—The Pacilic Coa^t Musical Review is m a position to guarantee tbe artistic efficiency of the artists represented on this rage. They have established a

reputation for themselves, partly national, partly international, through regular concert tours or by appearances in operatic organizations of recognized fame. The purpose

of setting forth the availability of these reputed artists is to convince the California musical public that distinguished artists of equal merit to any reside in this State.

We intend to prove that a resident artist confers honor upon the community in yhich he resides.
^

SAN FRANCISCO TRIO
MRS. ELSIE COOK HUGHES, Pianist

WM. F. LARAIA. Violinist

WILLEM DENE, Cellist

SEASON" 11122—1923 NOW BOOKING
TRIOS, SONATAS AND SOLOS

AddreKti Comtunnioationti to
WM. T. UARAIA. 12r>2 Jacknon St.

Telephone Franklin -i:t4S

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E.. Behymer, 705 Philharmonic Auditorium Building,

Los Ang eles, Cal.

Personal Address: BELVEDERE. MARIN COUNTY, CAL.: TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

Annie Louise David

Harp Soloist and Teacher

Member of Artist Faculty Cornish School,

Seattle, Wash., July and August

San Francisco after September 1st

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST. SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert Enpapementn
and Inntroction Apply to
Secrelarj- and ^lanaser of
K. Attl. Room 1O04 Kohler
& Cbane Dldg., San Francisco

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douglas 167S

CHAS. F. BULOTTI
TENOR

Available for
CONCERT ORATORIO

2271 Fulton St. San Francisco
Phone Pacific 479

LESLIE V. HARVEY
Organist

California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

MUSIC IN THE TRANSBAY CITIES
BY ELIZABETH WESTGATE

HIT PARI' St- ALAMEDA. fVI..—TELEPHONE ALAMEDA 1.-*.%

'EDITORIAL \OTE]—In order to enable oor Oakland—Kerkeley—Alameda Representative to cover that fertile
MoHical Field thoroashly we shall appreciate (nil co-operation from the mo-sical profession across the Bay.
One of the surest ways to lifzhten >Iiss \A estfiate's burden i.>. to enable her to keep track of all musical events
by sendins her profirams. annnnncenients and tickets reR-ularly and promptly. If it is imperative that a cer-
tain item should appear in the current issue of the paper, the matter sbould be mailed on Fridays so that
>liss M estpate receives it on Saturdays of the preceding week. All matter for current pablicntion must be
in the San F'rancisco office on Tuesdays before five o'clock p. m. If any important events are not mentioned
in this paper it is asually neel^ct on the part of Konieone to notify ns.l

Oakland. September IS, 1922.

It is with joy that I take again in hand my more or
less trusty typewriting machine and by the use of the
well known "hunt" method (for. alas I I have no tech-
nique on it) prepare random, and often hurried, items
for the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

In the past, the Editor-in-chief has permitted my per-
sonal opinions of musical matters to appear unchal-
lenged, be they never so contrary to his own. Xot
often, it is true, have we differed fundamentally, but in

details many, many times. I buiW my musical faith, as
does he, on the rock BACH: and through Mozart and
Beethoven, through Schumann and Chopin and Brahms,
and even through Rubinstein and Liszt, I gain what
comes to the open mind. But Omstein intrigues me;
Stravinsky informs, and our lamented Griffes. gone too
soon, to join the other archangels, enchance with his
gorgeous W*hiie Peacock in a glorious dream of a gar-
den. And one day. listening with all my might and main,
to the Flonzaley Quartet, playing the Schoenberg Quar-
tet—an impossible feat to perform for any save the
Flonzaleys—but that, after all. is another story, and of
no avail to tell it here and now.

I can rejoice exceedingly when Debussy and his
disciples dispense with melody—as they so often have
done; and I can be content that much music is, and ever
shall and should be. utterly enigmatic. For are there
not scientists as well as seers among tbe great shining
modems? I gladly take their utterances on and by
faith, as I must accept the facts of the ultra-violet ray
and electrons, and other matters to which the mind and
heart can and must give credence, but which eye hath
not seen nor ear heard. Yet does any deny the thrill

they furnish?

Therefore it is that I come again with joy. I alone
am responsible for any notions herein expressed. I am
not even required to be consistent. The blue pencil has
never yet been used on my screeds; though that this

has been too generous treatment on the part of the
editor-in-chief you may declare, and I am the last to
deny.

one. and that is scarcely an over-statement of the sit-

uation.

The Extension "Work of the University of California

Is being carried on most gallantly, with constantly in-

creasing success. Julian R. Waybur has charge of

music-matters connected with the extension department
of the X-'niversity of California. Mr. Wayburs sagacity,

and a discrimination as fastidious as far-sighted, have
found result in many ways. There are to be courses

of lectures and concerts, the fees of which are negligible

in view of the educational delight so offered. For early

in October are planned four lectures on music, with
illustrations, to be given at Ebell Hall. Oakland, by a
well known authority. Probably also there are to be
"talks" on symphonic music and the orchestra of Victor

Litchtenstein, who long ago proved himself an interest-

ing and a capable violinist

An orchestra for amateur musicians, under Mr. Lich-

tenstein's direction, has had its organization meeting at

Emanuel-El school, 1337 Sutter street. San Francisco,
where future gatherings will be held on Wednesday
evenings. There is a small fee.

A men's choral club, somewhat on the lines of the

famous Harvard Glee Club, and directed by Wheeler
Beckett, will meet every Tuesday evening at the Piano
Club rooms, 2724 Haste street, Berkeley. Men. who have
had little instruction, or none at all. are welcome. The
only requisite is a desire to sing. The correct "place-

ment" of the voice, and a clear enunciation of the text,

will be carefully taught. Those contemplating either of

these two helpful courses may write to 301 California

Hall, Berkeley.

The established teachers on this side of the Bay all

report a season begun with a rush which may rightly

be termed terrific. "Everybody is studying music," said

Zanette W. Potter, the brilliantly successful concert
manager, has arranged for this year the most varied

and otherwise notable series of artists' concerts of her
career as impresaria. Miss Potter's fine taste and her
almost uncanny knowledge of what concert-goers love,

have never failed yet, and this year surpasses, as has
been said.

We are to hear in November the two-piano recital of

Guy Maier and Lee Paiteson. unique affairs which have
been successful everywhere. Isadora Duncan and
twenty-three of her students, trained by her from their

childhood, are to follow early in December. In January,
Mischa Elman comes and in Februarj' the beautiful and

\r

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO I

eOO KOHLER CHASE BLDC
SAN FR.ANCPSCO

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio 1208 Leavenworth St.

Telephone Prospect 8384

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

beloved soprano Slay Peterson, now happily recovered

fully from an automobile accident. Edward Johnson, the

Canadian tenor, is coming in March, and Guiomar
Xovaes, the Brazilian pianist, whose recitals charmeu
New York last year, and the year before, and the year
before that, is at last to be heard here in Miss Potter's

series.

This same manager has also succeeded in planning

for ten concerts by the San Francisco Symphony Or-

chestra, the first to occur October 28th. Regular sym-
phony programs will alternate in this series with "pop"
concerts. Mr. Hertz will, of course, conduct.

The Berkeley Musical Association, although it has
full reason to be proud of past attainment, enters its

thirteenth season with greater prospects than ever.

These distinguished artists have been engaged: In

November Toscha Seidl. the Russian violinist; Feb-

ruary. 1923, Miss Florence Easton, dramatic soprano
from the Metropolitan Opera Company. New York;
March (early) Edward Johnson, the famous tenor, from
the Metropolitan Opera Co., New York: March (late)

Alfred Cortot. the great French pianist; April, the

Flonzaleys, the world renowned String Quartet. The
exact dates will be announced before each concert.

There are as heretofore in the history of the society

two classes of membership, associate and student.

Course tickets for associate membership can be pur-

chased by anyone, the student membership, at less than

half the price, are for persons under twenty-five years

of age. No tickets are sold for single events. Can any
lover of music on this side of the bay afford not to sub-

scribe to the series? A merely rhetorical query, ot

course.

One last personal word: I am an excee(lingly busy
woman, and 1 shall need this help in preparing this

column, namely: Persons giving concerts should notify

me. I cannot at any time go seeking for news, but shall

welcome it heartily when it comes to me.

Mme, Rose Florence, the unusually skillful and effi-

cient mezzo-soprano and teacher, announces the open-

ing of her new vocal studio at 545 Sutter street, where
she will be ready to thoroughly equip young vocal stu-

dents, eager to obtain genuine training, for an artistic

or pedagogical career. Mme. Florence has arranged with

Miss Cornish ot Seattle to give a recital at the Cornish

school on December 4th. She will give this concert on
her way to New York. This may lead to additional ap-

pearances of Xfme. Florence in the Northwest.

Dr. John A. Korsoolceen, a noted Russian lecturer on
the history of music is now in San Francisco. He has

gained special attention because of his splendid lec-

tures on Rimsky-Korsakoff. whom he compares with

Wagner, inasmuch as he claims that he has done for

Russia what Wagner has done for German music. He
gave lectures at the Petrograd Conservatory of Music
under the auspices of Count SheremetefE.
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Gossip Among Musical People

Alexander J. Kozloff, a young Russian pianist com-

ing directly from Most-ow, Soviet Russia, arrived in

San Francisco a few weeks ago, and is going to ap-

pear in a series of concerts here. In the fierce struggle

for existence going on in Russia as a result of the

social revolution for a period of five endless years, a

struggle with hunger, cold and epidemics as merciless

advcPHaries. all but strong characters with almost
super-human energy were able not to abandon prin-

ciples and ideals cherished in the long-forgotten happy
past. Mr. Kozloff was fortunate enough to have power-

ful allies, inspiring him in this dead struggle. His lead-

ing star was his art in combination with his talent,

and victory was his.

Five dreadful Russian winters without fuel available

could not make him abandon his piano, so he was forced

to study being wrapped in furs with thick gloves pro-

tecting his numbed fingers from the cold. During the
first two years of the Bolshevistic regime the existing

chaos and terror almost killed art and intellectual life

in Moscow. Conditions forced the artists to engage in

service of the Bolsheviki as the only way to get their

scant food rations. They had to abandon art, to save
their life. Mr. Kozloff preferred to hunger and suffer;

he did not surrender, continuing his studies at the
University and Conservatory, achieving graduation
from the Conservatory of Moscow with the highest
honor, as gold medalist of the class of 1920.

Finally the Bolsheviki realized the gravest of their
blunders, consisting in the extermination of art, and
so tried to make the life of the artist bearable. Not-
withstanding, the artists were regarded as servants of
the government. The audiences of theatres and con-
certs being composed exclusively of officials of the
government, having their tickets without charge, had
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the artists playing for a miserable pay. They had to
play in cold and filthy halls. No Russian subject was
given the right to leave Russia. Everybody was forced
to work without having the privilege to change his res-
idence or occupation. To get a permit to leave Russia.
Mr. Kozloff arranged a concert and succeeded in mak-
ing some influential Bolshevist commissars so enthu-
siastic about his playing that a foreign passport was
granted to him, whereby it was hoped he might pror-
agate the high standards of Russian art in foreign
countries.

Mr. Kozloff started his journey to the United States
ten months ago. Due to the breakdown of transporta-
tion in Russia and the unsanilary conditions, he became
a victim of spotted typhoid fever, being infected in the
overcrowiied cattle cars l)y assisting in removing
corpses of his fellow travelers, victims of starvation
and typhus. Through his playing he paid his way to
the irnited States.

Madame Jeanette Bailey Whittaker, lyric soprano;
Harry Uelsfelt. violinist; Corinne Goldsmith, pianist;
Irene Whittaker, accompanist, and Eugenia Rabbas. lec-
turer, forming a unit of entertainment, have been do-
ing some constructive work among the sailors at Goat
Island, the soldiers at Angel Island and the prisoners
at .Mare Island. Their splendid programs at these places
have brought forth commendation from the heads of
the departments with a request for a return visit each
time. Madame Vought. under whose direction this
work is being carried on, is anxious to organize more
units for this kind of work. On Sunday morning these
artists gave a radio concert from the Fairmont Hotel,

wliich was heard as far as Honolulu and Canada, and
was picked up by such steamers as the Harvard and
Yale. Sunday night at the radio concert at the Fair-

mont Hotel for the benefil of the Jackson miners' fam-
ilies, some of the contributing artists were: Daisy
O'Brien, contralto; Lizeta Kalov:i. Russian violinist;

Alexander Kozloff, Russian pianist, and Jack Edward
Hillman, baritone and great radio favorite.

Louise C. Stadlinger, accompanied by Helene Slad-
linger. will give a si^ecial musical program at the first

of a series of lectures in character analysis by Eugenia
Rabbas. who is under the management of Madame
Vought. The firsf lecture will be given on Friday even-
ing. September 291 h. at Sorosis Hall. The affair is

complimentary, and all who have not yet heard Miss
Rabbas in her wonderfully helpful character studies,

will be welcomed at these lectures.

Andre Ferrier, the distinguished French tenor and
director of the Theatre Francaise, who. together with
Mme. Gustin-Ferrier. the excellent prima donna so-

prano, and M. Simondet. the delightful French lyric

tenor, si ent the summer in Mexico, left for San Fran-
cisco last Monday, September 11 th, and arrived here
on Sunday, September 17th. M. and Mme. Ferrier re-

( pened their studio on Monday. September ISth. This
organization of three superior artists gave altogether
fourteen concerts. Eleven of these took place in Mex-
ico and three in Guadalajara. All of them met y^iih

brilliant success. Among these fourteen concerts two
were given for the Conservatoire National, and prior

to their departure, M. Carillo, the director of the con-

servatory, gave an official reception in the artists'

honor. M. Ferrier will announce his plans for the
Theatre Francaise as soon as he has had time to pre-

pare them.

Henrik GJerdrum, the well-known pianist, accompan-
ist and teacher, has reopened his residence studio at

2321 Jackson street, after spending a very well-earned
and delightful vacation, and begins the new season with
a larger class than he has had at this time during pre-

vious years. Mr. Gjerdrum is planning several pupils'

recitals, and will also appear in concerts and musi-
cales during the course of the season.

Ellen Edwards, a distinguished English pianist, has
been added to San Francisco's musical colony, both as
artist and pedagogue. Miss Edwards is a double gold
medalist and associate of the Royal College of Music
of London. England, and later went to Berlin to become
a pupil of Ferruccio Busoni. Miss Edwards appeared
with gratifying success as soloist with the London
Symphony Orchestra, and has given numerous recitals

in London and the provinces. Miss Edwards will un-
doubtedly be a valuable acquisition to San Francisco's
musical life.

Miss Margaret Bruntsch, the noted operatic contralto,
lias decided to remain in San Francisco during this

season, and after spending an enjoyable vacation has
opened a studio and will accept a number of ambitious
students eager to become familiar with the best tradi-

ditions of vocal art and concert, as well as operatic
repertoire. Miss Bruntsch has had excellent experience
in the loading operatic organizations of Europe, and
while she will devote some of her time to educational
problems, she will not neglect her concert work, spe-
cially as artists of her calibre are greatly in demand.
Miss Bruntsch will be affiliated with the University of
California Extension Division.

Mrs. Theodore Thomas, founder of the National Fed-
eration of Music Clubs, and widow of the famous sym-
phony conductor, was a visitor in San Francisco last
week, and was given a reception at the Palace Hotel
last Friday evening, at which some of the city's lead-
ing' musicians and music lovers honored her. The re-

ception was under the auspices of the San Francisco
I\Iusical Club, of which Mrs. Lillian Birmingham is the
president, and a musical program of exceptional artistic

character was presented.

Mrs. Helene Allmendinger, the well-known vocal artist

and teacher, has been enjoying a very happy vacation
at Ann Arbor. Mich., partly resting at a summer resort,

of which there are many in Michigan, and partly attend-
ing concerts and lectures at the Ann Arbor University
Summer School. On Sundays Mrs. Allmendinger was
asked to sing in the quartet of the First Baptist Church
shortly after her arrival, and she had to come from her
residence at the lake each week-end to sing in clmrch.
About the middle of this month Mrs. Allmendinger will

leave for Cleveland. Ohio, where she will remain for
this season.

Orley See presented a violin ensemble, composed of
some of the more advanced of his pupils, at one of the
most interesting cf the Half Hours of Music at the
Greek Theatre last Sunday afternoon. In the ensemble
numbers the playing disclosed a knowledge of the prin-
ciples and requirements of group performance, worthy
of seasoned artists. In technical facility and tone qu;il-

ity the young pupils were found entirely adequate, and
a marked feeling of musical values was evident. The
Moszkowski Suite for two violins and piano was played
with intelligence and eloquence by the Misses Ilospi-
talipr. Patrick and HoUomb. In the solo group Miss
Hospitaller played with poise and a very evident com-
mand of her instrument. Her singing tone won a ready
response from the audience. Those participating in the
I rogram were: Miss Hospitalier. Miss Reva Patrick.
Miss Hazel Freeland. Miss Frances Kockritz. Maurice
Sheehan. Norman Stullz. Miss Mariquita Ponce, violin-
ists, and Miss Grace Foley and Miss Evelyn Holcomb.
pianists.

Leon M. Lang, retail manager of Kohler & Chase,
took a day or two off his strenuous duties and visited

George L. Pinor at his beautiful ranch near Kelseyville.
Lake County. While there be thoroughly enjoyed a well
earned rest and participated in some musical events
playing the piano at a vocal recital given by E. John
Vale, tenor, pupil of Mr. Piner. who possesses a voice
of rare beauty and timbre. The concert was a decided
success and elicited nearly a column of enthusiastic com-
ment in the Kelseyville Sun. Mr. Lang is enthusiastic
about the beautiful country and enjoyed his brief vaca-
tion thoroughly.

LETTY PENN DELIGHTS LARGE AUDIENCE

The dramatic section of Community Service opened
the new season at the social hall of the Emporium on
Monday evening. September 11th. While the program
consisted of several interesting numbers among which
were appropriate addresses by those in charge of this

section of the service, we considered of special interest

a musical sketch by Letty Penn, which, both by reason
of its vocal merit and picturesque costuming and in-

genuity of arrangement, is worthy of special attention.
Miss Penn makes an immediate impression because of

her exceptionally attractive personality and her grace
of histrionic deportment. Her voice is a smooth and
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pliant soprano voice well pitched and used with fine

shading. The songs, while of rather a lighter vein of

vocal composition, are exceedingly melodious and ap-

pealing, and are interpreted with much skill and taste.

Miss Penn changes her costume three or four times
with gratifying promptness and lack of unnecessary hes-

itancy, and the Chinese number, the first of the set, is

specially rich in color and charming in melody. It is a
sketch that is bound to be successful anywhere. Miss
Maud McFaul played the accompaniments with preci-

sion and accuracy as to musical value.

THEOLENE POHLSON. VIOLINIST

Theolene Pohlson, violinist, has returned to San Fran-
cisco to make this city her home. She is a violinist of

exceptional ability and is a well known teacher in the
east. Miss Pohlson's early violin studies were with
Adolph Rosenbecker. of Chicago. Later she studied with
Luigi von Kunitz of Toronto, Canada, and then with
Leon Sametini of the Chicago Musical College. Her
ability as a violinist brought her engagements as soloist

of concerts. Her artist trio was a well known organiza-
tion in the east, playing many club and concert engage-
ments.

Miss Pohlson is also a soprano of merit. Her training
in voice was with Shirley M. K. Gandell of the Cosmo-
politan School of Music: witli M. Sacerdote, of Chicago
Musical Co:iege, and with the well known artist and
teacher of Chicago Opera, Vittorio Trevisan. While at

her home in Springfield, 111., she was connected with
the Public Schools, teaching singing and violin. She
was also assistant to Prof. Westoff. director of Music at

the State Normal School in Normal, III.

In San Francisco. Miss Pohlson will be connected
with the Manning School of Music, and will teach violin,

and a'so will teach children the correct method of sing-

ing. On Monday. Wednesday and Friday mornings. Miss
Pohlson is at the Fairmont Hotel School, where she
teaches this work in classes, and gives private lessons.

On Monday and Thursday afternoons the singing classes

will be at the Manning School of Music. Miss Pohlson
will give a recital at the Manning School of Music on
Friday evening. September 29. She will be assisted

by John C. Manning, pianist.
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THE CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY

The concert given by the Chamber
Music Society of San Francisco in Colo-

rado Springs on the evening of Septem-
ber 9 was expressed in the following high
terms by Wilhelm Schmidt of the Colo-

rado Springs Gazette : More than 200

musicians and music lovers are spirit-

ually richer following a most refreshing

treat which had been provided for them
at the spacious home of Miss Grace
Casey by the group of very artistic gen-
tlemen professionally known as the San
FYancisco Chamber Music Society.

Headed by Louis Persinger. musical
director of the organization. Nathan Fire-

stone. Walter Ferner. Louis Ford and
Elias Hecht this remarkable company of

players opened to our impoverished
minds the beauties and profunditites of

chamber music as has never been done
before in local musical history.

Their program included a quartet for

strings by Ravel, the Serenade op. 25 by
Beethoven and the Dohnanyi D flat string

quartet, and throughout the diverse moods
of the works there were present at all

times the same perfect agreeement of

tone, of pulse, rhythm, nuance, and spir-

itual understanding. This was chamber
music as it is rarely heard in this coun-
try, chamber music which does not suffer

by comparison with that presented in

years long past by the famous Joachim,
Hollmeberger or Bohemian string quar-
tets.

Here are five serious minded and un-
commonly gifted artists who devote
themselves without reserve to the truth-
ful reproduction of the most difficult yet
wonderfully satisfying form of musical
composition. How well they succeeded
in their stirring music-making can be at-

tested to by everyone who was privileged
to gather around them last evening: an
atmosphere which had in it a breadth of
the last century salon in which chamber
music had its birth and highest develop-
ment. Their performance in short came
to us like one great voice, pure, full of
warmth and eloquent with the message
of the composer. A public concert should
be arranged here at some future time for
this happy combination.

SAN JOSE TO HAVE MUSIC SERIES

Through the enterprise of Manager
Selby C. Oppenheimer of San Francisco.
San Jose, the Garden City of California,
will for the first time enjoy a series of con-
certs by premier artists in the list of the
world's greatest. Oppenheimer has en-
gaged the Victory Theatre in San Jose
and will present four all-star events includ-
ing recitals by Louis Graveure. the bari-

tone, on December 7th; Benno Moisei-
vitch, Russian pianist on January 22d;
Mischa Elman, Russian violinist on Feb-
ruary 1st and Carolina Lazzari, con-
tralto, on March 6th.

ARTHUR JUDSON IN NEW YORK

Concert Management Arthur Judson
has established an oflSce in New York in

addition to its headquarters in the Penn-
sylvania building. Philadelphia, its Man-
hattan address being Room 721 in the

new Fisk building on Fifty-seventh street

at Broadway.
With Concert Management Arthur Jud-

son is the International Concert Direc-

tion, Inc., of which Milton Diamond is

the director. The affiliation of these bu-

reaus last spring has resulted in the com-
piling of a strong list of artists, and
bookings for the season about to open are
reported to be extremely satisfactory.

Concert Management Arthur Judson
will continue its local activities in Phila-

delphia and in conjunction with the In-

ternational Concert Direction. Inc.. will

direct the tours of the following artists:

Inez Barbour. Claire Dux. Estelle
Hughes. Marie Tiffany. Margaret Matzen-
auer, Helena Marsh, Sigrid Onegln, Theo.
Karle. John Barclay. Clarence Whitehill,

Bronislaw Huberman. Kathleen Parlow.
Thaddeus Rich. Alexander Schmuller,
Robert Braun. Alfred Cortot. Madeleine
Groviez. Leo Omstein, Olga Samaroff.
Frank Sheridan, David and Clara Man-
nes. Elshuco Trio, New York String Quar-
tet. Philadelphia Festival Orchestra. Rich
Quartet, Rich-Kindler-Hammann Trio and
Stuart Walker's "The Book of Job." and
Elly Xey. Giuseppe Danise and Irene
Williams will remain under the manage-
ment of the International Concert Direc-

tion, Inc.

A new department has been created es-

pecially to arrange for and to promote
debut recitals, and many such events
have already been scheduled for the com-

ing musical year. It is the plan of Con-
cert Management Arthur Judson to make
metropolitan appearances available for

as many promising young artists as pos-

sible and the response thus far indicates

a busy season.

STOLOFF AT CALIFORNIA

Maurice Stoloff. a protege of William
A. Clark, jr.. founder of the PhilharmoniL
orchestra of Los Angeles, will be the
soloist at the grand concert at the Cali-

fornia Theatre Sunday morning. Septem-
ber 24. He is fortunate in having had
masters of the violin to shape his musical
ideals: two of the most prominent being
Theodore Speiring and the great Leopold
Auer. who said of him. "Maurice Stoloff is

in possession of unusual gifts as a violin-

ist and as a musician. He will imdoubt-
edly become a solo violinist of remark-
able powers." A prophesy the young vir-

tuoso is fast making a reality.

Maurice Stoloff's Eastern appearance
was preceded by a tour of the Pacific

Northwest where his audiences were en-

raptured by his brilliant technique and
masterly interpretation of the difficult

selections presented. In Xew York he ap-

peared as soloist in numerous concerts
and recitals and was most enthusiastic-

ally received, then followed a tour of the
New England states and Pennsylvania.

Besides being a member of the Phil-

harmonic Orchestra, Mr. Stoloff has
made many concert appearances this sea-
son, notable especially were his concerts
with Genrude Ross, composer-pianist, at
the Ebell Club of Los Angeles and the
Pasadena Shakespeare Club. He pre-

sented recitals also at the Catholic Wom-
an's Club, at the Riverside Womans
Club, at the Wa Wan Club and in Santa
Ana. and appeared in numerous joint re-

citals throughout Southern California.
For the coming season Mr. Stoloff will

again play with the Philharmonic orches-
tra and will fill concert engagements on
the Pacific Coast. At the California
Theatre's concert, Stoloff will play Sar-
asat'9 Romanza Andaluza and Smeta-
na's Aus der Heimat.
Gino Severi. whose programs are al-

ways a delight to the music lovers who
attend these concerts, will -conduct:
March of the Bojars (Halvorsen) ; (al
Lamento. for strings (Mariet, (b) Dance
of the Gnomes (Ilynsky); "Madame But-
terfiy. selection ( Puccini ) ; "Sakuntala."
overture ( Goldmark i

.

MUSIC FACULTY HONORED AT TEA

In the series of teas given by the dif-

ferent residence halls at Mills College,
that given last week by College Hall was
one of unusual interest from a musical
point of view. The faculty of the School
of Music were guests of honor and the
program was given by three students in

that department. These young women
are Misses Helene Reynolds, Mary E.
Jump and Karolina Jump. They are
known as the Mills trio. They formerly
played under the name of the Sicilian
trio.

Miss Reynolds has been selected as
second harpist for the coming season of
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.
She played the following selections:
Adagio from Act II. Lohengrin (Wag-
ner); Fantasisiestueke (Schucker; i Largo
(Handel). Miss Mary E. Jump played the
second and third movements from the
concerts in F sharp minor of Vieux-
temps.

College hall has come to be known as
a center for music on the campus, as its

head residents have been lovers of music.
Mme. Evelyn Stoppani. when she was a
member of the teaching staff brought
many musicians of note to the hall, and
Mrs. Esther A. Gaw. the present head
resident, is a violinist of ability. The
music faculty who were guests at the tea
included: Luther Marchant. Frederick M.
Biggerstaff, Edward Faber Schneider,
William J. McCoy. William W. Carruth,
Arthur Weiss. William F. Laraia. Cath-
erine Umer. Alice C. Bumbaugh, Bessie
Connell Keefer. Lauretta V. Sweesy and
Elizabeth Richardson.

SWIFT MALE CHORUS PRIZE

Samuel Richards Gaine%' Waken. Lords
and Ladies Gay the successful part-song
for male voices in the Swift & Co.. Chi-
cago, competition has been awarded for
publication to the house of J. Fischer &
Ero., New York. The same composer's
Russian Fantasy for women's voices
(Schumann Club of New York first prize

i

and A Shepherd's Song (Madrigal Club
of Chicago first prize) also appear in

Fischer Edition.
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER
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I.OS ANCELES, Sept. IS, H":;:'.— l.<is Angeles may pos-

sess a great amphitheatre at Hollywood Bowl, if an

otter of W, A. ("lark, jr., to bear one-third of the total

expenses for this structure ami related improvements

at the Bowl is met by the public of Los Angeles and
Hollywood to the extent of providing the other two-

thirds of the expense. Simultaneously came the an-

nouncement today from Mrs. J. J. Carter, secretary of

the Community Park and Art Association, that a second

open air concert season will be held next summer, the

one just closed proving a financial success. W. A. Clark,

jr., whose offer had caused a stir of profound gratitude,

was found in his libi-ary today, working at a monography
on Shelley, the poet, which he is writing.

When interviewed on the proposed erection of a

Greek amphitheatre. Mr. Clark readily and eiuphatically

entered into the subject. "My sole purpose in offering

to bear one-third of the expenses for a Greek amphi-

theatre and other necessary improvements at the Bowl
is that of a citizen and art-lover. I have no connection

with the Howl management now nor shall I be affiliated

with it after erection of the theatre. Incidentally my
offer has no relation whatever with the Philharmonic
orchestra, nor with the open air concerts at the Bowl
this year or in the future. I am willing to pay one-third

of the expenses it the people of Los Angeles and Holly-

wood will provide the other two-thirds. I hope that

representative committees from los Angeles and Holly-

wood, including the Chamber of Commerce, will take

up soon the matter with me.
"In turn it should be my right to name the architect.

This architect would furnish the plans and also super-

vise the construction of the amphitheatre and improve-

ments decided upon by the committees and myself. Of

course the nature and type of the amphitheatre and
various improvements, the plans in themselves, the

actual construction part, including the letting of eon-

tracts, would be chosen in consultation with these two
committees. Upon completion of the improvements and
of the amphitheatre the Community Park and Art Asso-

ciation now operating the Bowl would take over the

possession and management of these improvements
without restrictions. In the meantime the Bowl could

not be used while construction work is under way.

"I am making this offer because Los Angeles as a

growing art center does need a great open air theatre.

I have no definite plans in mind, but I am thinking of

the Greek theatre in Berkeley. Probably the expense
will be more than $100,000. The Bowl is the ideal

location for such an amphitheatre. I am merely an-

nouncing my willingness to do my share in what I think

will prove a great civic asset. To my mind it should

be a matter of civic pride for the people of Los Angeles
and Hollywood to make the Bowl into what it is pre-

destined by nature to become, a wonderful art center.

We may as well do it now."

Following the symphonic rise of this city through the

winter and summer seasons of the Philharmonic Or-

chestra, Los .\ngeles as a musical community has ar-

rived at a new milestone of development with the for-

n:aiion of a new manner and potentially as impoi'tant

us any existing musical body. I am speaking of the

newly formed Los Angeles Chamber Music Society un-

der the presidency of Allan C. Balch, whose interest

in the proposed work of the new organization made its

existence possible. Incidentally, plans for such an organ-

ization were originally voiced by Mrs. Blanche Rogers
Lott, the noted pianist and chamber music player. W.
K. Strobridge has been chosen manager.
What the addition of the Los Angeles Chamber Music

Society to our present musical organizations will mean
may be pointed out at a later date. Suffice it to say,

that one is wont to consider a town possessing such an
organization as truly musical. That the new society

is prepared to contribute its full share to the musical
culture of Los Angeles is evidenced by a program sched-
ule, probably in advance of any other city excepting
.New York City. Boston and probably on par with Phila-

delphia and Chicago. Twelve concerts will be played
at Gamut Club Auditorium, a concert hall probably
more suitable for this type of programs than any other.

The first program is planned for Friday, October 27.

Concerts will take place every two weeks, thus on Fri-

days alternating with the Philharmonic Oi'chestra con-

certs.

Practically every form of chamber music will be pre-

sented, thus assuring wide variety of music within the
individual program, and within the series as a whole.
The i>r('sent personnel of the society mentions: Syl-

vain Noack. violinist; Emile Ferir. violinist: Henry
Svedrofsky, violinist: Ilya Bronson. cellist: Henri de
Busscher, oboeist; Blanche Rogers Lott, pianiste; Jay
Plowe, flutist; Pierre Perrier. clarinetist; Samuel B.

Bennett. French horn, and Alfred Kastner. Other art-

ists will be included, for it is the plan of the program
committee to present works which also call for trumpet,
bassoon, and duplications of the instruments already
mentioned. For the first time in the musical life of this

city chamber music will be offered in the fullness of
its musical versatility, classic and modern.

"Constructive work in every deiiartment is our slogan
for the coming season." declared Mrs. Gi'ace Widney
Mabce. the efficient president of the Wa Wan Club.
A perusal of the working schedule mapped out by the
board at their meeting this week will prove even to

those who arc not familiar with the traditions of this

club that Mrs. Mabee has not promised too much. So

"FITZGERALD'S for ihe advancement of muik"

Adelaide Gosnell
Prefers the KNABE
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Angeles, will give instructions at the Gamut Club this

Winter. Liicc so many other artists and teachers, Miss

Gosnell finds that the ideal pianoforte for purity of tone,

and perfection of action is the K\AIiE. Consequently

she uses in her studio and concert work
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great has been the influx of members that the club

had to take larger quarters, for which the Gamut Club

has been chosen. Before long the club will have to

have its own building. With close to 900 members on

our roll this should be ciuite feasible.

"October 11 we will open our season formally. The

board meets at 10 o'clock in the morning. At noon a

luncheon will be served to members and guests. Then
follows a lecture on music appreciation and an artists'

program. In the latter part of the afternoon we will

hold open house. All friends of the club are invited.

Apropos, luncheons will be held every second Wednes-

day of the month. Artists' programs take place every

fourth W'ednesday, after which tea will be served for

a social 'get-acquainted' hour. Our student department,

too, is growing fast. Programs are planned tor every

third Saturday afternoon of each month, followed by a

social dance hour. This department is open to students

between 15 and 25 years of age. Newly organized is the

juvenile department under Mrs. Ella Duffleld, the com-

poser of children's songs. This department includes

children under 15 years.

"Anna Priscilla Risher, the well known composer, has

been chosen chairman of the resident composers' com-

mittee. She is making arrangements for programs fea-

turiiig works by Los Angeles composers. A manuscript

program has also been proposed. This committee will

further prepare a booklet list of the works of club mem-
bers. New, too, is the addition of a vocal department, a

quartet, with Berry Boyd as chairman, J. B. Poulin,

director, and Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson as accompanist.

The programs of the double quartet will feature works
by club members and resident composers. Similar poli-

cies rule the activities of the dramatic and of the lit-

erary departments. As during previous years we will

give a number of concerts at the hospitals, this work
to be carried on under Mrs. Carl Johnson, chairman of

the altruistic department. In short, the Wa Wan mem-
bers are ready to make their club a channel for worth-

while work," Mrs. Mabee concluded.

Officers for the club year just begun are: President.

Mrs. Wm. E. .Mabee: first vice-president, Mrs. Carl John-

son; second vice-president, Mrs. Edward Dvorak; third

vice-president, Anna Priscilla Risher; fourth vice-presi-

dent. Louise Anderson Henderson; recording secretary,

Maude Fenlon BoUman; corresponding secretary, Gail

Mills Dimmitt; financial secretary, Letitia Williams;

treasurer, Pearl Cole McMuUen; auditor, Harry Baxter;

parliamentarian, Mrs. W. H. Anderson: program, chair-

man. Carlotta Comer Wagner; Anna Priscilla Risher.

Jessie Lucile Gibbs, Mrs. Edward Dvorak; altruistic,

chairman, Mrs. Carl Johnson, assistants, Miss Louise

Wharton, Mrs. Merrick, Mrs. L. B. Gerard, Mrs. Helen
Hollzer, Mrs. .N'orman C. Robinson, Mrs. Berne S.

Barker; press, chairman, Mrs. Frank Geiger, Elizabeth

Theresa Bazant: membership chairman, Mrs. Frederick

Taylor: hospitality, chairman, Mrs. Anthony Carlson,

Bessie Fuhrer Erb: student chairman, Annie Stockton
Howell; Juvenile chairman, Ella W. Duffleld; house
chairman, Edith Wing Hughes; choral chairman Pearl

Berry Boyd; philanthropy chairman, Mrs. E. H. Wiley;
welfare chairman, Louise A. Anderson: Helen Hunt
Jackson memorial, Virginia Calhoun; officers of the stu-

dent department are: Miss Loraine Noble, president;

Jeanelte Thompson, vice-president; Margaret Anderson,
secretary; Viola Burgess, treasurer; Lily d'Albert, mem-
bership chairman; Georgia Johnson, social chairman.

Rniile Ferir, the noted viola player, will have a very
busy season this year, not only in connection with the

Philharmonic Orchestra, where he occupies the first

chair of his section, but also as a soloist and chamber
music player. He is a meiuber of the Philharmonic
Quartet, and of the Ensemble Moderne, and will further
appear with the Los .\ngeles Chamber Music Society.

He has just filled his first recital engagement with
splendid success at Santa Barbara and is also to appear
before the Hollywood Woman's Club. After Christmas
he will be heard in San Francisco with the Chamber
Music Society of that city.
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May MacDonald Hope, who has given many seasons
of unremitting devotion to the trio under her name, is

at present enjoying a well-merited holiday in the East.

visiting especially Kansas City, from which city she
was sent abroad as a gifted student. Upon her return
she will make formal announcement of her six concert

programs and dates for the forth-coming winter. While
in Kansas City Miss Hope was given a heart-touching
welcome by the humorous admirers of her splendid art

and sympathetic personality. Several of the leading

clubs entertained her. The Kansas City Chamber Music
Society gave a special luncheon in her honor at which
many of the prominent musicians and club leaders were
present. The same organization arranged for an eve-

ning event to give Miss Hope's friends, who were
unable to attend the luncheon, an opportunity to meet
her again. Miss Hope may, in response to the urgent
requests of her friends there, return to her old home
town for a flying visit during winter and play one or
two programs. Her work there is still gratefully re-

membered. Here in Los Angeles Miss Hope will con-

tinue to teach and to act as head of the Los Angeles
trio, founded by her. Shortly she will announce a list

of the novelties and rarely heard classic works the trio

will render this season.

,' Raymond Harmon, one of our most gifted tenors, has
returned to his studio and finds himself widely engaged
both as a soloist and teacher. During the past two
years Mr. Harmon has established for himself a reputa-

tion as one of the most artistic singers who know how
to use their vocal means. Incidentally, the latter are

of lovely quality. His engagements have linked him
with practically every club of importance and brought
him hearings during most of the more pretentious choral

and oratorio concerts in the Southland.

Choral rehearsals of the Los Angeles Oratorio Society
will be resumed Monday evening at Berean hall. Con-
ductor Smallman and President John Wilferth have
chosen the Messiah for the December 17 concert. The
Apocalyps, the oratorio of Paolo Gallico. the American
oratorio, which won the $1000 prize offered by the Na-
tional Federation of Woman's Clubs, is to be presented
February 25. and Samson and Delilah, by Saint-Saens.
May 1, the last concert. Lorna Gregg has again been
appointed accompaniste of the chorus.

Mme. Anna Sprotte, now vacationing at Arrowhead
Hot Springs, will return to open her studio at the Tajo
building and resume teaching Monday. The coming sea-

son promises to be one of the busiest for Mme. Sprotte
since the establishment of her studio here, as she will

conduct a school for the training of artists who aspire
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to appear in grand opera as well as the training of

voices. Besides her teaching Mme. Sprotte has t>een

booked to appear before many of the clubs and high
schools of Southern California. The opening of Louise
Gude's studio in the Majestic Theatre building for the
season of 1922 and 1923 has been somewhat delayed on
account of an automobile accident on Labor Day, in

which Miss Gude was seriously injured. She now ex-

pects to resume her work next week.

Lucy E. Wolcott will open the season of the Santa
Ana Valley Ebell club at the Temple Theatre, Septem-
ber 27. with an American Indian group of interpretative

songs. Miss Doris Van Lone will preside at the piano.

Walter Henry Rothwell. Mrs. Rothwell and daughter
are sailing from Liverpool the latter part of this week,
homeward bound. Mr. Rothwell recently visited the

home of his mother in the suburbs of Vienna and en-

joyed a family reunion. He attended the international

festival of chamber music at Salzburg, where the sym-
phony conductors of Europe assembled. Richard Strauss
making the leading address. Plans were completed for

the erection within the next two years of a great "world
theatre." and Mozart chamber music festivals and sym-
phony programs may be heard under the most favorable

conditions. Rothwell has visited all the music centers
of Europe, procuring classical compositions, modern
works and novelties for this season's Philharmonic or-

chestra concerts. In London he visited Sir Henry Wood
and investigated the programs which have been given
in London during the last season.

Sylvain Xoack and wife are now in Berlin, after

three months' touring of Holland and visiting their

kindred. Xoack played with the Mengelberg orchestra
in Amsterdam and Frankfort and is now renewing ac-

quaintance with the leading orchestral musicians of the

European centers. He will sail from Amsterdam for

New York next week. Other members of the Philhar-

monic orchestra who have been resting during the sum-
mer will return by the 20th of the month to prepare for

active rehearsals, beginning October 1.

Lucy E. Wolcott has been chosen by the Ebell Society

of the Santa Ana Valley to open the season with one
of her costume programs at the Temple Theatre tomor-
row afternoon. This will include Miss Wolcott's French
Doll Song and American Indian Song, monologues and a
miscellaneous group. Doris Ban Lane will assist at the

piano, also playing appropriate selections. Miss Olcott
recently had charge of the Community program in the

Long Beach Auditorium, when she presented Ervyna
Deist, Lucille Le Pointe. Mrs. Elmer Frey, Mrs. Lulu
Wheeler and Dr. Me'.ville Z. Ellis, vocalists, and Phyllis

Randall, violinist.

Interest centers in the plans of Claire Forbes Crane,
pianist, whose appearance with the Philharmonic Or-

chestra under Alfred Hertz at the Hollywood Bowl this

summer, was a personal triumph, and Alexander Bevani,

iContinued on Page 10. Col. 1)
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basso, and director of the recent out-of-door production

of Carmen. Tliese two artists liave taken studios in tlie

Wallfer Auditorium, where they will accept pupils and
create tabloid grand oiiera productions for presentation

during the coming season.

An interesting combination of musical abilities is in-

dicated in the announcement made by Margaret Goetz,

vocal teacher and operatic interpreter, and Grace Adele
Freebey, pianist, that they will give a series of recitals

during the present season before schools and clubs.

Both musicians are well known locally. Miss Goetz has
been very successful with interpretative recitals, which
have embraced a large operatic repertoire, while

Miss Freebey has been applauded both as composer and
pianist. The two musicians have opened studios here

and are conducting classes, as well as preparing tor

their concerts.

Gregor Cherniavsky, a pupil of and at one time assist-

ant teacher with the famous I.eopold Auer, is rapidly

becoming known as the Auer of the Pacific Coast, his

classes attracting pupils from as far north as Vancou-
ver. This year his annual pupils' recital will be given in

the Philharmonic Auditorium. Friday evening, October

6, when eleven pupils will be heard. Among these will

be Henry Sugar and Ruth Wilson, the Misses Grace
Barstow, Bernice Beal, Gertrude Wieding. Ethel Hurlin-

game, Liela Burton, Iconise Shaw and Elsie Manion
and .Masters Ben Gronsky and Fred Smith,

New officers of the Los Angeles Music Teacher's As-

sociation will take over their duties officially Monday
evening, which occasion will be celebrated with a ban-

quet, followed by a program of speeches and musical

selections. Miss Eva Frances Pike, outgoing president,

will introduce the new hoard consisting of Julius V.

Seyler. president; Davol Sanders, vice-president; Gladys
T. Liltell, recording secretary; Emma M. Bartlett. cor-

responding secretary; Kathryn .1. Wilson, treasurer;

Winifred Lucia Fisher, chairman membership commit-
tee: Maude Fenlon Bollman, chairman program and
press committee; Edith Lillian Clark, chairman hospi-

tality committee; Charles E. Pemberton, chairman
finance committee; Charles C. Draa, chairman auditing

committee. Guests of honor are: Mrs. .!. .!. Carter, Sam
T. Clover, editor Saturday Night: Clarence Gustlin,

president Santa Ana Musical Association; Ellis Rhodes,

president Orange County Music Teachers' Association.

Vocal solos will be rendered by Ewart Williams, tenor;

John Claire Monteith, baritone; Mae Scarborough Fow-
ler, soprano, Carrie Jacobs Bond, famous song-writer,

and Prof. Samuel .\nderson, of Beyrut, Syria, will speak
about postwar conditions in the "old" world.

To Ulderico Marcelli has been assigned by Mme.
Nazimovaand her husband, and Director Charles Bryant,

the difficult but engaging task of providing the Nazimova
production of Salome with an appropriate musical score.

Contracts to this effect were signed yesterday. The
choice was made after careful examination of the avail-

able talent and following many conferences with Alfred

Hertz, who has been extremely interested in the film

version of a story which in its operatic form (Strauss'

Salome) was introduced by Conductor Hertz to Ameri-
can music lovers in 190" at the New York Metropolitan
Opera House.

John Smallman, baritone, who returned yesterday

from his trip East, announces that he will present songs

by four resident composers during his October recital.

Songs should be submitted to him within the next three

weeks.

Mme. Gloria Mayne is busy enrolling new pupils for

the College of Music. Community studios will be opened
in all parts of the city and environs tor the study of

voice, violin, piano, harmony and theory with orchestra

ensembles once a week. Mme. Mayne will remain super-

visor of voice and general director of the college, and
will be heard this season in joint recitals with the

eminent baritone Leslie Bingham, who after an absence
of several years has returned to the city.

Word has been received from Bertha Winslow
Vaughan. one of Los Angeles' most capable vocal teach-

ers, who has been touring Europe for the past three

months, that she will return to Los Angeles about Octo-

ber 1 to resume her .studio work at the Egan Theatre
building.

James Campbell, jr., pianist, accompanist and teacher,

will make Los Angeles his permanent liome. He is

planning a large class in piano instruction for the com-
ing year, and will do much professional accompanying
during the season.

Clara Show Herrick, voice teacher, formerly instruc-

tor for thirteen years in an eastern college, has recently

opened studios. Mrs. Herrick is featuring in her teach-

ing, the new "Lock Breath" method, which was origi-

nated and taught by Clara Novello Davies. prominent
I.K)ndon and New York voice teacher. This is the first

time this new method has been tauglit on the Pacific

Coast, it is stated.

The Woman's Lyric Club of Los Angeles held its

opening rehearsal in the Gamut Club Auditorium last

Tuesday afternoon. The club is larger this year than

ever before, and concert plans for the coming season
promise programs of unusual merit. At this meeting
much enthusiasm greeted the announcement that Arthur
Middleton of the Metropolitan Opera Company has

been secured as soloist for the concert to be given on
December 1.

['rofewMor Grepor ChernlnvNky and Mnnter lien OronNky, One of His Olfted PupilN. Mr. CherninvHky
.Vnnounces His Third .Annual Student Reeltnl for Oetober <t. Philharmonic .ludltorlum

Dr. Frank Nagel has been retained as director of

study for the Hollywood Opera Reading Club. This
decision was reached at yesterday's meeting of the
club, during which organization of the club was per-

fected. Dr. Nagel was associated with the Milton Aborn
Opera Company of New York City for five years. Pre-
vious to that Dr. Nagel was dean of music in Des Moines.
Iowa. It was decided to hold the next meeting of the
club in the Nagel studios at El Centro avenue at 10

o'clock in the morning. At this meeting Dr. Nagel will

review an opera and give an intensive analysis of it.

illustrating the movements on the piano. Mrs. Lillia

Snelling-Sarquhar, for many years with the Metropolitan
Grand Opera Company of New York, will be in charge
of the vocal music. At the opening meeting she will

be assisted by three artists in arias and a famous trio.

The members passed on the constitution and by-laws
at yesterday's meeting of the club. The following offi-

cers were elected: Mrs. Loren Curtis, president; Mrs.
Alma G. Lanfield. first vice-president; Mrs. Ralph Buck-
man, second vice-president: Mrs. Mattson A. Morrill,

treasurer: Mrs. Harry Wolsang. recording secretary.

These officers were also elected directors for three
years. Cliairman of standing committees for two years
are: Mrs. A. E. Huntington, social; Mrs. Harold Fergu-
son, membership: Mrs. Suzanne Joyce-Spear, instru-

mental music; Mrs. Lillie Snelling-Sarquhar. vocal
music; Mrs. Frederic Fims. publicity. Other members
of the club include Mrs. A. G. Castle. Mrs. F. W. An-
drews. Mrs. W. L. Percey. Baroness Ryhner Morill and
Mrs. Olive Jacoby.

and preparing his concert programs for the coming sea-

son. He has been engaged to play with the Symphony
Orchestra in the Hollywood Bowl for the rest of the
season under Mr. Alfred Hertz. At an early date Mr.
Cohen will appear in a recital at Ebell clubhouse in

which he will feature some of his own compositions as
well as those of other Los Angeles composers.

At the California Theatre—Sullivan's charming music
from the Mikado is finding most effective interpretation

at the hands of Elinor and his musically so suavely
playing orchestra. It is a pleasure, to say the very
least, to hear these seemingly old-fashioned songs and
ballads with the sparkling finesse and spirit the Cali-

fornia Theatre Orchestra evinces. Not only do they play
well, but they also enter into the spirit of Elinor's selec-

tions in a manner which evidently accounts for the

applause they win. and the esteem in which they are
held, if one listens to movie-house gossip around the

lunch table, or at parties. The managing director is

wise in keeping up the quality of his orchestra. Fer-

nand Shoest. solo 'cellist, does lovely work in a Rondo
by Boccherini both as to tone and technic. As the third

number Elinor offers a dance potpourri and it sets the

feet of the audience a-tapping.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY OPENS SEASON

Two hundred thousand dollars is to be expended in

the construction of a conservatory of music building for

the University of Southern California, according to an-

nouncement made today by the LTniversity officials.

The amount to be spent in this construction is part of

a $10,000,000 development, endowment and extension
campaign planned by the University. Speaking with re-

spect to the new plans and needs for a bigger institu-

tion. Dr. Rufus B. vonKleinSmid. president of the Uni-

versity, says: "The present college of music is housed
in a rented wooden structure a number of blocks off

the campus, with few facilities for doing the high type

of work that should be done toward the development
of this art."

Friends have induced Estelle Heartt-Dreyfus. con-

tralto, and Ijouis Dreyfus, linguist, to forsake their

studio for another week and listen to the song of the

waves. Tlie Dreyfus studio will re-open next Wednes-
day.

Fernand Shoest, 'cello soloist, who made his initial

bow to California Theatre audiences last week with

decided success, playing Boccherini's Rondo, was
studying in the Conservatory of Music at Liege. Bel-

gium, at the outbreak of hostilities between Germany
and the "little country of heroes." Shoest took his place

m the front line trenches and for two years served as

private soldier in King Albert's army. After being

gassed Shoest came to the United States and continued

his musical career. He was a featured soloist with the

St. Paul, Minneapolis and Seattle symphonies until the

doctors suggested California for his health. Carli Elinor,

the California conductor, is very enthusiastic about

Shoest's 'cello playing.

The Pacific Musical Society will open Its new season
at the Fairmont Hotel on Thursday evening, September
28th, with an unusually excellent program of which
Doria Fernanda, contralto, and Miss Loris Gratke, vio-

linist, will be the main features. The accompanists will

be Benjamin Moore and Henri Salz. The program will

be as follows: Ziegeunerlieder (Brahms). Miss Doria
Fernanda; Concerto, G Minor (Bruch), Miss Loris

Gratke; Gaelic songs (Hebridian Islands) (a) Kishmul's
Galley, (b) A Harris Love Lament, (c) A Raasay Lilt,

(d) Milking Croon, (e) Spinning Song, (f> Tir-Nan-Og,

Ig) A Hebridian Sea-Reiver's Song, (Arr. by Marjorie

Kennedy Eraser), Miss Fernanda: (a) Hymn to the Sun
(Rimsky-Korsakov-Fr a n ko), (b) Slavonic Dance
(Dvorak-Kreisler), (c) Tamborin Chinois IKreisler),

Miss Gratke; (a) Ballade (Debussy), (b) Le Manoir de
Rosamonde (Duparc), (c) Le Secret (Faure), (d) Le
Chevalier (Holmes), (e) Belle-Etoile (Holmes), (t) Ana
des Cartes (Carmen) (Bizet), (g) Chanson Bohemienne
(Carmen) (Bizet). Miss Fernanda; At the piano—For
Miss Fernanda. IVlr. Benjamin Moore; for Miss Gratke,

Mr. Henri Salz.

Sol Cohen, the popular violinist, has returned to Los

Angeles from a summer spent in the East, composing

An experiment in musical synchronization was made
at the Mission Theatre where for the final week's show-

ing of the Queen of the Moulin Rouge, the orchestra

accompanied the presentation with an entire new oper-

atic score, based upon experts from Puccini's opera La
Boheme. The score of La Boheme offered an excellent

tonal background for the film, since the locale of the

opera and that of the picture drama is the same. Prac-

tically no other music except that from the Puccini

opera will be used, except in instances where the score

cannot be played on account of the limitations of theatre

orchestras in comparison to an operatic organization.

The score was arranged by Gregory Kreshover whose

work along this line has attracted much favorable com-

ment. Incidentally, Mr. Kreshover is a pupil of the late

Coleridge Taylor, composer of Hiawatha.
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BEN MOORE AT CITY ORGAN

Benjamin S. Moore, tor several years

organist and choir master of Trinity Epis-

copal Church, will give a recital upon the

great municipal organ at the Exposition

Auditorium this Sunday afternoon at 3

o'clock. He is a pianist and accompanist

whose services are always in demand by

visiting artists and he was one of the

first to play upon this organ when it was
installed in Festival Hall at the P. P.

I. E. The selections for his program have

been made with great care from the best

in organ literature and are varied and in-

teresting in character. This will be the

final organ recital before the Industrial

Exposition of October and. as usual.

there will be no admission fee and no
reserved seats. Supervisor J. Emmet
Hayden. chairman of the Auditorium
Committee of the Board of Supervisors,

announces that the recitals will be re-

sumed later in the season.

The program is as follows: Allegro ma
non troppo iBorowski); The Swan
(Saint-Saens): Souvenir Joyeux (Le-

mare): Prelude to 'The Deluge' (Saint

Saens) : Evening Bells and Cradle Song
(Macfarlanel; Elfes (Bonnet): By the

Sea (Schubert): Allegro Vivace i Wol-

stenholme); Pastorale (Footei: Toccata

(Yon).

LEVITZKI TO TOUR TO COAST

One of the features of the coming musi-

cal season will be the return to the

American concert field of Mischa Levit-

zki. He comes back after an absence of

eighteen months, during which he con-

quered (musically speaking; a whole con-

tinent and made a leisurely tramp around

the world. He comes back unduly modest
of his own achievements, but full of en-

thusiasm about what he has seen and
about his return to American audiences.

The entree of Mr. Levitzki only six

seasons ago into our concert field was
not merely a meteoric flash. It was
rather the appearance of a new bright

light, which has since been constantly

growing more powerful until it has come
to occupy a prominent place in the musi-

cal firmament. His five American sea-

sons were a succession of triumphs, and
now there is no artist before the Amer-
ican public today more beloved by his

audiences tor his art and personality

than Mr. Levitzki. According to all re-

ports, he duplicated this achievement in

Australia and has become firmly in-

trenched in the affections of the concert

going public of the Antipodes.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert an ~ ' "
languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway ... - Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CCLTIRK

StudJo:

903 KOHLER & CH.\SE BLDG.
San Frauclnco Phone: Kearny 5454

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
ri.\MST

«tuilio: 1537 Euclid .\venue, Berkeley,
hone Berkeley |;U06.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PI.4NO and H.4RMONY

Institute of .Music of San Francisco.

Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
nur, Kohler Jt Chniie Bid. Tel. Suiter 73ST

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECI.\I.IST— COMPOSITIOX

Smdlo. 003-604 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

MRS. CHARLES POULTER.
SOPKANO St. Andre'WB Chnrch
\ oice Culture. Piano. 588 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kohler & Chase Dldg;.,

\\ ednesdaya Tel. Kearny &454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIAMST AND TEACHER

Residence and Studio. H128 Hlllegass Atc.,
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Suocesst-s in Europe: Concert Snc-
reMNPS In America. .Address l-SOl California
St.. San Francisco. Telephone Prospect :i620

Member of Federal Renerve Sratem and .*»iioclaled Snvlnfrn Unnka of Son FrancUco

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Voice Production—En^Iii^h. French. Ital-

ian. German Diction—Concert Repertoire
—(tperatic Coaching- Studio: 321 Ili^fh-

land Ave.. Piedmont. Tel. Pied. :t!)(iO J.

MANUSCRIPT
Specialize in Transposition

BEATRICE CLIFFORD
272 Donny St.. S. F. Telephone >Ikt. Jliss.

ZHAY CLARK
HAUPISTE

\Vith Chicaero Opera Association DnrinR
Season 1!)22-1!)23. Studio: IISI Filbert St.,

San Francisco.

SELMA MARGOLIS
VIOLINIST

WILL ACCEPT BEGINNERS
Kinprstiury Apts„ v3!> Leavennortb St.

Tel. Franklin fi."V4:i

EDWIN HUTCHINGS
Pupil of Frank Mo.ss. Teacher of Piano.
• (udio: lii'.i't Sacramento. Tel. Fillmore il.'tso

BEATRICE CLIFFORD
Teacher of Piano and Or^an

Accompanist—272 Downey St.. S. F. Tel.
MarkPt 42SS.

LOIS STILSON miller"
Dramatic Soprano— Soloist Fourth Church
if Christ. Scientist—Vocal Instruction

—

Studio :{!I42 Clay St. Tel. Pac. 7"ill.

Attractive Studio for Rent
Omrally I.oeated—Grand I'hinip—Ilv Hour
€»r Hay—Telephone fJarlield It^*.".

Large Studio Beautifully Furnished
To Siihlel I'art Time at Reasonable Rem—Sleiinvay <irand Piano—^'iolin or I'iano
Teacher Preferred—Reference**. Telelih«»ne
I-Vanklin -tr>f^-2.

SAvmas
(THE S.\N FRANCISCO B.tNK)

529 Callf*ralB Street. San Fr«net«eo, CmU
COMMERCIAL

MISSION BRANCH. MIsaloa and Slat Streeta

PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH, Clement St. and 7th Are.
U.41GHT STREET BRANCH. Halicht and Belvedere Streeta

JUNE 30th, 1922
.\sSfts »Tn.I70.I77.IM

Heposits .......... T2.170.I77.1N

Capital Actually Paid Up I .ihmi.owmx)

Reserve and Contingent Funds ...... 2.7()0.(mh>.i«>

Employees" Tension Fund ....... ;ih.'',,i(h4.«ii

OFFICERS—JOHN A. BUCK, President; GEO. TOURNT. Vice-President and
Manager: A. H. R. SCHMIDT. Vice-President and Cashier: E. T. KRUSE. Vloe-
Presidenf A. H. MULLER, Secretary; WM. D. NEWHOUSE. Assistant Secretary;
WILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL. G. A. BELCHER. R. A. LAUENSTEIN.
H H HIORZICR and H. P. MAYNARD. A.ssi.stant Cashiers; L. C. KOSTER. Man-
ager Mission Branch; W. C. HETER. Manager Park-Presidlo District Branch:
O. F. PAULSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

Bn\RD OF DIRKCTORS—JOHN A. BUCK. GEO. TOURNT, E. T. KRUSE,
A H R SCHMIDT, I. N. WALTER. HUGH GOODFELLOW. E. N. VAN BERGEN,
ROBERT DOLLAR, C. W. DO.\NE. L. S. SHERMAN. WALTER A. HAAS.

GOODFELLOW, EELLS, MOORE & ORRICK, General Attorneys.
A dividend to depositors of FOUR AND ONE-QUARTER (

1
'4 ) per cent per

annum was declared for the six montlis ending June- COth. 1922

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2S3.1 Saernmento SI. Phone Fillmore 34-S

Mary Coanan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stndlo 3G Gallney Duilding, 376 Sntter St.

Tel. Dousrlas 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TE.VCHER OF SINGING

Studio: 1920 Scott St. Phone Fillmore 1561

^VDCLE ULMAN
TKACHER OF A'OICE -\>D PIANO

Studio 1 1 f> Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacific 33

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
.\nnounces the opening of her ne^v Resi-
dence Studio. Clark -Vpts., Apt. -«

—

i:iS

Hyde St.. San Franci.sco. Phone Prospect
lJo;Jl. Fridays. 1H)2 Kohler Ac Cha.se Bids-
Kearny .Vir.4.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite "C" Kohler & Cba«e
Building. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADC.VTE OF SCHOLA CANTORl'M,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL

Piano Department, Hamlin School
Organ and Piano, Arrlllaea Mustcal Collee^

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
Stadloi 1003 Koliler A Chase Bids*

Phone fCeirrny 5454

ELLEN EDWARDS
Encli^h I'lnnixt. Pupil of Ru^inni—Solo
tind Vccoiiipnniinent. Studio :{i:{4 llth .It..

Onkland. Tel. Merritt 41!»7.

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlque. Paris

Stndlo; 3107 Waahineton Street
Phone Fillmore 1847

SIGMUND BEEL
blaster (lasses for A iolln

Studio Ituilding. i:t7;i Post Street

Tel. Prospect 757

Ada Clement Music School
AESTHETIC DANCING DEPARTMENT

Ingchorp Lacour-'l'tirrnp

3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 898

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CO.NTR-4LTO

Teacher of Singing. 32 Loreita Atc^ Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler A
Chase Bldg.. S. F. Telephone Keamy 5454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST« Bet. Clay & ^V'ashlngton

>Ir. Noah Brandt, A'lolln
Mrs. Noah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
«loprauo Soloist. Temple Emnnn El. Con-
cert and Church \\ ork. \ ocal instruc-
tion. 2539 Clay St^ Phone West 4890.

JULIAN R. WAYBUR
teachf:r of the pianoforte
Teaching .^lethods a Specialty

Address all communications to 2903
Dwight Way, Berkeley
Tfl.-i>hi.nr^ B.:-rkeley 4r;v?

MR, & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC

PIANO INSTRICTION
Studio: 2009 Kohler & Chase Dldg.

Telephone Kearny .'"i4r.4

Res. Tel. llayvie^v 4104

F, WARREN SHOUP
Piano Instructions — Summer Classes

Member Toronto School of Music—Student
of Mme. Ilree of A ienna (First Assistant to

I.eschetitxky K I'hone: Franklin 7272 (Be-
tween 9 and 11 .V. MA

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO SOLOIST AND TEACHER

Ada Clement Music School
1143.^ Sacram-^ nt" St. San Francisco

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher

Head of Violin Department ,Vda Clement
^lusie School

3t.ir» Sacramento St.. San Francisco

Ruth Degnan
pupil of oi.\como and mme.

minkowski
te.\ch'=:r of voice

242*5 Pine St. Tel. AVe«t 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR, ON FRAZER
1819 California St. Tel. Prosp, 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way, Berkeley, CaL

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8212

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 32.56

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK
479 Forest St.. Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MARGARET WHITE COXON
llSi Rose -\v.. Oakland Piedmont 160S-W

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

MISS ELSIE INGHAM
Phone Prospect 5824 1040 Bush Street

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood Ave., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 5154

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Paciflc 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Paciflc 356i

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker. St. Tel.: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113

REED .WD MOITIIPIECE MAKF;R

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission SL Sutter 6361
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G. SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO.. THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

The Music advertised in today's copy and published by "The Clayton
F. Summy Co." can be secured at our store.

Here ycju will lind the cumpletc repre.-entatic^n nl 'levelling Material
of every description.

Send lis xoiir orders Prmn/'l and efficient seriiee

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

Ii::8 CheMtnut Street
Telephone I'roNpect -lU^tS

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL ClII,Tl'RE

ArtlHt pupilN nvollable fur nil oceanlonpi
500 Kohler A ChnMe Ultle. Keiirny 4001

ICaliforrual
Qonstance ^tAlexandre

Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at •"

801 Kohler & Chase BIdg.

Phone Kearny 5454

PAUL ASH
and his

SYNCO - SYMPHONISTS
An Orchestra of Soloists

FEATURING CLASSICS AND
MODERN LIGHT MUSIC IN
A NOVEL AND DISTINCTIVE

STYLE

Hear them /it the

GRANADA

SAV FUVXISiCl. < ll.ll-'tlltM \ 1

GRAND CONCERT
MNOW 1IOIlM\<;. SKI'TKMIIKU 24 j

i:ii-veii OVI.M-k

MAURICE STOLOFF
VIOLIN SOLOIST

OfTerini?
'•Romnnxa Anilnlaxii'* RnraHiite

(Exclusive ManaKfment of France Goldwaler)

SEVERI
ConduelinK

"Mareh of Ihe BoJarn" HaivorMen
"Lninento" Mnrle
"l>anee of the (in^imen" llyoKky

1 "Madame nutterOy" Selection Paeelnl
1 **Sakatitala" Overture Goldmark

1 OHCHl!:STRA OF FIFTY

Rebecca Holmes Haight
'Cellist

Soloist—Teacher—Chamber Music
725 PINE ST. PHONE GARFIELD 2775

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

vSeason 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

A Quality, NOT a Quantity Product

PIANO
Quantity Production Has Never Been the

Aim of the Makers of the Mason & HamHn
Piano

The Violins of Stradivari, the Canvases of Michelangelo, and Rubens, the Statu-

ary of Rodin are famous for their greater beauty, not for their quantity.

Mason & Hamlin Pianos are more painstakingly, more conscientiously built than

any in the wrorld, and never has the question of quantity production been permitted to

intrude. Instead each piano is an individual product, in the making of which is centered

the ideals and traditions of generations.

The Result-THE MOST COSTLY AND BEAUTIFUL PIANO IN THE WORLD
Our Stock is Now Most Complete. We Invite a Most Critical Test.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 117-125 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines

PIANOS „ ,

ptAYtRSll The^

MUSIC
^ile>rBAUeD@

-MASON AND HAtlUN PIANOS-

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose—99 South First

sheet music
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GREAT SYMPHONY PLANS FOR LOS ANGELES DORIA FERNANDA IS FULL FLEDGED ARTIST

Brilliant Hollywood Summer Concerts Under Alfred Hertz Affects
Advance Sale of Philharmonic Orchestra Season Under

Rothwell Favorably—Friday Afternoon Concerts
Practically Sold Out—200.000 Attended Hertz

Concerts and Create Surplus of $5,000
Without Guarantors

San Francisco Contralto. After Winning Laurels Away From Home Gives
One of the Most Artistic Vocal Concerts Ever Heard Here

—

Interprets Unusually Interesting and Well Selected Pro-
gram in a Thoroughly Discriminating Manner and Fully

Conformant to the Highest Ideals of Vocal Art

BY ALFRED METZGER

BY BRUNO DAVID USSHER
LOS ANGELES. Sept. 23, 1922.—Every-

tliing points toward this season as a
musical year in Southern California, with
the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los An-
geles. Walter Henry Rothwell. conductor.
in the lead. The splendid patronage dur-
ing the Hollywood Sommer Concerts has
produced great accivity at the box office

and a far heavier demand for the popular
concert series than for previous seasons.
The FYiday afternoon concerts are prac-
tically sold out. and heavy subscriptions
have been booked for the Saturday night
events. It is imperative that those who
have seats laid away should take them
up immediately, and indications point to
the fact that boxes and loges will be at
a premium before the season opens.

In addition to the fourteen pairs given
in Los Angeles, and the twelve popular
concerts, the Philharmonic Orchestral
Association of San Diego reports that
their entire guarantee for six symphony
concerts and four children's concerts
has been raised. A series of four con-
certs will be given in Pasadena tmder
the auspices of the Pasadena Music and
Art Association, and a series of four con-
certs in Santa Barbara tmder the auspices
of the Civic Music Association of that
city. The first out-of-town concert will be
given under the auspices of the Tuesday
Musical Club of Riverside on Xovember
7th. The Spinet Club of Redlands will
present the orchestra in December: Po-
mona College. Claremont, Chaffey Univer-
sity, Ontario. Santa Ana Musical Asso-
ciation, the Allied Music Clubs of Long
Beach have each arranged for a Phil-
harmonic Orchestral concert in their re-

spective cities. Fnllenon. Anaheim, Po-
mona. Santa Monica. Whittier are com-
pleting their preparations for symphony
concerts. The University of Southern
California is arranging for a series, and
Mr. Clark, in his generosity, is giving six
concerts for the high school students and
six for the intermediate grades for the
furtherance of musical education in the
public schools: all income for such con-
certs in the schools to be returned to the
pupils for the purchase of musical instru-
ments, scores or any paraphernalia to be
ued by them in the various school de-
partments—a most gratifying showing.

Forty thousand people listened to or-
chestral music at Holljrwood Bow! at the
last lour concerts directed by Alfred
Hertz. In round figures, more than 200.-

000 people wandered to the bowl in the
ten weeks' season of forty concerts, mak-
ing the undertaking also a financial suc-
cess. It is. perhaps, extravagant to say
that this is the first time an orchestra
season ended without a deficit. Never-
theless, it is a great record that has been
established by this city as a music-loving
community (at times, one wotild be in-

clined to doubt its love for music). The
Community Park and An Association,
too. has won new laurels, thanks to its

secretary. Mrs. J, J. Caner. and its pres-
ident. F. W. Blanchard. Mrs. Carter,
somehow comparable to a Lady Columbus
on the unchaned musical seas of the
bowL persisted that she was heading for
land, while Mr. Blanchard was a wise
commander who kept a controlling eye
on his financial larder to the last, even
when the "good ship" had passed the
financial straits among which so many
of similar tmdertakinga have stranded.
To complete the trinity, which made

the season a success. I must mention
Conductor Alfred Hertz. But for the mu-
sical and human appeal of Alfred Hertr
the bowl would have witnessed another
financial wreck, and it has been the scene

of several. The educational value and
artistic stimulus this season of open-air
concerts has given us cannot be esti-

mated. Hence it is worth while remem-
bering that New York City also this year
was tinable to meet expenses for its

thirty-six open-air orchestra concerts at

the stadium. Adolf Lewisohn once more
had to meet the deficit. That Los Angeles
could, in a small measure, achieve even
more than meet expenses without indi-

vidual, large subsidies is a noteworthy
and singular fact, considering that this

was the first season. The only other in-

stance in which public support carried a
democratically priced musical offering to
success was this year's season of mu-
nicipal opera in St. Louis, where close to
a quarter of a million dollars were re-

ceived at the gates, leaving a profit of
forty-odd thousand dollars. But, then, St.

Louis has experimented for several years,
and the venture was. officially, a mnnici-

It was indeed most gratifying to dis-

cover that the Colonial Ballroom of the
St. Francis Hotel was crowded to the
doors on Tuesday evening. September
I9th when Dona Fernanda, the young
California contra' to, who has won for
herself many artistic laurels away from
home, gave one of the most enjoyable
and artistic vocal concerts ever heard in

San Francisco. It would almost seem as
if concen work was this splendid artist's

real genre, rather than operatic endea-
vour, for we can not help but feeL after
listening to her recent concert, that she
most assuredly revealed herself in much
finer artistic mood than on the few rare
occasions we have heard her in opera.
There is unquestionably a certain

authority associated with Miss Fernan-
da's vocal expressions—an authority that
is only foim^d among genuine artists.

And this professional atmosphere c-annot

be attained except by way of practical
experience backed by inte'.Iigenc-e and
natural adaptability. We have always
maintained that voice alone is not saffi-

MR. WD MR*. t.lNO >F:\ FBI WD BVBV DVt r.HTFIR
^e-*eri "Will T'ondart the -*II \\ ae-ne-r ProErara" at ih*-

Sandar Homing Conperl—October Fiml.

pal affair. In addition, it played only
light opera, while otir concerts here
often were anything but light. Which is

not meant as a criticism of Mr. Hertz.
for one of the facts inspiring to your
musical reviewer was the manner in

which severely classic works in abtm-
dance were received by large masses of
people, many of the listeners never be-
fore having attended such concerts.
Whatever surplus—about $5000—re-

mains as happy dregs in the bowl, and
will be applied to the "rent account" of
Community Park and Art Association,
the non-profit-making organization which
holds the sixty-acre area in trust for the
public until it is free of debt. So far no
"rent" has been "charged" to the open-
air concert "account" on the books of
the C. P. A. A., while the risk under-
taken by the organization was great. To

(Contina^d Page 7. Column 1 \

cient to justify the recognition of a vocal

artist upon the basis of artistic efficiency.

It is rather what the artist is able to do
with the voice that represents the most
important phase of vocal art. And herein,

too. Miss Fernanda complies with the
requirements of a true artist.

The possessor of a rich, flexible vocal

organ of wide compass Miss Fernanda has
learned to use it with the utmost taste
and judgment. It retains its timbre and
quality throughout its range, is used in

a manner to avoid any inartistic -breaks,"
is very consistently attuned to proper
pitch, and is colored or shaded with the
utm'>st finesse and delicacy of taste. One
of the rarest exferiences encountered by
a reviewer of musical events is the ability

of a contralto to retain voca! limpidity
and clarity in the high notes without
changing the character of the voice'. And

that is one of the remarkable artistic
features of Miss Fernanda's singing.
Next to the knowledge of making the

best use of the voice, we regard thorough
comprehension of enunciation or diction
as one of the principle requisites of a
vocal artist. -\nd here. too. Miss Fer-
nanda adheres to the highest require-
ments of her art. Her eotmciation. no
matter in what language it may be, is

absolutely correct and perfectly under-
standable. This is specially noticeable
of her German, a language that presents
unusual difficulties of enunciation to any-
one but a native. Miss Fernanda also
makes the impression that she does not
only know how to pronounce foreign
languages but that she knows the mean-
ing of every phrase she utters.
We come now to the third and final

important feature of a real artists' pro-
fessional equipment and that is a dis-

crimination in the selection of a pro-
gram that is not only unobjectionable
from a mosicianly standpoint, but which
must at the same time please the average
musical audience. And herein, a'so. Miss
Fernanda has conformed to well estab-
lished ideals. Beginning with a group
of three classics of the old school—Han-
deU Martini. Rossini—she proved herself
competent to overcome the greatest tech-
nical obstacles that can be presented to
a singer. She showed how to manipulate
an otherwise heavy type of voice in a
maimer to conform to the flexibility of
coloratura requirements. Thus was par-
ticularly notable in her excellent rendi-
tion of Una voce poco fa.

'We have beard no American artist
interpret a group of German songs

—

such as these by Wolf. Strauss and
Schumann—with that intelligent grasp
of their inner meaning that Miss Fer-
nanda succeeded in obtaining. With pos-
sibly the exception of the Fruehlings-
nacht which might have been rendered
with just a bit more spri^tliness (not-
withstanding the import of certain
phrasesj we cotild not make any sug-
gestion to Miss Fernanda as to any im-
provements. The Wolf and Strauss songs
were rendered with every possible re-
gard to sentiment and emotional signi-
ficance.

The same must be said of the French
group which in contrast to the rather
heavy style of the German school ex-
hibited a delightful delicacy and light-

ness, which Miss Fernanda emphasized
with astounding facility, when one con-
siders the quality of her rich contralto
voice. Then came a group of songs by
.\merican composers among whom Doro-
thy Crawford of this city was given the
place of honor. Miss Crawford's song,
entitled Mirage, possesses considerable
merit, being the work of a thoroughly
earnest and gifted young musician, who
has not only studied to great advantage,
but who has passed the flapper period
of her musical experience and is now
writing songs with a definite ptirpose
the emotional and technical value of
which are worthy of serious attention.
The Mirage, both as to the words and
musical setting, represents a product of
the romantic schooL somewhat modem
in construction yet sufficiently endowed
with melodic threads to be pleasing to
conservative ears. It is a song well worth
including in any program. Indeed, every
song in this group was well and intel-
ligently se'ected. Miss Fernanda being
careful to eliminate some of the trash
that is handed to us under the guise
of "American compositions."
The program ended with a group of

folksongs which Miss Fernanda inter-
preted with that fine instinct which is

necessary to make folksongs valuable

<ConIiDued Page 7. Column 1 >
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STEINWAY
A Tribute from an Authority

v//Z«Vvw»-.^ Wkv ^ Co.

Your Steinway is waiting for you at

Leandro Campanari

Conductor, Composer and Vocal Alaster

Sherman, ay&Go.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA—OREGON—WASHINGTON

George Edwards
Organist First Unitarian Church

Piano, Organ and Composition

Residence Studio, 2230 9th Ave.

Telephone Sunset 4368

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Direcior

OLIVER WALLACE
ORGANIST-COMPOSER

San Francisco

' )l)ens Largest Hope-Jones- Wurlitzer Built

in America at the

GRANADA THEATER
Annoiuices

Sunday Morning Organ Recitals

MAX WILLIBALD SCHMIDT
ARTIST

VIOLIN MAKER AXD REPAIRER
Highest Grnde ProfeHNional AVork Absolutely

Gunrnnted—Appraiser of InstrunieiitM
Finest Hand >Iade Instruments

Atelier: Room '2r>, 102S Market Street, next to
Granada Theatre. San Franei.sco, California

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de Arrillncn, IJireetor

A. I.. Artif^ueii, Pres.t I.ouls Aleerla. Vlee-Pres.

I'nexeelled fnellltleN f<»r Ibe iitudy of muMle In all

ItM brnnehea. I.arice Pipe Orean. lieeltnl Unli.

23ir. JACKSON STREET
San FruDelMea, Cal. Pbone West 4737

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

M*n<«blnRtnn Street Telephone Fillmore 305

DOUGLAS SOULE--Pianist
ADVANCED PI I'll.S AC< EPTED

I'upll of Mme. V. HtepnnofT inerlint, M. Sleveklnic.
and E. Robert Schmlt* < New York). Studio: 701
Heine RldR.. -108 Slorkton St. MondnyN. D-li:. Thurn-
dnjPt. 10-1, 3-0. Tel. Kearny 2SS2. Rea. Phone: Pied-
mont TUG.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of I'Innn. Orcnn. llarniony. OrEanlsl and ^lunleal
Director of Flrat Prembjlerlan Church. Alanedn. Home
Studio: 1117 PARI STRRtrT, AI.AMEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda ir>r>. ThurMdnyn. >lerrlninn School, S07 Eldorado Ave.,
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teaeher of SinKlnc Complete Course of Operatic Train-
ing. 27:10 Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore 4.-..-.3.

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALIAN VOCAL TEACHER

Former Prima Donna with Caruso and Tetrazzini—Endorsed by Bonci. Coaches pupils vocally and
in Dramatic Deportment

—

Italian, English, French
and Spanish spoken.
Studio 104 ColumbuN Ave., Phone Garfield 227<[

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
SAN JOSE. CAL.

Confem Deerees Awards Ccrtlflcaten

For Particulars apply to Sister Superior

Alexander Saslavsky—Violinist
Director Saslavsky Chamber Music Society

Will Accept a Few Talented Pupils. Studio: 1002 Kohler
& Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA

^lusle Courses Thorough and ProKresslve
I'ubllc School >Ium1c, Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
II. II. Pasmore—Studios: Suite 500 Kohler A Chase Ride.,
S. F.: 2ri:t0 Collece Ave., Berkeley. Residence 2IH Alva-
rado Rond. llerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
PreparlnsT Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSFELDT, Pianist
20ir> Droderlck St., near Clay Telephone Fillmore 314

JACK HILLMAN Baritone
nRFATII—VOICE—LIFE

Ono Kohler A: Chase Ride., Kearny r>4M
Residence 1100 Rush St.. Franklin S068.

ELFRIEDA WYNNE
PRIMA DONNA SOPR.VNO

Concerts. Oratorio. Recitals. Voice Placement, Diction.
Interpretation.—Studio: Lc Geary, 405 Geary St., Phone
Franklin 4.*'>il2.

Dy -Viipointnient

WALLACE A. SABIN
Organist Temple Emanu El. First Church of Christ Sci-
entist, Director Lorlng dub. S. F., A\ ed., 1017 California
St., Phone Franklin 2003: Sat.. First Christian Science
Church, Phone Franklin 1307: Res. studio, 3142 Lewiston
Ave., llerkeley. I'hone I*ledniont 2428.

JANE SARGENT SANDS
Voice Culture—Diction

—

Studio: 40S Stockton St.—Mon.
and Thurs. from 2-.'. Res. 14,'il Sacramento St. Pros. 7503.

The College of the Holy Names
I>ake >lerritt, Oakland

Complete Conservatory Course—Piano, Harp. Vlollni
'Cello, Voice, Counterpoint, Harmony, History

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

>lenil>er I'nlver»(ity Extension Faculty
Studio: S27 Shrader »"* Phone Park 100.%

UDA WALDROP
Pianist, Organist,

Accompanist, Vocal Coach

OFFICIAL ORGANIST CITY
OF SAN FRANCISCO

Will be in New York from Septembei

1st to October 1st.

Beginning October 15th, Mr. Waldrop
will accept a limited number of advanced

pupils.

STUDIO: 1915 Sacramento Street

Telephone West J75J

I
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TWENTY-FIRST YEAR

DECLINE OF "POPULAR" MUSIC

The actual value of anything, whether it be
music or anything else, is determined by its

staying powers. The longer you are able to ob-
tain enjoyment or usage from a certain work of

art or a certain article, the greater is its intrinsic

value. Anything that is only able to maintain
its usefulness for a short period is of little artis-

tic or commercial value. We have always main-
tained that so-called popular music or jazz can
be of no injury to music in general, because
neither is permitted to last long enough to un-
dermine any healthy taste for real music that
might exist among the public at large. As evi-

dence for the truth of our contention, we need
only quote from the New York Clipper the fol-

lowing comment

:

Amusement seekers at present are crazy over the
novelty orchestras and their original and ofttimes ex-
tremely clever rendition of the popular numbers has
increased the interest of the public in the new style
of playing until it is little more than an actual fad.
Leaders are competing with each other for a leading
place in the public's opinion, and this has become so
keen that all sorts of tricks and subterfuges in playing
are being adopted with the idea of making a quick hit.

One of the popular ways at present is the preparation
of a novelty or "trick" orchestration of a popular num-
ber, which, when played, is very attractive, although
oftimes much of the original melody and tempo of the
composition is sacrificed. This, according to music
men that have made a close study of conditions and
are seeking the reason for the present sales slump, is

one of the big causes for the lack of interest on the
part of the buying public in published tunes. The or-
chestral rendition of many of the popular tunes played
by the popular orchestras, are so far away from the
melody as originally written by the composer, they
say. and as it appears on the published copy, that the
average pianist, after buying a copy and taking it

home to his piano, finds that it sounds not at all as
he imagined, and that the number played by the or-
chestra is entirely different than the copy he has pur-
chased. A few experiences of this sort tires the music
buyer, as he discovers that the orchestral playing gives
him little idea as to the scng and he is not inclined to
purchase a copy, as he did in the old days when he
heard a singer render a number and knew after he
had listened to it. Just what it was and how it would
sound when he played it himself.

Of course, this complaint on the part of com-
posers of popular music and also of publishers
of this so-called music comes with ill grace from
a lot of profiteers who have abused their priv-
ileges as purveyors of music for the sake of get-
ting rich quick. They immediately begin to
howl when the pinching is on their own foot.
For years these composers of so-called popular

music did not consider the feelings of serious
musicians and music lovers, when they virtually
stole the works of masters of composition and
distorted them into misfits of their original in-

tentions, .^omc of the names and works held
sacred by those of us who love music were the
victims of unexcusable vandalism, the result of
which was given out as original compositions by
"popular" com])oscrs. In ninety-nine out of a
liundrcd cases the melody that made these songs
popular was really the work of a master of com-
position, and the "comiJoser", encouraged by the
money-mad publisher, sold the long-suft'cring
public the stolen property. But in the end it

was shown that there was nothing the matter
with the public's taste for music, for invariably
good music, stolen by these popular song writers,
never failed to gain appreciation.

WIZARD OF THE NILE TO OPEN THE RIVOLI

Ferris Hartman and Paul Slelndorff Will Revive the
Old Tivoli Days With One of the Great-

est Herbert Favorites

Now that the orchestra leaders have discov-
ered the fact that the general public enjoys novel
effects and easily tires of the same old tune, when
dressed up to make money for its publishers, a
hue and cry goes up, because the publishing of
popular music is becoming unprofitable. It never
seems to occur to these writers and publishers
that for years they have assisted in making the
sale of legitimate and really good music unprofit-
able. They are now only getting a little taste of
their own medicine. Sooner or later the music
publishers of this country will discover that it

pays best to sell the public only that which is

genuine and of the best quality. It is altogether
a mistake to assume that the public does not like

good music. There are thousands of instances
that prove that this contention is erroneous.
The moving picture houses give us the finest

cpportunities to judge the taste of the masses,
and we have yet to discover any case when good
music well performed did not obtain an enthu-
siastic recejftiflm

5rft>i)s,cisr o
fU-'LtC uer.-nx

Unlike bad music, or good music disguised
into poor imitations, the genuine article lasts
forever. People never tire of good music. They
will go time and time again to a good opera.
They will listen to symphonies and a lighter
vein of good music time and time again. A Wag-
nerian program or a Tschaikowsky program "is

always a sure sign that the house will be sold
out. And this will continue to be so as long as
the world exists. It is the ancient law of the
survival of the fittest. There is no use wasting
any efl^ort to fight the popular liking for "jazz

;"

rhere is no reason to despair over the craze for
cheap popular melodies. All of this is purely
transitory. The public tires as quickly of a cheap
tune as it takes it up, and in the final analysis,
popular taste will center around the best in

music, if only those in charge of interpreting,
publishing and selling music will come to realize
the undisputable truth of this fixed natural law.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

So many readers of the Pacific Coast Musical
Review have asked us to inaugurate a new depart-
ment devoted to the theatre that we feel their
wishes ought to be considered, and for this reason
we wish to announce that beginning with the
annual edition we will publish weekly reviews of
the leading theatrical performances. This depart-
ment Will contain intelligent reviews of the pro-
ductions and it will tell the facts regarding every
play worth while. The department will not be
controlled by advertisements, nor is it intended
to be unfair to the various theatres. On the con-
trary the Pacific Coast Musical Review likes to
see a growth of interest in the legitimate theatre.
This also includes the Players' Club and similar
organizations. We feel that music and the theatre
are so closely associated that people who are in-

terested in one are also interested in the other.
But much to our surprise these people claim they
can not find a way to secure absolutely reliable
information regarding the merit of dramatic or
musical productions presented at the leading thea-
tres, unless they wait until friends in whom they
repose confidence tell them about it. And so the
Pacific Coast Musical Review is ready to give
its readers this additional service, and we trust
we shall be able to gain their confidence in this
branch of artistic endeavor the same as we have
been able to do in the field of music during more
than twenty years.

ALFRED METZGER.
Editor Pacific Coast Musical Review.

Once again will Kibosh, the Persian magician, who ia

sentenced to relieve Egypt of drought by calling on
the Nile to rise, slalk the boards, and once again
will Ferris Hartman bring out the well-known "gag
line" and the topical song when the HartnianSteindortf
season of comic opera gets under way at the Rivoli
Opera House Monday evening. October 2d, with a re-
vival of Victor Herbert's melodious favorite, "The Wiz-
ard of the Nile,"

Advance indications are that the atmosphere that
surrounded the old Tivoli days will be re-created as far
as it is humanly possible. Hundreds of patrons of the
old Tivoli days have reserved seats for the week, and
lo lend the exact touch of local color, a bar (Volstead in
character) has been erected in the rear of the house,
and a search is now under way for some of the old bar
attendants of the former days.

In many ways the choice of The 'Wizard of the Nile
as the opening bill is regarded as a happy one. The
piece has received the highest number of preferences
in the voting contest which is being carried on for the
purpose of determining the operas to be played, and it

affords a splendid opportunity tor the introduction of
the members of the Hartman-Steindorff organization
to the theatre-goers. The comedy is of the situation
kind which gives Hartman an opportunity to scintillate,
the chorus numbers are pretty and frequent, and the
solos and the duets contain, some of the most popular
melodies in the realm of lighter music.

The piece, it will be remembered, introduced the one-
time popular line. "Am I a Wiz," and the topical song
Dreaming, which swept the country.
The painters, decorators and carpenters who have

been engaged in remodeling the Rialto Theatre for the
past two weeks have completed their work, and the
house which will be formally re-christened the Rivoli
Opera House, has been converted into one of the most
attractive in the city. Among the improvements have
been the remodeling of the interior, the extension of the
stage, and the installation o£ new chairs, new drapea
and new hangings.

Excellent acoustic properties have always been a
feature of the house, and the announcement is made
that each seat commands an unobstructed view of the
stage. The size of the theatre gives it the desirable
degree of intimac.v. which is absolutely essential for the
proper production of comic opera.
Features which will make the season will be the

revival of standard comic opera in accordance with the
preferences of the patrons expressed at the box office,

season tickets enabling music lovers to take advantage
of every production at reduced rates, exceptional musical
interpretation of the scores of the operas by Paul Stein-
dorff. choragus of the University of California, and a se-
lect orchestra, capable comedians, talented singers, a
singing beauty chorus and "new-art" scenery by Harry
Tyler and his wife Bertha, proteges of Joseph Urban
and Maxfield Parrish.

The cast of principals includes Lavinia Wynne, well-
known San Francisco actress, with experience in grand
and comic opera: John Van. tenor, heralded by Hart-
man and Steindorff as a distinct "find;" Edna Malone,
a charming little dancer who has built up a state-wide
reputation by her work; Hazel Van Haltren, Rafael
Brunette. Robert Carlson and George Kunkel. who is

coming from New York to act as associate comedian
with Hartman.

SYMPHONY REHEARSALS BEGIN MONDAY

Next Monday morning the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra will hold its first rehearsal in preparation
for the coming season, which opens Friday afternoon,
October 20th, in the new Curran Theatre under the direc-
tion of Alfred Hertz. The personnel of the orchestra
contains very few changes from last season, the most
important being a new first trumpet, which position will
be filled by Harry Glantz. who has been engaged in the
same capacity with the New York Symphony, and was
formerly here as a member of the Exposition Orchestra
in 1915. Other new names on the list are E. Meriz. R.
Gordohn, J. Koharich and W. Raven in the first violins;
A. Blaha and Winthrop Sargeant in the second violins,
and Jascha Schwarzmann in the 'cello section.

The complete personnel is as follows, with the excep-
tion of the second trumpet and another percussion man
yet to be selected: First violins—Louis Persinger, con-
cert master and assistant conductor; .\rtur Argiewicz
and L. W. Ford, assistant concert masters: E. Meriz, R.
Mendelevitch. M. Gluschkin, T. Jensen, R. Gordohn, W.
Lind. J. Koharich. H. Koenig. Orley See, S. Polak, R.
Ruiz. W. Raven and J. M. Willard. Second violins—E.
Rossett. J. A. Haug, W. Manchester. R. L. Hidden, H.
Helget. A. Blaha, J. T. Gold, J. A. Paterson. F. Creitz,
A. Heft. H. H. Hoffmann and W. Sargeant. Violas

—

Lajos Fenster. E. Hahl. F. Baker. H. Wismer. B. Purt.
F. Weiler. V. Lichstenstein. H. A. Dunn, F. Dierich and
R. Kolb. 'Cellos—W. V. Ferner, W. Dehe. O. King, W.
Villalpando. A. Weiss, R. Kirs. J. Schwarzmann and
C. Hranek. Basses—J. Lahann, S. Greene. W. Bell, A. E.
Storch. E. Schulz, L. Cassetta and O. Fredericks. Flutes—.Anthony Linden, L. Newbauer, W. Oesterreicher (Or-
chestral Manager). Oboes—C. Addimando. A. Dupuis, V.
Schipilitti. Clarinets—H. B. Randall. F. Fragale. J.
Shanis. Bassoons—E. Kubitschek. E. B. La Haye. Horns—W. Hornig. P. Roth. E. F. Huske and R. Rocco. Trum-
pets—H. Glantz and O. Kegel. Trombones—F. W. Tait.
O. E. Clark and F. N. Bassett. Tuba—R. Murray. Harps—Kajetan Attl and Miss Barbara Merkeley. Tympani

—

R. E. Wagner. Percussion—M. Nickel.
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USUAL DELAYS IN
FORWARDING ADVERTISING
COPY NECESSITATE BRIEF

POSTPONEMENT OF
PUBLICATION OF OUR
ANNUAL EDITION

For some reason or other it is im-

possible to convince everybody that a

hundred-page Annual Edition can

not be published in one week. Al-

though we thought that this year we
started in ample time and had suffi-

cient assistance to get the Annual
out promptly, delays in forwarding
advertising copy, specially from the

East, necessitate a two weeks' post-

ponement of the edition. Forty-eight

pages of the hundred were ready at

the time of this writing, another six-

teen will be ready before this reaches

our subscribers. If, therefore, any
other artists or teachers wish to take

advantage of this delay to announce
their plans for the new season, in this

widely read prospectus of California's

musical activities, they can still re-

serve space by communicating with
the business management of the
Pacific Coast Musical Review, 516
Mission St.. Tel. Douglas 5380, or bv
calling at the Editorial Rooms, 801

Kohler & Chase Building, Tel. Kearny
5454.

"*^

SUCCESS IN SINGING
By JOHN WHITCOMB NASH

MILLS COLLEGE MUSIC CLUB PROGRAMS

The Music Club of Mills College, California, is the
center of musical activity on the campus, and the pro-
gram which it has announced for the autumn meetings
is one which promises to be of exceptional interest.

Modem European composers will be studied and dis-

cussed. The list of subjects follows: September 19th,

French composers; October .3d, English composers; Oc-
tober 10th, social meeting at Mr. Carruth's studio; No-
vember Tth, Russian composers; November 21st. social

evening (faculty evening); December 5th, Scandinavian
composers, social evening,
A place on the membership roll of the Mills Music

Club is open to all students in the music department
theoretical branches. The club has a fourfold purpose:
it aims first of all to promote co-operation between stu-

dents and faculty of the department of music; it hopes
through its monthly programs to encourage the study of
American composers, of foreign composers, ancient and
modem, and of musical interpretation, appreciation and
criticism; the club has supervision of all musical affairs

aDd all concerts in connection with the college, both
on campus and off; and lastly, it keeps the campus in-

formed concerning all concerts, recitals and events of
musical interest taking place in the bay region.

Irish Band—Unusual interest will attach to the com-
ing transcontinental tour of the Irish Regiment Band of
Toronto, Canada. This famous Canadian-Irish organiza-
tion is composed entirely of sons of old Erin, and at a
competition of all bands of the empire last year it won
the first prize. The Irish Band is a concert as well as
a military organization, and comes under the direct
patronage and with the special consent of the Canadian
Government, The limited tour will include a number
of concerts in San Francisco and near-by cities, which
have been entrusted to the direction of Selby C. Oppen-
heimer.

Rivoli Opera House
Mnrki't at Sr^enth. l*hone .^Inrkrl :!7:t

PAUL STEINDORFF
II ml

FERRIS HARTMAN
lirt-Mfnt the «M>nilf iipern

"THE WIZARD OF THE NILE"
Gc-ntrnl Seal Snir \o»t On

Seats and Season Tickets Now Selling

Bejt Seats One Dollar

OPEN MONDAY NIGHT

THE PRINCIPLE OF BEAUTY
We have seen that clearness of vision and sincerity of

expression are vital conditions, inseparable from suc-

cessful singing: but no one will question the inadequacy
of these principles unallied with yet other principles
for the purposes of song. The intellectual and moral
sides of man's nature are taken care of in the activities
of these two principles, but there is that something
about art which goes further and reaches deeper, that
gives intelligible and beautiful shape; balance and pro-
portion, color and line, are some of its elements. The
art which brings this about is doubtless intimately
dependent upon clearness of eye and sincerity of pur-
pose, but it is something above and beyond these, rt

has been termed the aesthetic, and undoubtedly is as
much and as necessary a part of mun's nature as either
of the other two. It is the stamp of excellence in man-
kind. The aesthetic side of man's nature is always
prominent, but not outbalancing, in the artist.

The young singer seizes upon this element as the
object of development, and rightly so. but we go astray
when we lose sight of the first and second principles,
vision and sincerity. We are apt to take it for granted
that our vision is all that can be desired, and also our
sincerity—in fact, we resent any suggestions to the
contrary. We realize that style is the culmination 'of

the artist's work, and we conscientiously work toward
it, but we mistake sincerity of purpose for sincerity
of expression and usually overdo the physical end of
it. Many possessors of great voices would have been
greater singers had they understood this principle
better. Display of voice has handicapped many promis-
ing singers: nay. further, it has soon put beyond their
reach all possibility of ever becoming singers.

Nature has made certain provisions, and any violation
of these ends in disaster. The student and the im-
mature singer cannot be blamed for aspiring to the
vocal splendors which, in the case of some of our great
artists, have charmed the world; but if the facts under-
lying successful singing are not understood, there is

always a danger of getting side-tracked. The worst fea-

ture of this is that the student is unconsicous of the
condition.

If vocal culture is ever stabilized and standardized
it will be upon this basis: THE TONE ITSELF MUST
CARRY CONVICTION. There be those teachers and
coaches—and efficient coaches are very necessary—who
might render their work more effective if they could
appreciate the value of this principle. But because a
tone is "fluty" or "like a cello." or lakes on the character
of some symphonic instrument, the voice is described
as "musical." Musical it may be, but it is destroying
the voice itself, if it does not find its beginning in

spiritual impluse.
Great artists retain their vocal powers; imitations

soon wane. It is no mark of excellence to have attained
have them. The greater the prominence, the greater
taining the prominence. Such singers are rare, but we
have them. The greater the prominence, the greater
the strain. The great singers stay with us as singers
until physical degeneration sets in; and those who re-

cognize them, and also recognize the counterfeit, can
tell you which from what because they recognize the

principle.

Is it not strange that we hear so much of "method"
and so little of law and principle? The principle of

Beauty is so deeply rooted in that of Sincerity that it is

difficult to break away from the latter in trying to define

the former.
It was Keats who said that "Beauty is Truth, and

Truth Beauty." To use this statement as a basis of

investigation and development would almost guarantee
success, in that it possesses the essential germ of artistic

singing, or, for that matter, any other art. Certainly
this does not mean that a technique of voice is un-

necessary, but it means that technique will not avail

without it. Technique has for its object fluent use of

the powers, and it is hoped that each branch and de-

tail of technique will be dealt with in logical sequence.
However, it is the writer's conviction that the faults

underlying the great mass of bad singing are psycho-
logical.

The Principle of Beauty embodies that element which
we call Style, which is in itself an art. incommunicable
and irrefutable as all other arts, and like all other

arts, subordinated to laws founded upon psychological
conditions. These laws constitute a philosophy of crit-

icism, and a knowledge of them, (in itself), cannot give

a singer the power of felicitous expression, any more
than intelligent criticism can be considered a guarantee
of ability to paint a picture or chisel a statue from the

solid marble. But all good singing must conform to

these laws Just as all bad singing will be found to

violate them. The value of this knowledge is that it

may be constantly used, and if used intelligently, will

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JrST RETURNED PROM EUROPE

tndlot 4O0 Kohler A Cka«e Bld|p. TcL Kearnr M&

TICKETS NOW!
At Sherman, Clay & Co.'s Music Stores, Fresno,

Sacramento, Oakland. San Francisco.

For Concerts

Geraldine Farrar
Oct. nth, Freiino Mnnfclpal .Vatlltorluni

Oct. Uth. «lnklanfl .InilHorliim Thpaire
CIct. Sih, Snn FrancNco >«mt Currnn Theatre

Oet. Dth. Sacrninento Stale Arnmrj-
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warn the singer of any errors into which he has slipped
or may slip if he remains unwarned.

I find myself saying that the first principle is this

or that: but what I wish to convey is that without
this or that, success is postponed. Relaxation, freedom,
sincerity, etc.. etc., are all matters for first considera-
tion. Is it any wonder that the study of singing pre-

sents a large number of difficulties and obstacles?
Imitation may be good, but it may be profoundly
false as the student understands it. The contagious
error that all maxims confirmed by the practice and use
of great artists must be maxims of the art, is a stumbling
block which the best of us are liable to.

There is much to be learned through a true philosophy
of criticism, for by such means we shall realize that the
critical listener should be the object of our appeal.
We shall learn that superficialities are valueless in

that they serve to conceal our true forces and thus
prevent our appreciation of our true values.

Just as there is a vowel technique, ( which, by the
way, is much neglected), so there is a technique of in-

terpretation which should be watclied as closely and
carefully as should that of the vowels. To unduly em-
phasize the emotional and sentimental expressions is to

outbalance the nature of the work. The elements of

proportion, balance, etc., are intuitively grasped and
given their due emphasis only by the true artist. It is so
easy for some people to slop over upon certain elements
of the art, thereby ruining the cumulative effect, that
these elements are objects of necessary criticism.

To overdo anything is to violate the canons of art.

Force always throws undue emphasis upon some fea-

ture of the work. To illustrate: It may be easy for a
singer to keep a true melodic line, but as soon as some
intensifying of the dynamic line is required, there
will be a tendency to flat, or maybe sharp; this can
easily be traced to force, usually in the throat. Now,
if the singer knows that force will bring about these
undesirable conditions, he will eliminate the force; but
in so doing, he is liable to weaken the effect he de-

sires to produce. What is to be done? Here again we
refer the condition to the law of Sincere Expression.
The student will learn by studying his own experiences
how far he may go without overbalancing. The technique
of the voice, breath impulse and control, will, if properly
directed, give the singer greater power in the matter
of volume and resonance than will the forced condition

at the throat, which comes from ignorance of the prin-

ciple of relaxation.

A fine appreciation of the legato will help us to

understand the possibilities of the melodic and dynamic
lines. Singers, utterly devoid of any conception of the
meaning of style, will strive to gain effects with the aid

of fortissimi. which can only be characterized by the

term "shout." Or again, a mistaken use of the pianissimi

will often result in a strained holding in of the tone,

"which can only make the judicious grieve." Then the

movement, which is either a slow drag, or, as is often

the case with immature singers, a ragged moderato,
does not conform to the demands of suitable expression.

These inaccuracies are characteristic weaknesses
of bad singers, and while they might be multiplied,

they are sufficient for our purpose.
It is hoped that this series, by directing attention

to these faults, may prove of constructive benefit to

teachers and students everywhere, for if singing is not

a commonsense proposition it would never have gained
its universal recognition. If it is. let us, one and all.

insist that it be carried on along commonsense lines.

Miss Marion Coursen has now resumed her musical
activities after just returning from a tour abroad. Ac-
companied by her brother, Ronald C. Coursen of Cleve-

land, Ohio. Miss Coursen took an interesting bicycle

trip through England and Scotland, and later went to

the continent. Two years ago the pianist came to the

Coast from New York, and made her debut in Califor-

nia. After her return to the States. Miss Coursen was
married in New York on the 13th of September to Rob-
ert Stary, formerly of Chicago.
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If you wish to become famous you must be known and

in order to become known you need publicity and there

is no more dignified way to gain publicity than by dig-

nified advertising.
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Distinguished Artists Residing in California Who are Available for Concerts During the Season 1922-1923
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reputation tor themselves, partly national, partly international, through regular concert tours or by appearances in operatic organizations of recogniMd fame The purpose

orsettilig forth thravailablm" of these reputed artists is to convince the California musical public that distinguished artists of equal merit to any reside m this Stale.

We intend to prove that a resident artist confers honor upon the community in which he resides.
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ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
Management L. E. Behymer, 705 Philharmonic Auditorium Building.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Personal Address: BELVEDERE, MARIN COUNTY, CAL.; TELEPHONE BELVEDERE 210

Annie Louise David

Harp Soloist and Teacher

Member of Artist Faculty Cornish School,

Seattle, Wash., July and August

San Francisco after September 1st

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer

6S Post St.. San Francisco
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2271 Fulton St.. San Francisco
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California Theatre

San Francisco, Calif.

MUSIC IN THE TRANSBAY CITIES
BY ELIZABETH WESTGATE

1117 PARI S<_ AI.AMED.4, CAL.—TELEPHONE ALAMEDA IM
(EDITORIAL XOTE— In order to enable our Oakland—Berkeley—Alamed.1 Representative to cover that fertile
>Iusical Field thoronehly we shall appreciate full co-operation from the ninsicnl profession across the Bay.
One of the surest ways to lighten Miss Westpate's harden is to enable her to keep track of all musical events
by sendin;; her pro;;ranis. announcements and tickets rejnilarly and promptly. If it is imperative that a cer-
tain item should appear in the current issue of the paper, the matter should be mailed on Fridays so that
>iiss WestBate receives it on Saturdays of the preceding week. All matter for current publication must be
in the San Francisco otlice on Tuesdays before live o'clock p. m. If any important events are not mentioned
in this paper it is usually nedect on the part of someone to notify us.i

OAKLAND. September 24. 1922,—The song recital by
Lucia Dunham, mezzo-soprano, at Wheeler Hall of the
L'niversity of California, last Thursday evening. Sep-
tember 21st. brought out an audience that nearly filled

the auditorium, which has a seating capacity of more
than a thousand. Mrs. Dunham is one of the most
valued of the faculty of the Xew York Institute of Mu-
sical Art. Dr. Damrosch. director, and since she was
last heard here has advanced greatly in her art. Al-

ways a singer of exquisite taste, always investing her
songs with the "inner fire," she now comes as the sea-

soned artist, for she has gained added distinction

through her appearances on the concert stage in New
York—a feat growing more and more difficult in that

city, full of artists.

Mrs. Dunham's voice is of a lovely timbre, and she

uses it adroitly. It is often thrillingly sweet, and she

knows how to invest it with a glamorous qualit.v—

a

mysterious charm, when the content of her songs will

be enhanced thereby. If more singers could own that

quality—really. I believe a matter of spirit, rather than

anything actually teachable—song recitals would offer

more oases—to use a figure of speech with implica-

tions!—than they sometimes do.

The program was arranged in the following order:

Colonial songs: folk songs: modem Russian songs: mod-
ern American songs. To each group and to each song

the singer brought her best, and the Americans are

indeed most fortunate that so delightful an artist is

presenting their compositions. There were many de-

mands tor encores. Mr. Freeman accompanied with con-

scientious regard for the soloist's moods, and added his

part to the unqualified success of the evening.

The Oakland Municipal Band. Paul Steindorff, direct-

or, gives concerts of popular music every Sunday at

Lakeside Park.

THE SPIRITUAL ASPECTS OF MUSIC

Five students from Mills College gave the Half Hour
of Music at the Greek Theatre on Sunday afternoon.

September 23d. Helen Reynolds, harp: Mary Jump, vio-

lin, and Karolina Jump, violoncello, played trios by
Tschaikowsky and Saint-Saens. Oma Grimwood. a

young soprano, and Nathalie WoUin, accompanist, as-

sisted in the creditable program.
The music department of Mills College has expanded

this year, new equipments in instruments and space

for studios being afforded. A faculty of resident and vis-

iting teachers gives thorough instruction not only in

practical music (various instruments and voice), but

also in theory; and courses of lectures on the part

music has in the life of a cultivated young woman.

For the second time on this coast Elizabeth Stuart

Brown, distinguished musical theorist, will give a series

of four lecture recitals on the Spiritual Aspects of Music.

These will be given in Oakland at Ebell Hall, 1440 Har-

rison street. The first lecture on Johann Sebastian

Bach, with song illustrations by Marie Milliette, soprano,

will take place on Thursday evening, October 5th at

8 o'clock. This will be followed on October 12th by a

lecture on Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, with song illus-

trations by Miss Milliette. The subject of the third

lecture, on October 19th. will be Ludwig von Beethoven,

illustrated by selections on the Duo-Art piano. The
fourth and last lecture of the series, on October 26th,

will be on the subject of Franz Peter Schubert, with

song illustrations by Marie Partridge Price, lyric so-

prano.

The University of California Extension Division, in

offering this series of lectures, is giving music lovers

and others interested in cultural subjects a rare oppor-

tunity. Mrs. Brown received a thorough musical educa-

tion in Europe. She studied the theory of music with

Dr. Gustav Shreck present cantor of the famous Thomas
School in Leipzig, where Johann Sebastian Bach was
cantor for twenty-seven years.

The foundations in piano playing were laid for her

by Professor Robert Teichmuller. head of piano instruc-

tion in the Conservatory of Music. Leipzig. .\nd perhaps

most important fact of all. her studies in piano and
theory were carried forward by Professor Carl Smulders

of the Royal Conservatory of Liege, eminent Dutch com-
poser and pianist, who is also widely known as cantor

and author.

Mrs. Brown was also reader, by permit, in tie British

Museum, following a course of readings given by Sir

Herbert Parry, head of the Royal College of Music,

London. Since Mrs. Brown's return from Europe, she

has had wide experience in teaching and lecturing be-

fore the most intelligent audiences of Boston and other

Eastern cities. Her culture, scholarship and fine address

make her a speaker of unusual interest.
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Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio 1208 Leavenworth St.

Telephone Prospect 8384

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

PADEREWSKI TO PLAY HERE

For the first time authentic information from the

oflice of Selby C. Oppenheimer announces that Pad-

erewski is to give a concert in San Francisco as part

of his impending transcontinental tour of the United

States. The great Pole, unquestionably the most inter-

esting and picturesque figure in the world of music

todav, let it be known a short while ago that he intend-

ed to return to the concert sWge, forsaking his political

ambitions in order to once more pursue the art that

brought him original fame. Paderewski is a lion of

the piano-forte. There never has been nor probably

never will be another exactly like him. For years he rep-

resented an individual type all his own. Then suddenly

'he maelstrom of war brought him to the aid of his

struggling Poland, and he forsook the art that made

him famous to assume the role of Premier of his native

land. Hundreds of admirers have been wishing the

presidency of the Polish Republic upon Paderewski, but

for reasons best known to himself he consistently de-

clines any further political honors, and is returning to

his first love.

As soon as Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer learned

that Paderewski really decided to concertize again he

began negotiations to bring him to this city. It will be

recalled that seven years ago Paderewski was booked

here for two concerts under Oppenheimer's manage-

ment. European conditions at that time became acute,

and Paderewski cancelled these engagements to hurry

to Poland, and now. after many years' elapse, the emi-

nent virtuoso will liquidate his obligation to San Fran-

cisco music lovers and will appear at a single concert

in the Exposition Auditorium on Thursday night, March

8, 1923. This will be Paderewski's only appearance in

Central and Northern California, and there can be no

doubt but that it will be a most notable musical event.

FARRAR OPENS MUSIC SEASON NEXT WEEK
For the fourth time in her meteoric career. Geraldine

Farrar. who has been called by the musical critic of

the New York World the "super-star" of the Metropol-

itan Opera House, will be heard in San Francisco. Miss

Farrar. with a concert company consisting of Henry

Weldon, basso; Joseph Malkin, 'cellist: Claude Gott-

helf, accompanist, will open San Francisco's musical

season tor 1922-23 with a concert at the New Curran

Theatre on Sunday afternoon. October Sth. She is an

artist whom music lovers of this community are always

eager to see and to hear. Miss Farrar has drawn ca-

pacitv houses at her every appearance in San Fran-

cisco her most recent triumph being with the Scotti

Grand Opera Company at the Exposition .Auditorium,

receipts tor five performances of Miss Farrar beiiig

$120 000. Miss Farrar. who is now en route to California

from New York, will inaugurate her Pacific Coast tour

with a concert at the Municipal Auditorium, Fresno, on

October Sth. She will be heard at the Auditorium The-

atre Oakland, on October 6th. Her last California con-

cert will be in Sacramento at the State Armory on

Monday. October 9th.
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LS. SHERMAN'S PART IN EARLY HISTORY OF THE PLAYER PIANO
BY JOHN McTAMMANY

(Reprinted from the Musical Courier Extra of New York)
(Editorial Note—^The readers of the Pacific Coast Musical Review will read with great interest about the

prominent role played by L. S. Sherman, of Sherman Clay & Co., in the history and progress of the musical indus-
try of America. The following extract is but one of many instances revealing Mr. Sherman's connection with impor-
tant periods of evolution in the music trade of the country. We shall publish other equally interesting articles
in subsequent issues of the Pacific Coast Musical Review.)

Leander S. Sherman—There is a name to conjure
by. "WTiat's in a name?" wrote Shakespeare. Well,
there is enough in the name of Leander S. Sherman
to cause the writer to "sit up and take notice," if the
reader will pardon the use of a slang phrase in this con-
nection. It was back in 187S, if my memory serves me
right, and on a Monday morning, when a tall, well-pro-
portioned and distinguished-looking gentleman entered
my office in Cambridge, Mass., it I may dignify the
cubbyhole occupied by me by such a title. The gentle-
man handed me his card, and upon it I read in small
and modest type the legend. "Leander S. Sherman, Sher-
man, Hyde & Co., San Francisco, Cal.;" and I know
of no man today, identified with the musical indus-
tries, who is cutting a greater figure, no name that
carries equal weight or greater significance in matters
musical, than that of this modest, retiring and un-
assuming merchant prince of the West.

I have said it was Monday morning, when Sherman
called, and I was working "like a Trojan," getting out
orders, for I had figured that, if ever success perched
upon my banner, it would he the result of the sweat
of my face, and I was not only rushing things for all I

was worth, but at that moment I was "as mad as a

L. S. SHERM.VV

hatter." I had no capital, and was working along from
hand to mouth, and all the time I had spent seeking
capital I had charged up to profit and loss. I owed
money to my help, was behind with my bills, and was
being dunned and bullied by everybody I owed, and I

owed about everybody that would trust me. Monday
morning usually brought me a double dose of pure
and unalloyed duns, in fact, about 99 per cent of my
mail comprised demands for settlement: but one fellow
made a mistake, for instead of a dun, he sent me a
threat, and said he would be at my place with a con-
stable, if he did not receive my check for the amount
of my bill that morning. I had been closed up, sold
out and compelled to move several times before by
creditors, and this fellow was one of them, and I had
made up my mind that if he undertook to carry out his
threat, I would throw him downstairs, for it had cost
me a mighty effort lo get established again, and I felt
that, it I could be let alone a few months, I could by
sheer labor alone work out my salvation.

It was in such a mental mood that Leander S. Sher-
man found me when he entered my place on that Mon-
day morning.

Leander S. Sherman Visits the Much-Harried
Manufacturer

And such was my anger and indignation that I reallv
had difficulty in treating Mr. Sherman with the consid-
eration that his position in the trade demanded; but
after a few introductory and commonplace remarks, we
got down to business. I knew the house of Sherman,
Hyde & Co. by reputation, and I knew that their finan-
cial standing was of the very highest, and that they
would do a large business, should they take on our
line. After examining my goods, which were far from
representing my ideal, he nevertheless gave me a sub-
stantial order for instruments and music, a certain ship-
ment monthly to go overland, while a still larger ship-
noent went round the Horn in a sailing vessel, tor in
those days there was but one overland route between

the Atlantic and the Pacific, and the charges were ex-
orbitant: so much so that most of the musical mer-
chandise for the Pacific Coast continued to go around
the Horn in sailing vessels, even after the Pacific
railroads were thoroughly established.

I had got Mr. Sherman's order, and while I congrat-
ulated myself on the result, still I was not happy, for I

could not fill it. I lacked the capital and the facilities
to do business with the Pacific Coast, for it would take
at least six weeks for a shipment of goods to reach San
Francisco and bring a check in return. But hard
pressed as I was. I made up my mind to move heaven
and earth rather than turn down that order.

In some way the conversition turned upon the his-
tory and development of my invention. I told him when
and where I had conceived the ides and ot mv inability
to enlist capital or interest musical instrument manu-
facturers in its production, of being repeatedly sold out
and driven from pillar to post. It was then that the
big heart of Leander Shernnn made itself manifest, for
Leander Sherman extended to me merciful conditioiis of
trade, and I had a load lifted from my mind. He ob-
served that it would involve a strenuous effort on my
part to get out the goods and wait six weeks or two
months for a remittance. I admitted that it would but
that the same was true in regard to John F. Stratton.
Story & Camp. J. Howard Foote, and others for whom
I had to do it.

Sherman Renders a Service to the Struggling Inventor
"Well," responded Mr. Sherman, "you won't have to

do it in this case, for I will arrange with William A
Pond of New York to pay your bills on presentation."
and he did so. And in so doing he rendered me a great
service and relief.

Mr. Sherman gave me no written requisition for the
goods ordered, nor any instruction to William A. Pond
& Co.. so when the first order was ready to shin, fear-
ing there might be some delay or misunderstanding re-
garding payment, I came through to New York and met
Jlr. Pond. I expressed regret that Mr. Sherman had
not given me a written order. "It was entirely unnec-
essary," was Mr. Pond's reply. "Leander Sherman's
word is as good as his bond, and if you will sign the
bill, you can have your money."

In these days, when so many in the trade are resort-
ing to artfiilneFS and trickery to escape their legitimate
resprnsibilities. it is mighty refreshing to know that
there are men in the business ot whom it can he said
"Their word is as gocd as their bond."

In view of these events ot an earlier day, it is not to
be marveled at that, when a week or two ago there was
laid upon my desk a letter from Leander Sherman or-
dering a copy of my History of the Plaver, I swung round
in my chair with my back to the stenographer, while I
looked into blank space with a vacant stare.
That letter, brief as it was. brought up before my mind

a whole train ot recollections. It carried me back to
Cambridge and the trying events of thirty-six vears ago
the harassing times I experienced before I met Leander
S. Sherman. I recalled the regular weekly remittances
of William A. Pond to meet my payroll, and also the day
when at last I could pay my help weekly and mv bills
monthly, when I could pay what I owed, and all that I
owed, and stand forth unabashed in the presence ot my
fellows; all that and a thousand things besides rushes
through my brain at the mention ot the name ot Leander
S. Sherman.
An Appreciation of the Famous Pacific Coast Merchant
There is but one Leander S. Sherman, He probably

did more than any other man to cultivate musical ap-
preciation on the Pacific Coast.
At the time of San Francisco's great calamity, the

question was asked, "How fares Leander Sherman?"
At the moment San Francisco was wrestling with her

fate, Leander Sherman was in the East. He had every
reason to believe that San Francisco had met her doom,
and that his firm had gone down among the ruins: but
in the midst of the terrible calamity, while others
were predicting the downfall of the commerce of the
Pacific Coast, Leander S. Sherman was speeding west
with a message of hope and cheer for his fellow-towns-
men.

In view of these trials, I should despise myself were I

for a moment to forget the aid and co-operation, the
comfort and consolation rendered me by such men as
Leander S. Sherman, John F. Stratton, J. Howard Foote,
H. L. Story, I. N. Camp and others in my efforts to get
established in business.

Faith, Hope and Charity the Company's Capital Slock
The capital stock of the McTammany Organette Com-

pany consisted ot faith, hope and charity. I furnished
the faith and hope and Stratton, Sherman and Story the
charity. And of these three virtues, the last is said to
be the greatest, and, come to think of it, I opine that is
a fact, for certainly the men who marketed the goods
had their trials and tribulations in handling them during
the first ten years we were engaged in improving the
product. They would write us, damning the goods, en-
closing a check and ordering another chunk of the dog
that bit *em.

So no history of the player is at all complete that does
not recognize the patience, perseverance and financial
assistance yielded by the jobbers and dealers in blazing

the way for the introduction of the new departure, the
modern player piano. So,

With faith like a mountain,
Cash, a mustard seed.

What more could I ask,
I had to succeed.

When I received Mr. Sherman's letter, I turned it over
to the Editor-in-Chief ot the Musical Courier Extra, Mr.
Geppert, who remarked that he knew Mr. Sherman, that
there was but one such in existence, and he was of tiie

salt of the earth. He further observed: "We will print
this letter and you will write a story to go with it, and
you may write it as strong as you like, for there is noth-
ing too good tor Leander S. Sherman."

Mr. Sherman's Letter

San Francisco, March 31, 1914.

Mr. John McTammany.
437 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.:

Dear Mr. McTammany—I was greatly surprised and
pleased to receive a complimentary copy ot your book,
"History of the Player." which accompanied the one
we ordered for our player department. It was extremely
kind and thoughtful cf you to autograph its flyleaf with
such beautiful lines. I appreciate very much the thought
which prompted you to pen them.

I am quite familiar with the trying years in which you
were making such a gigantic struggle to establish your
new player. We took kindly to them ourselves and did
what we could to encourage your efforts by purchasing
the McTammany Organette in large quantities. We
found it profitable to do so, for they met with ready sale.

Upon one of my trips to the East, at which time I had
the pleasure of meeting you at your factory, in passing
through Chicago on my return 1 called upon Deacon
Camp of Story & Camp. I found they were meeting with
the same success as ourselves in disposing of large
quantities ot your player product. We both felt at that
time that you were opening up a new avenue ot com-
mercialism tor the music trade. This avenue has since
expanded to a broad boulevard, tor the McTammany
Organette of those days is now exemplified in the mag-
nificent Aeolian Pipe Organs and Pianola Pianos with
their marvelous attachments and possibilities: the
McTammany Organette at one end ot the above-men-
tioned commercial boulevard, the Aeolian Pipe Organ
and Pianola Pianos at the other end, all of them played
with perforated player rolls.

It is a matter of great personal satisfaction to me
that the marvelous advancement and perfection attained
in player development has reached its present ideal

stage during my own lifetime, and that our house, who
started with the McTammany Organette purchased from
you at the beginning of the player game, is today, after
the player product has reached such a magnificent
growth both in quality and quantity, the fortunate repre-

sentative of the Aeolian Company product, for perfection
seems to have crowned their efforts in the enlargement
and manipulation of this vast industry in which you
played such an important part at its inception.

Most cordially vours.
LE.^NDER S. SHERMAN.

ANNA LOUISE DAVID BACK IN CALIFORNIA

After spending the summer months at the Cornish
School in Seattle, Anna Louise David, the distinguished
American harp virtuosa, is back in California. She is

at present at the Claremont Hotel. Berkeley, and has
resumed her large class of California pupils. Prior to

her departure from Seattle, she was very busy teaching
both at the Cornish School and at the Convent of the
Holy Names, and Miss David is very much pleased to

note the increasing interest in the harp, specially in

the far West. Althou,:,h Mi.^s David appeared in a num-
ber of concerts, her final triumph in the Northwest was
achieved at a farewell concert on -August 7th, ot which
the Seattle Intelligencer had the following to say:

Annie Louise David virtuoso harpist, and four gifted

associate musicians, gave an interesting concert last

evening at the Cornish Little Theatre. Miss David's
playing made an impression even more emphatically
favorable than when she gave her first recital at the
Cornish, several weeks ago. One of tlie most pleasurable
features ot her recent program was a group of brief

compositions arranged tor flute and harp. A. Biancone
was flutist, and his smooth, round tone and masterly
technique won him merited appreciation. Chopin's Min-
uet Waltz, Mendelssohn's Wings of Song and Promenade
d'Automne. by Tournier, were included in this group.
Of Miss David's solos. Zazel's Marguerite au Rouet. De-
bussy's Arabesque, and a Beethoven menuetto, given as
an encore, were perhaps the most enjoyable. The con-
cert opened with Handel's G minor sonata, arranged for

harp and viohmcello by Miss David, with George Kirch-
ner playing the cello part. Three short trio numbers,
scored for cello, flute and harp, and another cello and
harp group, came later. A romance by Mathews, ar-

ranged for harp, flute cello and piano, was the final num-
ber, with Anna Gr;int Dall playing the piano part.

Since her return from Seattle Miss David appeared on
two occasions as soloist at the First Congregational
Church, of which Dr. Gordon is pastor, and she will

appear in a harp recital at the College ot Notre Dame
in San Jose on October 11th. During the early part of

October Miss David will appear with Gabrieile Wood-
worth in a Joint recital at the Claremont Hotel ball-

room. She will also appear in recital with Mary Jor-

dan in San Antonio, Texas, on November 23d, and with
Laura May Lamport in Los Angeles early in November.
Miss David will al?o appear in some joint recitals with
Louis Persinger after that artist's return from the East.
Miss David is very busy teaching both at her studio in

Berkeley and at the Holy Names Convent in Oakland.

J
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SYMPHONY IN LOS ANGELES
(Continued from Page 1. Column 2>

quote from a statement issued recently

in this connection by the C. P. A. A.:

The bowl property was purchased by
the Community Park and Art Association.

Inc., December 11. 1920. a non-sectarian,

altruistic, non-profit organization, for the

sum of $65,000; $38.ST4 has been paid on
the purchase price, leaving a debt of

$26,125 in the form of a mortgage and a
personally endorsed note. A membership
in the organization costs one doUar. of

which there are 3000 members. Every
family in Southern California should be-

come a member and help pay for and
beautify this wonderful gathering place.

Where in this country could one find a
place where a gift wotUd be so thoroughly
enjoyed by thousands of people? Such
enjoyment makes better citizens and a
more contented people."

DORIA FERNANDA CONCERT
(Continued from Page 1. Column it

from a musiea! standpoint- We cannot
say too much regarding the excellent

accompaniments which Beujamin Moore
contributed to the program. Fine in tone,

authoritative in expression, facile in tech-

nic and interpretation and thoroughly
in harmony with the soloists mood, the
accompanist proved to be a feature of

the concert without which this important
event could not be imagined. The pro-

gram was as follows: Recitative and
Aria from Serse (Handel I; Plaisir

d'amour, (Martini): Cna voce poco fa

from n Barbiere di Siviglia, (.\s originally

sungi, (Rossini): Verborgenheit, (Hugo
Wolfi; In dem Schatten meiner Locken.
(Hugo Wolf): Heimkehr. (Richard
Strauss); Fruhlingsnacht, (Schumann I

;

Les Cygnes, iReyna'.do Hahni; Lettre

a une Espagnole, iRaouI Laparra): Nuit
dautrefois, ( Rhene Baton) : Chevalier
BeUe-Etoile, (Augusta Holmes): Mirage,
I Dorothy Crawford i : The Roadside Fire,

(Vaughn Williams): So-fei Gathering
Flowers, (Charles Griffes); Wings of

Night, (Winter Watts); Orientale. (Mar-
ian Bauer) ; The Love-Wandering i Hebri-

dean), (Arr. Kennedy-Fraser
) ; Milking

Croon (Hebrideani, (Arr. Kennedy-
Fraser) : I know where I'm going (Old
Irish), (Arr. Hughes): Irish Lullaby (Old

Irish) (Arr. ViUiers-Standford) : Pre-

guntale a las estreUas (Mexican). (Arr.

Edward Kilenyi ) ; Ay Ay Ay ( Cuban
Creole); ClaveUtos (Spanish). (Arr. Val-

verde).

The San Francisco Musical Club an-

nounces two programs for October. The
first will be given on Thursday morning,
October 5th, at the Palace Hotel. The
participating members will include: Mrs.
James Pressley, Mrs. William Sellander,

Mrs. Lillian Birmingham. Mrs. Arthur
Hackecc Mrs. Ashley FauU, Mrs. Byron
McDonald. Mrs Lawrence Rath. Miss
Miricn Fisier. Miss Anna Dickie. Mrs.
James Kelley. Mrs. Horatio F. StolL Mrs.
Elsa Behkow Trautner and Mrs. Dorothy
Seely GilSlen. The second October pro-

gram will lake place on Thursday morn-
ing. October 19th, and will be given by:
Miss Dorothy Dukes. Miss Eva M. Garcia.

Mrs. Charles Camm. Mrs. Mabel Sher-
burne West and Mrs. Martha Dukes Par-

ker, assisted by Kurt von Grudzinsky.

The San Francisco Music Teachers*
Association will give its monthly meeting
on Friday evening. September 29th, at

Kohler & Chase HalL 26 O'Farrell street.

Mrs. J. Wilson Taylor, secretary, asks
the members for full attendance, inas-

much as certain important matters are to

be discussed.

Mr, and Mrs. John Clare Monteith
of Portland. Ore., are spending two weeks
of their vacation in San Francisco. Mr.
Monteith is one of the foremost baritone
soloists and pedagogues of the North-
west, and his efforts in behalf of stand-
ardization of the music teacher and mu-
sical education in general has proved de-

cidedly advantageous to his community.
As a concert artist Mr. Monteith is great-

ly in demand, and never fails to arouse
the warmest enthusiasm. Mrs. Monteith
is one of the leading critics in Portland,
and her reviews of concerts belong
among the most intelligent discussions
published there. She is also an ex(iellent

pianist.

Kurt von Grudzinsky, an excellent Rus-
sian baritone, who recently arrived in
.\merica from Europe, where he ap-
peared in many concert tours with strik-

ing success, and where he also taught
large classes of vocal students, has lo-

cated in San Francisco. Mr. Gnidzinski
studied with Mme. Schoen-Rene. a pupil

of Garcia, and is the only vocal teacher
authorized by that noted pedagogue to

teach according to her personal mode of

instruction. Mr. Von Grudzinsky will

make his San Francisco debut before the

San Francisco Musical Club on Thursday
morning. October 19th. at the Palace Ho-
tel. He has a comprehensive and varied
repertoire of old and modem composi-
tions, and will no doubt be received with
pleasure by our music lovers.

Miss Dorothy Pasmore, the exception-
ally efficient and musicianly young Cali-

fornia 'cellist, who has recently returned
from a two years' absence in Honolulu,
has been exceptionally busy since her
return. One of her busiest weeks prom-
ises to be the next one. She will give a

program before the Institute of Music in

San Jose on Wednesday. October *th. She
will appear with Hother Wismer at his

concert in Sorosis Club Hall of this city

on Thursday evening, October alh. She
will play with Frank Moss in Hollister
on Friday, October 6th.

The Y. L. I. Glee Club, recently organ-
ized under the competent leadership of

the prominent vocal teacher, Joseph
Greven. will give a musical sketch in the
Knights of Columbus Hall on Golden
Gate avenue on Friday evening. October
6th. The members of the club are re-

hearsing with much enthusiasm, and
promise many surprises for the large
audience that has already secured tick-

ets for this event.

Joseph Greven the well-known vocal
teacher, sponsored a concert at the Old
People's Home in Fruitvale on Simday
afternoon, September 24th. Besides Ma-
rion Vecki, the favorite Calllomia bari-

tone, who was in excellent voice and
artistic mood, two artist pupils of Joseph
Greven's surprised the large audience
with their glorious voices and artistic

singing. Mrs. Tunison-Kowalski, soprano,
and Adrienne Michel, mezzo-contralto,
Emil HahL violinist, of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra, by reason of his
expressive playing and fine musicianship,
and last, but not least, Messrs. Wein-
berger and Greven at the piano, delighted
the old people, who were unanimous in

their expression that this was surely one
of the best concerts ever given at their
Home.

The Oakland Conservatory of Music
gave an excellent Students' Academnia
on Thursday evening. September 14th.
This event was like all events at that
institution—an unqualified artistic suc-
cess. As wUl be noted by the appended
program, all the piano solo numbers were
played by Miss Gina Calpestri, who is

a remarkably talented young musician,
and her interpretations were greatly ad-
mired. The Liszt aumbers from the
Etudes Transcendants were rendered in

a masterly manner, and in the Appassiou-
ata Sonata by Beethoven she showed
great interpretative skilL The vocal num-
bers were very much appreciated by the
audience, the articulation being clear and
the tone work accurate. The complete pro-
gram was as follows: Part I—Polish
Dance (Scharwenka), first piano. Miss
Edith Jones, second piano. Miss Lorine
Everett; Ballads— (a) Star of the South
(Lohr). (b) Rosemary (Russell). Miss
Jean Stuart; Prelude and Eroica (Liszt),
Miss Gina Calpestri: Ballads— (a) Sir
Patrick Spense (Edwards), (b and c)
Salt Water Ballads (Keel). Mr. Fred Al-
bright. Part II— (a) Prelude in G Minor
(Rachmaninoff), (b) Fantasle Impromptu,
Op. 66 (Chopin), Miss Calpestri: (a) Sla-
vonian Dance (Bohm). (bl Polonaise
(Hoffman), Louis Veronis: Ballads—(a)

Ab. Tho' the Silver Moon Were Mine
(Lohrl. (b) The Year's at the Spring
(Beach). Miss Theresa Pnrcell: .A.rias

—

la) Slumber Romance (Gounod), (b)
Don Carlo iVerdi). Mr. .Albright; Sonata
Apassionata, Op. 57 (Beethoven).

Miss Claranna Huber, pianist was re-

cently the soloist a*, the KITO radio sta-
tion. She is a brilliant young performer,
and has appeared frequently at various
musicales. Her ntmibers were: Valse.
E minor (Chopin), Caprices (Cecile
Cowles). Chinese (Cecile Cowles), Marche
Mignonne (Poldini), Rigoletto Fantasie
(Verdi-Liszt).

Miss Laura Burke delighted an appre-
ciative audience at the last meeting of
the Francis Scott Key Mothers' Club with
her piano selections. She is a little miss
of nine years. Both Miss Burke and Miss
Huber. mentioned in the previous para-
graph, are pupils of Miss Lorraine Ewing.

«*N FRANCir
'UBLJC LIBRAh

The

KNABE
"The Piano for a Lifetime"

I

"HE disrinctive tone quality and sensitive

I- touch of the Knabe make an irresistible

appeal. The perfect craftsmanship and fine

materials that enter into its making preserve

this beaut}' of tone and action for genera-

tions. The Knabe is the wisest investment

for home or studio. Wherever you will find

music at its best—there you will find the

Knabe—in the Conservatories or on the

Concert Stage. The Knabe is distinctly a

Knabe product, built and developed under
one roof by four generations of master
craftsmen for 85 years. Every component
part of the Knabe Piano is made in the

Knabe factory—thus insuring that uniform-
it>' and harmony of constructural detail es-

sential to artistic perfection.

You will find the Knabe literature very interest-

ing. It is so different from the usual catalog. If it

is not convenient for you to call we will gladly send
the same to you on application.

Other Pianos taken in exchange. Suitable lime pay-

ments if desired.

Kohler and Chase.
25 O'FarreU St..

San Francisco, CaliC

Please send literature, prices and terms of
the Knabe. and oblige

Kame .

Address
.

"For the .-Vdva-vce.ment of Music"

26 OTarrell Street

Oakland Store Mission Store

535 14th St. 2-160 Mission St.

BJcdusiTe Knabe Dealers
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The Week's Music Events in Los Angeles
By BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers

—

All copy should reach the Los Angeles office

not later than Monday noon of each week,

to appear in the issue of same week.

LOS ANGELES, September 23, 1922.—Below I am pub-

lishing a letter from Homer Grunn, well-known com-

poser and pianist. This letter has appeared in a Los

Angeles publication. Meeting with the approval, as it

did and voicing the sentiments of a large public, not

only confined to this city. I think it of general interest.

It r^3,ds

'

Los Angeles. September 18, 1922.

Dear Mr. Ussher; Having Just returned from a de-

lightful visit to the Indian villages, Zuni and Acoma
(the "City of the Sky") and the charming old town of

Santa Fe, X. M., where I witnessed the second fiesta,

I am more and more convinced that it is a great mistake

tor American composers to remain tco long in the vast

centers of commercial activities, that the hectic rushing,

the subconscious absorption of raucous noises of every

description, are not conducive to reflective, contempla-

tive musical thought.
. ,

Also, listening, as we are forced to do, in the cities

to concerts, the programs containing the works of very

few American cmposers, due, no doubt, to the lack of

interest on the part of our foreign conductors, does not

help the creative musician (who has the love of Amer-

ica in his heart) to do original work.

MacDowell, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, Arney Olberg, Henry

Hadley, Stellman-Kelly. George Chadwick. Arthur Foote,

Gritfes, Bollinger, Gilbert and many others write fine

things. Why do we not hear them in preference to the

same old standards, such as Liszt's "Second Rhapsodic,"

"William Tell." "Nut Cracker Suite," etc.?

Not that we do not value and love these old heir-

looms, but could they not give way once in a while so

that "America might raise her orchestra voice in lovely

song?"
The Southwest offers much, as I have said before: the

solitude where subjective thought holds complete sway,

the wonderful color of the mesas, our plains, the puebla

Indian life, primitive, simple songs, which must be heard

to be appreciated, and idealized. The strongest appeal

is their ceremonies (dances), which are marvelous in

rhythm, color and motion.
Santa Fe should be congratulated in keeping alive

these fine dances and reviving the early Spanish folk-

songs and dances as well.

In closing, allow me to say that I believe the South-

west is the cradle of the future American music, not

the Jazz distortions of New York's tin-pan alley.

Cordially, HOMER GRUNN.
Mr. Grunn's letter needs no comment, except that his

list of American composers could be easily extended

with other prominent names.

"FITZGERALD'S for the aJvancemtnl of music"

VIRGINIA GOODSELL
having spent the past five years in Europe and New
York, returns to Los Angeles as head of the Vocal

Uepartincnt of the Wcstlake Scliool for Girls. She

will appear in recital at the

Gamut Auditorium, October 16
In all her recitals, as well as her instruction work.

Miss Goodsell finds the supreme piano to be

The Knabe

MUSIC CO.

VIKGIM-V i;«)<n>si:i.L

FITZGERALD'
HILL STREET XS^ AT 7S.7~7Z9

Los Angeles

to attract attention to lesser known yet meritorious

works, Mr. Neville again will give special attention to

the American composer.
A special feature of Mr. Neville's supply system will

be a number of branch stores in the different sections

of the community. His purpose is to make sheet music
more accessible to the musical public in the various dis-

tricts of this far-flung city. Negotiations are well under
way to have such sheet-music depots established in va-

rious districts: for instance, at Third street and West-
ern, in Long Beach, Huntington Park, and other points

of importance in that regard.

Mr. Neville's many friends are greatly interested in

this feature of his establishment, as well as in the es-

Significant of the growth of this community as a

music-consuming city is the announcement of a new and

comprehensively planned store devoted entirely to the

sheet-music business in all its various aspects. The
new flrm, the Neville-Marple Music Company, which is

to open headquarters October 1st at 620-22 South Broad-

way (in the new Piatt music store), will be headed by

two men for years prominent, because well versed in

the business of their choice: Harry G. Neville, for about

ten years manager of Hetfelflnger's, and when this firm

was taken over by Schirmer's, continuing in the same
capacity for the well-known publishers and sheet-music

dealers, representing their interests on the Coast.

Associated in partnership with Mr. Neville is Herbert

Marple. who likewise has spent a lifetime in the "music

game." For the last five years Mr. Marple headed the

professional department for Sherman, Clay & Co., the

well-known San Francisco music house.

Mr. Neville, who enjoys eighteen years of fruitful ex-

perience in the sheet music business, today counts as

one of the best posted men in matters of American and
foreign sheet music. Not only has he attained a unique

reputation because of his familiarity with the existing

literature, no matter whether vocal or instrumental, but

one of the best posted men in matters of American and
foreign copyright, and is freely consulted in that regard.

His knowledge in these respects has proved a great

asset to our Western composers, who often solicit his

advice .

Incidentally, Mr. Neville is planning to devote later

on part of his activities to the publishing business. In

that regard he will favor Western, and particularly our
resident composers. In that he will be guided by high

artistic standards. There will be few compositions
issued at a time, but those will be highly exploited in

keeping with their merit. Altogether Mr. Neville will

feature the Western, and particularly the California

resident composers, both as a dealer and publisher.

Arrangements have been carried out which will per-

mit the Neville-Marple Music Company to open their

convenient quarters with a large and complete stock of

new music. As time goes on, Mr. Neville will include

voluminous additions to his stock, specializing on impor-
tant though lesser known compositions, thus enabling
professionals and students to find concert as well as
study material not generally available. Wliile the new
music store will carry a full line of musical material,
as required by every activity of musical life, yet it will

try to supplement this in the manner already indicated,

so tliat a collection of rare old and new publications in

music may be found in the various departments of the
Neville-Marple Music Company. Mr. Neville feels that
this is an educational endeavor which will be welcomed
by the progressive artist as well as by the teacher and
the student. In this respect his wide connections with
foreign music houses will stand him in good stead and
prove an asset to the musical community. In this effort

.i<m\ sii VM.^i \\
ic NiiK'il l.^».'. \ii»c*-U-K Oratorio
I'ontllK-lor nnd ilurlli>iie. With
lliN Tcn<-her. Fr:iiii% I.a Forge,

\\ bile ICoMt TliiM Summer

tablishment of his own concern, for which immediate
and lasting success has been assured, thanks to the per-

sonal qualities of Mr. Neville as one of the important

figures in the musical lite of the California Southland.

The Ellis Club at its annual meeting elected the fol-

lowing officers and committeemen for the year 1922-

1923: President, Walter Bordwell: Vice-President, E. W.
Shank: Secretary, Herbert D, Alfonso; Treasurer. L.

Zlnnamon: Board of Directors—Walter Bordwell, E. S.

Shank, George Sterkel, Herbert D. Alfonso, L. Zinnamon.
O. W. Leonard, H. .K. Ford: music committee—George
Steckel, chairman: W. M. Webster, G. J. Vieria; mem-
bership committee—H. A. Ford, chairman; Otto G.

Wildey, Charles E. Hoover. C. Harsin; house commit-
tee—O. W. Leonard, chairman; A. R. Jaquith, R. D.

Weaver; publicity committee—Willi:im Dellamore and
C. P. DonncU; K. W. Sweeny, librarian. J. B. Poulin and
Mrs. M. Hennion-Robinson were unanimously reappoint-

ed to their respective positions of musical director and
accompanlste. Professor Pulin has been director of the
Ellis (?lub for the past twenty-one years.

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSER-PIANISTE
JUNt IsKued for the Piano

"SP.t-MSH SERE.\.\DE" nnd "RIDE OF THE COWDOY"

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CUI-TVRE—COACHING IX REPERTOIRB

OPERA CLASSES INCLUDING COMPLETE
PRESENTATIONS

Studio 1324 S. Fleueroa. Phone 21805

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Available for Coiioerts and Rocltnla

Limited Number of Advanced PuplU Accepted
VlollniNt Lo*i AnKcleH Trio

Studio: 334 Music Arts Studio BIdg. Phone 10082

BLANCHE ROGERS LOTT
riANISTE—Member "l-'Ennemble Moderne"

Studio: 912 W. 20th St. Phone: 24667

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Tuesday, ^Vednesdny, Friday Afternoon*
E|;nn School. Phones 2IH05 or 27i:t30

1324 South Fieueroa, Los Anerelea

SYLVAIN NOACK
VIOLINIST

Concertmaster Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles

SEASON 1922-23 NOW BOOKING
Management C. E, Hubach,

453 S. Wilton PI., Los Angeles

Several programs will be sung this season by the
chorus of the Hollywood Woman's Club. This ensemble
of sixty voices has grown into one of the best women's

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
ELINOR, Conducting

Concerts Every .Afternoon and Evening

Prosrrnni for %\>ek of October I

(n) MARCH .Sl.VVi-; T«chniito>v«lty

lb> PI/./.IfATO Pt>I.K.* StrauKH

(e) TI-O-SAX... .*n Bllnor Syneopntloii

In t'onjiiuction With Seeond Weeit of

R II P E R T II r fi H E S '

Motion Picture Masterpiece
"REM E M 11 R A N C E "

Thin IH Mr. HiierheN' hiKUeNt drnmn of -\merlcan
home life, a tender, thrllllne, yet humeruUM Ktory

of Father.
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L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

ILIrt. DlVV^I^JWn Philharmonic Orchestra
Member Trio Indme. I,o>i An;;eles Trio. Philharmonic

Quartet. InNlruci ton. Chnmlier '^IumIc Kecilals
r.itir. I.a >llrnda— I'hone ll.iliy 3044

JAMISON VOCAL QUARTET VVu\7"o=^i;;:r'"
Jean < oUiell. Ilnzel II. \ntlt-r<inn, Kdna C. Voorhees. DnUy
V. Priileau^, Alihie >i>rion Jamison, Ulrector-Aceompan-
i!*te. 20:^4 S. lIi>o%er. I'hone irri'.Kt.'.

The Heartt-Dreyfus Studios
VOICE A\D MODKKX I.ANGIAGES
SiDdlos: Gamut <_ lub. H.M4 *<. Hope

For Inquiries phone rH>or,l

ZOELL]NER QUARTET
.Uauosemeni K. & A. CulberlHon, Aeolian Hall. »tt York

SerlouM Sladentn Accepted
Pergonal Addrew: IgSO ^VIndwo^ Blvd.. Loa Angelea

JOHN SMALLMAN--BARITONE
Concert EnsraKcnien la—Condnclor L. A. Oratorio Society
Mrs. H. O. Joseph. Sec'y.. 1500 S. Figueroa. Phone 23195

GREGORY KRESHOVER
ASSISTANT MUSICAL DIRECTOR
MISSION THEtTRE, LOS AXGELES

CHARLES E. PEMBERTON
VIOLIN—MUSICAL THEORY

Faculty Member College of Music
306 Blanchard Hall. Los Angeles—Wed. and Sat.

JAY PLOWE--S0I0 Flutist
Philharmonic Orchestra—Trio Intlme

Studio: 334 Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles
Res. Phone: 579064

HOMER GRUNN composer.piamst
ATallable for Concerts and Reoltala

StQdto: 1324 ^oath Fleaeroa. Phone 24139

EARL MEEKER-Baritone
Concerts—Recital*—Instrnctlon

Featuring; AU-Amerlcan Progii^nia
Studio: 1500 So. Figueroa St. Phone 33195

FRANCE GOLDWATER
Concert Direction—.\rtlst >IanaBement—Publicity

S11 Mnjettic Theatre nide.

RAYMOND HARMO N—Tenor
COXCERT—ORATORIO—RECITAL

Tenor Pasadena Presbj"terian Church. Studio: 345 Music
Arts Itoildincr. I-os Ancfles. 'alif.

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
CO\TR VI.TO

School of ^ ocal Art
Studio: Tnhoe Ruildin^ Of acdo^ell Clnh Rooni.s I

For Informntion Res. I'hoiit- T-llti-l

MAY MACDONALD HOPE
CONCERT PIAMSTE—I.OS ANGELES TRIO

Studio: 323 MnKic .\rti* Studio Rids. Phone: 10<W2

GRACE WOOD JESS "e^zo soprano
DRA5IATIC INTERPRETER OF FOLK SONGS

IN COSTIME RECITALS
Management: L. E. Behymer. Los Angeles

ANN THOMPSON-Pia;iis/e
NOW TOIRING IN THE E VST

For Datew Hurinc Fall 11122 and Sprinfc 1023
Write to ^2<; S. Hope, Low .inseles*. Pico 1770

MRS. M. HENNION ROBINSON— Artistic Accompanying
1 A ceompan I.I t tor Ellis and Lyric Clubs)

L. .\. Studio: >Ion.. Wed.. FrI. lolfi So. St. Andrews
I'hone T440G. Res. Club House Apts.. Venice. 01047

EMILE FERIR
SOLO VIOLA

Concerts—Recitals

^lANAGE^IENT L. E. Br,II\^IER. LOS ANGELES

CATHERINE H. SHANK ^SprIno
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studios: 1500 S. Figueroa; Phone: 22632, Los Angeles
Glendale: 433 Riverdale Dr.; Phone Glend. 1120-W

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

44fi S. Grand Vipw. Phone .".^A^iiS. Lns Aneel^^s

DAVOL SANDERS '
'i"^',J'pS"^{;S"^

Head VIoIlD Dept., Colleee of Manic, U. S. C.—Member
PhllbarmoDlc Orchestra

3201 S. Fleneroa St.^ Los Anseica Phone Main 2109

choruses since its formation two years ago. Officers
for the coming season were elected at the last meeting,
the votes resulting in the following appointments: Gen-
eral chairman. Mrs. Maud D. Lee Skeen: secretary.
Mrs. B. F. Bailey; treasurer. Mrs. A. M. Hewitt: chair-
man music committee. Mrs. Eglantine F. Baier. Hugo
Kirchhofer and Mrs. Inez Jacobson have been retained
as musical director and accompaniste. respectively.
Thursday evening. September 28th. the American

Music Optimists will, in keeping with their objects, hear
at the Ebell Club auditorium a program of -\meiican
music. The soloists are Carl Gantvoort. baritone; Davol
Sanders, viola; Robert Staples and Joseph Bloor, vio-
lins; Adelaide Trowbridge and Ernest McAfee, accom-
panists. Dr. Rufus von KleinSmid. president U. S. C
will speak on "Music in Education." A reception will be
held after the program.

MARCELLI writes MUSIC FOR NAZIMOVA

Mme. Estelle Heartt-Dreyfus. the noted contralto, will
have a busy season this coming winter. Since her re-
turn from Catalina Island she has appeared at two
private musicales. October will find her very active
with club engagements. November 13th, Mme. Dreyfus
will sing a Purpose Program before the club. This par-
ticular program has evidently met with wide popularity.
as the popular singer has been requested in a number of
instances to give it.

Impressive, to say the least, is the program to be
rendered next Friday by advanced pupils of Gregor
Chemiavsky at Philharmonic Auditorium. The program
offers: Wieniawski. Romance from Concerto Xo. 2 (Miss
Liela Burton): Schubert-Wilhelmj. Ave Maria (Miss
Gertrude Wieding): (a) Kreisler. Viennese Popular
Song, (b) BazEini. Goblin Dance (Miss Louise Shaw);
Chopin-Sarasate, Nocturne in E Flat (Miss Ethel Bur-
lingamei: Mendelssohn. Andante from Concerto op. 64
(Miss Bernice Bealt; (ai DAmbrosio. Romance op. 9.

lb) Paganini. Campanella (Miss Grace Barstow); Vieux-
temps. Grand Concerto No. 4 list and 2d movements)
(Mr. Frederick Smith); Sarasate. Zigeunerweisen (Gyp-
sy melodies) (Master Harry Ben Gronsky. 9 years
of age); Wieniawski. Concerto No. 2 (I movement),
(Miss Ruth Wilson, 12 years of age I: Vieuxtemps. Bal-
lade and Polonaise (Master Henry Sugar, 15 years of
agel; (a) Mendelssohn-Achron. "On Wings of Song."
lb) Paganini-Auer. Caprice No. 24 (Miss Elsie Manion).
Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson will assist at the piano.

An interesting bit of musical news concerns the recent
establishment by the Woman's Lyric Club of a $50,000
endowment fund, to be used exclusively for presenting
artists of note to Los Angeles audiences. This fund will
be a permanent one. supplied and maintained through
personal gifts and through the sale of special endow-
ment memberships in the club, and will be ably admin-
istered by an Advisory Board of recognized musical
standing. The club also wishes to announce that Arthur
Middleton. who has been engaged as guest artist for
the December 1st club concert at Philharmonic Audito-
rium, will make his only Los Angeles appearance at
that time.

At the California Theatre—The California Theatre
orchestra, under the leadership of Carli Elinor, is pre-
senting a sensational concert this week, opening with
the famous March Slave, by Tschaikowsky. This compo-
sition was used by Elinor for the opening of the concert
series. It met again with much success. Pizzicato Polka,
the second number is a dainty and melodious composi-
tion by Johann Strauss. Ti-O-San. the closing number,
is a riot of syncopated melodies. Its composer. L. Clair
Case, is a member of the California orchestra.

Madame Vought will give a voice pupils' recital at
Goat Island, the United States Naval Training Station.
Among those appearing in solo numbers will be: Flor-
ence Wenger. Hazel Atkinson. Maud Allen. Delia Buehle
and Lucille White. They will be the guests of Chap-
lain M. M. Witherspoon on the U. S. S. Boston, for a
supper, following the recital.

NEVELE-MARPIE MUSIC CO,
(at I'lall'..* .^Iu!»ic Store)

620-22 South Broadway, Los Angeles

Distributors for the

WORLD'S LARGEST
PUBLISHERS
Catalogues on Request

L E. BEHYMER
announces

THIRD ANNUAL VIOLIN RECITAL
by Al-:*t-Pi.ipil: of

GREGOR CHERNIAVSKY
FRIDAY EVENING. OCTOBER 6
PHILHARMONIC AUDITORIUM

Public cordially invited. Ticiiets by request at:
Kast box office Philharmonic Auditorium. Birkel.
South. Cal. Music Co.. Wiley B. Allen. Barker
Bros. Music Dept-

(Sohmer Piano Us'^di

Upon Recommendation of Alfred Hertz, Gifted Composer
Was Selected to Arrange the Music for Salome,

the Screen Star's Latest Picture

To Ulderico Marcelli has been assigned by Mme.
Nazimova and her husband and director. Charles Bryant,
the difficult but engaging task of providing the Nazimova
production of "Salome " with an appropriate musical
score. The choice was made after careful examination
of the available talent and following many conferences
with Alfred Hertz, who has been extremely interested
in the fihn version of a story which in its operatic form
(Strauss' "Salome") was introduced by Conductor Hertz
to American music lovers.

Marcelli for several years has been chief of the mu-
sical staff of the Turner and Dahnken circuit of theatres
in Northern and Central California, and in directorial
charge of the Tivoli Theatre in San Francisco and the
T. & D. Theatre in Oakland. He was chosen by the
Bohemian Club directors to write the score to the Grove
play of 1920. His symphonic scores have been played
under Alfred Hertz' direction by the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra, and his "Water Color Sketches." some
of them based on themes from the Indian lore of
Ecuador, have made their way into the repertoire of
the world's greatest orchestral organizations. He is rec-
ognized as one of the few creative musicians in the mo-
tion picture industry—capable of the highest expres-
siveness in symphonic creativeness.

Marcelli happened to be in Los Angeles during the
period when Conductor Hertz, directing the symphony
season at Hollywood Bowl, was interested in the Na-
zimova fantasy based on the Wildean story. And it

was the celebrated symphony director and Wagner
authority who suggested to Mme. Nazimova and Mr,
Bryant that Marcelli was the man to solve their difficult
musical problems. After a brief conference recently,
negotiations were closed and Marcelli was signed up
to deliver as soon as is consistent with artistic success,
a score, part of which shall be made up of compositions
extant in musical literature, and part of which shall be
original matter composed by Marcelli.

"It was when the showing of 'Salome' was held at
Town Hall. New York, during our recent stay there that
JIme. Nazimova and I realized perhaps for the first
time in full measure the vital part that music would
play in the success of our production." says Director
Charles Bryant. The audience at Town Hall consisted of
about 1200 invited guests assembled by invitation of
the National Board of Review, which censorial body
wanted its own enthusiastic verdict to be endorsed—or
perhaps repudiated—by an audience typically American.
The result of that characteristic verdict has already
been published, and its favorable nature came as no
surprise to us. Yet the picture was given in utter si-

lence. We had no music whatever. .After the showing,
many in the audience volunteered the advice that
'Salome' would fare equally well commercially even
without music; but that if a score were to be adjusted
to the picture it would mar the screened story unless
it was on the same plane of exquisite art whereon we
hope and believe we have conceived and executed our
historical phantasy.

"Trivial music or music already familiar to everybody
would not do: the fantastical nature of the picture would
be utterly destroyed by familiar every-day selections.
Not even the score of Strauss would do. for it would
prove too brutal and vehement fr the intangible beauty
of the picture. A composer of high standing was required
as well as a man thoroughly familiar with the art of
adjusting music to pictures, and such a man Alfred
Hertz recommended Ulderico Marcelli to be. and such
we have found him. We are at last easy in our minds
that 'Salome' will not be marred, but completed, in its

appeal by the music that this young genius will pro-
vide."

WALLACE SABIN AT MUNICIPAL ORGAN

Wallace A. Sabin, organist of the F"irst Church of
Christ, Scientist, and the Temple Emanuel, will give
a recital upon the great municipal organ in the Expo-
sition Auditorium this Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
This has been made possible by the co-operation of the
California Industries Exposition management, which will
not begin to install its big show in the Auditorium
until -Monday.
There is no better known composer and musician on

the Pacific Coast than Sabin. his Bohemian Grove play,
"St. Patrick at Tara,"" and other splendid compositions
having gained him wide fame. At the P. P. I. E. he
often played upon the great organ when it was installed
in Festival Hall, and he is perfectly at home when pre-
siding at its console. He is particularly skillful in pre-
paring programs and has chosen selections of singular
beauty and interest for his recital.
The Auditorium Committee of the Board of Super-

visors, under whose auspices these recitals are given,
invites the public to attend. There is no admission fee
and no reserved seats. The complete program is as fol-
lows: Star Spangled Banner; Sonata. No. 1 (first move-
ment) (Mendelssohn); Idyll (Kinder); Kol Nidrei (tra-
ditional Hebrew melody) ; Magnificat (Bonnet); Pra;

T

(Guilmanti; Harmonies du Soir (Karg-EIart); "fife

Little Shepherd (Debussy) ; Gavotte. "Holberg" Suite
(Grieg): Fantasia in D minor (R. F. Stewart).

pe^ric^

WTROOST
soPR .\ NO

Only serious and tal-
ented students ac-
cepted. Repertoire tn

pnch, Italian. Rns-
in. English. Studio,

706 Majeatle Theatre
Bnildlnf. S2I910
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SAN FRANCISCO MUSICAL CLUB OPENS SEASON

Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, Contralto. Miss Alma Bir-
mingham, Pianist, and Miss Marian Nicholson,

Violinist, Delight Large Audience

California Theatre—The musical programs at the Cal-

ifornia Theatre throughout the month of September
have been specially attractive and artistically enjoyable.

Of course, the Sunday morning: concerts are particularly

worthy of the heartiest comment. Jascha Schwarzman,
who was the soloist on Sunday morning. September 10th,

interpreted the First Concerto by Saint-Saens with that

musicianship and virtuosity which never fails to arouse
an appreciative audience to the highest pitch of en-

thusiasm. Juanita Tennyson on September 17th exhib-

ited an unusually clear and true soprano voice in a dra-

matically and impressively rendered interpretation of

the famous aria from Charpentiers Louise, gaining the

warmest and most cordial recognition on the part of her
large audience.
The soloist last Sunday morning, September 24th, was

Morris Stoloff. a young Russian violin virtuoso of re-

markable accomplishments, both as to tone and technical

facility. Although the two numbers selected by him

—

Romanza Andalusa (Sarasate) and Aus der Heimat
(Smetana)—cannot be classed among violinistic bravura
pieces, nevertheless they gave the young virtuoso an
opportunity to reveal artistic qualities of the first rank.

He is beyond a doubt an artist worthy of the highest
recognition, and the spontaneous enthusiasm he aroused
among his audience was ample evidence for the power-
ful impression he made even upon his first appear-
ance. Mr. Stoloff played on the California Theatre pro-

gram throughout the week, and added every time to his

popularity and to the high esteem which he merited
from his first appearance.
Gino Severi is deserving of special commendation by

reason of the excellent program he rendered last Sun-
day morning. The program began with a very unique
and fervid march of Norwegian character played with
fine spirit and exact rhythm. Then came two delightful

numbers—Lamento (for strings) (Gabriel Marie) and
Dance of the Gnomes (Ilynsky)—which were rendered
with entrancing attention to details of phrasing and
coloring. Then followed one of the very best interpre-

tations of a Mme. Butterfly selection we have heard.
Mr. Severi was here at his best, putting his whole soul

into the vibrant strains of the score and transmitting
his enthusiasm and musicianship to his men. The con-
cluding number of the program was a remarkably fine

rendition of Goldmark's difficult Sakuntala Overture,
played with a verv-e and intelligence worthy of sincere
admiration. It was an excellent interpretation, truly

invested with the utmost musicianship.
We are looking forward to tomorrow's Sunday morn-

ing program with great interest, for it consists exclu-

sively of Wagner compositions. This is surely a cour-
ageous thing to do. and ordinarily we would await this

event with fear and trembling. But knowing Mr. Severi
as we do, and realizing his sincerity, we know that he
would not contemplate performing such a difficult feat

if he had not made up his mind to do it well. And so
we have an idea that the concert tomorrow morning
will prove a thorough artistic treat. It may not be as
perfect and flawless as one of the Symphony Orches-
tra's programs, but somehow we feel that it will surprise
the "natives." The compositions to be rendered have
been played frequently by the members of the California
Theatre Orchestra, and a special concession on the part
of the management for an augmented rehearsal gives
Mr. Severi a chance to show what he can do. The pro-
gram will be as follows: Prelude to Meistersinger; Pre-
lude and Love Death from Tristan and Isolde; Fantasy
from Siegfried; Overture to Tannhauser.

Granada Theatre—Oliver Wallace, the incomparable
organ virtuoso, and Paul Ash, the unique and decidedly
Individualistic conductor-pianist, continue to charm
Granada Theatre audiences with their unquestionably
refined musical entertainment. The oftener you hear
Mr. Wallace the more does he appeal to your sense of

artistic finish, and his musical settings to the feature
pictures belong among the finest exhibition of organ art
that has come to our attention. During the week of
September 9th we admired specially his virile selection
from Trovatore. and his appealing syncronization to
The Bonded Woman. He is an artist after our own
heart, and we can not hear him too often.

Paul Ash continues to enjoy well-merited popularity.
He has fathomed the secret of entertaining his audi-
ences without cheapening his art. Occasionally he in-

tersperses his selection with healthy humor, which, while
It arouses merriment, doos not exercise a degrading
influence upon the music itself. Even the lightest form
of composition is given a certain attractive "dressing."
and no one willing to tell the truth can say that it has
no value in musical appreciation, Mr. Ash makes music
attractive to his hearers, and that he can direct serious
music as well as the lighter form is evidenced by his
successful rendition of the William Tell Overture, which
has proved one of the genuine victories of his career.

Loew's Warfield—If you want to hear a really skillful

and gifted violinist, who at the same time is a con-
ductor of considerable verve, don't fail to listen to
^' -.ge Llpschulz at Loew's Warfield Theatre. The
management made no mistake in importing this accom-
plished young musician, who reveals by reason of hia
poise and unquestionable virtuosity that he is not a
stranger upon the concert platform. His tone is fine,
smooth and true, and his technic thoroughly proficient.
He plays with fine shading and adherence to the utmost
artistic principles of violinistic virtuosity. As director
he selects fine compositions and plays in a manner to
delight his audiences. We are glad to see another im-
portant moving picture theatre added to those appre-
ciating the significance of good music.

The Palace Hotel ballroom was crowded on Thursday
morning, September 21st. when the San Francisco Music-
al Club opened its season of 1922-192:i. Great interest
was manifested in this event, for in addition to the fact
that Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, president of the club,
was one of the soloists, the president's daughter. Miss
Alma Birmingham, an unusually brilliant young pianist,
who has made her home in Chicago during recent years,
also participated as one of the leading soloists of the
day. Finally Miss Marion Nicliolson, a young California
violinist, of unusual skill and capability, who left for the
East for further study after the concert, added to the
musical importance of the occasion. Inasmuch as Miss
Alma Birmingham also was to leave after the event to
return to her present place of residence, this first con-
cert and meeting of the San Francisco Musical Club
served simultaneously as a sort of farewell reception
to these two young musicians, of whom California has
every reason to feel proud.

Mrs. Birmingham sang the opening number of the
program, which was the Aria of Gismonde from Han-
del's opera Ottone, and later a group of songs by
Brahms. Rene Rabey. David Proctor and Deems Taylor,
which at the same time was the closing group on the
program. Mrs. Birmingham invested her interpretations
with that fine warmth of expression and virile accentua-
tion of the lines of the compositions which has earned
for her such a prominent position among California'^
vocal artists. She was rewarded for her contributions
with the heartiest and most cordial applause, and was
compelled to respond with encores.

Miss Marion Nicholson played works by Cottenet and
Hubay. and proved herself worthy of hearty approval
by reason of her decidedly refined and musicianly style
of interpretation. Bowing as well as finger dexterity
assisted her in a very facile exhibition of real violinistic
art, and the graceful poise as well as discriminating
phrasing with which she invested her numbers con-
vinced even the most fastidious music lovers that they
were listening to a young violinist who had not only
taken advantage of the best of training, but who pos-
sessed that knack and instinct of those who are des-
tined to become identified with the best there is in
music. Miss Helen Rust accompanied Miss Nicholson
in a manner to add to the enjoyment of her selections.

Miss Alma Birmingham played a group of composi-
tions by Glinka-Balakirew, Palmgren. Glazounow and
Brahms, every one of which gave her a chance to dis-
play the extent of her pianistic proficiency, and she took
full advantage of her opportunity. She proved herself
a pianist of thorough intelligence and musicianship.
Technically she played with delightful ease and accu-
racy, while emotionally she invef>ted her interpretations
with such fine judgment and individual taste that one
involuntarily bestowed upon her the tribute of sincere
appreciation. Both as to touch and pedalling Miss Bir-
mingham proved thoroughly at home in respect to
artistic effects, and she gave a performance that will
long be pleasantly remembered by those fortunate
enough to hear it.

The complete program was as follows: Aria de Gis-
monde. from Ottone ( Handel) , Mrs. Lillian Birming-
ham. Miss Alma Birmingham at the piano; Chanson,
Meditation (Cottenet). Hejre Kati (Hubay), Miss Marion
Nicholson, Miss Helen Rust at the piano; The Lark
(Glinka-Balakirew), Cradle Song (Palmgren), La Nuit
(Glazounow). Rhapsody, B Minor (Brahms), Miss Alma
Birmingham; Die Mainacht (Brahms), La Derniere
flamme, Reves d'un Soir (Rene Rabey), There Is a
Garden (David Proctor), The Rivals (Deems Taylor),
Mrs. Lillian Birmingham.

THE MOTHER WISMER CONCERT

Much interest is being manifested in the violin re-

cital to be given by Hother Wismer at Sorosis Club
auditorium on Thursday evening, October 5th. As is

always his custom, Mr. Wismer has prepared an un-
usually interesting program, and inasmuch as he always
prepares these events with the utmost seriousness and
care, music lovers will unquestionably anticipate an
artistic treat. Mr. Wismer will have as his pianist
Edgar Thorpe, an unusually serious musician, and as
his assisting artist, Miss Dorothy Pasmore. than whom
there are few better solo cellists anywhere. The com-
plete program will be as follows: Prelude and Fugue in

A Minor (for violin alone) (J. S. Bach). Hother Wismer;
vinlin solos—Romance. Op. 94 (Robert Schumann), Two
Folk Dances in Northern Character, Op. 62 (Niels
Gade) Romance, Op. 11 (Chopin-Wilhelmj). Hother Wis-
mer; violin and cello—Passacaglia (Handel-Halverson),
Sonata in D (Haydn). Adagio—Tempo di Menuetto. Miss
Pasmore and Mr. Wismer; violin concerto, op. 11 (Jo-

seph Joachim), Allegro Maestoso, cadenza by Joachim;
Violin solos—Allegro guerriero—Adagio Cantabile

—

From Op. 46 (Max Bruch), Valse Serenade (Antonio de
Grassi). Andante B Minor, Op. 19 (Vieuxtemps), Hother
Wismer.

CONCERT AT MANNING SCHOOL

Comic
Opera

Lovers
\\ c are reproducing lielow a card so ar-

ranged that you may let us know what
comic operas you would like to have us re-

vive during our season at the Rivoli Opera
House (formerly the Kialto Theater) at

Market and Seventh Streets, and also an
application blank for season tickets which
will enable you to sec all of our productions
at reduced prices.

W'e ask that you kindly clip and send in

to us at the theater at your earliest possilile

convenience. Our season will start Monday,
October 2nd.

FERRIS HARTMAN
PAUL STEINDORFF

Place a cross opposite tlie twelve operas
you prefer in the following list. If we have
omitted any of your favorite operas add
them to the list.

"The Iii«I'.s Eye" "The Hlehnnyinnn"
'•Woodland'* *'Ermlne"
"fhiiiiON of Xorniandy" "Kotinka"
"Wizard of the IVile" ''Pinafore"
"Robin Hood" "SI aytime"
"The Choe4ilate Soldier" "Poin l*oni"
"BaheM in Toyland" "Mikado"
"The Weddlnp Day" "El Capltan"
The Toy Maker" "I.ove Tales of Hoffman"
"When Johnny Conies "Olivette" '

Mnrohin)!; Home" "The Geisha"
"Belle of \e»v York" "Sho-Gun"
"Madame Sherry" "Fortune Teller"
"Wnnpr" "Boecaeolo"
"Mile. Modiste" "Bohemian Girl"
"The Red Mill" **Mnritana"
"The Serenade" "Kinu Dodo"
"Rip Van Winkle" "The Campus"
"The Mascot" "Fra DIavolo"

For the season of Comic Opera, to be given at

the Rivoli Opera House (formerly the Rialto),
Market, near 7th, by Ferris Hartman and Paul
Steindorff, a book of twelve (12) tickets will be
sold for ten ($10) dollars. These tickets to be ex-

changed for the best reserved seats for any per-
formance.

I subscribe for the number of books opposite
my name below.
Name
Address

No. of Books

BAUMGARTNER PUBLISHES VIOLIN TECHNIC

At the Manning School of Music last evening, Friday,
September 29th. Miss Theolene Pohlson, violinist, gave
a concert, at which the following program was ren-
dered: Sonata. D Major (Handel); (a) O Vermland
(Swedish folk song) (Friml): (b) Minuet (Beethoven);
(c) An Bord d' an Ruisseau (Boisdeffre). Sonata for

piano and violin, G Major (Edward Greig).

John Baumgartner, for twenty years one of the best

known and most efficient orchestra violinists in San
Francisco, a pupil of Adolf Brodsky, one of the greatest

violin virtuosi of his day, returned from Germany a few
weeks ago. where he made arrangements for the publi-

cation of a Technic for the Violin. This comprehensive
work, to which Mr. Baumgartner has devoted many
years of his life, will be published by C. F. Kahnt of

Leipsic, one of the best known and best equipped pub-

lishing houses in Europe. Mr. Kahnt told Mr. Baum-
gartner that his Violin Technic is the best work of its

kind before the public today, because it is a technic by

itself, and not composed of technical "material" like

other so-called violin schools.

The inscription on this work is as follows: "A new
system to obtain the greatest power, pliancy and en-

durance of the muscles for the most complete violin

interpretation in the shortest possible time." The work
consists of five volumes containing valuable information
about finger technic. The work is now in the course of

publication, and will soon be ready for distribution

'n Europe and America. Mr. Baumgartner devotes an
entire volume to bow technic. He considers bowins
jiore important than any other author of a violin technic

ever did, and so he has treated the right hand with as

much care and attention as the left.

There is an entire chapter devoted to bowing-staccato

on account of its great importance. Since his return

Mr. Baumgartner has decided to again devote some Ol

his time to teaching. Therefore, any student desiring

to take advantage of the knowledge of this thorough
musician and violinist can make preliminary appoint-

ments by addressing John Baumgartner in care of

Pacific Coast Musical Review. 801 Kohler & Chase Build-

ing.

TENOR
Required for l^iedmont Inter-denominational

Church. Morning Service Only.
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Leroy B. Campbell, member of the Na-

tional Board of Normal Instructors of

the Art Publication Society of St. Louis,

and an authority on weight touch and
technic, addressed a number of teachers

at the Manning School of TMusic on Fri-

day evening. September 1st. His subject

was New Paths, and his lecture proved

of great interest to those fortunate

enough to be present. Mr. Campbell left

the next day. Saturday. September 2d,

for one year's trip to the Orient.

Miss Florence Reid, a talented pupil

of Joseph George Jacobson. will give

a recital for the Daily News on Sunday.
October 1st when she will render an in-

teresting program from 12 to 1 o'clock

noontime. Miss Reid is only eleven

years old, but has received much praise

whenever she appeared in public for her

advanced technic and clever playing.

The Half Hour of Music at the Greek
Theatre on Sunday afternoon. October

1st, will be given by three pupils of

George Jacobson—Gladys Ivanelle Wil-

son. Myrtle Harriet Jacobs and Sam
Rodetsky. The program will include

compositions by Massenet. Godard. Grieg.

Koelling. Rubinstein. Jacobson. Schuett.

Rachmaninoff, Brahms. WoUenhaupt and
Chopin.

The Manning School of Music gave an
exceedingly enjoyable pupils' recital at

the school. 3242 Washington street, on
Friday evening. September Sth. Every
number on the program was thoroughly
enjoyed, and the participants gave an
excellent account of themselves. The com-
plete program was as follows; To a Wild
Rose (MacDowell). Patsy Lyons; Old
and Young (Gurlitt). The Little Sprite
(Gurlitt). Carl Brown; On the Village

Green (Porjussen). Narcissus (Nevin).

Mabel Knorp; Rigaudon (MacDowell).
Dolores Leonard; Variations Pastorale
(Mozart), Mrs. Walter Fleming: Am
Meer (Schubert-Liszt I The Dancing
Marionette (Harold Henry). Fantasie
Impromptu (Chopin). Carol Johnson.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Pac. 1856

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:

002 KOHLER ,£ CHASE BLDG.
San FraQclHOO Phone: Kearnr 5454

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIAM ST

Studio: ITtST Euclid .\venne. Bfrkeley.
Phone Derkeley tiOOti.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIA.XO and HARMOY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
:i05 Kohler & Chase Hid. Tel. Sutter 73S7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, G03-6O4 KOHLER & CHASE BLOG.
Phone Kearny M54

MRS. CMARUtiS POULTER.
SOI>R.\NO St. .Andrews Cbnrrh
Voice Culture. Piano. 5.S.S 27th St., Oak-
land. TeL 2079. Kohler A Cfaaae Blds^
Wednesdays Tel. Kearny MM.

MARGARET BRUNTSCH ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Voice Production—En^rliKh, French. Ital-

ian. German Diction—Concert Repertoire
— Operatic Coaching;. Studio: 321 llifrh-

land .Vve.. Piedmont. Tel. Pled. 39<>0 J.

MANUSCRIPT
Specialize in Tran-sposition

BEATRICE CLIFFORD
2T2 Domny St.. S. F. Telephone Mk«. 4S.SS.

ZHAY CLARK
HABPISTE

With Chicago Opera Association During
Season l!l2:i-l»23. Studio; IIM Filbert St..

San Francisco.

SELMA MARGOLIS
VIOLIMST

WILL ACCEPT BEGINNERS
Kingsbury Apts.. S31t Leaven^Torth St.

TeL Franklin «3-i3

EDWIN IIUTCHINGS
Pupil of Frank >Ios^. Teacher of Piano.
Studio: 313.' Sacramento. Tel. Fillmore (titso

BEATRICE CLIFFORD
Teacher of Piano and Orcan

Accompanist—272 Downey St.. S. F. TeL
Market 42SS.

LOIS STILSON MILLER
Dramatic Soprano— Soloist Fourth Church
of Christ. Scientist—Vocal Instruction

—

Studio 31M2 Clay St. TeL Pac. 7t!ll.

Large Studio Beautifully Furnished

To Sublet Part I'ime at Reasonable Rent—Stein»Tay Grand Piano—Violin or Piano
Teacher Preferred—References, Telephone
Franklin 4.1!i2.

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
B.\RITONE — VOICE CI LTl RE

Authorized to Teach 31 me. Schoem-
Renie'n >lethod

122.% Jones St. Tel. Prospect II7«r.

COBINNE GOLDSMITH
TE\CHFU OF PIVNO

(PROGRESSIVE SERIESI
.\rtLstie .Vceompanyin^

Studio: 1Q« Jordan .Vve.—TeL Pac. Oil

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PI.\NIST. .\CCOMPANIST

\ND TEACHER
Studio: 4ine Piedmont \ve. Tel. Pied. 27r.O.

Residence: 4i:>2 Hofve St., Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3492

^Icmber of Federal Itenerve Syvtem ond IsNOclnied Snvlni;> llankji of San Francl«co

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO HANK)

S30 California Street, Saa FraucUea, CaL
COMMERCIAL

MISSION BRANCH, MiMlan and Slat Streets

PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH. Clement St. and 7th Ave.
liAIGHT STREKT BRANCH, Halcht and Belvedere Streets

JUNE 30th, 1922
Assets .......... $7«. 170,177. 1«
Deposits .......... 72.470.177. IS
Capital Actually Paid Up ....... i .4>oo,ooo.oo
Reserve and Contingent Funds ...... 2.7(K>.0<>0.|>0

Employees' Pension Fund . . . . . . . 3.s.'.l>s4.«l

OFFICERS—JOHN A. BUCK, President: GEO. TOURNT, Vice-President and
Manager: A. H. R. SCHMIDT. Vice-President and Cashier; E. T. KRUSE, Vloe-
President: A. H MULLER. Secretary; WM. D. NEWIIOUSE. Assistant Si-creiary:
WILLIAM HERRMANN. GEO. SCHAMMEL. G. A. BELCHER. U. A. I-Al*KNSTi:iN
H. H. HERZER and H. P. MAYNARD. Assistant Cashiers; L. C. KOSTEP. Man-
ager Mission Branch: W. C. HEYER. Manager Park-Presldlo District Branch-
O. F. PAULSEN. Manager Haight Street Branch.

HOARD OF DIRECTORS—JOHN A. BUCK. GEO, TOURNY. R T KRUSE
A. H. R. SCHMIDT. L N. WALTER. HUGH GOODFELLOW. E. N. VAN BERGEN
ROBERT DOLLAR. C. W. DOANE, L. S. SHERMAN. WALTER A. HAAa

GOODFELLOW. EELLS. MOORE & ORRICK. General Attorneys
A dividend to depositors of FOUR AND O.NE-QUARTER ( I '4 ( per cent per

annum was declared for the six months ending June 30th, i'j22

PI.\NIST AND TEACHER
Residence and Studio, 612.S Hlllegass Ave.,
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAM.VTIC CONTRALTO

Opera Successes in Europe: Concert Suc-
cesses in -tmerica. .Xddre-ss isoi California
St., San Francisco. Telephone Prospect :{f>20

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 36 GafTney Building, 37G Sutter St.

TeL Douglas 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio: 1020 Seott St. Phone Fillmore 1561

ADKLE ULMAN
TEACHER OF VOICE AND PIANO

Studio ITS Commonwealth ,\ve.
Telephone Pacific 33

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Announces the openinj^ of her ne^v Resi-
dence Studio, Clark .\pts.. Apt. 20—138
Hyde St.. San Francisco. Phone Prospect
fiOSI. Fridays. 1H>2 Kohler ^V Chase Blds>
Ivearny 54,"4.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Cultnre. Suite "C" Kohler A Chaae
Rulldlng. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GR.iDC.VTE OF SCHOL.V CANTORCM,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. M.^RV'S CATHEDRAL

Piano Department, Hamlin School
Orean and Piano, Arrlllasa Musical Colleee

Evelyn Sresovich Weu-e

Studloi 1003 Kohler A Ckaae Bide.
Phone Kenmr &454

ELLEN EDWARDS
Entrllsh Pianist. Pupil of Rusonl—Solo
and .\ccompaniment. Studio 3134 11th Av.,
Oakland. TeL Merritt 41tk7.

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2S33 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAlLLEAU
Opera Comlque. Parla

Stndlo; 3107 Waahlnffton Street
Phone Fillmore 1H47

SIGMUND BEEL
piaster Clas<»es for Violin

Studio Building. 1373 Post Street

Tel. Prospect 757

Ada Clement Music School
AESTHETIC DANCING DEP.VRT.MENT

Ingeborg Lacour-Torrop
3435 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S9S

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTR-\I.TO

Teacher of Singing. 32 Loretta Ave., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler &
Chase Bldg.. S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay A ^'aahlngtoa

Mr. Noah Brandt. Violin
31 rx. Noah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano SnIoiNt. Temple Emanu El. Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal instruc-
tion. 2.T39 Clay St., Phone West 4S90.

JULIAN R. WAYBUR
TE-VCHER OF THE PIANOFORTE
Teaching 3lethuds a Specialty

Address all communications to 2903
Dwight Way. Berkeley
Teiephr.ne Berkeley i'Z>'9

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Studio; 2009 Kohler A Chase Bldg.

Telephone Kearny 5454
Res. Tel. Ilayvjew 4104

F. WARREN SHOUP
Piano Ins true I ions — Summer Classes

Member Toronto School of >lusic—Student
of Mrae. Rree of Vienna (First .Vssistant to
Leschetit/.ky I. Phone: Franklin 7272 i Be-
tween 9 and II A. >I.>

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO SOLOIST AND TE.\CHER

Ada Clement Music School
3435 Sacramento St, San Fr-nnciscn

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher

Head of Violin Department Ada Clement
^Insic School

34.'!.' Sacramento St.. San Francisco

Ruth Degnan
PUPIL OF GIACOIIO AXD ilME.

minkowski
teach»;r of voice

2-iZ^ Pine St. Tel. "We^t T012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

SIGISMONDO MARTINEZ
561 Hyde Street Phone Franklin 8212

SUZANNE PASMORE BROOKS
506 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MRS. JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MAR, ON FRAZER
1819 California St Tel. Prosp. 3208

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way. Berkeley. Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK
479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

VOC.t L

MACKENZIE GORDON
2S32 Jackson Street Phone West 467

MISS ELSIE INGHAM
Phone Prospect 5824 1040 Bush Street

MRS. OLIVE REED CUSHMAN
433 Elwood ATe., Oakland. Tel. Oak. 5154

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1670

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

EULA GRANDBERRY
725 Pine St. Tel. Garfield 2490

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 .\rguello BWd. Phone Pacific 366i

MOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker SL Tel.: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 113

MISS EDITH CAUBU REED .4>D MOUTHPIECE MAKER
376 ."Gutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM LOUIS J. PAQUET
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256 789 Mission St. Sutter 63S(
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G. SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO.. THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

THE LITTLE HANON, By Roht. ./. A,,,?
A npw ^vurk iinttvrnvil nflpr thuM- r(intaln«*d In tht* fnnitiux "lliinon '

Plnnbil.** It Nhituld Nerve the nome vurpoMe for the euiit|iar»tlve heclni
the larger one hnn no Nuei-eNNrul)}' nrrtinipliNhecl for the more ntlvaneed.

Chcertullv sent for inspection t»' anvune.
HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Snmuiy Pnblieaiions.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

1I3S Chentnut Street
Telephone ProMpeet 4»:t2

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL Cl'LTlRE

Artlnt pupIlN nva liable for all oceaMlons
r.O0 Kohler &. Chone Ulde. Kearnr 4D01

Califbrnja
GRAND CONCERT

.Sl.XD.W .MUUMXG, OCTOUEH FIRST
Bh^vcn O'clock

ALL WAGNER PROGRAM

SEVERI
I'onduotini;

"Prelude" to "The llaNterninicerH"

"Prelude" and "l.ove*(* Dea»h" from "TrlMtan'*

and "Iwolde"

"KantaNj-" from "Sleg'fried"

Overture to "TannhauKer"
ORCHKSTRA OF SIXTV-FIVE

Qonstance <iAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at
^

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
EndorMed by AVagrer Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

StudioN S07 Kohler & Chnne Bide.
2r>lSVj. Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

PAUL ASH
and his

SYNCO - SYMPHONISTS
An Orchestra of Soloists

FEATURING CLASSICS AND
MODERN LIGHT MUSIC IN
A NOVEL AND DISTINCTIVE

STYLE

Hear them at the

GRANADA

SCHUMANN-HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

A Quality, NOT a Quantity Product

iiasim^Ijmnliii

PIANO
Quantity Production Has Never Been the

Aim of the Makers of the Mason & Hamlin

Piano
—0^

The Violins of Stradivari, the Canvases of Michelangelo, and Rubens, the Statu-

ary of Rodin are famous for their greater beauty, not for their quantity.

Mason & Hamlin Pianos are more paintiakingly, more coniicientiously built than

any in the world, and never has the question of quantity production been permitted to

intrude. Instead each piano is an individual product, in the making of which is centered

the ideals and traditions of generations.

The Result-IHE MOST COSTLY AND BEAUTIFUL PIANO IN THE WORLD
Our Stock is Now Most Complete. We Invite a Most Critical Test.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 117-125 Sutter Sis.

victor talking machines
MASON AND HAMLIN PIANOS

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose—99 South First

sheet music

Wa














